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INTRODUCTION TO NEW EDITION 

It is nearly nineteen years since Volume I., and more 
than ni;e years since Volumes V. and VL, of the Life of - . 
Disra~li were published. During the whole -period his 
reputation, compared with that of his contemporaries, 
has steadily increased; and his:_~J;_iEn·~- ~~~?.~e;:~ t 
~.!:.ll:g_y!..part;y.!.. t~ough subjected to-day to a for-/ 
midable competition unknown -in his time, has juEJt 1 

polled,.~ven in this moment of its depression, more votes 
among a fully-enfranchised democracy than any other 
single party. Its leader, Mr. _Baldwin, a man almost as 
different,as possible from Disraeli in.race, circu:instanc€~, 
upbringing and personality, never tires of proclaiming, 
b_•etw.een forty and fifty years after n_ israeli's death, thatf -
his own political creed is based <;m that great man'_s l 
teachings. Moreover, the generous youth of to-day,/ 
especiaJ_ly at our Universities, who represent for us that 
'new generation' in which Disraeli saw the real hope 
of the country1and to "'Yhich he constantly appealed, 
find their inspiration, if they are Conservatively inclined, 
ih Coningsby and Sybil, and adopt as their watchwords_~ 
Disr~eli's illuminating p~:_ases,. ~-a reatThrone,' 'Imperium 
et L1bertas' and 'Samtas San\tatum:.:{ . 

Nor is it merely among partisans and politicians that 
his fame has grown. Disraeli the man, and Disraeli 
the author, also exer~ise a ~ide fascination. Accordingly 
a very considerable numb~r, pt. hoe>ks abq:ut him have 
issued ·in recent years frofu~ __ tlitl\press, some of a bio
graphical, some of a critical character; some dealing with 
his political, some with his literary legacy; some endeavour
ing to penetrate the riddle of his complex personality, 

~ --·--··~~ v 



vi INTRODUCTION TO NEW EDITION. 

~thers elaborating from his· speeches and Writings a body 
of doctrine, and a spirit in treating. public affairs, whole- · 
some for these times" as for his. All this many-sided 
literature has necessarily to a large extent been based 
on the Monypenny-Buckle Life, which has indeed been 
criticised for its bulk, but of which the comprehensiveness
and authority have rtever been questioned. , It is hoped, 

1 therefore, that a new edition of that Life, bringing the 
j book w.ithin the reach o! readers of mod~rate means, will .. 
! meet with a general welcome. . . • 

Owing to the adoptio:p. of very thin but durable .;paper, 
the ·whole of the letterpress of the origillar six volumes, 
including prefaces and appendices,is here given within 
two volumes. It· has been set up almost entirely from 
the original plates, and s:iitee:n of_ the numerous illustra

-tions have been retained. I have carefully revised. the 
work throughout, but solely with the view; of correcting 
mistakes, making needed explanations, a11d adding such · . 
new: facts of importance-in themselves extremelyfew-,'
as have come. to light since the origfual publication. 

· In Volumes I. and II. of that. publication, the work of 
Mr. :(\fonypenny,I have placed my notes in square brf,tckets 
and appended my initials; and, inregard to Volume I., I 
have had the advantage of consulting some corrections 
which Mr. Monypenny had made in his own copy; 

This new edition appears with .the co-operation and 
goodwill of all who 'were responsible in any way for the 
original publication-the' Beaconsfield Trustees, the Pro
prietors of The Times, ML Coning~by Disraeli, and the 
publishing house of Murray. Indeed, to the pu~lisheJ;"s_,. · 
who have· alas! during·the past. year .l<;>st by death the 
John Murray with whom it had long been my privilege 
and pleasure :to work, I owe ·and desire to . express 

·.especial thanks. ' 
G. E. B. 

July,·l929. 
--~ . 
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PREFACE 

The~· main source of the biography. of which this is 
the first volmp.e is the great mass of papers bequeathed 
by Lord Beaconsfield to the late Lord Rowton and now 
in the keeping of the trustees of-. the Beaconsfield 
estate; and my first duty is a grateful recognition 
of the unfailing kindness and confidence which Lord. 
Rothschild and the other trustees have bestowed upon 

· me since I began my long and arduous enterprise. For 
this volume, the most difficult and laborious portion 
of the whole work, it -has not been possible to derive 
much assistance, from extraneous sources other than 
those which are accessible to all; my principal obligations 
are to Lady Layard for Disraeli's correspondence with 
the Austens; to Sir Herbert Thompson for the letters 
to William Pyne; and to Captain C. L. Lindsay for 
some of the original material whi~h formed the basis 
of the :Published volume Lord Beciconsfield' s Letters. 

To the King I owe my dutiful acknowledgment of 
the permission ·which his Majesty has been graciously 
pleased to accord me to print the letter to Queen Victoria 
in Appendix A; and I have to thank Lord Grey, Lord 
Tennyson, and Constanc{1 Lady Haldan· for access to,. 
or permission to publish, other single documents. I 
have also to thank Mr. Coningsby Disraeli for much 
assistance with the illustrations, in particular for 
allowing the reproduction of pictures at Hughenden; 
and Mr. Moberly Bell and Mr. G. W. Prothero for their 
kindness in reading the proof sheets and for- many 
valuable criticisms and suggestions. 

While· still in his youth Disraeli adopted the practice, 
3 



4 PRE.FACE 

which he followed scrupulously and 'consistently to the 
end of his life~ of spelling words such as 'honor,' 
' favor;' ·and so forth, according to their Latin origin; 
and in passages where his own language is reproduced 
this spelling has been allowed to stand, though elsewhere 
the ordinary English usage has been followed. 

W. F. M. 

0.CTOBER, 1910. 

• 
• 



CHAPTER I. 

• ANCESTRY • 

What a famous man believes as to his remote 
ancestral origins is often of more import than the 
dry, literal truth, and it will be best, therefore, to 
begin with the story of the Disraelis as it shaped 
itself in the mind of the subject of these memoirs. 

There have been two great colonies of the Jewish race in 
Europe-in Spain and in Sarmatia. The origin of the Jews 
in Spain is lost in the night of time. That it was of great 
antiquity we have proof. The tradition, never derided, 
that the Iberian Jews were a Phcenician colony has been 
favoured by the researches of modern antiquaries, who . 
have traced the Hebrew language in the ancient names· of 
the localities. . . . We know that in the time of Cicero the. 
Jews had been settled immemorially in Spain .. When the 
Romar{s, converted to Christianity and acted ·on by the 
priesthood, began to trouble the Spanish Jews, it appears 
by a decree of Constantine that they were owners and culti
vators of the soil, a circumstance which alone proves the 
antiquity and the nobility of their settlement, for the posses
sion of the land is never conceded to a degraded race. The 
conquest of Spain by the Goths in tne fifth and sixth,centuries 
threatened the Spanish Jews, however, with more serious 
adversaries than the Romans. The Gothic tribes, very 
recently converted to their Syrian faith, were full ()f barbaric 
zeal against those whom they looked upon as the enemies 
of Jesus. But the Spanish Jews sought assistance from 
their kinsmen the Saracens on. the opposite coast;· Spain. 
was invaded and subdued by the Moors, and for several 
centuries the Jew and the Saracen lived under the same 
benignant laws and shared the · same brilliant prosperity. 
~n the history of Spain during the Saracenic supremacy any 

5 



6 ~CESTRY [1 ,·i 

distinction of religiou'_ or ra~e is no longer traced. And so it 
came to pass that when at the-end of the fourteenth century, 
after the fell triumph of the Dominicans over the Albigenses, 
the Holy Inquisition was -introduced into Spain, it was 
reported to Torquemada that two-thirds of the nobility of 

·Arragon-that is to say, of the proprietors of the land
were Jews. 

All that these men knew of Christianity was that it was a 
religion of fire and-sword, .and that one of its first duties was 
to revenge some mysterious and inexplicable crime which· 
had been committed ages ago by some unheard-of ancestors 
of. theirs in an unknown land. The inquisitors a<idressed 
themselves to the Spanish Jews in the same abrupt and 
ferocious manner in which the monks saluted the Me:~ticans 
and the Peruvians. All those of the Spanish Jews who did 
not conform after the fall of the Mohammedan kingdoms 
were expatriated by the victorious Goths, and these refugees 
were the main source of the Italian Jews, and of the most 

-respectable portion -of the Jews of Holland. These exiles 
found refuge in two republics-Venice and the United -
Provinces.1 · 

Mter this historic preamble we enter the more dubious 
region of family tradition and genealogical legend. -

My grandfather, who became_anEnglish denizen in 1748, · 
was an. Italian descendant of one of those Hebrew families 
-whom th.e Inquisition fprced to emigrate ~rom the Spanish 
Peninsula at the end of the fifteenth century, and who found 
a- refuge in the more tolerant territories of the V ~hetian 
Republic. His ancestors had dropped their Gothic surname 
on their settlement on the terra firma,-and, grateful to the · 
God of Jacob- who had sustained them through unprece
dented trials and .guarded them- through unheard-of perils; 
they assumed the name 9f Disraeli, a name never borne 
before or since by any other family, in order that their race 
might be for ever recognised. Undisturbed and unmolested 
they flourished as merchants . for more than two centuries 
under the protection of the lion of. St. Mark, which was out . 
just, as the patron Saint of the Republic was himself a child 
of Israel. But towards the middle·of the eighteenth century 
.the altered circumstances of- England, favour~ble, as it was 
then supposed, to commerce and religious liberty, attracted 
the attention of my gi:eat~grandfather to this island, and 

·w 

1 Lord George Bentinck, ch. 24. 



JEWS IN ENGLAND 7 

he resolved that the youngest of his two sons, Benjamin, 
the son of his right hand, should settle in a country where 
the dynasty seemed at length established through the recent 
failure of Prince Charles Edward, and where. public opinion 
appeared definitively adverse to persecution of creed and 
conscience. · 

The Jewish families who were then settled _in England 
were few, though, from their wealth and other circumstances, 
they were far from unimportant. They were all of them 
·sephardim-that is to say, Children of Israel, who had 
never quitted the shores of the Midland Ocean·· until 
Torqueillada had driven them from their pleasant residences 
and rich estates in Arragon, and Andalusia, and Portugal, 
to seek greater blessings even . than a clear atmosphere and 
a glowing sun, amid the marshes of Holland and the fogs of 
Britain. Most of these families, who held themselves aloof 
from the Hebrews of Northern Europe, then only occasion
ally stealing into England, as from an inferior caste, and 
whose synagog~e was reserved only for the Sephardim, are 
now extinct; while the branch of the great family, which, 
notwithstanding their own sufferings from prejudice, they 
had the hardihood to look down upon, have achieved an 
amount of wealth and consideration which the Sephardim, 
even with the patronage of Mr. Pelham, never could have 
contemplated. Nevertheless, at the time when my grand
father settled in England, and when Mr. Pelham, who was 
very favourable to the Jews, was Prime Minister, there might 
be found, among other Jewish families settled in this country, 
the Villa Reals, who ·brought wealth to these shores almost 
as gr~at as their name, though that is the second in 
Portugal, and who have twice allied themselves with. the 
English aristocracy, the Medinas, the La:ras-who .were our 
kinsmen-and the Mendez da Costas, who, I believe, still 
exist. · · 
· Whether it were that my grandfather, oil his arrival, w~s 
not encouraged by those to whom he ·had a right to look up 
-which is often our hard case in the'outset of life-or whether 
he was alarmed at the unexpected consequences of Mr. 
Pelham's favourable disposition to his countrymen in the dis
graceful repeal of the Jew Bill which occurred a very few 
years after his arrival in this country, I know not; but cer
tainly he appears· never to have cordially or intimately 
mixed with his community. This tendency to alienation 
was, no doubt, subsequently encouraged by his marriage, 
which took place in 1765. My grandmother, the beautiful 
·daughter of a family who had suffered from persecution, 
had imbibed that dislike for her race which the vain are 
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.too apt to adopt when they find <that they are born to p~blic 
contempt. The indignant feeling that sho.uld be reserved 
for the persecutor, in the mortification of their disturbed 
sen~ibility, is t.oo often visited on the victim; and the cause 
of annoyance is recognised not in the ignorant malevolence 
of the powerful, but in the conscientious conviction ·of the 
innocent sufferer. Seventeen years, however, elapsed before 
my grandfather entered 'into thi.s union, and during that 
interval he had not been idle. He was only eighteen when he 
.commenced his career and when a great respgnsibility devolved: 
upon ·him. He was not unequal to it .. He ,was.·a· man of 
ardent character; sanguine, courageous, speculati"i"e, and 
fortunate; with a· temper , which ·no disappointment could 
disturb, . and a brain, amid reverses, full· of resourc~ He 
made his fortune. in the midway of life,. and ~ettled near 
Enfield, where he· ~ormed a'n: Italian garden, entertained 
his friends, played whist with Sir Horace Mann; who was 

. his great acquaintance, and who had known his brother at 
Venice as a banker, ate macaroni which was dressed by the 
Venetian Consul, sang canzonettas, and, notwithstanding 
a wife who never pardo:p.ed· him for his name, and a son who 
disappointed all his plans, and who to the last hour of his life 
was an enigma to him, lived till he was nearly ninety, and. 
then died in 18171 in the full enjoyment of prolonged 
existence. 

·My grandfather retired from active business on the eve 
· of that great financial epoch, to grapple with which his talents 

were well adapted; and when. the wars and loans of the 
Revolution were about to create those families of millionaires, 

' in which he mi.ght probably have enrolled his own .• That, 
however, was not our destiny.2 

\. 

Such is Benjamin· Disr~eli's story of the vicissitudes 
· of his family, such the. background of historic truth 
and genealogical legend in which he sought his con
nexion with the larger ·vicissitudes of his. rae~. In these 
ancestral matters we are .most of us prone :to mistake 
p~ssibilities for probabilities, and to rear grandiose 
theories on a :very slender foundation of. fact. Disraeli 
was no exception to. the TlJle: indeed, all his days he was 
ha~nted, more. than inost men, by a longing to escape 

1 He really di,ed in Nov., 1816, ·at the age of 86. · 
2 Memoir of Isaao D'Israeli· prefaced to the collected edition of his 

works published in 1849 .. 
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and Israeli, it would appear, is an Arabic wo~d meaning 
Israelite; which from its constant application to indi
vidual Jews by· the non-Jewish population: in Moorish 
Spain and in the Levant" ·frequently developed into . 
a permanent surname. Thus all that our positive 
knowledge amounts to is that the· D'Israelis were of 
the seed of Abraham, and that they came proximately 
from Italy-a land which has produced so many more. 
than its due allotment of the world's great statesmen 
and rulers. , • 

The circumstances of the young immigrant who came 
to London to seek his fortune were· in all likelihood 
humble enough;' and we need not suppose that. when 
he set out for England the security of the Hanover:ian 
dynasty figured very largely in his calculations. He 
was content to b~gin as .a clerk in an Anglo-Italian 
hquse, and though he presently established himself in 
a business of his own as. an Italian merchant, it was long 
before real prosperity came to him. To vary the mono
tony of his business as a merchant he tried experiments 
in the stock market; but these at first were unfortunate, 
and though eventually he won a gopd position as a 
stockbroker, and even became a member of the Stock 
Exchange Committee, he was for a time involved in . 
serious difficulties. · In 1765, however, he married, ·as 
his second 1 wife, one Sarah Siprut de Gabay; who, 
through her paternal grandmother, inherited the blood 
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'froni the sordid details of commonplace life into spacious 
historical atmosphe~es. In the present instance he had 
probably very little precise Iuiowledge to cool his ardent 
imagination. His father, in . spite of his multifarious 
curiosity, appears never to ~ave troubled ):rimself about 
his own family antecedents, and Benjamin D'Israeli the 
elder died before his grandson was of an age to have 
his curiosity awakened. It need not then surprise us 
to find that criticism has bee:p. busy with the narrative 
which :M.as just been given. The tradition of an ancestor 
who took part in the great Jewish exodus from Spain . . 

in the time of Ferdinand and Isabella may cir may not 
be well founded, but it is n'ot supported by any inde
pendent evidence. The story of the long sojourn in 
venice is even more open to suspicion; no trace of the 
family having been discovered in Venetian archives till· 
a period subsequent to _the migration to England. What 
we know for . certain is that the grandfather Benjamin 
D'Israeli, who 'became an English denizen in 1748,' 
had his Italian home not in Venice but at Cento in 
Ferrara1

: we know also that a Jewish· colony, no doubt 
mainly of Levantine origin, ·existed in Ferrara before 
the Spanish exodus, but that it was largely· reinforced 
by the exiles who fled- from Torituemada. The ·name,2 

for wltich we have to be content with a less picturesque 
'derivation than ·w'as claimed for it by the man who has 
made it RO farriOllR iR P.f11HJ.lJv P.o'm:dRf,fmf, P.it.hP.r with a, 
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that 'he was evereven a possible rival. of the Roth~childs. . 
At his death he left estate real and personal which was.· ~ 
sworn under :£35,000. In his will he sums up his 
vicissitudes of residence by describing himself as 
'for~nerly of Enfield in the County of Middlesex, apd 
then of Woodford in the County of Essex and of Old 
Broad Street, London, but late of· Church Street, Stoke 
Newington,' where he died. His tomb; restored by his 
grandson when in the plenitude of his fame and great- · 
ness, may still be seen in the Portuguese Jews' Cemetery 
at Mile End, in the East of London. . 

Benjamin D'Israeli the elder remained to the end of 
his life a member· of the Sephardi congregation of Be~is 
Marks, and though, as we are told, 1 he was somewhat 
lax in his observances and took no great interest in 
the affairs of the Synag9gue, he contributed liberally 
to its support and increased his donations as the growth 
of his fortune gave him warrant.' On one occasion he 
even served in the minor office of Inspector ofthe Charity 
School, t:q.ough apparently his zeal in the performance; · 
of the duties was not remarkable. From . the few 
glimpses we get of him, he seems to have been a man <;>f 
winning· and kindly disposition. His son Is.aac; writing· 
after his death, dwells on his 'sweetness of temper and , 
genero~ity of feeling ' ; and more than , half a century 
later his grandson still affectionately remembered the 
'kind good-natured man who was in the habit of giving· 
l!le presents when his wife was away.' Far different 
were Lord Beaconsfield's recollections of. his grandmother: 
' a demon,' as he described her to Lord .Rowton · in 
his grandiose way, 'only equalled by Sarah. Duches~ 
of Marlborough, Fr~nces Anne [1\{archioness · ·. of . 
Londonderry], and perhaps Catherine of Russia.' · 

She lived tilll825, when she died, aged 82, and was buried 
in Willesden Church, where her monument is. She was 
informally a Protestant at the 'time of her death. She came 

. to stay wi~h my father and mother at Hyde House .near 
IPicoiotto's SketChes of Anglo-Jewish .History, p. 295; 
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· Chesham in' the year l8.25, aild was kind and suave to all: 
upon .seeing which I recollect that. my mo.ther remarked: 
' Depend upon it she, iS-:-going to die.' I·' remember with 

·horror the journeys ori Sundays from Bloomsbury Square 
to :Kensington, when I was. a boy. No public conveyances, 
nq kindness, no ~ea, no tips,..,-nothing. . . .·· j 
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CHAPTER II. 

• IsAAc D'IsRAELi . 

To -senjamin and Sarah D'Israeli a son Isaac, their 
only child, was·born in 1766. 

Nature [proceeds the M~moir from which we have already 
drawn] had disqualified him, from his cradle, for the busy 
pursuits of men, A pale, pensive child, with large dark 
brown eyes, and ·flowing hair, had grown up beneath this roof 
of worldly energy and enjoyment, indicating even in his 
infancy, by_ the whole carriage of his life, that he was of a 
different order from those among whom he· lived. Timid, 
susceptible,· lost in reverie, fond of solitude, or seeking no · 
better company than a book, the years had stoJen on, till 

. he arrived at that mournful period of boyhood when eccen
tricities excite attention and command no sympathy. Then 
commenced the age of domestic criticism. His mother; 
not incapable of deep affections, but so mortifieq by her social 
position th'at she lived until eighty without indulging in a 
tender expression, foresaw for her child only a future of degra
dation. Having a strong, clear mind, without any imagina
tion, she believed that she beheld an inevitable doom. The 
tart remark and the contemptuous comment on her part, 
elicited, on the other, all the irritability of the poetic idiosyn
crasy. After frantic ebullitions, for which, when the cir
cumstances were analysed by an·ordinary niind, there seemed 
no sufficient cause, my grandfather. always interfered to 
soothe with good-tempered commonplaces, and promote 
peace. He was a man. who thought that the only way_ to 
make people happy was to make them a present. He took 
it for granted that a boy in a passion wanted a toy or a guinea. 
At a later date when my father ran away from home, and after 
some. wanderings was brought back, found lying on a tomb
stone in Hackney Churchyard, he embraced him, and gave 
him a pony. · 

13 
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Soon however these remedies ceased to a vail. 

The crisis arrived, when, after months of. abstraction anQ. 
irritability, my father produced a poem. For the first time 
my grandfather was seriously ·alarmeQ.. · The loss of one of 

· his argosies, uninsured, could not have filled him with more 
·blank dismay. His idea of a poet was formed from one 

of the prints of Hogarth hanging in his room, where an 
unfortunate wight in ·a garret was inditing an ode to riches, 
while dunned for his milk-score,, · 

Decisive measures were ~t once adopted and the young 
poet was sent to Amsterdam, ' consigned like a •bale of 
goods to my grandfather's correspondent, who had instruc
tions to place him at s~nie collegium of repute in that 
city.' Here he lived for .the next three or four years 
in the charge of' a tutor who gave the intelligent _boy· 
the run of an excellent library, but made no attempt 
to· impart the mental discipline that. might have been 
so saiutary. 'Before',his pupil was fifteen, he had read the 
works of Voltaire and ;had dipped into Bayle,' authors, 
it may be remarked~ whose influence can be seen in all 
his subsequent work and _may be detected even in the 
mind of. his more famous son. ' When he was eighteen 
he returned t<;> England a disciple ofRousseau,' and no . 
better equipped than when .he left for taking the place 
which the commercial ambition·of his father or the social 
aspirations of his mother would have assigned ~ him. 
The father proposed to 'place his· son in a mercantile 
establishme!lt at Bordeaux.- Isaac replied that ' he had . 

. written a poem of considerable length, which ne wished 
to publish, against commerce which was the corruption 
of mail.' Finally a compr~mise was_ discovered. 

He was sent abroad, to travel in France, which. the peace 
then per}llitted, v_isit some friends, see Paris, and then proceed 
to Bordeaux if he felt inclined. My 'father travelled in France, · 
·and tlien proceeded to Paris; where he remaimid till the eve 
of great events in that capital. This was a visit recollected 
with satisfaction. ~He lived with learned men and moved 
in vast libraries, and ret;.ll'Iled. in the earlier· part ot 1788, 
with some little knowledge of life, and with a considerable 
quantity of books. 
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As early as -1786 _D'Israeli had appeared in -pri;nt in 
the Gentleman's Magazine, and the year after his return. 
from Paris he published in the same serial an anonymous' 
satire in .verse which is now forgotten but was fortunate 
enough to attract some attention at the time and to win 
for its· author, when his ide:t;ttity was revealed, the 
acquaintance· of some of the. minor literary celebrities 
o£ the day. Poetry, however, was not his field, and he 
presently struck a more productive vein. In his twenty
fifth. year he published, again anonymously, a volume 
of an~cdotes, sketches, "and observations which under the 
happy title of "Curiosities of Literature" soon became 
popular. A second volume followed a couple of years 
later, and the success of this work gave a bias to 
its author's mental development and eventually deter
mined his whole literary career. Many years indeed 
of undecided purpose, of ' hesitating and imperfect effort ' 
and of vague aspirations after fame in the creative 
fields of literatlire were still to come; for, with ample 
means to supply his immediate wants provided under the 
will of his maternal grandmother and ample prospects 
secured in the· succession to his father's fortune, Isaac 
D'Israeli missed the salutary compulsion which· the 
necessity of earning his daily bread would have imposed. 
But at the age of thirty-five he renounced his dreams and, 
according to his son, ' resolved to devote himself for , 
the rest o£ his life to the acquisition ofknowledge.' 
. This crisis in his mental development coincided . with 
an important change in the external ordering. of his Iiie. 
In 1802 he married Maria Basevi, the youngest daughter 
of an Italian Jew who had settled in England later than 
Benjamin D'Israeli. In the case of most great men' 
the mother's influence is-perhaps ·more potent than the 
father's in the shaping of character and career; but the 
subject of this biography seems to have been an exception. 
The Basevi family were then and later not devoid of 
intellectual distinction, but no portion of it seems to have 
fallen to the lot of Maria D'IsraE)li. She lived.till 1847 
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.-long enough to.see.her soil one of the fotemost. men
in Parliament; _,yet in the_ fainily correspondence we 

'seldom hear of her, or if she-is: mentioned .it is usually 
in connexion with some,passing illness or some domestic 
detail. In the- Memoir of Isaac D'Israeli, which his son 
contributed-to a collected edition -of his works published 

- after his death, and which forms the basis of this and the 
preceding.chapter,she finds no place at all. ller daughter, 
writing on its appearance to congratulate her· brother 
on ' the success of h~s labour of }ove ' an<l writ~g with 
a sister's admiring: partiality, was nevertheless .quick 
to notice the omission. 

Your essay must ever rank among the most delightful 
biographic sketches in- our language, if not the most so, and 
I can at this moment remember nothing like it. Never was 

'there a character at once so skilfully, tenderly,·and truthfully 
delineated·. Every line to~d in my h~art as I eagerly ran over 
them. As for the whole,_no ·one but ourselves can know how 
true it is, hut ev,erybody will feel how charming. Only your 
magic pen could have so grouped ma~erials which seemed 
so scant' into a picture full of interest for all the world., If 
it be short,.it is frill of matter. Everything is in it,....:..,.everything 
at least but one. I do wish that one. felicitous stroke, one 
tender word had -brought our dear Mother into the_ picture. 
You will think me migrateful not to be quite satisfied, It is 
easy for one who can do nothing else to make remark~.· .. . 

-Maria D'Israeli in fact appears to have been an excel-
lent wife and mother, who kept the . affection of her 
husband and won: the affection of her childre:J?-, but never 
counted for much in the intellectual life of either. 

For Isaac D'I;~aeli the ten years that followed his mar: _ 
, riage were years mainly of accumulation. . 'His pen was 

_never idle,. but it was to note'and to register, not to com
pose. His researches were prosecuted every; morning 
among the MSS, o£ the British Museuin, while :his. own 
ample collections permitted him to pu.,rsue his investiga
tion .in his own library into the night,' Boxes of his 
papers still survive which bear testimony' to this untiring 
if~somewhat desultory industry-a chaos of fragmentary , 

'· . --

.... , .,··~ ·~ ~- ... ~. 
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notes in small and crowded penmanship, no., scrap of 
paper th.-at came to hand and had an unused corner 
be~ng either too high or too low to serve his :rieed. Ev'entu- ·· 
ally the desire of composition again came over him. 
'From 1812 to 1822 the press abounded with his works. 
His Calamities of Authors, his Memoirs of Literary Con'
troversy, in the manner of Bayle; his Essay on the Literary 
Character, the most perfect of his compositions, were 
all chapters in that History of English Literature which 
he then.commenced· to meditate, and which it was fated 
should never be completed.' There· is evidence that 
even before his marriage the idea of thjs monumental 
work ·had occurred to him: it became no· doubt the 
leading inspiration of his studies and 'gave to them 
whatever ·unity of purpose they possessed; and it hqvered 
before ·his eyes Jor forty years till blindness overtook 
him. But his activity was by no means confined within 
the bounds of this great design. His early work,- the 
Curiosities of Literature, was cosmopolitan: rather than 
exclusively" English in its range, and as the public con
tinued to buy and read it, the author was··eventually. 
induced to· begin a process of revision and enriciunent 
under which it grew in time to its final ample dimensions. 
In its enlarged _form it more than retained the favour it 
had already won, and remains to this day the most 
popuiar· of his writings. Even more deserving of notice 
in a biography of his son are his excursions into the 
n;alm 9f political history. His literary studies had led 
him' on to an Inquiry into the Literary and Political 
Character of James the First, in which he strove to vindi- · 
catr the reputation of that monarch against the strictures 
of historians' dominated by the Whig tradition; and, 
pursuing the same line of study, he gave five years of his' 
life to an elaborate and ambitious treatise intended to 
perform a similar office for James's successor. The 
Commentaries on the Life and Reign of Charles I. have 

· · long been superseded by the works of later historians; · 
but they won for their author an honorary degree at 
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Oxford to,. which- -he 'was presented as '·optimi regis 
vindex optimus '; 'and they have won for him alsci 
"lasting credit as one of the, first of English histo~ians to 
recognise the value and attempt the exploration of the 
masses of manuscript -material lodged in the British 
Museu~ and elsewhere.·· ·!~' 

Among his contemporaries, and not least among those 
whose praise was best worth having, Is.aac D'Israeli's 
reputation stood high. Byron, Scott, Southey; Rogers, 
were all .among his admir.ers. ' There's a mM,' said' 
Rogers to Southey, 'with only half an. intellect who· 
writes books that -must. 'live.' Byron was less caustic 
in his appreciation. '. 1 don't know a living man's 
books,' he wrote to his publisher, 'I take up so often 
-or lay down more reluctantly-as Israeli's; ' 1 

' If 
there is. anything new of Israeli's send it me .... 
He is the Bayie ·of literary speculation an.d puts together 
inore amusing information than anybody.' 2 

· 

Shortlyafter the publication of the first two cantos 
of Ghilde Harold Byron and D'Israeli met, apparently.not 
for the first time, and a scrap;'in Benjamin Disraeli's 
hand has preserved 'his father's recollection of his inter-
course with the. poet. ~ 

· I never knew ·a man with a more modest, gentlemalliJ, and 
perfectly unaffected ·manner. He was now in full fa:l'ne, and 
until he left England I often :qtet him, He treated me With 
so. much respeet--;I had almost said revere_nce-that I, being a 
somewhat modest and. retired man, thought at first that he 
was quizzing me, but I·soon found that I did him injustice. 
The fact is my works being all abou:t the feelings of literary 
men were exceedingly interesting to him. They contained 
knowledge which hecouldget nowhere else. It was all new 

' ... 
1 Byron's Letters and Journals (Ed.: R. E. Prothero), IV., p.-~274. 

The letter reproaches Murray for his indiscretion in showing D'lsraeli 
Byron's copy of the original iBBue of the Literary Character full of marginal 
notes and emendations. This copy was the pr.oximate cause of a revised 
and enlarged edition of that work, which appeared in 1818. Byron read 
the book in 'its new form and added no.tes 'which were embodied in the 
edition of 1822. In a· note to the prefac.e. of the 1818 edition Byron· 
declared that he had. read D'Israeli's works \oftener than perhaps those 
of any Englisli writer whatever; except suoh.astreat of Turkey.' 

2 Ibid., V., p. 390. . . ' 
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to him. He told me that he had read my works over and 
over 'again. I thought this, of cours_e, a compliment, but 
some years afterwards found it to be true. · 

D'Israeli . in his turn was of course not behindhand 
in appreciation of the poet, and his son grew to man
hood in a household where the name of Byron was always 
held in reverence. Yet in spite of this it is hard to believe 
that the father was really in sympathy with the romantic 
movement of the day. His true idol was Pope, and 
in the whole complexion of his mind w~ find an affinity 
with the eighteenth century rather than with the nine
teenth.· The ·son was more deeply penetrated with 
the spirit of the later time; and he· had the dremonic 
force which his father lacked and which that spirit calls 
for or inspires in its votaries. Yet we shall find, as 

. we proceed, in subtle combination- with very different 
matter, a certain eighteenth century element_ in _the 
intellect of the son which, unless we are to explain it 
by direct inheritance-· from his father, was doubtless 
the result of early education and of constant intercourse 
during the impressionable age with a mind originally 
cast in the eighteenth century mould. ' 

Isaac D'Israeli's works, especially the Curiosities, 
still have their readers, but his reputation· has hardly 
rested ~t the level to which it rose during his life. It is 
as the father of his son that he now mainly interests us, and 
as a capital influence in the formation of that son's mind 
a:nd character.. Superficially the resemblance is slight 
between the student recluse buried in his books and the 
statesman who through the· turmoil of pub.lic lif~ forced 
his way to fame and honour, and the son was well aware 
that _his father never fully understood him; yet he 

- assigned to his father a foremost place among the few 
from whose wisdom. he had himself drawn profit, and 
to the end of his days he retained the most unquestioning - -
admiration for his works and was never weary of paying 
affectionate homage to his genius and attainments. If 
we bear in memory the lineaments of the father as drawn 
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•by the son, we shall catch--in the son himself m~ny a 
suggestion of 'heredity even where the contrast between 
the two seems sharpest and where resemblance is least 
to be expected. Take, for instance; the following:-

. He was a complet~ -literary character, a man who r~ally · 
passed his life in his library~ Even marriage produced ·no 

. change: he rose to· enter the chamber where he lived alone 
with his books, and at night his lamp w:as ever lit within the 
same walls. · Nothing, in_deed, _was more_ remarkable than 
the isolation of this prolonged existence. . . . He disliked 
business, and he never.required relaxation; he was ~bsorbed 
in his pursuits. • In London his only amusement · Fas to 
ramble. among bo_oksellers; if he entered a club, it was only/' 
to .go mto the library. In the country, he scarcely ever.· 

· left his room. but to saunter. in abstraction upon a terrace;·
muse. over a chapter; or coin a sentence. He had not a,. 
single passion or'' prejudice: all his convictions were the 
.result of his own studies, and were often. opposed to the· 
impressions which he .had early imbibed. He. not o:qly 
never entered into the politics of the day, but he could never 
understand them. He_ never was connected with ariy; par
ticular body or set of men; ·comrades of school or college, 
or confederates in that public life· which, in England, is, 
perhaps, the. only foundation of real friendship. 

D'Israeli the elder ,lived through one. of the· most stirring 
periods in the histbry of the world, yet in all his corre~ 
spondence there. is ·hardly an.allusion to passing~eve~ts. 
Not the sort of man, one would say, whose sonwa~ likely 
to · become Prime· M:inister of England; but we shall 
find as we proceed in the son himself something of the 
same tendency to aloofness and isolation, and niany, (;f 
the habits of the student ~ecluse not eradicated though 
heid in subordination by what' was ~trenuous and 
enterprising in his character and genius. · 
. Though at this stage it is hi part an an~icipation, one 
last extract from the Memoir by his son 'will complete 
the pictu~e of Isaac D'Israeli :-,-- · 

· -On his moral character I' shall scarcely presume to dwell. 
The . philosophic . sweetness · of. his disposition; the serenity 

. of. his lot, and ·thei~levating 'nature of his pursuits, combined 
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.to enable him to pass through life without an evil act, almost 
without an evil thought. As· the world has always been 
fond of personal details respecting men who have be·en 

· celebrated, I will mention that he was fair, with a Bourbon 
nose, and brown eyes· of extraordinary beauty and lustre. 
He wore a small black velvet cap, but his white hair latterly , 
touched his shoulders in curls almost as flowing as in his · 
boyhood. His ·extremities were delicate and weU-formed, · 
and his leg, at his lasthour, as shapely as in his-youth, which: 
showed the vigour uf his frame. Latterly. he had becom-e 
corpulent. He did not. excel in conversation, though in his' .· 
family 14i.rcle he was garrulous. Everything interestt:)d_ him, 

· and blind and eighty-two he was still as susceptible· as a 
child. • One of his last acts was to >Compose some verses 

. of gay gratitude to· his daughter-in-law; ,_ whq was his 
London correspondent·, and to· whose lively· pen he was 
indebted for constant amusement. He had by nature a 
singular volatility which never deserted him~ His feelings, 
though always amiable,' were not painfully deep, and ami9-. 
joy or sorrow the philosophic vein was ever evident. He 
more resembled Goldsmith than any man that I can compare 
him to; in his conversation, his apparent confusion of ideas' · 
ending with some felicitous phrase of genius, his naivete, 
~hi~ simplicity not untouched with ·a dash of sarca§_m 
affecting innocenc~one was often reminded of the. gifted ' . 
friend of Burke and Johnson. There was however one trait· 
in which my father did iwt rese~ble~: Goldsmith; :lfe had, no 
vanity. Indeed, one of his few' infirmities wa~ rather a: · 
deficiency of self-esteem. · ,,,_· 

I. 
2 
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. On -hi~ marriage early in 1802, Isaac D'Israeli, ~h~ · 
had been living in· chambers in· James Street, Adelphi; 
moved to 6, King's Road, B'ed(ord Row,1 and' there at 
half-past -five in~ the morning of Friday, December 21, 

. 1804, or according to t.he:Jewish reckoning the 19th of 
·-Tebet, 5565, his eldest sori;Benjamin was born. -On tne 
eighth day ·the boy was :duly initiated :into the covenant 

• of Abraham, the rite of circumcision being performed Qy 
a relative-_of 'hit? mot, he( s;, Da v:id Lindo. Benjamin_ was 
not the eldest Ghil'd;~ -'for. a'· dal;i.ghter Sarah had pre- , 
ceded hiir{ on December_ 29, ~1$02; and three sons t:.c 
were to follow,--Naphtal{; (who died in infitncy) ·in··:. 
1807, Raphael (Ralph)~1i-t/'i8ol); ·and- Jacobus (James) 
in 1813. · - - · · · · 

The gli~pses we -~re- able to cat~h at 'this distance of 
-'time of the future .statesman's childhood are few and 0f 
siight signifidance. :·' My' son Ben assures :me you are in ' 
Brighton .. He saw you! Now, he ·_nev~r li~s,': wr,ote 
Isaac· D'Israeli _ froni- Brighton, where. he was a frequent 
visit()r, to'his friend John Murra,Y when the boy was 
_betwee1;l.four and 'five; Perhaps :ri<)t_ only truthfulness,· 
but a c~itain pr'ecocious alertness,· is to· be: deduced from •" • ' •• " ,. • ' ·: r: ·-~ • • 

1 Now 22, Theobald's R.oad .. The )louse, though-in- wh~t iiLn~w a 
noisy thoroughfare, has a-pleasant outl<!ok over Gray's -Innparderi;-.and 
is· inarked by a .memorial tablet affixed by the London County. C<mncil .. 
Oqdly ¢fiough;. IiC:Jrd: Be:wC:Jnsfield seems never to have been certain either 

_ ·of the place· of his:birth or .ofthe yeariri which it occurred: ' · ·-
, ,_. •• ... --,,-,.:~ -·,, ,. ' .>;'>:''. . -'-22 

"~.· 
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this; At the age .of six, or earli~er/ Benjamin was·sent to. 
·a t>chool at Islington- which was kept by a Miss Roper, 
and which is described by one who knew it as ' for those 
days a very high-Class establishment.' Miss Roper had 
a Bucks connexion, so that by an odd coincidence ,.,, 
Benjamin's schoolmates included a number of boys 
belonging to families among whom the Disraelis after:.. 
wards settled in that county. From Islington in process 
of time he passed to a school of higher grade kept by the 
Rev. JOO.n Potticany, an Independent minister, it.is said,2 

in Elli~tt Place, Blackheath. Here the atmosphere, we' are 
told, was liberal ' as to both politics and religion,' though 
most of the boys appear to have attended the services 
of the Established Church. Probably it was only in a 
school of a certain latitude in religious matters that 
room could be found in those days for a professing Jew; 
and we learn that Ben was not only allowed to stand 
back at prayer time, but in common with a schoolfellow 
who was also .a Jew received instruction in Hebrew frorri 
a Rabbi who visited them· on Saturdays. Among his 
contemporaries at Blackheath was Milner Gibson, the 

:' well-known Radical politician, who in later days was to 
~':;-. sit opposite him in the House of Commons. From 
t:;. anot~e~ contempor_ar:y w~ get a pl~asant picture of Mr .. 
[~ Pott10apy's most distmgmshed pup1l:- . 
;:~: 

When my father took me to school he handed lll.e over 
to Ben, as he always called him. I looked up to him as a big 
boy, and very kind'he was to me, making me sit next to him 
in play hours; and amusing me with stories of robbers and 
caves, illustrating them with rough pencil sketches, which he 
continually rubbed out to make way for fresh ones. He was . 
a very rapid reader, was fond of romances; and would often 
let me sit by him and read the. same book, good-naturedly . 
waiting before turning a leaf till he knew I had reached the 
bottom of the page. He was very fond of playing at. horses, 
and would often drive me and -another boy as a pair with 

1 So. early that he used afterwards to say he oelieved he was sent there. 
to learn to speak. . . 

· 2 Jewish Chronicle, May 29, 1868. [It is doubtful whether this school-
master's name was Potticany or Potticary.-G. E. B.) 
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string reins. He. ~as al\Vays full of fun; and at Midsummer, 
when he went home for .the holidays in t:j:le basket of the 

· Blackheath coach, tired away at' the passers-by with his 
- pea-shooter:1 

( 

Another and less. friendly account, which appears to 
be based on the recollections of his Jewish schoolfellow, 
describes Disraeli as . · 

a lazy boy who excelled in none of the school exercises. How. 
ever, he would amuse his companions on a wet hali.holiday 
with a little extemporised drama. Being able to draw he 
would also construct a ·castle in paper as the scene-of the 
adventures which he described. ·He had a taste not un
common among' schOolboys for little acts of bargaining and 
merchandise, . . . Mr. Potticany forbade newspapers, but 
a clique, of which the two Jew boys were members, were 
allowed to take in Bell's Weekly Messenger. So far as politics, 
the talk of the embry? Premier was pronounced Toryish. 

According to this writer. the youthful·. Benjamin was 
not only dramatist but actor; ina school performance of 

- The Mercliant of Venice he took the· part of Gratiano, 
but failed to win ap"plause. 2 

Meagre indeed, in. other respects, is our knowledge of 
· those schooldays at _Blackheath, though they extended 
into a good many years. In both the reminiscenc;es that 
have been cited w~.find touches that remind us of Disraeli's 
own pictures of ~he boyhood of his heroes in Vivian Grey 

-and Contarini F.leming; and tliese two novels in their 
turn, which have an autobiographic significance above 
that of all the others, may help us to imagine what 
manner of boy their author must have been. Like·both 
his heroes, ~e may,surmise that he was daring and iin-

. petuous, some~imes perhaps mutinous and pugnac_ious; 

1. Rev .. E. Jones in the Standard of April 28, 1887; Mr. Jones was 
only six months_younger than .his protector, who had no doubt, however, 
.both physically and mentally, the precocious.development of his race. · 

· .2 'Jew.ish Chronicle, May 29, 18.68. Published soon afte:r Disraeli had 
. •become Prime Minister for the ·fust· time, these recollections'Care ·_open 

to the suspicion 9£ having. taken a .colour from. the political aniinu~ of 
later years. . i' " . : •. 
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keenly sensitive and warmly affectionate; a leader when 
he chose to lead, but somewhat isolated and much given· 
to reverie and castle-building. According to a recollec-

. tion of his brother Ralph's, he was fond· of ' playing at 
Parliament ~ in the holidays, and always reserved for him
self the part of leader and spokesman of the Gover!!- . 
ment, keeping the others, somewhat to thei!' annoyance, 
in the cold shades o~ opposition.· Of Benjamin's studies 
at Blackheath we know nothing at all. The only letter 
of his ~arly years that has come down to us is severely 
laconic and gives us no assistance. It owes its preserva~ 

.tion to the fact that the reverse of the paper on which it 
is written afforded space for one of his father's multi
farious notes,.and it runs: 'Dear Mama,-I have arrived 
safe. B. D'Israeli.' F~om a letter by his grandfather 
which has also floated down,· and which incidentally gives 
us a pleasant taste of the kind-hearted old man.who w~ote 
it, we hear of a serious illness by which the child was 
stricken in a summer vacation of this period. In August; 
1816, Benjamin D'Israeli the elder writes to a relation:
' vVe are now in great anxiety for poor little Ben, who 
has been very ill. . . . _ I am very much alarmed by the 
accolint I have from Isaac, and very much afeard. God 
preserve him and grant that he may get the better and 
recover 1' ' Little Ben" recovered, ·but three months 
later the grandfather died. . 

His death proved in its indirect consequences ·an 
important event in the life of the child. In the first 
place, Isaac D'Israeli, .grown more affluent now by the 
accession of his father's fortune, moved in the course of 
the following year from Killg's Road to 6, Bloomsbury 
Square/ a better house, with the fur.ther advantage 
of closer neighbourhood to the British Museum. Here 
he resided till twelve years later he left London for the 
country, and here his eldest son grew up to manhood. In 
the religious history of the family the removal of "the 

1 This house also is marked by a .tablet affiited .by. the London C~unty 
Council in accordance with their excellent practice. 
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grandfather from the scene. was quickly followed by 
serious developments which his presence had delayed. By 
temperament and training · Isaac· D'Israeli was -ultra
liberal or Laodicean in his attitude towards the traditional 
faith; his mother, we know; had little affection for it; 
and some of the Basevi fam:ily into which he had married 
shared his dislike for the narrow orthodoxy which was 
still su:premein the Synagogue. Nevertheless his children 
were uritil their grandfather's death brought up in the 
J.ewish faith, special provision being made, as ~e have 
seen, for the religi9us instruction of his eldest 1:10n in . 
Mr. Potticany's establishment; and though Isaac himself_ 
neithe;r attended _the Synagogue nor took any interest 
in its affairs, he paid his dues_ regularly" and would no doubt 
have been content to retain his nominal connexion with 
it if only hehad been left in peace. But in 1813 he was 
for some pedantic reason elected Parnass or Warden of 
the Congregation of Bevis Marks; and on his writing 
to the Mahamad or Chamber of Elders to point out the 
' singular impropriety ' of the choice, and to decline 
the office, he was fined £40; and told that his .election 
was in strict accordance with the laws of the Congregation. 
The quarrel was pursu~d with curious obstinacy on 
the part of the Elders and growing irritation on -the 
part of their rebellious coileague. - A long letter of 
remonstrance_ which D'Israeli wrote in December, 1813, 
defines his attitude:-

A person who has alw~ys lived out of the sphere of your 
observation; of retired habits of life; who can never unite 
in your public worship, because, as now conducted, it disturbs, 
instead cif -exciting, religious emotions, a circumstance of 
general acknowledgment; who has only tolerated some part 
of your ritual, willing to concede all he can in those matters 
which he holds to be. indifferent ;-':-such a nian, with but 
a moderate portion of honour and understanding, ·never can 
accept the solemn functions of ari Elder in yciur · congre- ~ 
gation,-and involve his life, and distract hispursuits, not in 
temporary but in permanent duties always repulsive to _·his 
feelingf:J: _ · - - · . · - - · · ., ' 
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Though in this letter he threatened to withdraw from 
their society, the dispute did not as~yet come to any 
definite head. Without rescinding their. de.crees .the 
Elders were content for the pr-esent not to enforce them; 
but three years later they renewed their ·demands and 
D'Israeli, '110 longer under the restraint of his father's 
influence, responded by insisting that his name should 
be erased from the list of their ·members. His resigna
tion was not formally accepted till several years. had 
elapsed, but the conmixion of the D'Israeli family with 

. the ~agogue was now at an end. 
Isaac D'Israeli though he ceased to be a Jew nl:lver 

became a Christian; and apparently he saw no reason 
at first why his children should not remain in the same 
amphibious condition. ' It was Mr. Sharon Turner 1 

·who persuaded my father-after much trouble-to 
allow his children to be baptized. He, one ,day, half 
consented, upon which Mr. Turner called on the day 

· following and took us off to St. Andrew's, .Holborn.' 
''This was Lord Beaconsfield's account· of the matter 

in his later days, and no doubt it fairly represents the 
general situation; but like many of his autobiographic 
recollections it is inaccurate in detail, for the children 
were not all baptized on one day. Benjamin himself 
was received into the Church on July 31, 1817, the two 
younger boys, Ralph and James, having. preceded him 
earlier in the month, and his sister following after a short 
interval. ·. No one could have foreseen how fruitful in . -

great consequences this event was :to be-neither the 
Elders of the Synagogue who forced the rupture, nor the 
Voltairian father, nor the zealous fainily friend, nor 
Mr. Thimbleby, who in Benjamin's case performed the 
ceremony of baptism. If the gentlemen of the Mahamad 
had shown less obstinacy or more worldly wisdom-and it 
was only, we are told, a question of two or three-votes
that strange political career which was to fascinate a 
later generation might well have been impossibl~. -

1 The well-know~ historian of Anglo-Saxon England. 
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Whether it was that the change .of religion made a 
change of school seem desirable, or that, as there is some 
reason to suspect, the'~establishment at Blackheath was 
closed, Benjamin about this time entered on a new stage 
of his education. He was . transferred to ' a school in 
;Epping Forest where there were about 50 . or 60 boys, 
and where,' as he once told Lord Rowton after reading 
in some hostile article . a sneer at his 'un-English 
Education,' ' the whole. drama of public school Jne was 
acted in a smaller t_heat:.;e.: The head of the sch~ol was· 
a Unitarian Minist~r, the Rev. Eli-Cogan. . • 

There were two brothers Cogan, the eldest a physician and 
a man of mark in his day., He was the foundm: of the Huma:qe 
Society, ·having brought the idea from Hollan9.. Dr. Cogan 
had travelled much and was a member of foreign Universities, 

. He published ,P.is trave~s in Gerjnany and Bolland ;anq .otlier' 
·works. H_is brother was not a public character, bp.t :Pr. Parr 
said of him that he was the only Nonconformist w~o was 
a G:r;eek scholar. 1 

. He was a complete .one; of ~he' P0rson 
school, and was really intended by Nature for a College Don. 
My father made· his acquaintance at a bookseller's shop, 
where Cogan purchased always the finest editions in the finest 
condition. . My father assumed for a long. time that he was 
a clergyman. When he discovered that he. was a .school
master, be thought I should be his pupil. I was thirteen, or 
about to be thirteen, when I went to him, at Higham Hall, 
an old manor house~ ·about two miles from .Walthamstow. 
Nothing was thpu,ght of there but the two dead languages, 
but he was an admirable instructor in them as well as. a first 
rate scholar. · , . . . 
· I remained there four years, arid was quite fit to have gone 

to a University when.I left Cogan___,I.mean, I did not require 
any preliminary crailnning at a private. tutor's. Not that 
I was more. advanced than other boys of my age: not so 
advanced, and never could reach the first class, which con- . 
sisted once of only one h()y, Stratton, afterwards at Trinity 
College, Cambridge, and who, it was supposed, was to have 
carried everything before him there, _and everywhere · else, 
but I have never heard~ of him since. The first class dealt 

· 1 'I am almost entirely, and in Greek altogether, .s!Jlf-taught,' says 
Mr. Cogan himself in_ a letter to Isaa9 D'Israeli, 'and have'\been obliged· 
·to acquire without assistance when a man what ought ·to have been com-
.· municated to me when a··boy.' · · - . ' · , , · · . . ' . ~ ) 
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~ith lEsohylus, 1\ristophanes, Aristotle, Plato; and the Greek· 
Orators. I never could reach this stage, though I listened to 
many of . the interpretations arid expositions of the master 
with interest and admiration. Though a· very reserved, 

. shy, calm man, his whole being became a)limated when he 
was interpreting a great classic writer. This ·I fully ·ex
perienced when I went before him with my Terence. After. 
our dull construing, he would himself interpret the scene .. 
It was acting-full of humor. · 

However, though I never reached the first class, and was 
not eminent even in the second, I learnt, or rather read a 
·great deal in those years. In Greek, all Herodotus; much 
of Thucydides; the_ greater part of the Iliad; something 
of th~ Odyssey; the Ajax; (Edipus Rex and Antigone 
of Sophocles;· the Medea, .Hippolytus and Alcestis of 
Euripides; Theocritus, the Idylls (my copy is now in the 
Library, with notes)1 ; and Xenophon, the Retreat ·and part 
of the Cyropcedia. In Latin he bathed us in Cicero, arid always 
impressed on us that, sofar as style was concerned, in lucid 
arrangement of subject, and power of expression the rro 
Milone was an education in itself; Cresar; much . of Livy; 
something of Tacitus; all Virgil and Horace; some of the 
best things in Catullus and the elegiac poets; the first book-
of .Lucretius; and all Terence. 2 

The a,ccounts which Disraeli gives of his early years, . 
in such fragments of autobiography, letters, notes, and 
conversations as have come down to us, are not easy to 
harmonise. Mr. Potticany's school he nowhere mentions, 
and in ·later years the memory of Higham Hall seems 
to have absorbed many of the recollections both of what 
preceded and what followed· in his education. It is 
probable tl;lat his stay at Cogan's was a good deal shorter 
than he makes it in the account just cited. In another 
narrative he himself reduces the period to two or three 
years; and the best conjecture would appear to l:ie that 
he left in the course of his sixteenth year, and then for 
twelve months or more continued his education at home, 

1 .Perhaps Disraeli had this copy in mind when i~ a somewl:l~imag~a
tive piece of autobiography which he once addressed to a correspondent 
he wrote:-' In the pride of boyish erudition I edited the .Adonisian 
Eclogue of Theocritus, which was privately printed. This wa:s my first 
production: puerile pedantry.' , ' . . . "" 

2 Autobiographic note written for Lord R~wton •. 

I. 
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probably, as the same narrative informs us, under the 
guidance of a private' tutor. With this version a"'diary 
of studies for the. y~ar 1820 that has come down to us 
in a mutilated' form would appear best to harmonise; 
it certainly bears out a further statement that his educa
. tion was at this time_ ' severely classical,' Reitders of 
Vivian Grey will recollect· how the boy when· he wen:t to 
Burnsley Vicarage, ' although more· deficient than most 
of his own age in acclirate classical knowledge., found 
himseU in talents, and various acquirements, immeasur
ably their superior '; and . _how af1J~rwards wh€\n he • 
' sat down to -read ' at home, ' twelve hours a day,, and 
self-banishment from society, overcame· in twelve ·months 
the ill effects of his imperfect 'education.' ·The same tale 
is told in, almost the same words of Coritarini Fleming, 
and though we may .doubt whether young Disraeli" was 
equally successful in· .:overcoming the defects of early 
kaining, it is clear that he made an heroid attempt.· 
In the list. of authors which he claims to have read· while 
at Higham Hali there is probahly a good deal of.a_nticipa- · 
tion of subsequent study, but the testimony of ·the 
diary is all in favour of its virtual accuracy. Questions 
have been sometimes raised as to. the extent of Disraeli's 

.. classical· acquirements, and he has been accused in this 
connexion of p!'etending to knowledge which he did not 
really possess. .The truth would seem to be that .he 
contrived at this time to make himself a fair Latin scholar 
and retained in af~er' life ~ moderate famili~rity with 
the great Roman authors; but that ·his Greek was scanty 
in the beginning, and, in: spite Qf his efforts after leaving 
school; remained scanty to the end: : A thorough training 
in the Greek language and a better acquaintance with 
Greek literature might have been wholesome discipline 

' for a inh~d that was too apt tci be slipshod and a taste. 
that wa~too apt to be artificial. · But· the Disraeli that 
we know would n:ot have been hiinself if_ he had received 
the stamp that· a public school education'places upqn 
intellect and character. The ·<iiary_ reveals the ·.lack o£ 
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that severe grounding in the elements which smooths 
the approach to the classical authors for the clever 
public schoo~ boy; but it shows also a pre~ocity of mind,· 
a readiness to appraise and criticise, and a confidence 
in passing judgment that· would be no less alien to the 
public school boy of fifteen than 'the frequent blunders 
in Greek accidence by which its pages are disfigured. · 
A few extracts will bring us closer to the mind of the 
youthful student:--

Monday [May 1].-Lucian_:_his Timon increases in interest. 
Tere:t!ce, the Eunuch. French-read the sensible preface 
of M. Marmontel to the Henriade. Livy-,--finished the 
Speech of Camillus. Writing, ciphering, &c.·; prepared my 
Greek; made Latinverses; grammar. · · .• 

Friday, June 2nd.-Lucian. Terence-the Adelphi, which 
. proniises to be an interesting play. Heri~iade. Writing, 
ciphering. Virgil-2nd book of the Geqrgics, which begins 
with a splendid ll}vocation to Bacchus; it, however, all 
vanishes in a sleepy lecture on grafting boughs arid lopping 
trees. Prepared Greek. Read Webb on the Greek metres; 
the author is not very profound, yet it is an useful work for a 
Tyro. Grammar, &c. -

Luciim, as various entries show, he read with no small 
relish, and to the impression then produced we are no 
doubt in part indebted for I xion and The Infernal Marriage. 
The future .leader of the agricultural party was at first 
at all events disappointed with the Georgics. He admired 
indeed the 'extraordinary elegance of the versification,' 
but· thought ' the celebration of ploughshares, of fallow 
land, ~nd rainy days' but a poo:r; subject for the genius 

-of a great poet. In course of time, however, apprecia
tion grew, and Lucretius from the :first filled him with 
enthusiasm:-

Wednesday.-Demosthenes, Philipp. 1. I find it difficult. 
Lucretius-:-most beautiful: his invocatim1 to Venus _is very 
elegant and his description of Religion with her head among 
the clouds is sublime. Apollonius Rhodius. Gibbon, Vol. 12. 

Friday.-Georgics, Bk. 2nd, 430 line; this glorious passage 
ie evid~ntly imitated from Lucretius; but it is the finest 
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specimen of versification that any htngu;:>ge has ever produced. 
B:orace-read six odes, lst ]3k .. with my~elf. ~ . • 

Saturday . .,-This evening l again with increased a;dmira7 
tion compared the passages of Lucretius and Virgil.' I "\\7onder 
extremely that Lucretiw:ds not a. grea.ter favourite ... ·'. 

Friday.-,.Lucretius~on Death: a sublime chapter, full of 
original and grand ideas, but the versification is rugged and 
wants the harmonious~flow of Virgil. 

An independent attack upon the '.Iliad leads to a 
curious outburst against his unlucky editor:-

T~esd~y-. .,-Euripides--'-Alcesti~, to 98line. Verses .. Cicero 
~the Oratimijo1· Milo. Latin-Exercise. Drawing. Bega!:t with 
mys~lf the Iliad, Valpy's Edition; the notes are prolix and 
numerous, but little information is to be gleaned from them. 

• Valpy rejects the digam:tna and supports the ridiculous theory 
of the self-sufficient Professor of Edinburgh. The Doctor 
and the Profeljsor are equally 'contemptible; They mistake 
<incapacity for o,riginality, and. endeavour to compensate 
for their moderate talents by. rejecting every established 
rule and advocating every ridiculous system. One libels 
Heyne and the other critiCizes Hermann. Illumined by such · 
stars as these, surely the horizon of classical literature can 
never pe clouded ! · 

. Greek metres, 'a· dry but, I am afraid, necressary·study,' 
. ,w,ere a sore a:ffiiction: but _the young student . was not 

easily discouraged. 

Friday.~Agaii:t at the. Greek .Metr~s-bewildered'! lost'! 
miserable work, indeed. Writing. Prepared Greek. Read 
Gibbon, Vol. 9 .. Homer-the Iliad, Bk.lst by myself. 

·. Saturday.-Read Literary Charq,cter {his father's essay]; 
three fir~t chapters. . · , 

Monday.-Lucian, EKKA:r]<ria. eYJWV [sic]: 'Tibullus, -Lib. 3, 
Eleg. 6. Henriade. Gibbon-VoL 9. Livy. The Speech 
of' Minutius and Fa. Maximus. Greek metres-a ray of 
light, Latin verses. Homer with myself. · 

. Wedriesday.-Gr'eek metres-:tolerable sucoess. 

·Demosthenes, ~s -we have seen, ~as iwt f~und easy, nor 
at first did he inspiie mu:ch admiration . 
. ;, ,. ..... ·...s . . ' 

·~ Whethe; it is to be ascribed to my. difficulty in understand
ing him 'or to my deficiency of t~ste, I know ;not, but I must 

·-:.' 
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own I rather prefer the elegant and musical Orations of 
Cicero. I have a prejudice against Demosthenes; and, though 
his spee_ches are replete with Virtue, Patriotism and Courage, 

, history tells me he was a Villain, a Partisan, and a Poltroon t 

· Presently, however, we find the entry, ' Demosthenes, 
7rapa [sic] Tov CTT€¢avov a most eloquent and irresistible 
passage '; and a · complacent repetition of the 
blunder _makes us· suspect that 'deficiency of Greek as 
much as deficiency of taste determined the initial want 
of appreciation. Finally, in spite of every obstacle, 

. the Grown Oration arouses real enthusiasm:-

Fiiday.-Demosth. Oral. de. Corona. In my lesson of 
to-day is included that magnificent passage in which. the 
Athenian Orator swears by the warriors of Marathon and the 
day of Salamis, and a more eloquent and enchanting passage 
mortal hand never penned, mortal ear never heard. The 
eloquence of Demostb.enes is indeed irresistible, and while 

· we peruse the pages of his genius, we lose our prejudices 
against the man in our admiration of the orator. At length 
I must own that Cicero is his inferior. . . . We admire 
in Cicero the well-turned sentence a:ud the cadenced period, 
the subtile argument, and the acute remark. But in reading 
Demosthenes ;ye think not ·of these, our imagination is fired, 
our enthusiasm awakened, and even I, I who have been 
obliged to wade through his beauties, with a hateful lexicon 
at my side, have often wished to have lived in the olden time, 
when Philip was King of Macedon and Demosthenes dema
gogue of· Athens. 

Pericles, of course, was his favourite among Athenian 
statesmen, ' the greatest and most accbmplished. of the 
characters of antiquity, his policy sound; his judgment 
unequalled.' 

~uesday.-Read Gibbon---:-the factions of the Theatre are 
described with his usual felicity, but I think he has not made 
the most of the character of Belisarius. He speaks, I think, 
too .slightingly of Justinian, a monarch who, with all his 
faults and weaknesses, was infinitely superior to the ~est of 
the later Roman Emperors. · .. 

Saturday, Sept. 9.-Apollonius Rhodius [' this'- weak 
gentleman,' a~ he. elsew~ere calls him]. _, ~ ~- · .. Ci?ero's 
Oration for M~lo ['Impressive elo,quence, well-tnued Irony, 
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and subtle reasomng ']. : . .- Gibbon, his chapter.on the 
. Doctrine of the Incarnation---,as usual 

Sapping a solemn creE)d with solemn sneer .1 

Tuesday . .:_ • -~ .· Read Mitford: 'he is deeply versed in 
Greek literature, 'but his··style is wretched, nay,. scarcely 
English; a' striking contrast to the cadenced periods of the. 
Decline and Fall. 

Thursday.-Voltaire:_CritiqU:e on the (]j}dipus of Sophocles . 
. Some just criticism . mixed with. much frivolity and bad 

taste. . . · · · 

He then reaCls the (Edipe, but with little sat!sfacj,ion; 
and '·a furious denunciation against Oracles and Super-_. 
stition, brazen pipes and flagitious priests,' which he finds 
ill it moves him to the following reflection: ' This is a / 
speech worthy of a French Illumine; but in the heroic 

·_, age Philosophers did not exist; and the good .men were 
contented to obey and consult those institutions which 
from their youth upward they were' taught to respect· 
and reverence.' An intimate friend of Disraeli's once; 

·in a moment of pique, described him as a Voltairian in 
religion: The description was not very happy, for, 
as these boyish jottings alone \YOUld show, the Voltairian 
spirit~ aroused an instinctive antago~sm in a mind 
cast from the beginning.· in the Semitic mould. And 
yet even thus early the. subtle contraqictions of. a most 
complex character reveal themselves. In. a note-book, 
which is probably not l~ter than ·the period we have 

.reached, we find this pencil entry in Disraeli's hand: 
'-;Resolution.-T<? be always sinqere and open with Mrs. 
E. Never to say but what I mean_:_point de rrwquerie, 
in which she thinks I excel.' . Who 'Mrs. E.' may .have 
·been does not· appear, bl,lt an anecdote that h~s flo~ ted 
down from the school-days at Cogan's bears witness to 
her discernment. The .boys a~:'Higham Hall who were 

' members of the Church of England had to walk ·some 
<fistance on Sundays to attend :niornirig serVice; and it ~ · 
resulted from this that. they fared rather .b_adly. at the 

1 Ohilde Harold, in:,1o7,- ·,· · · · 
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midday dinner, which was usually half over by the time 
they got back. Disraeli was himself among the victims, 
and his new religion had as yet aroused in him none of 
the zeal of a martyr; so he solemnly threw out . the . 
suggestion to his Anglican companions that it might 
be as well if they all became Unitarians for the term of 
their .life at ~chool. 

• 
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CHAPTER- IV . 

. LAW AND TR4 VEL •. . . 

1821-1824. • 
At seventeen, Disraeli tells us, a great. change .. took · 

place in his life .. In November, 1821, he was articled 
to a firm of solicitors in the City-Messrs. Swain, Stevens, _ 
Maples, Pearse, and Hurit, or Frederick's Place, Old. 
Jewry. ' ' 

'-.· 

My father had a_gr~at friend, the head of the most eminent , 
. solicitors' firm in the City, except ;Freshfield's, of whom they 

were_ the honored rivals. -He was very rich (the firm of five 
partners divided, though in unequal portions, fifteen thousand 
per animm); a man of considerable ~aste, with a fine' libra:!'Y 
and collections of art, and one daughter, by n:o me:;tns witho~t 
charm, either personally or intellectually. This gentleman 
wished that I _should enter into his profession, and, -in due 
course, his firm, and the parents wished and meant something 

·else, also in due cour.se .. : . . My father was very warm 
about this business: the only time in his life in-which he 
exerted authority, always, however, exerted with affection . 

. I had some scruples, for even then I dreamed of Parliament. 
My father's refrain always was Philip Cart~ret Webb, who 
was the most eminentsolicitor of his boyhood and w'ho was 
anM.P.· · 
' Jt would be a mistake to suppose that the two years. aJid · 
inore that-I was in the office of our friend were wasted:· T 
have often thought; though I have often regretted the Uni~ 
versity, that it was much the reve~se. My business was to 
be the private secretary of the busiest_ partner of our friend. 
;He dictated to me every day his correspondence, which was 
as extensive as .. a Minister's, and' when the clients arrived ·r 
did not leave .the room, but remained not only to ~earn my 
business but to become acquainted with my future clients . 

.• - 36 . 
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They were in general men of great importance-bank directors, 
East India_ directors, merchants, bankers. Often extra"· 
ordinary scenes when firms in the highest credit came to 
announce and prepare for their impending suspension;. 
questions, too, where great amounts were at- stake; -the 
formation, too, of companies, &c., &c. It gave Ul.e great 
facility with my pen and no inconsiderable knowledge of 
human nature. -
~ Unfortunately, if indeed I ought to use the word, the 
rest of my life was not in harmony with this pra:_ctice and 
business. I passed my evenings at home, alone, and always 
in deep study. This' developed at last different feelings 

. and views to those which I had willingly but too quickly 
adopttld when I was little more than seventeen. - I became 
pensive and restless, and before I was twenty I was obliged 
to terminate the dream of my father and his friend. Nothing 
would satisfy me but travel. My father then made a feeble 
effort for Oxford, but the hour of adventure had arrived. I 
was unmanageable. Let me say one word about tlie lady. 
She said to me one day, and before I had shown any indic,a-
tion of my waywardness, 'You have too much genius for 
Frederick's Place; it will never do.' - -
- We were good friends. She married a Devonshire gentle

man and was the mother of two general 0fficers, of whom 
we have heard a good deal of ~ate[Zulu War, 1879], and whom 
I employed as a Minister t Such is life' t 

'_The_, two years and more' in Frederick's Place really 
stretched out to three. ' Most assiduous in his attention 
to business and showing' great' ability in the transaction 
of it ' 1 was the impression he left on the mind of one of 
the partners; though all the evidence is not equally 
favourable, and Mr. Maples's recollections may have 

_taken a colour from Disraeli's subsequent fame. In 
. the formal sense his educatipn no doubt had suffered, 
and we may be inclined to echo his own ~egret that he 
missed what Oxford could have given him-not merely 
th~ scholastic trainif\g, but the other gifts of even higher 
value which she bestows upon the aspirant to a public 
career. But 'nature is more powerful than education'; 
and this maxim, which was given to Contarini Flemhig 
for his guidance, was signally verified in the case of 

I Froude's Lord Beaconsfield, p. 22. 
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Benjamin Disra~li. Nor in .those ev~nings of deep 
study -at home was the "learning of the Universities 
neglected. He·· j:rilrsued 'his heroic attacks on the Greek 
and Latin classics, and pte'sently, like Vivian Grey, he 
made the discovery·' that there 'were classics -in other 
languages besides Gn3ek.and Latin,' and· in his father's. 
library ' was introduced to ·that band of noble spirits, 

' the great poet~ and legislators and philosophers of modern 
Europe.' In the eager pursuit of knowledge he had. his 
father's example to (iraw him on and his father's experi
ence, no· doubt, to gui.de'·him; and it was 11t th~ time. 
that he acquired the wide, though possibly superficial, 
acquaintance with books which we find even in his earliest 
writings, and, that he laid the foundations of that really 

. remark-able . and highly uriconven:tional knowledge "'of 
history, Engllsh and other, which, h~ shows in all his 
works, and upon which he justly prided himself through
out his career. From his· m~ltjiarious reading even law 
books were not wholly excluded, or so 'at least some 

.. S<?raps in the litter of early remains appear to indicate; -
. though more often we find the law. profaned by the. rise 
of fragments of -legal documents 'for literary notes and _ 
verses. 

In his enthusiasm for knowleslge Vivian Grey narrowly 
escaped 'being _all his life a dreaming scholar/ and a 
similar danger may have sietned at this time to threaten 
the young Disraeli~ Inherited instinct and. his father's
example alike pointed in this . direction. But though 

. the thirst for knowledge w~s present in the son as in 
. th~ father, and. the h~bit of dreaming was there. also, 
and· remained there till the end, there was that in 

'the son besides which made it impossible that his fath~r's 
fate s~mild overtake him. _., Destl.ny bears us to our lot 

. and destinyjs our own wilL'1 · 

NeitherYivian Grey nor Oontarini Fleming can be used 
without discrimination as an authority for biographical 
details. in both, .and especially in Oontarini; which was . · 

1 Contarini Flem.ing, Pt. III. .ch. 11. 
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written five years later than the other, the events of the 
author's_ childhood and youth are viewed thrl;mgh the 
refractingmedium of his subsequent experience; arid ill 
both the story takes a colour from his mood at the time 
of writing. When Disr:aeli wrote Vivian Grey hjs ambition 
was turned towards the world of action; and when he 
wrote Oontarini he was ·dreaming of winning fame by 
literary creation. It is the supreme interest of his char-_ 
acter that he combined in such high degree the qualities 
that make for greatness in either sphere, the brooding 
tempefament ,and glowing imagination of the poet with 
the practical energy, compelling will, and daring initiative 
of the man of action; and the two novels reveal as 
competing ten-dencies in the youth powers which were 
harmonised in the complex character of the man. Judi
ciously , interp~eted they supplement each - other and 
abound in touches and incidentsthat help us to complete 
the picture of these years of adolescence. But it is to 
Oontarini that we must look for the most vivid repre~ 
sentation of the internal struggles by which Disraeli's 
youth, no less than his hero's, must have been torn_. In 
Contarini ambition -awakes at a very early age. While 
still a child'he is consumed with desire to be 'something· 
great and glorious and dazzling,' and 'entertains a deep' 
conviction that life must be intolerable unless he be the 
greatest of men.' Yet he hovers perpetually between_ 
the two ideals of the life of glorious action on the one 
hand and the life of contemplation and literary achieve
ment on the other, and hardly even at the end of the novel 
has he succeeded in finding rest.- At ~me moment he 
'longs to wave his inspiring sword at the head of armies 

·or dash into the very heat and blaze of eloquent faction': 
at another he feels the delight of composition and grows 
' intoxicated with ·his· own eloquence '; he · ' begins to 
ponder over the music of language; he studies the colloca
tion of sweet words and constructs elaborate sentences in 
lonely walks ': and then again; losing confidence in ·his 
powers, he falls into 'the agony of doubt and despair 
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which is th(.'l doom of youthful geniu~.' Affected by the · 
spectacle_ of 'greatness achieved, moving -before him in 
its quick and proud reality,' he turns with disgust from 
his'• weak ll!editations of unexecuted purposes and dreamy 
visions ofimaginary grandeur ' arid becomes a worldling ; 
or he writes a romance or tragedy and throws it a,side 
dissatisfied. · Now he plunges into action; again he finds 
' a substitute for tlie excitement of action in the excite-
merit of thought.,' . To"day ' in reverie he is an Alberoni, 
a Ripperda, ·a Richelieu ·.; to-mo:r;row he has 'resolved 
to be a great historical writer,' and expound ' the naiure of 
man and the origin of nations in glowing sentences of · 
oracular•majesty.' . . ,-

'Through all these phases or something like ~hem ·the 
young Disraeli no doubt passed. Over Vivian Grey and 
Contarini Fleming indeed he: had one great advantage. 
Amid his wildest day-dreams the constant attendance 
at Frederick's Place ni~sthave been a steadying influence, 
arid have introduced an element of discipline into hi_s life 
that was lacking to both his heroes: When he was most 
a bookworm it helped to keep the active instincts within 
him alive; which was the more fortunate as in his father's 

- house- and- the- society that frequented it he can have ' 
- found little to.feed them or to point tlJ.e way to his subse-

quent career. '.Neither the fortune _nor the family of 
Mr. o-rey entitled him to mix in any other society than 
that of what is, in common parlance, termed the middling 
classes; but from his distinguislit::d literary abiiitie.s he 
had always ~found himself ari honoured guest among the 
powerful· and tpe great.n If the former part of the· 
s~ntence is trueof1?enjamin Disraeli's father, no less than 
of Vivian Grey's,. the la,tter. is not. Isaac D'Israeli was 
a recluse, and while there is no reason to suppose that he 

. wa,s sought by the powerful and the great, it is certain 
that he never sought them. The pictures that have been 
drawn ofthe young Disraeli's securing_ early illitiation irito 
tlie world- of ·fashion and politics through the guests 

1 Vivian Grey, Bk, f. ch. 8. 
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whom he met at his father's table are devoid of_, truth .. 
His father's chosen companions were those with_ w~om 
his attendance at the British Museum broug~t h1m m~o 
contact or his studies into sympathy, men~~e Franc~s · 
Douce and Sharon Tur~er, Crofton Crok~r and F~an01s 

-Cohen; and, above all, John Murray, his publish~r · . 
"'~~Murray, indeed, has a place of some importance in our 

story. Being on terms of closest intimacy with the 
D;Israeli family, he had seen the eldest son grow up from 
childh()od,_and wa~~'!mong the first to note his unusual 

:~ .. :.. •. capacltY ;~so'~ sO. that before the youth had com
pleted his eighteenth year we find the shrewd publisher 
seeking his opinion as to the merits of a tragedy which 
there was some thought of producing, In recognition of ' 
his precocity Benjamin was early admitted:to the privilege 

, of accompanying~his-father to Murray's dinner parties,
__..~ere-he-listened with rapt attention to the di~course of 
--Murray's guests, usually literary cel~prities, small or 

. great. Of one of these feasts of wit and learning .we have 
a record from his 9wn pen which helps us to realise the 
character-Of them all. . . · · . ~ 

. -November 27th, 1822. Wedne8day.-Dined at Murray:s. 
Present Tom Moore, Stuart ~ewtoli, John Murray, Walter 

_Hamilton, my father andseif;'""' Moore very entertaining .. -.~ . 
. Moore.-This is e:xs~llent wine, Murray. · _ d" ~ 

D'Israeli.-You'Il·m1ss the French wines. 1 
. 

M.-Yes· the return to port is awful. . · · 
D.-I.an{-nbt f?nd of port_,,butrea~y there is a great deal

1

of 
good port m E~gland, an~ you ll soon get used to it ... : .' · 

_.... M.-Oh} I have no doub~ of It. I used tg be'very~fond of 
port--;-?ut . French wmes spoil one for a-while. The 

.c trans1t10n 1s too sudden from the wines of Frarice to the 
port of Dover. . . . . · 

D.-Pray is Lord Byron_much altered 1 . 
M.-Yes, his facing, has swelled out and he is getting. fat. 

his hair is gray. and h~s c countenance has lost. that 
' spiritual exp~esswn 'which he so eminently had. His 
teeth are gettmg bad, and when I saw him he said that 
if ever he came to England it would be to consult W ayte 
about them. . . · · · 

1 Moore had ~ecently returned from his long residenoe abroad. 
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whom he met at his father's table are devoid ot truth. 
His father's chosen companions were those with whom 
his attendance at the British Museum brought him into 
contact or his studies into sympathy, men l~ke Francis • 
D . ~~ 

ouce and Sharon Turner, Crofton Croker and Francis 
Cohen; and, above an: John Murray, his publisher .. 
Murray, indeed, has a place of some importance in our 

·story. Being on terms of ·closest intimacy with the 
D;Israeli family, he had seen the eldest son grow up from 
childhood, and was among the first to note his unusual 
capacjty; so much sO that before the youth had com
pleted his eighteenth year we find the shrewd publisher 
seeking his opinion as to the merits of a tragedy which 
there was some thought of producing, In recognition of · 
his precocity Benjamin was eaJ'ly admitted. to the privilege 
of accompanying his father to Murray's dinner parties, 
where he listened with rapt attention to the discourse of 
Murray's guests, usually literary celebrities, small or 

. great. Of one of these feasts of wit and learning we have 
a record from his own pen which helps us to realise the 
character of them all. 

November 27th, 1822. Wednesday.-Dined at Murray's. 
Present Tom Moore, Stuart Newton, John Murray, Walter 
Hamilton, my father and self. Moore very entertaining. 
Moore.-This is excellent wine, Murray. 
D'Israeli.-You'll miss the French wines. 1 

M.-Yes; the return to port is awful. , 
D.-I ai:n not fond of port, but really there is a great deal of 

good port in England, and you'll soon get used to it. . 
M.~Oh) I have no doubt of it. I used t9 be very fond of 

port-but French wines spoil one for a while. The 
. transition is too sudden from the wines of France to the 

port of Dover. . . . 
D.-Pray is Lord Byron much altered 1 
M.-Yes, his facing has swelled out and he is getting fat; 

· his hair is gray and hifl- countenance has lost that 
' spiritual expression 'which he so eminently had. His 

. teeth are getting bad, and when I saw him he said that 
if ever he came to England it would be to consult Wayte 
about them . 

. 1 Moore had recently returned from his long residence abroad. 
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B. D.~ Who is- since- dead~ and therefore he certainly won't 
7~- ' • .- -"'. -. '.· • ' _ come. _ 

l\'I~~t certainly was very much struck with an altera~ion for - -
-- ---. the worse. ' Besides he dresses very extraordinarily.- -

,• .. > D.----:-SloveiiJy; ? - _ _ _ - _ · , - -
-_ 'M.-:Oh, ''no"! no ! ·"He's very -dandified, and yet_ not an 

-.English dandy. When I sawhim he was dressed in a 
__ - curious foreign cap, a frogged great coat, and had a go~d 

chain round his neck -and -pushed into his waistcoat 
· pocket: I' asked him --if he wore _a glass and ~ook_ it out, · 
when 1 found fixed to it a set ·of trinkets.· He had also 
another gold chain tight round his neck,- something 

_like a ·collar. He had then a· plan of buying a tract· 
cif land. and living in South -America. When •I saw 

-- Scrope Da'V-i~s and told 'him that Byron· was 'groW;ing 
fat he instantly said; ' Then- he'll never come to __ 

~, '. England~'1 _·. ,. • . . . h ••• • • • , • 

M.-Rogers is the most-wonderful man in conversation that 
I know. If he:cou~d write as well ashe speaks he would 
be matchless, but his facult-ies desert him'·as soon as he 
touchesapen. - _ - _ _ , _ 

]).-It is wonderful hOw 'many lneri of talent have been so -' 
_ circuiP-stanced. , -, 

M.-Yes! Curran, I·ren:iember, began a letter_to a friend'· 
.thus: ' It seems that directly r· take a pen into' my 
hand it remembers and ac~nowledges its allegiance to·: 
its mother goose.' . . .- _ _ - _ _ -

D.-Have you read the Gonfessi07f8 of an Opium Eater? 
M.~Yes. - ' 

__ D.-It is a!]. extraordinary piec~_of writing~ . 
'M.-Ithought itan ambitious style !!>Ud full of bad taste. 
D.~You should allow for the opium. You know it is a 

_ _ genuine work. -- · -- - -~-
M.-Indeed. -~ _ _ _ , _ 
D.~O{lrta:inly. -- .The<_autj:lpr's':name is De Quincey. He 

_- lives at the{lakes: T krio:W a gentleman who •has seen 
-- him. - - • - -- . - -~ - -- : - - - - - ---

Murray.---,! have seen him myself. He caine. to me ori busi
ness mwe: _ He was the mal). whom· the Lowthers pro
_ cured tb edit a paper agairist·· Brougham's ·party. He 
read p:te the prospectus, and the first thing he said was 

, to tell the reader the. whole story of his being hired by 
Lord Lonsdale: - _ _ - - - _ i- , _ 

M.~Ha !'ha! ha!. 

1 See Vivian -Grey, Bk.- IV. ch. I,. '~here the-_·foregoing co:C:versa.tion 
_a. bout Byron is reproduced- a.lrn\)st vel'batim:;~;- ·_ ', - _._ ~ 

·-

·-
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Milrray.-From this you may judge what kind ·o.f :rpan he 
is, and I need not tell you that there never was a being 
so ignorant of }he world's ways. . 

M.-I read the confessions in the London Magazine, and I 
had no idea that it was a genuine p:z:oductio~. '7;:. . 

.• . .. :s.... . .., .,, ,;r ~ ~ .. 
. To the young law clerk these di:rine£s were evidently_ 
something of an event; they gave him his earliest giimpses 
into a·greater world; and when in Vivian Grey hf;} w~ri~ed 
to reproduce the conversation of men of fashion o(the 
more serious type it' was to his recollections of John 
Murra.-v's dinner parties that he turned for his model, and 
in PliLrt for his material. . . 

As tl}.e years rolled by, however, and the boy outgrew 
his bookworm habits, the social side of his nature must • 
have found room for expansion elsewhere; certainly he 
developed tast~s and manners which neither his father's 
library nor Murray's dining-room could have suggested .. 
Vivian Grey, we are told, when at the age of nineteen he· 

.emerged from' the seClusion of his study and began .to 
mingle in society, was 'an elegant lively tad with just 
enough of dandyism to preserve him from com_lllitting 

.. gaucheries and with the devil of a tongue ' ; and at a 
similar stage of his career the young Disraeli, we may 
suppose, was much the same. . The dandyism at all 
events was already visible.· From the wife of one of the 
partners of Frederick's Place testimony has come down 

·that even thus early Benjamin Disraeli ·dressed very 
~differently from other young men: he used to come to' ·· 

. her. house· in ' a black velvet suit with ruffies, and black 
stockings with red docks-which in those days . was 
rather conspicuous attire.' Both Vivian Grey and 
Oontarini Fleming indicate that the love of feminine ' 
society, and the susceptibility to feminine influence, 
which were abiding features of his character, made their 
appearanqe early; though beyond his mother and his 
sister, to whom he was then, as always, devoted, we know 
nothing of the women who were at this time of his circle. 
Vivian Grey's 'devil of a tongue' made him popular 
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with the ladie'~- of his acquaintance, and he in hi_s turn 
disco.;~red that ' there 1s no_ · fasciriation so lrn;sistible:> -
to a boy as the smile of a married woman.' The men 

- trem'bled;4at Con~arini's sarcasms, but 'the wome'n 
repeated with wondernu:int his fantastic raillery,' Clever, 

. spirited, and handsome, and with as much.· assurance 
· anq as sharp a tongue· as either of hishefoes, the young 

Disraeli no doubt had much the same success. · 
Meanwhile; as- -he shed the ha·bits and man~ers of the 

scholE!-r, his taste for the profession to which ·his father 
had devot~d him did not increase. There is a st~ry of· 
a friendly solicitor endeavouring to quicken his flagging 
interes~ in the law by installing him for a time in his.own 

·-office; ·but when he found the youth reading Chaucer 
. duririg husinef5s hours he came to the .conclusion that · 

·. 11ature had not iritended,hill! to be_a lawyer, and advised_ 
, that he should be allowed' to .follow his own inclinations 

and.d~vote himseli to literature,1 To literature at all 
events he about. this time seriouslyapplied'himself. The 
.first attempt of which we have any record is curiously 
indicative of the trend of his subsequent gertius. En
cou~aged by thekindness of John Murray, he submitted' 
for publication in ~May, '1824, a short manuscript which 

. ' under the guise 9f a taJe· was intended to be a satire" on 
'the prese~t-state of society;'· Of society outside Blooms.:.. 
bury the youthful satirist min, have known nothirig, 
exc!fpt what he had picked up at Murray's dilmer parties 
or a vivid imagina:tion could teach him; and Murray. 
showed so little eagerness to publish that a month 
later the author· asked him to forget the 'indiscretjon' 
and COJ:.lsign the manuscript to .the fiaines. 2 A coupfe of 
'chapters 'which had b~en mislaid . when the manuscript 
was first sent to Albemarle Street h;i,ye by that accfdent 

. surV,ived, and they seem to show ~hat the work was a crude 
anticipation of Popanilla, . its theme. being the adven
tures of one-Aylmer Papillon iri a visit~ to·: Vraibleusia. 

1 Si~ Henry Layard;s Autobiography, I., p. 47. 
2 Smiles's Life of Murray, II.; p. 182: 
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It was characteristic of Disraeli that in spite of disappoint
l1lent at the first the project, though allowed to sleep, 
should not have been abandoned., Nearly all his successes 
in life were founded on previous failures. 

To Mr. T. F. Maples. 
WINDSOR, 

Aug. 2, 1823. 
·My nEAR sm, 

A letter which begins with congratulations is generally a 
pleasant thing, and I . therefore feel very grateful for the 
oppor~unity of thus happily commencing my epistle to the 
young stranger who · 

· porrigens teneras manus 
matris e gremio suae, 
dulce rideat ad patrem, 
semihiante labello. 1 

• .. .,."'r .. L_...,~:J: ,., 

But to leave Catullus and congratulations for a moi·~ .. matt~~:,.';.. : 
of fact subject, As ·no particular •time was settled for ·niy 
return, and as you expressed a wish that I would communicate 

·with· you upon it, I a~ under the necessity of intruding upon 
you, surrounded of course by crowds of hurrying and eager 
friends who hail this new accession to the house of Montague, 
to ask the very uninteresting and business-like question of' 
when would you wish me to return 1 

If you can find time to write me half a line upo~ this subject 
I shall feel much obliged. . · ·. 

Present my best compliments to Mrs. Maples. . · . 
With the wish that every day of your daughter's life may 

be as sunny as the present and that she may never know the 
miseries of a wet summer, 

I remain, my dear Sir, . . 
Yours sincerely, 

B. DrsRAELL 2 

When that letter was written the IHsraeli family were 
· spending a summer holiday on the Thames. In their 

ap.nual excursions they rarely went far· afield, but in 

1 Catullus, Garm. LXI., 217. 
2 It seems to have been about the beginnillg of this year, when he 

was eighteen, that Benjamin dropped the apostrophe in his name. His 
brothers and sister followed his example; though their father retained 
the old spelling to the end. 
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1824, Benjamin, whose travels had hitherto been confined 
probably within a hundred miles of London, had a 
notable extension of his experience. His health was 
already becoming' delicate and his father was' also ailing; 
so father and son set forth for a six weeks' tour on the 
Continent, accompanied by a young family friend called 
Meredith, .who had just taken his degree at Oxford, and 
whom we shall meet again hereafter. Leaving Londori 
towards the endo~ J:uly,_.the travellers. went by steamer 
to Ostend, posted thro}lgh Belgium to Cologne, and 
ascended the Rhine . vall~y as far as Mannhei~ and 
Heidelberg. We have Benjamin's impressions of t4e 
tour partly In an unfinished diary and partly in volumi
nous letters to his sister; which ·show in the writer, iri 
addition to some. merely boyish pertness and vivacity, 
.a keen eye alike for the picturesque and tne ridiculous;. 

IlL ..... r- #' .•\- z, ~- . 

....,_. 
13/go~g:deal of descriptive power; an interest in the fine 
arts and a knowledge of them, both surprising in 'one 
so. young ; and a no less surprising interest in gastronomy, 
regarded also as an art and not merely as ministering to a 
healthy boy's appetite: ·· 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
BRUGES, 

Thursday; July 29, 1824. 
MY DEAR SA, 

I add a few lines to my father's letter not only out of my 
great a_ffection ·for you, but· also that you niay not misco~
ceive. the meaning of his dubious· paragraph respecting our 
triumph. The truth is that we had a' very stiff breeze, and 
almostevery individual was taken down stairs save ourselves, 
who bore it out in the most manly and magnificent manner, 
not even inclining to indisposition. We came in with a very 
fresh sea; the night was most magnificent-indeed, I never 
witm ssed a finer ·night. The governor was most frisky on 
his landing, and on the strength of mulled claret, &c., was 
qui'te the lion of Ostend. This latter place we found suffi
ciently disgusting, iui.interesting for anything with the 
exception of its fortifications and harbour.· We left it at . 
8 o'clock same morning as we arrived,- and proc~eded to 
~ruges in diligence through. a ·fiat but richly. wooded country. 

/ ~·-
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full of chateaux, long ·avenues, and 'paysanne~ with wooden 
shoes and rich lace caps. Bruges is the city of cities. Noth
ing but churches and grand maisons-not a hovel in it. The 
streets the handsomest and widest and the architecture the. 
most varied and picturesque imaginable ... I never knew the 
governor in such fine racy spirits. I see he. has hinted at 
the Hamiltons adventure .. Sir John is certainly. rather a 
bore, but · c 

' ' upon my life. 
he has two daughters and a ladye wife;' -

the first are regular prim:e girls, both fin·~ women, the youngest 
devilish pretty, regularly unaffected, full of sketching, and 
void ~f sentimentality. He has introduced us with the 
greatest sangfroid, and Meredith and myself intend to run 
awaywith them. Wehaveputupatthesameinn at Bruges,a 

·capital one by the bye. . . . Meredith and myself talk French 
with a mixture of sublimity and sangfroid perfectly inimitable. 
We are off to Gand to-morrow by canal after having passed 
a long and luscious day at Bruges. Give my best love to 
ma mere and the dear young slave drivers. ' 

Yours; 
B. DISRAELI. 

ANTWERP, 
Monday, Aug. 2. 

MY DEAR SA, . 
We have been in Antwerp about two hours and a half, and. 

the post goes off to~morrow morning. My father, as usual 
emulous of saving postage, positively forbids our writing 
separate letters, and he has been, of course, the whole two 
hours and a half.writing his half page. I myself am extremely 
tired, and have not room, even if I had time,.enough to; write 
you a letter as long as I could desire, but I trust that. by next. 
post my father will sicken of his Sevigne fit, and resign the · 
sheet in my favour. We left Bruges excessively delighted 
on Friday morning in the barque. The vessel was very fulL 
The Hamiltons, -&c. There was an Irishman among the 
passengers who would have made an inimitable hero for 
Matthews. It was his debut on the Continent, and, with a
most plentiful supply of ignorance and an utter want of taste, 
he was enthusiastically fond of paintings; for many years . 
running he had come up from Dublin on purpose to see the 
exhibition, and after a discourse with him on Rubens, the 
Flemish School, &c., on all of which subjects he exhibited 
the most splendid enthusiasm, he coolly remarked that he 
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should have enjoyed hisjourn~y much ':inore ha.d h{ n6t missed 
the Watercolor Exhibition. I met him two or· three times 
afterwards in different places, and his saiutations were ex-

. ceedingly rich; it w~s always' Howdo you do, Sir; wonderful 
city this, Sir, wonderful! Pray have you seen the crucifixion 
.by Vandyke, wonderful picture, Sir, wonderful, Sir.' 

We arrived at Ghent. after a pleasant passage of six hours 
op. Friday at 3. I was agreeably surprised by the place, which 
I had imagined would have been Bruges on. _a larger scale~. 
Its character, however, is perfectly different; there seems 
a.great deal of business going on; or at least the numerous. 
canals and the river Scheidt, by which it is intersected; 
and which are tolerably well filled with shipping, give it 
that appearance. We of course visited Mr. Schamp's•collec
tion, the University, Cathedral, &c., and of course we always 
thought each thing more wonderful than another, were 
exceedingly delighted, and tired ourselves to death. At St. 
Nicholas·· we took it into our heads to dine, perfectly ex-

-temporaneous. We ordered of course something cold, not 
to be det~ined. The hostess, however, 'seemed peculiarly 
desirous to give 'us a specimen of her cookery, and there was 
a mysterious delay. Enter the waiter.. A fricandeau, the 
finest I ever tasted, perfectly'_admirable, a small and very · 
delicate roast joillt, veal' chops dressed with a rich sauce 
piquant, capital roast pigt:jons, a large dish of peas most 
wonderfully fine, cheese, d~ssert, a salad pre-eminent even 
among the salads of Flanders which are unique for their 
delicate crispness and silvery whiteness, bread and beer 

· _ ad lib. ser\;ed up i:ri the neatest and purest manner imaginable, 
silver forks, &c.; cost only six francs, forming one of the 

_finest specimens of exquisite and economic cookery I ever 
witnessed. We have had a good deal of veal-stewed with 
sorrel, and not bad. The paper in this country is bad, the ink 
infamous, and the pens wusser. _ Love to Mere and all. 

. Your affectionate Brother, 
- . B. DISRAELI. -

Sometimes the diary is an interesting supplement to 
. the letters; 

BRUGES, 
Thursday. 

Magnificent city, perpetual palaces, not an otdinary house . 
. The proportions of the town . perfect. The Cathedral a 
· very ancient building. The tow~r a rude shapeless pile, rises 
. like a great leviathan. The bricks of which it is built. are of . 

. a n;tost diminutive size. - This 'appar:ently addS_ to its h:e!ght. 
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... The city is three times too extensive for its inhabitants, 
and you may lounge down magnificent parades, bounded on 

~ both sides by palaces and churches, without being disturbed 
· by a single sound or meeting a single individual. In its 
decay, its splendour, its antiquity and its silence, it very 
much resembles our Winchester,. · · 

Gii:ENT, 
Sunday. 

< Cathedral High Mass. Clouds of· incense and one of 
Mozart's sublimest masses by an orchestra before which San 
Carlo might grow pale. The effect inconceivably grand. 
The host raised, and I filing myself on theground . 

• 
To Sarah Disraeli. 

BRUSSELS, . 
Friday, Aug. 6, 

MY DEAR SA, _/ 

The sermones gubernatorii are this time rather diminished. 
We have heard that apost has arr!ved from England this 
evening; there is therefore some little chance of a letter ; 
if however we do not receive one we shall be off on Saturday 
mornihg. We were more delighted with Antwerp than with 
ariy place we have yet been at. We put up at the Grand 
Laboureur, unfortunately no table d'h6te, but capital private 
feeds; our living for the last week has been the most luxurious 
possible, and my mother must really reform her table before , 
our return. I have kept a journal of dinners for myself ~ 
and of doings in general for my father, so I shall leave the 
account of. the churches, cathedrals, and cafes till we come 
home. We have had a perfect debauch of Rubens, and 
Meredith and myself have destroyed the reputation of half 
the cathedrals in Flanders by our mysterious hints of the 
spuriousness of, their Sir Pauls. 

On Tuesday morning we set off for Brussels. We dined at 
Mechlin, and stayed betwe!')n four and five hours · there; 
dinner good and cathedral magnificent, oysters as small as 
shrimps, but delicately sweet; hunted up an old book
seller. The entrance to Brussels is very striking. The part 
in which we reside, the new town, is a perpetual Waterloo 
Place, a regular succession of grand places and Rue Royales 
in a magnificent style of architecture.. · 

The governor is particularly well. He has mounted a 
black stock, and this, added to his former rather military 
appearance, very materially aided a very 'pleasant mistake 
which occurred a short time ago. Our affectionately slang 

. appellation of governor aided by the aforesaid military 
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appearance has c~used him to be lioni:sed over a maison de 
force with regular major~general honors. . 

We visited the· Comedie last night; but the performances 
were meagre and the house ill attended. The King of Holland 
pays the actors, .and, of course, there is no theatrical spirit 
in Bruxelles. We pass the evenings very agreeably in 9afes, 
where Meredith and myself play dominoes in a most magnifi
cent manner and 'the governor invents or discovers new ices, 
lectures on sorbettes .and liqueurs, and reads the- Flanders 
papers, which are a copy a week old of the Parisian copies 
of the English. We then rush home to seizer water and 
Moselle, sugar and lemon, an invention of a waiter and my 
father, and which, to use our favorite national phrase, if it is 
equalled by any cup in Europe, is certainly not excelled'. . . . 

Brussels is full of English. The Belle Vue crowded. An 
Irish officer, rather grand, invited me to a picnic party at 
Waterloo; also told me he thought an Irish gentleman wa-s 
the completest gentleman in the world wheii'he chose, fancy
ing. his brogue did not detect him. We visit the field of 
Waterloo not so much for the scenery, but, as Mrs. Young 
says, for-theidea.· . · · Yours, · 

- B. DISRAELI. 

-Some notes on pictures and g~stronomy may be add~d 
from the diary~ · 

ANTWERP, 

• Monday. 

It is impo·ssible. without visiting Antwerp to have any idea 
of the character and genius of Rubens. It is ridiculous tp 

_ hear the sage critiques on his particular sty1e and manner. 
No artist seems to have painted so differently. His style 
in his large pictures is sometimes sketchy and rapid, while 
in the Museum are many ·pictures finished with alm()st a 
miniature exactness. · 

Without a pause, the diarist goes on to a subj~ct that 
interest~d him as much as pictures. · 

The dinner was good. The Grand Laboureur is; as the 
Clerk oL the Police well termed it; un hOtel pour les riches. 
The volcau-vent of pigeons was adinirable; _The peas were 
sing1,1larly fine. The idiots, imagining they could please 
our English taste, dressed them au naturel ! Pe8te ! · 

_ · ~ . _Tuesday. 

Rose at 5,-was at the Museum at 6. _The Depute Directe'f!-r 
a civil fellow. Copied some drolls from an ancient picture of .-
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. Hans of Malines. In the midst of my sketching, the D.D. 
mysteriously beckoned me away and conducted me to a large 
and curtained picture which when unveiled displayed to my 
awe-struck vision the Christ between the Thieves, by Rubens. 
The picture had been lately undergoing an operation and strict . 
orders had been given that it .was to be shown to no one. The 
D., however, with whom we had formed a kind of mon ami 
acquaintance, took advantage of the early morn to display to 
us the most magnificent painting in the· world. This is an 
additio:q.al argument in favour of early rising. 

BRUSSELS, 
Wednesday. 

Tablj d'hOte at Belle Vue-between 30 and 40 persons ... 
Sufficiently amusing. Dinner excellent- frogs- pate de 
grenouilles-magnificent ! Sublime ! 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
CoLOGNE, 

Saturday, Aug. 14.' 
DEAR SA, . 

We are in a city in which there are so ml).ny churches to 
lionise that I am afraid we shall never get out of it. We 
arrived at Cologne last night. ·I wrote to you last from 
Brussels. . . . On Saturday we left Brussels for Waterloo,· 
lionised over the field of battle and the adjoining country by 
ol~ Shorter himself, a j.olly -antique. He ha~angued in. a..,~· 
mixture of Dutch, Flemish, French, and English-very nch ·· 
-forming a kind of Belle Alliance lingo, most likely in compli
ment to the place. We.dined at Genappe most admirably; 
by the bye, we hired a carriage at Brussels. It is a complete 
travelling carriage left behind by a Hamburg gentleman at 
the Belle Vue, perhaps for his bill. We got to Namur by 
II o'clockatnight. AtGenappethecountryrisesandthe road 
for about seven leagues is through a bold but highly cultivated 
country. We left Nainur, where there is Jittle to see, on 
Sunday afternoon. Our road lay through the valley of the 
Meuse, and after proceeding for about 20 Iniles we arrived at 
Huy, a small village most romantically. situated amidst lofty 
hills on the banks of the Meuse. The journey to Huy is a 
succession of scenery which I think the Rhine can scarcely 
equal. On Monday morning we continued our journey for 
about 30 miles, as far as Liege, still through the valley. · The 
scenery if possible even more picturesque than before and the 
valley considerably wider. . . . 

At seven in the morning on Tuesday we set off for Spa. 
We. passed over a mountainous country, and for miles 
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continued to asdend. The road to Spa is a perfect debauch 
of gorgeous scenery. W~ arrived at the far-famed watering 
place; pen and ink, and particularly the miserable material 
with which I am -scratching, can give you .no idea of our 
rich adventures. We rode on the Spa ponies to the dis
tant springs. They ,are handsome · little galloways; · the 
governor was particularly -equestrian: I have become 
a most exquisite billiard player; we shewed off to ·great 
advantage at the Wells.and Aix, to which place we were off on 
Wednesday_ We were asleep when we entered the ·Prussian 
frontier, and the governor mistook the officer for an inn
·keeper and kindly informed him that he had taken refresh
ment atLimburg. The rest of this scene, which w~s exquisite, 
when we meet. _ _ ·, . · • 

Aix is close and inelegant, the pictures we saw magnifillue. 
We slept on Thursday at Juliers, and had rich adventures 
at ;:t country inn, and arrived at the Rhine last night. 
It .,is flowing in sight of our windows. Excuse false con-. 
struction and vicious 'grammar, as I have lost my English. 
Everything has gone right except hearing from you. I 
supposeyou·missed the English post. We did not sufficiently 
calculate.· As. for our own journey, if we find a letter at 
Mayence, saying dear Mother is well, we may perhaps favor . ,, 
you by·not returning at all, as really your manners are so 
·barl;>arous and your dishes so detestable' that, &c. Giye 
my love to all. I trust my Mother an:d yourself are well. I 

., .meant to have_ Wr-itten to Ralph, but my father approves of 
concentrated· postage. How is Jem ~ · ·. " ' 

,. - · Yours ever, 
- B. DISRAELL 

'\ On- the road · b~tween Spa and Aix he notes Yin . the 
diary:~: The Belgians seem extremely hostile .against 
the Dutch. It may be questionedwhether, in case of a 
war, they might not rebel against the present authorities ' 
---:-probably his first political.observation of which'there 
is record. One of the pictures at Aix: which he found so 
'magnifique' leads to a stra~ge rhapsody:-

Head ~f Christ ~y Mor~les, exactly as in the des;ription 
jn j.he pseudo letter of the Roman Proconsul. Morales well 
ent~tled to his surname Of Divino. The first painters dep!cted 
the Saviour with the common national countenance, always 
undignified and sometimes vulgar~-·· The great m(i.sters, aware 
of the impropriety, were not bold enough to !ilte~ what they 

.rl 
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attempted to improve, and in their attenuated and un
interesting figures they have only spiritualized a ~ad humanity. 
In the present picture, the auburn locks seem only prevented 
from growing over the countenance by the moiety of the 
star which forlils the glory: everything which can even be con
ceive~ as necessary to the formation of a face of perfect beauty, 
but nothing earthly in . the appearance. You could not 
mistake -the head for an Apollo or an Adonis. The eyes, 
beaming with human beauty, are nevertheless bright with 
the effulgence of celestial light, and fixed.upon no partic'ular 
object. They seem looking on the world. The nose is 
exquisitely formed, and the flesh tints seem immortal. 

• 
To Sarah Disraeli. 

MAINZ, . 
Aug. 19. 

MY DEAR SA, . . . 
We arrived at Mainz yesterday morning, and immediately 

-·- rushed- to .the post-office, though we were all convinced of 
the utter impossibility of receiving a letter. To our g,reat 
joy one was immediately handed us. It was very clev~r in 

. you writing to M. The non-receipt of a lette~ was the only 
circumstance which threw a cloud over our enjoyment, and to 
receive it so unexpectedly was quite delightful. My father 
recovered his spirits in an instant. . . . . Since I last 
wrote from Cologne our adventures-have been grand. So 
much was to be seen at Cologne that we hired afiacre, as we 
thought, from our h<?st, determined to ride . all over the 
city. To our great surprise a most elegant landaulet with the 
coachman in military livery stopped at our gate. This, 
we were informed, was the fiacre, and also nearly the only 
carriage in Cologne. · We were almost stopp~d in our progress 
by the stares of the multitude, who imagined we were 
Archdukes at least. We have always put up ,at the cr~ck 
hotels, which we find the most reasonable. We travel, as I 
wrote to you, in a most elegant equipage, ·and live perfectly 
en prince. The, governor allows us to debauch to the utmost, 
and Hochheimer, Johannisberg,- Rudesheimer, Assmanns· 
hauser, and a thousand other varieties are unsealed and 
floored With equal rapidity. . _ .. 
. On Sunday we left Cologne early, dined at Bonn 

-where we stayed some short time-passed Drachenfels 
and, the seven ·mountains, reached Coblenz early next 
mortling, left it in the afternoon, visited Ehrenbreitstein 
-=:for · which our landlord got us a ticket-and left 
for the present the Rhine to, proceed on our tour to 

L 3 
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the Baths. of the Taunus Mountains. We entered the 
prfucipality of Nassau, and arrived at Ems at five o'clock. 
The scenery is of a nature baffling all description, the chief 
feature richly wooded mountains. The baths of Ems are now 
among the most fashionable of the continent. Spa and those 
kind of place are now out of date, or visited merely by English. 
The_ establishment consists of a mansion which covers nearly 
an acre-of ground and which was formerly a palace of Nassau. 
It contains upwards of 230 rooms, besides 80 baths, which 
are 'similar to those at Aix.. The lodgings are a 90ncern of 
the Prince, and on each door the price of the bed, &c., is 
affixed. Over this department a maUre d'hbtel appointed 
by the Prince presides. The rest of the establishment is 
perfectly separate, and is constructed -by .a restaurat•ur at 
his own risk. There is a Saloon of an immense length and 
magnificently furnished, at which there is _a table d'hOte every 
day at I, all other meals and refreshments independent in 
different parts of the Saloon. Opposite to the ·mansion are 
beautiful gardens running by the side of the river Lahn. . 

· Su<;:h is a slight sketch 9f Ems, a niost singular, ·indeed, an 
uriique spot. A watering 'place without shops and without 
houses; the very Castle of Indolence.- Above all, its situation 
is, perhaps, one qf the most "magical in the_ world, this in a -
small valley surrounded by ranges of 'lofty but wooded, 
mountains. The. river Lahn winds through them, and w:;ilks 
and gardens are on its banks. Further on the heights and 
woods of Nassau, studded with old grey ruins, and without 
a sign of population. The visitors are perfectly in unison 
with the genius loci. Lounging and lackadaisical, they 
bask on sunny banks or doze in acacia arbors; · Some creep 
to the woods of Nassau, others are rowed down the river, 
music perpetual. The ladies -patronise sup,erb donkeys. 
There seems an utter void of· aU thought and ·energy, and 
positively in this place even the billiard room and the gambling 
table are deserted. Above all, no English. The Hamiltons, 
whom we met again, the only ones. -After this account you will 
perhapsrejoice·to hear that we left this- fatal and delicious 
paradise next day at 12, a glorious morning; passed to and _ 
through Nassau, the country, if possible, increasing in loveli-
ness. . . . We are all exceedingly well. Have made 
many acquaintances, chiefly among the military, the governor 
heingperpetually mistaken for a general anglais. His black 
stock is grand, and he has long left off powder. . . . . , 

Your affecti?nate Brother;$!;:-
- . . -- B. DISRAELI~, 

< ·~f 
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HEIDELBERG, 

MY DEAR SA, . 
Monday, Aug. 23. · 

. We arrived at Heidelberg, or, as my father terms it; !Ieli
goland, this morning and received your letter. On Thursday 
the 19th we left Mainz, crossed again the Rhine, re~entered 
Nassau, and arrived at Frankfort early. --~e remained in 
this city until Sunday morning, and were very much amused. 
F. is a very populous, busy, and dashing city. The Opera 
is one of the best in Germany. We went on Thursday night, 
Cherubini's Medea. The house crammed full: The boxes 
private, as in London, save two in the centre for strangers. 
We were much amused. We lounged a great deal at 

· Frankfort. Our banker was extremely civil, and gave us a 
ticket• for the Casino, an institution similar. to our crack 
London clubs, and not inferior to them in style or splendor. 
Here we read all the English newspapers and billiardised. 
Returning home we discovered at a conjiseur' s something 
superb beyond conception; we committed an excess, and have 
talked of the ambrosia ever since. My father has bought 
some fine prints at F.-Albrecht Diirers, Max Antonios, 
and many Rembrandts, very magnificent . impressions and 
very reasonable. On Saturday we visited the collection of 
Mr. Bethmann; in it Dannecker's grand Ariadne on the Lion, 
whiQh you remember described in Dodd. In the evening 
we rushed to the Opera, the Zauberjlote. . ; . 

On Sunday, after visiting the Museum, we left Frankfort for· 
Darmstadt, a lounging little city full of new and architectural 
streets. The Opera is celebrated throughout Europe, and justly 
so. We attended it in the evening-Otello; the scenery is the 
most exquisite I ever met with, the discipline of the orchestra · 
admirable. The Grand Duke an immense amateur. The 
Royal Box is a large pavilion of velvet and gold in the midst 
of the Theatre. The Duke himself, in grand military uniform, 
gave the word for the commencement of the overture, stand
ing up all the time, beating time with one hand and watching 
the orchestra through an immense glass with the other; 

We left Darmstadt this morning, a very fine day, travelled 
through a beautiful country at the foot of the Bergstrasse 
mountains, reached Heidelberg, which is beautifully situated 
on theN eckar, surrounded and partly built on lofty mountains. 
We called and delivered our letters to l\'lrs. Tobin, a cleverish, . 
pleasant-woman. She was very civil, pressed us very much 
to stay at Heidelberg, asked us to meet Lady Davy1 and Lord 
Dudley, who are both at H., which we declined, as we set off 
to"morrow. . . . We rise very early and travel chiefly in the 

t [Wife of Sir Humphry Davy.-G. E. B.] 
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early morning. We shall-be back, I dare say, in a fortnight, 
as there are'no great cities to':visit on our return. We have 
been only a month coming to Heidelberg, and have done any-_ 
thing but hurry, spending in :Brussels and Frankfort alone 
upwards of a week ... - . . Rem'einber me to all, my best love 
to.rp_y mother .... •1 expect no more letters from you, but 
shall enquire at Mann:lieim and :M:ainz and Coblenz.before our 
excursion into Luxembourg. We are now in the Duchy of 
Baden; have been much disappointed in not seeing the 
Freischiitz. It would -have been a great treat to have seen 
it at Darmstadt. · 

' Your affectionate. Brother, 
B. DISRAELI • 

• 

COBLENZ, 
S1tnday, Aug. 29. 

MY DEAR SA, 
I wrote to you ·last from Heidelberg, which pretty place 

we left on Wednesday last. W~ h~d the misfortune of having 
very rainy weather there, hilt the new moon has brought us 
at last the most beautiful weather that I ever remember. 
We reached Mannheim; a·beautiful city-a fete on the birth
day of the G. Duke of Baden; the Opera, very elegant house 
and very fully attended; Don Giovanni-very bad. From 
Mannheim we travelled through Worms and arrived again 
at Mayence on Friday. --

Yesterday having made necessary arrangements for 
the conveyance of our carriage, we commenced our 
voyage down tpe Rhine. So much _:has been read and 

· written about this descent that I will not bore you with 
descriptions of a country whi_9h you luiow almost as well 
as myself. I can only say t4at the most glowing descrip
tions do but imperfect justice to the magnificent scenery. 
It answered my highest expectations, which, after passing 
over the Bergstrasse and the Taunus, is saying a great deal. 
We set off at 6 o'clock, stopped at-Bingen two hours for dinner, 
but .the time not suiting us we had suppli~d ourselves with 
prog. We therefore took a boat during these two hours 
and . made an excursion· to the ruined castle of Ehrenfels, 
near Bingen and opposite the famous tower of .Archbishop 
Ratto. . . . · · · - · - · · 

We landed in the evening again. at Coblenz after 
passing through 60 miles of the most beautiful part ofcthe 
river. Here_ we are digesting. an --excursion into Luxem
bourg: Our host at Coblenz is a most excellent fellow. My 
love to my mother and all. The weather continues . most 
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beautiful. Tell Ralph we had two military bands alte~
nately playing while we dined at Mannheim. Jem I hope 
is prospering. .· · 

Our host at Cohlenz has discovered since our last visit 
that the governor "is a great author and has coolly informed 
him this morning he shall be obliged to him for his works. 
Our dinners, if possible, improve. Game is rushing in in 
all directions. Partridges abound. The roebuck is superb 
beyond imagination. At Manllheii:n we had sour craut, but 
this is not the season for it. ' 

Yours ever, 
B. DISRA.ELI~ 

Here Disraeli's own record of his journey comes to an 
end. From Coblenz the travellers made their way up 
the valley of the Moselle by Treves to Luxembourg; 
and thence by Sedan and Valenciennes to Calais. Nine 
years later, when he had occasion to recall this visit to 
the Rhine, Disraeli wrote:-' I determined when descend
ing those magical waters that I would not be a lawyer.' 
His father, forgetful of his own eariy experience, seems 
not to have yielded without a struggle.: ' a father is, 
perhaps, the worst judge of his son's capacity; he knows 
too much-and too little.'1 But he· yielded in the end, 
and though the connexion with Frederick's Place was 
not fo~mally severed at once, we soon hear of the· son 
in other fields of activity. 'The hour of adventure had 
arrived.' 

1 'vivian Grey, Bk. II. oh. 3. 



CHAPTER V. 

FINANCE AND JOURNALISM. 

1825. • 

The law was to be abandoned, but what was to take 
its place ~ Conscious . of · extraordinary powers, and 
resolved at all hazards to find a field for their exercise, 
the young Disraeli was not to be bound in the trammels 
of any of the conventional professions. His first attempt 
in literature had failed, and his aiin:s, .though not yet defi
nitely political, were now· Clearly directed towards the 

·world of action. We can· imagine that; like Vivian 
Grey:-

'· 

In the plenitude of his ambition he stopped one day to 
enquire in what manner he could obtain his magnificent 

· ends:-' The Bar-pool:;t! law and bad jokes till we are 
forty; and then, with the most brilliant success, the prospect 
ofgout and a coronet. Besides, to succeed asan advocate, 
I must be a great lawyer, and to be a great lawyer, I must 
give up my chance of being a great man ... The Services in 
war time are fit only for desperadoes (and that truly am I); 
but, in peacEil, are fit only for fools. The Church ~s more 
rational. Let me see: I should certainly like to act Wolsey, 
but the thousand: and one chances against me ! and truly 
I feelmy destiny should not be on a chance. Were 1 the son 
of a Millionaire, or auoble, I might have all. Curse on my 
lot L that the want· of a few rascal counters, and the posses
sion of a little rascal blood should mar my fortunes !'1 

The ·rascal blood could not be changed, but the rascal 
counters inight be won; and t~ win them by soine .speedy 

1 Vivian Grey, Bk. I. ch. 9. 
58. 
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method seemed the easiest solution of the problem. 
Even before his visit to the -Rhine, Disraeli, in partner
ship with a fellow clerk in Frederick's Place called Evans, 
had tried his fortune on the Stock Exchange, with what 
results we do not know, though the stakes were prob:tbly 
small. He now, however, increased them; The English 
people were at this moment suffering from one of those 
attacks of speculative mania to which they are subject. 
Some years of great national prosperity had preceded, 
and for the ~apital then accumulated and now seeking 
investment a new outlet had been found in the revolted 
colonies of Spain. Canning's foreign policy, -of which 
these colonies were the pivot, helped to give an air -of 
respectability, or even of patriotism, to the schemes of 
company promoters, and presently all the phenomena 
of the South Sea Bubble were reproduced. The old 
stories of the mineral riches of the New .World were. 
revived, companies were formed in great numbers to 
exploit them, ~nd the shares eagerly bought by a credu
lous public. Disraeli and Evans did not escape the 
prevalent mania. At the moment when they caught 
the infection the revolted States were clearly on the eve 
of receiving formal recognition from England, and the 
tide of specUlation was nearing its height. Having 
found a confederat-e in another youth, the son, apparently, 
of a rich stockbroker, the partners began a series of 
operations in Spanish American shares, the first recorded 
transaction being in November, 1824. Their operations 
were disastrous from the beginning: by the close of the 
year there was a balance. against them of nearly £_400; 
by the end of January, 1825, this adverse balance. was 
nearly £1,000; and by the end of June they had lost 
about £7,000, of which half had been paid in cash, pro- · 
vided mall?ly, it would seem, 'by Evans. It is not clear 
how the losses were distributed between the partners; 
the accounts that have been pr~served are confused, 
nor is it worth while to disentangle them. What concerns 
us is that Disraeli at the age of twenty had incurred a 
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debt of several thousand pounds, a debt which was riot 
finally liquidated till nearly thirty years later, when he 

·had. already led the House of Commons and been Chan
cellor· of the Exchequer .. The 'rascal counters' were 
thrown' into the scale· against him, and his folly o~ mis
fortune. 0n this occasion was the beginning of .financial 
embarrassments by which he was tormented through a 
great portion ofhis career: . . 

When they began their operations Disraeli and Evans 
were speculating. for the fall; they reversed. their tactics · 
and became 'bulls,' most unluckily just at the m~ment 
when the market was losing its buoyancy. Their first 
instinctive judgment of the firiancial situation had been 
sound, though 'their action had been premature, ·and the 
ch~nge of view and tactics may have been owing to the in
fluence of a man who now for a time plays an important. 
part in the life of Disraeli. Mr. John Diston Powles was the 
head of a financial house which had been reaping a rich 
harvest. from the boom; and whose credit ~as deepiy in
volved in its continuance and justification. The firm had 
promoted several mining companies with large capital, 
and to two of these, including one, the Anglo-Mexican 

-Mining Association, which had become.the focus of great 
. speculative excitement, Messrs. Bwain and · Stevens 
were solicitors. In this way, perhl!>ps, it cam~ about 
that young Disraeli made the acquaintance of· Mr .. 
Powles, and, with. an extraordinary po~er which he 
already possessed of influencing men,' even of years 
and standingfar greater than his own, lle appears speedily. 

>to ·have: won his w~y into the counsels and confidence of 
the financier, and the two formed a close alliance. Disraeli 
possibly thought he had found the road to a great position 
in the world or finance and to the fortune of which he 
;as.jn quest; Powles, on the other hand, no doubt saw 
that his young confederate's glowing imagination, ready ~ : 
pen, and connexion through· John Murray with the 
world 'of literature and journalism, a connexion which, 
we may be sure, lo~t none ofits'importancein the setting 
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forth, were assets that might be .turned to valgable 
account. The speculative fever had risen to such a height 
that cool observers were beginning t<;> feel alarm; Lord 
Eldon, the Chancellor, had drawn a parallel between 
the present mania- and the South Sea Bubble; and the 
air-was full of rumours of interference by the Legislature. 
To avert the danger of such interference and reassure the 

- public, Disraeli's pupil pen was enlisted, and in M;arch 
the first result of his labours, a pamphlet of nearly a 
hundred pages, was published by Millray on commission, 
under the title of ' An Enquiry into the Plans,· Progress, 
and Policy of the American Milling Companies.' · 

This pamphlet, which was anonymous, seems to have 
been Disraeli's first appearance as an author. Its ostensible 
aim was 'to afford the public accurate data'for-f6rmirig 
an opinion as to the nature of these undertakings;' and 
so arriving at a decision as to the expediency of legisla
tive interference. In pursuance of this aim our author 
discourses learnedly of mining methods, sets forth the 
main· facts as to the principal companies, and arrives at 
the conclusion that ' their general promise is performed,' 
that 'the profits which have accrued by man1tgir1g the 
American Mines in the market are not of an extraordinary 
nature,' and that' the value of the shares of the different 
companies will be found to be relative to the progress 
which they have made in mining, and to the former 
reputation of the mines which belong t9 them.' Oii 
the question of policy the line he takes is' high. 
He compares the mining interest in America to the · 
manufacturing interest in England and dwells on''the ..... •. -
benefits to both countries that must follow from' its 
development; he. deprecates ill the .approved style or·· .. 
nineteenth centriry thought attempts to control ''the. 
spirit of commercial enterprise,; arid concludes with': an' 
appeal to 'our lawgivers to pause before they decide, 
and to enquire before they legislate, and riot to. be 
induced by frivolous tales and unfounded fears .to 
restrain or prevent the agency of . undertakings which 

I. 3* 
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are not the least conspicuous parts of a system on which 
mainly depend the wealth, the power,- and the glory of 
our- country.' The style becomes more flowing and the 
tone more declamatory as we proceed, and the dufuess 
of the subject is_ relieved. by occasional passages _of 
picturesque Impudence. The pamphlet· was dignified 
with a review in the Gentleman's Magazine,' 1 and ran 
-through several editions. 

Presumably it realised the expectations of the author -~ 
and his patr.<,ins; fo:r it was shortly followed by another. 
The second was entitled 'Lawyers and Legislat<lrs, or 
Notes on the American Milling Companies' and dedicated 
'without permission',_ to Canning,- who is lauded as 
' not more eminent for his brilliant wit and classic 
eloquence than for that sedate sublimity of .conception 
which distinguishes the practic-al statesman from the 
political theorist.' In this- .the note- of. declamation 
rises even higher than before, and in the style there is 
something also of that vituperative quality which the 
fashion of the day· encouraged and which runs through 
all Disraeli's earlier political writings and -speeches till 
he refined it_ into the rapier-like manner of his full 
maturity. In substance the secdnd- pamphlet is a 
development of. the arginneilt -: of the :first -against 
restrictive legislat_ion. The attac}r on Lord Eldon 
is _pressed home with greater~ vigour than· before. 
The ' perfect ~fallacy ' of his parallel between the 
present time and that which had geuerated the South 
Sea Bubble is demonstrated to· the satisfaction of the 

-'"/~ter; the law and policyof his observations in a case 
. --,- whl~h had recently cqme before the Courts are both 

in:{pugned, -the former with no small ostentation of 
-le'gal learning; and the so-called Bubble Act of 1720, 
wfth the terrors of which the Chancellor had menaced. 
the company promoters, ·is denounce<;! as a ' disgusting 
and disgraceful statute;' a 'miserable medley of royal 
favour arid: penal legislation, gracious· charters and. 

t May, 1825. _ 
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terrific praemunires.' 1 So much for the lawyers. A · 
couple cif legislators, Mr. Alexander Baring2 and Mr. 
Hobhouse,3 who had raised their voices in the House of 
Commons in· condemnation of the prevalent mania; are 
handled with even more severity; and in one sweeping 
indictment they and all the other assailants of the 
mining companies are charged with 'supporting their 
anathemas by statements which are so. utterly unfounded 
that they might make mendacity blush. and so awfully 
ridiculous that they might make folly graye.' Finally, 
and {lOt without a certain insight and prescience, 
the Legislature is invited to deal with the subject of 
joint stock companies, though not in a hostile spirit,· 
but with the purpose of recognising their existence 
and making them "amenable to the law of which 
under the present system they are forced to be inde,. 
pendent.' 

Whe.ther that policy will be pursued [our pamphleteer . 
; concludes with becoming gravity] ~t is not for us to divine. 

These sentiments· come not from one who sits in Royal 
Councils, or mingles in the assemblies of legislative· wisdom, 
but they come from one . who has had some opportunity of 
investigation, some patience for inquiry, whose opinions 
are unbiased by self-interest, and uncontrolled by party 
influence, who, whatever may be the result, will feel some 
satisfaction, . perchance some pride, that at a . time when 
warring and inconsistent councils were occasioning .the very 
ruin which they affected to deprecate, when Ignorance was 
the ready slave qf Interest, and Truth was deserted by those . 
who should have been her stoutest champions, there was at 
least one attempt to support sounder principles and inculcate . 
a wiser policy. · 

A third pamphlet in the series was issued by Murray 
on ' The Present State of Mexico '; _but it was in the 

1 The Act, or .so much of it as related to joint stock companies, was, 
on the initiative of the Government, repealed later in the Session of 
Parliament. · 

2 Afterwards the 1st Lord Ash burton. 
·a John Cam Hobhouse, the friend of Byron, afterwards Lord 

Broughton. . · 
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main a translation of a report presented to the Mexican 
Congress by a Minister in high office who was also a 
subsidised ally of the mining companies. Disraeli, 
however, contributed some explanatory notes, and 
introduced the Minister in question in a memoir which 

· has no appearance of doing less than justice to the 
merits of its subject or the other Mexican statesmen of . 
the day. ' Inconsidera~e ignorance,' it is -true, was 
'daily stigmatising them. as weak and unprincipled 
adventurers/ But ' if they be- not pure and practical 
p_atriots,' · exclaims ·the indignant biographe!' ip one 
of his ·roundest periods, ''fe know not _what names 
should be' inscribed on the illustrious scroll of national 
gratitude.' 

. The brilliant pen of-the young pamphleteer, whatever 
else:it may have accomplished, didnot ·avail, as we have 

. seen; to save his private speculations from disaster. 
He was still undismayed; but as the fortune which was ~ 
to serve as a main instrument of his' ambitim,1 had-eluded 
his grasp, _it -became ·necessary_ to frame some new 

_- combination, and the materials were soon discovered .. 
-In his preoccupat~on with finance Disraeli had not 
forgotten nor -been forgotten by his old friend John 
Murray. He seems even to have persuaded Murray 
into joining him in. a speculation in South American 
shares; and as the mining pamphlets could hardly be 
regarded as a contribution to literature, Murray in his_ 
turn··. provided his _young.· ally with another opportunity 
of_ making an appearance as an authm:;. 1 Having decided 
to issue for English readers a ·Life of 'Paul Jones, based 
on the same material as the Life by Sherburne, which was 
on the eve of publication in the United States, Murray 
entrusted the manuscript to yo~ng Disraeli and requested 
him to prepare it for the press. Immersed in what he 
no doubt thought_ was ·more important business, the 
editor seems- to have discharged his duty in a rather 

I ~niiles, ·II., pp. 182-194,. 
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pe~functory manner, but thework1 ilj due course appeared 
With a preface2 from his pen, which is remarkable only 
for its flatness and banality. Meanwhile, Murray had 
formed the habit of consulting the precocious youth in 
the perplexities of his business, had learnt to place a 
high value on his judgment,3 and had taken him into 
his confidence with ever-diminishing reserve. · Encour
aged by the success of the Quarterly Review, Murray had 
for some time cherished the ambition of establishing a 
periodical which should appear at more frequent intervals; 
and ill a fateful moment he confided this ambition to 
his young adviser.4 Disraeli's eager imagination at once 
went to work and discovered possibilities latent. in the 
project that Murray had never dreamt of. The Times 
had already taken a commanding position in daily 
journalism, but it was too independent of party affilia
tions to suit an ardent Canningite such as Disraeli, with 
his new world interests, had now become. Why; asked 
the audacious youth, should it not be possible to establish 
a daily paper in the Conservative interest which should 
equal or ev€m surpass The Times in influence ~ And 
who more fitted than Benjamin Disraeli, with Murray's 
resources behind him and assistance from his new friends 
in the City, to be the triumphant organiser ~ He was 
without experience, it is true; but ' If a person hav~ 
imagination, experience appears to me of little ~~e;' · 

1 'The Life of Paul Jones, from original documents in the possession 
of John Henry Sherburne, Esq., Register of the Navy of the United, 
States. London,. John Murray, 1825.' rhe exact relationship of the '
English book to ·the Al)lerican is not clear; but the former seems also to 
have been written by an American, and the original manuscript, which 
has been preserved, shows that Disraeli's share in it was limited to the 
introduction here and there of a word or phrase where the excision of 
a passage rendered such amendment necessary. • · · 

2 Dr .. Smiles treats this preface as Disraeli's earliest appearance as an 
author; but the first of the Mining Pamphlets was published in March, 
and the Life of Paul Jone.s riot till September. 

3 It was to Disraeli's advice, for instance, that the publication of 
Crofton Croker's Fairy Legends of Ireland, one o£ the successful books of 
the time, appears to have been due. · 

' For the story of The Representative see Smiles's Life of Murray, II. 
ch~ 26; Lang's Life of Lockhart, I. ch. 12; and Scott's Familiar Letter8 
II., Appendix. 
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and this heresy of Goritarini Fleming's, if heresy it be, 
was one from which Disraeli was never quite delivered. 
It was an easy inatter to persuade himself of the feasibility 
of the scheme,. and one~ . persuaded he threw himself 
into it with all the eager enthusiasm of a temperament 
that -was impulsive by nature and, well as the fact- was 
concealed in after years, remained impulsive to the end. 
The first-.step was to _win Murray's acquiescence, and 
Murray was pursued, as he afterwards put_ it, 'with 
unrelenting excitement and importunity,'1 till he yielded. 
Powles was then approached and -his support· sequred. 
He and Murray were made ~cquainted by Disraeli's 
intervention, about the end of July, and·on August 3 the 
three signed an agteement for the establishment of a 

_ morning paper under Murray's management, the property 
in which was to be vested as to one half in Murray and 
as to the other in equal shares in Powles and Disraeli, 
the three· contributing the capital in like proportions, ' 
Where Disraeli's share of the capital was to come from. 
does not appear, and was a subject-to which probably 
that. sanguine youth gav_:e lit~le consideration; but 
Murray, who must have known his want of resources, 
no doubt regarded Powles as good enough for the share 
of both. · 

-4:-<'\:- i·::.The pap~r was to make its first appearance early in 
the ~new year, and in the meantime an orgailisation had 
t~:be created and multitudinous details to be. arranged. 
~The first problem was to find an editor, and for some. 
reason Murray had fixed on Lockhart, Scott~s son-in-law, 
as· the most suitable person for the post. It is not 
impossible that the suggestion may 4a_ve come from 
Canning, with whom: Murray was in cominuilication, and 
to whom apparently he presented~ or endeavoured to 
present, Disraeli.2 ~t all events, Murray resolved to 

1 Smiles, II., p. 217. It is well -to note, however, that this phrase 
was used when Murray was smarting from the disappointment of recent 
failure. At an earlier stage- of. the· enterprise .he wrote to Jerdan:---' 
' I :have never attempted anything with more considerate circumspeo-
tion.'-Jbid., p. 205. __ • . 2 Ibid., P• 189. -
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consult Sir Walter, who had given him valuable aid in the 
establishment of the Quarterly; and as the matter was 
too delicate to be settled by correspondence, Disraeli 
was despatched to the N orlh to try the effect of his 
persuasive eloquence in the conduct of the negotiations. 
He was armed with two letters of introduction to Lock
hart-one from Murray, in which he is described as' my . 

. most particular an'd confidential young friend,' and · · 
Lockhart is requested to receive his communications 
' as if they were given to you in person by myself ';.the 
othei; from a Mr. Wright, a barrister, who, byMuri'ay's 
wish, '.suggests the plac~ of superintendent of the :riew 
paper,' and adds his belief that Canning wishes Lockhart 
to accept.1 Disraeli's · own letters to Murray give a 
graphic account of the mission, and incidentally show 
that the young plenipotentiary . neither underrated its 
importance nor failed to. take himself as seriously as the 
occasion required. · 

· The first letter, written apparently on September 17,2 

is from Edinburgh, where he had arrived the . night 
before, having 'slept at Stamford, York, and Newcastle, 
and by so doing felt quite fresh at the end of my journey. 
I never preconceived a place better: than Edinburgh. 
It is exactly what I fancied it, and certainly is. the most 
beautiful town in the world.' He has already discovered 
that Lockhart is at Chiefswood, his country cottage 
near Abbotsford, and has despatched Wright's letter 
thither; and he has visited a printing and bookbinding 
establishment, where his eyes are open for suggestions 
as becomes a practical man of business. ' I intend to · 
examine the whole minutely before I leave,· as it may 
be useful. I never thought of binding. Suppose you 
were to sew, &c., your own publications.' 

I arrived at York in the midst of the Grand Festival. It 
was late at night when I arri'ved, but the streets were crowded 
and continued so for hours. I never witnessed a city in snch 
an extreme bustle and so delightfully gay. It was a perfect 

1 Lang, pp. 364,. 367. 2 Dr. Smiles's dates are obviously inaccurate. 
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carnival. I postponed·niy journey from five in the morning 
to eleven, and by so doing got an hour for the Minster, where 
I witnessed a· scene which must have far surpassed, by all. 
accounts, the celebrated commemoration in Westminster 
Abbey. York Minster . baffies. all conception. Westminster 
Abbey is a toy to it. I think it is impossible to conceive 
of what Gothic architecture is susceptible until you see·York. 
I speak with the cathedrals ofthe Netherlands and the Rhine· 
fresh in iny memory. I Witnessed in York another splendid 
sight-the pouring in of au· the nobility and gentry of the 
neighbourhood~ and ~he neighbouring counties. The. four
in-hands of the Yorkshire squires, the splendid rivalry in 
liveries arid outriders, and the immense quantity of gorgeous 
equipages~nuriibers . with four horses-formed a . scene 
which you ·can only witness in the mighty and aristocratic 
county of York, It beat a Drawing Room hollow, as much 
as an oratorio in York Minster does a concert in the Opera 
House. The delightful stay at York quite refreshed me. 
·. . . I find ' Froissart .a most entertaining companion, 
just the fellow for a traveller's evening; ·and just the work, 
too, for it needs neither books of .reference nor accumulation 

·.of MS . 

.. Next day he writes from Edinburgh again. Lockhart 
has invited. him to Chiefswood, and he will of course 
~ccept 'the invitation. '-I intend ·to go· to Melrose 
to-morrow, but as I will not take the chance ·Of meeting. 
him the least tired, I shall sleep at Melrose and call on · 
the following morning,.' Then with ;ri impressive' air 
6tmystery he gives Murray a code under which, owing to 
tiie;,.very delicate nature of the naines he will_ have to 
I?-(3ntion, he deems it wise to veil them; and, this. serious . 
business disposed of, he unbends sufficiently to end his 
letter with the information, ' i revel in the various 
beauties of a Scotch breakfast; cold grouse and 
marmalade find me, however, constant.' . 

The third letter is worth giviilg at greater length.,"-' 

'. 
To John ~u~ray. . 

-CHIEFSWOOD, . . . 
Sept. [21 ?], 1825. . 

Mv DEAR Sm, ·~ , . · 
I .. arrived at Chiefswo'od yesterday. M. [Lockhart) had 

conceived that it was my father who was eoming. He was 
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led to believe..this through Wright's letter. In addition, 
therefore, •to~ his natural reserve there was,. of course,, an 
evident disappointment at seeing me. Everything looked 
as black as possible. I shall not detain you now by informing 
you of fresh particulars. I leave them for when we meet. 
Suffice it to say that in a few hours we completely understood 
each other, and were upon the most intimate terms. M. 
enters into our views with·a facility and readiness which were 
capital. He thinks 'that "nothing can be more magnificent 

. and excellent; but two points immediately occurred: first, 
the difficulty of his leaving Edinburgh· without any 
ostensible purpose; and, secondly, the losing caste in society 
by so doing. He is fully aware that he may end by making 
his situation as important as any in the empire, but the . 
primary difficulty is-insurmountable~ ... 

The Chevalier [Sir Walter] ·breakfasted here to-day, and 
afterwards we were all three closeted together. The Chevalier 
entered into it e:ccellently. . . . He agrees with me that M. 
cannot accept an official ·situation of any kind, as it would. 
compromise his independence, but he thinks Parliament for 
M. indispensable, and also very much to our interest. I dine 
at Abbotsford to-day, and we shall most probably again 
discuss matters. · . 

·Now, these are the points which occur to me. Wlieri M. 
comes to town, it will be most important that it should be 
distinctly proved ·to him that he will be supported by the 
'great interests I have mentioned to him. He must see that, 

• through ·Powles, all America and the Commercial Interest 
is at our back; that Wilmot H[orton],l &c., not as inere 
under-secretary, but as our private friend, is most staunch; 
that the Cheva:lie:r is firm; that the West India Interest will 
plef!ge: themselves; that such men and in such situations 
as Barrow,2 &c., &c., are distinctly in our power; and, finally, 
that he is coming to London, not to be an · Editor·' of a 
Newspaper, but the Director-General of an immense organ, 
and at the head of a band of high-bred gentlemen and 
important interests. 

The Chevalier and M. have unburthened themselves to me 
in., a manner the most confidential that you can possibly 
conceive. Of M.'s capability, perfect complete. capability, 

· there is no manner of doubt. Of his sound principles; and of 
his real views in life, I could in a moment satisfy you. Rest 
assured, · however, that you ar~ dealing with ·a perfect 

1 Under-Secretary tor War and the Colonies in Lord Liverpool's 
Administration. · 

2 Secretary of the Admiralty, afterwards Sir John Barrow; the well
known founder of the Royal Geograp~ical So~iety. 
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gentleman. There has been no disg~ise to .-fri,e of ,what has 
been dorie, and the Chevalier had a private~conversation 
with me on the subject, of a n~tu:re the most satisfactory. 
With regard to other plans of ,ours, if we co~ld get him. up, 
we should find him invaluable. I have. a most singular ,and 
secret history on this subject wheri we meet. . 

Now, on the grant•point-Parliament. M. cannot be a 
representative of a Govei'nment-;Borough. .. It is impossible. 
He must be free as air'. I am~si:tre, that if this could be 
arranged, all would be settled; but 'it is ' indispensable,' 
without you can suggest ~nything else: M. was two days 
in company with X. [Canning] this summer, as well as X/s 
and our friend, but nothing transpired of . our views. This 
"is a most favourable time to niake a parliamentary arrange
ment. What-do you thinkof making a confidant of Wilmot 
H. ~ He is the kind of man .who would be right pleased by 
such conduct. There· is no harm ·of Lockhart's coming in 
for a Tory Borough, because he is 3,. Tory.; but a Ministerial 
:Borough is impossible to be managed. ··• ' 

If this point could be arranged, I have no doubt that'.~ 
shall be· able· to organise, in the interest with which. I am 
now engaged, a most immense party, and_ £!- rriost serviceable 
one. Be so kind as not to leave the vicinity of London, in 
case M. and. myself come up suddenly; but I pray you, if you 
have any !'eal desire to establish a mjghty engine, to exert 
yourself at this present moment; and assist me to your very 
utmost. . Write as soon as· possible,, to give me some idea' 
of your movements, and direct to me here, as I shall then' be. 
sure· to obtain your communication. The Chevalier and all · 
here have the highest idea of Wright's nmis, and think it most· 
important. that he should be at the he_ad .of the legal depart~ 
ment. I· write this despatch in the ;":i>:<'}}f.;xtreme ha_ste . 

. , · - Ever yours, 
.!!·· B. D. 

- Before·the end of the month he writes again_:-

The Abbotsford and C:Q.iefswood families have placed_me 
on such a f:dendly and familiar footing, that it is utterly · 
impossible for.nie to leave them while there exists any chance 
of M.'s going to England. l}L has introduced me. to most of 
the neighbouring gentry, and . receives with a loud laugh 
any mention of my return to Edinburgh. I dined .with Dr. 
Brewster the otlier day. He.· has a pretty place near 
Melrose. lt is impossible for me to. give you any written 
idea of the beauty and unique character of .Abbotsford. 
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of the said newspaper, receiving for these services £1,500 
a year. 1 

On his return to town Disraeli flung himself into the 
work of organisation with headlong energy. Premises 
had to be taken, offices to be planned, a printing establish
ment to be fitted up; reporters and sub-editors had to be 
interviewed and engaged, contributions to be secured 
from commercial authorities in the City, and home and 
foreign correspondents to be appointed and instructed. 
In all he was indefatigable. He employs his cousin 
:Basevi as architect or arranges for the examination of 
title when a building has been secured .. He. writes one 
day to his host of the previous year at Coblenz, whom 
he found 'a most excellent fellow,' assures him that the . 
new paper 1s to be ' the focu_s ·of the information of the 
whole world,' and that 'the most celebrated m.en in 
Europe have promised their assistance t<:> Mr. Murray in 
his great project,' and enlists him as correspondent for 
the Rhine. 'I have been engaged at the magnum opus 
unceasingly f)ince we parted,' he tells Lockhart on the 
day following. ' I have· received six letters from different 
correspondents in the Levant and Morea who all appear 
very intelligent. I have written to them fully.' Or 
again: 'Much, my dear Lockhart, has happened since we 
parted, I think of importance. In the first place Maginn 
is engaged. I called upon the Doctor shortly after your 

· departure.' . Maginn was a journalist of experience 
whose services they were anxious to secure, but in this 
interview with Disraeli he was inclined at first to dismiss 
the whole project as ridiculous . 

. As I felt the importance of arguing the question with a man 
who might fairly be considered a very prosopopoeia of the 
public press, I thought the experiment might be hazarded 

1 Mr. Larig shows a curious anxiety to minimise the part Lockhart 
played in corinexion with The Representative; but there can be no doubt 
whatever that Lockhart was at first virtually editor, as there can equally· 
be no doubt that he was quite unfitted for the post. It is worth noting 
that in the agreement between him and Murray, though Disraeli signeq 
.as witness, there is nothing to indicate that Murray had partners in his 
undertakirig. 
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·. of giving him a slight and indefinite sketch of our intentions .. 
This I did with great caution, and mentioning no names. 
To give you an idea of the effect I produced is utterly impos
sible. The Doctor started from his chair like Giovanni in the 
banquet scene, and seemed as astounded-as attonitus-as 
Porsenna when Scaevola missed him. A new world seemed 
open to him, and this sneering scribe, this man of vast experi
ence, who had so smiled at our first mentioning of the business, 
ended by saying that as to the success of the affair doubt 
could not exist, and that a year could not elapse without our· 
.being the very first paper going. . . . In brief, the·Doctor 
goes to Paris.'1 

In· the same letter he transmits to Lockhart ' a sketch 
Of o.ur correspondence at present established.' He has 
provided for all South America, for the United States 
and Mexico, for ail the Levant, and for e~ery iinpO:ttant 
place in Europe from Oonstantip.ople to Paris and from 
Rome to St. Petersburg. He has beEn;t· ' very mp.ch 
assisted in this grand coup of. Germany by Mrs. Wm. 
Elliot/ who, when devoid of humbug, is very clever.' 'I 
have no doubt that in a few days I shall get a most 
excellent correspondent. at Cadiz; :but I have not yet 
succeeded in Madrid, which .is most important.' . 'We 
ha~e established also at Liverpool, Glasgow, Manchester, 
Birmingham, &c., &c. :-'-actually established.' ' 

About the middle of November Disraeli was at . 
Chiefswood again, and an entry in Sir Walter's journal 
tells us· the object of this second visit. A cabal headed . 
apparently by John Wilson Croker, Secretary to the 
Admiralty, had been formed among the old contributors 
to the Quarterly, against Lockhart's appointment a's 
Editor. Murray, 'the most timorous;· as Byron called 
him, of. all God's booksellers,' took fright at their 
oppositio~, so.' down comes young D'Israeli to Scotland. 
imploring Lockhart to make . interest with my friends 
in London to remove objections and so forth.' Scott 
wrote tci a couple of his frieil~s, and he also wrote t~ 

. 1 Scott's Letters, II., p. 4os; . , · .· · · 
2 A lady of German birth who had married Murray's brother:iiJ.-law. 
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Mu.rray himsel! ' in something of a determined style.' 
' My physic,' he remarks, ' has wrought well, for' it 
brought a letter from Murray saying all was right, that 
D'Israeli was sent to me not to Lockhart . . . and 
other incoherencies which intimate his fright has got 
into another quarter.' 1 The result was that when 
Disraeli returned to London on November 21 he found 
himself in disgrace. 

To.J. G. Lockhart. 

Nov. 21, half-past five o'clock. 

I have arrived after a most fatiguing journey. I went 
immediately to the Emperor [Murray], and my reception 
was most unfavourable. I would use a harsher word if I 
remembered one. . . . He· swears that he understood I 
undertook to go to Sir W. au secret, and not to you; that I 
have ruined and meleed everything, &c.; that he only wanted 
Sir W. to write a few letters in consequence of the spirit 
.evinced against you, &c., &c. I was too ill to answer him 
and I trust to the course of events to settle all things. He 
swears also that I ought not to have mentioned Barrow's. 
name, &c. All these things, I need not tell yoU:, appear to 
me very extraordinary, as I am not aware of having violated 
any confidence or instructions whatever. , 

By the following morning, however, the wearied 
traveller has recovered his elasticity, and 'three.hours' 
uninterrupted conversation with Murray ' puts everything 
right again. 

To J; G. Lockhart. 

MY DEAR LocKHART, 
Nov. 22, 1825. 

Forget the letter, which, in a moment of great agitation 
about your busines§, and utterly exhaust~d in mind and body 
I wrote you yesterday evening. I rose this morning; having 
previously sworn by the God of the Silver Bow to slay the 
mighty Python of Humbug, whose vigorous and enormous 
folds were so fast and fatally encircling us. Thank the 
God, I have succeeded ! _ You will now come to London in 
triumph.-Yours 'ever, · · 

1 Scott's Journal, I., pp. 21, 22. 

RD.2 

2 Scott's Letters, II.; pp. 410, 4il. 
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That he did not overrate his ~uccess Murray himself· 
furnishes testimony in a letter to Lockhart on the 
following day. 

I have yesterday and to-day listened to Mr. Disraeli's 
admirable details of his conferences with you and Sir Walter, 
and I <1Ln now state with my whole heart that nothing could 
have proved more completely gratifying; it has put me into 
complete possession of your views and character, and I can 
.only repeat what I told him to say to you, that after ·t~is, 
Heaven and Earth may pass away, but it cannot shake my 
opinion.1 

It was probably at this tinie that Disraeli first began 
to feel that dislike of Croker which was to find 
memorable expression in Goningsby. In a.·letter to 
Murray ·he speaks, with obvious- reference to Croker 
and Barrow, of 'the junta of official scamps who have 
too long enslaved you~· To Lockhart he is even more 
explicit:-

! have often complained to you of Murray's inconsistency, 
vacillation, and indecision. I have done more, I have 
complained of them to himself. I regret it. Had I had 
any conception of the intriguing, selfish and narrow-minded 
officials by whom he has been so long surroup.ded, I certainly 

'would-have restrairied my sentiments, and have pitied the 
noble and generous-minded being who was,subjected to such . 

. disgustjng ·thraldom .. , . It is impossiOle in a letter. 
to give you any idea of the agitating and curious scenes 
which have taken place during these last days. The scales, 
however, have at. length fallen from our friend's eyes,,and 
the walls of the Admiralty have resounded to his firm and. 
bold but gentlemanly tones. . . . Thank God I did not 
·postpone my departure to town one other· second !2

. •• ~ -~,, 

With the obscure intrigues to whi~h this and other 
letters refer we are not much concerned. Lockhart 
came to London in the first week of December, andit 
fortnight later, .at Disraeli's suggestion and with the 
approbation .of all, th"e new paper was named The ·· 
Representative. · There, as far as Disraeli is involved; 
the s~ory abruptly ends._ In a letter to. Lockhart on 

,t Scott's 'LetterB, II., p. 414. 2 Ibid., II., p. 413. 
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November 28 he alludes to' the terrific agitationin whi'ch 
the city and the whole commercial. interest have been 
thrown during the last three weeks.' About the 'inidqle 
of Decemberthe agitation culminated in panic, and the 
crash which had for some time been inevitable came, 
spreading disaster far and wide, and burying Disraeli's 
hopes in the general ruin. Thenceforth, at all events, 
his name disappears from the records which tell the . 
story of The Representative, and it is probably· a safe 
conjecture to seek the explanation in the bursting of the 
City bubble, though we know nothing definite. 1 · Murray 
went on with his enterprise, iwd in due course the paper 
was published; but, badly managed and badly edited, 
it was a failure from the beginning, and after a flickering 
life of hal£ a year and a cost to its proprietor of £26,000 
it ceased to exist. 

So ended this bold attempt by the young Disraeli to 
storm the heights to which his ambition aspired. In 
after years, it would seem, his memory dwelt with little 
pleasure on the episode. He had more than once to 
deny statements that he had been the editor of The 
Representative, but as to, his real connexion with the 
enterprise he was .silent. There is nothing surprising 
in this; public inen do not love to have their 
names associ;:tted with failure, and Disraeli was no 
exception. But apart from the .failure ·there is 

~ 1 Dr. Smile~, indeed, definitely states that, when the time came for 
Murray's partners to contribute their share of the capital,. they ,both· 
of them'failed to fulfil their.engagements; but this still leaves something 

. :.unexplained in the story as it affects Disraeli, for Mr. Powles, as the 
correspondence shows, retained his position in respect of Murray and the 
newspaper apparently unquestioned for at least a couple of months after 
Disra.eli had disappeared. As some things 1n the pubHshed .accounts of 

. these transactions have given offence to the living representatives of Mr. 
Powles's family, it is only fair to note that his own ·version of thestory 
is unfortunately not available. Though the crisis of 1826 involved him 
in bankruptcy, it would appear that he afterwards recov,ered his position 
and paid his creditors in full; and his family state that he maintained 
friendly relations with Murray down to the latter's death. Certainly 
Disraeli, as his correspondence proves, everi after. he had become Chan· 
cellor of the Exchequer, remained in con1idential ·communication with 
Mr. Powles, whom he valued both as a leading City Conservativo and an ' 
.authority on subj_ects in which the City too!'- a special interest. 
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nothing discreditable to him in the story as far 
as it can ,be traced to-day. He" had shown amazing 
energy, amazing self-confidence, and amazing power of 
winning to his views men older and riper in experience 
than himself. His faults had been the faults of youth, 
an over-sanguine temperament, and immaturity of judg
ment. In trusting · so implicitly to his alliance with 

. the mining interests in the City, he had built upon 
foundations of sand, but older heads than his, before 
and since, have been guilty of a similar error .. It is 
not clear that the conception of the newspaper was 
in itself unsound. Until the last moment, in spite of 

- its appearance at a time of severe financial stress, 
the success of The Representative was generally anti<ii-: 
pated, and it was only the feebleness of the first few· 
numbers that destroyed its. chances. For this Disraeli, 
who had withdrawn a month before, can hardly be held 

.· responsibl~ ;· if he had remained the· result might have 
been the same, but it is not impossible that his dremonic 
energy would have imparted to the paper some of the· 
life and vigour which it so conspicuously lacked. 

Murray, it ought to be· said, seems to· have cherished 
a feeling that, apart from the loss pf his nioney, he had 
grounds for indignation against one who, in his own 
touching words, had received from him ' nothing b~t the · 
most unbounded confidence and parental attachment ' ; 
but th~t f~eli:tlg appears to have been of later. origin. ' · 
Whatever the circumstances and explanation of the 
young Disraeli's withdrawal from The Representative,, 
the event at first made not the slightest difference 
to the intimate relations between the Murray and 
Disraeli families. A few months later, however, Vivian 
Grey was published, ·and the situa~ion changed at once. 1 

Because the Di~raelis had expressed, or were supposed . 

1 Sir John Murray~expreased hi!' ~greement with the view h~~e taken:
'. I believe the ·real cause of my grandfather's resentment was not The 
Representative affair nor· the loss of his money, . but the· feeling that he 
had been caricatured and that his confidence had :been betrayed ·by · 
Diilraeli in Vivian Grey. So my father always told me.' 

. . 

·j 
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to have expressed, their approbation of this performance, 
Murray dropped 'their acquaintance, and his feelings 
were shown by a letter written later in the year in which 
he speaks of Benjamin's 'outrageous breach of all con
fidence and of every tie which binds man to man in social 
life in the publication' of the novel. Vivian Grey, as we 
shaJI see, is full of boyish impudence, but there is nothing 
in it that cart be even thought of as giving justification 
for language such as this. Murray apparently fancied that 
he had been satirised in the character of the Marquis, 
though it is not easy to detect the slightest resemblance 
between them. As Sharon Turner assured him, ' If the 
author were to swear to me that he meant the Marquis 
for you, I could not believe him: it is in all ·points so 
entirely unlike.' The fact is, Murray's temper, which 
was naturally far from perfect, was ·by the time 
the novel appeared in a state of sore trial. The 
Representative was not succeeding, and Murray found 
himself committed to a hopeless undertaking and left 
to bear alone the burden of a heavy weekly loss. It 
was not consoling to remember that he, a shrewd man of 
business of no small experience, had been led into the 
venture by one who was a boy in years; and the boy 
had made enemies who apparently did not neglect to 
foster the prejudice against him. Not only did Murray 
break off relations with the Disraelis, but he seems to 
have spoken of Benjamin in terms which struck the l~tter 
as 'outrageous ' and 'inexplicable.' Young Disraeli replied 
with a menace of legal action, which he conveyed in a·. 
Jetter to Mrs. Murray invoking her interference to avert 
such a deplorable necessity; and Maria D'Israeli 
followed with a vigorous and sensible letter of protest 
addressed to Murray himself. 'I feel your disappoint
ment,' she writes, 'and can forgive your irritability, yet 
I must resent your late attack on Benjamin '; and she 
expresses the shrewd opinion that ' the failure of The 
Representative lay much more With the proprietor and. 
his edito~ than it ever did with my son.' Murray,_ ~;~-s 
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she reminds· him, had known the boy from his cradle, 
and knew his want of resources, and how could he have 
been deceived? Her son, though 'a clever boy,' 
was 'no prodigy,' but Murray 'had formed .. in his • 
versatile imagination a perfect being and expected 
impossibilities, and found 'him on trial a mere mortal 
and a very very young man.' ·' What can you mean by 
saying that our .son had· divulged and made public your 
secrets 1 .I must ·beg an explanation of this enigma.' 

' Isaac D'Israeli ·also was· stirred to unwonted vigour. 
Eventually it would appear there was a reconciliation 

between Murray and the parents; but between. Murray 
and the son, though business -relations were resumed, 
friendship was at an end. How deeply this estrange~ent 
was regretted by young Disraeli, who beneath all appear
ance had . a truly affectionate heart, is shown by · his 

· subsequent 'efforts to bring it to an end; When he 
began to make a name as a novelist it became one 
of his dearest ambitions to have a book published 
by Murray, and ·he never rested till this ambition 
was achieved.· More. t~an a year after his .retirement 
from The Representative, when he found himself . in 
possession of a little money, the earnii1gs no doubt of 
Vivian Grey, .though his debts on the Stock Exchange. 
swailowed up the greater portion, he contrived to 
send £150 to Murray in' payment for the printing of 
the mining pamphlets. 'I have never been able,' he 
explains, ' to obtain a settlement of those accounts from 
the parties originally responsible,. and it has hitherto 
been quite out of my power to exempt myself from the 
liability, which, I have ever been conscious, on their 
incompetency, resulted from the peculiar circumstances 
of the case to myself.ll Murray's heart, however, 
remained unsoftened. · Disraeli seems to have thought, 
and · perhaps no~ · without· reason, · that .. Lockhart's · 
influence was used against him; at all events, from this 
time onwards we find . him,· whenever . occasion offers, 

1 Smiles, II.,. p. 254. 
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showing a hearty dislike for,Lockhart, who appears indeed 
from his side to have reciprocated the feelirigwith no less 
cordiality. 1 

Among Disraeli's papers there is a reminiscence, written 
nearly forty years later, of his early" visits to Scotland 
and his intercourse with Sir Walter Scott. 

When I was quite a youth (1825) I was travelling in Scot-_ 
land, and my father gave me a letter to Sir Walter Scott. I 
visited him at Abbotsford. I remember him quite well. A 
kind, but rather stately, person: with his pile of forehead, 
sagacious eye,. white hair and green shooting coat. ·He was 
extremely hospitable; and after dinner, with no lack of claret, 
the quaighs and whisky were brought in. I have seen him 
sitting in his armchair, in his beautiful library, which was the 
chief rendezvous of the house, and in· which we met in the 
evening, with half a dozen terriers about him: in his lap, 
on his shoulders, at his feet. ' These,' he said to me, ' are 
Dandie Dinmont's breed.' They were all called Mustard and 
Pepper, according to their color and their age. He would 
read aloud in the evening, or his daughter, an interesting girl, 
Anne Scott, would sing some ballad on the harp. He liked 
to tell a story of .some Scotch chief, sometimes of some Scotch 
lawyer. 2 · · 

. I was ·at Abbotsford again later in the year for a day. The 
Edinburgh Review ha,d just arrived. Mr. Lockhart, then 
about thirty or so, but a very experienced literary man, I 
remember saying, ' Well, they may say what they like, but 
no man can write like Jeffrey on poetry. The article on Milton 
in the new number is the finest thing we have had for years.' 
As I came down to ·dinner, Sir Walter was walking up and 
down the hall with a very big, stout, florid man, apparently· 
in earnest conversation. I was introduced to him before 
dinner as Mr. Constable-the famous publisher of the Edin
burgh Review and the Waverley Novels, the ~uthorship of 
them not then acknowledged; at least, not formally. It 
struck me, that.I had never met before such an ostentatious 
man, or one whose conversation was so braggart.· One 
would think that he had written the Waverley Novels himself, 
and certainly that Abbotsford belonged to him. However, 
he .seemed to ~orship Scott, and to express his adoration. 

·1 See for instance Lockhart'~ remarks on Coningsby, Lang, II., p. 199: 
2 [See a speech at Glasgow on 19 November, 1873, in which Disraeli gave 

a further account of this visit to 'one of the best and greatest of men.'
G.E.B.} 
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His carriage was announced, while he was at dinner, and he 
was obliged to go, as he ·had to return to Edinburgh to 
transact some business, and then go up to London by the 

. morrow's mail, by which also I was to return. 
. So we met aga.in, and I sate opposite him. He put a rich 
velvet cap with a broad gold band on his head, and looked 
like a great heraldic lion crowned. We had two fellow 
passengers, I am sure, but I don't recollect anything about 
them. But I .never shall forget Constable's conversation.· 
It was only about Abbotsford and the Waverley Novels. 
He informed me, that he intended to build a new wing to · 
Abbotsford next year, and you would have supposed from 
what he said that Sir Walter had only commenced developing 
a new Eldorado. I· never in my life met such a braggart, 
or a man so full of self-importance. Something had gone 
wrbng on the journey; the guard or the coachman had
displeased. He went into an ecstasy of pompous passion.· 
' Do you know who I am, man 1 I am Archibald Constable,' 
&c., &c., &c. This man was on the point of a most. fatal 
and shattering bankruptcy; had gone up to town with. some 
desperate resolve; and in less than a week the crash came. 

When he had exhausted Abbotsford· and the Waverley 
Novels; he began bragging about the Edinburgh Review: and 
dilated much on an ·article on Milton. I, like a 'youth, 
'repeating at second-hand, ventured to oqserve, .that 
no one wrote on poetry like Jeffrey. I copied this ,. 
from Lockhart, but I flatter myself, that if I had 
read the article, I should not have made the observation; · 
for it always· afterwards ga:ve me· a very low opinion of 
Lockhart's· literary discrimination. No man with a good 
nose could· have for an instant supposed that Jeffrey had 
wri~ten the article in question. Constable informed me, 
that it was· not by· Jeffrey but that it was a' secret: but so 
little was his power of reserve and reticence, or so great· 
the ·excitement under which he then laboured, that before 
long I had no difficulty in worming out from him, that it 
was by a young lawyer of the name of Macaulay, .from whom 
he expected great things. Therefore, I arrived in London 
with ·a sort of li~erary secret; 

-. 



CHAPTER VI. 

VIVIAN GREY. 

1826. 

Disraeli was never easily discouraged. His twenty
first birthday, which he celebrated on the 21st of 
December, a few days after the crash in the City, must 
have been gloomy enough; but, foiled in his practical 
ambition, he turned again to literature, and within four 
months had produced a book which became the talk 
of London and won for him celebrity or notoriety in a 
measure that few secure when they have barely crossed 
the threshold of manhood. 

In the previous year a novel called Tremaine had , 
appeared which was much readand talked about at the 
time, though it is now forgotten. It was a ' novel of 
fashionable life ' and its popularity had given a 
certain vogue to this form of literature. The author, 
Robert' Ward, better known by his later mime of Plumer 
Ward, was a person of some prominence in Parliament 
and society; but his book was published anonymously' 
and owed not a little of its success to the mystery in 
which its authorship was for some time carefully wrapt. 
As it happened, the Disraeli family rented Hyde House, 
Ward's residence near Amersham, for some months ·in 
th~d-utumn of 1825, _and here Disraeli always said he 
wrot~ Vivian Grey, taking the idea from Tremaine· and 

. , comple~ing. -f21e book_ before he was twent;fbne. The 
link between the Disraelis and Ward was· -Ward's 
solicitor, Austen, who,· living close by in -Guilford 

83 . fj.~ 
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Street, had formed an acquaintance with the family in 
Bloomsbury Square. It was Austen who, according 
to the very doubtful story, had found Benjamin reading 
Chaucer in chambers, and decided that he' would never 
make a lawyer; and _it was through Austen that Hyde 
House was taken _by the Disraelis. Austen, as Ward's 
agent, had made the arrangements for the publication 
of· Tremaine, and his young and clever wife ·was also 
in Ward's .confidence, and had played a part in the 
negotiations. Aware, no doubt, of her relations with 

. Colburn the publishe~, Disraeli, who had no longer 
John 1\Iurray.to apply to, turned to her for advice and 
assistance when his own novel was becoming ripe for · · 
publication. Sara •· Austen was well fitted to. be , the 
Egeria of a precocious youth of ·genius. ' She was a 
woman,' as her nephew Sir Henry Layard describes her, 
. ' of more thari_ ordinary talent and of more than ordinary 

. · . beauty, very a:rp.bitibus of shining in society and .fond 
bf flattery.arid adm,i!ation.- Her accomplishments were 
many and various. ··,She was a clever musician, a skilful 
artist, a good judge ~nd critic of literary merit, and an 

· excellent letter-~rit((r~ ' Had she chosen to· be an 
authoress she would p~obably have been a s~ccessfuJ 

_,·' .; .-: one. '1 Disraeli's earlier letters to her .have u~fortunat~.ly 
- ·perished, but enough remain of Mrs. Austen's to help 

to elucidateour story. · 

From Mrs. Austen. 

MY -DEAR SIR, 
Saturday Morning, 25th [Feb.;2 18?6]. 

- Patience .is· not one of my virtues, as I fear ·you will 
discovt:)r 'to. your cost, and I could just as easily sit without 
speaking till Tuesday as wait till t4en to give you my opiW,on 
of your MS. I am quite delighted .with it, and enterj;into 

-the spirit. of the book entirely. -I have now gone through it · 
t'Yice, and the more I read the better I am pleasE)d. I never 

1 Layard's Autobiography, I., p. 46 .. 
2 March.25 was also a Saturday, but as the book was announced--for 

publication at the beginning of April the earlier date must be chosen. -,,,,.,. - - - - - . 
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make any professions, but if you can do no bet£ertake me 
as an ally upon trust: at least I will be faithful to your 
secret and can undertake to manage it exactly in accordance 
to your wishes in Burlington Street [Colburn's offices]. 
Trouble is an odious word which shall be henceforth banished 
our vocabulary. I only long to receive my credentials, for 
indeed you have no time to lose on account of a very 
extraordinary coinciden9e, 1 which I dare not · explain on 
paper, but of which you shall know eiwugh the first time we 
nieet to prove the advantage of its going to press immediately. 
The moment I have your permission and instructions I will 
write to C[olburn]. Pray send me the remainder of your 

. MS. as soon as possible, for I am in a state of complete 
excitation on the subject.--I forget Mr. D'I's christian 
initial so must direct 'Junior.'} 

Your sincere friend and ally, 
S. A. 

At Mrs. Austen's instance Colburn accepted the -novel 
for publication, though the secret of the authorship was 
rigorously withheld from him, as even .for a time from 
Disraeli's own family. That th~ mystification might be 
complete, Mrs. Austen copied the whole of the manuscript 
in her own hand, and her friends believed that she h.ad 
helped to write the story; but her letters at the time 
confirm the statement she made more than· half a 
century later: ' She had given '"him advice and had 
o~casion~lly induced him to suppress or modify pas
sages which she considered objectionable in taste, but 
nothing more. '3 Why Disraeli should . haV'e taken 
so much troub~e to prese;ve the . anonymity of the 

· book, or whether he had any more solid reasons than a 
native love of mystery anc{ a desire to follow the fashion 

1 The refe~·encc· is without doubt to the approa.ching appearance of 
Ward's second novel, DeVere . 

. 2 Sir Henry Layard, writing half a centmy later of events which 
happened when he was a child, has, as this letter and others show, ante
d,ated the intimacy between the Austens and DisraeHtl'fl.n!l has perhaps 
somewhat exaggerated the pv,rt they played in his life.'t:The_,Ohaucer 
story seems to me of doubtful authenticity, and not less so another sto,ry 
which is often quoted on Sir Henry "Layard's authority of his accompany'c 
ing his aunt· in a call on the Disraclis and finding ' Ben ' in the middle of 
11 boxing lesson. . ,. 

3 Layard, I., p. 46. · ·:•tt, 
T. . 4 
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..., which .s'cotf had established ~n:d to ·which lesser lights 
·.like Plumer Ward had conformed, we caiinot be sure; 
but the publisher ·was so· far from ·disliking ·the 'mystery 
thus. created that •he skilfully availed himself of. it for 
purposes of his own. · A master of the art of advertising, 
Colburn co;ntrolled, or was ·in a position to jrifl.uence, 
several' of th~· best-known organs of iiterary_,opinion; 
and presently in the daily journals and in weekly and 
monthly· .periodicals hints ·began to _be given of the 
approaching appearance of a new society novel by an 
author who for obvious reasons desired to. reii1airi · 

Janonymous and in whose pages all the- leading people 
·.of the"'.day were ·to appear under thin disguises. The · 
book was to be ' extremely satirical,' and was to ·contain 
' portraits of living. characters, sufficient .to constitute . 

· a National_- Gallery'; it was to be ' a sort of Don Juan 
in prose,' and the'hero l"as ., to become acquainted with 
~every literary and fashionable' character· in· existence.' 
By arts such ·as 'these curiosity was aroused and. 
expect~ttion created, and when towards the end of April 

. Y_ivian Grey appeared in two octavo volumes its success 
·was at once assured. Long reviews-,wete published iri 
many of the leading newspapers and periodicals; society 

. amused itself by en<{eavouring to identify the originals 
of the characters; and at ·the same time speculation;' . 
diligently, fomented· by the ·ingenious Colburn,, raged as · 
to the· identity of the author.· Frpm their different points 
of view both publisher and author had every reason to be 
satisfied with the success they had achieved, 

Though we may safely assume. that· Disraeli was not 
averse from the, prospect' of notoriety, there is nothing to 
show that he had any real responsibility for the puffing 
·arts of Colburn. He only received- £200 for the novel/ 
_ and he W~~J;l.Ot even in direct communication with }~ii 
publisher; but in the end he had to pay the penalty for· 
Colburn's d~linquencies as _well 'as for his own. As long 

.. 1 That is t~ say for the novel as it originally appeared. For the S~cond 
Part, published in the follo,wing'year, he received £500 in addition. · . · 
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as it was supposed that Vivian Grey was the work of a i 
man ·of high position the Press, where it did not praise, 
was silent; but in ~pite of Colburn's attempts to connect 

_well-known names with t};le authorship, or at least to 
encourage .the belief that the author was· a 'man of 
fashion,' some of the critics were from the first suspicious. 
Jerdan, of the Literary Gazette, for instance, was acute 
enough to ·observe that 'the class of the author was a _ 
little betrayed by his frequent recurrence to top:ics about 
which the mere man of fashion knows nothing and cares 
less,' and that the book ' somewhat smacked of the 
literary Writer'; and presently-it would seem through 
Jerdan, who had somehow ferreted out the secret, and . 
in spite of the greatest exertions on the part of Mrs. 
Austen to 'blind' a_ll concerned-the truth leaked out. 
When it was realised that- the author of Vivian Gr_ey 
was only an audacious boy, Colburn's enemies abandoned 
their reserve. , ' Christopher North ' in Blackwood1 

· denounced ' the" shameful and -shameless puffery ' ''Qy 
which the sale of th~ book had been secured, and 

, dismissed it as ' a -paltry -catchpenny ' by ' an obscure 
person for whom nobody cares a straw.' Another - · 
writer, in an article entitled 'The New· Unknown,' 
revealed tne author's iden.tity by -name, branded him as 
having acquired popularity 'by, the meanest and most •' 
revolting artifices and the total disregard of all honourable 

. feeling '; ridiculed ' his most ludicrous affectation of 
' good breeding '; · and · {weri accused Disraeli and :Mrs. 

Austen of having tricked Colb'urn into paying a' high 
price for the novel by leading him to believe that it was 
from the pen of Plumer_ Ward.2 With all his assurance . . 

1 July, 1826, p. 98. _ 
2 Literary Magnet, Vol. II., pp. 1 and 129. From the same writer the 

legends took their origin that Disraeli had been the first editor of 1'he 
Representative and responsible for its failure; and that he had also been 
editor of The Star Ghamber, a weekly publication which appeared,Jor a 
couple of months in the spring of 1826, and author of the 'Drinciad of 

, To-day,' .a satirical poem which was_ printed in The Star- Ghamber and 
provoked much resentment. The statement_ about The Representative, 
as we have seen, was not true._ As for The Star Ghamber, it was iowided 
by a certain :Peter Hall, a friend of Meredith's at Brasenose, who, thi-ough 
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DisraeW was by n:ature sensitive, and this was his first 
taste of the malignant abuse which was to be showered 
·upon him all through life and against which experi
ence was to .. make him proof. There is an obv~ous 
reminiscence of the effect upon the victim's miii.d in the
well-known passage in which Contarini }!..,leming describes 
his sensations after reading the review of pis. novel 
Man8tein:·--

With what, horror, ;with what s~p~eme, appalling' astonish
ment, did I find myself for the first time in my life a subject 

. of the most ·ruthless, the most malignant, and the most 
adroit ridicule. I was scarified, I was scalped ... ·. The 

>criticism fell from my hand, a film floated over my vision; . 
. my knees trembled~ I felt. that sickness of heart that we 
· experience·in our first serious scrape. I was ridiculous, it 
was time to die. · 

Yet in. spite of the critics, perhaps to ~orne extent 
bec,ause of their violence and acerbity,. which revived the. 
interest of the public ~s it began- to flag, Vivian Grey 
survived. ' 'J'here was little art in my creation,' says 
Contarini of an early composition,· ' but there was much 
vitality,' arid the description exactly fits the first part 
of Vivian Grey. The novel owed its success no doubt 
ill! the first instance t~ Colburn's ingenious puffing, but 
it had sufficient merit of its own to reward the ;tttention 
that had,bei:m artificially drawn to:it. By the beginning 
of July asecond edition had been called for, and a third, 
·with certain modifications, was issued in the following 
year. Within three years of its first appearance Disraeli 
had caine to reckon· Vivian Grey among· his 'juvenile 

' ' - ' 

---------------------- ·-------~·. 

Meredith, had become acquainted with Disraeli. Disraeli contributed 
some fables .. with a political 'application under, the title of '.The Modern· 

. ,A!:sop,' at least one revie\v, and perhaps other matter. But in later life 
he> expressly denied (The Times; Nov. 3, 1871; Leisure Holtr, Nov;~ 4, 
1871) having been editor, if indeed there ever was an ·editor; and iil.the 
.second part of. Vivian Grey (Bk. y; ch. 1) he declared, with obvious 
reference "to the 'Dunciad,' that he never wrote a single line ' of the various 
satires in verse'. that had been attributed to him, and the internal evidence 
iS< iii complete,.agreement with this repudiation. ,, . 

··.,.-·. 
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indiscretions,'1 and for a quarter of a century, as he wrote 
in 1853, he refused to reprint it; but in that year, as the 
book had' baffled even the efforts of its creator to suppress. 
it,' he submitted it to a severe expurgation and gave it a 
place ina collected edition of his works. He was careful, 
however, in a preface, to disarm the critics by anticipating 
their harshest censure. 

Books written by boys, which pretend to give a picture of 
manners and to deal in knowledge of human nature, must 
necessarily be founded on affectation. They can be, at the 
best, but .the results of imagination, acting upon knowledge 
not acquired by experience. Of such circumstances exaggera
tion is a necessary consequence, and false taste accompanies 

· exaggeration. . . . Such · productions should be exempt 
from criticism, and should be looked upon as a kind of literary 
lusus. 

In the face of this frank avowal, it would be absurd to 
embark on any pedantic inquiry into the worth of the 
book as a permanent contribution to literature. The 
question t.hat is really interesting is · its biographical 
value-what light, if.any, does it throw on the developing 
mind and character of the author 1 The scheme of the 
novel is very simple. ·A couple of lines from The Merry 
Wives of Windsor-

·'Why, then the world's mine oyster, 
Which I with sword will open,' 

appear as a· motto on the title-page. Vivian Grey, the 
clever and precocious .son of a distinguished man· of 
letters, after a stormy c.;1reer at school and a period· of 
hard study thereafter looks about at the age of twenty 
for the means to satisfy his already inordinate ambition. 
Vivian's sword is his wit, artd 

at this moment how _many a powerful noble wants only wit 
to be a Minister, and what wants Vivian Grey to attain tho 
sa;rne end 1 That noble;s influence .. ; . Supposing I am 

1 Life of Bulwer Lytton, II., p. 316. 
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in contact with this magnifico, am I prepared 1 Now let me 
probe my very soul. Does my ·cheek blanch 1 I have the 
mind for the conception; and I can perform right skilfully 
upon the most splendid of musical instruments-the human 
voice--:-to make those conceptions beloved by others. There 

" wants but one thing more--Courage, pure, perfect courage;-'
and does Vivian Grey know fear 1 

'He finds his magnifico in the Marquis of Carabas, a 
weak but vain and ambitious nobleman whom he meets at 
his father's table.. Vivian fascinates him by his re~dy 
wit, plays upon his vanity, is invited to his country house,. 
Chateau Desir, and there proceeds to organise a Carabas 
party out of the friends of the Marquis, promineiJ.t among 
.whom, strange to say, is a: ~Lord Beaconsfield-' a very 
worthy. gentleman, but between ourselves, a damned . 

· fool.' The new party :will require a leader in the House 
of Commons, and as Vivian with calculated modesty 
declines the task, he is at his. own. suggesti()n despatched 
to Wales to win over hy his diplomacy a certain Cleveland, 
a young and once promising politician who had been 
betrayed ·by the Marquis and had retired. from politics 
in disgust. The mission is 'successful, and Vivian ·car:ries · 
Cleveland' back with him: to. Chateau.·Desir. Now, how-· ' 
ever, a womaii who has long been on the scene, but 
whose place in the scheme of the. novel has hitherto 
seemed uncertain, begins to ph1y a more ~d~finite part. 
Either from jealousy or from sheer love of mischief, she 
poisons the mind of the Marquis against Vivian Grey, 
and the catastroph~ speedily comes. Dissension and 

. treachery invade the ranks of the plotters, the. house.' 
of cards that'has been so laboriously constructed suddenly. 
collapses, Cleveland is. killed in a duel by Vivian. Grey, 
and the ·hero ·retires to ' Germany discomfited in his 
ambition and a prey to bitter remorse. . . . . · 

Now-that there is a large element of'autobiogr~phy in 
the external setting oft his fantastic story is soon a ppar~nt. 
Horace ·Grey is clearly· a picture· of Isaac D~Isri~!f; 
Vivian Gtey's early years are, as has already .been ·ae't;n., 

. ~ 
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described in great part from the author's own experience; 
the journey to Wales to secure Cleveland's adhesion to 
the Carabas party is obviously suggested by Disraeli's 
own mission to Scotland to enlist the services of Lockhart 
for The Representative; a~d we can trace iJ:}..the book the~ 
influence of nearly every important fact of which we have 
knowledge in the author's previous history-his father's 
library, his conversations with literarymenatMurray's,his 
tour in Germany, his intercourse with financial magnates 
in the City. All this is natural:· a man can only write of 
what he knows, and at twenty-one his· experience is so 
limited that his range of choice is narrow. But a question 
of greater interest and difficulty remains. Is Vivian 
Grey's character a reflexion of the author's own ~ Is 
his view of ltfe the. view which Benjamin Disraeli had 
deliberately adopted on the threshold of manhood ? 
Are his ideals and ambitions Disraeli's youthful ideals 
and ambitions, and his adventures in some degree an 
anticipation of Disraeli 's own career ? It has generally 
been assumed that these things are so, and Disraeli's 
friends, accepting the assumption, have offered the best 
apology they could, while his enemies have exultantly 
pointed to the moral. But another theory is possible. A' 
recent critic,! while admitting, or rather insisting on, the 
autol:)iographic significance of the book, has argued with 
some plausibility that the story is not an anticipation, 
hut a retrospect; that it embodies not an .ideal, but a 
confession and a warning; 'that the auth9r is drawing 
from }lis own past experience in a very literal sense, and 
is transposing into the form of fiction the story 
of The Representative and the shipwreck of his own 
precocious ambitions. · 

As so often happens, Disraeli himself can be quoted 
in support <;>f. either theory. In a reply he made to his 
critics in the second part of the novel, he anxiously 
explained that he had been. conscious from the beginning 
,oJ,.~he inoral obliquity of his hero. 

1 Mr. Lucien Wolf in his edition of Vivian Grey. 
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. I conceived the character of a youth of great talent, 
whose mind had been corrupted, as the minds. of many of 
our youth hav11 been, by .the artificial age in which he 
lived. . . · . In his whole career he was to be pitied; but Jor 

; his whole career he was not to be less punished. When I 
•·sketched the feelings of his early boyhood, as the novelist, 

I · had already foreseen the results to which those feelings 
were to lead; and had in store for the fictitious character the 
pupishment which he endured.1 

']'his statement appears explicit enough; but it was 
written a year later when Di$raeli was suffering from 
ill-health and the depression that attends it, and when 
'for the moment he had lost his native buoyancy and. 
self-confidence; and if that be remem}>ered, the ex- ~

planation ceases to' carry conviction. To no reader 
of the earlier chapters of 'vivian Grey would it ever 
occur that the purpose of . the novel ·is to unfold the 
moral lesson of the consequences to which ambition 
uncontrolled by moral principle must hievitably lead. 
The. autho.r's sympathies are obviously with his .hero, 
and the reader's sympathies, whether he will or not, 
are enlisted on the same side. 'The author no less 
than the reader· may be in:tellectually' aware of the· · 
hero's imperfections, but even when. the action is well 
advanced there ate few signs of moral reprobation. 
The catastrophe when it comes is a mere matter of 
machinery, and hardly affects the ethos of the story; 
it. com-es only, one feels, becau~e the story had to be 
ended somehow, and a satisfactory ending was'hardly to 
be !omJ,~. But we have testimony from Disraeli himself 
which is more convincing than an apology framed while 
he was still smarting from the wounds ·inflicted by ~he 
critics. Seven years later he wrote in a diary which 
till after his death was probably never seen. by any eyes 
but his own: ' Poetry is the safety valve of illy passions-~ 
but I wish to act. what I write. My· works "are the 
emhodifi~ation of my feelings. In Vivian Grey I have 

-.;.-#, 
.~· t. ~ 

1 Vivian Grey, Bk. ·v. ch. 1. · 
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portrayed my active and real ambition.' Here again 
we might seem to_!J.ave a final settlement of the matter; 
but even this declaration must not be pressed too far. 
Disraeli, with his infinitely subtle and elusive mind' and 
character, is a perpetual snare to the unwary who place,. 
too literal a construction upon his isolated words and 
actions. If it is ridiculous on the one hand to. pretend 
that Vivian Grey is a confession written in a fit of 
penitence and remorse, it would be no less ridiculous on 
the other to .pretend that Disraeli was unconscious of 
or indifferent to the moral obliquity of his hero, or that 
he deliberately set him up ·as an example which he 
afterwards meant to follow. . 

Though· neither of the rival theories is wholly satis
factory, neither is wholly false, and it is not impossible 
to ·effect a harmony between them. Disraeli, as has 
been seen, used in later life to declare that he wrote 
Vivian Grey at Plumer Ward's house, where his family 
spent the autumn of 1825. It is not easy to see how 
in the whirl of those crowded months. he could have 
found the leisure necessary for the completion of such a 
task; and Mrs.. Austen's lett~rs seem to imply that a 
good deal of work was done on Vivian Grey after the 
secret had been confided to her in the following spring. 
But it is highly probable that a beginning had been 
made before, either at Hyde House in the month preceding 
Disraeli's fi.rst visit- to Abbotsford, or even at an earlier 
date; and that the story was picked up again after the 

·catastrophe . of The Representative. No <,me reading 
Vivian Grey, especially if he read it.in the original edition, 
can fail to be struck by the contrast between the first 
volume and the second. All the merit of the book lies 
in the first volume. 1 In the earlier chapters especially 
we find the author writing from a genuine artistiC 
impulse, and with a joyous interest in his subject; and .· 
his story has all the coherence that comes from a_ strong 
ftnd living conception of the character of the hero. The 

.' 

1. Containing the first two books of the ordinary editions. 
L . ~ 
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subordii:tate actors duly play their parts, though Mrs; 
Felix Lorraine is, somewhat of an enigma, and is 
evidently beyond the powers of a boy of twenty-one. 
The style is light· and vivacious, full of sparkle and 

• epigram; and, though faults of taste are numerous, this 
first · volume on the whole is a most. amusing blend 
of cleverness and impudence. Even the flippancy and 
cynicism are too obviously boyish affectations to 
cause real offence. If we remember that Vivian Grey 
is only a work of fiction, and a work of fiction with a 
large element of caricature and exaggeration, and if 
we make allowance also for that subtle Disraelian 
irony which pervades ~II the novels, we may fairly 

.say that in the first,volume the herQ is Disraeli himself; 
:though· just for that reason the work ought to have 
remained a fragment, as without a further development 
of the author's personality the story of the hero's 
adventures could riot be carried on in conformity with 
the original conception. 

The second volume ,opens with the mission to Wales, 
which bears so close a resemblance in detail to Disraeli's 
own mission to Scotland that it could hardly have been 
written except in the light of that ~xperience; but signs 
ot haste and discord at once b~gin to be apparent, and 
the remainder of the novel is a continuous descent. 
Both the narrative arid the characters become incoherent, ' 
whole chapters of irrelevant padding are introduced, . ·· 
and the author's main preoccupation now appears to 
be to stretch his story out to a fairly respectable length 
and then with the ~ast possible trouble in the develop
ment of the plot to bring it to some sort of conclusion. 
Presently we lapse into vulgar and hideous melodrama. 
Mrs. Felix Lorraine, who. before was an enigma, now 
becomes a monster, and, monster as she is, the hero in 
his revenge upon her shows himself a fiend. ' As ·hot 
and hurried a sketch as ever yet was penned,' is Disraeli's 
'OWn description of the first · part of the .novel in his 
apology a year later, and he probably had in mind the 
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second volume especially and the conditions under which 
it was written. It is just such work as we might expect 
from a boy without experience who, in the reaction 
after a period of unnatural tension ending in great 
misfortune, is endeavouring in headlong haste to bring 
an earlier literary sketch to some . sort of conclusion. 
We now instinctively feel that the artistic impulse has 
spent itself, that the author is no longer inspired by 
genuine love of his subject, and that we are dealing with 
a mere piece of crude and hasty book-making. There is 
no definite artistic motive, not even the motive. of con
trition, though the treatment has taken a colour from 
the author's own misfortunes; and certainly the hero 

· now is as far from reflecting Disraeli'.s ideals and ambitions 
as this second volume is from exhibiting his literary 
power. 

So much on the question as to the serise in which 
Vivian Grey is a portrait of Disraeli himself; on the 
larger question as to . whether the novel as a whole is 
a gallery of portraits from living originals something 
remains to be said. Elaborat.e keys were published 
a:t the time, one especially, as 'it appeared in The Star 
Chamber, being supposed to have the author's sanction. 
But the key-makers were probably just as well able 
as the author to affix a name to most of the characters._ 
It required no great penetration to translate Lord Past 
Century into Lord Eldon or the Duke of Waterloo into 
the Duke of Wellington. By thin disguises such as these 
and by the frequent introduction of names of living 
persons the reader is certainly encouraged in the firsi! 
part of Vivian Qrey to search for real characters behind 
the fictitious naines. Disraeli admitted as much-himself 
in a letter which he wrote after the ·~ubllcation of the 
sequel in the following year. Colburn had made a 
circuitous attempt to ·extract from him information. as 
to the prototypes of his characters; and Disraeli's answer 
well defines his position then and later 'on the whole 
question of portraiture from living originals in his novels. 
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To William J erdan. 
[1827.] 

I am very much surprised at Mr. Colburn's request. How 
my knowledge of the characters in Vivian Grey can be 
necessary to, or, indeed, in the slightest degree assist any 
one in. understanding the work, is to me a most inexplicable 
mystery. Let it be taken for granted that tlie characters 
are purely ideal, and the whole affair is settled. If any 
collateral information be required in order to understand .the · · 
work, either Vivian Grey is unworthy to be read, or, which 
is, of course,· an impossible conclusion, the reader is not 
sagacious enough .to penetrate its meaning. 

Of course, I have no intention of denying that these volumes 
are, in a very great degree, founded on my own observation 
and experience. Possibly, in some instances, I may have 
very accurately depic~ed existing characters. But Vivian 
Grey is- not given to the public as a gallery of portraits, nor 
have I a;ny-wish that it should be co:r;_1sidered as such. It 

,will give me grea~ pleasure if the public recognise it as a faith
ful picture of human nature .in. generaL Whether it be 
anything further, rests-with the author and canonly interest 
him. I_ cannot prevent surmises; but I shall always_ take 
care that from me they shall receive neither denial nor 
confirmation. -

In part of the former ·volumes, a number of names and 
characters were introduced which were evident portraits 
or caricatures. I can understand_any reader of those pages ' 
being naturally desirous to comprehend their full meaning, 
and seeking auxiliary means to procure the desired know

·ledge; but to comprehend the full meaning of the present 
volumes, the·public has only to read them; and if there 
be anything obscure or unsatisfactory, it is the author's. 
faul~he is. a blunderer. All the notes and keys in the 
kingdom will not make him more intelligible. 

The Author of V. G.1 

As a matter of f~ct, Dis.raeli's kno'wledge of the world 
of politics and society when he wrote the first part of 
Vivian Grey was far too slight for genuine portraiture 
beyond a · very .limited circle. The ·characters . which 
have an -obvious -reference to originals in high place!> 
are names a~d litt~e more; in the. world of letters he 

. 1 Jerdan's Autobiography, IV., p. 78. 
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was more at home, and the sketch of Theodore Hook 
in Stanislaus Hoax is a good deal more ambitious; but 
most of the dramatis personce were merely conventional 
types, and in many cases we may believe that the key
makers in their zeal traced them to originals of whom 
the author had neyer heard. · 



I 

CHAPTER VII. 

A ·TOUR IN ITALY. 

1826. 

Twelv~ months' contin~al strain and excitement' were 
too much for a constitution that was never really robust. 
In June we hear of serious ilhwss, and in an opportune 
hour, when the need of rest and change had become 
apparent, there came an invitation from the Austens to 
accompany them in a tour through Switzerland and 
Northern Italy .. The invitation was at once accepped. 

To Benjamin ·Austen. ' 
· , [July (?), 1826.] 

DEAR AusTEN·, . . . 
. Having met many women who were too beautiful at the 

last night's dance, I slept off the memory of their loveliness 
by an extra three hours of oblivion, and was therefore unable·. 
to answer your note-immediately; which, however, I am now 
doing surrounded by a much better"breakfast than graced 
your board this morning. · . . 

A devil, though an ugly name, is certainly the wisest style 
of de-je')tner~-an innocent egg perhaps the silliest: why I 
say innocent I know not, for certainly if a devilled turkey's · 
leg is the real limb of Satan, the other article may not inaptly 
be conoidered the ' yoke of sin.' . 

According to your advice, I have ' perused your note with 
attention and considered your offer with care,' and, as the 
man says who is going to be hired, ' I think the sitiation will 
suit.' It ill befits any man to dilate on his own excellence, 
but I may perhaps be allowed to observe that_ my various,. 
not to say in11umerable, accomplishments are not altogether 
unknown to you; and as ·for ·my moral capacities, why, I can 
have a good character from my last place, which I left on 

98 ..., 
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account of the disappearance of the silver spoons. I defy, 
also, any one to declare that I am not sober and honest, except 
when I am entrusted with the key of the wine cellar, when I 

- must candidly confess I have an ugly habit of stealing the 
claret, getting drunk, and kissing the maids. Nevertheless, 
I've no doubt but that we shall agree very well. You .cer
tainly could not come to any person better fitted for ordering 
a dinner, and as to casting up accounts, if there's anything 
in the world I excel in that's the very one-and as I've got 

'into the habit of never attending to the shillings and pence 
because they make my head ache, I generally detect the 
aubergiste in a super-charge. . . . 

· B.·D. 

For this second Continental j'ourney we have the same 
voluminous material in the shape of letters and journals 
as for the former. Setting forth in the beginning of 
August, the travellers crossed from Dover to Boulogne. 

To Isaac D'lsraeli. 
PARIS, 

Aug. 9, 1826. 
MY DE.AR F.A.TH:EJR, 

... Our journey to Paris was much pleasanter than 
I expected. We slept the first night at Montreuil, at the 
inn you mentioned. It was full of English, but the accom
modation is as delightful as ever. Being overta-ken by a 
storm in the next day's journey we. stopped short at Grand· 
villiers instead of reaching Beauvais, passing in our' way 
through Abbeville, where we stopped two hours; the next 
day passing through Beauvais, where we stopped a couple · 
of hours to see the· old Cathedral, painted gl;tss, tapestry, 
&c. We reached Paris Sunday afternoon, and are now.·. 

/ in the Rue de Rivoli, the best situation here, having obtained ' 
these a.pa.rtments in a, ma.nner which would make a.n.excellent 
chapter in Gil Blas, and beat the adventure of the Hotel 
Garni hollow. · · 

'Paris is delightful.' I never was so much struck with 
anything in the whole course of my life. I expected another 
London, but there are no points of resemblance. I did not 
expect in so short a dista:qce to have met such a contrariety 
of manners and life. . . . Yesterday I lionised the old 
City and the Quais, Notre Dame, &c. I was very much 
struck with the resemblance of the Old Town of Edinburgh to 
the ancien,t parts of Paris; indeed, at some times the resem-
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blance was perfect.· I am going to the Louyre this mo~ning 
and to the Opera this evening, for we do not .leave Paris: until 
Friday. . . . · 

I :qave not kept my journal, but of course shall. My fellow 
travellers will; however, make· up for all my negligence; 
Austen's journal commencing_ at Guilford Street, with the 
incidents of wheel-greasing . and vail-giving not forgotten, 
and Mrs. A. having already filled her quarto, although 
having more modestly commenced only at Dover. . . . God 
bless you. . ' ·-

Yours most affectionately, -.. 
B. DISRA.ELI. 

From Paris they posted by the road through Dijon to 
Geneva. There .are some brightly wri.tten letters from 
Mrs. Austen to Sarah Disraeli, which give us here and _ 
there an interesting side-glimpse of, her young fellow
traveller. 'The real improvement. iri your brother's 
health and looks quite surprises me,' she writes from 
Dijon. 'He seems to enjoy everything, pour ou contre, 
and has just said high mass for a third bottle of burgundy.' 

' Burgundy was. always his favourite wine. · 

To Isaac D'Israeli. 
/ GENEVA, 

.. Aug, _21. 
MY DEAR 'FATHER, . . 

... At the termination of the Jura ridge which 
bounds one side of the plain of Geneva, did I on Friday 
morning witness the most magnificent sight in the world~ . 
the whole ra:p.ge of the high Alps with Mont Blau:c in ~he
centre without a cloud 1 ; the effect was so miraculous that 
for a long time I did not perceive the lovely scene under. 
me, the plain and city and lake of Geneva, the latter of 
ultra-marine blue. Such- a view of the Alps has peen seen 
by few persons in this country, and was occasioned by the 
unparalleled dryness .and heat'of the season, which, as we ate 
daily informed by travellers, exceeds by much the heat no~ 
experienced on the ot-q.er side of the Alps, in Italy. The heat 
does not, however; affect me the least. I have not· had a 
day's, nay an hour's, illness since I left England. ~- .. · I 
take a row on the lake every night with Maurice, Lord .. 

I Compare Gontarini Fleming, Pt. iii. ch. 1. 
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Byron's (lelebrated boatman. Maurice is very handsome 
and very vain, but he has been made so by the English, of 
whom he. is the regular pet. · He talks of nothing but Lord 
Byt·on, particularly if you shew the least i_nterest in the 
subject. He told me that in the night of the famous storm 
described iii the third Canto of C[hilde] H[ atold], had they been 
out five minutes more the boat must have been wrecked. He 
told Lord Byron at first of the danger of such a night voyage, 
and the only answer which B. made was stripping quite 
naked and folding round him a great robe de chambre, so that 
in case of wreck he was ready prepared to swim immediately. 
Lord B., he assures me, was out· all night without even 
stockings, and up most of the night ;to his knees in water. 
I asked him if he spoke, He said that he seldom conversed 
with him or any one at any time, but that this night he 
(Maurice) was so employed in managing the boat and sail, 

_ &c., that conversation would have been quite impossible. 
One day Byron sent for him and, sitting down in the boat, 

he put a pistol on each side (which .was his invariable practice) 
· ·and then gave him 300 napoleons, ordering him to row 

to Chillon. He then had two torches lighted in the dungeon 
and wrote for two hours and a half. On coming out, the 
gendarme who guarded the castle humbly asked for quekjue
ckose a boire. ' Give him a napoleon,'· said his Lordship. 
'De trap, milor,' said Maurice, who being but recently 
installed in his stewardship was somewhat mindful· of his 
master's interest. 'Do you know who I am~· rejoined the 
master', 'Give it to him and tell him that the donor is Lord 
Byron!' This wonderful piece of information must have 
produced a great effect on the poor miserable tippling 
gendarme. But in the slightest things was, Byron, by Maurice's 
account, most ludicrously ostentatious .. He gave him one 
day five napoleons for a swimming race across the lake. At 
the sight_ of the club foot Maurice thought he was sure to 
win, but his Lordship gained by five minutes. Byron, he 
says, was not a quick swimmer, but he was hever exhausted, 
by which means he generally won when the distance was great. 
One morning Maurice called for him very early to swim. 
Byron brought to the boat his breakfast, consisting of cold 
duck, &c., and· three or four bottles of wine. He scarcely 
eat anything, but drank all the wine, and then amused him
self. while they were sailing to the. appointed place,_ by throw
ing the provisi0ns gradually into the water. Upon this honest 
1\fau:r;ice gently .hinted that he had not himself breakfasted, 
and that he should swim much better if he had some portion 
of his I~ordship's superfluity. 'Friend Maurice,' said B., 
' it ill becomes true Christians to think of themselves; I. 
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shall give you none. You see I eat no breakfast myself: 
do you also refrain, for the sake of the fishes' He then con
tinued his donations to the pikes (which here are beautiful) 
and would not bestow· a single crumb on his companion. 
! This is all very well,' says Maurice, ' but his Lordship . 
forgot one little circumstance. He had no appetite; I had.' 
He says that he never saw a man eat so little as B. in all his 
life, but that he would drink three or four bottles of the 
richest wines for his breakfast. I shall perhaps remember 
more when we meet. ·· 

I have been on the lake at all hours, and seen Mt. Blanc 
by all lights, twice by sunset, when the whole mighty mountain. 
is quite rosy. The effect is beyond all description. The 
living at Secheron is most excellent; we much wanted it. 
Except at Dijon I have scarcely had a1iything to eat since 
I left Paris. In the Juras we were lit~rally without a meaL. 
The honey of the Alps, wild strawberries, butter, cheese, _ 

_ and eggs are all very well in romance and certainly are 
not to be despised as · collaterals, but with us they were 
principals for successiye days. Travellers require nourishing 
food. In the Juras we could not even get a bottle of 
coni.mon wine, and the bread was black ·and . not only sour 
but acid. ; . . · 

Mrs. A. is very 'well, and speaks French with even greater 
rapidity than she does English. I hope to God niy mother 
is better. .Love to all. Tell Jim and Ralph I'd give anything 
for an election. · 

Your most affectionate son, 
B. DISRAELI. 

An eloquent passage in the diary s~pplements this 
letter:-

GENEVA, 
Aug. 20. 

I was on the lake again this night. It was'partially cloudy; 
the moon finally gained the ascendency. Swift lightning 
played opposite her at intervals. In valleys of mountains 
it is very beautiful to watch the effect of sunrise and sunset: 
The high peaks are first illumined: the soft yellow _light 
then tips the lower elevations, and the bright golden showers 
soon bathe the whole valley, except a dark streak at the 
bottom, whichis.often not visited- by sunlight. The effect of 
sunset is perhaps still more lovely: the highest peaks are those 
which the sun loves most. One by one mountains relatively 
to their elevations steal into darkness.;. and _the rosy ti_nt 

.j!;' 
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is often suffused over the peaks and glaciers of Mt. Blanc, 
while the whole world below is perfectly in the darkest 
tWilight.1 

MY DE.A.:& FATHER, 

To Isaac D'lsraeli. 
' MILAN, 

Sept. 2. 

. . . I mentioned that I had been to Ferney in my 
last letter. . . . Of the situation I had no previous idea, 
and can give you no present description. It is sublime ! 
placed between two of the most splendid ranges of Alps in 
the world, with eternal snows, and a gigantic lake, and 
forest of pines, it should have inspired a more Homeric epic 
than the Henriade, and chastened a more libidinous effusion 
than the PuceUe. 

I had my heart's content before I left Geneva-the night 
before. My friend Maurice sent for me after a very cloudy 
day to say that there was every prospect of a fine storm upon 
the lake. As it was just after dinner, and Austen was with 
me, I was obliged to take a companion, but, as we had dis
cussed a considerable quantity of. Burgundy, I was soon 
freed fro'm his presence, for he laid -down in the boat on my 

· cloak, and ere half an hour was passed was fast asleep, never 
disturbing us save with an occasional request to participate 
in our brandy bottle. As for myself, I was soon sobered, 
not by sleep, butby the scene. ·It was sublime-lightning 
almost continuous, and sometimes in _four places, but as the 

-evening advanced the lake became· quite calm, and we never 
had a drop of rain. I would willingly have staid out all 
nigh:t, but we were to leave the next morning at five, and 

, nothing was packed up. . . . 
. Mter ·the lake we entered the valley of the Rhone and 
approached the high Alps. The scenery was really painfully . 
sublime. We gazed till our eyes ached, and yet dared not 
withdraw them from the passing wonders .... : The passage 
of the Simplon is the grand crowning scene. We staid 
one day at Brieg, where the passage commences, on account 
of the storm:y weather, but as it did not abate we set off 
the next day. Nothing could be more awful than the first 
part of our passage; the sublimity of the scenery was in'
creased by the partial mists and the gusts of rain. Nothing 
is more terrific than the near roar of a· cataract which is 
covered -by a mist. It is horrible. When we arrived at the 
summit of the road the weather . cleared, and we found 

l Compare again Oontarini, Pt. III. oh. 1. 
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ourselves surrounded by perpetual snow. The scenery here 
and· for a mile or two before was-perfect desolation, cataracts 
coursing down crumbled avalanches whose horrible surface 

' was only varied by the presence of one or two blasted firs.· 
Here in this dreary and desolate scene burst forth a small 
streak of blue sky, the harbinger of the Italian heaven. 
During our whole descent down the Italian side, which is 
by far the most splendid, we enjoyed the suh. We were 
for a long time, . however, very , cold. The contrast on 
descending into Italy is wonderfully striking . . . the 
purple mountains, the glittering lakes, the cupola'd convents, 
the_ many~wb1dowed villas crowning luxuriant-wooded hills, 
the undulation of shore, the projecting headland, the receding. 
bay, the roadside uninclosed, yet bounded with walnut and 
vine and fig and ·acacia and ·almond trees bending down 
under 'the load of their fruit; the wonderful effect of light 

-and shade, the trunks of every tree looking black as ebony, -
and their thick foliag~, from the excessive light, looking quite 
thin and transparent iri the sunshine, the thousand villages, 
each with a church with a tall, thin tower, the large melons 
trailing. over walls, and, above all, the extended prospect 
are so striking after the gloom of Alpine passes, are so different 
in their sunny light froni the reflected unearthly glitter of 
eternal snows that we are constrained to feel that,iri speaking · 
of Italy, romance has omitted for once to exaggerate. But 
you must remember that w:e are in.the most beautjful parts 
of northern Italy, and that I have not yet entered theplains 
of Lombardy. -. I say the most ·beautiful part, for I. have 
just quitted the Lago Maggiore, and I am about to introduce 
you to the Lake of Como. . 
- ·It is a much smaller lake than Maggiore, and yet quite 
differen1r-wooded· mountains green with ·vineyards and , 
descending immediately into the water without any shore 
to the lake. It is literally covered with glittering· palaces. 
It is difficult to make you understand the difference between 
these tw9 magical lakes, but Maggiore, with the exception 
of Isola Bella, is of a severer kind of beauty. Lago Maggiore 
is ·a precious stone and the Lake of Como is a gem; perhaps 
you now understand -me a little better, We were on the 
lake six or seven hours. We-visited the Villa Pliniana, so 

·called, not because it was the residence of a Pliny, but because 
of a celebrated intermittent spring, the curiosity of which 
supplied a chapter to the naturalist and a letter to the nephew. 
I also saw the Villa d'Este, the residence of the late Queen. 
The apartments are left in exactly the same state as in her 
lifetbne; there is the theatre in which she acted Columbine, 
and the celebrated statues of Adam and Eve covered with. 

•' 
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the yet more celebrated fig-leaves. It is a villa of the first 
grade, and splendidlyadorned, but the ornaments are, without 
ari"exception, so universally indelicate that itwas painful to 
view them in the preseJ!ce of a lady. . . . Here, if they 
possessed any interest, might you obtain thousands of stories 
of her late Majesty, but the time is passed, thank God, for 
them. Our riots in her favor are the laughing _stock of 
Italy. . . . - . 

Dr. Ciceri, to whom Forbes gave me a letter; is of the 
greatest use to us at Milan. He is a very singular character 
and of great importance in this city. We find him extremely 
courteous, and through him see everything here to great 
advantage. I was yesterday at the refectory of Santa Maria 
delle Grazie to see the Last Supper. It is in a much better 
state than I had imagined. The engraving of Morghen is 
very unlike. I do not think the expression of any of the 
countenances is correct. . . . The pride of· Ciceri is to 
be considered an Englishman. He lives among the English 
nobility who travel through and reside here, and is their 
factotum on every subject. He lodges in a palace, and dines 
every day on a beefsteak. He ·is known to everybody in 
Italy, and manages the business of all Milan. He is a sort of 
intellectual Paul Pry, the best of cicerones, of course, and 
with a little management the most courteous of men, but he 
is a little surly at first, because he conceives that that is 
keeping up the English character. However, our acquaint
ance with him is extremely fortunate. My fellow travellers 
are very kind and very accommodating. Austenis particularly 
learned in coins and postilions and exchange. We have 
met lots of people whom the Austens know, and these 
occasional rencontres are very agreeable. I meant· to have 
written a whole letter about La Scala and the ballet here, 
which. ranks almost with tragedy, but my long letter is full. 
I shall wtite from here again when I have received yours, 
or from Venice, where I shall be on Thursday. We travel 
slowly, which is delightful. ·Could you but see a few of our 
cpuntrymen, how much they do and how little they enjoy 
and understand l The excitement of idiotism . I never 
witnessed before, and it is very ludicrous, but I must introduce 
you to characters orally. God bless you all. 

· Your affectionate son, 
B. DISRAELI. 

It must have been on this journey through the Alps 
that Disraeli made an excursion to tl1e Great St. Bernard, 
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and the visit rewarded him with an incident which he 
used to recall in later years~ 

The Brotherhood on hearing . that · a young Englishman 
was in the Hospice expressed an anxious desire to see me, 
and I waited on the Superior. I found that all the anxiety 
arose from a desire to hear how the -Thames Tunnel had 
succeeded. I had to confess I had never seen it, and I 
afterwards reflected that one must travel to learn what 
really is to 'be seen in one's country, and resolved at once on .. 
my return to supply the omission. But do you know, I 
have never seen it yet. 1 

In Milan under the guidance of his friend Ciceri 
Disraeli saw,- in addition to Leonardo's great picture, 
everything notable that there was to be seen: the 
Cathedral, for which he has only · qualified praise; 
'it stands, alone without a rival, but whether rivalry is 

. desirable is duoious '; the Brera, where strangely 
enough the two pictures that struck him most were 
Salvator's ' Souls being deli\Tered from · Purgatory ' __ 
and Guercino's 'Abraham dismissing . Hagar '-but 
those were the days before Ruskin; and the Amb:rosian 
Library, where, n:ibre in accorda~ce with modern, taste, 
he notes '·an exquisite Holy Family by Luini-a 
mannerist who -for once is cdelicious.' . Nor had he an 
eye only for churches and pictures. A visit 'to -the 
Corso leads to many re.flections on. the life and manners 
of the Milanese; and here we come across the original 
of a sketch in the second part of Vivian Grey. 

Count.· Ciconia is the leader of the ton at Milan. He is 
a dandy of genius, worthy of BrummelL He is about 45, 
dresses very plainly, has been frequently in England, an:d 
pays constant trips there to study. He is young in figure, 
but his face is long and old, a bachelor with a loud shrill 
voice. .He is curious in horses, drives four-in-hand in perfect 
style, and was attended always by English grooms till their 
idleness forced_ him to give them up. They will not do for 
Italy. Ci'conia is as rapid in the change of his style and 

· dress as in his conceptions. White, hats. are at Milan: the - .. 
1 -From a note by_ Lord Rowton. 
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rage, which Ciconia introduced. He appeared the last 
day on the Corso in a black one. This formed the subject 
of the afternoon's conversation at all the cafes and circles. 
The dandies are numerous and splendid: Italians, Austrians, 
Hungarians; mustaches of all colours and descriptions. 

From Milan the travellers proceeded to Brescia and 
thence by Desenzano, ' where we breakfasted on delicious 
trout on the banks of the Lago di Garda and opposite 
to 'the villa of Catullus,' to Verona. ,. _ 

. ' 
To Isaac D'lsraelU 

Verona is full qf pictures which have never been painted. 
Every step excites emotion and gives rise to unaffected 
reflection. In the course of a short stroll, you may pass 
by a Roman amphitheatre, still used, then the castle of 
some petty prince of the Middle Ages, and while you are 
contrasting the sublime elevation of antiquity with the 
heterogeneous palace of a Scaliger your eyes light on a gate 
of Oriental appearance and fantastia ornament erected by 
the Venetians when they were the conquerors of the most 
fertile district of Northern Italy. Memorials of this wonderful 
people are constantly before you. In the market place 
rises a lofty pillar which evidently once bore some sculptured 
burden. Ask, it was the winged Lion of St. Mark: Stand 
in the Piazza dei Signori at Verona. There is the palace 
of the Council of Sansovino-on another hill is a Saracenic 
palace, once an -o:ffice of Venetian administration, three,.. 
or four perspectives are afforded by various arches which open 
into streets or other piazzas, and a magnificent tower rises 
from a corner. The illusion is perfect, the eye rests with 
pain on the passing citizens in their modern costumes; you 
look for black velvets and gold· chains, white feathers and 
red stockings .... · , 

From Verona through a beautiful country, where t4e vine 
is married to the mulberry, we travelled to- Vicenza. The 
famous Palladian palaces are in decay. They are -built of 
brick, sometimes plastered, occasionally whitewashed; the red · 
material is constantly appearing and vies in hideous color 
with the ever offensive roof. It is a miserable thing .that 
a man worthy of Athens or Rome should have worked with 
such materials. . . . · ·· 

1 The descriptions now begin to lag so much behind the journey that 
we only reach Venice in a letter written from Florence; and I have omitted 
the date-lines where they might mislead or confuse. -
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From Vicenza, with its much-appreciated treasures 
· of P~lladi~n· architecture, the travellers drove through 

Padtia and along the ·banks of the Brenta to Venice. · 

To Isaac D' Israeli. 

I entered1 Venice with a magnificent setting sun on a grand 
fete day. As we glided· in .a gondola up the great Lagune 
we passedi'"St~ Mark's,· the. Campanile, .the Palace of the 
Doges, the Bridge of Sighs, the Prison, before we reached our 
hotel, once the proud residence of the Bernadinis, a family 
which has given more than one Doge to the old Republic ; 
the floors of our rooms were of marble,_ the hangings of satin, 
the ceilings painted by Tintoretto and his scholars ·full of 
Turkish triumphs and ·trophies; the chairs of satin and the 

·gilding though of two hundred years' duration as brightly 
burnished · as the new · mosaic invention. After a . hasty 
dinner we rushed to the mighty Place of St. M.ark. It was 
crowded, two Greek and one Turkish. ship of war were from 
accidental circumstances in port, and their· crews mingled 

. with the other spectators with high foreheads and higher 
caps and elevated eyebrows; then there was the. Austrian 
military band, and the bearded Jew with 'his black velvet 
.cap was not wanting: Three gorgeous flags waved on the . 
mighty. stajis which are opposite the Church in all the old 
drawings and which once bore the standards o£ Candia, 
Crete, and the Morea. Tired with travelling we left the 
gay scene crowded, but . the. moon was so bright that a 
juggler. was conjuring in .a circle under our window, and an 
itinerant Italian opera performing by our bridge. Serenades 

·. were constant during the whole night; indeed, musiwis never 
silent ·in Venice. I wish I 'could give you an idea of •the 
moonlights there, but .that is impossible. V £mice. by moon
light is an enchanted city; ·the.· floods of silyer light up,on · 
the moresco architecture, the perfect absence of all harsh 
sounds of carts and carriages, the never-ceasing music on the·. 
waters produced an effect on. the mind which cannot be 
experienced, I am sure, in any other city in the world. 

Five days in all were spent in Venice, and they were 
days of intense enjoyment. T~ one so deeply imbued. 
with historic feeling and with an innate love of ·the · 
gorgeous East it could not be o.~herwise.c 

1 On Sept. 8. 
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To Isaac D'Israel~. 

Sailing duwn the Grand Canal the palaces of Foscari, 
Grimani, Barberigo, and other names which make the coldest 
heart thrill rise rapidly before you. . . . The Palace of 
the Doges is still kept up for public offices, library, &c. Its 
walls are painted by the greatest masters of the miraculous 
Venetian school, and its roof is gilt and adorned in a manner 
which leaves far behind all the magnificence of all ;the palaces 
in the world; In every room you are reminded of the glory 

. and the triumphs of the Republic: the door of one chamber 
once closed upon the Mosque of St. Sophia, the pillars of 
another graced a temple in the Morea, and even Solomon's 
Temple is not forgotten, and two pillars of fantastic archi
tecture were carved from large coluri:ms of granite. which were 
brought in triumph by a noble Venetian from the ruins of 
Jerusalem. St. Mark's Church is a pile of precious stones, 
the walls are of all kinds of the rarest marbles and even of 
jasper, lapis lazuli, and the richest porphyry and Oriental 
agates, the interior is cased with mosaics of gold, and in the 
front figure five hundred pillars. of all kinds of architecture 
and colors, some of which are of verd antique. The four 
brazen horses amble, not prance," as some have -described, on 
the front, and five cupolas, hooded cupolas, crown this 
Christian Mosque. . . . It is vain to write anything here 
of the pictures, the churches, the. palaces, with which this 
city abounds. According to the common opinion I saw all 
that ougp.t to be seen, but I never felt less inclined to quit a 
place. It is in these spots that I wish to stay, for it is in such 
places that the mind receives that degree .of wh.olesome 
excitation which is one of the great benefits of travel, I mea~1 
an excitation which quickens the feelings and the fancy, and 
which enables the mind to arrive at results with greater 
facility and rapidity than we do at home, and in our studies. 

But in these sage reflections and· in all this enthusiasm 
. ) . 

for the external splendour of Venice, there is still some-
thing wanting, as readers of Contmini will feel. We find 

I 

not a· trace of the peculiar excitement and exultation 
with which the hero of that novel approached the home 
of his fathers. Clearly Disraeli had not yet evolved the 

· theory Of his own V en:etian origin; and he does not even 
seem to have been aware that "he had near relations living 
in the ~ity at the time of his visit. Even his apprecia-
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• . tion of the art treasures of Venice,__of ' the' miraculous 
Venetian school '-seems to have been far from perfect. 
''Veiuce,' he writes later from Florence, 'revealed to me 
the Venetian school, Titian, Giorgione, Tintoretto, Paul 
Veronese, Palma, &c.' But alas ! withou_t ·a, pause he 
adds, ' Bologna in its public gallery introduced me to 

. perhaps a still more illustrious band, taken altogether, 
the finest, school in Italy, the three ·carracci and their 
four wonderful scholars, Domenichino, Guido, Albani, 
Guercino; the latter, perhaps the most wonderful, and 

-who :f~om his miraculous and enchanting u~e of chiaro
scuro was called the magician ofart, is a native of a little 
town a few miles from Bologna, Gento, which perhaps 
you remember.' · Apparently he had· no suspicion of 
the fa,ct . that Cento had a place, in his own family 
history . 

. On the way from Venice to Bologna a pilgrimage was 
made to the tomb of Petrarch at Arqua, and in Ferrara 
of course the cell of Tasso was visited: ' The door posts 
of this gioomy dungeon are covered with the nan:ies of 
its visitors; here scratched with a great.nail on the brick 
wall I saw sprawled ''Byron"; "Sam Rogers" printed 
in pencil i~ a neat banker's 'hand was immediately under~ 

. neath.' Bologna he 'left on the second day with regret,' 
' a:q.d crof.lsed ·the· ':A pe:rinine$ to: Florence. ·A long letter ._ . 
to his father retails his impressions '"and adventirres · 
during a fortnight's .stay in this 'most delightful city.' 
He ·has now, after seeing. the pictures of the great 
Florentine masters and ' many of the finest works of 
Raphael and other painters of the Roman school' in the. 
Uffizi and· Pitti Palaces, acquired ' a very tolerable idea 
of the comparative styles and merits of the great Italian 
schools.' He has 'gazed upon the Venus de Medici 
without prejudice and left !t with veneration.' He has 
' seen enough in Italy to know that we are not setting 
about the right way in England to form a National 
Gallery.' At arecent sale in Florence' the finest pictures, 
were sold for a sorig. Why had not the National Gallery. 
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an agent on the spot 1 What is Lord Burghersh paid 
for 1' and so forth. 1 

· 

To Isaac D'Israeli. 
FLORENCE, 

Sept. 29, 1826 . 

. There are some clever artists and sculptors at Florence. 
Among the latter, since the death of Canova, Bertolini is 
reckoned the most eminent in Italy. He is a man of genius. 
I had the honor of a very long conversation with him, of course 
upon his art. ~e is a friend of Chantrey, but the god of ·his 
idolatry, and indeed of all the Italians, is Flaxman. Bertolini 
said that he considered that Flaxman had revived the taste of 
Europe, that he was a classic, and that he thought that a 
young man might study his works with as much advantage 
as the treasures of the Vatican or the Tribune. He asked me 
to explain the reason of the indifference of the English to this · 
great man, and expressed his surprise at finding him almost 
unknown to the great number of o~r travelling countrymen, 
and little esteemed even by our great artists. He mentioned 
Wilkie's opinion of Flaxman with his eyes up to the sky. It 
seems the English Teniers·is no great admirer of one whom 
Bertolini says is the greatest poet that ever lived, though he 
never wrote a verse. The studios of all these men are open 
to all travellers, and form the most agreeable and jnstructive 
lounges. . . . · . . 

In one. of my speculations I have been disappointed. 
In the Pitti Palace there is a most beautiful portrait of 
Charles 1st by Vandyke, the most pleasing and noble Jike
ness that I have ever seen. It is a picture highly esteemed. 
I engaged a miniature painter here (a c_Iass of artists much 
esteemed at Flor~nce) to make me an exquisite copy of this 
picture with which I intended to surprise you. After a 
week's work he has' brought it to-day, but has missed ·the 
likeness l And yet he was the Court painter, Signpr Carloni. 
I have refused to take the work and am embroiled in a row, 
but in this country firmness is alone necessary . and the 
Italians let you do what you like, so I've ~o fear as to the 
result. My mortification and disappointment, however, are 
extreme. · · · 

1 Disraeli's interest in the Christian Middle .Age was. never great, and 
in the letters from Flo.r~nce there is not a single mention of Dante. Of 
Michael·.Angelo, .as we may gather from the long tirade in ·Vivian Grey 

· (Bk. V. ch. 2), he wa.s ' no extravagant admirer'; even the great monu- · 
ments in the Sacristy of San Lorenzo he was not aole ·to look upon 
'without disappointment.' 
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- We have some agreeable acquaintance here. Among them 
a very extraordinary man of the name of Saunders. He is 
the descendant of one of those Scotch families who used so 
often to emigrate on speculation to Russia. He was th,e 
intimate friend of the late Emperor Alexander, and is highly 
esteemed by the present Emperor . . . is still attached 
to the Court of Russia, is an Aulic Councillor, &c. He is a 
deep student, full of philosophy, first principles, and the 
study of the beautiful, but eloquent· and profound. Though~ 
of a very close temper, he was so delighted to get hold of some 
one who had a literary turn'that we have become tolerably . 
intimate, and I occasionally visit him at his country villa, 
which, by the bye, is the Villa Vespucci, 'rented- by him of 
a noble family of that name, the lineal descendants of the 
.famous Americus. He .is now engraving the most valuable 
picture in Italy, the masterpiece of Fra Bartolommeo.1 

. Florence is not only one of the Dfost tdelightful cities to 
live in, but is al;;o the cheapest in Europe. Here cheapness, 
real cheapness, is to be. found, fo~ here luxuries ~re cheap. 
An English family of the highest respectability, may live 
in Florence with every convenience and keep· a handsome 
carriage, horses, liveries, &c., for five hundred a year. I 
speak here of.• an average sized family, as ours. On this 
income you might enter into ·the best society, and the best 
society -here -is excellent. You may live in a palace built 
by Michael Angelo, keep a villa two miles from the city in · 

. a .most beautiful situation, with vineyards, fruit and pleasure 
gardens, &.c., &c., keep two carriages, have your opera box; 
and live· in every way as. the first Florentine nobility, go to · 
Court, have your own night for receiving company, &c.; &c., 
on less than a thousand a year, and this with no miserable 
nianaging, but with the ,enjoyment of every comfort and 
luxury. · 

TURIN, 
Oct. 10, 1826. 

MY DEAR 'FATHER, 

We travelled from delightful Florence. through the 
luxuriant Val d' Arno to Pisa, where the Cathedrfl,l and its 
more wonderful Baptistery, the leaning tower, cand the 
Campo Santo riveted our attention. . . . The country from 
Pisa to Lucca, and, indeed, the whole of that little state is 
most lovely. Sated as we were with scenery, and desirous 
al.qwst to avoid any mention of the subject, yet we have 
yet scarcely ceased to tall{ in wonder and admiration of the 

1 The 'Madmma della Misericordia;'- now. in the public gallery at 
Lucca. 
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shores of the Mediterranean. The journey from Spezzia to 
Genoa baffles all idea .... ·,For two days we wandered 
among the most exquisite and the wildest parts of the Apen
nines, not the Apennines that we had before been used to, 
but the Apennines of romance and Mrs. Ratcliffe, with streamy 
blue distances and unfathomable woody dells and ruined 
castles, and constant views of the blue Mediterranean and 
its thousand bays. On1;he third day we descended nearly to 
its shore, but what a shore t It required no stretch of the 
imagination to fancy ourselves in Asia and under an Oriental 

-sky, for aloes, huge everlasting aloes, here grow on the 
shingles, and groves of olive trees, dates and figs, and clusters 
of Eastern trees abound upon the green mountains, whieh 
descend into the sea, and whose only ·artificial ornaments are 
towns of colored marble and ainphitheatres of palaces. The 
shore, as I said before, is broken into innumerabl~ bays, which 
vie with each other for superiority, until they all yield to their 
Queen-the gorgeous bay of Genoa, on whose mountain. 
banks rises in a crescent Genoa la Superba, a crowd of palaces, 
villas, and convents. But I am writing of that which should 
be seen. However, -the scenery of the Mediterranean would 
alone repay me for twice ten thousand the fatigues I have 
suffered. . . 

Two days' travelling, during one of which we again crossed 
the great chain of the Apennines and entered Northern 
Italy, have brought us to Turin. The mighty chain of the 
High Alps covered with snow now meets our eyes, and to
morrow we 'shall cross Mont Cenis. . . . I expeGJt to be 
on the 24th at Dover. Thus end my travels. I trust I have 
not travelled in vain. Nature and Art have been tolerably 
well revealed to me. The Alps, the Apennines, and two seas 
have pretty well done for the first, and though I may see 
more cities I cannot see more varieties ·of European nature. 
Five capitals and. twelve great cities, 'innumerable remains of 
antiquity and the choicest specimens of modern a_rt have told 
me what man has done and is doing. I feel now .that it is not 
prejudice, when I declare that England, with all her imperfec
tions, is worth all the world together, and I hope it is not 
misanthropy when I feel t4at I love lakes and mountains 
better than courts _ and cities, an<i . trees better than nien. 
That is to say, men in gener!ll. Yours I must always be most 
affectionately. In a fortnight I shall have the inexpressible 
happiness of joining you. 

B. DISRAELI. 
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To. Sarah Disraeli. 
LYONS, ' 

Oct. 15, 1826. 
DEAREST SA, 

We arrived at this city last night. Npthing can 
have been more prosperous than our whole journey. Not 
a single contretemps and my compagnons de voyage uniformly 
agreeable. Everything that ·I wished has been realized, 
and more than I wished granted. I have got-all the kind of 
knowledge that I desired, and much more, . but that much 
more, I am convinced, was equally necessary. To discover 
new wants and find them instantly ·gratified, or rather to 
qiscover unexpected necessities anticipated, is the most 
pleasing of all things. From Turin we travelled to Susa and 
crossed Mont Cenis, which, considering the mountain pass 
merely, is not to be compared to the Simplon. It is vast 
without being sublime, and dreary without any ofthe grand 
effects of desolation. Some points, however, are wonderful; 
a small lake at the top of the range in the midst of eternal 
snow, a small blue lake with banks of white marble, attracted 
my att.entive admiration. It is about half a mile from the 
road, and I walked there while our trout were cooking~ ·Ceziis,• 
however, Jeads to Savoy, which I prefer to Switzerland. 
The· valley of the Arc is ev:en finer than the valley of the 
Rhone; it js as sublime, and yet not gloomy. The lofty 
mountains are covered with firs, and tipped. with ·the snows 
of centuries; brilliant cascades falling from elevations of 200 to 
300 feet contrasted with the variety of ·autumnal tints, and 
banished monotony without disturbing reflection. . . . 

I·am glad that I at last get some account of my mother-:
my best love to her; we meet soOn. My father says that he 
has been very idle, and I· fear from his tone. that I am to 
believe him. I have been just the reverse, but I· would, 
throw all my papers into the Channel only to hear that he had 
written fifty pages. This continued inertia makes me· sad, 
but I have hopes that if we get on without fresh, vexations 

· for six months more his spirits may be raised.· I had a great 
row about the portrait of Charles lst, but was quite successful. 

. The consequence is that I have got a new miniature/ in which 
the likeness is exactly hit, and at a cheaper rate. ' 

With best love to all, 
Most affectionately yours, 

J~. D. 
1 This minia.ture is still at Hughenden. 
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On the homeward journey through France Disraeli 
turned aside with the Austens to see the Layards at 
school; and Sir Henry Layard, then a boy at school, 
caught a passing glimpse of. his future chief. 'I still 
retain ~ vivid recollection of his appearance, his black 
curly hair, his affected manner, and his somewhat 
fantastic dress.' 1 Mrs. Austen's letters to Sarah Disraeli 
testify to his possession of that rare virtue, excellence 
as a travelling companion. 'Your brother,' she writes, 
'is so easily pleased, so accommodating, so amusing, and 
so actively kind, that I shall always reflect upon the 
domestic part of our journey with the greatest pleasure.' 
And, again, niore dubiously:-' Your brother has behaved 
excellently, except when there is a button, or, rather, 
buttons to be put on his shirt; then he is violently 
bad, and this happens almost daily. I said once, "They 
cannot have been good at first "; and now he always 
_threatens to "tell . my Mother you have abused. my 
linen."' , 

The·· methodical Austen kept careful ·statistics of the 
j.ourney. They posted more than 2,000 miles, and 
Disraeli's share of the expenses, including about £20 
for prints a~d other purchases, was £150, 

1 Layard's Autobiourapky, I., p. 18. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

ILLNESS AND DESPONDENCY. 

1827-1830. 

In a letter from Lyons to his sister, Disraeli, as we saw, 
remarked that he had been the ' reverse of idle ' during 
.his Continentaljourney; a few months after his return 
a sequel to Vipian Grey appeared in three volumes, and 
we may safely assume that- it was at these volumes he 
had been working. This sequel, or 'second part,' need 

. not long detain us. In Mr. Gladstone's diary for March 
20, 1874, we find the entry, 'Finished Vivian Grey. 
The first quarter extremely clever, therest trash.' 1 

.. Mr: 
Gladstone was never a sympathetic critic of Disraeli's · · 
novels, or of anything else for which Dis:r;aeli was 
,responsible, and perhaps a,t the moment of that entry he· 
was less likely' than usli:al to be· in a sympathetic mood: 
But there is little reason to quai·rel with his juqgment 
on the present· occasion. What is still worth reading in 
the five ·original volumes of Viv'ian Grey is the first. 
For the second, trash is hardly too strong a 'word;.and of 
the remaining three volumes almost the best that can be 
said is that they are void of offence. · 

After the wreck of his ambitious plans, Yivian Grey, 
it will be remembered, .took refuge in Germany, and his " 
adventures in that country are the subject of the second 
part. It is a curious illustration of Disraeli's brooding 
temperament that he should thus have recurred in fancy 

·to the scenes he had visited two years before, ·leaving 
1 Morley's Life of Gladstone, II., p. 499. 

116 
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the impressions of his Italian journey for future use and 
record. Perhaps the romantic genius of the Rhine 
was more in harmony with the 1nood in which he now 
found himself. Ill-health and the m:any misfortunes of 
the last two years had given to his thoughts a melancholy 

. bias; and it is not surprising then to find when we meet 
Vivian Grey· again that he has become a Byronic exile 
who makes a luxury of the sorrow which he believes to 
be incurable. But energy is of the essence of the true 
Byronic manner, and there is an air of languor over these 
volumes that makes them ineffective. The sparkling 
and audacious hero whom we knew in the original novel 
has become tame and lifeless; and, if there is less extrava
gance now, we feel that the change is owing to loss of 
vigour by the author rather than to the growth of that 
conscious self-restraint which comes with maturing 
power. 'The springiness of my mind is gone,' cries 
Vivian Grey himself in the agony of remorse that follows 
the death of Cleveland; and as we read his subsequent 
adventures we cannot help feeling that the ' springiness ' . 
of his· creator's mind is gone no less. Now and then we see 
flashes of the old epigrammatic spirit:-' Though a great 
liar he was a dull man ' 1

; 'Like all great travellers, I 
have seen more than I remember and remember more 

,than I have seen.'2 Now and then we hear the welcome 
note of that subtle ironic laughter which Disraeli has 
always in store for his own most cherished affectations, 
and which goes so far to redeem them; as when he mocks 
at his Byronic enthusiasm:-' The English youth ... 
. travel now, it appears, to look at mountains a11d catch 

, cold in spouting trash on lakes. by moonlight. '3 . There 
:,>;are isolated episodes that show vigour and invention; 

there ·are scenes that show an advance in descriptive 
power. The picture of life at the little German Court 
of Reisenberg is cleverly painted, and lacks :i:wither move
ment nor variety. But the book as a whole is flat and 

·•; 1. Bk. VI. ch. 2. 2 Bk. VIII. ch. 5. a Bk. y, ch. 8. 

I. 5 
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dull, and the story leads to nothing. Our interest has 
no sooner been awakened in a character ·or a situation 
than we ·are whisked ·away to something else, and the 
result is a novel which is fragmentary and inconsecutive; 
and always unsatisfying. The author in fact was not 
sufficiently recovered from'the strain of the previous year 

. for a fresh ·creative effort. 
The most interesting character inthe book is Becken

dor:ff, the Prime Minister of Heisenberg, Disrrueli's first 
attempt'at a finished portrait·of a statesman. Beck~n
dorft is a man qf plebeian: origin who has raised himself 
to power by-the force of his own 'master-mind.' He is 
of a type that recurs "more than once in Disraeli's other 
novels, and is made the medium for the exposition of 
some of Disraeli's favourite doctrines. 'Fate, Destiny, 

~._; Chmic~, ·particular and special Providence:-idle words. 
Dismiss them al)., Sir ! A man's Fate is his own temper.' 
'·Man is not the creature of circumstances. Circum- . 
stances are the creatures of men. We are free agents, 

· and man is more powerful than m11tter.' 'No con
juncture can possibly occur, however fearful, however 
tremend0us it may appear,· from which a man, by his 
own energy,·may not extricate hirnsel£.' 1

• In Beckeildorff 
Vivian Grey sees a man with his own principles of con
duct, whose ambition has ·been crowned with success. 

Apparently the philosophy on which BeckendorfL had . 
regulated his extraordinary career was exactly the same 
with which he himself, Vivian Grey, had. started in life; 
which he had found so fatal in its. consequences; which he -
believed to be so vain in its principles. How was this ~ 
What radical-error ha(l he committed ~ It required .little , 
·consideration. Thirty, and more ·than -thirty; years ha~. i 
pa;ssed over the head of Becken<:J.orff, ,ere the world felt his· 
power, or indeed was conscious of. his existence. A deep 
studentnot only of man in detail but of men in groups . . . 
when that opportumty,which in this world comes to·all men, 
occurred. to Becliendorff, he was prepared.; With ·acquire
ments equal to his genius, Beckendorff depended only upon 

' . . . 

. ' 
f-:'e-:·-

. ~~-

.. . 
1 Bk. VI. ch. 7. 

. . ' 
. . ~· ...... 
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himself, and succeeded. Vivian Grey, with a mind inferior 
to no man's, dashed on the stage, in years a boy; though in 
feelings a nian. Brilliant as might have been his genius, 
his acquirements necessarily were insufficient. He could not 
depend only upon himself; a consequent necessity arose to 
have recourse to the assistance of others; to inspire them with 
feelings which they could not share ; and humour and manage 
the petty weaknesses which he himself could not experience. 
His colleagues were a(the same time to work for the gratifica
tion of their own private interests, the most palpable of all 
abstract things; and to carry into execution a great purpose 
which their feeble minds, interested only by the first point, 
. cared not to comprehend. The unnatural combination failed; 
and its originator fell. To believe that he could recur again 
to the hopes, the feelings, the pursuits of his boyhood, he felt 
to be the vainest of delusions.1 

The ·passage throws an illuminating flash on some of 
Disraeli's most cherished ideals of character, and on the 
significance of Vivian Grey in relation to those ideals; 
and incidentally it makes visible the clouds of despond
ency which were now settling upon Disraeli's mirid as 
they had settled upon his hero's. 

It was many a long day before the clouds finally 
lifted. The three years that followed the publication of 
the Second Part of Vivian Grey are almost a blank in 
Disraeli's life. As he had now definitely renounced the 
inte;}tion of becoming a solicitor, it was decided that he 
should at least formally qualify for the other branch of 
the legal profession; and in April,: 1827, he was entered 
at Lincoln's Inn with a view, in due course, to being 
called to the Bar. He seems to have kept his terms 
regularly for nearly a couple of years, but there is nothing 
to show that beyond· eating his dinners and paying his 

.. dues he gave any serious labour to preparation for a 
barrister's career. During all this time, in fact, a 
mysterious disease held him in its grip and paralysed 
his energies. In the summer of 1827 we hear of him 
seriously ill at Fyfield, in Oxfordshire, where· the 

1 Bk. VII. cb. 1. 
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Disraelis and the Austens were spending ~heir holidays 
together." In the summer of 1828 he is ill again and with 
his family at Lyme Regis, in Dorset. ' I am at present 
quite idle,' he says in a letter to Sharon Turner in March, 
1828, 'being at this moment slowly recovering from one 
of those tremendous disorganisations which happen to 
all men at some· period of their lives, and which- are 
perhaps equally necessary for the formation of both body 
and constitution. Whether I shall ever do anything 
which may m~rk me out from the crowd, I know n9t. 
I am' one of those to whom moderate reputation can give 
no pleasure, and ~ho in_ all probability_ am incapable 
of achieving a great one.'_ 'My son's life;' writes Isaac 
D'Israeli to a friend in January, 1829, 'within the last 
year and a half, with a very slight exception, has been 
a blank in his existence. His complaint is one of those 
perplexing cases which remain uncertain and_ohscure, 
till they are finally got rid ot Meanwhile patience 
and resignation must be his lot-two drugs in human 
life, bitter of digestion, in an ardent and excitable ~ind.' 

·Ten years l~ter .. a doctor who had attended him in this 
illnef'!S described the complaint as '.chronic inj:lammation::. 
of the membranes of the brain,'_ adding that _his patient. 
had made a_perfect recovery. · '. 

To IJenjamin Austen. 
June 14, 1827. 

MY DEAR AusTEN, 
It has given me great pleasure to find that the accounts 

from you this morning contii:me ~avorable, and that you 
have arranged for -a further enjoyment. of your native air
the atmosphere of Ramsgate, that glory' of· Kent and first 
of watering places and worthy rivalof Eins and Wiesbaden. 
As, ·however, you have postponed your return, I cannot 
refrain from writing to you, if it be only to inform you of my 
existence and that I continue 'just 'as ill' as ever .. · Little, 
else have! to tell you, being in the situation of those youthful 
jackanapes· at school who write home to their parents every 
week to tellthem that they have nothing to say. Your go()d 
lady, I am aware, sends you daily bulletins, and I am quite 
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sure that nothing certain or contingent in this odd world 
can possibly escape the comprehensive circuit of. her lively 
pen .... 

As I understand you are in want of a book I send you the 
most amusing in any language-for such I do not hesitate 
to style the Memoirs of Benvenuto Gellin·i. It is many years 
since I read it, and I was then enchanted. I should have 
been entranced with rapture had I then been in Italy. The 
whole scene lies at Rome, Florence (especially), Milan, Padua, 
Paris, Fontainebleau, Lyons, &c. You will read it with great 
delight and sympathise with all his scrapes. The part that 
will least please you will not be his interesting history of 
his Perseus-his beautiful Perseus-which you will remem
ber in the more beautiful Palazzo Vecchio at Firenze .... 
I shall be very happy when we are all together again and 
at Fyfield. . . . Jem is richer than ever and struts about 
town in a kind of cloth shooting jacket made by the cele
brated Hyde of Winchester-almost as celebrated as a tailor 
as Dr. Chard is as a musician .. In this quaint costume, with 
the additional assistance of a sporting handkerchief, he looks 
very much like one of those elegant, half blackguard, half 
gentlemen speculators in horseflesh who crowd Winchester 
market and dine at .the 'good ordinary at two o'clock,' for 
which great gr.ub, if you remember, the bell rang loud and 
long as we crossed from the Cathedral. . . . 

Your sincere friend, 
B. D. 

In some interval of comparative health during the 
first year of his illness, Disraeli recurred to the idea of 
a satire on contemporary society, which he had attempted 
to carry into execution in his twentieth year; and ' The 
Adventures of ~fr. Aylmer· Papillon,' which had been 
rejected by John Murray, soon grew into The Voya.ge 
of Captain Popanilla, which was accepted by Colburn 
and was given to the world as the work of ' The author 
of Vivian Grey' in the late spring of the year 1828. The 
main object of the piece is to ridicule the then rising 
sect of the Utilitarians. Popanilla is a native of the Isle 

, of Fantaisie, an earthly paradise in the Indian Ocean; 
where men lead lives of careless happiness amid the 
resources provided by a bountiful nat1:1re. Finding on the 
seashore a box of .books crammed with useful knowledge, 
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he learns from them that his countrymen are nothing 
more than 'a horde of useless savages'; and full of his 
new con.ception of . the .. blessings of civilisation in the 
Utilitarian sense, he endeavours to make converts of ·the 
King and people of the island. He talks to them ' of 
men in a savage state, the origin of society, and the ele
ments of the 'social compact in s~ntenc~s which woulq 
not have disgraced ~the mellifluous pen of Bentham.' 
He shows them that ' the interests of the body are alone 
to be considered and not those·of.the individual, and that 
a nationmight be e~tremely h.appy, extremely powerful: 
and extremely rich, although every in,dividual m~mber 
of it might at the .same time be miserable, depen~ent, 
and in debt.' If ·they will · only adopt his principles 

. a~d carry, out Jris schemes of dev~lopine:rit; ' rio' long time 
·could elapse ere, instead. of p~ssing their.liv!'(s. in a state 
of u"n.:profitable ease and useless' enjoyment', they ,might 
'reftsOnably expect to be the. terror and ·astonishment . 
of the univ~rse, and ~o· be able to linnoy every nation of 
any consequence~' ' ' :: . < : '' ' :· ., • • • '· •• 

· . Finally Popanilla makes himself so much of a nuisance 
. that the King to get rid of him ir:onically professes him1>elf 

a convert and -appoints him .to· the· command of an. 
expedition for the extension of the ~ntern.ational relations 
of the island. · ' As the axiom of your school seems to be 
that everything can be mad~ perfect at once, without 
tii:ti.e, without. experie~ce, without practice, 'and without 
preparation, I have·no~dOlibt, with the aid· of a treatise 
or ·two, you will make a consummate naval commander, 
although you have never been at sea in the whole course 
of. your life: Farewell,. Captain Popanilla !' Popanilla . 
is launched alone upon the waters, but. after giving himself 
up for -lost is carried by a storm .. to the great city. of 
Hubbabub, whichisthecapitaloftheisland·of Vraibleusia,_ 
the most famous island in the world, and a paradise of .. 
wealth and freedom, and also of competition; Henceforth 
the piece is a satire on English socia.llife and the English 
ConBtitution. ·It is nbt very d~ep, it aboundsin crudities 
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and at times it is a little wearisome; but it is wo:rth 
reading still as Disraeli's first political essay. In so far 
as his political faith in the foi·m which it ultimately 
assumed · was the product of temperament, its main 
·features are already visible:· on the one hand, the deep
seated popular sympathies and the essentially liberal 
outlook; on the other, the instinctive aversion of a mind 
imbued with the historic spirit and full of an imaginative 
sense of the romance and mystery of life from the hard and 
self-sufficing dogmatism, the cramped philosophy, and 
somewhat repellent ideals of the school of thought which 
was· becoming dominant in England. Needless to say, 
Disraeli was very far from having sounded the depths of 
Utilitarianism, and made no attempt to do justi_ce to what 
was best in the teaching of the Benthamites; between 
them and one of his romantic temper warfare was in
evitable, and he struck at them instinctively. Needless 
also to say, the outlines of his own philosophy are not yet 
firmly drawn nor his views on questions of party politics 
consistently elaborated. No one therefore need be 
surprised to find the future leader of. the Protectionists 
ridiculing the Corn Laws, or the future founder .of 
Imperialism ridiculing the Colonial system; in either 
case quite heedless of the fact that he was aligning 
himself with the school which was the immediate ob
ject of his ridicule in an attack upon those who. were 
t6 be his own future allies. Jolin Bright, it is ·said/ 
greatly admired Popanilla, ·and in. these vagaries of the 
author we may see. perhaps jn part the, reason for his 
admiration: 

Popanilla appeared with a dedication to Plumer Ward, 
who showed himself no niggard inhis appreciation of the 
compliment, 'Since the days of Swift and Voltaire;' 
he wrote, 'I have not read anything so witty. Je riais · 

.aux eclats ·and made others do r;;o too. In my opinion it 
is equal to the Tale,of a Tnb and Candide, and superior to 
. ' . . . . / ' 

By Mr. Ge~rge Russell in the Oornhill Magazine for January, 1907. 
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Zadig and Babouk.' The critics, however, took a more 
moderate view of the merits of the piece, and the public; 
who perhaps expected stronger meat from the author of 
Vivian Grey, gave it little attention. 

In the· course of many holiday visits the Disraelis 
had tasted the pleasures of country life in Bucks, and in 
the summer of 1829 they gave up their London residence 
altogether and moved out to Bradenham, an.old manor 
house on the slopes of the Chilterns, a few miles :to the 
northcwest of the town of High Wycombe. 'The pre
carious health of several members of my fa:tnily,' writes 
D'Israeli the elder to Southey, 'has decided me on this 
movement, and I quit London with all its hourly seduc-

. tions. My House is described by the "Nourrisse 'of. 
.· Antiquitie,_'~ venerable Camden, 'as built by the Lord 
Windsor in the reign of Henry VIII..:._for the sahibrity of 
the. soil and air.' In this p_eaceful spot Isaac D'Israeli 
spent the'remainder of his days. Half a century after it 
first heca:rile their home, when his own life was dr~wing to 
a 'close, his son's thoughts .recurred to the scene associated 
with his father's ~eclining· years, aR.d m · Endymion he 
sketched, it with loving :fidelity; 

At the foo't of the Berkshire Downs. (Cl;iltern Hills], arid 
itself on a gentle el<~vation, there is an old hall with gable 
ends and lattice windows, standing .in grounds which once 

· were stately, and where there are yet glade-like terraces of y~w 
. trees, which give an air of dig~ity to a neglected scene. In the 
front of the hall huge gates of iron, highly wrought, and 
bearing an ancient date as well as the shield of a noble house; 
opened on a village green, round which were clustered the 
cottages of the parish with only one exception, and that was 
the vicarage. house, a modern building, not without taste, 
sprrounded by a small but brilliant garden. The church was 

. contiguous to the hall, and had been raised by the lord on a 
portion of his domain .• Behind the hall and its enclosure the 
country was common land but picturesque. ,It had once been 
a .beech forest, and tl,J.ough the timber had been greatly cleared, 
the green land was still occasionally dotted, sometimes with 
groups and. sometimes with single 'trees, while the juniper 

'which. here abounded, and rose to a great 'height, gave 
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a rich wildness to the scene and . sustained its forest 
character.1 

For nearly twelve months, with rare and brief visits to 
London, Disraeli lived quietly at Bradenham. In addi
.tion to the trials of bad health the burden of his debts 
weighed heavily upon him. 'I am desperately. ilf,' ·he 
writes to Austen in November, 'and shall be in town 

·in a day- or two, incognito of course. . ·. .. . Tell 
Madam I shall call upon her if possible, but I can -only 
mill, because I am necessarily betrayed by her and in 
consequence "the heathen rage most furiously."' The 
rage of the heathen did not, however, hinder his framing 
large projects which called for more expenditure. He 
had. somehow conceived the ambition. of acquiring 'an 
estate arid settling down to the life of a countrygent1emari, 
and at this very moment was. pressing. the sch,eme upon 
his father. But Isaac D'Isr~eli was frightened· by the 
prevailing agricultural depression, and declined to invest 
his money on the advice of .a son who confesses that he 
had ' more t:han once interfered with his affairs and never 
with any particular success.' The son, however, had 
another project; A year or more before he had been 
attracted by the career of David Alroy, the Jewish hero 
of the twelfth century, and he had begun the nov.el on this 
subject which he completed and published some. years 

.later; and his awakening interest in the history ~Qf his 
. race had aroused in him a passionate longing to seek rest 
for his troubled mind. and body in the East. · At first 
his father would not hear of it . 

.. To Benjamin A uste'f!:. 
BRADENHAM, . 

Dec. s, 1829 .. 
MY~ DEAR AUSTEN' ~ .... 
. . .. I am sorry to say that my other and still inore 

important plan prospers as badly. I have partlybrokenit, 
and it was at once fairly knocked o:ri the head. in a ca~er 
manner than I shouJd have expected from my somewh~t rap~d 

1 Endymion, ch. 11. 
J. 5* 
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'but too indulgent sire. But I will ncit quite de~pair. A 
sanguine temper supports me still. There is yet time, and 
that, according to the great Frederick, is everything. The 
fact is I am · 

'Spellbound wi~hin the clustering Cyclades' 

and go I must, though I fear I must hack for it. A literary 
prostitute I have never yet been, though born in an age of 
literary prostitution, and though I have more tha:p. once been 
subject to temptations. . . . ·Tempting mother Colburn ! 
Howev~r, as Frederick' says, I ·have yet time, and I may be 
saved. · · ' 

Keep this letter to yqurself without exception, and indeed 
all I 'Write to you. Though g('lnerally accused of uncom
muliicativeness, I like a gentle chat with a friend provided · 
it .. be strictly confidential and he be a tried and trusty one like 
yourself. Women· are delightful creatures, particularly if 
they be pretty, which they always are; but then they chatter 

· -they ()an't help it-and 'I have no ambition in case my 
dearest project fails to be pointed out as.the young gentleman . 
who was goiNg to Constantinople. Let ·it be secret as the · 
cave of the. wi;nds·,,and then perhaps a friendly breeze niay yet · 
bear me to Syria ! . · , · . · 

Farewell, mon .ami, . 
• - · ' B. D.'. 

By the bye, I 3;dvise you totake care of my letters, forif 
I b{\come half as famous as I inten9. to be you may sell them 
for ten guineas apiece to .. the Keepsake for 1840, that being 
the price, as on dit, 'at which that delicate creature 

. D[ouglas] · K[innaird] furnishes a Byronic epistle to the 
Annuals. 

To Mrs. Austen. 

. MY DEAR MADAME, • . 

BRADENHAM HOUSE, 
March 7, 1830 . 

Your repeated kind messages require my personal acknow-
. ledgment, and 'deserve somethmg better. With regard }o 
myself, in a word, I cam;wt be worse. · With regard to London, 
it is .of all places the one, in my present situation, least· suited 
to me. Solitude and silence' do not nia~e my existence easy, 
but they-make it endurable. •.' · ' · . 

·My plans abqut leaving. England are more unsettled than 
ever. I anticipate no benefit from it, nor from anything else, 
,but I am desirous of quitti!lg Enghtnd that I may lead even 
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a more recluse life than I do at present, and emancipate 
myself from· perpetual commiserations. When I was in 
town last, I consulted secretly many eminent men. I received 
from them no consolation. Without any exception they 
approved of Mr. Bolton's treatment, though they were not 
surprised that it produced no benefit. . . . . 

I grieve to say my hair grows very badly, and I think more 
grey, which. I can. unfeignedly declare occasions me more 
anguish than even the prospect of death. 

Yours ever, 
. B. D .. 

In Popanilla Disraeli had gone out of his way to ridi
cule the novel of fashionable' life; but this was precisely 
the novel that Colburn and the public wanted; and the· 
outcome apparently of Disraeli's determination to hack 
was that he began The Young Duke. By the end of March, . 
1830, he had nearly finished, and he .came to town with 
his manuscript in quest of a publisher.· 'It is a series 
of scenes,' he told his friend Meredith, ' every one of w:hich 
would make the fortune of a .fashionable novel: I ani 
confident of its success, and that it will complete the 
corruption· of the public taste.' If there was anything 
serious in this, the complacent view of the merits of his 
work did not long ·survive. Colburn's reader told him 
that it was certain to be severely criticised for the 
egoism and other sins of the writer. Lytton Bulwer, for 
whom Pelham had won celebrity a couple of years before, 
sounded the same note of warning. Disraeli and he had 

~ exchanged volumes in the previous year,. and a corre
spondence had sprung up between them, which' somewhere 
about this time ripened into personaL aetiuaintimce: 

'Bulwer was .shown the,manuscript, andf,.'o/as not sparing 
of eulogy; but he suggested that' the, a~thor's judgment 
was not equal to his genius, that if he h~d attained more · 
than the excellences of Vivian Grey he had not sufficiently 
avoided its faults, and.that the pruning kriife might well 
be applied to the many flippancies and otiose antitheses of 
the book. The sensitive author was at first so. discouraged 
that he talked of casting aside tl{e worlt altogether; but 

.t ' 
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money was needed, and a bargain was soon conchided 
with Colburn, who gave £500 for the book. What proved 
'even more attractive; he consented to pay by post-dated 
bills, whi0h were. no doubt promptly discounted; and _in 
this way and with the aid of a 'friendly advance from 
Austen, the tour in the East at· last b~came possible. 
Meredith, Disraeli's companion in his visit to the Rhine; 
and now-engaged to his sister, was again'to accompany 
him, and at the end of May. the travellers were to .set 
forth .on their journey. · ' · _ 
. , An entry in Meredith's diary during Disraeli'_s yisit 
· to .Lbndon . with . the manuscript. of The Young Duke 

•, giv:~s ~s a pictu!e th.at is worth prese~ving. 

·Mar. 29.-B .. D.'•to ·dine· with me~ .He came· up Regent 
Street, when it'. was crowded, in his blue surtout, a pair 
of. military light. blue trousers,· black stockings with. red . 

·stripes, and shoes,!' ' The people,' he said; ' quit€l made 
way for me as I passed. ·. It was like the opening of the Red 
Sea, which I n<?w· perfectly ,believe from experience. Even 
well-dressed _people stopp~d to look at me,'· I should think . 
so ! He was in excellent spirits, fullof schemes for the pro
jected journey to Stamboul and Jerusalem; ·full,· as. 'usual, 
also of capital stories, but he. could ,make a story out of .:. 
~mthing. • · , ,~ .", . • · 

·;· A note by Disraeli'himself deals with anot.her incid~nt, 
wlJ.ic:q. can probably be .referred to ,this same visit to 
London. · · .• 

;! • .. ~ . -~· ~ ' I'~. 

'Just at the commencement of the spring of 1830, if spring 
it·could be called, I made the acquaintance of Lytton Bulwer, 
and-dined with him at his house in Hertford Street: He was 
just married, orf.i about just married: a year or two. We· ... , 
were both oLU:s ·tp.en quite youths;.about four· and twenty. , 
I met three men ;at dinner of much the same standing; all. · 

' full. of energy ·and ambitl.on, and all· unknown to· fame:. 
Bulwer and I ha.d,. at least; written something; I Vivian 
Grey, and he two or three years afterwards Pelham. The 
other . th~ee we~e ·Henry . Buhver, Charles· Villiers., and· 
Alexander Cockburn. Writing this, nearly five and thirty 
years .afterwards, it is curious to ·mark what has been the 
result of'the careers of these fiV.e yo~~ men. · I have been. 
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twice leader of the House of Commons, Edward Bulwer has 
been Secretary of State, Henry Bulwer is at this moment 
H.M. Ambassador at Constantinople, . Charles Villiers is at 
this moment ·a Cabinet Minister, and Alexander. Cockburn 
is Lord Chief Justice of Engla.nd. 1 

Hemy Bulwer has also left his recollections of this 
occasion. Disraeli, he tells us, ' wore green velvet 
trousers, a canary coloured waistcoat, low shoes, silver 
buckles, lace at his wrists, and his hair in ringlets. . .. . 
If on leaving the table we had been severally taken 
aside and asked which was the cleverest of the party 
we should have been obliged to say "the man in the 
green velvet trousers." ' 2 

· . When in the course of his preparations for the long 
• journey before him Disraeli came to review his position 

and· affairs, he bethought him of the unlucky .partner of 
his boyish speculations, and wrote the letter that follows. 

MY DEAR EvANS, 

To T. M. Evans. 

UNION HOTEL, COOKSPUR ST., 
May 9, 1830. 

We have been t.oo long silent. It has been my fault, but 
if you could form the slightest idea of .the severe visitation 
mider which I have been long, and· am still, suffering, I. ai:u 
confident you. would not. only a9cept my. excuses, but 
sympathise with their cause. For the last three yeaTs-I 
will not talk of enjoyment--life has not afforded me a moment's · 
ease; and after having lived in perfect solitude for nearly 
eighteen months, I am about to ·be shipped off for tJXe last· 
resource of a warmer climate. . . M ·{ 

To leave England at all, particularly in the state· in which 
I am, is to me. most distressing; to ·]eave it without finally 
arranging my distracted affairs costs me a pang; which is 
indeed bitter. But I can assure you at this moment, wheri. 
so many harrowing interests solicit the attention of my 

1 There iS au obvious reminiscence of this party in the dinner given by 
Mr. Bertie Tremaine .and his ·brother, Mi. Tremaine Bertie, in.chapter.37 · 

·of Endymion. · · . . . . .i . : .. 
2 Article on Lord Beaconsfield in the Encycl. Brit. [But, in:" a·)etter 

written on Dec. 4, 1880, Beaconsfield declared that ' I never wore·'green 
velvet trousers, nor do I believe that anybody ever did; .that I never wore· 
buckles in my shoes except at Court.'-G; E. B.] . ' 
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weakened mind, there is no subject on which I often~r think, 
than our past relations, and. no person who more constantly . 
occurs to me than yo11rself. - · .· · 

I assure you, dear Evans, that it would be very difficult 
to find one who is really more interested in the welfare of 
another than I am in yours, and although you may perhaps 
doubt the sincerity of this declaration, I nevertheless make 

· it. It would be a great consolation f9r me if before my 
· departure-~ could hear from yours_elf that you were prospering 

in the world, a great 'satisfaction if you could communicate 
to me with the candor which I wish to be the characteristic 
.of our letters. · · . 

Although I have not been fortunate enough in finally 
arranging my affairs, I flatter myself I have succeeded in 
making some temporary dispositions. Nothing of importance 
has been done with M., but he is_ inclined to wait till my 
return if possible, and if he cannot, to be silent. I feel less 
for him than for others, because I now see too well what was • 
the cause of all our errors, and curse, the hour he practised, ' 
as he thought so cunningly, upon our inexperienced youth. 
But this only to your~elf, for he is after all an object of pity, 
and I would to God that I could do something for him more 
than I am bound to do. . . · · · 

·-', · · ~ . . F9r Yojlrself, who~most· uninten~ionally on my par~ 
.have suffered'from my madness-it is for you I feel, in<;leed 
keenly, you, whose generous and manly soul. I have ever 
honored, and credit me, have ever. done "justice to. All I 
can say 'is, that the first step I take, when the power is mine, ·. 
shall be in your favor, and that sooner, or later, cthe power 
will be mine; and that, sonie day _or other, we may look 
back to these early_ adventures; rather as matter of· philo-

. sop?ical speculation t~an indivi~\1;~1 sorrow, ;r confidently 
believe. · · . · 

For: there is_ something within. me, ·which, in spite of a~l 
the dicta of the faculty, and in the face of the prostrate 
state in which I lie, whispers to me I shall yet w,eather 
this ~earful storm, and .that a more prosperous career may 
yet open to me. · 

My · father. has quitted London, and now resides at. 
· Bradenham House, near Wycombe, Bucks-a place where 
I hope some day to see you, though at present I am only 
the inmate of an unsocial hotel, and p:reparii).g for my 
embarkation in the course of this current month. ·Anything 
addressed to me at the Union will reach o~e who will always. 
consider himself 

Your sincere friend, 
. B. D. 
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Disraeli at first had thought of making The Y ouny 
Duke· an occasion for the resumption· of relations with 
his old friend Mlirray, and during his visit to London 
in March he sought an interview with that purpose. 
'It has always,' he explained, 'been my wish, if it ever 
were my fate to writ~ anything .calculated to arrest 
public attention, that you should be ·the organ of intro
ducing it to public notice. If you feel any inclination 
to pursue this affair, act as you like, and fix upon any 
critic you please. I have no objection to Mr. Lockhart, 
who. is certainly an able one, and is, I believe, influenced 
by ·no undue partiality towards me.' Murray icily 
declined the interview, but 'Mr. Disraeli was assured' 
that if he cared to submit his manuscript ' the proposal 
;would be entertained with the stricte~:?t honour and 
impartiality.' Disraeli took the manuscript to Colburn, 
but before he left for the East he wrote the following 
letter:-

To John Murray. 
BRADENRAM, BUCKS, 

May 27, 1830. 
·Sm, 

I am unwilling to leave England, which I .do on Saturday, 
without noticing your last communication, because I should 
regret very much if you were to misconceive . the motives 
which actuated me in not complying with the suggestion 
therein contained. I can assure you I leave in perfect 
confidence both in your 'honor' .and your 'impartiality,' 
for the first I have never doubted, and the second it is your 
interest to exercise. · 

·The truth is, my friend and myself differed in the estimate 
of the MS. all11ded to, and while I .felt justified, from his 
opinion, in submitting it to your judgment, I felt it due to 
my own to explain verbally the contending views of the 
case, for reasons which must pe obvious. 

As you forced me to decide, I decided as I thought most 
prudently. ·The work is one which, I dare say, would neither 
disgrace you .to publish, nor me to· write; but it is not the 
kind of production which should recommence our connection, 
or be introduced to the world by the publisher of Byron and 

· Anasta.sius. · 
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I ani now about to leave England for an indefinite, perhaps 
a long period. When I re~urn, if I do return, I trust jt will 
be in my power for the third time1 to endeavour that you 
should be the means 'of submitting my works to the public. 
For this I shall be ever ready to make great sacrifices, and 
let :ine therefore hope that when I next offer my volumes 
toyo11r ~xamination, like the Sibylline Books, their inspiration 
may a_t length be recognised. · 

I am, Sir, 
' Your obedient servant, 

. . B. DISRAELI. 2 ' 

.The novel which was thus thought unworthy of pr~sen
tation by the publisher of Byron is a picture at once 
fl~tshy .and conventi~nal of a society of which Disraeli had· 
little direct knowledge when he wrote. ' The' Y oungDuke ! ' · 
exclaimed· his. father,. according to a _family tradition, 
when he first heard of the book. ' What does ·Ben know 
.of dukes 1'.8 _ The.Duke ot St; James himself is not ~holly 
uninteresting, for he possesses certain qualities whi~h. 
appear again and again in the heroes of Disraeli's novels, 
and appear because they are reflect.ed from the author's 
own personality._ 'He was a sublime coxcomb, one of 
those rare: characters whose finished manner and shrewd 

_sense combined prevent 'their· conceit from being con- . -· 
temptible:• ·_ .. But his career of dissipation and_prodigality 
soon grows wearisome, and th,at l.n som~ degree through 

· the unskilfulness of the author. In the well-known -
gambling scene at Brighton he writes with genuine power; 
but ~oo· often· ~here he endeavours to produce an 
effect he falls into mere extravagance. The figure of 
May Dacre,. however, partially redeems the book, even 
as she redeemed the hero.- She . is one of ·the most 
charming of J?israeli's women, a forerunner of Sybil, an~-·_ .. 

(· .. '" ...... : . 
. 1 The first attempt, no doubt; had been with the manuscript of Aylmer·.· • 
.l'apillon. . · . - _ . · _ - · 
· 2 Smiles, II., pp. 332-334'. ·· · c' 

· 3 An•atteinpt indeed has been made to show that Disraeli had'shared tlie 
life·of.the young bucks whose·dissipations he professes to describe; but_there 
:is no real evidence to-support. the theory, and his own testimony is decisive 
against it. ' Until my return Itom. the East on the eve of'the '32 election,' 
he once said to Lord Rowton, ' I had lived a very secluded life, and mixed 
not at all with the world.'· · . ·· - . 
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like Sybil, it is worthy of note, an adherent of 'the old 
faith.' The Young Duke finally wins her heart by a 
speech in favour of Catholic Emancipation, iri which of 
course she was an enthusiastic believer; and so clearly in 
1829 was Disraeli himself. This is not the only indication 
in the novel of a steady movement of his mind towards 
an interest in political questions. He treats us in one 
chapter to a disquisition on eloquence, and illustrates 
it with miniature literary sketches of the le~ding orators 
iri Parliament which are both interesting and charac
teristic in -themselves and significant as an index t<_>. 
the preoccupations of the artist's mind. 

I like a good debate; and, when a stripling, used often 
to be stifled in the Gallery, or enjoy the easier privileges of a 
member's son. I like, I say, a good debate, and have no 
objection to a due mixture of bores, which are a relief. I 
remember none of the giants of former days; but I have heard 
Canning. He was a consummate rhetorician; but there 
seemed to me a dash of commonplace in all that he said, 
and frequent indications of the absence of an original mind. 
To the last, he never got clear of ' Good God, Sir ! ' and all 
the other hackneyed ejaculations of his youthful debating 
clubs. The most commanding speaker that. I ever listened 
to is, I think, Sir Francis Burdett. I never heard him in the 
House,-but at an election. He was full of music, grace, and 
dignity, even amid all the vulgar tumult; and, unlike all mob 
orators, raised the taste of the populace to him, instead of 
lowering his own to theirs. . . . 

Mr. Brougham, at present, reigns paramount in the House 
of Commons. I think the lawyer has spoiled the statesman. 
He is said to have very great powers of sarcasn;t. From what 

·I have observed there, I should think very little ones would be 
quite sufficient. Many a sneer withers in those walls, which 
would scarcely, I think·, blight a currant-bush out of them; 

.and I have seen the House convulsed with raillery which, 'in 
• other society, would infallibly settle the rallier to be a bore 

beyond all tolerance. Even an idiot can raise a smile. They 
are so good"natured, or find it so dull. . . . .· . . . 

· I hear that Mr. Babington Macaulay is to be returned. 
If he- speak half as well as he writes, the House will be in 
fashion again. I fear that he is one of those who, like the 
individual whom he has most studied, will ' give up to party 
what was meant for mankind.' At any rate, he must get rid . 
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of his rabidity. He writes now on all subjects, as if he 
certainly intended to be a renegade, and wa.s determined 
to make the contrast complete. . · 

Mr. Peel is the model of a· minil'!ter, and improves as a 
speaker; though, like most of the rest, he is fluent without 
the least style. H;e 'should not get so often in a passion 
either, or, if he do, should not get out of one so easily. 
His sweet apologies are cloying. ·His candour-he will do 
well to get rid of that. He can make . a present of it to . 
Mr. Huskisson. . . . · 

In the Lords, I admire the Duke. The readiness with 
which he has adopted the air of a debater, show~ the man 
of genius. There is a gruff, husky sort o~ ~ downright 
·Montaignish naivete about him, which is quaint, unusual, and 
tells~ You plainly perceive that he is determined to be a 
civilian; and he is as offended if you drop a hint that he 

· · occasionally wears a uniform, as a servant Ol! a holiday; if you 
. mention the word livery .1 • 

In the mat~er of party allegiance Disraeli in the same 
chapter professes himself a .Gallio: 

Am I a Whig or a 'Tory ? I forget, As for the Tories, 
I admire antiquity, particularly a ruin; eventhe relics of the. " 
Temple of Intolerance have a charn;1. · I think I am· a Tory. 
B_ut then the Whigs give such good dinners, and are the most 
amusing. I'thinkl am a Whig; but then the Tories are ~o 
moral, and morality is my .forte; I must be a Tory. But the 
Whigs dress so much better; and an ill-dressedparty, like an ~· 
ill"dressed man, must be wrong. Yes! I am a decided Whig. 
And yeir--I feel like 'Garrick between Tragedy and Comedy.. 
I think I will be a Whig and Tory alternate. nights, and then 
both will be pleased; or I have no objection, according to the 
fashion of the day', to take a plitce under a Tory ministry, 
pro~ded I may vote against them. · 

The Young Dulce is remarkable for its long and.frequent 
digressions of autobiographic interest. It· is di:mgerqus 
indeed; as it alwaysis in Disraeli's.case, to interpret these 
too literally. Some of the personal touches are obviously 
deliberate mystifications, the.pretence, for instance, above 

, that his father was a member of Parliament or elsewhere 
tha~ he himself was writing the novel~n Rome; I~ others 

1 Bk. v. oh. 6 . .. 

, ' 
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there is· probably a good deal of Byronic exaggeration. 
It was the fashion in those days for a clever youth to pose 
as the victim of despair, and though Disraeli's illness was 
real enough, ' there certainly is a d!Lrk delight in being 
miserable,' as he says himself in the book, and we need not 
suppose that he took such a hopeless view of his future as 
in sqme passages he would have us believe. 

I have lost the power of conveying what I feel, if indeed that 
power were ever mine. I write with an aching- head and 
quivering hand; yet I must write if but to break the solitude.1 

• 

The drooping pen falls from my powerless hand, and I feel
I keenly· feel myself what indeed I am-far the most prostrate 
of a fallen race ! 2 

Where are now my deeds and aspirations, and where the 
fame I dreamed of when a boy 1 I find the world just slipping 

·through my fingers, and callll,ot grasp the jewel ere it falls. 
I quit an earth, where none will ever miss me, save those whose 
blood requires no laurels to make them love my memory. 
My life has been a blunder and a blank, and alJ ends by my 
adding one more slight ghost to the shadowy realm of fatal 
precocity !1 

• • • 

What I am, I know not, nor do I c;:tre. I have that within 
p1e, which man can neither give nor take away, which can throw 
light on the darkest passa;ges of life, and draw; from a discor
dant world, a melody divine. . For it I would live, and for it 
alone. Oh ! my soul, must we then part ! Is this the end of 
all our conceptions, all our musings, our panting thoughts, olir 
gay fancies, our bright imaginings, our delicious reveries, and 
.exquisite communing 1 Is this the e:t;J.d, the great and full 
result, of all our ·sweet society 1 I care not for myself; I am 
a wretch beneath even pity. My thousand errors, my ten 
thousand follies, ·my infinite corruption, have, well deserved 
a bitterer fate than this. But thou !-I feel I have betrayed 
thee.·. Hadst thou been the inmate of more spiritual clay, 
bound with a brain less_headstrong, and with blood less hot~ 

-··--thou mightest-have been-glorious.~_ · 

There is more sincerity, we may believe, in the follow-
ing confession:- · 

I am one, though young; yet old enough to know, Ambition 
is a demon; and I fly from what I fear. . . . ThinJ.r of 
u)l.l'ecognised Cresar, with his wasting youth, weeping over 

1 Bk. III. oli. 18. 2 Bk. IV. ch. 3. 
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the Macedonian's young career! Could Pharsalia compensate 
for those withering pangs 1 View th~ obscure Napoleon 
starving in the streets of Paris! What was St. Helena to 
the bitterness of such existence 1 The visions of past glory 
might illumine even that dark imprisonment; but to -be 
conscious that his supernatural energies might die away 
without creating their miracles~c~n the wheel, or the rack 
rival the torture of such a suspicion 1 Lo ! Byron, bending 
o'er his shattered lyre, with inspiration. in his very· rage. 
And the pert taunt could sting even this child of light ! T9 
doubt of the truth of the creed in which you have been nur
tured, is not so terrific as to doubt respecting the intellectual 
vigour on wh~se strength you haye staked your happiness. 1 

. . 

Or in this ~postrophe to his father~..,...... 

Oh, rriy father i . : . ourfriendshipis a hallowed joy:- · 
it is my pride, and let it be thy solace. O'er the waters ·that, 
cannot part our souls, I breathe good· wishes. Peace brood 

·o'er thy lettered bowers, and Love smile in the cheerful 
hall,. that _I. shall not· forget upon the swift Syniplegades, · 
or where warm Syria, with its palmy shore, recalls c;mr holy . 
ancestry !2 · · · 

Or, even in spite of the dithyrambs,· in the following· · 
. outburst of patriotism:- . . . . 

.-. • .... -·. . • • . j 

· Oh, England! Oh, my country-although full mariy an. 
Eastern . clime and Southern race. have given me something 
of their burning olood, it :flows for thee!' I rejoice that my • 

-flying fathers threw,' their iwcient ·seed on the stern shores 
which they • have not. dishonoured :~I -am. proud· to be thy 
child. Thy noble_law~Lhave fed with freedom a soul that.ill 
can brook. constraint. -Among thy hallowed . hearths, I 
own m~st beautiful affections. In thy abounding tongue, 
my .thoughts find music; and with th~ haughty fortunes of 
thy realm, my_ destiny wol1ld mingle! . . . Few can 
love thee better than he who· traces here these 'idle lines. 

·Worthier heads are working for thy· glory and. thy good; 
but if ever the hour shall call, my brain and life are thine.3 

. In lighter veiri, he laughs, as he was always ready to 
do, at his· own .faults and foibles:- · 

' . 
I sometim~s thirik I write a prettystyle, though spoiled 

by that ~onfourtded puppyisri:J.; but, then; mine is the puppy 
1 Bk.II. ch. 7. z Bk.~III. ch. s, a Bk. III. ch. 18. 

'-

.. ::;~-. 
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age, and that will wear off. Then, too, there are my vanity, 
my conceit, my affectation, my arrogance, and· my egotism; 
all very heinous, and painfully contrasting with the imperturb
able propriety of my fellow-scribblers,-' All gentlemen in 
stays, as stiff as stones.' But I may mend, or they fall off, 
and then the odds will be more equal. 1 

But by far the most remarkable of all these asides is 
the following truly astonishing bit of prescient im_Perti
nence:-

One thing is quite clear,-that a man may speak very well 
in the House of Commons, and fail very completely in the 
House of Lords. There are two distinct styles requisite: 
I intend, in the course of my career, if I have time, to give 
a specimen of both. In the Lower House, Don Juan may 
perhaps be our mo~iel; in th~ Upper House, Paradise Lost. 2 

By reason of Colburn's many delays the book did not 
make its appearance till the year after it was completed, 
when Disraeli was in the East. It was never a favourite 
of its author's. Even before publication he had lost 

.interest in it, so far that he was able to write to his 
sister: 'I don't care a jot about The Young Duke. I never 
staked any fame on it; it may take its chance.' _ In the 
General Preface to the novels, written in 1870, when 

• passing his early novels in review, he ignores it altogether, 
and to the severely, expurgated edition· issued with his 
collected works in 1853 he thought it 'necessary to prefix 
the apology: 'Young authors are apt to fall into affecta
tion and conceit, and the writer of this work sinned very 
much in these respects; but the affectation of youth should 

_ be viewed leniently, and every Irian has a right to be 
c6ilceited'-until)1e is successful.' In one quarter it was 
assured of an admrring welcome from the first. 

From Sarah Disraeli. 
April 4, '3L 

For The Young Duke, it is excellent,,___most excellent. 
There is not a dull half page,-not a dull half Fne. Your 
story is unparalleled, for· though it ends in a marriage which 

1 Bk. III. ch. 18. •. 2 Bk. V. ch. 6. 
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one can tell without. peeping -it grows more exciting as it 
winds towards its close. Yonr heroine is fit to be worshipped 
-your first- sight of her is inimitable. The Young Duke is as -
you say, the noblest animal in the world.' The two scene:;~ of 
rejection and the Alhambra_ supper, and the gambling scene 
all wonderful,-the last so utterly unlike all gambling sc_enes 
in novels, no thumping of the table or the forehead, but all 
so desperate and !jO cool that it makes your hair stand on end. • 
The last stake beats Hogarth. You must expect to be rated 
for bringing your fair innocent readers into such company as 
pseudo Mrs. Annesley and pseudo Lady Squib; I say nothing 
of your moral episodes, for they touch my heart too keenly to · 
let me be _at all aware of what effect ·they will have upon 
others. One reading has repaid me for months. of suspens.e, 
and that is. s.aying everything if you knew how much my heart 
is 'Yfapt up in ·your fame. · · · 

The"reception of the book by the "critics was at least 
as good as it deserved, and it at once becam~ popular .. 

. ' . May 1, 1831. 

_Wherever we go, The Young Duke is before us, and its 
· prais.es. for ever resounding. But I know you care nothing 
for family' commendation. ; . 0 .Jerdan ·has at last dis- _ 
covered that its author ,is. .gifted with every quality that 
constitutes. a man of splendid genius.. The higlies.t power of. 
imagination that creates. and combines. the mos.t brilliant wit, 
the keenest s.ens.e of the ridiculous., a fullnes.s. of knowledge 
that conveys a characteristic traitin a s.light phras.e, and a 
long etcetera of truths which I s.uppos.e he has acquired from 
his friend Bulwer~ . To balance such an extraordinary venture 
of commendation, he is obliged to find a· fault or two ... 0 

The book 'is. reviewed in all weekly and Sunday papers-all 
with excess.ive praise. · 

Subsequently the admiring sister reports, on the 
authority of ' some • Amer~cans who have just come to 
England,' that ' The Young Duke is the text-book of the 
United States, from which they pre.ach and read; and 
learn that iillportant requisite, manners.' The one con
spicuous exception to_the general friendliness of the critics 
was supplied by. the Westminster. Review, the organ of 
_the Benthamites. · ' To parasites, sycophants, toad-
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eaters, tuft-hunters, and humble companions,' this paper 
urbanely remarked, 'it will be a book full of comfort anfl 
instruction i!l their callings.' Disraeli, it must be said, 
had given much provocation; for not only, had ridicule 
of the Benthamites been the express purpose of Popanilla, 

• but in The Young Duke itself there is some bitter satire 
of their ' screw and lever ' philosophy. Sarah Disraeli 
wrote before publication that the book had not been 
puffed ' in anything to find fault with '; but this was 
hardly just to Colburn, who was practising his customary 
arts with his customary activity and address-and that 
in spite of the fact that the author had tried in the preface 
to deprive him of one of the most.potent weapons in his 
armoury by expressly disclaiming portraiture. 

The great mass of niy readers (if I have a mass, as I hope,) 
will attribute the shades that flit about these volumes to any 
substances they please. That smaller_ portion of society, 
who are most competent to decide upon the subject, will 
instantly observe, that however I may have availed myself 
of a trait, or an incident, and often inadvertently, the whole 
is ideal. To draw-caricatures of our contemporaries is not a 
very difficult task: it requires only a small portion of talent, 
and a great want of courtesy. 

. . . 
'. 



CHAPTER IX. 

TouR IN THE· EAST. 

1830-1831. 

The journey on .which·. Disraeli now embarked ~ith 
his friend Meredith proved a capital event in his life and 
had marked effects on his whole subsequent career, both 
literary and political. · It not only errlarged _.his experi
ence beyona th~t of most young Englishmen' oLhis day, 
but, what was even more important to one of his peculiar 

· tempenimimt, it .helped to give definite purpose and 
significance to thatOri{mtal tendency"·in_ his nature which, 
vaguely present' before, \vas henceforth to dominate .his 

. imagination a:rid- sli~w itself in nearly all -his achieve~,· 
ments. We can see the.infiU:erice of the East~rn journey 
in Contarini Fleming,. in Alroy, in ;Tancred, and· in · 
Lothai~; ·but "we ·can see it not Jess clearly in .the bold 
stroke .of policy 'which .laid the foundations of.: English 
ascendancy in Egypt, in. the Act which'gave explicitfonn 
to the conception of an Indian Empire with the Sovereign 
of Great Britain at its head, and in the settlement imposed 
on Europe "at the Berlin Congress. The letters1 .written 
to his family during the journey ·-have been published 
since his death; and after the lapse of eighty years they 
retain their freshness. ftnd interest in a way that is rare 
with such co:rdpositions. Keen observation, a graphic. 
and :vivacious style, the power of concentrating a picture 

1 Th~ refere1ices l).e~e will be to the 1887 edition of Lm·d .Beaconsfield's 
Letters, in which the Horne Lette1·s and Lord Bea,consfield's Oon·esponclence 
with his Sister are combiiied in one volume. · ' 
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into a phrase, and a strain of joyous raillery running 
through all are the elements of their charm. 'C'est 
une si jolie chose que de savoir ecrire ce que l'on pense,' 
says Madame de Sevigne, a favourite of Disraeli's~ who 
well knew herself the vivid delight of easy and perfect. 
expression. Meredith, Disraeli's companion, was much 
better educated, much more methodical, and much more 
conscientiously laborious in profiting by the opportuni
ties of the journey; but his diary ~nd letters which, with 
other material beyond what has been already published, 
are available for this chapter, help one to realise how 
easily the scenes and inci_<;lents to which the man of 
imagination can lend an abiding interest may become in 
the hands of another the subject of a prosy and lifeless 
chronicle. · 

The travellers left London by steamer on the 28th -
of May, and,. after a week's detention at Falmouth, 
proceeded by the mail packet to Gibraltar. 

To Isaac D'Israeli. 
GIBRALTAR, 

' July l, 1830. 
MY DEAR FATHER, 

I write·to you from a country where the hedges consist of 
aloes· all in blossom: fourteen, sixteen feet high. Conceive 
the contrast to our beloved and beechy Bucks. I say nothing 
of . geraniums and ru'yrtles, bowers of oranges and woods of 
olives, though the occasional palm should not be forgotten for 

. its great novelty and uncommon grace. We arrived here 
· after a very brief and very agreeable passage, passed in .very 

agreeable society. . . . This Rock is a wonderful place, with 
a population infinitely diversified. Moors with costumes 
radiant as a rainbow or an 'Eastern melodrama; -Jews.with 
gaberdines and skull- caps; Genoese, Highlanders, -and 
Spaniards, whose dress is as.picturesque as that of the sons. of 
Ivor. There are two public libraries-the Garrison Library, 
with. more than 12,000 volumes; and the Merchants', with 
upwards of half tha_t number:. In the Garrison are all your 
works, even the last edition of the Literary Character; in the 
Merchants' the greater part. . Each possesses a copy of another 
book, supposed to be written by a member of our family, and 
which is looked upon at Gibraltar as one of the masterpieces 
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.of, the nineteenth century~ You may feel their intellectual 
pulse from.,this: At first I apologised and talked of yo.ut~
ful blunders and ·all that, really being ashamed ; but 
firi'dini( them, to· my astonishment, sincere, and ·fearing 
they were ·stupid 'enough to adopt my last opinion, I shifted 
my ·position just in time, looked very grand, and passed 
myself off for ·a child. of the Sun, like the Spaniard in 
Peru. . . . 

We were presented to· the· Governo~, Sir George· Don, a 
general and G.C.B., a very' fine old geiitleniaH, of the Windsor. 
Terrace' school,.courtly, almost regal in his manner, paternal, 
almost officious in his .te~per, a sort of.. mixture of Lord St. 
Y'incent an,d the Prince de Ligne, Englishjn his general style, 
but highly polished and experienced in European. society. 
His pahtce, the Government House;•is an old convent, and one 
of the most delig4tful residences I know,. with a garden under 
the:svperintendenceof Lady Don, full of rare exotics, with a· 
beautiful terrace over the sea,. a berceau of vines, and other. 
deJicacies which would quite delight .you. ,. , : He1 behli:ved 
to us with great'kihdiiess, "asked' US1 to 'dine, and gave us a 

·route hiniself for anex6rirsion to the Sierra da Ronda, a savage 
mountain district, abounding in the most\beautiful scenery 
and bugs! ' . 

We returned from this excursion, :Which took us a .. 
. week, yesterday, greatly gratifi~c1. 1. The 90Untry in which 
we travelled is a Jarid entirely of robbers and ·smugglers. 
They-commit no personal yiolence, but lay you on the ground 
and clean. out your pockets. If you have less than .sixteen 
dollars they shoot you·; that is;the tariff, aB.d is a•loss worth 
risking .. ·I took care'.to have V!=Jry little more, and no baggage. 
which . .I could not <Stow in .the. red bag which my mother· 
remembersmaking for my pistols;.· •. You will wonder how 
we managed' to· extract .pleasure from a life .which afforded 
us hourly • peril· for our ,purses and perhaps for our lives, 
which :induced fatigue greater than I ever experienced,. ·for. 
here are ri.o.roads, and we were never less than-eight hours 
a:.day on horseback, picking our way through a course which 
can only •.be compared to. the' steep bed.'of- an exhausted 
cataract, ana with so slight a .prospect 'of attaining for a .. 
reward either ·food or. rest.--,-1 will tell you;. The country 
was~beautiful;•the·novelty of the life was great, and above 
all we·had ;Brunet: .What a.man·! Born in Italy of French 
parep.ts; he .. has ;visited, as the captain; of a· privateer, all 
countfies ·of the ·.:Mediterranean: ·Egypt,. Tqrkey, Syria. 

~-.'1'·,·~,.,·-o·i,;\ ,--~· ... !~ -~· • ,, ·';:' 

, 1 Meredith •testifies,that Disraeli's lectures on morals and,politics ,bad 
made a'greatimpiessimi Oil Sir George: . . • ·: . .. . • . . 
,(' ,. ;_· . '..{J"._t ?~r j: I\,< ~f--7;A,~ - f. : ' ~ i•; ,t" ~~-.. .: ,/}" L f~f -_i. ~ :~.i~' 
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Early in life, as valet to Lord Hood, he was in England; and 
has even been at Guinea. After fourteen years' cruising he 
was taken by the Algerines, and was in various parts of Barbary 
for five or six .years, and at last he obtains his liberty and 
settles at Gibraltar, where he becomes cazador to the Governo11, 
for he is, among his universal accomplishments, a celebrated 
shot. He can speak all languages but English, of which he 
makes a sad affair-even Latin, and he hints at a little Greek. 
He is fifty; but light as a butterfly and gay as a bird; in 
person not unlike English at Lyme, if you can imagine s<i> 
insipid a character with a vivacity that never flags, and 
a tongue that never rests. . Brunet did everything, remedied 
every inconvenience, and found an expedient for every 
difficulty. Never did I live so well as among these wild 
mountains of Andalusia, so ·exquisite is his cookery. 
Seriously, he is an artist of the first magnitude, and used to 
amuse himself by giving us some very exquisite dish among 
these barbarians; for he affects a great contempt of the 
Spaniards, and an equal admiration for the Moors. When
ever we complained he shrugg<:Jd his shoulders with a look 
of ineffable contempt, exclaiming, 'Nous ne sommes pas en 
Barbarie !' Recalling our associations with that word and 
country, it was superbly ludicrous. . . . · 

At Castellar we slept in the. very haunt of the banditti, 
among the good fellows of Jose Maria, the Captain Rolando 
of t;his part,· and were not touched; In fact, we were not 
promising prey, though picturesque enough in our appearance. 
Imagine M. and myself on two little Andalusian mountain 
horses with long tails and jennet necks, followed by a 
larger beast of burthen with our baggage, and the inevitable 
Brunet cocked upon its neck with a white hat and slippers, 
lively, shrivelled and noisy as a pea dancing upon tin. Our 
Spanish guide, tall, and with a dress excessively brode and 
covered· with brilliant buttons, walking by the side and 
occasionally adding to the burthen of our s~pter steed. 
The air of the mountains, the rising sun, the rising appetite, 
the variety of picturesque persons and things we met, and 'the 
impending danger, made a; delightful life, and had it not ·been 
for the great enemy I should have given myself up entirely 
to''the magic of the life'; but that spoiled all. . It is .not worse; 
sometimes I think it; lighter about the head, but the palpitation 
about 'the heart greatly increases, otherwise my health .is 
wonderful. Never ·h·ave I been better: .but what use is this 
when the end of all existence is debarred· me ? I say no more 
upon this melancholy subject, by which I am ever and,infinitely 
depressed, and often most so when the world least imagines it; 
but to complain is useless, and to .endure almost impossible; 
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. but existence is certainly less irksome in the mild distraction 
of this various life. . . . . . · 

Tell my mother that as it is the fashion among the dandies 
of this place-that is, the officers, for there are .no others
not to wear waistcoats in the morning, her new studs come into 
fine play, and maintain my reputation of being a great judge 
of costume, to the admiration and envy of many subalterns. 
I have also the fame of being the. first who ever passed 
the Straits with two canes, a morning . and an evening 
·cane. I change my cane· as the gun fires; and hope to carry 
them both on to Cairo, It is wonderful the ·effect these 
magical wands produce. ·I owe tci them even more atten
tion than to being the supposed author of-what is it ?-I 
forget ! ' , ·. 

These Straits; by-the-bye-that is, the passage for the 
·last ten miles or so to Gib, between the .two opposite coasts 
of Africa and Europe,· with the ocean for a river, and ,the· 
shores all mountains-'-is by far the sublimest thing Lhave 
yet: seen .. : : When I beg· you to write, I mean, my 
beloved · Sa, because I know you think it a bore; .but do 
all as you like.· To her and to my dearest mother a thousand 
kisses. Tell Ralph I have .not forgotten my promise of 11n 
occasionalletter; and my dear pistol-cleaner, that .he forgot 
. to oil the locks, which rusted in conveyance. .. I thank the godr:; 
daily I am freed of Louis Clenient, who would have been an 
expense and a-'bore .. Tell.[Washingtori] Irving he has l~ft a 
golden. name. in Spain. Few English visit Gibraltar .. , Tell 
Lord Mahon, inquiries made after his health. Adieu; my. 
beloved padre. . . ,. 

· Your .most ·affectionate son, 
B. D.l. 

CA~Iz; 
·July 14. 

We passed 'a very pleasant week at .Gil;raltar, after our 
return from Honda. We dined with the. Governor at his 
cottage at Europa, a most charming pavilion, and met a. most 
agreeable party. Lady Don was well enough to. dine with us, 
and did me the honour of informing me that I was the cause of 
the exertion, which, though of course a fib, was .nevertheless. 
flattering, She is; though very old, without exception one of 
the ;most agreeable personages that. I ever met, exces~ively 
acute and piquante,. with an aptit;ude of detecting cJJ.ar.act~r, 
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and a tact in assuming it, very remarkable. To listen to her 
you would think you were charming away the hour with a 
blooming beauty in Mayfair; and, though excessively infirm, 
her eye is so brilliant and ~o full of moquerie that you.quite 
forgot her wrinkles. Altogether the scene very much re
sembled a small German Court. There was his Excellency 
in uniform covered with orders, exactly like the old Grand 
Duke of Darmstadt, directing everything; his wife the clever 
Prussian Princess that shared his crown; the aides-de-camp 
made excellent chamberlains, and the servants in number 
and formality quite equalled those of a Resid€mz. The 
repast was really elegant and recherche even for this curious 
age. Sir George will yet head his table and yet carve, 
recommend a favourite-dish, and deluge you with his summer 
drink, half champagne and half lemonade. 

Mter dinner Lady Don rode out with the very pretty wife of 
Colonel Considine, and the men dispersed in various directions. 
It was the fate of Meredith and myself to be lionised to some 
cave or other with Sir George. What a scene, and what a pro
cession ! First came two grooms on two barbs; then a 
carriage with four horses; at the window at which H. E. 
sits, a walking footman, and then an outrider, all at a funeral 
pace. We were directed to meet our host at the cave, ten 
minutes' walk. During this time Sir G. tries one of the 
Arabians, but at the gentlest walk, and the footman changes 
his position in consequence to his side; but it is windy, 
our valiant but infirm friend is afraid of being blown off, 
and when he reaches the point of destination, we find him 
again in the carriage. In spite of his infirmities he will get 
out to lionise; but before he disembarks, he changes his 
foraging cap for a full general's cock with a plume as big as 
the Otranto one; and this because the hero will never be 
seen in public in undress, although we were, in .a solitary 
cave looking over the ocean, and inhabited only by monkeys. 
The cave is shown, and we all get in the carriage, because 
he is sure we are tired; the foraging cap is again assumed, 
and we travel back to the Cottage, Meredith, myself, the 
Governor, and the cocked hat, each in a seat .. In the 
evening he has his rubber, which he never misses, and, is 
surprised I do not play ' the only ganie' for gentlemen· ! You 
should play; learn.' However, I preferred the conversation 
of his agreeable lady, although the charms of Mrs. Considine 
were puzzling, and I was very much like Hercules between 
-you know the rest. . . 

I am sorry to say my hair is coming off, just at the moment 
it had attained the highest pe:dection, and was universally 
mistaken for a wig, so that I am obliged to let the 
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women. pull it to ·satisfy their curiosity. Let me know 
what my mother thinks. There are no wigs ,here that I . 
could wear. Pomade and all that is quite a delusion. 
Somebody recommends me cocoa-nut oil, which I could 
get here; but suppose it turns it grey or blue or green l I 
made a :very pleasant acquaintance at Gibraltar, Sir Charles 
Gordon; a brother of Lord. Aberdeen, and Oolonel of the 
Royal Highlanders. . He was absent during my first visit. 
He is not unlike ,his brother in appearance, but the frigidity 
of the .Gordons h,as expanded into urbanity, instead of sub
siding into sullenness-in short, a _man with a waJ,"m heart 
though a.cold manner, and exceedingly amusing, with the 
reputation of· being always silent. .As contraries sometimes 
agree, we became exceedingly friendly. . . . , . 
. The Judge Advocate a'f! Gibr,altar is that Mr. Baron 

Field" who once .wrote · a pook, and · whom all the. world 
took for a noble;~. but it turned ·o_ut that Baron was 
to chim · what Thomas is. to other men. He pounced 
upon- me, .said he had seen you at. Murray's, .first. man 

·of, the day,. and all that, and evidently ·,expected. to 
do an amazing . bit oL literature; .but I found him a bore, 
and vulgar, a. Storks without breeding, consequently I gave. 
him a .lecture on canes,-, which made him !;!tare, and he has 
avoided.me eversince., ··Thetruthis;.he,wished to. sa!fdle his. 
mother uponme.fqra compagnon de'voyage;:whom I discovered 
in the course of half an:hour to be both deaf,.dumb, aJ;td blind, 
but .yet more endurable. than the noisy, obtrusive, jargonic 
judge, who is a~true lawyer, ever illustrating th,e qbvious, 

.;:.. explaining the.ievident,. and expatiating 'OJ;t the common-
:r>lace .• -~,- .. , .• , .. .. ,, .· . ·,< ·:' '· ' . · • 

· ; I·i have.rme:t here , Mr ~- Frank Hall-. Standish, once. a 
· celebrated·· dandy,, and who wrote.·a ,life of Voltaire, you. 
remember .. ,We have heard of the King's death, which is the 

. destruction of my dr.ess .waistcoats. l truly grieve, News 
arrived last-night of the capture of Algiers, but all this will 
reach·;you before my letter. My general health is excellent. 

·I •have .never had a· moment's illness since I left home, .not . 
counting an occasional indigestion, but. I mean no fever and 
so on. The gre~:~,t enemy, I think, is weaker, but the palpjta
tion at the heart the reverse. I find wherever I go plenty of 
friends and nothing but atbention.1 

· 

,,r..~·.L'" .· ~:- ~"- i~:-· :t~: 

· ·The'1Go;,ern:or's ·'·agreeable lady' ·made a· great im
pression on ,Disraeli. 'While I Temembei· it,' he wrote 

· '' r ·, •.•,, ·' ,. ~ '' f • - ~ / . t • · •, f'~ • 

··; •. " ... "· ,.,, ·. 
'i LeUera, p. 'Iii. 
) ,. ~ . ' 

·• 
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later, 'a copy of The Young Duke must be sent to·Lady 
Don. Tell Ralph to attend to it. Write in the title 
"Lady Don, by desire of the author." . . . You will 
be surprised at my sending a light novel, and finding a 
muse in 'an old lady of seventy; but in truth she is the 
cleverest and most charming woman I ever met .. . . 
and the only person I know who gives one the least idea 
of the Madame du Tencins and the other brillantes, who 
flirted with Henault, chatted with Montesquieu, and 
corresponded withHorace Walpole.' · 

The original. intention of the two friends had been to 
hasten on to Malta, but they were so delighted with 
their first glimpse·of Spain that they lingered for a couple 
of months. 'I travelled through the whole of Andalusia 
on horseback,' Disraeli wrote to Austen; 'I was never 
less than ten hours out of the twenty-four on my steed, 
and more than once saw the f:?Ull set and rise without 
quitting my saddle, which few men ·can say, and which I 
never wish to say again. I visited Cadiz, Seville, Cordova, 
and Granada, among many other cities which must not 
be named with these romantic towns. I sailed upon the 
Guadalquivir, I cheered at' the bull fights; I lived for a 
week among brigands and wandered in the fantastic halls 
of the delicate Alhambra .. Why should I. forget to say 
that I ate an olla pod1·ida ~ I will not weary you With 
tales of men of buckram; they must be reserved for our 
fireside. I entered Spain a sceptic with regard to their 
robbers, and listened to all their romanc'es .with a smile. 
I lived to change my opinion. I'.at length· found a country 
where adventure' is the common course of existence.' 
Leaving Gibraltar he rode in a cduple o£ days to:·c~diz,'··~ 
gazing by. the way across those 'sublime' .Straits,,.w~e~e-.., · 
'Europe andAfricafrown oneach other,' at the picturesque 
beauty of the 'sultry sister.' Cadiz. he found'brilliant 
beyond description. '"Fair Florence" is a very dingy 
affair compared with it. The white houses and . the 
green ·jalousies spilrkle in the sun.· Figaro is· in, every 
street; Rosina in (i)very balcony.' . 
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... ' 

' " • ·' 
To Isaac D'Israeli. 

SEVILLE; . 
July-26., · 

Cadiz I left with regret, though there is little to inter~st 
except its artificial beauty. It is not unlike Venice in its 
situation, but there the resemblance ceases. Cadiz is·without' 
an association.::_not a church, a picture, or a palace. The 
family of the Consul is a most agreeable one: you. ,must 
not associate with this somewhat humble title a character 

. at all in unison. Mr: Brackenbury is great enough for an 
ambassador, and lives well enough for one;_ but with·'some 
foibles, he is a very hospitable personage, and I owe m,any 
agreeable hours to its exercise. You see what a Sevillian 
ecritoireis by this. despatch.- ~-have already expeJ!qed on)t 
more time than would have served for :writing many letters.· 
I am almost in'astate of frenzy from the process of painting 
my ideas iri -this' horrible scrawl. 'It is like .writing· with 
blacking and with a skewer. Mr. Standish returned to Seville., 
where he resides at present, and called on. me the ne:x;t, da.y~ ·~ 
WE:l;dined with him yesterday. He is a inost singular ch_a,r
acter-a' spoiled child of fortune, who thinks 'himself; and 
·who is perhaps now, a· sort' of philosopher.·· But all 'these. 
characters must be discussed over our· fireside or on· the 
T,errace.1 • • · · . .. .. . . , 

Fleuriz, the Governor of Cadiz, is a singular brute .. When· 
we ineet I will tell you how I. Pelhamised him. AU the 
English complain that ·wheri they are presented to ~him -'he . 
,bows and says rio thing, uttering· none of those courtly inanities .. : 
which.are expected on such. occasions, and. for which crowned 

.}J.eads and all sorts of viceroys are c~~ebrated. · Braclfen,bury 
had, been reading a review of the Commentaries2 in the 
Courie1· in the morning, and full thereof, announced me to 
Fli:ni1:iz as the son of the greatest· author in England. The 

·usual reception; however, only greeted me; but· I, being pre
pared for the savage, was by no means silent, and made 

·him stare for half an hour in a most extraordinary manner. 
He was sitting over some prints just arrived from England.-:
a'view of Algiers, and the fashiorifdor June. The question 
was whether the place was Algiers, for it .had no title .. · Just 
fresh from Gibraltar; I ·ventured, to inform his Excellency 
th{Lt i( was, and . that a' group of gentlemen intended to 

. ~ . . 
1. The Yew Terrace at Bradenhain, where· Disraeli in these early years 

was wont to coinp9s_e his .novels or con his speeches as he ·walked up .. and 
· down. · · · · ·•· · · ' · · ~ ., · 

2 His father's Commentaries on tke Life and Reign of C!tarles I • . 
' 
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represent A--·- and a couple of his friends, but display
ing those extraordinary coats and countenances that Mr.
Ackerm!i'nn offers monthly .as an impro\Tement upon Nat11re 
and Nugee, were personages no less eminent than the Dey 
and his two principal conseillers d'etat. The dull Fleuriz 
took everything au pied de lettre, and after due examination , 
insinuated scepticism. Whereupon I offer renewed arguments 
to prove the dress to be Moorish. Fleuriz calls a mademoiselle 
to translate the inscription, but the inscription only proves 
that they are' fashions for June' ;-at Algiers, I add, appealing 
to every one whether they had ever seen such beings in London. 

·Six Miss Brackenburys, equally pretty, protest they have not. 
Fleuriz, unable to comprehend badinage, gives a Mashallah 

· look of pious resignation, and. has bowed to the ground every 
night since that he has met me. . . . · 

We came here up the Guadalquivir, and to-morrow pro
ceed by a diligence to Cordova. . . . We have found here 
a most agreeable friend in Mr. Williams, an English merchant 
married to a Spanish lady,. and considered the greatest con
noisseur in paintings in Spain. H~ has nearly thirty of 
the finest Murillos. I had a letter to him from Brackenbury. 
It is astonishing with what kindness he behaves to us. 
His house is open to us at all times, and we pass our evenings 
most agreeably sitting in his patio, turning over the original 
drawings of Murillo, while his Spanish sister-in-law, Dolores, 
sings a bolero. It is the mode to call all the ladies here by 
their Christian name directly you are introduced. So much 
for Spanish etiquette. On the other hand,. my tailor is 
offended if I do not ask him to take a chair, and always address 
him Signor. It is all banished to the lower classes. When 
he brought home my jacket, he told me his whole fortune 
was at my comtp.and.1 · 

Disraeli was enchanted with MurillQ. ·' Run; my dear 
fellow, to ~eville,' he wrote to Austen, 'and for the first 
time in your life know what a great artist is-:-Mlirillo; 
Murillo, Murillo!' 'The most original of artists,' he 
says in a letter to Bradenham. 'No man has painted 
more, or oftener reached the ideal. . He never fails. 
~here can his bad pictures be 1' 

0 -

. I parted with my friend Standish at Seville with regret. 
· He is excessively fantastic and oad, but a. good fe~low. The 

1 Letters, p. 14. 
I. 6 
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Spaniards cannot make him .out, and the few English that 
meet him set him doWn only as exceedingly affected. He is. 
something more. The, man of pleasure, who, inst~d of 
degenerating into a roue, aspires to be a philosopher, is to 
my mind certainly a respectable, arid I think, an jnteresting 
character .1 

At Cordova Disraeli saw and· was. impressed by the 
great Cathedral Mosque, and noted therein the beautifUl 
'shrine and cliapel of a Moocish saint, with the blue 
mosaic and the golden honeycomb~ roof a.s vivid and a.s 
brilliant as when the saint wa.s worshipped '; and then 
he set forth on the long ride·to Granada~ 

't ·, 

' To Sarah Disradi. 
' 

· What a· country have,.I lived in,!. I a~ invited by' a grand 
lady of Madrid '-I quote our host at Cordova-;-to join her 
escort to Granada: twenty foot soldiers, four servants armed;· 
and tirailleura in the shape of a dozen muleteers. Werefused,' 
for · reasons• too long here to detail, and ·set off alone two 
hours before, expecting an assault.·. I should. tell you we 
dine!l previously with her and her husband, having agreed: 
to meet to discuss .matters. It was 11- truly Gil Bias scene. 
My lord in an undress uniform, slightly imposing in appear
ance, greeted us with dignity; the signora, exceedingly: 
young and really· very ·pretty, with .infinite· ·vivacity and 
grace.. A French valet leailt. on. his chair, and. a duenna; 
such' as Stephanoff would draw, broad and.supercilious;·.with 
jet eyes, mahogany complexion, and cocked-up nose, stood 
by my lady bearing a large fan. She was most complaisant, 
as she evidently had more confidence .in two thick-headed 
Englishmen with ,.their Purdeys and Mantons than in' her 
specimen of the once famous Spanish infantry. She did 
not know that we are cowards on principle. , I could screw 
up my courage to a duel or ,a battle, but I think my life 
worth five, pouJ?,ds in the shape. of ransom to Jose ,Maria. 
In spite of her charms and their united eloquence, which, 
as they only spoke Spanish, was .of course most. persuasive, 

. we successfully resisted. The moon rises on our course: 
for the first two leagues all,is anxiety, as it was well known 
that a· strong band was lying in wait for the 'great lady.' 
After two ,leagues we began to hope, when ' suddenly our 

1 Letters, ·p.· 27. 
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guide informs us that he hears a trampling of horses in the 
distance. Ave Maria! A cold perspiration came over me. 
Decid~dly they approached, but rather an uproarious cr.ew. 
We. drew up out of pure fear, and I had my purse ready. 
The band turned out to be a company of actors travelling 
to Cordova. There they were, dresses and decorations, 
scenery and machinery, all.on mules and donkeys, for there 
are no roads in ~his country .. The. singers rehearsing an 
opera; the principal. tragedian riding on an ass; and the 
buffo, most serious, looking as grave as night, with a cigar, 
and in greater agitation than them all. Then there were 
women in side-saddles, lik~ sedans, and whole panniers of 

·children, some of the former chanting an ave, while their 
waists (saving your presence, but it is a rich trait) were in 
more than one instance encircled by the brawny arm ·of a 
more robust devotee. All this irresistibly :reminded me of 
Cervantes. We proceed and meet a c.aravan (corsario they 
call it, but I spell fro!ll sound) of armed merchants, who 
challenged us, with a regular piquet, and I nearly got shot 
for not answering in time, being somewhat. before my guide. 
Then come two travelling friars who give us their blessing, 
and then we lose our way. We wander about all night, 
dawn breaks, and we stumble on some peasants sleeping in 
the field amid their harvest.• We learn that we cannot regain 
our road, and, utterly wearied, we finally sink to sound sleep 
with our pack-saddles for our pillows.1 

At Granada Disraeli was of course delighted with th.e 
Alhambra, which he placed 'with the Parthenon, the 
Panthoon, and Y ark Minster.' , -

To Isaac D' Israeli.·· 

The Saracenic architecture is the most inventive and 
fanciful, but . .at the same time the n:i.ost fitting and the most 
delicate that can be conceived. There would be no doubt 
about its title to be considered among the first inventions 
of .men if it were better known. It is only to be .. found 
in any degree of perfection in Spain. When a man sneers 
at the Sa:racenic, ask him what he has seen. Perhaps a 
barbarous though picturesque bu'ilding, called the Ducal 
Palace, at Venice ! · What should we think of a man who 

· decided on the buildings of Agrippa by·· the architecture 

1 Letters, .pp. 23-25-
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of Justinian, or judged the age of Pericles by the 'rest.ora
. tions of Hadrian1 Yet he would not commit so great a 

blunder .... -· -··· . 
The great efforts ·of antique architecture are confined to 

temples or theatres, which at the best cari be only a room. 
The Alhambra is a palace, and the opportunity for invention 
is, of course, infinitely incre.ased. It is not a ruin, as I ex
pected, scarcely in a state of dilapidation. Certainly, under 
the patronage of. our late monarch, it might have been 
restored to all its pristine splendour, though I think a com
pliant Parliament would have been almost as necessary as Sir 
Jeffrey •Wyatville. Everything about it, though exquisitely_ 
proportioned, is -sligh~ and small and delicate. Murphy 
makes the Court -of Pillars too large -and ·coarse. _ Around 
this court are· chambers with carved and purple Toofs studded 
with- gold, and walls entirely covered with_ the most fanciful 
relief, picked out with that violet tint which must have been 
copied from their Aridalusian skies. In these you· may 
sit in the coolest. shade, reclining upon cushions, with your· · 
beads or pipe, and view the .most dazzling su:qlight in_ the. 
court, which assuredly must scorch the flowers if the faithful 
lions ever ceased from -pouring fortli that element which you·· 
must .. travel_ in·_ Spain or Africa to honqu~: : Piridar was 
quite right.i These chambers rure··innumerable: There is 
the Hall of th_e Ambassadors, always! the most sumptuous;'· 
the Hall of Justice; the rooms· -of the· sultanas and of the 
various members of the family, quite perfect, hot a single roof 

·has. given. What _a scene! Ah,. that you. were here.!. But 
conceivt) it in the times oL the Boabdils; conceive it w~th 
all. its courtly decor'ation, all' the gilding, all the imperial 

• purple,· all the violet_ relief, all the scarlet borders, all the 
glittering inscriptions ~:Lnd costly inosaics, burnished; bright 
and fresh; conceive it. full of still greater ornaments, the living 
groups with their rich and vivid and .picturesque costume, 
and, above all, their shining arms; some standing in _groups 
conversing, soine smoking in sedate silence, some telling 
their beads, some squatting round a storier: Then the . 
bustle and the rush, and the arming horsemen all in motion, 
and all glancing in the most brilliant sun.2 · 

Meredith records a cu~ious incident of their. first visit: ' 

>J,:'he old lady who showed us ovet_ th~ Alhambra, ~alkative 
and:intelligent, W0)1ld have it that Benjaniin D.wa!:l a J.\ioor; 

1 Ap<q-rov pb liOwp....:.,Water is best.· 
2 Letters; PP' 28, 29. 
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. many of whom come to visit this palace, which they say will 
· yet be theirs again. His .southern aspect, the style in which 

he paced the gorgeous apartments, and sat himself in the 
seat of the Abencerrages, quite deceived her; she repeated 
the question a dozen times, and would not be . convinced of 
the contrary. His parting speech,.' Es mi casa,' 'This is my 
palace,' quite confirmed her suspicions. - · · "' 

From Granada Disraeli wrote a letter to his mother ' on 
an elephantine sheet, all about Spanish ladies and tomato 
sauce.'. No one would dream that it was' from the pen 
of an invalid to whom ~ the least exertion of mind ' was 
instantly painful. 

'To Maria D'lsraeli. 
, -GRANADA, 
· Aug. l. 

MY DEAR MOTHER, 
Although you doubtless assist, as the French phrase 

it, at the reading 6f my despatches, you will, I am. sure, be 
pleased to receive one direct. from your .absent son. It has 
just occurred to me that I ha:ve never yet mentioned the 
Spanish ladies, and I do not think that I can address anything 
that I have to say upon this agreeable subject to any one 
more suitable than yourself. You know that I am rather an· 
admirer of the blqnde; and, to be perfectly candid,_ ;r will 
confess to you that the only times which I have been so 
unfortunate as to be captivated, or captured, in this country· 
were both by Englishwomen. But these , Espagnolas are 
nevertheless very inte~,;esting personages. What we associate 
with the ideaof female beauty is not common in this country. 
There are none of those seraphic countenances, which strike 
you dumb or blind, but faces in abundance which, will never 
pass without commanding a pleasing glance. Their charri:i 
consists in -their . sensi'Qility; each incident, every person, 
every word touches the far ,eye C?f a Spanish l~:tdy, and her 
features are constantly confuting the .creed of Mahoir1et, 
and proving that she has ·a so'ul: but there is nothing quick, 
harsh, or forced-about her. · She is extremely unaffected, and 
not· at all French. Her eyes 'gleam rather _than sparkle, she 
speaks with quic~ vivacity but in sweet tones, and'there is 
in all her carriage, particularly when she walks, a c~rtain 
dignified grace which never leaves her, and which is very' 
remarkable. 
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I sat next to a lady of high distinction' at a. bull-fight 
at· Seville. - She was the daughter-in-law of the Captain
General, and the most beautiful Spaniard I have yet met.'
Her comb was white, arid she wore a· mantilla of blonde; 
I have no doubt extremely valuable, for it was very dirty. 
The effect, however, was ·charming;· Her hair was glossy 
black, and her eyes like 'an antelope's, but all her other 
features deliciously soft; and she was further adorned, 
which is rare in Spain, with a rosy cheek, for here our heroines 
are rather s~J.llow. But they cqunteract this defect by never_ 
appearing until twiligllt, which' calls them from their bowers, 
fresh, th<;>ugh ·languid, from the late siesta. · To conclude; 
the only fault of the Spanish beauty is that she too soon 
indulges in the magnificence of embonpoint. There are, 
however, many exceptions to this. At seventeen a Spanish: 
beauty is poetical, tall, lithe, and clear, though sallow.- But 
you _have seen Mercandotti.l As she advances, if she does 
not lose her shape, she -resembles Juno' rather .than Venus. 
Majestic she ever is; and if her feet are less twinkling than 
in her first career, look on her hand a:p.d you'll forgiy:e 
them all. . _ . ' " · -

There is calm _voluptuousness about the life here that_ 
wonderfull)r accords with my disj;>Osition, sO that if 1 were re
sident, and had my intellect at .comin~nd, .I do riot know any 
place where 1 could make it moreprod'uctiv:e. The imagination -
is ever at work, and beauty and grace are 'not scared away ' 
by those sou:qds and sights, those constant cares and changing 
feelings, which are ~he proud possession of our fr~e land of 
eastern winds. Yoli rise at· eight, and ·.should breakfast. 
lightly, aithough a table covered with all fruits renders that 
rather 9iffi_cult to on~ who inherits, with other qualities good
and bad, that' passion for the most delightful productions 
of nature, w:ith which my beloved sire· can sympathise. I 
only wish I had him here over a medley of grape and nielo:ri,_
gourd and prickly-pear. Inthe'morningyou never quit the 
house, and these are hours which might be profitably employed 
under the inspiration of a climate which is itself poetry, for 
it sheds over everything a golden hue . which does not exist 
i~ th~ object~ thems~lves illumina.~ed. 'At prese~t I iridu_lge -
only m a c;tlm revene, for I find the least exertiOn of mmd 
instantly aggravate all rriy ~ympt6ms; and even this ·letter· 
i~ an e_xert~on, ~hich you would ha:r91y credit. My general 
health Was never better. You know how much _better I 

· am on' ;t sunhy- day in'England; well, I have' had ~wo months 
of sp.miy days in~ni.tely warJ?ler. _I lfa ve. du~ing all' this period 

• ,; > • • • • " J f. ,i ' 1. ' 'J 

I 'A famous dancer of the day. . . ' 
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enjoyed general health of 'which I have no memory during my 
life. All the English I have met are ill, and live upon a diet. 
I eat,everything, and my appetite each day increases .... 
The Spanish cuisine is not much to my taste, for garlic and 
bad oil preponderate; but it has its points: the soups are 
good, and the most agreeable dish in the world is an olio. I 
will explain it to you, for my father would delight in it. 
There are two large dishes, one at each end of the table. 
'The one at the top contains bouilli beef, boiled pork sausage, 
black-pudding; all these not mixed together, but in their 
separate portions. The other dish isa medley of vegetables 
and fruits, generally ·French beans, caravanseras, slices of 
melons, and whole pears. Help each person to a portion of 
the meats, and then to the medley. Mix them in your plate 
together, and drown them in tomato sauce. There is no garlic. 
and no·grease of any kind. I have eaten this every day, it 
is truly delightfuL . . . · ' 

After dinner you take your siesta. I generally sleep 
for two hours. I think this practice conducive to health. 
Old people, however, are apt to carry it to excess. . By 
the time I have risen and arranged my toilette it is time 
to steal out, and call upon any agreeable family whose 
Tertullia you may choose to honour, which you do, after 
the first time, uninvited, and with them you take your tea 
or chocolate. This is often al fresco,- under the piazza or 
colonnade of the patio. Here you while away the time until 
it is cool enough for the alameda qr public walk, At Cadiz, 
and even at Seville, up the Guadalquivir, you are sure of a 
delightful breeze from the water. The sea breeze comes like 
a spirit. The effect is ·quite magical. As you are lolling in 

· listless languor in the hot and perfumed air, an invisible guest 
comes dancing into the party and touches them all with an 
enchanted wand. All start, all smile.. It has come; it is the 
sea breeze.. There is much discussion whether it is as strong; 
or whether weaker, than the night before. The ladies 'fur1 
their fans and seizetheir mantillas; the cavaliers stretch their 
legs and give signs of life. All rise. I offer my . arm to 
Dolores or Flor~ntina (is not this familiarity strange ? ) , ;tnd 
ih ten minutes you are in the alameda. . What a change !' All 
is now life and liveliness: Such bowing, such. kissing; such 
fluttering of fans, such, ge~tle cri~icism of gentle friends ! 
But the fan is the most wonderful part of the whole scene. 
A Spanish laqy With her fan might shame ~he tactics of a troop 
ofhorse. 'Now she unfurls it with the slow pomp,and conscious 
elegance of a peacock .. · Now she flutters it with all the languor 
of a listless beauty, now with all the liveliness of a vivacious 
one. Now, in the midst of a very tornado, she closes it with 
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a whir which makes you start, po'p ! In the midst of your 
. confusion Dolores taps you on the elbow; you turn round 
to listen, and Florentina pokes you in your side. ·Magical 
instrmnent ! You know that it speaks a particular language, 
and gallantry requires ·no other mode to express its most 
subtle conceits or its most· unreasonable demands than this 
slight, delicate organ. ,But remember; while you read, that 
he!ll, as in England, it is not confined alone to your -delightful 
sex .. I also have my. fan, ·which makes my cane extremely 
-jealous. I£ you think I have grown extraordinarily-effeminate, 
learn that in this scorching clime the soldier will not mount 

·guard without one. · Night wears on, we sit, we take a panal, 
which is as quick work as snapdragon, and far more elegant; 
.again we stroll .. Midnight clears the public walks, but few 
Spanish families retire till two.. A solitary bachelor like myself 

· still wanders, or still lounges on a berich in the warm moonlight. 
The last guitar dies away, the cathedral clock wakes up your 
.reverie, you too seek your couch, and amid a gentle, sweet flow 
of loveliness, and light, and music, and fresh air, thus dies a 
day il:l Spfl!in.. . . , · 

Adieu, my:deare~t mother. A thousandloves t'o all.1 
B. DISRAELI. 

' ' ~. 
To Sarah Disraeli; 

GIBRALTAR, 
, . , .. , . · · Aug: 9~ 

MY DEAR SA, ' . . • ·. . . . . . - '.· . 
· · We lmived :here2 yesterday tired to Cieath, but very weli. 

. The Mediterranean packeUs expected'lioU:dy, and !lose_ no~ 
a moment in WJ.;i.ting to'you, ~hich I'do in compliment to your 
most welcome letter which awaited me here, and which, 
though-'short'.enough, was m\)st sweet .. The very long one 
about all the tliirigs I. want to know makes my mouth water. 

In regard to any· plans, we are certainly 6ff · next 
packet. No farther can Iaver, What lise are plans ? Did 
I dream six months ago qf Andalusia, .where I have spent 
some of th,e most agr~eable· hours of. my existence ? Such a 
trip ! Such.univers.al '-novelty, an~ such ~nrivalled luck in 
all things ! . . . . ._ · . . . . ; . 

. . This is the country for a riatiorialnovelist. - Tlie al Ji:esco 
life of .the inhabitants induces a variety of the most pictur
esque manners; their semi-savageness makes each district 
retain. with barbarous jealousy its o:wn customs and its own 
.bo~tumes.: · A ·w~ak government. resol~es .. society. into; its 

l Letters;p,-17: '· · ·• · , . 
• , :: ·• 1 2 They returned from Granada by Malaga and. the sea.: ; 
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original elements, and robbery· becomes more honourable 
than war, inasmuch as the robber is paid and the soldier in 
arrear. Then a wonderful ecclesiastical establishment covers 
the land with a privileged class, who are perpetually pro
ducing some effect on society. I say nothing, while writing 
these lines-which afterwards may be expanded into a picture 
-of their costume. You are awakened from your slumbers 
by the rosario-the 'singing procession by which the peasantry 
congregate to their labours. It is most effective, full of noble 
chants ·and melodious responses, that break upon the still 
fresh air. and your even fresher feelings in a manner truly 
magicfl,l. ' 

Oh, wonderful Spain ! Think · of this romantic land 
covered with Moorish ruins and full of Murillo ! Ah that 
I could describe to you the wonders of the painted temples 
of Seville ! ah that I could wander with you amid the fan
tastic and imaginative halls of.. delicate Alhambra! Why, 
why cannot I convey to you more perfectly all that I see 
and feel? I thought that enthusiasm was dead within 
me, and nothing could be new. I have hit perhaps upon 
the only country which could 'have upset· my theory-a 
country of which ·I have read little and thought nothing~a 
country of which indeed nothing has been :of late written, and 
which few visit. I dare to say I am better. This last fort~ 
night I have made regular progress, or rather felt.perhaps the 
progress which I had already made. It is all the sun. · D~ 
not think that it is society or change of scene ... · This, however 
occasionally agreeable, is too .much for me, and even 'throws 
me back. It is when I am quite alone and quite still that I 
feel the difference of my .system, that I miss old aches, and 
am ·conscious of the increased activity and vitality and ex
pansion of my blood. Write to me whenever you can; .always 
to Malta, from whence !.'shall be sure to receive my letters 
sooner or later; If I receive twenty at a tim:e, 'it does not 
signify; but write: do not let the' chain of my domestic 
knowledge be broken for an -instant: Write to nie about 
Bradenham, about dogs and horses; ·orchards; gardens, who 
calls, where you go; who my .father sees in London, what is 
said. This is what I want. Never mind public news,· except 
it be private in its knowledge,. or about private friends. I 
see all newspapers sooner or· later ... , · Keep on writing, 
but don't bore yourself. Mind this. • A· thousand thousand 
loves to· all. Adieu, ·my beloved. .We shall soon . meet: 
There ·is no place like Bradenham, and each mome:o.t I feel 
better:I·want to come back .. , . . ' · ' · · ·.· · .~ 

I ·:' R D.1 

1 L~tters,. p. 22. · ...... ,·, 

I. 6* 
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From Gibraltar to;·Malta the'-two friends had·' a-very 
rough and diElagreeable voyage; the wiild~a devil of a 
levanter, and sometimes sirocco:___fhll in our teeth hiLl£ the 
. ti:qle, -a:n:d not' g-oing, even \Vi_th. the" stel),m, more~than 
four ;knots an hour) Their• ship called· at Algiers, and 
thei:e;'though ·they 4id"riot land, tb,ey .·' observed·With 

intere~~. ~~~.at Jf~}r~?-~~-9('~aif *a~ fiying,' ·.a ieini~d~r 
th~t -~-~s was the Sl,lm;fi,l-er _of,;_ the.:,t}lr€Je glo~IO~s days of 

· July.'- .. At Malta they found ,an old·. acquaintance in 
~aJl?-es Clay, in . later yc::a!s._a ~~ll-kno~n .member of 
Par~iament arid the gi·ea_t authority' on whist: • -~ · · - . _ 

l~ •.. ~'.=·'·•- ~J.l·.:. ~, ... ~t···J'•· t-1~·-l·} 

.· V t' o I J ~ 1 _1. t• ~ . ·• \~ : 

~ . , ' . 
MAi:TA;··, ~! 

-'· (•· h .--.. . ':' -1 .• "·'; ·Aug. 2'1. 
_,¥•n .•• -~r- t. ··::Yr_ ···~ 4 I.·. ~- ,_ l_,,, ····\~ \ \,. 

He has, been here a month; and-has :a1ready beat the_ whole 
garrison. at rackets· and billiards and other .wicked games, 
given lessons to.their.prima dom:la, and seccatura'd the primo 
tenore._ ;Really he has turned out a most· agreeable personage; 
and h!l-s ;had that advantage of society _in which he had been 
deficient; and led a life w~ich for splendid adventure would 
beat any young gentleman's yet published in three, vols.' post 
Bvo. ·.Lord Burghersh. lfl'Ote an opera .for :him,. and Lady,. 
N ormanby a farce. He dished Prince Pignatelli at -billiards, . 
and did_ the Russian Legation at ecarte: I ·had n:o need· of 
letters of. introduction here, and have already ~ troops of: 
friends.' .. The fact is, .in our original steam-packet there were 
some very agreeable fellows, officers,. whom I believe I- never 
mentioned •to you. • They have been ·long expecting your. 
worship's offspring, and have gained' great fame in repeating 
his thirdcrate. storie·s at second-hand: so in consequence :of 
these messengers I am received with branches of palm.. _Here 
the you~ers do, nothing but. play rackets;· billiards; and 
cards, race and .smoke. ·To -govern .men; you must ·either 

_excel them_ in -their accomplishments, or despise them,· Clay 
does ·one, I,do the' other,. and we are. both equally popular. 
Affectation tells.here.ev.en better' than wit. Yesterday, ·at 

. the ;racket- court, sitting· . .in .. the gallery; among :strangers,> 
th~ balL.entered, and .lightly struck- me. and fell ~t,my feet. 
I 'picked _it up, and observing a y0ung rifleman excessively 
stiff; r humbly requested him to forward its passage into the 
court, as I really had ne.ver. thrown a ball in my life. This 
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incident has been the general 'subject of conversation at all 
the messes to-day 11 · 

Long afterwards, whe~ Disraeli. had. become .famous, 
Clay appears to have given a somewhat ·discrepant 
accormt of his friend's popularity with those whom that 
friend believed to he the admiring audience of his affecta
tions. ·' It would not have been possible to have found 
a more agreeable, unaffected companion when they were 
,by themselves; but when.they got into society, his cox
combry was intolerable." . ::. H~ made himself so hateful 
to the officers' mess that, while. they welcomed Clay, they . 
ceased to invite "that damne-d bumptious· Jew boy." '2 

There seems, indeed, at' this thne to have been hardly any 
limit to Disraeli's 'buffooneries,' as he has th~ grace 
himself to call them. He dined at a regimental . mess 
in an Andalusian dress.. . He. ' paid a round of . visits;' 
writes Meredith, 'in his . majo jacket, . white trousers, 
·and a sash of all the colours in the ·rainbow; in this 
.wonderful costume he paraded all round V aletta, followed 
by one-half the population of the place, and) as he said, 
putting a· complete st!)p to all business. He, of course; 
included the Gov~rnor and Lady Emily in his round, 
to their no smal_l astonishment.~ 1 The Governor, a brother 
of Lady Caroline Lamb's, was ' reputed a very nonchalant 
personage, and exceedingly exclusive in his conduct' to 
his subjects.' Disraeli, howe.ver, was undismayed. 

\ .ii ~·':' "'< 

•:.: To Isaa:y D:!araeli. 
SuNDAY, 

, " Aug. 29. · 

Yesterday f called o"n:'Ponsonby, and.he was fort~n~tely at 
home. I flatter myself that he passed through the most: 
~xtrao;d~ary quarter of an hour of his existence., I gave him 
no quarter, and at last made our nonchalant Governor roll on 
the sofa, from .his risible convulsions. Then .I jumped up, 
remembered that I must be breaking into his morning,:_ an'd 

1 Letters, pp. 31, 32. · · · 
-~ Sir~illiam Gregory's Autobiography, p. 95. 
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was off; making it a rule always to leave with a good impres~ 
sion. He pressed me not to go. I told him I ·had so much 
to do! . . . When I arrived home I found an·invitation for 
Tuesday. . • Clay corifesses.my triumph is complete and 
unrivalled.1 · 

,· . ~. 

MALTA, . 
·To Benjamin Austen. p· 

· Sept. 14. 

From Gibraltar I arrived h~re,. a' pl~ce from which I e~
pected little' and have foun~ much. Valetta surprises nie as 
one of the most beautiful cities I have ever visited, something 
between Venice and Cadiz ..... It has not a single tree, 
but the city is. truly magnificent, full of palaces worthy of· 
Palladi,o .. I have still illness enough to make my life a 
burthen, arid as my gn~at friend the Sun is daily 'becoming less 

. powerful, I daily grow more dispirited and resume' mY ofd . 
style of-despair. · Had I been cured by this time, I had made 
up•my1 mi!ld·to join you in Italy-:-as•it is; I go I know not 
where, but do not be. surpriseq if you hear something very 
strange indeed. : . . . The smallpox r.ages here so· desper7 

ately that· they have put a 1quarantineof three weeks at 
Sicily, which has prevented my trip .to ail island I niuch desire 
to.·visit .... ,Write to me about.:your movements, in order 
that,, if possible, I may meet you and see, the Colise~m: by 
moonlight with Madame, and all'thaC' I was told here by a 
person of consideration that my father was' to be iri 'the new 
batch of baronets, butlsuppose this is a lie. 'If it·be offered 
I am sure ·he .:Will refuse,· but· I have rio idea. tliat it wjll. : ., ·, 

., . . . 
T9 Ralph Disraeli. 

MALTA •. 

· MY DEAR RALPH, . . , .. 
Mashallah ! Here I ain ·sitting in '·an easy chair, with 

a ,Turkish pipe s1x feet long, with an amber mouthpiece 
and a porcelain bowl. What a revolu~~on ! But .what if I 
tell you: that· I not onlychave· bec'onie a smoker; but the 
·greatest smoker in Malta. The fact .is I find it relieves· my 
head. Bai:row,2 who is· here iri the· 'Blonde,' ... ·has 
given me a meerschaum, and• 'Anstruther a ni.ost splendid 
:Presden· green china, set in. silver~liri extremely valuable, 
pipe; but there is nothing like; a meerschaum .. ' . " ' ·' ' ,. 

I Letters, p. 33. . · •:.•;. · •:. '"''" ' , '·, .. 
. 2 Y oimger soil' of Sir' J.ohli Barrow: .. ·'· 
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I have spent some weeks here. Ponsonby, the Governor, 
is a most charming fellow, and has.been most courteous to me. 
His wife is very plain and not very popular, being grand, but 
I rather like her. . . . Do you remember in ancient days 
in Windsor, the Royal Fusiliers being quartered there, and 
James swearing that the two young subs, Liddell and Lord 
Ainelius Paulet, were brothers of his schoolfellows, and all 
that ? How curious life is. · That Liddell is now quartered 
here, and being senior captain on the station in the absence of 
Fitzclarence; who has gone home to see his papa, he commands 
the regiment, and has become my most intimate friend. . . . 
He and another Fusilier, by name Pery, the future Lord 
Limerick, are my ·usual companions. They are both men of 
the world and good company, forming a remarkable contrast 
to all their brother officers forsooth. A visit to Gibraltar 
and Malta, our two crack garrisons, has quite opened my eyes 
to the real life of a militaire. By heavens ! I believe these 
fellows are boys till they are majors, and sometimes do not 
even stop there .. : . · 

A week ago I knew not what I should do. All is now· settled. 
On Wednesday morning I quit this place, where on the whole 
I have spent very agreeable hours, in a yacht which Clay has 
hired, and in which he intends to turn pirate. The original · 
plan was to have taken it together, but Meredith was averse 
to this, and we have become his passengers at a :fair rate, 
and he drops us whenever and wherever we .like. You 
should see me in the costume of a Greek pirate. A blood-red 
shirt, with silver studs as big as shillings, an immense scarf 
for girdle, full of pistols and daggers, red cap, red slippers, 
broad blue striped jacket and trousers. . .. . There is a Mrs. 
Pleydell Bouverie here, with a pretty daughter, cum multi.s 
aliis. I am sorry to say among them a beauty, very dangerous 
to the peace of your p.nhappy brother. But no more of that, 
and in a .few weeks I shall be bounding, and perhaps seasick; 
upon the blue JEgean, and then all will be over. Nothing 
like an emetic in these .cases. I find. I have very 'little to tell 
you, for although each day brings an infinite deal of nothings, 
which might authorise a record over ·a wood fire in the old 
hall, they are too slight to bear any communication but an 
oral one. So let us hope that may soon take place. I often 
think of you all. . . . If you 'hear of my ~arriage or death, 
don't believe it, any more than I shall of our father being in 
the ne,w batch of baronets, which is here currently reported. 

• Clay is immensely improved, and a very agreeable companion 
, indeed, with such a valet, Giovanni1 by name .. Byron died 

1 See Appendix A. 
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in his ~arms,' and his mustachios touch the earth. Withal 
mild as a lamb,· though he has two daggers always about his 
person. Our yacht is of fifty-five tons, an ·excellent size for 
these seas, with a crew of- seven men: ·She is a wiry strong 
sea boat, and bears the unpoetical title of 'Susan,' which is 
a bore; but as we can't alter it we have painted it out. And 
now, iny dear boy, adieu. . . . . . ' 

- your very affectionate broth~r' 
B. D.1 

. 'The '.something very strange ' ~hich he had in con
templation when he wrote to Austen from Malta is 
explained in his next letter. 

To Be_njamin Austen.·. : .. 

Whe~ I wrote to yo~ last i had som~ thoughts, 'indeed had 
resolved,.to join the Turkish Army as volunteer in the Albanian 
war .. I found, howeyer, on my arrival at Corfu, whither for 
this purpose I had repaired instead of going to·Egypt, that the 
Grand Vizier, whilst all your newspapers were announcing 
the finalloss of Albania to the Porte,·had~proceeded:with such 
surprising energy that the war which had begun so ·magni~ 
ficently. had already dwiRdled into an insurrection. ' I waited· 
a week at Corfu to see how affairs would turn out; at the end· 
of which came one of the principal rebels· flying· for refuge, 
and after him some. others. ·Under these circumstances' I 
determined to turn my, intended campaign into a visit~of 
congratulation to headquarters,· -and Sir Frederick Adam 
gave me a letter, and with.Mer,edith and Clay, our servants; 
and a guard of Albanians we at· last reached Yanina,' the 
capital of. the province. -· .. , ' .;. · _ ' 

I can give you no idea .ip a -letter\of,all the Pashas, and ·an 
·the _Silictars, and all the .Agas that I have visited' and visited 
me; all the pipes I smoked, all the coffee I sipped, all the 
sweetmeats I devoured. . . .. For a week I was in a scene 
equal to anything in the Arabian Nights-such processions; 
such. dresses, such -corteges of horse!llen,· such caravans of 
cainels.'";Then the delight of being made-much ofby a man 
who was daily decapitating half the Province. · Every morn.: 
ing we_ paid visits, attended reviews; and crammed ourselves 
with sweetmeats; every- eveniJ!g dancers and singers wen~ * 
sent to our .quarters by the Viziet.~or some Pasha' .. · .. , ' 

· 1 Lett~rs, p. 34, ' 
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I am quite a Turk, wear a turban, smoke a pipe six feet 
long, and squat on a divan. Mehemet Pasha told me that he 
did not think I was an Englishman because I walked so slow: 
in· fact I find the habits of this calm and luxurious people 
entirely agree with my own preconceived opinions of pro
priety and enjoyment, and I detest the Greeks more than ever. 
You have no idea of the rich and various costume of the 
Levant. When I was presented to the Grand Vizier I made 
up such a costume from my heterogeneous wardrobe that 
the Turks, who are mad on the subject of dress, were utterly 
astounded. . ·. . I had a regular crowd round· our quarters 
and had to come forward to bow like Don Miguel and Donna 
Maria. Nothing would persuade the Greeks that we were not 
come about the new King, and I really believe that if I had 
£2&,000 ·to throw away I might increase my headache by 
wearing a crown. 

·Meredith gives details·of the costume which produced 
so great an impression .. 'Figure to yourself,' he writes, 
'a shirt entirely red, with silver studs· as large as six..: 
pences, green pantaloons with ·a velvet stripe down the 
sides, and a silk Albanian shawl with a long fringe of divers 
colours round his waist, red ·Turkish slippers, and to 
complete a1l his Spanish majo jacket covered with em
broidery and ribbons.' ' Questo vestito Inglese o di 
fantasia 1' asked a ' little Greek physician who had 
passed a year at Pisa in his youth.' ' Inglese e fantastico ' 
was the oracular reply. 

A long letter written immediately after the ;return 
from Yanina gives ·a highly-coloured ·account, full of 

·vivid and picturesque detail, ()f all Disraeli saw and felt 
during 'this wondr:ous.week ,. iri Albania; it contains 
among oth~r things an e~celient piece of .comedy in the 
description of a. festive evening on the journey up from 
Arta. ' · · 

To .Isaac· D'lsraeli. · · ., 
PREVESA, 

Oct. 25. 
i ,• ' :~r · 

. . Two hours before.sunset, having completed o:iliy half 
our course in spite of all our exertions, we found ourselves at a 
vast but dilapidated khan as big as a Gothic castle, situated on 
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a high range, and built as a sort of half-~ay house.for travellers 
by Ali Pasha when his long, gracious,· and unmolested reign 
had permitted him to tu~n- this unrivalle!d country,' which 
combines all.the excellences-of Southern Europe and Western 
Asia, to some of the purposes for· which it is fitted. This 
khan had now been turned into a military post; and here 
we round a young -Bey, to whom Kalio1 had given us a letter 
in case of our stopping for an hour. He was a man of very 

· pleasing exterior, but .unluckily -could not understand 
Giovanni's Greek, and had no ·interpreter .. ·What was to be 
done 1 We could not go on, as there was not· an. inhabited 
place -before Y ariina; and here were we sitting before sunset 
on the same divan with our host, who had entered the place to 
receive us, and would not leave the room while we were there, 
without the power of .communicating an idea. We were in 
despair, and we were also very hungry, and could not therefore 
in the course of an hour or two plead fatigue as an excuse for. 
sleep, for we were ravenous a11d anxious to know what prospect 
of food existed in tliis wild and desolate mansion. So we 
smoked. . It is' a great resource, but this wore out, and it was 
so ludicrous smoking; and looking' at each other, and dying to 
talk, and theri exchanging. pipes· by way of·compliu:nent, and ~ 

' then pressing our hand to·our-h~art by way of:thanks. : ... 
The Bey sat in a corner, .I unfortunately next, sQ,I had the' 

onus of mute attention; 'and Clay next to 'me; so he' and 'M. 
could' at least have. an qccasiorial joke; though 'of c'ours~ 'we. 
were too well-bred to exceed an occasional and irresistible 
o,bservation. Clay wanted to play ecarte; and with. a. grave 
fac~, as if we were at our devotions; l,mt just as we were about 
commencing,' it occurred·. to. uw that we had smne brandy;: 
and that we would offer .our host a glass, as· it might b,e a 
hint for:- .. what. should follow ·to so vehement a' scqnaps~ 

· Masha,llah' ! . ' Had the effect only taken place 1830 years 
ago, instead of in the •present age of. scepticism, it would_· 
have been instantly voted, a first-rate miracle;• Our :rllild 
friend smacked his lips and instantly asked for another cup; 
we dra:ri.k it 'in coffee cups.· By the time that Meredith had· 
returned, who had left the house on pretence . of shooting, 
Clay, our host, and myself had despatched a bottle of brandy 
in quicker time and fairer• proportions .than I ever did a 
bottle of Burgundy,. ancl ,were _extremely gay. Then 'he 
would _ dri:ri.k 1 again with Meredith aiid ordered some figs, 
talking' I niust tell you all the time, indulging in the most 
graceftll pantomime, examining our pistols, offering us his 
own golden ones for our inspection, and finally making out 
·. ' . : . • • : '. " .... ,. ' : ., '. • .; . \.. ' (· ~ ,.) t- ."·I ) 
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Giovanni's Greek enough to misunderstand most ludicrously 
. -every observation we communicated. But· all was taken in 
good. part; and I .n0ver met such a jolly fellow in the course 
of my life. In the meantime we were ravenous, for the dry, 
round, unsugary fig is a great whetter. At last we insisted 
upon Giovanni's communicating our wants and asking for 
bread. The Bey gravely bowed and said, 'Lea.ve it to me; 
-take no thought,' and nothing more occurred. We prepared 
ourselves for hungry dreams, when to our great delight a 
most. capita.l supper was brought in, accompanied, to our 
great horror, by-wine. We ate, we drank, we ate with our 
fingers, we drank in a manner I never recollect. The wine 
was not bad, but if it had. been poison we mu.st drink; it was 
such a compliment for a Moslemin; we quaffed it in rivers. 
The Bey called for the brandy; he drank it all. The room 
turned round; the wild attendants who sat at our feet seemed 
dai}cing in strange and fantastic whirls; the Bey shook hands 
with me; he shouted English-! Greek. 'Very good' he had 
caught up from us. ' Kalo, kalo ' was my rejoinder; He 
roared; I smacked him on the back. I remember no more. 
In the middle of the night I woke. I found myself sleeping 
on the .divan, rolled up in its sacred carpet·; the Bey had 
wisely reeled to the fire. The thirst .I felt was like that of 
Dives. All were sleeping except two, who kept up during the 
night the great wood fire. I rose lightly:stepping over my 
sleeping companions, and the shining arms that here and there 
informed me that the dark mass·wrapped up in a capote was 
a human being. I found Abraham's bosom in a flagon of 
water. I think I must have drunk a gallon at the draught. 
I looked at the wood fire and thought of the blazing blocks 

-in the hall at Bradenham, asked myself whether I was indeed 
in the,mountain fastness of an Albanian chief, and, shrugging 
my sho:tllders, went. to ·bed and woke without· a hea.dache. 
We left our jolly host with regret .. I gave him my pipe as a 
memorial of having got tipsy together. . . • · 

. In the same· letter there· is -~ vivid description of the 
sc.ene in theHallof Audience at Yanina . 

.. ·. An hour ha~ing b~en fixed for the a,udience, we repaired to 
the celebrated fortress-palace of Ali, which, though greatly 
battered in, successive sieges, is still inhabitable, and yet 
affords a· very fair idea of its ,old magnificence.·' Having ~ 
passed the gates of .the fortress, we found ourselves in a 
number of.small streets, like those in the liberties of .the 
Tower, or. any othe,r ol? castle, all full of .life, stirring and 
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excited; then we came to a grand ·place, in which· on an ascent 
stands· the Palace. We hurried through courts and corridors, 
all full of guards, and pages, and attendant chiefs, and in fact 
every species of Turkish population, for in these countries 
one head does everything, and we with 'our subdivision of 
labour and intelligent and responsible deputies have' no 
idea of the labour of a Turkish Premier. At length we came 
to a vast; irregular apartment, servingas the·immediate ante
chamber to the Hall of Audience. This was the finest thing 
I have ever yet seen. In the whole course of my life I never· 
met anything so picturesque, and cannot 'expect to do so 
again. I do not attempt to describe it; but:figure to yourself 
the largest chamber that you ever were perhaps in, ful~ of the 
choicest groups of an Oriental . population; each individual 
waiting by appointment for a~ audience, and probably, about 
to wait for ever. In· this room· we remained, attended by the 
Austrian Consul who ,presented us, about ten minu:tes....:too' 
short a time, I never. thought that I could have lived to 
have wished to kick my heels in a minister's ante-chamber. 
Suddenly we are summoned to the awful presence of the pillar 
of the 1'urkish Empire, the' .man who ;has the reputation· of 

'being the mainspring of the 'new system' of regeneration, 
:the renowned .. Reschid, ·an· approved warrior, a :consum:. 
mate politician, unrivalled as a dissembler iii' a country 
where·dissimulation is. the principal. portion: of ·their moral 
culture. , . . · ·, . " . ":;.'': 

The•Hall was vast, built by Ali Pasha purposely to receive 
the largest .Gobelins carpet .. that was ever: made, which 
belonged to the chief chamber in 'Versailles:, and was sold 
to him in' the Revolution. ·It is entirely coVered witli gilq

. ing and arabesques: Here, :squatted upon·a eorner of. the 
large divan, I bowed with· all the nonchalance of St. James's ' 
Street to a little ferocious-looking, shrivelled, care-worn 
man, plainly· dressed; with a brow covered with wrinkles, 

. and a •countenance .clouded. with anxiety· and thought. I 
. entered the shed-like divan of the kind and comparatively 
insignificant Kalio Bey with a feeling of awe; I sl:)ated myself 
on the divan of the Grand Vizier ('who,' 'the Austrian Consul 
observed, 'has destroyed in the course· of 'the last three 
months,' not in war, 'upward~ of four thousand of my 
acquaintance') -with the· self"possession of. a- morning call. 
At ·a distance from us, in a group' on hi!3left haiid', were his 
secretary and· his immediate suite; the end· of the saloon 

- .was-:lined·by lacqueys iii'waiting, with.an!odd·riame which' 
I now forget, and which you· will •find in. the glossary_ of 
Ana'stasius: ·Some compliments 'now passed between us; arid 
pipes and coffee.were then brought by four of these lacqueys; 
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·then his Highness waved his hand, and in an instant· the 
chamber was cleared. Our conversation I need not repeat. 
We congratulated him on the pacification of Albania. He 
rejoined, that the peace of the world was his only object, 
and the happiness of mankind his only wish; this went 
on for the usual time: He asked us no questions about 
ourselves or our country, as the other Turks .did, but seemed 
quite overwhelmed with business, moody and anxious. While 
we were with him, three separate Tartars arrived with de
spatches. What a life ! and what a slight chance for the 
'gentlemen in the ante-chamber !1 

This letter to his father, ·like the pre'Yious Jetter to 
Austen, breathes in nearly every line a spirit of intense· 
delight in all the splendour and circumstance of the East. 
The buzz and bustle -of the swarming population, 
' arrayed in every possible and fanciful costume '; the 
brilliant colours of the military chieftains; the scribe with 
the writing material in his girdle; the call of the muezzin 
from the minaret; the salute of the passing dervish; th~ 
·'wild unearthly drum' that heralds the approach of a 
caravan and the stately camel that follows at the head 
of 'an almost interminable procession of his Arabian 
brethren '-for all such sights and sounds he has eager 
eyes and ears, and he records them with an exultation 
that betrays an ac&ess ,of Orientalism. But before 
tp.e letter closes Europe _triumphs over Asia and with 
perhaps unconscious art he .ends with the following 
palinode:-'-

I write you this from that Ambrlwian Gulf where the soft 
Triumvir gained more glory by defeat than attends the victory· 
of harsher warriors.· The site is· not unworth:{of the beauty 
of Cleopatra. From the summit of the land this gulf appears 
like a •vast lake walled in on all sides· by mountains more or · 
less distant. The dying glory of a Grecian eve bathes with 
warm light a thousand promontories and gentle bays, and 
infinite modulations of purple outline. Before.meis Olympus, 

~ whose austere peak glitters. yet in the sun; a bend of the 

1 Letters, pp. 40-47. [Much of this letter fs reproduced, often word for 
word, in the description in Part V., chapters 11-13, of Cdntarini Fleming. 
-G. ;E. B.] . · 
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· land alone hides from me the islands1 of Ulysses and of 
Sappho. , When I gaze upon this scene I remember the barbaric 
splendour and turbulent existence which I have just quitted 
with ·disgust. I recur to the feelings. jn the indulgence of 
which I can alone find happiness, and from which an'iriexorable 
destiny seems resolved to shut me out.2 

' I w~nder in pursuit of health,' he '·wrote in another 
letter, 'like the immortal exile in pursuit of that lost 
shore, which is now almost glitte~ing in my sight. . Fiv~ 
years of my life have been already wasted, and some
times I think my pilgrimage may be as long as that of 

. Ulysses.' . Their ' yacht,'. he told. Auste:n, was ' t~e 
only mode' of travel for this sea, where every headlan~ 
and bay is the site of something memorable, and which 
is studded with islands 'that demand a visi~.' 

("' 
• f '.\ . . : 

To Isaac D'Israeli. · 

··we sailed from Prevesa through .• the·.remaining Ionian 
islands, among which . was, Zante, pre-eminent in beauty; 
indeed, they ·say 'none 'of, t}:le Cyclades is tb ·,be compared to 
it, with its olive trees touching thii waves' and its shores 
midulating in every possible va:dety. · For about a fortnight we 
were for. ever sailing on a summer· sea, always within two 
or three miles ?f ·the co~st, and touching at every island or 
harbour that invited .. , A cloudless, sk~,. a s1;1:miner atmosphere, 
and sunsets like the rieck of a dove, completed all the enjoy
ment which !'anticipated from'roving' in a Grecian sea. We 
·wnre,'·however, obliged to· keep. a sharp look-out·for pirates, 
who are all about again. We exercised the crew every day 
with muskets, and their increasing prowe~s and our pistol 
exerci~e kept up our courage.3 

''l'hey spent a ·week at Navarino, 'the scene ·.of 
.Codrington's ;bloody blunder, a· superb, perhaps lin- . 
rivalled harbour, with·the celebrated Sph.acteria on orie 

~ Ithaca , and Leucadia. . Disraeli no doubt had in mind his Byron . 
(Okilde Harold, II., 39). It was from . . "!· 
. , . '· . 'Leucadia's far pro)~cting rock of woe.' ... 
that Sappho, acco.rding to the very doubtful story, flung :P,erself into 'the · 
sea. L!'lsbos, her island home, was of course far away, off the;;.coast of 
Asia Minor.. · '. ' 

. ·• 2 L~ttera; p. 47. a Ibid., p. 48 •. 

. · 
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side and old Pylus on the. other. Here we found the 
French in their. glory. They have already covered the 
scene of Spartan suffering with cafes and billiard rooms 
and make daily picnics to the grotto of Nestor.' ·From 
~apoli, where they also lingered, the travellers made 
excursions to Corinth, Argos, and Mycenae; and finally! 
on November 24, they cast anchor in the Pirreus. 

To Isaac D'lsraeli. 
ATHIDNS, 

Nov. 30. 

On the afternoon of our arrival in Pirreus, which is about five 
miles from the city, I climbed a small hill, forming the side of 
the harbour. From it I looked upon ari imi:nep.se plain: 
covered with olive woods and skirted by mountains. Some 
isolated hills rise at a distance from the bounding ridge. On 
one of these I gazed upon a magnincent temple, bathed in the 
sunset; at the foot of the hill was a walled city of considerable 

. dimensions, in front of which a Doric temple apparently quite 
perfect. · The violet smiset-:-and to-day the tint was peculiarly 
vivid~threw over this scene a colouring becoming its beauty, 
and if possible increasing its delicate charact_er. The city was 
Athens; but ip.dependent of all reminiscence~, I never wit~ 
nessed anything so truly beautiful, .and I have seen a great· 
deal. · 

We were fortunate. The Acrop<;>lis, whi.ch has been· shut 
for nine years, was open to us, the first-Englishmen .. Athens 
is still in the power of the Turks, but the Gr,ecian Commission 
to receive it arrived a short time before us. When we entered 
the city, we found every house roofless ; but really,· before the 
war, modern· Athens must have been no common ·town, 
The ancient remains .have been respected; the Pa,rthenon, and 
the other temples which are in the Acr~polis, have necessarily 
suffered during the siege, but the injury is only in the detail; 
the .general effect is not marred. We saw hundreds of shells 
and halls lying about the ruins. The temple of Theseus· looks 
at a short distance as·if it were jus:t finished by Pericles.1 

,.J 
''·.!''* 

, ' Of all that I have yet visited;' he. wrote to Mrs, 
~ Austen, ' nothing has more completely realized all ~hat 

I imagined and all t?~t I coul~,have wished than Athens.'; 

1 Letters, p. 49. In Gontarini Fleming he corrected Pericles into Cim~n. 
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In :spite, however, of this momentary enthusiasm; _there 
was not much real sympathy between Disraeli's genius 
and. the pure Hellenic spirit, _and educatio1,1 had done; 
little· to .foster any· that nature had implanted in him.
fPleasant Argos and -rich Mycenae; the to:t;n:b of
_1\gamemnon; and the palace of. Clytemnestra;' inspired 
in Contarini -Fleming thoughts that were not unworthy 
of the scene :-'-

The fortunes of the· House of- Atreus Jorm the noblest of 
all legends.. I believe in that destiny before which the 
ancients bowed. Modern philosophy, with its superficial 
<_liscoveries, has infused into the_ breast o! man a spirit_ of 
.scepticism.;. but) think that, ere long,. science will 'again 
become imaginative; ,and that as. we become mot_~ profound,' -
we may _become also. more. credulous~'_ Destiny· is our will, 
and our· will is our naturE)'.' :~. : All is mystery,. but he, is 
a slave who will'hotstruggle 'to penetrate the dark veiP · · 

, ~ , i, t ;-: >-t: · r , • - , , . . 

··.In th~:? legend of the ·,:House oi,Atreus· find the tragic' 
id~a of. de~tiriy that und~riies it vv'~' are .in t~uch -~with ;'the 
Oriental ·backgrou:nd, of Hellenic civilisation, an:d here' 
Disraeli is. at · home~ :. Within sight of~ the· Parthi:mon 

-his thoilghtk. i.tr'e 'still turned towards' the 'East.' .. 'In art 
the Greeks were the children of the'Egyptians,'. oh;~r:ves 
Contarini, and there was more originalityin the observa
tion in those ·~daysithan there would be in ·durs., But 
Athen~ stahds''for lit.eratu~e as .well ;as art, and presently 
the memory ~f.~a~ly'i:mfferings fr~m gr~~rri~r and lexicon 
supervenes.: ~ The Greeks, who were masters qf com
position, were ignorant of all languages but their own.' 
Now :that every nation has, in its own tongue a:,record 
of all knowledge, let education. be co'nfined" to the' 
national literature. :To. the .few ~ho. h.ave· leis~e or 
inclination· to' study foreign literatures he wouhl. say,' 
' Why not study the Oriental 1 . Surely in the. pages of 
the' Persians and the Arabs we' might discover hew sources 
of 'emotion, :new modes •of ·expression,'' new. train's · ot' 
ideas, new· principle~··of 'invention,•.and iiew bursts of 

> •• ,{.,, 1 Oontariri.i Fleming, Pt: Y. ch. 18'. _, 
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fancy.' These are. Contarini's 'meditations amid the 
ruins of Athens '; these and one of those defiant outbursts 
of racial scorn for the Northern barbarians among 
'~hom heHved,_which became more frequent with Disraeli 
at a late~ dat~ :-:--- '. . . 

With horr_or I remem·ber tha~, through some mysterious 
necessity, 'civilisation seems' to· have deserted ,the most 
favoured regions and the choicest intellects. The Persian, 
whose yery being is poetry, the Arab, whose subtle mind 
could penetrate into ·the 'Very secret shrine of Nature, the 
Greek, whose acute perceptions seemed granted only for the 
creation of the beautiful-these are now unlettered slaves 
in barbarous lands. The arts are yielded to the flat-nosed 
Franks. And they toil,' and study, and invent theories 
to account for their own incompetence. No":' it is the climate, 
now the religion, now the government; everything but the 
truth, everything but the mortifying suspicion that their 
organization may be different, and that they may be as distinct 
a race from their models as they undoubtedly are from the 
Kalmuck and the Negro. 1 

_ -

Th~ · trav:ellers made, of ' course, an expedition to 
Marathon,. where, however, discomfort seems .to have · 
e:ffac~d in Disraeli's mind th~ memory of its heroic past .. 
' I 'can give .you no idea of the severe hardship and 
privation of present Grecian travel. Happy are we to 
get a shed for nigh,tly shelter, and never have been', 
fortunate enough to find _one not swarming with vermin. 
My sufferings in _this way are great.' They 'lived for 
a·week on the wild boar of Pentel:icus and the honey of 
Hymettus, both verygood,' though the former,·ap'parently, 
was 'not as' go'oa · as 'Brad~nham pork ': , and 'then 
early in. December they continued_ their voyage round 
Sunium, of -which they had ' a most splendid view,' and
through ' the clustering Cyclades_' ~o Constantinople. . ~ . . / 

: We have reached the Dardanelles, a-capital passage-what 
a road to a great· city !-narrower and- much -longer than the 
Straits·of Gibraltar, but notwith such sublime shores. Asia 
arid Europe look more kindly on each other than Europe and 
her more sultry sister. 

'l Contadni Fleming, Pt.V. ch. 19. 
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.The breeze has again sprung up; we have one hundred 
and thirty miles to Constantinople. . . 

It is near sunset, and Constantinople is in full sight; it 
baffies all description, though so often described. An im,mense 
Illass. of buildjngs, cupolas, cypress groves, and minarets. 
I feel an excitement which I thought was dead.1 

On a closer.' view the ·fa:r:~fafn,~d ·city· did n<?t disappoint 
him. , - · ~.-

. '1. ·. To ;Isaac D~Israeli . 
CONSTANTINOPLE, 

. Jan. ·11; 1831. 

I leave · Constaritinopl~ to :your. 'imagination. Cypres~. 
groves and·mosquisp. domes, masses of habitatiqns group'ed 
on 'gentle · ac.clivities. rising ol}t' of. the waters, millions of 
minar!3~s, a· s~~t ~e a .. : :river ~overed ~th iillittfnerable lonif 
thin boats as swift a;:; gondolas; and far more gay:~ being carved 
and 'gilk!-all 'thes(); 1 and then when .filll:id -M,th. a swarming' 
pofmi~tion in rich'' inu 'Brilliant ana··yaried. 'costume,. wilt' ·.·. 
afford you a more ·lively, and certainly hot a ·more incorrect,: " 

. idea .than• half a dozen pages.worthy ·of .Horaee Smith. , i': .. · 
'' There aretw~ things here which cannot be conceived without 
inspecti!:m-thio<Bosphorus· and. the. Bazaar .. ' Conceiv·e the 
eceah ·not ~broader than 'the'·Thames ·at· Gravesend;' .'with. 
shores with all the .variety and· beauty· of the rRhilie., covered. 

'with palaces, mosques, villages; groves of cypress,,ancLwoo·ds, 
of Spanish chestnuts; tlie .view .of the Euxine at .the end. is' 
the inost sublime [and .mysticalJ2 thing Lean remember~ ·.The: 

. Bazaar would delight yi?u more :than ·the, Bosphorus. ':Fancy:, · 
the Burli:ilgton . .'Arcade, or.some of the Parisian passages· and
panoram~s ;. ' fanqy. perhaps :a square mile of ground. covered 
with these arcades intersecting. each other .in aH directions and
full of every product 'of the' empire, from diamonds to''.dates: 
The magriificerrce;. nove'lty; a:nd variety of the goods on sale;.· 
the- whole nation. of shopkeepers all in different dress, ·.the:·' 
crowds of. buyers from all parts· of the world, ·are just to beo 
hintedat.: ... ~; .... ,.· . , , 

Here every people have a characteristic costume. Turks, 
Greeks, Jews;: and· Armenians are the staple· ·population;. 
the latter seem ;to -predominate ... The Armenians wear round; 
and' very un):>ecoming black •icaps ·and robes;· •thei Jews a:. 
black hat· WI'eathed with a white ·handkerchief;, the Gr'eeks:· 

, 1 Letters, p. 50. . • • . . • . ' ':. ; . !; , 
2 The wordldn .brackets are-from: adetter ttY Mrs. Austen. 
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bliwk turbans; the Turks ·indulge in all combinations of 
costume. The meanest merchant in the Bazaar looks like 
a Sultan in an Eastern fairy tale., This is merely to be 
ascribed to the marvellous brilliancy of their dyes, which is 
one of the most remarkable circumstances in their social life, 
and which never has been explained . to me. · A common 
pair of slippers that you push on in the street 'is ·tinged of a 
vermilion or a lake so extraordinary' that I can compare their . 
colour to nothing but the warmest beam of a summer sunset. 

We have seen the Sultan1 several times. He ·affects all the 
affable activity of a European prince, mixes with his subjects, 
interferes in all their pursuits, and taxes them most un
mercifully. He dresses like a European, and all the young 
men have adopted the fashion. You see young Turks in 
uniforms which would not disgrace one of our crack cavalry 
regiments, and lounging with all the bitterness of Royal 
illegitimates. It is on the rising generation that the Sultan 
depends, and, if one may form an opinion, not in vain. After 
all his defeats, he has.now 60,000 regular infantry excellently 
appointed and well disciplined. They are certainly not to be 
compared to French or English line, but they would as cer
tainly beat the Spanish and the Dutch, a.nd many ·think, 
with fair play, the Russian. Fair play;their monarch certainly 
had not during the last campaign; the secret history would 
not now interest, but it was by other means than military . 
prowess that the Muscovites advanced so successfully. The 
Sultan had to struggle against an unprecedented conspiracy 

·. the . whole time, and the morning that Adrianople was 
treacherously delivered tip, the streets of .Stamboul were filled 
with dead bodies of detected traitors.2 

He lingered there ·for mor~ than 'a month, lounging 
daily in the shop of .' Mustap~a the Imperial perfumer,' 

• attending 'masquerade balls·.and diplomatic dinners/ 
and leading a life .of rapturous·, but far from inattentive, 
indolence. The Ambassador, a 'brother of' Lord Aber
deen's, received him 'with a- kindness. which he should 
always remembe~ ~ith gratitude:; iliough. in·. a gam~ 
9f forfeits one 4ay his Excellency showed so little respect 
for the Oriental gravity which his guest was anxious to 
cultivate as to make him ' tumble over h-ead. and heels. 
Can y~u.conceive anything more d~eadful1 1 'My health 

~ . . . . . . 

1 Mahmud II., destroyer of the .Ja.nissaries. 
z Letters, pp. ·53-55. ' 
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improved, bu~ my desire of wandering· increased. I 
began to think: that I s~ould now never be able to settle 
in life. The desire of fame did not ·revive.· I felt no 

· intellectual energy;·· I ·required nothing more than to 
be amused.' · This was Contarini's mood during his 
stay in the 'Capital of the East,' arid Disraeli's seems ' 

·to· have bee:p. not very different. ··' All,' as he wrote to 
Mrs.· A;usten, '::was like life in a pantop1ime or Eastern 
tale of enchantment.' 

To Edward Lytton Bulwer. .. 
CONSTANTINOPLE; 

. Dec. 27, 1830 .. 

. . i qonf~ss to you that my Turkish pre]udices ar~ very much 
confirmed by my residenc(} in Turkey ... The life of this people 
greatly accords with my,taste,. which is,naturally, som~wlJ.a.t { 
indolent .and melanc_holy. And I. do not think it would 
disgust you. To repose on .voluptuous ottomans and smoke· 
superb.pipes,_daily ~o.indulge in the luxuries of a bath which 
requires half. a ,dozen attendants for ,its perfection; to court 

. the air i.n a carved cai'que, by shores which are a ~perpe~:ual 
scene; and to find.· no exerti<;m greater thari . a canter on a 
barb; .this is, ,I think, a far more sensible life .than all the 
bustle ; of .clubs; all the ,b,oring <?f drawing-rooms; 'and 

1 

all . 
the coarse· vulgarity ()f our polit~cf!>l controversies.: And all 
this, I assure you, is, without any)loloring or exaggeration~ 
the life which may be here commanded. A life accompanied 
by a thousand sources of calm .enjoyment, and a thousand 
modes of mellowed. plea~mre, which it . would weary you to 
relate, and-which I leave to your own lively imagination. · · 

... I mend slowly, but mend. The seasons have 'greatly , 
favoured me. Continual h,eat. And even ·here, where the 
.Winter is proverbially: cold, there is _a s,ummer s_ky.1 , .,, , •. · 

. At' 'the. beginniil.g 'of t~·e. year Meredith .had p~rted 
froni 'h~~ ~musing)ut idle ' companions arid' gone ovei-·.: 
ll:md to,Smjrna, and a fortnight later Disraeli ~nd'Clay 
sail~d in ~~e,' ~,'}s~~l ' for the .~arne pfa~e.~ ~here -~hey; fo~p~ 

. theu .comparuon_mtent•on an expeditwn to 'the unseen 
~elics of" some' u~heard-of co~k-and~a:bull eit'y;•' arid as 

' "'. 1. fife of Bul;;~r: If.; p~ 3;3: · . ·. 
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· Disraeli was bent on a pilgrimage to the Holy Sepulchre, 
he and Clay continued their voyage to the south. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 

We found ourselves again in an archipelago-the Sporades 
-and tried to make Rhodes; but a contrary wind, although 
we were off it for. two days,. prevented us. After some days 
we landed at Cyprus, where we passed a· day on land famous 
in all ages, but more delightful to me as the residence of 
Fortunatus than as the rosy realm of Venus or the romantic 
kingdom of the Crusaders. . Here we got. a pilot to take us 
to Jaffa. · 

One morning, with a clear blue sky and an intense sun, we 
came in sight_ of the whole coast of Syria, very high and 
mountainous, and the loftiest ranges covered with snow. 
We passed Beyrout, Sur, the ancient Tyre, St. Jean d'Acre, 
and at length cast anchor in the roads of Jaffa. Here we made 
a curious acquaintance in Damiani, the descendant of an 
old Venetian family, but himself a perfect Oriental. We had 
read something about his grandfather in Volney, and as he had 
no conception of books, he was so appalled by our learning 
that, had we not been Englishmen, he would have taken us for 
sorcerers. We found him living among the most delightful 
gardens of oranges, citrons, and pomegranates, .the trees a~ 
high and the fruit as thick as in our Eiiglish apple orchards;· 
himself a .most elegant personage in flowing robes of crimson 
silk, &c., &c. I am obliged to hint rather than desoribe, arid 
must reserve all detail till our meeting. He wished us to 
remain with him for ·a .month, and gave us. an admirable 
Oriental dinner, ,which would have delighted my father
rjce, spjces, pistachio· nuts, perfumed rotis, and dazzling 
confectionery. . . 

From Jaffa, a party _of six, well mounted and well armed, 
we departed for Jerusalem. Jaffa is a pretty town; surrounded 
by gardens, arid situated in .a fruitful plain. After, riding 
.over this, we crossed a range of light hills and came into th~ 
plain of Ramie, vast and fertile.. Ramie, the ancient Arima~ 
thea, is the model of our idea of a beautiful Syrian villltge; 
all the· houses isolated, and each' surro'u:J;lded by palni trees\ 
the meadows and the exterior 'of the village covered with 
olive trees or divided by rich plant.ations of-Indian fig. Here 
we sought hospitality in the Latin ' convent, an immense 

'establishment, well kept up, -but with only one monk, 1 1 

1' Letters, p. 58. .. J '. 
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The n~xt day they. continued their journey towa~ds the 
east. · . ', 

; 

In the distance rose a chain of severe a:nd savage mountains. 
I was soon wandering, and for hours, in the wild, stony ravines 
of .these shaggy. rocks. At _length, after several passes, I 
gaiped the ascent o~ a high mountain. Upon an· opposite 
height, descending as a steep ravine, and forming, with the 
elevation on which I rested, a dark and narrow·gorge, I beheld 
a city entirely surrounded by what· I should' haye coni:ddered \ 
in Europe . an old ··feudal wall, with· towers and gates. The 
city was built upon an ascent, and,from the heig~t onwhich 
I stood, I could discern the terrace and· the cupola of almost 
every house, and the wall upon the other side rising from' the 
plain; th13 'ravine extending only pn tlie side tO which. I was 
opposite. The city was in a bowl of mountains: In the front 
was a magnificent mosque; witli beautiful garderis; arid many 
light liJ:ld lofty' gates of triumph; a .. variety of domes and 
tpwers rose in all directions ·'from the "buildings of l:Jtight 
stone. \'.'' . -:. ' .. 
. , :Nothing could be conceived m'ore wild,, and terrible, and 
desolate than• the. surrounding scenery,. mor'~ 9,ark, and 
stormy, and severe'; but 'the ground ·was thrown •about in 
such picturesque undulations, that the.inind, full oftlie sublime, 
required not the beautifu.l; and rich and waving woods and 
~patklirig cultivation would-,'have oe.eri misplaced. Except · 
Athens, I had never witnessed any· scene more essentially 
impressive._·. I will ;not place this spectacle below the city of 
Minerva.' Athens· and the Holy City in their.glory must have 
been· the finest representations of the beautiful and the 
sublime; the Holy City, for the elevation on· which. I stood 
was the Mount of Olives and the city on which I gazed was 
JERUSALE:~V . ', · ·· ·~·.. · ·· ·' ·. 

: The week'they. spent at Jer~salem' was to. him ~the 
most delightful of. all our travels.' · He visited the Holy 
Sepulchre of course, 'al\,d the so-called Tombs ofthe Kings, 
a;rl(f. wa~ so 'fasci'fiat~d l:!y the Mosque· of Omar; standing . 
o:P the suppbsed site of the te~ple of'his forj:lfatl,l,ers, th~:t 
hel endeavoured to enter it at the ha~a~d of his life/ .. ·; 
.• q,¥ r. ··,< t.\ \: ' :~· : ~ .:·, ·.t" :t"~·· r i ,.· ·.·' 

- I was detected, and surrounded ·by a crowd: of turbaned 
fanatics,.and escaped with difficulty;; but I· saw enough to 

1 Contarini Fleming, Pt~ VI. ch. 4. 
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feel that _ minute inspection would· not belie the general 
character I formed of it from the Mount of Olives. I caught 
a glorious glimpse of splendid courts, and light airy gates of 
Saracenic triumph, flights of noble steps; long arcades, and 
interior gardens, where silver fountains spouted· their tall 
streams amid the taller cypresses.1 

' Returning to Jaffa, the two companions continued 
their voyage thence, and arrived at. Alexandria on 
March 12, 1831. In 'the ancient land of Priestcraft 
and of Pyramids,' which next to Syria had from the 
beginning 'formed the inost prominent object of his 
travels,; Disraeli remained for more than four months. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 

From Alexandria, I crossed the desert to Rosetta. It was 
. a twelve hours' job, and the whole way we. were surrounded by 
a mirage of the most complete kind. I was perpetually 
deceived, and always thought I was going to ride into the 
sea. At Rosetta I first saw 'the mighty Nile, with its banks 
richly covered with palm groves. A grove of palms is the 
most elegant thihg in nature. From Rosetta five days in a 
capital boat which the Consul had provided for us; with 
cabins and every convenience . . . took us to Cairo through 
the famous Delta. This .. greatly reminded me of the rich 
plains in the Pays Bas, quite flat, with a·, soil in every part 
like the finest garden mould, covered with production, but 
more productive. than cultivated. The bankS' of J.he river 
studded with villages of mud, but all clustered in palm 
groves; . beautiful .. moonlight on. the~ ·Nile, indescribably 
charming, and the, palms by this ligh~ perfectly magical. 
Grand Cairo, a large town of dingy houses ,of. unbaked ·brick, 
looking terribly dilapidated, but swarming with- population 
in rich' and various costume. Visited the Pyramids, . and 
ascended the great one, from the top of which, some weeks, 
afterwards, a man, by name Maze, whom I had slightly known 
in Spain; tumbled, and dashed himself to a mummy. Very 
awful, the first accident of the kind. 

A voyage of three weeks in the same boat to. Thebes: banks 
of the river very different .. The Delta ceases at Cairo, and 
Egypt now only consists of a valley, formed by a river running 
through a desert. The land is, however, equally rich, the 
soil being 'formed by the. Nile; but on each side at the distance 

· 1 Alroy; note 35. 
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of· three .or four miles, and sometimes much nearer, deserts: 
The Libya1,1 desert on the Mrican side is exactly our common 
idea of a desert, an interminable. waste ·of burning sand; but 
the Arabian and Syrian deserts very different., in fact, what we 
call downs. Landing on the African side, one night, where 
the desert stretches to the very banks, [I] found a ship of 
Hadgees emp~ied on the shore, in the most picturesque groups, 
some squatting down .with their pipes, some boiling coffee, 
some performing their devotions. It was excessively close, but 
had been a fine clear day. I walked nearly a mile from the 
shore; in. an instant very dark, with a'heat perfectly stifling; 
saw a· column of sand in the distance. . It struck me directly 
what. it was. I rushed to t,he boat with full speed, but barely 
quick enough .. · I, cannot describe the scene of horror and 
confusion. It was a simoom. The wind was the most awful 
sound I ever heard. Five columns of sand, taller than the 
Monument, emptied .themselves on our party. Every sail· .. 
was rent to pieces, men buried in the earth. Three boats 
sailing along overturned; the crew.s ·swam'. to shore. The . 

. wind, the screaming, ,the shouting, ,the driving of the sand; 
were enough to make you mad. We shut all the windows•of 
the cab~n,. and'jumped into bed, but the sand came in' like 
fire: ; ; . : .. · · . . · 
' As for' 1Derideta and- Thebes, and th.e remains· in· every. 
part of Upper' Egypt, it is useless to attempt to write. Italy 
and Greece were toys 'to· them, and Martin:s inventions 
commonplace .. Conceive a·feverish and tumultuous dreiuri, 
full of triumphal gates; processions of paintings, interminable 
walls of heroic sculpture, granite colossi of gods arid kings, 
prodigious obelisks, avenues of sphinxes, and halls of a 
thousand columns, thirtyfeet in girth, and of a· proportionate 
height. My eyes and mind yet ache with a grandeur so little 
in unison with our own littleness .. Then the landscapewas 
quite characteristic: mountains of burning sand, vegetation 
unnaturally vivid, groves of cocoa trees, groups· of croc6~ 
diles, and an ebony population in a state of nudity, armed 
with spears of reeds. ' ' . ' . 

' Having 'followed the course of the Nile for seven hundred 
miles,' to the very confines of Nubia, we returned. As an 
antiquary· I might• have been tempted to advance, .to have 
witnessed further specimens, but I was satisfied, and I wish 
not to :lose time unnecessarily. We were a week at· Thebes, 
with the 'advantage of the' society of Mr. Wilkinson/ an 
Englishman,' of vast learning, who has devoted ten years to 
the study of·hieroglyphics and Egyptian antiquity, and who 

I <' .• j • ' 

1 Afterwards well knoWlJ. as. Sir Gardner Wilkinson, 
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can read you the side of an obelisk or the front of a pylon 
as we woul<;l. the last number of the Quarterly.1 

By the end of. May he is back in Cairo, which, in spite 
of its dinginess, he finds 'a luxurious arid pleasant place.' 
Clay, however, is ill and likely to leave him, and this 
is .a serious trouble. 'You know that though I like to be 
at my ease I want energy in those little affairs of which 
life greatly consists; here I found Clay always ready.' As 
Clay expressed it to Meredith, Disraeli was one of those 
people who ' ought never to travel without a nurse.' 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
CAIRO, 

May 28. 

I am sorry also to say that his faithful servant Giovanni, 
better known by the name of Tita (he was Byron's C!hasseur 
of renown), who is a Belzoni in appearance and constitution,· 
is also very ill, which is a great afiliction. Thus you see the 
strong men have all fallen, while I, who am an habitual 

. invalid, am firm OJ:l my legs; but the reason is this, that I, 
being somewhat indolent and feeble,. live a·za Turque, while 
Clay and Giovanni are always in action, have done nothing 
but shoot and swim from morning to night. As I am on the 
chapter of domestic troubles, you will liear with regret that 
my favourite servant, a Greek of Cyprus, gave me warning 
yesterday, his father being very ill at Alexandria. He leaves 
me directly, which is a great bore .at this.mome'ht, especially 
as I am about to be alone, and would annoy me at all times, 
because he wore a Mameluke dress of crimson and gold, with 
a white turban thirty yards long, and a sabre ·glittering like 
a rainbow. l must now content myself with an Arab attendant 
in a blue shirt and slipperless. How are the mighty fallen! 

I cannot sufficiently commend your letters ; they are in 
·every respect charming, very lively and witty, .and full exactly 
of the stuff I want .. If you were only a more perfect mistress 
of the art of punctuation, you· might rival ' Lady Mary ' 
h,erselL Thank my mother for her remembrance of me. I 
cannot write to say I am quite well, because the enemy still 
holds out, but I am sanguine, very, and at any rate quite 
well enough to wish to be at home .. · . . I am quite de
lighted with my father's progress. How I long to be with 

1 Letters, liP· 65-67 • 

. . 
"· 
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him, dearest of men, flashing our 'quills together and opening 
their minds, 'standing together in our chivalry,' which we 
will do, now that I have got the ~se of my brain for the first 
tim:e in my life. Tell Ralph to write as oft~n and as much as 
he likes, and that I have become a most accomplished smoker, 
carrying that luxurious art to a pitch of refinement of wh~qh 
he has no idea. My pipe is cooled .in wet silken bag, my 
coffee is boiled with spices, and •I finish my last chibouq~e 

. with a sh~rbet of pomegranate. 'Oh the delicious fruits that,..· 
we have here, and in Syria! . Orange gardens miles in extent, 

, citrons, limes, pomegranates ;c but, the most delicious. thing 
in the world is a·banana,,which is richer than a pineapple .. · 

I dori't care a jot about The Young Duke. I never staked 
anyfame on it,. It may take its chance .. I meant the hero · 
to be a model for our·youth.; but a~ter two years' confinement · 
in these rev:olutionary times, I fear he will prove old-fashioneP,. 

· G9ethe1 and, Vivian Grey of course gratifying. I hear the 
J;>atriarch is dead: perhaps a confusion with his son. I saw 
it i~ Galignani, an excellent' publication which keeps me 'au, 
jour. . . . . ·• ')'he death of Max2 ha!'! cut me to the heart:~ . . 

·•· 
.' When Disraeli wrote thiiletter liis thoughts,,as can be 
seen: were all directed ho1J:leward, andin fact he was ':m:ily 
waiting for a ship to,cqnvey him to Malta';: but 'the more 
he saw of Oriental life the more he liked it,'' and' he 
lingered on that ·h.e· might return with Meredith,, ·who waJ 
no~ in Uppe~ Egypt. His first glimpse o:f theredbu'htable 
Mehemet Ali was curious·. · { · 

W~ndering in t~~ gardens ·of .his palace at Shubra, I 
suddenly came upon •him: ·one afternoon,· surrounded by his 

. Court, a very ·brilliant circle, in 'mpst gorgeous dresses, 
particularly the black· eurmchs in scarlet and gold, and who 
ride white horses.. I :was about to retire; but one .of his 
principal attendants took me by the arm and led me to the 

' ' .. 
, 1 A friend of the Austens and ·Disraelis had jus~ .returned from Weimar 
and reported that 'the old. man himself, ,and Madame Goethe, his son's 
wife; were among the warmest admirers of Vivian Grey; they had it on 
their own particular bookshelves,· and they spoke enthusiastically of it 
as being after Scott the first of their· English favourites. They could 
find but one fault, that the author had misconceived the German character 
in his· youthful Princess.'· Goethe,. ·according to his .daughter·in-law; 
' considered that there was ;more true originality in the work than in any 

'he had seeri for years.' · ( . • · · 
2 A favourite puppy at Bradenham •. 
3 Letters, pp. 62-64. 
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circle. The Pasha is exceedingly fond of the English. His 
Highness was playing chess with his fool, and I witnessed !1 
very curious scene. I stayed about. a quarter of an hour, and 
had I waited till his game was•finished, I am informed· that 

·he would have spoken to me; but as I had no interpreter with 
me, and am pretty sure that he was in the same state, I 
thought it best to make my bow .1 

• 
He seems, however, before he left to have had more 

· than one audience of the Pasha, to have succeeded in 
engaging'his attention ' by the readiness or patience of his 
replies,' and to have had the honour of being consulted 
as to a scheme . his · H~ghness was considering for the 
introduction of Parliamentary. institutions into his 
dominions. ·The traveller pointed out the immediate 
difficulties that occurred to him, and the Pasha listened 
in silence; but at the next levee he welcomed his visitor 
wi~h a favouring smile and beckoned to him to advance:.,--

' God is great !' said Mehemet Ali to the traveller; 'you 
are.a wise man:-Allah! Kerim1 but you spit pearls,. Never
theless I will have a Parliament, and I will have as many 
Parliaments as the King of England himself. See here!' 
So saying, his Highness produced "two lists of names. 

. . . ' See here ! ' said he, 'here are my Parliaments; but I 
have made up my mind, to prevent inconvenience, to elect 
them mysel£.' 2 

· Meredi.th arrived in Cairo at the end of June, and the 
two friends wei:e about to start on their homeward 
journey when · a calamity befell ·which. was a, terrible 
shock to Distaeli at the time and threw a cloud over 
the w~ole of liis sister's remaining life. .·Meredith was 
strick.e:ri with smallpox, and, aiter · a short illness, died 
on the 19th of July. 

To Isaac· D'Israeli. 
CAIRO, . 

MY DEAREST FATHER, ' 
July !?0,' 1831. 

. If you were not a great philosopher as well as a good man, 
I do not thi~ that I could summon courage to communicate 

.l: Letters, p. 67. 
i. 

2_ Vit~dicatio,n of ,the English Constitution,p. 103,. 
7 
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to you the terrible i:ntelligence which .is now·to be imparted 
by .this trembling pen; but I have such confidence in your 
wisdom· as well as in your· virtu~;' that it is your assist!ince 
to which I Jook in the saddest office that ha~ ever yet devolved 
upon me, because I know ·that the joint influence of your 
experience and your benevolent soul will at the same time 
assist the sufferers in forming a juster estimate of the loss 
t};ui.n can. perhaps occur in the' first pangs of affliction, and 
offer the only solace which is dear to a refined soul, the 
sympathy of one as refilled. . . . . .. . ' . · 
· You have .already guessed the fatal·trl!th~olir William 

is lost to ris. :Tfeel that: I must repeat' it. ·It is too terrible 
to believe ... ·: ;I.!would willingly have given my life 
for hls. . . . ·Oh ~~ niy ·father, why,.· do .we liveT~ The 
anguish of my ·SOULis great: Ou;r in:nocent'lamb', OUl\.angel 
,is stricken. Save.her,.save:her. I. wi],l come ho:qie'.directly • 

.. , . I Wish· to ~live only for my· sister .. I .tQiDk of her 
• all day and ""ll·night. It is .soine satisfaction 'that· 1 was 

With ou:r friend to ·tlie last. Oh! mj'£;1ther, I tru:st a great 
deal to you ·and my dear;-mother. T·do not know what to .,.. 
write, what to thilik. I·have not sai<l anything that I wanted, 
yet !'have said too much. God'bless you, my dear father: 
Embrace them' all. I wish'that I could mingle my tears· with~ 
yours. ' ' ·. ..~ • 

. 
'. . < 

· .;:- . • · !:.., .· .To ,sarah Disraeli~ " •, 
•My oW:N.·:SA,. >:,_.,, ~. ·' . . . 

Ere you open this. page, our oelove4 father will have 
imparted to you With all the tendetness of parental love 
the terrible intelligence w:hich 1 have scarcely found ·energy 
enough to communicate to him. It is indeed true. Yes ! our . · 
fri~nd of. many yea;rs, our hope and joy and. consolation, is 
lost to us for ever ..• He has yielded to l:lls Creator without,a 
bodily or mental'parigthat pure, ind honorable, andupiight • 
soul whic~ we aU .. s0 ho~ored and so esteemed. . He has 
suddenly closed a life unsullied. by a crime, .scarcely by a 
weakness. Oh! my· sister, in ·thls hour of overwhelming 
affliction my thoughts are only for you. Alas ! my beloved, if 
you are lost to Iile where, wliere am I to fly for refuge·~ I have 
no wife,· I have. no betroth~d; nor' since I have been better 
acquainted withmy own.mind and temper- have' I sought 
them. ·· Live -then, my heart's treasure, for one w:ho has ever 
loved you with· a ,.surpassing love, and who· would ch~r~u:Uy · 
have yielded his own existence to have saved you the bitterness 

, of this' l~tter. Yes, my beloved, be my genius, my, solace, •, 
',my·companion, my joy. We will never part, and .if I cannot· 

... 

.• 
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• be to you all our lost friend [was ?], at lea'st we will feel that 
life ca:n never be a blank while gilded by the perfect love .of a 
sister and a brother. · . 

Disraeli had thoughi! of returning through Italy, that 
he might see Naples and Rome, but he now abandoned 
the project, and took what was then the direct route 
by Gibraltar; · though owing to a long detention in 
quarantine at Malta it was late in October· before he 
reached England. At Bradenham he· found a sorrowing 
.household; and, the beloved· sister on whom the blow 
had directly fallen almost crushed by its force. . ' I cannot 
trust. inyself to write of her,' he says in a letter to 
Meredith's sister on his arrival, 'but her. sweet and 
virtuous soul struggles under this overwhelming affliction.' 
Sarah Disraeli 'Yas a woman, as :her letters show her and 
as she is described by her friends, of intensely loving and 
sympathetic nature, of ~eal n<?bility of character, and of 
no small intt:;llectual capacity .. Henceforth her life was 
dedicated to others; above all to her father and· her 
family, for whom the desolation that had "come upon 
her seemed to have quickened her affection.. For her 
eldest brother" especi~lly _this affection now. b~came .·a 
passion. From the first she had a romantic faith in his 
coming greatness, which never wavered even in the darkest 
hour, and her chief solace·in her ionelines~ was to watch 
the progress of his fame. It I is not gitrfn to a' mitn in 
the stress and turmoil of .an active life to pay back in 
kind ·the self-forgetting devotion of a lonely woman's 
heart; but Disraeli's affection for his sister remained of 
rare depth and tenderness. 'I believe,' wrote an intimate 
friend/ 'he never entirely got over his deep sense of 
suffering at the crushing disappointment o£ her early 
hopes, and, amid· the many stirring incidents of his 
eventful life, the death-bed scene at Cairo was not seldom 
recalled. He rarely spoke· either of his si~ter or of 
Meredith, but that was his h~bit where his feelings were · 

. ' 

1 'J:he late Sir .Philip Rose. 
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dE;Jeply concerned. . Once· I remember. his . describing. 
·Meredith to . me as a man of great intellectual powers 
who· would certainly have distinguished himsel£ if he 
had lived; and on the ·first occasion of his becom:ing 
Prime Minister I remember saying to hillJ., "If only'yotir 
sister had :been alive now to witness your triumph what' 
happil!ess it would have given her"; and he'replied, '' 'Ah, 
poor Sa, poor Sa ! we've lbst' our audience, we've lost our ·· 
audience."·' 

·' 

'· 

' 

. 
''·. 



- .CHAPTER X. 

CONTARINI FLEMING .:AND ALROY. 

1832-1833. 

Disraeli's pen had not b~en idle during the last few 
· months of his residence in the East or during the voyage 
home. _ Oonta~i11ri Fleming was riot published till May, 
1832, and Alroy not till March, 1833; but when he reached 
Bradenham in November bo~h works, if not complete, 
must have been far on the road towards completion. In 
the Preface to the 1845 edition of Oontari11ri he speaks of 
the book as having been_ composed ' in a beautiful and 
distant land·'; in an unpublished letter of later date he 
couples Alroy with Oontarini as hav:ing been written whil,e 
he was abroad; and three months after'his return, when 
Oontarini is already in the hands of the publisher, he tells 

.Austen that he has another work finishe&in his porttolio, 
and this can only'. have been Alroy. Whatever .~P.e . 
external facts,' there is internally, at all event§, a clbse • 
association .between the two novels. ·They are_ spiritually 
~he product of the f?ame period in Disraeli's life, and that 
the· period of. the journey in the East, and they ani 
artistically the mpst - sincere and disinterested of his 
early works, <~irect emanations from his own personality 
and inner experience.' ' My works,' he writes in the 
diary to which reference has already been made, ' are the 
embodific!ltion of my feelings. In Vivian Grey I have 
portrayed my active and real ambition: in Alroy my 
ideal ambition: .The Psychological Romance· is a develop-

- 185 • 
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ment !=Jf my poetic character. This trilogy is the secret 
history of my feelings~! shall write no more about 
myself.' 

These two novels are therefore, in common with Vivian 
Grey, of first-rate biographic significance, and Oontarini 
especially is in some respects the most self-revealing of 
all Disraeli's W<?rks. 

I a~ desirous of Wl'iting a book which shall be all truth: a 
work of which the passion, the thought,· the action, and even· 
. the style, should spring from my own experience of feeling; 
from the meditations of my own intellect, from my own obser
vation of incident, from my own study of the genius of 

. ~xpression,. · -

·. . . So the self,~discovering hero tells us· in -f!he first chapter 
of the novel, and the author of course intended that we 

"shoUld applythe_words tq ~seJ.i: 'dontarini's father is . 
a Saxon nobienian :hi the ~ervice of a Northern court; his 
mother was the. daughter of a 'great Venetian hO}ISe who 
h~d died in_giving birth to ~iin: he. has thus, like_.Disraeli 
himself, though surrounded' by the snows and forests .. 
of the North; the_ nerv~us temperament. and glowing 
imaghuition of· the Solith. We have. seen something. " 
already of. his se:dsitive 'and brooding childhood and the 
perpetual ospillation of his aims between, the fields of art 
and o.f action: on the o:rie hand ' his imaginary de(/ds of 
conquest, his heroic aspirations, his long dazzling dreams 
of fanciful adventure'; on the other, 'the first indication 
ofhis predisposit'ion (as a poet), the growing consciousness '. 
of his pow.ers, his reveries,' his loneliness, his doubts, his 
moody' n;,isery, his ignorance of his art, his failures, hi~ 
despair.' 'To feel the strong necessity of fame, and to · 
be conscious that without intelle~tual excellence life i:nust. 

·' be inshpportal?le, t!J feel all this with no , similltane~l1S 
'_ .. faith in your owh power, these are moments of despond

ency for which no immortality can compeniia,te.' While .
in 'some SU(:Jh- mood as. this Contarini falls ill with, one_ 
Winter, ari artist,: a man of philosqphic ·mind and wide 
~ . . ·- ' 
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experience, who, in his serene wisdom and penetrating 
gaze into the hidden springs of character and the deeper 
realities of life, is of the same family as Horace Grey and 
Beckendor:II in the earliest of the novels, or as Sidonia 
in the great trilogy of Disraeli's full maturity. Winter 
rec()gnises the poetic gift of the child, teaches him that 
before he can hop_e to be a great artist he· must study 
his art, and leaves hini with some talismanic rules· 
which he had 'copied off an obelisk amid the' ruins of 
Thebes':-· 

Be patient: cherish hope. Read more: ponder less. 
Nature is more powerful than education: time will develope 
everything. · 

In accordance with this oracular advice the boy .deter- . 
mines to be patient and that a book shall be ever in liis 
hand; but the first he reads, a History of Venice, reawakens 
the love of action that slumbers in him and gives another 
turn to his aspirations. His 'consular blo~d demands. a 
sword,' he resolves to be-a Doge, and, as a first step, to' 
run 'away from school and set out for Venice; and so end _ 
his schooldays. 

After many other yputhful . adventures· and many 
shiftings of ambition Contarini at length~ becomes private 
secretary to his father, and developing into a callous and· 
unscrupulous worldling so much distinguishes himself in 
his new career that in a few years he is made an Under
Secretary of State. · In a conference with the amb!:!-ssadors 
of the great powers he, by a sudden 'stroke of' audacity, 
wins a diplomatic success which seems to open a path to 

. the attainmeJ1t of his highest ambitions. The' passage in 
which he de_scribes his feelings at this moment of triumph_ 
is worth quoting at length as a specimen of Disraeli's 
style at its bet!lt. • 

The cQnference broke up, my father retired with the King; 
and desired me to wait for him in the hall. I was alone. I 
was excited. I felt t)le triumph of success. I felt that I 
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h!J,d done a great action. J felt all my energies. I walked 
up and down the hall in a frenzy of ambition, and I thirsted 
for action. There· seemed to be no achievement of which 
I was not capable, and of which I was not ambitious . 

. In imagination I shook thrones and founded empires. I 
felt myself a being born to breathe in an atmospher~ of 
revolution. · · . 

My father came out. Time wore away, and the day died. 
It was one of those stern, sublim~ sunsets, which is almost 
the only appearance in the north in which nature enchanted 

·me. I stood at the wiildow,"gazing ori the burnished masses 
that for a moment were suspended in, their fleeting arid ~ 
capricious beauty on the far horizon. I turned aside and 
looked at the rich trees -suffused 'Yith.the crimson"light, and 
ever and anon irradiated by the dying shqots of~ a golden 
ray. ThQ deer were stealing home to their bowe~s, and I 
watched them till their glancing forms gradually-lost their 
lustre in the de.clining twilight. The glory .had now departed, 
and all grew dim. k solitary star ·;tlone' was shining in the 
grey sky,. a bright and solitary star. . , 

And as I gazedupon·th~ sunset, and the star, and the dim 
beauti~s of tpe coming :eve, my mind grew calm;· and all 

-the bravery of my late reverie passed away. A;nd .I felt 
indeed a disgust -for- all the worldliness on.·which I had 
been late pondering. Arid there arose in my mind a desire . 
to create things beautiful as. that golden sun and· that 

'glittering star. . • . · .. . .· .. 
I heard my nanie. The hall was now darken-ed~ Jn the dis- ... 

tarice stqcid niy father~ I joined· him. He placed his arm · 
affectionately in mine, and said to me; ''My son, you will he 
~rime' Minister of ... • ;: perhaps something greater.'1 

· A short time before, a fresh encounter with a lady 
J. who h~d been the object of a boyish passion had · 

reawakened the better feelings of the young egoist and 
made him recoil in disgust from the thought of his present -

.life. The latent poetry-' of his being revived; he took : 
·--·_up his-·p·en and, in the sudden rush of inspiration, pro~ 

quced in seven days a novel which was published 
·*'anonymously under the title of Manstein. The narrative 

now runs closely parallel to Disraeli's own experience in 
the case of Vipian- Grey.· Manstein is a rapid 's¥etch <;>f 

1_ Pt. II. ch• 13. 
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the development of the poetic character, the hero ' a 
youth whose mind is ever combating with h~ situation.' 
It-never strikes Contarini that he is Clelineating.his own 
character, and 'this may have been true of Disraeli when 
he wrote Vivian Grey . .In the following passage we may 
assume that we have ·an exact account of the feelings 
with which Disraeli regarded his earliest novel five years· 
after its publication:..:... · 

For the work itself, it was altogether a most crude perform
ance, teeming with innumerable faults. It· was entirely 
deficient in art. The principal character, although forcibly 
conceived, for it was founded on truth, was not sufficiently 
developed. Of course, the others were much less so. The · 
incidents were unnatural, the serious characters exaggerations, 
the comic ones caricatures; the wit was too often flippant, 
the philosophy too often .forced; yet the vigour was remark
able, the licence of an uncurbed imagination not· without 
charms, and, on the whole, there breathed a freshness which 
is rarely found, and which, perhaps, with all my art and 
knowledge, I may never again afford: and, indeed, when I 
recall the heat with which this little work was written, I am 
convinced that, with all its errors, the spark of true creation 
animated its fiery page.1 

· Manstein proves a decisive influence in Contarini's 
"" life. In depicting the scenes of society amid which 'his 

hero was forced to move, the bitterness of the author's 
heart finds vent in slashmg · satire and malignant • 
personality. The anonymity· which shelters him is not 
long preserved, and there is at once a tremendous outcry; 
Everybody takes a delight in detecting: th~ ·originals of 
his portraits. 

Various· keys were handed about, all different; and not 
content with recognizing the very few deciqed sketches from 
life which there . really were, and which were sufficiently 
obvious and not very. malignant, they mischievously insisted· 
that not a human shadow glided over my pages which might 
not be traced to its substance. ' . ' 

1 !Pt. II. ch. 12. 
I. 7* 
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· In the storm that now brirsts Contarini's chances of a 
-political ~areer arEt wrecked; and even if it were otherwise 
his desire .!or worldly success is gone. Analysing his 
own character he recognises that. he has been ' selfish 
and affected,' 'entirely ignorant o{ the ·principles of 
genuine· morality ' and with ' a total want. of -nature in 
everything connected with · him.' He determines to 
re-educate himself. Qonsidering himself a poet, he re
solves to pursue a course which shall develop and perfect.' 
hi.s poetic power; and, a_s the first step must be to gain -
an acquainta,]1ce.With men and nature in all their. varieties 
and conditions, he bids farewell to Scandinavia and sets 

--out upon his travels. 
. In all this there. is much that is of the first importance · 
as a· picture of Disraeli's childhood and youth: though 
whether- i~ -·equally well depicts the formation -of the
poetic character is quite another matter;·_ Some of the 

. ingredients that go to the making of the true poet -are 
·to be found in Contarini as they are to be found in 
Disraeli liimselt ·The ,·high 'imagination, the brooding 
temperament, the Wild ecstasy-even in some .. degree 
the creative faculty and the self-devotion of the· artist. 
are there; and· yet there is an indefinable something -
whiqh we look for in vain. There are elements, moreover, 
in Contarini's: character-a· fierce_ and ravening ambition, 

- a con~uming thirst for . power and greatness_:_which 
· assuredly were present: in the young Disraeli !l-lso, and, 

h,ave very :little ~Q dQ with thetrue poetic temperament.· 
In those perpetual oscillations of Gontarini's will between 
the active and literary careers it is the autho~'sartistic , 
purpose to have us believe that poetry is the real 

· - , vocation, and that the ·bias for acyon · is factitious. 
·' · Bu:t the impression really. left on:· us is exactly the 

opposite. . We see_ Contarini ·in action; we are orily told 
that he is a poe~ ; and we feel that Baroll. Fleniing 
has truiy divined • the sentiments both- of . his· son. itnd 
of the author when he thus gives expression to his-
own:-
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What 'Yere all those great poets of wboin we now talk so 
much, what were they in their lifetime ? The most miserable 
of their speeies. . . . A man of great· energies Mpires 
that they should be felt in his lifetime, that his existence 
should be rendered more intensely ·vital by the constant 
consciousness of his multiplied and multiplying power. ·Is 
posthvmous fame a substitute for all this ? . . • Would 
you rather have been Homer· or Julius Cresar, Shakespeare 
or Napoleon? No ·one doubts. . . . We are aetive beings, 
and our sympathy above all other sympathies is with great 
aetion. . . . Mix in society [is his final adviee], and I .will 
answer that you lose your poeti<? feeling; for in you as in the 
great majority, it .is not a creative faeul~y originating in a 
peculiar organization, but simply the eonsequerree of a nervous 
suseeptibility that is common to alJ.i 

' . 
From the moment when Contatini sets out upon his 

travels the value of the novel as a biographic document 
rapidly diminishes. The fact is, just as l.n Viv§an Gfey, 
after the first volume, the creative impulse is now spent; 
the author has given us a .picture of his inward e:X:peri
ence as far as it has been carried; and he has to resort to 
book making to bring his story to an end. It is better book 
making than what we get ih the second volume of V ividn 
Grey, but ll.ttle more cfl.,n be said in its praise. Contatini 
first of ali finds his way to Veruce and there meets and 
marries his ""predestined bride, the last of his mothees 
house; Apart from the descriptions, this part of the tale 
is mer!3ly conventibnal romance, with even less relation 
than has generally been supposed to Disraeli' s own experi- · 
ence. After a year of intense happiness in Crete the bride 
dies in childbirth, and in a highly inelodtamatic scene the 
hero, maddened·by his anguish, flings him:se1£ from a peak 
of Mount Ida. For anything that he ever seems to accom
plish he might just as well succeed iii. his purpose of self
destruction; but 'he is picked up alive and, after a time, 
begins a course of wandering which is made an excuse for 
th.e introduction of the travel scenes in Disraeli's letters 
from th~ East. Falling in again with the philosophic 
Winter, Contarini receives some exceilent advice. 

1. Pt. II. ch. 9. 
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I tell you what, my friend, the period has arrived in your 
life when you must renounce meditation. Action is now 
your part. Meditation is culture. It is well. to think until 
a man has discovered his genius, and developed his faculties, 
but then let him put his intelligence in motion. Act, act, 
·act; act without ceasing, and you will no longer talk of the 
vanity of life. 

Disraeli himself profited by this advice, but Contarini 
neglects it. He becomes a: mere dilettante, and at the 

' end, having inherited his father's wealth, is found devoting 
himself to the planning of ·an .earthly paradise at Naples, · 
which is to rival Hadrian's Villa. 'Here let me pass my · 

. life in the study and the creation of the beautiful: such 
is my desire;. but,' as the a:uthor with prescient scep
ticism makes him· add, 'whether it will be my .career is,. 
I feei, doubtful.'· . 

... '. ' . 
My interest in the happiness of my race is too keen to • 

perm:it me for a mOJnent to be blind to the storms that lour 
.on -the horizon of society. Perchance, also, the political 
regeneration of the country to which I am .devoted may 
not be ·distant, and in ·that grea~ work I am· resolved to 
pattk.ipate. Bitter jest, that the. most ciVilized portion 
of the globe should be considered incapable of self-
government ! r . 

"· 
This enthusiasm: for the Italian cause pro~ed short

lived in the a:uthor, whatever may have ·been the case 
with the hero; but in. all that is really ·essential the true · 
completion of Con_tarini, as of Vivian Grey before it, 
and of Coningsby and· Tancred -later, is Disraeli's own ' 
career. . 

On nearly every page of Contarini the reader who knows 
Disraeli will find him lifting the veil that hides his own 
personality .. Sometime$ in those smaller touches that 
reveal his tastes and habits: his unaffected joy in woods 

· and trees-' I began to long to.be a woodman, to pass a 
.quiet, and contemplative, and virtuous life, amid the deep 
silence and beautiful scenery of forests '; his love of 
women's society-' For a long time, I could not detect 

. . 
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the reason why I was so charmed with Egyptian life. 
At last I recollected that I had recurred, after a long 
estrangement, to the cheerful influence of women '; the 
incidents of composition-' After writing a·book my mind 
always makes a great spring;' 'I cari write only in the 
morning. It is then I execute with facility all that I 
have planned the preceding eve.' 'It is my habit to 
contrive in my head the complete work before I have 
recourse to the pen which is to execute it. I do not 
think that meditation can be too long, or execution too 
rapid.' Or in the Polonius-like advice of Baron Fleming 
to his son:-

Read French authors. Read Rochefoucauld. The French 
writers are the finest in the world, for they clear our heads 
of all ridiculous ideas. . . . Do not talk too much at 
present; do not try to talk. But whenever you speak, 
speak with self-possession. . . . Never argue. In society 
nothing must be discussed; give only results. . . . Talk 
to women, talk to women as much as you can. This is 
the best school. This is the way to gain fluency, because 

·you need not care what. you say, and had bett.er not be 
sensible. They, too, will rally you on many points, and as 
they are women you will not be offended. Nothing is of so 
much importance and of · so much use to a ·young man 
entering life as. to be well criticised by women. . . . Read 
no history, nothing but biography, for that is life without 
theory. 

Or, again, in half-conscious utterances of his deeper 
self: ' There is that w:ithin me which may yet mould 
the. mind and fortunes of my r·ace ' ; ' the breath of 
man has never influenced me much, for I depend more 
upon myself than upon others '; ' I contrasted the smiling 
indifference of "his public appearance with the agonies 
of ambition which it was my doom alone to witness.' 
Here, too, are many characteristic formuloo from the 
Disraelian philosophy of .life--:-' There is little mystery, 
there is much ignorance '; and with no less conviction, 
' Everything is mysterious '; ' at the present day we too 
much underrate the influence of individual character';' 
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' patience is a. necessary ingredient of genius ·•; ' The 
magic of his .character was his patience. This made 
him quicker, and 'readier, and more successful tp.an all 
other men.' . The stormy passions, violent impulses, 
and conflicting aspirations which made Contarini's life 
,so fluctuating and tumultuous wer!l present in Disraeli 
himself; but in ·him held in subjection by an all-mastering 
wfll, so that if . we had to select any single quality 
as the keynote to his character the choice might best 

. fall on patience-patience and that unbroken continuity 
• of mind, and purpose· and ende~vour which patience 

renders possible. . ·· . 
in accordance with the promise which he had given to ·· 

John Murray. before 'departing for the. East, Disraeli sent 
his manuscript to Albemarle Street as soon. as he had 
it r~ady. . On the suggestion of Lockhart, whose own 
judgment· was.pe:tplexed between the.' affectations .and· 
ab~urditie~ ' on the one ha:p.d and ' the life and brilliancy ' 
of .~he descriptions. on the. other, Murray. submitted ·the 

.. work to Milman/ withholding .tne name of the author; 
and obtained a report. so .. favourable that he at onc·e 
.accepted it. for publication. ~Very wild, very extra
vagant, very German,' very, powerful, very poetical,' 
wrote .Milman"',' It"will,. I think, be much read, ... ' 

· · much admired, and much abused. It is much more 
in the Macaulay than in the Croker2 line; and the former 
is evidently in the ascendant; . . . The. latter part 
.. - . is a rapid volume of travels, ·a Ohilde Harold in 

· ·. prose.'3 Disraeli }lad called his novel 'A Psychological 
Romance,' and to this· title he reverted in subsequ.ent ' 
editions; but at the 'suggestion of Milman and under 
pressure :from Murray he now consented to change 
it into ' Contartni Fleming: A Psychological· Auto
biography.' The: work appeared in four volumes and 

1 The well-known historian of 'Latin Christianity, later Dean. of St. 
Paul's. · · · · · · · · · · · · · . 
. ~ Macaulay had just. been 'dusting that varlet's jacket' _in a number 

of the 'Bl~e and Yellow.' . . . . 
a Smiles, II., p. 338. · . . 
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with nothing on the title-page to indicate the authorship, 
but the anonymity was only thinly veiled, inany of the 
reviewers mentioning Disraeli by name. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
May 26, 1832, 

I received your letter yesterday, and the note you enclosed . 
was from Beckford, to whom I had sent a copy of Gontarini. 
His answer is short, but very. courteous. It commences 
with four exclamations. 'How wildly original! . How full 
of intense thought! How awakening! How delightful!' 
This really consoles one for Mr. Patmore's .criticism in the 
Court Journal. 

May 28. . . 

Amid abundance of .praise and blame of Contarini, one 
thing :which we all expected is very evident,'that not one of 
the writers has the slightest idea of the nature or purposes 
of the work. As far as I can learn it has met with decided 
success. Among others Tom Campbell, who, as he says,' 
never reads any books but his own, is delighted with it; 
'I shall review it myself,' he exclaims, 'and it will be a 
psychological review.' Have you read the review. in the 
Monthly, where I am accused of atheism, because I retire· 
into. solitude to write novels ? · 

July 5. 

Contari;,i seems universally liked, but moves slowly. The 
staunchest admirer I have in London, and the most discerning 
appreciator of Contdrini, is old Madame d'Arblay. I have 
a long letter, -which I will show you-capital !1 

· 

In the colirse o£ the following· year Disraeli wrote in 
the diary from which we have already quoted:-

Beckford ·was so enraptured when he. read The Paycho
logical that he sent. Clarke, his confidential agent and pub
lisher, with whom alone he corresponds, to call upon me on 
some pretence or other, and give him a desc.ription of the 
person, converse, &c., of the author of what he was pleased 
to style ' that transcendent work.' Clarke called accord
ingly and wrote back to Beckford that Disraeli was~the 

1 LetterS; pp. 76, 77; 
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most. conceited person he had ever met. in t.he whole courf:'le of 
his life. B. answered and rated, C. roundly for his opin.ion, 
telling him that what 'appeared conceit in D. was only the 
irrepressible consciousness of superior power;' Some time 
after this, when Clarke -knew me better, he -very ca~didly 

·told me the whole story and gave me a copy of B.'s letter. 
. .I shall always consider The Psychological as t.he perfection 
of English prose and a' chef d'rouvre. It has not. paid its 
expenses. Vivian· Grey, with fau1ts·which even youth can 
scarcely excuse, in short, the most unequal, imperfect, 
irregular thing that indiscretion ever published, .has sold 
t.l?.ousands, and eight. years after its publication a new edition . 
is announced to-day-so much for public:t.aste. 

In fact, in spite of the comparative friendliness o~ 
the critics and the praise, it received from some of those 
whose praise· was best worth having, Oontarini Was a 
failure. . .·. • . 

I published Oontarini Fleming anonymously· and in ·the 
midst of a revolution. ·It was_almost still-born,',and having 
'written it with deep thought and feeling, I was naturally 

• · discouraged from further effort. Yet. the youthful writer 
who may, like me, be inclined t.o despair, may learn also 
froin · my example ·not to be precipitate in his resolves, 
Gradually ; Oontarini Fleming found sympathising readers; 
Goethe1 and Beckford were impelled to communicate their 
unsolicited opinions of t.his work to its anonymous author, 
and I have seen a criticism on it by Heine •. of which any writer 
might. be justly pro1.1d.2 

. J . 

• The criticism by Heine is worthy of citation as the 
. judgment of the only Hebrew contemporary with 

Disraeli who might dispute with him the primacy in 
genius:-:-

Modern: English letters have given us no offspring equal t.o 
Oontarini Fleming. Cast in our Teut.ollic mould, it. is never
theless on~ of the most origip.al works ever written: profound,. 
poignant, pathetici; it.s subject. the inqst interesting, if not 

1 Disraeli must have been thinking . of . the incident ~lready related· · 
(p. 180) in connexion with Vivian G~ey; Goethe died in March, 1832, 
a. month or more before Oontarini was published. · 

·· 2 ·General Preface to the Novels, 1870. . . 

•, . 
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the noblest, imaginable-the development of a poet; truly 
psychological; passion and mockery; Gothic richness, . the 
fantasy of the Saracens, and yet over all a classic, even a 
death-like, repose.1 

One of the most discerning critics2 of Disraeli's novels 
has noted the excellence of his style in early life as com
pared with what we find after the habits of Parliamentary 
oratory had grown upon him; ~nd though we may not 
be able to adopt his own too complacent judgment that 
Oontarini is 'the perfection. of English prose,' his style 

~e~haps is here at its best. ·It has a rhythm and swing 
· that carry us along, and is full of sparkle and vitality; 

and though it is deficient in some of the finer graces of 
consummate prose, in the unerring instinct of the scholar 
for the most appropriate word, in tenderness, in 
delicacy, in all that prose may legitimately borrow from 
poetry, there is no lack of any rhetorical excellence. At 
times the fervour of the rhetoric carries us to real heights 
of imaginative eloquence, and it is not often that the 
eloquence degenerates into. bombast or that the glitter 
of the style becomes merely meretricious; while we 
find comparatively little of the affected prettiness or 
careless verbiage that are too frequent in the later novels. 
On the other hand, there is a curious absence iri Oontarini 
of the special qualities which give to the novels their 
peculiar flavour. Disraeli is here so full of his high 
poetic theme that ~e seldom see the fammar ironic 
smile playing over his features or· catch ·that· note of. 
mocking laughter which is heard so often in his other 
works.· · 

·Alroy, the second direct product of the Eastern journey,· 
though, as already noted, not published till March, 
1833, was begun two years earlier during Disraeli's visit 
to Jerusalem: indeed, in later life Disraeli a~cribed to· 
it an even earlier origin. 

1 I am indebted for this passage to Dr. F. C. Brewster's work Disraeli 
in Outline, but have not succeeded in tracing' the original reference. 

2 Sir :Leslie Stephen: Hours in a Library, II., p. 139. 
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. l had c~~menced Alroy the year after my first publica
tion, and had thrown the manuscript aside. Being ·at 
.Jerusalem in the. year 1831, and visiting the traditionary 
Tombs of the _Kiugs, my thoughts recurred to the marvellous 
career which had attracted my boyhood, _and I shortly after 
firiished a work which I began the year after I wrote Vivian 
GreY..1 

The novel · appeared as ' '11he W ondmus -Tale of 
-_ Alroy, by The Author of ·vivian- Grey and Oontarini 

Fleming,' and with a dedication to Sarah Disraeli; ·and' 
like Vivia~ Grey and The Young Dulce it was published 
?Y Colburn. Murray, ' out· of heart ·-with the frightftil,~/ 
aspect of coming events/ and ' his incessant ill hick . 
in the publication of works of fiction,' and not encouraged 
by. the conipar~tive" fail~re of Oontarini Fleming, · had · 
returned the-. man:uscript ·unread when the' author -
submitted it. . .. . _ 

The 'period Of the novel is the twelfth century, when· 
the Caliphate was in a state Of rapid decay and the 
empire 'of Western ·Asia was divided among the Seljuks: 
its purpose,.in- Disraeli's oWn\vords, 'the"celebration of 
a gorgeous incident in the annals of that sacred 'and _ 
romanti-9 people from whom I derive ]ny blood and name. '2 

· 

The re~l David Alroy· appears to have been little better 
than: a vulgar itnpostor,_but Distaeli has 'idealised him . 
into a £gure worthy to be compared with Judas Mac- · 
caba!:)us. A scion of the House of David and one of those 
Hebrew rulers who under_ the t_itle of -,' Princes of the · 
Captivity ' exercised a certain authority over their ow-n 
people by the tolerant permission of "the Mahomedan 
conquerors, Alroy conceives the idea of· winning back 
the ~depj:md~nce of Israel arid Jrestoring her_ departed 
glory~ The slaying of a Selju~ chief, who h~s offered, 

-violence to his sister' compels him 'to fly from his home, 
and ~ncouraged by a -visit to· J a baste~, a priest who had_ 
been the mentor of his youth, and who had diligeJ+tly 

1 General Preface to the_N~vels. 
2 Prefa_ce to The Revolutionary Epick, 1_834 • 

. . 
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fosteted his high ideals and ambitions, he sets out on a 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem to win the token of his election. 
There, after manifold sufferings and adventures, he 
arrives; and there in the Tombs of the Kings, amid 
incidents of supernatural awe, he receives the sceptre of 
Kipg Solomon from the hands of his great ancestor him
self .. With full assurance of his mission, and supported 
by J abaster, he now. raises the standard of revolt and 
sweeps through Western Asia on a tide of ·victory and 
conquest. But with constant success his belief in him
self grows overweening, and he begins to dream of 
other things than Jabaster's lofty but narrow aim of 
re-::establishing the theocracy. 

The world is mine; and shall I yield the prize, the universal 
and heroic prize, to realise the dull tradition of some dream
ing- priest and consecrate a legend~ . : . Is the Lord of 
Hosts so slight a God, that we must place a barrier to His 
sovereignty, and fix the boundaries of Omnipotence between 
the Jordan and the Lebanon~ . . . Universal empire 
must not be founded on sectarian prejudices and ·exclusive 
rights.1 

Convincing himself by such reasoning as this, he makes 
Bagdad the centre of his kingdom, and is there ensnared 
by a Delilah· in the form of the daughter of the Caliph. -
Jabaster and the more fanatical spirits presently rise 
in revolt, and the friend of Alroy's youth falls a victim 
to the vindictive hatred of the Sultana: From that · 
moment Alroy's good fortune is at an end; his enemies 
begin to close upon him; and a-:-crushing defeat in battle 
at the hands of the Sultan of Karasme causes his mush
room empire to disappear. Taken captive Alroy redeems 
his fame., and wins the crown of martyrdom by refusing 
life and liberty as the reward of apostasy from his faith. 

· His epit~ph is written in :the words with which his beloved 
sister Miriam-a character modelled 011 Disraeli's own 

1 Pt. VIII. ch. I. 
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sister"~endeavours to console him in his failure and-. 
remorse:-

You have showri what we can do and· shall do. Your 
memory alone- is inspiration. A great career, although 
baulked of its end, is still a landmark of human· energy. 
Failure, when sublime, is not without its purpose. Great 
deeds are great legacies, and work with wondrous usury.- By 
what Man has done, we learn what Man can do; and gauge 
the power and prospects of our race.1 

Did the young Disraeli himself ever dream that the 
legacy of Alroy had descended to him, or feel the in- -
spiration of his memory as a ~otive not merely to literary 
effort, but to an active career ~- It is probable enough. . 
As he stood in the Tonibs of the· Kings at Jerusalem,· or 
gazed on Mount Zion, the thought may have _passed 
through his mind that .the true aim of the political 
ambition which was beginning to shape itself within him 
should be to winback the :S:oly Land for the chosen people 
and restore the sceptre to Judah. To any young Hebrew 
of ge~us such thoughts would naturally-nay, inevitably 
-occur; and in iio other way can Disraeli's own dechra~ 
tion that Alroy represented -his ' ideal ambition ; be · 
construed. Men of great achievement have often, in 
addition to the imaginative aims which are' the inspiration 
of. their practical careers, their merely visionary fancies·. 
which- they never realise, which they never seriously try 
to realise, and which are perhaps neither capable nor 
deserving of realisation, but which Cling to them through 
life and, though they may not seriously deflect their. 
energies, give a certain bias to the,ir character and colour· 
to' their outlook. . With- all his dreaminess Disraeli'fl 
genius was far too practical to permit him to devote his 
life to the pursuit of a mere phantom; but it is probable 
that these early visions never wholly forsook hi1p.. They 
had a soil of g€mutne raciaL sentiment from which 

1 Pt. X._ ch. 19. 
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perennially to spring, and though it would be easy to 
exaggerate their significance, yet to know them is to 
get a glimpse into the inmost recesses of Disraeli's mind. 
Therein lies the value of Alroy for us now. Before the 
novel was published Disraeli boasted to a lady of evan
gelical turn, who inquired after his spiritual welfare, that 
it· would show he read his Bible. He read his Bible, 
indeed, though less to edification as his pious friend would 
have interpreted the word than as a record of exclusive 
interest to the r.ace to which he belonged. In this esoteric 
sense Alroy is saturated with the language and spirit 
of the Old Testament; and more than any of Disraeli's 
works, more even than Tancred, it reveals the Hebraic 
aspect of his many-sided nature. 

Apart from thil;l biographic interest not much can 
be .said in commendation of the novel. We are im
pressed, in the dialogue especially' by the quickness 
and success with which .Disraeli has caught the spirit 
of the East, but this story as a story never really grips us. 
The East may give :us· pictures or the embryonic tales 
which are little more than pictures; but where events 
lead to nothing and life is· a troubled sea with no· definit.e 
current setting through it, an historical novel is impdssible. 

· The remoteness and unreality of the surroundings destpoy 
the interest for Western readers, and the effect of un
reality is incre~se9. by the author's too faithful adherence 
to his Eastern models in the things in which they are 
least deserving of imitation. In his descriptions he 
falls into ~ mechanic~! 'magnificenc.e and in his action 
into a mechanical hyperbole which are certainly in har
mony with the spirit of the East, but-no less certainly 
wearisome aJ!d absurd; and 'he needlessly introduces a 
crude supernatural machinery which we like none ~he 
better for being told in the preface that it is 'cabalistical 
and. correct.' Disraeli had to pay for the faults of his 
education, and the mysticismwhicli was such a Il!arked 
feature of :his .character, and which on its higher and 
imaginative side was a source of power and insight, 

y. 
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tbo often degenerated i!lto a tast~ · f.or mere· hocus
pocus. 

But the most obvious defect of the novel is the style 
in which it is written. In Oontat·ini we had a strain o! 
fervid rhetoric rarely without distinction. In Alroy we 
get in its place a sort of prose poetry which the author 
only adopted, as he tells us in the preface to the original 

·edition, 'after long meditation and a severe examination 
of itS qualities.' His tale is '·essentially dramatic,' and 
therefore he introduces 'occasion.al bursts of lyric melody 
for that illuiltrative m:usic without which all dramatic 
representations are imperfect.' His subject is essentially 
·poetic~! and therefore 

, I. never hesitate although I disc~rd verse to have recourse 
' to :rhythm whenever I consider its introduction desirable, and 

occasionally even to rhy:r;ne. . ':there is no do~bt that the style 
in which 1 have attem,.pted to write this book is a delicate and 
difficult instrument for ah artist to· handle. He must not 
abuse his freedom., He must· alike ~e~are the turgid and: the· · 
bombastic, the.meagre and the mean. He must be easy in . 
his robes oi state, and a degree of elegance and dignity must • 
accompany him even in the camp and the market house. The 
language must rise gradually with the rl.si:ng pa:ssiohs of the 
speakers and subside in harmonious unison with their: sinking 
emotions. , · 

Whether: it wotlld ever be possible to use such an 
instrument with effect it is' not necessary to inquire; ' 
suffice it to say that· Disraeli has not succeeded. . When 
he t:riesc to pe most impressive he is often simply 

. grotesque; arid ·at ·times we ask in amazement if his 
s.ehse of 'the ridiculous lias wholly desetted him. Tlike 
for instance such a piece of intolerable bombast as the . 

' • • r .. 

following:"""" 

: . -

· Pallid and mad he swift upspr.ang, and he tore up,a. tree by 
its lusty to0ts, and dcrwn.the deblivity, dashing with rapid . 
leaps, panting and wild; he struck th'eravisher ·on the teri:lple 
with ~'!:te mighty pine. · 

..... 

.. 
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That fantastical genius Beckford wa.s enchanted with 
it all, and wished ' the truly wondrous tale had been 
extended to twenty volumes '; this in spite of some ' 
distress at the discovery that ' Disraeli and company 
were smoking away like vulgar factories.' Disraeli 
wrote1 to his sister immediately after publication:~ 

Of Alroy I "hear golden opinions, and I doubt not of its 
success. . . . I hear no complaints of its style, except 
from the critics.· The common readers seem to like the 
poetry and the excitement. Mrs. Jameson told Otley 
that ' reading . it · was like riding an Arab.' Slade, the. 
traveller, said 'it was the most thoroughly Oriental book he 
had ever read.' · 

I • 

In spite, however, of these encouraging pronouncements, 
the author's hopes were hardly realised: the subject was 
too remote and, his own opinion notwithstanding, the 
style presented too easy a mark for ridicule2

; so that 
the book, if not a; failure, had at best only a mo.derate .. 
success. 

With Alroy was published a short story entitled The 
Rise ofJskander, which Disraeli appears to have written 
while he was on a visit .to Bath with Bulwer. · Iskander 
is the Scanderbeg of Gibbon, the Albanian prince who 
won his independence in the days of Mahommed, the 
Conqueror; and the piece was designed to provide a 
contrast to Alroy 'by setting forth 'the history of ~ 
Christian hero placed in a somewhat similar position but 
achieving a very different end.' It' is a pretty tale, as 

. . 
1 March 26, 1833; Lettm·s, p. 81. _ 
z. There was an amusing parody by ;Maginn, Disraeli's old acquaintance 

of Representative days:-' 0 reader dear ! do pray look here, and you 
will spy the curly hair and forehead' fair, arid nose so high and gleaming 
eye of Benjamin Dis-ra-e-li, the wondrous boy who wrote Alroy, in rhyme 
and prose, only to show, how long ago victorious Judah's lion· banner rose,' 
&c. There is a. good deal of this prose poetry in The Yo1mg Dulce, and 
Disraeli never wholly lost the habit.· Even in his last novel we find him 
in the middle of a passage of ordinary prose suddenly breaking into 
verse: 'And now and then was heard a silver laugh, and now and th€m 
was breathed a gentle sigh.' (Endymion, ch. 2.) · 
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the author claimed, and it shows to what good account 
he could· turn his brief visit to Albania ; but apart 
from this it has nothing that ir;; peculiar to Disraeli 
.nor any special significance in the story of his inner · 
development. 

\ 



CHAPTER XL 

ENTRY INTO POLITICS~ 

1832-1833. 

' Poetry is the safety valve of my passions, but I wish 
to act what I write.' Dlsraeli was not the man to de-' 
generate into a dilettante recluse like Contarini or to' 

. waste his ·life in fanciful dreams of Hebrew , conquest 
after the ·manner of Alroy. The journey to the East 
had restored him to health and vigour. He arrived in 
Englan& ' in famous condition-better indeed than I 
ever was in my life and full of hope and courage in spite 
of the overwhelming catastrophe '; so he wrote to Austen. 
One of his first acts was to withdraw his name from the 
books of Lincoln's Inn; he would not even. pay the 
tribute to convention of- cloaking his vague ambitions 
under the dress -of an acknowledged profession: His 
debts were a heavy burden, ·but he had one tangible 
asset in his literary reputation. ''Mr. Disraeli, Sir, is 
come'_ to town-young M:f. Disraeli,' said Colburn to 
Bulwer. 'Won't he give us a nice light article about his 
travels 1 ' In_ his pen Disraeli had a permanent source . 
of income; but during his aosence .. he had developed· 
new ambitions that were more likely- to increase ex
penditure· than income: In' the East, as health and 
co_urage returned, his thoughts had begun to dwell on 
the attractions of an active political career: Even before 
he left England Parliament seems to have been in' his 
mind. . ' I should · have liked you,' writes A:usten' in 
July, 1830, 'to .have' had a picking out of this general 

. 205 . 
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election; it would be a famous opening and lots to say.' 
During ·his sojourn in thw East, Disraeli had been a 
diligent reader of Galignani, and he used in later life to 
say that it was in studying a file of· that . ' excellent 
publication ' during his long detention in quarantine at 
Malta that'he first began to understand politics.1 Through 
Galignani he was able to follow the . fortunes of the 
Reform movement, and he followed them with the keenest 
interest. ' What ,a . confusion you are· all in,' he wrote 
to Austen from Constantinople, when he read of that 
'bold act of cowardice ' 2 on .. the p~itrt .of the Wellington 

·. Ministry, the postponement of the King's· visit to the 
City in November,) 1830. 'I -have just· got through a 
batch of Galignanis. What a c_apital Pantomime it' 
would make: "The Lord Mayor's Day or .Harlequin' 
Brougham "_' ; 'and the fancy pleased him so . much . that 
by a habit that was already fo~ming he repeated it ·in 
almost the same words inletters to his father and:Bulwer, 
adding to Bulwer, 'Oh for the days of Aristophanes, 
or Foote, or ev-en Scaramouch ! · Damn the Licenser !' 

. ' The wonderful news which meets me here in a pile of 
Galignanis lias qtiite unsettled my mind,' he·:writes ·from 

. Cairo on ·reading of the introduction of the first Reform _ . 
Bill. ' I am of course very anxious to hear of the pro
gress of the BilL I hav:e heard up· to the majority 
,of one.' · . . . . . . .. · · . : · . . 

Disraeli arrived in England on the day that Parliament 
was prorogued after the rejecti?ri of 'the second Reform 

1 Life of Jowett, p. 109. 
2 The phrase was Lord Wellesley's. Disraeli has an interesting note 

on this OCCUrrence, written in 1836:- . . • 
'Sir Robert Peel told me that Hume was the.real cause of the King's 

not going into the City. They had received many warnings'· and· much · 
information, when suddenly Joseph so]Ight a confidential interview at 
the Home Office and told Peel he-was in possession of informat-ion of. an 
extraprdiilary 'character and ·that an insurrection was certaiil. After" 
wards Joseph had the impudence to make a speech in the House of Com-· 
mons abusing the Ministers for not lettiilg .the King go, and declaring 
that it. w8.-s his soleinn belief tha_t the outcry was all an alarming invention 
of their own. ·"I_. might have risen and crushed him, the impuden~ dog," 
said Peel. Why did he .not? The interview was certainly confidential, 
but the speech absolved the Minister, in my opiilion.' · ' 

~1 ~~- ~ ."'_ 
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Bill by the Lords. A fortnight later, during the riotous· 
weeks that followed the prorogation, he writes to Austen 
in the spirit of an old Tory: ' The times are damnable~ 
I take the ·gloomiest view of affairs, but we must not 
lose our property without a struggle.' ' in the event of 
a new election,' he adds, 'I offer myself for Wycombe.' 
No new election, however, came at present, and he spent 
the· greater part of the winter at Bradenhatn ' working 
like a tiger,' no doubt at Oontarini: By the middle of 
February he is in London, ' most comfortably located 
in Duke ·Street,' and enjoying his first real taste of 
the pleasures of London society. Through his friend 
Bulwer, already at the height ·of his fame, Disraeli 
at once found his way into the charmed circle of Mayfair, 
and in his letters. to his sister he has left us a graphic 
and vivacious record of his adventures in this paradise. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
Feb. 18, 1832. 

We had a very brilliant reunion at Bulwer's last night. 
Among the notables' were Lords Strangford1 and Mulgrave,2 

with the latter of whom I had a great deal of conversation; 
Count D'Orsay, the famous Parisian dandy; there· was 
a large sprinkling of blues-Lady ·Morgan, Mrs .. Norton, 
L.E.L., &c. Bulwer came up to me,' said 'There is one 
blue who insists upon an introduction.' · ' Oh, · my dear 
fellow, I cannot really; the power of repartee has deserted 
me.' ' I have pledged myself, you must come '; so he led 
me up to a very sumptuous personage, looking like a full
blown rose, Mrs. Gore. Albany Fonblanque,3 my critic·,. 
was in the room, but I did not see· ·hjm. . . . The 
Mr. Hawkins who made a wonderful . speech, and who, 
although he squinted horribly, was the next·· day voted a 
Cupidon, and has since lost his beauty by a failure; and many 
others, whom in .this hurry I cannot recall-Charles Villiers; 
Henry Ellis, &c. I avoided L.E.L., who looked the very 

· 1 6th Yis~ou:tit (1780-1855): A diplomatist of some disti~ction who had 
been for many years Minister at Lisbon and afterwards for some years 
Ambassador at Constantinople. · 

2 Afterwards ht Marquis of Normanby. 
a Editor of the Examiner. 
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persqltification of l3rompton-pirik satin' dress and white 
satin. ·shoeil, red cheeks, snub nose, _and her · haii: a· la · 

· · Sappho. 

F_eb. 22. 

I am writing a very John Bull book, which will quite delight 
you and my mother. I am still a Reformer, but shall destroy 
the foreign policy of the Grey faction. They seem firmly 
fixed at home, although a storm ·is without doubt brewing 
abroad. I ,think .peers will·be created, and Charley Gore 
has,promised.to let me havetimely notice if Baring1 be one. 
H:e called _upon me, and said that Lord John often asked 
how I was getting on at Wycombe. He fished as to whether 
I should support them. I answered, ' They had one claim 
upon niy support; they needed it,' and no more. 

Ap1'il 28. 

The soiree )astnight at Bulwer's ;was r~ally brilliant, mq~h 
more so than . the· first. There were a great many da:r;nes 
there of distinction, and no blues. I should, ped.iaps, except . 
Sappho, who was quite changed; she had thrown off Greco-

, Bromptonian costume and was . perfectly a la Franyaise; 
and really looked ,pretty. At .the end of the evening I 
addressed a few words to .her, of the value -of. which she 
seemed sensible. I was iritr~du:ced, 'by particula~;. desire,' 
to Mrs. Wyndham· Le'Yis, .·a pr~tty .little \Voman;. a ..fliTt/ and . 
a rattle; indeed/ gifted with ,a vo~ubilityl ,should,; think 
unequalled, and of which I,.can convey no idea .. · She told'. me 
that she liked ., silent; melancholy' men.' r answered 'that 
I had no .doubt of it.: . ,· . . . ' -· > ·. ·:·' ; _ . _· ··. 

I had· a long convers~tion with ,Lord Mulgrave; and a 
man talked· to me very mi.wh who turned out. to· be Lord 
William .Lemiox. In _the. course.of the .evelling I stumbled 
over Tom Moore, to whom I introduced myself. ·It is 
evident that ·he has read or heard of The. Young Duke, as 
his courtesy was marked. .'.How is your h;ead ?'he enquired. 
'I have heard of you, as everybody has. Did we not meet 
at Murray's once 1' He has taken his name off the Athenreum, 
' really Br.ooks is sufficient; ·so I shaU.ncit see' your _father 
any more. . . .' I remained in Hertford Street after ,the . 
breaking rip,.· smoking. Colonel Webster, who ma~ried 
Boddirigton's daughter, said to me,._' Take care, my good 
. fellow;· I .lost the most beautiful woman in the· w9rld by 
smoking. It has prevented more liaisons than the dread 

' . . . . 

t Sir Thomas Baring, father of the first Lord Northbrook, and at this 
time M.P. for Wycombe. · · · · · · 
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of a duel or Doctors' Commons.' Then l replied, ' You have 
proved that it is a very moral habit.' W., you know, although 
no Adonis, is a terrible roue. 

May I!J. 
I very much fear that the Whigs are again in, and ori their 

o'wn terms. Such,, indeed,is the report, but that is only a 
shot founded on last ,night's debate; but it is, I apprehend, 
a conjecture that will turn out to be a prophecy. I dined at 
[Lord]· Eliot's1 on Saturday, and met Colonel and Captain 
NCourt, brothers· of· Lord' Heytesbury, and Lord· Strang
ford. We had· some delightful conversation and remained 
till a late hour. Strangford is an aristocratic Tom Moore; 
his flow is incessant and prilliant. . The . A' Courts very 
unaffected, hearty fellows. . 

Yesterday I dined' at Eliot's-a male party' consisting of 
eight. · I sat between Peel and Herries, 2 but cannot tell you 
the names of the other guests, although they were all members 
of one or other House; but I detected among them Captain 
Yorke,3 whom I had met in the Levant. Peel was most 

. gracious. He is a very great man, indeed, and they all seem 
afraid of him.· By~the-bye, I observed that he attacked his 
turbot most entirely with his knife, so·Walker's story is true. 
I can easily conceive that he could be very disagreeable, but 
yesterday he was in a most condescending mood and unbent 
with becoming haughtiness .. I reminded him by my dignified 
familiarity both ·that he was· ex-Minister and I a present 
Radical. Herries-old, grey-headed, financial Herries
turned out quite a literary roan-so false are one's impres
sions. The dinner was sumptuous, and ·we broke up late.' 

The 'John Bull book,' of which he wrote in February 
and which was to ' destroy the foreign policy of the 
Grey faction,'. was published by Murray in April under 
the title of { England and France ; or · a Cure for the 
Ministerial Gallomania.' It appeared ~nonymou:sly and 
with ari ironical dedication to the Prime Minister as ' the . 
most eminent Gallomaniac of the day.' ' With regard 
to the authorship .of this work,' Disraeli wrote to Murray, 
' I should never· be ashamed .of b@ing considered the 

.. " 

1 Afterwards' 3rd Earl of St. Germans. 
2 Chanceilor~of the Exchequer in Goderich's Ministcy. 
a [Afterwa.rds 4th Ea.rl of Hardwicke.-G. E. B.] 
' Letters, pp. 70-75. · , 
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author. I should be proud to be; but I. am not. It is 
writti:m by Legion, but I. am one of them, and I bear the 
responsibility. 11 His chief coadjutors appear to have 
bee,n Baron d'Haussez, a legitimist exile, who had. been 
Minister of Marine·in the last Ministry of Charles X., and· 
Baron de Haber, 'a mysterious German gentleman of • 
Jewish extraction,' as Dr. Smiles describes him.2 'Beware, 
my dear, of t?e~ret agents;' wrote 'Isaac D'Israeli to his 

'~ son, . who . had told him that he was about to startle . ' ' ~ ' \ 

Europe; · ' beware of forgeries and ·delusions.' His son 
had all his life a certain weakness for mystery and intrigu~, 
and disregardeCl the warning; but-Murrf1y, who, as pub-· 
lisher, bore the real responsibility/ was less disposed to 
be venturesome, and insisted, ~9 Disraeli's great annoy
ance, on the proofs being read by Croker .. 'i h13-ve no 
desire,' writes the irritated author, 'to thrust my. 
acquaintance · on your critic. More than once I have 
had ·an op.portunity to form tl~at acqu~intance, and more 
than once I have deciined it.' It will be remembered 
that at :the time of, The Representativ,e affair Disraeli had 
found reason for resenting C:~;oke:r's interference, andthe 
prejudice which had slumbered in his mind since then 
had just been reawakened by an incident of .the present' 
year. A few weeks before the letter to Murray Disraeli 

" had Jailtid in an attempt to· secure election3 to the 
Athenooum, a. club of which ,.his father was one of the. 
original members and' Croker prac.tically .the founder; 
and rightly or wrongly the Bradenham family laid the 
fa,.ilure. to t:Q.e charge. of Croker: We shall ·hear again of 
the antipathy which these things combined to foster.· · ... 

The pamphlet,· or book-fo:r it runs to 300 pages~is a 
·violent. diatribe against the foreign policy of Palmerston . . 

· ! Smiles's .Life of Murray, II., p. 344. · · ·· 
, 2 [Haber appears· from' other sources· of information to have., belonged· 

· to a wealthy firm seated first at Carlsruhe and afterwards at Frankfort, 
· and to have spent.almost the whole of his fortune in finf).ncing Don Carlos.· 
-G. E. B.] ~ . · · · 

a Under the rule allowing the committee to elect annually a limited •.. 
number of persons., of distingui$hed:eminenoe in science, literature, or.the 

-arts, or for public services.' Disraeli did not become a member tilll866._ 
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and against the friendly understanding with .France upon 
which this policy was for the moment based. The alliance 

. between the two countries is, we are assti:red, ' unnatural,' 
and their friendship 'fictitious.' Their 'permanent 
interests are incompatible from natural pas8ions and 
prejudices, if from no other reasons.' 'The resolu
tion to be supreme, and the consequent hatred·of England, 
are rooted in the breast of every Frenchman.' Louis 
Philippe and his Government are attacked with a :hitter
ness for which 'd'Haussez no doubt was responsible·; and 
with a great parade of secret· information the w:riter 
professes to set forth the true history of . ' that mean · 
and monstrous incident which hitherto ·we have been 
pleased to style a Glorious Revolution.' 

I have endeavoured to show that the English.l\1inister, in 
sacrificing all the ancient principles of our policy to ally him
self with our hereditary foe, has not even succeeded in the 
object for which he has thus imprudently and previously 
paid the dearest price; and that we have, in ,fact, deserted 
Portugal and outraged Holland, not f<>r the friendship of 
the French nation, but for a mere transient connexion with 
two individuals-the French King and the French Minister; · 
one of whom that nation despises and the other of whom 
that nation 'detests.1 · 

Disraeli afterwards became a personal friend and 
admirer ?f Loui!3 Philippe's, and a consistent supporter 
of the poli~y of friendship with France through all.her 
many changes of Government .. No one would dream 
of turnin:g to this hastily-writte:h pamphlet, in which 
he made his pen the instrument for setting forth the :views 

. of others, in order to ~btain light on his real and permanent 
convictions in the region of foreign affairs. Both at the 
time of publicat!on and afterwards he was unusually 
silent as to his conne:Xion with the book. '·I am anxious,' . 
he wrote to Mrs. Austen, ' that my name should not b~ 
mentioned in reference to the work you have been lately 
reading. . . . You _are so familiar with my writings 

1 Gallomania, p. 255. 
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.that you ;vill not give me credit for every idiotism you 
meet in its columns.' What is of real interest now is 
the ~hoice of subject for his. first venture in the domain . 
of practical politics. Though it was not until near the 
end qf his career that h.e .. was able to assert himself .effec-

. tively in the field of foreign affairs, he had early divined 
the truth that it is in this field far more than· in the noisy 
and exaggerated strif~ of parties over questions of internal 
politics that history is really made. ·. ' The~e is no sub
ject,' he writes in the Gallomania, '~n which, a~ a society, 
we ~re !30 misinformed .as our foreign· policy: . ·. . . To 
my mind it is of primary, of paramount, importan_ce: · ·. 
:upon our foreign policy the' safety as wel! as the glory <?f 
this· country as a great Empire depends,'· After· the 
experience of a lifetime his judgment remained the.same. 
'Real politics;' says Lady Montfort to Endymion, 'are .. 
the pos~ession and dist:dbution of power. I want t(> see' 
you give· your mind to foreig11 affairs.' . 

One passage of ~he Gallomania, which is clearly hot 
the outcome of ~ny extraneous inspiration', has a curious 
and picturesque interest. · .r 

.An Englishman recently resident in Egypt Qiscovered. by 1 

an· accident that . a. secret agent in the . employ of France 
was in the habit of beillg l;tonoured 'with private intel'views . 
by the Pasha~ ·It wasimmediately after the events of July; 
As the Englishman was well cognisant of the constant intrigues· 
of 'the French in Egypt~a country of which we may some 
day hear, although it is not at present much thought of at 
the Foreign Office'--'-he resolved to ascertain the nature of 
their conferences. By what means he succeeded, it matters 

·.not at present. . . . Let it suffice that he did asqertain . 
that; in the event of any collision with England, a French . 

· army was to be received in' Egypt and that India was to 
· })e threatened. . .. : The feelings of the ;Moslem population 
.of India wen~ to be excited, and even the Hindus were to 
be reminded that the most ancient temples of their creed 

. rose on the 'palmy' banks of Nil~. · ... · We possess no 
~iplomatic agent . in Egypt. A Consul-General, ·indeed, 
r.esides there, but his residence is the seaport of Alexandria. 
· But it so happened that about this time an eminent 
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person1 distinguished by his talents and by the confidence of 
our Sovereign, was travelling in Egypt, and the Englishman 
seized this opportunity of impressing upon that emhient 
person his conviction of the French intrigues. The eminent 
person was not deficient in that frankness which we flatter 
ourselves to be characteristic of our nation. . . . He took 
an opportunity in an early interview to communicate to the 
Pasha his apprehensions. 'God is great,!' exclaimed his 
Highness, as he drew his pipe from his mouth. ' It is an 
infamous falsehood.'· . . . ' It is an infamous falsehood,' 
repeated the eminent person to_ his informant on the. first 
opportunity. 'His Highness declares that we are the greatest 
nation in the world and dear to him as his own children. 
Depend upon it, he is devoted to. us. Has he not presented 
ine during my visit with his finest palace 1 Does not his 
European band, hy his. specia1 command, play every day 
under my window during my dinner 1 Does he not always 
proffer me the pipe of honour ·1 And has he riot condescended 
to accept from my hands the finest shawl that Cashmere ever· 
produced 1 ', The reasoning was unanswerable, and the 
solitary Englishman, who was rather a poet than a politician, 
proceeded on his pilgrim,age.2 · • · 

The pamphlet received the honour of a leading article 
in Tk.e Timeslin which recogllition' was freely given to 
the . cleverness and curious. 'info~mation of the . authors;' 
though it was also broadly hillted that the real ·motive· 
which animated them was hostility to the Reform Bill. 
The third Reform Bill had n~w b~en launched, and as it 
proceeded on . the periJous voyage which ~ventually was 
to carry it .into port, Disraeli's sympathy with the cause 
whose fortune~ it carried seemed rapidly to- cool. 'I 

. am still a Heform'er,' he wrote, as we have seen, in the 
last 'week of Febru~ry ;' but . a: fortnight. later he pro-· 
nounced the Bill to be in a most crazy state, and added 
that he' would not be overwhelmed if it tailed altogether.' 
Yet he erased some passages in the Gallomania tha~ were 
adverse to Reform, and, when Croker wanted to r~store 
them, he entered an emphatic prot~st. · 

' I . 

1, Some erased words in the original MS. show that the '·eminent ·person ', 
was Sir John Malcolm. . · 

· 2 Gallomania, p. 40. · a .A:pril20, 1832. 

I. 8 
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To John Murray. 
March 30, 1832. 

It is quite impossible that anything adverse to the general 
measure of Reform can issue from my pen or from· anything 
to which I contribute. Within these three months I have 
declined being returned for a Tory .. borough, and almost 
within. these four days; to mention slight affairs, I have 
refused to inscribe myself a ·member of ' The Conservative 
Club.' I caJ,lnot believe that you will place your critic's 
feelings for a few erased passages against my permanent 
interest.1 

That curious phrase~ ' the general me~sure of Reform,' 
is not without sigriifican.ce. It seems to suggest that 
Disraeli's attitude on the question was' alteady not far 
different from that which he was soon openly to adopt
~ympathy with · t?e movement_ for broadening .. the elec-' 
torate and bringing the House of Commons into touch 
with popular a._spiration:s combined with deep distrust 
of the motives by which the Whigs.· were animated' 
and of the principles on which they were founding their 
reconstru~tion. of the constituency. His political ct~ed, 
how6-\/er, was still solliewha~ vague, and in the' m~tter' 
of Hatty allegiai;we his 1)osition was stm wholly t.n.settled .. 
'I ·am neither Whig nor T'ory,' he explains iii· tlie . 
Gctllo'ilii:J,nia. ' My · po~tics ate described by. one word, -
and that wotd is England.' llis political stock-in-trade 
consisted, ill fact; of a siticere and ardent patriotism, 

' genuine popular sympathies, a strblig and apparently 
instinctive antipathy to Whiggery, and an hereditary 
disposition to Toryism. derived from his father with an \. 
imaginative intere~t ih its romantic aspects that was 
native to himself. These apparently conflicting principles 
and elements had not yet been fused into the popular 
or uefudcratic Toryism for w.hich his name stands m ~ 
history, and by the eccentricity of his views and: his • 
rather light-hearted detachment £rom party he was ~6 
get himself and. his friends into no' sm~ll amount of 
trouble. ' I, 'too, have read the Gallomanict;' ·writes his 

1 SIUiles; II., p. 344, 
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sister,' and I long to see you that you may read me many 
riddles. The principal one is, how you will reconcile 
your constituents to your politics.' His ' constituent_s,' 
indeed, were sorely perplexed by the behaviour of their 
candidate. 

From Sarah Disraeli. 

You can imagine the astonishment and consternation 
.of old and young Wycombe. Huffam [])israeli's chief 
supporter] is in a great fright that you are going to betray 
him by proving yourself a Tory after he has for so many 
months sworn to all Wycombites that you were not one. · 
What will happen ? 1 should be sorry to give up the plan of 
regenerating Wycombe and turning them all unconsciously 
into Tories. 

'You are probably acquiring an European name,' 
writes his father in. the same connexion, ' but invention 
and imagination are not the qualities for a ~epresentative 
of our modern patriots.' 

High Wycombe, or Chepping Wycombe, as it was 
alternatively called, a few miles from Bradenham on 
the London side, was a typical close borough of the time 
before the Reform Act, returning to Parliament two 
members whose election rested exclusively with the 
Corporation and burgesses. The sitting members were 
the Hon. Robert Smith; the son and heir of the local 
magnate, Lord Carrington, and Sir Thomas Baring, 
both supporters of the Grey MiniStry. When Disraeli 
began to cast eyes on the borough there was the possi
bility of an election· with the old constituency owing to 
a dissolution in the course of the struggle over the Reform 
Bill, and there was also the certainty of an election wit~! 
the new constituency, and at no distant date, if the 
Reform Bill pas~ed. The Royal assent was given to 
the Bill on June 7; and a few days before Disraeli posted 
down from London to begin his canvass. ' I start on 
the high Radical interest,' he wrote to Austen, ' and 
take 4own f;ltrong recommendatory epistles . from 
O'Connell, Hume, Burdett, and hoe genus. Toryism 
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is ·worn out, and I cannot condescend to be a Whig.' 
Edward Bulwer, himself a member of Parliament and a 
~eformer of the Radical type, had' procured the letters 
from O'Connell and Hume, and to him O'Connell's was 
addressed. It regretted that the writer had' no acquaint-. 
ance at Wycombe to whom he could recommend Mr. 
Disraeli.' · 

I am as convinced as you are of the great advantage the 
cause of genuine Reform would obtain from ,his return. His 
readiness to carry the Reform Bill into practical effect towards 
the . production of cheap government and free institutions 
is enhanced by the talent and information which . he brings 
to the good cause. I should certainly e:ipress 'full reliance 
on his political and .personal integrity, and it would give 
me the greatest pleasure to assist in any way in procuring 
his return, but that, as I have told you, I have no claim on 
Wycombe, amf can only express my surprise that it· should. 
be thought I had any. ·. · · . · . 

Hume was.more e:xplicit; but his knowledge of Disraeli.· 
and of the situation at Wycombe seems to have been 
extremely. meagre, rmd he presently discovered that he 
had lent the use of his name ag3tirist ' his best· friend ' 
Baring, and another staunch Reformer, whereas, by some . 
confusion between Wycombe and Wendover, he had. 
believed that. Disraeli was opposing ;·a couple of anti
Reformers. A letter of. explan.ation which he wrote to 
Smith and Baring, and in which he expressed a hope that 
their seats would not be disturbed, was of course published 
by their agents, and gave something ,of a check to Disraeli 
at the opening of his campaign: But Disraeli was not 
easily discouraged, and he persevered with hisca;ndidature. 

To Benjamin 'Austen.· 
REI) Lro:N,. WYcoM:im. 

I .write you a hurried note after a hard· day's canvass . 
. Whigs, Tories, and Radicals, Quakers, Evangelicals, Abolition 
. of Slavery, Reform, Conservatism, Cornlaws-'-here is hard 
work for·on.e who is to please all parties. I make· an excellent· 
canvasser, and am toldisha11 carry" it if ~he borough be opened. . 
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His canvass had at first for its objective the new 
constituency of ten-pound householders; but before 
it had proceeded many days the situation was suddenly 
changed. A chance vacancy occurred for one of the seats 
in Hampshire, and in order to contest it Sir Thomas 
Baring resigned his seat at. Wycombe, thus precipitating 
a single election under the unreformed system. Bulwer 
tried hard to secure his friend from . opposition, but 
they seem to have had no iove for Disraeli at the Whig 
headquarters in London, and Bulwer's efforts were in 
vain. 

To Mrs. Austen. 
[June 10, 1832.] 

·we are hard at it. Sir Thomas you know has resigned. 
His son was talked of; I have frightened him off and old 
Pascoe Grenfell and Buxton. Yesterday the Treasury sent 
down Colonel Grey with a hired mob and a band. Never was 
such a failure. After parading the town with his paid voices, 
he made a stammering speech of ten minutes from his phaeton. 
All Wycombe was assembled. Feeling it was the crisis, I 
jumped up on the portico of the Red Lion and gave it them 
for an hour and a quarter. Icangiveyouno idea of the effect; 
I made them all mad. A great many absolutely crieil. I 
never made as many friends in my life or converted as inany 
enemies. All the women are on my side and wear my color5, 
pink and white. Do the same. The Colonel returned to 
town in the evening absolutely astounded out of his presence 
of mind, on ilit never to appear again. If he come I am 
prepared for him: 

B. D. 

There is s_ome reason for suspecting ·that the terror 
inspired in 'old Pascoe Grenfell' and others by Disraeli's 
prowess was purely imaginary, and that they had never 
had any thought of st!Lnding; and certainly the official 
candidate, however astounded he may have been, soon 
reappeared.. Colonel Grey was the second son of the 
Prime Minister, and was afterwards to be well known to 
Disraeli and the world as Private Secretary to. Queen 
Victoria. In the brief and stammering speech which he 
delivered from his phaeton he admitted that he had never. 

-. 
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addressed a public meeting before. The same may have 
been true of Disraeli; but in his case there was none of the 
diffidence or hesitation of the beginner. Tales are still 
told in Wycombe oj that famous first speech from the 
portico of the Red Lion. The youthful orator :was now 
at the height of his dandyism; and his ' curls and ruffles ' 
played no small part in the election. ·Standing on 

.. the top of the porch . bes~<}e the figure of the lioni 
with his pale face set off qy masses of jet-black 

. hair and ·his person plenteously adorned with lace and 
cambric, he must have seemed to the spectators better 
fitted for his r8le of fashionable novelist th~m for- that of 
strenuous politician. · Great, then, was their surprise 
when this 'popinjay,' as a hostile newspaper ,calle~ him, 
began to pour forth a torrent of eloquence with tremendous 
energy 6£ action and in a voice that carried far along· the 
High Street:· He had an instinct for the dramatio.effects 
which hold the attention of a mob. ' When ·the p~il is 
declared, 1 shall be there;' he exclaimed; according to a 
Wycombe tradition, pointi:hg to the head of the lion;c 
• and my opp'onent will be there,' pointi:O.g to the tail. 
By the admission even of the opposite party the. speech 

· was a complete success and his popularity with the crowd 
was thenceforth assured. . " 

. In th~ days of unreformed constituencies, howe"ver, 
electioi1s were not to be won by popularity alone. The 
official Whigs and Reformers of course opposed him,. and 
their county organ 1 gave him a first taste of that malignant 
and 'rancorous abuse of which he was to have such full 
measure throughout his ' political career and which . a 
certain cyni~a~ truculence. on his own ·part no doubt did 
much· to provoke. The Tory. org~n, 2. on the other hand~. ""' 
welcomed him as an independent in preference to the 
official Whig; and gave him a qualified blessing. He had · 
placed his interests in the hands of one Nash, .the local. 
representative of the great county magnate, the Duke of 
Buckingham, whose son, Lord Chandos, was the leader 

1 The Bucks Gazette~ 2 The Bucks Herald, ;, ; 
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of the Buckinghamshire Tories; and . though Disraeli 
declared on the hustings that· he had never had any 
communication with Lord Chandos, his choice of an agent 
gave no little point to the charge with which the Whigs 
persistently assailed him that whatever his Radical 
protestations he was all the time a Tory at heart. What 
is really of interest now is the undoubted fact that in this 
his first election he succeeded in effecting an alliance 
between Radicals and Tories, between the · popular 
elements in the constituency and the supporters of 
privilege and tradition. When the day of nomination 
came he explained his position in a long speech on the 
hustings. Ue wore, he declared, the badge of no party; 
if the Tories had supported him the people had supported 
him rust; as regards the Reform Act, it was only a means 
to a great end-; he expected to derive from it financial, 
ecclesiastic, and legal ·reform: he would seek the 
amelioration of the condition of the poor; the happiness 
of the many must now be preferred to the happiness of 
the few: and as re'gards himself he had never received 
one shilling of the public money and he belonged to a 
family who never had; he was sprung, moreover~ . from 
the people and had none of the blood ofthe Plantagenets 
in his veins. But in spite of this popular programme 
and these many popular qualifications he speedily found 
it useless to persevere, the poll at its close on June 26 · 
being- · · 

Grey, 20. 
Disraeli, 12. 

The defeated candidate consoled himself with another 
lengthy speech, in which he fiercely assailed the Corpora.:: 
tion and poured the vials of his wrath on all his enemies. 
He ended, according to his·-opponents, w_ith the words, 
' The Whigs _have cast me off and they shall repent it '; 

. bu,t in"'a letter to The Times1 Disraeli repudiated this 
version. 

1 Nov •. 12, 1832_. 
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... Whatever may be the disposition of the . Whigs to me 
they never could have cast me off _ since I· never had the 
slighte~t connexion with them~ _ I believe that the phrase I 
did use, and I ain sanctioned in my recollection by every 
person to whoi:n I have applied, was the following :-'The 
Whigs have opposed ine, not Itheni., and they shall·repent it.'. 
I am·in no wise ashamed of this observation and I adhere to it . 

. Thedefi~nt note in the hour of defeat was. highly 
characteristic ; but the speech very nearly invqlved 
him in. a duel. As he· flung his gibes and sarcasms right 
and Jeft he pointed to Lord Nugent, 1 ~nd _retorting. to the 
charge that J?.e himself was. a Tory in· qisguise declared 
that tP,e n~arest· thing .to a Tory in disguise _was a Whig 
in office. Lord :Nugent construed these ;words as a per-. 
sohal affront and serit a Qhallenge; but when the seconds 

. rllE,Jt they, ag~eed th~t the affair was ab.surd and arranged 
for such .an .interchange' of. explanations as averted a 
meet:illg. 2 · · . · · 

To_· Sarah Disraeli. 
[Lo:imo:N,] . 

July 5, '1832. 

Giovanni3 ca.Il~d _ori me (announced by the servant as 
Don Giovanni). He has left Clay .and brought me a lock of 
Byron's hair from Venice,-which he cut himself off the corpse
at Missolonghi. I have. been very idle, the natural con
s:equence of former exertion, but shall soon buckle to among 
our beeches. · 

:Aug. 4. 

Town is fast emptying. I have been lately at the Hou·se 
of Commons, and one night had a long conversation with my 
late antagonist and present. representative. We· are more 
than friendly. · - . · · . 

Aug. 8 .. 

' On Friday I shall pitch my tent in the green retreats of 
c Bradenham, and Bulwer acco:tnp~nies me. He wants absolute ·: • 

retireme:J;lt, really, to write, _and· all that." He is to do what . . . 
1 You~ger brother of 'the Ist Duke of Buckingham and author of 

those Memorials of Hampden which gave occasion for one of Macaulay's 
Essays'; · · . . 
. 2 . Lord Ebrington acted as ·Lord Nugent's second and Capta_in Anger; 
stein of the Grenadier Guards as Disraeli's. A notice containing the 
explanations agreed upon and signed. by them is to be seen in ·the Bucks 
Gazette for July 7, 1832. 

a See above, p. 161. · 
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he likes, and wander about· the woods like :; madman. I 
am anxious that· he and my father should become better 
acquainted. 01,1r sire never had a warmer votary .... 
I saw Tita to-day, who suggests that he shall return with me 
to Bradepham, and try our place.1 

. 

The general election could not long be delayed, and the 
campaign at Wycombe proceeded almost without inter
missi9n. The unreformed Parliament was not actually 
dissolved till December 3, but 'on October I Disraeli 
issued a fresh address which is interesting as the fust 
full and authentic exposition of his political opinions 
that has survived the chances of time. He comes forward 
again ' wearing the badge of no party and the livery 
of no faction.' He is ' prepared to support that ballot 
which. will preserve us from that unprin~ipled system 
of terrorism with which it would seem we are threatened 
even in this town.' He is ' desirous of recurring to those 
old English triennial Parliaments of which the Whigs 
originally depriveO. us; and by repealing the taxes upon 
knowledge ' he ' wouJ.d throw the education of the people 
into t;b.e hands of the philo~ophic student, inste~d of the 
ignorant adventurer.' He is already occupied with that 
great question of the condition of the people in which he 
took an abiding interest. · 

While I shall feel it my duty to 'enforce on all opportunities 
the most rigid economy, and the most severe retrenchment, 
to destroy every useless place and every undeserving 'office, 
and to. effect the greatest reduction of taxation consistent 
with the maintenance of the public faith and the real efficiency 
of the Government, I shall withhold my support from every 
Ministry which will not . originate some great measure. to 
ameliorate the condition of the lower orders_:_to rouse the 
dormant energies of the country, 'to liberate our shackled 
industry, and reinstate our expiring credit. 

With regard to the Oorn Laws, 

I will support any change the basis of which is to relieve 
the customer without injuring the farmer; and for the Church 
I am desirous .of seeing effe.cted some co.mmutation which, 

1 Letter8, p. 77 •. · 
8* 
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while· it prevents the tiphe from acting as a tax on industry · 
and enterprise, will again render the clergy what I am always 
. desirous of seeing them, fairly remunerated, because they are 
valuable . and effiCient labourers, · and infl_uentia1, because 
they are ·beloved. · · . 

And then in a fine rhetorical conclusion he appeals for 
su~port in his struggl~ : · · 

Against that rapacious, tyrannical, and incapable faction, 
who, having knavishly obtained power by false pretences, 
sillily suppose, that they will be permitted to retain it by 
half measmes, and who,_ in the course of their brief but 
disastrous career, have contrived to shake every gr~at interest· 
of the Empire to its centre. Ireland in rebellion, the colonies 
in convulsion, our foreign relations in a sta.te _ of such in-

.. extricable confusion, that we are told that 'war alone can 
sever the 'Gordian knot of complicated blunders; the 'farmer 
in doubt, the shipowner ,in despair, our :rnerch\l,nts without 
trade, and our manufacturers _without markets, the revenue 
declining, and the army increased, . the weaithy. hoarding 
their useless capital, and pauperism prostrate_ in om once
contented . cottages. Englishmen, behold the unparalleled 
Empire raised by the heroic energies of your fathers; rouse 
yourselves· in this hour of doubt and danger; rid yourselves 
.of all 'that political jargon and factious slang .of Whig and 
To:r:y-two .names with one mealling, used only to delude 
you-and unite in forming a great national party which can 
alone save the country from impending destruction. 

A,t . a dinner given to him by his supporters in the 
course of the camJilaign he· elaborated his programme, 
leaning on this occ;tsion somewhat more towards the 
Tory side of .the argument, probably because there were 
a good many Tories among . his. hosts· and audienc.e . as 
certainly there was· a Tory· in the ·chair. He is still, 
_indee.d, ·defi.antiy .independent .. 'I care -not for party.
·-I stand here without party. I .plead the cause ·or the 
·people, and· 1 care not whose policy I arraign ': but 
he rejoices that 'the' Tories have joined the popular 
party ' in that town, and it is now that, for the first time, 
yre are taken back to the p~inpiples of primitive Toryism 
and introduced to 'Sir William Wyndham and. my 

.; 

';- ... : 
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Lord Bolingbroke,' of whom we shall hear a good deal in_ 
future. A Whii o/gan had denounced Disraeli as ' a 
·destructive Radical.' A few short months ago, he 
retorted, they had described him as 'a disappointed 
Tory candidate,' ' I need scarcely say to you that .I 
have undergone no change. I am as I ever was in motive, 
principle, a~d determination.' In advocating triennial 
Parliaments he was only supporting· ' the true principles, 
the just spirit of our admirable constitution.' They 
had been advocated by the Tory Party in ' the most 
laudable period of its career,'-by Sir William Wyndham 
' in ru speech which for sound argument, keen research, 
close reasoning, and bitter invective, is, I think, un
equalled,' and by Lord Bolingbroke, 'one of the ablest· 
men. who ever lived ': and he was not ashamed to be 
' as great and as destructive a Radical as Sir William 
Wyndham and my Lord Bolingbroke.' The ballot . 
_again was decidedly a Conservative measure, and he 
supported it as much against the passions of the many 
as the prejudices of the few. He was, in fact, 'a Con..: 

. servative to preserve all that is good in our constitution, 
a Radical to remove all that is bad.' As ,the pepple had 
been invested witP. power, he wished to see them fitted 
for its exercise; therefore, he Wished to see the taxes 
on knowledge repealed and the Press really free. In the 

. matter of foreign affairs ' he shewed how 'the policy of 
the p[esent Administration must lead to an ultimate 
loss of the sovereignty of the seas, the destruction of our 
commerce, and finally of our country. Peace· is now 
the policy of- England. We have gained everything: 
now it is our' duty to preserve.' He was a sincere friend 
of the slave population, but he was no~ ' one of .those 
precious politiCians 'who wish to deliver the Colonies of 
England to the United States of America.' Finally, Free 
Trade was a theory which' as a theory he much admired,' 
but a w'ord of warning was necessary as to its practical 
application. /' 
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I cannot resist the conviction that if we have recourse 
to ·any sudden alteration ·of the\· present .system, we 
may say fareweJI to the county of Bucks, . farewell 
to the beautiful Chilterns. . . . You will ask 'is bread, 
.then; always to be dear 1 By no means, but it· is surely 
better to have dear bread than· to have_ no bread at alL· 
Reduce the burdens that so heavily press upon the. farmer, 
and then reduce his protection in the same ratio. That is 
the way to have chea:e bread; 1 do not doubt t~at when the 
question of tithes is eventually settled, when the poor laws 
are brought back to the system of 1795, and when we employ 

; our surplus revenue in relieving the agricultural interest 
instead· of sel).ding forth fantastic expedition~ to attack our 
ancient allies-! do not doubt that then we may have the 
blj3ssing of cheapbread without destroying the interest'which; 
is the basis of-all s_ound social happiness.1 

· 

: ~ ~ •"( 

' If I gain .·my.· electio:ri I think I have doubleq the 
Cape of my destiny,' Disraeli. wrote to Evans, his Qld 
comrade of. the solicitor's office. He was not ~o gain 

· his election: The Whigs put forth all their efforts to 
defeat him, and onthe hustings he angrily declared tP,at 
' the secret of their en.mity was that he was not· nobly 
born.'. When. the poll closed on Dec. · 12 the- figures 
were--

Smith, 179._ 
G_rey, 140. 
Disraeli, 119. 

To Benjamin Austen. . / 

Sunday. 

Had· my agent attended to our registration, which· for. 
various· reasons he . did not, I should have succeeded at 
Wycombe, as upwards of 18 ratted from Grey, but the rates 
of many of my old supporters were not paid up·. - The election, 
or rather contest, did not cost me · £80, the expense of 
hustings, &c., and Grey not short of.£800; Had I let money· 
fly I should have come in. I make rio doubtof success another 
time. 

1 This speech is preserved in the. Wycombe Se~tir:ez (Nov. 30), a weekly 
publication, of"which eight numbers were issued gratis by the Disra.eli 

.party during .the campaign. There· is also' a report in the Bucks Herald 
of Deo. 1. · · · 
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Beaten at Wycombe, he on the same day issued an 
address to the electors of the county. 

I come forward .as the supporter of that great interest 
. 'fhich is the only solid basis of the so'cial fabric, and, con

vinced that the sound prosperity of this country depends 
·upon the protected industry o( the farmer, I would resist 
that spirit of rash and experimental-legislation which is fast 
hurrying this once glorious Empire to the agony of civil 
convulsion.· . · · 

Lord Chandos1 was the only Tory in the field, opposed 
to two Reformers; but when, Disraeli arrived. at Ayles
bury on the day after the issu~ of kis address he found 
that he had been anticipated, and he at once withdrew 
his own pretensions, and appeared on the hustings as 
a supporter of the second Tory candidate. The incident 
marked a distinct advance towards formal alliance with 
the Tory Party .. As the hostile journal put it, having been 
beaten at Wycombe as a Tory Radical he endeavoured 
to come forward for the County.as a Radical Tory. 

To The Rev. Alfred Beaven. 
'HUGIIENDEN MANOR, 

Jan. 17, 1874. 

On the _loss of my election in 1832 I started for the 
County, and issued my address on the same day that Mr. Scott 

~Murray, unknown to me, agreed to become a candidate. I 
acted throughout the Wycombe election and on this occasion 
entirely with the approval and under the advice o,f Lord 
Chandos, then one of the principal leaders-of the Tory party. 
We felt·it would not do for me to stand in. the way of Mr. 
Scott Murray, a gentleman of large estate. He was an amiable 
man, to~ally unfit to be a County candidate in those stormy 
. ditys, and lost his election, which seemed difficult, as there 
was no doubt, from the enthusiasm of the farmers in my 
favour, I should have.been returned by five or six hundred 
majority. 

Though it is now a mere point of historical curiosity, I 
must observe, that I advocated the ballot in 1832 because 
it was part of the Tory scheme of a century before; and for 
the same reasons- as it was suggested by Sir W. Wyndham, 
and particularly Sir John Hinde Cotton, almost as distin-

. · 1 Afterwards 2nd Duke of Buckingham. · 
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guished a leader of the ,Country party, in the days of the -
first· Georges. It seemed to me, phat the Borough constitu
ency of Lord Grey was essentially, and purposely, a dissenting 

· and l4?W Whig constituency, consisting of the principal 
employers of. labour-and that the· ballot was the only 
instrument to extricate us from these difficulties. . . , · 

Political history is not sUfficiently known .now, but when' 
I started in life, it is not an exaggeration.to say, tliat the mind 
of the country, even in the Houses of Parliament, was a com
plete plank upon it. . The Tory party had lost all their tradi-

. tions, and this led to their fall: to the mess they made about 
the Roman Catholics, and Parliamentary Reform. · I have, 
for.forty years, been labouring-to replace the Tory party in 
-their natural and historica1 position in this country. I· am 
in the sunset of life, but I do not despair of seeing my purpose ·· 
effected. · . · · 

To General The Hori. Charles Grey.1 
· 

~ . ~ ·. .. 

10, ·DowNING-STREET, WmTEHALL, 
. . . · Nov. 30, 1868. 
MY DEAR GENERAL, ' . 

.. . I· reciprocate 'all your feelings, and shall cherish your 
friendsliip, which I highly esteem. 'Your conduct to me, 
during my tenure of Office, has been' admirable, and in quitting 
my post, it is a consolation to_ me to know that Her Majesty 
has· near .her .a ,gentleman in whose abilities, experience, 
judgment, honor, and devotion she may place implicit. 
reliance. . . . , . . . . 

Let me know when Her .Majesty would. wish to receive me 
to-morrow; ahd ·believe me, · · 

Yours sincerely, 
' ,! ~. : LB. DISRAELI. 

Meanwhile during those autumn months at Bradenham, 
in the intervals of. electioneering, Alroy had b~en com
pleted; 'and early in the new year Disraeli was at Bath 
writing The Tale of Iskander. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
BATH, 

Jan. 19, ·1833. 

Bulwer and I arrived here on Monday, and ·have found 
the change very beneficial aridrefreshing, Such is the power 
of novelty, that the four or five days seem aii age ... ·. We 

I' " . . " 

1 His antagonist at Wycombe. 
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are great lions here, as you may imagine, but have not been 
anywhere, though we have received several invitations, pre
ferring the relaxation. of our own society, and smoking 
Latakia, which as a source of amusement, I suppose, will last 
a week. I like Bath very much. Bulwer and I went in 
late to one public ball, and got quite mobbed. 

LONDON, 
Jan. 29. 

I dined with Bulwer en famille on Sunday, 'to meet some 
. truffies '-very agreeable company. His mother-in-law, 
Mrs. Wheeler, was there; not so pleasant, something between 
Jeremy Bentham and Meg Merrilies, very clever, but awfully 
.revolutionary. She poured forth all her systems upon my 
novitiate ear, and while she advocated the rights of woman, 
Bulwer abused system-mongers and the sex, and Rosina 
played with her dog. 

Feb. 7. 

Went to the House of Commons to hear Bulwer adjourn 
the House; was there. yesterday during the whole debate
one of the finest we have had for years. Bulwer spoke, but 
he is physically disqualified· for an orator; and, in spite of 
all his exertiqns, never can succeed. He was heard with great 
attention, and is evidently backed by a party. Heard 
Macaulay's best speech, Sheil and Charles Grant. Macaulay 
admirable; but, between ourselves, I could floor them all. 
This •entre nous; I was never. more confident of anything than 
that I could carry everything before me in that House. The 
time will come. . . . Grey spoke highly of my oratorical 
powers to Bulwer, said he never heard ' finer command of 
words.' 'lxion is thought the best thing I ever wrote.! 

Ixion in Heaven was one of several short pieces which 
he coi1tribitted about this time to the New Monthly, a 
magazine owned by Colburn, of which Bulwer was the 
editor. A companion piece The Infernal Marriage was 
published in the following year. Light, satirical dialogues 
conceived in the manner of Lucian, they are reminiscences, 
as has been noted before, of Disraeli's schoolboy admira
tion for that author, though they surpass even Lucian in· 
the audacity of their persiflage. There was an element 
of. sheer irreverence in Disraelj strangely mingled, as 

1 Letters, pp. 79; 80. 
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in Heine, with the more obvious characteristics of 
the · Semitic temperament:_a spirit of revolutionary 
mockery' ever struggling in both with the mysticism of 
the Hebrew, so that they both of them appear to be the 
most impossible compounds of Spinoz~ and Voltaire;· 
and nowhere has Disraeli ·given more perfect expression 
to this side of his complex-m1ture than in these dialogues, 
because nowhere else is its expression so genial and in
offensive. His father. thought them the most origll:lal: 

· of all his writings; and more than one critic since, chanried · 
by their wit and vivacity and sparkle, their entire freedom 
from· malice, and :the spirit of imiocent mischief whi~h;: • 
breathes through . them, ·has repeated the conte!llporary , 

. judgment, and pronounced .them to be the best 'things 
that their author ever wrote. 

To Sarah Disraeli . .. · , 
. April s. 

I have agreed· to stand for Marylebone, but I· sha-ll not go 
to the poll qnless I am certain, or ·very. confident; . there is 
(lven a chance of my not being opposed. In the Town yester
day, I ani told, 'some one asked Disraeli, in offering himself 
for Marylebone, on what he intended to stand. " On my 
head," was the reply.' · . .· . 

I have heard nothing more from ~, who appears to 
have pocketed more than I should .like to do. It was im
possibie to pass over 'attacks from such a quarter in silence. 
The only way to secure f~ture ease is to take up a proper 
position early in life, and show that you will not be insulted 
withjmpunity.1 . . . . , · ~ 

. The allusion in this passage is to a correspondence 
with. Dashwood, the Whig member for Bucks, who in 
a speech at Wycombe had elaborately depicted a tyPe 
of political profligacy· in Ianguag·e that had been inter- · 
preted as applying to the late candidate for the borough. 
More perhaps in a spirit /of calculation than out of real 
sensitiveness or irritability Disraeli was in these years 
something of a fire-eater, ready to fly out at every fancied . 

1 Letters, p. 82. 
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insult; · in marked contrast to his , contemptuous dis
regard in later days of the shower of venomous abuse 
that unceasingly descended on him: He succeeded on 
this occasion in intimidating his critic, but at the expense 
of alarming his fa~ly. 

The candidature for Marylebone began and ended with 
the issue of an address. Appealing to an urban constitu
ency, Disraeli stands forth again as a militant democrat, 
the comparative Toryism of his views on Church ·and 
land .fading into the background. 'Supported by · 
neither of the aristocratic parties,' he appears before · 
the electors ' as an independent member of society who 
has no .interest, either direct or indirect, in corruption 
or misgovernment, and as one of. a family untainted 
by the . receipt of public money.' He asks for their 
votes ' as a man .who has already fought the battle of 
the p~ople and as· one who believes that the only founda
tion on which . a beneficent and vigorous government 
can now be raised is an, unlimited . confidence in the 
genius ·· of the British nation.' AI;td then he repeats 
the principal items· of his Wycombe programme: 
triennial Parliaments, election by ballot, ·the repeal 
of the taxes on . knowledge, reduction of the public 
burdens, anq. the elevation of the moral and improvement 
of the physical condition of the people. · 

Th,e vacancy did not occur, and Disraeli had recourse 
to his pen in order to explaih and, at the same. time, 
draw attention ·to his somewhat anomalous political 
position. A short pamphlet presently appeared entitled 
' ''What is He 1" ·By the Anthor of Vivian Grey '; 
thP. title finding its explanation in the legend beneath it-' 
'" I hear that * * * * is again in the field; I hardly 
know whether we ought to wish him success. ! What is 
he~· "-Extract from a tetter of an Eminent Personage.' 
The 'Eminent Personage' was supposed to be Lord · 
Grey, the Prime Minister, but he is just as likely to have 
been a figment of Disraeli's imagination. The pamphlet 
is a~ argument in favour of a Natiomi.l Party aud an 
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explanation of the. princ~ples · on which· it should. be 
founded. 

The Tofies have announced [it begins] that they could 
not carry on the government of this country with the present 
state machinery; every day the nation is more sensible that 
the Whigs cannot. . . . The first object· of a statesman 
is a strong Government, without. which there can be no 
security. . . . By what means are we to obtain a strong 
Government~- We must discover some principles pn which 

".it can: be founded. We must either· revert to the aristocratic 
"principle, or we .must advance to the democratic. . . . The 
moment the Lords · passed the Reform Bill,· from menace 
instead of conviction; the .. aristocratic .. principle of govern; 
ment in this country, in my opinion, expired for·ever. From. 
that nioment, it became the duty of every person of proper,ty, 
talents, and education, unconnected,.with the unhappy pafty 
at present in power; to use his utmostexertions to advance 
the:democratiq principle, in order that the country should: no~ 
fall into .that sitmition, in which, if I mistake not; it· will 
speedily find. itself-absolutely without, any Govehlplen,t 
whatever~ · •i 
· · A Tory and a Radical, I understand; a Whig-a democrati~ .. 

aristocrat, I cannot .. comprehend. If the Tories indeed 
despair of restoring the aristocratic prinCiple, and are sincef.~, 
in their. avowal that the State cannot be governed with-'tl:\e ·; 
pre~Sent machinery, it is. their duty to coalesce with th!J 

. Radi~als, and permit both political nicknames to merge in 
the -common, the intelligible, and the dignified title· of· a 
National Party. He is a mean-spirited wretch who is re~ 
strained from doing his duty by the fear of being held up as 
insincere· and inconsistent by those who are incapable of 
forming an opinion on public affairs. . . . A great mind, that 
thiriks and feels, is never inconsistent and never insincere.· 
. ; ; . The insincere and the inconsistent are the stupid and the 
vile. Insincerity is the vige of a fool and incop.sistency t}ae 
blunder of a knave. ' 

What then an practice are $ the easiest ~nd most obvious 
metllod~ by which the de:ri:wcratic principle -may be made 

. predominant' ? The answer, It must be confessed; is 
somewhat disappointing. They are, we are told;" ' the 
instant repeal of the Septennial Act~ the institution of · 
Election by Ballot, arid the immediate dissolution of 
Parliament.' We feel at once that the c'urrent of thought 
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has lost itself in the shallows of formula, and we hasten 
on with some jmpatience to the much-quoted passage 
which brings the tract to an eloquent conclusion. 

I tis wise to be sanguine in public as well as in pri;ate life; 
yet the sagacious statesman must view tlie present portents 
with anxiety, if not with terror. It would sometimes appear 
that the loss of our great Colonial Empire must be the 
necessary consequence of our prolonged domestic dissensions. 
Hope, however, lingers to the last. In the sedate but 
vigorous character of the British nation, we may place great 
confidence. Let us not forget also an influence too much 
underrat!')d in this age of bustling mediocrity-the influence 
of individual character. Great spirits may yet arise to 
guide the groaning helm through the world of troubled 
waters; spirits whose proud destiny it may still be at the 
same time to maintain the glory of the Empire and to secure 
the happiness of the People ! 

'Who will be the proud spirit 1' was Isaac D'Israeli's 
pointed query when he read the pamphlet; but his son 
vouchsafed no answer. The whole performance is a 
characteristically Disraelian blend of eloquence and 
batl;los, of sincerity arid pose, of insight a:Qd fantasy; 

April 30, 1833. 

There is an attack in tile Morning Herald on What is He? 
where the author is advised to adhere to the region of romance. 
Such attacks are not very disagreeable, for you have no idea of 
the success of the pamphlet, wh'ich is as much a favourite 
with the Tories as,the Rads. The recent expose of the Whigs 
proves me a prophet.1 

In spite of this complacent view the world was as far 
as ever from an answer to the question which supplied 
a title to the pamphlet. A year had now elapsed since 
Disraeli's first appearance on the stage of practical politics, 
and he had done little ~more than win for himself the 
reputation of a political adventurer with unintelligible 
opm10ns. As he became more famous, controversy began 
to rage around the details of these first campaigns and it 
has never wholly died away; pamphleteering biographers 

1 Letters, p. 82. 
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striving with one another-some eager to prove that he 
was a consistent Tory from the beginning, others no less 
eager to ~onvict him as' an unscrupulous time-server, 

· careless of everything but his own advancement. The 
outlines of . the truth will now begin to be apparent . 

. · Disraeli in 1832 was impatiently eager to get into 
Parliament; but his opinions were the opinions of a man 
in complete isolation from the ordinary schools of political 
thought and he was almost ~ynically indifferent to the 
conventions of party allegiance: Experience soon taught 
him that this indifference could not be maintained; he 
learnt in due .course to ·pay the necessary tril:)ute_ to, 
I;)OllV~ntion; and as time went on he ·acquired some' of the 
freedom which is the privilege of greatness. · But in "tliese 
·early days his extreme detachment in the matter of 
opinion and allegiance was ascribed by the multitude of 
humdrum politicians to absence of political convictions~ 
That he was Without political convictions, however; was 
the exact opposite of the truth; He was a man over
burdened with political ' convictions, not ·yeti fully 
elaborated or harmonised intb·a system, butdear to him 
as the product of original and independent thought. If 
he had been content to wear the livery of either party he · 
could with half the energy and-ability he showed .have 
speedily forced his way into Parliament. But_ it was not 
in' his nature to aceept a political creed or programme 

. ready made or to stifle the instinct of criticism which was · 
. so .strong within him. He was a. political free~thinker 
at the beginning of }lis career, as he remained a political 
-free-thinker to the end. 

c Born in a library and trained from early childhood by 
]earned men who did not share the pas~ions ana the prejudices 
· of our political and social life,. I had imbioed on some subjects 
conclusions different from those which generally prevail, and 
efjpecially with reference to the history of our own: country . 

. How an oligarchy had been ·substituted for a kingdom, and a 
narrow-minded and bigoted fami.ticism flourished in the name 

·of religious liberty; were problems· long to me insoluble, but . 
w:h~ch <;)arly interested .me. But what most attracted my 
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musing, even as a boy, was the elements of our political 
parties, and the strange mystification by which that which 
was national in its constitution had become odious, and.that 
which was exclusive was presented as popular.1 

We are not bound to suppose that the Disraeli of 1832 
would have set forth his difficulties in the precise maimer 
in which the Disraeliof 1870 set them forth in retrospect: 
the language of the foregoing extract is the language of 
his finished political creed, of the Vindication or of 
Ooningsby; but even in 1832 all the elements of his 
finished political creed can already be detected. His 
faith in 'democracy on the one hand, his reverence for 
tradition and our traditional institutions on the other; 
his dislike of the selfish Whig oligarchy; his desire to 
secure a modification _of the Corn Laws, but without the 
sacrifice' of agriculture; his interest in the condition of the 
people,.andthat, too, at a time when the subject had not 
become fashionable; these are all to be found in the 
speeches and writings of Disraeli's first year in politics 
precisely as they run thr()ugh his subsequent political 
life. If we study his-first campaigns in the light of what 
followed, putting aside party prepossessions a11d ignoring 
party labels, what they demonstrate is not any tendency to 
mental fickleness_ in the man, but an amazing continliity, 
not to say rigidity, of thought in the principles -whjch 
underlie his whole political career. We need never ~ook 
in Disraeli for the· self-conscious consistency of the moral 
precisian; but there is no lack of the far-deeper- consis-

-tency which has its ro~ts in. a highly originalmind, in a 
strong intellectual grasp of certain cardinal ideas, in a 
temperament of markedidiosyncrasy, and in a character 
of exceptional persistence. · 

1 General Preface to the Novels~ 1870. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

LIFE IN LONDON. 

1833-1834. ,;·' 

In Endymion we are· shown the contrast 'between the 
social' world of Londori · as Disraeli first knew it in his 
youth and the same world as he ·saw it. half a,. century 
~M. . 

The great world then, compared with the huge ·society 
of the present period,- was limited in its proportions, and 
composed of elements more refined though far less various .. 
. . . . There were then, . perhaps, more great houses open 

-:than at the present day, but there were very few little ones. 
·.·The necessity of providing regular occasions for the'assembling 

of the miscellaneous world of fashion 'led to the institution 
of Almack's, which died out in the advent of the new system 
of soc~ety; and in the fierce competition of its inexhaustible 
private entertainments. The season then was brilliant 
and sustained, but it was not flurried. People did not go to 
various parties on the same night. They remained where 

. they were assembled, and, not being in a hurry, were more 
agreeable than they are .at the present day. Conversation 
was more cultiV'ated; manners,·. though unconstrained, were 
inOJ;e stately; and the world, bein:gliinited, knew itself much 
better. 1 ·• · ' -

On his return from the Ea~tDisraeli had, as we have 
·seen, at once found' admission to a soCiety which, if not 
the highest, stood 'in close relation~hip · to the highest 
-a curious 'blend of literature, fashion, politics,' and 
bohemianism; and here and in. even more Olympian 

· 1 Endymion, oh. 5~ 
234 
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.circles he made rapid headway from the first. He had 
all the qualities that enable a man to shine in such an 
atmosphere: he was by instinct a social artist, as his 
earliest novels prove; in those days dan<fyisni was in 
fashion, ~nd he was a dandy by nature, practice, and 
conviction; he was ' at that time a very handsome 
young man, with a countenance ih which beauty 
of . feature and intellectual .expression were strikingly 
combin:ed ' 1

; and he could when he liked be so briiliant 
in conversation as to . extort admiring testimony even 
from unsympathetic listeners. 

To Sarah DisraeU. 
Feb. 21, 1833. 

Yesterday I dined with· the Nortons; it was her eldest 
brother's birthday, who, she says, is 'the olliy respectabl~ 
one of the family, and that is because he has a liver complaint·.' 
There were there her brother Charles and old Charles 
Sheridan, the uncle, and. others. The olliy lady beside Mrs. 
Norton, her sister Mrs. Blackwood,11 also very handsome 
and very'Sheridanic. She told me she was nothing. 'You 
see Georgy's the beauty, and Carry's the wit, and I ought 
to be the good one, but then I am not.' I must say I liked 
her exceedingly; besides, she knows all my works by heart, 
and spouts whole pages of 'V.G/ and' CJ.F.' and the' Y.D.' 
In the evening came the beauty, Lady St. Maur, and any
thing so splendid I never gazed upon. Even the handsomest 
family. in the world, which I think the Sheridans are, all 
looked dull. Clustersof the darkest hair, the most .brilliant 
complexio~, : a contour ··of face perfectly .·ideal. ·. In the 
evening Mrs. Norton sang arid ,acted, ·and did everything 
that was delightful. Ossulston came' in-a very fine singer, 
unaffected and good-looking. :Old Mrs. Sheridan-who, by. 
the bye, is young and 'pretty, and authoress of Oarwell:-is · 
my greatest adniirer; in fact; the, whole family have a very 
properidea of my merits! and I like them·all.3 · ·• · 

Many years later Lady Du:ffe:i'in, g~ve 'a description of 
the appearance presented at this dinner. party by her 
sister;s ·~antastic guest. ·He wore, she said.,. ' a black· 

1 Sir Henry Layard in the Quarterly Review for Jan., 1889. 
a Afterwards Lady Dufferin. ·.; · · a Letters, p. 80, 
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'·· 
velvet coat lined with satin, purple trousers with a gold 
.band running down the outside seam, a scarlet waistcoat, 
long lace ruffies, falling down to the tips of his fingers, 
white gloves with several brilliant .rings outside them, 
and long black ringletsrippling down upon his shoulders.'1 

. Lady Dufferin protested that there was not the slightest 
exaggeration in this pictlire; but we may at le~st slispect 
or hope that time had not deprived it of any of its colour. 
It may have been to the same occasion that she referred 
in a well-known anecdote. ' . . ' 

He was ~nee· dining ~th my insufferable brother-hi-law, 
Mr. Norton, when the host begged hhn to drink a particular 
kind of wine, saying he had never tasted anything so good . 
before~ Disraeli agreed that the wine was very good. . ' Wen:• 
said Norton, ' I. have got wine twenty thnes as good in niy 
cellar.' 'No doubt; no doubt,' said Disraeli, looking round 
the table; ! but, my dear fellow, this is qUite good enough 
for such canaille as you have got ~o-day.' 

To. Sarah IJisraeli. 
April 25, 1833. 

·I have done nothing but go to· tlw play lat!illy, one night 
with. Mrs. Norton to see Sheridan Knowles's new play; which 
was· successful. Public amusements are tedious, but in a 
private box with a fair companion less so. 

. _ . May 22. 

There was: a . review in" Hyde Park, and the Wyndham 
· Lewis's gave a dejeuner, to which I went. By the bye, would 

you like Lady Z-·- for a sister.in-law, very clever, £25,000 
and· domestic 1 . As for ' love,'. all my friends who married, 
for love and beauty either beat their wives or live apart from 
them. This is literally . the case. I may commit · many 
follies,in .life, but I never· intend to marry for 'love,' which I · 
am sure is~ guarantee of infelicity.2 · · · · 

The m~eting with this lady was at the Opera, arid ,an 
entry in her· diary gives us a glirripse of Disraeli in the 
company of a clever and romantic girl. · 

1 Motley~s Oorre~~pondence, I., P' 264. 
'~ ~ - ' 

2 Letters, P•. 82. 
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The younger Disraeli was in the box. He and 1; soon got 
acquainted.· He ·is wild, enthusiastic, and very poetical. 
He told me he thought Southey the greatest man of the age; 
he was really a great man, he said. . : . The brilliancy 
of my companion infected me, and we ran on about poetry 
and Venice and Baghdad and Damascus. ,He tells me that 
repose is the great thing and that nothing repays exertion. 
Yet noise and light are his fondest dreams, and nothing could 
compensate him for an obscure youth-not even glorious old 
age. It was beautiful to hear him talk of Southey. 

The girl :was herself a great admirei· of Southey's, but· 
her companion's enthusiasm, we • ma.y suspect, began 
and ended in that opera box. ' Lady Z.' presently 
found a less poetica,l husband, and nearly fifty years 
later Disraeli had the satisfaction of recommending her 
son for a peerage. Marriage at this time was a good deal 

· in his thoughts, and in the lettel's from Bradenham there 
are ·frequent allusions to a matrimonial scheme to which, 
though probably having its origin less in his own feelings 
than in the wishes of his family, he seems seriously for 

. a time to have given his attention. The lady was a 
sister of his lost friend ·Meredith, but whether through 
her own reluctance or her suitor's lack of zeal the project 
came to nothing. · 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
. June 29. 

My table 1s literally covered with invitations, and some 
from people I do not know~. I dined yesterday with the St. 
Maurs, to meet Mrs. Sheridan. An agreeable party: the 
otlwr guests, Lady Westmorland, very clever; Mrs. Black
wood, Lord Clements, and Brinsley. Lord St. Maur, great 
talent, which develops itself in a. domestic. circle, though. 
otherwise shy-mannered. In the evening a good soiree at 
Lady Charlevi~e's. I met Lady Aldboro'; but the lion of 
the evening was Lucien. Bonaparte, the Prince of Canino. I 
went to- the Caledonian 'Ball after all, in a dress from my 
Oriental collection. Particulars when we meet. Yesterday; 
at l\frs. Wyndham's; I met Joseph Bonaparte and his beautiful 
daughter. ·· 
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July 20. 

I ·am :putting my house in· order and preparing· for a six 
months' sojourn and solitude amid the groves of Bradenham. 
. , . London is emptying fast, but gay. Lady Cork1 had 
two routs. ' All my best people, no blues.1 At a concert 
at Mrs. Mitford's.I was-introduced to Malibran, who is to be 
the' heroine of my opera. She is a ve1:y interesting person. 
' 

4ug. 4. 

My letters are shorter than Napoleon's, ·but I love you 
more than he did Josephine. I shall be down to-morrow.2 

' 1 wish,' wrote his father 'on some occasion, ' that 
your organization ~allowed you ,to write calm.e:r letters, 
and that you could sober yourself down to a· diary before 
you went to bed,' " To a diary in the ordinary sense 
DisrMli neverdid _succeed in sobering hims~lf d9wn, b~t 
in ~hese quiet autumn months ,3:t Bradellham he began 
a: document· which has. unfortunately n9t escap~d . the 
ravage!'! of time and is known to th9se who ]:lave engaged 
in the exploration . (')f his :papers · as __ .the 'Mutilat~d 
Diary.' 

, Sept. 1, 183~ .. · 

I. have passed the whole of this .year in uninterrupted 
lounging and pleasure-with the exception of offering myself 
for Marylebone and writing a pamphlet, but the expected 
vacancy, thank God, did not occur: and one incident has 
indeed made this year the happiest of my life., How long 
will these feelings last~ They have stood a great test, and 
now absence; perhaps the most fatal of all. My life has not 
been a happy one. Nature has given me an· awful ambition 
and fiery pas9i.ons. My life has been a struggle, with moment~ 
of rapture:-a storm with dashes of moonlight-Love, Poet:Jiy 
* * * ' * * * * * -* * ·* * 
.* · * * · * · * achieve the difficult undertaking. 

1 Macy ·Countess ·of Cork. (1746-1840), widow of· the 7th Earl, who 
died in 1798. · Before her ·marriage sheo was the Miss Monckton whom 
we m:eet in· Boswell; whose 'vivacity enchanted the sage'; and whom 
Johnson crushed in.argument with the retort,' Deare~t, you're-a duno.e,' 
adding, when she reproached him after:wards, ' Madam, if I had -thought 
so, I certainly sho]Ild not )lave said it.' She was a Jion-hi:mter all her 
life and, beside the members of Johnson's circle, !:)ad known the Prince 
Regent, Castlereagh, Canning, B:Vrori., Scott, and a hundred other celebrities .. 
We shall find her appearing in Henrietta Temple as Lady Bellai:J;. 

2 LeUers, pp. 83, 84. · 
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With fair health I have no doubt.of success, but the result 
will probably be fatal to my life. 

My disposition is now indolent. I wish to be idle and 
enjoy myself, muse over the stormy past and smile at the 
placid present. My career will probably be more energetic 
than ever, and the world will wonder at my ambition. Alas ! 1 

I struggle from Pride. Yes ! It is Pride that now prompts 
me, not Ambition. They shall not say I have failed. It 
is not Love that makes me say this. I remember expressing 
this feeling to Bulwer as we were returning from Bath together, 
a man who was· at that moment an M.P., and an active one, 
editing a political journal and writing at the same time a 
novel and a profound and· admirable philosophical work. 
He turned round and pressed my arm and said in a tone 
the sincerity of which could not be doubted: 'It is true, 
my dear fellow, it is true. We are sacrificing our youth; 
the time of pleasure, the bright· season of enjoymen~but 
we are bound to go on, we are bound. How our enemies would. 
triumph were we to retire from the stage I And yet,' he 
continued in a solemn voice, • I have more than once been 
tempted to throw it all up, and quit even my country, for 
ever.' 

All nieri of high imaginatio:h are indolent. . . 
I have not gained much in conversation With men. Bulwer 

is one of the few with whom my intellect comes into collision 
With benefit~ He is full of thought; and views at once original 
and just. The material of his conversation and many a 
hint from our colloquies he has poured into his England and 
the English, a fine series of philosophic dissertations. Lock
ha-rt is good for tete-a-tetes, if he like you, which he did me 
once. His mind is full of literature, but no great power 
of thought, He is an overrated man. But the man from 
whom I have gained· most in. conversation is Botta,1 the 
son·of the Italian historian, whom I knew W,.Egypt, travelling 
as a physician in the· Syrian dress-th~"''tnost philosophic 
mind that I ever came in contact with. Hour after hour 
has g~ded away, while, chibouque in mouth, we have disserted 
together upon ·our divan, in a country where there are no 
jo11rnals and no books. My mind made a jump in these high 
discourses. Botta was wont· to say that they formed alRo 
an era in his intellectual life; If I add to these my father, 
the list comprises the few men from whose conversation I 
have gained wisdom. I make it a rule now never to throw 

1 Paul Emile Botta, 1805-1870. He was afterwards Fr.ertch Consul 
at Mosul, and shares with Layard the honour of founding Assyrian 
archreology. 
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myself open to men. I do not grudge them the knowledge · 
I could impart, but I am always exhausted by composition 
when I. enter. society, and little inclined to. talk, and as I 
never get anything in return, I do not think the exertion" 
necessary. In the conversation of society the most brilliant 
'men· I know are perhaps Spencer (now in Paris) and Tom 
.Moore. As a. lively companion, of ceaseless entertainment 
and fun, no oile perhaps ·equals Charles Math,ews, the son 
of the comedian, but far excelling his father, who is, I under
stand, jealous of him. ·James Smith, though gouty, will 
nevertheless not easily find a rival as a diseur des bans mots; 
I met him at General Phipps's this year, and he divided man- . 
kind into those who walked to get an appetite for their 
.dinner ~nd }hose- who. walked to get a dinner for .their 
appetite. Jeemes Smith, as the good old General (who, 
by the bye, gives as pleasant little dinners .as·-anybody in 1 

town) ever calls him. 'Gl'lneral,' says Lady Cork, '.when 
am I to dine with you~· 'Name your day and your party,· 
Lady Cork;' 'Well then, the 20th, and yo:u may ask whoni 
you like-only not Jeemes Smith, or Jekyll, ! am tired of 
them,' . , 

But I am not Lady Cork, and. was very much amused with 
Jeemes. Jekyll has his faculties; but is ·aeaf, .like Lady 
Aldboro'. I .cannot bear deaf people, · ~ feel for them so 
much, and.:! never ·can repeat what I say, ·not even to 
Princes. · · · . · ·' · · · 

The world calls me conceited; The .world is in eri:or. I 
trace all the blu!lders ofmylife to sacrificing my _own opinion 
to that of others. When I was considered· very conceited 
indeed I was nervous. and had self• confidence only by fits. 
I intend in future to act entirely from my own impulse. I 

·have an.unerring instinct-! canread characters at a glance; 
few men _can deceive me. · My mind is a continental mind. 
It is a revolution~:ry mind. I am .only truly great in action. 
If ever I am placed in a truly eminent position I shall prove 
this. . I could rule the House of Commons, although there 
would be a great prejudice against me at first. It .is the 
most jealous assembly in the world. The fixed character 
pf our English society, i;h(l consequence of our aristocratic 
institutions, renders a career difficult. Poetry .is the safety-, 
valv:e of my .passipns, but I wish to act what ! write. : My, 
works are the embodification of. my feelings. I11 Vivian "' 
'Grey I 'have portrayed my active and real ambition. ~n 
Alroy my ideal ambition. The Psychological Romance is 
a development of my poetic character. This trilogy ·is .the 
secret 'history of my feelings. · I shall write no more about 
myself. · · 
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. The Utilitarians in politics are like the Unitarians in 
religion; both omit imagination in. their systems, and 
imagination governs mankind. 

. Oct. 21. 
Seven weeks ! and not a line in my book. 

These strange rhapsodies show that Disraeli's mind 
was in a state of unusual exaltation and exCitement, 
and prepare us ·for that which followed. I~ the course 

\ . 

of. the autumn months at Bradenham he embarked on 
a literary venture which is o~e of the most curious 
enterprises of an enterprising life. ~he habit of verse~ 
making, apart from· any genuine poetic impulse, was 
more in fashion among the educated in those. days than 
now; Isaac D'Israeli was much addicted to it, and his 
son hardly less, in spite of his discovery proclaimed in 
Oontarini, and repeated in Alroy, that the age of versifica
tion was past. Full of a vague consciousness of power, 
which had hardly yet been directed into definite channels, 
he was now seized, as he wrote to Austen, by 'ari un
conquerable desire of producing something great and 
lasting,' and he seems to have indulged for a moment 
in the dream that he might become a supreme poet. He 
had achieved already no small reputation as a writer 
of prose fiction; in imagin~;~.tion, at all events,_ he had 
scaled. the steepest heights of political ambition; and 
turning his thoughts to poetry he characteristically 
aimed at the highest. Let him tell the tale himself. 

It was in the plains of Troy that l first conceived the idea 
of this work. Wandering over that illustrious scene, sur . 
. rounded by the tombs of heroes and by the confluence of 
poetic streams_, my musing thoughts clustered round the 
memory of that immortal song; to which all creeds and 
countries alike respond, which has vanquished Chance,· and 
defies Time. Deeming myself, perchance too rashly, in that 
excited 'hour a Poet, I cursed the destiny that had placed 
me in an age that boasted of being anti-poetical. And while . 
my Fancy thus struggled with my Reason, it flashed across 
my mind like the lightning which was then playing over 
Ida, that in those great poems which rise, the pyramids of 
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poetio ;trt, amid the falling and· the fading splep.dou,r of less 
preations, :the Poet hat_h ever !'lmbodied thE;} spir~t of hi~ Time .. 
Thus the most heroick incident _of aQ h(;}roick age produce(!. 
in the Iliad an. Heroick Epick; thus the consolidation of the 
most superb of Empire.s produced in the Ae:neid a Political 
Epick; the revival of learning . and the birth of vernacular 
genius presented us in the Divine Comedy with a National 
EpicJr; a:qq · th!'l l{,eforrnation and its \)onseq11ences .(Jailed 
f:rom the rapt lyre q.£ MHton a Religiqus EpiqJr. . 

And the spirit of my tirne, shall it alone pe uncelebrated ? 
Standing 'upon Asia, and gazing upon Europe, with the 

broad Hellespont alone b~tween us, and the shadow of night 
descl:)n9.iJ1g. qn t:IJ.e mountains,, these !lligh'!;y co:ntinent,s · 
;tppe!1red to me,.~s it were. the riv(l,l principles of gov.ernrnent. 
tl:uit; at present, contend· for the :r;nastery of ·the world. 
'What!' I excJaimed, 'is the revolution of France a less 
important event than -the siege of Troy? Is Napoleon a·1ess 
interesting . chiJ,r~oter, thlln, Achill\'ls ? For :me remains the 
Revolutionary Epick.'1 

. 

:·I· . ' ,· : . 

'ro. the developwe:nt o.f this gre,at conception 4e now 
\a9c9rdingJy applied 4ims!=)U. • ' :t Jive here )i#:e a herrnit,' 
he write's to Mrf?. Aust~n frpm B~;idenh.\t:m, 'a,nd haye 
.scaro!:)ly t>8ep. my fl;L!llily. J ris¢ at seven, and my day 
P!1f.3Sef? ·in study' a:ri~ comp.osihon.'' A.''little la-ter he. ill 
at So;ttt4en!l, sta,vi~~. ' .at an ol~ · WliLP,ge 'Yith: _g~b.le· ends • 
an9. ~ntiqne wi,ndows,' ' living l?Olely on snipes and ridi11g 
a -~o~d <:l~al,' bu~ spill ~ p~s13ing hi!3 da,ysin constant 
compo:;;~tion.' By tl1e begiiming. pf December he is far 
~rl0u:g4 adyance~t to set forth his ar~u:r;nent .. 

Dec. 1, 18;33. 

Since· the revolt of America a new principle has been at 
· work in the world to which I t:race all that occurs: This is 
-the Revolutionary principle, and this is what I wish to l:)mbody 
in the Revolutionary Epick. I imagine the Genius of Feudalism · 
·and the .(l-enius -of Federalism appearing before the Almighty 
'Thro-g.e and pleadipg 'their respective and.antagonistic causes·. 

··The pleading' of the ;IJ'eudal Genius,.in which I say all that can 
,be urged in•fa VOUt of •· the aristocratic sy:;;tem. of S()?iety i forms. 

; . ''' . ,.). Preface to· ~he Revol~tioil:ary JFpfuk. -... ; . "' . 
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the first book: the pleading of the Federal, the second: the 
decree of the Omnipotent is mystical. It declares that a man 
is born of supernatural energies and that whichever side he 
embraces will succeed, or to that effect. The man is Napoleon 
just about. to conquer Italy.. The spirits descend to earth to 
join him. He adopts the Federal or Democratic side. The 
Feudal stirs up the Kings against him. Hence my machinery ! 
The next two books contain the conquest of Italy, very little 
vulgar fighting but highly idealised. This is all-about 4,000 
lines-that I shall now venture to print; the whole of it is 
matured in my mind, though probably it could not be com
pleted under 30,000 lines. ·What do you think of it ~ The 
conception seems to me sui?lime. All depends on the execu
tion. I have finished the three first books. The two first 
cost me much the most trouble; the rest is play work. 

Mrs. Austen was still his lite!ary Egeiia. ' You appear,' 
he tells her, 'to be the only person in the world except 
myself who have any energy. What would I give to 
have you always at my right hand 1' When he wants a 
description of Josephine he appeals to her. 'Are· you 
sure that a· Creole is dark 1 No matter; I will make her 
brunette. . . . I was introduced. to the King of Spain 
and the Prince of Canino (Lucien) last year, but do 
not like to write to them.' , Or again, 

I have got a grand simile about aS. Wester, I think they 
call it: and am perfectly ignorant of the geography of the wind 
and have no atlas here. I mean that wind that blows, I think, 
about the Cape,and knocks the Honourable Company's ships 
about. Daniel has a-famous picture about it, consisting of 
one ship and one wave. Is it a s: Wester that I- mean, -and 
whence does it blow, and all about it 1 · Get it up for the 16th. 

· On the 16th of January he was to dine with the Austens, 
a.nd he promised to put a canto of his work in his bag and , 
if they were alone ' to. perform the part of the Impor~ 
tunate Author and bore them with a grand recitation.' 
They were not alone, but the grand recitation was given 
all the satne.. ' There was something irresistibly eomic,' 
writes ati eye•witness1 of the scene that followed,·' in the 
young man dressed ili the fantastic, coxcombical costume 

1 Sir Henry Lay~rrd in the Quarterly RevillW for January, 1889. 
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that he then affected-velvet coat of an origi:O,al c;mt 
thrown wide open, and ruffles to its sleeves, shirt ~ollars 
turned down iri Byronic fashion, an elaborately em
broidered waistcoat whence issued voluminous. folds of 
frill, a~d shoes adorned with red rose'ttes:-his bl~~~ hair 
pomatumed and elaborately curled, and his person 
redolent with perfume'-announcing himself as the Homer 
or Dante of the age.', Thus arrayed, a11d standing with 
his. back to~ the fire, OUr poet unfolded in grandiloquent 
language his great conception; and he then .declaimed 
in pretentious tones· the whole of his first canto. ··But· 
unfortunately for the effect produced he had no sooner left · 
the roor~ than Samuel Warreri,1 who was present, recited 
in perfect mimicry of style and voice and manner a number 
Qf l:te.roic verses improvised for the occasion; and. the 
company, which had, no doubt been hovering between. 
a!lmiration and l:l,musement,: hardly knowing whether. to_. 
regar(l the poem as a .work of g~nius or of coxcombry,· 

· settled the question at · once · by 'goip.g into fits_, of. 
laqghte~! \ ;· , _-. ', -~ , , 

The Epick was. published in the. spring of l834o, the, 
first book separately in March, the . second. and thirc1 
together in June. 'My poem turns out a terrible labor,' 
he wrote to Austen on the eve of publication, but presently. 

,added with soine comp_lacency':.,.-; ' . ' . '. .. . . .,. • 

. I have executed the work 'to my .satisf~c~ion a:rld; what is ol · 
m:or.e importanpe, to the f:!atisfaction of my· father, a critic 
difficult to. please. I await the great. result with ~omposure, · 
though I am riot sanguine ofpleasing the million .. I feel that' . 

. I have. now done enough. for my reputation and that I am at· 
length justified in merely looking to my purse. . . · · 

' . ~ ~- . ' ' ~ ( . . : ' : . . . . . . . 

The preface showe~ more becoming diffidet;J.Ce :-'- . 
- • ! • ~ ' • • • 

I have veatured to subm:it to the public but a small P?rtion 
of my_ creation, .and evE;Jn. that w:ith unaffected distrust and 
sincere humility. Whatever may be their decision I shall· 
bow to it without a m:iirmur; for 1 am not' on:e who 'find con'-

., .· . ··. . ·, . - ' . 

. 1 Author of Ten Thousand a .Year. 
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solation for the neglect of my contemporaries in the imaginary 
plaudits of a more sympathetic posterity. The public will 
then decide whether this work is to be continued and com
pleted; and if it pass in the negative, I shall, without a pang, 
h~rl my lyre to Limbo. · 

The 'reading public gave the would-be successor of 
Homer, ·Virgil, Dante, and Milton no encouragement, 
and with or without a pang he accordingly ' hurled his 
lyre to Limbo'; though not, it would seem, at once. 
Thirty years later, when the poem had long been buried,. 
the stress of political controversy brought it to the light 
aga,in. In debate in the House of Commons in ·1864 
Disraeli had occasion to denounce certain well-known 
opinions of Mazzini's; whereupon Mr. Bright retorted that 
if what he had somewhere read was true Disraeli himself 
in one of· his earlier works had propounded doctrines not 
dissimilar in tendency. The statement was at once 
denied and the denial accepted: but some lines of swelling · 
rhetoric were subsequently quoted in the newspapers 
from the Revolutionary Epick · and eagerly repeated 
to prove that in his youth the Conservative leader had 

· advocated regicide. Disraeli might' very well have 
·followed his usual pr~ctice and laughed at the charge, 
the more so as the lines in question, 1 occurring in the 
rival pleadings ·before the throne of Demogorgon, could 
no more. be held with justice to incrimfuate the author 
than Milton could be held responsl.ble for every sentiment 
of the fallen spirits in the debate inParadise Lost: but 

,1 They have a double dran:i:atic shelter in their place· in the poem, being 
quoted by Lyridon as the utterance of the maiden Opinion. In the. 
original e~ition the passage runs:-

Pharaoh's doom 
Shall cool those chariot wheels now wet with blood, 
And blessed be the hand that dares to wave ..,.. · 
The regicidal steel that shall redeem 
A nation's sorrow with a tyrant's blood. 

In the edition of 1864 this became 
Dark Pharaoh's doom 

Shall cool your chariot wheels, and ·hallo\ved be 
The regicidal steel that shall redeem 
A na~ion's woe. -Bk. II. sect. 22. 

- l. . 9 
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he chose instead to make the incident the occasion for 
a new . edition of the· poem with substantial variations 
from the original, and in a dedicatory address to, Lord 
Stanley prefixed to this edition he thus explained the 
variations:-

T~e Revolutionary Epick is printed from the only copy in 
my possession, and which, with slight exceptions, was corrected 
in 1837, when, after three years' reflection, I had resolved· not 
only to correct bu:t to complete the work. The oorrections 
are purely literary. The somewhat sudden accession of her 
Most Gracious Majesty occasioned in that year a dissolution 
of Parliament, and being then returned to the Hou~e of 
Commons, in which I have since sat without an interval, . 
these dreams for ever vanished. · · 

No one who has read Oontarini will think it strange 
th11t the dreams should have visited' him. · Disraeli 

' was indeed something of a poet, though his proper medium 
was !!either· the prose poetry of Alroy nor the heroic 
verse of. the Revolutionary Epick. 'l· am only truly · .. 
great :in action '; when he wrote that, his insight into · 
character did not fail him. He ·carried into the field of 
action, indeed, a good deal of the spirit of the po~t · · 
and the artist, but action was his true province all. the 
same. . For supreme· greatness in the field .of creativ_e 
literature he"' had neither the self-restraint nor the self
devotion that are needed; . and though he could make 

/ , verses, he had none ·of the peculiar and divine gift which 
gives to verses the quality of lasting poetry. No one· 
need be surprised then at the fai!ure of the Epick. The' 
conception, if not, according to his own word, sublime, 
has a certain largeness which a happier execution might 
·have raised to the pitch of grandeur, and which even as 
it is g~ves an ""air of spaciousness. to the poem. But the 
execution, on which;.as he saw, all would depend, falls 
far short 6£ the co~ception. Disraeli's verse is fluent, 
but where we look for poetry we find only the dull and 
cloudy rhetoric into which a man invariably falls . who 
writes poetry not becau~e he ~ust, but because he thinks 
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it a :fine thing to do. There is a brave pretence of poetic 
rapture, but rarely any gleam of genuine inspiration; 
a succession of brilliant fancies clothed in eloquent 
language, image piled upon image with gorgeous though 
bewildering ·prodigality; but nowhere the passionate 
thought ·that goes direct to the heart, or the inevitable 
phrase that lingers by its beauty in the memory. Where 
we find merit in the verse it is usually a merit that reflects 
the writer's studies in poetry rather than his own native 
gift. Take, for instance, the following description of 
Athens from the second book:-

.. 
A city like the dream of youthful bard, 
Reposing in the shade of summer trees, 
And pressing to his eyes his magic hand, 
To call :up visions of a fairer world: 
Blue ocean, bowery plain, and azure sky, 
And marble walls, and free-born citadel, 
Glittering with snowy columns in the sun; 
Statues of ivory, tablets like the blaze 
Of the far-flashing twilight of the land; 
And choral theatres, where the Poet's voice 
Blends with the whisper of the delicate air, 
The messenger of nature to his soul; 
And gardens of delight, in whose green glades 
And fragrant groves, or by the mossy verge 
Of sparkling fountain or serener stream, 
Conversing Sages teach to genial youth 
Ennobling precepts; to be wise and free, , 
Refined and virtuous, is their theme sublime; 
Or for the high and passionate hour prepare, 
When from the Bema's all-subduing throne 
A voice ni.ay sway the fortunes of a world f' 
Divine Equality, thou art a God· 
Omnipotent indeed! ·Thy sacred fire · 
Burns now in later temples, not to fall 
Like thine old shrines; yet who can e'er forget, 
Whose soul indeed thy noble faith inflames, . 
Thy broken altar on Athena's hip! 

We feel at once that our poet has studied his Milton 
and is engaged in a vain endeavour to. mimic him. 
Original· as was his genius, ))israeli was always a liberal 
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borrower, both from others .and himself; and here, . 
whether he is at his best· or at his worst, he is invariably 
imitative. He had early' been a devoted student of 
Shelley, and if the diction and versification of the poem are 
feebly reminiscent of Milton, the matter and m'achinery, 
and often even the sentiment, are still more reminiscent 
of Shell(O)y; though unfortunately of. Shelley in his least
inspired moments, The word Demogorgon, which meets 
us in the opening lines, recalls Shelley at once~ and in the 
first two books we have not only :Qemogorgon an,d _the 
rival gerrli Magros and Lyridon, but a bewildering 
mixture of subordinate agents, Faith and Fealty, Religion 
and Loyalty, the Monster Change, the beautiful maiden 
Opinion, daughter . of Physical and Moral Strength, 
and so forth-all vague impersonlitionsin the Shelleyan 
manner, but not, alas! the ·manner of Prometheus or 
Adonais. . · 

'Standing upon Asia and gazing ·upon Europe, 
: . . these mighty continents appeared . to me as it 
were the Rival Pr-inciples of Government that_ at present · 
contend fqr the mas~tery of the world.' What is still of-. 

' profound interest in the poem .to the student of- Disraeli 
is the development of this contention between·· Asia and 
Europe which forms its essential subject. In his choice ) 
of the poetical form for the . clothing of his thoughts 
there was no doubt a large eiement of pose, with the result· 

. that he._produced poetry which is rhetorical, imitative, 
and, in a sense, insincere. But in pis choice ofthe subject .. 
itself there. was no· insincerity. The conflict between 
Asia and_ Europe and all that they symbolise ran ·through 
Di~raeli's life, as it runs through the· poem, and never 
wholly found an issue in the triumph of either ·principle ' 
or in their harmonious reconcilement. · ' My mind is a 
revolutionary min4 '~: that was true, and perliaps especi
ally true whe;n it was written and. when the Revoluti()_nary 

· Epick was '•conceived. · Disraeli had been fascinated by 
the great drama in which the modern ~pirit was unfolding 
itself, and hence we get in the Epick the triumph of the 
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'Federal' side and the apotheosis of Napoleon; The 
third book closes with Napoleon's entry into Milan; 
but if the poem had been continued one wonders how 
the action could ever have been brought to a climax or 
to. any natural conclusion. It is· safe indeed to· assume 
that even if Disraeli had received the encouragement 
which he looked for, he could never have completed 
the Epick; as in the case of Vivian Grey or Gontarini 
Fleming, the impulse of creation must before long have 
spent itself and the current of his story have lost itself 
in shallows. He was able to remain at ease with his 
revolutionary theme through the space of a book or more, 
but" he could not long have pursued .it without acute 
spiritual discomfort; . Revolutionary as he really was on 
one side of his complex nature, there was another side 
which is exposed in the first book of the Epiclc and which 
was to be the front presented to the world in his subse
quent career. .Eeverence for the past, a Semitic feeling 
for religion, an instinct for the positive, for order, for 
tradition, for everything that Carlyle embodies in the 
phrase ' the everlasting yea '-all these things were strong 
within him, and it was in their development and expn:is
sion and not in the role of revolutionary leader that his 
mission really lay. · Yet to the end the revolutionary 
side was there; and it is just because Disraeli never lost 
his sympathy with the modern spirit, never felt any of 
that timorous shrinking from new political ideals which 
afflicts Conservatives of a narrower type, that his con
servatism is so sane, so robust, and so fruitful; without 
fo~getting the things which are behind he is always found 
reaching forth unto the thing:s which are_ before. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
THE GRANGE, SOUTHEND, . 

Thursday. [Feb. 13, 1834.] -
MY DEAR CHILD, 

Although I have.only half a sheet in my desk, you shall not_ 
be a loser thereby. I·. continue here quite alone, my only 
companion little Eva, who with her golden: locks and rosy 
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cheeks is a most beautiful child, and prattles without ceasing. 
The Sykes have not returned, and their return is indefinite, 
for the Baronet is very unwell, and confined to his room. 

Solitude at this moment suits me very well. The book sur-
" passes all rriy hopes, but sq little of the original sketch remains 

that you will scarcely recognise it. Assure my father that it · 
is not now at all like Pye, which he seemed to fear. I think 
of dedicating it to the Duke in a long political prose; if so, I 
shall request his permis§ion; but upon this dedication I have 
not determined. , 

· Montagu Gore has accepted the Chiltern Hundreds, .and _ 
asked me to stand for Devizes, which I hav~ refused. Any 
place but Parliament at present. The time will, however, 
come, and is·coming speedily. Gore, acco_rding to his address, 
resigns for two reasons; his health, and also because h.e.has 
recanted and turned Tory ! . His · health and head seem 
equally weak. He is an ass, who has terminated an asinine 

. career with a very characteristic bray. . .• r . . 

.. I hunted the other day with Sir H:enry Smythe's hounds, 
·:and although not in scarlet was the best mounted man in :the 
field, riqing Lady Sykes's Arabian mare, which I nearly killed, 
a run of 30 miles, and I stopped at nothing. I gained great 
kudos. The ,only J.ondorier I met was Henry [1 Charles] 

. Manners Sutton, who had come .over to cover from Mistley Hall. 
He asked me to return with hiri:r, but as Lady Manners was not 
there, I saw no fun, and refuse~.· . 

Write directly. Love to all, 
··Your affectionate D. 

I told you, I believe, that Mrs. Norton had .given· rile her 
portrait. · · 

Sm, 

From the Duke of Wellington. 

S·.rRATHFIELDSAYE, 
March 7, 1834. 

lam really much flattered by your desire to dedicate to 
me by per:t:n,issitm your Epic Poe~. 

Unfortunately· I found myself under the necessity twenty 
·years ago of determining that I woul1 never give a formal 
permission that any work should be dedicated to me. Twill 
not trouble you· with the reasons for this determination. They 
were founded ·upon a sense of the necessity for this course, 
or for the adoption . of another-viz., that, I should peruse 
every work which it was wished that I should give per- · 
mission that it should be dedicated to me, before I should 
grant the required permission. This last alternative was 
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impracticable; and I· h& ve found myself under the painful 
necessity in many instances, as in this, of aeclining to give such 
formal permission. 

If, however, you should think proper to dedicate your poem 
to me without such formal permission, you are at full liberty to 
take that course1 ; assuring you at the same. time that I feel 
greatly flattered by the expression ofyour desire that I should 
permit it, 

I have the honour to be, Sir, · 
Your most obedient humble servant, 

WET"LINGTON. 

The Epick off his mind, Disraeli plunged with renewed
zest into the dissipations of society. 

May, 1834. _ 

On Monday I dined with Lady Blessington-the Prince of 
Moskova, Charles Lafitte, Lords Castlereagh, Elphinstone, and 
Allen, Mr. Ta,Jbot, myself;. and Lord Wilton was the absent 
guest, having to dine with the King, but he came in the even
ing. He is very handsome. Hope's ball on Monday was the 
finest thing this year-supped off gold and danced in tlie 
sculpture gallery. To-day is the Drawing-room;·but nobody 
thinks of anything but }Jolitics. I dine with O'Connell on 
Saturda.y.2 · 

Disraeli, as has been seen, had met Count D'Orsay, · 
'.the famous Parisian dandy,' at a reception at Bulwer's 
a couple of years before, but this is the first time we 
hear of an acquaintance with Lady Blessington. Still in 
the fulness of her mature beauty, she had now been a 
widow for several years., and_ her house in Seam ore Place, 
though shunned by the great ladies of society, had become 
a meeting ground f.or most of thEt social,' literary, and 
political celebrities of the day. D'Orsay, the husband of 
her step~dailgh_ter, had succeeded after an interval to the 

· empire of Brummell and was now at the height of his 
·fame as leader of the dandies, arbiter of fashion, and 
gambler and spendthrift. With both hiD?- and Lady 
Blessington Disraeli soon formed an intimate and endur
ing friendship. 

_..,.1 The poem appeared without a dedication. 2 Lette1·s, p. 85, 
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June 4, 1834. 

. I was at Lady Dudley Stuart's on Sunday-a pleasant 
circle-and made the acquaintance of Lord Hertford.1 

. I dine 
with Lady Cork to-day, to meet the Mulgraves, Tavistocks, 
and Lincolns. · 

June 16. 
I made Beckford's acquaintance at the Opera on Thursday. 

• Conversation of three hours [he adds in the Mutilated Diary]; 
very bitter and' malin, but full: of warm feelings for the worthy. 
·I dined yesterday with Lady Blessington, and Durham 

among ~he guests, and he talked to me nearly the whole 
·evening; afterwards to Lady Salisbury's.2 

A gossiping· American jm~rnalist was one of the guf;)sts 
at .this last dinner and wrote an account of it in his· 
paper a· few years later when lJurhani had crossed the .' 

. : Atlantic .for his. memorable work in Canada. / 

· The .guests dropped in, announced but unseen, in the· dim 
twilight, and whe:ri Lord Durham came, I could 'only see that 
he was of ,middle stature, .and of a' naturally cold address~ 
Bulwer ·spoke to him, but he .was :introduced to no one-a . 
departure from the custom of that maison sans gene, which 
was either a tribute to his Lordship's reserve or a ruse on the · 
part of Lady Blessington to secure to Disraeli the advantage . 
. of having his acquaintance sought.;. successful, if so, for Lord 
Durham after dinner requested a formal introduction to him ... 
But for D'Orsay, who sparkles, as he does everything else, 
out of rule; and in splendid defiance of others' dullness, the 
soup and first half hour of dinner would have passed off 
With _the' usual English fashion of earnest silence. . . ; 
Bulwer and Disraeli were silent altogether. I should have 
foreboded a dull din:qer if' in the open brow,-and clear sunny· 
eye, ancJ unembarrassed repose of the beautiful and expressive 
niouth of' Lady Blessington I had not- read the proniise of 
a change. ., . . . 

It caine, presently. With· a tact . of which the subtle 
ease and grace can in no ·way b~ conveyed into description, 
she gathered up the. cobwehthreads of conversation. going 
on at different parts of 'the table, and, by the most apparent . 
accident,. flung them into· Disraeli's fingers. · It was ·an • 
appeal to his opinion on a subject he well understood, and · . . - ~ . 

1 The ' Lord Monmouth ; of Ooningsby and the ' Lord · Steyne ' of 
Vanity Fair . . : 

2 Letters, p. ·86. 
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he burst at once, without preface, into that fiery vein~of 
eloquence which, hear!ng many times after, and always 
with new delight, has stamped Disraeli in my Inind ,as the 
most wonderful talker I have_ever had the fortune to meet. 
He is anything but a declaimer. You would never think 
him on stilts. If he catches himself in a rhetorical sentence; 
he mocks at it in the next breath. He is satirical, con
temptuous, pathetic,- humorous, everything in a moment. 
Add to this that Disraeli's is the .most intellectual face in 
England-pale, reguiar, and overshadowed with the most 
luxuriant masses of raven-black hair, and you will scarce 
wonder that meeting him for the first time Lord Durham 
was impressed. . . . Disraeli and he formed at the moment 
a finely-contrasted .picture. Understanding his game per
fectly, the author deferred constantly and adroitly to the 
opinion of his noble listener, shaped his argument by his 
suggestions, allowed him- to say nothing without using it 
as the nucleus of some new turn to his eloquence,· and all 
this with· an apparent effort against it, as if he had desired 
to address himself exclusively to Lady Blessington, but 
was compelled by a superior intellectual magnetism to turn 
a,side to pay homage to her guest. . . . Without meaning 
any disrespect to Disraeli, whom I admire as much as any 
man in England, I remarked to my neighbour, a celebrated 
artist, that it would make a glorious drawing of Satan tempting · 
an archangel to rebel. 

Well, Disraeli is in Parliament, and Lord Durham on 
the last round but one of the ladder of subject greatness. 
The Viceroy will be Premier, no doubt, but it is question
able if the author of Vivian .Grey does more than carry 
out the moral of his own tale. Talking at a brilliant table, 
with an indulgent and superb woman on the watch for wit 
and eloquence, and rising- in the face of a cold, commonsense 
House of Commons on the look out for froth and humbug, are 
two different matters. In a great crisis; with th(:} natioR 
in a tempest, Disraeli would flash ·across the darkness very. 
finely, but he will never do for the calm right hand of a 
Premier.1 · 

. ~ ~ , 

This testimony as to Disraeli's powers of conversation 
is confirmed in a Jess exuberant manner by another 
witness. ' I · frequently "met Mr. Disraeli at Lady 
Blessington's,' writes her biographer. 

1 N' P. Willis-'-known among his•countrymen, for reasons _whioh any 
reader of the above exoerpt will' understand, as 'Namby Pam by' Willis 
-in the New York Mirror for Aug. 11, 1838. ' · · ·· ' 

I, 9"' 
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TlaoQcgl;t i;q g(}n~r(;l,k SOQiety,o he was habipu,aUy sil~nt and 
:J.'~St;~~v~d,, h~ was closely observant. I:t required· gene!'ally a 
s;ubje,ct of !U,ore than com.mon interest· to produQe th~ fitting 
~~g~:ee qf enthu,siasm to, allinl,~te him ~ll.d to sti:)nulate him 
i;nto th~, e~erc~se of· his lliJ'l.r'Vellous pqw;ers of Qonversation. 
Whe:Q; duly e~cited,, 4.owe:v~r.,. h~s· command o£ lap,gu,age 
'Wi~~ tFuly. wond;el(fu.l, 4is. powel' of f?arca,sm unsurpassed; 
iih~, readiness qf his "\y.it,. the ql}iclniess of his, perception, the 
gr;asp qf !llin<l; that ~na.i?led. him to seize on all the. parts of_ 
a:t;ty- subject liH~der d~equssion, those ol;lly wouJ!i: vent.ure to 
QaR iJa q~estion whp. ha.d: ne;v:er been in his c.qmpany at :the} 
p~ripd, I. re_f,e;r tQ/ . · 

'l'o. Sa_rf!!h; Dis_rdtk 
, .(u~e.l9, 1834; 

I w;as at: the. Duchess of; St. Al:bans. on Monday', but rather· · · 
too l.ate.for .the.fu,n. It was a most brilliantjete. The brea.k- · 
fast a .. re.al bal}.quet; bu.t I m.issed: the· Monis dan:eers, &c .. 
In the evening at Lady Esse:x, whelle the C():t\ellie· eonsisted! 
of the, new Postmaster~ General ami his. lady, the Chesterfield's, 
Geovge Ansons,, and! Albert ·Conynghams1 .. and <Das:tlereagh. 
~e~day after, the Opera I supped with Castle11eagh,. who. 
gave a very reclierchl party. Oss11lston,2 myself; Massey 
Stanley, and a For:ester; not CeciL Wednesday a good dinner· 

·· ll!t L¥fy. Sykes: to-nig.ht, after. paying my respects· .t<? their· 
• Majesties at the Opera, I am going to the Duchess· of' 

Hami1ton?s: 
. I~ hav;e, had: gTeat SliCCtJSS in• SOciety this year. in ,eyery;

respeet. ~ . . V make my way easily in the highest set,. 
· where there is no envy,_ malice, &c., and: where they like. 

to- admire and. be amp.sed. Yesterday Lord Durham called 
u-pon me, being- tae first day he has been-in town since we: met, 
Ir was no-t. at home;· bu.-t this Lady B~essington told me. I 
am. aleo· right ill- politics as wel1 as soeiety, being· now baeked:-._ 
by a very powerful party, and.' I think the· winning one . 
. A good story! On- Monday; I think; li..ady; S~kes was· at 
Lady Cork's, and' Lor,d: Carrington paid her a visit. · 

Lady C.: Do you know young Disraeli ? 
I,.pr:Q. 0 ... :. F.J:,em. ! Wl),:y; ? Eh 1 . • 
Lfl.dy C.: Why,, h!l is your neighbour, ~sn't he, eh ? 
I:.ord·EJ~: His father is.· · ·· · 
Lady 0:: ] kBow. that. His father, . .is one of my dearest 

.friends. I dote Oljl!_ t4.e. :Q~SJ!l-~li~ .. 

I,Madq~n:s.Oo.~n.t.~ss.of ~l~ssi'(l~~on,, II)!., p., 81.. , · . 
~ :C~stlere~gp:. >'!:::~t~. af~.erwa,rds.:~tb,, ~!l-fHill~~' of Londond~rr;)) and,~ O~suls~.on. 

6th,Earl of T&nkerville•. · · · - · · · • 
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Lord C. : The young man is a very extraordinary sort of 
person. The father I like; he is very quiet and 
respectable. 

Lady C.: Why do you think the young man extraordinary 1 
I should not think that you could taste him. 

Lord C.: He is a great agitator. Not that he troubles 
us much now. He is never amongst us now. I believe 
he has gone abroad again. 

Lady C., literatim: You old fool! Why, he sent me this 
book this morning.' You need not look at it; you 
can't understand it. It is the finest book ever written. 
Gone abroad, indeed! Why, he is the best ton in 
London ! There is not a party that goes down without 
him. The Duchess of Hamilton says there is nothing 
like. Lady Lonsdale would give her head and shoulders 
for him. He would not dine at your house if you 
were to ask him. He does not care for people because 
they are lords; he must have fashion, or beauty, or 
wit, or something: and you are a very good sort of 
person, but you are nothing more~ 

'rhe old Lord took it very good-humoredly, and laughed. 
Lady Cork has read every line of the new book. I don't 
doubt the sincerity of her admiration, for she has laid out 
l7s. in crimson velvet, and her [\laid is binding it; 

D. 

Monday morning. [July 7.] 
MY DEAREST, 

I have quite recovered, but I am taking quinine and shall 
yet for a few days. I was _very unwell unto Friday evening. 
I had promised to join a water party in Sir Frank's yacht, 
which has returned without its master, to witness the Royal 
embarkation on Saturday morning, and the exertion, which 
I dreaded, cured me. It was almost the only party of pleasure 
that ever turned out pleasant. Lady Sykes and Sir M. 
and Lady Georgiana Cholmely, the Burdett daughters, Castle
reagh, Ossulston, and myself. The day was beautiful. The 
ladies went off the night. before. Ossulston drove me down 
in his cab. We arrived just in time, half past 9, in spite of a 
long debate on tithes,. which had kept him and Cas. up till 
2. Cas. rode down and arrived covered with dust and sulky, 
but just in time also; and regained his good humor after break
fast. After the show we breakfasted, and sailed up to Green
wich .. After libllising the hospital and sentitnentalising in 
the Park, we had a magnificent banquet on deck, and had 
nothing from shore except whitebait piping ho:t. Ossulston 
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was our minstrel, and a most musical one; and we all arrived 
in town in time for the ballet. I never knew a more agreeable 
day,' and never drank so. much champagne in my life .. I 
woke, quite well, and, after a very <full dinner party at the 
Wyndham Lewis's, went to Lady Salisbury's. So you see 
I am on my legs again. I am sorry for dear Jem, but he has 

· many fellow-sufferers. The influenza, however, is not so 
sev_ere as last year. 

My love to all. . 
Your own D. 

Ossulston asked me to allow him to put :ine up for· 
· Crockford's. I told him that I .was sure I should be bla<;:k

balled; but he was sanguine of the reverse, and is to consult; 
his friends. 

Disraeli was not elected to Crockford.'s, the famous 
gaming house in St. James's Street, tilll840, a few years 
before-the dissolution' of the club,·_· Another social institu-

. tion of the day was Almack's, a periodical subscription· 
ball •held at Willis's Roonis and presided over ·by an 
oligarchy of fashional:lle ladies, who wielded their .powers· 
with a j~alou's an<J vigilant exclu'siveness. . 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
July 11, 1834. 

. I made my debut at Almack's with a subscription 'from 
Lady Tankerville/ but it was not a very brilliant reunion. ' 
Yesterday I met Lord Lyndhurst, whom I like very much. 
The next time he goes the Norfolk circuit he is to sleep at 
Bradenham. He says ihe Duke of Wellington never reads 

, any book but the Oommentaries,2 and assured me. it was· a. 
· positive fact ! · 

. July 23. 

I still adhere to my plan of being down with you in a week 
or ten days, al!Q. tell Tita to get my pipes in order, as I 
look forward to a batch of smoking with great zest. 

. ' 

1 Daughte~ of Antoine Due de Gramont a.nd sister of the Due de Gramont, 
who married Count Alfred D'?rsay's sister.. . . • . . ' 

2 [Is the reference to Coosar s Commentanes-a work well· known to· be a 
favourite of the Duke's-'-or to Isaac D'Israeli's Commentaries on the Life 
and Reign oj Ohcr,rle$ the First,. as Disraeli seems to suggest to his sister?--.. 
G. E. B.]· 
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I go every day to fetes and water parties. Lady 
Tavistock's at Richmm~d on Saturday. Monday, another 
party to Blackwall with D'Orsay. To-morrow to Lord 
Hertford's. I find the end of the season more fatiguing 
than the beginning, owing to the morning festivities. 

The water party at .the 'Cedars' most deJ.?.ght!ul. We 
embarked at five o'clock, the heavens very favourable, sang 
all the way down, wandered in beautiful gard~ns worthy 
o£ Paul Veronese full not only of flowers, but fountains and . 
parroquets: the dinner first-rate and much better tlian cold, 
miserable picnics, in which all bring the same things. People 
are still in town, but Goodwood will, I think, clear us.1 

' You give me the same advice as my father ever -f!as 
done,' he wrote on some occasion to Lady Blessington, 
' about dotting down the evanescent feelings of youth; 
but, like other excellent advice, 1 fear it will prove 
unprofitable. I have a horror of jo~nalising, and 
indeed of writing of all description. With me e~ecution 
is ever a labour and conception a delight. Although a 
great traveller, I never kept a diary in my life.' His 
book of jottings and reflections, if we are not to call it a 
diary, had been forgotten since October; but in the seclu-
sion of Bradenham he returned to it once more. · 

BRA DENHAM, 
Aug. 4, 1834. 

And now nearly a year has elapsed. And what an 
eventful one ! · Let me sketch it. The end of 1833 and spring 
of 1834: passed in Essex, writing the three first books of the • 
Revolutionary Epiclc: returned to Bradenham before Easter, 
then to town and remained there until this moment. A 
season of unparalleled success and gaiety. What a vast 
number of extraordin~ry characters have passed before me 
or with whom I have become .acquainted. Interviews with 
O'Connell, Beckford, and Lord Durh~m, three-men all making 
a great noise. Will they be remembered when this book 
turns up, if ever it do 1 Perhaps O'Connell. The first [he 
added in a letter to his sister] is the man of the greatest, 
genius'; the second· of the greatest taste; and the last of the 
greatest ambition. 

Conversation of three hours with O'Connell, next whom · 

1 Letters, Pll~ 87, 88. 
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I sat at dinner. Very communicative. S~id that from 
being the son of a gentleman farm!}r he had raiseg himself 
to be une des puissances du monde (his very words). Said that 
the Clare Election was the most nervous moment of his 
life. I think he said he did not sleep a wink for three days. 
Had he failed he would have been ridiculous for life. Did 

.. not determine O}l the step until he had tried every 'country 
gentleman favorable to the Catholics. Two days after the 

. election a legal flaw was detected in the registration of his 
voters by which, had it been discovered in time, his majority, 
and much 'more, would have been cut off. -- . . 

How sorry I am. that I did not . keep some record of the 
last four months. I revived my acquaintance with the 
Sheridans, with whom I was so intimate last year, Mrs. Norton, 
Helen Blackwood, Lady Seymour-three matchless sisters, 
and the mother and Lady Graham. 
/ 

Mrs, . Norton's house was the scene of the famous 
encounter with Lord Melbourne, of which the story .has 
been so often told. 

It was in 1834 that I met Lord Melbourne at Storey's Gate · 
and was· introduced to him. Lord Melbourne asked how 
he could advance me in life, and half proposed that I should 
be his private secretary, enquiring what :tny object in life 
might be. 'To be Prime Minister.' It was then that Lord 
Melbourne, with ·a gravity not common with him, set to 
work to prove to me how vain- and impossible to realise, in 
those days, was this ambition. It was a long speech,, and 
I think I could repeat every word of it still. ' 

. . . 
So Disraeli himself told the story to Lord· Rowton, 

and Melbourne's biographer supplies what is missing . 
. Lord Grey, it will be borne in mind, had not yet resigned, 
and Melbourne was still Home Secretary. Disraeli was 
presented to him after dinner, and~ the two had a long 
conversation. · 

The Mini~ter .. was attracted more and more· as he listened 
to . the uncommonplace language arid spirit of the youthful 
politician,· and thought to· himself . he would be well worth 
serving. Abruptly, but with a certain tone -of kindness 
which took away any air of assumption, he said, 'Well now, 
tell me, what do you want to be 1' The quiet gravity of 
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the reply fairly·tookhim aback-' I want to be Prime Minister.' 
Melbourne gave a long sigh, and then said very seriously: 
'No chance of that in our time. It is all arranged ·and 
'settled. Nobody but Lord Grey could perhaps have carried 
the Reform Bill; but he is an old man, and when he gives 
up, he will certainly be succeeded by one who has every 
requisite for the position, in the prime of life and fame, of 
old blood, high rank, great fortune, and greater ability. 
Once in power, there is nothing to prevent him holding office 
as long as Sir Robert Walpole. Nobody can compete with 
Stanley. ·I heard him the other nigfrt in the Commons, 
when the party were all divided ·and breaking awa)T 'from 
their ranks, recall them by the mete force of superior will 
:and eloquence: he rose like a young eagle above theni all, 
and kept hovering over their heads till 'they were reduced 
to abject submission. There is nothing like him. If you 
are going into pofi!tics and mean to stick to it, I d'a1'esay you 

'will do very well, fo:r you have ability ·and enterprise; and 
if you a:re careful how you steer, :rro doubt you will get into 
some port at last. But you must put alL'these foolish notions 
out of your head; they won't do ·at .ali. S'tanley will be the 
next Prime Minister, you will se·e.'1 

There is a sequel to . the story which is not ·so well 
known. Melbourne lived till near tlie close of 184'8; 
and when, after the death of Lord George Bent~nck in 
the autumn of that year and shrortly before his own, 
he heard of Distaeli's approaching elevation to the 
leadership of the Tory party in the HoU:Se of Comn'H:ms, 
he exclaimed in some excitement, ' By God ! the fellow 
will do it yet.' 

I have become thi's year [the diary resumes] very popu.la~ 
with the dandies, D'Orsay took a fancy to me, and they 
take their tone from him. Lady Blessington is their muse, 
and she declared violently in my favor. I am as popular 
with first-rate men as I am hated by the second-rate: D'Orsay, 
Massey Stanley, Talbot, Marquis of Worcester. Revived 
my acquaintance with Angerstein, 2 who thought I meant to 
cut him-an error ! I am very blind: 

What a happy or rather amusing society H(einiet'ta]3 

and m:yself commanded this year .. What delicious little 
l Torrens'.s Life of Melbourne, p. 275. 
2 His second, it-will be remembered, in the affair with Lord Nufi!;ent. 
a See below, p. 343. 
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suppers after the Opera! Castlereagh ever gay, a con
stant attendant, and . Ossulston, the pet of• all the women, 
with his_ beautiful :voice. · What a singular · character is 
Ossulston. _ He requires studjing. Then we. made it a point 
always to have some very pretty women. Charles Mathews 
ever there. Illimitable mime ! His animal-spirits are extra
ordinary. Landseer (Edwin), Grantley Berkeley, Seymour. de 
Constant. This last hero remin.ds me of that· extraordinary . 
'\Voman Lady Dudley Stuart/ and she again of her family:_ 

. most of whom I know, Lucien Prince o.f Canino, Joseph Count 
of_ Survilliers. Lady Dudley's little soli, like the Emperor. 
And Lord Dudley must not be forgotten with his handsome
melancholy face, and then L{tdy Tankerville and her lovers. 
llow much I could write of this singular.coterie! But this is 

' a mem. which will recall them perhaps to my.memory. 
Old Lady Salisbury and old Lady Cork. Met the Duke of 

Wellington :1tLady_Gork's in his blue ribbon the eve of the 
day .~ord Grey resigned. ' He always wears his blue ribbon 
~hen mischief is going on,' whispered Ossulston·to me.- _ .. 
· Rogers hates nie. I can hardly. believe, as he gives out, 
that ·V. G .. is the cause. Considering his age I endeavoured
to conciliate him, but it is impossible. I think I will give him 

_cause to hate me> When Shee was elected P.R.A. Rogers 
(his friend) said it was the greatest compliment ever paid to 
Literature. 

Lord Wilton and his Italian: The st!Jry I thought too good 
but I believe true. · · · 

{
Come sto- Signor Rubini_ }. ···f 

_ Come sta Signora Grisi 

Dined with._ him S:t Lady B.'s. . ... 
_Lady' Blessington and Lady Manners Sutton [her sister].~ 

The Speaker appeared to me a bete when I was introduced to-
him by his wife. _ _ . . ~ 

Long converf?ation with Lord Lyndhurst, I,Ie said that if 
he were to choose a career now it would be to be at once 
editot and proprietor of a first-rate newspaper . . , . .... . ; 

To Lady Bles~ingto;,. 
'B:RAPENHAM HousE, 

Aug. 5. [1834.j 

r I was so sorry to lea:ve'London without being a moment alone 
wiph you; but :;tlthough I came to the Opera last night on 
purpose, Fate was against us. I did not reach this place until 
Sunday, very ill indeed from the .pangs of parting. Indeed, 

1 Daughter of Lucien Bonaparte. 
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I feel as desolate· as a ghost, and I do not think that I ever 
shall be able to settle to anything again. It is a great shame, 
when people are happy together, that they should be ever 
separated; but it seems the great object of all human legisla
tion that people never should be happy togetlier . 

. My father I find better than I expected, and much cheered 
by my presence. I delivered him all your kind messages. 
He is now very busy on his History of English Literature, in 
which he is far advanced. I am mistaken if you will not 
delight in these volumes. They are full of new views of the 
history of our language, and indeed of our country, for the 
history of a State is necessarily mixed up with the history of 
its literature.· , 

-For myself, I am doing nothing. The western breeze favors 
anal fresco existence, and I .am seated with a pipe under a 

. spreading sycamore, solemn as a pasha; .. 
I wish ·you could induce Hookham to entrust me with 

.. Agathon,t that mad Byronic novel. . 
What do you think of the modern French novelists, and is 

it worth my while to read them, and if so, what do you recom
mend me~ What of :Balzac, is he better than Sue and Geo: 
Sand Dudevant and are these inferior to Hugo ~ I ask you 
these questions because you will give me short answers, like 
all people who are masters of their subject. · 

I suppose it is vain to hope to see my dear D'Orsay here; 
I wish indeed he would come. Here is a c·ook bv no means 
contemptible. :He can bring his horses if he like, but I can 
mount him. Adieu, dear Lady Blessington, some day I will 
trY to write you a more amusing letter:; at present I am in 
truth ill and sad. 2 . 

BRADENHAM HousE, 
Friday, A1tg. 15. .[1834.] 

MY DEAR ·LADY BLESSINGTON, . 
I have been very unwell, or Ishould sooner have acknow

ledged the receipt of your kind letter. I can assure you that 
your "friendship is a great consolation to me. The change of 
life was too sad and sudden. Indeed I am quite at a loss how 
to manage affairs in future· as I find separation more irksome 
than even my bitterest imagination predicted. God however 
is great, and the future must regulate itself, for I can't. I 
have done nothing but scribble one day a third part of The 
Infernal Marriage with which fantasy Colburn pretends now 
to be much pleased. I suppose your letter is ·at the bottom · 
of his rapture. · · "' 

-·1 A translation from the German of Wieland. 
2 From Mr. Alfred Morrison's collection of autograph letters. 
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I am delighted with Agathon . . H left 'me musing, which is 
a test .of great work. I .invariably close one in a reverie. 
Wieland indeed ·always delights me. I sympathise with him 
much. There is a wild Oriental faRcy . blended with ibis 
Western philosophy which is a charming union. I like a moral 
to p-eep out of the wildest invention, to assure us that, while 

. we have been amused, we have al.so all the time been g,ro~ng 
ra little wiser. The translation of the Agathon is very :ch;tmsy. 
I wish .I could read it in the original, but I have no talent-for 
languages and invariably lose my command over English ir\ 
·an exact _proportion as I gain any hold over aJa'Other t"Ongue. 
. . • My kind regards to his Highness, King Alfred: ·a 
wise man though not a Saxon. · · 

Your :faithful 
D. 

From Lady Blessington. 
Aug. 20, 1834. 

I am very sorry indeed to hear that you hav;e been ill and 
.sad; we are .all but poor machines, easily put out or ord.er, \ 
when the mmd, ·or the heart, or both-for they always like 
truefriends sympathise-are deranged or chagrined. What 
poor philosophers even the wisest of us are proved to be, when 
influenced by ·some master passion, arid ·author.s who., like 
yourself, ·can make others think, ·are amohg those who can the 
least govern their own thoughts, when once under the rule of' 
love. Genius is, and must 13ver be, accompanieril. by passions 
proportionately strong, and I therefore . reserve ail my 
sympathies .for its calamities, w4ich is exac'tly th.e reverse ··of . 
the practice of the world. 

From Count D'Orsay. 
[Undated.] 

C'est une injustice que fait le cher Disraeli que de supposer 
qu'il ·ne .pent approcher son ami que comme un Pacha a trois 
queues, charge de presents orientaux. Ces chevaux arabes, 

. ces sabres -damas, ne sont que des presentR materiels, mais 
lorsqu'il s'agit de dons spirituels, de ceux qu'une belle Nature 
seule peut engendrer, c'est alors qu'il regrette de ne pas voir 
celui q'ui possede toute la vivacite et le feu du coursier arabien 
dans lecaractere et le trailchant dans l'esprit.du damas. Ces 
dchesses sont les seules dont l'homme ait le droit de se glorifier 
et le cher Disraeli a done e:xtremement tort, d'etre injuste 
envers cette belle Natu:re; qui a ete si genereU:se a son egard. 

Son ami affectionne, 
D'ORSAY. 
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To Lady Blessington. 
BRADENIIAM, 

Friday. [Oct. 17, 1834.1 
MY DEAR LADY BLESSINGTON, 

. . . I sympathise with your sufferings; my experience 
unhappily assures me how ably you describe them. This 
golden autumn ought to have cured us all. I myself, in spite 
of the sunshine, have been a great invalid. Indeed, I know 
not how it is, but I am never well save in action; and then 
I feel immortal. I am ashamed of being ' nervous.' Dyspepsia 
always makes me wish for a civil war. In the meantime I 
amuse myself by county politics .... 

My father sends his kindest regards. As for myself, I am 
dying for action, and rust like a Damascus sabre in the sheath 
of a poltroon~ • · 

Adieu ! dear friend, we shan meet on your return.· 
' B. DISRAELI.1 

, To Benjamin Austen. 
BRADENHAM, 

Oct. 24, 1834. 

I have been prevented in bringing out a novel [Henrietta 
Temple] in November by a strange illness which kept me to 
my sofa exactly two months. It was something of the kind 
of attack you experienced at Fyfield-great pain in the legs 
and extraordinary litnguor. It came upon me suddenly. I 
struggled against it for some time, but mounting my· horse 
one day, I had a slight determination of blood to my head, 
and was obliged to throw myself on the floor of the hall. 
This frightened me, remembering old sufferings, and I laid up. 
Quiet, diet and plenteous doses of ammonia (heavenly maid!) 
not only restored me, but I have felt better and more hearty 
this last fortnight than I long rem~mber. 

· 1 From Mr. Alfred MorrillOn's oolleotion. 
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JoiNs THE CoNSERVATIVEs. 

:1834-350c > 

The last lett~rs prep~re us for ano~her period ~f m~iU:ly; 
. , political activity. ~Nearly two years had now elapsed 
· since the second Wycombe. ele'ction, and during that · , 

interval, while _the politician slumbered in Disraeli, 
,public events had been moving swiftly on. ,·.' There is "' 
n()thing . more remarkable,' he writes in Endynfion/ .· 
'than the sudden break-up of the Whig party after their 
successful revolution of 1832. It is one of the most 
striking instances o:p. record of all the el~ments of political 
power being useless. without a commanding individual 
will.' purham, whose ·place was at the extreme left of 
the party, had abandoned the Grey Ministry in March, 
1833; Stanley and Graham at the extreme right' had 
followed in May, 1834; and Lord Grey. himself retired 
a couple of months later. Melbourne succ~eded as 
Prime· Minister; but in. November his position· was 
wea~ened by .the succession . of Lord Afthorp to the 
peerage, and his consequent withdrawal from the House 
of Commons;· of which he had been .leader; and King 
William IV. seized the opportunity of dismissing his 
Ministers to make way for Peel and Wellington. During . 

. the crisis that followed the retirement of Stanley and 
Graham, Disraeli had anticipated· the course of events . 
with curious prescience. 

1 Ch., 14 • 

. 264 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
June 4, 1834 . 

. _ Th~re is a lull in· the storm; it is supposed the session will 
'now be hurried over quietly, and then something must be 

determined on. The Whigs cannot exist as a partywithout 
taking in Lord Durham, and the King will not consent to it. 

·Durham is not in a hurry, and becomes each day more violent 
in his . demands. Triennial Parliaments to be a Cabinet 
measure, and an extension of the constituency, the ballot to 
stand on its merits-in short, a revolution; for this must 
lead to a fatal collision with the House of Lords. ·The Tories 
will not take office unless the Whigs give it up in despair. 
My own opinion is, that in the recess the King will make an 
effort to try and form a Conservative Government with Peel 
and Stanley; but the T9ries think that_Durham will have 
his way. I fear _a dissolution must be the end <!f it.1 

Incidentally this letter reveals a growing· estrange
ment on the part of the writer fro~ the Radicalism· of 
his first political campaigns: triennial Parliaments and 
the ballot, the nostrums which had figured so prominently 
in his ea~lier political programmes, had no~ come to spell 
'a revolution.' Disraeli's· acquaintance with Durham 
may . have checked for a moment the progress of his 
conversion; but Durham's influence ·was ·soon. over
$hadowed by the influence of another and inore con
genial . spirit. At the end -of· the season, as has been 
seen,- he had met Lord Lyndhurst, and their acquaint: 
ance soon ripened into a friendship which became a capital 
fact in· Disraeli's life. Lyndhurst was already -over 
sixty, but he had still nearly thirty years of life before 
him, and he was still in the full vigour of those splendid 
faculties which might have given him an· even higher . 
place among his contemporaries· and in the eyes of 
posterity than that to which he attained, if he liad only 
possessed in larger measure the power of inspiring con
fidence, which is so essential to the success of a states
man in England. But he suffered from a certain Jack , 

l Letters, p. 86 •. 
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. of seriousness, and the crowning gifts . of lofty purpose 
and severe integrity were denied hini. 

To Sarah· Disraeli: · 
Nov. 4, 1834. 

I dined on Saturday with Lyndhurst en famille. A more 
amiable and agreeable fa!Oily I never met.. The eldest . 
daughter, 'Sa,' is just like her mother,· and, although only 
thirteen, rules everything and everybody-a most astound-

, ing little woman. Yesterday I went to see the new actor, 
Denvil. He. is deplorable, has riot the slightest feeling, nor 
one physical or ~mental qualification for the stage. I saw 
Chandos to7day, and had a long c6nversation with him on 
politics. He has no heaq., put I :flatter myself I opened his 
mind a little .. , . D'Orsay has taken my portrait.1 

. .._ ',. -

Lord Chandos, . as. has been·· seen, was orie of the 
· members for Bucks; but, as the author or reputed author 
of the famous ~clause in the Reform Bill which en
franchised the agrie11;ltural occupiers, and as the recog~ 
nised spokesman for the farmers in the. House of Commons, 
he was a person of ni·ore than local importance. With his 
genius·.for intrigue Disraeli was riot long in devising a 
plot i:i::l. which :his county member 'and his new friend 
Lyndhurst might be usefully combined. Let him tell 
the tale himsel£.2 

• . . . 
· ·I became acquainted with Lord L. at .the latter. end. of 
the summer of 1834. We took to each other instantly. 
I sat next to. him,at dinner at Henrietta's. He went abroad 
in the autumn with a family party which he asked me· to 
accompany, but I refused. On his return we again met with 
much intimacy. It was the latter end of October that he 
first began to speak to me in confidence ow political affairs. 
It was his opillion at that. moment that the end of Whiggism 
was at hand. The secession of the Stanley party, the sub
sequent intrigues of the Whigs with O'Connell and the 
consequent reti~ement of Lord GreJ on . their discovery 

· 1 Lett~rs, p; 88: , 
2 What follows is from· a memorandum inscribed over date 'Hughenden, 

1863 '-the year of Lyndhurst's ·death:.......' I cut this out of an old· paper . 
book. It was written at J3radenham in 1836, and· .is very authentic.' 
Its accuracy in certain points of detail is confirmed. by contemporary 
letter~ from Lyndhurst and Chandos them~elves. . · · 
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· had reduced the. mighty reform Parliament. in spite of their 
apparently overwhelm:ing majority to a very low ebb in 
public opinion; but the nation at la:rge was impressed with ~ 
an idea that froi:J::l their reconstruction of the constituency 
they were our masters for life. I had then no political 
relations, though I had had overtures from Durham, who 
offered to return rile to Parliament. I had· conversation 
with him, but he. appeared to. me to have no definite plan. 
Lord L. thought the time had arrived when the movement 
might be stopped.. He was looking about for a party to put 
in motion which might not seem factious. After some 
consultation he resolved that. the Ministers should be thrown 
in a minority on some. agricultural amendment at the meeting 
of Parliament, .and I agreed to, see Lord Chandos, with whom 
I had a county acquaintance, on the· subject. 

I went into the country therefore. to attend some meeting 
of Ol!r agricultural committee. We agreed to petition 
Parliament on the Malt. Tax, and I was requested to prepare. 
the. county petition to the House of Commons, which I did .. 
After business was over I took Lord C. aside and it was 
set.tled that I should g0 over with him to Wotton and talk 
over affairs; The· result of our· conference was. this-being, 
I think, the lith November-that he undertook to organise. 
a. country party and . throw the Gove;rnment in a. mi:nol'ity 
on Parliament meeting by an agricultural amendment on 
the address. He required for himself the First L0rd of the. 
Admiralty, but told me then. that he was assur,ed, from 
some communication he. had received, that the Duke. would 
recommend. Peer as Premier. He made. no terms for any 
other country leader except Knatchbull, who, he stipulated,. 
should have a. seat in the Cabinet. 

In. the evening· of the 12th I arrived in t.o:wn on my return 
and immediately had an inte:rview with L. who. tol<l me 
the Duke of W. Raid arrived that day and that Lord Spencer 
was dead, which, by-the-bye, I had heard at Wotton as I 
was departing, Chandos hurrying my departure, as he said. 
he. thought. this· was the last blow to the Cabinet. Lord· L. · 
immediately wrote t0 the. D. reqaesting an interview,·; and 
afterwards appointed. me t_o. meet him at his prhrate- room 
in the. E~chequer1 the morning of the 14th, at 2 o!clock, to' 
hear the- result. The. Duke fixed the evening· of the 13th 
fbr the. interview, and l wrote to Lord 0. acco:rding1y. 

Lord L. had accordingly his interview with the·· D•. on• 
the ·evening. of the 13th, aild opened his plan; but the D·. 
threw c0l~J water· upon. it. The. interview· fipished thus.:-

t 
1. Lyndhmst was, Chief ~arpn·, 'tr 
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' At this moment I will· make no movements-to-morrow .· · 
morning I depart for Strathfieldsaye. . If the King is well 

' advised he will now send for me-but I will not even be· in 
London.' In spite of what occurred Lord L. does n,ot believe 
that the D. wa~ at the time in any communication with the 
Court. The D; accordingly departed for Strathfieldsaye 
the following morning, and I wrote to Lord C. notifying his 
Grace's refusal to concur in our plan, of which I had been 
apprised by Lord L. on the morning of the 14th. On the 
same day (the 14th) .the Ministry were dismissed at Brighton~ 
and a messenger arrived for th,e Duke at Apsley House. 
The letter was; I· believe, 'brought up by Lord Melbourne 
himself.. It was immediately forwarded to Strathfieldsaye. 
·-,.15th ~ov.-Dismissal of the Ministry publicly anriounced .. 
The Duke at Brighton-whence he wrote to Lyndhurst, 
informing him that he had recommended H.M.to send for 
Peel, and requesting him to meet his Grace the following 
morning at . Apsley House.· . This L. communicated to . me. 
in the -evening. After that interview' I met L. . The Duke 

.. was in good spirits. He said 'It will be a month perhaps 
· ·before he comes: All .that we have got to do ww is to get 

the Government of the country into our hands. I ·shall sit at 
the Treasury and· take all the Se-cretary's seals;· you. must 
.take.the Gr<;lat Seal-you and I must be the government-of 
the country. Things are quiet, the people will not murmur.' 
Thus the government of . the ·country was efficiently carried 
on, L. retaining his C[hief] B[aron]y and sitting also in the 
Chancery. Nobody m11rmured. The general opinion was 
that the Tories would succeed. Bonham calculated we might 
just get a Tory majority, but the· chief hope. was in th~ ' 
g9odness of · our measures and the .impossibility of the 
Conservative Whigs a la Grey, &c., coalescing with Papists · 

·and· Republicans. if .. ord L. was, however, in the habit .of 
saying to me ,' You will see that there will. be a coalition 
of all parties against us.' 'You will see that .these fellows 
will coalesce.' · 

Great was the suspense until Peel arrived. At last one· 
evening we were informed that he had indeed .. come. · The 
messenger, Mr. Hudson, a King's page, reached. him at 
Rome, about to depart for Naples. P: immediately· had an. 
audience of the King and undertook the Governillent, and 
then interviews with the D. and L. He immediately offered 
the F.' Secretary to the. Duke and the Great Seal to L:, who 
accepted it; though at a sacrifice. He then wrote to Lord 
Stanley offering- him four places in the Cabinet, at his 'choice, 
with the abqve exceptions. .Never was such· an offer -before 
-never will it 'be made again; The refusal· of Lord $tanley 

" •. • J 

'.· 

•. 
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was expected, but it was not expected that the reason 
would have been his unwillingness to act with the D. on 
account of foreign policy. This was frivolous. Sir J[ames) 
G[raham] was .inclined to join, but, of course, went with 
LordS. 

From this moment P. only cons~lted Goulburn, which 
astonished all and disgusted many. Sir H[eilry] H[ardinge] 
was dissatisfied at being offered Ireland, which, however, 
he accepted. G[oulbil.rn] was Secretary for Home; a very 
unpopular appointment. Lord Ashburtoh accepted the 
Board of Trade on the condition of being Lord Ashburton- · 

- · a good name, but .Mr. B[aring] has had no success in the 
Upper House. The man who gained most was Scarlett-a 
Chief [Barony of the Exchequer] and a peerage [as Lord 
Abinger] after having been apparently shelved. Chandos, 
entangled in our agricultural intrigues and pledged to the 
repeal of the .Malt Tax, was obliged to decline office, as Peel 
would· not consent to his panacea. Knatchbull was less 
nice and deserted the Country party. 

The· Cabinet was necessarily a weak one, and contained 
many feeble and some odious names. And yet never did 
a Cabinet' mature such admirable and 'comprehensive 
measures! But all. was owing to P. and L. The law 
appointments were excellent and. popular. To the astonish
ment of Lord L. Sugden accepted the Irish Chancellorship. 
Before he offered it to him L. was prepared for an indignant 
refusal. Pollock was Attorney, a_ weak man but the.leader 

. of. his circl}.it :. the Solicitor, Follett, who had great success 
in the House as well as at the Bar, though the youngest 
Solicitor, I believe, ever appointed. So excellent were the 
projected measures of the Cabinet that with 300 Tories or 
Conservatives-for th~ Stanley section of 25 votes was 
counted among them-Lord L. became sanguine and t~ought 
that they had weathered the storm. The vote on the 
Speakership, however, opened all· eyes, and after· that no 
one could hesitate about the ultimate fate of the Cabinet. 
Had LordS. joined; the movement would have been arrested: 
this junction would have been a golden bridge :(or rats, of 
which there were numbers who onlv wanted a leader. . -

This niemorapdum has anticipated-anticipated both. 
in the order of the events whichit narrates and still more 
in the point of view from which they are surveyed; 
When it was written, nearly twq years later than the 
time our narrative has reached, Disraeli had definitely 
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. taken his place in the Tory ranks; at present all was 
confusion and unsettlement both for him and others . 
. , 

- . It was a lively season, that winter of 1834 ! What hopes, 
what fears, and what .bets! From ·the day on which Mr; 
Hudson was to -arrive at Rome to the election of the Speaker, 
not a contingency that was not the subject of a wager! 
People sprang up like mushrooni's; town suddenly became 
full. Everybody who had been in office, and everybody who 
wished to be in office; everybody who had ever had anything, 
and everybody who ever expected to have anything, were 
alike visible. All of course by mere accident; one might me.et 
the same men regularly every day for a month, who were only 
' passing through town.' . . . . · . . 

But, after all, who were to form the government, and what 
was t~e government to be 1 .Was it to be a Tory gov;ern
ment, or an Enlightened-Spirit-of-the-Age Liberal-Moderate
Reform. government ; . was it to be a government of high 
philosophy .or of low practice; of principle or of expediency; 
of great meas11res or of little men 1 A government of states
men or of clerks 1 Of Humbug. or of Humdrum 1 Great 
questions these,,· but unforturiately there was nobody to 

• answer. them. ·.They tried the Duke; but nothing could 
be pumped out ·ol him. All.that he knew, which he told in, 

-his ,curt, husky manner, was, that he had to carry on the 
King's goverm;nent. ·As for his solit~ry colleague, he li?tened 
and smiled, . and then in his musical · voice a;sked _them~. 
questions i:n return, which is the best possible mode of avoiding 
awkward inquiries .. It was very unfair. this, for no one knew: 
what tone to take; whether they should go down t6 their 

·. public dinners and denounce the Reform Act or praise it; 
whether the Church was to be remodelled or only admonished; 
. ( . .. .. 
whether Ireland was to be conquered or conmhated.1 

. 

Dis:r;aeli, milike the majority, was in no doubt at all 
as to his opinions; but he was still in great doubt as to . 
his party affiliations, and, decided only in his hostility 
to the Whigs, was still straddling between the extremes 
of Toryism on the one side and Radicalism on the other. . . . . . . ( 

The formation of the Peel Government had made a general 
election- a ce~t~iiity~ and he was of course anxio~s to 
obtain a seat. 'I saw your son yesterday,' writes Bulwer' 

. ·..• ' ,,· . . . .. ., 

I Ooningsby; Bk~ I~. ch. 4. · 
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to Isaac D'Israeli one day in the. middle of November, 
' restless and ambitious as usual: such dispositions 
always carve· out their way.' The son was indeed 
determined· to carve out his way, and restlessness and 
ambition marked all his conduct at this time of crisis. 
His first appeal-appears to have bee~ address~d to a high 
Radical quarter. 

To Lord Durham. 
BRADENHAM HOUSE, HIGH WYCOMBE, 

Afonday, 1Vov. 17, 1834. 
MY DEAR LORD DURHAM, 

· . My electioneering prospects look gloomy. The squires 
throughout my own county look grim at a Radical, and the 
Liberal interest is split and pre-engaged in our few towns, [so] 
that I fear I shall fail. . At present I am looking after Ayles
bury, where young Hobhouse was heat last time, and will 
be beat this, if he try, but where, with my .local influence, 
your party would succeed. If you have influence with 
Hobhouse, counsel him to resign in my favour; and not 
of another person, as 'tis rumored he will. At the same time, 
if Nugent return, he will beat us all. So my dear Lord, my 
affairs are black; therefore, remember me andserve me if you
can. My principles you are acquainted with; as for my other 
qualifications, I am considered a great popular orator. 

What do you think of the Tories ! at a moment when 
decision and energy would be pearls and diamonds to them, 
they have formed a provisional Government ! ' T~e. voice 
of one crying in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of the
Lords.'_ Such is Wellington's solitary cry; a Baptist worthy 
of such a Messiah as-Peel. 

In great haste, 
Dear Lord. Durham; 

Y ciur faithful, 
BENJ. DISRAELI.1 

Durham's reply was sympathetic. He had not, indeed, 
sufficient acquaintance with Hobhouse. to justify his 
interference at Aylesbury; but, he added, ' these are 
times which requrre the presence• in Parliament of every 
true and honest politician. I trust and hope, therefore, 
that you will find your way there yet .. · If an occasion 

I Reid's Life of Durham, I., p; 408. 
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offer~ when I can forward your vi~ws I shall not. fail to 
do so.'. Disraeli, however, was in quest of something 
more substantial, and he soon turned to his friends at 
the opposite pole of 'politics. · 

To Sarah pisraeli. 
·Nov. 28, 1834. 

The Duke and the Chancellor are besetting ?ld Cariington 
in my favour, that th,ey say he. must yield .. I am not 
sanguine, but was recommended to .issue the address.1 

· 

D'Orsay is working Bob Smith very hard. · TheDuke wrote 
.a strong letter to the chairman of election committees, saying 
that, if Wycombe were not insured something· else must 
be don~ for Disraeli, as ' a man of his acquirements and 

· reputation must not be thrown away.'. L. showed m~ the 
letter·, but it is impossible to say how things will go; Entre 
nous, Parlianie11t· will not be dissolved as speedily as is 
imagined, which is all in my favour, both as regards Wycombe 
or a.p.y other place.. It is impossible for anyone. to be warmer· · .. 

. than the Duke or Lyndhurst, and I ought to say the same 9f ... 
Chandos.2 · · 

· ·· In spite of all these blandishments Lord Carrington 
and his son remained ··courteously obdurate, . and 
Lyndhurst, foiled in this. quarter, employed his go0d 
offices elsewhere, as .the. 'following entries in· Greville's 
Diary show:- · 

Dec. 6, '1834.-The .. Chancellor called on me yesterday 
about getting young· Disraeli into Parliament (through the 
means of George .Bep.tinck) for Lynn. I had told him George 
wanted a good nian to assist in t'urning out William Lennox, 
and he suggested· the above-named gentleman, whom he 
called. a friend of Chandos. His political principles must, 
however, be in abeyance, for he said that Durham was doing 
all he. qould 'to ·get hin:;t by the offer of a . seat, and so forth ; ' 
if therefore he is undecided and wavering between Chandos 
and Durham, he must. be a mighty impartial personage. I . 
. <lon't think such a :inan will do, though just such as Lyndhurst . 
would be connected with. . . . · · , 

Dec. 7 ·-:-DisraeU he [George Bentirick] won'thear of .. 

1 To the_ electors of High Wycombe. 2 Letters, p. 88. · 

'. ,. 
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Eventually Disraeli decided to. enter on a third contest 
at Wycombe, the other candidates being his old opponents 
Smith and Grey. To Wycombe accordingly he repaired, 
and delivered1 a long speech ori the situation which he 
at once reissued as a pamphlet under the title of 'The 

'Crisis Examined.' This speech has an important place 
in the story of Disraeli's political development. He 
begins with. the usual assurance of the fixity of his 
principles. Since he last addressed them 'great revolu
tions have occurred~revolutions of government and 
revolutions of opinion: 1 can, however, assure you that 
I remain unchanged.' But as he cannot condesQend to 
obtain even the honour of .a seat in -Parliament ' by 
JesUitical intrigue or casuistical cajolery,' as he 'cannot 
condescend at the same time to be supported by the . 
Tories because they deem me a Tory, and by the Liberals 

. because they hold me a "Liberal,' he proceeds to unfold 
his programme as adapted to the. new. circumstances · 
which have arisen. In .the foreground stands relief for 
the agricultural interest, which is suffering from severe 
depression. 'We may hope that the Exchequer may 
grant . them at least the partial relief of. the malt tax, 
although I recommend them to petition for .the whole. 
I would n·ot at the same time make a request and intimate 
a compromise.' The popular cry of thc;l country is Church 
Reform; but he dislikes that ' cant phrase,' and hopes 

. to he;tr- less_ of Church reform and more of Church im
provement. Pluralities must be abol~sh~d; the great evil 
of non~residence must be terminated, and, to achieve 
these all-important objects there must be an increase in 
' the value of the lesser livings and the incomes in general
of the inferior clergy.' Church reform leads him Qn to-

.. Ireland. 

I deem it absolutely necessary, even for the existence of 
the Protestant Establishment itself, that the question of the 
Irish Church should be forthwith grappled with; that it 

1 On· Dec. 16. 
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should be the object of a measure in its natur~ as final, in its 
operation as conclusive, as human Wit can devise. It is now 
impossible to avoid, and too late to postpone it; it must l;>e 

. met immediately-the question is, how may it be met effi
ciently'1 Twelve months, therefore, must not pass over 
without the very name of tithes in . that country being 
abolished for ever; nor do I deem it less-urgent that the' 
Protestant Establishment in that country should be at once 

' proportioned to the population w,:hich it serves. But;gentle
men, I for one will never consent that the surplus revenues 
of that branch of our Establish.ment shall ever be appropriated 
to any qther object save the interests of the Church of England, 
becftuse experienoe has taught me that an establishment 
is never despoiled except' to benefit an aristocracy. . . · .. 
I know. the love that great lords, and especially Whig lords, · · 
have~for abbeylands and great tithes: I remember Woburn, 
and I profi~ by the reminiscence. · 

'.. ,.: ( 

Then .there are· the claims of the Dissenters. 

In my opinion these are claims which must not be eluded 
by ·any Governnient that Wishes to stand. I would grarit 
every claim of this great body that the spirit of the most 
comprehensive toleration required, consistent With the estab
lished constitution of the country. Therefore, I think that 
the registration ana the marriage claims should be conceded. 
As for the question of the church-rate, it is impossible',that 
we can endure that every time one is leyied,. a town should 
present.the scene of a contef!ted election. Therights of phe 
Establishment inust be respected, but, for the sake of th~ 
Establishment itself, that flagrant scandal must be removed. 
These are concessions which, I think, are due to a numerous 
and powerful portion of our fellow-subjects;· due; I· .repeat: 
to their numbers; their intelligence, and their property, and 
consistent, 'in my opinion, . with the . maintenance ()f an 
Established Church, a blessing with which I am not . pre

. pared to part, and which I am resolved to uphold; because 
I consider it a guarantee of civilisation, anti a barrier against 
bigotry. · 

· In the matter of the MunicipalCorporations heis also 
in favour of reform; but what is to be ·his attitude to·. 
the Goverhmen~ .that had just, been constituted 1· If· 
they will adopt ana carry measures similar to' tliose 
he has enumerated, he•l indicates that he will be rea~y 

. '· 

,· 
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tosupport them; though, as Peel had not yet explained 
his policy, he is careful not to commit himself .. 'I am 
for measures, gentlemen, and not men, and for this simple 
reason, ~h~t for four years we have had· men and not 
measures, and I am wearied of theni.' It was said, 
however, that they ought not to accept any measures 
from the hands of those who had opposed the Reform 
Bill. ·.But h~ shows at length how little claim the Whigs 
themselves can lay to consistency even in the matter of 
reform, and .how little right they have to call other men 
renegades ~nd apostates: and then, in a famous and 
daring passage, he expounds his doctrine of consistency. 

. - u 

. . 
The truth is, gentlemen, a statesman is the creature of his 

age, the child of circumstances, the creation oLhis times. A 
statesman is essentially a practical character; and when 
he is called upon to take office, he is not to inquire what his 
opinions might or might· not have been upon this or that 
subject; he is only to ascertain the needful and the beneficial, 
and the most feasible measures are to be carried on. The 
fact is, the conduct arid the opinions of public men !it different 
periods of their career must not be too curiouslf contrasted 
in a free and aspiring country. The people have their passions, 
and it is even the duty of. public men occasionally .to adopt 
sentiments with which they do not sympathise,· because the 
people must have leaders. Then the opinions and prejudices 
of the Crown must necessarily infhience a rising statesman. 
I say nothing of the weight which great establishments and 
corporations, and the necessity of their support and patronage, 
must also possess with an ambitious politician. All this, 
however, produces .ultimate benefit; all . these· )nfluences 
tend to form that eminently practical character for which 
our cou:gtrymen are celebrated. I laugh, therefore, ~t the 
objection against a man, that at a former" period of his career 
he advocated a policy different to his present one. 'All I-, 
seek to ascertain is whether his present policy be just, 
necessary, expedient; whether at the present moment he 
is prepared to serv~ the country according to its present · 
necessities. · 

I£ ,on Peel and ~his Ministry· he susp~nds judgment; to 
.the Whigs he gives •no quarter; He has always believed 
that they intended to ·m,ake'themselvei:t masters·'for life, 
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and they would certainly have gained their· object· if 
they had succeeded in overpowering the House of Lords 
as they have succeeded in packing the , House of 
Commons~ What then would have become of the liberties 
of England 1 . ' . 

· I will allow for the freedom of the Press; I will allow for 
the spirit of the age; I will allow for the march of intellect; 
but I cannot force from ·my _mind the conviction ~that a 
House of Commons, concentrating in itself the whole p·ower of . · 
the· Sta~e, might-'-L should rather say.would-notwi~hstand
in:g the great- an'tagoilistic forces to which I have alluded, 
establish in this country· a despo_tism: of the most formidable 
and dangerous character. · · · 

He reminds his hearers of tlie consequences of such an . · 
arrangement-in the reign of Charles I. · · · 

_Looking at such consequence's l think we m~y feel' that we 
have some in teres~· in maintaiiling . the ·prerogative of the· 
Crown and the privileges of the Peers. -I, for one; shall {lver 

-view with. jealous eye the proceedings of any House of 
Commons; howey~r freely chosen~ '"' · 

. Already he seeEi symptoms of jobbery and seryllityin ,:·· 
the Reformed Parliainent, and what of .the Reform
Ministry 1 'The~ ,Reform Ministry indeed! ... Why 
scarcely an ·original member of that celebrated C11binet 
remained ' at the tiine _of their dismissal. . And then we 
have the famous Ducrow simile, a characteristic specimen. 
of Disraeli's early political eloquence, full of the broad 

·humour. which appxals-effectively to the mob and yet , 
with the indefinable quality which suggests the boni 
m·an of letters, 

- The Refor:q:t Ministry! I darE:) say, now, some of,You have 
. h_eard of Mr. Ducrow; that celebrated gentleman who rides 

upon six horses._ What.a prodigious achievement! _ It seems 
impossible; but you have confidence in Ducrow. You.fly to 
witness it; unfortunately~ one ofthe horses is ill, and a donkey 

. _ is substituted in .its~ place. But Ducrow i13- still admirable; 
. there he is, bounding along in a spangled jacket and cork, 

slippers! The whole town is mad to. see Ducrow riding, at · 
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the same time on six horses. But now two more of the 
steeds are seized with the staggers, and lo ! three jackasses in 
their stead ! Still Ducrow persists, and still announces to the 
public that he will ride round the circus every night on his six 
steeds. At last all the horses are knocked up, and now there 
are half-a-dozen donkeys. What a change ! Behold the hero 
in the amphitheatre, the spangled jacket thrown on one side, 
the cork slippers on the other. Puffing, panting, and perspir
ing, he pokes one sullen brute, thwacks another, cuffs a third, 
and curses a fourth, while one brays to the audience, and 
another rolls in the sawdust. Behold the late Prime Minister 
and the Reform Ministry-the spirited and snow-white steeds 
have gradually changed into an equal number of sullen and 
obstinate donkeys; while Mr. Merryman, who, like the Lord · 
Chancellor, was once the very life of the ring, now lies his 
despairing length in .the middle of the stage, with his jokes 
exhausted and his ~ottle empty ! 

· · One· can imagine how this kind of thing was relished by 
his audience. 'I stand astonishingly well at Wycombe,' 
he wrote to ,Austen, ' and may beat the Colonel yet. Had 
I the money, I might canter over the county, for my 
popularity is irresistible.' On the day following the 
speech at Wycombe he spoke again at Aylesbury' at an· 
agricultural dinner where he was introduced to the 
audience as a firm friend. of the agricultural interest, 
and where he declared that his confidence in the present 
Administration was greatly abated by the exclusion of 
Lord Chandos from office. The Duke of Buckingham 
was in the chair, so this declaration was not only good 
politics for the audience, but a courtly compliment ;which, 
however touched with irony, was in the style Disraeli 
loved. His presence at such a gathering marked a distinct . 

·advance t~wards identification with the Tories; and in 
sending the reprint of the 'Wycombe speech to Durham, 
whom he had described in· it as the only ·man ·of any 
decision 'of character in the Reform Ministry, he shows a 
consciousness of the widening of the interval between 
them. 

As for the opinions contained in these pages [he writes] 
they are those I have ever professed, and I should grieve if y0ur 

L m 
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Lordship's juncture with the Whigs and [my~] continued 
resistance to a party which has ever opposed me; even with a 
degree of personal malignity, should· ever place·me in opposi
tion to a nobleman whose talents I respect, and who, I. arli.· 
confident, has only the same object in view witn myself......:: 
to maintain this great Empire on a broad democratic, basis,· · 
which·I am convinced is the only foundation on which it can 

. now iest.1 · 

Radicals and Whigs, as usual, were drawing closer to· 
each other in opposition, and· Disraeli, resolute in his 
detestation o~ the Whigs, was. moving in the oppos~t~ .. 

-direction; ht1t in Wycombe at all" events he still clung to' 
· his Radical friends, and this third election was fought 
on the old basis of an alliance betw~en R'3.dicals and 
Tories. On the day of nomination, ' it is not enough _to 
say of ¥r. Disraeli,'. wri_tes a hostile witness, 'that he· 
deliy~red hil_llsel( with his -ii~ual ability"; the difficulties . 
he had to encounter were most ably met and judiciously' 
av<?ided; to _steer :between .the shoals ~f-roryism on the 
one hand and the quicksands of Radicalism on _the 
other (for he was supported by. the two parties)~required 
his utmost skill, and well did he acquit himsel£:'2 ' All his 
adroitness, however, did not av~il to carry the election.' 
W}len th(l_ p?ll closed, on January 7 .the figures were- . 

,_ · ! •• Smith; 289.· 
'• · Grey, 147. • . 

· ., Disraeli, -128~ . 

. ' .'It would be injustice to Mr. Disraeli,' the same' writer 
adds, i not to 'say that he conducted himself throughout the 
whole proceedings -in the hands~Iilest maimer: there w~s 
a total absence of tlio~e perso~alities which disgraced the 
last' election; ahd'in his concluding speech the unfortunate 
canp.idate ,admitte9-. that he liadhad fair: play; and no 
caus~ to ~o~plain:' _A fo~tnight l~ter,' at a Cons~rvative · 
diriiier ·at Wycombe with Chandos in' the chair, the unfail~ 
ing note of h~pefulness and faith was sounded:· , 

•. · 1 .Reid's Life of Durham, 'i.; p. 371. 
_2 ·From a_ letter in the BU£k8 Gazette.for Jari.l6, 1835.· 
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I am not at all disheartened. I do not in any way feel like 
a beaten man. Perhaps it is because I am used to it. I will 
say of myself like the famous Italian general, who being asked 
iri his old age why he was always victorious, replied, it was 
because he had always been beaten in his youth. 

To the Duke .of Wellington. 
[Jan. 7, 1835.] 

I have fought our battle and I have lost it by a majority 
of 14.1 

••• Had Lord Carrington exerted himself even 
in the slightest degree in my favour I must have been 
returned; but he certainly maintained a neutrality- a 
neutrality so strict that it amounted to a blockade. . . . 
Grey made a violent anti-Ministerial speech, and I annihi
lated him in my reply; but what use is .annihilating men 
out of the House of Commons. . . . I am now a cipher; 
but if the devotion of my energies to your cause, in and out, 
can ever avail you, your Grace may count upon me, who 
seeks. no greater satisfaction than that of serving a really 
great man." 

From the Duke of Wellington. 
,Tan. 10, 1835. 

The Duke of Wellington presents his compliments to Mr. 
Disraeli, and has received his letter of Wednesday night, 
for which he is much obliged. He very much regrets the 
result of the election at Wycombe. 

The failure of this third attempt at Wycombe seems 
fmally to have convinced Disraeli that he could not hope 
for a political career unless he definitely identified him
self with one or other of. the two great parties; and there 
could no longer be any doubt as to which he•would choose. 
The formation of the Peel Government entirely ,changed 
the problem for him, and thousands of others who were 

...,. still . unsettled in their political allegiance. When he 
publishe<,l his Wycombe speech of December 16 as a 
pamphlet, he told· Aust~n that he was ac_ting by ' the 
Ministe~'s desire'; and if Peel read the speech at all his 

1 This does not agree with the figures given above, but those were the 
days of open voting, and Disraeli may have written before th'e final figures 
were available. 

z Maxwell's Life of Wellington, II., p. 305. 
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could hardly have failed to read it with approval. On 
the very··day after its delivery Peel himself submitted . 
to his Cabinet the draft of the address to his constituents 
which has become .famous in history as the Tamworth 
manifesto, and there is a very remarkable coincidence, 
for it can hardly have been more, between the policy of 
moderate reform therein unfolded and the practical 
measures upon which Disraeli· had insisted in his speech. 

· The_ Tamworth manifesto was too opportunist in its 
spirit, too'much of a programme and too little of a creed, 
long to satisfy Disraeli; but at all events it showed that 
'roryism had ceased to spell reaction . or-a thing even 
more repugnant ~o one of his temperamer.tt-stagnation, 
and was in process of adapting itself to the spirit of the 
age.· The greatest 'obstacle in the way of his entering 
the ,Tory camp had nbw been removed, and not many 
weeks after the Wycombe election he was no:minated1 

~t his qwnrequest as a candidate for the Carlton Club, 
· which had been founded a few years before by the Duke 
.of Wellington and his friends, and had at.· once become 
the recognised social citadel of Toryism. The decisive 
step had now been -taken. He had been exactly three 
years in politics, and his apparent_ course in those years 
had been that of a political comet,_hig:tlly eccentric and 
irregular. Henceforward_his place in the political firma- · 
ment is fixed, or his orbit at all events. conforms to the· 
accepted laws of political motion. 

It is no accident that there is a certain ambiguity about 
the party affiliations of nearly all our greater statesmen: 
Chatham, Pitt; Burke, Canning, Peel, Palmerston, 
Disraeli, and. Gladstone-none of these has an absolu_tely 
consistent party record; and, in~eed, a man with such . .,. 
a record would . be more likely to win distinction as a 
good partisan than as a great statesman. If we_ are to 
'measure consistency by ideas, Disraeli is the most con-

·_ sistent o£ !hem ~ll, and yet more than any of the others 

i Lord Strangford proposer and Lord Chandos seconder. 
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he was to suffer throughout his career from the reputa .' 
tion of political time-server and adventurer acquired in 
these early and errant years. In one sense this reputa
tion was wholly 'unjust; in another it had not been pn
provoked nor, indeed, wholly undeserved. In his guiding 
principles and ideas he had changed far less than most 
~f his judges and critics, but the world, which looks only 
to externals, saw that he had been in communication, if 
not in co-oP.eration, with inen at the opposite poles of 
politics, and drew its conclusions accordingly. He had 
been too eager in his desire for tangible' and immediate 
success, too reckless in his disregard for the conventions 
of political life; and he had thus aroused in many a dis
trust which he was never wholly to allay, and which to 
the very end of his days was to be a cause of weakness 
to himself and a formidable weapon at the disposal of 
his enemies. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
Jan. 20, 1835. 

Last Saturday a dinner by the Chancellor to Lord Abinger 
and the Barons of the Exchequer. There were also George 
Dawson, myself, Praed, young Gladstone, Sir M. Shee, Sir J. 
Beresford, and Pemberton: rather dull, but we had a swan 
very white and tender, and stuffed with truffles, the best 
company there.1 

In 'young Gladstone's' .recollections of this dinner 
apparently neither the swan nor. Disraeli found a place; 
but he noted .for his future guidance sonie counsel given 
them by Lyndhurst: ' Never- defend yourself before a 
popular assembly, except with and by retorting the 
attack; the hearers,· in the pleasure which the- assault 
gives them, will forget the previous charge '2-a piece of 
wisdom which, if Disraeli failed to no.te it at the time, he 
was afterwards, as Lord Morley reminds us, to make his 
own, compressing it into one of his most effective phrases, 
' Never complain and never explain.' 

1 Letters,; P• 90. ll Morley's Life of Gladstone, I., p. 122. 
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To Sarah· Disraeli . . 
Feb. 20, 1835 . 

.About last 'night's debate [on the election of the Speaker], 
Peel did not speak well; Stanley with ~great point and power. 

• . . O'Connell is so powerful that he says he will be in 
the Cabinet. How can the Whigs submit to this 1 It is 
the Irish Catholic Party that has done all the mischief. 

.Feb. 26. 

Here there is only one topic, the division on the Address. 
Peel made a powerful speech ; · · Stanley constrained and 
qualifying. His, way is evidently not clear;I cannot under
stand the game he is playing. On the Speakership he had no 
party. Now fifty men meet· at his house every morning. 
Lyndhurst-~quabashed Brougham on Tuesday. 

, · ' Aprill> 

I do -iwt doubt myself :that the Government will 'be 1n a 
. minority on the present question, but this is not the cause 
of the malaise of the Tories. The fact is, their chief is worried 
byhis.wife, and she is nerv.ou'slesthe should fight and.all that. 
There is· no. more reason. now that the Tories should. go out 

., .than. two months ago, and I cannot help believing that they _ 
,will not. On Sunday I dinedat the Chancellor's, and ever :) 
since I have had a sever~. cold and been nowhere~ . . . · .. 

,·.J 

. . A!!n·il 4. 

I have not seen the Chancellor since Thursday. PeeLis 
much firmer and the ·King quite so, but his Majesty cannot 
sleep .. The deciilive battle is to be fought·on the Irish Tithe 

. Bill, and we expeqt to win.. Everybody has got the influenza; 
the Lord Chancellor has had an attack; and, as you rightly 
expected, myself, though mine was much modified to former_ 

1 . It- . ' years. 

·The decisive battle, however, was lost, and Peel re
signed. We are now admitted to some knowledge of a 
curious episode in unwritten political history. · 

. In April, 1835, ~hen Sir R. P[eel] resigned and great 
. difficulties and time experienced in forming 'a Government 
by the Whigs, my old friend Mrs. Norton opened a communica- .· · 

. ,~c . . • 

· · - · 1 _Letters, pp. 9o:92. · · 
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tion with me in order to form a coalition between the con
stitutional Whigs and Sjr R. P. Melbourne was her prompt.er, 
and he and she w~shed the ·affair to b~ arranged by Lord 
L[yndhurst]. -Lord M. would, I think, have thrown over the 
Appropriation Clause. He expressed, according to her, an 
absolute horror of O'Connell-with whom, he said, nothing 
should induce ·him to form a connexion. He had authorised 
none of the intrigues. . 

I had several conferences with her, prompted by L., and 
paid her visits sometimes of two hours (though our acquaint
ance otherwise had quite ceased). Admitting the possibility 
of arranging the Appropriation Clause, which of course rested 
with. M., I enquired whether M. would serve under P. She 
assured me he had positively agreed to do so, and that he 
would throw over Brougham as Chancellor for L. 

I think the id~a of throwing over B. occurred in this manner, 
as I know the resolution was taken lately. Although our. 
negotiation failed, very friendly feelings subsisted at that . 
time between M. and L., and when all was over M. consulted 
L. through Mrs. Norton as to putting the Seals in commission. 
The difficulty was to commu:nicate to B. that he was thrown 
over. At last M. resolved to do it himself, which he did. 
What an interview !1 

To.Isaac D'Israeli.· 

MY DEAREST FATHER, 
Good Friday Morn [April 17th], 1835. 

The Whigs carinot form a Government. It is impossible 
to describe to you the extraordinary. state of affairs; On 
Wednesday Mrs. N. sent for me, and I was closeted with her 
from 3 until 5. Lords Grey, Melbourne, and all the old 
constitutional aristocratic . Whigs are desirous of' forming 
a coalition with Peel, Lyndhurst, &c. They will have 
nothing to do with the Radicals, and a .considerable section 
of the Opposition, headed by Lord Seymour, no doubt acting· 
·under the auspices and instigation of Mrs. N., back them. 
They (Melbourne, &c.) will have nothing to do with O'Connell 
and the English and Scotch Rads., and will not make 
Brougham Chancellor or anything. Melbourne disapproved 
of the attack on Manners Suttori and Londonderry and the 
whole course of John Russell's career on the Irish Church. 
From Mrs. N. I went to the Lord Chancellor's, with whom 
I remained in close conference until half-past 7, so I could 

1 From the Memora.iidl1m of 1836, already quoted. 
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not write to you. Yesterday I was obliged to be at the House 
of Commons until half-past 5, then to see Lord Seymour, 

'··-~·--and afterwar<;l.s with the Chancellor again until 8 o'clock, 
so it was impossible to .. write again. There seem great, 1 
fear. insuperable, difficulties in the way of an immediate 
coalition, though eventually it must take place. 

I cannot say now whether Peel· will immediately resume 
office or Melbourne form an Administration of his. friends 
by way of blind, and which may last a few months. But 
at present the Whigs have absolutely not advanced a jot. 
I need not say that we are all in the highest spirits, and. that 
the excitement is unparalleled. I think myself Peel will 
be again sent for by theKing. If there be any morethis 
morning and I have an opportunity to write by post, 1 wilL 
That we shall win in the long run, and triumphantly, I have 
no doubt. You· now knciw all the secrets· of affairs which 
not ten people do in the realin, and you must 'burn this letter 
wheP, read. Mulgrave and .the more useful .and desperate. 
:Whiglings are for pushing oli to Durham. . . . I intended 
to have collie down to Bradenham to-day or to~morrow, 

. but can say nothing .of my movements now, as all is on my 
. shoulders. Love ·to· all 

. 'B. D;1 

To Sarah Disraeli. • 
April 13, 1835: 

. -
·As coalition, or, as the Whigs call it, amalgamation; is at 

the present moment impossible, Lord Melbourne has, I under
stand, formed hisCabinet, and some of the writs will be moved 
for this -.evening. · It is purely Whig, and consists entirely 
of the old hac'\rs-Palmerston, Auckland, Duncannon, &c. 
Granville Somerset2 sent for me to the Woods and Forests 
this morning to say. if there was a fair opening the Tories 
would start me, &c .. I was. astonished at his courtesy and. 
strong expressions of desire to see me in.3 

· 

.. The fair opening soon presented i~self. · Mr. Henry 
Labouchere, the member for~ Taunton, vacated his seat 
on his appointment as Master: of the Ml.nt in .the new 
Melbourne.Government, and at the last moment Disraeli 
was sent down by the Tories to oppose his re-election. 

1 From a~·~rigin~l in the possession of Mr. Walter 'v. Daniell. . · 
• 2 [Lord Granville Somerset, M.P. for Moni:nouthshire, 2nd sori_ of the 

6t.h Duke o£-Beaufort,--,-G. E. B.] 
a Letters; p. 92. 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 

. Wednesday night [April 22]. 

There is no place like Taunton, not that I can win this time, 
for Labouchere, who was twenty-four hours in advance of 
me, has picked up many blues {my color); but come in at the 
general election I must, for I have promises of two-thirds 
of the electors .. I live in a rage of enthusiasm; even my 
opponents promise to vote for me next time. The fatigue is 
awful. Two long speeches to-day, and nine hours' canvass 
on foot in a blaze of repartee. I am quite exhausted, and can 
scarcely see to write. 

CASTLE, TAUNTON, 
· April 27. 

The county gentlemen for ten miles round flock to me 
every day, but I am obliged to decline all their invitations. 
As for Taunton itself, the enthusiasm of Wycombe is a minia
ture to it; and I believe in point of energy, eloquence, arid 
effect I have far exceeded all my former efforts. Had I 
arrived twenty hours sooner the result might have been in 
my favour. . . . It is astonishing how well ·they are 
informed in Londor: of all that passes here, and how greatly. 
they appreciate my exertions. They have opened a sub-

·"' scription for me at the Carlton, headed by Chandos, who has 
written twice to me in the ·warmest manner. To-morrow is 
nomination day.' 

Ail eye-witness of the election scenes has recorded his 
impressions .. of the candidate's appearance. 

\ 

Never in my life had I been so struck by a face as I was by 
that of Disraeli. It was lividly pale, and fr.om beneath two 
finely-arched eyebrows blazed out a pair of intensely black 
eyes. I never have seen such orbs in morta,l sockets, either 
before or since .. His physiognomy was strictly ~ewish. Over .. 
a broad, high forehead were ringlets of coal-black, glossy hair, . 

. which, combed away from his right temple, fell in luxuriant 
clusters or bunches over his left cheek and ear, which it entirely 

' concealed from view. There was a sort of half-smile, half
sneer, playing about his beautifully-formed mouth, the upper 
lip of which was curved as we see it in the portraits of Byron. 

/ . . . He . was. very showily attired in a dark l;lottle-green 
. frock-coat, a waistcoat of the most extravagant pattern, the 

1 .Letttr8,. p. 93. 
I. . 1()* 
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front of which was almost covered . with glittering chains, 
and in fancy-patter:n pantaloons .. He wore a plain black 
stock, but no collar was visible. Altoge~her he was the most 
intellectual-looking exquisite I had ever seen.1 

·.Now that he .had definitely emerged as a Tory, Disraeli 
heard, of course, .a 'good deal about the ambiguity of his 
previous . perforritance.2 ' It is absolutely essential,' 
wrote D'Orsay on the· eve of the election, ' for you. to 
explain to them that though a Tory you are .a reforming 
one; because it is generally understood that you cop:1~ 
mitted yourself in some degree with the other party.' 

, In his speech on nomination day Dil?raeli essayed' the task 
thus _proposed to .him. 

Gentlemen, if there be anything on. which I pique myself· 
it is my· consistency., I. shall be ready to prove that con: 
sistency either·in.the House of-Commons or on the hustings. 

· at Taunton. Every man may be attacked once; but 110 one 
ever attacked me twice. Gentlemen, here is_my consistency. 
I have always opposed _with niy utmost energy the. party 
ot which ~y honorable opponent is a distinguished member. _ 
That party I have opposed for reasons 1 am prepared to give . 

. and .t_o uphold. I look upon the Whigs as an anti-national' 
· party; · When I first entered political life I found the high 

places of the realm filled by the party of which my opponent 
is_a member. I found they had.an immense majority- in the 
House of Commons, acquired by a system of nomj.pation· not · 
less equivocal than that of the boroughmongers they affected· 
to 'destroy. Believing th~t the policy of the party was such 
as must destroy the honour of the kingdom abroad and the 
happiness· of the people at home, I considered it my duty to 
oppose the Whigs, to ensure their discomfiture, and, if possible, 
their destruction. _.. , . · 
-Let me recall ·to your recollection the ·extraordinary 

-characteristic of the political · world when I entered 
. -11·. • : 

1 Pen and' I rile .Sketches of Poets, Preachers, a?id Politicians~ London~ 
1846. ' . . ' ... 

2 .There was much- pother then and ;subsequently about a pertain W.est
minster Club of which Disra:elihad been nominally a member,. and which 
after his resignation assumed ·a political"character and became the West· 
minster· Reform Club; but .it is ·now fortunately· uimecessary .to enter, 
-on the details of .a .. tiresome controversy from which Disraeli emerges · 
quite unscathed. · ' Life is too short;' as he said himself in oonneXion 
with: this affair, 'to refute every misrepresentation of_ every malici<;ms fool.' 
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it. Gentlemen, the great safeguard of our liberties, the 
balance of parties, ·was destroyed. There was then no 
constitutional Opposition to keep the Government in check. 
The great Tory party, now so strongly constituted, was a 
shattered, a feeble, and a. disheartened .fragment, self-con
firming their own inability to carry on the King's Govern
ment, and announcing an impending revolution. Had I 
been a political adventurer I had nothing to do but to join 
the Whigs; but, conscientiously believing that their policy 
was in every respect pernicious, I felt it my duty to oppose 
them. But how were they to be opposed~ Where were 
t~e elements of a party to keep the Government in check 
and to bring back the old constitutional balance ~ I thought 
they existed in the Liberal Tories, and in those independent 
Reformers who had been returned to Parliament independent 
of the Whigs. I laboured for the union, and I am proud 
of it. Gentlemen, remember the Whig policy~ They had a 
packed Parliament. They had altered the duration of Parlia
ments mice before. They had the whole power of the State 
in their hands. I believed, and I still believe, that we were 
nearer to a Long Parliament than we imagined. I wished 
to break the strength of the Whigs by frequent elections, 
and by frequent appeals to a mis-governed. people; there
fore I advocated a recurrence to those triennial Parliaments 
which it was once the proudest boast of the Tories to advo
cate. I wished to give the country ·gentlemen a chance of 
representing the neighbouring towns, where they are esteemed, 
instead of the nominees of a sectarian oligarchy; therefore 
I proposed the adoption of the ballot, in the only constitu-
encies 'willing to assume it. . . . · 

Had the Whigs remained, in power-and it seemed 
to me, and the wisest men in England shared my 
conviction, that they were our masters for life-had, 
I repeat, they remained· in power I considered the dis
memberment of the Empire inevitable; and, therefore, I 
tried to root them out. But, Gentlemen, great, ay, almost 
illimitable as was my confidence in Whig in~apacity, I confess 
they far surpassed even my most sanguine expectations. 
The mighty Whig party which had consented to a revolution 
to gain power fell to pieces; the vessel of the State righted 
itself; and now there is no necessity .to cut away its masts. 
Gentlemen, the object for which I laboured is attained; the 
balance of parties is restored; and I do no longer advocate 
the measures in question, simply because they are no longer 
necessary. Is this an answer ? Is this inconsistency P 

1 Dorset County Chronicle, April30, 1835. 
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To· Sarah Disraeli. 
, April 28. 

. . 

I have just left the hustings, and have gained. the show 
of hands, which no blue candidate ever did before. This,. 
though an idle ceremony in .most places, is of great account 
here, for the potwallopers of Taunton are as eloquent as those 
.of Athens, and we gain votes by such a demonstration.1 

" •' . 

In spite, however, of this demonstration, when the poll · 
was closed on the second day the figt!res were-

Laboucher.e 452 
Disra,eli 282 

170 

. Disraeli did. not. perhaps overrate the popula;ity he had 
acquired . during the election.. ' His undaunted. spirit, 
his eloquence, his wit, his courtesy. and kindness/ says , 
a writer in the· local .. paper in words that appear .to 
be cha~ged with something more than conventional 
eulogy, 'have acquired' him the respect and admiration·.· 
of all parties and the entire ·confidence of .. his own.·'· 
After the election the ·Conservatives· of ,the diStri9t made ~": · 
him· the centraLfigure ·in an "elaborate festival 'culinin" 

I at}ng in' a banquet, and great 'appears ~0 ,have been the 
enthusiasm. The writer quoted on pages 2&5-6. was 
present at the banquet,·and has given us a minute· de~ 
scription of the manner of Disraeli's oratory: 

. He commenced in a lisping, lackadaisical tone of voice .. 
. . . He minced his phrases in apparently ~the most 
affected manner, and, whilst he was speaking, pl§tced his hands · 
in all imaginable positions; not because he felt awkward, 
and did not know, like.a booby in a drawingcroom, .where to. 
put them, but apparently for the purpose of exhibiting to the 
best .advantage the glittering rings which decked his white 
and taper fingers. Now he would place his thumbs Jn the 
armholes of his waistcoat, and spreiJ,dJ,out his.fingers on its 
flashing sui'faee; then one set of digits would be released 
and he would lean affectedly on the table, supporting hiii].self ·-: 

1· Letters, p, 93. · · 

·""". 
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with his right hand; ano~ he would push aside .the curls 
from his forehead. . . . But as. he proceeded all traces 
of this dandyism and affectation were lost. With a rapidity 
of utterance perfectly astonishing he referred to . past 
events and indulged in anticipations of the future: The 
Whigs were, of course, the objects. of his unsparing satire, 
and his eloquent denunciations of them were applauded to 
the echo. In all he said he proved himself to be the finishe(l' 
orator-every period was rounded with the utmost elegance, 
and in his most daring flights, when one trembled lest he 
. should fall from the giddy height to which he had attained, 
he so~gracefully descended that every hearer was wrapt in 
admiring surprise. . . . His voice, at first so finical, 
gradually became full, musical, and sonorous, and with every 
varying sentiment was beautifully modulated. His arms 
no longer appeared to be exhibited for show, but he exempli~ 
fied the eloquence of the hand. The dandy was transformed 
into the man of mind;· the Mantalini-looking personage into 

tR:a practised orator and finished elocutionist. 

) ' "Disr~eli's . .speech~ on~this, occasiop is. ~l1g ,of~ ip.terest. 
I~js.:tL4e .first in _which we find the main lines of his, creed 
o!_<}~mocra,tic,.Tq:ryi§Pl.W..I:lll¥,..drawn. 

He had told :them once before tha,t,,tlw~Oonsetwative.party · 
was t~e.reallydefilQCraticcpll.rty;in.tpe,<;ounvrY •• 'YlW .... s~rronnded 
the people with the power of the Throne to shield them from 
the undue power of the aristocracy, . . . The point to 
which they were arrived in the history of the country was 
this: whe.ther the establishments of . the reahn~ should~ be 
supported or destroyed. The question --·was between an 
hereditary monarchy on one side and an elective executive 
on the other. . . . He was_,in~.Jav;our.,.;.of.,an ..... h~:re<litary 
.!p.onarchy.because a King whose powet ~and authority:,were so . 
jrdiciously limited as those o( the ~ng of E11glf3:~<;l. .F!J.S in 
ep_ect . the great leader of the pe()ple. agaip.st .,..~P,, .. .U~'!FPing 
a:nstocracy. . 
t ~ -
, . I -

He was, he told them also, a steadfast supporter of the 
Established Church against 

that misty;-ambiguous,tand impalpable thing, th:1t.spectre,of 
unsubstantiality, rising confusedly from the realm of dark-

~ ness;- that nameless. ~hi.~g called., by some. ,',.the "~v.;q~!!,Bc\~~y 

I There is a report in the Dor8et County Ghrooicle for ~une 4, 1835 . 

• . .... 
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system.' . Now when he who was a lover of toleration avowed . 
that he was opposed to this system, he declared that he was. 
so opposed because he 'regarded it as. an essentially aristocratic 
system devoted .to tlie' few and ·'not to the many. It was a< 
system that amounted to this, that no man should be saved 
who could not pay for salvation. Let them ask whether this 
was the way by which to instruct a nation. The same system 
'th~t cared not for the unrepresented many in politics cared · 
little for the· unrepresented many .in religion. · 

Incidentally he gives. unstinted praise to the policy 
and achievements of the late Administration. . ... 

Nowhere in history could there be found an inst·a~ce ot"·~ 
council of statesmen who in so short a period had matured a· 
series of measures so vast in their character, so beneficent iri 

" their nature, so co~ducive to the prosperity and the glory of 
~ the country, as those which had been brought forward by the 

0 
··. late Ministers, He confessed that; great·· as was his confidence 

in that. great 'man who stood at the helm, and in his col
leagues, sanguine as were his hopes, he was utterly astonished 
at what· they did.. · 

The Taunton election involved. Disraeli in a quarrel 
·which' .. became too celebr~ted. The Peel Ministry: had · 
peen overthrown.' by a combimiti~n betwee~ the Whigs , 
and O'Connell, and it was only by virtue of t4e same 
combination that- Melbourne could hope to mail}.tain 
himself in office. Inevitably of course the new alliance 
between politicians who had been so recently at war 

. became the great mark for invective with Tory orators · 
and writers, and Disraeli ·could be trusted not to be 
behindhand. Alluding to the .subject in 'his speecn on 
the hustings, he was reported in the summarised version 
w:hich appeared in the London papers to have described 
O'Connell as an incendiary and a traitor. Disraeli then 
and ever afterwards maintai~ed that the suni.mary 
misrepresented him, and that. he l{ad only quoted .from 
the Whigs· the language in which th~y had but recently 
denounced· their_ 'present ally; and his explanation ·is 
in full accord. with the speech as reported in all the local 

....... 
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papers. 1 The unlucky version, however, came before 
the eyes of O'Connell. and much incensed him; and he 
seized the opportunity of· a meeting in Dublin a few 
days later to· take a savage revenge on his supposed 
assailant. 

I must confess, that some of the attacks made on me, 
particularly one, by a Mr. Disraeli, at Taunton, surprised 
me. Anything so richly deserving the appellation of superla
tive blackguardism, or at all equal to that in impudence 
and assurance, I never before met with. The annals of 
ruffianism do not furnish anything like it. He is an author, 
I believe, of a couple of novels, and that was all I knew about 
him until 1831, or 1832, when he2 wrote to me, being about 
to stand for High Wycombe, requesting a letter of recom
mendation from me to the electors. He took the letter with 
him to the place', got it printed and placarded all over the 
place. The nex.t I heard of him was his being a candidate 
for Marylebone; in this he was also unsuccessful. He got 
tired of being a Radical any longer after these two defeats, 
and was determined to try his ch!'Lnce as a Tory. He stands 

. the other day at Taunton, and by way of recommending 
himself to the electors he calls me an incendiary and- a 
traitor. Now, my answer to this piece of gratuitous imperti
nence is, that he is an egregious liar. He is a liar both in 
action and words. What ! shall such a vile creature . be 
tolerated in England ? Shall the man. be received by any 
constituency who after coming forward on two separate 
occasions as the advocate of certain opinions, now boldly 
and unblushingly recants those principles by which his 
political life had been apparently regulated? He is a living 
lie: and the British Empire is degraded by tolerating a 
miscreant of his abominable description. The language is 
harsh, I must confess; but it is no more than deserved, and 
if I should apologise for using it, it is because I can find no 
harsher epithets in the English language by which to convey 
the utter abhorrence which I entertain for such a reptile. 
He is just fit now, after being twice discardeu by the people, 

1 The best report is that in the Dorset County Chronicle for .April 30, 
1835, reprinted in Kebbel's Selected Speeches of Lord Beaconsfield. Here 
the word 'incendiary' does not occur ·at all, and the only mention of 

·' traitor : is in a passage in which the Whigs are described as ' that weak 
aristocratic party in the state who could only obtain power by leaguing 
themselves with one whom they had denounced as a traitor.' 

2 This was inaccurate. ~rhe application, as has been .seen, was made 
through Billwer. 

\ 
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to become a Conservative. He possesses all the necessary 
requisites of perfidy, selfishness, depravity, want of principle, 
&c., which would qualify him, for the change. ·His naine 
shews that he is of Jewish 'origin. I do not use it as a term 
of reproach; there are many most respectable Jews. But 
there are, as in every .other people, some of the lowest and-
most disgusting grade of moral turpitude; and- of those I 
look upon Mr. Disraeli as the worst. He has just the 
qualities of the impenitent thief on the Cross, and I verily 
believe, if M;r. Disraeli's family herald were to be· examined 
and. his genealogy traced, the same personage would be 
discovered to be the .heir at law of the exalted individual 
to whom I allude. I forgive Mr. Disraeli now, and as the
lineal descendant of -the .blasphemous robber, who ended 
his career b~side the Founder of the Christian Faith, I lei:we 
the gentleman to the enjoyment of his infamous distinction. 
and family horiours.1 

, 

Viti.1peration so picturesque was of co~rse -irresistible, 
and ' this terrible philippic/ a!'l the reporter well described 
it, found its way into nearly ·every newspaper .. Having 
oiwe killed a;n antagonist in a duel, O'Connell had taken 
a vow that he would never fight another; but this s~l£- _ 
denying ordinance had not~been accompanied by the
practice of any siinilar self:denial ~in the matter of"his -·. 

·language; and .the papers had just been full of a ·quarrel 
between him and Lord Alvanley, a :Tory peer, to who'rri: 
he_· had allud~d _ as' ' a ·bloated, buffoon.' A ·duel . had 
resulted, in which :Morgan .O'Conn'ell, th(( Liberator's 't 

son, had acted in the interest of his father's honour; and 
a;s soon, therefore, as Disraeli saw his 'crucifixion ' .in~ 
Tfi,e Times oiMay 5. he wrote the following letter:~ . 

To Mr. Morgan·O'Connell, ~M.P. · · 
31A, PARK ST., GROSVENOR SQUARE, 

Tu.esday, May 5. 
sill, _ __. 

As you have established yourself as the champion of·your 
father, I have the honour :to request your notice to a very 

. scurrilous attack which your father has made. up<;m my 
conduct and character. . . ' · _1_ "<'-: ,, . · ·~ · 

1 TP:is: from .the C~uriet of May 6, 1835, was the versio~ o(O'Co~nell's 
speech adopted- by Disraeli himself in an explanatory address to the 
electors of Taunton. ~ . ,;JJ.~ 

. . +~~;~_ 
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Had Mr. O'Connell, according to the practice observed 
among gentlemen, appealed to me respecting the accuracy 
of the reported expressions before he indulged in offensive 
comments upon them, he would; if he can be influenced by 
a sense of justice, have felt that such comments were 

· unnecessary. He has not thought fit to do so, and he leaves 
me no alternative but to request that you, his son, will resume 
your vicarious duties of yielding satisfaction for the insults 
which your father has too long lavished with impunity upon 
his political opponents. · · · · 

I have. the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

B. DISRAELI. 

Morgan O'Connell very reasonably replied that he was 
not answerable for what his father might say, and that 
he had only challenged Lord Alvanley because he con
ceived the latter had purposely insulted his father. 
Thereupon Disraeli sent the following letter to the 
newspapers. 

To Mr. Daniel O'Connell, M.P. for Dublin. 

MR. O'CoNNELL, 

LONDON, 
May. 

Although you have long placed yourself out of the pale of 
civilisation, still I am one who will not be insulted, even by 
a Yahoo, without chastising it .. When I read this morning 
in the same journals your yirulent attack upon myself, and 
that your son was at the same moment ·paying the penalty 
of similar virulence to another individual on whom you had 
dropped your filth, I thought that the consciousness that 
your opponents had at length discovered a source of satis
faction might have animated your insolence to unwonted 
energy, and I called upon your soh to re-assume his vicarious 
office of yielding satisfaction for his shrinking sire. But it 
seems that gentleman declines . the further exercise of the 
pleasing duty of enduring the consequences of your libertine 
harangues. I have no other means, therefore, of noticing 
your effusion .but this public mode. Listen, then, to me. 

If it had been possible for you to act like a·gentleman, you 
would have hesitated before you made your foul and insolent 
comments. upon a hasty and garbled report of .. a ' speech 
which scarcely contains a sentence or an. expression as they , 

T• 
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emanated from my mouth; but the truth is, you were glad 
to seize the first opportunity of pouring forth your venom 
against a man whom· it serves the interest of your party to 
represent as a political apostate. 

In 1831/ when Mr. O'Connell expressed to the electors of 
·wycombe his anxiety to assist me. in my' election, I came 
forward as the opponent of the party in power, and which 
I described in my address as '.a. rapacious, tyrannical, and 
incapable faction '-the English Whigs, who in the ensuing 
year denounced you as a traitor from the Throne,· and every 
one of whom, only a few months back, you have anathe
matised with all the peculiar graces. of a tongue practised in 
scurrility. You are the patron of these men now, Mr. 
O'Connell: you, forsooth, are 'devoted' to them. I am 
still their uncompromising opponent. . Which of us is the 
most consistent ? · . 

You say that I was once a Radical, and now that I a:in 
a Tory. My conscience acqutts me o£ ever having deserted· 
a political friend, or ever having changed a political opinion.' 
I worked for a great and avowed end in 1831, and that was 
the restoration of the balance of parties in the state, a result 
which I believed to be cne~:;essary to the honour of the realm 
and the happines1> of the people. I never advocated a measure 
which I did not believe tended to this result, and if there be 
any measures which I then urged, and now am not disposed 
to presS,· it is because that great result is obtained. , 

In 1831 I should have peenveryhappy to have laboured 
for this object with Mr. O'Connell, with whom I had no 
personal acquaintance,· but who was a ·member of the Legjsla~ 
ture, . remarkable for his ,political influence, his versatile 
talents, and his intense hatred and undisguised· contempt 'of 
the Whigs. . . . , . . · 

Since 1831. we have met orily once; but I have a lively 
recollection of my interview with so distinguished a personage. 
Our conversation was of great length; I had a'very ample 
opportunity of studying your character; I thought you a 
very amusing, a very interesting, but a somewhat overrated 
man. I am sure on that occasion I did not disguise from 
you my_ politiQal views: I spoke with a frankness which I 
believe is characte,ristic of my disposition: I told you I 
was not a sentimental, but a practical politician; that what 
I chiefly desired to see was the formation ofa ·strong but 
constitutional Government, that would maintain the Empire, 
and that I 'thought ·if the Whigs_ remained in office they 
would shipwreck the State. I observed theri; ·as .. was my 

' . - . .. . 

I A" slip, of course, for 1832; 
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habit, that the Whigs must be got rid of at any price. It 
seemed to me that you were much of the same opinion as 
myself; but our conversation was very general. We formed 
no political alliance, and for a simple reason-I concealed 
neither from yourself, nor from your friends, that the repeal 
of the Union was an impassable gulf between us, and that I 
could not comprehend, after the announcement of such an 
intention, how any English party could co-operate with you. 
Probably you then thought that the English Movement 
might confederate with you on a systeni of mutual assistance, 
and that you might exchange and circulate your. accommoda
tion measures of destruction; but even Mr. O'Connell, with 
his lively faith in Whig feebleness and Whig dishonesty, 
could scarcely have imagined that in the course of twelve 
months his fellow-conspirators were to be my Lord Melbourne 
and the Marquis of Lansdowne. 

I admire your scurrilous allusions to my origin. It is 
quite clear that the 'hereditary bondsman' has already 
forgotten the clank of his fetter. I know the tactics of 
your Church; it clamours for toleration, and it labours 
for supremacy. I see that you are quite prepared to 
persecute. 

With regard to your taunts as to my want of success in 
my election contests, permit me to remind you that I had 
nothing to appeal to but the good sense of the people. No 
threatening skeletons canvassed for me; a death's-head 
and cross-bones were not blazoned on my banners. My 
pecuniary resources, too, were limited; I am not one of those 
public beggars that we see swarming with their obtrusive 
boxes in the chapels of'your creed, nor am I in possession of a, 
princely revenue wrung from a starving race of fanatical 
slaves. Nevertheless, I have a deep conviction that the 
hour is at hand when I shall be more successful, and take my 
place in that proud assembly of which Mr. O'Connell avows 
his wish no longer to be a member. I expect to be a repre
sentative of the people before the repeal of the Union. We 
shall meet at Philippi; and. rest assured that, confident in 
a good cause, and in some energies which have ·been not 
altogether unproved, I will sei~e the first opportunity of 

· inflicting upon you a castigation which will make you at the 
same time remember and repent the' insults that you have 
lavis:P,e~ upon · 

BENJAMIN DrsRAELI. 

The newspapers of those days were ar.tything but 
squeamish, and most of them published this letter; and 
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as soon as it appeared, Disraeli · wrote again to Morgan 
·O'Connell:-

I deduce from your communication that you do not 
consider· yourself responsible for any insults offered by your 
fa,ther, ·but only ·bound to resent .. the insults that he may 
receiye. Now, Sir, it is my hope that I have insulted him; 
assuredly it was my intention to do so. I wished to express 
the utter scorn in which I hold his character, and the disgust 
with which his conduct inspires me. If I failed in conveying 
this expressiE>n of my feelings to him, let me more.successfully 
express them now to you. I 'shall take every opportunity of 
ho~ding your father's name up· to public- contempt. ·And I 
fervently pray that you, or some one ofhis blood, may attempt 
to avenge the une~tinguishable hatred with which I shall 
pursue his exi13tence. . 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
. May 6, 1835 .. ' 

. There is but one opinion among all parties-viz., that · 
I have squabashed them. I wen~ to D'Orsay immediately. 
He sent for Henry Ba:illie for my second, as he thought a 
foreign('lr 'sh'ould. not interfere in a political duel, but .·he 
took the management of everything. · I never quitted . his 
house till ten o'clock, when I.dtessed arid went to the Opera, 
and every one says Ihayedone it in .first-rate style. 

. ···.· . ' ' 

• , ; May9. 

' This morning as 1 was lying in bed, thankful that' I had 
kicked all the O'Connells and that I was at length to have a 
quiet morning, Mr. Collard,· the police officer of Marylebone, 
rushed into ·my. chamber, and took me into custody. . ... 
We all went in a hackney coach to the office, where I found 
that the articles were presented by a Mr. Bennett, residing 
in some street in Westminster, and an acquaintance of the 
O'Connells. We were soon dismissed, but I am now bound 
to kElep the peace in £500 sureties. As far as the present 
affair was concerned, it -was a most· unnecessary precaution, 
.as if all the O'Connells were to challenge me I could not think 
of meeting them now. I consider and every one else that they 
are lynched. It is very easy for you to criticise, but. I do not 
regret the letter: the expressions were well' weighed, and 
without it the affairwas but ciever pamphleteering. Critics ..... 

. you must always meet. . W·. told me the last letter was 'tlie ~" ,... 
finest thing in the. English_ language; but that the letter to 
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Dan was too long; others think that perfect. One does not 
like the Yahoo as coarse, others think it worthy of Swift, and 
so on ... ·. The general effect is the thing,· and that is, 
that all men agree I have shown pluck.1 

His. father and sister had been much alarmed by the 
ferocity and vindictiveness of the second letter to Morgan 
O'Connell, and perhaps Disraeli himself may in calmer 
moments have suspected that his violence had been 
excessive. 

I have no ambition [he wrote2 to the electors of Taunton] to 
be considered either ferocious or vindictive~- . . . I am, 
I believe, of a mild· and tolerant disposition, not too easily 
nettled, and quite ready to subscribe to a considerable lati
tude in the gladiatorial encounter between political opponents. 
. : . If in those hot and hurried letters I indulged in 
expressions which my calmer. reason may disapprove, I am 
sure no candid .and generous ~pirit, whatever may be his 
party, would scan with severity the words of one who had 
been subjected, without the prospect of redress, to such un
paralleled outrage ; I am sure no candid and generous spirit 
but must sympathise with one, who young, alone, supported 
only by his own energies, and ·the inspiration of a good cause, 
dared to encounter, in no inglorious struggle, the most power
ful individual in the world who does not wear a crown. 

The general effect, however, was th.e thing, and judged 
by this test the result was not unsatisfactory. 'Row 
with O'Connell in which I greatly distinguish myself ' is 
the ·complacent ent:J;y in the ·Mutilated Diary a year 
later. The incident had at least made him notorious, and 
notoriety to Disraeli was at this time as the' breath of 
his nostrils. Some observers may have thought the taste. 
of his letters questionable. D'Orsay declared that they 
were perfection and added that everybody agreed with 
him; and one of Disraeli's supporters· at Wycombe was 
so impressed by their eloquence that ' neither he nor 
his old father could sleep all the night 'after. their perusal. 

. 'Scarcely a day has elapsed,' Disraeli wrote3 a month 
4..;;.-~. . •' + · ·~I· Letters, p. 94~" , . , ' 2 Address of May 12. 

· ·a Letter to the electors of Taunton, June 13, 1835. 
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later, 'on which .I have not received letters from some 
part of the United Kingdom congratulating me on my 
conduct.' · ' 

The charge of ingratitude, skilfully exploited by his 
adversaries, is what did him most injury, bo~h then and 
afterwards; and it is worth while repeating· his own 
defence:-

Whatever may be Mr. O'Conneil's errors, ·he has an 
instinctive horror of blockheads. The man who talks or 

' writes of my ingratitude to Mr. O'Connell only perverts our 
language and 'makes himself ridiculous. Mr. O'Connell, not 
at my written request, as he has been falsely represented to 

·have stated, but at the verbal request of a third person, 
wrote a commonplace letter to the. electors of Wycombe in 

· my favour when opposed to Colonel Grey, the son of the Whig 
Prime Minister. T'rw letter did :i:ne no good, but the reverse, 
but it was one of those slight courtesies Qf life, whatever 
might be its .. motives, of which a.gentleman would always be 

. prepared to show his sense ·by courtesies as .slight. .When 
therefore, long after, I for the first and only time met Mr. 
O'Connell, who, in _the meantime, had become. a Repealer, I 
thariked him for his courtesy, -and however we differed in 
politics, I seized with pleasure that opportunity of being civil 
to h!m; and very .recently when I • met· his most intimate 
friend, Mr. Ronayne/ ... I wished to show by the tone 
of my conversation that, howeve:t: I was opposed to him .. 
or his friend in public life, I was far from desirous of con". 
ducting myself towards them in a hostile spirit when we met . 
in sererier situations than the hustings or· the House of 
Commons. ; ; . 'In. the tone of courtesy I then used 
I should have ever spoken of Mr. O'Connell, had not he, 
from the intentional misrepresentations of some busy fools 
in London, thought proper to make his notorious attack 
upon me in Dublin.2 •· . 

The followfug note, written in the ea:dy sixties, though 
it anticipates, may be given here as an epilogue. 
,... ' : ' ' . . . 

1 In a letter to the Morning Chronicle dated May 3; 1835, this gentle
man declared that. Disraeli ' had within the last month spoken to hini 

· in terms of the most extravagant admiration of O'Connell,' ·to whom~ 
• also he had asked him '~o communicate his kind remembrances.' . ::.- ·""'·; 

2 Letter to the electors of Taunton, June 13, 1835.,_,· · 

,··r 
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Croker, Peel, and O'Connell sent me, I may say, messages 
of peace before they died-literally O'Connell. He was so 
delighted with my smashing of Peel, and so glad; perhaps, 
that he had escaped what I once threatened and he now found 
I could do, that he sent me a message that it had always been 
heavy on his heart that there should have been a misunder
standing between us, and that he had long known that he 
had been misinformed and misled in the matter. I sent him 
a very courteous reply: but avoided any personal communica
tion. He always made me a very reverential bow after-
wards. · 

To Dawson Turner .1 

May 29, 1835. 

All this vulgar electioneering bustle is not worth a few calm 
hours in your magnificent library among those collections of 
which you have good cause to be proud[; but we are the 
creatures of circumstances, and as far as Destiny and tobacco 
are concerned I am a decided Orientalist. 2 

1 Botanist and Antiquary. His library and collection of manuscripts 
were famous. 

2 From a letter in Mr. Alfred Morrison's collection. 
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. ·POLITICAL W:~;tiTINGS. 

183&-,..36. · . 

. During the next couple· ef years Disraeli's political 
"activity was mainly with the pen. He had a mind of the 
'complexion that will not allo~ a inan to feel' at ease in 
a fresh .position till he has framed a theory to account for 

. it; and now that. he had. becoin~ a Tory. it was necessary, . 
for him to justify his faith both to himself and to the world. 
The timt:Js and the: Tory party alike called for guidanc~ : 
in his own words, it was., a ·perplexed, ill-informed, jaded 
shallow·. generation.~ The reaction which followed 
the high idealism and strenuous efforts .of the French ·. · 
Revolutionary erai had produced .the Benthamite philo~·. 
sophy · and the Ricardian political economy, and when 
Disraeli entered"public life these systems had just emerged 
from thei~ period of struggle as the peculiar possession of .. 
an unpopular sect, and attained, to that P,Osition of 

. dominating influence over the mind of Englan(!., and 
especially over the mind of the English middle class; 

·which they were to retain for nearly fifty years. It was 
only in the eighth decade of the century, after Disraeli 
himself had overthrown the ascendancy of the middle class, 
and when for the greatt:lr part of the decade he was Prime 

; · Minister of England, that the authority of these .systems 
began seriously to. be shaken; ; I!is active care.er coinci?es · 
closely with the period of their'domiilion, and in his life, 
'his writings, and his achievements he stands for all that 
ts. their spiritual antithesis,. at 'Yar with them throughout 

. 300 . 
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the whole range of their influence. Not that he was the 
only or even the first antagonist in the field. The 
Reform Act of 1832 had marked the triumph of the 
commercially-minded middle class with their unimagina
tive ideals. In the summer of 1833 Newman, with 
' fierce ' thoughts against the Liberals, 1 hastened home 
from the Mediterranean, writing 'Lead, kindly Light' 
in the orange boat that carried him from Palermo to 
Marseilles, to begin the Oxford movement; and in the 
winter of the same year the book which Carlyle had 
'hawked' round the publishers of London appeared in 
Fraser's Magazine under the title of Sartor Resartus. 
Newman, Carlyle; and Disraeli were far different figures; 
but, little as they may have known it, they were in a sense 
spiritual brethren, engaged in a desperate fight against 
a common enemy, working in their several ways with a 
common purpose. Beneath a thousa:p_d superficial differ
ences they had all three the same romantic temperament; 
all three had in them something of the artist; and all 
three were deeply imbued with that historical senti
ment which is ·the fatal enemy 9f Benthamism, as of 
every kind of system-mongering. Disraeli's sphere of 
operations being primarily political, in his case the prophet 
and the teacher had to wear the livery and submit to the 
routine of the practicai politician and statesman; but, 
though it may have happened not infrequently that in 
appearance at all events he postponed th~ higher to 
the lower, he was nevertheless, in the conflict in which 
all were engaged, not the least potent and effective of the 
three. 

Politically the Utilitarian doctrines were throughout 
the pei:-iod of their prevalence an appanage of the Liberal 
party; and in the political sphere accordingly the problem 
of resistance was to recreate . the Tory party. so as to 
make it a bulwark against all that was devastating in 

.1 Apologia, p. 33, 'It was the success of the Liberal cause which fretted 
me inwardly. I became fierce against its instruments and its manifesta
tions.' 
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the philosophy of the hour. This was the problem that 
presented itself to Peel after the Reform Bill, and his 
assumption of office in 1834 is therefore a critical event 
in the history of English parties. 

·In 1834 England, though f:dghtened at the reality of 
Reform, still adhered to its phrases; it was inclined, as 
practical ·Englan(!., to maintain existing . institutions; but, as 
theoretical· England, it was suspicious that they were · 
indefensible. No one· had arisen, .either in Parliament, the 
Universities, or the Press, to lead the public min~ to the 
investigation of principles; and not to .mistake, in their ref or~ 
mations, the corruption of practice for fundamental ideas. 
It was this perplexed, ill-informed, jaded, shallow generation, . 
repeating ~cries which they did not comprehend, and wearied 
with the endless ebullitions of their own barren conceit, that 
Sir Robert Peel was summoned to govern. It was from: .such 

' materials, 'ample in quantity, but in all spiritual. qualities 
most deficient; with great· numbers, largely,. acred, Consoled 

· up. to theii chins, but without knowledge, genius; thought, 
truth, or faith; that Sir Robert .Peel was to. form a 'great 
Conservative party on a comprehensive basis.'1 

Disraeli, as we have seen, in his last spee~h at Taunton 
pra1sed in( the highest· terms . the policy ~nd measures 
of the Peel administration; but his maturer view, the view·. 
of Ooningsby, was . that the whole attempt· was ·pre
mature, precipitated by 'the tactics of those short
sighted intriguers who persisted in looking upon a revolu
tion as a mere party struggle, and would not permit the 
mind of the nation to work through the inevitable phases 
that awaited it.' The result was that Peel, though he did 
his work of reconstructing the Tory party like a 
' dexterous politician,' failed to realise ' those prescient 
views of a great statesman in which he had· doubtless 
indulged, and in · which, though still clogged by the 

. leadership of 1834, he may yet. find fame for himself 
and salvation for his country.' . These last words are 
probably nothing more than' ~onventional homage. to a 

1 Coningsby, Bk. II. ch. 4. 
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leader whom the writer still acknowledged, and one 
seems to detect in them that note of grave irony which 
is so often heard from Disraeli. When they were written 
in 1844 Disraeli was well aware that Peel was not the 
man f.or a great constructive work such as the formation 
of a Conservative party on a comprehensive basis. He 
had already come to see that the Tamworth manifesto 
was an attempt to construct a party without principles; 
its basis 'Latitudinarianism'; its inevitable consequence 
' Political Infidelity.' -

There was indeed a considerable shouting about what they 
called Conservative principles; but the awkward _question 
naturally arose, what 'will you conserve ? The prerogatives 
of the Crown, provided they are not exercised; the inde
pendence of the House of Lords, provided it is not asserted; 
the Ecclesiastical estate, provided it is regulated by a com
mission of laymen.· Everything, in short, ·that is established, 
as long as it is a phrase and not a fact. 1 

Peel, in fact, was a political opportunist, disinterested 
and therefore with a certain nobility in his opportunism, 
but still essentially an opportunist, a man who lived 
without ideas. Disraeli, if any oi1e will have it so, may 
in the stress. of practical politics have sunk at times to 
an opportunism that was less disinterest13d than Peel's, 
and conseqU!ently more ignoble; but he was never without. 
ideas or the courage to follow their guidance. He had 

·what Peel signally lacked, the creative mind, and for . 
him therefore was reserved the task at which Peel so 
disastrously failed. 

Between men so different in temperament and in 
mental constitution antagonism from the first was 
perhaps almost inevitable. A division of tendency soon 
d13clared itself in the reconstituted Tory party, and 
Disraeli not many months after his enrolment found 
himself in the opposite camp to his newly accepted 
leader. It was a ca.se in which Peel's policy seemed to · 

· 1 Ooningaby, Bk. II. oh. 5. 
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him to be ' the conservation of the independence of the 
House of Lords provided it is not asserted.' The 
principal measures of the Melbourne Government in the 
Session of 1835 were the Irish Tithes Bill and the 
Municipal Corporations Bill. Both parties were ~greed" 
as to the policy of the conversion of the Irish tithes into 
a rent-charge; but through the clumsy strategy of the 
Whig leaders the Peel Ministry had been overthrown, not 
on. a vote of want of confidence nor on any question that 
was worth fighting for, but on a motion asserting the 
barren principle of the appropriation of the surplus· 
revenues of the Irish Church ·to secular purposes;. 
Eventually, in 1838, the difficulty was settled exactly 
on the .lines of Peel's origi~al proposals, but for the 
present the Whig Ministers clung to this principle ·of 
appropriation with what even the Whig historian is 
oonstrained tci. call 'factious folly.' 1 In the. present 
Session they carried through the House of_ Commons' a 
Tithe Bill in which, in spite of the protests of Peel, 
appropriation found a place, and when the House of · 
Lords, under. the. guidance of Lyndhurst, expunged th~ 
offensive clauses, Ministers abandoned the BilL On the 
question of the English municipal corporations the two 
Houses again came into sharp collision. In· his speech at 
Taunton in.June Disraeii had spoken contemptuously of 
,the Bill as ' a measure of such utter insignificance that he 
hoped the Conservatives wouldnot condescend to oppose. 
it"'; but he soon found himself strenuously supporting 
Lyndhurst in a campaign for .converting the Government 
proposals into 'a conservative arrangement.' Under 
Lyndhurst's direction the Bill was drastically amended 
in the House of Lords; but Peel, who had approved of 
its main principles during its passage through the House 
of Commons, was known. to have little sympathy· with 
the action of his late Chancellor, and when the measure 
came back tci the Commons he separated himself from the· 
Lords on some important points, though . duly layirig 

. 1 Walpole's History, rn_., p. 312. 
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.stress on their privileges and independence. Ultimately 
· a compromise was arranged which, while making large 

concessions to the wishes of the Upper House, secured the 
adoption of the Government plan in most of its important 
features; but the compromise did not prevent a good deal 
of angry declamation against ·the Lords; during the 
Parliamentary recess or an attempt on the part of the 
Radicals to revive the old Reform cry of ' the Bill, the 
whole Bill, and nothing but the Bill.' The country, 
however, refused to respond, and in spite of the Radicals, 
and to some extent in spite of Peel, the session had for 
result that the Lords, wh_ose prestige had been almost 
destroyed ~y the passage of the Reform Act, had now 
successfully vindicated the independence of their chamber 
and reasserted its rights as an organic part of the working 
constitution. 

It appears to be the case that during this crisis the 
King, who was still eagerly seeking for a way in which 
to rid himself of his hated Whig Ministers, applied to 
Lyndhurst to assist him if Peel should refuse; and the 
t~rmf! on which Lyndhurst was to become Prime Minister 
were discussed and informally arranged. Throughout 
these events Disraeli was iil the closest touch with 
Lyndhurst, and his account1 ·of the transaction is to be 
found in a fragment among his papers written in the 
following year. 

It was in this session [1835] that Lord L[yndhurst] first 
formed his great plan of stopping the movement. Tried 
upon. the English Municipal Reform Bill as a basis. His 
triumphant and able career in the House of Lords. Jealousy 
of Peel. Lyndhurst determines to accept -the Premiership 

. if offered, having received hints from Windsor. His pll'!-n _ 
to make Brougham Chancellor-to demand from his partf · 

1 See also the rema.rkable memoir of Lyndhurst that appeared ~n The 
Times of Oct. 13, 1863, the day after his death. The disclosures of this 
memoir were commonly attributed to Disraeli, who was known to have 
been in Lyndhurst's confidence during the events in question; but though 
in .full agreement with his own account, they surprised Diaraeli himself, ' 
and were most probably derived from Barnes, who was Editor of The' 
Time8 in 1835,1and in close communication with Lyndhurst. . ·t, 
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' 10 seats in the Commons, which were to ·be·given to 10 young 
me.1;1. whom he should select. I was bn~; Bickham Escott 
another, Thesiger· a third. The Commons to be led by Sir 
James Graham, whom he had sounded, and Sir William 
Follett, in whom he had great confidence. .Peel came .. up . 
from Drayton and threw him over, and a party in the Lords, 
led !)y Wharncliffe, frightened at not being supported in 
the Coml}lons, receded from their engagement at a meeting 
at Apsley House at the end ·of August or beginning of 
September. · · . · 

· The D[uke] of W[ellington] would. have. been firm in spite 
of Peel and accepted office if Wharncliffe and his friends 
had not seceded. The secession was only private.' L::s 

~ final speech at the close of the business, and Brougham~s. · 
complimentary oration to him, surprised everybody, but the., 
truth is there was an understanding between B. and L. 
After the debates they generally went home together, and 

'one~ B. said: 'You and I, Lyndhurst, can rule this country:. 
if ·we like.' Before L.'s final speech B. took hiin aside and. 
shook hands with him with great. feeling and said: 'Let us. 
embrace. We are both Ex-Chancellors and have both 
been thrown over by our party.' . 

The. consequence of Peel's · conduct was the inevitable 
demonstration apparently in favour of the Whigs by the 
corporation elections in November. This alone saved" the 
Cabinet. They had become so unpopular in the. country, 
and the H[ ouse J of L[ ords] had so rallied, even in spite of 
Peel, and had done so much that in the autumn aUthe elections 
went against the Whigs. Ten days or so before the municipal · 
elections was the death of Lord Milton and the Northampton~ 
shire election. The blow was so great that I heard from a 
good authority that the Ministers did not intend to .meet 
Parliament. 

To Sarah Disraeli. "z.·. ·, 
Sat?;rday: [J1me 27, 1835,.] 

• :·:.~: . Nothing ha~ been talked of since y~ur departure but 
tli'i:l great fancy ball which came off last night, and exceeded, 

. in splendor anything ever known in London. My dress was 
• admirable, with some additions, such· as a silken shirt with 

long sleeves, lent me by Henry Baillie. D'Orsay, H[enry] 
B[ulwer], myself, Massey Stanley, Talbot, Herbert; and 
Regina ·went in a party with the Chesterfields, A?sons, and 
Worcesters-we flattered ourselves by far the most dis~ 
tinguished~ Lady. Chesterfield was a Sultana, and Mrs·. ~ 

· ·;Anson a Greek; with her o'wn hair lower than the calf of her 
~ . 

a 
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leg. She was the !llOSt brilliant in the room. Lady Burg
hersh, Lady Fitzroy Somerset, and Lady Sykes wore powder 
-the two first Louis XIV., the last a complete copy of a Sir 
Joshua, with a white damask dress and large brocade :flowers. 
I never• saw her look so well. Lady Londonderry/ as 
Cleopatra, was in a dress literally embroidered with emeralds 
and diamonds from top to toe. It ·looked like armor and 
she like a rhinoceros. Oastlereagh introduced me most 
particularly to her by her desire, and I was with her a great 

1deal. Mrs. Norton and Mrs. Blackwood beautiful Greeks; 
but the finest thing is that at half-past 2 Lyndhurst gave a 
supper in George Street to eighty of the supremest ton and 
beauty. You can conceive nothing more brilliant than his 
house illuminated with a banquet to a company so fancifully 
dressed. . . . This great secession rather knocked up the 
ball, however, and everybody looked blue who was not going 
to Lord L.'s. . . . Lyndhurst looked like a French marshal. 
Wilton was Philip IV., and the Duke lent him his Golden 
Fleece set in diamonds for the evening. . . . The D[uke] 
of W[ellington] spoke to me at the ball and said he did not 
know I was in London. He asked after my father. 

[Ju~y.] 

I have since dined at Rosebank with the Londonderrys. 
'Tis the prettiest baby-house in the world-a payilion rather 
than a villa, all green paint, white chintz, and looking-glass. 
The grounds, however, are considerable, and very rich,. border
ing the Thames. The dinner was admirable, but no plate; 
porcelain,· fresh as the room, with a bouquet by every guest, 
and five immense pyramids of roses down the table. . ·. . 
Lyndhurst was quite delighted with his visit, and certainly 
Bradenham never looked ·to greater advantage. Yesterday 
he and 1 went to Richmond. 

Aug. 5. 

I can hardly trust myself to write about. politics; the ,~ · 
debate2 was dashing in the extreme. Lyndhurst's "speech. 
by far the crack one-most bold and triumphant, andt 
received with tumultuous cheering. I can give you no idea 
of the excited and at the same time depressed state of,. "' 

1 Daughter and heiress of Sir Henry Vane-Tempest and second wife 
of the 3rd Marquis of Londonderry . 
. . ·~·Of August 3 in the Lords, on the motion that .the House should go 
into· Committee on the Municipal Corpo"r11tions Bill. An amendment 
was moved from the Tory benches that the House, which had already 
heard counsel in behalf of· the corporations, should. now receive evidence, 
and this amendment, supported by Lyndhurst,' was carried against the 
Government. · 
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Melbourne. He seemed quite wild and scared. Brougham 
spoke very well, but his conduct is perplexing. He rather 
assists us than the reverse. The course taken was kept 
secret, and perfectly confounded the Whigs. It is an awful 
crisis whatever may be the result. I cannot think of'the hot 
weather or anything else. 

,Aug. 12. 

Lyndhurst has b'een very ill, and unable to go to the Lords, 
where he ought not to be absent a moment, as all depends ·· 
upon him.· However, Saturday and Sui1day'snursing brouglJ.t• 
him round; The Duke has formally resigned to him the 
leadership of the Hmise of Lords, and there is .every prob
ability of .his being Prime Minister; his own disinclination 
alone stands in the way. To-morrow the war b~gins in.the.~ 
Lords. The speeches of counsel made a great1mpresswn; 
the evidence was capital; the· Lords. united, and Lyndhurst 
has with his own. hand drawn up their counter project: ... 
But for him .all would have been ·lost, and now ·everybody 
praises the stand the,Lords have made, and the Whigs have 
entir~ly failed in getting up a crisis .. 

Aug. 14. 

There was•ft; sharp engagement iii the .House of 'Lords last 
night. MelPourne. is evidently so annoyed that I c~mi.ot 
-help fancying he will come down to-night ,and withdraw 
the ·Bill. . . . Brougham was terribly tipsy.· He shook 
his· fist at Lord. Wicklow, and quoted Ciceronian bragga- .. 
doccios. . . . After all .this is over, Lyndhurst will .like· 
to corrie down with me for a quiet week at .Bradenh!l'n;t.I 

Aug. 20 .. ' 

I have sent you the Morning Post every day, which is the · · 
only paper now read, and in whose columns some great · 
unknoWn has suddenly risen, whose exploits fprm ·almost the 
sole staple .of political conversation, and all conversation is 

·~r. now political. The back numbers for the. last week cannot be 
.. · h<~ obtained for love or money, and the sale has increased nearly 
· ·-~-/~;one-third. All attempts at discovering the writer have been 
' ~"'-'•;;; ba:ffied, and the mystery adds to the ~een interest which·the 

;_,!:->¥:ar.ticles excite.2 
. ·· · . . .. 

The mystery, if any mystery there be,' is solved by 
another entry in the Mutil~ted-·Diary: 'Write the .M.P. 

1 'Lord Lyndhurst's .visits this year to B~adenha~ and our .. increa'sillg 
friendship' is the <:JOrresponding entry in the.Mutilated Diary. _. . . .. 

. 2 Lett,ers, pp. ,95,98: [Tl!e letter de.scribiilg the ball was much curtailed 
by the editor, and is partially restored here.-G.E.B.] . . .. 

. . - ~ -~ 
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during the English Municipal Bill for L.-three leading 
articles a day for nearly a month.' The articles, which 
have been preserved in a book of cuttings, are in the 
strai,n of reckless vituperation which wa~. then the fashion 
even in responsible journals, with only here and there a 
flash of wit or a happy phrase to redeem the personalities. 
That ' meagre-minded rebel Roebuck ' 1 has something 
perhaps of the true Disraelian touch; but what would be 
thought to-day of a newspaper that described a great 
officer of State as 'this shrewd, coarse, manoouvring 
Pict,' ' this base-born Scotchman,' ' this booing, fawning, 
jobbing progeny of haggis and cockaleekie,' the pleasant 
labels affixed in the· articles to the Attorney-General, 
Campbell.2 For argument there is a great deal of the 
doctrine that the House of Commons is no more repre
sentative of the people than is the House of Lords; 
but the constitutional theories which Disraeli was now 
evolving· we shall find more systematically set forth in a 
work which was shortly to appear and ._which must 
presently engage our attention. 

To Lady Blessington. 
BuADENHAM, 

Oct. 4 [1835]. 

I see by the papers that you have quitted the shores of the 
.,, ' far-resounding sea ' and resumed your place in the most ' 
; charming of modern houses. I .therefore venture to recall 

my existence to your memory, and request the favour of 
hearing .some intelligence of. yourself, which must always 
interest me. Have you been well, happy, and prospero11s 1 
And has that pen, plucked assuredly from the pinion of -a 
bird of paradise,. been idle or creative 1 My lot has been as 
usual here, though enlivened by the presence of Lady Sykes; 
who has'contrived to pay us two visits, and the presence of 
Lord Lyndhurst, who also gave us a fortnight of his delightful' .. 
society; I am tolerably busy; and hope to give a good 
account of myself and doings when we meet, which 1 trust ·, . 

. ,, will be soon. How goes that 'great lubber ' the Public, and 
how fares that mighty hoax, the World 1 Who. of our 

~ 
1 The 'meagre-minded· rebel' before 

Councillor. 'on -Disra.eli's recommendation. 
2 Afterwards Lord Ca.nipbell. 
I. . 

his death. was made a. ,, Privy 
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friends has distinguished or· e~tingt1ished himself .or herself ! 
In short, as the hart for the waterside, T pant for a little news, 
but chiefly of your fair and agreeable self. . . . ' How·. is 
the most delightful of men and b~t of friends, the Admirable 
Crichton 1 . .• . . How and· where is Bulwer 1 How are the 
Whigs and how do they feel 1 ·All here who knpw you 
send kind greetings, and all who have not that delight, kind 
wishes. . Peace be within your w~.tlls and plenteousness 
within your palace. · Vale. 

Y~urs affectionately, 
· Drs.l 

In Dec~mber . of this year there was published as a 
volume of 200 pages a tract entitled a ' Vindication of 
the English Constitution in a tetter to_ a Noble and 
Learned.Lord, by Disraeli"the Younger,' the noble and 
learned Lord being, of co~se: Ly11<;ihurst. This tract 
is the n:lost important of Disraeli's eady political writings, 

.,ili 

.)" 

~ 

. and the .fullest exposition of his political creed that pre- ··~ 
oec1e~ bo'f/,irigsby~; wh}l~ ev~n qoning8by, as ~e sh~ll see, 
added littl{l that is essent~al to the statement .. There 
is little in tli~ "Vindication jtself, perhaps, ,that mas..~:~ot 
be found in germ in the speeches, letters, and: articles 
of the few preceding years, but all is now brought together,· 
and 'thi~ is one of the cases where the 'whole is something · 
more than · the mere aggregate of the parts. The· 

· • Vindtcation gave Disraeli what his fugitive e:fforts·:coriid·. 
never have givei1 him, a re'COgnised' position as a political 

· writer and thinker,. and l.t not only helped to :fix and 
clarify his own ideas; but, appearing at a moment when 
party boundaries were shifting and principles 'in a state . _.. , 
of flux, it from th~ first exerted no inconsiderable.infl1le1lde' 
over the dev~lop~e11t of political thot1ght: . • '·· 

; · ·:.From isaac D'Israeli. 
t , ."J)ec.-~3, 1·835 .. 

. ··. Your ~ulgar b.irthda;y, was, it' .seems, last. Monday, hut 
your. no })ler. political :birth has occurred this we~k, and truly, 
like the fable of old, you have _issued into existence ar)ll~d . 

l .. M:r: Alfred Mor;iso~'s ~ollection .. " In.the .reprint the yea; is :Wro~gly 
given as 1837. · · · 
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in the full panoply of the highest wisdom. You have now 
a positive name and a being in the great political world, 
which you had not ten days ago. It is for you to preserve 
the wide reputation which 1 am positive is now secured. 
I never doubted your powers-they were not latent to ·me. 
With more management on your side they would have been 
acknowledged long ere now-universally. You never wanted 
for genius, but it was apt in its fullness to run over. You · 
have now acquired, what many a great genius ne_ver could, 
a perfect style, and that's a pickle which will preserve even 
matter less valuable than what you, I doubt not, will' always 
afford the world. You have rejected the curt and flashy 
diction which betrayed perpetual effort. All now flows 
in one continuous stream of thought and expression-at 
once masculine and graceful. .... All that now remains 
for you to do is to register :'·a vow in Heaven' that you 
will never write anything inferior to what you have now 
written, and never to write but on a subject which may call 
forth all your energies. Should you ever succeed in getting 
into Parliament I well know that your moral intrepidity 
and your rapid combinations ef ideas 'will throw out many 
' a Vindication ' in the brilliancy and irresistible force of 
your effusions. No man thinks more deeply, while he delights 
even common eyes by the beauties of his surface. . . . 
Take care of your health-that is the only weak part which 
I fear about you. · 

Disraeli begins the Vindication with an attack o:h his 
old enemies the Utilitarians. He had not only the 
instinctive antipathy of the botn romantic to their 
unimaginative creed, but by training as well as by 
temperament he had all the intolerance of Burke for . · 
their practice of indulging in ' barren assertions of abstract · 
rights,' of dabbling in 'a priori systems of politics;' and 
of framing ' new constitutions on the abstract principles 
of theoretic science.'· There are, indeed, frequent 
passages in the Vindication which sound 'like echoe~ of 
Burke, and show that Disraeli was deeply penetrated 
with the spitit and sentiment of Burke's later writings. 
'Nations have characters as well as individuals, and 
national character is precisely the quality which the new 
sect 'of statesmen in their· schemes and speculations 
either deny or overlook.' · ' This respect for precedent, 
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this clinging to prescription, thisreverence.for antiquity, 
which are so often ridiculed by conceited an:d superficial 
minds ... appear to me to have their origin in a 
profound knowledge of human nature.'. Disraeli had 
read. widely; if not deeply, in history; and, like Burke, 
indeed like Bolingbroke, in a· still earlier generation, 

· ahd, above all, like Bolingbroke's friend Montesquieu, 
he carried into his investigation of political problems 
the spirl.t of that pregnant historical method which, 
already triumphant in Germany, was in a subsequent 
generation to overthrow the pretensions of the dominant 
school of thinkers in · England and present< their so- . 
called philosophy in its · true historical perspective as ,, 
a mere insular ,anachronism ih. the · mcumenicahhistory 

· of thought. . " .. ' 
. . : ' ~' 

The argument. of the 'Vindication is largely based on a 
fa~ourit~· doct~i:l!e. •of D_isr.aell's, the r-epresentation in 
Parliament:. of separate estates of the realm and the 
dependence of the balance of the constitution 'on the 
maintenance ·of their· several . rights. T.he assailants 
against whom he was vindicating the constitution were 
the Radicals, ·who, as has been seen, had ·attempted 
during the recess to stir. up agitation against the House 
of Lords, and O'Connell, who, in a' pilgrimage of passion 
through the north, had especially distinguished himself ~ 
in this endeavour; . With a ,considerable · display of C .. ~ learning the. author· traces the· origin and develop:m.ent 
~of our institutions,· and arrives at the conclusion that 

' the House of Commons is. no in ore. the house of ·the 
people than is. the House of Lords.' To the Radical 
conception of the people he opposes his conception of 
the nation as. a living . and organized whole; but. not 
even in the narrower or 'in any reasonable sense ofcthe 
term can the House of Commons be regarded as thy hou~e 
of the people or .its members as the repr~sentatives 'of 
the people. ' The" .Gammons form still o_nly an. estate 
of the realm, a privileged andlimitedorder.of the nation, 
m ·numbers a fractjon of· the mass,' the constituency· 
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even since its enlargement by the Reform Act com .. 
prising no more than three or four hundred thousand 
persons. The House of Lords, on the . other hand, 
though not elective, is. truly representative, ' the most 
eminent existing . example of representation without 
election.' · t-

. The House of Lords represents the Church in the Lord 
Bishops, the law in the Lord Chancellor, and often the Lord 
Chief ·Justice, the counties in the Lord Lieutenants, the 
boroughs in their noble recorders. This estate, from the 
character of the property of its members, is also essentially 
the representative chamber of the land; and, as the hereditary 
leaders of the nation, especially of the cultivators of the land, 
the genuine and permanent population of England, its 
peasantry.1 

' In a hasty and factious effort to get rid of representa.; 
tion without election, it will be as well if eventually we 
do not discover that we have only obtained election with
out representation.' But 'if the Lords are representative, 
'what of their responsibility 1 They are in fact m no 
greater degree irresponsible than the Commons. 

Is a privileged order of three hundred thousand individuals, . 
represented by their deputies, likely to be more responsible 
than a privileged order of three hundred individuals appear
ing by themselves 1 On the contrary,- every one sees and 
feels in an instant that, as far as the nation is concerned, the 
mbr~ limited order, who appear for themselves, ~nd are more 
in the eye of the world, are in fact in a moral point of view 
much more responsible to the general body of the people 
than the more numerous and more obscure class, who ·shuffle 
off that moral responsibility on their represe~tatives.2 

'If I were called upon,' he declares in words which 
sound like an echo. of an often-quoted dictum of Alex-~'. 
ander Hamilton's, ' to construct a constitution a priori ' · 
for this country, of which a senate, or superior chamber,. 
was to be a constituent part, I am at a loss to conceive 

I P.129. 2 P. 145. 
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where Icould.obtain.more suitable materials for its con
struction 'than in the body of .our hereditary peerage.' 
The tree, his argument runs, shall be known by its fruit. 
The hereditary peerage has formed an active and powerful 
branch of our legislature for five centuries, and no states
man can doubt that its peculiar charaoter has mainly 
contributed to the stability of our institutions. Through

. out that period it 'has given us a senate not inferior jn 
capacity to the elective chamber, 8:nd now, as he contends, 
the hereditary asf'?embly:manifestly excels the elective, 
not ori.ly 'in the higher accomplishments of statesmen, in. 
elevation .of thought and feeling, in learning .and in 
eloquence/ but also in.: those very qualities, for the 
possession of which at first sight we should be most 
disposed to give a House of Commons credit, that mastery 
of·· detail and management of complicat~d common-. 
places which, we style in this country " business~like 
habit's .. '' ' · . · · ·. · ·, .. 

YoU. cannot, he is carefufto observe, obtain a substit.ute 
for the H 0use of Lords by merely collecting all the clevl;)r, 
men of the country and giving them the aug~st title of a 
senate. A riatiort will. not allow three hundred men, 

· however ingenious, to make iaws for them, just because· .. 
the sovereign power of the state chooses to appoint that : .··· 
such a number of its s~bjects sha11 possess 'this pri~ilege. 
' The King of England may make peers, but he cannot 
make a House 'of Lords.' . -- . 

The order of men, of whom such an assembly is formed, 
is. the creation of ages. In tlie first place, they must really 
be an estate of the realm, a class of individuals who froin 
their property and personal influence alone form an important 
section of the ·whole nation. . . . Their names, office, 

· .. and character; and·. the ennobling achievements of their 
·:order, must ·be blended with· our history and bound up with 

. · .· our hereditary sentiment. They must be felt and recognised 
·as the not unworthy descendants or successors of a class that 

: has always taken the lead in civilisation and formed the 
advarice guard in the ~~rch of national progress.1 

. t. Pp. Ui9, lf?l. 
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Be it observed, moreover, that at the root of the 
permanence and popularity of our hereditary peerage is 
its essentially democratic character. The basis of our 
social fabric is the principle of civil equality. It is this 
principle which has 'prevented the nobility of England 
from degenerating into a favoured and odious sect.' , 
Jt is this principle which has placed the Peers at the 
head of the p.eople and filled . the House of Conmions 
with members connected -with. the Peers by the most 
intimate ties of birth and blood. 

The English nation, to obtain the convenience of monarchy, 
have established a popular .throne, and to enjoy the security 
of aristocracy, have invested certa.in orders of their fellow 
subjects with legislative functions: but these estates, however 
highly privileged, are invested with no quality of exclusion; 
and the Peers and the Commons of England are the trustees 
of the ·nation, not its masters. The country where the 
legislative and even the executive office may be constitution
ally obtained by every subject of the land, is a democracy, 
and a democracy of the noblest character. .. . . Neither 
ancient ages, nor the more recent experience of our newer 
time, can supply us with a parallel instance of a free govern
ment, founded on the broadest basis of popular rights, yet 
combining with democratic liberty, aristocratic security, and 
monarchical convenience.1 

Incidentally. Dis1·aeli sets forth his theory of the 
origin and genius of our English part!es_:_a curious 
blend of insight and paradox, of which perhaps the 
paradox will seein less startling when our history has 

_ been truly interpreted and· freed from the bias it has 
received from the great Whig historians. The Whigs, 
aqcording to Disraeli, have always been an anti-national 
party, 'always striving to upset _the balance of the con
stitution, always making war on the national institutions 
in the interest 9f their own aggrandisement. The party . 
had its origin in the latter part of the 17th century in 
a c?mbination between the Peers and the Puritans, 

1 P. 207. 
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the former animated QY hostility to the monarchy, 
the hitter by hatred of the- establishment. A republican 
sentiment uriited the two; but the republiQan · model 
of the House o£ Russell was Venice; of their plebeian 
allies, Geneva. '.Their cry was. civil and religious 
Freedom ~ that js, a doge and ~no bishops: 
advocating the liberty of· the subject, the Peers would 
have established an oligarchy; upholding toleration, 
t4e Puritans aimed at supremacy.•- The Tory party, 
on the other hand, is the national party, the really demo
cratic party in England. ' It supports the institutions 
of the country, because they have been established for 
the .common good, and bec.ause they. secure. tlie equality 
of civil rights, without which; whatever may be' its name,· 

·no, government can be free.' When the Pe~rs and the. 
, Puritans raised ~heir cry of civil' and religious liberty as 
a pretext for the destruction o£ the . Monarchy and the 
Church_::_:_· · 

·The mass of the natioh still smarting under the sequestra
tions . and imprisonments of parliamEmtary committees; 
and loathing the recollection of. the fanaticism and the ' 
hypocrisy of the Roundhead apostles of the tub, ching. to the 
national institutions. The clergy, jealous of the Non
conformists, and· fearful of another deprivation,. exaggerated .. 
the power and character of · the Crown, in which they 
recognized their only safeguard. Hence divine right and 
passive obedience resounded from our Protestant pulpits, 
echoed with enthusiasm by a free and spirited people who 
acknowledged in these phrases only a determination to 
maintain the mild authority of_ their King and of their 
Church.1 

. . · · • · 

Such was the origin of the· Tory party in this country. 
The position long remaip.ed preposterous and paradoxical. 
' An .. oligarchy sought to establish itself by tlie pl_an. of 
public freedom; a nation struggled to maintain its·right$ 
on the principles of. arbitrary power.' 

There are. periods when the titles and watchwords of 
political parties become_ obsolete; and when by adhering 

t P. 177. 
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to an ancient and accustomed cry, a party· often appears to 
profess opinions less popular than it really practises, and 
yields a proportionate advantage to its more dexterous 
competitor. In times of great political change, and rapid 
political transition, it will generally be observed that political 
parties find it convenient to re-baptize themselves. Thus, 
in the present day, Whigs have become Reformers, and 
Tories Conservatives. In the early part of the last century, 
the Tory party required a similar reorganization to that 
which it has lately midergone; and as ~t is in the nature of 
human affairs that the individual that is required· shall not 
lmig be wanting, so in the season of which I .am treating, 
arose a man remarkable in an illustrious age, who, with the 
splendour of an organizing genius, settled the confused 
and discordant materials of English faction, and reduced 
them into a clear and systematic order. This was Lord 
Bolingbroke. · 

Gifted with that fiery imagination, the teeming fertility 
of whose inventive resources. is as necessary to a great 
statesman or a great gmieral, as to a great poet, the ablest, 
writer and the most accomplished orator ot his age, that rare 
union that, in a country of free parliaments and a free press, 
insures to its possessor the privilege of exercising a constant 
influence over the mind of his country, that rare union that 
has rendered Burke so memorable; blending with that in- . 
tuitive knowledge of .his race wh\ch creative minds alone 
enjoy, all the wisdom which can be derived from .literature, 
and a comprehensive experience of human affairs ;-no , 
one was better qualified to be the minister of a free and 
powerful nation than Henry St. John; and destiny at first 
appeared to combine with nature in the elevation of his 
fortunes. Opposed to the Whigs from principle, · for an 

. oligarchy is hostile to genius, and recoiling from the Tory 
tenets, which . his unprejudiced and vigorous mind taught 
him at the same time to dread and to contemn, ' Lord 
Bolingbroke, at the outset. of his career, incurred the coinmon
.place imputation of insincerity and inconsistency, because; 
in an age of unsettled parties with professions contradictory 
of their· conduct, he maintained.· that. vigilant and medi~ 
tative independence which is the privilege of an original 
and determined spirit. ~t is probable that. in the earlier 
years of his career he meditated over th~ formation of 
a new party, that dream of youthful ambition in a 
perplexed and discordant age, but destined in English. 
politics to be never more substantial .than a. vision. 
More experienced -in political life, he became aware that 
he had only to choose between the Whigs and the Tories, 
~ I~ 
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and. his sagacious intellect, not. satisfied with the super
ficial character of these celebrated divisions, penetrated 
their interior 'and essential qu,alities; and discovered, in 
spite of all the affectation of popular sympathy on one 
side and .of admiration of arbitrary< power on the other, 
that this choice was in fact a choice between oligarchy and 
democracy: From the moment that Lord Bolingbroke, 
in .becoming a Tory, embraced· the national cause, he de
voted ·;himself absolutely to his party: all the energies 
of his Protean. mind were lavished in their seryice; and 
although the igrioble prudence of the Whig ·Minister re
strained him from advocating the cause of the nation in the 

·Senate, it was his inspiring pen that made Walpole tremble 
in. the recesses of the Treasury, and in a. series of writings, 
unequalled in our literature for their spirited patriotism, 
their jtist and profound views, and ·the golden eloquence . 
·in which they are expressed, eradicated from Toryismall those·. 
absurd and ·.odious . doctrines which Toryism had adventi
tiously adopted, clearly developed its essential and permanent 
character, discarded jure divino,. demolished passive obedience, 
threw to the winds the doctrine of iloncresistance, placed 
the abolition of James and th'e accession_ of George on 
their right basis, and, in~ the complete re-organisation of 

. the public mind laid the foundation for the· future accession 
. of the Tory party to -power,· and to that popular and 
triumphant career which. must ever await the policy of an 
administrationinspired: by the spirit of our free and anc1ent 
institutions.1 

• . · 

. Disr~eli · had steeped himself ih the politic~· of the age . · 
. of Anne and the early C:eorges, had ~studie4 Bolingbroke 
both in his career and in his writings, and drawn freely 
from the fund of political id~as which he found in him .. 
The English Aloibiades has received sometl).ing less than 
justice from the Whig writers who have given us our 
history, but- whether he wholly deserved Disraeli's 
glowing eulogy is not now the 'q.;]_estion. It is not as an 
historical judgment on the. character and achievements . 
of ,H~iny St. John that· the passage really interests us, 
but as a 'statement of ~he ideal and an anticipation of the 
career of. Benjamin Disraeli. The writer proceeds at 
o:rice to show the need for another Bolingbroke in the~ 

1, Pp. 185-lSS. 
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circumstances of the hour. The Tories had just carried 
England through a perilous age of war and revolution, 
and were burdened in consequence with an accretion of 
those accidental qualities which are inseparable from all 
political parties that have long been in power. · 

If the Whigs at. this moment be pursuing the same desperate 
and determined policy that they prosecuted so vigorously 
a century back, it will be well for their .rivals to adopt the 
same cautious yet energetic system' of conduct which, 
developed at the same period by the genius of a Bolingbroke, 
led in due season to the administration of a Pitt. In the · 
conduct of the Tory party at this moment, it appears to me 
that there are three points to the furtherance of which we 
should principally apply ourselves: 1st. That the real character 
and nature of Toryism should be generally and clearly com
prehended: 2ndly. That Toryism should be divested of 
all those qualities which are adventitious and not essential, 
and which, having been produced by that course of circum~ 
stances which are constantly changil1g, become in time 
obsolete, inconvenient, and by the dexterous misrepresenta
tion of our opponents even odious: 3rdly. That the efficient 
organisation of the party should be secured and maintained.1 

There surely is a statement of. the task Disraeli pro
posed to himself. ' I do not think,' he adds, ' there ever 
was a period in bur history when the English nation 
was so intensely Tory in feeling as at the present moment; 
but the Reform Act has,placed the power of the ~ountry 
in the hands of a small body of persons hostile to the 
nation, and therefore there is 'no du.e proportion between 
the social and the political power of the national party.' 
To this partial and . sectarian character of· the con
stituency· of 1832 he is never tired of recurring. 'I 
am not one of those,' he tells us elsewhere in a passage 
that ought to be remembered, 'who believe that the 
safety of the constitution 'is consulted by encouraging 
an exclusive principle in the formation of the constituency 
of our third estate. · It is not the supposed democratic 
character wh.ic4 it ha$ assumed under the new arrange-

~ p~ 192. 
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ment-I wish I could call it settlement-that fills me 
with any apprehensions. On the contrary, I wish it 
were even more catholic, though- certainly not -more 
Papist. 1 It is its sectarian quality in which- I discover 
just cause of alarm.'2 In genuine Toryism there is nq 

- shrinking from democracy. - -

It is curious to observe that so difficult is it to destroy 
the original character 'and eradicate the first principles· of 
human affairs, that those very members of the Tory party 
who were loudest in upbraiding the Whig Reform Act as a· 

· democratic measure were simultaneously, and have ever 
since been; urging and prosecuting measures infinitely Diore 
democratic than that cunning oligarchical device .. ·. . No 
sooner was the passing of the Whig Reform Act inevitable, 
than the Tories introduced a clause · into it which added 
niany thousand members to- the estate of the Commons. 
N 0 sooner was the Whig Reform Act passed, and circumstances 
had. proved that, with all their machinations, the oligarchy 
was not yet secure, than the Whigs; under the pretence of 

I, 

. reforming the corporations; attempted to compensate them
selves for thedemocratic increase of the third- estate, through 
the Chandos 

1
\clause, by the poli~ica;ld~struction o~ _all the 

freemen of England; but the Tones agam stepped m to the 
rescue of the nation from the oligarchy, and now preserved 
the rights of eighty thousand members of the third estate.
And not content with adding m'iwy thousands to its numbers, · 
arid_ preserving eighty thousand, the Tories, ever since the '. 
passing _ of the oligarchical Reform Act of the Whigs, _ have -
organised societies ,throughout the country for th~ great 
democratic purpose of -increasing_ to _ t4e utmost possible 
extent the nuinbers of the third estate oLthe -realm.- The 
clause_ of Lord Chandos; your Lordship's triumphantdefence 
of the freemen ·of England, arid the last registration, are 
three great democrati~ movements, and quite in keeping with 
the original and genuine character _of Toryism, a , 

r . • 

i _ Disraeli's language. in· this tract_ is ~oloured in many places by the 
Protestant feeling which the Whig. attack on the- revenues of the Irish 
Church had aroused into activity; il'nd _ h_is reconstruction of history- had 
riot yet _been carried to- the stage which \ve shall find it reaches in Sybil. 
James- II.' is- still'' the Popish tyrant '; Lord· Somers is held ·up to us as 
the model_ of a wise_ statesman; and the Revolution of 1688 is regarded 
as salutary .and inevitable. ·- · -

2 P. 100. - a Pp. '201-3.· 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
Jan., 1836 •. 

The letter that was sent on to me was from Sir Robert 
Peel. I sent him a copy, late and grudgingly, with a cold 
dry note, convinced that he would never notice or even con
fess to having heard of it, ·being, as you well know, by reputa
tion the most jealous, frigid, and haughty of men. This is 
what he says:-' I. beg to return you my best thanl(s for 
that copy of your recent work respecting the House of Lords 
for which I am indebted to your kind attention and considera- ' 
tion. It is not the only one in my possession, for, attracted 
as well by your name as by some extracts from the-work in 
the public papers, which struck me as. very forcibly written, 
I had taken the first opportunity of procuring a copy, and 
was gratified and surprised to find that a familiar andappar
ently exhausted topic could be treated with so much of 
original force of argument and novelty of illustration. 

' I thank you, both· for the work itself and the satisfaction 
which the reading of it has afforded me. · 

'I have the honour to be, 
'Your faithful and obedient servant, 

'RoBERT PEEL.' 

Lyndhurst thinks this i.s much;· considering the writer .1 

'A masterly union of learning, skill, and eloquence/ 
was Lyndhurst's own judgment. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
Jan. 9. 

The sale of the Vindication continues, and, though not 
quite so brisk, is in daily demand. I received to-day a letter 
from Eliot, which, from its length and the .extreme warmth 
of its feeling, would quite surprise you. His copy did not 
reach him till the 6th. He says, among other. things, 'In . 
reading your sketch of Bolingbroke I could not help :thinking 
that if opportunities are .not withheld you may become what 
he might have been.'· He wants to know, by the bye, why I 
call the Orleans branch ·the House of Valois. I am sure . 
I don't know. Pray find out forme, and write your answer, 
if you catch one, as soon as possible. 

1 Letters, p. 108. 
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On' Tuesday I dined at Lyndhurst's, and met Lords Roden, 
Lowther, .and Rosslyn, Sir E. Sugden/ Sir H. Hardinge, 
Courtenay, Alderson, &c., and Lockhart, whom L. asked, 
that he might review the Vindication. Chance! he never spoke 

. a word.· He is known in society by the name·of 'The Viper,' 
but .if he tries to sting me, he will find my he~l of iron.2 

The beginni~g of the year had fou~d him engaged .in 
an angry' quarrel which a:ffordeq him abundant .oppor~ 
tunity !or displayirtg his ' heel of iron.' ' The letter.~ t~ 
The' Times have made a great sensation,' he wrote3 to'hi~ 
father., 'I am the first. individual who silenced the 

' . ' . ,.' 

Press with its own· weapons .. ' The· Globe, then. a Whig 
organ, in an abusive notice of the Vindication, had · 
revived the. old 'business of Hume, O'Connell, an.d the 
first Wycombe.,election;. ·a:rid;·a lengthy controversy 
ensued conducted on Disraeli's side in the columns of 

·The Times. His letters add nothing of moment to our 
·knowledge~ but one passage 3~,-perhaps; -worthpres~rv
ing ;-both as a specimen· of the nm:p.ner in which the ' heel 

. of iron ' was applied and as an . illustration ' of the 
< controversial :r:nethqds of the day: ' 

The editor of the. Globe has been pleased to ~say ,that he is 
disinclined to continue this contro:versy because. it gr~tifit;s 
my 'passion for notoriety;'. The editor of .the Globe must 
ha-ve a more contracted mind, and paltrier spirit than even I 
imagined if he can suppose for a moment that an ignoble 
cbiitroversy with an obs.cure animal like himself can gratify 
-the passion for notoriety of one ·whose works at least have 
been trapslated into the ,languages of polished. Europe, and 
circulate by thousands in the New World ... It is not then 
my passion· for yotoriety that has induced .me .to tw:~ak the 
editor of the Globe by the nose, and to inflict sundry kicks 

···upon the baser part of his base body; to make him. ea.t dir~; 
and his own words, fouler. than any filth; but because I 
wished to show to the. wo.rld what a .miserable poltroon, what 
a··craven dullard, what a literary scarecrow, what a mere 
thing, stuffed with straw and r11bbish, is the soi-disant director 
of public opinion and offiCial organ of Whig politics.4 , 

1 Afterwards Lord St. Leonarda and Lord Chancellor. 
z. Letters;p; 100. · · ,.~·- · .. . a On Jan. 4. 
4 The Times, Jan. ,9; 1836. 
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'It is a great thing to have such an organ for response 
as The Times,' wrote Disraeli to his father. ·under the 
guidance of John Walter, second of the name,· The 
Times had already taken a place far ahead of all its 
rivals; and, though it had supported the Reform move
ment and been friendly to the Grey Ministry, it was now 
in open opposition to Melbourne and bitterly hostile 
to the alliance between the Whigs and O'Connell. In 
the previous, summer, it will be remembered, Disraeli 
had used the Morning Post as his journalistic med.ium, 
but he ·now transferred his flag to The Times and formed 
a close alliance with ;Barnes,· the Editor. The alliance 
soon bore fruit. In The Times of January 19 there 
appeared a scathing philippic against the Government 
and its members in the form of a letter addressed to 
Lord Melbourne, and written in the style of Junius 
over the signature of 'Runnymede.' This letter was 
the first of a series of nineteen1 in all which appeared 
in t:P.e course of the four months that followed. · Three 
are addressed to Melbourne, two to Peel .and Stanley, 
and most of the others to the leading members of the 
Govm'nment. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
[Jan., 1836. 

The Letters of Runnymede are the only things talked of in 
London, especially the latter ones. The author is unknown, 
and will probably so remain. One or two papers have foolishly 
ascribed them to me. There is certainly some imitation of my 
style, and the writer is familiar with my works. 

Feb. 5. 

The Letters of Runnymede are still Il1aking a great sensation. 
They are considered as rising regularly in power, and the two 

"-- last, the characters of Lord J[ohn] R[ussell] and O'C[onnell]; 
are generally esteemed the most powerful. Fraser, which is 
ma!king some noise, is the highest eulogy I eyer received, 

1 A' few more letters appeared over the same signature in the following 
yeu.r. • 
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saying: ' Swift observes, the appearance of a great genius 
in .the world may always be known by the virulence of the 
dunces, and that this has been singularly illustrated in my 
case,' &c. Peel told Lyndhurst the last letter was the niost 
powerful of.all; so it is generally esteemed.1 

'l'hat ~he letters were immensely effective at the time 
of their appearance there is no room for doubt, but .their 
style· is hardly such as to win appreciation now or to act 
as a salt to preserve·them for posterity. Urbanity was 
certainly not in those days a characteristic of Disraeli's 
controversial methods any m9re than it was a character
istic of the journalism of the time; and whatever wit or 
wisdom the letters may contain, their tone'is too personal, 

'their invective too unmeasured, and even their praise, 
when they praise, too little under-restraint for the_ taste 
of the present day. The abuse of O'Connell, for instance, 
in the letter 'which Peel· thought so powerful· exceeds 
all hounds in· its savagery:-' He i~ a systematic liar 
and a beggarly cheat, a swindler, and a poltroon .. '. : 
His j:mblic and· his private life are equally profligate; he 

· has committed every crime that does notre quire' courage.'2 

·In the case of O'Connell-there was of course personal 
animus to add venom to the shaft, but others who we(e 
guiltless of provocatio1,1 are made to suffer hard.ly le;s. 
' You have a most surprising disdain for the law' of libel,' 
wrote Barnes on some occasion,-'and the law of libel was 
evidently less of a terror to newspapers in those days 
than riow. ' Disraeli never til(the end of his life ackriow ~ 
!edged the authorship of the letters, and probably he was 

· deterred by a feeling of rel:florse for the rough handling 
he had given to men with whom he was afterwards on 
t_erms of friendship. Lord John Russell, for instance, 
is 'a feeble Catiline ';·'an individual, w:ho, on the prin
ciple that good vinegar is the corruption of bad wine; , ... _~ 
has been metamorphosed from an incapable author into · · 
an eminent politician.' In all~ his cond~ct ' it is not 

' . ~ Letters, pp. 100 and 102. 2 Letter VIU. To the People . 
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difficult to detect the workings of a mean and long
mortified spirit suddenly invested with power,-the 
struggles of a strong ambition attempting,. by a wanton 
exercise of authority, to revenge the disgrace of. a feeble 
intellect.' Palmerston is the 'Lord Fanny of diplomacy,' 
endowed with a dexterity 'which seems a happy com
pound of the smartness of an attorney's clerk and the 
int:dgue of ~ Greek of the lower Empire.' ' The leader of 
the Whig Opposition was wont to say that your Lordship 
reminded him of a favourite footman on easy terms with 
his mistress ': that was of course said in Palmerston's 
Tory days, but thc;>se days had been ended by his ex
pulsion from the Duke of Wellington's Cabinet ' for 
playing a third-rate part in a third-rate intrigue.' ' Our 

· · language commands no expression of scorn which has not 
been exhausted in the celebration of your character; 
there is no conceivable idea of degradation which has not 
been, at some period or another, associated with your 
career.' Spring Rice, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
has the reputation of ' a man of business '; .' and, indeed, 
shrewd without being sagacious, bustling without method, 
loquacious without eloquence, ever prompt though 
always superficial, and ever active though always blunder
ing, you are exactly the sort of fussy busybody who 
would impose upon and render himself indispensable to 
indolent ·~nd ill-informed men Of strong ambition and 
weak minds.' Melbourne himself; in a happy phrase; is 
accused of ' sauntering over the destinies of a nation, 
and lounging away the glory of an Empire.' 

I think the Cabinet-might take to cricket-they are a choice 
eleven. With their peculiarly patriotic temperaments, and 
highly national feelings, they might venture, I think, to play 
against 'All England.' Lord Palmerston and Lord Glenelg, 
with their talent for keeping in, would assuredly. secure _a 
go@d score. Lord John, indeeq, with all his flourishing, will 
probably end in knocking down his own wicket; and as for 
Sir Cam/ the chances certainly are that he will be ' ca~ght 

I Sir John Cam Hobhouse, afterwards Lord Broughton. 
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out,' experiencing the same fate -in play as ih politics .. If 
you could only engage Lord Durham to fling sticks at the 
seacls of the _Foreign Office, and· the agile Mr. Ellice to climb 
a greasy pole for the Colonia;! portfolio,_ I think you will have 
provided a very entertaining progrannne of Easter sports.1 

, . · 'l'he letter. to Peel is throughout a piece of highly
pitched glorification that ,reads strangely in the light 
of ·subsequent events. . ' In your chivalry alone is our 
hope. ·· Clad in the panoply of your splendid .talents and 
your spotless character we feel assure~: that you will 
conquer.' .. 

What a contrast does yourad~inistration as Prime Minister: · 
afford to that of one of your recf:?nt predecessors! No selfish 
.views, no family aggran<;lisement, no family jobs, no n~potism ... 

Contrast the serene retirement of Drayton, and the 
· repentant solitude of Howick; co11trast the statesman·, 

cheered after his factious defeat by the sympathy o£ a nation;. 
with the coroneted Necker, the worn-out Machiavel, wringing 
his. helpless hands over his hearth in remorseful despair, and 
looking up with a sigh at his scowling ancestors .... · . 

You have an addition to the scutcheon of your 'fame in 
the emblazoned memory of your ·brief but masterly premier- . 
ship. They cannot taunt you now with your vague promises 
oi a;melioration: you can appeal to the deedsof your Cabinet;· 
and the plans which 'the applause of a nation· sanctioned, 
and the execution of which the intrigues of a faction alon'e. 
postponed. Never, too, since the ·peace of Paris, has the 
great national party of this realm been so united as at the
present moment. It. is n.o exaggeration to :;;ay, that among 
its leaders not the slightest difference of opinion exists upon 
any portion of their intended policy. Pitt himself, in the 
plenitude of his power, never enjoyed more cordial con
fidence than that which is now extended to you by every· 
alleged section of the Conservative ranks .. 

. A simijar strain . of panegyric runs through the letter 
to Stanley. 

, When the acerbities of faction have passed away, posterity 
will do. justice to your disinterestedness. and devotion. : ... 

. Less than three years ago the Whigs, and loudest among 

- . 1 Letter XV•' 
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them my Lord Melbourne, announced you as the future 
Prime Minister of England. Young, of high lineage, of 
illustrious station, and of immaculate character, and un
questionably their ablest orator,-among your own party you 
had no rival. . . _. You, my Lord, preferred your honour 
to. your intere~t, the prosperity of your native land to the 
gratification of your ambition. You sacrificed without a 
pang the proudest station in your country, to prove to your 
countrymen that public principle was not yet a jest. You 
did well. The pulse of our national character was beating. 
low. We required some great example tore-brace the energies 
of our honour. From the moment that you denounced 
the disgusting thraldom and the base expedients of your 
chicaning colleagues, a better feeling pervaded England, 
and animated Englishmen. . . . 

The time is ripe for union arid fair for concord. When, 
some days back, in my letter to Sir Robert Peel-a letter, 
let me _observe in ·passing, written by one whose name, 
in spite of the audacious licence of frantic conjecture, has 
never yet been even intimated, can never be discovered, 
and will never be revealed-! announced the fact that 
the great Conservative party was at length completely 
united, it was a declaration equivalent to England beirig 
saved. . . . IIi a Peel, a Stanley, a Wellington, and a 
Lyndhurst, the people_ of England recognise their fitting 
leaders. Let the priestly party oppose to these the acrid_ 
feebleness of a· Russell, and the puerile commonplace of a 
Howick, Melbourne's experienced energy., a:r;td Lansdowne's 
lucid perception ! 

From Lord Lyndhurst. 
[F'eb., 1836.] 

MY DEAR DISSY, 
Lord John is a great, very great success. B[arnes]writes 

me word that it is the best of the series. I agree entirely 
with him in this. · · 

It strikes me that one advantage of a strict. incognito is 
this: that people are· never jealous of the success of an 
unknown person: they praise therefore readily, freely, fully. 
This they will not do when an author is known: other feel
ings, other considerations raise themselves up in the mind and 
operate as a minus quantity. in the sum of praise. I fear 
in this case nobody can doubt the author ! It should have 
been discovered later. - , 

Ever, 
L. 
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_ The letters were republished in the course of the summer 
with along dedication to Peel, and bound up with them 

·there was a short tract. ~ntitled' The Spirit of Whiggism,' 
which could .have left little dol!-bt in' the mind of any 
one who had read the Vindication as to the identity 
of 'Runnymede.' From beginning to end we have the 
argument, the -history, and even the language of the 
Vindication repeated, though here and there is a phrase 
niore finished, a point niore precisely made, or a position 
more happily elaborated. 

' ' ' .. . . ~ ' ' 

It is a great delusion to believe that _revolutions are. ever 
effected by a nation. It is a faction, and generally. a small 
one, that overthrows a dynasty or remodels a constitution.· 
.. ·., During the last five years the· Whigs have been 
at ·war with . the English constitution. First of all .-they 
captured ;the King; then they ~ariquished the House of 
Commons; now they have laid siege to t_he Ho:use of Lords. 
. . . The House of Lords at this moment represents every
thing in the. realm except the Whig oligarchs, tl;wir tools 
-the Dissenters, and their masters-the .Irish· priest-s. In 
the meantime, the- Whigs bawl aloud that there ;is a ' colli
sion!' It is true there is a collision; but it is not a col).ision 
between the Lords and the Pe:ople, but between the Ministers · · 
and the Constitution.. . -

_It may be as well to remind the English n!l-tion that a 
revolutionary party is not necessarily a liberal one, and 
that a republic is not indispensably a democracy .... 
The rights and liberties of a nation can only be preserved 
by institutions. It is not the spread of knowledge or the 
march of intellect that will be found sufficient sureties for 

_the public welfare in the crisis of a country's freedom .... 
· I would address myself to the English Radicals. . . . · I 

mean those thoughtful and enthusiastic men who study their 
. unstamped press, and ponder over a millennium of operative 
amelioration, Not merely that which is just, britthat which · 
is also practicable, should' be the aim of a sagacious politician. 
Let the Radicals well consider whether, in attempting to 
achieve their .avowed object, they are not, in fact, only 
assisting the secret views. of a party whos·e--scheme is in
finitely more adverse to their own, than tb,e existing system; 
whose genius I believe they_ entirely misapprehend. The. 
monarchy ofthe Tories is more democratic than the republic 
of the Whigs. It appeals with a keene:r; sympat~y to the 
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passions of the millions; it studies their interests with .a 
more comprehensive solicitude. 

There is no probability of ever establishing in England a 
more democratic form of government than the present English 
constitution. . . . The disposition of property ,iri England 
throws the government of the country into the hands of its 
natural aristocracy. I do not believe that any scheme of 
the suffrage, or any method of election, could divert that 
power into other quarters. It is the necessary consequence 
of our present social state. I believe, the wider the popular 
suffrage, the more powerful would be the natural aristocracy. 
This seems to me an inevitable consequence; but I admit this 
proposition on the clear understanding that such an extension 
should be established upon a fair, and not a factious, basis. 

Our revolutions are brought about by the passions of 
creative minds taking advantage, for their own· aggrandise
ment, of peculiar circumst~nces in our national progress. 
They are never called for by the great body of the nation. 
Churches are plundered, long rebellions maintained, dynasties 
changed; Parliaments abolished; but when the storm is 
passed, the features of the social landscape remain unimpaired; 
there are no traces of the hurricane, the earthquake; or the 
volcano; it has been but a tumult of the atmosphere, that 
has neither toppled Q.own our old spires and palaces, nor 
swallowed up our cities and seats of learning, nor blasted our 
ancient woods, nor swept away our ports and harbours. The 
English riation ever recurs to its ancient institutions-the in
stitutions that have alike secured freedom and order.; and after 
all their ebullitions, we find them, when the sky is clear, again 
at work, and toiling on at their eternal task of accumulation. 

There ·is ever an union in a perverted sense between those 
who are beneath power and those who· wish to be above it; 
and oligarchies and despotisms are usually established by . 

.. the agency of a deluded ·multitude. . . . This union of 
oligarchical wealth and mob poverty is the very essence of 
the ' Spirit of Whiggism.' 

Meanwhile Disraeli had found a haven of rest in the 
Carlton .. 

. ~. To Lady Blessington . 

MY DEARES.; LADY, 
Wednesday. [Feb., 1836.) 

Early in March there are .to be fifty members elected into 
the Carlton by the members at large. A strong party of my 
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friend;>, Lord L., Lord Chandos, StU:art de Rothesay, etc., 
are. v'ery active in my behalf, and I think among the leaders 
of our party my claims would be recognised; but doubtless 
there is a sufficient alloy of dunces even among the Con
servat~ves,.and Ihave no doubt there will be a stout· opposi
tion to me .. Although I will not canvass myself, I wish 
my friends to do so most earnestly. I know from personal 
experience that one word from you ·would have more effect 
upon me than letters from all the lQrds in Xdom. I wish· 
therefore to enlist you on my side, and will take·the liberty 
'ofsending you a list to-morrow. 

Votre Drs.1 

'-To Sarah Disraeli. 
[March, 1S36.] · 

I carried the C~rlt~n; the opposition was not inconsiderable 
in the committee, but my friends were firm----400 candidates, 
. and all iri: their, own opinion with equal claims. 

THE CARLTON, .. 
April 18. 

The ·Opera is very good this yea~, and Carlotta Grisi. the 
great dancer. There is a report in Times. of the Lewes 

· banquet, Al;>out my pledging myself. to col)le forward is a 
· mendacious flou:i:ish, but does not matter. The Carlton is a 

great lounge, and I _have found a kind friend. in .Francis 
]3aring-Lord Ashburton's eldest son.2 

Disra.eli knew how to employ to advantage his new 
· connexion with The Times. He had gone to Lewes with· .. 
' a friend who was candidate for the borough and addressed. 

a meeting in his interest; and The Times gave a columri 
of the· speech, introducing the speaker as ' Mr. Disraeli, . 
already well known for his literary talents and. his • 
opposition to the O'Connell influence in the Govern:riJ.ent.' 

· The report ·is worth reading even n:ow ·for the skill with 
whioli the history and .. constitutional theory' of ·the 
Vindicatio.n · are woven into a speech . that was yet 
supremely effect~ve as a piece of platform oratory,-' as 

·· is proved by the ·fact that when the orator sat down 
' . . ' 

· 1 FromMr;.Alfred Morris()n's collection, 
2 Letters, pp. 103, 104, . · 
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'the most deafening applause prevailed for the space of 
several minutes.' · 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
June 13. 

The cns1s goes on. The. general impression is that the 
Ministers are going to play 1832 over again, and resign with 
the idea we cannot form a Government. Nothing can give 
you an idea of the excitement prevailing in the political 
circles, but I am not inclined to change my opinion, viz., 
that there will be no dissolution. Lyndhurst, who has been 
dining with the Duke, confirms what I have heard; the battle 
cannot. be fought better than at present. . . . Lynd
hurst's speech was really a masterpiece; since Canning there 
has been nothing like it. O'Connell came into the House, 
but, he will have it, after L. had done speaking about him. 
However, he was there, and it was a grand hit, for everybody 
believed him to be there. The Commons were cowed last 
night; Lyndhurst's dash has daunted them; ,;rohn Russell 
was really feeble, and O'Connell furiously tame. In the 
meantime,· I am brought forward with great trumpeting in 
leading articles of. the Chronicle. Both Lyndhurst and Sir 
R. Peel are said to have adopted Mr. Disraeli's view of the 
Constitution, &c., &c.1 

• 

The session was in the main an Irish session, and 
though it opened well for the Government they emerged 
from it with little credit. Disraeli's account of it, from 
the same fragment as his account of the session of 1835,2 

and written in the same staccato style, is as follows:-

The Tories met Parliament in the most sanguine spirits. 
It was supposed that the Ministers would not have a majority. 
The Tories had gained in isolated elections since their resigna. 
tion enough votes to destroy the majority that drove Sir 
R. P. from office. The~Raphael Carlow business was also 
considered very injurious to O'Connell. To our surprise the. 
Ministers as strong as ever. Our party became dispirited. 
Peel timid and always acting on the defensive.· The Irish 
Corporations and Church Bill again approaching. The last 
propitiously postponed by the Ministers for reasons after-
wards discovered. .. · I!J 

1 Letters, p. 104. 2 See above, p. 305. 
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L. has a conference with the Duke of Cumberland. Forms 
another and_ still more comprehensive plan for arresting the 
movement. Conferences with the Duke of Wellington: 
announces his determination to withdraw if not supported by 
Sir R. P. Conferences between the D. of W., Sir. R. P., and 
Lord L. Sir R. P. agrees to accept Lord L.'s plan and pledges 
himself to act upon it. The total extinction1 of the Irish 
corporations resolved , upon. Strength of .the Ministers in 
the Commons-majority of more than 80 .. Lords assembled • 
at Apsley House. Each peer individually pledges himself 
to-support Lord L.'s plans at all events. Corilmencement of 
the real;session of the Lords as late as June .. Extraordinary 
speeche'S and exertions of Lord L. . Attempt at .creating a 
collision. Total failure from the firmness of the Lords .. 
Great courage and eminent services of the D. of Cumberland. 
Gr{iat .. exertions of the 'Press and of The Times .in favour 
of Lyndhurst. The eountry sides with . the Lords. The 
threatened collision laugh~d at. . The Ministerial tactics long 
plari.ried . by O'Connell now developed. The Lords Bill .on 
Irish . Corporations to be accepted and the .. appropriation 
clause to be given [up ~]. Consequent jealousy and dis
content of the English Radicals. The Ministers obliged to 
give up the O'Connell tactics. They reject the Irish Corpora
tions Bill as amended by the Lords and pass the appropria
tion clause. The Lords follow up the Lyndhurst plan. He 
becomes. virtual leader of the Upper House. All the Whig 
Radical measures thrown out with the entire approbation of 
the country: all the ele.ctions in favour of the Tories. Rage 
of'_the Irish party;. The country rallies round Lyndhurst. 
He delivers his speech called ' TheSumD;lary of the _Session '
reprinted, and circulates through the country in innumerable 

· editions. ·The English Radicals announce their provisional 
defection from the Whigs.. The Foreign policy of th€r Whigs. 
The session closes with the complete tri~mph of the Tories 
at home and abroad. . . . . 

About a month ago (I write this rapid ske~ch 17 Sept.1836) · 
. at the Carlton (Jlub Lord de L'Isle; son-in-law of the King, 
informed me that His Majesty wished L. to be Premier, but' 
was afraid he .was inextricably bound to Sir R. P. . Dined 

. alone with' Lord Strangford on the 13th, who :was fresh from 
'Walmer, where he had a confidential conversation ~with the 
D. of W'n: His Grace said he anticipated a daily 'break-up 
of the Government-but himself wished it postponed .. That he 

1 The Government . Bill pioposed to substitute for the old.· corrupt 
corporations a system of elected councils; but the Lords declined to accept 
the constructiye portion -of the scheme and .converted the· Bill into a 
measure for the abolition of municipal corporations in Ireland. · . 
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himself would take a seat in the Cabinet but no office: wished 
L. to throw over his profession. Thought P. must be Premier, 
but thought L. with the leadership of the House of Lords, an 
earldom, and the Home Department would be almost the same 
as Premier. Similar ideas are common-but a large party in 
the country would hail L.'s accession to the Premiership with 
satisfaction. His firmness and courage have won all hearts, 
and the result has proved his sagacity. 

On the day that Lyndhurst died nearly thirty years 
·later Disraeli took his pen and placed on paper his impres
sions of the dead man's mind and character: and the 
document, wl:lich is at once an appreciation guided by the 
knowledge and warmed by the sympathy of a long and . 
intimate friendship, and a judgment that is al!nost Rhada
J:Uanthine in its penetration and detachment, has happily 
come down to us. 

Oct. 13, 1863. 
Lord Lyndhurst died this morning. 
He had a mind equally distinguished for its vigour and 

flexibility. He rarely originated, but his apprehension was 
very quick and he mastered the suggestions of others and 
made them clearer and more strong. He had a great grasp; 
thoroughly mastered a subject; deep and acute; and some
times, when you thought him slow, was only exhaustive. In 
his statements accurate, complete and singularly lucid: . the 
clearest mind on affairs with equal power of conceiving and 
communicating his perspicuous views. 

His soul wanted ardor, for he was deficient in imagination, 
though by no means void of sensibility. He adapted himself . 
to circumstances in a moment, though he could not create, 
or even considerably control them. His ambition active, 
not soaring. Its natural height to hold the Great Seal thrice: 
)mt when the King in 1836l).ad it conveyed to him that he 
might be called upon to take the first place, and would he ·be 
ready, he exclaimed, 'Why, I am a lawyer, not a statesman,' 
and seemed disconcerted: but when he had talked over the 
matter with a friend/ he not only arrived at the result that 
he was a statesman, but let his Master be assured that he was 
prepared to do his bidding, though it was one unusually 
difficult and perilous. His cultivation was considerable: 
far more than he was given credit for. His reading had been 

1 There is here s.n interlineal gloss-' i.e., D.-1873.' 
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various ah.d extensive, though he never sought to display 
it; and his scientific acquirements notable. He retained 
and digested everything; supported by a powerful and. well-
ordered memory. · . . .. . · . . · 

A pleader rather than an orator, and never a debater. 
Unsuccessful in the House of Commons, he rose at once in 
the-House of Lords to a position of·unapproached supremacy; 
the times were favorable to· him ther~. . His stately and 
luminous expositions in a voice of thrilling music, were 
ad,apted to ·a senate of which he caught the tone with facility. 
His taste almost amounted to austerity, yet he did'not appre
ciat'e Demosthenes, and was a strong Ciceronian. 

He had a sweet disposition, with a temper that nothing 
could ruffle; indulgent;· placable, free from prejudice. and 
utterly (levoid of v&nity. His feelings perhaps were not very 
strong, but they. were always lucid. He ·was wonderfully 
fond of the society of women, and this not merely from his 
susceptibility to the sex; which was notorious, but· hecause he 
was fond of thein in every relation of life. He loved t6 be 
surrounded by his family, who were all females: a mother of 

. , . 90, a sister nearly . his own ·age, arid w:ho. survived hjm in 
possessio11 of all her faculties, indulged and devoted daughters. 
He was·happy in two marriages, though his wives in every 
respect w~re very different. . . . . . . . . . 

His mhid was playful, but not witty; and he hadlittle humor 
though he could sympathis~ with it. ~is knowled1feofnian· 
kiiidsvas great; but not ci:msun;tmate, for in their'management 
there was_ this _error, he was willing to give thein credit·for 
being ii.rflilericeu,by amiable, but not elevated feelings. '. · 

• 'His' pin•son Was highly 'prepossessing. Far ·abOve the 
middle ,heig:Q.t, his figure was sym:tnettical arid distinguishefl; 
and, t}io:tigh powerfully formed, he never became stout. His 
countenance \vas .that of a high-bred falcon. Indeed, nothing 
could be finer than· the upper part of' his countenance. His 
deep• set eye gleamed with. penetrating fire, arid his brow was 
majestic; ·Nothing could be more' beautiful. It ·was that., 
of the Olympian Jove·. The lower part of his countenanc~l 
betrayed the deficiencies of his character; a want of ·high ; 
purpose, and some sensual-attributes. · ~ ' ' 

. .,. ...... 

,i. 

'I'o Sarah Disraeti: 
June 15;->1836. · 

Chandos i~ going to gi~e a grandfishdinner on the 18th 
to the leaders of .both Houses, and has asked me ... ; I 
have dined with Baring Wall in a house the most beautiful 
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I ever entered, built by Kent; domed staircases, landing
places supported by Corinthian columns, and a grand salon, 
which, for its height, carving, gilding, and richly-pajnted 
ceiling, exceeded anything I ever saw in . a private how;;e. 
Our dinner was ·worthy of the 'veritable Amphitryon' of 
London, and was served off a set of Dresden china of the most 
marvellous beauty; the candelabra in the middle of immense 
size, and covered with groups of shepherds and shepherdesses, 
the whole mounted· on green velvet; even the salt-cellars 
and handles of knives and forks were china, most charming 
in this weather; our party eight. · . · 

[Undated.] 

Chandos's dinner was a banquet. . I was the only person 
. there not an M.P. Peel and Sir James Graham were there; 
the first came up to me and resumed. our acquaintance. most 
flatteringly. Chandos introduced me to Graham. They 
went down by water, but I accompanied Lyndhurst. We 
came home in two omnibuses hired for· the owner .... 
What do you think of Spain~ Trelawny, who is a Re
publican, is in raptures with the prospec~s. ' The Spaniards,' . 
he says, ' are in advance of all countries; they have got 
their constitution of 1812 !' Says James Smith, 'I wish I 
had got mine.' 

A·u,g. 20. 

I suppose you have recognised four bolts of veritable 
Olympian thunder in The Times. It is considered worthy 
of Jove, and nobody can discover behind what cloud the 
god is shrouded.1 

The thunderbolts in The Times were in the form of 
leading articles; btit, as is the way with leading articles, 
their lig4tning has ceased to-flash and their thunder .to 
:reverberate. · 

"·" When he comes in the autumn to .his. now customary 
-review in the diary of the leading events of the year the 
entries are :-• 

Establish my character as a great. political writer by the · 
Letters of Runnymede. Resume my acquaintance with Sir 
Robert Peel. My influence greatly increases from the 
perfect con:fidet~.ce of L[yndhurst] and my success as a political 

t Letters, pp. 105, 107. 
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writer. Stayed a week with Bulwer this· spring and intro
duced him to L., against whom he was bitterly prejudiced. 
They became warm friends. · I must not forget the singular 
fate of my friend old Lady Salisbury-burnt to death at · 
Hatfield. · 

And then foilow lists of names, new acquaintances of 
recent date, or merely' mne~onic hints to recall so;me 
incident of the year-:-Francis Baring and Lord Ash-· 
burton, Croker, ·Baring Wall, Duke of BeaUfort, -' an 
amusing character---;-Major Fancourt,' -Lord Mahon, Lord 
Lincoln, 'Trelawny---;-a strange character;' \Maclise-a 

-pai~ter,' Lord Ashley [afterwards the philanthropic Earl 
of Shaftes bury], Mackwor.th Praed, Barnes, and Sterling_:_ 
but whether Edward Sterling of The Times or John, his 
son, the subject of Carlyle's biography, we are left to 
conjecture. . · , ·· · · 

'It is a very remarkable thing,' said Disraeli to ~ir 
Philip Rose, on some occasion when the Star Chamber 
myth had. been revived, ... 

that whatever may have been ·ascribed to me I s{ippose 
there are few- men who ever led a l~terary and .political life 
as l have done who have. written so little for the. periodical 
Press; and what i§l remarkable is that I can positively assert 
that I n'ever in my life either required or received any re
muneration for anything I have ever written except for the _ 
books published under my nall).e. Of course, I have written.·· 
at various times for the Press.. I "Wrote a great deal at one 

· time for Lord Lyndhurst, but I never either received or would 
have accepted . any payment~ My object was tp connect 
myself with a_man who had already been a Minister, and who 
was destined . to take a conspicuous part in public affairs,, 
and to establish a claim upori)iim which might some day 'be" 
useful, but I never held any engagement on .the Press or. 
accepted any remuneration; not that I should have '!:!eon 
_the least ashamed of it if I had done so, but it is not the 
fact. 

·His journalistic a.ctivity ·in these years was· great. 
iri the course of'the :Winter of 1836 he ·contribu~d to 
The Times a long-drawn series of articles under the title 
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of ' A New Voyage of Sindbad the Sailor, recmitly dis
covered,' in which, as the title suggests, he recurred to 
the method of allegory adopted in Popanilla. ' I do not,' 
said Barnes, 'see much object in allegorising a subject 
or set of subjects which have been 'and are daily discussed 
in the plainest and most intelligible terms '; and cer
tainly Runnymede had suffered from no restraint of. 
reticence that could be removed by disguising Melbourne 
as ' Shrugshoulders the Grand Vizier,' or Palmerston as 
' the Vizier for Foreign Affairs ' of ' His Majesty King 
Mihrage.' Sindbad, accordingly, had none of the success 
of Runnymede. Disraeli also tried h_is hand at political·· 
satires in .verse. There is ' An Heroic Epistle to Lord 
Viscount Mel ..... e ' in The Times of March 20, 1837; 
but the day of such things was past, and when some-

. what later he proposed to renew his poetical declamation, 
on this occasion in blank verse instead of the heroic 
couplet, Barnes was not encouraging:-' Your- verses 
have a stately march and the 'sentiments are just, but 
they want. variety. The tone is a. high one, but the 
sound is monotonous.' 

It is the spoken word, however, and not the written, 
as Lord Salisbury once remarked, that in the end governs 
England. Disraeli's activity in .The Times may have 
brought him no pecuniary reward, but it brought him 
something else that he valued a ·great deal more. In. 
December, 1836; there was a Conservative banquet at 
Aylesbury, and Disraeli, to.· whom was entrusted the 
toast of the House of Lords,' delighted his hearers with 
a speech full of wit and vigour .. But he delighted not 

. only his hearers. Through the favour of Barnes, The 
Times sen~ down a special staff of reporters and regaled 
its readers with a long account of ·the demonstration, 
Disraeli's speech, but no other, being given in the first 
person. 'Now,' wrote his sit3ter, 'you must be satisfied, 
that you have succeeded itt. doing that which you so 
much desired, viz., to· make a speech that !would be 
talked of all over England.' · . ~ 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
Dec. 15. 

The Spectator said of the Bucks meeting that the' speaking, 
on the·whole; was· as stupid as usual, except Mr. Di1~raeli, 
who, after a little of his usual rhodomohtade about the Peers 
being the founders' of liberty, grew abusive and ·amusing,' 
and then quoted the Shakespearean passage . ., 

The Shakespearean passage is worth quoting again. 

It may be said that the Prime Minister of the Sovereign. 
rather winks approbation at this assault upon the House of .. 
. Lords than leads on the assailants. It may be so:. discretion 
may be the better part: of valor even in Downing Street. 
The gay Epicurean leader may summon his forces and yet 
may refuse to march through Coventry with them. . . . - He 
lm~ placed a Justice Shallow in the Cabinet, assigned the · 
seals of one office to Master Silence, and entrusted the manage-

. ment of our foreign affairs to Master Slender.. But the rank 
, arid nle who; after all; are the men to fight at Shrewsb11ry---' 

he turns up his hose at these~at Mouldy and Wart; and 
Shadow and ·Forcible Feeble, .and Bull Calf bellowing out 
'Down with _the House _of Lords,' and. who must surely_ 
have been a member for one -of the metropolitan districts; 
our Falstaff of the Treasury will not lead these fellows to the· 
field.. If we add to ·these _the. Mihisian Pistol and his raga~ 
muffin tail of cut-purse Nyms and drunken Bardolphs;. the 
political picture is ·complete; and-these-these are our rulers. 

More to the taste of his audience, probably, was the 
following attack on~-O'Connell. · · 

A denunciation has gol!<:J forth against the House of Lords, 
and from whom? Frorri the paid agent of the Papacy. 
I am not surprised at this. It is as natural for Mr. O'Connell 
to cry out 'Down with the House of Lords' as for a robber 
to cry out 'Down :with th~ gallows.' Both _are national 
institutions very inconvenient in their respective careers. 
, . ·; ' Down: with the House of Lords,' cries Mr.- O'Connell. 
Ay;' down with the only barrier between him and his 
disastrous machinations. .The House of .Lords is a. great 
breakwater -of sedition that his waves of commotion will 
beat against in vain .. -.. _ When I listen to him I am 
reminded· ~f what the great Dean Swift said o£ a gentlemali 
who· was almost as anxious to plunder the people of Ireland 
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as Mr. O'Conn13ll himself, though not quite. so su(}cessful
I mean William Wood, who tried to impose on them with 
brass farthings, ' These are the last howls of a dog dissected 
alive.'1 

· 

This flally was greeted with ' loud and continued 
cheers,' and made· a tremendous noise. 

· To Sarah Disraeli. 
Dec. 15. 

O'Connell makes no reply; all the Irish papers -taunt 
him. The Warder says 'he can fipd time to attack Fraser, 
O'Connor, and D. W. Harvey, and to call Mr. Lascelles a 
blockhead, but why does he not answer Disraeli 1 " Will 
not the dog dissected alive give another howl~·; ' All the 
country papers are full of it. Lord Strangford, who came up 
from Strathfieldsaye last night; began, ' You have no idea of 
the sensation your speech has produced at Strathfieldsaye.' 
I said, ' Oh, my lord, you always say agreeable things.' He 
took me aside and said, ' I give you my- honour as a gentleman 
that the Duke said at the dinner-table," It was the most manly 
thing done yet; when will he come into Parliament 1" ' 2 

. -

After this pronouncement by the greatest Englishman 
of the day there is nothing more to be said. ' 

From Lord Lyndhurst. 
PARIS, 

[Dec., 1836.] 
MY DEAR DISRAELI, 

Sindbad tells me you are in London and active in the 
·great cause-able and active as usual. The Bucks dinner was 
a grand demonstration, and has placed you in an admirable 
position as far !ItS character and reputation are concerned. 
It will be infamous if not followed up by some effort to place 
you in a position which may give the party-•.the full benefit 
of your talents and of your activity and untiring zeal. . . . 
It is hard indeed if we don't get you into the House. The 
Duke, you may depend upon it, i~ your friend. . . . 

They are beginning here to hate us, and they invent all 
sorts of lies as a ground for abuse. As to Palmerston and the 
Ministers in general, they are never named in society without 
expressions of ridicule and contempt. '\ _,, 

t The Times, Dec. 10, 1836. z Letters, p. 107, 
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Suppose (which I think not improbable) there should be a ·. 
preak-up. of our. Government, how are the parts to be cast 
in the Tory. Administration 1 This is a difficult affair. I 
find they talk of me as Home Secretary. I could. not afford 
it. What will they do with Ohandos: he is become .a very 
important ·person. His hold of the country is most power~ul 
and extensive. Will Peel have many of his own click ? 
Give me all the information you can, and as ofteri as you_ 
can .... . ~ 

. I am now reading the love of· Henrietta; I only goh the 
book this morning. Mrs. Gore lent it me. She ·says it is 
the best thing you have ·written since Vivian Grey . ... 
What I hav:e read of it is light.and brilliant'and,sparkling 

.· and impassioned, and all that such a wqrk ought to be. 
· '. : • .. . . . ·. · · Ever yours, · 

. . L. 
' : ~· 

.. ' 

··.: 



CHAPTER XV. 

HENRIETTA TEnfPLE AND VENETIA. 

1834-1837. 

Difficile est longum subito deponere amorem': 
difficile est, verum hoc qua lubet efficias .. 

As we see from Lyndhurst's letter at the end of the 
last chapter Henrietta Temple had been published shortly 
before the close of 1836; and a few months later it was 
followed by Venetia. 

Henrietta Temple. and Venetia are not political works, but 
they would commemorate feelings more enduring than 
public passions, and they were written with care,· and some -
delight. They were inscribed to .two friends, the best I ever 
had, and· not the least gifted. One was the inimitable 
D'Orsay, the most accomplished and the .most engaging 
character that has figured in this century, who, with the form 
and. universal genius of an Alcibiades,. combined a brilliant 
wit and a heart of quick affection, and who, placed in a public 
position, would have displayed a courage, a judgment, and a 
commanding intelligence which would have ranked him with 
the leaders of mankind. The other ··was one who had 
enjoyed that public opportunity which- had been denied to 
Comte D'Orsay. The world has recognised the political 
courage, the versatile ability,. and the masculine eloquence 
of Lord Lyndhurst; but his intimates only were acquainted 
with the tenderness of his di;;;position, :the sweetness of his 
temper, his ripe scholarship, and the playfulness of his bright 
and airy spirit.1 . . . . 

1· General Preface to the Novels,l870. 
' ., 

I. 341 12. 
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. Since .the failure of the Revolutionary Epick in 1834 
Disraeli seemed, save for a few slight contributions. to 
Heath's Book of Beauty, o~ which his friend Lady Bless- • ·· 
ington was editor, to- have abandoned 'the field of 
imaginative literature; but he had begun Henrietta 
Temple, in the summer of 1834, and written a volume 
before he threw the novel aside. Politics, social engage- -. , 
ments, and the worry and burden of his debts sufficiently 
occupied both his time and energy for the_ next couple 
of years, but eventually the urgent need o(money com- ·. 
·pelled him to pi<:k up the discarded manus6ript. ' I 
have agreed to let _Colburn have a novel ... for a 
greater sum than I have ever yet received,' he writes· .,_ 
to Bradenham .in June,: '1836 ... The announcement·-. 
brought no pleasure to his_ father. 'How,' he anxiously_ • 
inquires, ' will the fictionist assort with the politiCiair1 .... 
Most deeply-am I regretting that you find it necessary · 
to·return to drink of the old waters.' · Isaac ·D'Israeli, · 

. however, knew little, of his son's embarrassments/'and 
the nee·d for money was farm ore pressing than he ·realised. 
Afl:d there was anot:her and a d~eper reason that prompted 
a resumption of the unfinished story) or, at. all events; . 

, ·.made a resumpt,ion·, no longer. impossible. When the 
. .. . first V.oJume w-as. composed: Disraeli himself was .in tlie 

grip of ,a strong and vehement passion, and the-love .·· 
· story· could no more have been carried to· any fitting··· 
.co:ridusion "then than could' Vivian -Grey or Oontarini 
Flerhinrr or any -of the ·other novels which are chapters 
ill._ an autobiography and reflexions of· an uncompleted 
personaL experience. But in the years that had since· · 

. elapsed the experience had passed ·i~to another phase. 
Love, after it.s fi:rst rapture was. over, had come into 
conflict :with the harder side of Disraeli's character, 
with nis masterful will and dremonic ambition; and in· 
·thl:l-clash between.wW and passion will had triumphed .. _ . 
. The connexion between his own Henrietta and the· 

' · n~vel is, indicated by a laconic entry in the Mutilated .. 
Diary. · · ' ·· · · 
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Autumn of 1836.-Parted for ever from Henrietta. Re
turned to :Bradenham at the latter end of August; concluded 
Henrietta Tem·ple, of which one volume had been written three 
years. It was published early in December, and was very 
successful. · · · 

"Henrietta Temple: a Love Story," was'the full title 
of the book. Ferdinand Armine, the heir of an ancient 
but impoverished Catholic family, heir also as he fancies 
to a great estate on his mother's side of the house, is 
with his regiment at Malta; and living the life of a spend
thrift, when he learns that he is disinherited, and that 
the estate has gone to another, his cousin, Katherine 
Grandison. · Overwhelmed with debt, he returns to 
England, and finds in the heiress a beautiful girl unversed 
in the ways of the world, whom, as the easiest mode of 
escape from his embarrassments, he at once determines to 
marry. Handsome and brilliant, he easily captivates lier 
and they become engaged, though on his side, at all events, 
there is no spark of love. But soon afterwards he meets 
Henrietta Temple, and love, instant and overwhelming, 
takes possession of his .soul. · 

There is no love but' love at first 'sight. This is the 
transcendent and surpassing offspring of sheer and un-. 
polluted sympathy. All other is the illegitimate result of 
observation,, of reflection, . of compromise, of comparison, 
of expediency. The passions that endure flash like the 
lightning: they scorch the soul; but it is warmed for ever.1 

• 

' Henrietta returns his passion anq theyexchange vows, 
Ferdinand persuading her'into secrecy for. a time and con
cealing from her his engagement to Katherine, which he 
determines, however, to break at once. But· the pressure 
of his debts and the fear "of bringing ruin and disgrace 
upon .his father and mother counsel·delay and he becomes 

· involved in a course of double-dealing which, soon ends 
in catastrophe. · Henrietta and her, father discover the 

J Bk. :ii. ch• 4. 
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prior engagement and draw tho worst conclusions; and 
the rupture that follows is nearly fatal to both the lovers. 
After some_interval they meetagai~1 and love is not yet" 
dead .though it has fallen on evil days. .Chance has -rnade 
Henrietta ~me of the greatest heiresses in England, and 
.under -pressure from hf)r fath~r she has beco~e the 
affianced .btide of Lord Montf_ort, th{l ~eir to a dukedom. 
The knot gets _more· and more entangled till we find 
Ferdinand in a: sponging-house under, arrest for debt,· 
his !3ngagement with his cousin, whi,ch wasthe mainstay 
of his _credit, .ope;nly terminated, and. his ~wart nearly_. 

·_ broken by the loss of Henrietta ; but when things ar(/' · 
-at their_ worst everything is ,set right by the sk~lful _ 
diplomacy ·>Of Count ,Alcibiades de. Mirabel, who, _is;; 
D'Orsay' dra~n to .thf) life a~d w_ith very little 'pretence· 
of e<;rrlCealn:teilt :or . disg_t;tise, . Ferdinand . is rounited to · 
·Henrietta, and .:Lord · Montfort and .. 'Miss Grartdison 
find- consolation for :their disappointment in an ipter:
change" of their, more tral)quil .and accommodating -
affections·.· · ' ·.· · 

.The interest of .the novel ~s ,a love story lies.·maii}ly. in.: 
that-.first \rolume1 which takes -its inspiration from ~a· · 

f' . ~ . . . ~ ' 

vivid. personal e~xperience. ·. Some Of Disraeli's. critics _ 
after reading HeJ?,riet{a Temple have contrived to pro-" 
~ounce thelove in it affected and unreal; but it would. 
be hard in the annals of criticism to' find a more notable 

-instance-of.the perverse h11man tenqency to ignore obvious,,~ 
facts· when they refuse ,to fit a theory. In the second 
book of the .novel we ha:v-e a picture of first love at the 
height-of its spiritual ardour and intensity, which only a' 
man who· himself ha<:l really loved c_ould .ever have pro· 

. · duced. Disraeli indeed ]ui,d not the simp~kity of,:touch 
. w:hich -achieves the sripre~e·lyric ·effect. That ·~s the 

privilege of the greatest m~sters, and, of them alone; but 
6£, the es~ep. tial .truth _ f}-~d · sincerity : of . his picture : np 
unbiased n;ader can_really feel a doub~. · · 

• 1 Inoluding Books ! .. and II. of the ordinary editions. , · ·. ·' 
... 
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Amid the gloom and travail of existence suddenly to behold 
a beautiful being, and as instantaneously to feel an over
whelming conviction that with that fair form for ever our 
destiny must be entwined; that there is no more joy but in 
her joy, no sorrow but when she grieves; that in her sigh of 
love, in .her smile of fondness, hereafter is all bliss; to feel. 
our flaunty ambition fade away like a shrivelled gourd before 
her vision; to feel fame a juggle and posterity a lie; and ~o . 
be prepared at once, for this g:reat object, to forfeit and fling . 
away a) L former hopes, ties, ·schemes, views; to violate in 
her favuur every duty of society; this is a lover, and this is 
love ! Magnificent, sublime, divine sentiment ! An immortal 
flame burns in the breast of that man who adores and is 
adored, He is an ethereal being. The accidents of earth 
touch him not. Revolutions of Empire, changes of creed, 
mutations ofopinion, arc to him but the clouds and meteors 
of a stormy sky. The schemes and strugghis of mankind are,· 
in his thinking, but the anxieties of pigmies and the fantastical 
achievements of apes. Nothing can subdue him. He laughs 
alike at loss of fortune, loss of friends, loss of character. 
The d.eeds and thoughts of men are to hiin equally indifferent. 

· He does not mingle in their paths of callous bustle, or hold 
himself responsible to the airy impostures before which they 
bow down. He is a mariner, who, in the sea of life, keeps his 
gaze fixedly 011 a single star; and if that do not shine, he lets 
go the rudder, and glories when his bark descends into the 
bottomless gulf.l 

When that passage was written Disraeli, we may 
believe, sincerely felt for the momen:t that the world 
could be well lost for love; but with a nature . such as 
his the mood could hardly last. We find it Slicceedef! 
by another, which, if less heroic, is mon'J' serene, as we 
advance into the later volumes of the novel. 

• Love is inspiration; it encourages to great deeds, and 
develops the creative faculty of our nature. . . , It is 
woman whose prescient admiration strings the lyre of the 
despondhig poet,. whose genius is afterwards. to· be recognised 
by his race, and which often embalms the memory of the gentle 
mistress whose kindness. solaced him in less glorious· hours. 
How many an official·portfolio would never have been carried, 
had it not been for her sanguine spirit and assiduous love! 

1 Bk. II. ch. 4. 
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How many a. depressed and~despairing advocate has clutched 
the Great Seal and-taken his precedence bef()re ,princes; borne 
onward by the breeze of her inspiring· hope, and 'illumined by 
the sunshine of her prophetic smile ! A __ female friend, 
amiable,_ clever, a:r:-td ·devoted,- is a possession more valuable 
.th11n parks and palaces;_ and, without such a muse,. few men 
'can succeed in life; norte be ·content.1 

· 

. -..._.....' . 
_The temperat11re has now fallen_ and all ,the imcalcu-

Jating vehemence of loveis gone. In its ~arlier 'present-, 
, ment the passion of Ferdinand and Henrietta is strangely 

free from all admixture Of sense: ·from the· artistic point . 
of 'view it might fndeed be better if there were more, 
£6r the sensuous element refined and sublimated in' the 

, f11rnace of _the imagination is a necessary ingredient in 
-the poetry of love; but iLthe sensuous element is abse!lt 

- there is no hick of spiritual warmth and fire. In the later 
volumes. of the novel, however' this is ch~nged: even the 
spiritual-glow of passion has now diedaway, and love
has -passed- into a sentiment ' which' though pure and 
tender and reverent is of the intellect rather than' of the 
soul. 

The. portion of the ~ovel which was :wtittewin-,the -
autumn of 1836 betrays many sigris of crudity in- cdiJ..:
ception and haste in exe~ution. __ The images of Ferdinand 
·and ; Henrietta • are both_ in- -s9me degree defaced. ·· 
Ferdil)-and shows- himself such a selfish and deceitful 

- egoist in his love that oui sympathy is _to a great extent -
estranged; and· in spite. of. the tact and. 'skilL with 
which the author prepares us for the defection of Hen
rietta -her fickleness- qannot be wholly disguised. In the 
conditions of their genesis there is- some resemblance 

-between Henrietta· Temple and_ the first part of Vivi~n 
Grey, in either case a discarded manuscript having Been 
picked :up. again·a~ter tne original breativ_e impulse ha:d 

. lost its force. But since the days of Vivian GreyDisraeli I 

-_ had gained immensely in experience -both -as an artist 
and·as a-man, and with ·an its imperfections the supple~ 

- _· ;-~ ., 1 Bk.-III. ch. 4. . -
.. ~:!" .... 

r '·$-
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mentary work in Henrietta .Temple is far different in 
literary value from the concluding chapters of his·first 
novel. If the lyric rapture of first love is partly lost we 
are given a good deal of delightful comedy in recompense, 
and many of the secQndary characters now introduced 
are admirable. Lady Bellair is an amusing portrait 
of Disraeli's eccentric friend and ally, of whom we have 
heard more than once-old ·Lady Cork. The u:q
impassioned Montfort, with whom 'life was the romance 
of reason' as with Ferdinand it ·was ·'·the romance of 
imagination,' may seem at the nrst view artificial, but 
he is of the Disraelian line ·of Beckendorff and Winter, _ 
and interesting as the immediate precursor of Sidonia: 
Then there is Mr. Bond Sharpe, apparently drawn from 
Ctockfm;d; the little waiter in the sponging-house from 

·some unknown model who allowed Disraeli to catch his 
likeness and was lost in obscurity again; and Mirabel's 
companions, Mr. Bevil, who 'never permitted himf)elf 
to smile except in the society of intimate friends,' Lord 
Catchim'fhocan, ' that dear Catch who was always 
repeating nonsense which he heard from somebody 
else,' and Charles Doricourt, whom the world called 
Charley, 'from which it will be inferred that he was a 
privileged person, and was applauded for a tholJsand 
actions which in any one else would have been met with 

. decided reprobation.' But by far the most attractive 
character of all, perhaps the most. attractive that Disraeli 
ever created or drew, is de Mirabel himself, in whom 
the wit,· the gaiety, .the charm, the generosity, and 
the insouciance of D'Ors'ay are ensh_rined for the benefit 
of future generations; 

There was somethi!J.g in Count Mirabel's very presence which 
put everybody in good spirits. His lightheartedness was 
caught by all. Melancholy was a farce in the presence. of 
his smile; and there was no possible combination of scrapes
that couldwithstand his kind and brilliant raillery.1 

. . . ' 

1 Bk. VI. ch. 14. 
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His radiant figure ~ghts. up all the concluding scen~s 
and makes the last. book, with its reconciliation of the , 
lovers, the most readable in the noveL 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
Dec. 15, 1836. 

Strangford [fresh ·from Strathfieldsaye] said he had 'not 
yet seen my novel, and there was only one ·person at .the 
Duke's who had read itr--Lady Wilton. She said· she had • 
cried so much that. she had excited all their curiosity. 
Bulwer tells me that at Lady_ Charlotte Bury's the other 
night he only heliLrd one report, .'Tears, tears, tears!' so he.--

· suppose_s I am right and he is wrong,· Colburn is in high 
· spirits about H. T. He says 'he shall not be content unless ' 

he _works it up like Pelham.·· There· were many· r·eviews 
yesterday: ,'You have of course see:ti the Athenmum; they 
were" all in .that vei:p.; but highly calculated to make_peo}Jle 
read, if they wer:e wanted, but i~ is not.1 

.. 

. . 

'This vexatious,. high-flown, foolish, ·clever _work,' 
the Athenmum calied it. Colbur::p. had not lost his skill 
in wm:~king 'up a novel. - 'I hope,' he writes while' the 

. book is in· the stocks, ' you will .have a.· dozen more 

., original§! to draw from besides old Lady C.; an exhibition 
of two or three leading political cP,aracters would not 

... be amiss '; and in another letter he ' wants to know' 
all he cari that· he may say something about it in the : 
papers to. excite curiosity and expectation without. in 
the. least gratifying it.' With Colburn's arts to aid its 
inti;insic merits HenrieUa Temple was more suceessfu l 
than any o£ .Disraeli's novels :tliat ·had appeared since 
Vivian Grey: Some of his friends, however, were dis-

. appointed. Bulwer ' thinks my sp~ech the .finest in the 
world:and my n9vel the worst,' he 'writes t;o his sister; 

-. ·and D'Qrsay ·and ·Lady Blessington. apparently agreed 
wi_th.Bulwer: There has been a curious divergence of 
view among the" critics :ever since. Those to whom 
Disraeli is primarily a politician and his -distinctive' ... · 

1 Letters, p. -108. 
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work in literature the creation of the political novel 
despise Henrietta Ternple because of the absence of 
political motive. To Froude, for instance, it is a ' clever 
story, but without the merit or the interest which would 
have given it a permanent place in English litera
ture. '1 Tennyson, on the other hand, ' told Disraeli 
that the " silly sooth " of love was given perfect(y 
there '2 ; and Leslie Stephen3 speaks of Henrietta and 
Contarini as 'Disraeli's most satisfactory performances,' 
because in these ' he has worked without any secondary 
political purpose, and has, therefore, produced more 

· harmonious results.' 

· Frorn Count D'Orsay. 
MoN CHER Dis, . . 

J'ai re~m votre lettre avec plaisir, .et votre dedicace avec 
fierte. Le mot d'affectionne ami s'applique tout aussi bien 
a mes sentiments pour vous que les v:otres envers moi. J-e 
regrette seulement que Mirabel ait fait connaissance avec 
Armine dans un Hell. C'etait probablement pour chauffer 
leurs sentiments au premier abord que vous avez eu recours 
a ce moyen qui etait inutile. J'espere bientot vous revoir, 
pour vous repeter combien votre dedicace est vraie. · 

V otre affectionne ami, 
ALFRED D'ORSAY. 

Frorn Alfred :Tennyson. 
CLAPHAM COMbiON, 

April 28, 1868. 
DEAR MR. DISRAELI, . . 

Pray accept my best thanks for the instant attention you 
have paid to this small matter of mine. . . . Though the 
result appears to be nil, I do not the less feel an obligation 
to you; and am quite as much pleased to know that it is 
owing to the author of that charming love story; Henrietta 
Temple, as to the Prime Minister of England. · 

· · Believe me, ever yours truly, 

1 Lord Beaconsfield, p. 215. 
a Hours in a Library, II., P' 130. 

I. 

. A. TENNYSON. 

2 Life, II., p. 371, 

.12* 
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One of Disraeli's critics disputed the truth and accuracy 
of the scenes in the sponging-house in Henrietta Temple 
and of Ferdinand's interview with Levison, of the money
lending firm of Messrs. Morris_ and Levison; and con
gratulated the author on having escaped the -' usurious 
experience ' himself. It is to be feared that the author:s 
knowledge.of these things was far greater than his critic's, 
Since his return from the East, Disraeli's pecuniary 
embarrassments had multiplied and increased. In the 
debtor's career it is the first step that is decisive~ 

"Ifyouth but knew the fatal misery that they are entailing 
on themselves the moment they accept a pecuniary credit 
to whicb they are not entitled, how they would start in their 
career ! How pale. they would .turn ! How they would 
tremble, and clasp their hands in agony at. the precipice 
on which they ~re disporting ! Debt . . · .. hath a small · 
beginning, but a giant's growth, and strength. When we 
make the monster we make our 'master, who- hl!,unts us at 
all hours, and shakes his whip of scorpions for ever in our 
sight. Faust~s, when he signed the bond with blood, did not 
secure a do"om more terrific.1 · 

Disraeli had committed the first fatal blunder w_hile · 
be was ·still young, and had never succeeded in, retrieving 
it. Since his return from the East four contested elec
tions, extravagant companions, and an expensive soci~l 
environment had increased his liabilities and. led him 
deeper into the ~ire. He was by nl.iture ·generous and 
open-handed, caring .only for money as he loved to spend 
it freely, and with no gift of acquisitiveness or power of 
accumulation .. Debt soon makes a man.· improvident; 
if- it does not . find him .. so; his financial vision. ·ceases to 
extend beyond the date at which the next bill ~atures, 
and· if, 'likeDisraeli; he be· of a sanguine temperament, 
hereadily convinces himself th~t a; respite is the equivalent 
of a repr1eve, and that if only time can be secured every~ 
thing will settle itself. During a great part of his life, 

~ ' ~ ' ' ) ' . . ' · .. 
1 Henrietta Temple, Bk. II. cb. I~ 
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and in these years especially; Dis:raeli was in the grip of 
the mol).eylenders, never escaping from an atmosphere 
of bills, writs, annuities, renewals, discountings, assign
ments, and all the other processes which are the imple
ments and appurtenances of usury. Amid the worries and 
vexations of such a life most men would have found 
serious work or even serious enjoyment utterly im· 
possible, but Distaeli contrived to pursue his pleasures, 
his labours and his ambitions with a wonderful serenity 
through all. ' As from fear of the Philistines I cannot 
come and dine with you, you must come and dine with 
me,' he writes to Austen one day in 1833. ' I am over
whelmed with difficulties,' he tells him in another letter 
of the same year, though 'all that is necessary to settle 
my affairs is six months of quiet.' A couple of years · 
later the situation is much the same. 'My affairs have 
been so involved,' he says in answer to a complaint that 
he is neglecting his friend!=~, ' that seclusion, absolute 
seclusion from society and severe dally labour have been 
to me as much a matter of necessity as choice.' But 
he ha~ now ' more than a prospect of almost immediately 
emancipating himself from. sufferings not easy to describe.' 
'Circumstances have placed hi:tl1 behind the curtain of 
financial politics,' and he reckons among his assets 
£1;000 which he is shortly to receive, 'the result of a 
piece of business which·has engaged my attention during 
the last five months, and respecting which I have twice 
visited The Hague.' . This was written at the beginning 
of 1836, and in the Mutilated Diary about the same time 
there is a laconic entry, 'Haber again,' which points to 
·some connexion between the financial politics in question 
and the Baron de Haber/ with whom Disraeli ·had 
collaborated in the Gallomania seveml years before. The 
business seems to have been some affair of a Swedish 
loan, and it was carried to a stage where, in th~ sanguine 

1 Haber was at this time the head of a financial house with a branch 
at The Hague among other places on the Continent, and Disraeli was no 
doubt acting for the moment, or aspiring to act, as his London agent. 
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view of Disraeli, only formal :difficulties stood between'· 
him _and his reward. · Apparently, however, the -reward 
never came, and when ' from the strange aspect 'of the 
money' market any immediate prospect of a favourable 
nature grew desperate,' he w~s compelled to 'engage 
in an intellectual effort, painful at all times; under such 
circumstances a very terrible exertion,' in order, if possible, 
to meet the demands of his ,cre¢iit0 rs; the intellectual 
effort being the completion of Henrietta Temple. 

In these eatly years his liabilities probably amounted 
to no more than· a few thousand pounds, a sum which, 
would not have"been beyond the competence of his father 
to provide, but throughout he showed the greatest 
reluctance to seek assistance from his father. " 'In the. 
most inip~rtant step of a man's life,' h~ ~rites on one 

. occasion to Austen, who had advised-such 3:n application; . 
'I have opposed his earnest wishes, and have .based :my 

' dut~fril opposition upon my independence .. I do not' wish. 
:by extraordinary money . applications . to .one who .· is. 
always :very generous to me, to revive a most .. painfl1J 
subject.' On ·another occasion when the. stress was eve.I! · 
greater Austen repeated his advice, , urging that this,' 
objection should. yield to . force of circumstances lest . : 
character . should be compromised; but Disraeli , stl.IF . 
. clung to'his precarious independenc~ and persisted in· his 
policy of faith in the future an:d temporary expedients 
for· the~ present. An undated letter of these years, which 
might well have been signed Alcibiades de Mirabel, wil~ 
give the· atmosphere· better, than ·pages of. accounts or 
disquisition. : 

....... 
. ._From Count. D;Orsay . . 

:!swear befor·e God that·I have not six'pence at mybanker 
now, having lost the nigh,t before last £325; You may .judge 
how disappointed I am not to be able to assist you, but if you 
find that I could be of any use to you in the way of security 
I will do for youwhat I would not do forany other. . .!' 

.. · Yours 'affectionately, , . 
.. D'ORSAY. 
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Such was the school of finance in which . our future 
Chancellor of the Exchequer graduated. Let it be said 
at once, however,· .that though Disraeli ran through 
the whole gamut of the debtor's customary experience,. 
was guilty of all the improvidence to which embarrass
ment surely leads, submitted perforce to all the humilia
tions which it carries in its train, was skilled in all the 
subterfuges by which debtors 'commonly evade the 
importunity of greedy and exacting creditors, and too 
often. caused annoyance to obliging friends by reluctant 
but unavoidable disappointment. of their hopes, nothing 
that seriously touches his character is' to be deduced from 
the records as they have been preserved; and in the 
matter of records Disraeli showed himself splendidly 
indifferent to posterity or splendidly confident as to 
its verdict. In· his career from beginning to end there 
is no trace of any money transaction that will not bear. 
investigation, and if we waive the inevitably squalid 
details of a life of embarrassn;tent, nothing that infringes 
the code of ' the man of honour ' or ' the gentleman.' It 
might even be. urged that his debts themselves had a 
certain disciplinary value. ·A well-known passage in 
Tq,ncred, if we allow for some whimsical exaggeration, 
reflects undoubtedly a personal feeling of Disraeli's. 

Fakredeen was fond ~f hi~ debts; they were the source 
indeed of his only realexcitemerit, and he was grateful to them 
for their stirring .powers. The usurers of Syria are as adroit 
and callous as those of all other countries, and possess no do'llbt 
all those repulsive qualities which are the consequence of an 
habitual .control over every generous emotion. But, instead 
of viewing them' with feelings of vengeance or abhorrence, 
Fakredeen studied them unceasingly with a· fine and profound.,. -
investigation, and found in their sqciety a deep psychological 
interest. . . . 'What should I be without my debts 1' 
he would sometimes exclaim; ' dear companions of my life 

- that never· desert me ! All my knowledge of human nature 
is owing to them: it is in managing my affairs that I have· 
sounded the depths of the human heart, recognised all the 
combinations of human character, developed my own powers, 
and mastered the resources of others. Whap expedient in 
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negotiation 'i_s unknown to me 1 What degree of endurance 
have I not calculated 1 ·What play of the countenance have 
I not observed 1 Yes, among my creditors, I have disciplined 

· that diplomatic ability, that shall some day confound and 
control cabinets. Oh, my debts, I feel your presence like 
that of guardian angels! If rbe lazy, you prick me to action; 
if elate, you subdue :m:e- to reflection; and thus it is that you 
alone can secure· that continuous yet controlled energy · 
which conquers mankind.'1 

· 

, No doubt like Fakr~deen Disraeli grew ' sometimes a 
little wearied even ·of the choice excitement of pecuniai;y 
e:r:nbarrassment. It. was too often the same story,·. 'fihe 
adventures monotonous, the cha~a~ters identical.'. The 
charE~,cters, h~wever, were.,not always sordid.· Fr~m-th~~e 
early dayf'!in which he took Evans, his fellow elerk,.f()r 

· partner .in a specuiation in. South American shares he · 
. showed. a ~otable capacity for _enlisting the good offices. 
offri.ends,for inspiring them with confidence in his fut";lre, 
and winning and. retaining th~ir-affec,tion. ·' The singular 
good ser:vices qf Pyne to me '_ is an entry in the Mutilateq 
Diary f~r 1836. Pyne was 'a prot3perous solicitor :whq 
had succeeded ·Austen as the repository of Disraeli':3 
confidence in these- ~nsarvoury matters, and Di~:~~aeli's 
letters to him, luckily preserve<;l, tell .a tale of which '~p.~ 
hardly knows whether it calls more often for tears or 
laughter .. By_May, 1836, Disraeli, t~ough Pyne's good 
offices, has been relieved of some of his most pressing 
claims, and elate with his ~mporary freedom is ready 
for any fresh: enterprise that presents itself. A 'new 
we~kly journal under the highest p~;ttronage' is abo:Ut to 
be started and he has been ' offered and has provisionally 

• accepted half the proprietorship which '.however will 
require £500.' ' I have little resources· except· th~ £200, 
which are in fact, yours, but I thinki could s_crape e~opg~ 
together. The object is considerable. This specullition, 
if there be. any virtue in .calculation, may .turn out, and 
quickly, a- considerable property.' . How Pyne regarded 

• ·' f ., . ' ~. . . ' 

. 1 1-'ancred, Bk Y:. ch:. 3. 
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the speculation there is nothing to show, but by July 
his client is in trouble again. ' Peel has asked me to 
dine with a party to-day of the late Government at the 
Carlton. Is it safe 1 I fear not.' . 

To William Pyne. 
BRADENHAM, 

Sept. 25, 1836. 

Your letter rather alarms me; I scarcely think it· safe ' 
to remain here as any proceedings of the kind here would be 
confusion. I have not left this house except for County 
business1 occasionally, working unceasingly at my forthcoming 
book. I have no pecuniary cares for the next three months, 
and I wish if possible to reap a great harvest in this serene 
interval, and finish, or nearly so, a second novel for January, 
getting the forthcoming one out in the very early part of 
November. 

BRADENHAM; 

MY DEAR PYNE, 
Sunday. [Nov., 1836.] 

The letter which I receivedfrom you to-day fills me with 
great disquietude. The idea that I am involving Count 
D'Orsay and yourself, my two best friends, and especially 
hampering you, is so insupportable, that there seems to me 
hardly any explanations and crisis which I would not encounter 
sooner than the present state of affairs. My situation is 
simply this. I have taken advantage of the temporary repose 
for which I am indebted to you and with the· exception of 
County business I have not quitted my room for the lai:\t ten 
weeks. I have now written five octavo volumes, i.e., the 
novel about to be published, and two more of another, which 
I calculate finishing by the end of the year. If affairs can be 
carried on, I then purpose commencing a third, but, as you can 
easily comprehend, such ~lmost superhuman labors, though 
practicable with a serene mind and unbroken time, are impos~ 
sible under opposite circumstances. A serene mind· I never 
expect to have, but hitherto my time has been little disturbed. 
If the results are what my publisher anticipates, and I am 
able to complete this engagement, I think between £3,000 and 
£4,000 might be p~ured into my coffers by May: but the ships, 

1 He had been sworn in as a 'Justice of the Peace in the preceding 
~~- . . ' 
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though built and building, are not yet launched, ·and as I have 
!'!Orne difficulties with which you are not mixed up, still to 
contend . wit4, I doubt whether. on our present system I can 
hope effectively to assist you before the Spring. Do you 
.think the present system can be maintained r That you will 
' do your best ' I want no assurance, but I am loth to strain ' 
a generous steed to whom 1 am- indebted for such great 
services. I am always afraid that a feeling of false delicacy 
may prevent you being as frank with me as your interests 
may require, and that you may imagine that you are jn some 
degrt;e cancelling· your unparalleled services to me, by remin~~ 
ing me that they_ must necessarily have a limit .. This never: 

· can be the case, and I hope, therefore, you will. write to m·e 
your wishes, for however disagreeable at this moment·may be 

. a family expose, I should prefer it infinitely to yourinjury. 
· · Ever yours, ·, .. ,, 

. .. . D .. 

BRADJlNHAM, 
Dec. 5. [1836.] 

Our county Conservative Dinner, which will be the most 
important assembly_ of the kind yet. held,· takes place· on 
Friday the 9th. inst. I .have been requested to move the 
principal toast 'The House of Lords.' I trust there is no · 
danger"of my·being nabbed, as this would be a fatal con-

. tretemps, inasmuch as, in-all probability, I am addressing my 
future constituents. . ' . . . ' . .,._ ~ 

BRADENHAM, . , 
·Dec. 26. 

_This is really Xmas. · I arrived just in' time, for what 
with the fall and the snow drifting from the' hills, our 
road is really blocked up, in some parts as high as a 
man's breast, and. I doubt almost whether -this may reach 

. our post, which is two miles distant. I assure you· when 
I reached the old h(tll, and found the beech blocks crackling . 
and blazing, I felt ·no common sentiments of 'gratitude to· 
that kind friend whose nev~r tired zeal allowed n;te to rea_ch 
my house, andis·some consolation fdr-the plague of women, 
the wear and. tear of politics, and the dunning of creditors. 
We are now, however, comparatively iri still waters, thanks 
to your pilotage, and I am at work again ·animated by 
success and_ by the greatness of future results. " 

'' 
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Sunday. [Jan. 8, 1837.] 

:My DEAR PYNE, 

How goes on the damned coin 1 I am ashamed to bore 
you, but am beset with as great duns as myself. 

I am in good health, considering. I have never left my 
rooms, and have been in worse spirits. But the quantity 

\ . I have written, and am pouring forth, is something m:onsprous. 
' I find it arelief, and now that I have nothing else to distract 

_;;, my thoughts, I am resolved to ruin Colburn. ·-
I suppose I shall be in town about tho 15th. I am in 

treaty for Lord Althorp's rooms in the Albany, once Byron's, 
and now Bulwer's ; a curious coincidence of successive 
scribblers; the spell I suppose growing weaker every degree, 
and the inspiratiol} less genuine; but I may flare up yet, 
and surprise you all. I find they won't be dearer than 
wretched lodgings and infinitely cheaper than the worst 
hoteL; and then I shall be lodged in a way that suits 
me; gloomy and spacious, with room to stroll and smoke, 
and able to spout occasionally without being overheard 
by any damned fellow who steals all your jokes and sub-
limities. · . 

I' am on the whole savagely gay, and sincerely glad that I 
am freer of encumbrances, in every sense of the word, than I 
was this time ]ast year. 

Ever ·thine, 
D . 

. A few days later he has heard that the well-known 
estate of Chequers Court is to be sold • and ' we here 
wish to purchase.' ' I should suppose,' he adds in his 
usual airy way,.' not·under £40,000, perhaps £10,000 

· more: as there is_ timber; but at ariy rate I should like 
·to leave half the purchase money on mortgage, if pracpi
cable; if not, we must manage so:rp.e other way.' 'Be of 
good. cheer,' he concludes, 'the Spring· is coming and 
will bring us all good fortune.· I a:m "bobbish," as· 
Horace says, o~ someone else, and my fellow is putting 
on my spurs preliminary to an inspiring canter , ; and 
then follows a cheerful postscript, ' I enclose the blasted 
bills.' · · 
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To Lady Blessington . 

. BRADENHAM, 
' Thursday. [Jan. 12, 1837,] 

MY DEAR LADY' 
. ·we have all here been dying of an epidemic; Tita and 
myself being the only persons who have escaped. I trust 
that. it has not reached K[ensington] G[ore]. All this district -~ 
are prostrate. I fear for. you; D'Orsay I know-immortal ). 
youth-'--'-is never indisposed. I ascribe my exemption to a 
sort of.low, gentleman-like- fever that has had hold of me 
ever since I came down l;l.ere, and which is not very incon
venient. I have in consequence never. left the house, 
scarcely my room; and. it has not incapacitated me from-~ 
little gentle scribbling. I am about something in a higher 
vein ·than the last; what you ~nd E. L. B. would call 'wortl;l.y 
of me,' alias unpopular. . . · :· . . · · . · · 

I am sorry about B's play1
; I would not write to him as 

I detest sympathy'save with good fortune; but I am sorry, 
very, and for -tleveral reasons: lst, because he is my friend; 
2ndly, because he ,is the only literary man whom I do.not 
abominate and despise; 3rdly, because I have· nojeaJousy 
on principle (not from feeling) since I think always the more 
the merrier, and his success would probably have a~sisted , 
mine;: 4thly, because it proves the public taste lower even . 

. than I imagined it, if indeed there can be a deeper still than 
my estimate;, 5thly, because, from the extracts which have 

· · met my eye, the play seems excellent, and far the best poeshie 
that he has yet relieved himself of; 6thly' because there 

, seems to have be_en a vast deal of disgusting. cant upon th~ 
occasion; 7thly, because he is a good fellow; and 8thly,-l 
I forget the 8th argument, but it was a very strong one. 
However, the actors of the present day' are worse even than 
the authors; that I knew before, but E. L. B. would not 
believti'it and I could pardon his scepticism. As for myself 
I have locked up my melodrame in the same strong box 
with . my love letters; both lots being' productions only 
interesting to the writer. . 

I· have received several letters from Ld; L'., who has sent 
me H., T, from Paris price 4s. & 2d.; an agreeable presen~ 
proving the ,value of our _copyrights to London publishers. 
It is a vile trade, but what is better 1 ·Not politics. I look 
forward to the ·coming campaign. with unmitigated disgust;· 
and should certainly sell ~ut, only one's enemies. would.say · 

1 'I' he Lady of Lyons. 
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one had failed, to say nothing· of one's friends. The fact is, 
I am too much committed to the fray to retire at present-
but oh l that I had the wings of a dove, &c. · 

Ld. L. will be with us in a week. I feel interested in his 
career, more than in my own; for he is indeed the most 
amiable of men, though that is not very high praise, you 
will say. Ah! mechante! I see the epigram on your lips! 

I really grieve if I said anything which deserved the lecture1 

you gave me, though I am abnost glad I merited it if only for 
its kindness. I was rather harassed when I was last in town 
as you know and have a disagreeable habit of saying every
thing I feel; but I love my friends and am not naturally 
suspicious or on the alert to quarrel about straws. I am 
here pretty well and have my rooms and my time to myself, 
but still there is a family, though an amiable and engaging one; 
and the more I feel, the more I am convinced that man is 
not a social animal. Remember me to D'O. and E. L. B.; 
to nobody else and believe me 

Yours, 
I;>rs. 

By the middle of January he is in London, the guest 
of D'Orsay in Kensington. Lady Blessington had le.ft 
Seamore Place in the previous year and moved to Gore 
House, once the home of William Wilberforce; and 
D'Orsay, as Disraeli puts it, had taken 'an elegant 
residence adjoining her magnificent· mansion.' 

To Sarah Disraeli. 

MY DEAREST, 
Wednesday. [P'eb., 1837.] 

The Whigs and Tories watch each other like a cat and a' 
dog, and neither will make the first move. The Duke is 
for the tactics of last Session, and I think under the circum
stances he is right; Melbourne is pledged to bring the Irish 
question immediately forward, and if again defeated, as is 
certain, he will dissolve or resign. This is exactly the state 
of affairs. · But there is not the slightest doubt -that when 
L. wrote to me from Paris that M. had resigned, &c., it was 

1 ~ Be more just to yourself and to your friends, than to listen to those 
pests of soCiety who desire nothing so muoh as to make IIiiS!Jhief '-that 
is the pith of the lecture. -

. ; . . ' 
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true. His informant was . Ellice, and I have since learnt 
from an unquestionable quarter that the . information was 
authentic. Through . the whole recess there has sca(rcely 
been a single Cabinet Council, in consequence of the- dis
sensions in the Cabinet, but Melbourne saw bodies of the 
Ministers at his own office. He. yielded. to the representa:tions 
of Lord John in maintaining his post, as Lord J. is of opinion 
that if the Whigs go out of office, they should contrive to go 
out with a claptrap and not quietly. resign from difficulties ' 
during the prorogation. This ·will show you on what a frail 
tenure the whole hinges, and what may be expected. 

I am very well, indeed, but with the exception of .seeing • 
L. occasionally, I ·shall devote myself .to the fair Venetia. 
l.write well here, as the life suits me, and am at hand if wanted. 
As we dine late there is a ·long morning, and the air bath, 
which .is wonderful, .renders exercise unnecessary, and does 
my head much good. It certainly baffled the influenza, ~t 
\v:hich poor Lady Combermere has died,·survivinghe·r father,. 
old Grevi!le, but a few days; / · .. · · .· · 
· When D'Orsay does not dine out, which is generally every . 
other day, there is usually one or two persons at dinner here. 
On Monday Ossulston dined en famille here aild gave us .a 
very'agreeable account of the Gnimonts, whom he had"been 
v~siting at Versailles. The Due de· Grain is D'Orsay's 
brother-in-law and Oss's uncle. .Since the glorious days • 
tht"ly have retired from. Court and keep themselves aloof, 
the Dnke devoting himself entirely to the education of his . 
three sons.' The first, Agenor, the Due deGuiche, is quiet, with 
.great talents; and at fourteen has just passed the examim1tion 
of the ecole polytechnique, one of the severest, in the world;. 
the' second, Augustus, the Marquis de Gramont, is a complete. 
soldier; the third, Alfred, . the Count de Gramont, is only
eight years of age, but, though br~mght up in so domestic and 
even severe a style, is as great a roue as his illustrious ance·stor; 

__ he does nothing but laugh, shrug his shoulders and run after 
·the maids, who complain bitterly of his .rudeness... . . . 

Miladi here writes ten hours a day; and makes.£2,000 per 
ann. 'l'his is true, for .she showed me her agreements .. , Her 
novels do not sell very much. She only gets £400 for one:; 
copyright and all .. But she has a guinea a line for- her poetry, 

· of which she is very proud, and receives from Heath altogether 
£1,000per ann. .She is not entirely free from the irrit~bility 
of .·genius, but what can be expected from such severe 
labor 1 But she·is_ a good-hearted woman and a warm friend. ·· 

. I could >tell you much of her that would amuse and· interest 
you. .She allows her father£200 a year, .and has twice paid 

· his debts, and has-three or four neph~ws, you~g Povi'ers, at 
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school, a.nd at very· expensive ones, who are no favorites 
with her and not very engaging, but she acts from principle. 
One is here, just come over from New Brunswick, wll(Jre his. 
father has an appointment. This lad is .t<Y be sent out to 
India, a cadet, all by Lady B. Lady Canterbury will do 
nothing, and turns up her nose at old days of which her sister 
is not ashamed. . 

D. 

If Disraeli escaped the influenza, his general health, 
· .. as the. result _of .Qv~r-'Y<;>r~. and monetary worries, was· 

by no means robust. Before· February was far- advanced 
the death of one of the members for Bucks sent him 
back post haste to Bradenham; and he performed pro
digies of exertion for the Conservative candidate in the 
bye~election that followed; but on the first day of the 
polling aii incident occurred that greatly alarmed his 
friends. -After canvassing far and wide, he had travelled 
all through the night to Aylesbury, and, as he stood in 
front of the George Inn talking to his friends, he fell 
in a fit, which the doctors, according to his father, ex
plained as a slight attack of ·epilepsy, but which was, 
perhaps, sufficiently · accoun~ed for by. the recording 
journalist1 as the result of great fatigue and excitement, 
acting on a frame .already. enfeebled. According to the 

. practice of the times, the patient was bled and put to • 
bed, but the following day he was sU:fficiently recovered 
to be taken back to Bradenham. This incident seems 
to have led. to . an explanation with· :Qis father on the 
state of his affairs and so afforded a great economist 
an opportunity for lecturing the future Chancellor of 
the Exchequer on the first principles of finance .. 

From Count D'Or.say. 

Je suis bien~ aise pour votre interet present. et futilr que 
vous vous soyez decide a ,avouer a votre pere l'etendue 
de votre. scrape. Car les plasterings.over se demolissent 
toujours et vous en auriez ete victirile continuellement. Votre 
imagination, vive ~t bri~l~nte, vous fait batir des chateaux; 

1 In The -Times of Feb. 17, 1837. 
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en Espagne. Tout cela est bel et bon pour les _Wonderful 
Tales of Alroy, mais pour la materielle vie de .l' Angle terre le 
positif bat l'imaginaire. · · ·· 

c ., l " ·~· .. 

In spite of D'Orsay's wise exhortations, Disraeli seems 
to have given only a half confidence to 'his father, and 
the two months that followed were perhaps the most 
distracting of his life. 

· To William Pyne. 

MY DEAR P;; 
~unday. [Feb.· 19, 1837.] ' 

I enclose the bill, which. I ho):ie will be all right. Your 
· letter is. glo~my, but yesterday was Spring and t 0 -day is 

Winter, and Tuesday may therefore. bring sunshine, both 
niotal and physical. . . · ' 

I assure· you the ~rouble, the harass .and anxiety, which 
you ln.us~ experience in all this, i.t;; hot the least part of my 
afflictions.: and; indeed, I know not how I can repay you. 

I have only 150 pages, or less, of my book to finish, which 
I ought to canter through in the remainder of the month 

. with ease, bUt I find' it difficult to command the Muse amid 
aU these vexations. The .form of Davis, . or the unknown 
visage .of Green, tnix themselves . up,. by some damnable 
process, with the radiant countenance of my' heroine, ::tnd 
though visions of spoilging-hollses· might hiwe been·in keep-· 
ing With the last vol. of Henrietta Temple, they do riot 

• -accord quite so we~l with the more ethereal scenes of the 
fair' Venetia. Nevertheless IP.ave contrived to writ~; and.I 
}).ope my inspiration has not been much diluted by these . 
distractions, but I am a little-nervous. · 

I long to be. in town for many reasons. I -have a letter 
from Ld. L. this morning from Paris, where he has . been 
detained by the dangerous state of his daughter, now happily 
.ceased, and he writes to me, as if he half thought he should 
be Lord Chancellor before he reached Dover. I think there 

· is something in the wind. 
Vale! 

D. 

He. is soon in town again ·and again with _D'Orsay in 
Kensington; but early. in March he_ is back at Bradenham 
once more, still iii quest ·of the peace_ which ever eludes 
him. ' Of all things in· the wo:fld preserve me froni a 

.• 
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Sheriff's officer in my own county,' he writes to Pyne 
immediately on his ·arrival. A fortnight later the 
Sheriff's officer is .. at Wycombe,· and he fears 'it is no 
longer possible to prevent a disgraceful catastrophe.' 
'Seged King of Ethiopia, who was resolved to have a 
day of happiness, was not more unfortunate than I have 
been with my· month of _ q~!E:lt._ .. The blows have been-

- __ -rapid- andc violent~" This early in April; and a few 
days later to Austen, ' Every possible claim that could 
be made upon me. has poured in during the last two 
months. . . . I never have been so distressed.' 

To William Pyne. 
BRADENHAM, 

April 23, 1837. 

I conclude from your interview, that the game is . up, 
and that our system has failed. I assure you that the 
only feelings that I have at this mom~nt are regret for 
your unavailing exertions, which I feel no professional re: 
muneration. can compensate, and gratitude for the generous 
zeal with which you have served me for the now not incon
siderable period of our acquaintance, and of which I believe 
few men were capable, and certainly no other lawyer. I am 

· sure that your ·kind feelings and your matchless energy 
have effected all that was possible, and that you have been 
baffled only by circumstances which could not be forese~n, 
and over which you had no control. 

Eventually, with the assistance of his father,· some 
modus vivendi was discovert;d; but· he shrank from 
revealing to his father, who was ' one of the old school,' 

. the full complexity of a situation which 'he has long 
taught me to look upon with the greatest apprehension 
and mortification ' ; and the ·arrangement now effected, 
though ·it ~ procured the distracted author a certain 
br()athing space, was uneasy and precarious enough. 

Such were the unpromising conditions under·. which 
Venetia was conceived and written. The agreement 
with Colburn is dated December 20, and a little earlier, 
as we have seen, Disraeli expected to have the.· 'novel 
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finished by· the end of the year: but again and again 
in. those disturbed· months his hopes were disappointed 
~11d the spring was far advanced before his task was 
completed. . · ~ · 

To Lady Blessington. 
BRADENHAM, 

March 21. [1837.] 

In spite of every obstacle in the shape of harassed feelings 
and other disagreeable accidents of life, I have not forgotten 
the fair Venetia, who has grown under my paternal care, 
and as much in grace, I hope, as in stature, or rather 
dimensions. She is truly like her prototype- · 

' The child of love, though ·born in bitterness, 
And i:mrtured in convuls!on' / · 

but I hope she will prove a source of consolation to her 
parent, and also to · her godm'other, for I consider you to 
stand jn that relation to her; I do not think that you will 
find any golden- hint of our musing strolls· has been· throwJ]. 
awayupo~ :n:!:e; and I should not be surprised if, in six weeks, 
she·_ may ring _the bell at your hall- door, and request 
admittance, where I know she Will 'find at least · one 
sympathising friend. . . . _ . 

I have, of course,- no news from: this extreme solitude. 
My father advances -valiantly with his great' enterprise, . 
but works of that calibre are. hewn out of the granite with 
slow 'and .elaborate strokes. _ Mine are but plaster~of,Paris 
casts, or rather statues of snow that melt a!? soon as they are 
fashioned; 2 • · 

The novel appeared in May, . its full title being 
'Venetia or the Poet~s daughter,' and its parentage being· 
assigned to ' The Author of Vivian Grey and Henrietta, 
Temple,' a variant on the previous formula that may 
he interpreted- as1 Colburn's tribute to the success of . 
Henrietta. -There is a dedication to Lyndhurst in which- . 
the author tells him that ' In happier hours ;when I 
first .mentioned to you the_ idea of this work; it was my ' 

1_ These words from the third canto of Ghilde Harold appeared on the 
title page. . _. · - · · · .· 
• •2_ From Mr; Alfred Morrison's collection. 
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intention, while inscribing it with your name, to have 
entered into some details as to the principles which had 
guided ine in its composition, an9- the feelings with 
which I had attempted to shadow forth, though as "in 
a glass darkly," two of the most renowned and refined 
spirits that have adorned these our latter days.' This 
explanation, whioh m~ght have been so illuminating, 
was unluckily never given, and we can only conjecture 
the motives- that prompted Disraeli at this ~ime to turn 
to the two .'.renowned _and refined spirits,' Byron and 
Shelley, in his qu~st for the-:niater1al for a new work of· 
fiction. But it would almost appear as if now that 
he 'had beconie a good Conservative something in the 
depths of his passionate and romantic nature revolted 
against the dominion of a prosaic political creed and an 
uninspiring lead.er; so that he felt impelled to .demon
strate that, though he had submitted himself to the 
yoke of a definite political allegiance, his thoughts 

·were not therefore to be bounded 'by the Tamworth 
manifesto. By choosing as his heroes the two greatest 

. revolutionary figures that England had . produced he 
made proclamation in no uncertain tones that as an 
artist at all events ·he was determined to retain his 
freedom ·and not to bow down before the idols of th~ 
Philistines. As one1 of the best· and most appreciative 
critics of the book has said, ' a waft of liberty flutters 
through its pages.' .. 

In the complete absence of direct political motive 
Venetia resembles Henrietta Temple, and it is peculiar, 
among Disraeli's novels, in the comparative absence o.lso 
of reflexions of his own pe.rsonality or drafts from his own 
personal experience; unless indeed we are to see inCadnrcis, 

, who stands in the book for Byron, something of Disraeli 
himself. The idea is by no means fanciful. Disraeli 
had grown to manhood, as we have seen, in an atmosphere 
where reverence for Byron was almost a religion, and to 
him, even more than to most of the aspiring youth of the 

1 Dr. Georg Brandes in his Study of Lord Beaconsfield, p. 152. 
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day, Byron had been an-inspiration and a modeL. Many 
also _as are the obvious differences between the two men 
they had a certain- natural affinity of character and 
genius, alike in their strength and in_ their weakness. 
There is something in both of the same dremonic force, 
the same devouring ambition, the same self-idolatry, the. 
same disposition to coxcombry and affectation; and in 
tP,e wayWard childhood and. tempestuous career of 
Cadurcis we are not infrequently re:fuinded qf Disraeli 
himself, though there·- is nothing to· suggest that the 
resemblance was intended. Yet in spite of the author's · 
sympathy, latent or avowed, it can hardly be maintained
that Byron's ·personality_ as presented in Cadurcis is. 
really attractive; though in that _perhaps t~e picture was 
only· true to. life. Far inore pleasing is the presentatio.n 
of Shelley iri the person of Marmion. Herbert. Disraeli · 

. had .less .in common ·with Shelley thf.m with Byron; but - · 
in. strange combination with Byron's ambitious egoism 

.he had also something of Shelley's power of-seeing visions 
of the future, and he had studied Shelley~s poetry as closely. 
as he had ·studied Byron's. _Meredith's diary gives us a 
glimpse of him, during _their. enforced stay a~ Falmouth 

• <?fi;the way to the East, deep in the Cenci; and he had pp.r- .. 
'sued his studies later, as the Revolu,tionary Epick shows. 
In the matter of pers.onal details. Tita 1 served him as an 
authority· for Shelley as well as for Byron;· and in the ' 
year in which Venetia was begun, Disraeli, .it' will_ be . 
remembered, had also made the acquaintance of that 
'strange character' Trelawny, the frier;td of Shelley,· 
who in company with Byron had burnt Shelley's body 
. on the Tuscan shore. Whether Tita or. Trelawny was' 
the source, the . accuracy of the personal touches is 

. attested by high authority;2 Herbert,. we .are assured, 
'is drawn in conformity with the most orthodox Shelleyan 
tradition'; the picture of his appea:r:ance in youth is the· 
picture al~o of Shelley's; and the details of the final· 

• 1 See. Appendix A'. 5 
. • • • 

2 The late Dr. Garnett in Essays of an E.x-Librarian • 
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catastrophe are in strict accordance with the fact. Even 
the colloquy between Herbert and Cadurcis, in which 
Cadurcis by comparison is so flippant and unsatisfying, 
is derived almost word for word as regards Herbert's 
portion· from Shelley's Discourse on the Manners of the 
Ancients, a work then known to few. In one respect, 
indeed, the portrait· is hardly faithful. It ignores too 
much perhaps the· e~ement in Shelley's character which 
made him describe himself as · ' tameless and swift and 

· ·proud '; but Herbert, it may be' urged, is an older man 
than Shelley, and allowance' must be made for the mellow
ing effect of age. At the time Venetia was written Shelley 
was still something of a bugbear to the· narrow and self
~ufficient Englis~ world of the day; his fame as a poet had 
not. yet won him forgiveness for his transgressions· as a 
man, and still less for the crude and aggressive opinions 
which had brought him into such violent collision 'with 
orthodoxy as established in Church and State. To 
Disraeli's credit be it remembered that he was one of the 
first 'Yho had the courage to attempt to do him justice 
or, in defiance of popular prejudice, to present his 
personality in a sympathetic light. . 

The division of parts between the two poets is 'very. 
curious and complex. The genius and personality ~of 
Byron are assigned to Cadurcis;.but the external circum-. 
stances of Byron's life are apportioned· almost equally 
between Cadurcis and .Herbert. :To Cadurcis are given 
the wilful childhood, . the foolish mother' the sudden 
poetic success, the relations to Lady Caroline Lamb; 
who appears in the book as Lady Monteagle, and the 
outburst of popular. hostility which ciosed Byron's career 
in England; but his unhappy marriage and subsequent 
relation~ to his .wife and ' Ada, sole daughter of my house 
and heart,' are transferred.to Herbert, who has the genius 
and person~lity of Shelley. Both p0ets are involved in 
a common end-the end, in fact, of Shelley. The link 
between the two in .life is . Venetia, herself a beautiful 
figure, though, as befits a daughter of Shelley's,· almost too 
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ethereal. Long before the world at large was disposed 
·to be ju:st to Disraeli either as a novelist or as a man, some 
forgotten critic1 noted that he was almost'.the first writer 
' who resolutely set himself to p\cture the · child life,' 
and accounted this to his credit 'as proving a greater' 

. depth of character and more freshness of feeling ' than 
were coml!ionly attributed to .him. ' Of this :r>hase of .his 
art we saw something in Contarini, and we shall .see more 
i:n Coningsby; but it is in Venetia that we find it in its· 
perfect expression. Disraeli has written nothing more 

. pleasing than those. early~ chapters, i1;1 which the chiid '. 
.. Venetia is growir1g up by her· mother's side, in. happy· 

ignorance of her fatl:;ter,:and with the .strangely contras:tedc 
but ever a.ffect!onate· Plaritagenet as 11er. constartt: com~' 
pani6n; •.and the .story of the subsequ~n:t awakening; in 
spite• of all h~r. mother's pteciautions, of love.and.admira-

, .. tion, fcm the un~nown and banish.ed f~t.her, .aJ1d of ,the. 
· .. develop!llent of. these .s!'lntiments ·into an intense and 

. ·overmastering 'passion;. is told with power and pathos.·.' 
·: Everi when ·Dis:raeli; greatly daring, tries to :write verses··. 

for botp Byron· arid Shelley~ he· is happiest when his·;-.· 
subject is a father's love; foJ: nowhere perhaps has he come 
near{)r to real poetry than in. the lines written by.Herbertr 
'On .the night our daughter was born.' . , 

.Of the .secondary characters· the ~.most. interesting' 
and attractive are George Cadu;rcis, the cousin ''of the · 
poet,•in whom is well exemplified the :truth of a maxim ,. 
that comes s~rangely from Disraeli, · ".Though• we are · 
most of us . the creatures of affectation, simplicity has .. 

. a great charm '; and •the good Dr. Masham, in whom 
• we have a first-rate. picture of the •'reg~lar orthodox, 

divine of the eighteenth century '~ 

\Vith a.l~rge ca~liflow~r .;ig, shoVel hat, and huge knee
buckles, barely: covered by his top-boots; learmid, jovial, 
humot9us, and. somewh~t ·courtly; truly pious, but. not · 
enthusiastic;, :riot forgetful Qf his. tithes; but generous and 

·. '\' - . ·. . 

1 'His words are preserved in a letter of Sarah Disraeli's, who. was ever 
ready to seize on any morsel of prai?.~ bestowed on her b\')loved brother: . 

""· 
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charitt;tble when they' were once paid; never neglecting the 
-sick, yet occasi9nally following a fox; a fine scholar, an 
active. magistrate, and a good shot; dreading the Pope, 
and hating the Presbyterians. 1 

· 

'I fear,' Disraeli wrote to Pyne on the eve of publica
tion, 'my book bears marks of the turbulence of the last 
two months.'. Many signs of hasty and imperfect work- · 
manship there are. The introduction of Herbert's mistress 
is a serious ::esthetic blunder. Lady,Annabel Herbert in
the earlier portion of the b~~k :is a stately though sev~re, if 
not awe-inspiring, figure; but her behaviour towards the 
end is hardly consistent with' her character,. and, her 
reconciliation with Herbert strikes us as somewhat 
forced. Probably also the conditions under which the 
book was written supply the best explanation of a curious 
plagiarism from Macaulay which has often been discussed. 
The well-known passage in the essay on Moore's Life 
of Byron beginning ' We know no spectacle so ridiculous 
as the British public in one of its periodical fits of 
morality' is appropriated bodily with no better acknow
ledgment in the original text of the riovel thlm the -
introductory phrase,' It has been well observed'; though 
~in subsequent editions to fence in the borrowed passage 
the words 'These observations of a celebrated writer' 
are introduced into the sentence with which the narrative 
is resumed. 

Venetia had not the · popular success of Henrietta. 
Temple, though it pleased the critics more. Even th0 
Athenceum hailed it as exhibiting' much-lessof affectation 
and · disordered ardour ' than that· ' incoherent love
story'; and its appearance was made the occasion for· 

· · an article in the Edinburgh Review2 which was written 
in no captious spirit,- but endeavoured, though· not 
sparing Disraeli's faults, to do justice to his merits 
as a novelist. The reviewer, however, upbraided him. 
severely for 'intruding into 'the domestic life of a poet 
and his relations and extracting the materi:=Jls of fiction 

-~ 1 Hk. I. oh. 4. 2 For Oct:, 1837. 
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out of. events so recent and so, melancholy '; and:. the .• 
introduction of Lady Caroline Lamb was. -especially' con
demned ·both then and later. '~;'hough Lady Caroline 
Lamb had been in the ·grave ri:iany years, her husband· 
was; still alive and-a fact that is not irrelevantr-the 
Whig Prime Minister; but it may probably have been 
some feeling of the delicacy· of the experiment that 
prompted Disraeli to throw the whole story back ·by· 
nearly a generation. If t~_e story was to. be told at all, 
it has been told with admirable tact; ' a masterpiece of 
tact ' is the judgment of an eminent critic1 on the novel 
as a whole~ . · . · 

:Dr. Brandes. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

PARLlAMENT AT LAST. 

- 1837. 

·An entry in t~e Mutilated Diary :resumes the narrative. 

Returned to London on the first of May; entered much 
into society: invited by Lord Francis Egerton1 personally 
to a magnificent entertainment, which I attend-ed-Sir J. 
Tyrrell, Q. Dick, Lord Walpole, Exmouth, Fector, Grimston. 
Distinguished myself very much in the election of Burdett 
for Westminster; the success mainly attributable to myself: 
proposed and organized the youth of the Carlton, including 
all the nobility, fashion, and influence of our party to canvass 
-·-Lord Forester· and his brother, Codrington, H. Baring, 
Pigot, Sir H. Campbell, &c., &c. · 
,:. ; • I .. 

'l'o Sarah Disraeli. 
May, 1837. 

Town is quite full, and the only thing talked of is. the 
Westminster election. I ani on Burdett's committee ai1d 
obliged to canvass .. My district, which is Bolton Street, 
Clarges, &c.,. is all right,· though, curious enough, Leader2 

is one of my list. ' . 
P. is the most wonderful person in the world. He lj.ves 

in one of the most expensive houses in Portland Place, many 
servants in livery; a handsome wife ornately dressed, children 

. in fancy dresses tumbling on ottomans, one swearing he is 
a Tory, the other a Radical, &c. An expenditure not under 

· £5,000 per annum, and no one is the least aware of his 
. means. The party was very stupid. A few Carlton m~n, 

1 Second son of the 1st· Duke of Sutherland, and himsel(subsequently 
1st Earl of Ellesmere. · · 

2 Burdett's opponent. 
371 
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· mixed up with some Marylebone and Bloom::; bury slip-slop; 
but I like to go to a house for the first.time. • · 

I suppose the King has really rallied, as I met Tom Young, 
who affected that he had never even been in danger. I met 
Sir J. Hanmer, the youthful M.P. for Shrewsbury, and his 
pretty wife, and was glad to make his acquaintance, for he 
is full oftalent and literature, and so enthusiastic an ·admirer 
of mine that he had absolutely read the Revolutionary Epick. 

';['he party at Bridgewater House last night turned out to , · 
be a grand concert, and the best assembly that has been 
given .this season. There were about one thousand persons, 

·and the suite of apartments, including the picture ,gallery, 
all thrown open and illuminated, and I enjoyed myself • 
excessively .1 .. ' 

. ~,. 

A~ong Disraeli's papers there is an account? of Burdett 
' . .)······ . . 

which is interesting, if for no other reason, because ther~ 
was a. certain ·analogy between ·Burdett's political vicis: 
situde.s and. his. own; both of· them hfl. ving been Radicals .. ·· · · 
anlf ,Reformers while Toryis,m was unregenerate; both · 

· becoming Tories when Toryism had recovered. its , 
· ':itaJity. 

··' 
Sir Francis,Burdett was a v~ry high-bred mEJ,ri, very taU. 

and. with ·a dis.tillgtiished.-cQUntenance.· He ~as a complete~~ . . , 
Norman. As an orator, in his best days, he had no equitl:,:; 
It was all grace and music; never was a more commandi:q.g ~· 
manner or a finer voice. The range of his subjects was 
limited, referring mainly to the character of the constitution.;· 
the rights and grievances of the people, &c.,. &c.; but of these 
he was master .. His declamation was fiery and·thrilling, arid 
always natural. He was one of the niost natural speakers 
I recollect; never. betrayed into bombast, either in ·matter· · · 
or manner. He had considerable power of ·sarcasm, and his 
hits always told. His quotations were, I think, generally 
from Shakespeare. ""' . 

In politics he was a Jacobite. He was sprung from a Jacobite 
family, arid entered life with the hereditary opinions of·his 
class. He was against'the Boromongers, that is to say, the 
new capitalist clas1>es which William the Third and the House 
of Hanover had introduced: he was for annual "Parliaments 
and universal :suffrage, as Sir William Wyndham and Sir 
Jolin Hinde Cotton had been before him, in order to curb and 

' ' . 
. ,,f. . . ~ 

1 Letters, p. 112. 2 Written about 1863,-

... 
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control these classes. The latter (Sir J. Cotton) also was 
for .the ballot. It so happened, that the French Revolution 
was coincident with Burdett's appearance in public life,: and 
so, in the confusion of circumstances, it turned out that he 
was looked upon as a Jacobin, when in reality he- was a 
Jacobjte. The English public, which is particularly ignorant 
of history, joined in the taunts of his inconsistency when, late 
in life, the Boromongers having been got rid of, Burdett turned 
out to be what he started, a high .aristocratic English politician. 

He was extremely vain, but ·not offensively so; his high 
breeding- prevented- -that~ -and under -all circumstances,· -he 
was distinguished by simplicity. I think he was the greatest 
gentleman I ever knew. For many years after he entered 
Parliament he rode up to Westminster from his seat in Wilt
shire on horseback. The country, especially in that part of 
England, was then very open, and abounded in downs and 
commons. In one of his best speeches in Parliament (then 
reformed, and full of quiet middle-class people) on the exp\')nses 
of elections, he greatly denounced them, and observed that 
he had a right to give an opinion on the subject, as there was 
a period-in his life when Parliamentary contests had reduced 
him to a state of absolute beggary. There was-a murmur of 
admiring incredulity. ' I assure you, Sir,' he continued, 
' I am indulging in no exaggeration. Honorable gentlemen 
may not believe it, but I can assure them there was a time ~
when Lady Burdett had only one pair of horses to her car
riage.' The effect of this remark in one. of the early reformed 
Parliaments, full of retired tradesmen, many of whom had 
amassed wealth, but had never plucked up courage to keep 
a carriage, may be conceived. It was the most patrician 
definition of poverty ever made. 

He was very good-natured, especially to young members, 
but rather absent and thoughtless in domest_ic arrangements. 
He would say to me (1838 and so on}, 'Will you take your 
mutton with me to-day? -We are quite· alone. Come in 
boots. You won't be wanted for an hour.~ And I qften 
went. He lived in St. James's Place. His dinners were 
most agreeable. Lady Burdett, a clever woman, but a great · 
invalid, appeared- after dinner: and there were several agree
able daughters. One day he asked me -to take mutton, 
and so on, and, when I arrived in frock,,I was"ushered into 
illumined saloons, full of grand guests in full tenue ! 

When he was taunted at the beginning of 1837 (I think) 
with changing his opinions, he gallantly resigned ·the seat for 
Westminster, and declared himself at the same time a candi
date for the vacancy:- It was . a crisis in the Conservative 
cause, and it was generally felt on both sides that his fate 

I, - . 13 
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. would decide the,~future corirse of ,politic!!; The Tories 
worked hard. The Carlton Club mapped the City into dis

. tricts and divided these among t!le ardent youth ofthe party. 
May Fair fell to me and Sir Robert J;>igot; and very great fun 

· we had. There was one ~treet in our district''entirely filled 
with cooks, chiefly foreigners. Ten years.a;ft~rwar.ds~ writing · 
Tancred, I availed myself of the experience;;.then. ob.tained,. 
and it formed my first chapter. Burdett wori-his ele'ction: 
and no·une ever enjoyed a triumph more. · Perhaps he found 
the contest still more exciting: He was ' at ho_me .Z.: every · 
evening during it, in liis dining room, and all migh~ .. come who 
cared. There he delivered .every evening one of h!s consti-.. 
tutiorial harangues, or invectives; against O'Connell, ,then ' 
in the Liberal ascendant.·. They were very fiery 'and crea~d 

. great enthusiasm when he denounced the manner of · the::· 
. famous agitator 'half bully, and half blarney.'1 

" , 

- ' 
To Sarah Disraeli. ~·· - · .. 

June ~9, 1837. 

There was an 'agreeable"party.at Madame Mo:ri~alem,bert's; 
but whether la Comtesse had taken an extra/ glass•of cham-, 
pagne, orwhat might be the .cause, she libnised me so dread~~ . 

. fUlly that I was actually forced to run for my life. She ev.en.', 
· produced Venetia and was going to read a passage out loud, 

when I seized my hat· and rushed downstairs, leaving th.e ., 
graceful society ofL)ldy Egerton, much.to myvexation. • . . ; 

I. have just seen a very interesting letter from Munster· · 
dated 11 last night. The King dies like an old lion. He said 
yesterday to his physicians, ' Only let me live through this 
glorious day,!' This suggested to Munster,.~to bring 'the 
tricolqr fll),g ,which had just arrived ·from the Duke of 
Wellington, and" show it to the King. William IV. said; 
' Right, right,' and aftel,'wards, ' Unfurl it and let~me. feel 
it,'. then 'he pressed the eagle 'and said; ' Glorious day:.'.,. This 
may be depended on. He still lives. ~ • 

..J' .. ' D.2 > . 

The King died in the course.o£ the night, abB. Queen 
Victoria began that Icing reign in which. Disraeli himself 
was to. be so. co.nspicuous a figure. By eleven p'clock 
the following!inor:riing her first. council was assembled. .. 

· I. Burdett reappears, with many of the fea,tures of this sketch repro-
duced, as Sir Fraunoeys Sorop,e in Endymion,~ch. 76. . 

2. Letters, p, 113. · .. ,· 
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I accompanied Lord Lyndhurst to Kensington Palace, 
when, -on . the accession of t4e Queen, the peers and privy 
councillors and chief personages· of the realm pledged their 
fealty to their new Sovereign~ He was greatly affeeted by the 
unusual scene: a youthful maide~ receiving tl_le. homage of 
her subjects,.most oLthem illustrious, in a palace in a garden, 
and all with a sweet and natural dignity. He gave me, as we 
drove home;· an f!,nimated picture of what had occl.irred in . 
the presence chamber, marked l;>y all that penetrating obser
,vation, and,h~ppy ter§!~JJ-ess_ ofdescription, which distinguished 
-him: ·Eight years afterwards, with my memory still under 
the influence • of his effective narrative, I ; reproduced the 
scene in· Sybil, and I feel sure it may be referred to for its 
~istorical accuracy .1 

-

Throughout the session the Whig Government had 
been tottering to its fall, but a political struggle was.how 
precipitated, as in those days the death ofthe Sovereign 
rendere9- a dissolution necessary; 

... 
,. ...... 

·DEAREST,

To Sarah Disraeli. 
CARLTON CLlJB. 

, [June 20.] _ 

I write in the midst of three· or fom: hundred persons 
_and in a scene of great excitement. 

Th~:J battle now approaches; what will be my fate I pretend 
not to foresee. ~They tell me Ashburton is safe- and it has 
been offered me, but I have refused it, as I should have had 

_ to leave town to-night. I suppose in the cou:r~e of two or 
three days_! shall be able to speak more definitely. -~- -

Lord Lyndhurst attended the Privy Council at Kensington 
and kissed the young Queen~s hand, which all agreed .was 
remarkably sweet and soft .. She read her address··well 'and. 
was perfectly composed, though alone in the council chamber 

_ and·attended by no women. 
As .yet .there are!not eve_n rumors; all is tumult and like 

a camp. 
Ever, 

D. 

In' a speech in the course of the election campaign which 
followed-, Disraeli declared that no one probably during 

. . . . . 

1 General Preface to the Novels, 1870. 

.. 
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the few preceding months had received more requisitions .. 
to become a candidate for Parliament than himself. Not 
only was Ashburton offered, ~bu:t proposals ca~e' from 
Derby, Chichester, and Dartmouth, and also froni"his 
former friends in Marylebone and Taunton... It was all 
but arranged that he should stand for Barris~aple; but 
eventually an opening presented itself that proved more • 
attractive than any

4
, of the others. The boro!J.gh . <;>f, 

Maidstone, then with two members, had been represented 
in the .;;expiring Parliament by a Conservative. and a 
Liberal, t4e Conservative being Wyndham Lewis; hus'Qand 

... of the ., pretty little flirt and rattle ' who,m Disraeli p.ad. 
met at Bulwer's five years before. ·It was a~·~~st •the., 
;ntention of the local Conservatives to nommate Lewis 
only; .• but when they had completed the fir.~t q~y's 
.canvass they found their position so much stronger than 

, ~they had sapposed that they despatched a deputation to 
"'. "'' the Carlton Club in quest of a second 9andidate; a_nd ~~'E}· . 

choice fell upori Disraeli. . #' ._,: f·-t.,.: 

.) t .·" ,-t:?~ -'' 
~. ''\ 

To Sarah Disraeli. t IJ. '' 
Friday. [June 30.] 

The clouds have at length dispelled, and my prospects seem 
as bright as the day. At six o'clock this everting !,start for 
Ma~dstonewith Wyndham Lewis, and I suppose by~Wednes-

""'< day I shall have completed my canvass. I doubt whether·.· 
~there Will be 'a contest.1 

. • - • 

~~;Jj.. :IIis apdress. to the electors .• of.Maj<fstmly.,..!~L-'Yort)}tfpre- · 
· Her:Ving,as a,.model,of vigour,.in,.~l:lo.u,gh~,~!l,q'%t~,t,:!l,e:t;te&s,in 

Lsqlicit your f?Uffrages as. ~n y~cct*PJ:Oilli~ip.g ~.gllet~D,t~of 
that ancient constitution which OI_!ce w,as. .. the .bpas~~PL~ur 
fathers, an!l)tLstill the blessing,of,"theix,..childJ;en. I,wis4to 
see .. the Crown en:joy its prerogativ.e., . .both~Houf!~::Lof. Parlia: 
ment their equal privileges, and the great body of the nation 

., that unrivalled and ·hereditary freedom which has been the 
noble consequence·of our finely-balanced scheme of legislatiye 

~ . 
1 Letters, p. 114. · 

~·k \ 
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power. Convinced that the reformed religion as by law 
established in this country is, at the same time, the best 
guarantee for religious toleration and 'orthodox purity, r.feel 
it .. .my~duty.to~ uphold the rights .of, our~national, Qhu!gh,,.~hat 
illustrious .institution .,to )V}:lich w:e are .. not.le~l3~in<;J.epted, for 
our . eivit. than .fo;r,,~our.., sp¥"~tu,alliperties. Resident.:~in~~ an 
(tgricultural county, and 'deeply interested in4he iand, J .. will 
on, all occ.asions watch. ~th :vigilant solicitude oyer the fortunes 
of.. the . British .farmer, ,peca:use I sincerely believe that his 
welfare is the surest and most permanent basis of general 
prosperity. ·· 

... ---To Barak ·nisrael{. 
MAIDSTON·E, 

Tuesday. [July 4.] 

Last night there was a full meeting, and I think I made the 
best speech I ever made yet-as well maintained as the 
Aylesbury one, and more than an hour in length; so to-day 
I canvassed on my own influence: I do not see how we can 
be defeated, but I have said little about the affair generally·; 
~s :'Yhen one feels 3:_ssured it is best to be quiet.1 

Of the speech on this occasion W yndhain Lewis wrote 
to hi~ wife,,' :Disra~li~'Y~~.9!1.,4i~J!%g~ mm:~,,t~~!J.J:i1..h~v:r .. :, 
he js a splendid'orato:r:"a~9:.,.fl;§FQE;,}§!.!,~g."'Nl,~~"·P~,9.PJ~.;~ ... In 
the matter of political doctrine thE~ speech followed 
the lines that have become so familiar to us, and with' 
the exception of an impassio_ned attack on that ':flagi-

. tious statute,.' the new Poor Law, there is nothing in· "} 
it now that calls for attention. The new Poor Law 
:had been passed by the Whigs in 1834 with the full 
approval of Peel and Wellington, but though it corrected 
flagrant abuses, its .llarshness made it unpopular, and 
the cruelties that attended its enforc€;lment had for 
some time been denounced daily in the columns of The 
Times and by -John Walter, the chief proprietor of The 
Times, from his place in the House of Commons: 

It is .not to elicit an electioneering cheer [said Disraeli] <' 
it is not to-gain a single vote that I tell you I have long since 
registered myself. among the~ sternest opp~ments of that 

1 Letters, P• 115. 
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measure. ·I can appeal to a career which, though private, 
is not altogether obscure, in proof of. my sincerity and 
consistency. I have the proud consolation to know that, 

·with the exception of the honorable. member for Berkshire. 
[John Walter], I was _the first county magistrate who raised 

. his voice against that· odious Bill. I had the honor of 
calling the first meeting in my own county against it, and 
it was this right hand inscribed one qf the first petitions to 
both Houses of Parliament. I hope, therefore, my sincerity 
cannot for a moment be doubted. That Bill bears fearful 
tidings for the poor~. Its primary object is founded not 
only on a political blunder, but a moral ,error-it went 
on the,_,principle that relief to the ·poor is a charity. I main
tain that it is. a right ! . . ~ I would not have· the poor 

·man deprived of the ·small consolation of witnessing the 
games of his grandchildren-! would not deny him the 
mournful satisfaction 'of Viewing the .. tombs of: his fore
fathers. One of· our poets has beautifully said-' Sweet· 
is the music of the Sa·bbath bells,' bu~of this music the Whigs 

~· 1ta,v(').deprived the poor and the aged. For him the Sabbath 
·bells sound no more. Immured in a prison, no· spiritual con. · 

._, i solation can he derive in the hallowed temple of his ancestors; 
l> ., bu~~ at .length, broken-hearted,· he qui~s a·. 'Yorld with which 
· he ·1s disgusted. To sum up .my feelings m ·a sentenqe:---1 

co11sider tliat .this Act has disgraced the country~more than 
:any other upon record. Both a moral crime· and a political 
blunder,it announces to the world that in.England.poverty 
is a crinie. . · . · · ' . . · 

' i was glad,' he remarks to Pyne in praying him to · 
guard against the descent' of writs during the election;·_ 

•. . ' to find ~he Sheriff's officer here among my stauiwh 
supporters: I suppose gratitude;' He was sanguine 
from the first, and when the Liberal c~ndidate, Wyndham 

·Lewis's ·colleague in the late Parliament, retired from 
.the ''contest it looked for a moment as if he would be 
·,retUrned unopposed; 
"'···~ ' 

•. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
"!. July22. 

· The accomits · from Maidstone continue as favora.bie as 
ever. Several of.Robarts' supporters· have come over to me 
since his secession. I believe·! am the.!i)nly new,::candidate · 
oLour side who has not an opposition~ . . . So· much for · 

' 
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the 'maddest of all mad acts,' my uncle G.'s1 prescience, 
and B.E.L!s unrivalled powers of encouragement! The 
nomination day is fixed for the 25th.2 

' 
On the 25th, however, Colonel Perronet Thompson, 

editor of the Westminster Review, and a well-known 
figure among the Radicals of the day, more adventurous 
than Robarts, allowed· himself to be nominated. 'I 
hope,' said his proposer ~hen he found occasion to 
mentio11. ])israelj, ' that l. pronounce his .name aright.'
'Colonel Perronet Thompson,' retorted Disraeli in the 
opening sentences of his speech, 'I _hope, as Mr. Ellis· 
said, that I pronounce his name aright.' Disraeli's 
ready wit and eloquence had made him a favourite with 
his side, though, as his popularity grew, the ·animosity 

· of his opponents increased in like proportion. On this 
occasion a hostile paper tells us, ' the Blues opened the 
floodgates of their recriminating eloquence on the degraded 
Disraeli, who winced beneath the cries of " Old clothes!" 
" Shylock ! " and various other complimentary epithets 
for nearly an hour.' Such are the amenities of elec
tioneering. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
:MAIDS'l'ONJil, . 

July 27, 1837. .11 o'clock. 
DEAREST, 

Lewis 
Disraeli · 
Qolonel Thompson 

The constituency nearly exhausted. 

707 
616 
412 

.. In hastw · ~ •. 
DIZZY. 2 f'i._., 

. .'\.:-
Whenthe final figures :were declared they ·were not far 

different :.h.$ ... 4,{11J:\,.£,~~£!}.!14:,t!J.~~~:~s,.~J~~~~; ..... _ ... 
1 George Basevi, a brother .of Disraeli's mother. ·Another Miss Basevi,·.• 

their sister, had married a Mr. Lindo, and 'B.E.L.' was her son, an·d 
therefore Disraeli's cousin. . 

2 Letters, ,p. 115. · I~ is about this time that the familiar appellation 
which is here'used as 'signature; and which was subsequently to become 
so famous, begins to make its appearance. 

. I 
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Mrs. Wyndham Lewis to Major Viney ~vans.1 

July,29,.,1837. 

Mark what I say~mark what I prophesy: 1.\!lt:.-Disraeli 
will in.a~v.:er:yAew.,years -be~one.oLthe .great~st_Ill~!l;_.<lf...I!ii!,,day. 
His. gr_eai; j;a_le.nt~.~:t>ac!red,.,by;~,h,is . .,friends, .. Lm;\i.JiY!ldhurst 
and Lord Ohandos, with Wyndham's power to keep him in 
Par~ament, ~ll .. )~Sl]-.1:_~ _l!,i~,,"('!:UCCess. They_ call him my 
Parliamentary protege . . 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis. 
BRADENHAM; SuNDAY. 

_ MY n:Eiit, MRs. WYNDHAM, 
[July 30, 1837.] 

You may conceive my astonishment yesterday on entering 
the County of B~cks to find the walls of every town plastered 
over with pink (my colour at Wycombe) placards' Maidstone 
Election; State of the Poll; Lewis and Disraeli !' &c., &c, 
It was curious to meet our united names_ thus unexpectedly, 
and as 1 had been dozing in thi3 postchaise, I really thought, 

·on waking,. that I had been dreaming all the while of hom~ 
and Buckinghamshire, and that I was still by the waters 
of the 'Medway and among the men of Kent. All doubt; 
however, was dispelled on my arrival at Wycombe, where 
I found that· on the previous day t~ere'had been a great 
festival spontaneously and 'suddenly celebrated ·by my 
neighbours in honour of our victory. Friday was ·market 
day at Wycombe, which is the greatest· corn market .in 
England, and the news arrived there about noon. Imme
diately all the bells were set a-ringing, a•subscription made 
at the market tables to illuminate the town in the evening, 
and· the band called out, parading long after midnight.· At 
Aylesbury, twelve miles further on, the news was known 
earlier, and was announced from the hustings by Lord Ohandos, 
whereupon the multitude gave three times three for Lewis 

.- .and Disraeli, and· cards were printed by Praed's committee, 
:"' circulating the intelligence. I thought all _this would amuse 
~ -you, and inde.ed I was rather gratified by finding that those 

among whom -I lived, and who, after all, in this world, must 
know me best, felt such genuine satisfaction in my success. 

. W~ all here wish very much that Mr. Wyndham and 
yourself would come and pay us a .visit among our beechen 
groves. We have nothing to offer you but simple pleasures, 

· a ·sylvan scene and an affectionate hearth. I hope to get to 

1 Her brother. 
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town on Tuesday evening after polling. I am rather nervous 
about our county election; our third man lost the show of 
hands on Saturday, which they are pleased to say would not 
have occurred had I spoken. I suppose my -colleague is in 
Glamorganshire. My :Kind regards are his and yours .. 
· · Drs. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
[Aug. 5.] . 

DEAREST, 
The Government taJ.k:s of breaking·up -, Lord Melbourne 

really said_ that -he wuld not carry on the thing with ' Irish 
boroughs against English counties.' The Whigs now confess 
that they are beaten to pieces. . . . · 

I dined with Munster, Strangford, Shaftesbury, Exmouth,. 
and Loftus at the Carlton the day that Hume was thrown 
out. It is a fact that the little Queen clapped her hands 
when she was told that Hume was out. Yesterday I 
dined at tl1e W. L.'s; The Clarendons, Prince and Princess 
Poniatowski, Mrs. C. Gore, Lady Floyd; Mrs. Dawson, 
Parnther, Beauclerk, and myself; a fine dinner well cooked 
and gorgeous. service; very friendly, more friendly every 
day; certainly W .. L. is one of the oddest men that ever 
lived, but I like him verv muc>h. 

What do you thinkof Lyndhurst's marriage 1 I had long 
heard, but never credited it. . . . I am very well and begin 
to enjoy my new career .. I' fin(\ that -it make~- a sensible · 
difference in the opinion -of one's friends I can scarcely keep 
my countenance. 

I. received my father's letter, for which I send my love, 
and to all. 

[Aug. 12.] · 
DEAREST, 

I did not see the' H erald2 ; but I find my advent canvassed 
·in many papers; among them the Spectator, who puts Hohnes, 
Sugden, andmyself as men whom the Whigs would·amdously" 
have kept <nit; but says they have· no doubt. I fancy !shall 
be the terror of the Treasury bench, but they shall be 'agree-f•. 
ably disappointed jf .. I turn out anything better than a:>"" 
buffoon.' This must come from Col. Thompson· & Co.,-who ~ ,. . 

_1 Brit.: Mus. Addit. MSS... . . 
2 His sister had-written:-' A fewdays_back the-Morning Herald-sa-id 

something of two men being returned to this Parliament of whom great 
things were.expected, Who is the second?' 

I. '·" . . . 13* 
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did not particularly relish my nomination jokes·. Clear your 
head of all nonsense about scrutinies, petitions, &c., &c. 
There is not a safer seat in England than mine. They have 
not· a shadow to work upon. . . . _ 

I franked your letter. . . · . . . . . 
From the prospects of the undecided elections .there is. no 

doubt there must be 318 Tories in the House .... and 
I shall be rather surprised if we don't pick up a fewmore. 
In short, the Government is done, and I doubt whether they 
will meet Parliament. . . . The Whigs · are- mort}· than 
low-spiritedi they are in extremis,; they g~ve the affair up. 
Peel says he can carry on the Goverpment with· the present 
~arliament, not the slightest doubt, so I hope we are sitting 

• for seven years. What f:un ! And how lucky after all I 
. should· est~em myself ! 

My love to all, . 
. / D. 
~· 

To M~s. Bulwer Lytton. 
. [Undated-1 

. I twas odd that my electioneering struggle should terminate 
in being ~.P. for Maidstone. As I am already a believer in 
destiny; it required not this strange occurrence, and doubly 
strange from. the manner in which it took place, to confirm 
me in my Oriental creed. . . . We· are the childre~ of 

r the gods, ·ll.nd are never· more. the slaves of. circumstanoes 
than when we deem ourselves their masters. What :r,nay,:· 

· next'happenin the d.azziing farce of life the Fates only know.1 

....... 
.To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis. 

BRADENHAM, 
Sept. 1, 1837. 

After you went, everythi~g and everybody were most dull 
and triste .. The. truth is the. visit. was too shor.t. Yester
day I 'executed justice and maintained truth' at West 

. Wycombe, where they kept. me so late that I missed the post. 
· H:ere' everything rem(!.ins. the same, save that it. is now the 
~memorable first·of September and the boysare out shooting. 
t Theywento.1it:·at six this morning and ha;ve not yet inade 

their reappearance. · . · 
We inust ask you for news: you cannot expect· it froni 

this· sylvan solitude. Not .an inctdent ever occurs. here; 
o~e day i~ as like another as fruit o'n. a· tree. The weather 

1 From a letter i~ Mr. Alfred Morrison's' colletJtion. . . . ' - ,........_,. 
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has been more favorable, which made us all still more deplore 
the absence. of our recent guests. . · · 

All unite here in love and affection and coinplimf}nts to 
you and Wyndham: I send my quota. 

Drs. 

Mrs. Wynclham Lewis.to Major Evans. 

Sept. 8, 1837. 

I have been paying a visit to Mr. Disraeli's family. They 
reside near High Wycombe-a large family house, most of the 
rooms 30 and 40. feet long, and plenty of servants, horses, 
dogs, and a library full of the rarest books. But how shall 
I describe his father; the most lovable, perfect old gentleman 
I ever met with ~ A sort of modern Dominie Sampson~ 
and his mariners are so high-bred and natural. Miss Disraeli 
is handsome and talented, and two brothers. Our political 
pet, the eldest, commonly called ·Dizzy, you will see a great 
deal of; you know Wyndham brought him in for Maidstone 
with himself. 

To Sarah- Disraeli. · 
WooLBEDING. 

[Oct. 24 (?), 1837.] 
MY DEAREST, . 

I arriv-ed here yesterday at 3 o'clock, having travelled 
through a .fine: country, Esher, Guildford, Godalming, until 
leaving at that point the high road, I entered a region of 
picturesque and sylvan beauty I have never seen equalled, 
in the midst of whi_ch, after a hilly drive of 20 miles, I found 
W oolbeding on the banks of the Rother. This is a house 
rath!')r old-fashioned than antiquated, but very convenient 
and compact, covered with ivy, with the Church joining it in 
the same green garb, and ·a very fine conservatory. The 
grounds and gardens are !itS remarkable for their beautiful 
forms and rich shrubs as. you can conceive, with the river 
winding all about. The place belongs to Lord Robert 
Spencer's heirs, who are doubtful, and is only used by Maxse1 

as a shooting box. Hi~;~·principal residence is in the West of 
England and he only lives here in the sporting season,. ~ . . 

It rains to-day without ceasing. Here are at · presep.t 
nothing but shooting dandies; Lord Rokeby, Henry Berkeley, 
and Whyte Melville. . . . We dine at half past six,·and 
there is a constant breakfast---:the only r_ule, as Maxse ·says, 

1 Mr. James Maxse, his host. Lady Ca~oline M:axse, liis hostess, was 
a. daughter of the 5th Earl of Berkeley. 
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' 
being that·it is expected that his guests will endeavour to 
breakfast before he dines: there is no end of horses, guns, 
and dogs and a very large company of London servants. All 
you have to do is to give your orders without delicacy. Lady 
Caroline·· is amiable, and has four beautiful and interesting 
children, to whom she is devoted. . . . 

I see. by the Globe of last nig.ht that the forthcoming 
Edinb1~rgh has an article on 'Disraeli's Novels ·~I suppose 
to assist my parliamentary debut. Very kind of the Whigs. 
I am, however, perfectly callous. · · 

I will. write when there is matter for a letter; but ifit rains 
I doubt whether there will be. , At any rate I shall not stay 
here longer than I pan help. In the course of my travelling 
. down I passed many famous places, Ockham (Lord King's), ·, 
Loseley House, and Sutton Place, but the .latter was so 
em bosomed in trees I could not· distinguish it: all this on the 
high road. . 

Your affectiomite, 

WOOLBEDING, . 
[Oct. 26 (?).] 

,Yesterday Lady Caroline drove me to Cowdray, Mr. 
Poynt?<'s, in .one of the most brilliant equipages ·I ever wit- . 
nessedi " Her poneys, for such they are styled though they 
are l5'han~s high, are thoroughbred, and worthy of George 
the Fourth, as well as her· carriage, which is of cane on a frame 
of a peculiarly brilliant and rich green; she has two outriO:ers, 
and the moment there is the slightest elevation: the poneys 
break into a gallop of their own accord to the fear arid astonish
ment of all passengers .. She is, however, a good whip and 
knows her cattle and country. ; .. 

. Cowdray is one of the ll).OSt magnificent demesnes in 
England. , Poyntz has. about 25,000 acres. The old Tud,or 
Hall,which·you·approach from Midhurst by an avenue, w~s 
burnt down many years ago and is now only a picturesque 
ruin; but. ~n the most favored spot of the park, surrounded 
by the most poetic timber in the world, with a fine·view of 
the South Downs through ·their tall stems, is ·the· modern 
residence, an irregular cluster of great extent and presenting 
no lackof tall chimneys built at different times and added as 
occasion prompted.. . . . 

I doubt whethe:r; I shall stay here beyond Saturday; but 

·· 1 Brit. Mus. Addit. MSS. 
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I find it difficult to get away, being very popular with the 
women, who are charmed I do not shoot. I like my friends; 
they are very good, warm-hearted people indeed. I am going 
to Petersfield .to see the Jolliffes to-day .... 

Your affectionate, 

. 1'o-Mrs.-Wyndham LewiC · · 

Woot.BEDING, MmliuRST, 

D.1 

· Oct. 29. 

Your letter of the 18th did not reach me until yesterday, 
as I have been rambling about.· I date this from the Maxses, 
where I have been staying three or four days and which I 
leave to-morrow. The house is full of shooting dandies, not 
muchin my way. Until the last fortnight, I have been in 
Bucks, but on the wing. I stayed a week at Lord Chandos' 
at Wotton, a few days with Sir Gore Ouseley, and a few days 
at Newport Pagnell in the extreme north of the county; 
where we had a great Conservative dinner. We have indeed 
had a brisk campaign in this respect in our county, and I am 
quite wearied with after-dinner spouting. I have heard 
nothing directly from Maidstone, but indirectly I' am sorry 
to say I learnt yesterday that they are still very eager about 
their dinner, which they intend shall take place in NoveD;J.ber, 
though I should think this were impossible. Tell my 
colleague he must be in his place by the 15th. :·There 
is a pressing circular out. What is to happen no one·knows, 
but there is a very active whip. Lord John had the impudence 
to write to Peel, enquiring whether there would be a division 
on the Speakership; Sir Robert gave him a caustic reply and 
now the Whigs protest there will certainly be a struggle, 
though I doubt it myself. My health is excellent .... 

An extraordinary season is expected; at present the only 
topic of inter~:Jst is the Queen's visit to the City, and all the 
triumphal arches through which she is to p~ss ·before she 
tastes the orthodox turtle cooked in the sound of Bow Bells; 
as there are .to be no toasts given the affair ~ust be very dull. 
The Duke of Wellington dines there, and I hope Sir Robert 
Peel. The Queen and Lord Melbourne are. having their 
portraits taken by Hayter at the same time and under the 
same roof. Melbourne lives only at Brighton, the other 
Ministers work, except Palmerston, who is Leporello to our 
Don Juan. 

My kind regards to Wyndham. " 
D. 

1 Brit. Mus. Addit. MSS. . 

• 
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The last entry in th~ Mutila;ted Diary carries us on 
to the eve of the meeting of Parliament~ 

BRA.DENRAM; ' 
Nov. 12, 1837 . 

.-.. 

To~morrow I leave Bradenham to take my seat in·Parlia
ment, i.e., on the lpth. I have passed these three months -
since my election chiefly in Bucks, and in a run of desultory . 

"' political reading, though chiefly on Ireland. Attended several 
political dinners in my County, to which I .limit myself: 

, spoke often and well-at :Newport Pagnell, where there was 
· great· enthusiasm, and Great 'Marlow. After. the Quarter 

Sessions, the .17th of· October, went to .Woollieding, Lady 
Caroline Maxse's, where I. passed· a week. Returned to . 
Bradenham that I might pass ten quiet days. · 

My health. wonderfully renovated: were it not for the 
anxiety the state' of my affairs occasionally causes me, I should 
laugh ·at illness. My life for the past year . has been very 
temperate; my :ti.ervous. system consequently muc#: stronger. 
I am now' as one leaving a secure haven for an ril)known sea. 

·. What will_ ~he next twelve .months produce 1 · 



APPENDIX A. 

TITA. 

This interesting .personage, one of the many links 
between Byron and Dis:raeli, was a Venetian whose full 
name was Giovanni Battista Falcieri, and who, entering 
Byron's service as gondolier, had become his devoted 
personal servant and. was with him at Missolonghi when 
he died. 'He is introduced in Don Juan (IL 56), 

'Battista, though ' (a name call'd shortly 'l'i'ta), 
'Was lost by getting at Borne aqua-vita,' 

and is mentioned by Sheiley in a letter written from 
·Ravenna, Aug. 15, 1821 :-' Tita, the Venetian, is here, 
and operates as my vale~a :fi:ne fellow with a pro~ • 
digious black beard who has stabbed two or three people, 
and is the most good-natured looking fellow I ever 
saw.n Mter Byron's death Tita "fought. for the Greek 
cause at the head of a regiment of Albanians; but at 

.the close of the war he fell into distress, and in this con" 
dition was picked up by Clay at Malta in the summer 
of 1830, and accompanied Clay and Disraeli in their 
subsequent wanderings in the· Levant. On their return 

· to England, when Clay had no further occasion for. 
Tita's services, Disraeli ·sent him down to Bradenham, 
where at, first he startled .the inhabitants of the quiet 
Buckinghamshire village by his dress, appearance, and 
habits, a'nd where he remained a privileged favourite till. 
Isaac D'Israeli's death in 184S. The rest ofthe story can 

1 Moore's Life of Byro~, III,, P• 237·. 
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be given in the words ih which Disraeli himself told it to 
Sir Philip Rose. 

One of-the chief anxieties of my sister and mysel~ was, wha~ 
was to be done with Tita. Our embarrassment was increased 
by the announcement of his marriage to ' Hughes,' my mother's 
former maid, who remained on as housekeeper-an event 
which we suspected had taken place some years previously. 
It was dreadful to think that a man who had been in Byron's . 
service, and soothed his last moments, who had been the 
faithful attendant and almost the companion and friend of 
my father, for so many years, who had actually died in his 
arms, should end b'is days in the usual refuge for domestic 
servants, by keeping a public-house, or a greengrocer's shop; 
but, happily, just at that moment I accidentally met Sir John 
Cam Hobhouse, in a country house, and asked him if he 

'feniembered Tita in Byron's se:rvice. He replied, •-perfectly.' '
Then I said, ' He now wants a friend, and he has an hereditary 
claim on you as Byron's executor.: I told'him hts subsequent 
history and my anxiety to provide for him, and asked him 
for an appointment as messenger in some department of the_ 
Government. Hobhouse gave me little hope at the time, 
but, within- a week of our meeting, I receiv~d a letter that a 
messengership at the Board of Control had fallen vacant, to 
which he should be happy to appoint Tita, and so we landed 
him. Another -crisis occurred when the Board of Control 
was abolished, and_Tita ~as liable to be dismissed, on a small
pension; but fortunately we were then, in power, and Stanley · -
was head of the India Office, to whom I related Tit_!t's· history, 
and appealed to him to look after his interests. The result 
was that Tita wa,s appointed' chief messenger at the new India. 
Office, then temporarily located in Victoria_St.; but without_ 
the liability of having to carry messages. · 

Tita died in 1874 at .the ~ge of 76; and the- following_ 
letter well illustrates Disraeli's --habit of - pertinacious 
kindness for those ~hom he had once admitted to his 
friendship· or taken under his protection:_____:... 

To Queen- Victoria. 
10, DowNING STREET,· WHITEHALL, 

Jan. 13, 1875. 

Mr. Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty. He 
--:earnestly recommends to your ·Majesty, for·a·pension ·of"£50,

Sarah Falcieri, the widow, after thirty years of much devotion,· 
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of Giovanni Battista Falcieri, the faithful servant of Lord 
Byron. · . ' 

In Mr. Disraeli's youth, 45 years ago, Falcieri travelled with 
him for two years, in Egypt, Syria, and other parts of the 
East: a most faithful and gifted man. Then he served your 
Majesty, as a Messenger in the India Office; and retired 
pensioned and universally beloved. · His widow is an English
woman. 

APPENDIX B. 

LORD LYNDHURST'S RECOLLECTIONS. 

1826,--1832. 

The accounts of the sessions of 1835 and 1836 on pp. 305, 
331, are taken from a memorandum headed 'Summary of 
Events-mainly Lord Lyndhtirst's ·career from 1826 to 
1836; written at Bradenham, Sept .. 17, 1836,' and in
scribed with the motto, ' Those who anticipate their 
century are persecuted when they live and pilfered when 
they are dead ! '1 The earlier portion of the memorandum, 
thoug}_l it has no connexion. wi~h Disraeli's own political 
_9areer, is interesting as a .contribution to Lyndhurst's. 
biography and perhaps to the history of the time:-'-

Copley [1826] at Duke of Montrose's, wliich he joined from 
the circuit: very dull: intended to go abroad, but detained a 
week by waiting for remittance from London. · On his way 
up found at Manchester a communication from the Minister 
offering him the Mastership of the Rolls. Had'he been abroad 

· perhaps it would not have been offered. Lord Gifford had 
died suddenly. . . . · 

Canning, aware of the impending fate of Livei-pool, had long 
been maturing a party of his own; had sounded Copley. 
Canning aware that the Duke of Wn. meditated the premier
ship. There had long been two parties in . the Cabinet, 

1 Vivian Gray, Bk. VI. ch. 4: 'He who anticipates his century is generally 
persecuted when living and is always pilfered when dead.' · 
' . -
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Ca~ng's and Wellingtbn's; but Lord· Liverpool support~d 
Canning. A breeze in the H. of C. between Canning 
and Copley, a little· before the death of Liverpool, on 
the Catholic question. Canning irritated by Copley's re
chauffing in a speech Phillpotts' (afterwards Bishop 'Of Exeter) 
pamphlet. When 'Canning wrote to him td offer. the great 
seal added at the end ' Phillpotts non obstante.' Canning 
wished to get Brougham out of the H. of C., and offered 
him the Cbie£ Barony of the Exchequer. B. took time 
to consider, and was to report to the Lord Chancellor: de
c!ined to Lyndhurst, saying that he had consulted his brother 
(the one who died); who recommended ~im not to leave 
the H. of C. · 

Lyndhur.st, not very sanguine as to the success· of the . 
Canning· Cabinet.; but the great seal and . a peerage ! ' Who 
would refuse it 1 I thought I would not baulk fortune, and 
that a seat in the H •. of L, would always keep me a career.' · 
Canning had resolved not only not to press the· Catholic 

. Question, but had promised the King that he would prevent 
- it being carried in the Commons. Difficulty in form~g 

a Cabin,et unrivalled. Now the· difficulty is to satisfy ·so 
many, · th{m to· firid Ministers. The seals of the Home. Office · 
actually begging, as Carniing wanted a Protestant Secretary. 
At )il:st Sturges Bourne took them out of mere friendship. 
Canning elate<;! at obtaining the adhesion of Lansdow'ne: 
Holland very eager to take office. 

Nothing annoyed Cann~ng more than the denunciation of 
Lord Grey. Said to Lyndhurst, ' I .feel I must rem~in in the 
Commons, but I am half tempted to ask for a peerage merely 
to let fly at him.' Nothing could exceed the virulence of the 
party of defection. There-was a dinner, I think, at Bathurst's .. 
It had been an invitation of a nionth. The Copleys had been· 
asked before the break-up .. · L. hesitated about going,_ but 
thought it was shabby and spiritless to decline .. Went and .. 
sat next to Mrs. Arbu,t~not: nothing could be mm;e bitter .. :·. 
The only person who was civil and good-humoured was old' • 
Eldon. · Lady L. sat next to him. . 

Canning had been long ailing. Eat voraciously. There was 
a Cabinet dinner at Lord L.'$ at Wimledori. A beautiful day 
witl:l a clear bhw sky, but a cutting easterly wind. Canning 

·rode down. Th.ey were tempted by the fine weather to .held · 
the C[l,binet in the garden .. · Soon Canning complained of the 
cold and shivered. , Went in to dinner, but even the dinner,· 
though he eat voraciously, did not remove it. Went home, 
was taken ill, and died very shortly. · 

Nothing can give anidea of the scene under Goderich. No 
order at the Cabinet. A most ludicrous scene. Nothing ever . 
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done. Anglesea ,sitting with a napkin round his head from 
the tic, but the only one who seemed to exert himself. As 
they went home L. said to a colleague, ' This can never last.' 
In a few days Goderich sent for L. to Down.fug Street-:-walking 
up and down the room in great agitation, wringing his hands; 
and even shedding tears. Told L. that he must resign. L. 
tried to reason with him, but no avail. Resigned the next 
day. Geo. IV. sent for L. and.asked what he was.to do. 
L. said there was only one thing. 'Send for the Duke of 
Wellington.' 

Knighton had arranged the Canning Cabinet, and was C.'s 
friend. That appointment had been long maturing-much 
intrigue. Knighton very ablEr-the real king of this country
did everything-Wrote all the King's !etpers. _When a weak or
indolent person in .a high -situation once admits the assistance 
of an.- inferior, soon becomes a slave. What is occasional 
becomes a habit. The Wellington Cabinet broke up on 'the 
Catholic question, and were~out for four and twenty hours. 

"The King was fum. The Duke, Peel, L., &c., went down to 
Windsor and resigned the seals._ The King kissed each of 
them. George IV. ;was much distressed-acted in spite of 
Knighton. They went back to London _and dined at 
:Bathurst's, and were in high spirits at being free of office. 
In the middle of the night letters came to the Duke and 
Lynd. giving up. Knighton had worked upon his distress 
after their departure. . · 

The Catholic_ :BilL-Lord Grey wanted office, and it was 
known that he would have·taken the viceroyalty of Ireland 
(e.g.). Once the intention of the Duke to admit the Grey party. 
Took a sudden prejudice to Grey. Something happened on 
a coal committee. Told L. afterwards he had seen enough 
of'Grey that morning to have nothing to do with him. 

- .1832.----:-L.'s motion that enfranchisement should precede 
disfranchisement threw out the Whigs. It was the intention 
of.tlle Toiiesto make the Speaker Premier .. A weak man, 
but a stalking-horse ... Peel would have been the virtual 
Premier: L. was deputed to make the offer. I must do 
Manners Sutton the justice to say that he at first burst out 
laughing and said, 'Why, it will be the Doctor over again.' 

·:But after some conversation he entertained the idea, seemed 
very complacent, and asked until to-morrow to decide. 
Thence L. went to offer :Baring the Chancellorship of the 
Exchequer. He sent for- Holmes out of the H. of C. and 
told him to find :Baring and send him to him. :Baring hesitated 
and asked for twelve hours.- The next morning M. S. and 
B. both refused in consequence of the vote of the II. of C. 
It was the o-riginal intention not· to have given the House 
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time to come to this vote, but to have prorogued it that 
morning. The hesitation of M.S. and B., and the unwilling
ness of Peel to act without their adhesfon; lost everything. 
Had the Tories formed their Government it would have had 
the power of modifying the Reform Bill. 

Among some of my papers will be found an account1 of 
the secret political movements of 1834, and the formation of 
the Peel Government, in which preceding movements I was 
engaged.· Four places in the Cabinet offered to Lord Stanley: 
one reason of his declining, unwillingness to act with the 
Duke of Wellington. 

A few undated political notes, written in Disraeli's 
hand apparel}tly about the same time, and relating to 
the same period, may conveniently beadded. . 

I 

Comniittee on the Reform Bill, Sir James Graham, Lord 
J. ,Russell, Lord Durham, Lord· Duncannon, divided on the · 

. ballot, three to one in favour. The one was Duncannon: riot. 
know:i:t__:_Graham always insinuating it· was himself. Had 
Lord Durham lived would have made a communication in 

·the House 6f Lords, he was so indignant. 
· On leave to bring ill the Reform Bill; Peel was anxious 
to meet it' at once with·~ direct negative-it would have 
been thrown out by a very considerable majority; and the 
question would have been firiis}j.ed. · ~ord Granville Somerset 
was the person who dissuaded Peel. The consequence of the 
delay was the agitation of the country; &c. _ 

Lord Duncannon twice offered O'Connell office-once under 
· . the Government. of Lord Grey with the Premier;s sanction. 

It was the Mat:ttership of the Rolls. 

1 See pp •. 266~269. 
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APPENDIX C. 

' . 
D'ORSAX'_8 _ _:pQRTRAIT OF LYNDHURST .. 

The portrait of Lyndhurst by D'Orsay, which is now at 
Hughenden Manor, has an interesting history. It some
how came into the possession of Mr. Gladstone, and was by 
him despatched -to Christie's with other pictures and his 
collection of (lhina when he left Carlton House Terrace in 
1875. Disraeli, hearing that the picture was to be sold; 
sent Mr. Montagu Corry, his private secretary, to buy it; 
but in the meantime it had occurred to Mr. Cecil Raikes 
to invite a number of Conservative members of Parliament 

· to join him in securing it with a view to a presentation, 
The rival bidders reached the auction room· about the 
same time, but only to find that the picture had been 
already sold at an extremely low price. By the offer of a 
very handsome profit, Mr. Corry tried to obtain it, but his 
offer was rejected; and eventually, after some amusing 

. manreuvres by the purchaser, which are related in the Life 
of Raikes/ it was secured by Mr. Raikes for a sum nearly 
ten times as great as the original auction price. The 
picture was sent to the Prime :Minister accompanied by tlw 
following letter:-

DEAR MR. DrsRAELI, 

HousE oF CoMMONS LIBRARY, 
July 2, 1875. 

Knowing the friendship that united you both to the late 
Lord Lyndhurst and to Count D'Orsay, we beg to express the 
hope that you will accept from us the portrait of the one 

l Pp. 100-102. The story as given there differs in s~me small particulars 
from the version here adopted, this latter being based on a contemporary 
memorandum written by Lord Barrington. -
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painted by the other as a mark of our sincere admiration and 
respect. , · 

'Barrington, Rober-t Bourke, Henry Chaplin, W. Romaine 
Callender, George Cubitt, W. Hart Dyke, Henry W. 
Eaton, Alex. Staveley Hill, Henry G. Lennox, John 
Manners, Charles H. Mills, Mahon, Henry W. Peek, 

· . Henry Cecil Raikes, Sandon, W. H. Smith, Newport, 
Fred .. Stanley, Gerard Sturt, C. Sykes, Richard Wallace, 
Row. Winn, H. Drummond Wolff. . . ' 

Disraeli addressed his acknowledgment to Lord· 
Barrington. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS; 
· July 12, 1875. 

MY ·nEAR BARRINGTON, _ 
Do me .the favour of expressing to those members of the 

House· of Commons who, with yourself, have maq.e me an . 
offering, which I infinitely value, the gratitude andt4e gratifi-( 
cation which I feel at this graceful act of friendship, and my 
sense of the refined manner in which it has been conveyed . 

. Yours ever, · 
B. DISRAELI. 

,. 
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PREFACE 

The period covered by this volume, the preparation of 
which has been delayed by reasons of health, is a period 
of critical importance in Disraeli's career, and one with 
regard to which there has been much misunderstanding. 
It is also, as it seems to me, the period when his genius 
was at its greatest height and vigour. These. are the 
justifications, if any are needed, for what may seem at 
first sight the disproportionate length at which it has 
been treated. 

I hav:e again to thank Lord Rothschild and the other 
trustees of the Beaconsfield estate for their constant 
kindness and encouragemeAt. Outside the Beaconsfield 
papers my main reliance; as in the previous volume, has 
been on published material; but I have once more to 
record my obligations to Captain Lindsay for. the originals 
of many of Disraeli's letters to his sister, and I ani also 
under obligations to the Duke of Rutland, Lord Lans
downe, and Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, in the oase of 

. ·a few other documents. For most of the illustrations 
I am again indebted to Mr. Coningsby Disraeli, but the 
portraits1 of Lor.d George Bentinck, Mr. Henry Hope, and 
Lord John Manners, are owing, respectively, to the Duke of 
Portland, Mr~ Adrian Hope, and Lady Victoria Manners. 
;Lastly, my best thanks a,re due to Mr. G. E. Buckle and 
my publisher, Mr. Murray, for their kindness in reading· 
the poof-sheets and for many helpful suggestions. 

W. F. M. 
October, 1912. 

[1 These three portraits are not reproduced in this new edition.- G. E. B. I 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE •MAIDEN SPEECH. 

1837-1838; 

/ . 

On November.'~. 1837, Queen :Victoria'sJirst Parliament 
assembled for .its . first session,: and, Disraeli ~:Pegan._,,the 
career.~ in. the "House·x-Of'fi'G~mn;:~~~~~hlch, ;~s .. to .• last 
without a breakfor nearly,Jofty_ye~rs. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 

MY DEAREST; 

. I took my ~t:l~~}~~~fffi~~It.Vt~-,:.} went do';"ll to the,House 
with Wyndham [Lew1s] at two, .. and~fo.uqd,"'lt.,v..ery-cful1,.the 
members standing in groups and ,ch~'tting. ·About three, 
there was a cry of 'Order, order,' all took their seats (myself 
on the second benCh, behind Sir Robert Peel}, and a messenger 
summoned the Commons. The Government. party was very 
strong in consequence of an article in The Times about two 
days back, which spread a panic through their ranks, but 
which I think was a hoax. Shaw Lefevre proposed, and Strutt· 
of Derby seconded, Abercromby: 1 Both were brief, the first 
commonplace, the other commonplace and coarse ; all was 
tame. Peel said a very little, very well. Then Abercromby,. 
who looked like an old laundress, mumbled .and moan,ed some 
dullness, and was then carried to the chair; and said a little 
'illore amid a faint, dull cheer. To me of course the scene 
was exciting enough, but none could share my feelings except 
new Jl?.embers. 

1 The Speaker in the late Parliament, who at its opening in 1835 had 
been put forward by the Whigs against his Tory predecessor Manners
Sutton, and elected by a majority of six after a fierce party struggle. The 
article in The Timea had hinted that the Opposition might follow the 
exo.mple. set them by the Whigs in 1835, and oppose Aberoromby's re
election. 
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Peel came to the Carlton yesterday, and was there a. great 
deal. He welcomed me very warillly, but all indeed noticed 
his, cordial demeanor ; he looks very well, and shook hands 
with me in the House. He asked me to join a small dinner at 
the Carlton on 'Thursday_ './1. House of Commons dinner 
purely,' he said ; ' by that tinie we shall know something of 
the temper of the House.' . 

O'Connell came 'in very late ; many members on both sides 
arrived only thismorning. I did not recognise.Bulwer, but 
as he is in town I thinkhe must have been there. 

'· My love to all, 
D. ,, 

' 
The_ .old J.>~~~.!J~. ,s>LJY'~~tmwst~r."h~~<:l .}?..~~!! .~P~!~~Y .. ,<:1,~~ . 

stro;y:ed~hy.:i.fire".in~"1834,.~.artd~.Lo:rds,and,;,Qqmn.:J.Q.D.c!3:;1:Vf}Ie · 
sJ!ilUg J!P~¥IP.P9.I'.~£Y"'9!t~iP.?c}:?_ers~.,which :they~o ccu pied"'}Xhile . 
BM:IY~~"~t~~ely.,pil\;l.was .rjsi~gf~olll~!1~,.r;Rws.,., .• The Hou~ · 
of Commons of which Disraeli now found himself a meinber 
has li. remarkable roll of fame .. ~m:£L.""M:~Jb.ourne, the 
Whig Prime Minister, had his place in the House of Lords; 
but, with the exception of Lord Aberdeen, every one of 
his successors in the highest office under the Crowri down 
to the time when Lord Salisbury formed liis first Govern
ment, nearly half a century later, was in the new Hous~

·o£- Conimons. Sir Robert Peel; who had been Prim~ · 
Minister for a Rhort period already; and no..; l~d t~e 
Opposition, was iri a very few years to be Prime Minister 
again. . Lord John Russell, who was now Home Secretary 
and leader of· the 'House, was twice to be at the head of 

...,Whig administrations; bu.t iri the intervall;>etween them. 
l:i(:), was to revert . to second place, yielding the primacy
to his present colleague, Lord Palmerston, the Foreign 

· ·Secretary, who, over fifty as he was, and witka,very long 
career in office behind him, had as yet given little proniise 
of the fame and popularity he was afterwards to win.
~~~~ll~~y,_.,Peel~s,.neighl:>q.\lJ:~.()l;l,,.~h~.Jrs>.!!~J!P.:e?:ltioi?
bench,~,Wll9.)~ad_.l:>egun-·life.as~a ..... WhigT,...w4>!:!,.p9c,,,,.bc~•m~hree 

._ : ~i~~.:e:;Prim~-J\l[i!l~st~r:""~$ yt4e~l~a:P.~~r"'2.f.,.kh~J;:grj_t.~.,.~~ll;!J.FL,<;>-n. 
thcysame bench-sat Mt:a •. Gla,.ds.t.ope, who, though not yet 

. . #.Tho Lords in. tile Pain;:~ -;:::~r~-,~nd-the::commons·i~-·~he,old 
H_ou~e;~of,.~A)rds. · · · · ... _.,. __ , · .-- · ~- ~ -
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twenty-eight, had now been five years in Parliament and 
had held subordinate office in Peel's short administra
tion, and who on no less than four occasions was to find 
himself at the head of a Government of the opposite party. 
The"neW''member·-for-·-Maidstone, conspicuous.,,by his 
J; ewish.a ppearance ,and .higll.lyc. dandified dress, ;co,m pletes 
the.number oLour,.future, !>rime JY.Iinisters.; ,though, as he 
moved into 'his place behind Peel and Stanley and Glad
stone, none probably bufhimself had a thought of the 
high destiny that awaited him . 

. -- After Russ-ell ~and 'Palnie:rston; -the :nlost'.i:10table occu~ 
· _pants of the front Ministerial bench were Spring Rice, the 

Chancel)or of the Exchequer ; Poulett Thomson, the 
President of the Board of Trade, who a few years later, 
under the title of Lord Sydenham, was, as Governor
General of Canada, to leave his mark on the history of 
our colonial administration ; Cam Hobhouse, the fri~nd 
of Byron, President of the Board of Control ; the Attorney
General, Sir John Campbell, afterwards Lord Chancellor ; 
and Lord Morpeth, the popular Chief Secretary for Ireland, 
of which Tho!llas Drummond, the Under-Se_cretaiy, was 
now the real ruler. · Macaulay was still in India, but within 
two years was to take his place in the Whig Cabinet. 
Sir Henry Hardinge, who had been Irish Secretary in 
Peel's short administration, but who is better remem
bered as a soldier and Governor-General of India, was 
among those who had seats on the front Opposition 
bench, as were also Sir. Edward Sugden, who had been 
Irish Lord Chancellor, and was later, as Lord St. Leonards, 
to siton the English Woolsack; Goulburn, who had been 
Peel's Home Secretary in 1835; and Herries--'-' old, grey
headed, financial. Herries ' 1-who had begun his career 

. under Pitt, and had been Chancellor of the Exchequer 
_ without a Budget in the brief Ministry of Goderich. Sir 
, James Graham had lost his election in Cumberland, and, 
when Parliament met, was n~t in his place by Lord 
Stanley; with· wlwm he had seceded from the Whigs in 

1 Seep. 209. 
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1834 ·; but he was soon to return to the House as membe.r 
for another constituency. · · . · · · 

Outside the two front benches thera were mahy note
worthy, figures~ •.Mo~t conspicuous of all was• the. burly 
form· of O'Conriell,. the real, though not exacting, master 
of the Gov;mmeiit. ~ Close to him, but sharply con~ 
trasted' in·.fthe matter of bulk and. stature, wa; his lieu: 
tenant,' Richaid Lalor Sheil. On the . 'l;'ory side Qf · the 
House· there. were Disraeli;s friends, ·Lord Chandos and 
Sir Francis Burdett ; Mackworth Praed, member . for . 

· Aylesbury, a_lready nearing the close of his too brie£ life'; ·· 
Lord Ashley, afterwards famous. as the philanthro_pic. ' · 

, Earl of Shaftesbury ; arid two notable personalities in the 
. representatives of King's Lynn, Lord George Bentinck; 
then· an invinCibly silent member, and. Sir ~.Sti·atford · 
Canning, w:hohad· won celebrity in the diplomatic world 
long before he entered Parlia.ment .. Among the Whig 
members were the witty .and '\Tivacious Charles Buller, 
arid a boyish figlire, Lord Leveson, who during _Disra:eli's' 

·,.. time was to play a conspicuous part on the political stage · 
· ·· as. Lord,Uranville. The little barid of Ra<;licals, tho1fgh~-"·:· · 

. atteriuated by the elections, was, in proporti~h"' to its ·• · · · 
nufubers, richer in talent and personality thari th~ gen'er~l 
body of the Whigs. Roebuck was not to be s~en, •havi.llg 

.. 'met with defeat at Bath; but, in spite of a similar defeat~ 
in Middlesex, Joseph Hume; the vigilant and persistent 
critic of the estimates, was in his usual place, having, "':;c 
already contrived to. find a friendly refuge in Kilkenny. 
Grote, who sat·for the City of London: and wh.b is reo. 
me:n;>-bered. as the ~storian of Greece, if as a ~olitici~n~!;J. .. 
he IS forgotten, was one of the group of philosophic :: ·.~ 
Radicals ; and another -was Sir William Molesworth~ a ', : 
young Cornish baronet,. whose austerity .in the:·inatter .. of · ' 

· political principle did not prevent-him frol!l: be~!(sorii~.: < 
thing of a dandy·. in his dress~ Not far away were a. ' 
couple of friends of Disr!leli's, Radicals of a different type · · 
from Molesworth, but equally elaborate•in.their dr:~ss- '. 

· Edward Bulwer; the. npvelist, 11nd 'horiest Tom:Dl.ln-
· .. 

'",; # 
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com be,' a man ·of birth and fashion who was one of 
D'Orsay's chosen ass~ciates. Another friend of Disraeli's 
was a young patrician Radical of a more serious cast than 

. Duncombe-Charles Villiers, already the persistent enemy 
of the Corn Laws, a pioneer in the cause of which he lived 
to be the Nestor.·~ ~ 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
Not•. 16. 

DEAREST; 
There is no· news. I have just come from the House, 

where I went to be sworn: _H 'W~s soll!et_hinglik!" Quarter 
Sessions·on·a great·scale. 

The dinner to-day is merely a House dinner of ·14-a.ll 
our great men with the exception of Lord Ramsay 1 and 
myself, the only two new members. It has created some 
jealousy and surprise; but W[yndham] L[ewis] is delighted, 
and says ' Peel has taken him by the hand in the most marked 

' / way .... 

, November 21. 

~!'tried to write you a line yesterday, as I was ·endeavour· 
·ing .to eat a sandwich, which I was not permitted to finish. 
Affairs are in a state of ·great excitement, and most interesting. 
All Sunday our members poured in, and at 4.30 the Carlton 
was full. Lyndhurst arrived rather unexpectedly on the 
Saturday night, and sent for me the following morning. I 
never saw him look so well, he really might have passed for 
five-and-forty, plumpand rosy, and most gaily attired, and 

. in. the highest force and spirits. He was more than kind, 
and after paying a visit to Peel and the Duke, showed at 
the Carlton, where his appearance created great enthusiasm. 
Yesterday, after being obliged to go down to the Hou13e at 
eleven, to ensure a house for members to swear, I went to 

-a,-. great meeting at Peel's. There must have been . 300 
members. Peel addressed, full of spirit, and apparently 
.eager for . action. ThE;Jnce . again to the· House, where we 
were'summoned to the Lords at two o'clock. The rush was 
terrific;. · Abercromby himself ·nearly thrown down and 
trampled upon, and his mace-bearer banging the members' 
heads :with his gorgeous weapon, and cracking skulls with 

1 ~terwa~s Earl and.Marquis of Dalhousi~, th~ great Governor-General 
of Indm; ' • . 

2 Brit. Mus., Addit. MSS. , 
'· 

! 
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impunity. I was fortunate enough to escape, however,_ and r · 
also to ensure an entry. It was a magnificent spectacle. 
The Queen looked .admirably, no feathers but a diamond 
tiara; the.peers in robes, the peeresses, and the sumptuous 
groups of courtiers rendered the affair most glittering and 
imposing. The Speech was intentionally vague, that no_ 

,division might possibly occur; All was _mystery until five 
·o'clock. · From the Lords I escaped, almost at the ·hazard of 
our lives, with Mahon/ who' is now most cordial, and -we at 
length succeeded in gaining the Carlton, having several times 
been obliged to call upon the police and military to protect\ 
us as we attempted to break the line, but the moment· the 
magical words ' Member of Parliament ' were uttered all the 
authorities· came to our assistance, all gave way, and we, 
.passed everywhere. You never saw hvo such figures, our 
hats crushed and covered with mud, and the mobocracy envy
ing us our p:dvileges, calling out 'Jim Crow' as we stalked 
through the envious files. 

I went down, after refitting at the Carlton, for about half 
an-hour~, during which I -tried to scribble to you. The seat 
I succeeded in securing behind Peel I intend if possible to 
appropriate to myself. The House was so crowdedlater, that 
the galleries were all full of members ; many unable to obtain 
seats were sitting on the stairs and on chairs and benjhes , 
behind the Speaker's chair. Lyndhurst and many peers,were _ 
in ~heir seats at the bar : the strangers' gallery . of course 
crammed; · 

The-address was moved by Lord Leveson,2 a child appar· 
ently, iri ·a rich diplomatic uniform, and seconded by Gibson. 
Craig; a new member in a court dress. Leveson made a 
crammed speech like a ~choolboy ; Gibson Craig, of whom the 
Whigs had hopes, rose, stared like a stuck pig, ·and said 
nothing ; his friends cheered, he stammered, all cheered, then 
there .. was a dead a1id awful pause, and then he sat down, and
that was his performance. The address was then read, and 
Wakley3 made a mostRadical speech and amendment;4 deter
mii1ed to bring affairs to a crisis. He was fluent, flippant, 
and vulgar; a second-rate hustings orator. He was seconded. 
by Molesworth, J1 most odious speaker, who wearied the 
House. . . . John Russell threw the Radicals over in a mos,t 
matured and decided manner .. It was a declaration evidently 

1- Afterwards 5th Earl Stanhope; the well~kno~n hi-storian a~d b1ographer 
of Pitt. As a grandson of Lord Carrington's he was a frequent visitor at 
Wycombe·. _ . ' - . ' . 

li Afterwards 2nd Earl Grs.nville. -· · ' . · 
3 .Thomas Wakley,_ 1795-1862, medical reformer .and founder of the 

-- Lancet. · · · · · · 
4 In f11vour of extension of,tlle franchise. -

•' \,_ 
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the result of a· Cabinet decision. The sensation was immense. 
Peel then rose and inade one of the finest speeches I ever 
heard, most powerful and even brilliant. He broke the 
centre of the Government party for ever. The Radicals were 
mad .... 

So, after all, there was a division on the Address in Queen 
Victoria's first Parliament-509 to 20. The division took an 
h.our. I then left the House at ten o'clock, none of us having 
dined. The tumult and excitement great. I dined, or rather 
supped, at the Carlton with a large party o:ff oysters, Guinness, 
and broiled bones, and got to bed at half-past twelve o'clock. 
Thus ended the most remarkable day hitherto of my life. 1 

[Dec~ 5.) 
DEAREST, 

... Yesterday was rather amusing in the House. The 
Sheriffs of London, Sir Bob or Tom, and Sir Moses, and no 
mistake, appeared at the bar in full state to present, according 
to the privilege of the city of London, some petitions, after 
which they took their place under the gallery and listened to 
the debate, 2 which turned out to be the Jew question by a 
sidewind. Nobody looked at me, and I was not at all un
comfortable, but voted in the majority with the utmm;t 
sangfroid. . . • 

Disraeli kept silent for something more than ·a fort
night, and then, on the evening of December 7, rose to 
deliver his maiden speech. The subject in debate touched 
the privilege of members, ~nd was personal eno·ugh in its / 
bearing to arouse a good deal of passion. The general 
election of the preceding summer had not seriously 
affected the numerical strength of parties, but. the Mel
bourne Government, with its ordeal now behind ib, and 
with a. friendly Sovereign upon the throne, was in a 

1 .Letter8, pp. 117-120. . .. 
2 On a Bill intended to relieve Quakers and Moravians from the obligation 

to take an oath before entering on municipal offices. Grote having moved 
that it should be an instruction to the Committee to extend the relief to 
persons of all religious denominations, the debate which followed was 
mainly directed to the question of Jewish disabilities; but the leader of the 
House and the author of tho Bill, though declaring themselves favourable 
to the principle of Jewish relief, argued against the attempt to introduce 
it into the present rneasure'as impolitic, and Grote's instruction was defeated 
by a majority of sixteen. 

3 Letters, p. 120. 
I, u, 

~_., 
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stronger position than before, though its position even 
now was very far from strong. 

The death of the King was a great blow to what had now 
come to be generally styled· the ' Conservative Cause.' It 
was quite unexpected ; within a fortnight of his death, eminent 
persons still believed that 'it was only the hay fever.' Had 
His Majesty lived until after the then impending registration, 
the Whigs would have been again dismissed. Nor is there. 
any doubt that, under these circumstances, the Conservative 

· Cause would have secured for the new ministers ·a Parliamen-
tary majority. 1 

• 

The spirits of t.he Tories had risen high during the 
English elections; but the Irish returns .had robbed them 
oftheir majority, a1;1d, exasperated at seeing their.hcipes 
defeated in a second Parliament by O'Connell ap.d his . 
' tail,' they Qpened a subscription foi.' the promotion of 
petitions in Irish constituencies represerited by Repealers. 
Burdett, among other English rp.embers of the House, 
ostentatiously supported this subscription with his purse 
and with his influence ; and Smith O'Brien, the. same who 
at a later day wasto gain a luckless notoriety in another 
field, and whose own seat was now in danger, brought 
the matter before the Rouse, complaining of Burdett's 
conduct, and moving for , a committee of i:ricfuiry. A 
long debate ensued, in the course of which O'Connell 
spoke, and was to have been answered by Lord Stanley; 
but while O'Connell was on his legs; Disraeli, it is said,2 

went up to Stanley and obtained from him permission 
to follow his old antagonist; With his ·Un-English· ap
pea.rance, dandified dress, affected mariner, and elaborated 
style, Disraeli was hardly likely at the first attempt to . 
win the favour of the< House of Commons, nor in that. 

· jealous assembly wruld his ol!-tside reputation eithe~ as a· 
novelist or as a hustings orator do anything to help him. 
In the ordinary course, however, he wauld have beert ·· 

. certain of a hearing ; but he had gone out of his way to 
provoke the hostility ofthe Irish, on whom: the traditions 

2 Kebbel's L~fe of Lord J?erby. p. 73. 

,-
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of the House were least likely to impose restraint. 'We 
shall meet again at Philippi ' had been his chaJlenge to 
O'Connell, and by rising after O'Connell he had been 
careful to insure that the challenge should be remem
bered. He began with the usual a ppealfor the indulgence · 
which the House was in the habit of allowing to those who 
for the first time solicited its attention. He then took 
up a. point in the speech of 'the hon. and learned 
member for Dublin' (O'Connell); and when he described 
that speech as a ' rhetorical medley,' the House laughed, 
and it laughed again and louder when he alluded to some 
subscription, with which O'Connell himself had been con
nected, as 'a project of majestic mendicancy.' A hostile 
note soon began to be mingled with the laughter, but for 
a time the orator was able to proceed, and on the whole 
not without effect. Presently, however, the hostility 
became more marked, and he was constrained to renew 
his plea for indulgence : 

I shall not trouble the House at any length. I do not affect 
to be insensible to the difficulty of my positi.on, and I shall Lc 
very glad to receive indulgence even from the hon. members 
o_pposite. If, however, hon. gentlemen do not wish to hear 
me, I will sit down without a murmur. · 

For a minute or two there was comparative calm, but a 
declaration that since the Reform Bill 'the stain of 
boroughmongering had only assumed a deeper and 
darker hue,' and that intimidation was more highly 
organised than even under the old system, awoke the storm 
anew. .. ' Hisses, groans, hoots, catcalls, drumming. with 
the feet, loud conversation, and imitation of animals,' 1 

are among the ·noises recorded as coming from the Irish 
quarter of £he House. Disraeli cannot have been much 
surprised, for he told his constituents later that he had 
been warned of the reception he would meet with, and 
that the. warnings had only impelled him to face t:tle 
ordeal .the sooner. At all events he kept his temper. 
' I- wish,.' he pleaded, ' i could induce the House to give 

1 Hitchman's Life of Lord Beaconsfield, 1., p. -134. 
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J?l~ five minutes more;' but the only response was uproar; 
and when, to enforce his claims to a heari:q.g, he tried :to 
put himself forward as virtually representative o£ the 
new members of the House, he was rewatded with ' bursts 

·of laughter.' 'Now why smile~- Why envy me ~· was. 
his good-humoured retort. 'Why should not I, too, have 

· a tail, if it be only for a single night ~· And at this 
sally we ar~ told the la:ughter was long and general. 
Henceforth the speech becomes almost ·unintelligible. 
' I determined,' he explained to his constituents later, 
' to be ori my legs exa~tly the period I intended my 
speech should occupy. I succeeded, sometimes in com~ .. 
parative calm, sometimes the cheers of friehds . joining " 
with the yelling of foes, sometimes in a :Scene of tumult 
indescribable; b,ut I stood erect; and when I sat down·~ 
sent them my defiance.' fo..s he drew towards the close 
he embarked on an elaborate period, which had no doubt 
been prepared for use as a peroration, an9- which, be
ginning with a .classical allusion to the 'ama~ory eclogue ' 
between 'the no.ble Tityrus. of the Treasury·Bench[Lord 
John Russell] and ·the learned Daphne p Dap~is]of> · 
Liskeard [Charles Buller],' whose 'amantium· :irre.' .had . ·· 
resulted, as he e·xpected, in an ' am oris integratio,' ended · 
with a picture of 'the noble lord from,his pedestaLo( 

.power wielding in one hand the keys of St. Peter anCl 
waving with. the other--·': but the picture remained 

· unfinished, the conclusion of the · sentence being lost 
in shouts. of laughter. 'Now, Mr. Speaker,' he .pro
ceeded, when his voice could be heard . again, ' see 
the philosophical prejudices of man. That image l 
should have tholi"ght, when I was about to complete it, 
might have been much admired. I would have cheered. 
it heartily if it had. come from the lips of a political 
opponent; and I would gladly hear a cheer, even though 
it should proceed from such a· party.' The .'time he had · · 
aBotted himself had now expired. ' I hope I may thank 
hon. gentlemen opposite for the sincerity of their ex·pres-. · 
sions of approbation as well as disapprobation. · I am not .. 

• • g 
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at all surprise~ at the reception I have experienced. . I 
have begun several things many times, and I have often 
'succeeded at the last-'-though many had predicted that I 
must fail, as they had done before me.' (Cries of 'Ques
tion, question !' and 'Hear, hear, hear!') And then, in 
a ~oice which, by the testimony of every witness, rose 
high above the clamour, and which one even describes as 
'almost terrific': 'I sit down now, but the time will 
come when you will hear me.'1 

To Sarah· Disraeli. 
Dec. 8, 1837. 

I made my maiden 'speech last night, !ising very late after 
O'Connell, but at the request of my party and the full sanction 
of Sir Robert Peel. As I wish to give you an exact idea of 
what occurred, I state at once that my debut was a failure, 
so far that I could not succeed in gaining an opportunity of 
saying what I intended ; but the failure was not occasioned 
by my breaking down or any incompetency on my part, but 
from the physical powers of my adversaries. I can give you 
no idea how bitter, how factious, how unfair they we;re. It 

· was like my first debut at Aylesbury, and perhaps in that sense 
may be auspicious of ultimate triumph in the same scene. I 
fought through all with undaunted pluck and unruffled temper, 
made occasionally good isolated hits when there was silence, 
and finished with spirit when I found a formal display was 
ineffectual. lVIy party. backed me well, and no one with more 
zeal and kindness than Peel, cheering me repeatedly, which 
is not his custom. The uproar was all organised by the Rads 
and the Repealers. ·They formed a compact body near the 
bar of the House and seemed determined to set me down, b1it 
that they. did Iiot do. I have given you a most impartial 
account, stated indeed against myself. 

In the lobby at the division, Chandos, who was not near me 
while speaking, came up and· congratulated me• I replied 
that I thought there was no cause. for congratulations, and 
muttered 'Failure!' 'No such thing!' said Chandos; 'you 
are quite wrong. I have just seen Peel, and I said to him, 
" Now tell me exactly what you think of D." Peel replied, 
" Some of my party were disappointed and talk of failure. 
I say just the reverse. He did all that he could do _under the 

1 For the concluding portion of the speech I ha.ve used the report in the 
Mirror of Parliament, which is a.t once the fullest and the most intelligible. 
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circumstances. I say anything but failure ; he must make 
his way."' 

The Government and their retainers behaved well. The 
Attorney-General, to whom I never spoke in my life, came up 
to me in the lobby and spoke to me with great cordiality. 
He said, 'Now, Mr. Disraeli, could you just tell me how you~ 
finished one sentence in your speech, we are anxious to know 
-" In one hand the keys of St. Peter, and in the other-· -" 1' 
'.In the other the cap.o£ liberty, Sir John.' He smiled, and 
said, ' A good picture.' I replied, ' But your friends will not 
allow nie to finish my pictures.' 'I assure you,' he said, '·there 
was the liveliest desire to .hear you from. us. . It was a party 
at the bar, over whom we had no control ; but you have 

· nothing to be afraid oU Now I have told you all. 
Yours, D:-in- very good spirits.1 

Disraeli's many ·enemies i~ the press mad~ the most, 
of course, of his ' failure,' though The Times went out of 
its way to soothe his wounded feelings by .describing the 
speech :as eloquent. we have independent testimony to 
the warmth of Peel's encouragement. 'Sir Robert Peel, 
who very. rarely cheers 'any honourable gentleman:, not 
even the most able and accomplished speaker of his own; 
party, greeted Mr. Disraeli'sspeech with a prodigality of 
applause which must ·have been very trying to the worthy 
baronet's lungs .... · He repeatedly. turned rounq his · 
head, ai?.d, looking the youthful orator in the face, cheered 
'himin the niost stentorian tones.'2 Stanley, on the other 
hand, ·who rose immediately after Disraeli, and who, as 
there· is reason to believe, was at this time· deeply pre
judiced against him, made no alhisioh wha.tever to the 
remarkable scene of which the House had just been 

I. 
witness. 

·. From. Lord 'Lyndhurst; 
MY DEAR DISRAELI, .· 

. - Why have you not called upon me .1 The scamps of 
Radicals were determined that you should not speak. · I am 
sure you have the cour?-ge.to,have at them again. You are 
sure to succeed in spite of their bullying; . . . . 

' · · - · · . · Ever yours, 
• LY.NDHURST . 

. 1. Letters, pp; 120-122. 2 Grant's British Senate in 1838, II., p. 334. 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 

.DEAREST, 
Monday [Dec. ll]: 

I dined with Bulwer on Saturday; and, strange enough, 
met Sheil. I should have been very much surprised, had I 
not arrived first and been apprised. It thus . arose : on 

·Saturday, Bulwer walked into the Athenreum ; Sheil, who 
has just recovered from the gout, was lounging in~ an easy 
chair reading the newspaper ; around him was a knot of low 
Rads (we might guess them) abusing me and exulting in the 
discrimination of the House. Probably they thought they 
pleased Sheil. Bulwer drew near, but stood~apart. Sud· 
denly Sheil threw down the paper and said in his shrill voice, 
'Now, gentlemen, I have heard all you have to say, and, what 
is more, I heard this same speech of Mr. Disraeli, and I tell 

·you this : if ever the spirit of oratory was in a man, it is in 
that man. Nothing can prevent him from being one of the 
first speakers in the House of Commons (great confusion). 
Ay ! I know something about that place, I think, and I tell 
you what besides, that if there had not been this interruption; 
Mr. Disraeli might have made a failure; 1 don't call this a 
failure, it is a crush. My debut was a failure, because I was 
heard, but my reception was supercilious, his malignant. A 
debut should be dull. The House will riot tt.llow a roan to be 
a wit and an orator,' unless they have the credit of finding it 
out. There it is.' You may conceive the sensation that this _ 
speech made: I heard of it yesterday, from Eaton, Winslow, 
and several other quarters. The crowd dispersed, but Bulwer 
drew near, and said to Sheil:. 'D. dines with me to-day; 
would you like to meet him ?' ' In spite of my gout,' said 
Sheil, ' I long to know him ; Ilong to tell him what I think.' 

.So we met : there were besides only D'Eyncourt,l always 
friendly to me, Mackinnon, a Tory, and one Quin 2 of the 
Danube. Sheil was most charming, and tookan opportunity 
in converilation with me of disburthening his mind of the 
subject with which it was full. He insistpd continually on 
his position that the clamorous reception was .fortunate, ' for,' 
sai<i he, ' if you had been listened. to,. what would have been 
'the result ? You would have ·done what I did ; you· would· 
have made the best speech that you ever would have made : 
it would have been received frigidly; and you would hitve 

1 C, Tennyson D'Eyncourt, 1784-1861, Whig member for Lambeth, and 
Alfred Te:imyson's uncle. . 

2 No doubt Michael Joseph Quin, traveller and journalist, who a couple 
of years before had published a· book entitled· A Steam Voyage down the· 
Danube. 
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despaired of yourself. I did. As it is, you have shown to 
the House that you have a .fine organ, that you have an un- .. 
limited command of language, that you have courage, te~per 
and readiness. Now get rid' of your genius for a session. 
Speak often, for you must not· show yourself cowed, but speak 
shortly. Be very quiet, try to be dull, oi1ly argue and reason . 
imperfectly, for if you reason with precision, they will think 
you are trying to be witty; Astonish them by speaking on 
subjects of detail. Quote figures, dates,. calculations. And 
in a short time the House will sigh for the wit and eloquence, 
which they· all know are in you ; they will encourage you to 
pour them forth, and then you will have ·the ear, of the House . 
and be a favourite.' · 

I think that altogether this is as interesting a rencontre as · 
I have ever experienced. ·.· · 

Yesterday I dined with Hope, 1 a sumptuous, but rather dull, 
party.· Strangford and Cecil. Forester;2 ·Eaton, Beresford, 
Stanley of . Cumberland, Baring, late of Yarmouth. On 
Saturday I dine with Peel, his first party. 

,Love;-, 
D. 

Sheil was unquestionably rigllt. Disraeli had ·made the 
blunder of trying to take the House by storm :tvithout. 
giving it time to become accustomed to the peculiarities 
of his manner, and only the hostility of the Radicals and 
O'Connellites had. saved him/ from genuine failure. ' I · 
am too far out of the world to know anything that's in it,' 
wrote his father, ' but I am always fearful that "theatrical 
graces" will.not do for the English Commons. Whether 
any display of that nature you may haveindulged in, I 
know not. Your own observation of what is about you 
must be your instructor/ The-.unfair. turbulence of his 
enemies had not only averted ridicule, but had created a. 
feeling in his f~vour; and when, urged on, in his ow~ 
phrase, by ' ambition, his constituents, and the hell of. 
previous failure,' 3 he next addressed the House, the result 
was yery different. . 

1 Henry .Hope of Deepdene, 1808-1862, eldest ,.son ot tho author of · 
AnaNtasius. · · 

2 Mterwards-3rd Lord Forester, 1807-1886. 
3 Ooningsby, Bk. I. ch. 3." · · · .. 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
Dec. 18, 1837. 

Nothing daunted, and acting on the advice of Sheil (a 
·strange Parliamentary mentor for me after all), I spoke again 
last night and with complete success. It was on the Copy
right Bill. The House was not very full, but' all the Cabinet 
Ministers and officials were there, and all. our principal men. 
Talfourd/ who had already made a long speech (his style 
flowery, with a weak and mouthing utterance), proposed the 
Copyright Bill very briefly, having spoken on it last session. 
Bulwer followed him, and . confined himself to the point of 
international copyright, . which called up Poulett Thomson. 
Then Peel on the copyright of art ; and then I rose. 

I was received with the utmost curiosity and attention. 
As there had been no great discussion I determined not to 
be tempted into a speech, which everyone expected of course I 
rose to .make. All I aimed at was to say something pointed 
and to the purpose. My voice, in spite of our doings at Maid
stone, was in perfect condition. I suggested a clause to Tal
fourd, with the idea of which I had been furnished by Colburn. 
I noticed that the subject had already been done so much 
justice to on other occasions that I should .not trouble the 
House, but I had been requested to support this Bill by many 
eminent -persons interested in its· success. Thus far I was 
accompanied by continual 'hear, hears,' and I concluded 
thus: 'I am glad to hear from her Majesty's Government 
that the interests of literature have .at length engaged their 
attention. It has been the boast of the Whig party,' and a 
boast not without foundation, that in many brilliant periods 
of our literary annals they have been the patrons of letters 
('Hear, hear' from John Russell & Co.). As for myself, I 
trust that the age of literary patronage has passed (' Hear 
hear' from leader of the Rads), and it will be honorable to 
the present Government if, under its auspices, it be succeeded 
by that of legislative protection.' I sat down with a general 
cheer. .. · 

Talfourd, in reply, noticed all ~he remarks of the preceding 
members, and when he came to me said he should avail him
self of 'the excellent suggestion of the honorable member 
for Maidstone, himself one of" the greatest ornaments of our 
modern literature.' .. Here Peel cheered loudly, and indeed 
th,ro~ghout my remarks he backed me. So on the whole 

1 Serjeant Talfourd, afterwards a Judge, but better loiown as the author 
of I on. His efforts 'in behalf of English literature and of those who devote · 
themselves to the most precarious of all pursuits' .ha.d just won for him ' 
the dedication of Pickwick. . · . 

L W 
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there was glorification. Everybody congratulated me. 
Colonel Lygon said, ' Well, you have got in your saddle again, 
and now you may ride away.' Even Granville Somerset1 said, 
' I never heard a few sentences so admirably delivered. You 
will allow me to say so, after-having been twenty-five years in 
Parliament.' But all ;;tgree that I managed in a few minutes 
by my· voice and manner to please everyone in the House. I 
don't care about the meagre report, for I spoke to the House 
and not to the public. · 

I have no time to tell you about Maidstone, except that 
the banker ·gave me a banquet more splendid than many I 
have had in this town, that we had the largest meeting on 
record, and that I made a successful speech; tb,at Wyndham 
Lewis is infinitely more warm than ever, and my constituents 
far more enthusiastic, and it is my firm opinion that the next 

·time I rise in- the House,. which will ,be very soon in February, 
I shall sit doWn amid loud cheers; for I really think, on the 
whole, -though I have not time now to give you the reasons, 
that the effect of my debut, and the circumstances· that 
attended it, will ultimately be favorable to my career ... Next 

"to undoubted success the best thing is to make a-great noise, 
and the many articles that are daily written to announce my 

_ failure only prove that I have not failed. One thing is .. 
curious, that the opinion of the mass is immensely. affect('ld . 

. by- that of their leaders. I know a hundred little instances " 
daily, which show me that what Peel, and Sheil,.and other 
leading men have said, have already greatly influenced those· 
who are unable to form opi:~:lions for themselves.-Love to 
all. 

. Oneeloquent sentence in the speech at the Maidstone 
· banquet deserves to be rescued from oblivion : :' By the 
Conservative Cause 1 mean the splendor of the Crown, 
the lustre_ of the'peerage, the privileges of ~}le Commons, 
~he rights' of the poor. I mean that harmonious union, 
that magnificent concord- of all interests, of all classe_s, on 
which our national greatness and prosperity depends-.' 
' When I meet you again as my constituents,' he had 

_told the electors of Maidstone during. the contest u;_ July, 
'not a person 'will look up~m me without some degree of-

1 Lord Granville Somerset, 1792-IS48, sec~nd' son of 'th~· 6th Duke .of 
Beaufort He had held office in Peel's administration of 1834-35. 

2 Letters, pp. i25, 126. ' " 
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satisfaction, perhaps some degree of pride.' His first 
visit to them was paid under the shadow of his recent 
failure, but his eloquence and spirit made it none the less 
a triumph. 

Parliament adjourned for Christmas under the shadow 
cast by the news of the outbreak of rebellion in Canada, 
and the holiday was shortened accordingly. Disraeli 
spent it at Bradenham, busily plying his pen, one fruit 
of his labours being a series of papers in The Times under 
the title of ' Old England,' and with the signature ' Coour 
de Lion.' They are diS(JOUrses on the familiar text, 'How 
is the King's Government to be carried on ?'-'great 
question of a great man, true hero-question'; or, 'How 
is the Queen's Empire to be· maintained ?'-Disraeli's 
own variant on the Duke of Wellington's formula ; hut, 
save for an occasional indication that the writer had 
been reading Carlyle, they are in no way remarkable. 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis. 

BRA DENHAM, 

MY DEAR MRs. WYNDHAM, 
Friday [Jan. 5, 1838]. 

I was very sorry not to see you this morning, but very 
imprudently I sat up late at night writing, which never does 
for me. Slept little, and only towards morn, and woke 
wretchedly shattered. I hope you have had not a very dis
agreeable journey to town, and found Wyndham well. 

We miss you here _all very much; everything SBems fbt. 
and everybody dull and dispirited, almost as dull and dispirited 
as you think me. · 

Believe me, 
Ever yours, with great regard, 

D1s: 

In the middle ofJanuary the House met again. Dis
raeli was no amateur politician seeking in public affairs 
distraction for the intervals between more strenuous 
amusements. He had devoted himself in all seriousness 
to a political career, and politics henceforth were to be 
the main business of his life. ' The greatest opportunity 
that can be offered to an Englishman was now his-a 
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seatin tho House of Commons ;' 1 and having won this 
opportunity by much toiL ari.d effort, he was determined 
to make the most of it. ' Let me tell you how to get on 
in the House of Commons,' he said to a young· member 
twenty years later. ' When the House is sitting be. 
always in your place; when it is not sitting rea,d Han
sard;'2 We need not suppose that the author of this . 

. maixim ·had submitted himself too literally to the terrible 
discipline which it recommends,'but he fuifilled the first 
condition of Parliamentary success by throwing himself 
with zeal into the life and work of the House. Lu~kily, 
in. these .years of freedom :from responsibility he found in _ 
the.!Iouseof Commons abundant time for writing letters. · 

To ·Sarah Disraeli. 

• Ti;~rfiday, Jan. 18, 1838. 

·We have adjourned until Monday, after two nights o£ the 
niost feeble debates that can well be fancied. The frigid 
geriius of Canada pervaded our deliberations, and even Sir 
Robert appeared to· sink under it, for I never recollect him.so . 
inefficient. I have no news to tell you, except that I _shall go: 
arid see Kean to-morrow with Mrs. W. L., provided she get a 
good warm box. 

·Jan. 20. 

· .Town. is· very dull ; everybody ·is ·frozen t_o death: . 
Brougham's spflech3 on Thursday was most clev!3r, as good as 
his old House of Commons harangues. Our peers mustered 
thick, and seemed 'miching mallecho,' but the Duke of Wel
lington rose and spoilt all >vith · his . generosity and all_ that .. 
Great disgust in Tory ranks, even among the highest. Duke 
supposed to _be passe, and to like being buttered with Whig 
laudation~ . . . . · 

I went to see y~;mng Kean last night, and the theatre was 
full in spite_of.the frost, which thins_all the other houses; but 
I will not criticise him, for one word describes all-mediocrity. 
We went with the Horace· !I'wisses ;4 Lord Chesterfield's .box 
a capital fire,. our own tea, and really very amusing. 

D. 
1 Endymi.on, ch. 52. . . 

- 2 Lord Beaconsfield' a Iriah Policy, by Sir J. Pope Hennessy. · 
a Debate on Canadian Rebellion. . 
4 Horace Twiss, 1787-1849, lawyer, wit, politician, and journalist; nephew 

. of Mrs. Siddons and father-in-law of J. T, Delane. .. . · · 
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LIBRARY oF HousE OF CoM~IONS, 

Jan. 23. 
To be impartial, which one should be when a man with 

brains is concerned, Roebuck1 yesterday was not equal to the 
occasion. Sharp. and waspish, he would have made a good 
petulant Opposition speech, but as the representative of a 
nation arraigning a Ministry of high crimes and misdemeanours, · 
he was rather ridiculous : the subsequent debate was, on the 
whole, interesting. Sir G .. Grey,2 who had gained a reputation 
by the Canada revolt, contrived pretty well to lose .it. Lord 
Francis Egerton spoke with all the effect which·a man of con" 
siderable talent and highly cultivated mind, backed by the" 
highest rank and 60,000!. per annum, would naturally com, 
mand. He has a bad delivery, a good voice, but no manage
ment or modulation of it, and the most ungainly action con-. 
ceivable ; nevertheless, on the whole impressive, and his style 
rich and somewhat ornate. Leader 3 ludicrously imitated 
Roebuck for more than an hour, and then the only feature 
was Pakington's{ debut, who sat next to me. His friends 
expected a great deal from him, and they announce that he 
quite fulfilled their expectations. He was confident, fluent, 
and .commonplace, and made a good chairman of quarter 
sessions speech. ' It was the best speech that he ever will 
make,' said Sugden, ' and he has been practising it befo:r;e the 
grand jury for the last twenty years.' However, I supported 
him very zealously, and he went to bed thinking he was an 
orator, and wrote to Mrs. Pakington, I've no doubt, to that 
effect. · · · 

· · · [Undated.] 

I went to a most recherche concert. at Parnther's, where· I 
found all the elite of town, and where the season commenced, 
as al) agreed, very brilliantly. The Duke was there, looking 
very well in his garter, r'iband, and the golden fleece. There 
were indeed as many stars as in ari Arabian story-

Yo stars, which are the poetry of dress! 5 

I can ~carcely tel~ you who was not there, for I saw Lans-

1 He was heard ~t the bar as a~ent for the House of Assembly of Lower 
Canada aga.inst the second reading of the Canada Bill. 

2 Under-Secretary for the Colonies. · 
3 A well-known Radical member: 
4 Afterwards as Sir John Pakington a Cabinet colleague o£ Disraeli's. 
5 'It is pleasant,' says St. Barbe in Endymion (ch. 33), 'to talk to a man 

with a star. · · · 
, . "Yo stars, which are the poetry of heaven," 

Byron wrote [Ohilde Harold, III. 88]; a silly line; he should have written, 
" Ye stars, which are the poetry of dress." ' 
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downes, Salisburys, Stuart de Rothesay, Duke of Beaufort, 
Douro, Cantalupe, Fitzroy, Loftus, &c., and Mrs. W. L., who 
was very proud, evidently, of being there. But the most 
picturesque group was the Rothschilds, the widow still .in 
mourning, two ·sons, some sisters, and, above all, the young 
bride,1 or rather wife, from Frankfort, universally admired, 
tall, graceful, dark, and clear, picturesquely dressed, a robe of 
yellow silk, a hat and feathers, with a sort of Sevigne beneath 
of magnificent pearls ; quite a Murillo .. · · 

. · , . . [Undated.~ 
· I send you two good .franks, the handwriting. of two of the 
greatest ruffians in the House, and given to me by both of them 
when very drunk .. They are 'Tailers,' 2 but have taken a 
sort of blackguard fancy to. me, and very civil.~. 

· Monday. 
DEAREST, . 

We had a queer but amusing party 1!-t the Twisses. It was 
really given to l\fr: and l\frs. Barnes; the W. L;'s. were got to 
meet them, and the rest were men:_ Lord Darlington,. Lowther, 
G .. Somerset, Lord· Reay, H. Hardinge, Henry Baring, &c., 
and myself. The dinner was gOod for Twiss, and everything · 
went off well; Mrs .. Barnes, who looked, as H. B. said, like·a 
lady in a pantomime; very funny; surrounded by sons of dukes 
and privy councillors. . ' ' ' ' ' 

'+he weather was so bad, the streets being nearly half a foot . 
deep in slough and snow, that I doubt whether I could have 
got to .~alisbury House, short as was the distance, had not 
G. Somerset taken me. It was a most brilliant party, and 
the first time the world has been received there since the· 
alterations which commenced since the' old lady's 'death. 
Such a revolution ! There is not a vestige of· the ancient 
interior ; even the staircase is entirely new and newly placed. 
There had been a grand dinner given previously to Lord and 
Lady4 Lyndhurst-to m.eet the Duke, the Wharncliffes, Ellen~ 
borough, Pozzo di Borgos, 5 Francis Egertqns; and other 
grandees. . The assembly .was most select. Lady Lyndhurst 
made a favourable impressiop., and afforded me an agreeable 
surprise. I was of course presented to her. . . . .. L. is in 
high spirits, but if he have not a son, I ~hink he 'vill sink' under 
the disappointment. He talks of nothing else. · ' · 

1 Baroness Lionel de Rothschild. . 
2 I.e., O'Connellites. a Letters, pp. 127~131. 
4 Lyndhurst's recently-married second wife, Georgiana, daughter of 

Lewis Goldsmith of Paris. She lived on int.> the twentieth century, sur-
viving her husband nearly forty years: . . . · 

. 5 Count Pozzo di .Borgo, the Corsican, 'famous as friend arid enemy o~ 
Napoleon, was tlui Russian Ambassador in L<indori. · • 
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Lady Salisbury, to whom I had never been introduced, 
received me with great cordiality, and talked to me a ·great 
deal. I find I owe the invitation to Lady Londonderry-at 
least, to her mention of me. I knew almost every man 
there ..••• 

D.l 

[Undated.] 

On Saturday I dined with George W ombwell, 2 and met 
De L'Isle, Adolphus Fitzclarence, Auriol, and Hope. I drank 
a great deal too much wine, but a great deal less than my host, 
and his fidus Adolphus. I got away to the Salisburys, where 
there was a most brmiant and agreeable assembly.3 

[Undated.] 

I dined with the Powerscourts; Lady P. 4 is without excep
tion the most beautiful woman in London. The party was 
good; in some instances rather funny-the Murchisons and 
Mrs. Somerville, 5 Mahon, Redesdale,6 and Bankes.7 Murchi
son 8 a· stiff geological prig, and his wife silent. Mrs. Somer
ville grown very old and not very easy, but Bankes was so 
very agreeable that I hardly ever was at a more pleasant 
meeting. 

[Undated.] 

The evening at the Salisburys last Saturday was very 
brilliant ; so .many beautiful women, and among them. the 
Princess of Capua. . Her beauty is remarkable, added to in 
some degree by her gorgeous and fantastic ·dress. It was 
entirely of green velvet and gold ; her headdress of the 
same material, although in shape that of a contadina. Miss 
Burdett Coutts was also there, a very quiet and unpretending 
person; not unlike her father, nevertheless. Lady Aldboro' 
made her first appearance for the season, and was very witty · 
and amusing, and looked as fresh as ever. ·Lady Stanhope 9 

is the very picture of Bob Smith, but I forgo.t you know her. 
She has ,a very pretty daughter, Lady Wilhelmina. 

1 Brit. Mus.,. Addit. MSS. 
2 Said to be the original ci£ Mr. Cassilis in Ooningsby. 
a Brit. Mus., Addit. MSS. 
4 She was a daughter of the 3rd Earl of Roden's, and in 1846 married as 

her second husband Disraeli's friend Castlereagh, afterwards 4th Marquis 
qf Londonderry. 

5 The well-known scientific writer. . , 
6 The 2nd Lord Redesdale, raised to an earldom on Disraeli's recom' 

mendation in 1877.. . 
7 No doubt George Bankes, 1788-1856,.the last of the Cursitor Barons of 

the Exchequer. 
8 The well-known geologist, afterwards Sir Rode1ick Murchison. 
9 A daughter of the lst Lord Carrington's. 
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One o£ the prettiest and most interesting wo:qJ.en· I ever .met, 
is Lady Powerscourt. I forgot to notice the Prince of Capua, 
a sava..ge, dull-looking fellow covered with moustache, and , 
stars, He is entirely,ruled by his wife. 

_ Mcb·ch w."' 
I ~write to say I heardyesterday of-the sudden death ofniy

colleague.' I have ·seen Mrs. Wyndham ; she is, of course, .at 
present, extremely OV!'lrwhelm:ed. She was sitting in the room 
with him when.he died; 1 . · · · i. •- \ 

,. . ' < . • ·~---- •. -4 '·· 
On the day on which this last letter· was written :J)is-

raeli spoke in a debate on a motion by Charl~_ikVilliers 
directed against .the Corn Laws, and greatly distinguished 
himsei£. · . . · ' . · - · . , - t: •. 

To Sarah· Disraeli. . ~- r- .. 
· - . Friday [March 16). ~ 

MY DEAREST, · · - . ·r:.;~ · 
you will hear with delight that last night, very tinexpect

edly, for I had given up all thought of speaking, and-suffering. 
naturally not a little both mentally and physically: I rose. and 
made a most successful. speech. Indeed, it was not ~erely 
a very goo~ speech, but it was by far, and by all sjdes agreed, 
the very best speech of the evening, ·which it is ;1lways a great 
thing to achieve·, as then nobody else is talked of. . , -· _ · 

I was so disturbed_ by deputations from Maids toile/riyal , 
-candidates for the vacant post, the' arrival of Jem,_ &c:, &c;-, 

having been ·t:wice called orit of the House to the Carlton,- anq · .• 
having nearly'lost my voice which I had been cocikii1g with - . 
so much care for· days, that at six o'clock, when I: at"lastisat , 
down in my place, I had quite given up all idea of speaking, 
but finding the House very thin, and getting more composed, 
I began to think I-would take an opJ}ortunity of making a 
speech merely for the press. _E;ven with this humble view, I 
was unfortunate ; thin as the House was, it seemed to consist 
only of speakers; 12 or 14 fellows were on their legs at tht: 

- same time, and Darby and Ga1ly Knight, between whoiil -
I sat, were al:ways up at the same time. In this state I .went 
to our front and table bench, which _was clear of all'the great 

. guns, "'ho had gone t·o dinner, except Chandos, and told him· 
my despair, and that I had given up .the iJ,ffair as a bad job. 
He recommended me to rise where I was, and boldly speak 
from the floor. ,Even ~ere I coult:i not catch. the Speaker's 
eye, and_ time flew on, .and the great guns one by one returned 
-Peel, Graham, Goulburn, Hardinge; Herries, &c., &c.; and 

1 ]!etters, pp. 135, 137. 
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I was obliged to shift my plan and my place, till I at last had 
none at all. About 10 o'cloQk, I think, when standing behi.D.d 
the Speaker's chair, Hardinge beckoned to me, and I seated 
myself between him. and Graham. He wanted to speak about 
moving the new writ for Maidstone. Having got a place, I
did not leave it, although I ought to have done so, having 
answered his question, and I asked Graham whether he 
worild speak. He said No, a.nd recommended me, but very 

• kin~ly, not to try, as he said the House was noisy, tired, and 
unin~erested, and wanted to divide. So I gave it up for ever, 
but jus~ as I rose to quit my seat, Clay, who was speaking, sat 
down, and the Speaker, imagining that I was going to rise 
'to speak, called my name. · 

I was in for it, put my hat down, advanced to the table, and 
dashed along. I got the House still in a minute, I was heard 
with the greatest attention and· good humor immediately, 
succeeded in all my points, though of course I made a much 
shorter speech than I would have done at an early hour and 
a thin house,-and at length sat down amid loud cheers, and 
really principally from the Government side. No one cheered 
me more vehemently than Hobhouse, who was a little drunk : 
Poulett Thomson paid great attention, and Cutlar :Fergusson,1 

who cheered v&y much also, came up to me in the lobby, and 
spoke as warmly as you possibly can imagine. I had no 
acquaintance with him, which I had with Parker of the 
Treasury, a slight one, but he came up and shook hands with 
me, and said, ' All our people agree it was one of the best 
speeches ever made on the subject.' . · 

Lord Jolm said nothing; but sat with his arms folded, and 
. watched me very attentively. I thought he looked malignant, 
and there was a smile on his face; but I did him injustice, for 
I walked home with Ossulston, who had only come down for 
the division, and he said to me, 'I understand you have made 
a most brilliant speech to-night ; I wish I had been down.' I 
replied I supposed he had heard it from some friend: ' Oh,' 

. he answered, 'Johnny, I have only seen Johnny, and he says 
· it was the best thing he had heard for a long time ; a great 
·thing for on,e so scant of laudation.' . . . · ·· · 

As for our own people, .Graham, Goulburn and Hardinge 
and good old Herries shook hands with me immediately. 
When I had regained my place, I was removed too far. for 
notice from Chandos and Sir Robert Peel, but I heard their 
cheers. As for all the other congratulations I received, it is 
impossible to enumerate them. .In the lobby, all the squires 
came up to. shake hands with me, and thank me for the good 

1 The Judge Advocate-General. 
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service. They were so grateful, and well they might be, for 
certainly they had nothing to say for themselves. I think 
Sugden was moJ;e pleased than anyone. I saw Chandos after
wards at the Carlton, where I received great congratulations 
from everybody. I need not say he triumphed. Even Har
court tried to say something pleasant, and everybody appeared 
to sympathise, except Sir W. Y.,l who grinned much the same 
ghastly smile as he would at Aylesbury.' All ciur party noticed 
the great courtesy of the Whigs and the other side generally · 
to me. In fact, I think; I have become very popular in· the 
House; I ascribe itto the smoking~room .... 

Strange to say, I got Jem in the House, and missed him after· 
my speech ; I hope he heard it. Chandos detected him early 
in the evening. · ·. ' 

'Disraeli, is your brother here ~·. 
· 'Yes.' · · 

' I thought so (smiling) ; no mistaking him~·.. . , 
· He asked me· at the Carlton where he was: I said· I. had 

missed him: · ' I suppose he has gonE:) to market,' says Chandos. 
·I have scribbled all this nonsense in marvellous haste. 

. . • D. 
·,·\..'•' 

Fmm Samh Disraeli. 

MY DEAREST, 
· [March .. I7.~1S38.] 

We were grateful for your long despatch. Jem told · 
us enough, to make. us desire to hear what you .felt. . Now 
that 400 have heard you, I seem to care for nothing. · n· was 
James's debut in the House, so that we did not know how.' 
xpuch to trust to him. He describes the rush into the House ... 
as prodigious when you began to speak, and then the pro-;(' . 
found silence, and then all 'the cheers. He heard many people · · 

. speak of you, rejoicing in your speech and your reception; ' . 
arid once before you spoke Castlereagh rushed _in, saying. 
'Has D_israeli been up?' It seemed by his .account of all 
the sensation.produced that you were quite as great a man:at 
Westminster as at Aylesbury. . . . . · · 

God bless you,_dearest! 
· . Y ciurs· affeetionately,' 

S.D. 

To Mrs. Wy~dham Lewis. 
, Sunday [March 25] .. 

I am at this moment off for Maidstone,__:.that Maidstone 
where We have been so happy! They have sent for me sud· 

1 ·sir William Yo.ung,_ one of the members for Bucks. Chandos :and 
Harcourt were the others. . 
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denly, and I must go ; with a dull spirit and a heavy heart, I 
need not assure you. I send you this line because you will 
not hear from me for a day or two, but I hope on my return 
my messenger will assure me that you are as well, not as we 
could wish, but as.we can hope. God bless you, dear friend. 

D. 
BRADEN HAM, 

April16. 

Exmouth 1 and myself arrived here for dinner on Saturday, 
and found them all well, but my father this morning is menaced 
by a fit of gout ; at least, I hope so, and that it is nothing 
worse, but he. leads such an extraordinary life that he never 
complains of the slightest ache, that I am not miserably 
nervous. There was one gleam of sunshine as we approached, 
Bradenham which welcomed us; but otherwise the weather is 
cold and gusty, and there is not the slightest evidence of 

· springlike vegetation. I agree with Gally Knight, who told 
me the other day that he was no admirer of Eastering. At 
Whitsun one has a better chance of sunbeams and blossom .... 

While I have been writing this, the whole county has 
become as white as a twelfth cake. Jem, who is in the room, 
with six or seven dogs, desires his love to Mrs. Wyndham, 
and makes such a barking that I can scarcely write. 

There is no news from this place, which of course is little 
altered, though somewhat improved, particularly a new walk 
thro' the woods devised and cut by Jem, and which you 
will like very much. . 

All send their love to you from this roof. Yours; 
D. 

April 19, 1838. 

My father's health gives me the greatest possible uneasiness. 
Although an elde:;t son, it seems to me that I could scarcely 
survive his loss. The first wish of my life has ever been that 
after all his kindness to me, and all the anxiety which I have 
cost him; he should live to see me settled and steady, and suc· 
cessful to his heart's content. I cannot describe to you .my 
misery at the thought of losing him; but he complains of his 
head, and many other strange symptoms, and yesterday when 
we were alone he nearly fell. 

BRADENHAM HOUSE; 
Sunday [April 22]. 

I shall be .in town on Tuesday night, as it is expected that 
Serjeant Talfourd's motion on Copyright will come on on 
Wednesday, and I intend_to speak on it .... 

1 Third Viscount, 1811-1876, grandson of the victor of Algiers, and a good 
and loyal friend of Disraeli's.to the end of his life. 
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I leave this place with great regret, even tho' .the sun do 
not shine. After a week or so, one gets used to quiet,habits, 
and feels, as I always do, the charm of domestic bliss .. I 

· experience a reluctance in once more entering the scene of 
strife and struggle, but after all, like the shower bath, it 
needs only a plunge. I never leave home without feeling as 
I did when I went to school, which is an odd though true 
thing for one to say who has been such a wanderer. A return, 
however, makes me just as nervous. I dread to deteot the 
progress of time, and always anticipate misfortune. . . . · 

I send you'an emblem of the spring~ flowers without perfume. 
Farewell! 

Ym1rs, 
D. 

· When Talfourp's Copyright Bill. came up for second 
reading, Disraeli fulfilled his intention of joining in. the · 
debate. ' 

To Sarq,h Disraeli. 
[Apri!, 26.) 

1\1 y DEAR EST' ' 
I made a most brilliant and triumphant speech last night 

-unquestionably and agreed upon by all hands· the crack 
speech of the night, and everyone who spoke after me, either 
for or ·against; addre:;;sed hii:nself to roe; .but of this you 
cannot judge by the reports. C. Wynn, ill speaking .of Southey, 
confirmed 'the statement in the eloquent speech of the hon . 

. member for Maidstone.' Poor little Milnes plastered me with .. 
· compliments,_ but his own speech was entirely smashe.d by the 

reporters. The Ministers tried not to m!l>ke a House. We 
had a sharp run, and J think r may fairly claim carrying ~he 
measure; at least Talfourd gave me credit-for it, as I sent to 
the Carlton !tt 9.30, 1!-nd ·got down. a couple of members and 
absolutely converted Blakemore; if.no others. . . . . · · 

The whole day has been passed in rec(living compliments on 
· my speech. Sir James Graham, who was in the House, was 

really most warm ; but of all this when we meet. · 
Love, 

D.t 

As the law then ~tood, copyright subsisted for twenty-. 
eight years or the duration of the author's life, whichever 

· period .. was the long!;)r ; and Talfourd's Bill proposed to 
extend it to sixty years from th.e date of_ the author's 

f.-BJif Mus., Addit. MSS. 
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death. 'Literary men,' said Disraeli in the sp~ech of 
which he. wrote· with so much complacency, 'exercise 
great power, often an irresistible power; and I would ask 
whether it is wise for this House to debar from the right 
of property in their works the. creators of opinion.' In 
f'!pite of his persuasive eloquence, the second reading was 
only carried by 39 to 34, and the Bill perished in Com-· 
mittee.1 

To lJirs. Wyndham Lewis. 
CaRLTON, 

Friday, April27. 
It is natural, after such severe trials as you have recently 

experienced, and such petty vexations as you are now forced 
to encounter, that you should give way to feelings of loneli· 
ness and sorrow., It is natural and inevitable; but you must 
not indulge such sentiments, and you must endeavour not 
to brood over the past. The future for you may yet be full 
of happiness and. hope. you are too young to feel that life 
has not yet a fresh spring of felicity in store. Although you 
have few near relations, they are such as are dear to you; a 
mother whom you love, and a brother to whose return you 
look forward not only with affection, b1,1t with the charm and 
excitement of novelty. And I can assure you that you have 
in my family friends in the best and sincerest sense of the 
word, who have from their first acquaintance with you loved 
and appreciated you. 

As for myself, I can truly say, that the severe afflictions 
which you have undergone, and the excellent, and to me un
expected, qualities with which you have met them, the talent, 
firmness and sweet temper, will always make me your faithful 
friend, and as far as my advice and assistance and society 
can contribute to your welfare' or solace you under these 
severe trials, you may count upon them. For, as you well 
know, I am one of those persons who feel much more deeply 
than I ever express, .and if ever I express feelings of regard 
to anyone, my memory assures me that it is never any fault 
of mine if they are not fervently cherished and if they do not 
endure. · . - · · 

I fear that you are at present in a miseraple circle of narrow
minded people, incapable of any generous emotion and any 

1 T11.lfourd renewed his efforts in subsequent sessions, but had the mis
fortune to encounter the opposition of Macaulay ; and it was not till 1842 
that the Act was passed which remained in force till 1911. The Act of 
1911 grants copyright for a period of fifty years from the author's death. 
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genial sympathy ; but this is an infliction that will not last, 
and I recommend you by all means to command your teniper 
and watch over your interests .... 

Every paper in London,"Radical, Whig, or Tory, has spoken 
of my speech in the highest terms of ·pa.negyric, except the 
wretched Standard, which, under the influence of that scoun
drel Maginn/ always attacked me before I was in Parliament, 
and now always passes over .my name in silence. . . . Mrs. 
Dawson2 stopped the carriage in the street yesterday to con
gratulate me, and her manner was most hearty and, I think, 

·sincere .... 
T1ook forward now with great interest to your return. 

Expedite out do not hasten it. Be active, but do not be 
in a hurry, or 'you will-have to return once more to that 
odious place and those odious persons whom· I· hope will · 
!3peedily be banished from our memories. 

And now God 'bless you, and believe me, . 
. Ever your affectionate frientl, · 

. D. 
'· 

May5. · 

Town is very agreeable, • the weather soft and warm ; 
and I suppose the fields and trees have put on their spring 
liveries these last few days, as well as the households of our 
fine people here. . . . · . 

Yesterday I dined with the Londonderrys enjamille, and only 
met Lord3 and :Lady Hardwicke; but it was most l).greeable, 
for Lady Hardwibke is· without exception the most dramatic· 
sing~r I ever listened to ; her voice, too, is most ~weet an<'!. · 
powerful, and she is so una:fiected. that she actually sang 

.. without stopping for so long a time that it was near one when 
our petite comite broke up. I never met persons who seemed 
to enjoy life more, or who seemed,fonder of each other, than 
the Hardwickes. I have known Lord H. for some time, . 
and met him first ·at Smyrna when he was only Captain Yorke, ' . 
and always liked him, he is so· fr~;tnk and gay. They asked 
me to dine with them to-morrow, bU:t I am engaged to the 
Salisburys, which I regret. . 

·All the world is talking .of the, grand festival which is to 
be given in Merchant Taylors' Hall by the Conservative mem
bers of Parliament to Sir Robert Peel. I am, of course; one 
of the hosts. It is to be one of the most magnificent and im
portant gatherings ever witnessed. There is a gallery which 

l. See p. 73. , 
2 A. sister of Sir Robert Pool's and a great friend of Mrs. Wyndham 

Lewis's. " '" 
• 3 The 4th EarL His wife was a da:ughter of the 1st Lord Ravensworth. 
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will hold 70 ladies. Tickets to admit them were offered to 
Lady Peel, but she declined the dangerous honor, confident 
that the selection would create ill feeling : so the 70 ladies' 
tickets are to be balloted for by all the hosts. Every grande 
dame is mad to get a ticket. I know to whom I should venture 
to offer mine were she in London .or could go, but I suppose, 
or rather feel, that is impossible. 

The Chesterfields had the audacity to ask 5,000 guineas for 
the loan of their house to the Russian Ambassador Extra
ordinary/ and absolutely expected to get it. Lady Jersey 
asked 2,000. Lady Londonderry thought all this house
letting i~fra dig., and had the spirit to write to the Empress, 
who had been most ~ospitable to herself and Lord L. when in 
Russia, and offered Holdernesse House and the whole establish
ment to the Grand Duke, who is coming over; intending them
selves to go into a hired house. The offer was declined by 
the Empress in a letter in English beautifully and correctly' 
written, both in style and calligraphy, and in which she signs 
herself 'With reiterated love, your affectionate Alexandra.' 

On the 19th. Lord Chandos gives a grand banquet to the 
Duke of Wellington, Lord Lyndhurst, Lord and Lady London
derry, Lord and Lady Jersey, Sir Robert and Lady Peel, Sir 
James and Lady Graham, and Lord Stanley. You will be 
rather surprised, I think---.,at least I was~that I should be 
invited to _it : but Chandos is a good friend, and greatly tri
umphs in my success in the House. · . . 

I must cease at present _all this gossip, which I thought 
would amuse you after your journey. Pray come to town 
cheerful and happy, and believe in a happy and brilliant future 
like 

Your affectionate 
D. 

Sunday [May 20]. 

Your exqu,isite offering arrived just in time, and added by 
its opportune arrival to all the grace of the present. I assure 
you that with unaffected delight I felt that for the first time 

. in public I wore your chains. I hope you are not ashamed of 
.your slave. 

I am sorry to say the Duke [of Wellington] continues so 
unwell th~t he could not joill the party, which otherwise was 
very brilliant, and even gay . .' . . The plate at Buckingham 
House is marvellous ; not merely costly, but rare, and the 
rooms are crammed with all possible curiosities and nicknacks, 
the spoils of our friend Emanuel, &c., for all which things 
Chandos has 1;1 passion. It is just the house to suit you. 

1 To the Coronation. 
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For guests we had the Londonderrys, Jerseys, Peels, Sir 
James and Lady Graham, Lyndhurst, Goulburn, Mahon, Sir __, 
H. Hardinge. All admired Lady Anna Grenville/ our host's 
only daughter, -just presented. . · . 

-I fear much the heavens do not smile on your Richmond 
expedition. I could only be consoled for not meeting tocday 
by the conviction tnat you were at least receiving pleasure, 
bttt Eichmond on a rainy day is certainly no~ Paradise, though 
sometimes I have fancied it such when the sun was shining .... 

Farewell ! I am happy if you are. . 
Yours, 

DIS. 

For Disraeli, with his native love o£ pageantry and. 
splendou,r,_ a rare opportunity was now drawing near. ; 

'The Coronation of Queen Victoria was fixed for the end 
· of June, and few in the thronging multitudes who were 
·in Ipndori at the tinie can have. felt~ keener·joy than he 
inthe spectacles and festivities for which the ceremony 
gave occasion. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
. M01iday_ [June i5J. 

MY DEAREST, . . 
London is 11ow very gay. The whole of the lineofpro,:_ 

cession is nearly covered with galleries ·and raised seats ; 
when these are clothed· with carpets and colored hangings · 
the effect will be superb. London teems with foreigners. 
There are .full 200 (on dit) of distinction, attached to the 
different embassies, and lodged in every possible hotel from 

· Mivart to Sabloniere. · Lord F~ Egerton told me this morning 
.that l).e had been paying a visit tq a brace of Italian princes 
in the last-named crib on a third floor, and never .in the dirtiest 
locanda of the Levant, Smyrna, or Alexandr1a, had he visited 
a more filthy and offensive scene; but they seemed to enjoy 
it, and are visible every night, 'with their brilliant uniforms~ 
and sparkling stars, as if·their carriage at break of dawn were 
hot changed .into a pumpkin. . · ' ' . ·. 

·' Your geran:ium gave me a flower to-day, and will give. me 
a couple more. I have·bought- also a.promising plant myself. 

My love to all . 
. '" b. 

1 Afterwards Lady Arma Gore-Langton, mother of the 4th Earl Temple 
of Stowe. · · . ·• ' . · 
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[ U wlated.] 

We had a very agreeable party at· D'Orsay's yesterday. 
Zichy, who has cut out evcm Esterhazy, having two jackets, 
one of diamonds more. brilliant than E.'s, and another which 
he wore at the Drawing-room yesterday of turquoises. This 

·makes the greatest sensation of the two. He speaks EngVi.sh 
perfectly ; is a. great traveller, been to Nubia, all over Asia, 
and to Canada and the United States. Then there was the 
Duke of Ossuna, a young man, but a grandee of the highest 
grade. He is neither Carlist nor Christino, and.does not mean 
to return to Spain until they have settled everything. There
fore they have confiscated his estates, but he has a large 
property in Italy, and also Belgium .. He is a great dandy 
and looks like Philip II., but though the only living descendant 

.. of the Borgias, he has the reputation of being very amiable. 
When he was last at Paris he attended a representation of . 
Victor Hugo's Lucrezia Borgia.· She says in one. of the scenes, · 
' Great crimes are in our blood.' All his friends looked at 
him with an expression of fear; 'bu:t the blood has degenerated,' 
he said, ' for I have committed o!lly weaknesses.' Then there 
was the real Prince Poniatowsky, also young 'and with a most 
brilliant star. Then came Kissiloffs. and Strogonoffs, ·' and 
other offs and ons,' and De Belancour, a very agreeable 
person. Lyndhurst, Gardner, Bulwer, and· myself completed 
the party. 

I must give up going to the coronation, as .we go in state, 
and all the M.P.s must be in court dresses or uniforms. As I 
have withstood making a costume of this kind for,other pur
poses, I will not make one now, and console myself by the con
viction that to get up very early (eight o'clock), to sit dressed 
like a flunky in the Abbey for seven or eight hours, and to 
listen .to a sermon by the Bishop of London, can be no great 
enjoyment. · 

Lyndhurst made a very successful speech the other night 
on Spain, and foreign politics are coming into fashion. 

D. 
June .29. 

I went to the coronation after all. I did not get a dress 
till2.30 on the morning of the ceremony, but it fitted me very 
well. It turned out that l had a very fine leg, which I never 
knew -before! The pageant within the Abbey 'was without 
exception the most splendid, various, and interesting affair 
at which.I ever was present. To describe is of course useless. 
I had one of the best seats in the Abbey, indeed our House 
had the best of everything. I am very . glad indeed that ' 
·Ralph persuaded me to go, for it far exceeded my expecta• 
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ti01is. The Queen looked very well, and performed her part 
with great grace and completeness, which cannot in general 

. be said of· the other performers ; }hey were always in doubt 
-as to what carrie. next, and you saw the want of rehearsaL 
The Duke was loudly cheered when he made his homage. 
Melbourne looked very awkward and uncouth, with his coronet 
cocked over his nose, his robes under hisfeet, and holding the 
great sword of state like a butcher. . . . The Duchess of 
Sutherland 1 walked, or rather stalked, up the Abbey like 
Juno; she was full of her situation. Lady Jersey 2 and Lady 
Londonderry blazed among the peeresses. 3 

· 

. [July 2.] 

The peautifull_ady [mentioned in a newspaper] was my 
friend the Countess Sablonouslm, the beauty of the season. 
She did not sit with the foreign Ambassadors, but was led • , 
into the Abbey by a_ Russiu.n nobleman to her seat among· 
the fairest Of the visitors. opposite. -- , _ _ _ _ _ · 
- The Queen behaved with great grace andfeelii1g about Lord 
Rolle : nothing c.ould be more effective. She seemed for an 

. ins~aiit to pause whether etiquette ;would allow her to rise 
from her throne, and then did so and held out her hand with 

infinite dignity and yet delicate sentiment. . · 
Lyndhurst, its I think I· told you, paid his homage with 

singular dignity, but committed the faux pas o£ not backing 
from the presence. Fanny [Lady Londonderry] looked· an 
Empress. Her fete is put off on account of the Queen's ball 
to-night. ,_ . . . . • . 

Exmouth paid ills homage very well~ but complained ter- . 
ribly of the weight ~f his robes and coronet, which were made 
for his grandfather at George IV.'s Coronation, and the old 
lord w~s a very tall, stout, burly man. I have got a gold 
medal given me as M.P.~ bu_t- I have presented it to Mrs. 
Wyhdham. . . _ .. _ 

O'Connell was in a Court dress and· looked very well, and 
was deeply interested in eyerything, but was hooted greatly, 

'on dit, by the mob. Hume, who would not put on Court 
attire, was prevent{/d from sitting in our· gallery; but was in 
the Abbey. I think I told .you of Fector's4 gorgeous suit ; it 
has been noticed in the papers. When we two got into his · 
chariot, -that cantankerous Norreys halloed out,-~ Make room 
for the Maidstone .Bherifjsl' Very good; I think, though 
rather annoying. ' 
. . ·- . 

1 The MiStress of the· Ro bea. . . l ' r: • . . . . 
2 Sarah, eldest daughter of the lOth Earl of Westmorland by his wife 

the heiress of Robert-Child the banker. · · 
3 Letter_s, pp .. 138-140. · 4 The new m~mber for Maidstone. 

'· ' 
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Bulwer I did not see ; he certainly was not in the House .... · 
The procession was, I think, rather a failure: heavy, want 

of variety, and not enough music or t:roops. There are so few 
troops in the country, that they cannot get up a review in 
Hyde Park for Soult, and keep on the fair, they are so 
ashamed. 

I saw Lord Ward after the ceremony, in a retiring room, 
drinking champagne out of a pewter pot, his coronet cocked 
aside, his robes disordered, and his arms akimbo, the very 
picture of Rochester. · 

Wednesday [July 4]. 
DEAREST SA, 

. . . There was a very brilliant ball at the Salisburys' last 
night, all the remarkables and illustrious in whom London 
now abounds being there. I stayed till 2, but there were 
then no signs of separation, and the supper-room was just open. 
By-the-bye, the Countess Zavodouska, for I believe that is 
her name, appears quite the reigning beauty of the season, 
and moves surrounded by a crowd of glittering admirers. 
She did me the honour of remembering me, though not in 
Turkish costume, and told me she had read Vivian Grey. 

Exmouth came up to Theodore Hook, full of indignation 
at the 31 Baronets in the night's Gazette. ' Thirty-one 
Bai·onets ! Here's a pretty game of the Whigs !' says he. 
~They'll make a bloody hand of it; at any rate,' said Theodore. 

The same wit and worthy was. abusing the foreigners,· and 
particularly Prince Poniatowsky, who, on dit, is anxious to 
turn the rich and pretty Mrs. Craven into a Princess. 'I 
suppose he can't show his face in his own land; the Radical 
scamp/ said T. H. Whereupon he was informed the Prince 
was no Rad, and had refused the croWn of Poland. ' Peut
etre,' replied Theodore. 'He may have refused a crown, but 
he looks very much now as if he would accept half .a crown.' 

The foreigners thought that Lord Rolle's tumble was a 
tenure by which he held his barm1y. 

I hope you are. all well, and. I send you my love._ 
D. 

Tuesday [July 11]. 
MY DEAREST, 

Yesterday, the day being perfect, there was a splendid 
review in Hyde Park. I saw it admirably from Mrs. Wynd
ham's.1 The Delawarrs, Rolles, Lawrence Peels, and Dawsons 
were there, but Iio one was allowed to be on the drawing-room 
floor, lest there should be an appearance of a party, except 
old Lord Rolle and myself ~o be his companion. Lord ~· sat 

1 Her house was No. l,Grosven.or Gate, now 29; Park Lane. 
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in the balcony with a footman each side of him, as, is his 
custom. The Londondcrrys after the review gave the most_· 
magnificent banquet at Holdernesse House conceivable. 
Nothing could be more recherche. There were only 150 asked, -
and all sat down. Fanny was faithful, and asked me, and I 

. figure in the Morning Post accordingly. It was the finest 
thing of the season. Londonderry'sregiment being reviewed, 
we had the band of the lOth playing on the staircase : the 
whole of the said staircase (a double one) being crowded with 
the most splendid orangectrees and Cape jessamines ; the Duke. 
:>f Nemours, Soult, all the 'illustrious strangers,' the Duke 
and .the very flower of fashion being assembled. _The banquet 
was>in the gallery of sculpture; it was so magnificent that , 
everybody lost their presence. of mind. Sir James Graham 
said .to me that he had never in his lift~ seen, anything su 
gorgeous. ' This. is the grand seigneur indeed,' he added. I 
think 1t was the kindest thing possibl~ 'of Fanny asking me, 
as it was not to be expected in, any way. The splendor of the 
uniforms was remarkable. 

Love, 
D.l 

A fortnight later: we find him on the way to his con-
• stituents at Maidstone. · 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewil}. 
RocHESTER; . ., 

. July 26, 

Pressed as I am for time, wet, which is at least .a novelty, 
hungry with no chance of ·my appetitE;l being gratified; and 
about to make a speech of which I have not an,idea ready, 
I send you this scrawl from a wretched pot~house, to tell you · 
that you have not been the whole day a n;1:0ment absent from 
my thoughts. 

MAID STONE, 
. July 27. 

I arrived~here just a quarter of an hour before the meeting. 
Under the inspiration . of a glass of brandy and water at 
Rochester, and the racket of the post-chaise, I contrived to 
collect some nonsense which turned into a capital speech ; . 
but w}lat I sliall say at the dinner to-day I can't devise, 
having exhausted every possible topic of congratulation to our 
friP-nds and of triumph over our foes. <Let. rp.e avail myself of 
this moment; which I seize in a room full. of bustle and chatter, 
.to teli you how much I love you.·,. 

1 Brit. Mus., Addit. MSS. 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
[July 29.] 

On Friday the Randalls gave a grand breakfast to the prin
cipal members of the party, which was well done, and ' equal to 
anything of the kind,' as they say. But only conceive a grand 
dejeuner scarcely over at 3.30, and a grand dinner at 5.30 ! I 
t.ook a walk into the country, as it was in vain to pay visits. 
We dined l 07, more than the room could hold. I had to make 
another speech; never began a sentence with the slightest 
idea of its termination; really in a ftmk, but never made a 
more s·uccessful one. But to speak plainly, the two speeches 
cost me great efforts at the moment. I never racked my 
brain so much, but it answered to the helm. 

[August.] 

The ball at Holdernesse House was a very brilliant affair. 
I was introduced to Lord Brougham by Lady William Powlett, 
and ·.Sir Lytton 1 also made his appearance. I spoke the other 
night after O'Connell, and with spirit and success. I thought 
it as well that my voice should be heard at the end of the 
session, and especially on an Irish subject. There were only 
eight Tories in the House, the subject having been brought 
on unexpectedly and without notice, and Brougham speaking 
in the Lords, which takes. men away. The Whig. benches 
were tolerably full, as they had made a whip. 2 · 

This speech was a vigorous indictment of the Irish 
policy of the Government on the occasion of their aban
doning an Irish Corporations Bill which the Lords had. 
drastically amended. It was characteristic of Disraeii 
that, having begun the session with a. failure in speaking 
on an Irish subject immediately after O'Connell, he should 
have determined to bring it to a close by making a suc
cessful effort in a precisely similar situati<;m. 

1 B~lwer, who had ju~t been made a baronet. 
2 Letters, pp. 142, 143. ' 
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MARRIAGE. 
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Disraeli's thoughts. were now again turned towards "' 
matrimony' and, as the. reader. has no doubt guessed, . he.' 
w~s by this time fully satisfied that he. had found .. the 
lady .for his choice .. The accident· of his election . fo~ 
Maidstone had given to the ': pr!'ltty little woman,' the 
' flirt,' and the ' rattle,' who~e volubility had .astonished 
him when h~ lllet her first at Bulwer's in 1832, _a part. 
among the pri~cipal actors in tl!e drama ofhis life. 
Mrs. Wyndham Lewis, before marriage Mary Anne Evans, 
was born in 1792, the daughter of John Evans, a ·Lieu
tenant in the navy. · ~er father died ·on active service 
while she was still an infant, leaving his widow with two 
children in ~o'i:nething less than affiuence-'--a circumstance 

·:fwhich has given rise to purely fanciful stories of a very 
humble origin for thefuture Lady Beaconsfield. . In those 
days. the navy, which was just about to enter on the 
period of its gr~atest. achievements, offered a more open 
road to merit than perhaps any other English institution ; _ 
and Evans, joining as a l!i.d, ,ha,d had to make his way 
from the l:>ottom of the service before wmning his coni
llllSSlqn. But he came of .a respectable .farming st(ick il1 
Devon, 1 and his~ wife, a Viney, belonged to a famUy of 

1 His parents lived ~t Brampfo~d Speke,.a vili~ge a few miles fromlj)xeter; 
but Lady Beaconsfield's birthplace was Exeter itself, where in the register 
of baptisms for the parish of St, Sidwell there is the entry,· under dat\l 
Nov. 14, 1792: 'Marianne, daughter of John and Eleanor Evans;' 

' 434 ' ' 
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good position and connexion in the West of England. 
Beautiful though poorly dowered, their daughter· at 
twenty-three had won the hand of Wyndham Lewis,. a Gla
morganshire man of birth and fortune, who was soon to 
be member for Cardiff, and who at a later date became 
one of the two members for Maidstone. 1 The election of 
1837 gave the other seat to Disr;:teli, and Mrs. Lewis, as 
we have seen,2 at the very beginning of the closer acquaint
ance which followed this event, divined the genius of her 
husband's colleague, made him her 'Parliamentary pro
tege,' and prophesied his coming_ greatness; while Dis
raeli in his turn rewarded her with a friendship that 
was cordial from the first, and gradually became tinged 
with a sort of mock devotion. The death of Wyndham 
Lewis had of course changed their relations, and made 
it necessary that they should be either more or less to 
each other in.future. Mrs. Lewis was now a widow, and 
though she was already forty-five, twelve years older 
than Disraeli, she was still by all accounts wonderfully 
youthful for her years; and, with this advantage in her 
favour, there is no reason to believe that she varied in her 
practice -from the kindly race of women, or allowed her 
suitor to suspect the real disparity in their ages. She 
had been left with a house3 in London and a good income4 

for life, and the world has always assumed that in these 
accessories is to be sought the explanation of that which. 
followed. But though Disraeli himself confessed, as we 
shall see at a lat~r stage,. that when he fir~t made his 
advances he was prompted thereto by no romantic feel
ings, we shall find, nevertheless, good reasons for thinking 

· that the judgment .of the wodd may stand_ in need of 
revision. 

I See NoTE on :p, 472. 
2 Page 380. . 
a No.· 1, Grosvenor Gate, now 29, Park Lane. · . . 
4, At first, apparently, about £4,000 a year, and rather more l~ter. 
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To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis. · 
Aug. 20: 1838. 

The sun ship.es, ·and Bradenham looks beautiful'; most green 
and fresh, .and to-day even bright. But you are not here. 
Come, and 'prithee quickly ; for though these people are kind 
and good, and as amusing as any other honest folk in the 

, shires, their talk is insipid after all that bright play of fancy 
and affection which welcomes me daily with such vivacious 
sweetness. 

Oct. 7. 

I have not .recovered from the stupefaction of yesterday. 
[wheh :Mrs. Lewis_had left after a long visit to Bradenham].- • 
I have scarcely left my room, scarcely spoken to anyone. All 
is dull, silent, spiritless; the charm is broken, the magic is · 
fled!·. ' · 
. All this may be inevitable, and I will believe it all may end 

well. But what future joy and prosperity, what fortune, 
even ";hat fame, can compensate for this anguish 1 · 
. ' . 

_. Oct. 9. 

I have made up my miiid to leave this place to-morrow, in· 
. order· that I ·may have the delight of .a day or two with your 

··own sweet self. . . . I have ·not been out of the house since 
you left it; until this afternoon, having been in a state. of" 
apathy, a dull trance. This morning I rose pretty cheerful, 

· was inspired by your letter, worked very well at the tragedy, 
recasting the. great scene, greatly improving it, and writing a. 
magnificent soliloquy. When the first act is complete you·· 
shall have it. . · ·· · · 

•> Love had driyen him to poetry, as-had happened once 
before. · , On the earlier occasion,, to-use a phrase 1 of his 
·own; he had·made an attempt 'to strike the long-mute 
strings of the epick lyre,' and with characteristic courage 
he nowe~barked on a: sti.H more risky venture-the com- , 
positi~n of a great tragedy. · Under .. the. leadership of 

-M:acready there had been ·in recent years a marked 
revival of interest in serious-drama. Talfourd's I on had 
been produced in 1836, ~and had been followed at no long 
intervalpy ]3ulwer's Lady of Lyons. Disraeli was deter
milled not to.be behindhand, and set to work ?n Alarcos . 

.\ In a letter to Lord M<thon, 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
[LoNDON, Oct. ll.] 

DEAREST, 
... I understand that the trousseau of Julia Macdonald 

surpassed in fancy and splendor all late exhibitions, which, 
considering that her family collectively have not a. sou, was 
surprising. She was married in a dress of white velvet with 
three flounces of point lace, and departed in a white silk cos
tume with a trimming of birds of paradise feathers. But the 
most wonderful thing was D'Orsay's present to the bridegroom 
-a white silk waistcoat, brode in gold, from Paris ; the 
!lesign by the Count, who was at the wedding. This sur
passed anything ever seen. I shall call on him to-morrow .... 

Sir Robert Peel very well and very courteous in\feed. I 
chatted t_his _ morning an hour with Lyndhurst, who looks 
younger and brisker tharn ever-much. I never saw him so 
well. . • . Love. 

[LONDON, Oct. 13.] 
DEAREST, . 

I called on J)'Orsay yesterday, and found him very 
flourishing. He asked me to dine witl). him to-day to cele 
brate his birthday, but I was obliged, though-with great regret, 
to decline. It is all lies about Macready, who goes on with the 
Theatre ... -. 2 

. . . . 

The Gibsons, George Wombwell, and Stapleton dined at 
Grosvenor Gate yesterday. There has been a row. at.Crock- · 
ford's, and Ude dismissed; He told the committee he was 
worth £4,000 a year. Their new man is quite a failure, so 
I think the great artist may yet return from Elba. He told 
Wombwell that, in spite of his £4,000 a year, he was miserable 
in retirement ; that he sat all daywith his hands before him· 
doing nothing. W ombwell suggested the exercise of his art · 
for the gratification of his own appetite. ' Bah !' he said, ' I. 
have not been into my kitchen once: I hate the sight of my 
kitclwn. I dine on roast mutton dressed by a. cookmaid.' 
He shed tears, and said that he had only been twice in St. 
James's Street since his retirement, which was in September, 
and that he made it a rule never to walk on the same side as 
~he Clubhmise. 'Ah, I love that Club, though they are 'in
grats. Do not be offended, Mr. W., if I do not take my hat 
off to you wl:;ten we meet ' but I have made a vow. that I will 

1 Brit. Mus.', Addit. MSS. . : . . · 
· ·

2 _Covent Ge.rden, where he ~a.s then playing The Lady of Lyona. 
L W 
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never take my hat off to a member of the Committee.' 'I 
shall always take my hat,off to you, Mr. Ude,' 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis. 

Love, 
D. 
. . 

BRADEN HAM, 
Oct. 14. · 

This morning·. all the dahlias have disappea:red, and •the 
rigor of .the night has been fatal to even sweeter things than 
they ; among them I grieve to say our favorite. heliotrope. 
Tita is very blank about the vanishing of his favorites. ·· I 
cannot say that I am happy, because·that would not be true, 
but I exert myself to bear up against my sorrowful lot. · My 
present feelings convince me of what 1 have ever believed, 
that there is no hell on earth like separated love. . 

. . . . -. · · Oct. 18. 

I .wrote yoU:r naiile in large character's and placed it bef~;e 
me. I remembered your parting injunctions .. I poured all . 
my spirit into my tragedy. The effort was great and painful, 

· but as my brain warmed and my spirit rose, it.was successful. 
I wrote all yesterday without ceasing. I did not go down to 
dinner, and never left my room till the evening. My imagina
tion solaced me, for I poured into the fictitious scene my actual 
sensations, and the pages teem with passages w.hich you will 
riot read without emotion, for they came from my }:wart and 
they commemorate my love, my doubt, my misery. Your 
name was before me, the name of her who is my inspiration, 
my hope, perha.ps my d'espair .... 

I believe in [your promised visit] as men believe in the 
.millennium. My faith is firm, but I cannot help sometimes 
reminding myse1f that :my creed is in the impossible .. 

' .. ' ( 
Oct. 19. · 

lnr health I am well ; which I ascribe to my ascetic diet, 
and the magic of cayenne, which has as completely removed 
all my nervous sensations of discomfort as Guinness did last 
year, so you have ·saved me twice. I r~se early, and have 
worked yesterday and to-day from 9 to 2, breakfasting at ll. 
Beyond 2 I cannot write,. and pass the day as well as I can ; 
reading"a play, saunte:r;ing wheri it is genial as to-day, which 
was even balniy, and ever thinking of my ·sweet love. My .. ··· 
progress has been great and brilliant ; you }mow I am not 
.easily satisfied with my efforts, and not in the habit of speak• 
ing of my writings with much complacency. You may there
fore credit there is some foundatio;t when'! tell you, that I 
think my ·p:reaent work will· far exceed your expectations, 
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and realise even niy hopes. . . . I envy the gentlemen about 
you, but I am not jealous. When the eagle leaves you the 
vultures return. There! that is sublime. 

There is hardly a flower to be found, but I have sent you a 
few sweet-peas. 

Oct. 23. 

I write in good health and in good spirits. I prosper in my 
work.. I· am satisfied with what I have done. I look upon 
my creation and see that it is good. Health, my clear brain, 
and your fond love ;-and I feel that I can conquer the 
world~ 

Oct. 25. 
Your letter recalls to me most fully, vividly, and painfully, 

the wretchedness of my situation, separated from my love, 
and what must be the inevitable result of our present life--'
fading emotion and final estrangement. I can write at no 
length to-day. The immor~al gods, wherever and whatever 
they be, grant that the future may be different to what my 
prophetic soul paints it! 

OcC29. 

. : . I cannot reconcile Love and separation. My ideas of 
Love are the perpetual enjoyment of the society of the sweet 
being to whom I am devoted, the sharing of every thought 
and even every fancy, of every charm and every care. Per" 

, haps I sigh for a state which never can be mine, which never 
· existed. But there· is nothing in my own heart that con. 

vinces me it is impossible, and if it be an illusion it is an 
illusion worthy of the gods. I fish to be with you, to live 
with you, never to be away. from you-I care not where, in 
heaven or on earth, or in the waters under the earth. . . . 

I would have written on Friday, but was really too un
happy._ So I sauntered about thinking of you, and gleaned, . 
for w~ can no longer gather, flowers which I sent to yo_u, and· 
which I amused myself by dexterously packing in franks ; 
for, to tell the truth, I spoiled more covers than one before I. 
could stow them,- which with the. united aid of scissors an:d 
patience I at last contrived to. succeed in .... 

I thank you much for your political news, which is of great 
use. ~o me, as I can make up a letter for Chandos, :who com
plains of my no longer writing to him, and all that, but, alas ! 
I have nothing to .say, nor, to tell the truth, do I care as of 
yore about politics. For love swalloweth up all things. . . . 

I have lost all heart for my tragedy. I always aim in-all I 
do at the highest. I see no use in writing tragedies unless 
they be as fine as Shakespeare's ; and i'.B tht:~.t is impossible to 
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attain, what ain. I to do ~ I~ Fame as well as Love, my motto 
is ' All or Nothing,' because I prefer happy obscurity to 
mediocre reputation. 

Oct. 30. 
The storm 4ere was a hurricane. It broke our drawing

roomwindo;ws, peeled the lead off our roof, and t<;>re up about 
thirty trees, some valuable-ten yoling oaks in the coppice, the . 
only large elm we had,· and th13 large laburnum a.t the end of 
the terrace .. As for our orchards, there are cherry and apple 
trees in all directions, as if the devil had been riding about on 
a broomstick. . . ·. · · 

I have heard nothmg from Maidstone, and probably shall 
not: They seem to. wish to saddle the money t]J_at is minus 
on me, which o£ course, is too ridiculous, so we shall quarrel. 
We may as well do it at once, as they will doubtless throw ni.e . 
. over eventually. · · 

Mean'while he had contrived to provoke a quarrel wit]l 
the lawyers,. antagollists more redoubtable than e:ven 
O'Connell, and· won 'by hishe~ring not a little credit,.· 
though in a sense 'he had to accept defeat and· hrtmilia
tion .. The by-election at Maids tone caused; by the death 
cif Wyndham "-Lewis. had been followed by a petition 
agamst the successful Conservative 'candidite; and in 
opening the case for the petitioners, Charles Austin? their. 
'counsel,. l:i.ad' made cert~in statements which seemed to; 
·~mount t~:a charge that Disraeli at th£l general :election. 
·had· promised bribes to· el~ctors, and ~fterwards fa*d ·to 
pay theni.,! The pr?ceedings in the petition came to a 

. premat11re end through .. the respondent's resignation, 2 

and, finding.himself thus deprived of the opportunity of 
dearing himself before the , committee of inquiry, Dis
raeli with characteristic i~puJsivenes.s sent· a letter3 to· 
the newspapers in w];lich he. repelled the chargewith all 

. his customary emphasis; a!ld,npt' content with ·'this, pro- . 

. ceeded, ;equally in his customary m~nner, to inake a.
Vigorous· counter-attack : 

I~, opening th.e case· oi. the p~titioners against· the ret~rn 
of Mr. Fector for Maidstone on Friday last, Mr. Austin stated. 

·- . _1 -1\'[acauhiy's;brill~ant co~tempora~y~t G~mbridge,.and a younger brother 
Qf John Austin, the jurist. . . · · 

2 He was at once.re-elected.' a Dated June 5, 1838; 
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that 'Mr. Disraeli, at the general election, had entered into 
engagements with. the electors of Maidstone, and .made 
pecuniary promises to them, which he had left unfulfilled.' 

I should have instantly noticed this assertion of the learned 
gentleman had not a friend, to whose opinion I was bound to 
defer, assured me that Mr. Austin, by the custom of his pro
fession, was authorised to make any statement from hiE! brief 
which he was prepared to substantiate, or to attempt to sub 
stantiate. · 

. The inquiry into the last .Maidstone election has now ter
minated, and I take the earliest opportunity of declaring, and 
in a manner the most unqualified and unequivocal, that the 
statement of the learned gentleman is utterly false. There 
is not the slightest shadow· of a foundation for it. I myself 
never, either directly or indirectly, eritered into any peouniary
engagementl') with, or made any pecuniary promises to, the 
electors of Maidstone, and therefore I cannot have broken any 
or left any unfulfilled. The whole expenses of the contest. 
in question were defrayed by my lamented colleague, and I 
discharged to him my moiety of those expenses, as is well 
known to ~hose who are entitled . to any knowledge on thP-

. subject. 
I am informed that it is quite useless, and even unreason· 

able, in me to expect from Mr .. Austin any satisfaction for 
those impertinent calumnies, because Mr. Austin is a membt'!r 
of an honourable profession, the first principle of whose prac
tice appears to be ·that they may say anything provided they 
be paid for it.. The privilege of circulating falsehoods with 
impunity is delicately described as doing your duty towards 
your client, which 3tppears to be a very different process· to 
doing your duty towards your neighbour. This may be the 
usage of Mr. Austin's profession, an<l it may be the custom to 
society to submit to its practice; but, for my part, it appears 

·. to me 'to be nothing better than a disgusting and intolerable· 
tyranny, and I, for one, shall not bow t.o it in silence. 

I therefore repeat that the statement of Mr. Austin was 
false, and, inasmuch as he never attempted to substantiate it, 
I concluqe that it was, on his side, but the ·blustering artifice 
of a rhetorical hireling, availing himself of the vile licence of 
a loose-tongued lawyer, not orily to make a statement which· 
was false, but to make it with a consciousness of its falsehood. 

His aim, it would appear,,.was to provoke.a challenge. 
' Anything,' he wroteto Mrs. Wyndham ~ewis, 'is better 
than submitting to an insult. I am perfectly cool and 
perfectly prepared for him. . But I fear there is· no 
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chivalry nowadays, and I dare say the fellow will not do 
what ·he ought.' His anticipations were realiSed, as the 
next letter shows : 

_To Mrs, Wyndham Lewis. 

'Mr.- Austin does not fight, but applies to . the Court of 
Queen's Bench. There is a great flutter among the lawyers, · 
and there was a meeting, and the· Attorney-General in the 
chair. · I would have preferred a more expeditious and cheaper 
process of settling .the business ; but at any rate it may save 
you some suffering, and" this shall be my consolation. . . . 

All my friends, and more than my friends, say that the 
letter was the best ever written, and that Austin is a poltroon 
to take the step he has adopted. 

On the application of the Attorney-General, Lord Den~ 
man granted a rule nisi for a criminal information. 
Austin declared in his affidavit that his charges had been 
directed, not against Disraeli personally, but against the 
political party which h~d supported him, and when the 
matter came bef01;e the court Disraeli's counsel.expressed. 
his client'sregret that he sho'uld havEr taken a step which .. 
would have been unnecessary if he had known the truth 
ofthe matter. ·The court, however, held that this apology 
was in~ufficient, and the !:ule was made .absolute. ·· judg~ 
nient on the <;ri!f-inal information was. allowed to go hy, 

. default, but when Disraeli appeared to receive sentence 
he addressed the cou.;t in a long speech in mitigation· of 
punishment which is not the least famous or interesting 
of his efforts.: 

. :i: will fo]: a short time avail myself of the merciful permis
·Sion of the Bench .to offer some o.bservations which, I think, 
may induce it to visit this misdemeanour in a spirit of leniency. 
I stand before the court confessedly guilty, not from any 
dislike ·to enter. into an investigation of the circumstances 
which have induced me to commit this trespass, but because I 
have been advised that, whatever the moral"effect might be, 

. the legal effect could be but one-namely, a cOD:viction .... 
· It would be affectation in me to pretend that the (I will say, 

unfortunate) letter which has originated these proceedings 
was wr~tten ·for the atmosphere of Westminster· Hall. I-

. I 
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confess my feelings at that mom:ent were considerably ex
cited. I had lived to learn by experience that calumny once 
circulated is more or less for ever current. . . . I found.it 
necessary to take a step which should cope with the calumny, 
and which should be decisive. Two courses alone were open 
to me. I might have gone down to my seat in the House of· 
Commons, and might have treated it as a breach of privilege. 
I might have ·made the observations I afterwards wrote, and, 
as your lordships know, I might have done so there with 
impunity; but I had a wish not to shield myself under my 
privilege. Late at night I wrote this unfortunate letter, and 
sent it instantly to all the newspapers. . . . I did not con
sider that the system of bribery spoken of by Mr. Austin 
prevailed in any borough-certainly it did not in Maidstone. 

But . . . admittiqg there was such a system . . . I 
must say the introduction of my name was most grievous and 
most unwarranted. . . . 
· I regret what I have done. I not mily feel regret, but great 

mortification, for what I have done. I am sorry I should have 
injured the feelings of any man who had not attempted to, 
injure me. I am sorry that through misconception I should 
have said anything that could for a moment have annoyed 
the mind of a gentleman of the highest honorand integrity. 
I should myself be satisfied with that expression of~ deep 
regret and mortification. But, my lords, from the manner 
in which this deClaration is couched, from severalexpressions 
that have fallen at various times during. these proceedings, 
from the animus which has characterised them within· and 
without these walls, I cannot help fearing that I am brought 
here by one of those fictions of law of which I have read, and 
it is not so much for an offence against the law as an offence 
against lawyers that I am now awaiting judgment. . . . My 
lords, I am not desirous of vindicating the expressions used 
in that letter in reference to the profession, any more than the 
expressions used in reference to the individual. . . . I cannot 
forget that from the Bar of England have sprung many of our 
most illustrious statesmen, past and present ; ... but I have 

·ever believed, I believe. at this moment-I see no libel in 
the expression of that belief, no want of taste, under the circum
stances of the case, in expressing it even here-that there is 
in the principles on which the practice of that Bar is based a 
taint of arrogance; I will not say audacity, but of that reckless 
spirit which is the necessary consequence of the possession and 
the exercise of irresponsible power. . . . 

I confess that I myself have imbibed an opinion that it is 
the duty of a counsel to his client to assis~ him by all possible 
means, just or unjust, and even to commit, if necessary, a 

.H 
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cr~me for hls assistanue or extrication. My lords,. this may 
be an outrageous opinion; but; my lords, it is not my oWn.. 
Allow me to read a description of the duty of a counsel to a 
client, and by a_gr,eat authority:' An advocate: by the sacred 
duty which he owes hls client, knows ,in the discharge of that 
office but orie person iJ?. the world-that client ·and none 
other. .To save that client by all expedient ineans, to pro
tect that client ·at all hazards and costs to all others, and 
among others to himself, is the hlghestand mos_t unquestioned 
of hls duties; and he must not regard the alarm, the suffering, 
the torment, the 9.estruction; whlch he may bring upon any . 
other. Nay, separating even the _duties ~f. a ·patriot from " 
those of an. advocate, and casting' them, if need be, to the
wind, he·must·.go on, reckless of the.consequences, if his fate 
it should unhappily be, to involve his country in ·confusion 

· for his client~sproteetion.'. Here, my lords, is a sketch, and· 
by a great master; here, my lords, is the rationale of the duties 

. of an advocate, and drawn.up py a Lord Chancellor1 ! . : . : . 
My lords, I have done. I leave my case. with confidence to . 

. your merciful consideration, briefly recapitulatii1g. the points 
on which I have attempted to plac.e myself fairly before the 

. -Bench and. the public. As_ to _my _?ffence against the law, I .. 
throw myself on YOlll' lordships' mercy ;. as to my offence .. · . 

. agamst ·the individual, I have made him tha~ reparation 
which.' a gentleman should, under the circumstances, cheer~ 
fully offer, and withwhich.a gentleman should, in my opinion, 
be. cheerfully CO!ltent .. I make this, my Jords, not to .avoid 
the consequenc!ls of. my coJ.?.duct, for, t,ight o~ :vrong, good or 
bad,. these consequences I am ev.er ready to encoun~er; but 
because· I am anxious ,.to soothe the feelings which I have un" 
justly injured, and evince my respect to.the suggestions of 
the Bench. But as to niy· offence againflt the Bar, I do with 
the utmost confidence ~ppeal to y()ur lordships, however you 
may.disapprove of my :opil:J.ions, 1?-owever objectional:{le, _how~ 
ev;er_ offensive, even however odious, they may be to yol!; tha~ 
you,will_not perxn.it me to b~ arraigned 'for one offence !t,nd 
punished for another. . In a word, my _lords, i~ is to :the Bench 
I look wjth c.onfidence to shleld me froni the vengeance of an 
irritated and powerfu~ prof~ssion.2 . ·.· · • • .• ' 

.Disraeli had submitted, but his submissi~n was far from 
abj~~t. . In pres€mce of ,the rrutjesty, of the. law he ;had 
contrived,dn :fact, to; :r;epeat, .tho:ugli in more decorous 

.language, the substance· of the -offending letter .. The 
. l . ,.. ."1<. 

1 Brougham, in his speoch in_ defence of Queen. Caroline. 
2 From The Tfmes of Nov. 23, 1838. · · 

.. ' .. ·~-
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Attorney-General, however, accepted the rather dubious 
apology as 'ample,' and the court decided that it could 
with propriety pass over the offence unpunished. Den
man was already involved in the dispute with the House 
of Commons which arose out of the case of Stockdale, the 
printer, and he and the other lawyers may have thought 
that it was more prudent not to provoke a second. They 
can hardly have believe<i that the honours really rested 
with them, and they were probably well aware that the 
sympathies of the lay world were wholly with their 
antagonist. 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewi,s. 
LONDON, 

Nov. 23. 

I saw Lord Chandos to-day, passing through town to Aving
ton, the Duke's seat in Hants. I have arranged to be with 
him at Xmas,. which will exactly suit your plans. He was 
mostkind, as he ever is, and warm about the speech and the 
'pluck' (his own word) of the whole affair. He thinks to 
face lawyers is the boldest of achievements. But the most 
agreeable thing that happened to me was Lord Abinger1 coming 
up, with whom I had a long conversation. His praise was 
great but discriminating. The quotation from Brougham he 
thought most apposite and admirable ; and he talked to me a 
great deal of the principles, so different from those then 
expressed, on which he always- conducted his professional 
pursuits. 

BRADENEAM, 
Nov. 26. 

I came down by a new engine -called the North Star (on 
the Western Railroad), of enormous and unprecedE)nted 
power. We were only 42 minutes reaching Maidenhead, 

. which is at the rate of 36 miles an hour. It is the only satis
factory piece of railroad travelling I ever performed. By 
this means I got home by dinner-time, the bell sounding as I 
just touched the green. , . . . · 

I found them all very well, and my father very much de" 
lighted about the speech, which he thinks the best thing that 
has happened to me for a long time. I am glad to say the 
"Examiner and Spectator, though Whig and Radical papers, 
gave the greatest encomiums for' spirit and feeling,' especially 
the Spectator, which praised the whole affair very much. ·. 

1 The Lord ChiefBa.ron. 
II. 15* 
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I have not been out since my return, sinc_e I have no"t been 
. sorry to have a little lazy quiet to calm my mind. and collect 

my. ideas. I pulled my papers out this morning, and warmed 
- up a little, and hope that to-morrow will fil).d me at my accus-
. tomed task! : · 

Nov. 29. 
I can tell you nothing, but that I love you, and, indeed, 

.. am so ill and stupid that I should not be surprised if you 
doubted it from this very weak expression. I have received 
a good many letters and papers from town about the speech, 
but that-is n9w a stale affair. You will be glad to hear that 
all lawyers of all parties agree in its eulogium, and especially 
Follett/ who said at the Carlton more than I care to repeat. 
But I know you like to hear of these things. · 

/ .,,_ 

. , Dec. 2<" ... 

I have been in bed alm'ost ever since I last wrote to you,' 
but I trust I have now throwri'off this attack [of influenza]. 
You know what a vile lowering disorder it is> . . . I try to 
think of my tragedy ; but I am convinced that to write· a . 
great tragedy is_the chef-d'reuwe of literary skil~; and that w;ith 

· the finest poetic genius, and even dramatic nature, one may 
faiL Of all compositions, it requires the' utmost skill and 
practice, and 0 profound' conception. If mine ever appear, it 
shall be a masterpiece; but that appearance is very doubtfuL 
I have burnt m~re t~an I have written_::__ that's a good, sign at 
least. . . . · · . . . ' ~· · 

. . Wednesday, Dec. 5. 
I have been obliged . to· betake myself to ·my bed again. · 

Although yesterday nearly bent double with the acuteness of 
this strange complaint which has now attacked me every year, 
more or less, since my return to England;! still hope to meet 

, you on Friday. ·. · . · . 
' . . . . ~m 

Not five minutes after I left your dear· presence, 1 met · 
rather an adventure. A cortege of dandies and· grooms 
riding up the lane to Bradenham, and, lo! Count D'Orsay, 
Lord Albert Conyngham and Forester, about to call on me 
with an_ inVitation from Lord Carrington to' dine at Wycombe 
Abbey, where they wera staying. They were resolved to pay 
'their visit, so I drove on, begged the family to receive them 
as ~I could- not, for the Aylesbury people were. just e~itering 

. tl~e.gates as I got on the green. ·So I could 'not join my guests 
for·an hour; when I found them'still here and well amused. 

01 
Peel's Soli~i~r;General in 1834-35, and afterwards Attorney-General. 

He had appeared ·with the Attorney-GeneraJ Campbell, in the proceedings · 
_.against Disraeli. 
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I had refused the invitation on the roftd, as I have not 
entered Wycombe Abbey for six years, and the present. Lord 
Carrington, then Robert Smith, was my opponent on the 
hustings; but I found Forester/ who is Lord Carrington's 
brother-in-law, had instructions to get me at all hazards; so 
I was at length forced to consent to dine there to-day. Thus 
in a few hours has evaporated the feud of long years ! 

. . , Dec. 22. 
We had a most agreeable meeting at Lord Carrington's. I 

found there Lady Chesterfield, George and Mrs. Anson, the 
Albert Conynghams, Forester, the Crewes and D'Orsay ; all 
staying at the Abbey except myself. Our party was rather 
noisy, but very gay. I did not get home until past midnight, 
or rather riear the chimes of one, and then with great difficulty, 
as I could scarcely resist their entreaties that I should remain 
and send for my toilette in the morning. At last I escaped, 
having made the greatest friends with all of them, and with 

. half a promise, that when D'Orsay returns, who left on the 
next day, I would come and remain at the Abbey for two or 
three days. 

I did not make them acquainted here with your passage 
through Wycombe as dexterously as you would have done 
yourself in my situation, not producing that dramat~c suspense 
for which you are eminent; but I did contrive at least that 
they should not obtain the information from any other person. 

Dec. 23. 
I shall not allow any feeling of false pride to. prevent me 

from expressing my deep mortification at your strange. and 
prolonged silence. ~ am not exacting in any of these lesser 
offices of the heart;'because I prefer that at all times they should 
flow from the affections,. and not be impelled by anything 
approaching to a sense of duty. . . . I also know that· one 
of the arts of life is never to turn a pleasure into a bore, which 
corresj;>Ondence immediately becomes as soon as it is con
sidered a formal affair. You told me once you required 
a year to study a charaeter ; our year has nearly elapsed, 
and y'our meditations l'Il;ay have dissatisfied you with mine.: 
What my feelings may be if I find that I am doomed ever to 
waste my affections, and that a blight is ever to fall on a heart 
which nature intended to be the shrine of sensibility, it 
matters not. At present I will believe that my fate is indis· 
solubly bound up,with yours, until your voice or your conduct 
assures me that all this time I have laboured under a miserable 
delusion. 

1 John George, 2nd Lord Forester, 1801·1874. 
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Dec. 26. 

It is my joy and even my pride that we do not have many 
lovers' quarrels ; truly they are not lovable things, arid should 
only be adopted by those whose flagging affections require 
stimulus. Mine never do. Alas ! it is "too much love that 

. makes me querulous, the suspense of affection and the pangs 
. of separation. . . . I do not intend to go again to the Abbey 
-at least not _to .stay. I am gratified that the old feud has 
ceased; ·but I don't think that such estrangements should be 
succeeded by rapid intimacies. It is better to be sought than 
to• :weary. D'Orsay comes here to-morrow night, shoots gn . 
Friday, and is off on Saturday morp.ing. .~ 

. S~turday, Dec. 29. 

I .. am entirely overwhelmed. Indeed, it has· been on~ 'of 
the most miserable weeks that I have ever passed; and my. 
constitution, tried by the excitement and agitation' of the 
last six months, has quite given, way. I have written to put 
off all my engagements, and am lying on my sofa, souttei'ly 
wretched that I cannot convey to you even a Jaint iqea of · 
my prost:t;ation. And it is doubly painful, for I cannot bear 
to complain, as I !3hould have the house fulL of doctors, and, 
alas! they cannot minister to.a minddiseased. . 
. I have written to Lord Chandos to ~xcuse niy attendance 

at the Bucks dinner and my visit to Stowe: Lord Carrington 
came here on Thursday to ask D'Qtsay, thep ·expected, and 
myself to.come to him on Monday; but I have declined, nor· 
shall I ·attend the Quarter Sessions .. ·. -~ D'Orsay arrived 
on Thursday-morning to breakfast. The.daywas fortunately 
very fine, and he was.amused out ofdoors with liis gun; ~e' 
lef~ us this. afternoon. It .was useless for me t() attempt ·to 
conceal my feelings, and therefore I pleaded illness, which I 
detest doing. · I never saw him arrive with so much reluctance 
or depart with so much satisfaction, and yet he is really, as 
you well and truly say, a friend, and tg~ best and kindest of 
men. But what are friends, and what is all the. goodness 
and kindness in the world, if there is a cloud between you 
and the. being you adore 1 . . . I am sure you never wish to 
show your power over me, because I never wish to conceal it, 
and, besides, you are above all that : but, indeed, this last 
week is something too. terrible to think of, 

· ·, ' Dec. 30. 

i am madwith love. Mypassion,isfrenzy:· The prospect 
of our immediate meeting overwhelms an,d entrances me. , I 
pass :tp.y' nights and days in scenes of .strange and fascinating 
rapture. . . . . Lose not a moment unnecessarily in coming. 
I cannot wait: . . . I can scarcely believ,e in the joy of our· 
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immediate meeting. Will the time ever pass away until that 
rapturous moment 1 

Dec. 31. 

The happiest of New Years ; and, indeed, I hope and believe 
it will be the happiest of our lives. · · 

Jan. 22, 1839. 
'Tis twilight after a lovely day, but I have no dark thoughts. 

All my motions are soft and ·glowing as the sky. Sweetest 
and dearest of women, our united loves shall flow like two 
rivers ; as gentle and as clear. .. . Bless you and bless and 
bless you. • 

Jan. 23. 
·I love you, if-possible, each day more truly and more ten

derly. All my hopes of happiness in life are centred in your 
sweet affections, and I wish only to be the solace and glory of 
your life. - · 

Disraeli's conquest was, perhaps, not so easy as hi~ 
letters, taken by themselves, might lead us to believe. 
In love, as in most things, beneath the placid surface he 
was eager and impulsive. She was by nature colder, and 
she had also reached the age when passion waits upon 
the judgment. She was resolute, it .would -appear, that 
there should be no open engagement till the conventional 
year had elapsed from her first husband's.death, and she 
was, perhaps, not unmindful of those elusive feminine 
arts by which the impetuous lover is at once baffled and 
fascinated. · Matters came to a crisis about the time we 
have now. reached, and there }s a strange letter from 
Disraeli, found after Lady Beaconsfield's death carefully 
disposed among her papers, which tells sufficiently the 
story of their first and last seriol:J.s quarrel. · 

.. ~ • > , '. • ·~ • • ' • 

. ~ :""; 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis~;; 
Blkx; STREET,. 

_ Thursday;fiight; Feb. 7, 1839. 

I would have endeavoured to have spok~rX' to you of that 
which it was necessary you-should know, an.d I wished to have · 
spoken with the calrimess which was natural to one humiliated 
and distressed. .. I succeeded so far as ... to be desired ~o quit 
your house for ever. I have recourse therefore to this miser
able method of communicating with you ; none can be more 

-~ 

·t~-
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imperfect, but I write as if .it were the ~ight before .my 
execution. . 

I. a yow, when I first made my adyances to you, I was. 
influenced by no romantic feelings: . M;y father had long 
wished me to marry·; my. settling in life was- the implied, 
thqugh not stipulated, condition of a disposition orhis prop
erty, which would have been convenient to' me: . I .myself, 
about to commence a practical career, wished for the solace 
of a honie, and shrunk from all the 'torturing p·assions ofin: 
trigue. I was not blind to '\vorldly advantages in such. an .. • 
alliance, but I had already proved tha~ my heart was not·to 
be purchased. _I found_ you in sorrow, and that ·heart was 
touched. I found you, as I thought, amiable, tend~r, and· 
yet: acute and gifted1 with. no .ordinary mind,'-one whom' I 
could look upon with-pride as the partner. of my'life; who could 
sympathise_with all my projects and feelings, console me in. . 
the mome~s •of depression, share my hour of triumph; and 
work with·mefor· our honor and our happines_s:·. . . ·. · 
.·Now -for your. fo.rtune: I ,Write the. sheer tr1.1-th. That 

fortune proved to be much less than I, or the world, imagfued; 
It was in :fact, as far as I was concerne!l, a fortune which could 

. not benefit :me· in the slightest degree ; it was· mer~ly a jointure 
riot,greater than your station requii:ed; enough: to maintain 

·your establishment and gratify your private tastes·:· To eat 
a~d .t.o s~e.ep ill~ .~hat house~ and·.nomirialty:~o ~all i~· rp.ine~· ~. 
these could be only objects for a pmmiless adventurer·: Was 
this an· induc:'enient for. me to sacrifice niy sweet liberty' ~.trid 
that indefinite future which is one ofthe charms of existeiice.1 
No; when months ago I told.'you one day; that therewas oply · "· 
one link between us, I felt that my heart was; inextricably_ . 
engaged .to you, and but for that I would. have te:r:minated 
our acquaintance. From that moment Jd~voted to' you all 

. the passion· of my being. -Alas ! it has been poured upon the· 
sand!. . . . · . · 

; ·_. By heavens, as far as worldly interests are concerned, your 
alliance could not benefit me. All that society can offc::.;.:-~4 
at my command; it is not the apparent,possession.of a jointure 
that ever elevates. position.. I cail live, . as I live, without 
disgrace, untiltheinevitable progress of events gives me that 

· independence whi(Jhis all I require. I have entered into these 
ungraciou,s details be~a..use yo_u reproached me with. my inter-· 
ested. views.· N·o ; ·.I would not ·condescend to be the minion 
of a princess ; . ariq not all.the gold; of Ophir should. ever lead 
me to the altar ... :Jj'ar different are the qualities whichlre<]uire ... 
in the sweet participator of my existence: 1\'Iynature demands 
that my life'should be perpetual love, · .• 

Upon your general co~duct to me, I_make n~ commeiW . 1t 
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is now useless. I will not upbraid you. I will only blame 
myself. .. . . But you have struck deep. You have done' 
that which my enemies have yet failed to do: you have broken 
my spirit. From the highest to the humblest scene of my life, . 
from the brilliant world of fame to my own 9.omestic hearth, · 
you have poisoned all. I have no place of refuge: honie is 
odious, the world opp~essive. 

Triumph-I Sfilek not to conceal niy state. It is not sorrow, 
it is not wretchedness ; it is anguish, it is the endurance of 
that pang which is the passing characteristic of agony. All 
that can prostrate a man has fallen on my victim head. My 
heart outraged, my pride wounded, my honor nearly tainted. 
I know well that ere a few days can pass I shall be the scoff 
and jest. of that world, to gain· whose admiration has been 
.the effort of my life. I have only one source of solace-the 
consciousness of self-respect. Will that uphold me ~ A 
terrible problem that must quickly be solved. ' 
· Farewell. I .will not affect to wish you happiness, for it is 
not in your nature to obtain it. For a few years you may· 
flutter iri some 'frivolous circle. But the time will come when 
you will sigh for any heart that could be fond, and despair 
of one that can be faithful. Then will be the penal hour of 
retribution : then you will think of me with remorse, admira
-tion and despair; then you will recall to your memory~ the 
passionate heart that you have· forfeited, and the gen~us you 
have betraye~. · D. 

Lovers at all'ti~es are apt to be histrio~ic, and it is 
·. their privilege,..that.they can be histrioni-c without being 

insincere. This; if true of others, is true still more of a 
man like Disraeli, and of his sincerity in the present matter 
we have the devotion of a lifetime as convincing-demon
stration. The quarrel; of course, was speedily composed. 

Fro~ Mrs. Wyndham Lewis: _,.. 
For God's sake coine to me. I am ill and almost distracted. 

I will answer all you wish.. I never desired you to·leave the . 
house, or implied or thought a word about money. I received 
a most distressing letter, and you left me :tt the moment not 
knowing . . . . I have not been a widow a year. . I often 
feel the apparent iinpr?p~iety of my present position . 

. I am devoted to you. . 

In later days she used laughingly to declare ; .'Dizzy 
married me for my money, but if he had the chance again 

.... 
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he would marry mefor love.' The world had ma.Cie up 
!its mind that he had married her for her money, and it 
was her knowledge of the truth that made it possible· for 
her to adopt the world's point of view: If her h:usband 
sometimes did the same, it was characteristic of the man · 
to accept with easy acquiescence a theory which red~ced 
his conduct to a lower plane of motive than that Of -which 
he was conscious. 

Parliament niet in February, and Disraeli has himself 
depicted the situation in which Ministers fo:tmd. them-
selves at the beginning of the session : ~. · 

~ ·~ . The balance of parties in the House .of Commons, \<t'hich. 
had been virtually restored by Sir Robert Peel's dissolution of 
1834, might be said to be formally and positively established 
by the dissolution of Parliament in the ;autumn of 1837, 
.occasioned. by the demise. of the Crown .. The MinisteriaL 
majority became ahnost nominal, while troubles from all 
·quarters seemed to press simultaneously upon them :'Canadian 
revolts,. Chartist insurrections; Chinese squabbles; and mys
terious complications in Central Asia which. threatened im
mediate hostilities with Persia, and even with one of the · 
most powerful of European Empires. In addition to all this, 
the revenue continually declined, .and every d;:~.y .the general 
prejudice became more intense against the Irish policy Qf the 
Ministry. The extremepopularity of the Sovereign; reflecting , 

. some lustre on h~r Minis~ers, had enabled tliem; though not 
without difficulty; to tide through the session of 1838; but 
when Parliament .met in 1839 their prospects were dark,"and 
it was known that .there was a section of the extreme L1berals 
who would no.t be deeply mortified if the Government were 
overthrown.1 · 

The great . reforming impulse . which had carried the 
Whigs into power at the beginning of the decade was now 
co:rllpletely spent, and Whiggery, which was in fact a 
survivai from the cond~tions of a~ previo~s age, had lost 
its vitality~ As yet,. however, there was nothing v~ry 
definit~ ~o take its· place, and so the Whigs remained in 
office, and Melbourne, the typical statesman of a time of 

· transition; ea~y ·~.Ii~e in manner and in political pri:ricfple, 
remained Prime Minister. ·Of the du~y which he dis-

1 _Endymio.;,, ch. 55. 

. ' 
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· "'ch-arged so well, and for which his name will live in history, 
the training of the young Queen for her memorable career 
as a constitutional Sovereign, he was perhaps himself not 
wholly conscious ; and as his Ministry staggered on ft;om 
humiliation to defeat, and he rode through every difficulty 
with easy nonchalance, there were few who gave a thought 
to the service which all the while he was thus rendering 
to the nation. 

To 'Sarah Disraeli. 
[February, 1839.] 

I went up with the Duke of Buckingham/ Praed, Fremantle, 
Christopher, Blackstone, and a host of Horwoods, Brickhills, 
&c., as a deputation to Lord Melbourne on the Corn Laws, 
which was very amusing. Melbourne, franl~ and rollicking, 
evidently in his heart a thorough Tory and agriculturist, 
·rubbed his hands and laughed ; when the evil consequences 
insisted on, agreed to everything. 'And, my lord,' said some 
Horwood from Ely, 'will not the fundholder be endangered?' 
'Oh, of course,' said the Prime Minister. 2 

1\'Iy DEAREST, 
[Feb. 25.] 

Tomniy 3 told me last night that he should bring the 
actresses on the stage again on Thursday night. I wish you 
would look into the books and let me know something about 
the matter. Is it 'ecclesiastical polity' or is it a puritanic 
innovation 1 If the latter, I would justify my vote. 

How was it in James the First's time and Eliza's 1 I:tthe 
arrangement alluded to in the Book of Sports 1 Payne 
Collier 1-what says he 1 Or the other Collier ?~ Find out 
what you can-that is to say, if you be well and haveno head
ache-and let me have it on Thursday morning. This will 
give you a couple of days' research. 

I dined at Sir Robert's .on Saturday, and came late, having 
mistaken the hour. I found- some 25 gentlemen gruobing in 
soleinn silence. • I threw a shot over the table and set them 
going, and in time they became even noisy. Peel, I think, 

1 Disraeli's friend Lord Chandos, who had succeeded on the death of his 
father, the 1st Duke, at the beginning of the year. · 

2 Letters, p. 146. . . · . 
· 3 Dunconibe, who had a motion for the abolition· of certain restriction 

on theatrical entertainments in Lent, which were then enforced by the Lord 
Chamberlain in the City of Westminster. 

• Shakespearian critic. 
6 No doubt Jeremy Oollier, the famous Non,juror, who led the move 

rnent for the purification of the st<J.g& 11ot the end of the seventeenth ceutury. 
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·~ was quite pleased that I broke the awful stillness, as he talke<i 
to me a good deal, though we were far. removed.; he .,Sitting 
in the middle of the table. I had Sir Robert Inglis 1 (on my 
right hand, whose mind I somewhat opened. He requested 
permission to ask after my father, and inquired·whether'he 
was at Braderiham. .c • 

The dinner was curiously sumptuous. There ·was really 
' every delicacy of the season ' ; and the second course of 
dried salmon, olives, caviare, woodcock pie, foie gras, and 

· every combination of cured herring; &c., was really remark-. 
able. The drawing-room and picture-gallery werelit up; and 
the effect was truly fine. . . • •. 

Love, 
D. 

Friday [Mar. 1.] 

MY DEAREST, I 

We dined yesterday at Scrope~s, 2 and met the Poulett 
Scropes, who are staying with .him, .the Murchisons, Sir Charles 
and Lady Morg·an, and Lord Sudeley': the house magnificent 
and the contrast remarkable to the bare walls and Ionic 
meagreness of my last visit. Rooms crimson, with green silk 
curtains : spectral colo.rs ; fine pictures, marqueterie Qhll,irs 
and some splendid-cabinets :good dinner and silver-gilt plate. 
Paired off to half-past· 10 anticipating debate on Mexico, 
Found Mexico put off and Tommy 'tj>bout to jump up : never· 
heard a more entertaining debate,·. Duncombe's drollery' 
:inimitable. Though I had not intended ·to speak-! had not 

. eve!). your note in my pocket"--it animated me, and though 
full-figged (in costume), I rose with several men at the same 
time; but the House called for me, and I spoke with great 
effect and amid loud cheering and laughter. Supposed to 
have settled the question, which, to the disgu·st of Government, 
was carried by a majority of 20. Never saw Johnny in a 
greater rage; he sent for Alfred Paget, who was going to vote 
for us, and insisted that he should not. 

Love, , . 
D.· 

t· A well-known Tory of the old school, member for Oxford University, 
where he had ousted Peel on tho Catholic question in 1829. . 

2 William Scrope of Castle Combe. There was· some family connexion 
between the Scropes and the Vineys, in which Disraeli after his marriage 
took considerable pride. ·In his last year of office-as Prime Minister he 

· endorsed' a letter from a member of the Scrope family putting forward a 
claim to a dorm'ant peerage : ' Mr. Scrope was a ·relation of Lady Beacons
field, and I am much interested in his case. His blood is the best in England. 
I don't wish to alter the laws of tho country evejl for the Scropes, but I 
wish justi!Je to be'done.' -Poulett Scropo was a younger brother of Poulett 
Thomson's, and had married William Sorope's daugh~ and sole. heiress. 
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On this and on many other occasions in th~se early 
sessions, Disraeli acted with the Radicals against the bulk 
of his own party. A week later, on the second reading 
of the Ministry's now annual Bill 1 for the reform of Irish 
corporations, he found himself again in a different lobby 
from his leaders. Peel and Stanley had accepted the 
Government policy in principle, but Disraeli was one of 
a small minority, composed mainly of Irish Tories and 
extreme English supporters ofthe Protestant supremacy, 
who persisted in opposing the Bill. He was careful, how
ever, to dissociate himself in motive from the bulk of his 
allies: Disclaiming _religious bigotry, he argued· against 

· the measure on the ground of its tendency to weaken the 
central government · m Ireland. ' In England, where 
society was strong,' he said, ' they 'tolerated a weak 
government; but in Ireland, where society was weak, 
the policy should be to have the government strong." 2 

The significance of the Irish question cannot be exhausted 
in a formula, 'but in that single sentence there is more of 
wisdom and enlight~nment than in many thousands of 
the. dreary pages of Irish debate that are buried in the 
volumes of Hansard. 

To Sarah DiBraeli. 
March 9. 

MyJast speech was very successful, the best coup I have yet 
.made. And it w'as no-easy task, for I spoke against the Govern· 
ment, the great mass of the Conservative party, and even took a 
different view from the smallminority itself. I was listened 
to in silence and the utmost 'attention. Peel especially compli
mented me, sore. as he was at the. Conservative schism, and 
said, 'Disraeli, you took the only proper1ine of oppositiop. to 
the bill'; and Hardinge, a sharp critic, said I had entirely got. 
the ea~ of the House, and overcome everything. 

[April.] 
The game is in Peel's hands ; but he evidently has resolved 

that the Ministers shall resign and not be turned out. The 
Radicals clamour· against . him for not permitting them to 
assist him. However, all is bustle,, and 500 members at 

1 Seep. 332. · 2 Hansard, Maroh 8, 1839. 
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prayers, in order to secure places. This is just one of those 
occasions in old days when I used to feel so mortified at not 
being an M.P. Assisting, as the French say, at such a' crisis,' 
has considerable fascination, and all must feel it though they· 
can't .and ·won't confess. One cannot walk down Parliament 
Street under ·such circ.umstances without some degree of 
exul tation. 1 

· . • . . 

. Ministers did not wait for actual defeat. Early in May, 
in a full House, their majority sank to five in an important· 
division, and Melbourne at once resigned. . 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis. 
Wedne8day [May 8]. 

The Queen sent for the Duke of'W ellington this morning at • 
12, and. about 2. she sent by his advice for Peel, who passed 
in his carriage down Pall Mall, to the Palace, opposite the . 
Carlton. He was in full dress, which is etiquette on1 these 
occasions. About 4 he left the Queen and went to the Duke 
of Wellington. · Nothing at 6 o'clock had transpired except 
'that Peel had expressed his readiness to take office. 

G!ilORGE STREET, 
2 o'clock [May 10]. 

A messenger post-haste reached me as I was.just turning the 
corner of Pink Street to you; desiring me to come on here 

. [Lord :Lyndhurst's] instantly. , ., . . 
Peel is out and given up the Government already in con

sequence of Whig intrigues about the Household. I have not 
the slightest doubt that her Majesty will be obliged to sur~ 
render. I am writing something which ·Lord L. thinks may 
be of service to them and myself. 

CARLTON, 

. . [May 12J~ 
I have finished a letter to the Queen, and am nowcopying,it, 

very exhausted. . . . There are all sorts of rumors; and the 
most ·Credited· are very ,unfavorable, vizt, a Radical. Govern
ment and a dissolution : but I hope they are Sunday lies. 

'This,'. writes Disraeli in Endymion,2 'was the famous 
·Bedchamber Plot, in which the Conservative leaders, as 
is now generally admitted, were decidedly iJ:l err()r, and 
which terminated in the return of the Whigs to office;' 
Even in Ooningsby and Sybil, written not many years 

.,... l_Letter~ pP· 149, 150. 2 Ch. 68 . 
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after the event, he had come to the opinion that Peel had 
made a blunder : ' It was unfortunate that one who, if 
any, should have occupied the proud and national position 
of the leader of the Tory party, the chief of the people, 
and the champion of the throne, should have commenced 
his career as Minister under Victoria by an unseemly 
contrariety to the personal wishes of the Queen.' 1 At _ 
the moment, however, like a good party man, Disraeli 
defenaed his leader, and in his letter, which appeared in 
The Times 2 over the signature of 'Loolius,' he lectured 
the young Queen on the dangers of her resolution to 
retain as her companions the wives and sisters of her 
outgoing Ministers : · · 

Your Majesty has confidence in the strength of your own 
character. You are convinced that the line of demarcation 
between public duty and private affection is broad and deep. 
On all that concerns the State, you are assured that your lips 
and your heart will be for ever cloBed to the circle in which 
'you pass your life.. Be it so. I humbly presume to give 
your Majesty credit for all the exalted virtues which become 
.a throne. But where; then, arethe joys of companionship ? 
The Royal ·brow is clouded, but the Royal lip must never 
explain its care. The Queen is anxious, but the Lady in Wait
ing must not share her restlessness or soothe her disquietude, 

Madam, it cannot be. You are a queen ; but you are a 
human being and a woman. The irrepressible sigh will burst 
forth some day, and you will meet a glance more interesting 
because there is a captivating struggle to suppress its sym
pathy. Wearied with public cares, crossed, as necessarily 
you must sometimes be, the peevish exclamation will have 
its way, and you yourself will be startled at its ready echo. 
The line once passed, progress is quick : fascinating sympathy, 
long-suppressed indignation, promised succour ; the tear, the 
tattle, the innuendo, the direct falsehood ; in a moment they 
will convince you. you are a victim, and that they have heroes 
in wait to rescue their S_overeign. Then come the Palace con
spiracy and the backstairs intrigue. You will find yourself 
with the rapidity of enchantment the centre and the puppet 
of a camarilla, and Victoria, in the eyes of that Europe which ' · 
once bowed to her, and in the hearts of those Englishmen who 
once yielded to 4er their devotion, will be reduced to the level 
of Madrid and Lisbon. · 

1 Sybil, Bk. IV. ch. 14; 2 Of May 13, 1839. 
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· In another letter which ' Lrelius ' addressed to Mel- . 
. bourne a fortnight later there is a character of Peel which 
d~serves to be rescued from the oblivion of a newspaper 
file : 

· Let me consider the- character and position of a. political . 
. leader whom, to use only the admissions of his adversaries, I · 

may describe as a ·man unrivalled for Parliamentary talents, 
of· unimpeached integrity, of unsullied personal conduct, of 
considerable knowledge, both. scholastic and civil, and. of. an 
.estate ample and unencumbered-one. of long official practice, 
.of greater political_ experience; .of that happy age when the 
·vigor of manhood is not impaired, and when men have attained 
as much· experience as; without-over-refining action, is com
patible with practical wisdom ; when an elevated and thought
ful ambition is, not eager, yet prepared, for power, free from 
both the restlessness of youth and the discontent of declining 
age-epochs that alike deem life too short for delay. Add to • 
. this a temperament essentially national, and a habit of life 
pleasing to the m;tnners and prejudices of .his countrymen, 
with many of the virtues of the English character and some of 
its· peculiarities ; confident, rather than sanguine ; guided by 
principles, yet not despising expedients ; fearful to corpmit 
himself, yet never shrinking from responsibility ; proud, yet 
free· from vanity, and reserved rather from disposition than 
from an ungenerous prudence ; most courageous when -in 
peril; most cautious in prosperity. It is difficult to estimate 
the characters of our contemporaries, but this I believe, though 
a slight, to be not .an incorrect, sketch of that o£ Sir Robert .. 
PeeL1 .· .· . · · · . · - · · 

To .. Sarah Disraeii. 
[Undated.] 

Dined en famille with the Duke of Buckingham, to eat 
, venison; a regular Bucks party. Sir East and a. widow 
· daughter, enthusiastically blue, and· boring Chandos about 
my genius, who seemed quite puzzled and proud .at having 
an author for .his friend.. I believe Lady Anna ha_s not ·been
allowed to read the tragedy [Alarcos], therefore she hopes it 
will be acted, She iS great fun. 

[June.] 

Douro's 2 marriage h~ taken place: a great concourse-and . 
much cheering in the streets, and would have been -in the 
church had not the Dean of CarJisle with apostolic na'Cvete pre-· 
liminarily warned'the audience. · The church crowded; three 

1 Th~ Times, :M.ay 28, i839. 2 Afterwards· 2nd Duke of Wellington.· . . 
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or four ladies in pulpit; pews engaged weeks before. I have 
not seen the lady, but, according to Douro, she weighs 
11 stone 5 lbs. I hear a beautiful face, and carne out last 
year. They were married before twelve, and at four o'clock 
he was riding in the park. 

I was at Madame Montefiore, nee De Rothschild, as she 
says at court : a most magnificent concert. Two royal princes 

· (Sussex and Cambridge) and the Duke of Wellington gartered 
and fleeced. Grisi and Persiani sang a duet, and the supper 
very ~plendid. The weather is at length charming, and I 
think you must really look after my summer costume. 

Social London is rather dull, in contradistinction to political 
London; indeed no· one thinks of anything but politics. I 
send you a very good thing in the shape .of Theodore Hoo4's 
epitaph on Lord de Ros-' Here lies Henry, 17th Baron de 
Ros, in joyful expectation of the last Trump.' I am readip.g 
the Indian papers/ which are the most amusing thing I have 
met with since the Arabian Nights. 

June 23. 

I didn't get home till half-past five on Friday morning, 
and had only time yesterday before post to receive the con
gratulations of my friends,, which came thick as the leaves of 
Valloml:lrosa. How strange that nearly in despair at the end 
of the session I should have made by universal consent the 
best speech on our side on the most important party question. 
After listening to Ewart as long as he replied or attempted to 
reply, which was about ten minutes or so, I thought the 
moment he began to repeat by rote I might retire, and I went 
to the Carlton. The rumor of my success had preceded me. 
Canterbury was very warm ; he has always taken an interest 
in my Parliamentary career. It was Charles Buller who 
told him it was one of the best speeches. I had touched up 
Charley a little, though with courtesy. He is erroneously 
represented in the papers as not being in the House, whereas 
the 'laugh' which you may observe in the report was occa
sioned by his taking off his hat and makmg me a bow. Two 

· of my old foes, Lord Lincoln and Lord Ashley, tendered me 
their congratulations with extended hands. As for Alarcos, 
Colburn, on the strength of the speech I suppose, advertises 
it this morning as ' Mr. Disraeli's Tragedy.' 

D.2 
No~hing, as a rule, can surpass in dulness the dead 

political speeches even of famous men, but these early 
1 The papers setting forth the antecedents of.the first Afghan War, which 

was then in progress. 
2 LetterB, pp. 151-153. 
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efforts of Disraeli's have often a quality which preserves 
their freshness after the lap~e of two generations. His 
speech on this last occasion, which occupies nearly two 
columns of The Times,l is an excellent case .in point. The 
subject in debate was. Lord John Russell's scheme for the 
foundation of .a central Education Board, with an endow- · 
ment of £30,000 a year-the grain of seed which has 
grown into our present vast system of national education. 
Chri~chmen. were jealous of the scheme a·s conceived in 
the interest pf the. Dissenters, and Gladstone had taken 
the high line of' objecting to any infringement whatever 

.o£ the principle on which the Established Church was 
founded--'-that of_ confining the primary support of the 
state to one particular denomination.' Disraeli also op
posed the measure, but was content with lower ground. 
'He was. an a·dvocate for national education,' but it did 
not .follow· that h~ should also be an advocate fo'r-State 
education.' China and Persia in the East; Austria, 'the• 
China of - Europe,' 2 and Prussia, with its paternal 
_government, were the countries '.with highly. developed 
systems of state education. Paternal gover:dnient and 
state education, fu fact,. went hand in hand together. 
' It had been discovered that the. best way to insure 
implicit obedience was to commence tyranny in the 
nursery.' . . . .. 

The ·same system which. tyrannised in the nursery under 
the pretence of education would . . . immure old age within 
hated walls, under the specious plea of afforqing relief. It 
was always· the state, and never ,society-it was always 
machinery, never sympathy. By their system of state educa
tion all would be thrown into the same mint, and all would 
come ouf with the same impress and superscription. They 
might make money, they .might make railroads; but when 
the !l'ge of passion canie, when those interests were in motion, . 
and those feelings stirring, which would shake society to its 
centre, then ... they would see whether the people had re
ceived the sanie sort of education.which had been advocated 
and supported by William of Wykeham: . . . . No; other 

1 Of June 2i, 1839, . . . .. 
. ~ .The phrase reappears_ iri Ooningaby, Bk. VI. ch. 3. .. 
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principles h..Ad actuated the men of former days, and let them 
look abroad on England and witness the result. Where would 
they find a country more elevated in the social scale ~ where -
a people more distinguished for all that was excellent in the 
human character ~ The time would come, if they persisted in 
their present course, when they would find that they .had 

. revolutionised the English character ; and when that was 
effected, t~en they could no longer expect English achieve-
ments. ·· 

Incidentally he protested against an attempt which had 
been made to raise the cry of' No Popery!' Nor did he 
share the apprehensions of members on his own side, that 
the proposed system of education might lead to national 
infidelity. By a united effort· of the sectarians the 
national Church might be overthrown, but the penalty, 

. ~sin the time of the Commonwealth, would be the wild
ness of fanaticism, the fury and violence of contending 
sects, not the ·general !>pread of ' miserable, cold, and 
restless infidelity.' And wh~n the. moment of anarchy 
wars past, and the people of England sought a return to 
peace, they would not plunge into infidelity, ·' which was 
abhorrent to their nature, and at variance with all the 
better feelings of the human heart '; but they would revert 
to the Church o£ their fathers, or perhaps seek refuge in 
that other Church which ' had the advantage of being 
able to appeal to unrivalled antiquity; and also strongly 
to the feelings and imaginations o£ men ~-:-the Church o£ 
Rome. · · 

To Mrs. Wyndham Lewis. 
. . July 8. 

'Lord Fitzgerald1. asked me to dinner on Tuesday, which I 
have refused, as I hope to be in the House of Commons ; it is 
said that he is the most difficult man to dine with in London, 
·and I therefore tell it you as a specimen of the Parliamentary 
barometer ; for he is one who considers success in debate as 
the great object of .existence. 

1 The -Mr. Vesey Fitzgerald whose. appointment as President of the 
Board of Trade in the Wellington Ministry in 1829led to the Clare election 
and the triump4 of O'Connell. · 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
, July 8. 

I dined at Greenwich with the Duke of Buckingham on 
Saturday. · A large party embarked at Whitehall in a steamer, 
but I went by land with Lyndhurst. A sumptuous banquet, . 
and Brougham made nearly fifty speeches full of· comic humor 
and fierce slashing of Whigs; declared it was impossible to 
turn them out of power, to Chandos's blank desp~ir, because 
they were :n;ot in power, to Chandos's chuckling relief. Lynd
hurst was also capital. I dined with him· yesterday to meet 
Webster/ who is, ·I believe, considered a v_ery refined and 
spirituel Yankee, but seemed to me a complete Brother Jona-

, than-a remarkable twang, as ' tyrannical ' and all that ; he 
also goes to the levee. A fine brow, lofty, broad, and beetled 
deep-set eyes, · and swarthy complexion. He is said when 
warmed to be their greatest orator. · .Strangford was there, 
very airy and sparkling ; all the rest Americans and principally 
relatives.~ · · 

'Saturday. [July 13]: 
.MY DEAREST SA, . "c . 

, I made a most cap~tal speech on Chartism last night~ of' 
which The. Tirn,es gives· a. fair and accurate ~report. The 
Morning Herald has taken up thespeech and written a leader 
on it, and :calls it ' a speech of very considerable talent.' · It 
was· made under every disadvantage, for the Torie!l, sup
posing Chartism would only be a squabble between the Whigs. 
and Radicals, were all away, while the Ministerial benches 
were crowded-all .the Ministers, all the Whigs, and all the, 
Radicals. Peel, however, w'its in the House, having come 
down on the Penny Postage. 'Jt w:as a very damaging and 
disagreeable speech to the Government, and they didn't li)>:e 

. it. . . . • 
Powersco11rt has invited us to pass our autumn in Ireland :· 

he raves· about Alarcos, and literally knows it by heart. He 
. declares 'tis the,finest tragedy that ever was writte~. Milnes,3 

the poet, is astonished that I didn't give it Macready, as 'it 
would have made his fortune.' · · · 

Strange that I never· §et wrote anything . that was more 
talked of in sqciety, and yet -it·has never been noticed by the 
scribbling .critics. · 

My love to all. . 
: D.i 

1 The American statesman. . 2 Letter,s, ·p. 153 .. 
a_ Richard Monckton Milnes, afterwards Lord Houghton, .1809-1885. 
i Brit. Mus., Addit. MSS.. . . · . . ' . 

., 
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There is some reason to believe that Disraeli had, in 
fact, submitted his play to Macready, who was then at 
the height of his fame, and that he only resorted to pub
lication when he had failed to get it accepted for produc
tion on the stage. The play as published was dedicated 
to Lord Francis Egerton, himself a poet, as ' an attempt 
to contribute to the revival of English tragedy,' and in 
this dedication Disraeli traced its origin, as he had 
previously traced the origin of the Revolutionary Epick, to 
his Mediterranean journey, though, having learnp some
thing in the meantime, he entered the lists against Shake
speare with more diffidence than he ,had shown in his. 
earlier challenge to Milton.1 

Do you remember the ballad of ' the Count Alarcos and the 
Infanta Solisa ' ? . . . Years have flown away since, rambling 
in the Sierras of Andalusia beneath the clear light of a Spanish 
moon, and freshened by the sea-breeze that had wandered 
up a river from the coast, I first listened to the chaunt of 
that strange and terrible tale. -

It seemed to me rife with all the materials of the tragic 
drama ; and I planned, as I rode along, the scenes and charac
ters of which it ·appeared to me susceptible. 

That was the season of life when the heart is quick with 
emotion, and the brain with creative :fire ; when the eye is 
haunted with beautiful sights, and the ear with sweet sounds ; 
when we live in reveries of magnificent performance, and the . 
future seems only a perennial flow of poetic invention. 

Dreams of fantastio youth ! Amid the stern realities of 
existence I have unexpectedly achieved a long-lost purpose. 

Strange and te~rible the tale is indeed, as anyone who 
has read Lockhart's rendering of the ballad will be able 
to recall-too strange and terrible for success on the. stage, 

1 As in. the Epiclc we find a certain far-off mimicry of Milton, BO in 
AlarcoB there is a certain far-off mimicry of Shakespeare : 

' Thou art too young to. die, 
And yet may be too happy. Moody youth · 
Toys Jn its .talk with the dark thought of death, 
As if to die w~re but to change a robe. 
It is their present refuge from all cares 
And each disaster. When the sere has touched . 
Their flowing locks: they prattle less of death, 
Perchance think more of it.' 

Act III., Scene ii. 
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or even. to give pleasure in a literary pla:f Disraeli's 
tragedy, as might be-expected, shows sufficient literary 
workmanship to··redeem it from contempt.· There is a 
certain weird impressiveness in the . development of the 
plot, and a certain measure of skill in the conduct of the 
dialogue. But ·horror is piled on horror till the reader 
has :supped too full; and though Alarcos may have been 

· talked ·about at the time of its publication, it has never 
since found many admirers. . While{ Disraeli was, Prime 
Minister. in 1868, an adaptation was produced at Astley's 
Theatre RoyaL It ran for five weeks; ' with the loudest 
demonstrations of applause from delighted audiences,' as 
the courtly manager wrote to the author at the clo~e,, · 
but, unfortunately, as. h.e had to_ add, with heavy losses 
to himself a~, t~e pe~alty of his enterprise. 

. '~ 

To Sarah DiSraeli. . . 
• •• 0 • • • • .[JUly 26.] 

I went down to Rosebank to a petit balgiven b'y the London-
- derrys, after a ainner .to the Duchess of Cambridge on -her · . , 

birthday, • ·The' place :itself ·is but a. beautiful cottage, but' . 
there is a grand conservatory> more than sixty 'fe~t-long, lofty' 
and broad in proportion,: and, adorned with festoons of flowers,. 
formed a charming ball"room·, and 1 met a: great mariyofmy 
friends .. In reality, the brilliant moon', ·the lamplit. gardens,. 
the terraces;• the river,· the music, the sylvan ball-room, and .. 
the bright revellers, made a scene like a festa ii1 one of George 
Sand's:novels. · '• - ._ . 

; ,; ' ' · · " [Aug. 16.] · · 

I -~ined at_ Bur~ett's ye~terday. D!nner. at seven o'~lock 
precisely; everythmg stately and old-fashwned, bu_t agree
able. The house charming ; · the dining-room looking -into 
delightful gardens, with much old timber, beyond St. James's · 
Park. I got away by 9.30; and went down .to the House, . 
which I found dozing_ in committee, ~ut I made _a speech; . 
Unfortunately, as generally happens on long committee nights, 
there was scarcely a reporter in the gallery. Ianalysed all 
the evidence of' the constabulary report. It'' made_ great 
effect, quotmg all the pages and names witho)lt any documimt. 
The complete command of the House I· now haveis remark-. 
able, and nothing can describe to you 'the mute silence which _ 

· immediately.ensiied as I rose, broken only by members hurry-
. ing·to their places to listen. · · -- '' _ -- · . · · · 

.... . . 
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On Monday I was more than four hours at Lord Palmers ton's 
private residence on business of no slight importance. Prince 
Ester hazy, who came into the dining-room whilst I was waiting,. 
said, 'I have come to· introduce myself to Mr. Disraeli. - I 
have long wished to know you; I read your speeches with 
admiration.' 1 · 

The busines-s with Palmerston seems to have had refer
ence to some member of the consular or diplomatic servi~e 
wlio had been recalled by the Foreign Office, and had 
asked Disraeli to take up his case .• 

_- Fr.om. Lord Palmerston. 

STANHOPE- STREET, 
. Aug. 15, 1_839. 

MY DEAR' SIR, -
I am very much obliged to you for your note of the 12th, 

and for the patient attention which you gave to the long-state
ment I was obliged to,make to you; and I can assure you I 
am very sensible to the great candour and fairness with 
which you have dealt with the matter which formed the 
subject of our con_versation. 

· My dear sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

p ALMERSTON. 

Parliament was prorogued on August 27, and next day 
Disraeli. was married to Mrs. Wyndham Lewis at St. 
George's, Hanover Square. 'I feel,' he had written to 
her not long before, 'that there never was an instance 
where a basis of more entire· and permanent felicity 
offered itself to two human beings. I look forward to the 
day of our union as that epoch in my life which will seal 
my career: for whatever1 occurs afterwards will, l_am 
sure, never shake my s~ul, as I shall always have the 
refuge of your swel:)t heart il;l sorrow or disappointment, 
_arid your quick and accurate sense to guide me' in pros
per:ity and triumph.' Many have gone to the altar with 
p.igh hopes like these, but few have seen the1n come to 
such complete fruition._ It was in some respects a 
strange alliance. · In a curious doci1ment which survi_ves, 

_ 1 Letters, pp. 155, 156. 
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Mrs. Disraeli a:r;J.alyses her husband's character and her 
own, and tabulates their· opposing qualities so as to 
emphasise the contrast : 

Very calm. 
Manners grave and almost· 

sad. 
Never iriitable. 
Bad-humoured. 
Warm in love/ but cold in 

friendship. · . • 
Very patient. 
Very studioN.s. 
Very generous. 

Often says what he does not 
think. 

It is impossible to find out 
who he likes or dislikes from. 
his. manner. · He. does not 

, show his feelings. • 
No vanity. 
Conceited. 
No self-love. 
He is seldom amused. 
Heisageriii:ts. ~· 
He is to be depended on. to a 

certain degree: 
His whole soul is devo.ted to 

politics and ambition. 

Very effervescent. 
Gay and happy-looking when 

speaking. 
Very irritable. 
Good-humoured. 
Cold. in love, but warm· in 

friendship. 
No patience. · 

. , Very idle. 
Only generous to those she 

loves. 
Never says anything she does 

not think. · 
Her manner is quite different; 

and to those she likes she 
shows her feelings. 

Much vanity. 
No conceit .. 
Much self-love. 
Everything am11ses her. 
She is a dunce. 
She is not to be depended ori~ · 

She has no ambition · an'd 
hates politics. · 

. ''He is a genius, she is a dunce ': there, naively stated, 
we have a fundamental difference which might have been 
expected to exclude lasting sympathy. If we a:dd to hl:)r · 

. own testimony the testimony _of those who knew her, we 
see in Mrs. Disraeli a woman "\tf1in, 'pleasure-loving, and 
effervescent, to the casual observer a littJe shaJlow and 
irresponsible, outspoken to the point of tactlessness, but 
of an exuberant kindness of heart which covered a multi
tude o.f defects ; of .little mental cultivation, and in the 
things on "which society largely bases its judgments-,
dress, furniture, and manners-of a eertain oddity of 
taste which naturally· grew more marked· as the years:, 
went on) and made her a bizarre arid unc~nventional . 
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figure. But, fortunately, Disraeli was bizarre enough 
himself to be blind or indifferent to many of ·her peculi
arities ; and if his wife had little care for the things of the 
mind, she was very far from being a ' dunce ' in the proper 
meaning of the word, as the tibulated characters set· 
forth above, with the penetration shown 9n one side and 
the self-knowledge on the other, would alone suffice to 
prove. The ' quick and accurate sense ' of which her 
husband wrote was something more than a phrase. She 
had not only in liberal measure the gift of feminine in
tuition, but the rarer gift of judgment ; and ·in the lesser 
business of life, in which Disraeli himself was helpless, 
she had practical ability of no mean order. Marriage 
did not end his financial embarrassments, but it relieved 
him of their severest pressure, and it gave him at last a 
fixed home in London, and a companion who could shelter 
him from most of the sordid detail that he always found 
so distasteful. ~f there were nothing more to be said, 
these things alone would suffice to explain the ' gratitude ' 
on which he once laid stress, according to a well-known 
story, as the keynote of his affection. 

But there is something more to be said. Commonplace 
in intellect his wife may have been, but there was a strain 
·Of heroism in her character which, if her lot had been 
different, might have remained unrevealed, or at least 
unrecorded, but which, aided by the good fortune or the 
happy inspiration of her marriage to a man of genius, 
has won for her a place in the company of women whose 
names are held in honour. . ' There was no care which 
she could not mitigate, and· no difficulty which she could 
not fate. She was · the most ch~erful and the most 
courageous woman I ever knew.' Such was her husband's 
tribute when, after more than thirty years, death came 
to part them. She may hav~ had no ambition and have 
hated politics, as she tells us, but she kne~ how to devote 
herself with perfect singleness of purpose to her husband's 
career ; while her. faith in his coming greatness, her con
fidence in his power of surmounting every obstacle, her 

. ' ' . ' 
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•. blioy~nt courage in 'the .hour of trial,' f!,lld her invincible 
constancy in. misfortune; approached the sublime .. And 

· .. she· had her reward. " Disraeli always found it h:trd to ' 
' persuade' the world of his sincerity' even when .. he was_, ,. 
-m:ost sincere, but his ·bitterest enemies never ventured 
to cast. a doubt on the sincerity. of his dev~tion -to his . 

. wife. Shortly before her death she told a woman friend 
that 'her life had been a long scene of happiness, owing 

. to his love. and kindness.' Her own .testimony is sup-" 
ported bqth _by the testimony of all who knew them and 
by the testimony of the recoids, which is in this case, as, 
it chances, hardly less convincing : for every scrap of 
paper that had once, for-good 'or evil, been .touched by · 
' dear' Dizzy's '.pen, and fell into the hands of his Wife, 
became from that moment sacred; ·and was hoarded 

~_t:J -~ anwng her treasures ; with th~ result that we are able to 
- · -J catch1illumiriating -glimpses Of -their intimate life such as 
-' . would otherwise'have' been impossible. _Throughout the , · 

thirty years a:rid·more for which -their union-lasted, not-~ 
even the shadow 'of a; passing cloud seems ever to have. 
rested o:ri their mutual affection. · When Disraeli wrote · 

-the glowing sentence, ' My riature' demands·· that' my life 
should be perpetual' love,' he pitched his· ideal -high, but - .. 
not higher than·the actua,l truth which was realised in his·-

• 1 
marriage. . . . - . -_ 

-The honeymoon was' spent. partly at Tunbridge _Wells; 
and later in a Continental tour which carried them as far -
as Munich.1 

· 

To Sarah· pisraeli. 
TUNBRIDGE WELLS,.'

-. Sept. 4 . 

. we. have. -had unceasing rain, and have> therefore not left 
, our rooms; w:hi?h we find ve:.;y 3:gree~ble, except to ~ive to 

·Bayham1 armd squalls; and an excurswn to, Penshurst yester
day amidst shower~:~.' .. De b'Isle was out shooting; but we saw. 
the children;whom:wc:dound quite charming .. · .. -I have . 
only been·onthe Pantiles onc·e, and have met LordMonteagle,2 

":t~ 

1 Lord'cam:d.eri'ti • 
. ~--Mr. SpdngR~oe had just.b13en succeeded a,s Chttncellor of the'Exchoquer 

by Mr. Francis Barin_~t. and ha.djitOAc to the Upper House a.s'Lord Monteagle. 

;· .. 

~--· ,./·: -- .. ~ .... 
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with whom I am very good friends, notwithstanding our skir
mishing. There is scarcely anybody here that we know, or 
care to know. 

BADEN-BADEN, 
Sept. 19 .. 

This is the most picturesque, agreeable, lounging sort of . 
place you can imagine. A bright little river winding about 
green hills, with a white sparkling town of some dozen palaces 
called hotels, and s.ome lodging-houses, like the side scenes of 
a melodrama, and an old ruined castle or two on woody heights. 

- I don't think we shall stay more than a week. Mary Anne 
says it is not much better than Cheltenham-public dinners, 
balls, promenades, pumps, music and gambling. 

. ........ 
MUNIOll, 

Oct •. 2. 
We travelled from Baden to Stuttgart, through the Black 

Forest for two days-a region of uninterrupted interest, most 
savage and picturesque, though rich from its vegetation and 
occasional valleys of pasture. . . . Stuttgart a very hand-

! some town of the Turin school, modern but improving ; but 
~ the Grecian villa of the king in the park is charming, and 
~ most tastefully furnished. we fell upon great fetes, which 
~ pleased us much. The king, surrounded by a, brilliant court, 

sat in a pavilion in ~he midst of a beautiful mead, which was 
enclosed by tiers of covered seats, and distributed prizes to 
the·Wurtemberg peasantsfor oxen, horses, &c. 'Twas much 
finer than the tournament. More than 20,000 persons I should 
think present ; the peasantry in rich and bright dresses, dark 
velvets with many large silver buttons, vivid vests, and three-
cornered cocked hats. It was fine to s~e a family leading a 
bull crowned with roses, rams worthy of the antique garlanded 
for altars. After this races, which were not very good, though 
the passion of the ·king is for horses, and his stables 'are; I 
believe; the finest in Europ'e. The whole scene was very patri
archal, though her Majesty came in half-a-dozen blue carriages 
with scarlet liveries. The king rode a fine barb, followed by' 
grooms, &c., in scarlet; · · · · .. · · 

We visited the studio of Danriecker, andi insisted on seeing 
the artist,. whom 1 found a hale old man, more than eighty, 
but with a disorder in his throat which prevents him from 
speaking. · He was much affected by our wishing to see hiin, · 
a~d when we drove off opened the window of his room, waved 
his hand, and managed to say, 'Viva, viva!'· · . 

. I have read enough of Hallam to make Il!e thll:st for literary 
. h~story in detail. . . . I don't think his English literature 
his strongest point. He }s very meagre and unjust--:-on Sir. 

L , 16 
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Thom:as Bro'Ylle for instance. · ,Compare Hallam with Cole~- -~ 
ridge hereon. He never notices the.extraordinary imagination 
of B. In general, I see in Hallam a dash of. German affectation 

. in his style, which he has imbibed of late years: My paper is 
full. · 

.Thousand loves to all. . - D. 
-. 

. MuNlcH, · 
.._.~-" ... Oct: ·14:: 

After· a fortnight's residence-in this city, Lfind it difficult to 
convey to you· an idea of it. Since Pericles po one has aone 
so much for the art!! as'the King of-Bavaria. Galleries of 
painting and sculpture, Grecian temples, Gothic and'-Byzan
tine churches, obelisks of bronze, equestrian statues of brass, 
theatres and arcades painted in fresco, are but some of the 
features of splendor and tastefpl invention which 011 every' 
side solicit the eye, and which I can only allude ,to. •. . .. ' We 

, have seeri the king several times, tall, meagre, and Germali'\ a 
. poet, which accounts for Munich, for ·a'poet ·on a~ throi1e can 

rea1ise his .dreams. 1 ', . - ·• •. ' - ,- •• . . ' ·_ _. ! 

~--·.. ~ •• o ~·. ,,·.r1:.~'~"".,. 

· HoTEL DE -~:,'~uROPE, Ru~ RzvoLi! ~A.nis, -,_ -~ _ 
,·. . '· •• · _· ,-_ _ Nov,4.-, , ; 

Wearri~ed here on Sat~day very we)l; and your ve";{wel- --
co~e letters reached nie instantly •. q?~~b~r- ";;n til the _l~st 
two.~ays presented to us a cloudless sky, 'YhiCh rendered-our 
travelling from_ Munich to Frankfort. very .agreeable.-- We 
visited Ratisbon, a very ancient Gothic city. ,.Walhalla,. a 
height on the Dai;lube; crowned. with a Grecian temple larger 
·than_.the Parthenon, but of be~tuty not less eminent, raised to 
the genius of Germany by the King of Bavaria.;' Nuremberg; 
_a city which retains all:its olden character, the Pompeii of the 
-middle ages,,and Wurtzburg-on-the-Maine, once the capital 
of a pring~lY; prelate who sojourned in a much no_bler .palac~ 
than our_sovereigns; _ So to :frankfort, .where after· a few days 
we crossed the Rhine, having _travelled i11 our tour by the 

·waters not only of -that river, but of the Neckar, the Dan'\lbe, 
and the Maine : the four principal rivers of Germany._ The'. · 
N eckar and the Maine are charming,. though_ i1ot. as famous · 
as the Rhine, nor offering at _one· point- such an aggregate 
of beauties as- are :clu,stered toge~her··-betwee:r: Bingell_ ~:id 
Coblentz .. The famous Danube is but .an uncouth stream;
its_bedis far too considerablefor its ·volume; so that it p1'ese:P.ts _ 
~ shallo":'; shoal_! !ook; with :.va~t pat2J;les. of _sand and shingle' .
Ill the m1dst of 1ts course.. · -· · . -- . ,_ · - . ; _ .• -

~ . .. ··' 
· 1 Diaraeli contributed a. short_ pa.per on Munich to the Book of Beauty 
forl840. < - ,- ~ ;·,' ; ... ,~ '~1'~· .. 

·.·~. "'· 
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:ijenry Bulwer, who is now a great man, called on us on 
Sunday. 

PARIS, 
Nov. 22. 

I hope to reach England in a week, and shall be very glad 
to find myself there again. The political horizon is cloudy 
and disturbed, but the serious illness of the Duke of Welling· 
ton, which has just reached our Embassy, may yet assist the 
Whigs on their last legs. I always hold that no one is ever 
missed, but he is so great a man that the world will perhaps 
fancy his loss irreparable. _. . . . We have been very gay in 
Paris and our friends very kind to us, having been invited to 
the Embassy, Canterburys, Sheridans, &c. . . . Mary Anne 
is particularly well, and in her new costumes looks like Madame 
de Pompadour, who is at present the model of Paris-at least 
in dress. . . . Paris is very much cha~ged since my first 
visit ; there are trottoirs in every street, and in the most ordi
nary corners you find shops which Regent Street cannot equal. 
But their efforts in the higher arts, of which they talk so much, 
will not pass muster after Munich. We hope to meet my 
father quite himself again. 

D. 

His father, in their absence, had been attacked by an 
affection of the eyes from which he never recovered, and 
which ended in total blindness. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
' GROSVENOR GATE 

. [Undated]. 

Your letter would have made me very happy had it brought • 
mor.e satisfactory tidings of my father. I had persuaded 
myself· from your account that the enfeebled· vision merely 
arose from bodily health, sedentary habits, &c. We are very 
lpieasy and unhappy about him, and we would take great 
care of him if he would come up. for advice. Everything is 
very flat, and·we live in the midst of perpetual fog, and shall 
be glad when business will let us find ourselves at Bradenham. 

. Dec. 18. 
Alexander has just left us ; he seems to think with skill 

and care my father ought' to recover his sight, There' is no 
news otherwise, except my father thinks ine looking very well, 
which makes me fear he is really blind, as this is the first time 
in his life he ever thought so. Last weekwe dined en'famille 

.. with Mrs. Montefiore to meet Antony Rothschild, who is to 
marry one ~f the Montefiores, Charlotte. There were Roth-
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schilds, Montefiores, Alberts, and Disraelis-not a Christian 
name,_ but Mary Anne bears it like a philosopher. 

D'Orsay sent on his horse to Wycombe Abbey, as Bob 
Smith' has none 'worth riding,' but he could not get out of 
the house the whole time he was. there; even to pay you a 
visit.. It was .so foggy he was obliged to give it up. · They· 
had a roaring,. robustious, romping party,· of which he gave 
very amusing details. Playing hide-and-seek, they got into 
the roof, and Albert Conyngham fell through the ceiling of 
one of the rooms-an immense long leg dangling out. Carring
ton came to )ook at it with his eye-glass, but. took it very, 

. good"humoredly. Great regrets on 'his part that I was not at 
Bradenham~ 1 · · 

1 LetterB, pp. 156-164 • 

. [NoTE.~Froni Mr. Sykes's Mary Anne Diaraeli; am~ng oth~rinteresting. 
facts about Lady Beaconsfield's ·origin and early life, we learn that her 
mother had a settlement of£5,300; that, while Mary Anne.was inher teens, 
her uncle (afterwards Major-General Sir James Viney) became head of-the 
Vineys, and came to live at the family residence, Cathedral House, Glou
cester; that her brother obtained a commission in the-army,.and rose to 
be Lieut.-Col. Viney Evans; that it was at a ;ball at a private house in 
Clifton that she met Wyildham Lewis; .and that her marriage to him took 
place in the parish church there on Dec. 22, 1815,, her uncle Viney being 
present.-G: E. B;] · 

·.,· 



CHAPTER III. 

THE CoNDITION OF ENGLAND. 

1839-1841. 

That 'most capital speech on Chartism' in the last weeks 
of the sessi0n of 1839, of which we have already heard 
something, calls for more attention. It is remarkable in 
itself as a contribution to the study of the,' condition of 
England question,' which had long been in, Disn1eli's 
thoughts, and which a few years later was to provide him 
with a subject for the deepest of his novels; and it stands 
out among the speeches of his first years in Parliament 
as the boldest proclamation to his leaders and to the 
wodd _at l,arge that he had by no means abandoned the 
position he had taken up in the early stages of his politicaJ 
career, and that he' still desired to see a regenerated 
Toryism resting on the broad basis of faith 'in the people. 

Chartism was the direct descendant of the older Radical 
movement with which Disraeli had been in sympathy at 
the time of his first incursions into the domain ohprac
_tical politics. Since the passage of the Reform Act, 
Radicalism had changed its character, and an entirely 
new school-the .so-called ' philosophic ' Radicals-had 
gained the ascendancy. With these, the .orthodox up
holders of the Be:nthamite tradition-men like Grote or 
Molesworth in Parliament, or the Mills outside-Disr~eli 
had never anything in common. But when he entered 
the. • House. of Commons there were still a few .Radical
members of the older or .philanthropic type-:g1en, for 
instance, like Fielden and Wakley-who inherited the 
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,jrad~tions, half Ra:.dieal arid half Tory, of Cobbett ·and· 
Burdett, and were inspired, not by abstraet theories, but· 
by /natural sympathy With the people and· an active in:: 
terest in their welfare. With these and their like Dis- · · 
raeli soon established friendly relations,' possibly at first, 
through Bulwer and Duneonibe, who were Radicals them
selves;and as wits and.dandies were already his. friends; 
and friendly relatious led in due eourse, on certain Sl:lb
jeots of eommon interest, to a working allianee. _ · 

The philosophic. school was essentially middle-elass in 
its genius and ideals, but 'English Radiea,lism in its origin · 
had been essentially popular and democratic. '-It had begun . 
in the closing decades of the eighteenth century. as a move
ment for electoral reform' its eariiest demands anticipating 
the five points of the Chartists-:::.mnual Parliaments, man- ·. 
hood suffrage, vote by ballot, payment .of members, and 
abolition of the property qt).alification for a seat .in the 
House of Commons. . The mqvement languished during 
.the· Napqleoriie wars, but renewed its vigour after the -
peaee, with Burdett as its leader and spokesman • in the 

. House of Commons, and the counties as the main source 
of its· Parliamentary strength, but drawing ~lso· mueh · 
support from th€1 mam.ifaeturing towns; which had been 
brought into. existenee by the ,industrial revolution. of the 

. preceding ·.half ~century. ·This · revolution_:_the greatest 
of its kind m ·the history of the world--c-had introduced 
,two new and disturbing. factors into the old social order.· 
On the one hand it had created a large and wealthy class 
of manufacturing capitalists,:·who regarded with jealous. 
eyes the monopoly of political power that was nqw in the 

. hands of. the territorial aristocracy ; and· on the· other it 
had congregated .in the great towns of England a multi
·tude of workers~men, women, and ehlldren-=--'"the ,misery 
'of whose lives was a disgrace"to the nation. it was fJ.'Qrri 
this suffering· multitude ·that the movement which 
ended in the first Reform Act drew most of its stren'gth. 

_ Qstensibly, political enfranchisement had been the objeet ., 
of the ·agitation; l:mt .. the deep ·sense o£ "grievance -which . 

.... _ .. , 
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was the real motive power had been far more so'cial 
than political·in its. origin." · 

The revolution, when accomplished, proved, however, 
to be political far· more than social in its significance and 
results. The workers by whose aid the middle classes 
had won their way into the citadel of power found them
selves shut out. In abolishing the rotten boroughs, the 
Whig~ had taken occasion to make the boroug~ !ranchise 
less popular than before ; and if there was still a popular 
eleD).ent in the electorate for the counties, it owed its 
preservation to the efforts of the Tories. The Reform 
Bill, in fact, as Disraeli had been quick to see, was an 
essentially class measure. Indirectly, no doubt; as he 
remarks in Sybil, it tended in the long-run to further the . 
cause of social amelioration. 'It set men a-thinking; it 
enlarged the horizon of political experience; ... and 
insensibly it created and prepared a popular intelligence,' 
to which the statesman could appeal for the redress of 
socialevils. The people ga!ne.d ultimately from the clash 
between .the ideals and ai:nbitions of the aristocracy and 
those of the middle class ; but at first it seemed to them 
that they had only changed masters, and in many ways 
for the worse, their new rulers being less sympathetic 
than the old, and having certainly far less of the instinct· 
of public duty. From the beginning the new House of 
Commons gave very little thought to the co,ndition of 
the multitude. During the period of Whig rule many 
great and meiuorable measures were passed into law, 
but in the domain of social and ecbnomic reform the 
achievement of the thirties is not to be compared with 
what had been accomplished in the unreformed Parlia~ 
ment during the preceding decade under the guidance 
of Tory state~men like Huskisson and Canning and 
·Robinson a~d Peel. The ten-p(>Und householders, who 
to their everlasting honour put an end at once to West 
Indian slavery, had no eyes for the slavery, hardly less 
real, that was close· to their own doors. Class interest 
blinded the rich manufacturers to the foundations of 
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;humall. misery on which their wealth was raised, and the 
dominant philosophy of the- _hour_ was ready with con

-venient_ formulre to. proVide a ·sanction for their indiffer
ence. Disraeli, writing in Sybil in 18'f,5, thus summed the 
matter up : · · ' - :, 

If a spirit of rapacious covetousness, desecrating all the 
humanities of life, has been the besetting sin of England for 
the last century _and a half, since the passing of the Reform 
Act the "altar of Mammon has blazed with triple worship: 
To acquire, to accumulate, to plunder ·each: other by ·virtue of 
philosophic phrases, to propose- a Utopia to consist· only of_· 
Wealth and ·Toil, this has been the bre_athless business -.of en-

- franchised England Jor the last twelve years, until .we are 
startleq_ from our vo!apious strife by t~e w;ail of· intolerab~e . 
serfage. 1 · , -· · _ __ _ · · . · · _ . 

. . . ' . ,. ·~ .· . . ' . : 

.. The two .ac:hievem!:mts of the new Parliament in :the -
sphere ~f sociallegisiation were a 'Factory Act to limit 
the -labour of children, passed in 1833, and the famous·: 
_new Po<?r L,.\lW ot 1834. - The Factory Act was the o~t
c.o:rp_e of a movement which _had been begun in the un
refbrmed Pl).rlia:n;tent by the Tory Michael Sadler, a m~n 
whosefame ought to be -greater.than it is, and continued-' 
.after _the ·Reform Act ·by another · Tory, . Lord Ashley, · 

_ when Sadler 'b,ad been rejected by the new mi9-dle-class
electorate l.n the great hidustrial town of Leeds in favour. , 
:6£ the very genius of. triumphant ·Whiggery', • Macaula:y. _ 

. Unhappily, Ashley's efforts, like, those o£ Sadler before· 
-him, were to a great: extent frustrat~d by the thinly
veiled ,hostility . of ~he_ Whig . Ministry on the ~one 
hand,. and the fierce and open opposition of the manu

' f~ctur~ng capitalists~ and their allies; .the philosophic 
Radicals, .on th~ other; l).nd in the result the. provisions· 

:_of the Act of 1,833 were ~ut a meagre·and grudging con-
-- cession to the crying needs: of'the·case.. The Poor Law 

of l834,was an even mo-i'e characteristi~ expression of the 
spirit Of. the ne"/ political order' 'both' ill its good points ' ' 
and ill. it~ bad: In the last- decades of •the eighteenth . 
~entury and dur!n'g the ~apoleonic w,ars a change had . 

1 Sybil, Bk./1. oh .. 5. • • 
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been in progress. in English agriculture analogous to that 
which had substituted the capitalist manufacturers for 
the small masters in industry. Hitherto, the farmers had 
been on much the same social level as the labourers among 
whom they lived ; now, while the less fortunate sank to. 
the condition of their labourers, the . more fortunate 
formed themselves into a wholly separate class, arid a class 
that, as long as the war lasted, remained highly pros
perous. At the same time the position of the labourers 
changed rapidly for the worse, their relation to their 
employers, somewhat as in the case of the workers in the 
towns, though of (lourse less completely, .becoming, in 
Carlyle's phrase, an affair of cash nexus. As the con
ditions of their life grew harder, the rural justices, who 
were charged with the administration of the Poor Law, 
began in a spirit of compassion: the demoralising practice 
of supplementing wages out of the rates, and in the bad 
-times of the war, when bread was at famine prices, this 

. practice was extended, till in the Southern counties espe-
eially the great mass of the labouring poor had been con--
verted into paupers. ' 

For this state of things the Poor Law Amendment Act. 
of 1834 was intended to provide a r~medy. It put an 
end to great abuses, and the Spartan rigorir with- which 
it was administered may in the long-run have been salu
tary, but the future gain was purchased at the price of 
much immediate suffering. The transition to the new 
system was conducted wl.th the ruthless logic of men 
possessed by a theory, and the first effect, undoubtedly, 
was greatly to increase the misery of the po'or.. 'If 
paupers are made miserable,' said Carlyle grimly,' paupers 
will needs decline in multitude. It is a secret known to 
all rat-catchers.' 'That this Poor Law Amendment Act.,' 
he added, ' should be, as we sometimes hear it named, 
the chief glory ·of a Reformed Cabinet, betokens, one 
would imagine, rather a scarcity of glory there.' 1 In its 
passage through the House of Commons the Bill had been 

1 Ohartism, cb. 3. 
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supported, not only by the philosophic Radicals and the 
main body ·of the Whigs, but also by Peel, who in such 
matters, indeed, was a more faithful exponent of middle
class i4eal.S than the Whig leaders themselves .. It had 
been bitterly ~opposed, however, by the small band of 
Tories and philanthropic Radicals, through whose exer
tions the Factory Act had been carried in the previous year; 
and when in 1837, the year after the new Poor Law had 
come .into force, a period of bad harvests and bad trade 
began; ·the distress that resulted led to· a formidable · 
agitation for the repeal of the measure . 

. With this. agitation Disraeli · was in active sympathy · 
from the very beginning. · He had been well aware, 
indeed, that the. administration of the old law called· for 
reform ; and, as he indicated in onei of the speeches .of 

. his first ·year in politics, .he would have endeavoured to 
reform.it by bringing the ~oor Laws.' back to.the system · · 
of 1795 '_,.that is, to the old Elizabethan system before . 
it had been perverted under the stress of the war. -But· 
he heartily disliked the Act of 1834, not only because it . 
treated the pauper ·as a criminal, but also he,cause it 
abolished the old parochial constitution, and Violated, as 

. lie ·thought, in its centralising tendency the traditional 
principles of English self-government. As has been seen, 2 

he fulminated against the new. system during liis ·contest 
at Maidstone, like many other candidates in the elections 
of that year ; but, asboth the front benches were opposed 
to the agitation, few of those who" reached the H~mse 
retained their interest in the matter, and it was 'quietly 
and good-naturedly hinted ' to Disraeli, as he afterwards 
related,3 .. that if he wished to advance in. public life he 
had better. keep his. opinions on the. new Poor Law to 
himself. +'his hint,,however; failed to deflect him from 
his course, and early in his first session, .when ' an incon-' 
venient and most unaccommodating ·Radical '4 brought 
forward a motion. for the immediate repeal of the Act, · 

. 1 Page 224~ 
3 Speech at Shrewsbury, Aug. 27, 1844. 

2 Page 377 • 
4 Fielden.· 
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he was one of a minority of thirteen Tories and philan
thropic Radicals who voted in its favour against, the 
forces of the Government and the Opposition combined. 
This crushing defeat checked for the moment the progress · 
of the agitation,- but it was not sufficient, as we shall see, 
to· bring it to an end. 

If the bad h~rvests which began in 1837 brought deeper 
misery· to the agricultural poor, the bad trade by~ which 
they were accompanied made the condition of the in
dustrial workers, if possible, even worse. The descrip
tions in Sybil of the rural town of Marney help us to 
realise the sufferings of the one, the pictures of life in 
Mowbray and the mining district near it the sufferings 
of the other. It was under such conditions that Chartism 
had its rise. Misery turned the thoughts of the working 
classes once more to their invidious exclusion from 
political rights, and, recalling the old Radical programme 
from oblivion, they embodied its five points in a docu
ment which became famous as the People's Charter. 
Great mass meetings were held in the North during 
the autumn and winter of 1838, and when Parliament 
met for the session of 1839 a National Convention of 
Chartist delegates, .which ~as called by its own con
stituency the People's Parliament, met in London at the 
same time. The Convention devoted its energy to. pre
paring a monster petition in favour of the Charter; and 
when, after some delay caused by the intervention of the 
Bedchamber crisis, the time for its presentation came, 
this petition, Disraeli tells us, ' was carried down to West
minster on a tdumphal car, accompanied bJ all the dele
gates in solemn procession. It was necessary to construct 

_ a machine in order to introduce the' large bulk of parch
ment, signed by, a million and a half of persons, into the 
House of Commons, and thus supported its vast 'form 
remained on the· floor of the House during the discussion. 
The House, after a debate which was not deemed by the 
people commensurate with the importance of the occa
sion, decided on reject!ng the prayer of tlie petition, and 

.. 
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from 'that moment the party in the· Convention who 
advocated a recourse to physical force in order to obtain. 

·~ their purpose was in the ascendant.' 1 

In the debate,2 which as a matter of fact t<;>Ok place a 
month after the solemn procession, on. a motion that the 
House should resolve itself 'h1to co'mmittee ·to consid~r 
the petition, Disraeli, who, as his letters show, had antici
pated the occasion,. and carefully prepared -himself, spoke. 
immediately after the leader of the House. He had 
learnt a good deal since.tp.e days .when he himself believed 
in political mechanism as a remedy for s~ciai evils; so he 
began by admitting the fallacy by which, as Russell h~:!>d 
insisted, the petition. was .pervaded-that political rights 
would necessarily insure social- happiness. ·.But though 
they might reject .the remedy suggested· by the, Chartists, 
they ought no11e the less, he argued, to try and cure the.·-

·.disease. The nature:of the di~~ase was not clearly under-
. stood. The Chartist· movement ·could not b~. ·explained 
as-the·work'of professional agitators or.as the .outcome. 
of mere sedition. Neither eould it be wholly e'xpl11ined 
as the result of the .new. Poor Law, though he believed 
there was:an intimate connexion between, the .two.·. Both 
Charter 'and new Poor Law, with many other evils, he 
would trace to the same origin-the. Reform Act and the 
constitution which the.Reform.Act had established. The 
old constitution. had, an int~lligible principle ; the present · 
had none. ' Great duties' could . alone . confer. great 
statio1,1;' and while the old .constitution imposed.· great 
public duties on :the small class to which it entrusted 
political power,. oU:r new .ruling class was not bound up 
with the great mass of the people by the performance of 
social· duties, and had attained .political station without 
the co:Uditions which' shouldbe anne~ed to its pos~ession; 

·Having .thus gained po'\'\"e:r; without responsibility, our. 
new rulers naturally were anxious to save themselves 
trouble and .expense ; hence on, the o11e hand. the cry · 
for. cheap gover~ment, and their ,eagerness oil. the other 

i. Sybil, Bk. y; ch, l. . · · . 2 July 12,1839. · 

.. 
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. to transfer to a centralised Government the sociaf duties 
·which they ought to have accepted as the necessary 
accompaniment of their new political privileges. Hence, 
for instance, the new Poor Law, which taught the desti- · 
tute p.ot to: look for relief to their neighbours, hut to a 
distant Government stipendiary, It would be said, 
indeed, that the Opposition were responsible in some 
degree for the enactment of the new Poor Law, and he 
'admitted the fact ; but he also regretted it, and_:_here, 
we may fancy, with a fugitiveglance at Peel-he thought 
their consenting to such a Bill was a very great blunder, 
The Tory party would yet rue the day they did so, for 
they had acted contrary to principle-the principle of· 
opposing everything like centralised government, and 
favouring in every way the distribution of power. 

The noble lord (John Russell), who was tolerant of the 
advanced demands of his Radical supporters, treated the 
Charter with derision because it was not compatible with 
the retention of political power by the class which he 
had created; but if he thought that in this country a 
monarchy of the middle classes could be permanently 
established he would be indulging a great delusion-a 
delusion which, if persisted in, must shake our institu
tions and endanger the ·throne. Such a system was 
foreign to the character of the English people.. In the 
speeches of the Chartist ·leadl;lrs there was to be found 
the greatest hostility to government by the middle 

. classes. They made no attack on the .aristocracy, none 
on the Corn Laws '; ·.but they' attacked the new con
stituency, that peculiar constituency which was the basis 
of the noble lord's government. The whole subject, he
was aware, was distasteful to both the great parties in 
the House. He regretted the "fact. He was not ashamed 
to say, howe.ver much he disapproved of the Charter; he 
sympathised with the Chartists. They formed a great 
body of his countrymen, and no one could doubt they 
laboured under great grievances. This must always be 
considered a very remarkable. social movement. It. was 
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a social insurrection, and If they treated it as a niere 
temporary ebullition they would be grievously mistaken. 

Having thus made his protest against the indifference 
with which the petition. was treated on both sides ,of the 
House, Disraeli voted in the majority . by, which· the · 
z;notion.was rejected. Charles Egremont, in Sybil, ·spoke 
on the same· occasion, and a conversation in the novel well 
reflects the bewilderment which Disraeli's speech must 

. have caused to Peel as he listened, or to any others who 
took the trouble to think of it at all : · 

'lt was a very remark~ble speech of Egremont;' said the 
grey-hE:Jaded gentleman. 'I wonder what he wants.' 

'I think he must be going _to turn Radical,' said the War-
. wicks hire peer. . . · 

' Why, the w4ole speech was against Radicalism,' said Mr .. 
Egerton. . . 

' Ah, .then he is going to turn Whig, I suppose.' 
'He is ultra anti-Whig,' said Egerton, · ·. 
'Then what the deuce is he·?' said Mr .. Berners. 
'Not a Conservative certainly, for lady St. Julians does 

n9thing but abuse him.' . . 
'I suppose he is crotchety,' suggested the Warwickshire 

·noble. ·. . 
' That speech. of Egremont .was the most really democratic 

spe·ech that I ever read,' said the grey-headed.gentlema~ .... 
'What·does he mean by obtaining the results of the Charter 

without the intervention of its machinery f inquired Lord 
Loraine,' a mild, middle-aged, lounging, languid man, who 
passed his Jife in crossing from Brooks' to Boodle's, and from. 
Boodle's to Brooks', and testing the comparative intelligence 
of these two celebrated bodies. . . . ~ · 
. ' I took him to mean-indeed, 1t_ was the gist of the speech

that, if you wished for a time to retain your political power, 
you could only effect your purpose by, securing for the people 

· greatersocial felicity.' . · _ · 
' .well, that is sheer Radicalism,' said the . Warwickshire 

peer ; . ' pretending that the people can be better off than 
they are is Radicalism, and nothing else.'1 

. . ' ~ -

Before the debate took place the Convention had been 
transferred to Birmingham, and there, :three days later; 
:there was a riot so fierce that_·the Duke of Wellington 

1 Sybil, Bk. V; ch. 1. 
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s~ught a parallel for the scene of devastation in his recol
lections of the Peninsula. But when Russell, as Home 
Secretary, asked the House of Commons to authorise. an 
advance to the Birmingham Corporation for the estab
lishment of a police force, Disraeli opposed, insisting that 
inquiry into the insurrectionary spirit should precede the 
grant of extraordinary powers, and in a House of 150 
he had the courage to enter the lobby as one of a minority 
of three1 against the resolution. Next day, on the first 
reading of a Bill for the institution of a local constabu
lary, he accused Lord John of declaring war against Bir
mingham, and levying 5,000 troops against his former 

' allies. His speech on this occasion drew a severe reproof 
from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 2 and an Under
Secretary8 had the temerity to denounce. him as ' an 
advocate of riot and confusion.' Disraeli in his rejoinder 
gave them both a taste of his quality: 

·I have heard some comments made upon me by the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer and an Under-Secretary of State 
which I do not choose to pass unnoticed.· Indeed, from a 
Chancellor of the Exchequer to an Under-Secretary of State 
is a descent from the sublime to the ridiculous, though the 
sublime is on this occasion rather ridiculous, and the ridiculous 
rather trashy. How he became Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

• and how the Government to which he belongs became a 
Government, it would be .difficult to tell. Like flies in amber, 
' One wonders how the devil they got there.' 4 

At a later stage of the same Bill, Disraeli scored a pal
pable hit, at the expense of Lord John Russell, who had 
ascribed the disturbances in the country to Oastler,6, a 
well-known Tory Chartist, and to the agitation against 
the Poor Law, in which Oastler had been a leader. 
' Far be it from me,' said Disraeli, ' to cope with the 
noble lord in endeavouring to trace the pedigree of 

1 Fielden and Wakley were the others, the tellers being Leader and 
Duncombe. · 

2 Spring Rice. 
3 Fox Maule, afterwards Lord Panmure and 11th Earl of Dalhousie. 
4 It is to this incident that Disraeli alludes in his letter on p. 468. 
6 Richard Oastler, 1789-1861, ·known as the ' Factory King,' Sadler's 

friend and chief ally in his crusade a.gainst the abuses of j,he factory system. 
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--~ s~dition, -but I confess I feel dispo-sed to trace ,it· to a 
h~gher source than· ~{r. Oastler. . . . . . There was a time,· 
as you ·are .all aware, after the Reform Bill had passed 
this' House, when ·We were told 200,000 men were to 
march from Birmingham to assist the decision of . the 
other House of Parliament. That was before Mr. Oastler. .. "' ·' . 

. . · . The noble lord regards the Chartist.s as if they were 
the-•first body of men who ha~l:appealed to_physical force. 
He talks a:s if the hon.' and learned· member for Dublin 

· h~d neyer appealed to a petition sl.gned by 50,000 fight< 
ing men:' l Peel in. the nerl. sessi~n .took the same line.' 
ofarg~ment, and ~ollo,wedit,with great effect. ,,, 

~ioti:ng ,in the toWns and_rick-:-lmrn1ng ip. the couri.tn<, 
c_ontinued .during the, reces~, an9. at Newport in :Wales -
t4E:J;re ~as positiV;e .ip.surrection. When Parliament met::· . 
in J.;wuary, av?te: of vvant of confidence :was movedfronir 
the Opposition benches; ~iirtd ~he Ministry formally charged 
with responsibility for these disorders. · 

f ' ... .• ~.' • .• .... t ;. . . J :· . ' J. • 

·.- 1. 

··~ · * .t ~· , ....... ~~ HousE· oF· CoMMoNs, .... 
, , · .· . , , .; , ... , ., · . Friday'[Jan. 31, f840]. • 

MY DEA~ES1', ''' ·' ., -~ •.•. ; ' . ',·,. ' ,: ' ' 
This is, a hurried sketch of our debate .. Sir Yarde2 was, 

very bad, bu~ not much less effectiye. than Acland last :year . 
in a sirp.ilar p'osition ; but: m'():re stupid, tl).e -difference being, 
Sir Tom only stutt(lred, Sil John stuck. "E3ir. George Grey 
made a dashing House of' Commons speech which I should 
have. liked to have answered, but· as he concluded about 8, 
and I had not.dined, it :w~s impossible. , I had no intention~ 
of speaking the firs~ night,. and am very sorry I, did,. for,. · 
although I said some. good _things and'was very well received,' 
I. was debarred •by circumstances .!roi:n making the speech· I · 
had intended •The fact is -the Government put up Gisborne, ' 
who i~ .sometimes .a most rakehel~y rhetorician, ana' produces 
great effects-in ,a crowded house, but uncertain. There was .. 
and had·' been for som'e time ,a general rumor that he was\ ' 
to make a gre~,~>t display, and when he got up Fremantle 
came to me and asked,me to reply to him, He began_ very . 
well, but after some little time 'regularly broke· down, was 

< • ~ , • ' ' • • • • ~ • • - l. " " . . 

. -~ 
1 'The Times, ·Aug. 10, 1839. . .. . , 
2 Sir John Yarde-Buller, afterwards Lord Churs~on. 

' • f ' ~· • • .• ' ' . . ' .• )) .- .• 

\ 
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silent for some' moments, sent for orangoo, coughed, stuck 
again and again and again, and finally. pleading 'so~e 
physical inability ' which had suddenly deprived him of his 
voice, sunk overwhelmed with his own exposure. We thought 
he was drunk, but the Whigs say the fault was he was not,. 
and that when hf! is tipsy and is not prepared he is very good. 
I found, however, I had a lame bird to kill, or rather a dying 
one: and though I made a somewhat brilliant guerilla opera
tion, there was not that solid tactical movement that. I had 
originally contemplated. · 

The next night we had it all our own way, Howick making 
the most extraordinary announcement1 which you have read 
and alone justifies the debate. Graham very rigorous and 
malignant, and Macaulay2 plunging into the most irretrievable 
slough of failure you can poss_ibly conceive·; nothing could be 
worse-manner, matter, and spirit, ludicrously elaborate and 
perfectly inappropriate. The Speaker with difficulty pre
served order, and it was clear to everyone that in future 
Macaulay will no longer command the House, on such an 
occasion; and to such a personage, of course, always lenient. 

Yesterday we again had it all our own way, Stanley being 
very effective. The debate is with us, but the division3

-

though Arthur Lennox has rallied to the Tories-,-will, I ap
prehend, be very seedy. 

-: V~le. 
D. 

Disraeli in his. speech r~suined to'wards the Chartists 
-his attitude of-the previous session. 'I am not ashamed 

• or afraid to say tha't I wish more sympathy had been 
shown on -both sides towards the Chartists. . . . I am 
not. ashamed to say that .I sympathise ,with millions of 
my fellow-subjects:: .Guerilla operation' as. the speech 
may have been, it contains one passage that beca:m.e 
fa:m.ous-a characteristic :fling at Lord· John Russell: 

The time will· come when Chartists will discover that in a 
country so aristocratic as England even treason, to be success
ful, must be patrician:. They will discover that great truth, 
and when. they find some desperate noble to lead them they 

1 In explanation of his withdrawal from the Ministry at the beginning 
of the recess. · 

2 ' That unfortunate speech· on Buller's motion in 1840 ; one of the few 
unlucky_ things in a lucl'Y life,' was Macaulay's own verdict niany years 
later (Trevelyan's Life, ch. 8). . 

3 The Gove-rnment qad a majority of 21 in a House of nearly 600 members 
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_may, perhaps, achieve ·greater results. Where Wat Tyler 
failed, Reilly Bolingbroke changed a dynasty', and although 
Jack Straw was hanged, a Lord John Straw -:t;nay becom.e a 
Secretary of State. 

· In the course of the· session Disraeli had the courage 
to help his Radical friends in attempts to secure remis
sion of what he regarded, and not without reason, as the 
excessive punishment inflicted on some of the~Chartist 
leaders/ voting on .one occasion in a minority of five ; 
denouncing the Whig Government as harsher in its prac~ 
tice thim even the Star Chamber ; asking ' how· it hap
pened that the same thing obtained impuuity.in Ireland 
under. the name of agitation, which in England .was 
puni~hed under the name of' sedition;' and making a 
characteristic. appeal to the Tory members around hiin 
not to forget that they were tJ,w natural le?>ders of,: th~ 
p.eople. 'Yes, I repeat,'. he added, in :response to 9ries 
of protest from the Whig side of the House, ' the aris
tocracy are. the natural leaders of the people, for the 
aristocracy and the labouring population form the nation. '2 

His conduct in these matters drew an approying letter 
from anotable popular leader, Charles Attwood,3 of New,. 
castle, to which Disraeli sent an interesti~g reply : 

· To Oharle8 Attwood. ·· 
GROSVENOR GATE, 

•. . J·une 7, 1840 . 

. . . I am honored by your approbation of my public conduct. 
I entirely agree with you, that an union bet"\\;een the Con" 

.· servative party. and the Radical masses offers the only 
mearis by which we can preserve the Empire. Their interests 
are ident,ical; united they for:t;n the nation ; and their division 
has only permitted··a miserable minority, under the specious. 
name of the People,·to-assail all fights of property and person. 

Since I first entered public life; now eight years ·ago; I have 
worked for no other object and no other end than to aid the 

1 Six years later (Mar~h.ll, 1846), when he had won a great position in 
the House of Commons, he spoke and voted again: iri favour of a motion 
with the same object in view, and was again in a minority. . 

2 Hansard, July 10, 1840. · · . · . 
a Founder of .the Northern Political Unions, which played a great part 

in the Reform Bill agitation, and brother of Thomas Attwood; tho member 
for Birmingham, Cobbett's ' King Tom.' · · 

" ~--~· ..... _,..._- ''· ~ -_......_ 
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formation of a· national party. And when I recollect the 
difficulties with which this proposition struggles, ·and the 
contests and misrepresentations which I have personally 
experienced inadvocating its adoption, you may understand 
the extreme satisfaction. with which I have witnessed the 
recent progress of events, and now learn, on your unquestion
able authority, that inN orthumberland, long the sacred refuge 
of Saxon liberty, a considerable party, founded on the union 
in question, is at present in process of formation and of rapid 
growth. 
· .None but those devoid of the sense and spirit of Englishmen 
can be blind to the perils that are impending over our country. 
Our Empire is assailed in every quarter ; while a domestic 
oliga1chy, under the guise of Liberalism, is denationalising 
England. Hitherto we have been preserved from the effects 
of the folly of modern legislation by the wisdom of our ancient 
manners. The national character may yet save the Empi]."e. 
The national character is Il!Ore important than the Great 
Charter or trial by jury. ,Notwithstanding the efforts of the 
Whigs to sap its power, I still have confidence in its energy .. 

Meanwhile, in spite of his sometimes aggressive inde
pendence, Disraeli had succeeded in winning the appro
bation. of a leader whose approbation was never lightly 
given. In the first days of the session of 1840 Peel 
invited him to attend what would now be called a' shadow 
Cabinet '-a conference of the principal members of the 
Conservative Opp9sition, sixteen in all, of whom, as Mrs. 
Disraeli proudly records, 'Dizzy was the only one who 
had not been in office.' Oil_ the very day that he received 
this signal proof of confidence he reasserted his indepen
dence by a brilliant incursion into debate in opposition 
to his leader, and by voting against him in the division 
that followed. The House of Commons had become 
involved in the famous affair of Stockdale, and was now, 

.at the instance of both the front benches, about to 
commit . the Sheriffs of London to the custody of· the· 
Serjeant-at-Arms for executing orders of the Court of, 
Queen's Bench which were represented as a breach of 
privilege. An overzealous legal member, in the course 
of the debate, was foolish enough to enlarge on the 
tyranny of the courts in the time of Charles I., and· Dis-
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r~eli, who was well read in the history of that period, 
replied at once in a speech' of great eloquence and vigour,' 
as the newspapers described it, in which he gave a vivid 
account of the-tyranny of Parliament in the same troubled 
age, and- showed that the tyranny of the courts was 
nothing in corirr,arison. -. He ended- with a declaration 
which has notlost its significance; that there was a differ
ence between the law of Parliament and the law of the 
House 6£ Commons,· and· that ' he for -oD:e would never 
consent to see the coti.J;ltry subje~te~ to the·Iaw of the 
.latter.' 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
, -~ , ·~·[~an.,l9,1840.]. 

Peel congratulated me. very warmly- on my marriage ... 
Yesterday I gave my first male dinner~pa:r;ty. __ Everything 
went_ off capitaiJ-y; Lyndh11rst, Strangford, ,Powerscourt, 
Ossulston, D'Orsay, Sir_R Grant, and Sir L. Bulwer;.&c ..... 

. I have been introduced at last formally to the Duke of Welling
ton at Lyndhurst's ; . he_- accorded me. a _most gracious and 

· . friendly reception, and lopked right hearty. The Queen is 
to be inarried February 10. , · 

, . ' 
1 ~ ~ . 5.30 [Ja:~. ~3]. 

Since Tuesday I have dori.e nothing but-receive congratuta
tions about rriy speech .. :-. Lord Fitzgerald just told_ we_ 
that since the good old days· of- Canning he_ had never heard 
so, brilliant a reply. . . . Hogg says it was not only a good 
speech: it was something bet~er, an effective. - · _ 
· · The curio11s thing is that The Times,' ·which gives an ad
mirable report of what I said, gives a most inefficient im
pression of the effect produced. I never heard more continued 
cheering : the house very ·full, about_ half-past lO when-~ sat 
d.-own, a prime hour and every map. of dist~nctioli there. I 
never spoke better even in Bucks. ~t is iu- vain. to ·give 
you any account of all the compliments, all the congratulations, 
the shaking of hands, &c.: which occurred in tlie lobby during 
the • division,: but time and this damned . post _prevent :-all 

-communication ... -. -· From Sir Robert Peel downwards there 
i~ but orie opillion of ·my great success. Eliot very 'warm 

:·indeed: · -. · ·· -··--- ,. ·, 
·. : : lhave been to see the sheriffs in prison. They really think 

_ themselves martyrs. I. told them .they would ' live in his-
-~ory,' and tb,ey answered, 'No doubt ofit.' · · _ " ', 

: Burn this ego.tistical 'trash. · · Love, - · 
- "- -.. '· .. ,. -D. 
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[Undated.] 

Eastell, .who dined with me yesterday, had just come up 
from old Lord Sidmouth at Richmnnd: The fine old gentle
man, now 85, takes the most lively interest in the question, 
and, strange for an old Speaker, is on the side of law. He was 
in raptures with my speech. 

Feb. 12. 

The Duke of Bucks has dined with ine ; he was really quite 
gay ·and seemed delighted with everything, which with him 
is very rare, as society bores him. I have asked sixty M.P.'s 
to dine with me, and forty have come. l shall now rest upon 
my oars. We. are in great confusion with Stockdale. He 
bore his examination with great coolness, without being 
audacious, and unbroken presence of mind. The sheriffs and 
under-sheriffs have been under examination, but the House 
only gets deeper in the mire, and I thi.ilk the .result is that 
they must commit the sheriffs, which will occaeion a riot,. 
and eventually the judges, which will cause a rebellion. If 
Follett had not misled Peel originally, the Whigs would have 
been crushed. · · 

. [Feb. 18.) 
My DEAREST, . . 

I went up yesterday with our House, 1 very strong in 
numbers and very brilliant in costuine ; but it was generally 
agreed that I am never to wear any other but a Court costume, 
being, according to Ossulston, a very Charles II. · 

The peers preceding our procession by only half an hour, 
the golden carriages of the Lord Chancellor and the Speaker 
were almost blended in the same crowd, and the quantity 
of carriages and personages of note, to say nothing of courtiers, 
gentlemen-at-arms, and beefeaters, was very fine. All om; 
men were costumed, but Scholefield and Muntz, and a few 
Rads, including, to my surprise, O'Connell, en bourgeois. The 
Speaker, with John Russell on his right and Peel on his left. 
both in the Windsor dress, marched up t'o the throne in good 
style.; we followed somewhat tumultuously. The Queen 
looked well : the Prince on her l~ft in high military fig very 
handsome, and the presence was altogether effective. Always 
~aving heard the Palace abueed; I was rather agreeably 
surprised :'the hall is low, .but the staircase is not ineffective ; 
the antechamber, a green drawing~room, in which we were 
assembled for. half an hour, leads at once to the Throne room. 
After the Bavarian palaces, all this is nothing, but I was 
amused, .for the scene was busy and brilliant. · 

My love to all. 
D. 

1 To congratulate the Queen on h'er marriage. 
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BRIGHTON; . 
· April 20. 

We have found this place pleasant enough, the weather 
being very fine. I have eaten a great rnany shrimps, which . 
are the only ·things that have reminded me I .an;t on the 
matgin of the ocean; for it has been a dead calm the whol!l 
week, and I have not seen a wave or heard the break of the· 
ti~e. . There are a good many birds. of passage. here, like 
ourselves .. I had a long stroll with the Speaker/ who is the 
most amiable of. men and not one of the least agreeable, 
fresh as a child and enjoying his holidays. 

June 1. 
. After all, poor I.ady Cork did n9t die of ~ld. age; she 

was arranging her plants in a new fashion and.caughtcold. 
On Saturday. at Hope's I sat next to Rogers, and he made 
one or two efforts at conversation which I did not encourage ; · 
.but after the second. course (Rogers having eaten an im
mense dinner}, both of us in despair of our neighbours, we 

. could no longer refrain from falling into talk, and it ended 
by a close alliance, the details and consequences of which 
are so amu~ing· that I must reserve them for our visit. 

All the world has been this morning to Exeter Hall to 
· see Prince Albert in the chair. Peel moved one of the reso-· 

lutions, and produced a great effect on his Highness. 

Friday, June. 12. 

The ·political world is convulsive : the Government, by 
·extraordinary efforts and pledging themselves ·that if in a 
minority they. would resign, having induced. Howick and all 
the malcontents, rats, and shuffiers to return to their alle
giance, came to pitched battle' again last night, and' were, to 
our· surprise as much as their own consternp.tion, ignobly 
defeated. After, this occurred a scene which only can be ' 
compared to Donnybrook fair. O'Connell insanely savage, 
the floor covered with members. in tumultuous groups; Strat
ford Canning pale as a spectre, with outstretched and at
raignjng arm, hooting, ·cheering, groaning, and exclamations 
from· unknown voices in the senatorial .crowd. Maidst<me in 
full dress. fresh· from the Clarendon, re-enacting the part of 
the English Marcellus, and Norreys with a catcall. · .· 

'To-day the Houses went up to the Queen with congratula-
. ,tions·on her _escape. 2 I didn't go. . ·. . . 

On Wednesday-the Lyndhursts, Ingest;res, ~rn~s.t Bruces, 
Hoggs;· Lords· Munster, Claud Hamilton, Walpole, Gardner, 
Follett, and the Duchess Dowager of Ric~mond, dined with 

1 Shaw-Lefevre, afterwards Viscount Eversley. 
2 From the attempt on her life by the madman O:dord. 

• I 

.. 
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us : very brilliant and successful, and Mary Anne . much 
pleased, particularly as she is going to-night to tlj.e musical 
ball, and afterwards to Lady Lyndhurst's supper, which is 
revived and is to be very grand. 

Jvly 14. 
Last night I massacred Dr. Bowring.1 I answered 

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and was replied to by the 
President of the Board of Trade, who, however, had nothing 
to say for himself, and was obliged to ta~e refuge in mere 

. assertions. My facts flabbergasted him, as well as Bowring's 
champion, Hume, who was ludicrously floored. . His speech 
is not in the least reported, but convulsed the House when 
he said the ' hon. and learned member for Maidstone ' had 
taken him by surprise, quoting authors he had never read, 
&c. &c.·· Peel most gallantly came to the rescue of his ' hon. 
friend the member for Maidstone,' and gave me immense 
kudos. 

Aug. 7. 
Yesterday Louis Napoleon, who last year at Bulwer's nearly 

drowned us by his bad rowing, upset himself at Boulogne. 
Never was anything so rash and crude to all appearances as 
this' invasion,' for he was joined by no one. A fine house in 
Carlton Gardens,. his Arabian horses, and excellent cook was 
hardly worse than his present situation. 

In a note oMater years Disraeli recounts at length the 
incident at Bulwer's: 

. ' 
Bulwer, who then lived at Craven Cottage, gave a breakfast 

party there. We arrived late, and all the guests had gone up 
the Thames in a steamer. Walking on the Terrace, quite 

. alone; two gentlemen who had arrived still later came up 
to us. These were Prince Louis Napoleon and Persigny. 
My wife explained to the Prince why the assembly was so 
scant. Upon which.the Phnce said:' We will get a boat; and 
1 will row you down to meet them.~ · . 

There was a boat 'and boatman lingering about, whom we 
hailed from the Terrace. The Prince took the oars, and for a 
little time we went on very well. At last, to escape the swell 
of. a steamer that was approaching, the Prii:J.ce contrived to 
row into a mudbank iri the middle of the river, and there 
_we stuck. l'fothing could gev us off. I was amused by the 

· 1 A ~ell-known Bentha~ite who had been employed. by Government to 
'make commercial investigations abroad, as the Opposition alleged, from 
motives of political jobbery, and at a greatly excessive remuneration. He 
was.afterwards,·as Sir John Bowring. Plenipotentiary in China, and became 
famous in connexion .with the Arrow aff~ir in 1856-57. 
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manner 'ill which my wife; ·who was alarmed especially, and . 
not without cause, from the fear of other steamboats which 
_caused a great swell on the water, ratea. the Prince : ' You 
should 'nOt undertake things :which"-you cannot accomplish. -
You· are always, sir, too advent_urous,' &c. &c. &c. I re
mained. silent. At length the boatman; who' had come- to 
the.rescue, got us off, and we arrived again at Craven Cottage 

. just as Bulwer's company appeared in the distance. Nothmg. 
cbuld be·more goodcnatured than the Prince; and I could 

•. ·not have borne the scolding better myself .. Weoften used 
to sinile over this adventure; and many years after (I think 

· 1856) my wife sat ne:x;t to the Emperor- at dinner at the 
Tuileries, and as· he was chatty, and _often adverted to the . 
past~ she ventured to remind Ris Majesty of the ~tory, wliich 

. he said he quite remembered: The Empress, w:ho overheard 
them, said;: '·Just 'like him.' -• , •· •-,' ; • -.. -;,-~ .~· 

To .Sarah Disraeli. ·, " · _/; _ · 
.d.>· . ._;__ ·, - wo·oLBEDING, : .":-
. -, ~ • ' · Sept. 7:-

.We.are staying, a fe~ days :with the:Maises.' There\s 
. no one here except Tom l)unc.onibe; .bll;t, as you know; 
.. the place is -very beautiful, a :p_aradise of flowers\and con-. 
___ servato;ries, fountains an_d vases,· in'_ the green~st v_aHey. with 

-· the prettiest river in the world. This was a .former teniple of · 
: Whiggery. · Charles Fox's statue and.portrait may be S(;lenin -

every nook and every chamber, a sort of rur_al Brooks's.·: •t-.. --
. • ' . '"'· •i,t 
· . -- . - [ U.ndateij . . 

Walpole 1 went t~---dirie yesterday -~ith the· :Wss13errys,: 
-,:who. now. live at' Richmond; 'the party consisting•'of Miss 

-Montague, . Guizot, and Pollington- very · r{che!;CM · ari_d_ 
'Strawberry Hillish.' The old ladies a little in' love with the· 
'Horace'Walpole o~ _the_ nineteenth century, 'who, by the' b'ye, 

: is more elegant, fa~tastical, and interesting _thari ever, an\'!· 
~alks of. changing his name, retiring to Parma or Cremona, or 

· some cityequallyAecayed ~nd unvisited.- .Venic~ too_vulgar, · 
, ., with Monckton. Milnes writing sonnets in every gondola, 
··" and makiJ;lg. every bridge· ' a bridge of sighs.' I br~akfasted_ 

with. him to-day., and he ;really was divine. I :never met -
• anything ·like him....::..,such~ a' ~.tream_,of 'humor, f~tncy, phil
,-osophy, ap.d_ quotation, in everylanguage: Wilen last in Egypt 
he met Botta, 'who talked of me inuch,· "' .-· . _ ·.' . . .. 

. Peace, 'peac'P is -the!l.order o~. the day, ,and French Jup.ds 
~have risen 5 per ·cent. ,in 0ne day; :. . .':J;he Princess August~/-· 
: still1ives;but e\Tetybody else in London seems dead. . , . . - ., . . . ' ;~t -, ' . . . . .... ... . -~ ' 

--1 Afterwa!rPs. 4th Eari:Qf O;ford. ..: "/ 
... 

. -~' 
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Throughout the autumn England and France were 
hovering on the verge of war, for this was the memorable 
year of the expulsion of Mehemet Ali's Egyptians from 
Syria, Palmerston's greatest triumph ·in his career as a 
Foreign Minister. With due reserve of judgment as to the 
intrinsic wisdom of the Minister's policy, Disraelihas cele
brated the achievemen~ in a 'gl~wing passage of Tancred;: 

When we consider the position of the Minister at home, 
· not only deserted by Parlifl,ment, but abandoned by his.party 

and even forsaken by his colleagues ; the military occupation 
of Syria by the Egyptians ; the rabid dem<mstrations of 
France ; that an accident of time or space, the delay of a 
month or the gathering of a storm, might alone have baffled 
all his combinations ; it is difficult to fix upon a page in the 
history of this country which records a superior instance of 
moral intrepidity. The bold conception and the brilliant 
performance were worthy of Chatham ; but the domestic 
difficulties with which Lord Palmerston had to struggle place 
the exploit far beyond the happiest achievement of the elder 

. Pitt. 1 . 

To Sarah ·Disraeli. 
Oct. Hi:·· 

The King of Holland has abdicated, and :Beyrout, after 
a bombardment of nine hours, has been taken by the English. 

, The Cabinet have decided on,' carrying· out' the treaty of 
. July to. the letter, with only four dissentients. On dit that 

even ;Lord Holland, that old Gallomaniac; ratted to Palmer
ston, who is quite triumphant. Great panic exists here, and even · 
~he knowing ones, who from their confidence in Louis Philippe 

. .have air along been sa:iiguine of peace, look very pale and blue: 
·.Alas! that a· Bourbon dynasty, even of Orleans,-should abso- · 

lutely .depimd for its existence on a Guizpt .or a Thiers, a 
professeur and a redacteur . . My domestic ministry, which is 
as tr.oublesome as the ~ench, is provisionally formed .. ()·-'"". 

" ' · . . . Oct!'Z2 . 

. Lord Holland was found dead in his bed this ni'o~ing. 
This, though not considered as yet a very l!lignifican~ event, 
is in my eyes.not unimportant. 'It breaks up an old clique 
of pure Whiggery, and the death of a single Minister, by 
causing Cabinet reconstruction; is always of some weight ..•. 
·We have hau a delightful visit to Deepdene. In the midst 

of. roman.tic 'grounds and picturesque park Hope· has built, 

t: Tancred, Bk. IIL ch. 6. 
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or rather is. still building,. a perfect Italian palace, full of 
· balconies adorned . with busts: . On the front a terraced 

garden, and within a hall of tesselated pavement of mosaics, 
·which is to hold his choicest marbles. · We found there Mr. 
and Mrs. Adrian Hope, and, Harness/ now grown an oldish · 
gentleman, but still· juvenile in spirits, and even ready to act' . 
charades and spout poetry. Mrs .. 'Adrian is French, a child 

. o.f nature-:-:ne'ver heard of Sir.'R. Peel. She is.the·daughter 
. of th~ famous General Rapp. · v 

Nov. 21. 

.There is no doubt that Acre· has fallen; and therefore the 
·matter is settled. What was the poor Pacha to do .against 
all Europe ? : He has been infamously misled by that .rascal · 
Thiers, a 'thorough representative _of the gaminerie Of-Paris. 
In· th_e meantime, the Liberals • are infinitely' disgusted with 
Palmerston's triumph, and.quarrel among themselves in n;mch 

· the same fashion as Morisieur Thiers. . . . " · 
,'W.e intend spending Christmas. at J)eepdene, and ·from 

thence to Bradenham. We had the Lyndhuists an,d TanK:er
villes, with Cis Forester ~nd Hope, to dinner the other day, 
when we had a perfect Spanish pudding. Lyndhurst recog-

. nised his old Bradenham friend. Tankerville's French cook, 
· • •he. tells me to-day, has been-. trying his ''prentice hand' at' 

it,' but ·a. fiasco. He says he finds a French ,cook can .n.ever 
execute out of his school, and· Cis wants the receipt for the. 
mess, but Mary. Anrie won'.t·give it. · 
-7 .... • 

-/ : ;. ." • '~i . 
. DEEPDENE: ,·- .• 

·· Dec. 26. · 

'We arrived here a week ago, with our ·host and Adrian,' 
Hopes: · The11 came· Mr. Mitchell, very';amusirig; Baron · 
and Baronessde Cetto, Walpole, Lord de L'Isle; Sir A:-()rarit, 
and Lord and Lady . Ernest Bruce ; two days . after came 

· · Barori Gersdorf, Sir Hilme Campbell; and these formed o'ur · 
·. Christmas party, with the a.ddition of .. the delectable. Mr. -

Hayward ... ·. Our party very m~rry and agreeable, and we ~-
• haye :tLad many Christmas·gambols, charades, and ghosts; 

andtg1fr princely host made· all the ladies a C}u'istmas -box :"' 
tq Mary Anne two beautiful specimens of Dresden china, a 
littll;l g't\ntleman .. in cocked _hat and full dre~s:·.,and. a most 

· .... charming little~lady ·covered with 'lace. A thousand loves, 
· .. ., and good wishes for a reaLhappy Christmas and .New Year. 

· · God gra;ntit inayturn .. ()ut sof~r all ofus. ~ ' · - .• · 
. ~ • .... • · , -- · : 1.' • ' ·• • . ~· ' •••. . D. 2 

1 Doubti~;s William Harness, 1790,1869: divine and ~uth~r; schoolfellow 
·and friend of :Byroi1, and. at this ti'me incumbent of Regent Square Chapel. • 

2 -LetterB, pp. 176-180. · · · · • • · 2. . . ' 
-i • . ' ') . 

~ ·~ ... ~; 
··l<l.,J~''.: .-· .. 

:;,.·"' .•. 
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Peel's clumsy management of the crisis of 1839 had 
renewed the Whig lease of office for a longer term than 
he or anyone else expected. The ·popularity of the young 
Queen had warted after the Bedchamber affair, and had 
not been increased by her German marriage ; but it had 
been revived in full force by the attempt on her life -
in the summer of 1840, and the Ministry of which her 
popularity was the mainstay profited accordingly. ·The 
triumph of Palmerston'~ foreign policy in the autumn of 
that year had brought them great prestige ; and if dis
content was still rife, disorder at least had been checked, 
and the Chartists dragooned into a somb,re inactivity. 
It was small· wonder if for a moment in that winter of 
1840 many Whigs believed that the long downward 

· movement had at last been • arrested, and that their 
party was in the fair way of recoveririg its authority. 

But, as Mr. Tadpole observed with much originality at the 
Carlton, they were dancing op. a volcano. It was December, 
and the harvest was not yet all got in, the spring coni had 
never grown, and the wheat was rusty ; there was, he well ~ . 
knew, another deficiency in the revenue to be counted by 
millions ; wise men shook their heads and said the trade 
was leaving the country, and it was rumored that the whole 
population of Paisley lived on the rates. 1 

It was the fourth time in succession tha~ the harvest 
had f~iled, and there was no sign of trade recovering its 
activity. Population had increased immensely sine~ the. 
end of the great war, and wages had been steadily falling; 
but up to a certain point there had been compensation 
for the fall in their higher purchasing power, and'even the 

·price of food had, in spite of the-Corn Laws, on the whole " 
oeen trending downward. During the twenty years before 
the accession of the Queen the wr_etchedness of the people 
had been due to low wages rather than to dear food ; but 
the long period of high prices, combined with exceptionally 
bad employment since the opening of her reigp., had made. 
the position intolerable, and some great measure of s'ooial 

1 Endymion, oh. 65~ 
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Tenovation was clearly required. The Whigs appeared 
to be helpless ; Disraeli's friends; the Chartists, had come" .. 
forward with their remedy, but .it had beeri contemptu- . 
ously rejected; and discontent, debarred from one mode 
of expression, was seeking another channel. ' 

It was now that the agitation, hitherto fitful, for the 
repeal of the Corn Laws began to gather power, and that 
the· great question :which was to transforinthe whole of 
·English politics came .to. the forefront. The Corn Laws 
were so long the gage of party battle; and they raise 
issues with reg~,rd to which party feeling, i!'l still s<? · 
:vehement, that it is by no. ·means easy to thread ' . 
a way through the· ·controversial tangle in which they 
are involved; :Anyone·. who tries w,ill find himself -a1; 
once in a bewildering atmosphere ··of legend and exag~ 
'geration, Of half ~ truths masquerading as ·indefeasibl~~ 
. principles, and rival theories appropriating such facts as 
·fit ;them, while' ignoring the rest: When };le realises, as· 
he. sooh will, the infb:i.ite complexity·. of the soCiaJ a~d 
economic_ organism which is the fi,eld of investigation, 
and the e~ormous difficulty of segregating the effects of 
any given cause in th~ '.multitudinous play of social a:nd 
economic forces ; when he '.tdes, for instance, tQ distin~ > 

guish between the influence· on prices of tariff legislation 
·in the ~firs~ half of the last century and :what in all proba
bility; was the far more potent influence of currency cbn- .. 
ditigns during the same period ; when he sees lio,w easily ·· · .· 

-·even the best-established principles m~y be thwarted. or 
obscured in their operation by counteracting agenc~es, and 

. the readiness with which figures can without falsification 
. . A . . 

be se,lected to •prove any given 'thesis, he will be apt, if 
he-set .for.th without :partisan purpose; to titke .refuge in 
a sort of economic agnosticism.· He 'will learn ·at· all · 
events nbt ~0 •. trust. the confident. dogmatism of eit};ler. 
school of partisans, and perhaps to suspect that the ques
tion of· high tariff or low in its strictly economic bearing 
is a -good,deal less important t:Qan either belie'ves·; and 

· when he has also come to see. how the economic question 
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proper involved in the controversy was overshadowed 
from the first by great politic.9>l issues, he will not think 
more lightly of the di,fficulties in the way of retrospective 
judgment._ 
· The Corn Laws· were a natural development of the 
great mercantile. system the foundations Of which had 
been laid by Burleigh in the reign of Elizabeth, and 
which, built up .gradually during the storms of the seven-
teenth century, was sedulously maintained by the Whig 
aristocracy that governed England in t~e eighteenth. 
Whatever its practical defects or the theoretical fallacies 
by which it was sometimes defended, this system had the 
merit of setting before itself a single definite aim, which 
it -pursued with steadfast purpose, and which gave it 
unity and coherence. Its aim was political power, and, if 
it sometimes erred in, its choice cif measures, it chose them 
with more enlightenment, as is now generally recognised, 
than critics in the first reaction which led to its over
throw were disposed to admit ; and certainly during. its 
sway of two centuries or more England rose to an aston
ishing height of prosperity and greatness. 'J'he system 
extended its reach over the whole . field of economic 
activity, not only commerce and industry, but agriculture 
also. Up to near the end of the eighteenth century Eng
land exported corn, and for nearly a hundred years from 
the time of the Revolution production had been. en
couraged by a bounty on export, which it is claime'd, and 
it would seem with justice, helped to steady prices as 
between years of scarcity and abundance. Then came a 
period of transition, when imports were sometimes neces
sary, and for nearly twenty years, under an Act of 1773, 
there was comparative free trade.. By the time of 
the FrE1nch Revolution the home supply had~ become 
. permanently deficient, and in 1191 there was a reversion 
to the old policy of encouraging home production, ·now, 
however, by the method of a duty on irnports intended 
to exclude foreign supplies when the home price fell 
below a certain· standard; but .under the abnormal 
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Qonditions of the revolutionary wars this and subsequent 
legislation remained practJ,cally a dead letter. Prices 
soon rose to the point at which corn could have been 

· imported at a merely nominal duty"; but foreign supplies 
· were not available, and in spite of all efforts to increase 
the home production, wheat continued to rise till in 
1812 it_ actually reached the level of 155s. the quarter. 
With. this result, of which the deprt:ciated currency 
seems to have been the principal cause, the Corn Laws 
had nothing to: do .. Whatever the intention. of,._their 
framers, up to 1815 they had in practice hardly affected 

·the price of corn or bread·; ·yet it was probably th(l 
· re.collection of· those terrible famine years more tha~. 
any subsequent experience that made the name of Corn · 
Law stink. in the nostrils of the people. · · 

. The famine prices of the war had; of course, brought 
·advantage to landlords ·and fari.n.ers, in ~pite of the 
burden of the rates under the old- Poor Law, which grew 
with thei~. profits ; but o:ri t4e restoration of peace the. 
whole structure of English agriculture seemed to be 
threatened with coliapse, and the assistance of the' legis-

' latu,re was ·accordingly· invoked, It was natural e~ough, 
and'.in harmony with the 'Whole spirit -of the mercantile 
systt;lm, that something should be done 'to help the greatest. · 
national interest through a difficult. transition ; but the 
Corn Law of 1815· exceeded all bounds; altogether pro
hibiting the import· of-foreign wheat when the home price 
fell below 80s; a quarter.1 Fortunately, its injustice was 
frustrated ~y its ineptitude, and the attempt to maintain . 
prices at the 80s. level was an absolute fajlure. En-· 
couraged by the security; real or apparent, which the law 
gave to the .. corn-grower, the home production rapidly 

. increased.; and when the. resumption of cash payments. 
··had led to a general·decline in prices, wheat fell in a few. 
· years·to a levefbelow the average of the generation that • 
. followed the complete repeal of the Corn Laws. · 

• f ' • 

P">! By ~n interesting provision wheat was admitted from Canada at 67s. 
·· a quarter. · · 
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The result was an inquiry m'to agricultural distress, and 
an attempt jn 1822 to bring the law more nearly into 
unison with the facts by a reduction of the price at which 
importation began to 70s. a quarter. The failure to 
control prices was again,. however, complete. When the 
Corn Laws became an object of party attack, there 'Yas 
m~ch exaggeration of the evils they had caused. As late 
as 1840 Peel was able to show that the average amount 
of duty levied on all the wheat imported under these laws. 
did not exceed 5s. 3d. a quarter. But in one respect their 
mischief could hardly be exaggerated. By depriving the 
country of the steadying effect of moderate importation, 
the Acts of 1815 and 1822 seriously increased the fluctua
.tion of price~, and the Act of 1828, which eventually took 
their place, only made matters worse. This Act, which · 
was passed by the Wellington Ministry, and which was 
the Act that remained in force till Peel took the matter 
in hand in his second administration, employed the com-

. plica ted mechanism of a sliding scale of duties, the duty 
being nominal at 73s., and rising to a maximum of 23s. 8d .. 
inversely as the p_rice fell to 64s. It·was obviously now 
the interest of the importers to hold back corn till prices 
had reached their zenith, and the fluctuations. in conse
quence wers more violent than ever. 

Moreover, by 1828 the moral justification for a Corn 
Law ·so stringent had largely disappeared. The earlier 
legislation had been an addition to a general code which 
gave a fairly balanced protection to all economic interests. 
But the country had been outgroWing the old mercantile 
system, and Huskisson had reconstructed it, during his 
memorable term of office as President of the Board of 
Trade from 1823 to 1827, to suit the new .conditions. He 
by no means, indeed, discarded the traditional principle 
of regulating .trade in the interest of maritime power and 
economic equilibrium, but he swept away a multitude of 
antiquated restrictions originally devised in the interest 
of commerce, . and abolished or reduced an immense 
nuinber of. duties for the protection of i?dustries now 
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strong enough to stan,d alone. Though Husldsson is said 
to have been the inventor ofthe sliding-scale; it is certain 
that he would not·have applied it as-it. was applied.in,the. 
Act of 1828; and it is unfortunate that he was not allowed 
.or encouraged to deal with the Corn- Laws in the same· 
liberal spirit ·which he had brought•to h'is- reforms. ~ffect~ · 
ing industry and • conimerc~. The question" was left fpr 

• settlement to Wellington's ill-starred· Ministry; and they,, 
entirely forgot· that Huskisson's reforms: had made the· 

-. position' accorded toh1griculture• appear speci~l a.nd• in~ · '· 
vidious; so that tlie Corn Laws hericef9rth wore the aspect 
ofa class measure.· . : . · :.•. 

In· a "sense the:new• Poor Law of 1834, by diminis4ilig 
.t]le burden of'the rates,•~hich.under the:old system had 
weighed so heaVily .on the land; tended also to ·deprive' 
the Corn. Laws of .their moral justification: Otherwi~e, . 

· during the· period 'of Whig rule :in· the thirties the position. · 
remained unaltered. The·-Whigs were protectionists by 
the tradition of·· their party, and they_ suffered .a~ this: 
time from' complete incapacity in all matters .of public' 
economy and finance~· · The Act o£'1828, as· completely as . 
its predecessors,· failed to .maintain prices at the. level 

·that· was aimed at ; and. under it. production so rapidly 
developed that, according to .an estimate of Peel's on the 
eve of its supersession, nearly 90 per' cent. of the_ whea~ 
consumed by the nation was, in spite ofthe great increase. 
of the population ·to be fed; still' grown at: hoine eveti in ,. 
·a]:)adyear; In 1835, after. a series of good harvests, thi:L, 
average price of.· wheat, was .actually •less than>4os. the·. 
quarter;· and·:.as .Jong···as bread: was.cheli:p there \vaS.n() . -
praqtical gri{mince and .little agitation. But when- -the• · 
bad .harvests ·which began in 1837 forced' up ·the price 0'£ 
corn;• the question·r~pidlyTipened.,., An Anti~Corn~Law 
"A~sociation.was founded- in·,Manchester• in,l838; and by 
the energy of Richard Cobden-was speedily developed into
the organisation which b(:lcame'famous as· the· Anti-"Corn~ 
Law League.· As one bad harvest s:ucceeded. another, 

· and.traqe s_ontip.upusli sank into deepercstagn'ation;.tlfe· . 
... -~- _....,.. < • ".' ~ .,..._. ' .. _:,. • • • ·, • 

-· ·"' ,, 
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League became more active in its campaign of agitation. 
and the results were soon visible. The Corn Laws had 
been an open question in the Melbourne Cabinet, though 
the Prime Minister himself was a violent protectionist ; 
but whereas in 1837 only three Ministers had voted in 
the free trade minority, in . 1839 no fewer than ten 
voted with Villiers on his now annual motion. After 
that year, as Chartism for a time fades into the back
ground, the Lettgue is at the centre of the political situa-

. tion . 
. The movement identified with the name of Cobden 

was not bounded in its scope by the question of the Corn 
Laws, and Cobden's triumph, when it came, meant far 
more than the triumph of a particular set of economic 
principles. The Corn Laws had become the symbol of 
the political pred01ninance of the landed aristocracy-a 
predominance which had been rudely shaken, but by no 
means overthrown, by, the passage of the Reform Act. 
It is a commonplace of history that some time is required 
for the disclosure of the full· consequences of a political 
revolution, the traditions of the old order retaining their 
power long after the change in the political arrangements 
which gave them vitality. In our own days, for instance, 
we often hear it remarked that it is only now becoming 
possible to discern the real significance of the great ex
tensions of the franchise in the last generation. It was 
the same in the case of the Reform Act of 1832. Nomin
ally that Act established the middle classes in power ;, in 
·practice, in the Whig Governments that ruled England 
during the thirties, the aristocratic tradition remained all
powerful. The great bulk of their supporters were Whigs 
rather than Radicals, and the Radicals themselves were · 
divided and impotent. Benthamism, indeed, which may 
be regarded in a sen~e as the middle-class philosophy, was 
already 1;1.·· great influence as a spirit in the air pervading . 
political thought and informing legislation ; but it. was 
only when it had been transformed into what the Germans 
call 'Manchesterismus' that it attained its full potency 

I. 17 
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in Parliament and party. · Its professional exponents in 
the Parli~ments of the thirties, the philosophic Radicals, 

·were pedants without power of appealing to men in th.e 
mass; and it was not till the genius of Cobden had taken 
control of the Radical movement, and given it a definite 
aim and fresh acceleration, that it became really ~:ffectivtL 
·In Cobden; in. fact; the middle classes found themselves:'.-· 
Byhis victory in the struggle tgat raged around the Corn 
Laws he dealt .a. staggering. blow to the power of the 
aristocracy, and thus completed the work begun by'the 
Reformers in 1832. , · • 

His agitation from the first was ~o essentially middle-
· class that it was. regarded .with deep distrust by the 
populace and their leaders; who remembered. the great 

. betrayal often.years before; and froln the Chartists espe- .. 
cially, who beneath the clamour for che~p bread suspected 
a middle-class design for tM reduction of. wages,- the 
League- encountered violent opposition. If the agricul
tural interest and their £fiends the Toi:ies had knoWn how 

. to place themselves at th~ head of the masses from whom 
the Chartists drew their strength, • if Peel had possessed 
a tithe of Disraeli's political insight or popular sym
pathies, Cobden's agitation might have perished inglori~ 
ously; and the whole subsequent history of England have 
been different. But Cobden. was helped from ·~he be
ginning hy the fact that the leader: of the forces opposed 
to him was at heart on the side of the i:niddle classes 

. himself, and had no political ideal, _aristocratic or· demo
cratic, . fundamentally -different from_ Cobden's · own. 
'There,' ·said Wellington -of Peel, 'is a gentleman who 
never see~· the end o£ a campaign.' · Peel-was trying to 
substitute for. the Toryism 9£ ·the past something which 
was almost a contrad~~tion in ter,ms~a iniddle"class 
-Toryism. His Toryism was .bette'rthan Eldon's in that 
it was in :q1otiori; hut he moved, not according to pr~

. ciples or towards a goal of his own choice, bl1t by a series 
• of retreats before 'th'e pressure of the enemy, and this could 

.. _ _ _only eJ+d, as it did, in his facing about and adopting the 
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enemy's line of march. Peel made no attempt to probe 
the grievances of the Chartists or devise a medicine for 
their ills. He was content to epc0urage the Whigs in 
their policy of repression, and.t9leave the suffering multi
tude without guidance or .hop'e:~ And as a result Cobden 
was enabled to enlist their sympathy to a great extent 
on the side of his agita_!li6ri, and, as had happened once 
before, ·to use,p()pular/forces for advancing the power of 
the middle~Cliss~~(l..~:the expense .of the_ aristocracy .. 

Col;>9-en wa~the real authot of the m1ddle-class Liber
aiism\vhich <laminated England for more than a genera
tion, and the tradition of which is stili so powerful ; or if 
there is anyone to dispute ~ith Cobden the credit of its 

, . authorship, it is Peel himself. As -the note of the old 
Whig order, Disraeli would have said, was oligarchic 
selfishness, J?P- the llOte of the new Liberal order was a 
vague cosmopolitanism-both inconsistent, though in 
opposite ways, with truly national principles. With 
hostility\~o the Corn Laws and hostility to_ the landed 
gentry there was associated iri Cobden's mind a certain 

\ I' • . ,. 

h,ostility to 't-he-national idea of which the landed gentry 
~were._ih~-~§11!:lgf~l cristodians. ;1 During the long peace the 
national idea had gradua1ly been growi:ng dim, the very 
strength of our, . .Vosftio:ri -a~-::J,he patio:ns of Europe 
tendiJ):gf;o ob!3cufe it, a,nd the cosniopolitait principles of 

-wnich Cobden'~/mind was full met with a good- deal of 
acceptance. He was to find, indeed, later, when he had 
overthrown the landed gentry and broken the Tory party, 
~hat . the national idea was still stronger than he had -
I~agmed. The middle classes, when they had fairly 
entered on their long lease of power, chose Palmerston 
as their leader, a.nd marched contentedly under his 
guidance into the Crimean War, forgetful of the reign 
of peace of which Cobden had been dreaming. In 
another direction, however, Cobden 's· influence was more 
effective, If to the national idea he was cold, he, hated 
the _imperial idea with a sincere and deadly hatred, and 
he succeeded in giving to the Liberal party, which he did 
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so much to shape; an anti-imperial bias that almost 
.. destroyed -the Emph·e. · . 
· ' Pajty· iri this countryis:.-rigorous in i~s divisionsr-and 

·party would ha\7e us believe that the English world was 
then ftivide:q. into protectionists who uph~ld tiie,...w.orst · 
abuses of the Corn Laws, and free traders who aiJoptedthe 
cosmopolitan views of Cobd~n~-... Disraeli' was in neither 
,camp. He could appreciat'e 9i~ 'g~nius·of the 'inspired 
,bagman with. his caliCbJi·rni11'euniullt;-'.J;o quote Carlyle's 
description of &o~d,en'i:,BJt/II~'1iev'tr,)ik~--~£el, fell under 
-hi~ sway, ~nq neitlf~ii'fi~]r~~t~niled by)tJH~~~~~at~: 
of protectiOn. He was""~dy 'C!?f_::tl:J;~w peopll1·,~f: ~li~t . 
generation, to ·grasp firmly· the t'flftil~whie,h•Jh~'Sly!fa:(diy · · 
even now found any wide acceptance-,-that pf~~ctioli ··'t 
a~q free trade'were inad.e for maJ1: ·a~d ~ot -man fo/-' 
¢1ther of them. Free•trade, as he mamtamed, was/an·. 

- expediynt, not a prin~iple, and that ';as .the keyndl~!-.of 
··. ~early .all his· sp_e~ches:· :From t}J_e' first h~/~fs7:res~i~e]Ji:• m lookmg at·the questwn as a. :whole'an(i'l:iliffs;conc_rete ~ 

. r~lations, a~d1 in- ref~sing -t~. be. ~r~-~{s'i'~4\~<1Ja?s~ct 
hnes of argument·; m studyn)g ~~~~m~~lierhgh~bf'history.; 
arid in fixing his eyes'aboveJfl,w<f:b. i~s tou~:i6d1~ignificance . 
. , R a· .h. b. d th 0 t'" d \h· ~., 'lL:I'-" ' . · .· h . e uce t e ur en~ ~ .. so ... e~ !l ~/press upon t e 

. farmer,' he said a§-e8.J_ly~8~~;r,..•·and;\hen reduce his 
.· protection -in ;the' same ~~ti§~j '~'That is· 'the~ay-to-ha;:.vJLc.... 

cheap breil;d' .. •. with6u1Wdestroying th6'.inter(jst whiCh .. 
is the ~~sis of anlso1

und social happiness.' Apart from 
. the effectiv~·<dty of cheaper bread 'for the ·people, there 
~were two main arguments, not wholly congruous, em
ployed by the opponents of the 'Corn Laws-one, that th!=l 

. high cost of living {or-which they were responsible made 
it impossible for our'mariufacturers·to compete with the 
foreigner; the other, 'that the free admission of cor:rifrom 
abroad would enable foreign countries to buy our manu
factures. The argumentfroin the' cost of living _was that_, 
which chiefly weighed with the bulk of:the m,anufacturers, 
and was strongly urged by Villiers: in the. session: of 1838. 

'.... ·y· ,._ 'c ' ~· ·~ ' . 

1 Page 225. 
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The answer, as Gladstone on the opposite benches and 
the Charti~ts outside Parl1ament were equally quick 
to see, was ' Thank you. We quite understand. Your 
object is to get down the wages of your workpeople.' 1 

In his speech2 on this occasion Disraelidenied the premiss 
that the Corn Laws had any appreciable effect in raising 
the cost of manufacture, and he then proceeded to lay 
bare the political motive tha~ underlay the whole agita
tion· 

Whose interest was it to have the Corn ;Laws repealed 1 . It 
was the interest solely of the manufacturing capitalist, who 
had contrived to raise a large party in favor of that repeal 
by the specious pretext that it would lead to a reduction of 
rents, and by obtaining the co-operation of a section in this 
country who were hostile to a political system based on the 
preponderance of the landed interest. 

Two years later, probably through the now rising influ
ence of Cobden, who was always guarded in his language 

• as to the effect the abolition of the Corn Laws would 
have on the cost of living, Villiers laid the stress on .the· 
argument drawn from an abstract theqry of exchange: 
'Repeal the Corn Laws, and you will create new markets 
for our manufactures, and England will be~ome the 
workshop of the world.' Disraell spoke again, protesting . 
against the matter being . considered and decided as a 
mere abstract question of political economy. The whole 
Cobden theory was founded on a curious belief in the 
total absence of competition between nations as a whole 
combined with the most strenuous competition. between 
the individuals that compose the·ni; and Disraeli sh_owed 
the danger of a one-sided development of. the industry 
of the country, and the economic dependence that it 
must inevitably imply, and pointed to the fate of Holland 
as a warning against the belief that ' the industry of 
foreign nations was to be,regulated by a mere devotion 
to our interests and necessities.' Tillage, the Dutch had 
said in the seventee:r:tth century, was to them of no 

1 Morley's Gladstone, 1., p. 24:_9. 2 V. supra, ch. 1. 
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.. account, for 'Europe was their farm,'' and that expres
sion would be an appropriate pendant to the formula 

. that Britain should be the workshop of the world~ Such 
' arrogant aspirations ' were based, he was certain, ' on 

. , profound ignorance of human nature ; and however we 
·. might modify our own tariff; the industry of other nations 

would ramify into various courses, and would establish 
opposing interests in the same community.'1 In the same 
interesting speech he showed how Prussia, which at the 
Congress of Vienna had only five million subjects, had by 
'the machinery .of coinniercialunion conquered Germa:r;:ty~ 
in peace,' quoting fro~ the paper in which the whole 
plan of union was 'laid down by. Stein, the ~lebrated 
Prussian Minister.' . 'I£ Prussia had conquered by the 
arms of her generals, the acquisition- could not hiwe been 
more complete:' Somewhat later 2 . in the same session; 
in a debate on foreign pblicy; he· showed againrthat he. 
was studying the actual Circumstances of foreign trade ; • 

· tracing in detail the effect o£ Palmerston's rule at the " 
Foreign Office, and ·arriving at the· conclusion that . 

· ' during the .. last nine years the .commerce of Englan·d 
··had received greater injury than 'in a'ny other li.ke.period 

under any other Minister.' . · · · . · 
Though the Whigs were ·already doomed when the 

session of. 1841 began, the end was slow in coming. 
· . Humiliation· the Ministry cheerfully accepted, and re- . 

. · vers~s they ignored; anq after irb.at he called their siXth, 
defeat of the session Disraeli wrote to Lady Blessington· : 
' Their feebleness is of so vigorous a character that I 

. doubt not they will still tbpter on.' As is usual on such 
occasions, ·impatient Tories thought that their leaders . 
. were remiss in not dealing' the final blo\v,. and wellington ' 

.. ·'especially was suspected of unwillingness to see' a 'change 
of Government. Disraeli set forth 'the state of\he case ' " 
in a letter to. the Duke whi_ch· appeared in The. Times 3 

over tJ.?.e signature of ' Atticus.' 'Atticus is a great hit, 
• . . ,.· .·' t. 

1 The ·Times; April 2,1840. 
3 March 11; 1841. 

• 2 July_ 22; 1840. . . 
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he wrote to his sister, and the letter certainly marks 
a notable advance in style on his earlier journalistic 
efforts. Beginning with the assumption that it was the 
Duke who was keeping the Whigs in office, the writer 
dismisses at once the explanation given .by some, that, 
'satisfied by the celebrity of an 1,1nrivalled career, his 
Grace is indisposed to enter the arena of political responsi
bility.'. 

This idea of retiring on a certain quantity of fame, as some 
men retire on a certain quantity of. money, has the twang 
of mediocrity. It is generally the refuge of those whose 
distinction has been more owing to chance than their own 
conceptions. . . . But original and creative spirits are 
true to the law of their organisation. An octogenarian Doge 
of Venice scaled the walls of Constantiiwple ; Marius had com
pleted his seventieth year when he defeated the elder Pompey 
and quelled the most powerful of aristocracies ; white hairs 
shaded the bold brain of Julius II. when he planned the. 
expulsion of the barbarians from Italy ; and the great King of 
Prussia had approached his· grand climacteric when he par
titioned Poland. In surveying your Grace's career of half 
a century, I cannot perceive any very obtrusive indications. 
of moderation in your purposes, though abundant evidence of 
forbearance in your conduct. Celebrated for caution, I should 
rather select as your characteristic a happy audacity. No 
one has performed bolder deeds in a more scrupulous manner ; 
and plans, which, in their initial notion, have assumed even 
the features of rashness, have always succeeded from the 
wariness of your details. . . . Your physical aspect is in 
complete harmony with your spiritual constitution. In the 
classic contour of ;your countenance, at the first glance, we 
recognise only deep thoughtfulness and serene repose;· but 
the moment it lights up into actiye expression, command 
breathes in every .feature; each glarice, each tone, indicates 
the intuitive mind impervious· to argument, and we trace 
without difficulty the aquiline supremacy of the Coosars. 

No ; if the Duke is reconciled to the continuance in 
office of t,he existing administ~ation, it is not because he 
shrinks from. action; it is rather from an opinion that, 
checked by his power, they can do no harm, and that in: 
the enjoyment of place they will not care to project it. 
An erroneous opinion, as ' Atticus ' thinks, for there is 
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no little danger, as he proceeds to show, in 'a state of 
affairs which accustoms the great body of the people to 
assqciate ·the idea of regular government with that of 
rev~lutionary doctrines ': ' 

As long as public credit is tobe maintained, or th~ national 
honor vindicated, a - tax to be raised, or an armament 
equipped-in a word, as long as anything is to be do.rte-a. 
successful appeal is made to the loyal support of _t4e Con
servative party ; but the moment that party evinces any 
ambition to possess itself of the forms as well as the spirit 
of power . . . some abstract declar_ation as to the nature of 
ecclesiastical p~operty,-or the exercise of the political franchise, · 
is pompously announced.; the capacity of an _administrative_ . 
body is made to depend upon the Parliamentary, assertion _ 

_ of_ some unfeasible principle ; and by the assistance of the -
revolutionary majority it is-demonstr!J,ted that the Conserva- . 
tive pa-rty are disqualified for the coi1duct of public busi- _ 
ness. . . . These ingenious manceuvres are described· in . _ 
Ministerial rhetoric as the assertion of a great principle. -

AParliamentarj. pollcy:' that permits the Whigs ~imul-
- ta:lle01\sly to carry on the Government by·a Conservative 
majority ·and to ·carry on the revolution by· a Radical 
one '· cani'!ot be wise. _Refined politic11L tactics may 
mystify-the popular mind. A,nation perplexed,.like_a 
puzzled man, will bhinder; and the blunder of a people 
may prove the catastrophe of an Empire. · - -

The great difficulty ·of the Whigs was the fina:r;I.Cial 
situation, and on the B'udget of the year the crisis finally 
cam~. Bad harvests and bad trade, aided by the business 
incapacity of the Government and by an adventurous -
foreign policy,· had brought the finances .of the country 
into seriqus disorder, deficii("following deficit till the total 
reached millions. 'The Whigs in desperation sought an .. 
exit from their difficulties in a tentative advance towards 
the prh;ciples of free trade. '"Lord . Roehampton _ 
thin:ks that -somethiri:g -must be done --about the' ·Corn 
Laws," murmured Berengaria. one day to Endymion; 
rather crestfallen ; " but they will try sugar and timber 
first. I think it all nonsense, but nonsense-is somet~mes 
necessary." This was the first. warni_ng of that famous 
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Budget of 1841 which led to such vast consequences, and 
which, directly or indirectly, gave such a new form and 
colour to English politics.'1 The Budget scheme included 
a reduction of the duties on foreign sugar and timber, 
and the substitl.1tion of a fixed duty of a shilling the bushel 
on corn for the existing sliding scale. But the country 
. had come to the conclusion that Peel was the one man 
.who ~ould deal with ihe situation, and this simultaneous 

·. attack on three great protecte~ interests by a weak and 
tottering Ministry precipitated the end. The reduction 
of the sugar duty favoured slave-grown sugar, and on 
.this the Opposition concentrated their attack. The 
ground was well chosen for combining with the protec
tionists the uncompromising anti-slavery men -(Ill the 
Ministerial benches, and after a debate of eight nights 
the Government \Vere defeated by a majority of thirty-six. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
May 15 .. 

· I spoke with great effect last night in the House, the best 
speech on our side; it even drew 'irpn tears down Pluto's 
cheek,' alias, applause and words of praise from Peel. A 
full House about half-past nine o'clock, and all the Ministers 
there. . . . The times are terribly agitating, and l can give 
you no clue to what may happen. · · 

, . · · May 20. 

The debate on Tuesday was powerful and exciting. I 
dined with the Guests, but regained .my post behind Sir 
Robert by· ten o'clock, a few minutes before he rose. He 
spoke for three and a quarter hours, equally divided between 
commerce, finance, and the conduct. o£ the Government ; 
the latter division very happy and powerful. I think it will 
end in dissolution. 2 

· • . · 

The Ministry, however, had no false pride, and after 
their defeat they neither dissolved nor resigned, bot only 
proposed to revert to .the old schedule of sugar duties, 

' and to proceed to the development of the rest of tpeir 
scheme. Peel, however, moved a formal vote of want 
of confidence, and carried it by a majority of one ; but 

1 Endymion, ch. 65. 2 Letters, p. 181'~ 

I. 17* 
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even then, instead of resigning, Ministers decided to ask 
_ for a dissolu~ion of ·Parliament, and this the Queen 

granted, though five years later she had come to t}le 
opinion that she had 'mad~/ a mistake.'1 In hi~ letter 
to the Duke of Wellington, Disraeli had declared that 
' our domestic history fo~ the last ten years had been a_ 
visible and violent attempt to govern this country in _ 
spite of·its Parliament.' In the .final debate he enlarged 
on the same familiar theme. 

·'The House of Commons affected some astonishment .that 
the Government, being in a minority, did not resign .... · .· .· 
The House of Commons, proud of its new-fangled position as· 
a reformed house, had allowed the Ministers· to stigmatio:e a 
vote of the House of Lords as the whisper of a faction; but 
the poisoned chal_ice was now returned to their own lips, and 
they who had treated the House of Lords with insult n,ow 
treated the House of Commons with contempt. Had they 
supported the .House of Lords when it was insulted; they~ 
would not n,ow be in the situation they occupied. . . . This 
was not the first time they were in that situation ; the conse· 
quence of Whig policy had been seen befqt~ this, when, behrg 
strong in the Lords, they assailed ai1d insulted the House of 
Commons, and changed its existence from. a triennial to a 

·septennial duration. Tliroughout · their whole. history one 
thing was always apparent-a systematic cop.rse of assault 
111pon the· Parliamentary institutions of the country. , ·The 
Ministers remained in power in spite of the House of Commons; 
and in spite of, the House of Lords.2 

1 See her letter to Lord John Russell of July ·16, 1846,in the Letters of · 
Queen V 1:ctoria. · · 

2 The Times, May 28, 1841. 

·-.:, 
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· raeli declared .that the statement of th~ placard was 
'utterly false,' and that there was not a single shilling 
in the list of judgments which had not been completely 
satisfied ;1 explained that the judgments of recent date 
had been entered up by him as collateral security for a 
'noble friend,' who had subsequently relieved him of all 
liability; and. ended with the· protest:' I should not have 
solicited your suffrages had I not been in· possession of 
that ample independence which renders the attainment 
of any office in the state, except as the recognition of 
public service, to me a matter of C()mplete iJ?.difference.' 

As a matter of fact, marriage had by no means put an 
end to Disraeli's financial embarrassments. To his wife, 
from whom .he appears to have had few or no secrets in 
any other matter, he seems at first to have adopted, with 
regard to his debts, the .same policy of half-confiden·ce 
that he had. pursued towards his father. 'Very unwell 
from these damned affairs," he writes, a year after his 
marriage, to Pyne, his solicitor ; 11nd a little later : '.A writ 
delivered in my absence to my lady ,and other circum
stances have produced a terrible domestic .crisis.' Pyne 
about .this time seems to have fallen into decay, .with the 
dire. result that Disraeli was obliged, as he complained, 
' to attend personally to his !1-ffairs;' and personal atten
tion seems only to have made him an easier prey than 
ever to the rapacity of usurers.. We find him, for example, · 
borrowing money at 40 per cent. to meet a bill of D'Orsay's'i! 
for which he had become responsible. His liabilities 
were now more than £20,000, and by his peculiar financial 
methods they tended constantly ·to grow. ' 1 cannot 
understand,' wrote his wife ·on 'the occasion of. one of his 
customary ' operations,' . ' why only £5,000 is wanted.' 
Probably, if the truth were known, neither could her hus- ·"' 

1 To his solicitors he had written: ' On looking over the list I see nothing 
-but settled affairs, but there are some names whicli were not personally· 
settled by me.· I take it for granted they are all right;' 

2. D'Orsay was most probably the 'noble friend' who is alluded to in the 
Shrewsbury letter. [Disraeli assured Sir Philip Rose that, with the exceptiop. 
o'f £500, which he became liable for on D'Orsay's behalf with his eyes open, 
he never suffered ion a pecuniary way by his connexion with him . ....:..G. E. B.] 
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band. For every statement in his address in reply to~ 
the placard there appears to. have been at least a formal 
justification, but it must .be confessed that in its general 
effect it was hardly such as to give the good people of 
Shrewsbury an accurate view of the financial position of 
their candidate . 

. The elections everywhere went/ against the Whigs, but 
the Ministry met Parliament, a_nd only resigned after an 
amendment to the Address ha:d been carried against them . 
by a majority of over ninety. In the debate on this 
amendment Disraeli spolfe again, the burden of his speech · 
being a criticism of the Government for remaining in 
office after the vote of want of confidence passed in the 
previous Parliament, and after it had become clea,r that 
the country was c:Jonfii:'ming the judgment of Parliament. 
in the elections. G~aham and Stanley, we are told, 1 

showed their disapproval of this novel constitutional 
doctrine by a negative· shake of ·the head, and it .was 
left to Disraeli himself, more· than a quarter-of a century 
later, to create the precedent of resigning in anticipation 
of the verdict of a new and hostile House. of Commons. 
Seeing clearly that, though the country had refused to 
entrust the task to the Whigs, the entire fiscal· system·. 
stood in need of revision, h~ also attacked at once, as he 
was to attack often again, the assumption that the Whigs 
had a monopoly in commercial, as indeed in all other 
reform_:_an assumption which was then comparatively 
novel. 'Why, the progress of commercial reform,' -he 
exclaimed, with much truth,' was only ·arrested by the 
;Reform Act.' The tariff, in his opinion, ought long before 
this to have engaged the attention of the Government,' 
and must sooner or later be the subject of legislation. 
The ~ation had, indeed, declined to allow a Ministry which 
was 'rickety and staggering' to attempt the reconstruc
tion ofthe commercial system: of the country, but it had 
sho~ no lack of sympathy with the enterprise itself. 

1 Lord Broughton's Recollections, ·VI., p. 40. 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
. Aug. 25. 

The speech was successful. Bernal 1 made a brioche, which 
I was delighted .at, as he malignantly attacked me, and his 
manner was most flippant and audacious. After the first 
minute he commenced, ' Gentlemen,' as if on the hustings
cries of order. 'Well, I suppose you are gentlemen '-cries 
of disgust. After this he five times made the same blunder, 
in fact lost his head. 

Saturday [Aug. 28]. 

I suppose that the Editor of the Herald, when the Queen
sends for him to form a Government, intends to leave Lynd
_h'urst out, which is distressing. It is some consolation that 
he has made me Paymaster of the Forces, which is agreeable. 
As for all these editorial figments and newspaper on dits, they 
are manufactured for country cousins. Peel never opens his 
mouth, and veryproperly; until he is entrusted with the task 
·of forming a Government, it would be the height of arrogant 
impertinence in him to appoint any of his colleagues. . . . · 

.We are frightened out of our wits about the harvest, but 
as the glass has been gradually rising for some days I do not 
despair. If the sun ever shine again we shall get down to 
Bradenham, I hope, but about Monday I shall be able to write 
more definitely.2 

- ' . 

The fatal division had been taken the night before this 
lett~r was written, and on Monday, August 30, Peel went 
to Windsor and kissed hands as Prime Minister. His ~ 
Cabinet was soon completed, with Lyndhurst as Lord 
Chancellor; Graha~, Aberdeen, and Stanley, Home, 
Foreign, and Colonial Secretaries ; and the Duke of 
Wellington leader in the Lords, without the burden of 
office .. By the end of the week most of the supordinate 
offices ·in the Ministry had been filled, but day followed 
day and. no messenger or message came to Grosvenor 

· . Gate, and .on the Sunday, in despair, Disraeli wrote to 
the Pdme Minister : 

1 Ralph. :Bernal, afterwards :Bernal Osborne, Whig member for 
Wycombe. · · 

2 :Brit. Mus., A.ddit. MSS. 
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To Sir Robert Peel. 
GROSVENOR GATE, 

Se1lt~ 5, -1841. 
DEAR SIR RonER'l\ . 

I have shrunk from obtruding inyself upon you at this 
moment, and should have continued to do so if there were 
·anyone on whom I could rely to express my feelings. 

I am not going to trouble you with claims similar to those 
with which you must be wearied: I will not say that I have 
fought since 1834 four contests for your party, that I have 
expended _great sums, have exerted my intelligence to the 
utmost for the propagation of your policy, and have that' 
position in life which can command a costly seat. 

But there is one peculiarity in my case on which I cannot 
be silent. .I have had to struggle against a storm of political' 
bate and malice whi()h few men ever experienced, from· the 
moment, at the instigation of a member· of your Cabinet, I 
enrolled myself under your banner, and I have only been sus
tained under thesw trials by the conviction that the day· 
would come when the foremost man of this country would·· 
publicly testify that he had smne respect .for my ability and 
my character. _ 
· I confess to be.unrecognised at this moment by you appears 
to me to be overwhelming, and I appeal to your· own heart7 
to that justice and that magnanimity which I feel are your 

· characteristics.,.-to save me from an intolerable humiliation; 
Believe me, dear Sir Robert, 

Your faithful servant, 
B. Drs:RAELI. 

Mrs. Disraeli, who, as has been seen, was an intimate 
friend of Peel's sister, had written the night' before 
without her husband's knowledge: · 

Mrs. Disraeli to Sir Robert Peel. 
GROSVENOR .GATE, 

Saturday 1!ight. 
DEAR sm RonERT PEEL, _ • . 

I beg you not to be ahgrywith me for my inkqsion, but 
I am overwhelmed with anxiety. _My husband's political 
career is for ever crushed, if you do not appreciate him. · 

- Mr. Disraeli's exertions_are not.unknown to you, but there 
is much he has done that you cannot be aware of, though 
they have had no other aim but to do you honour, no wish for 
recompense but your approbation. . 

He has gone :farther than most _to make your opponm~ts his 
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· personal enemies. He has stood four most expensive elections 
since 1834, and gained seats from Whigs in two, and I pledge 
myself as far as one seat, that it shall always be at your 
command. . 

Literature he. has abandoned .for politics. .Do not destroy 
all his hopes, and make him feel his life has been a mistake. 

May I venture to name my own humble but enthusiastic 
exertions in times gone by for the party, or rather for your 

. own splendid self ~ They will tell you at Maids tone that more 
than £40,000 was spent through my influence only. 

Be pleased not to answer this, as I do not wish any human 
'·being to know I have written to you this humble petition. 

· I am now, as ever; dear Sir Robert, 
Your most faithful servant, 

,MARY ANNE DISRAELI.1 

Peel replied to Disrael~ : 

From Sir Robert Peet 
.WHITEHALI,, 

Sept. 7, 1841. 
MY DEAR SIR, 

I must in the first place observe that no member of the 
Cabinet which I have formed ever received from me the 
slightest authority to make to you the communication to 
,which you refer. 

Had I been consulted by that person, I should have at once 
declined to authori:::e a communication 'vhich would .have 
been altogether at variance with the principie on which I . 
have uniformly acted in respect to political engagements, and 

· by adhering to which I have left myself·at entire liberty to 
reconcile-as far as my limited means allow-justice to 
individual cla~ms w~th _the efficient conduct of the public 
servwe. 

I know not who is the member of the Cabinet to whom 
you allude, and cannot but· think he acted very imprudently. 
But quite independently of this. consideration, I should have 
been very happy had it been in my power to avail myself of 
your offer of service ; and your letter is one of the many I 
receive which too forcibly. impress upon me hc<~w painful and 
invidious is the duty which I have been compelled to under
take. I am only supported in it by the consciousness that 
my desire has been to do justice. · . . · · 

. ·t Thirty-six years later the wheel had come full circle, and, oddly enough, 
.Peel's daughter-in-law wrote to Lord Beaconsfield to inform him that her 
husband was ' most anxious to sen·e'. him in the event· of any change in 

· his Government leading. to a vacancy. . ' · · . 
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I trust also that,- ~hen candidates for Parliamentary office 
calmly reflect on my 'position, and the appointments I have 
made-:-when they review the names of those previously con
nected with me in. public life ·whom I have been absolutely 

. compelled to exclude, the claims founded on acceptance of 
office in 1834 with the almost hopeless prosp,ects of that day, 
the claims, too, fol).nded on new party combinations~! trust 
they will then understand how perf.ectly insufficient ar.e the 
means at my disposal to meet the wishes that are conveyed 
to me by men whose co-operation I should be proud to have, 
and whose qualifications and pretensions· for office I do not 
contest. · 

Believe me, my dear sir, 
Very faithfully yours, 

RoBEI~T PEEL. 

This reply drew a second letter from Disraeli : 

To Sir Rbbert Peel. 
GROSVENOR GATE, 

· ~ept. 8, 1841. 
DEAR SIR ROBERT,, . 

· Justi.ce requires that I should state that you have entirely 
misconceived my meaning, in supposing that I intended even · 
to intimate that a promise of official promotion had ever 
beeri made to me, at any time, by any member . of your 
Cabinet. · 

I have ever.been aware that it was not in ·the power of any 
member of your Cabinet' to fulfil such engagements, had he· 
made them : permit me. to add that it is utterly alien from 
my nature to bargain and stipulate on such subjects. Parlia
mentary office should be the recognition of party service and 
Parliamentary ability, and as such only was it to me an object 
of ambition. . . 

It appears to me that you have mistaken an allusion to 
my confidence in your sympathy for a reference to a pledge 
received from a third person. If such a pledge had been given 
'me by yourself, and not redeemed, I should have taken refuge 
in silence. Not to be appreciated may be a mortification : 
to be batilked .of a promisedreward is only a vulgar accident of 
life, to be borne without a murmur. · · 

· · Your faithful servant, 
B. DISRAELl. 

There for the present the matter remained at rest. 
Offers of service and requests for ' recognition ' when a 
Ministry is in the making are far more common than the 
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outside worid realises, and there was nothing that was 
discreditable either in the fact or in the mode of Disraeli's 
application. His rejoinder to Peel's reply is not without 
dignity, while that reply its~lf smacks of the. debater, 
reading into Disraeli's letter an interpretation which it 
will not bear, and expatiating on this in order to cover 
embarrassment. Peel's tone, in fact, betrays a certain 
consciousness that his omission of Disraeli stood in need 
of explanation. For one habitually so cold and ungracious 
in his manner, he had shown in Disraeli an interest that 
w:as exceptional ; had honoured him more than once with 
marks of appreciation, and had gone out ofhis way to 
take him into his counsels. In his first Parliament, Dis
raeli, though ready enough, as we have seen, to assert 
his independence when opportunity offered, had yielded 
for the most part a submission to his leader .that was 
sometimes even ostentatious ; and the leader in his turn 
had betrayed no resentment at his follower's occasional 
guerilla· operations. Only a few weeks before the corre
spondence just set forth, Peel had sent a friendly acknow
ledgment ·of a letter in which Disraeli announced his 
victory at Shrewsbury. Moreover, notwithstanding Peel's 
proverbial lack of foresight, he. could hardly, with his 
intimate knowledge and long experience of the House of 
Commons, have been blirid to the possibility that a Dis
raeli estranged might mean trouble in the future. . Why, 
then, did he. ignore him in the formation o£ his Ministry 1 

. The fact is, it is almost certain that Peel really wanted 
to give J:)israeli office. Apart from traditiol).s that have 
been handed down to this effect, ·there is one definite 
statement. In 1854 an article appeared in.a newspaper1 

which had been founded by Disraeli himself, defending 
him against the attacks of a more than usually malevolent 
'·biography·' that had just made its appearance. This 
article was written, as Disraeli's papers show, by his 
fri~~d George Smythe, who was also a friend of. Peel's, 
had held office under Peel in 1846, when Disraeli's re-

.1 The Press, Jan. 7, 1854. 
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b~llion was at its height,. and sat with hini in the House 
of Commons till his death in 1850; and it contains this 
statement: 'The common opinion that Peel did not 
appreciate Disraeli is a mistake; The present writer is 
aware .that Sir Robert wished to offer office to Mr. Dis
raeli in 1841. This was prevented by the political para
sites by whom it was the weakness of the great'Minister 
to be surrounded, and we owe to this circumstanc'e those 
immortal sketc~es of the Rigbys, the Tadpoles, and the 
Tapers, .which Beaumarchais never surpassed.' The sug

gestion here appears to be that Peel was turned from his 
purpose by the Crokers and Bonhams, and men of that 

. type and standing ; but there is a story1 which seems· to 
provide a more probable explanation, that Stanley was 
the real cause of Pe~l's change. of mind. It has been' 
mentioned before that Stanley was at this time deeply 
prejudiced against Disraeli-through misapprehension · · 
of the facts of an incident ten years earlier, in which a . 

. member of his family and Disraeli had be!=Jn involved, 
· but in whicJ:J. Disraeli's part appears to ;have been wholly 
creditable; and, according to the story, when Peel sug-. 
gested Disraeli as eiigible for office, Stanley dechied, in.·. 
his usual vehement :way, that '1£ that scoun,drel were 
taken in he would not remain himself.' 2 If this be the' 
true account, we may imagine Peel's reflections not many 
years later when he .·saw· Stanley and Disraeli in league 
against his influence. 

From Sarah Disr.aeli to Mrs. Disraeli. 
[ S:eptember.] 

I -suffer much for your and dear Dis' disappointment, but 
we must not despair. 'After all; it is' not half so bad as losing 
an election. We have, I hope, a long future before us, and 
changes ·may occur every day. Our Examiner has missed 

""' ·. 
1 Petiving frol;ll the late Lord Houg~ton: . · · . . . . , 

·.2 Smythe's article spooks, though m another connex10n, of Stanley s 
prejudice against Disraeli in ~arlier years as.ha_ving been' ~otorious _in the . 
House of Commoll8'; 'but ·If Stanley really 1nte,rvened m 1841, 1t was " 
0 bviously impossible in 1854 to make allusion to the fact in an article for a 
paper controlled by Disraeli. 
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this morning, so that we do not know the latest appoint
ments ; but up to the latest, except Gladston~, there is not 
one-single untitled or unaristocratic individual. 

For Disraeli and his wife a visit to Normandy, where 
we find them established in the old town of Caen, helped 
to fill the interval between the brief autumn session and 
the entrance of the new Parliament on its real labours in 
February. The new Ministers meanwhile were prepar
ing to grapple with the difficult problems of tariff and 
finance bequeathed to .them by their predecessors. If the 
Parliament, as Lady Montfort says in Endymion, was ' a 
political economy Parliament,' Peel's, as Cobden said, 
was ' peculiarly a politico-economical intellect. '1 Peel had _ 
supported Huskisson in his commercial reforms nearly 
twenty years before, and Robinson, who had then been 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, was now, as Ripon, in 
Huskisson's former office of President of. the Board of 
Trade. As leader of the Opposition, Peel had shown all 
the wariness of an old Parliamentarian, and his hands 
were in consequence comparativelyfree for the task now 
before him. To his freedom there was, indeed, only one 
limitation. He couid modify the Coni Laws ; but by the 
last debates of the old Parliament, by the circumstances 
of the general election, and by.'explicit declarations of 
his own,2 and of his followers, a he and his Ministry were 
deeply com~itted to thE:) maintenance of the principle of 
protection to agriculture. 

Peel's general plan for restoring order to public finance 
was based on the_ same idea as that of the Whigs~ the 
reduction of duties with a view to promoting · consump~ 
tion, and so increasing revenue. But his plan w:as de-

l Morley's Cobden, I., p: 237. 
2 Take; for instance, his speech of_August 27, 1841, immediately before 

the division that dislodged the-Melbourne Ministry·: ' We both acknowledge 
the principle of protection to agriculture. The first Financu :Minister of 
the Crown, being asked if this measuro of a fixed duty was a tax or a pro
tection, answered.: ~·It is a protection." We start, then, .from the same point.' 

. a Gladstone,' for example, said, in seeking re-election at Newark : -' There 
were two--points on which the British farmer might rely, the first of which 
was that adequate protection would be given to him, while the second w~>s 
that pro~ection would be given to him by means of the sliding scale.' · 
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veloped With less precipitancy and a more secure sense of 
power, and as he now had behind him the elections, which 
the Whigs when they :rJroduced their Budget still had 
befor:e them, he was able to adopt the bold expedient 
which Huskisson had suggested, of an income-tax to meet 
immediate needs of revenue till remissions should hav.e 
tinie to tell on consumption, He began with the Corn . 
Laws. In his scheme for their reconstruction he clung 
tenaciously to the unlucky device of the sliding scale ; but 
he reduced the rates of duty, and he substituted for the 

. old plan of continuous variation inversely with the price 
a system of variation pya series of leaps from one resting-. 

· ·place to another, in the hope that· the merchants might 
thus have less motive .for withholding corn from import 
in: the expectation of higher prices, and to the injury of 

. the consumer .and the revenue alike; The scheme gave 
satisfaction neither to the extreme free. traders ·nor. to 
the agricultural interest, and the Duke of'Buckingham, 
who was in the Cabinet as Lord Privy Seal, carried his 

.· dis.sent to the point Of resignation. 

:To. Sarah. Disraeli. 
. . . . . [February, 1842.] 

A -thunderbolt in a summer sky could not .have produced 
a greater sensation than the resignation of the Duke of Bucks. 

_. All is confusion. I had a long conversation with him the 
' other day. 'He has only one. course-to be honest.' I am 

sorry to say I hear he has taken the Garter, . . . Pe<'l.l seems 
to l:tave pleased no party, but I suppose the necessity of 
things will force hi~ measure through. 

Disraeli does not appear to have been wholly in love 
himself with the plan adopted by Peei, and it is possible· 
that he thought then, as he had evidently come to think . 
when at· the end of his life he surveyed the situation 
retrospectively inEndymion, that flo moderatefixed duty 
such as th~ Whigs had proposed would- have beeri the 
best .working arrangement. But .whatever his,doubts, he 
kept them to himself. The legend that the neglect of 
his pretensions to office in 1841 drove him at once into 
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opposition to Peel is so firmly established that to many 
the facts will come as a surprise. For two whole sessions 
he gave his support to- Peel's Government and its prin
cipal- measures- a support, moreover, that was not 
grudging nor even mechanical, but active" and intelligent ; 
and another year was to elapse before he embarked on 
anything that could be regarded as deliberate and 
systematic opposition. Attempts were made from: the 
first to lure him into rebellion, but he steadfastly resisted 
them, though on the new Corn Law, at all events, some
thing of the kind appears to have been expected. 'I am 
obliged,' he tells his wife, who was detained at Braden ham 
for son;w weeks by an illness of her mother's, ' to be very , 
careful about pairing, as Mrs. Dawson, Bonham and Co. 
are full of good-natured rumors.' 'I saw Mrs. Dawson,' 
he writes 'another day. ' She was most friendly and par
ticularly disagreeable.' 

-To Mrs. Disraeli. 
Feb. 25. 

You cannot conceive how solitaryi feel~: utterly isolated. 
Before the change of Government, political party was a tie 
among men, but now it is only a tie aniong men who are in 
office, The supporter of administration, who is not in place 
and power himself, is a solitary animal. H~ has neither hope 
nor fear. -

Feb. 26. 

Last night Sir Rob~rt Peel carried his [corn] resolutions by 
an immense majority-far beyond anticipation. Sir Richard 
Vyvyan, Mr. Blackstone, and Lord Ossulston (who is a great 
malcontent) rose, and left the house together, determined
no more to support Peel. The general ·rumor was that I had 
done the same, and several men expressed their surprise, 
when they saw me in the lobby; I believe these rumors 
have been intentionally circulated, but the fact is I have had 
a thorough understanding with Fremantle1 throughout-or 
at least for the last week ;_and I am sure the Government 
themselves had, or rather' have -not now; the slightest doubt 
of-my supporting them,- However, my presence at the late 
divisions -has been most politic-and necessary. -

1 Sir Thomas Fremantle, 1798-1890, afterwards 1st Lord Cottesloe, at 
this time chief Governp:~ent Whip. _ - . 
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Disraeli in the meantime had found" a subject of 'his 
own. In the course of his · comm"ercial studies he had -
been impressed with the . inefficiency of our consular 
establishment, which was then, in the words of Peel, too ·· 
often a retreat for such as were 'disqualified for· public 

·situations.' Disraeli doubtless felt impelled, after· his 
recent rebuff, to make a demonstration; and here; he 
may have- thought, was ·a; subject which would serve, 
bristling as it was with detail, to win "him credit as a 
practicalllJ.an who could be solid as well as brilliant. So 
he put down a motion for the blending of the consular . 
with the diplomatic body, and prepared an elaborate 
speech. 

· To Mrs. Disraeli. 
Feb: 21. 

I w~rit through- my whole speech this morning )Vithout a 
reference to a single paper; so completely am I master of all 
its details. It took me three hours, an awful period ; but I 
fear I cannot retrench it, at least materially. The details .. 

·are so numerous, so varied, and so rich. I am full of confidence 
as to its effect in the Hou~e, but I am very doubtful as·to the 
opportunity being speedily offered. · . . 

Feb. 22. 

You were prepared. for my disappoin~ment in not bringing 
forward my motion to-night, but the ii:rfernal debate1 drags 
its slow length alorig. . . . George Smythe 2 made a most 
elaborate speech ; very Radical indeed, and unprincipled as 
his little agreeable self, but too elaborate-his manner affected 

_ and his tone artificial, 'and pronunciation too ; but still ability 
though puerile. 

Monday rM arch 7]; 
Yesterday Lord Claud 'Hamilton called on me, to ask to 

second my motion.. It was just the thing I ·wanted, as being 
stepson to Lord Aberdeen, the Secretary of Statefor Foreign 
Affairs, it gives, as George Smythe says, an official character 
to the affair .... · I feel a caJm confidence, and I think I' 
cannot fail of making sortie impression .... 

Wynne[a prominent constituent from Shrewsbury] called 
on me this morning; and, though I was at lioine to no 

·one, James had the sense to admit him. He had callod 
previously on Tomline [the other member for Shrewsbury] 

1 On the corn resolutions. ' , 
~ Ge_orge Sydney Smythe, 1818-1857, afterwards 7th Viscount Strangford. 
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and asked if he were at home. · The servant hesitated, final 
took in Wynne's card, and brought out word that Mr. Tomlil 
was not at home. Conceive the rage of Wynne ! It is som 
thing awful, solemnly 'severe and unappeasable; the la 
visit on Thfr. Tomline, he says. I heaped coals on the fi 
without appearing to do so; told Wynne that I was at hon 
to no one to:day and the reason, but there was a standii 
order always~ his exception; asked him to dinner, which l 
refused, as he was· engaged, but very charmed ; and final 
gave him an order for the House on Tuesday if in town. F. 
left me as devoted to us as was he deadly to Tomline. 
could not help laughing, remembering Tomline's last viE 
to me : the tables fairly turned. 

Yesterday, after a hard morning's work, I went out.for 
little air, found Maxse at our door, and walked with him f, 
about an hour in the Park. He was very kind, and I hop{ 
to have got some small talk for you, as he is a gossip and 
lounger, bu't there is nothing stirring. Croker is one of tl 
five executors of Lord Hertford, but the will is not y• 
open. . . . . 

I will now give you my blessing, as well as send you m 
love deep and dear. The more we are separated the more 
cling to you. . . . 'Tis your approbation- and delight f< 
which· I am now laboring, aud unless I had that stimulus 
don't think I could go on. 

W edneBday [March 9]. 

·The affair last night realised all my hopes ; the success w~ 
complete and brilliant. I rose at five o'clock to one ·of tl 
most disagreeable audiences that ever welcomed a -speake 
Everybody seemed to affect not to be aware of my existenc• 
and there was a general buzz and.chatter. Nevertheless, n< 
losing· my head, I proceeded. without hesitation for te 
minutes, though when I recollected what I had to trav• 
through, and the vast variety of detail which I had pe1 
spicuously to place' before the House, I more than onc 
despaired of accomplishing my purpose. . 

. In about ten. minutes affairs began to mend ; when a quart< 
of an hoirr had elapsed there was generally an attent~' 
audience; and from that time until near half-past sevm 
when I sat down, having been up about two hours and twent 
minutes; I can say without the slightest· exaggeration, that n< 
only you might have heard a pin fall in the House, but the1 
was not an individual, without a single exception, who did n< 
listen to every sentence with the most marked interest, an 
even excitement. The moment I finished, Peel, givi11 
ine a cheer, got up and went to din,ner upstairs. . . • Hem 
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Baillie, Dicky Hodgson, and Lord John Manners,1 and several.'~ 
others came in turn and sat by me, after I had sat down, to' 

· give me the general impression of the House, tb,at it was not . 
only, by a thousand degrees, the best speech I had ever made, 
but one of the best that was ever made. The enthusiasm of 
young Smythe extraordinary ; he and several others par
ticularly mentioned my manner, perfectly changed and differ-

·. ent to what it used to be-' Exactly as you talk at the Carlton 
or at yo11r own table,' he said, ' particularly my voice, not the 
least stilted, but the elocution distinct, th~ manner easy, ·a. 
·littl~ nonchalant, and always tinged with sarcasm.' . . 

· Now for the other side. [.M:ilner] Gibson came to me to; 
say .that they all agreed on their side that it was .the most 
amusing speech they ever listened to, and carried. them on 
completely ; Tom Duncombe, that it was one of the best: 
statements Ire ever heard, and if I had followed it up by a 
loose, indefinite resolution I might hav:e made;a very strong 
division. Brit what think you of th.e mighty Mister Cobden 
comirig up to me to offer me his thanks for-the· great public 
service I had done, &c.~ . ' 

I put Palmerston on his mettle. He made one of his usual 
dashing, reckless speeches, which meri who have been Secre
taries of State can venture to do in a scrape and backed by a. 
party ; but there was a general feeling on all sides of the 
House that· he had not succeeded in shaking the minutest 
detail of one of my facts. He spoke with great pains, and 
with as much effort as if he were answering Peel. I made a 
most ·happy reply to his. insinuation as to my being :disap
pointed about office, or rather his sarcastic hopes that I might. 
obtain it. What I said was literally this : ' I ni.ust in the 
first place return my thanks to the noble Lord for his warm " 

·aspirations for my political preferment. Coming from such 
a quarter, I consider them auspicious. The noble Viscount 
is a consummate master of the subject, and if to assist my 
advancement he will only impart to me the secret· of his own 
unprecedented rise, and by what means he has .contrived to 

·enjoy power under seven successive administrations, I shall 
at le.ast 'have gained a valuable result by this discussion.' 
Graham cheered this most vehemently. 

After the debat.e congrat11lations came thick. D11dley 
Stuart embraced me at Crockford's, and declared, before· 

- Chesterfield and a crowd of dandies; that my speech was one. 
of the ·m.ost effective he had ever listened to. Even Jemmy 
Macdonald told me he heard ' I had had a hell of a flare-up.' 
. 1. Baillie. (1803-1885, af~rwards Right Hori. H. J: Baillie) was member ' 
for Invemess, Hodgson for Berwick: and' Manners (1818,1906,. afterwards 
7th Duke of Rutland) Gladstone's colleague at Newark. 
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I walked from the House with Henry Baillie, who told me in 
his cold, quiet way : 'Upon my soul, I am not sure it was not 
the best speech I ever heard.' All young England, the new 
members, &c., were deeply interested .... 

But I think what I am going to tell you is the. most grati
fying and remarkable. Sidney Herbert just now came down 
to sit by me, and said : ' I don't know whether it is a fair 

. question, but might I ask where you got that mass of extra
ordinary information which you gave last night ?' I replied : 
'From study and observation and inquiry, from no particular 
source.' He observed : ' I think it a most remarkable display ; 

· it is thought so.' 
I am going -to dine with the Baillies to-day-House of 

Commons dinner-only George Smythe, and come down 
afterwards. There are odd rumors that a section of the 
Tories will declare against Peel to-night, on the second reading 
of his [Corn] Bill. On Friday comes on the Budget-:--a .very 
important week; but the news from India1 :fills everyone with 
alarm. 

March 10. 

. Last night Lord Eliot said to me.: ' Well, you are one 
of the few who have broken lances with Palmerston and 
rode away in triumph.' He said it would have made an 
admirable party motion a year ago, and would have thrown 
the Government ill to a minority .. : . 

At supper at Crockford's, H. Twiss, sitting next to me, be
tween his mighty mouthfuls, at length saturninely turned 
round, and said suddenly and without any preliminary 
observations: 'I am not sure whether your retort on Palmer
ston inreplylast night was not the completest case of having 
a man on the hip that I ever remember in Parliament.' ... 

Now for one or two good things-genuine, for I heard them 
~yself. George Beresford, coming into the House, said to 
Augustus O'Brien, 2· who was standing at .the Bar : ' How did . 
Beresford Hope speak ? He's my cousin.'. ' My dear fellow,' 
said O'Brien,' if he were your own brother, he could not have 
spoken worse.' . . . . . .· . 

Monckto.n Milnes said. to George Smythe, with his queer 
. face of ·solemn deprecation and conceit, speaking of .the same 
oratorical effort : 'Why don't you interfere to prevent him 
speaking,. Smythe?' 'Why, I don't interfere to prevent you 
speaking, Milnes!' was the retort, and even Milnes' impudence 
was floored. 

·1 Of the murder of Sir William Macnaghten, the British Envoy in Cabul, 
an~ the d~struction ofE!phinstone's force in the retreat to Jel!a!abad. 

~ Afterwards Augustus Stafford, 1809-1857. · 
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March 11. · 

r·already'find myself without effort the leader of a party, 
chiefly of the youth and·new members. Lord John Manners 
came to me· about a motion which he wanted me to bring 
forward, and· he would ' second it like Claud Hamilton.' 

. Henry Baillie the ·same about Afghanistan. I find my 
position changed. · 

March 12. 

Letters on the consular- business every day. Peel alluded 
to the subject in the House of Conunons last night, ·and many 
suggestions as to future motions. But at present .the Budget 
engrosses all minds, and I was very fortunate in having 
gained my opportunity. · The Income Tax, or rather. the , 
Property and Income Tax, is a thunderbolt; but Peel can do · 
any,thing at this niomerit, ... ;.. 

· ·. · , . .Sunday [March 13): ~; 
· I am not particularly anxious to be in town -at thi~ moment:· ,, 

political affairs are very . confused ; and Vyvyan, since· the·~ 
consular speech, always ' whispering in my ear:' Yesterday . 
he came with a formal proposition,-viz., to oppose the further 
progress of the Corn Bill to-morrow in consequence of Peel's 
financial statein{mt, · He intends to do it himself, and begged 
me. to speak_:_' in the same tone, exactly the same tone as 
the other night, that's the thirig. You have got the ear of 
the House.' I declined interfering, said I hated speaking, 
&c:": &c., must watch events, &c. ·But as old Talleyrand; 
when he did not clearly see his way, always took to his bed, 
so I think it would be as well for me if, ·in consequence of a~' 
cause which, thank God, no longer exists, domestic anxiety 
wereto take me into the country-::-rather suddenly .... · . 

I have agreed ·to dine at Gore House to·day, Lady B[lessing
ton] having asked me every day. But I dislike going there; 
D'Orsay being in high spirits, quite unchanged, but Lady B. 
very altered-'-silent, subdued, and broken. She told riie 
another year would kill her, and complained bitterly that; after 
having fought against so much prejudice, and made a sort'of 
p9sition, with her two nieces about her, and not .owing .a 
~hilling :in the world, she is perhaps to see it all shattered and 
scattered to the winds. I think it is horr.id. But perhaps it 
may en_d better than she anticipates. ' 

Monday [March 14]. 

Hertford's 'will is still the subject of endless 'tales. It 
appears· now that by a cod,icil, revoking former legacies to 
them, he left £25,000 apiece to his valet and Croker .. This . 
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is a fact. He had left his star1 of the Order of the Garter, 
in costly 'brilliants, with a long panegyric to Peel, as. the 
saviour of his country and all that, and the legacy was after
wards revoked. I suppose his ghost snielt the Income Tax .... 
The Zichy has £150,000 because she saved Lord Hertford 
from being poisoned by her mother. . . . The new Lord cut 
off his mustachios· on his accession, saying : ' There never 
was a Marquis of Hertford with mustachios.' 

:March 15. 

On Thursday for certain I shall be with my beloved .... 
I trust this is our last separation ; indeed, I believe it; _and it 
has only taught us to love each other, if possible, more and 
more .... 

Will you believe it?-Dr. Bowring 2 has just been to ask 
me ·w~1at I_ think of the quarantine question, and whether I 
will speak on his motion to-night and support him if I approve 
of it. I know nothing of the question; and don't mean to stay 

.at the House; but I told him, touched by his imperturbable 
good temper, that I was entirely of. his opinion on the subject, 
and paid him a general compliment . 

. I kept from the House [yesterday); because Vyvyan, as I 
,was informed, was going to attack Peel, and oppose the pro· 
gress of the Corn BilL He was in the HoJ.lse armed with 
many papers ; but the spirit did not move him. I believe 
there·is to be a grand row on Friday, but I shall steal off the 
morning before, and all the better, as affairspolitical are very 
qp.eer. . . . · ' 
· This morning and yesterday at breakfast I placed the 

- bouquet of violets on my table· (you know how fond I am of 
flowers on my breakfast-table), and fancied it was a very apt 
representative of yourself. 

Every morning I have liept a sort of diary of affairs and 
thoughts in French, which I write now with _great ease and 
so~e ele~~nce. 

The speech on th~ consular· motion was largely ,an
attack on Pahnerston's administration during his' long 
'reign at the Foreign Office, and in the course of this and 
the following session Disraeli returned persistently. to the 
same-congenial theme. The line of inquiry on which he 
was now embarked-a study. of ~oreign policy in its 

1 '):'his star;was presented by Sir Richard Wallace to Lord BeacOJ;sfield 
when he received the Garter on his. return from tho Congress of Berlin in 
1878. ' -" ' 

2 See p. 491. Disraeli had returned to the attack in his speech on the 
consular motion. · · · 

.. 
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bearing on our foreign trade~had. for him two attrac
tions. It provided him with opportunities for attacking 
the Whigs, arid it enabled him to escape from the dull 
and unenlightening detaiJ of economic discussion into .a 
more spacious atmosphere, where his vision had wider 
range. Whatever the ·starting-point of debate, >Disraeli 
soon contrived to rise into the region of foreign affairs: 
He deeply disliked the income-tax, but when ·the Bill 
came up for second rea<:lirig, instead of blaming the 
Minister; he . ingenio11sly connected the tax; . with the 
disasters in· Afghanistan, of which all minds were .full, 
and which, as all knew, were a heritage from the p~licy'" 
of the Whigs~·. The war on the Indian frontier had com
pelled the Prime Minister to take the ' bold but sagac~o'us 
step ' <;)f introducing an account of the finances ·of our .. 
Indian Empire into-the annual 'Budget statement: Vigor
ous action had. been.needed to avert bankrupt~y in Iridia! 
and cope with gre~t deficiencies both there and· in ':Eng
land, and he believed that the income-tax, though it wits' 
'a tax of a most odious and inquisitorial character,' was 
absolutely necessary. "He complained on this ·occasiofl 

·: that Parliament had never been consulted with regard 
to the war, and a couple of months later he seconded'his 
friend Haillie in :a motion for papers, which led' to" an 
anim-ated debate .I To avoid the appearance of hostilit}i 
to· the Government in. office,. Disraeli aimed his atta~k 
directly. at Pal~erston.· The. foreign' p.olicy of .the noble· 
lord 'seemed to lie in an: alternation of fatal inertness 
and more ·terrible energy'; it wa,s a .' constant transition 
from .a, state .of collapse to one of con~lsion.'; it. was ' a 
"system which commenced with the neglect of o~:f duties, 
and.- terminated by ·a violation of the rights of other · 
nations.' The late Ministers of the Crown had 'pro-. 
claimed war without rea~on; and prosecuted it· without 
responsibility.' He was not alarmed by a single disaster; 
he was not .afraid of our losing India. through interna.l 
intrigue or foreign invasion ; but if .ever India were lost, 

• ' • • - r • • 

1 JJine ~3.1842. 
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it would be lost by financial causes, by draining its re
sources to maintain wars such as that in· which we were 
then engaged. Members had not been vigilant in the 
business of India, but perhaps, now that this war had led 
"to a' tax which, in the words of _Bacon, came home to 
men's business and bosoms, they would cease to be in
different. This speech, which is" remarkable. for the 
knowledge and grasp it shows of the Indian situation, 

· made an impression in the House, and provoked Palmer
stan to a reply which was, however, deft rather than con-
clusive. , 

When Peel unfolded1 his plan for the simplification 
of the tariff, Disraeli reminded the House that the real 
pedigree of free trade was other than the Whigs believed, 
and that the Minister's conduct was entirely in harmony 
~with the traditions of his party. If they would read and 
digest the speeches of Lord Shelburne, 'the most remark
able man of his age,' they·would find that in the sqience 
of political economy they were far behind many of the 
great statesmen who flourished at the end of the previous 
century .. The pJ;inciples of free trade had been developed 
..:..c_and not by Whigs-fifty years before. ·It was. Mr~· 
Pitt2 who first promulgated them in 1787 as a system of 
recip,rocity, while Fox and the other famous Whigs of 
that day came forward as the champions of the old 
system of restriction. Nor had the party which originally 
brought free trade principles into notice been false to 
those principles, as he showed in greater <;!~tail in a 
speech3 later in the .. session. The settlement of -1815 
was indeed .an anti • commercial settlement, but. Lord 
Liverpool had soon seen that it was iinpossible to con
tinue on the ·ba_sis th~m adopted, From, 1820. to 1830 

.1 May 10, 18:i2. . 
· 2 Disraeli was on other occasions in the habit of. carrying back tl;ie 
pedigree to Bolingbroke and the Treaty of Utrecht. If he was to begin 
with tho later statesman, he might have taken as his starting-point •Pitt's 
Co~~ercia! Propositions_of 1785 for establishing free trade between Great 
~ntam and Ireland, which were opposed by the Whig leaders, Burke, alas ! 
mcluded, with a display of faction and unenlightenment that surpassed 
even their performance on the French commercial treaty of 1787. 

3 July 21, 1842. " 
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the history of this country· 'Yas a history of· commercial . 
progress. The true ·principles of. commerce W((re applied 
in Parliament, and while the . home Government was 
carrying its great measures· of renovation, their Forei.gn 
Minister was calling new markets into existenc~. Then 
the Whigs came·into· office; and from .1831 to 1841 not a 
single step was taken to advance the commercial prin:
ciples of Pitt and Shel'Qurne and Lord, Liverpool and 
Huskisson. Nay, more,. during this period our"•Foreign 
Minister was pursuing a system .of anti-commercial dip
lomacy. No fewer than five commercial treaties with_ 
European States had been lost by his misconduct, , ~nd 
our Eastern markets;. which ·On many aCC9Unts . were 

· the most valuable we possessed, had been harassed~an.a 
disturbed. But now that the Prime Minister had·in· one 
class of· his measures recurred to the ,policy which 'had 
been so beneficial in the past, he hoped. that :he' would' 
apply that policy as a whole. , His Corn ,and Customs 
Bills were the legitimate continuation of a mo~emerit . 
that had ·been arrested, and he was certain that ·he 'also 
felt the impor_tance of treaties of comJl!erce. with .th~ 
gre~t communities of Europe, and that he was deeply 
sensible.of the bearing of our foreign policy on ourforeign . 
trade. 1 .• • f~J., ' 

. •.f"'' . 

To Sarah Disraeli. .. . • 
•. . Hoi:rsE oF CoMMONs! .,, 

. . April·7.' , 
I write to give you the c3arliest intelligence that the Shrews~' 

··bury petition is withdrawn. This great coup, almost, in the 
pr'ese!lt state of affairs, as great as my ·return·, was :eff~cted · 
in the most accidental and happy manner by my agent, Bailey 
of Gloucester, without any interference and. barely knowledge 
of either of the great parties. On his own responsibiliti he 
paired' off Shrewsbury against Gloucester .. U:nder ·circum
stances of extreme difficulty •which must be reserved for 
narrative; I never knew a happier instance of daring energy• • 
and address coml;Jined. He left town on Tuesday by ,mail,·.· 

1 This last speech, according to 'The·Times.~.to which it gave the J<ext ·for. 
a ·series of articles on ' Foreign Policy and Foreign Trade,' 'obt.ained con~ 
siderable notice'; and that not only ' for its intrinsic merits;' but' because 
'it. struck upon a chord towhic_h t~eyublic mj_nd was attuned.' . · 

·, .... __,__ ~ .,.... ~ - - ~-.... ·"- - . ....;. ... ~ 
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and I was called out of the House eight o'clock yesterday 
(Wednesday), and found him. I expressed my surprise, 
perhaps my regret, that he'had not departed, when, to my 
astonishment, I found that in the four-and-twenty hours he 
had 'been to Gloucester, Shrewsbury, and returned. It was 
like the story of the rise of Wolsey. 

The committees work so ill under the new system that I 
really despaired sometimes of keeping my seat, and was con
vinced that the Shrewsburypeople would proceed. But the 
Gloucester Whigs prevailed upon them to sacrifice themselves 
for the extrication of their neighbors. 

GROSVENOR GATE, 
· Saturday morning [April 23]. 

The horses are at the door, and we are going with the living 
Horace Walpole to visit for the last time Strawberry Hill. 
Las_t night, after going to the City, I fired a most effective 
shot in the debate1-cheered by Peel and all the Ministers, 
loudly by Hardinge, who said to me in the lobbY : ' You made 
an admirable speech, Di.' !.,.observed I was sensible of his 
support, &c. Replied, taking my arm :. ' You know what I 
said to you years ago-yo,u would become "one of the clearest 
and most forcible speaker<;~ in the House.'' ' 

Sir J. Graham came up to me, and said : ' Never was a party 
pinned more effectively ; ;the pin was pushed in to the middle, . 
and to the very head.' Just at this m'oment, when he was 
unbuttoning his he_art, a thick-headed Alderman forced himself 
upo?- us and spoilt all. 2 

. , · . 

Ao 

v 
MY DEAR SA, 

CARLTON, 
Aug. 11. 

This delicious weather makes one. sigh fpr country air ; 
but we are still prisoners. . . 
, Last night Peel made the most effective speech by very 
far I ever heard from him. He crushed Palmerston,3 who 
on the last niglit, like an excited player, lost on one dashing 
stake all his hard-won winnings of the .last month. I was 
in the leash to speak, but the effect of Peel's speech was so 
overwhelming that all the Whigs (Vernon Smith,. Ch~rley 
Buller, Hawes, &c.) took refuge in silence, and C.obden, 
seizing the opportunity, attempted to an impatient and·E)xcited 
House to foist off his intended speech of the night before, and· 
turned the whole course of the debate, or rather burked it, 
being followed by Hume, Ewart, and Co. in an American 
corn vein. 

'· . 
1 Ori the. income-tax. . · 2 Brit. Mus., Addit. MSS; , 
a Palmerston, on a motion for papers, had made a general attack on the 

policy of the Government. 
L lli 
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'i : P~Imerston looked.overwhelmed,but was infinitely mortified 
by the turn ·of the depate, which rendered his 'position. still 
more _.lugicrous.- m,os~; ludicrous, however, when _;Philip 
Howard, the butt-ot.tlie House, and who pours forth endless 
niaiseries, rose ·tq Vindicate ' his noble friend,'. wl:iicb...;he did 
with agonising detail, till Peel went away, the House nearly 
emptied, and Palmerston, bound to remain, refrained even 
from replying, for which he had prepared. · . 

By-the-by he quoted me very courteously . at his 'com
mencement, and, indeed, ' went off' with me, which produced 
an effect in the House. . · .. \ ':r 

Fremantle asked me, after Peel's speech, .to reply to any man 
ofnote who rose on the opposite benches. , 

I sigh for n:ews from Bradenham. Your vegetable cargoes 
are most welcome. · · · 

A thousanCI. ioves, 
. D. 

The session of _1~43, like that of"the previousyear, was 
marked by recurrent motions on commercial depression· 
anq distress in the country ; and in ·his speeches on tl;tese 
m!)tions, which were of course only a pretext for attacks 
oil,the Corn Laws, Disraeli's line ·of argument was always . 

· th,e same. . Commercial depression was a complex. plie..: 
nomenon. ·Its origin could. be found inno single·cause, 
and it was ridiculous to pretend to cure _it by- any singl~ 
or sudden remedy. ·Certainly nci measures, however 
liberal, of ours would induce foreign Powers to ameliorate 
at once their present commercial policy. ,.A speciJ:ls o.£ 
Berlin decrees, more stringent even than those of Napoleon; 
were silently but surely spreading over the Continent 
against us ; .and it required far more than the mere repeal 

. of ~he Corn· Laws to effect a reciprocal lib'eralisation of. 

. European commercial relations.'1 .Qf one 2 of these speeches 
a .not over-friendly witness, Lord Morley, has testified that 

. 'it is remarkable to this day for its ]arge and comprehensive. 
survey of the whole field of our foreigncommerce,and for its 
dhcernmeri.t of'the channels in· which itwould expand-.' 3 

This particular speech, hardlymoreremarkable than others· 
in their 'kind; was· made in the debate on a motion of. 

1 July 1, 1842, from The T·imes report. · 2. Feb. 14. 1843. 
3 Life of Cobden, II_., p. 336. ~· ' 
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Lord Howick's which is memorable for the dramatic 
scene between Peel and Cobden. Disra.eli had spent the 
winter ·in. Paris, and it was his first deliverance· after his 
return~ ~-Following his usual line of ~rgunient, he pro
tested against a policy that would apply a single remedy 
to our commerce in all its branches without"regard to 
varying circumstances. He thought our markets could 
fairly be divided under three general heads-our European 
markets, the mar.4:ets of the East, and the markets of the 
New World. Our European .markets must be regulated 
by commercial treaties. He believed, for instance,· there 
was a majority in the present French Chamber friendly 
to· a treaty of commerce, and it was 'in the power. of .the 
House of Commons whenever it chose to come to a right 
understanding with the people of France. If this were 
done, the session need not end without the conclusion of 
such a treaty. Having dealt with other treaties of com
merce which had been the subject of negotiations, though 
they had not been carried out, he came to the East. 
There we ~ddressed ourselves to a very ancient state of 
society, and our trading intercourse must be conducted 
on the ancient principles of commerce .. If' we acted in . 
Europe by negotiation, we could only penetrate the East 
by enterprise; and though no immediate or vast impulse 
to our· trade could be expected, we had a right to look 

·· for an increase in the three great Eastern markets-:in 
the Levant, in India; and in China .. In the New World, 
again, we encountered a third set of conditions, and com
merce with that region, by the nature of the case, must 
be an affair of speculation~' rapid profits, shattering 
losses, ·unnatural expansion, paralysing collapse.' It was 
not our tariff, not our Corn Laws, that induced the 
present stagn;ttion in our New World trade ; but its 
causes were transitory, an(l there and elsewhere he 
believed the breeze of prosperity in its own good time · 
would come. He thought it wisest to wait for it-indeed, 
he saw no other remedy. 
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.I would gi_ve an ample trial of the measures of the Govern
ment introduced last year .. I supported those measure~, not 
from any- blind submission to the Minister who introduced 
them, but because I approve of the pririciple on which the, 
commercial system of the right hon. gentleman is founded:·.·_ 
The principle of his tariff is a fair protection to native industry • 
-a principle, in my opinion; perfectly consistent with a large 
and ,liberal commercial intercourse. As regards the present 
Corn Law: we know as yet but little. I am not prepared to.
stand or fall by the details of that me·asure, nor ain: I,· for one, 
surprised that the right hon: gentleman declines to do so. 
With respect to that law, I will reserve to myself .the most 
unbounded licence. .I· will not.rest my character for political 
·consistency on a fixed duty or a. sliding scale. 0 But I will 0 

support that·system which, to use the expression. of the noble · 
lord [John Russell]; maintains the preponderance of the 
landed interest. I believe that preponderance to be essential 
.to the welfare of the country; I attribute to that preponder
ance the stability of our institutions ; I uphold that preponder~ 

. ance, nob for the advantage of a class, but for the benefit of 
the nation. . . . I will vimture.to remind the House of the 
words of a great prince, appropriate to the occasion, for they 
we're not only the words of a great prince, but also of a great 
merchant-I mean that Doge of Venice who, looking out from · 
the windows of his Adriatic palace on the commerce ()f the • 

. world anchored in the lagoons beneath, exclaimed: 'This. 
Venice withoutt~rra firma is an eagle with one wing,' I wish. 
to see our national prosperity, upheld alike by a skilful agricul~ 

, ture and 'Qy an extended commerce.1 · · 
·,..,. 

The reform of the tariff in the previous year .had been 
intended to prepare' the way for the. policy of reciprocal 

. arrangements with the other s~ates of Europe which Dis-· 
raeli advocated so zealously; but this policy made little 
progress, and on ·April 25 the· impatient free traders 
called for a further remission of duties without waiting 
for the commercial_ treaties which were to provide· the 
opportunity .. ·Disraeli in the debate tried to defend a 
Ministry whose principles were now in a state of rapid 
flux, and which, consequently; no longer found it easy to 
defend itself. He quoted 'the work of Dr. List,'~ then 
little· known in England, but now canonised as the Bible 

1 Hansard, Feb. 14, 1843. · 
2 The National System of Political Economy. 
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of modern protection. He reminded the free traders 
tl1at the Governments of Europe had often other objects 
than the wealth of nations in view in their commercial 
arrangements ; that political considerations were always 
present to their minds; and that they sometimes main
tained manufactures at a loss 'as the elements of future 
strength.' Until those Governments had accepted ' our 
high notions ·Of ,political economy,' we were certain to 
have difficulties. The motion meant 'that they should :fight 
against hostile tariffs with free imports,' and he believed 
that would be a policy of the most disastrous kind. Free 
trade, which had originally meant a large and liberal 
intercourse, in contradistinction to the old colonial system, 
now appeared to mean, in the mouths of .gentlemen 
opposite, an absence of all restrictions ; but surely there 
was some analogy between civil and commercial freedom, 
and "a man was not the less free from being subject to 
certain regulations. Was it not the natural course to 
adopt the happy medium always followed by practical 
men -the principle of reciprocity 1 The free traders, 
of whose school the total neglect of circumstances was 
a peculiar characteristic, ignored the fact that pow~rful 
interests had grown up in other countries as a consequence 
of our commercial system, to enforce and advocate our 
views ; and in a commercial negotiation the Minister of 
England had elements of strength denied to any other 
country. If we acted with decision we must attain our 
end, and he thought we could not do better than "adhere 
to a method which, even if it failed to-day,.might always 
succeed to-morrow. "Y· 

In this and other speeches Disraeli chivalrously came 
to the rescue of his 'right hon. friend, the :Vice-' President 
of the Board of Trade '-that is to say, Gladstone, whose 
reputation among the Conservatives on the question of 
protection had, to use his own expression, already ' oozed 
away. '1 . Both in Parliament and in the country confidence 

1 Morloy's Life of Gladstone, .J., p. 262. 
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in the Ministry was beginning to be shaken, 1 and Disraeli · 
thought it necessary to go down to Shrewsbury and 
justify to his constituents the support he had given them. 
This task he accomplished in a speech that is. full of 
interest, and is as clear an exposition, both of his own 
point of view in the controversies of the hour, and of 
enlightened Tory sentiment throughout the party struggle ·
which has .lasted ever since, as any he ever delivered. 
He had voted, he said, for the Corn Bill and the· revision 
of the tariff. because he believed them to be measures 
that were wise and expedient.· The· principle of th!3se 
measurel:i was 'protection t.o. native industry, avowed, 
acknowledged, and only limi~ed because the •Minister 
desired that that protection should be practical . . . 
such as should compensate for enormous taxation, and 
should ·not allow the· energies of the country to merge 
and mould~r into a spirit of monopoly.' He· was riot 
himself an' enemy to free trade according to his .idea of -
free trade. .He had never supported either prohibitions 
o-r monopoly, or made native industry the· stalking-horse 

_ by which to, shield abuses. '.But my idea: of free trade 
is this : that you caimot have free trade unless the 
person you deal with is as liberal as yourself. If I saw 

_ a· prize-fighter encountering a galley-slave in irons, _I 
-should consider the combat .equally_as fair as to make' 
England fight hostile tariffs with free imports.' He 
believed that Sir Robert Peel had adopted opinions 
which ·were just and right; and that he was anxious to 
support the native industry of the country ; but every 

'?-- Governme1;1t was entitled, as long as it adhered to prin
ciple, to an ample allowance for circumstances, and Sir 
Robert Peel, though he would be their Minister, was not 
tho man to be their tool. What he had done so far had 

. bee~ for .t~e public advantage. 

You should -not part with him for what he- has- dope { 4 

neither should you part with him because you- think he will' 
- . 

-~ In Shrewsbury itself the leading Conservative: p~J,per· was openly 
denouncing them. 
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do a certain act which I believe that he will not. If I find 
the Government seceding really from thdr pledges and 
opinions-if I find them, for instance, throwing over that 
landed interest that brought them into power-my vote will 
be recorded against them. I do not come down to Shrewsbury 
to make a. holiday speech and say this. I have said this at 
Westminster, sitting at the back of Sir Robert Peel, alone, and 
without· flinching, and I say it again here. 1 

I never will commit myself on this'great question to petty 
economical details ; I will not pledge myself .to miserable 
questions· of 6d. in 7s. 6d. or· Ss. of duties about corn ; I do 
not care whether your corn sells for this sum or that, or 
whether it is under a slidi.I1g s9ale or a fixed duty; but what I 
want, and what I wish to secure, and what, as far as my 
energies go, I will secure, is tlie preponderance of the landed 
interest. - Gentlemen, when I talk of the preponderance of 
the landed interest, do not for a moment suppose that I mean 
merely the preponderance of 'squires of high degree.' . My 
thought wanders farther than a lordly tower or a baronial 
hall. I am looking in that phrase ... to the population of 
our innumerable villages, to the crowds in our rural towns : 
I mean that estate of the poor which, in my opinion, has been 
already dangerously tampered with; I mean the great estate 
of the Church, which has before this time secured our liberty, 
apd may, for aught I know, still secure our civilisation ; I 
mean also by the· landed interest that great judicial fabric, 
that great building up of our laws and. manners, which is, in 
fact, the ancient polity of the_ realm. 

They had all heard how Mr. Cobden, who was a ;very· 
eminent person, had-'spoken in a very memorable sp.eech 
of the barbarous relics of the feudal system. If there 
were any relics of the feudal system remaining, he re
gretted that there were not more .. What was the funda
mental principle of that system 1 That the .tenure of all 
property should be the performance of its duties-' the 
noblest principle that was ever conceived by sage or ever 
practised by patriot.'. · · 

When I hear a political economist, or an Anti-Corn-Law 
Leaguer, or some conceited Liberal reviewer, come forward 
and ~ell us,. as a gran¢!. discovery of modern science ... that 
'Property has its duties as well as its rights,' 2 my answer is 

1 This passage, which, from its bearing on Disraeli's subsequent action, 
is of great biographical interest, is omitted in Mr. Kebbel's reprint. 

2. This famous IJ,phorism had been promulga,ted in Ireland by the great 
administrat<ir;·~homas Drummond, five years before. . 
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that that is but a feebie plagiar:ism of the ~ery principle of -
that feudal system which you are always reviling. Let me 
next tell those gentlemen who are so fond of. telling us that 
property has its. duties as well as its rights, that labour also 

. has its rights as well as its duties ; and when I see masses of 
. property raised in this country_ which do not recognise that 
principle; ... when I hear of .all this misery and all this • 
suffering ; when I lmow that evidence exists in our Parliament . 

. of ·a ~?tate of demoralisation in the once happy population of 
this land which is not equalled in the most barbarous countries 
-I. cannot help suspecting that this .has arisen because 
property has been permitted to be created and held without 
the performance of its duties. 

' v 

If the Anti-Corn-Law League succeeded;· how. long 
would 'the present law of inheritance in- land slirvive the 
whole change of their agriculturalpolicy 1 And'if they . 
r<;curred t~ the Cont~ne11ta( principle of parcelling out · 
estates, how long could they maintain the political system · 
of the country 1 Some would say, 'Let it. go '; but his 
an~wer to that would be, ' If it goes it is a revolution, a 
great, a destructive revolution ; and it is ·not my taste 
to live in an age of destructive revolution.' England had 
been made by the preponderance of. the landed interest. 
We should never have been able to conquer the_ greatest 
:rp.ilitary genius the world had ever seen, and to hurl him. 
from his throne, if we had not had a territorial aristocracy 
to give stability to our constitution.- Withol).t that pre
ponderance of the landowner he did not see why Great 
Britain, probably very contented and very prosperous, 
should have been a greater 'Power than Denmark or 

·Sweden ; and he, for one, would not be the citizen of a 
· third-class State if he could be the citiz~n of a first-class. 

Empire.·· Nor did they, who had all the memories of an 
historical past, want, he was sure, 'to vbe turned into 
a sort of spinni~g-jenny, machine kind of nation.' 

He'knew, indeed, 'the-re was a deterioration of society 
in the present' day' \vhich was' not to .. be seen. only in t.lie 
lower classes of the country; that the nobility and gentry 
of. the land, 'who had. vindicated our rights, defended our 
liberties, and founded our greatest colonies, were deficient 

' ~ .. ' -... ~- . 
. 1'1 
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in those high qualities which they had always hitherto 
exhibited. But he had still soine confidence jn the · 
national character of Englis.hmen. This col!ntry had 

/ experienced great vicissitudes in .the past, and we had· 
- even had revolutions on a very great scale. The King, 
. ·the Church, and the constitution, had all been swept 

away ;.yet the nation eventually had returned to itself. 

Shall I tell you how it was that the nation retumed to itself, 
and Old England after the deluge was seen rit;ing above- the 
waters ? This was the reason---'because during all that 
fearful revolution you never changed the tenure of your 

· landed property. That I think, gentlemen, proves my case; 
and if we have baffled a wit like Oliver Croinwell, let us not 
be staggered-ev~n before Mr. Cobden ! The acres remained ; 
the estates remained. The generations changed :·the Puritan 
father died, and the Cavalier son came into his place, and, 
backed by that power and influence, the nation reverted to 

·the ancient principles of the realm. And this, gentlemen, is 
the reason why you have seen an outcry raised against your 
Corn Laws. Your Corn Laws are merely the outwork of a great 
system fixed and established upon your territorial property, 
and the only object the Leaguers have in making themselves 
masters of the outwork is that they may easily overcome the 

.. citadel. 1 ' 

Over and over again in the course ofthis speech we find 
Disraeli declaring his personal belief that, notwithstand: 
ing the new Corn Law and the r~vision of the tariff, 
measures only intended fo·r the correction of abuses, Peel 

· remained faithful tothe princip~e of protection. In this 
belief, as we now know, Disraeli was mistaken.· Four 
days after the speech was delivered, Peel told Gladstone, · 
whom he was taking into his Cabinet as President of the 
Board of Trade, ' that in futur~ he questioned whether . 
he could undertake the defence of the Corn Laws on 
principle '; and, in 'his record of the conversation 1nade 
on the day it took place, the new President intimates that 
Peel's 'words were addressed to a sympathising hearer.' 2 

It is no.t a mere coincidence tha-t' the Shrew:sbury speech 

I' This speech is reported at length in the Shropshire Conservative for 
May 13, 184-3. · 

2 Morley's Gladstone, I., p. 260. · · · 
I. 18* 
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was Disraeli's last attempt at a whole-hearteddefence of 
Peel's administration. He had promised his constitu()nts 
that if he found the Government throwing the landed· 
interest over hi_s vote would be given against them, and 
before the month was out he had occasion to fulfil his-
pledge. The Govermrierit had committed themselves to 
a scheme fo·r reducing to a nominal amount the duty on 
corn from Canada, and under the conditions. then pre~ 
'~aiiing a capital result would be the indirect admission 
ofcorn from the United States at the low fixed duty of 
4s. the quarter .. At this aspect of the measure the agri
cultural intei·est, already suspicious and uneasy, took 
serious alarm; though Stanley, who, as ·Colonial Secre
tary, was immediately-responsible; and who, as the futur~ 
was to show, was a sincere believer in protection, tried' 
hard to eon~ince them that the effects. in practice wouJd
_be small. When he next saw his constituents, Disraeli, 
after reminding them of the pledge he had given at the 
thhe of his previous visit, explained the circumstances in 
which it had come up fpr fulfilment. 

Upon my arrival in London, the first information I recei~ed 
011 entering the lobby of the House of Commons was that the 

-Government had determined to for9e through the Canadian 
Corn Bill. . . . r I had not the moral courage nor the immoral 
audacity to say one thing to my· constituents, and within 
24 hours1 vote diametrically opposite. . . ' . At that 
time there was a most powerful· party arrayed against the 
Government, and how easy' it would have been for me to have 
made a violent and damaging speech against them; and have 
influenced the passions of those friends who were then in 
opposition ! Such a course of action on .my part would have 
told with double effect, be~ause I had defended the Ministry 
<>n their two previous measures ; but I had no wish to do so, 
and I only recorded my silent suffrage against them. 2 

The Government carried their Bill, but in the teeth of 
opposition from many of their supporters and at no-small 
cost to their popularity and prestige. 

1 The interval was short, but the_' 24 hours ' is a piece of Disraelia.n 
rhetoric, and is not to be taken literally. 

-2 Sp~ech at Shrewsbury, August 28, 1844. 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
GROSVENOR GATE, 

May 12. 

We left Shrewsbury after breakfast, and arrived at home for 
dinner. For the provinces I think my speech was a great 
effect. Nothing could equal the enthusiasm of. my auditors 
or· be stronger than my position there. . . . We did not 
arrive at Shrewsbury till ten at night, by which we lost a 
triumphant entrance, the streets having been filled with the 
expectation of our immediate arrival from six to eight o'clock; 
guns on the English bridge ready to be fired and frighten our 
horses, and deputations at the column. After the di!lner we . 
went to the Bachelors' Ball, .which was very gay and well 
attended. Mary Anne, who never looked so well (in white" 
with a dark wreath of velvet flowers twined with diamonds), 
was the grand lady of the evening, and led out to supper by 
the Lord Mayor. The next day we went to the races; Sa\v 
Retriever win the Tankerville-an excellent race-and shook 
hands with a great many of our friends. Lord Newport 1 'was 
our travelling companion up to town, and very agreeable; a 
shrewd, tall, fair, unaffected, veryyoung man. I was at the 
House last night and received many compliments about my 
speech and Shrewsbury campaign. I spoke at Shrewsbury, 
they tell me, an hour and twenty minutes, but it.didnot seein 
long .. M. A. was in the gallery, and got even more cheering 
than I did. . . . Tell my mother we feasted on her chickens. 
Her slippers were much admired at Shrewsbury.· 

1 Afterwards 3rd Eiul of Bradford, 1819-1898. 



CHAPTERV. 

·A WINTER IN PARrs: 

' 1842:.._1843. 

' This,' said Lady Montfort one day to Endymion, ' is · 
a political economy Parliament; both sides alike. thinking 
of the price of corn and aU that: . Finance and commerce 
are everybody's subjects, 'and are most convenient ;to 
n'lake speeches about .for men who cannot speak French 

·and who have had .no education .. Real politics are •the 
_ po .. ssession and, distribution of power. I want to see you 
give your~nind to foreign affairs: .. · :. , Budoreign affairs 
·axe' not .to be mastered_ by ~ere rea(ling; Bookworms do 
not make Chancellors of State: You must become ac
quainted with- the great ac_tors in tlw great scene. There 
is nothinglike personal knowledge of the individuals who 

· control the high affairs. . _. : What· I think you ought 
to do is to take advantage of this interval before. the 
meeting of Parliament, and go to Paris. Paris is now the 

· capitalof diplomacy.'1 Disraeli himself profited by this 
sage advice, and shortly after the prorogation of 1842 we 
find· him and hi& wife established in the Rue de Rivoli. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
HoTEL DE L'EUROPE, RuE RIVOLI, 

Oct; 14. 

·. , . Wehavefor the last ten days or so had the most beautiful
weather here; which will, they" say, "last during the'month: 
our rooms, looking to the gardens of the Tuileries, so warm 

' 1 Endymion, ch. 71. 
' ,. 544' 

~ 
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that we sit with the windows open, the glass 70 in the shade. 
Mary. Anne has entirely recovered, and I think I never saw 
her looking so well. We have foundagreeable acquaintance 
in the de Gramont family. The Duchess Count D'Orsay's 
sister, and like him in petticoats. She receives three times 
a week, and the few people in Paris may be found in her little 
house in the Faubourg St. Honore, crammed with pretty 
furniture, old cabinets, and pictures of the de Gramonts. 
The Due as well as his spouse extremely good-looking, and 
brother of Lady Tankervi.Ue, who we also find here and who 
is very kind to us. She is staying with Marshal Sebastiani, 
who married her sister, recently dead. The Due, when Due 
de Guicl1'e, was an officer in our lOth Hussars, in the days of 
Lord ·Worcester, Pembroke, and George Wombwell. One of 
his three sons, the Vicomte de Gramont, is with them, and • 

· their two daughters, on the point of coming out, and the· 
first considered very pretty, and celebrated in the novels of 
Eugene Sue, the only litterateur admitted· into fashionable 
society here; the rest are savages. We see these Miles . 

. de Gramont in· the ,evening, where they are trying their 
wings, previous to a formal debut, and kiss their mother at 
ten o'clock and go to bed. · 

Of English here are the Adrian Hopes, who arrived from 
Normandy yesterday; Henry Hope, who has been here as long 
as ourselves ; George Smythe, Cochrane, 1 Lord Pembroke, 
Antony de Rothschilds, Mrs. Montefiore. Antony succeeds 
the. Duke of Orleans2 in his patronage ·of the. turf, and gives 
costly cups to the course, . which his ·horses always win.' 
Through Goldsmith3 I have_ made the acquaintance of 
Mauguin, 4 whom I see much of and like, and Odilon-Barrot, 
the leader of the Opposition, called on me yesterday: Thiers 
is in the country, as well as almost every other leading man, 
but they will soon cluster in. He frequents the salon of the. 
Duchess, and seems in favor with the Carlists; here· also I 
shall find Berryer,·5 Goldsmith gave us a grand banquet and 
good company-the Swedish and Spanish Ministers, the 
U. S. for Foreign·· Affairs, ·Mauguin, and other diplomats. 
They all talked at the same time, shouted, and gesticulated, 
the noise Neapolitan, and the salle a manger being very small, 
and there being fourteen•bougiesalight on the table, independent 
of several side-larpps; the effect was overwhelming .. Mary. 

1 Alexander Bailjie Cochrane, 1816-1890, afterwards lst Lord Lamington. 
2 Louis Philippe's eldest son, .who had been killed in• a carriage accident 

in the previousJuly. 
3 The father .of Lady Lyndhurst. 
4 A \veil-known lawyer and politician. 
5 A leading Legitimist politician: 
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.Aline and myself have taken advantage of the 'fine weather 
to visit several places which I had neyer seen-Pere la Chaise 
and. all that-and yesterday we made with Smythe a charming 
pilgrimage to the Luxembourg. ; ; . Smythe and Cochrane 
dined with us yesterday. We have a cuisiniere bourgeoise,.very 
pretty. Mary Anne begs you net to have any stays made 

. till she comes home, as she can g~ve·you valuable information 
thereon. . . · We meet at the de Gramonts, Princes de 
Beaufremont, Counts de Chambellan, Duchesses de ·Marmier. 
What names! But where are the territories 1 There are 
only 100 men in FraiJ.Ce who have" ten thousand per ann. 
Heriry Hope and De Rothschild ~ould buy them all. -. · 

· · Nov. 9 .. 
Our. EJ:!.glish ·friends . have nearly all departed, and th,e 

serious illness of the 'Due de Gramont has put a stop to the 
pleasant· reunions at,_their house. We· have dine~ ,:vith Lord 
and Lady Cowley: a very pleasant. diJJ.her .. :. . . The: am
bassador,is _very like the Duke, but niuch taller. Lady Cowley_ 
has the most polished yet natural manners, very well-informed 
anp. _rathe~ clever. : Paris is yery empty of notables; thougli 
some few are stealing in. The season wiU be late arid sombre, 
owing t() the death of:the Prince Royal, and the m)n-conse
quent -a"\J.tumn meeting of the Chambers, which will not_ 
now reassemble till the middle of January. We have passed 
an eyeriing at Madame Haudrand's;. the wlfe of the general 
.and aide-de-camp of the King; and friend. She is an :E;nglish
woma!l, and young enough~~o b~ his daughter. We alsoniet 
her .friend, Miss Tennyson d'Ey11court, ·who reniem:bere'd 
di11ing with me seven or eight.years ago at Bulwer's, Many 
Frenchmen have E11glish wives.,-Madame Lamartil~e, Odilon- · 

13arrot, and De ~ocqueVille. · · ' • . . . _ _ .· 
Nov. 22._ 

MY..DEAR SA, . . 
... I have seen a good many persons since I wrote last. I 

think I was then·on_the eve of paying a visit to Thiors, whom 
~ · fo)lnd in _a', very handsome house, . and ·in. his_ cabinet, or . · 
sanctum, a long gallery room, full of works of art ; at "the 
end his desks and tables covered with, materials; maps and 
books .and papers for the life of Napoleon; or rather the history 
of the ,Consulate and Empire. I stayed with him two hours : 

. a very little mail, but well proportioned, not dwarfish; with 
· a face full of intelligence and an eye .full of fire. Madall1e · 

Thiers receiving every evening, Mary Anne and myself paid 
our respects to her a few nights after. We met there Mignet, 1 

Count Walewski, the son of Napoleon, ~hom we kne~ before, 
1 A well-known .historian; 
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and others. Thiers ·paid M. A. the greatest courtesy and 
attended her to her carriage. Madame Thiers pretty : her 
mother, Madame Dosne, there. I believe the house, which 
is very handsome, belongs to Monsieur Dosne, .the father-in-
law. , · · 

Next day to the Sorbonne, where I paid a visit to the 
celebrated· Cousin, late Mi-nister of Instruction and now 
Dean of the University :great power of elocution ; he delivered 
me a lecture which lasted an hour and a half, very perspicuous 
and precise, dogmatic but not a pedant. I have seen also 
the great Dupin, 1 who is rich and lives in a very handsome 
hotel ; his brother Charles-a pair of zanies ; and I also made 
a visit to the prince of journalists, M. Bertin de Vaux, an 
ox who lives in a fat pasture manured by others. He dwells 

• in a fine hotel, and lives like a noble ; indeed, few have such 
a rich estate as the Journal des Debats. . · 

Yesterday, however, was my most distinguished visit; 
like a skilful general, I kept my great gun for the last. On 
Sunday night I received a letter from the royal aide:de-camp 
in service to inform me that ·the King would receive me ii:J. a 
private audience at St. Cloud on the morrow at half-past 
eleven. I was \Vith his Majesty nearly two hour.s alone; 
the conversation solely political, but of the most unreserved 
and interesting kind. He was frank, courteous, and kind. 
In taking my leave, which of course I could not do until he 
arose, he said he hoped my visit to St. Cloud had made, as 
favorable an impression on me as mine had on him ; that he 
hoped to see ine in the evenings at the palace, when he 
should have the pleasure .of presenting me ·to the Queen, 
There is no court of any kind at this moment, and therefore 
M. A. cannot be presented, and we hear that the poor Queen 
is. still dreadfully depressed. After my audience had con
cluded, General· Baudrand, \Vhom I rejoined in the ante
chamber, took me over the palace. But 1 cannot now 
attempt to give you the faintest idea of its splendor· and 
beau~y. The pages, courtiers, equerries were all in .the 
deepest mourning. I went in my usual morning costume. 
I ought to tell you that while, previous to the audience; I was 
sitting in the chamber of the aide-de-camp, one of the courtiers 
brought me from the King, by his Majesty's ·express order, 
a despatch just received, and which he had not himself read, 
containing the news of ,the conquest of CabuF and the release 

1 President of the Chamber from 1832 to 1840. . 
2 ' You will be surprised to hear,' .wrote his sister fro.m Bradenham,. in 

reply to this Iett.cr, 'that it was· our first account of the conquest of Cabul, 
our papers having miscarried, as they always do when there is anything of 
importance ; so that we owed as much as you did to the courteousness of 
his n_;ost Christian Majesty.'· · 
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-of the prisoners., H!s · Majesty said. afterwards he was 
happy that our meeting took place on a day which had 
brought such good news for England. 

B(') very particular and minute in -your information about 
my father's eyes. Scarcely a day passes without some inquiry 
being made after him here, especially by the hommes-de-lettres. 
His works are universally known ·here, and Buchon, 1 Sainte- .· 

· Bmrve,' Bertin de ·vaux, Philarete · Chasles, 2 &c., are familiar · 
with every page he has written. "' 

Ever affectionately yours, , 
D. -.. 

Disra-eli had sought his audience through Ge:qeral<c 
Baudra:nd, with whom he had become intimate, in order" 
'to lay before his Majesty some facts respectipgrtlfe.(. 
state of parties and t~e disposition of power in our Parlia> 

• • .,) ~- 1 

ment, which if properly appreciated might exercise~~an' , 
important and immediate influence on the lasting policy. 
of the two countries:' .· Palmerston, who in 1830 hadt · 
begun his rule- at the Foreign Office by an attitude so 
friendly to the new monarchy in J,J'rance as to provoke 
Disraeli's ire in 'his Gallorrvtnia tract, had, :when his rule 
came to an ertd in 1841, left a France profoundly-irritated 
by)1is policy in the Levant ;' but Aberdeen' and Guiiot, 
the Foreign Ministers ,of the· two countries; were now 
endeavouring to restore friendlier relations, arid Disraeli, 
who had travelled far since the days of the Gallometnia; 
was anxious to make his contribution to this desirable 
result. Through General Baudrand he submitted to the 
King a long memorandum/ in which, with a courtly, 
compliment to 'the genius of a great. Prince, eminently 
fertile in resource and strengthened by an unprecedented 
experience of life,' he suggested a course. of ~ction in the 
English Parliament and Press likely, in the writer's 
opinion, to"lead to the speedy restoration of 'a genuine 
and hearty alliance ' between the two countries. Louis.~ 
'Philippe, who well knew ~hat ·an unde~standing with ~ 
England was· almost essential to the existence·. of his 

1 Historical scholar. ·· . 
2. A litcmry critic like Sainte- Beuve, though of less celebrity • 

. 3 For the full text see Appendix, p. 807, · 
,;.. ! 
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throne and dynasty, was impressed by the memorandum; 
and whatever may have been the political results of the 
audience that followed, the impression was maintained. 
Thenceforward the King was prodigal of marks of his 
favour, ;md he contiimed to regard Disraeli as a friend 
to the hapless end of his o_wn career. 

To Sarah Disraeli. • Dec. 2, 1842. 
' MY DEAR SA, \ 

· .. ·.I don't think when I wrote to you last that I hadma~e 
,.a visit to Augustin Thierry, or rather a pilgrimag.e.\ ~e IS 

•only. forty-five, but paralysed to his centre. and qmte blmd ; 
but he entiroly_!e.~ainii.h~s~facnltie~, ."'nd #even with the aid of 

.--amanuenses -contmues -his compositiOn, and even researches. 
He sent many messages to my father, whose name is Very 
familiar with all the literati of Paris. T. is married, and his 
wife very worthy and devoted, but she takes the weirds out 

. of his mouth a little too rimch. After this I ·called for M. A., 
and made a visit together to Madame Thiers (the evening of 

·course, when all visits are paid in Paris}, and then I made 
my dehut at the Comtesse de Castellano, a charming woman 
of the highest fashion, and who smiles on M. Mole-a grand · 
seigneur, and once Prime Minister. I was presented to her 
by Henry Bulwer, and have since presented M. A. to her. 

On Tuesday I dined with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
his first dinner for the season, and given only to the great 
personages ; even the Cabinet Ministers only appeared at the 
soiree. The guests were the English Ambassador, the Aus
.trian Ambassador (Count Apponyi}, the Prussian Minister, 
the Duke Decazes, Grand ·Referendary of France, Count de 
Chabot, Baron Alexander Humboldt, General Sebastiani, 
Governor of Paris, Baron. Regnier, the Chancellor of France, 
Rothschild and myself, and Colonel Fox. Guizot, his mother, 
very old, liis sister-in-law, who heads his establishment, and 
his private .secretary, made up the party. All was sump
tuous, servants ih'rich liveries an<;l guests with every ribbon 
of the rainbow.· Sat between Sebastiani and Rothschild, 
whom I met for the first time,. and whom l found· a happy 
mixture of the French dandy and the oran:ge-boy. He 
spoke to me without ceremony, with 'I believe you know 

t my nephew?' On Wednesday, after making a preliminary 
visit to Madame Castellano' to present Mary Anne, we went 
to a grand rout at the British Embassy, where we saw every 
diplomatic character in Paris, including the fat Nuncio of 
the Pope, and the Greek Minister, Odelli, in native costume,· 

· many of the high French and shoals of the low English. 
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f Returning home,. I f~tind,a~'liot~.Jtdm ·General Baudrand, 
I ~ying that .at St. Cloud irrthe-Pl6hiing the Kin·g had csaid : 

'ifr. :Pisraeli has nev13r l:Jeen,. ·at ~t.\Cloud in· the evening. I 
•rish to present hinl' to the Quee11;' ··,·. Acgordingly last night 
iwas obliged to go off, and a~riv-ed:'at St; Cloud about nine. 
!fie palac!l, situate on·a hill'andrbrHliantly illuminated, had a 
me effect. I passed for the >first .time in my life an evening 
il t~e ~omesticity of~a: Qourt. ·When I arrived the Royal 
~m1ly Were still in theapartme~t~bf the Duchess of Orleans : 
1 f~w foourtiers 'and one or two visitors, my friend Count , 
~nn}l~"tJ:!e ~ru~siah Minister, lo'ite_ring in the. saloons, and . 
,htee la~hes s1~tmg at a table -workmg. In about_ a quarter. 

, o! ~1·hour the Cou_rtwas announced, and his Majesty entered 
, li1~ the: Queen, followt~a~by-M9.d.ame_:_Adelaide, .the Princesse . 

. Clementme, the Duke and Duchess oCNemours;-ana-suiUe--; 
mHmdants: We-formed a distant circle. The Queen and the 

-·~'&.'dies, ;J;l-lin dee_p.~ournm. g,-se?'te.-d ... ~.h-e-mse·l._ves aroun~ a_laig.e . _roun(j. table, working. Ices were handed, .and the Kmg com-
/menced speaking a/few words to :each; · 

{ He was extremely gracious when he. observed me, and, after 
, saying'afew words :expressing:hisplf)asure that I had arrived, 

· • called to a courtier to present m:e.to the .Queen. Her Majesty 
-: asked me six questions,'to which I replied/ She is tall and 

sad, with white hair,; a' dignified and graceful pharitom. Then 
I was presente,4 to Miidame-'A~elaid~; who•is ~ively like her 
brother. ··In the course of the evenmg the Kmg conversed 

) with me a considerable time. I am a favorite with him/ arid · 
'doubtless owe. to his good word my grand (j.inner with M:. 

·. _ Guizot, who told me that the King had observed to him, 
· 'he-had had a most interesting conversation with me.' I hope 
to hear good news. of all,' to whom a thousand loves. M. A. 
is very well indeed, and sends many kind loves and messages. 

- , . . . · .. ·D. 

, Dec. 21. 

, Many thanks for your 'happy returns' received this morning. 
·. , . We have attended a meeting of the Acade~ie Fran9aise for · 
the;reception of _a new member, the celebrated :Baron Pasquier, 
Chancellor of France, who .made a long eulogium on Frays" 
sinous,·thelate Bishop of Herm6polis, and·was replied to by 
the president of the day, M. Mignet, ip. a speech of considerable 
ability ... The grand hall of the institute was crowded, all 
·the genius and fashion of Paris present. My ticket was given 

. ID!OJ by Comte Mole, ·Mary Anne's by M. Guizot. Afterwards 
I dined at a grand party at the Luxembourg, with the.Grand 
Referendary of the Chamber of Peers, the celebrated Due 
Decazes, and sat next to his Duches~, a daughter of St.-Au1aire, 
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__ the French Ambassador at our Court. In the evening there 
was ~ very choice reception at :Madame .de Castellana's to 
celebrate the election of Pasquier ; the hero of the day was 
there himself, and many celebrities. I was introduced among 
others to Barante, now a Baron and an Ambassador and · 
President of the Society of French History, of which I have 
been elected a member. . . . . 

On Saturday last I received a command to dine at ·the 
Tuileries on the following Monday at six o'clock. L was 
ushered, through a suite of about twenty illuminated rooms, 

• to the chamber of reception, where I formed one of the circle, 
and where I found seated the Queen of Sardinia, at present a 
guest, and her ladies. Soon after the Court entered and went 
round the grand circle. I was the only stranger, though 
there were sixty guests. Dinn·er was immediately announced, 
the King leading out the Queen of Sardinia, and there were 
so many ladies that an Italian princess, duchess, or countess 
fell to my share. We dined in the gallery of Diana, one of 
the ckejs-d' muvre of Louis XVI., and one of the most splendid 
apartments perhaps in . the world. . . . In the evening the 
King personally showed the Tuileries to the Queen of Sardinia, 
and the first lady in waiting, the Marquise de Dolomieu, 
invited me, and so did the King, to join the party, only eight. 
It is rare to make the tour of a palace with a King for the 
cicerone. In the evening there was· a reception of a few 
individuals, but I should have withdrawn had not the King 
addressed me and maintained a conversation with me ofgreat 
length. He walked into an· adjoining room, and motioned 
me to seat myself on the same sofa. While we conversed the 
chamberlain occasionally entered and announced guests. 

·' S. A. le Prince de Ligne,' the new Ambassador of Belgium. 
'J'arrive,' responded .his Majesty very impatiently, but he 
never moved·. At last even Majesty was obliged to move, 
but he signified his wish that I should attend the palace in 
the evenings; . . . · . . r · . 

You must understand th!).t I am the only s~ranger who has 
been received at Court. It causes a great sensation here. 
There is no Court at present, on account of the death of 
the Duke of Orleans; and the Ailesburys, Stanhopes, and 

. Russian princes carmot obtain a reception.. The King speaks 
of me to many with great kudos. 

_It was not only his first taste of the joys of a Court that 
Disraeli .found exhilar~ting. Social artist as he was, he 
deligJ:i_ted in the brilliant society of Paris, in its freedom 
from snobbishness, its ·homage to intellect, its graceful 

"' 
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ease. In Ooningsby; which was written in the course of 
the following yeat·, we can see some of the results of his 
present obseryations. 

:Nothing strikes me more in this brilliant city than the 
tone of its society, so much higher than our own. What an 
absence of petty personalities ! How much. conversation, 
and how little gossip ! Yet nowhere is there less ·pedantry. 
Here till women are as agreeable as is the remarkable privilege ' 
in London of some half-dozen. Men, too, and great men, .. 

· develop their minds. A great ma1.1 in England, on the co:q-. 
trary, is generally the dullest dog in c0mpany Jl . 

Or, again: 

What is more consummate than' .the manner in which a 
French 1adyreceives her guests ? She ui1ites graceful repose 
and unaffected digi1ity with ·the most amiable regard for 
(>thers. She sees everyone; she speaks to·everyone; she sees 
them at the right mome~t; she says the right thing; it is 
utterly impossible'to detect any difference in the position of 
her guests by the spirit in which she welcomes them. There 
is, indeed, thro'hghout every circle of P~risiat1 soci_ety, from 
the chateau to the cabaret, a sincere homage to intellect ; and 
this without any maudlin. t>entiment. None sooner· than the 
Parisians can· draw the line between factitious' notoriety and 
honest fame ; or sooner distinguish between the c~:mnterfeit 
celebrity and the· standard reputation. In -England we too 
'ofterl alternate between a supercilious neglect of genius and a ' 
rhapsodical pursuit of quacks. 2 

·• · 

Or take the description of ·the Duchesse de G[ra
mon]t's receptions, where 

I.t seemed that every woman was pretty, every man a: wit. 
Sure you were to find yourself surrounded by celebrities; and 
men were welcomed there if they were clever ,before they were 
famous,·which showed it was a house that regarded intellect, 

.,. and 'did not seek merely to gratify its vanity by being sur-
rounded by the distinguished. 3 

.• ·. . • . • 

In some not~s written by Disraeli about tw~nty ye~rs 
later there' are sundry reminiscences of this visit to Par.is, 
and another which he paid in the winter o£1845: . 

~ .; . .. '· ..: '. . ' 

1 Ooningsby, Bk:.v. ch. 8. 
a Bk. VI. ch. 1. 

. 2 Bk. V. ch, 7.,. 
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When I was in Paris in 1842, the Court was slowly recovering. 
from the death of the Dul\:e of Orleans. The King, however, 
was full of confidence in himself and in his dynasty. He dwelt 
on ~he resemblance of the position of William III. of England 
and himself. He had this additional advantage-children. 

I had my first audience with King Louis Philippe at .St, 
Cloud at· the end of the autumn. The audience was long and 
not formal. It was the only time in my experience in 
which the King did not engross the conversation, and 
few foreigners have enjoyed a greater intimacy with that 

.sovereign than myself. I have been in the habit of remaining. 
after the evening receptions at the Tuileries, and sitting with 
him in his cabin'et until a very late hour, he himself dis
missing me by a private way, as all the royal household had 
retired. In these conversations, or rather communications, 
he~seemed to conceal from me nothing. Sometimes he 
would· speak only of his early life, his strange adventures, 
escapes, hardships, and necessities. The last time I was 
alone with him in 1846 he had indulged in this vein, and in 
reply to an observation which I had made I remember well, 
his saying: 'Ah, Mr. Disraeli, mine has oeen a life of great 
vicissitude !' He would always speak English with me. He. 
had a complete command of our language, even of its slang 
(f!rgot). Perhaps it might be said that his English wa~ a 
httle American. . ' 

In 1842 the King was entirely master~ his own chief Minister 
in fact. He was fond. of affairs, and jealous of the inter
ference or aspirations of his sons. The King had a conviction 
that he thoroughly understood Frenchmen, . and knew how 
to manage them. He despised his people. More than once, 
when I had· made a suggestion, he would remark : ' Ah, I 
have· to deal witl;l a very different people from you.' · And 
then a peculiar grimace of contempt and dislike. 'The way 
to manage these people is to give them their head, and then 
know when .to pull them. up.' 

In, the King's time there never was a dinner given at the 
Tuileries-no matter how stately; I have seen )t in the 
Gallery of Diana with a hundred guests-without a huge • 
smoking ham being placed, at a. certain time, before the 
King. Upon this he operated like a conjurer. The rapidity 
and . precision with which he carved it was a marvellous 
feat : .the slices were vast, but wafer-thin. It was his great 
delight to carve this ham, and indeed it was a wonderful 
performance. He told nie one day that he had learnt the. 
trick from a waiter ·at Bucklersbury; where he used to dine 
.once at an eating-house for 9d. per head. . . 

One day he called out to an honest Englishman that he 
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~was going to send him a slice of ham, and the honest English
man...,....soll}e consul, if 1,recollect right, who had been kind to 
the King in America in 'the days of his ad versity~not used to 
Courts, replied that he would rather not take any. · The King 
drew up and~ said : ' I did l1ot ask you whether you would 
. take any ; I said. I would send you some.' A little trait, but 
characteristic of the dash of the grand seigneur, which I often 
observed'. latent in L. Philippe, though from his peculiar 
temperament and his adventurous life of strange vicissitude 
he. was peculiarly deficient in dignity, . . . " 

General Baudrand, Governor .of the Comte de Paris, and 
entirely· devoted to. the .House of Orleans, ·a man who had 
risen from th"e ranks; I believe, but a natural nobleman, a 
man of the highest ~oraJ ·tone. as well as social breeding, 
doing every justice to the King, to 'whom .he .was attached, .. 
often concluded his confidential observations ~by saying: 
'What the King wap.ts is· d_t:gnity '-' Ce que le :roi manque,.· 
c'est. Ia dignite.' Baudrand, without stiffness, Jor he ·•was / · 
genial, ,had as great a share of. dignity as I ever niet. · · .. · · · .. 
' King Louis Philippe sent Baudrand· on .his accession to' the . 
Drike .o£Wellingt0n.to explain everythin,g ·and,,_obtain an·.· 
immediate recognition. Baudrand's account of his-interview 

·.with the.,.Duke very interesting. Weltington was riot so 
.grieved about the :·_three glorious days ' as .some s_uppose. 
The elder branch, in their anxiety to become popular, were 

-goirig very wrong, and.were about to attack the.Rhine, . The~ 
. Duke accepted the election of the.House of Orleans1as a,pledge · 

for 'constitutional and moderate government. Baudrand was · 
exactly ·the envoy the Duke would appreciate:-;-:-a • distin-
guished soldier, with a simplicity like his own.. . 

King J.,ouis Philippe vindicated to me one day'his. refusal 
in 1830 of the [office of] Lieutewirit-General of •the Kingdom 
duri11g the minority of the Due of Bordeaux (IIenri V.). He 
said he would have pr.eferred leaving France.. He said if the 
Due had died during the regency nothing would have pre
vented [him from] being looked upon as a. criminal. ' The 
Due of Bordeaux would never have had a. bellyache without 
my being denounced ~hroughout the world as ,a poisoner.: • 

At .Paris in 1842-43, .Guizot Minister, but not supposed. to 
be very strong; His strength increased·with the strength of 
Peel, and.Madam:e Lieven consolidated the alliance·between 
Guizot arid Lord Aberdeen. His·rivals were Thiers,-whohad 
,been Minister and,was leader of the Opposition, and Comte 
.Mole, descendant of the Grande Barbe, and inheriting not 

. merely his name, ·but the honors and estates of the family; 
for Molt) -:had been, a: minor in. the ·days of the emigration, 
remained• in France m;tder. wise guardians, and preserved· the 

. ' . . ' . .· ' . 
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whole . of his est~tes,. which during his lifetime the Code 
Napoleon, almost as bad as the eriligration, could not diminish. 
Mole was a grand seigneur, of the highest breeding; courtly, 
finished, dignified if necessary, but easy and simple. Excel
lent talents, very general information, a complete political 
culture, and not a mean orator when under pressure. He 
was supposed to lean to the Russian Alliance, though Lbelieve 
this was only a newspaper theory. I was on terms of great 
intimacy with him, and he spokefreely to me of his views as 
regards England. He was short in stature, like his rivals 
Guizot and Thiers. · His countenance was dark;with regular 
features of the Jewish cast, and he was supposed to inherit 
his physiognomy from a famous Hebrew heiress, who married 
into his family. He lived in the Hotel Mole in.good state, 
and .entertained as became his rank-the only personage in 
Paris who gave great dinners except the Ministers and high 
functionaries and Rothschilds. · 

Affairs were changed in 1846. · Guizot was rooted in power, 
and had persvaded the King that he was the Richelieu of a 
Louis XIV. Thiers, who had a considerable following in 
1842-43, the remains of his position in 1839 of first Minister, 
was greatly .sunk, had reverted to literature; and was very 
disaffected. The Hotel Mole had been pulled down, and 
the Comte lived in a new one in the modish quarter ofF. St; 
Honore. His chance seemed quite to have vanished. · 

Guizot's manner had no charm ; it ~as indeed repulsive. 
Not exactly pedantic, but professional, ·hard, dogmatic, 
arrogant. . His countenance very fine; a brow of beaming 
intellect, and a wondrous flashing eye. His general counte
nance often reminded me of Roubiliac's bust of Pope. Thiers 
looked and chattered like a little journalist; a monkey, but 
wonderfully sharp and self~complacent and clever. · 

Thiers said. to me one morning, as we were walking together 
in the Champs Elysees : ' As for French politics, they are 
simple. I am forty-seven, M. Guizot is fifty-seven, and Comte 
Mole is sixty"seven.c . 

-To Sarah Disraeli. 
PARIS, 

Jan. 16, 1843. 
The uncertE)-intyof our movements and the great pressure 

of business and pleasure have daily made me delay writing. 
011r life goes on the same, only more bustling. I have been 
a great deal at Court ; had the honor of drinking tea with 

1 As a statement of fact this·remark could not, eithcr·in 1842 or 1845, 
have been literally accurate, but litem! accuracy in such matters was never 
the foible of either Thiers or his reporter. · . . · . ,.,. · 
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the,, Queen and -Madame Adelaide alone, and one evenmg 
was•sent for to the King's cabinet. I am in personal as well 
as politicaUavor there. We had 'tickets from the household. 
to witness the opening Of the Chambers and to. hear the 

·King's speech, which was extremely interesting .. The splen
did staff of a_ hundred general officers and the -·marshals 
of France, in their gorgeous ·uniforms; sea ted on -~one bench, 
very fine. We have been also to the Chamber of Peers, 
'vorthy. of the Roman Senate ; to the Luxembourg, ·to a 
concert given by 'the Duchess Decazes, and we were the only 

· . English there. · · 
Oi].e of our most amusing ·parties W\1S a strictly French 

dinner, to which we were iilVited by· the, Odilon-Barrots .. A · 
capital dinner, and surrounded by names long familiar to inti
Lamartine, Tocqueville, Gustave de .Beaumont 1 ; the first . 
·tall and distinguished iri appearance, all intelligent. Iri tKe 
evening a soiree, in which all the Opposition figured. · By-the~ . 
by, the Turkish Ambassador dined at Barrot's ; I happened· -~ 
to praise some dish which I remembered eating in Turkey ; · 
arid on Sunday: his cook brought one as an qfferirig to .Mary ' · 
Anne. .Reschid P;tcha is his.name, a great celebrity. I went 
by invitation one evening to talk Eastern politics and smoke 
a Chibouqu·e, which- he offered me, ·brilliant with diamonds. 
He told me then that.' since we last met he had been recalled, . 
'.a. simple rappel.' He knew not whether he was to be dis~ 
graced, .or to be made_ Prime Minister; but I suspect-the latter 

'will-be his destiny. · · . . . . - . ·. 
Another.· day we went to an assembly at the Hotel de ... 

Ville, given by the wife of the Prefect of the Seine-costly 
beyond· d'escription, in the style of the Renaissance ; , and -· 

-after it, where do you. :think we went at half-past twelve.· 
at· night, M . .and Madame Adolphe Barrot, ourselves, ~nd 
Odilon ? To the masqued ball at the Opera. They had an 
admirable box, the scene indescribable. Between three and 
four thousand devils dancing and· masquerading beyond 
fancy. .A thorough carnival ; the salle o~ the Grand Opera 
formed into one immense Belshazzar's hall with a hundred 
dreaming lustres. The grand .galoppe, five hundred figures 
whirling like a witches'. sabbath, truly infernal. The con
trast, too, between the bright fantastic scene below and the 

' boxes filled with ladies in black dominoes and masks, very 
str*ing, and made the scene altogether Eblisian. Faricy nie 
walkin_g about in· such a dissolute devilry, with Odilon· 
Barrot of all men in the world, who, though an excellent 
fello~, is as severe as a vieux parlementaire of ,the time ,of the 

. . 

' . . .·;,. .. 
1 De'Tocqueville's colleague in his memorable mission to America in 1831.0 

(,.._ 
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Fronde. I have omitted much more than "r have told; but 
you must manage to pay your visit to town immediately after 
our arrival. . 

CARLTON, 

Saturday [Feb. 4]. 
I can giv.e you no news from this; all at present uncertain 

and unsatisfactory. Peel feeble and frigid, I think, and general 
grumbling. 

Our latter days at Paris were some of our most brilliant : 
the principal features, the ball at the English Embassy ; 
1,000 folks and orange-trees springing from the supper-table; 
my farewell audience with his Majesty ; a grand dinner at · 
Mole's 1 

; I sat between Humboldt and Tocqueville, and was 
surrounded with celebrities-Mignet, Victor Hugo,. Cousin, 
&c. But above all spectacles was the ball at Baron Solomon 
de Rothschild's-an hotel in decoration surpassing aU the 
palaces of Munich; a greater retinue of servants and liveries 
more gorgeous than the Tuileries, and pineapples plentiful as 
black berries . 

. The taste of this unrivalled palace is equal to the splendor 
and richness of its decorations. The company all the elite of 
Paris. You must obtain from M. A. when you see her an 
account of this unrivalled fete. 

I saw Hahnemann at Paris, very hale e.nd active, and eighty-
~hl! . 

·The influence of his stay in Paris and of his conversa
tions with Louis Philippe is clearly visible in Disraeli's 
conduct in the new session of Parliament. Not only, as we 
have seen, did he urge' the ,Government to conclude, if 
possible, a commercial treaty with France: he .returned 

· with fresh zest to his attacks on the Palmerston system 
in foreign affairs, and supported Peel and Aberdeen in 
their resolution to pursue a less provocative policy. 'I 
have at last,' he writes to his sister when the session was 
a month old, 'made a great speech at a late hour, in a 
full house, and sat down amid· general cheering.' The 

1. 'I dined at Comte Mole's,' is the reminiscence .of the sixties, 'and sate 
next to Alexander Humboldt at dinner .. He was then a very old man, 
though he li,·ed ten [really sixteen] years more. But he had none of the 
infirmities of age, being vivacious·and both communicative and sympa
thising.' I am ashamed to recall so little when the effect was so pleasing. 
Victor Hugo sate opposite to.me; a handsome man, not then more than 
forty, .and looking younger.' ..., ~ _,, 
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subject.was the-Afghan War, the occasion a motion by 
Roebuc){ for a select committee of inquiry ; and Dis
raeli's speechHn itsgeneral tone was a curious anticipa
tion of speeches to be made against himself a· generation 
later.: Before the trouble began we h?>d, h~ argued, a 
perfect boundary ; but antipipating,. as we .thougl}t, a 
movement by Russia,>we had invaded Afghanistan, and 
so courted disaster. Russia, he a_dmitted, WitS menacing, 
but .only by virtue .. of her geographical position:' Her 
policy was not offensive .. Our 1?-te Foreign Minister had 
been the real aggressor, -sending secret agents to the 
shores ·of the Black Sea to intrigue against Russia, who 
naturally had replied by sending· .similar agents into 
Central Asia.· This speech he followed up by voting, as 
often. before, in a mirwrity 1Uainly R~dical, against both 
the front benches; but when, only a week later, ;the 
Opposition forces were mobilised officially for an attack 
on Lord Ellenborough, the Indian Governor-General, who 
had brought. disc~edit on a policy that seems in essence 
to have been ·statesman-like;. by his theatrical proclama
tion on the ·recovery of the gates of Somnath, he voted 
with the Government. Before the end of the month :qe 
was helping them again on a question of foreign policy.· 
Palmerston made an attack on the treaty which Lord -
Ashburton had just negotiated in Washington_ for ·the ~ . 
settlement of the Ml}ine boundary and other outstanding 
differences between Great Britain and the United States, 
and Disraeli defended it in a speech2 in which he showed 
more· knowledge of the facts of a very intricate question 
than Palmerston, or even Peel, who had the Foreign 
Office to guide him.3 • . 

By Disraeli'13 friends in Paris, where P~lmerston was 
detested, these speeches; of course, were read ,with no 
little satisfaction. 

·!'March 1,,1843. • 2 March 22, 1843. 
3 So I .·am assured by _an authority wlio has made a special study of the 

subje<Jt. : , . · , · · . . . , 
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From General Baudrand. 
PARIS, 

1 Am·il. 

J'ai vu sans etonnemcnt, mais avec une veritable satis
faction, la decision avec laquelle vous avez aborde la lutte 
avec lord Palmerston. Sortir vainqueur du combat contre 
un athlete aussi redoutable est un glorieux triomphe parle
mentaire. Cet avantage ne peut manquer d'agrandir votre 
influence et fortifier votre cn?djt-'Parmi vos amis politiques. 
Je vou.-. en fais mon sincere'C'ompllm~nt, et je suis charge de 
vous ~:rtf~.h·B un autre;'fion:Cmoins sincere. que le mien, de la 
part. d'un personn. ?~it l'appr-e.bation ne· peut manquer 
de vous flittter,et vous do1,mer une vive satisfaction. Le 
sucoes de votre ·attaque contre la politique hostile et agre~sive 
de lord Palnwrston, etl'appui gu·e vous a;vez donne aux inten
tions pacifiques et eclairees et cgnf<irines aiix veri tables interets 
de l' Angleterre de l'homme recommendable main tenant place 
a la tete de votre gouvernell).ent, justifient la confiance que 
le roi a montree dansla loyaute de vos sentiments et la £ermete 
de vos"convictions"· ' 

·- f. 
r 

. i 
.t 
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On the Tory. side in tllt:l,£a;:rliament of 1841-there was · 
a·_ .little group; .of 'yotihg men' wlio -had be~n '~'ducated 
toge.ther· a.t .Eto.n~ ~nd Ca'()ibr~dge,: ap:{~no w_~r~ uni:te!:l: 
n~t onl:y by the memory of the~E:..s?Jl9~~?llege 
fnendsh1p, but ]Jy a common stock of)~e,as on:. questions · 

· of Church and s~ate .. :·The~r lead~ng ·spirit was, George 
~Smythe,!. whom·we have already encountered; 'a man:,' 
as Disraeli ·de~cribed him:' !cmg;, after his ·death, 'of 
brilliant gifts ,c. of dazzling :wit, in,finite culture, ahd fasci-

. nating mahners ;'2 thoughfroin lack of serious p,ur,Ppse 4e ;, 
~as ~o. disappoint his frien~~· •. and, l.·n t~e wor~s iF 'w. h.i~hcyJ. 
one3 of them su~med up h1s career;. to pro':~ a splendld ~-

.. f ·1 ' s· th · 11 k · · ·. ~tli"'' · · • 1 · r · .I;LI ure. ·.: ~y:,'",; !:J.,;i;~~-.,I~%W:(\l, · ,, , hQWRt:i~1gl'lt§~:. <;JM~!'1Sj}l,~~c£,;;:c•· 
the.",her.o_, in ,Qop,iJ1-.g,sP.y _;·,...}nlt;...tl1e ··-- ~:e>~there pres~ntel 
i~ ~~~~'t;~,~~fo 'Ii£t't~Ii~~~p~itt~i~,\j: . . :;f~f)n,ion, ~e'ref, ;~ ·.·. ~ 
reappears·a· s Wa. ld.ersh. are. {~.:·' 1)J~. ":1.' :.n' \ ·-~.~~~~.-:.!~~ .. ~ $~ . . . . -+~' (,~; .. ; ~~: ~,:.p ;~· ~l> •tl' l_l 
.. Waldershare· ~as one <~.f t):lo;'-1.\iv;id;,~n.a: hr1liar~_ttoilgarii~a" · t 

. tio:ris which exercjse~a,peculiq,rJ.Y~attr'a~ti:'Ee~fl.liR,J';(e {it_ yd.\'i~:li~, . ":) 
H h .. h tl,.,~-)h f ·ttH' if d b"'t"' · 1''"~.. \c ... b ·a· ..--. e' _ad een .· _1e er_o, o iwY.' e t uw c ,u~~:a:_t,-';.am r1 ge, 
aU?'. man_y: behev!)d ~~lco~~91que~c~that -:h~must_ .become 

. Pnme Mm1ster. He· was .w:Jtty and, fanciful, and}, though 
capricious and bad-tempere'd, . could flatte:~;' arid ciness. At 
Cam.pr~dge he had introduced' the riew Oxford· heresy. -. .. 

.. . WaJdershare prayed and fasted,, arid''swore by Lattd. and 
Strafford: He took; however, a mor,e, · ~minent d~gree {~ · 

1 .See p. 524. · . · 2 General Preface to the Novels, 1870. ··""- , 
3 Lord Lyttelton. ' · • . • \.,;, 
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Paris than at his original Alma Mater, and becoming passion
ately addicted to French literature, his views respecting both 
Church and state became modified-'- at least, in private. 
His entrance into English society had been highly successful, 
and as he had a due share of vanity, and was by no means 
free from worldliness, he had enjoyed and pursued his 
triumphs. · But his versatile nature, which required not only 
constant, but novel excitement, became palled even with 
the society of duchesses. . . . Waldershare was profligate, 
but sentimental ; unprincipled, but romantic ; the child of 
whim, and the slave of an imagination so freakish and de
ceptive that it was always impqssible to foretell his course. 
He was alike capable of sacrificing an· his feelings to worldly 
considerations, or of forfeiting the world for a visionary __ 
ca price.1 - . . "' 

'My morbid, Jreenly analytic, introspective, Jean
Jacques-like temper ' is a phrase in a letj,er he wrote to 
Disraeli in the last year of his short life ; and again, ' I 
once heard that you had said of me "that ·I was the 
only man who had never bored you."' 

-Chief among the youths who were Smythe's chosen 
companions, and who felt the spell of his brilliant mind 
and fascinating personality, was Lord John Manners, 
second son of the Duke of Rutland-a man inferior. to 
Smythe in intellectual gifts, but of a loyalty, purity, 
and kindliness of natl~re, that amounted almost to genius . 

. He appears as Lord. Henry Sydney in Ooningsby and 
Tancred, and some of the charm of the original character 
is caught in tlie ·portrait. Another member of the coterie 
who had found his way into the House of Commons was 
Alexander Baillie Cochrane, a young Scottish laird who 
appears in Ooningsby as Buckhurst, ' the fiery and 
generous Buckhurst .. ' 

It is not easy now to discriminate between the ideas 
. which the little group liad brought from Cambridge and 
those which they acquired later when they came under 
the influence of Disraeli's riper mind. Like most of the 
generous youth of the nineteenth century, they were in 
the first place romantics-in eager s~mpathy with the 

1 Endymivn, ch. 22.' 
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protest against a utilitarian age to which romanticism 
was committed in all its manifestations. From the fore-· 
most spirits of the time, Newman,· Carlyle, and the others, . 
who . with •their several voices . were bearing similar 
testimony, they had. learnt to deplore the excessive 
worship of mere wealth and machinery that pr~vailed to 
the neglect of all the higher interests of man. Nurtured 
politically in the romantic school of Scott, they. were of 
course Todes from the first, and 'their Toryism never lost 
a certain Jacobite flavour. As in the case of Scott 
himself,· acceptance of the reigning family did not prevent 
thein" from cherishing St~art traditions ; ·and one of the 
cardinal ai'ticks of their political fa.itll was that monarchy;' .. 
as Smythe put 1t, was a principle rath.er than an instru
ment, one' of their primary aims the iestbration . of 
dignity and influence to the Throne. On his very first' · 
appearance as an active politician, Smythe had found an. 
opportunity of proclaiming these opinions witli dramatic 
. effect. He came forward as a candidate for a vacant 
seat at Canterbury shortly.before the-dissolution-of 1841, 

~~~ and at a time when the Tories were at the height of 
their irritation·· over' the repeated postponement of their 
herpes of office; since the Bedchamber incident two years 
before, Attiibuhng the happier Jo:rturtes of thei! rivals, 
the Whigs,· to the· favour of the Palace, heated Tory 

:-;p'a]:tisans were displaying their resentment openly,. or .. 
:. -at "most under the cover of a barely decent cloak of 

ioyalty; but the boy fresh from Cambridge had the 
courage to reprove their folly and· set them the right 
example: He ·embodied· in his first speech a glowing 
eulogy of the young_ Queen, and so taking the wind ·out 
of the sails of his opponents won the •election. , 

By a· sure instinct 'the young .. Cambridge men ha;d. 
tlirrred their backs on the degenerate Toryism of privilege 
and immobility, and . sought their inspiration in the 
enlightened principles arid practice of the younger Pitt 
and·Canning.< In-undergraduate days they had seemed. 

u· :·"to See in PCel the~< h"eir to the tradition~·--of. these their· 
r • ' 0 
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favourite statesmen, and had watched with enthusiasm 
the steady growth of his influence. But Peel was a 
practical politician with no romantic tendencies, and the 
views of his young admirers were not to he bounded by 
the Tamworth manifesto. They desired for the Church · 
a position of greater independence than the Erastian 
spirit of the eighteenth century had been willing to 
sanction, or than Peel himself, we may surmise, would 
have been disposed to concede. Like all true romantics, 
they had an antipathy to the middle class, which was 
Peel's political idol; they dreaded its growing influence, 
and hoped to provide a counterpoise by reawaking the 
sense of duty in the nobility and gentry, and restoring 
them to their rightful place as leaders and protectors of 
the people. With the people at large their sympathy 
was real and active. They had that faith in the lower 
orders which the Tory party had lost, and the courage 
to believe that it might be possible to redeem them from 
the misery and serfdom into which they. had fallen. 
Their minds were fertile in ideas, some of them too · 
picturesque, perhaps, to be practical, but all of them 
noble and disinterested, for bringing back joy to the 
sombre and monotonous lives of the labouring poor, and 
renewing the harmony between classes that· had· been 
one· of the characteristics of the ' Merrie England ' of 
the past. The paternity· of these ideas is to be traced 
especially to Manners: 

An indefinite yet strong sympathy with the peasantry of 
the realm had been one of the characteristic sensibilities of 
Lord HeiJ.ry [Sydney] at Eton. ··Yet a school hoy, he had 
busied himself with their pastimes and the details of. their 
cottage econoip.y. As he advanced in life the horizon of his 
views expanded w.ith his intelligence and his expe;rience ; ·and 
... on the very threshold of his career; he devoted his .time 
and thought, labour and life; to one vast and noble purpose, 
the elevation of the condition of the great body of the people.l 

Disraeli had known Smythe before they were brought 
togeth~r in Parliament, and through Smythe in due 

1 Coningsby, Bk. IX .. ch. l. 
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course he came to know the others. Between him and 
the little group there appears from the first to have been 
a mutual.attraction. DisraeU.,»"ic1s,n()w.""near,ing,.J.orty ; 
but, as we see in. his .novels, an~.,instinctive .love of
yq~!h:,, .. M(as ,,one: ,of o:hi~--- ~~rke~· : ch~racterlstic~, .-.-.. ~nd it 
.became more rather_ than less marked. as his .. o,v-n years 

. w~nt by; . He could sympathi~e- with the ardour -~nd 
~nthusi~sm of the young, admire their generous impulses 
_and' tolerate their foibles ; · and he was ·altogether :free -
from that insidious form ·of envy which. oftew causes 
plder men, even though they be themselves ·quite U.l1:.. -

f. . . v 

cons~ious of the feeling, to watch with a certain annoy~ 
:~ - ance the progress of the rising generation. Early:"'i.mthe 

s~ssi_op., ,of- J -~ 4~.,_Sm.Y-the;.a!ld. his,Jrie~ds ,,begaP.,,tp -trall y 
ro:und;;,him.,,_ :I already -find ~yself- without effort tlie 
leader .of a. party .chiefly of the youth and new--members,' 
he.wrote on one occasion, as we have seen, to hi:;r;wife. 
FOr ten years he had been preaching the politicaltruth 

_ · • that was in him to an inattentive public and anin~~~ere1jt 
· House of Commons, and· had only succeeded: in adding 

to_ ,.,his .. reputa tion ~gf _ ,,pgHticaJ,.,ad:v:el1t~er,.r~lte-;::rt)p'tl,ta tion- · 
of--"'politicaL visionary;:~W.hjch-, was;.>;st!ll,cf!iO.I;~ ,, damaging . 
. .Now at last he had found an audience whose minds were 
prepared and who listened to him gladly.·· More than a 

"'century earlier' his hero -Bolinghroke ... had."written:to orie 
· --·o{<"'the· Boys.'- who were.theR,arrayedagainst,WaJpole :·_ 

· '1- expect )ittle from the principal actors which tread 
__ the -stage at p~esent : I turn my eyes f:r:om the, generation 

,.,..:.,. that.is,going-off•to·the--genera~ion; th~t,-is,_coming,con.~ 

~~J.-~ .,_i_~B"_~~el,N~_' ··_-ill;;~_I!:"_A~:~~-~.!_~~_"'_4~~~"'-·c;,_.~_a· ""~ai,~!~~!ft .. '~l· :~~,~~,_·-~!"'t'~~!?L: · ·<{~--2<~~~&~~~J~~-?4;.~f-!}_e _,. o~u. es~,\;~o ue,.young 
pmn:bnd.ge men.m ~uch,,the.,s~tme_ :;;pn;1t.•: .·< __ · -
~· Presqntly he.or $mythe conceiv~d 'the idea· oLa closer. 
association than was implied in .mere f~iendship without 
formal ties. It happened that Smythe and 'Cochrane 
were in Paris in'the autumn of 1842, and there, as-we 
saw, they,·dined with Dis;a'eli one 'evening in October . 

. :A letter "vritten by Smythe ~ week .later from London, 
. ' " ' . 
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and addressed, according to his habit, to 'Disraeli th~ 
Younger,.M.P.,' 1 sets forth the sequel. 

From the Han. George Smythe. 
Oct. 20, 1842. 

DEAR Diz, 
I have fulfilled your instructions and written to John 

Manners and H. Baillie. 2 The first I have told that we are 
to sit together ·and vote as the majori.ty shall decide, and 
that any overture involving office ought to be communicated 
to the esoteric council of ourselves. To the Celt I have been 
more guarded and reserved, having only proposed that we 
should sit together in the hope that association might engender 
party. Have you attended to my suggestion and seen much ,. 
of Cochrane~ It cost me three hours' walking over the :
Place V endome after your dinner to reconcile him anew to 
our plan. He was all abroad-angry, jealous because you 
had talked to me more than to him. He said you did not 
appreciate him, that you had known me longer, hut that him 
you did not understand. . . . · 

Pray lay me at the little feet of Madame, and believe me, 
dear Diz, · · . , 

Yours affectionately, 
. G. SYDNEY SMYTHE. 

Disraeli's immediate design is made sufficiently clear 
by the memorandum which he submitted to the King 
of the French,3 In the M~nisterial majority of ninety 
there were already, as he explained, between· forty and 
fifty agricultural malcontents : 'It is obvious, therefo!e, 
that another section of Conservative members full of 

. youth and energy, and constant in their seats, must exercise; 

. an irresistible control. over the tone of the Minister. ~ 
Sympathisiil.g. in gener~l with his domestic policy, they ,. 
may dictate the character of his foreign, especially if 
they appeal .to a conviction which, ' at the bottom of 
Sir R. Peel's heart, responds to their-own.' Such a 
party, he added, could easily be found; in fact, 'a party 
of the youth of England, influenced by the noblest views 

t' On.the ground, as he 'explained, that' one does not write "Shakespeare, 
Esq."' · · 

2 Baillie was a man· of Disraeli's· own ·age, who 'had recently married a 
relative of Smythe's. _ 

a See Appendix, p. 807. 
I. 19 
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and partaking- in nothing of a parliamentary intrigue,' 
was· at the·moment only 'waiting for a lead~r.- This 
appears, however,- to have been an unduly sanguine. 
view. While Disraeli ~as,. writing in Paris, Smythe was 
reporting from London the outcome of his first efforts,, 
Henry Baillie ' is afraid the paucity of our members 
would provoke the same ridicule now proper·tOVyvyan.' 
Manners, from another. Scotsman, 'gets thi~ for answer : 

/ " Should you be able to concoct any scheme for the 
- conduct in Parliament of the thirty or forty members 

you mention, it might prove o( essential service.'_'. The 
thirty or forty members . he mentions! It must be -

· .. '~,'! 
· ~ John ;Falstaff not John Manners who wrote to him'; 

but .clear it is that the two Scots dread our ·proximity.' . 
Disraeli had been counting on aid froni The:-Times, where, 
though his friend Barnes' was now dead,, and .had. be~ii'. 
succeeded by Delane in the editorial chair, the proprietor;. 
John Walter, who was in the present Parliament,: was __ 
expected to be friendly. Hostility to the new Poor' 

/ Law was still .a· bond of sympathy between him and 
Disraeli, and his ~ldest son and heir, John Walter the 
third, \who was now assisting 'him in' the management 
of. the paper, had been a member ·of the Smythe and 
Manner~ set at Eton ; ·but in spite of these advantages·, 
Smythe foresawdiffi.ciHties. . · . ' · ... ~,; , - ,.· · · 

-As a matter of fact, no party, immbering -few or'many,. 
b'ound by formal pledges such as Smythe had' suggested 
to Manners, and voting consistently together, seems ever 

:('to have been formed ; \>&,.m....,.~l!!l~C?J.lJ1!';~.~.,2kt,lt~"•-~.i~.l?ion· 
N ,~,a..._{.ll(jl.elJt.~!~:"fW2RRif,.g,{"~f.rJ~U.4~-':::~~~Y;~4~-·;•,M~owners, 

~nq.;, ,C.o.qW:~BI:J,,.,~;u~.~-~~g(},st.,}p,,;,JVi,J;tniP-g.:"'re~Qg!?:i~i9!{,as .. a· 
g~p~~~2,f>J;~r,I,~1,.ltJ.?.d~came to be known in. the ~ouse :by 
tlfs- na.~. ~Jo-qp~..JtngallQ"""""Whet:P,er ·this name 1 was 
fheritage from:Cambridge days, ·9r, as one ()f 2 Disraeli'.s. 
~ . ;· 

· 1 We have seen (p. 52i) Disraeli using it early in the Peel Parli'!-ment as 
a general description of the new members on the Tory side of the House: 
Monckton Milnes appears (Life, I., p. 239) to have invented it at an.earli_er 
date as a title for some clique or movement of his own ; but no connexion 
is traceable between this and the later usage. · 
• 2 At Bingley, Oct. 11, 1844. 
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speeches would seem to ilpply, was given at first. in 
derision, and afterwards adopted by the coterie itself, is 
not quite clear.- Smythe had once suggested, with 

· characteristic wit and flippancy, that the new party 
they were projecting should.:. be .. called the ' D~z;;'Ql!i.qa_.: 
Smythe, indeed, from the first appears to have meant 
mischief-probably as inuch from a freakish love of 
mischief as· with any serious purpose-and there is 
nothing to indicate that he was encouraged by Disraeli 
in any designs he may h!l>Ve harboured of hostility to 
the Government. The enthusiasm which the three. 
friends had 01ice felt for Peel as an enlightened Tory '·' 
leader h_ad not long survived their entry into Parliament, • 
and daily experience of the Minister's repellent manners, 

·ponderous commonplaces in debate, -and opportunist 
policy; but Cochrane has left it on record that, because 
' they '!"ere not supposed to adopt a factious line,' the 
members of Young England sat, not below the gangway, 
but immediately ·behind the Ministerial front bench.1 

Here, as we know, Disraeli also had his place ; and he 
was clearly the guiding spirit of the movement from the 
first, though he seems to have remained ostensibly aloof 
till the three friends by 'their own efforts had won a 

#certain recognition. · · . 

". F~it.~. in ..,th~g~.n~R!L..~f ... 'l:~J::yJ.~m-.,;-~-9,QWktiQ..l1.-2L1~e · 
. rP.QSSI b1h ty ~ o£,r.est<;>l'IJ.:J.g.,.It"'to:orcv:-tg!::Hn·,.,gy,..l!>:J<!:fl.<LWfeJlC~to,I ts 

~~~~~ct~~~~~.,~~~~lli'~~JJ"_g~p&tly-gp· r p~p}lla! .. bas,is, ;,;..a_,desire ·""ltQ.,J!!~~~J~;~.<i:~~~g!;hf~ 
:the mfluence of the .upper orders OQmbi.nl:lq .. \f~th.,a ~~l'J.Q.I:: r . . .. _ ... ~~· ~ -$ ...... ~ .... • "'~'--""·; _ ..,.. ......... .,.._~---... " ... ,, .. _,2:.~,.~..., 

pess to ~rust t~e . mas.se~ .:.C1?!-t.h~ .. ,.,l~~.Q:PJ~t~~.,}~~.,~~~~~e 
}nterest m their well-being; above all, dislike· ~f the 
[Whigs, and ·of · the middle-class Liberalism in' which 
Whiggery was merging-these things ])israeli and his 

.youp.ger Jriends hJLd:-in common,"" eir=; ~atutiuy:t'he 
'·.·'····--~~~*~~ ~--1"'P~. ~"'·~" · 

riper man who gave sliape ·and definition to the vague 
ideas and aspirations of the boys fresh from Cambridge ; 
but if he taught them a great deal, they also taught him 

1 Lord Lamington 's In the Days of the Dandies, p. 174. 
' . 
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something. When Disraeli was a youth, romf!,nticism 
· had· been flowing in the r-evolutionary 'channel prepared 
for it . by Byron; it was ·now flowing •strongly in the 
channel of reaction. That n:~em6rable revolt against the 
dominatio)1 . of liberalism in' politics and religion, which 
had issued from Oxford early in .the thirties, and· .taken 
thence its name, had 'soon won afootirig ip--the.sister Uni
versity. One of'the ea:rliest workers in thfifmission-field 
was Frederick Faber, and among the friends whom he was 
in the habit of visiting at Cambridge were the tinder-

. igraduates Smythe and Manners.1 He is said to have 
made their ·acquaintance ''While they were on a reading 

-. t<;>.ur· in the Lake country ; and he; at all events, it was 
who brought them under the sway.of:the ideas thatwere 

. no.w . becoming, so potent in the Church. . 'Waldershare ·. 
• prayed and fasted· an,d swore by Laud and •. Strafford.' 
· If with' Smythe the religious exercises were only a passing 

afft:)ctation, the influence of .Laud and Strafford over 
, . him arid his companions was in other ·respects enduring.· 

T};te Oxford.movement gave a :seventeenth-century colour . 
to their pol~ticalideals .. They had already carried. their.' 
.J?$'olitical.resea~ches into the precedinggenera~ion, and foun~ 

z}n_ Pitt and C!tnning the model Tory statesmen; ;Q~eli 

/~&ad_.tJ;~.y~n.%~M:~rgA~~·,~.~a.o.~i~~jr~~~~~!1,"~g7· 
· ~~<k~~.\l~.ti.~~~~~,,.~Jlli.,JJ.9JK~,~!W"Y.:P,~.~~ ..• 91'_rn

b.Pdge.·men boldly we&,. behigg_th~<,g!S'!l2!:1fl..,~eyplutwn 
sacred to. the Whigs, anq .s.o~gh.t~:t.1:y:t~J9J;q~taAI1<head of 
Toryis.J;USn .. th~;rejg:q,.,g,f,,Q4~rles,L ·In the II1atter of the 
Church the Oxfor<;l.movement ·completed their.emancipa~ 

.. · • tion from the thraldom of Erastian ideas ; .in .the·matter ~ 
of the Crown it transmuted their .sentimental Jacobitism 
ihto. a reasoned political theory and . .a serious political 
jmrp~se ; a:rid working through the:n:,it produced parallel 
effects in .the. mind of Disra~li. · If he .never ,wholly. 
sympathis.ed w~th their views respecting the Church, ·he. . 
speedily a,ssimilated what. was novel in. their' tel,!.ching 
~ith regard, to. the monarchy. · · ' . . · 

. 1 Life of Fa!ker Faber,,p.7 . . Faber appe.ars in ~ybil as :Aubrey St. Lys • 

.. ,~~ :..- ~~ ·'··- .... -.. -.- ----·--
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I.!LJhe~~,.~as we saw,1 he had accepted the· 
Revolution as wholesome and ne()essary, and had begun 
at a subsequent date his. attempt to reconstruct ou· 
politic~l history on a· plan of his own, in sharp opposition 
to the dominant Whig theor:y ; .iJ}..S.i/4i~~ .. s4.~11 .. J'ind a 
ne:w,.,point"qf..,v:i~;w;,,fl._I!4·Jl0~ .... 9EJY~~~£~.:r,;?l~!?!.l'~~~p 
t}l~,l{efQt:JP!l.tig~,~t:r,~~t~d~with,scant"r~spp\).t .. ·The change 
is probably to be ascribed i.p. no small degree to the 
iE._f!P..~!HlJk£~§~yJ,!}~Jl~M~lfn~:rs~.and."t}:leir tractarian. 
ideas, as also is the change of judgment on the Bed
chamber affair which has been noted as taking place' 
between the time of that crisis and the writing of Oon
ingsby. In his earlier speeches and in the Vindication, 
Disraeli had shown a clear perception of the. part the 
S.o~ereign ]fad ,played,. and.might.ut~efully. P!fLY. again, • 
as .the protector oLthe .. people from oligarchic ambition; 
ar:d he had even. borrowed the compar'i8(;.il'''h;;~iit in 
earlier writers between the shackled monarchs of the 

_.-Revolution and the doges of Venice; but it was only 
~ow that 4lil~h~ga.~~t().i,?.-PPr,aj:?~4'>at..,.tlJ.,e;iJ:,,Jyll~>;worth- the 

P{'l~~b~JJ1'ies.,:Qf'<,tJw. .. #!l~S~~~.::.~@4.!:;W:,~Qr~,tj,J.~,.rJfl.~~~tHtion,. 
t9 see that ~~""~~~~:t!~R~W,f.iY-%"ft'9kJ.~~~~~J',~>.>i<:l;,~,from 
~~,~~~~~~~~pJ~,~~~>~i},~1i~~l~~~~~~~~~!~~~'~s, and 
to dream of an eyentual restoratwnd)tS prest1ge. It is 
not fancifiil to believe that through 't:h~''indi~ct' agency 
of Faber and Young England the Oxford movement 
helped to shape the policy of Queen Victoria and her 

... .Javourite Prime Minister a generation later. 
~ 'To. change ,.'Qack"'th~~;QligaJ;c~y,,,.i.R~P-;,a,gener~us,:~ris
tqQracy..ron.n9:.,~: :r.eaLJ.hrone~;-"~9,~~,~JH§.<;),c;l!f,e an~:l;y;Igpr m to 
the Church, as the trainer of the nation ... ; toestablish 
a -;;;{;;_mercial code on the pri:rlciples s~ccessfully negotiated 
by Lord' Br lingbroke at Utrecht, and which, though 
baffled at the time by a Whig Parliament, were subse:.. 
quently and triumphantly vindicated by his politicaf 
pupil and heir, Mr. Pitt; to govern Ireland according to 
the policy of Charles I., and· not of· Oliver CromwelL; to 

1 Pll.ge 321. • 
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~~m.an~ipg~e;~<t~l"'~~i;tu,(}J}~y~~~fi.9»-k.iit?. ·. 

~9~~~~frg~.~<.i-~~b!.~..Q~~~-Y~...J>~J~§~i; .. Ji,Q,.eleyate 
the physical as. well as the moral c6ndition.:of the .pe?ple, 
by establishing that labour required regulation as much 
as pr~perty; and all this r?>ther·by the use of ancient 
forms and the restoration 6£ the past than by political 
revolutions founded on abstract .ideas '~there, con
veniently set forth ~n a retrospective survey/ and with 

· v~fy little colouring. from the experience of a later time, 
(~t~~t~M·e~~.,P,gW1~~y~~t •. 9xJ~li~~,:~~!i!1~~.,.."¥:,QpQg,JI;pg~fl.P.d, 
~J:ia, t,Ja,y~· b~f()r~~ ... Hl.:~:~,'!'££Yw-.rH~!t¥Y,• •<+ We shall· find:,,t!l!'Jir 

·. c?nception Df ~!;,.~~;&~M.4~~~~w~lx»z1,K 
- ~~~i\"~~J.~J?Jk~~j$Lm~Y. sta':~ for t~e_present 

a~ !!_I].~.adequate summary ,pf.~~eu pohtical>t!!U~~'h:,;when 
th~_.:rn·ocess.of inutual.educaMqiJ: ~it.~;!}~mplete . 

. Am·oss St. George's Channel the movement, which 
c.ame to ~e. known· by the name of Yo~n,g,..Jr&land, had· 

. ~}..ow-begun its care_er, afl:9,,..!!'P.!l~P!].!!:&~J:t:.~E-ough, it was, 
in an Irish debate that Youn.g England first succeeded 
ii;t, arresting attention. Ireland was again in the political 
foreground, and· to. gov.~r~ .. .her .. ~ acc()x~_i!l.gJ~~~e- policy 
of Ch~rl~Etl.,_apd.,~E9_!;, ?f ogv~r_.Cromwell/,.~}f.~s~_on~. of 
the.,;cardinak.w~!]E).i.~- Young ~g!!'1n!L;.p~~!: .. 
O'Connell's agitation for ther€;pearof the UJ1ion ha,d--

. slumbered during' the years when he :was maintaining 
the Whigs in office, and had seemed to receive its death
blow when his followers were reduced to a handful in 
the General Election of 1841 ; .but the problem of Irish 

,_government was very far from being solved, and after 
· · a year of profound peace the agitation was renewed with 

fres.h spirit and enthusiasm. . That movement of . con
·.· sc~Ous effort after national uriity and independence, the 
Tesults of which· were to be so memorable in European 
history; was 'just beginning to gather force, and 'the 
agitation in Ireland now tQok from it a colour., In the 

. autumn of 1842 a few.younglrishmen of genius founded 
· the Nation, and by their if!-~pirir.g appeals to national 

.t General Preface to the Novels, 1870. 
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• 
sentiment contrived to produce a transient and delusive 
semblance of union between the contending creeds and 
classes of a sorely distracted country. As the session 
of 1843 advanced, the movement began to attract atten
tion in. Parliament, and Smythe and Manners-the one 
having family connexions with Ireland, and the other, 
as on one occasion he reminded the House, being grand
son of a popular ~ory Lord Lieutenant-crossed the 
Channel to see for themselves. They returned little 
satisfied with the policy of the Government, which, as 
far as it had then been disclosed, was limited to the 
well-worn expedient of an Arms Bill-in accordance with 
the tradition that English Governments should atone for 
their neglect and inaction in periods of calm weather 
by a resort to spasmodic violence . when storms broke 
out afresh. Graham, who, as Home Secretary, was 
. the Cabinet Minister responsible, had even been foolish 
enough to declare, in a speech on the Arms Bill, that 
' conciliation in Ireland had been carried to its utmost 
limit'; and the Duke of Wellington, it was well known, 
thought that this limit had already been transgressed. 

Ireland was now, as Disraeli wrote to his sister, ' the 
only thought and word,' and in July there was a ,debate 
which lasted many nights, ... on a resolution: of , Smith 
O'Brien's asking for inquiry with a view to the re
dress of grievances. Cochrane, Manners, and Smythe all 
three spoke, and all gave free expression to the discon- · 
tent they felt. Manners held up the administration of 
Strafford as an example to be followed, arid announced 
that, as he did not think the question of confidence was 
involved, he would vote for the motion. Smythe told 
the Ministry that they ought to govern Ireland in the 
spirit of Mr. Pitt, who would not have come down with 
an Arms Bill and an Arms Bill alone ; · and he also took 
occasion t,o express his regret that Catholic Emancipation 
had been carried by Peel rather than by Canning-by an 
enemy rather than by a friend-and that so the healing 
effects of that measure had been lost. Peel was strangely 
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maladroit in his handling of a iituation the difficulties ,of· 
which, if a little tact had been applied, need hardly have 
been formidable. With. equal lacl~ of good tern. per and 
good sense he recommended Smythe to vote against the. 
Government, telling•him that this would be a more manly 
course'tha~ ~0 lend them a ho,llow and. seeming support; 
aild it is not surprising ,to find that the triumvirate 1 all 

. three 'took .him•fl,t his word, and voted in the minority 
for • O'Brien's motion. Well might Peel's pupil and 
admirer, Gladstorie,.sa:y that his chief 'was not skilful in 

· t~e management of personal and section;1l dilemmas.' 2 

In a subsequent debate Smythe flung out the taunt, 
~ . which· was . greeted with loud. cheers· from both sides of 

. the house, ·that differe_nt language had been heard when 
majorities were counted by units instead of by hundreds . 

. Others had ,noted a change in PeePs demeanour towar(is . · 
};lis supporters since· .his establishment in office with over-

.·. wh~lming strength ;3 but his arrogance towards Young, 
England is _the less easy to understand, as, ,the prestige 

._.of his- Ministry was now at its lowest ebb. Ireland, if 
their'chie( was by no means their only difficulty.· Dis- ·
tress and discontent .were still rife in Great · Britiari; 
cThe agricultural interestwas in a state of extreme 'ir:r_.ita
tion over w,hat it regarded as a fresh attack_on its position 
in. the concessions just granted to American corn. The 
disasters in Afghanistan, for. which the ;responsibility of 
the present Ministers was really slight, ·had nevertheless 

. brought them odium; and when the turn of fortune 
came, Lord EUenborough, their -Governo~- Ge:rienil, so 
IDE\>naged that. the odium was converted into ridicule.· 
To a.·nat1on 'that had.;grown.accustomed to Palmerston's 
boist(lrous 'methods, Ab~rdeen's. foreign policy seemed , 
'lacl~iilg jli spirit, . alid it did_ .nothing to diminish the 

· ·!!-npopularity of the Go:vern,ment. A letter of l\facaulay:s, · 
whtten less-than afortnight after the Irish debate; gives 

' . ' - . . ' - . 
~- , : : - ' -. . 

1 Disraeli was absent. ' 2 Morley's Gladstone, I., p. '253. 
3 See; for instance, 'some bitter remarks of Lord: Ashley's in Hodder's 

Life of S~aftesburiJ. ch. 9. -! , ' • ' 

~-.. 
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a picture of the situation as it presented itself to a keen 
observer on the front Oppositi~n bench. 

As to politics, the Ministers are in a most unenviable situa
tion ; and, as far as I can see, all the chances are ·against 
them. The immense name of the Duke, though now only 
a 'magni nominis umbra,' is of great service to them. His 
assertion, unsupported by reasons, saved Lord EUenborough. 

But he is 74, and in constitution more than 74. His 
death will be a terrible blow to these people. I see no reason 
to believe that the Irish agitation will subside of itself, or that 
the death of O'Connell would quiet it. On the· contrary, I 
much fear that his death would be the signal for an explosion. 
The aspect of foreign politics is gloomy. .The finances are 
in disorder. Trade is in distress. Legislation stands still. 
The Tories are broken up into three or more factions, which 
hate each other more than they hate the Whigs~the faction 
which stands by Peel, the faction which is represented by. 
Vyvyan and the Morning Post, and the faction of Smythe 
and Cochrane. I should not be surprised if, before the . end 
of the next session, the Ministry were to fall from mere 
rottenness.1 

· • 

Hitherto Disraeli, though he had voted against the 
Government on. the Canadian corn question, had uttered 

· no word in criticism of their policy, but when the Irish . 
Arms Bill came up for its third reading in August he took 

- the side of Y.oung England in a speech which shows signs 
of careful preparation. Ireland being in the foreground, 
he had, in accordance with his habit, been studying 
Irish history, a thing that English statesmen have very 
rarely done. 'Irish policy' is Irish historyr' he said in 
the House of Commons a quarter of a century later,2 

'and I have no faith in any statesman who attempts to 
remedy the evils of Ireland who is either ignorant of the~ 
past or who. will not deign to learri, from it.' He began .. 
on the present occasion by urging that, as the Minister· 
sin-ce his accession to office had . thrown over the. Irish 

i Macatrlay to Napier, July 22, 1843: Trevelyan's Life, ch. 9. It would 
appear, from a letter of General Baudrand's, that Disraeli himself had 
written a month earlier to his friends in Paris that the Ministry was in 
danger. . · · 

· 2 March 16, 1868. 

I. 19* 
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policy-which h~ had advocated-while in opposition, his 
, supporters . were now free from all bonds of party on 
this particular subject~ -An hon. member on his own 
side (Smythe) had put forward opinions which had 

. excited some surprise, but which he had defended as the. 
old and legitimate Tory doctrines. .The defen.ce was at. 
once historically true ,and politically just. He could 
fi~d no grou{;.ds in ·history for the· common ass..;mptiori 

· that p.ostility to ,the Irish peopl_e was a· characteristic of 
· Tory policy. The .policy of Charles I. hadbeen based 

on c011ciliatiori: of the Roman Catholics of lieland, ·and 
- ·at no later period, when the Tories hadbeen prepondera_nt, 

had , their policy . been different i whereas 'the Whigs, 
. when they held: the 'comtp.a;nd . of . the . Go_verJ:?.ment for·. 

the long period of seventy years in the eighteenth century; 
had been consistently hostile to the Irish Roman Catholics. · 
At a ti~e like the present, \Vhen. those. who p.aa oeeir their 
leaders no 1onger·led;. and they found themselves sinking 

. into a faction without p:rin<;iples, it was their duty to : 
recur to the traditions of :the party; and he thought there 
was nothing .more strange than that the gentlemen .<)f 
England, who were the descendants· okthe 'cavaliers, 

· ··should be advocates for governing' Ireland on the priri~ ·. 
ciples of the ·Roundheads. . . . . 

· Ministers had· announced almost w:ith ostentation .that 
they intended, to do nothiilg; and this paralysis of policy 

. appeared to be caused by .dissensions in the Cabinet .. 
' The leader of' the Government in another House 1 was 
chalking "No fopery". on the walls, while the leader 
<?f.: the Government in that House to1d them that he; 

.,.::for:~Jiimsel£,' cared nothing about .Protestant or Papist.' 
.. ';'fh~n -he fouJ:?.d sys~ems so inconsistent, resulting only · 
... 'in"':';}mbecility, he had a right to suppose that there were 

'diss~nsions in the Cabinet, a~id he believed that they 
would destroy this or any other- Cabinet which did' not 
address~ itself' to the. question of Irish governin~nt il.l .. 
a very different spir_it.' It was perfectly Clear. that if 

.............. --·-- 1 .The Duke of Wellington . 

-.. ...... 
. ' 
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they abolished the Protestant Church to-morrow and 
established the Roman Catholic, or chose any -isolated 
remedies one after the other, they would produce no 
improvement in the condition of Ireland. It had arrived 
at that pitch which required a great man to have recourse 
to great remedial measures. They must reorganise and 
reconstruct, not only the· government, but even the· 
soc~al state of the country. 

With regard to the present measures he had lit~le 
-to say: 

There are some measures which to introduce is disgraceful, 
and which to oppose is degrading. I have given no vote on 
this Bill one way or the other, and I shall continue that 
course, being perfectly persuaded of its futility. Believing 
that,Ireland-·is,~governed.in-.a manner .which.-conduces .on~y 
to thejnjgry"'of1,hothrcou:r;:ttries; that the principles. declared 
by Ministers are not capable of relieving us £rom the difficult 
position in which we are placed ; believing· that the old prin

. ciples ·of the party with which I am connected are quite 
competent, if pursued, to do that, I hope the time wjll come 
when a party framed on true· principles will do justice to 
Ireland, not by satisfying agitators, not by adopting in despair 
the first quack remedy that is offered from either side o£ the 
House, but,~by.-i'eally,.•penetrating,~.intolll'the~mystery-.of. this 

/.""·gre?'t mi~government, so as-to· bring--about-a -state .• o£,society 
•j\whwh ~Ill b~ advantageous botl1; to Englal!-d and...;lr~land, 
· a:r:J,g,s~b.~S<l~""JV;IlJ""'pu.t .• ,anl'iel}d:<;~!ilia~~~.th:l?J$JJ~:!Hgs<li~~ft'-R"!~,,. ~_he 

b.~.W~t:2i~~g!~pd.f~:ti4:o:th,~.:;,CJ>A)lW~~$i}tiW:~£¥-~~J:,qll!~.~1~"' _·-

The insubordination of Smythe and his friends· had 
attracted little notice, but this speech of Disraeli's was 
a more serious matter, and evoked ·a great deal of com
ment. The Whig press of course made the most of the 
opportu.q.ity. Disraeli spoke··from. his·. usual place just· 
behind Peel and,·Graham, a.q.d one malicious journ?-list 
describes with :graphic detail- the behaviour of 'the: two 
Ministers during the performance. · The Prime Minis~er ;, 
he tells _us,. endea,voured to 'palliate the effects of the~ : 
castigation by industriously rubbing his _nose; while t}l!'l,.,. .. · 
Honie Secretary, edging occasio,nally round, would. loo]{'r ~ 

_· up in the face of the orator w'ith that sort ofuneasy smile · 
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by which one sometinies tries tci. convey theidea.of being 
not only perfectly at ease, but exceedingly ainused.' 1 

Smythe rose later and resumed his . attack on Peel, 
shelteri_llg himself under the plea that when persons were 

. substituted· for 'principles personality became a duty ;2 

arid angrily declaring fhat, ·talk as they mjght ·of the· 
intolerance bf the Roman Catholics, their intolerance 
could be matched on the benches below. . Peel whep he' 
rbse could find nothing . better in the way of reply than 
a~ sneer at Disraeli's 'new-horn zeal' for Ireland ; . a 
regret that he cou!Clp.ot seein the hon. member ~imself 
"the man ,:Vlio was to realise his. vision ot the great 
state~man with·~ comprehensive· policy';. and a renewal 
of· his former· invitation to Smythe ~to vote against tlie 

·Government.· · ~· . · ·. · ' . ·. • ,: ' · 
. ' ])isr~elj, ;we may. supposf, ··~as n<?t th~ 'less' w~l!~pg. to 
criti~ise. the Government,· as he .. was now convinced. tha;t 
Peel •. had· eeased . to b~ conciliatory 'in his demeanour 

· towdrds hims!OJlf: ·In 'the cours€r of the present Parliament 
. he .had asked.' :hal£ a dozE:m 'questions, m:Ost' of' them: oh 
. matters of ·curr~nt'foreigri po!i~Y; ~n<;l .one ".se~t}:I~'. ~o. 

·· detect in the Minister.'s replies, even -as they appear. jn 

. the dry record ()f·Hansatd, a'certain:needless curtness or 
·hint bf disapprov~L Noo·fience riuifhave b~en.iritended, 
for Peei''s manners ·even .iri. Parliament, ·wher"e he was 
most. at his ease, were n~tori6irsly ungracious, and:'he 
was not ,skilful in those blandishments of \my, honour
able fri~nd ' by. which }L tactful leader knows how to· 
soften the. asperity of· a. refusaLot information to· an 

, inquisitive supporter. On·. a recent occasion • his dis
.courtesy·to Disraeli,. whether: intention~! o~ not, ~had been 
· rri<?re ··~pparent than 1!-sual~ An · insui.-rection: in Se~via 
·,had led to t:l;le usual diffi.culti~s be.tween Russia> and the 

. ' r ~ J ... ( .:<, ~ ••· .«,•.·.~ !}' ;."':..", · ''~~4 
.~·· 1 Morning Chronicle, August 11, 1843., · · · · .. · 

, 2 ' I came· iii. With others,' 'lie said in a' speech to li{s ,constituents a few 
1':.• 9 years)""ter (July 6, 1847), 'f~l of hot thoughts. and arden~ speculations, 
.-:'-~":and we sa:t by men who .. · . had but one rule, .. -.. the will of the sole 
~,~· . · .. Minister.' When persons were 'thus substituted· for prinCiples;· personalities 
«.· ' ·became a duty ~ith. th<:>se w,ho wi~h.e_d.to su~stitu~ principles f()r person~.· 
·~· ... "' • h - • • .;. ' ' 
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Porte ; and Disraeli, already anxions, as he showed in 
his remarks, about 'the integrity of the Turkish Empire,' 
and with his anxiety possibly quickened by communica
tions from the King of the French,1 who had no love for 
Russia, presse.d · the Minister as to his policy. He re
ceived a rebuff, and did not forget it. A few days 2 after 
the speech on the Irish Arms Bill, Palmerston ()pened a 
debate on the situation in the East, and Disraeli, rising 
after Peel, criticised severely the inaction of the Govern- · · 
ment. . It was a str_ange termination of his campaign 
against Palmerston, and he made the occasion memorable, 
not only by the support he gave to his former antagonist, 
but by aiming a personal shot, the first of many, at Peel. 
'I remember,' he remarked, 'some time. since to have 
made an inquiry of the right hon. gentleman with 
respect to the interference of Russia in Servia, an in
quiry couched, I believe,. in Parliamentary language, 
and made with all that 'respect which I feel for the 
right hon. gentleman, and to which . the right hon. 
gentleman replied with all that explicitness of which 
he is a master, and all that comtesy which he reserves 
only for his supporters;' The great Minister was regarded 
by many of his supporters as schoolboys regard a severe 
head-master, and as he was well known to have a weak
ness for the applause of his opponents_:_a weakness which 
seems incident to Parliamentary leadership-:- one can . 
imagine the secret joy with which the sarcasm was hailed . 

·on the· _benches behind him. · 
In the light of Disraeli's later career the matter of this 

speech· has an interest of its own; The real question, 
he said, was whether. England would main.tain the in
dependence and integrity of the Ottoman Empire. He 
wished to guard himself from being supposed to hold 
fanatical opinions as to Russian designs. He believed 
these designs to .he perfectly legitimate. He saw much 

.1 During Disraeli's stay· in Paris, Louis Philippe· had lamented 'l'insou· • · c, 
ciance avec Iaquelle l'Autriche et l'Angleterre laissaient tomber !'Empire '·:;""' 
Ottoman sous le bon vouloir de Ia Russie.' lli 

2 On Aug. 15. . 
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to respect in· Russia ; he respected her .nationality, he 
respected her intelligen6e, he respected her. power.-·· We, 
too, had nationality and power ; but we were deficient. 

· in that intelligence,' especially with regard to the East, 
for which Russia was eminent. The great question of • 
foreigri policy was simpler than statesmen were inclined 

· to adm.!t. If they looked at the map, they would see 
that the two ~trongest positions in. the world. were the 
·Sound and the Dardanelles, and as long as these positions 
·were held· as at present the balance. of power was 
safe. But ·Russia · was ·- approaching - them · gradually, 
regularly, sometimes even rapidly, and if she obtained 

,' 'possess! on of ohe the. balance of power would .be dis
turbed; while if -both .fell under her ·authority universaJ 
enipire . would · be threatened. Our .true policy was; 
therefore; by diplomatic action to maintain Turkey in·· 
a' state to. hold. the Dardanelles. Turkey in<:leed was· 
pro~trate; but wh5tt ground was there for the: assumption 
that her regeneration was hopeless 1 If ~he had lost her 
finest provinces, so. had ·Engli:l.nd.little more .than.half a 
c{mtury back ;·-if her .capital had been occupied, that was 
a calamity·that had befallen every State in Europe:with· · • 
the exception . of England. Her resources . we,re -still 
unequalled,· and it was the diplomacy.:of Europe ¢luring 
the last twenty years that had reduced her to her present·~
condition: Once more he imputed no blame to Russia, 
who was'pursuing<her own interest J:ly legitimate means. 
She had a. fixed, deep policy founded on ample know
ledge; we opposed to .it a· policy uncertain and super
ficial, and founded in ignorance, a· policy -that at the. 
present moment ];lad made. us . the · laughing-stock of 
Europe.' . ·, __ _ . , 

;As a matter of:fact, Aberdeen's diplomacy atthis time, 
. and ~is co:inpla:isance to·. the Tsar · Nicholas when he 
. visited· England in the following· year,. did. not a little -
to foster the ambitions t}J.at led tq the Cr.imean War-; 

'·.but theHouse··~f-Commons was less oc~upied with the~ 
intrinsic. value of Disraeli's criticism than with the fact 

·~ . 
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that he should have had the temerity to criticise at all. 
Peel's position in the Conservative party had so long been 
commanding, and his authority so long unquestioned, that 
any display of independence was a matter for astonishment; 
and this speech of Disraeli's, coming after his attack on 
the Irish policy of the Government, made no small im
pression. An incident that followed showed the temper 
that prevailed on the Ministerial benches. Lord Sandon, 
a prominent supporter of Peel's, rose and rebuked Dis
raeli's presumption, absurdly accusing him of having 
heaped ' the grossest terms of contumely and oppro-

. brium ' upon Her Majesty's Ministers, whom he affected 
to support. When challenged to c.ite the terms of oppro
brium, Sandon was unable to recall the exact words he 
had in mind, and his extravagance was reproved by 
speaker after speaker in the subsequent debate, including 
men: as little prejudiced in favour of Disraeli as Hume 
and Palmerston himself. Disraeli, as we shall see, sus
pected that' the attack had been inspired. by the Govern
ment, and The Times would appear to have shared 
·his suspicion, for in its comments on the iiwident it 
condemned such attempts to ' cow and buliy ' private 
members as fatal to the principle of free and fair debate, 
and reminded the Minister that it ·was not for the public 
benefit, or really for his own, however much for his con~ 
venience, that he should be above· all question from his 
own side of the Hou~e. Peel d~clared afterwards that 
he was.innocent in the matter, and Sandon's attack was 
probably spontaneous ; but whether he. received en
couragement from the front bench or not, a letter from 
Graham to Croker, written a week' later, leaves us in 
no ·doubt as to the feelings towards Disnteli that were 
harbouredin that quarter : , •. 

With respect to .Young England, the puppets are moved 
by Disraeli, who is the· ablest man among them: I consider· 
him unprincipled and disappointed, arid in despair he has 
tried the effect o£ bullying. I think with you that they will 
return to the crib· after pran~ing, capering, and snorting ; 
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:?ut a cr~ck or two. of the whip well applied may hasten and 
• u;~sure th,eirreturn ... Disraeli alone is mischievous ; and with 

h~IJ?,.ti j1ave :ri'o des_i!.'e to keep terms. · It would be. better for · 
· the _party if he were driven into the ranks of our open 
en:emie~.1 •. ' · · · · · 

: .Th~ general spirit of-this letter may nelp us to. under·~ 
st~M .why the eminent· man who wrote it w:as so little 
lov§dJby .. his contemporaries, and in. the light of the 

. disposition towards Disraeli·which it reveals subsequent 
: ·ev:e~~s become a good deal less. surprising. " 

r- .· 

To Sarah Di·sraeli . 
. : '~ 

. • ., •. ,_ ". CARLTON CLUB, 
• . .. . ·. . . Monday [July 17] . 

. . r ~ ·.•· ~ . . . . ' . . ·"' . . : •· . ~ 
· London, that a little while ago seemed ~o dull tl:J.at the shop~ 

. keep~rs were i11 ,despair; is suddenly favored ·by the most · 
:- ;iiiifu~ted season,; for which the' Cockneys are iitdebted to 
; the:,!(ing ·of :Hanover, ~now the most popular man in town~ 
· :fo~{tlie~first time in. his life. · Grand {etes,every. day, .and_ 
.. apparently interminable. We have had and ~re to have our 
- fair 'sliare. . · · ' · - - ' 

.'.CJn:Thu:tsday the Duchess of Buckingham ·after a' banquet 
.hell;!. an assembly. which was extremely ·brilliant and well 
--arranged. . ';I'he Duke had· gotten the. band of the ·Life Guards 
in the galleries of his grai).d staircf~ose, which is of the Italian 
style and mounts to the roof of his house, and the effect was' 
stirring; ' E'very guest' welcomed >·with a martial flourish. 
The· Duchess of Gloucester and 'the GrandcD'uke of Mecklen
burg and his· intended father-ill-law were there as well as· 
his Majesty. .There were six: Dukes :. Wellington, Cleveland, 
Marlboro', Argyll; Buccleuch, and Buckingham. . Four of 
these Krlights of the Garter,· while· two others appeared in 
the shapes of Salisbury and Jersey, to say no.thing of the 
royal · Knights. Richmond himself wore. two immense 
diamond stars-the Grand Cross ,of the Guelph, in honorof 
his Guelphic guest, as well as that of the Garter-but persists 
in wearing the garter itself on pantaloons ! · 

On Friday Lady Lyndhurst had a select reception after- a 
royal dinner~ .We formed a Court circle, and the King went 

. round. . I was presented by. the Lord Cha,ncellor in a flowery 
. harangue, . ~nd· received_ gracious· complim!')nts from His 

Majesty., He even shook hands with me. ·The second King 
:Who lias shaken hands with me in six.months ! _ /·~ 

. - -
, 1 Orolce~ Papers; Ill.; p. 9. 
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Lady Peel has asked us to a grand rout and royal reception 
on the 21st, and the St .. Aulaires to a ball [at the French 
Embassy], which is to be the most magni!icent ever given in 
London, on the 27th. · 

On the 22nd Sir Edward Bulwer gives a grand dejeuner at 
Craven Cottage : and we are engaged to dinner on the same 
day to the Antony de Rothschilds, but'as our host and hostesE 
are going to the breakfast as well as ourselves, I trust we 
shall none of us get away till night, and so escape the dinner. 

HOUSE OF COMMONS, 
Friday [July 21]. 

Yesterday we were at a most delightful .fete, Gunnersbury, 
Madame de Rothschild mere. A most beautiful park and 
a villa worthy of an Italian Prince, though decorated with a 

', taste and splendor which a French financier in the olden 
times could alone have riva'led. 

The bright morning unfortunately ended in a ·dingy after
noon, which threw us much on the resources of indoor nature, 
notwithstanding the military bands, and beautiful grounds, 
temples and illuminated walks. However, we had a cheering 
concert, a banquet· of illimitable delicacies, and, at the end, 
a ball. All the world of grandeur present: Ernest I., the 
Cambridges, Duchess of Gloucester, We were much grati
fied : and I got well waited on by our old friend Amy, who 
brought me some capital turtle, which otherwi~e I should have 
m~e~ · 

[Undated.] 

· We returned from Deepdene this morning, after a· most 
agreeable visit, with beautiful weather. One night I sat next 
to l.VIrs. Evelyn of Wotton, -a widow; her son, the present 
squire, there also ; a young Oxonian: and full of Young 
England .. We are going to Manchester· and Li-verpool---;-a 
rapid visit which I mu~t make-and after a respite of forty
eight hours for business we should like to come to Bradenham 
for as long as you will have us. I am writing [Goningsby]; 
.and: want a workroom ; therefore, if it does not inconvenience 
anybody, let me have my old writing-room next to your 
room. The journals daily descant. on the 'new patty' that 
has arisen to give a new color to' modern politics;_,&c.' 

In· a letter to a friend, Mrs. Disraeli recounts in detail 
their movements during the recess., 

Nov. 24. 
~ After passing a few· days with Sir E. and Lady Sugden, we 
went to our friend Mr. Hope, and remained all September 
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with him at the beautiful Deepdene. ·.On our return we went 
to Manehester, Liverpool, and Chester. -At the former place 
we were much feted. There was a grand literary meeting 
at the Free Trade Hall : they sent a deputation to Dis suggest
ing his presence ; he declined, and they s_ent a· deputation_ of 
ladies, which, you know, he could not refuse ; so he went, and· 
made a fine speech for them:._all said. by far the finest-
literary not political. · 

· At the Manchester meeting Charles Dickens was in 
tlie chair. ..Disraeli in his speech, after a graceful-allusion 
to another of the speakers _as-.' his .hon. · friend ·Mr. 
CobQ.en,' denounced as vulgar< and superficial t.he preju
dice ' which associated with commerce· and mamifacture / 
an ina:bility to sympathi~e with the- fair inventions of . l . 
·art or-the poetic creations of the human intellect,' and: 
held up before the people of Manchester the stimulating 
examples of the great merchapts of Venice, who were 
the ·patrons of Titian and Tilltoretto ; ·the iner~hant' .. 
family. of. thl;l M~dici, who made Flo~er;we ·the home .of 
genius; and the•manufa·ctur~rs of Flanders, who d;elt 
irt such cities as Bruges, Ghent, and Mechlin.1 The 
chairman described the speech ·as 'very brilliant ~nd 
eloquent,' ~nd ·the · admiring wife of the orator- does·. 
not seem to have. exaggerated in ,her: report of its 

. /. ·~' . . ". ~ . . . . . -
success. - . 

· Parlianuint met in February, and its meeting supplied 
the occasion for ;tn interesting correspondence betweeh 
Disraeli and Peel. c·Disraeli would appea:r to have had 
little or no suspic!op of the m;:tnner·in whichhis speeches. 
of the previous summer were resented; or of the strength 
of:the prejudice :against him in the ·Ministry. He had 
even. duri:q.g the recess' been simple enough to write to 
Graham, of ail men, and ask him • to bestow some_ office 

:on one' o(his brothers. - Having' returned what he c~lled· 
'a' ci~il _but flat refusal,'· Graham informed the Prime 

· Minister of this 'impudent ' application, and t;b:e answer' 
~erit by Peel is worth reproducing : · . . . · 

t_ Manchuter. Guardian, Oc.t. 7, 1843. 
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Dee. 22, 1843. 

I am very glad that Mr. Disraeli has asked for an office 
for his brother. It is a good thing when such a man puts 
his shabbiness on record. He asked me for office himself, 

_ and I was not surprised that being refused he became in
dependent and a patriot. But to ask favours after his conduct 
last session is too bad. However, it is a bridle in his mouth !1 

This letter of Peel's, taken in connexion with Graham's 
avowed wish ~o drive Disraeli into open hostility, will help 
us to interpret the following correspondence·: 

To Sir Robert Peel. 

GROSVENOR GATE; PARK LANE, 
Feb. 4, 1844. 

DEAR SIR RoBERT, . 
I was quite unaware until Friday night, _when I was very 

generally apprised Of it, that the circumstance of my not 
having received the usual circular from yourself to attend. 
Parliament was intentional. 

The procedure admits, of course, of only one inference. 
As a mere fact, the circumstance must be unimportant 

both to you and to myself. For you, in the present state of 
parties-which will probably last our generation-a solitary 
vote must be a matter of indifference ; and for me, our rela
tions, never much cultivated, had for .some. time merged 
in the mere not displeasing consciousness of a political con
_nexion ·with-~ an individual eminent for his abilities, his 
virtues, and his station. . 

As a matter of feeling, however,· I think it right that a 
public tie, formed in the hour of political adversity, which 
has endured many· years, and which· has· been maintained on 
my side by some exertions, should not terminate without this 
clear understanding of the circumstances under which. it has 
closed. 

I am informed that I am to seek the reasons of ·its dis
ruption in my Parliamentary conduct during the last session. 

On looking over the books, I perceive that there were four· 
occasions on which I ventured to take a principal part in. 
debate. · . . 

On the first I vindicated your commercial policy on 
grounds then novel in discussion, but which I believed 
conducive ·to your in~erest and your honor; and hhe justlless 

1 Parker's Peel, III., p. 425. 
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•• :tnd' ~ccuracy of which, ·though never noticed by yourself or 
. any of· your colleagues, were on a ~ubsequent occasion dis
- tinctly and formally acknowledged by the leader of the 

Opposition. .· . .. , . . . · . . . . . . , . 
. In the second ,instance I .spoke: on a treaty of a difficult 

- and delicite nature, against ;whicl:J. the Oppof?ition urged rio 
. insignificant charges, and to assi~t, you' to 'defend which I 

was aware you would not be likelf to find mtich efficacious 
suppor.t on :your own side. , ,I have reason to believe that my 
eff?r~S; On this occasion. were n~? -wholly uniri~uential 'on 
opm10n ; altli9ugh, certa~nly, I never learned· this from any· 
member of her Majesty's·Ooverntilent. · ..... 1 ) 

At the very . end of r the session there were .two. other 
occasions on which I spoke, and against·isolated .points of 
the policy of the Government-:-I mean With respect to Ireland 
ahd the Turkish Empire. Although an indiscreet individual, " 
apparently ptemonished, did in the last instance conceive · 

a c)J.arge against me· of treating the Government with. 
'systematic ~contumely;~ he was, \ltterly :q.nable .to ·sub
staritiate, .. scarcely equa:l to:state, the imputation·; and .the 
fu1l miscarriage .was·:generally· admitted .. I .can recall" no 
expression in .those remarks more.·critical tha11 others which 
have· been made· on' other subjects, as on your agricultural 

,policy; for. example; by seve,ral o£, the- supporters of your 
general system. ·Those -remarks may indeed have been,,de~ 
ficient in that hearty goodHvill, which should. be our spon
taneous sentiment _to our political chief, ·and which) have 
generally accorded to you in no .niggard spirit ; . but pardon· · 
me if I now observ~;- with frankness;· but with ,great respect, 
that· you might have found. some reason for this, if you ,had 
cared to do so, in the want of courtesy, in debate which_ I 

. have had the. frequent mortification of experiencing from 
you since yo·ur accession to. power. N Qr have I had . the . 
consolation of believing this fanciful. on ;my part, .since 
it has long been a ·subject of notice on both sides of the 
House . .'>" ·· · 

Under these .circumstances, ~tated without passion; and 
viewed, I. am 'Sure, without acrimony, . I am·.· bound to say 
that I· Jook upon the fact of .not having received . your 
summons,· coupled ·with the ostentatious manner in which 
it has been bruited about,- as a painful personal procedure, 

·which the1past byno means authorised. , ,. 
·' 'I have the honor to remain, , . . , 

Your. faithful. servant, 
B. .DISRAELI. 
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From Sir R.obert Peel: 
W'nrrEHALL, 

Feb. 6, lR44. 
MY DEAR SIR, ' ' 

Although the om1ss10n on my _part to request your 
1ttendance at the meeting of Parliament was not an accidental 
or inad vcrtent omission, it certainly was not the result of 
any feeling ·of personal irritation or iJl-will .on account of 
observations made by you in the House of Commons. 

I hope I havenot a good memory for expressions used in 
debate which cause surprise or pain at the moment, and it 
would be quite unsuitable to the spirit in which your letter 
is written, and in which it is received, were I, after the lapse 
of several months, to refresh my recollecti,•n of such ex-
pressions, if such were used. . · 

My reason . for not sending you the usual circular was an 
honest doubt whether I was entitled to. send. it-whether 
towards the close of the last session of Parliament you had not 
expressed opinions as to the conduct of the Government in· 
respect to nwre than one important branch of public policy, 
foreign and domestic, which precluded me, in justice both 
to you and to myself, from proffering personally an earnest 
request for your attendance. , 

If you will refer to the debate on the Irish Arms Bill, and . 
to that on Servia, and recall to your recollection the· general · 
tenor of your observations on the conduct of the Government, 
_you will, I think, admit that my doubt was not ah unreason
able one. . . . · ·-

It gives· me, however, great satisfaction to infer from your 
,letter-as I trust I am justified in' inferring-that my im
pressions were mistaken and my scruples unnecessary. 1 

- · 

I will not conclude without· noticing two or three points 
adverted to in your letter. ·· . _ • -· . ·•. . 

I am. unconscious of having on ~my· 09casion treated you 
with the want of tlia·t respect 'ai:id' courtesy ·which I readily 
admit are justly your due. If I did so, the act was wholly 
unintentional on• my part. ' 

Any comments "that were made: on expressions used by 
you towards the Government were, so far as is consistent with. 
my knowledge, altogether 'spontaiwous' on the 'part' of the 
member fi-·1m whom they proceeded.· Tliey were at· any rate 
not made at niy instigation or suggestion, direct or indirect. 

• . ' H ~ 

1 Peel's curious readiness to place 'the ";orst ~~nstructi~n 'on the c'riti~i~ms 
of a supporter is sliown·again a few months later in _the case of Lord Ashley, 
who sent him a private remonstrance against the action of the. Go l"crnment 
in the matter of the sugar duties, and was answered in a lett_er regretting the 
withdrawal ofhis confidence and support (Parker, III., p. 153). • • 
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· Lastly, I cannot call.to mind.that I have mentioned to a 
single person-excepting to ·the one or two to whom the 

· mention was absolutely unavoidable-that I had omitted to 
address to you a request for your attendance. · Nothing 
could be farther from my· wishes or feelings than .that there 
should be'any ostentatious notice of. the omission. 

; · I have·the honour to· be, my dear sir, · 
. :Faithfully yours, 

. RoBERT PEEL. 

We may doubt'whether Disrae1i, though he had not,· 
like us, the advantag(j of knowing Peel's real·sentiments, · 
wasled far astrayby this vuy plausibleletter; but,as· 
it was conciliatory in t.one, he sel.zed the .prst ·opportunity_ 

. of shciwing that' he himself had no, desir~ for an open' . 
breach. Ireland· was stilL in the'' political foreground. 
The succes·softhe Irish mrecutive in securing the abandon
ment of the .Clonta,r£ meeting iil; October had averted 
the:· danger of immediate .revolution; b-Itt tP,e Gov~rn- . 

. merit were now involved in· the tangle of the O'Connell. 
triat and soon after· the House met"· the leader of the 

. Oppo~ition mo~~d · wha( was . ta,Iitainouiit to · .11 . formal· 
vote of· censure on "'their Irish administration. 'T:Qe 
debate iasted nine nights,· and Disraeli.at the close.voted 
with the Government, leading his three friends, Smythe, '. 
M~nners, and Coch!ane, int(> ~he,'.s~me>lobby.'l He ~ex~ 
plained his position iii. a spee:ch on· the· fourth·night,. 
which not only had a great immediate .. success, but i~ of 
,interest to this day as one _of the most remarkable pro
nounceme~ts on the,Ir:ish'question:.ever heard in Parlia

.ment. He sliowed .. once more 'that he had been reading. 
Irish history? resuming, ~ith his habitual continuity of 
thought; every thread of argument in his Irish speech 
of the prev,iotis. session; and, though''he obviously· wished 
to' b.e friendly to feel; he repeated every_· offending phrase . 
. he had use4. on that occasimi"; -~s· if .CI,~t~r.mined.to Jn.·oye 

. that his criticisms had not been prompted by any feeling 
' . ~ . . ' ,.. ,. ' '· '. · .. : . . . -

·· . 1 'He is the only Engl'ish·Prime:Minister/say~ an Iri~h wrlter, with.this. 
speech,irl'his mind,' who has appealed:to historic incidents that touch the 
hearts of"the' Irish people' (Lord: Beaconsfield's "Irish Pol,icy, by Sir Jol:ih 
Pope Hennessy, p.ll). · .- '·'' .'~''' .·. ··.:,•,"' , '•. ·.... . .. ,: "'· , :. 

·~owo--
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of pique, and that, anxious as he might be for peace with 
the Government, he was not prepared to purchase it 
by the sacrifice of opinion~ deliberately formed. 

He began with a picture, rose-coloured, perhaps, of 
the happy condition of Ireland during the administra
tion of Strafford, when a system of perfect civil and 
political equality had reconciled the Roman Catholics 
under a"King, a Viceroy, and an established Church all 
Protestant. The troubles that followed were all to be 
traced to Puritanism-to Puritanism, and not to Protes
tantism. It was Puritanism that was responsible for 
the confiscations1 and the penal laws; it was Puritanism 
that had fostered the spirit of exclusion which had so 
long prevailed ; it was a Puritanic spirit that had de
stroyed the influence of the· Church of Ireland. For. 
these things the Tories had no responsibility, and he was 
anxious to see them rescued from the untenable position 
~!J.ey were now supposed to occupy, that it was one of the 
heirlooms of their party to look with jealousy on: Ireland. 

He had said the year before that for the settlement of 
the Irish question two things were necessary-to put 
down the turbulence by which Ireland was convulsed, 
and to recognise and remove its causes. They had put 
down the turbulence, and_ were beginning to talk of the 
necessity of inquiring into its causes. If he asked what 
was their remedy, he might again, perhaps, subject himself 
to the imputation of new-born zeal ; but zeal was a 
quality so rare in that house, and he feared in that age 
and country, that -he-was not overwhelmed by such" an 
imputation. As a matter of fact, his views as to the 
government of Ireland were the same as they had always 
been, and he had explained them on· the only fitting 
occasion2 that had presented -itself-in a debate on. the 
subj~ct of municipal corporations, at the close of which 

1 It is to be feared that this is only true because Puritanism triumphed, 
and eo secured the opportunity. Stmfford's own record in the matter of 
confiscations is very far from olean. 

2 Seep. 455. · 
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he had voted against the counsel of ·his le~der. He had 
argued jn that debate against the fallacy that 

0

justice 
to Ireland implied an identity:: between Irish· and English 
institutions. 

I then asked the House whether those forced establishments, 
those mimetic corporations, those grand juries, El;lose imita-

• ,tive benches of English magistrates, could be expected to 
'p'roduce ·beneficial results, and I ventured to lay down as a 
principle that .the government of Ireland' should be on a 
.!:Jys_teni the reverse of England,· and should be· centralised ; 
.that we should_ have a strong executive and an impartial 
administration.' I beg distinctly to say . that I have riever, 
changed'~y principles orr Irish policy or in any other respect. 
I~say this without reservation...:....:.:at·no time, a~ no· place; under. 

·no circumstances, have I ever professed any other.principles 
. than those I now :waintain. They are . Tory principles, 
. the natural principles' ofth~ democrayy of ,England. . . . Let 

us f9'rget two centuries of pnlitical conduct for wl:;tich Toryism 
is not responsible; let' mi• recur to the benignant policy of 
Charles ·L; theri we may settle Ireland with honor,, to 01,1r- -· 
selves, with kindness ito. the people, and with safety ,to .the 
realni. . . ·.. ., .·. ·. , ... ··· '• . ·. '; ' ' ' 

·,., 
' 'if ·anyone came forward, with ·a co~prehensive plan 
for the solution of th~ I~ish problem, he would support 
it at· any sacrifice-yea, even though he should afterwards 
have to retire from' Parliament·. . w •·· . .. · •... 

·But I confess I haVe no'appreliensioil'of that. ·I have the· 
honour to represent the oldest, Tory .constituency in the 
country, and I have already succeed(ld'in weedilfg from their 
minds sqme most inveterate Whig ·prejudices. Last year, 

·'for example, . when, I was told'· that 'I had lost my seat 
because 1 had supported the ·right hon. geritleman;s tariff, I 
_went down to see my friends in the country, and explained 
•the history of-England to them (great cheering and laughter) ; 
and I· cal}. assure the House that after that they took the 
mo~t· enlightened views upon· the subject, and were proud to 
recur to old Tory principles of commerce. · · · · .,., .' · 

. He could not · understand ".the new . ~orality of the 
House· of Common~, which ·shrank •from ~hat was de
sirable because of. difficulties and prejudices. Wliy, m . 
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~832 it was thought ·that nothing could be more difficult 
than to reconstruct the Conservative party; but the 
right hon. gentleman set to work like a man, and it 
was done~ and done well. 

There were prejudices to be removed in that case, too
the prejudices . of very eminent personages ; but that also 
was done with time and resolution ; and there sits the 
right hon. baronet at this mo:i:nent with a Secretary of 
State on each side of him, whose prejudices he has succeeded 
most effectually in removing .. (Loud cheers and laughter 
from every part of the house, in which Sir B,obert Peel, sitting 
between Lord Stanley and Sir James Graham, could not 
refrain from joining.) . . . I do not think it is more difficult to 
reconstruct the social system of Ireland than to reconstruct 
a party destroyed by a revolution ; nor do I think it ~ more 
arduous task to reniove the prejudices of those who think 
little than of those who think a great deal. All the right 
hon. baronet will have to do will be what public men do. 
not seem to think they have the power of doing-to create 
public opiriiori instead of following it; to lead the public 
instead of always lagging after and watching others. · 

With regard to the immediate question, he could not 
vote for the noble lord (John Russell); because ·he offered 
nothing more than her Majesty's Ministers. They
offered a great deal for them ; the noble lord offered little, 
though he offered it in a great. way. That was not what 

7 he wanted. 

, .. I· ·want to see a public man come forward and ..!!.~Y.-Wcha.t 
·· ~.l(),.Jr~ •• HJJP~P~~:P.~~Y,.fl.)t is a physical question ; 
another, a spiritual. Now it is the absence of t~e aristocracy,· 
then the absence of railroads. It is the Pope one day, 
potatoes the next. Consider Ireland as you would any other 
country similarly situated, .in your closets. You will see a 
teeming population which, with reference to the cultivated 
soil, is denser. to the square mile than that of China; created 
solely by agriculture, with none of those sources of wealth 
which develop with civilisation ; and sustained, consequently, 
upon the lowest conceivable diet, so that in case of failure 
they have no other means of subsistence upon which they 

vcan fall lxick Th~t"'dense:.p_o,pJJ..li-J.ti<{Q...lliin,..,\3~trP.Plfl~J!i!lkess 
:,inh!l'bi~S'I'!'an'llisfa:ad~where·~,ther;e,.,:is*~ll.;or.~~aplijh~i...QhllfPh 
whiCh .Is ,not"'theu;,_Qhurch~. (loJld.tcb.e.e~s-~fJ()Q! J;b,e .. ~.PP.<l~lii!li,t,), ""· 
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~;~and. a territorial aristocracy tht:J ric~est-of who~ live in distant 
~ca p1tals. 'l:hus,..your.hl!>,v;!;l,a~t>t~~;,.v:Ing ,..po.pu.latiOn,.~n •. ahsen tee 
'\ristOcracy; .and· an- alien ,Church,,,andjnc.addition-,thfil~weakest 
~xecuti-v:e..izhthe\world~.w'*T,hllit'is,the;rlr.ish"question._ 
~ -~ . . 
' -' Anyone reading of such a country would say the 
.rgme"dy ..... !Y:l}!t>-t~:Y&lR,t.ign,-'RJJ.t,._.P,~r~ .... tl:l~,...Q9.ngg;i,8IJ.,._with 
Jng1an.4:-xrq~_g.!!l8{.~¥;eluti~nlllimp0ssible;, Wh~t,- theil; was 
t!le duty of an :E;nglish Minister 1 To,.effec.t,by .. ,his,policy 
a:\I·tn9('ll:J.:.c1:lai!ge.s."wbJQb::a,rev;ol"QtiQn,~o~lq'!,~,ff~,~J;,,.~Yo'"'}~.~S~· 

·:The moment you have a strong executive, a just administra
tion, and ecclesiastical equality, you will have order in Ireland, 
and the improvement of the-physical condition of the people 
will follow-not' very rapidly, perhaps ; you must not flatter 
yourselves that it will. But what are fifty years, even, in the , 
history of a nation ? and I will say, if the'Se recommendations. · 
are adopted, that fifty years hence the men who shall succeed 
the present generation in Parliament will find the people of 

. Ireland a contented and thriving peasantry. . . . I look to 
no foreign, no illegitimate-influences for bringing about that 
result~not to th!} passions of· the Irish~ people, not to the 
machinations of their demagogues, not to the intrigues of 
distant nations, but to a power far more influential; far m(:>re 
benignant, a power more recently risen in the world, not yet .. 
sufficiently recognised ('What, Young England ?')-no, not 
Young England, but a power which Young England respects 
-that irresistible law of our modern civilisation which has 

. decreed that the system which' cannot hear discussion is 
doomed. 1 

'ln the subsequent debate P.,Sa"l.,.t.o.ok..&C.QJ!.~i9.P.:oot.Q...,Jnake 
-gr~p,et,yJ"".m~~,ti_~;m:~9i~t]a,e""'v~;t;~-a;.hJ~s.p,~£.2!i •• ,o,L..l,~.4.9.n,·. 
IQy~)~y,..,...~R~ec,h' not the .less· to be 
admired because it departed 'from the ordinary routine 
of Parliamentary eloquence and touched on more C<?m
pre.he~wive and general views ' ; and Macaulay was moved 

. byDisraeU's attack on the J'uritans, inhi~ 'very ingenious' 
speech,' to a learned/ disquisition, which is still worth 
reading, on the historical causes of. Irish discont~nt. A 
n:ote in Disraeli's h~tnd, with the date Sunday night, 
February 18,)844,.and t_he inscription, 'Written at Mary 

' ~ . . . . ' .. ,. ·. ' - . ~ ... 

. r ·· '· '""' (., · -l_T.heC<CimeaiFeb,..,lJ,;<1844.c 
··-~-\,....~"';1 
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Anne's command after dinner,' records eonie other con
temporary comments : 

Bernal met Smythe, and said, ' Disraeli's speech w"a~ the 
greatest thing I ever heard.' Smythe said, 'I don't think 
so, for I have heard Disraelimake as great.' Bernal replies, 
'I tell you what it is: if he was. a ·Lord Tom Noddy, that 
man would revolutionise the nation.' Smythe is all £or Tom
Noddyism. 

* * * * * * 
On Saturday morning a breakfast at Milnes's; Lord Johri · 

Manners, Chevalier Bunsen, Hallam, and others .. Nothing 
(Lord J. tells it) spoken of but my speech. Hallam much 
taunted that the Whigs were only Puritans. Defended the 
Whigs very much, &c. 

* * * * * • 
Serjeant Murphy told Eaton that it was the most brilliant 

speech he ever heard-nothing but epigrams. According to 
Smythe, 'he did not know how _any sentence would end or 
what would come next.' 

. * * *' * * * 
Lord Mahon followed me into a corner with outstretched 

hand to congratulate me on a speech with which he could 
not on many points agree, but which was unquestionably 
one of the ablest ever delivered. His panegyric was un
qualified. 

* * * * * * 
Sterling had read all the debates, and there was only one 

speech of a man o£ genius. His criticism in: detail very in
teresting~ The bit about the Secretaries immortal. 

. ' 
The,~pee_ch,,p~~~:m,~{l:!-;rtfJ;!~_EI,Ql!:J;!ng~~h&hPi§g§t5.1>!>Jif!hmeat 

~~~t~f'lct&llBJ~tf:I£.~>~~~~Y.~r~.,~~, •• .J!!9J"~,.Q!Q.§~ly 
'Y~!.~P _"tissue. of .. arg:mp.ent."and,. o bs~r~¥,~tl?:B-1:+~J}i,qjl);Glad
stone on one occasion, praising it for his own purposes, 
'thas.~seldom. been_hell.:rd,,.,i.n ... the,.,~~-l:>.~~~§ .. g.f~l!S~-·' 
~he. phrases about the 'alien Church ' were of. course 
turned against their author ; but when reminded of them, 

. Disraeli nonchalantly replied that at the time he made 
the speech nobody seemed to listen.· 'It may have been 
expressed with the heedless· rhetoric which I suppose is 
the appanage of all· who sit below the gangway, but in 
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my historical conscience the sentiment of that speech 
,wa~ right.' 1 . 

. ~ar.ah Disnieli to Mrs. Disraeli. 
[February.] ·· 

· . ·pis m~s~t, I think, now })e q~dte satisf{ed: the best speech he 
. has made, 'and, what is. more,. the most applauded, is in ,his 
own original vein. Are not Young, England proud of. the:i.r 
leader 1 · 
~ : _ , April10. 

. . I ~ent yesterday to Turville~ . . . I never sa~ Milord 

.[Lyndhurst] more blooming: he looked as young, and as W;ell 
as Chalon'spicture. We did,not see much of-him, as he was 
full of work and not dressed ; . but when he. did appea~, he ·. 
said a great deal in a little tiqie. Almost his fir13t inquiry 
was after Dis .. ~ And so he is going to turn us out,' he said : 
' I ani" told he is 'not exactly one of Young. England, but their 
mentor and guide.' The speech about Ireland was mentioned 
-'And a very good speech it was;' he added : whereupon 
I said,' So it pleased Sir Robert Peel to say.' .' . 

· Aill~UY,...@Q);J,~s.p.~e.ches,oi;u-'¥.O.ung<ir:lk!!gl~u.q.,.,_d,p.rtng-•. this 
s~~s}9:t;l-1;\!?.!;.~~-<1i1Yil;l(g~~J.Y~~!!l.f!Y~R~-~""''""'It retained, iiid~ed,_. 
its original char;wter as a group· of .personal friends \vit~" 
a common stock of ideas, 'arid did not aspire to become. 
a party formally organised and equipped ~ith definite· 
principles. 'Lixing...,_m..uc_b..J..gg~~,l~;...,~ll;b£21 •• ~.QI!tqi:Qa- . 
·tign,7.,~~L .. as,~e.<t;;_tqge,ther, ~ 2. ,w::~,_s ,])j$r~:~>t:l:li)'1x.r9,1Yin;.<aQc.ount . of 
tk:~ ... w.~tt~~.wauy, .• yeai:s;_,lat.e:r: ..... "T.h~,.li_o}~~$-!}:.t .... 9~~~r 
Gfl-~@;~~~,tl}_~i:r1'~~ll:Y<~Rg:;;pJ;~jmJ,U,.18.!1Q9I1·~"" In the_ co uri try 
they .met at the Deepdene, whose owner, Heriry Hope, 
though no longer in ~arliament, had from the firf\t beeri 
a zealous . supporter ·of the niovemei_i.t ; som<'ltimes at ·· 

, Bearwood, the country-house of the Walt:ers; whose 
sympathies had been secured, and ,v-ith them,· if not· the. 
support, the 'benevolent interest of The' Times: ··In the 
House of Commons _the movement gained several, new 
adherents, who often reinforced the original group of 
friends. Of these .the most notable were ·Augustus · 

r . • ·. 

1 iransard, Marc\Ll6,1868; · . 
2 General Preface to the Novels, 1870. 
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Stafford O'Brien, a master of epigram, ·who was popular 
on both sides of the Rouse ; and William Busfi~ld Ferrand, 1 

a Yorkshire squire with ' a Dantonesque appearance,' 
who denounced in a stentorian voice, and with an em~ 
barrassing knowledge of his subject, the crimes of the 
manufacturers and . the woes of their employees. 
Monckton Milnes fluttered. uneasily around the group, 
h-esitating to commit himself. Outside the Rouse they 
numbered among their friends, in addition to- Hope and 
Faber, Ambrose Lisle Phil11ps, 2 a 'well- known -Roman'" 
Catholic, the Eustace Lyle of Coningsby .. The social 
popularity of Smythe and other members caused Young 

_England to be an object of some interest to society, and 
a dialogue between a couple of dandies3 in Coningsby 
gives us, we may suppose, a very fair conception of the 
intelligence with which society made its comments. 

'Buckhurst "[said Mr. Melton] swears by Henry Sydney, 
a younger son of the Duke, and young Coningsby ; a sort of 
new set ; new ideas and all that sort of thing. . . . When 
they were staying with the Everinghams at Easter they were 
full of it. Coningsby had just returned from his travels, 
and they were quite on the qui vive. Lady Everingham is one 
of their set. I don't know what it is exactly ; but I think 
we shall hear more of it.' 

' A sort of animal magnetism, or unknown tongues, I take . 
it from your "description,' said his companion. 

•·well, ldon'tknowwhatitis,' saidMr. Melton;' butithas 
got hold of all the young fellows who have just come out .... 
I had some idea of giving my mind to it, they made such a 
fuss about it at Everingham; but it requires a devilish deal 
of history, I believe, and all that sort of thing.' - _ · 

\Ah ! that's a bore,' said his companion. ' It is difficult 
to turn to with a new thing when you are not in the habit of 
it. . I never· could manage charades.' - . 

Mr. Ormsby, passing by, stopped ... ·. 
' Here's a new thing that. Melton has been telling me of, 

that all. the world is going to believe 'in,' said ·Mr. Cassilis ; 
'something patronised by Lady Everingham. . . . Young 

1 1809-1889. 2 1809-1878. 
3 Mr. Melton and Mr. Cassilis, representing Disraeli's friends James Mac 

donald and George Wombwell. · 
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Coningsby brought it· from abroad ; didn't you sa:y so, 
Jemmy 1' 

' No, no, my dear fellow ; it is not at all. that sort of thing.' 
. ' Brit they say it requires a deuced deal of history,' con

tinued Mr. Cassilis. ~ One must brush up one's Goldsmith. 
Canterton used to. be the fellow fot history at White's. He 
was ,always boring one with William the Conqueror, Julius 
Cresar, and all that sort of thing.' 1 

JJ.~t .. .Qpn.ingsby. itself, t.o which we now cotne, diq f~r 
.. "":-~~·~:.,_::t<lf_._~~"'""'~<~~~-'t!<:,.._. 

~srr,e_Ht~!!.-~P.!~Jl!l~~~-~l!£~§~~~'".gf: jJs)i~<r~,,Qf..,.JlY,~P,.the 
~ speeches of its auth?r, brilliant as they were, ~9Jtll.I~J!>~~n 

i.!fJi§:t:~~h!P~,.,1::o:qng~~I~gl::t}1d. . . · 

1 Ooningsby, Bk. VIII. ch. 1., .· 

~- ' 

,, 

· .... 
··t~·-
... ,;· . 

. . ; 



CHAPTER VII. 

CoNINGSBY. 

1844. 

E~gl~h U~er~~w~.._ow,ef!.,a,;,d~h,t<of>.tgratitud~li~o'lfi>eeL, ... or 
/(to~Stanley,-if to Stanley it is more appropriately due ; 
1l4,~ir. ·-exqlus~p~1. ,9{ .. ;Q,i~r~eF.,.JrpJp, ,,,9:ffic.e"'i:rt m184:bled to 

Cf,OJ1,i1Jgs.by~ .a.,nq.,_Sy_bil~,.a.ndw,t4eoJ:,creatio:g..r;!.£f,.~~l!.e.mP.2!i~ical 
q:q;y{)l. Except for Alarcos and a few political pieces, 
Disraeli's pen had been idle since his election to the House 
of Commons ;but he now conceived the idea of applying 
the methods of fiction to his new world of experience, and 
began~to,,~i(~c.s~g!l-in. It ·was Henry Hope, he tells us,l 
who first urged him to treat in a literary form the political 
ideas which they were in the habit of discussing ; but it 
was only after reflection, as he elsewhere2 records, that 
he chose the form of fiction as that 'which, in the temper 
of the times, offered the best chance of influencing 
opinion.' This appears to have been at the Deepdene 
in the autumn· of 1843, and a novel was there and then 
begun}' ~nd continued during the winter at Bradenham 
and elsewhere. · 

. To Lord John Manners. • 
BRADENHAM, 

Nop, 29, ·1843. 
MY DEAR LoRD JoRN, 

. . . I get on to my satisfaction : but authors are not 
the best critics of their own productions : I am more anxious 

· 1 General Preface to the Novels, 1870. 
2 Pref~ce to the Fifth Edition of Ooningsby, 1849. 
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about your opinion th~~ my own; The sustained labor is, 
however, very painful: and I am daily more convinced that 
there is n:o toil like literature. However qnce in, etc. It is too 
late to moralise. I want to clear the deck if fcau by the end 
of January, for action and speculation will never blend ..... . 

Ever yours, . . . ·n . 

* 

. 'J1,ge"'n;t~l~:..P~:t.P.Q!!x~i£ .. ~tit~XIl<':lli~-§;;.};.?~,Y,j~f!~P~~EY~!l~ .! ~st • 
~Ia.ims,ef-the,..'Ji0l'Y:"'Pa-Fty,;;fu,J5e,.tb,~,.p,q.gular.,.,pG]j,ticfl!l1,c()p:~eC1era~ 
ti§ii. of th~\ C,CHJ,I1PEY· ; .. a purpose which he had more or less' . 
pursued from a· very. early period. of· life .. · The occasion was · 
favorable ~o the attempt. . The, youthful. m!nd of England 
had j{lst reeovered from .the .inebriation of the great Conserva-, 
tive triumph,o£1841, and was beginning to' inquire what, '~fter' 

<(all,' theY.. had, .conquered t? preser!e; . ~~.!iJil'\Y:,~.S,~,pJI,R,QI:tiJ:ne, 
/ ·thereforer;!ig-sljo~ .. t.!!.~E.lieiY~~t.io~l?l11Z~~ej;lj.l£1;.4!:h.9~·: 

~:nd~~~t .. d,u.~ri,'~};JP.®.t'R~PP;t1.t}~J:,ellc~:fiEE$<~¢J;lo~ent,qf:?ur 
P,li!~Ul~~~J,;t~qes.s,~~I,es.,.,..,,T1us .. the,~wr-lte~~e.n,.q,~,\!-~~!:e.,d-.,to ~do · w1 ~h"., 
o;ut""pr§l·?:.cli~,~'':';~E,<l~~.J.,t~t~9{~,e~Y"e~~~s<.al}P,.\J,h~tr~tcter~ of 'Yh1ch . 

. he had· so~e ·personal experience, not altogether without· the 
impartiality of the future. 1 : '· • •• 

. : '. ' .-~ . . . ~- t'' ' .t1 

· '.,.,Goni11,g,s.Q;Y,~1f~~,;,li19~~l;>Jlt~a"*'gf£~&~:t;~~!?~.~~-: ... of• 
. pmpGse,J-says"'@Ile~~of .... ,i.ts,.,.best.cnitics,~to,.,l>~ .• ~ .. U..t~k!~t~. 
nq,:v;§l.,.;~.!L :M:r .. : Disraeli had confined himself ·to . ; thy 
merely artistic p·oint of view, he might hav_e drawn a. 
picture -of political society worthy of, comparison· with 
Vanity Fair.'·· Here, perhaps,. mingled· with a ,certain; 

. . • ri· 
amo.unt of . truth, there is some of the sophistry, of ' art 

, for art's sake,' the same spirit of para'dox that ,m'a;(Ie the. 
· · critic wish that 'Disraeli could have stuck .to his novels 
-~ . ~:;;,}~g~~··""';ti--t~!~~~-....;-?;':-;-~:;-.:"9...;~~~-!i>~-·-·1" ~. 

without rising to .be ~me Minister,' ·If Disraeli· had 
~~~---Jt·"~I!!IQMJ).i$41~-~--· "*~""~~ ...... _.~.,...1-"• ~ '•' 'I 

,been a :zp.ere. politi~ian, . and nothing- besides, ·he c_q_ul£L 
..,. never, of corirse; have written his political novels; but one:t::r 

wonders \vhether the mere artist who was not' also' some:: 
thin{b'esides, .who was n~t, in .fact; him.self an int~rested . 
man of action, 'could have penetrated like Disraeli to the 
"' . . . .. ---:: '· ·, - . ' ,....,. 

1 Preface :to· the Fifth E~ition. 2 Sir:Ikslie Stephen. • .,._ 
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inmost soul of politics, or painted a picture of· political 
.society worthy of comparison with Coningsby: 

""~' . 

\
.. . The.no;v;-~l~was ___ ,pu.bl·i-shecl.:.~l.ll•J\1:ot.3;.~1.8.: 4: . . t,.,i_t~J~.~~.t-.1-)l_.~-_J>.~iJ?g __ / . .-;;' ": 

C . b ·1 Th N Ge t· ' d n· 1· c, -~ _gmngs y~'""'()J;,~~;~F;:;;,_ "nera,_I()~,:~~~Il.-,''.;. psra_e 1~on,;: ·~'if 
tlpe .... title;;.pl:l,g~-... ~S,£!,ibJ;ng ,..himself ,~a_!!'"'M.:g._,..and,~a.):ltJ:lor~ of'-.., I 4 
QOJJ,.tar.ini-Itleming. 'Conceived and partly executed r.'' 
amid the glades and galleries of the Deepdene,' it appeared 
with a dedication to Henry Hope, the friend _to whom its 
inception was due, and whom Disraeli described in the 
single pregnant sentence written after his death : ' He 

· was learned and accomplished, possessed a penetrating 
judgment and an inflexible will.' The book issued from 
the office of Disraeli's old publisher Colburn, and the 
profits were divided equally between publisher and author, 
the author's share on 3,000 copies being about- £1,000. 
The .. success was great and immediate, .and Disraeli told 
his .. sister . .that. it,had.,:exceedqd •. all.,l).-is ,hgpes.. 'I'b:e~first 

edition...of.,..-1,000 •. copi~li!-~~~~;<!2rtnig.htl'>·c .. !..Three 
considerable editions were sold i~ this country in three 
months; it waslargely circulated throughout the Conti-
nent of Europe, and within a very brid period more than 
50,000 copies were required in the United Sta,tes of 
America.' 2 · · 

The_p.QpJll{tr~ty,..of . .Qo!l-iJ.~,gsgy,.,h,a,~,,pr£~~5!'.,;,;t?o:.,l?.¥~-lasting, 
,a,pd ,it 51? stilLmore.read.,.than:any ~of.J).israeWs,.wo~l,rs,~with 
th_~p~l:>Jil~y:X:9'AP~t2-!h9f;f:.t{o~/}q,ir,,_~.Its success was helped, 
no doubt, at first by the fact that it was regarded as the 
manifesto of Young England, which had been making a 
considerable noise ; and still mo_re by the _fact that it · 
contained many references, some of them caustic, to 
living ;tatesnien by name, many figures that were intended 

··f,o be accepted as portraits, and many others for which the 
keymakers, with more or less plausibility, were ab!e to 
suggest originals of whom the author had never dreamt. · 

· 
1 Coningsby .was the name of a well-known public man of the age of. Queen 

Anne ; and it is worth noting as a· coincidence, if nothing more, that Car
lyle's John Sterling, who died shortly. after the appearance of Disraeli's 
book, had published a forgotten novel called Arthur Oonirtgsby in 1833. 

2.Preface to the Fifth Edition. 
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But' the main reason· both for th~. immediate success and 
the endur~ng fame of the novel is rather to be sought in 
its own genuine merits as a first and happiest effort .in the 

··new form of art which its author had invented. 
'I have seeri Hope,' Disraeli wrote in ahurriecln()t~-~o

hiswife one· day :ln the week after publication; 'he.only 
says he is enchanted, but will say nothing more till 'he 
has finished and taken in the whole: Cochrane raving': 
Manners. fui.l of wild rapture.' -. Let Smy~he ·speak· for 
himself·: .. .,, · "· · 

· From the Ron. George Smyth,e.,. 
·Thursday night . 

. DEAR Drz, 
·. I have just· finished it. What can I say, or write, or-. 

,think? .1 am so dazzled, bewildered,. tipsy with admiration' 
. the most passionate an~ wild ! · · · . / . · · .. 

. I never.. read anything, thouglJ.t of anything, felt anything, 
· believed in anything, before. ' . · ' 

. Thank God I have a faith at'last! 'The blessing of all the 
prophets be with you,' is the ,prayer of a disciple mo~e en~ ~ 
thusiastically devoted than a:r;1y they ever counted·. · 

' . · Yours ever mo~t affectionately, . , .-
. ' . G. s. 'SMYTHE. " 

'I stop one mmute,' wrote his sister from. Bradenharh; · 
' to tell you that we are fascinated and delighted beyond · 
expression. . . . Papa says the man who has made the 
finest sp~ech of the session has written the lrest book that· · 

·ever w~s written.' .. 'Even you and Dis'sdamily,' said 
his old fr~end Lady Blessington in a letter t9 Mrs:.Disra~li, 
' take not. a livelier pleasure ·or ·a greater pride 'than I 

:in the. briliiant success of Ooningsby.' · ' I.· .ha v~ read 
Coningsby-who has notY wrote another'.old friend, the 
Lord Chancellor, .. Lyndhurst; 'f~ll of wit arid talent ana'·'. 
splendid pictures.' · ' Everybody here, from the Princess. 
of . Prussia ·downwards,' wrote Monck tori Milnes from 

· Berli~ to~ards the close of the year, 'is reading and tal~
ing Ooningsby.' · . · ~ .. . ·· 

- ...... ,Th~ .. ,...und~r!ying_st9IY.....,.}?f_..t!l~ .... Q!l,v~Li§,..l3)ight.,~iust· 
en~~ygh:,,to.;li~k:.together.,.th~,.;,po~itics""":anJ;:tJ,:tj§.tQry,,_~n,d 

• ·- ' • , • ' "'· •• ........__ ' -... .- ... - < • ... ~-- • :. ~ ~ 
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to·serve as an-excuse for the introduction of the scene& 
of social and political life, ·and the long procession 
of figures, social and political, that marches across the 
stage. Harry-Qqn~pgsby:, .._t4..!'l;..2~!.!=l!!:~J!2~..-h~,-whq., ~.as 
has heeJ1 s~~n, -~~:L<!~~t~!,.,~UlY~-~~, ,i!J"'~~~~~I}~Jl~'?.H, of ,the 
Marquis of Monmouth, a younger sop~!_ child and a solitary 
orphan, to whom ' the sweet sedulousness'" of 'a'mother's 
love or a sister's mystical affection' has never been 
known. The .. -story ~opens,.,in·kthe .. year,,,J,§,~£,_~-~u;"'a!'l .. a 
hoy of fourteen .he js .summp:n,ed.,tQ,,.:Y()P.sl..£~ .. 1~~1!?--!~!JJl 
to have his first interview with his formidable grandfather, 
whom the crisis of the Reform Bill has brov.ght over to 
England from his usual residence abroad. Lord Mon
mouth, who is presented as a nobleman of vast wealth, 

• great political influence, rare sagacity, unbending will, 
intense selfishness, and licentious habits, is intended to 
reproduce that famous voluptuary, the third Marquis 
of Hertford,! who was also the original of Thackeray's 
Marquis of Steyne ; and in the first chapter we make 
acquaintance with the Right Hori. Nicholas Rigby, who 
as political adviser and confidential man of business holds 
to Lord Monmouth much the same relation that John 
Wilson Croker held to Lord Hertford: Rigby is the type 
of the clever and resourceful, but base and. shallow, . 
parasite ; ' bold; acute, and voluble, with no thought but 
a great deal of _desultory information ' ; 'fruitful in small 
expedients, and never happier than when devising shifts 
for great men's scrapes ' ;1 at once obsequious to pis 
superiors and tyrannical to his inferiors ; a persistent 
intriguer, 'confided in by 'everybody, trusted by none'; 
a"u adept in subterranean journalism, and the author of 
many slashing articles in . a Tory review ' written in a 
style apparently modelled. on the briefs of those sharp 
attorneys who weary ad-vocates with their clever common
place, teasing with obvious comment and torturing with 
inevitable inference.' 'In most of the transactions of 
life there is sOm0 portion which no one cares to acconi-

1 1777-1842. Seep. 528. 
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plish, and which everybody ·wishes to be achieved. \ This 
was always the portion oq.1r:Rigby.: .•. Notwithstand
ing his splendid livery and the airs he gave himself in the 
servants' hall, his real business in life had ever been to do 
·the dirty work.' • -

" 

· Rigby has had charge of Coningsby during his patron's 
absence abroad, but LordJ\1onmo.uth, until now indifferent · 
to his grandson, is att:racted when h~ sees him, andhence-
forth·gives him a place in his ambitious calculatiol).s. In 
the first book we .have a picture remarkab}e .alike_for 
its truthfulness 1 and· charm of the boy's life at Eton .. · , -
Coningsby is,akeady the centre of a group, his greatest 
friends. being Lord:Henry Sydney and Sir Charles Buck~ 

· . hurst; representing, as we have seen, Manners and Cochrane.; · 
. and a third,. Oswald Millbank,. a manufacturer's son, who, 

· -so far as he is intended to suggest a rettl person, sta~ds for 
John Walter,2, the heir-apparent_ of, the ruling dynasty 

1• of ·The Tim_es. · Through Millbank,: Coningsby discovers, 
when his interest in poli~ics begins t<;> aW'aken, that tl;tey. 

· mean something more than a~ hereditary struggle between. 
Tory nobles, like his grandf~ther,. a?d .the Whig· no]:!les · 
of whom he hears from his Whig friend Lord Vere.;" He 
beconi~s aware for the first time of the existence of :a_· 
great class. distinct from the nobility, but rivalling;it in 

·'1 Di~raeli seems to have taken what for him was unusual pains to mak~· 
this picture faithfuL; and he had some assistance _from an Eton master, the. 
Rev. W. G. Cookesley, who is mentioned by name in:the·noveJ, and who had, 
in fact, been Smythe's "tutor. It is· curious, however, to find that LOrd 
Lyttelton (4th Baron, 1817-1876), who appears in the novel as '.the calm 
and'.sagacious .Vere,' and who wrote as 'a faithful Etoriian' to the author . 
that ' the.·main features were given with admirable fidelity. aui:l'life,' was .. 
able to fill a.quarto sheet with critical cor6.ment9 ~ on.very minute matters ''-:
his ' grave doubts,' for in.stance, whether the boys ever in pra~tice had a . 
goose for breakfast. · ' . · - ·. · " · · · . . . · "' -~ 

.. 2 18l!i-1894. In .an unauthorised: key to Coningsby that ·appeai·ed iiJ. the· 
year of its publication, it was absurdly stated that Gladstone was the original 

.Of Oswald Millbauk, arid the statement has often -been. repeated, a certain · 
r.esemblance, real or .fancied; giving it plausibility:· •The resemblance, if an)>,: 
was purely accidental. Disraeli in 184~ had no reason 'for . feeling any 
particular interest· in-Giadstone;.and certainly none for working him into his 
Young England scheme by transferring him 'to au Eton generation nearly .. " 
oon years later than his own. Walter, ori tl1e other hand, was ill- close 
relations with Young England, had ·been· a contemporary and friend of Smythe 

. and Manners at·Eton, and, like Millbauk, had gone to Oxford when they 

. went to Cambridge. ·· · 
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wealth, and determined to acquire power ; and in Mill
bank's crude opinions caught up from his father he finds 
materials for thought and a stimulus to a mind already 
pred_isposed to political inquiry. 

Presently we come to the crisis caused by the King's 
dismissal of Melbourne in 1834, and we have a picture, 
cynical but amusing, and drawn.by a master hand, of the 
aspect of politics that is most visible at such a time. Two 
days after Peel's audience of the King, Mr. Ormsby,! 
celebrated for his poli~ical dinners, gave one to a numerous 
party, and we are allowed to catch s9me fragments of the 
conversation of his assembling guests. 

'Do you hear anything?' said a great noble who wanted 
something in the general scramble, but what he knew not; 
only he had a vague feeling he ought to have something having 
made such great sacrifices. 

' There is a report that Clifford is to. be Secretary to the 
Board of Control,' said Mr. Earwig, whose whole i>Oul was in 

·this subaltern arrangement, of which the Minister of course 
had not even thought ; ' but I cannot trace it to any authority:' 

'I wonder who will be their Master of the Horse,' said the 
great noble, loving gossip though he ·despised the gossiper. 

' Clifford has done nothing for the party,' said Mr. Earwig. 
'I dare say Rambrooke will have the Buckhounds,' said the 

great noble, musingly. · . 
' Your Lordship has not heard Clifford's name mentioned ?' 

.continued Mr. Earwig. · · · 
'I should think they had not ·come to that sort of thing,' 

said the great noble, with ill-disguised contempt. 'The first 
thing after the Cabinet is formed is the Household : the things 
you talk of are done last ;' and lie turned upon his heel, and 
niet the imperturbable countenance and Clear sarcastic eye of 
Lord Eskdale. 2 

'You have not heard anything?' asked the great noble of 
his brother patrician. · . · · · 

'Yes, a great deal since I have been in this room; but 
unfortunately it is all- untrue.' . · · · · 

'There is a report that Rambrooke is to have tho Buck 
hounds; but I cannot trace it to any authority.' 

' Pooh !' said Lord Eskdale. 

1 John Irving (d. ts53), a well-known Croosus of the day, m~mber for 
Co. Antrim. · · 

2 Said to be a lifelike picture· of the 2nd Earl of Lonsdale, 1787 ,i872. 
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. . ' I don't see that Rambrooke should have the Buckhounds 
. _any· more than anybody else;: What sacrifices has he made ?' 
. ' Past sacrifices are nothing,' said Lord Eskdale.. ' Present 
sacrifices are the thing we want : men who wilJ sacrifice their 

. principles, and join us.' . 
'You have not heard Rambrooke's name mentioned?' 
' When· a. Minister has no Cabinet, and only. one hundred 

and forty supporters in ~he House of Commons, he has some
thing else to think of than places at Court,' said Lord Eskdale; 
as he slowly turned away. · · · ' · 

. Among Mr . .Ormsby's gue~ts· were Tadpole and Taper, 
two political parasites of the type we should now call 
'wire-pullers,' menil?ers' 'of •the. class of statesmen '·who 
believe the country must be saved' if they 'receive t~elve 
hundred a year.', . . · , 

' .• • ., ~/. • . • . . , ' ~· .· . . ~- • : , . '' , ~; I 

It is. a pec~liar class, that ; £1,200 per·artnum, paid quarterly; 
is:their.idea of political scien9e ~nd humall-natur~~, TO_ receiver: ··; 
£1,200 per annum is government; to try to receive £1;200 per. ' 
annum· is opposition; to 'Wish to receiv¢_£1,200 per a:imtim is. 
ambition. If a man. wants to get into Parliament, and d()es 
not want to get £1,200 per anmilll., they locik upon· him: as daft.; 
as a benighted- be_ing, _They stare in each_other's f~ce, and 
ask,·.,. What •. can * * * * * wan:t. to. get irito Parlialll.ent for ?' 
They .have no conception that public reputation is a, motive 
power;and·with many men the greatest. . ' . ; -,, . ' . .. '. . ' •.· '· 

._.Tadpole and Taper, who were great pers(:m~l friends; 
a11d neither of whom ' ever despaired of the Common
wealth,' withdrew after dinner to a distant sofa for ~ 
confidential talk. '' . . ' . . 

'And what do yoh put our numbers at ~ow ?··h1quired ]\ir. 
Taper. . · ·.. , . . . 

' Would you take fifty-five forour majority ?' rejoined l\'[r. 
Tadpole. . · . . . . .· · · _ , 
·'It is not so much the tail tl~ey have, as .the. excuse their 

· junction will.be for the moderate, sensible men to come o_ver;' 
said Taper 'Our fi:iendSir Everardfor example, it would 
settle him.' . . . 

• 'He is a sole~nimpostor,' rejoined:-Mr. Tadpole; 'but he 
is a baronet and a county member, and very·much looked up. 

- to by 'the Wesleyans. The other men, 1 know, have refused 
him a _peerage.' · · · . · · _ · .. ·. · 
· 'An~ we might ho~d out judi~ious hopes,' said Tap~r .. 
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'No one can do t.hat better than you,' said Tadpole. 'I am 
rapt to say too much about those,things.' 

'I make it a rule never to open my mouth on such subjects,' 
said Taper. 'A nod or a wink will speak volumes. An 
affectionate pressure of the hand will sometimes do a great 
deal ; and I have promised many a peerage without committing 
myself, by .an ingenious habit of deference which caimot be 
mistaken by.the future noble.' · · 

'Ah ! Tadpole,' said Mr. Taper, getting a little maudlin ; 
' I often think, if the time should ever come, wh_en you and I 
should be joint Secretaries of the Treasury !' 

'We shall see, we shall see. All we have to do is to get into 
Parliament, work well together, and keep other men down.' 

'We will do our best,' said Taper. 'A dissolution you hold
inevitable F 

' How are you and I to get into Parliament if there be not 
one? We must make it inevitable. I tell you what, Taper; 
the lists inust prove a dissolution inevitable. You understand 
me ? If the present Parliament goes on, where shall we be 1 
We shall have new men cropping up every session.' 

' True, terribly true,' said Mr. Taper. ' That we should 
ever live to see a Tory government again! We have reason to 
be very thankful.' 

' Hush !' said Mr. Tadpole. 
Tory governments ; what the 
Conservative government.' 

' The 'time has gone by for 
country require's is a SOUI~d 

'A sound Conservative government,' said Taper, musingly. 
• I understand : Tory men and Whig measures.' 

The dramatic struggle between parties during the 
period of Peel's short administration raised to the highest 
pitch the enthusiasm of Eton for Conservative· principles ; 
but when the enthusiasm had subsided, Coningsby and 
his friends began to ask the question what Conservative 
principles meant. The final answer was only to shape 
itself in Coningsby's mind after several years of. thought 
and study at Cambridge ; but before he left .Eton he had 
attained to an earnest though rather vague conviction 
that the present state of feeling, both in politics and 
religion, was very far from ·healthy, that for the prevailing . 
latitudinarianism of belief something deep, fervent, H;nd 
definite would have to be substituted, and that the 
priests of the new faith must be sought in the r~nks of 
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the New Generation. With his mind in this condition, · 
he is ready to· profit by an adventure that befalls him in 
the. interval between his leaving Eton · and begin~ing 
residence at Cambridge. ·On his way to pay a visit to 
his friend Henry Sydney at his ducal home Beaumanoir, 
he meets a stranger in a forest inn, one of those men, 
sometimes encount~red, 'whose phrases ·are oracles, who 
condense in a sentence the events· of life,' and who are 
!tbl~ to utter ' words that make us think for ev~r .' . The 
description ·of the forest, breathing Disraeli's sympathy 
with nature in the aspects in which she appealed to him · 

.. ,~$most, of the storin which drove the travellers for refuge 
·;~to the inn, and of the colloquy that tlien.followed, make 

what is perhaps the b{')st chapter in the book. . . 

. Coningsby had·nev:er met or re~d of anyone like this chance 
.. companion. 'His sentences were so short, his language .so 

. · Tacy; his voice rang so clear, his elocution was so complete . 
. On all subjects his mind seemed to be instructed, and his 
.opinions formed. He flung out a res~lt in a few words ; he· 
·solved with a phrase some deep proplem that men muse 'over 
for years. He said many things that were strange; yet they 

. immediately appeared to be true.. Then, without the slightest 
air of pretension or parade, he .seemed to knb)V everybgdy ll,S 

well as everything. Monarchs, statesmen, authors, adven~ 
turers, of all descriptions and of all climes, if their names 
occurred ,in the conversation, he described them" in an epi~ 
grammatic sentence,· or revealed their precise position, 
character, calibre, by a curt dramatic trait. All this, too, 
without any excitement of manner ; 1 on the contrary,· with 
repose amount,ing almost to nonchalance, If his address llad 
ahy fault in it, it was rather a deficiency of earnestness. A 

· slight spirit of. mockery played over his. speech even when you 
deemed him most serious ; you were startled by his sudden 
transitions from profound thought to poignant sarcasm. A 
very singular freedom from passion and prejudice. on ev:ery 
topic on which they treated, might be some compensation for 
·this want of earnestness, perhaps was its consequence. 

The stranger teaches Coningsby to have faith in the 
divine influence of individual character and in tpe power· 
of the creativ:e ·mind, dispensing With experience, to 
achieve greatness in youth. Almost everything th!tt. is 
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great has, he asserts, beep. done by youth. For life, 
inde~~' in general '.there is but one decree : Youth is a 
blunder; Manhoq'd a struggle; Old Age a regret.' But 
thoug:n'·youth itst~t!~ not genius, genius when young is 
divine. Why, the ·~t:~test captains of ancient and 
modern 'times both conqli:ered It~Iy at five=-a:nd-twenty ; 
Gaston de Foix at 1Ravenna and Conde at Rocroy were 
only twenty-two; Innocent III. and ·Leo X. were both 

·Popes at thirty:seven; ignatius Loyola and John Wesley 
both worked "\Vith yomig brains; Pascal, the ,greatest of 

·Fr.en_Qhmen, Raphael, and Byron, all diedatthirty-seven; 
Richeliffit~th:irty-one was-Secretary of State ; Pitt and· 
Bolingbro·ke were both Ministers before other men left off 
cricket. The. history of heroes, in f~~t, is the history of 
youth, and the way to be a hero is to believe in the 
heroic ; but when Coningsby remarks that the stranger's 
own actions should in that case be heroic, he receives the 
reply : ' Action is not for me ; I am of that faith that th.e 
Apo&tles professed before they followed their Master.' 

A~ Beaumanoir we have a picture of high life at its 
besti-grar-~;.-:ffeauty, and refinement, dignity and repose, 
charityi,,~'fd a -~ng sense of social and public duty. 
Here we -~ke'a7,n~ritai1ee. •• ;~Jili the da~ght:r.s of the 
house, Lady ~b.Ar;~ ydney and her marned sister Lady 
Everingham, one of thos'e f~scinating. women of society 
who:rh we find in Disraeli's novels-light, airy, ultra
feminine, with wit, spirit, and breeding, and a spice of 
delicious mockery. · ·· 

Lady Everingham thoroughly understood the art of con
versation, which, indeed, consists of the exercise of two fine 
qualities. You must originate, and you must sympathise ; 
you must possess at the same time the habit of communi
cating and the habit of listening: The union is rather rare, 
but irresistible. Lady Everingham was not a celebrated 
beauty, but she was something infinitely more delightful, a 
captivating woman. There were combined in her, qualities 
not commonl,v met together, great vivacity of mind with great 
grace of manner. Her words sparkled .and her movements 
charmed. 

I. 20* 
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Among' the .incidents of C?ningsby's visif is; an. ~'*pe'
dition to St. Genevieve,1 the/~~igh~lf':+J1 h(L~-'?£ 
Eustace Lyle,2 a y~ung .. ~nd ':"~~~~.-r~?~~n.".9at~oli~~-~n/" 
._w __ hom we. see agam D. 1~ael. ,Cff~~_i:;PB:~it~t;ltlie-.bancient 
faith.' The Roman Gatholii?JCh~h\attracted him not 
only as it ha~attract~of~any-~thers, by an appeal to 
hisc romantic i:J.stincts, but. ~lso, it would 'appear, in its · 

. political aspect, as the thin.g most 'opp6s~d•to Whiggery. 
Eustace Lyle, thoug~ his father had~~eengalled- by~ 
political exclusion into allying himself with the Whig 
p:irty, has not forgotte11 that,itwas_the~!all of the Papacy,-/·-

. . . . ............. ~-~---~·---- -. 

; in England that founded t4,iWhig aristocracy; ·but when 
. he looks.aboutfor an alternative he Se(js nothing but the 
barren and unhappy cross-breed· of Conservatism, a party 
' whose rule it is to~ consent. _t;o ;r;o change_ un~i~ _it_ is 
clamorously called for, and then-mstantly to,yield ;~.which 
treats our institutions as we do our pheasants, prese;rving. 
only_to destroy them .• Lyle, we are expressly told, is one 

of_tlie'three peopl.e who,d .. ~----~~-os_~:~l~\i9.g~e~c_.~1the ri "~~-~t-,_-· 
. mmd ?f the .hero. · V3,.11t}.\(f /1. ~~-~~· ··· ,J~, 

Conu:gsby had, been tol~, ?Y v:rr m~s~e~t~ ,,,.1 ~- ~~1')~ 
at the.mn that the. age of rums"':was-:'~t,1 flin~;1t~:__,. een .. 
asked if he had. seen Manchester ; · and'-he hadf?.als6 been 
tol<l that 'adventure;::~r:~o .t~O,~ent~~us.' To 
Mancheste: ·. he' ,ac~ordingly1tgoes 1.ll on"'f, hi_s way". from 

-BeaumanOir tb Conmgsby C~stle, where his grandfather 
expects him; a:riq th~fe folse-v~ral days ;he:... devotes himielf 
to the wonders o£1ndustry and machinery. Among other 
things, he visits the model factory' of Mill bank, and makes 
the acquaintance of the father and beautiful young sister 
of his Eton friend Oswald. · The elder Mill bank ·has his 
own reasons for hating.Lord Monmouth,· and he has also 
peculiar opinions, about the aristocracy as a whole, which 
he .. expounds to the astonished·Coningsby .. · The English 
·aristocracy has: he points out, no special qualityto.mark. 
it,.off frorri. other Classes ; it is not richer, better' informed, 
wiser, ~r more distinguished for:public' or private virtue, 

1 Garendoi:t Towers; 
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·than the class to which Millbank himself belongs. It 
cannot even claim birth as a ground of distinction ; 
Millbank has nev!')r heard of a peer with an ancient lineage. 
TheW ars of the Roses made an end of the Norman Barons, • 
and the three main sources of. the existing peerage of 
England, and in his opinion disgraceful ones, are ' the 
spoliation .of the Church, the open and flagrant sale. of 
honours by the elder Stuarts, and the boroughmongeri:rig 
of onr own times.' Certainly Disraeli cannot be accused 
of flattering in this novel, or in the next, as we shall see; 
the class of which he aspired to be the political leader. · 

A.t~Q~~gsJ!x..,Qastle, to which we now proceed, we are 
shown indeed a side of aristocratic life in which Disraeli 
finds scope for some of h~~iY~~~>atine~g~~n.g~1J..l'
~t,.hear,~~Qr~9~o,J.>.,§N~ntatioussl~tr~Y;,:~"'ij,6~p.~"con--. 
fuswn,. 'nothmg of the· sweet order of a country hfe,' a 
scene in which Coningsby has constantly to practise the 
lesson he has lived long enough to learn, that it is unwise 
to wish to have everything explained. Here he finds 
abundant food for the t}loughts .• that are fermenting in 
the'd.epths of his mind, and the fermentation is stim"!!Ja~ed 

. by his encountering again th~ stra11ger of the for.est inn, 
whom he now learns to know by .the name of Sidonia. 
Sidonia ,is a, Hebrew ~of ·immense· fortune;· inrthe' prime. of 
y9uthful n:ianhood and with an athletic frame :w]lich 
siqkness has never tried ; affabl~ a119: gracio11~, but, though 
unreserved in manner, impenetrable beneath the surface ; 
and yet_with a rare gift of expression, and an intellect that; · 
matured by long meditation, and ' asl!isted ·· by that 
absolute freedom from prejudice which is the compen
satory possession of. a man without a country,' enables 
him to fathom, ' as it were by . intuition, the depth ·of 
every question; however difficultor profound. 

Sidoniarhad exhausted.alLthe sources othuman,kno":ledge; 
he-was master .. of the learning of every nation; of .all.tongues 
dead or living, of every literature, Western and Oriental_. He 
had pursued the speculations. of science to their last term, and 
had himself illustrated thei:n by observation and experiment. 



He had lived in all orders of society, had viewed' every com-. 
bination of nature and -of art, and had observed man under 
every phasis of civilisation. He had even studied him in the 
wilderness. The infiue:i1ce of creeds and laws, manners, cus· 

• toms, traditions, in all their diversities, had been subjected to 
his personal scrutiny. · · 

Sidon:la, in fact, is a type of pure intellect, and he has . 
one gt·eat deficiency for which this prepares us. Rids a 
man· w~thout affections-'-not, in~eed, hear~less; for he, is 
susceptible. of deep emotions; aild capable of great and 
unostentatious acts of kindness. But the individual 
never touched him. ; woman is to hiin a toy, mah a. 
_machine. 

:Th~ lot the most preci9,.US to man, .. and which a ?eneficent 
Providence has made not the least common; to find m another 
heart a perfect and profound sympathy ; to untte his existence 

.. 'with one who could share all his joys, soften all his sorrows, 
'...t··'aid. him in all his projects, respinid to all his fancies, counsel 

t him in his cares,· and support him in his .perils; make life 
charming by her c_harms, interesting by her iritelligence, and 
sweet~ by' the vigilant variety of her tenderness.; to find your. 
life blessed by such an influence', arid to feel that your influence 
can bless such a life : this lot,; the most divine of divine gifts, 

··that power and.evenfame can never rival in its delights,,all 
this nature had denied to Sidonia. · · . · :. ·· · 

. . 

Sidonia 's,function in the noyel is to educate Coningsby, 
'Who in his turn is .to educatefthe. New Generation. He 
teaches Coningsby. to: look forth~ futur~ ~f England i!l 
wh~t is more powerful than laws and institutions-in the 

. national charac
1
ter ; and to see the menace to her pqsition . 

rather in class hostility and other signs of a -decline of 
the n{ttional character than in those more obvious changes 
of political. institutions to which it is the fashion of .the 
age to ~scribe undue importance. How are the elemeii.ts 
of the- nation to be again bltimded together ·? Not by 
new dispositions of political power, .nor ev.ep by insistence 
on those' economic: causes, of which so much is heard; but 
whichare always secondary in th~ir operation. Since the 
peace there has been in England iln attempt to reconstruct 

~ . ' . ~ ' ,. : . . 
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society on a purely rational basis, a basis of material 
motives, the principle of utility. It has failed, and was 
bound to fail, for fuankind is governed, not by reason, but 
by imagination. 

'We are not indebted to the Reason of man for any of the 
great achievements which are the landmarks of human action 
and human progress. It was not Reason that besieged ':!;'roy ; 
it was not :Season that sent forth the Saracen from the Desert 
to conquer the world ; that inspired the Crusades ; that insti
tuted the Monastic orders ; it was not Reason that produced 
the Jesuits; above all, it was not Reason that created the 
French Revolution. Man is only truly great when he acts 
from the passions ; never irresistible but when he appeals to 
the imagination. Even Mormon counts more votaries than 
Bentham.' . · 

'And you think, then, that as Imagination once subdued 
the State, Imagination may now save it r 

'Man is made to adore and to obey: but if you will not. 
command hiin, if you give him .nothing to worship, he will 
fashion his own divinities, and find a chieftain in his own 
passions.' • 

' But where can we find faith in a nation of sectaries ~ 
Who can feel loyalty to a sovereign of Downing Street ?' 

'I speak of the eternal principles of· human nature, you 
· answer me with the passing accidents of the hour. Sects rise 
and sects disappear. Where are the Fifth-Monarchy men? 
England is governed by Downing Street ; once it was governed 
by Alfred and Elizabeth.' · . . 

In 'another famous ·chapter~Sidonia· discou_:r~es on the 
gifts and achievements ·of his r~ce,. and pleads,fcir~their 

F ' .. 
emp.ncipation .. -.II~.Js •. no,,politicar··seiltimentalist, and to . 
ilfiberality as· such he has not the ~lightest objection if 
it be an element of power; but he thinks it impolitic in 
the last degreeto make it the interest of a powerful class 
to oppose· the institutions under which th~y live. The 
Jews' as a race 'are monarchical in sentiment, deeply 
religious,· and essentially Torie~ ; yet their present dis- · 
abilities drive them into the same ranks as the levellers 
and latitudinari~tns, and every generation they must 
become more powerful and more dangerous to the societv . 
which provokes their hostility. -



. ' Do. you think that the quiet humdrum persecution of a 
. decorous representative of. an English university c~n crush· 
those who have successively ba~ed the Pharaohs, Nebuchad
nezzar, Rome, aD;d the Feud_al ages ? The fact is, you cannot 
destroy a pure race of. the Caucasian organisation. It is ·a 
physiological fact ; a simple law of nature, which has baftled 
Egyptian anq AssyrianiGngs; Roman Emperors,·and Ch~istili.n , 
Inquisitors. No penal laws, no physical tortures, can effect 
that a superior race should be absorbed in an inferior Or be 
d(}StrOyed by it. . . . . ~. r 

' Pure races of Caucasus may be persecuted, hut they cannot 
be despis«:ld, except by the brutal ignorance of. some mongrel 
breed,. that brandishes fagots and howls extermination, but is 
itself exterminated without persecution, by that irresistible law 
of Nature which is fatal to curs.' . . ·. 

'In every great intellectual ~ovement in Europe the 
Jews have played • ~nd play a principal part~· The first 
Jesuits were Je\Vs; that mysterious Russia!:!- diplomacy 
which so alarms Western,Europe is organised by Jews; 
'Jews aimost monopolise the ·. professoria,l . chairs of 
Germany, and are there preparing that migh.t:y; revolution 

. of which so littl~ is known inEriglarid as yet, but which 
. will, . in fact, . be a second. and greater Reformation. 
Neander is a Jew; WehHs a Jew. Jews are to be found . 
among the leading Ministers -in nearly every state ·in 
Europe. S6ult is a Jew; so als.o were some cif h}s most: 
famous colleagues among Napoleon's Marshals~Massena, · 
for".: exam pie·. All modern . philosophy springs from · 
.Spinoza ; · .. and if. the Jews cannot in the present show 
great poets or great orators, they-have had theni in the 
past .. -To~d~y }>heir'. pasE!ionate and . creative genius, the 
nearest link to Divinity, debarred by human tyranny 
from developing in other fields, has found iri music, which · 
is almost an exclusive Jewish privilege, a medium for its 
expression; In the history of the lords 'of melody you 
find the annals of Hebrew genius ; ~nd ' almost· every 
great composer,1 skilled musician, almost every voice that 

'1 To a generation· for which Mend'elssohii and Meyerbeer were the great · 
lights abov:e_ the· musical- hori~on, this ·statement may have seemed less 
astonishing than it seems to us. Joachim, who was a pure Jew, and as pro~d 
of his race as Disraeli himself, could speak with more authority ; and in 
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ravishes you with its transporting strains, springs from 
our tribes.' · 

From Coningsby Castle we pass to Cambridge, where 
we see Coningsby again surrounded by his Eton friends. 
~t the end of their first year came the general election 
that followed the death of William IV., and they had 
the satisfaction of helping to win a great victory for the 
Conservative cause in the borough of Cambridge, where 
its champion was an old Etonian. On the day the member 
was chaired they met in Coningsby's rooms to talk over 
their triumph. 

'By Jove!' said the panting Buckhurst, throwing himself 
ori the sofa, 'it was well done; never was anything better done~ 
An immense triumph ! The greatest triumph the Conserva
tive Cause has had. And yet,: he added, laughing,. 'if any 
fellow were to ask me what tl:).e Conservative Cause is, I a·n 
sure I should not know what to say.'· . 

'Why, it is· the cause of our glorious institutions,' said 
Coningsby. 'A Crown robbed of its prerogatives; a Church 
controlled by a commission ; and an Aristocracy. that does not 
·lead.' . .. . . 

'Under whose genial influende.·the order .of the Peasantry, 
"a country's pride," has vanished from the face of the land,' 
said Henry Sydney, ' and is succeeded by a race of serfs, who 
are called labourers, and who burn ricks.' · · 

'Under which,' continued Coningsby, 'the Crown has 
become a cipher; the Church a sect; the Nobility drones; and 
the People drudges.' · . 

'It is the great constitutional cause,' said Lord Vere, 'that 
refuses everything to opposition ; yields everything to agita-. 
tion; conservative in Parliament, destructive out-of-doors; 
that has no objection to. any change provided only it be 
effected. by unau,thorised means.' 

'The first public association of men,' said Coningsby, 'who 
have worked for an avowed end without enunciating a single 
principle.' . . . 

'And who have established political infidelity .throughout, 
the land,' said Lord Henry. · · 

conversation with. Sir Charles Stanford he o~ce commented on the curious 
fact that, while the Jews had great.names in literature, science; and phil
osophy, music, for which in a. sense their gift was so exceptional, '.did not 
possess .one Jewish composer of the .absolut.ely first rank' (Btudill8 and 
Memoriea, by C. V. Stanford, p. 131). · · 
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' By ·Jove !' said Buckhu:rst, 'what infernal fools we have 
made ourselves this last week !' 

'Nay,' said Coningsby, smiling, 'it was our last schoolboy 
weakness. Floreat Etona, under all circuinstances.' , 

. 'I certainly; Coningsby,' said Lord Vere, 'shall not assume 
the Conservative Cause, instead of the cause for which 
Hampden died in the field, and Sydney on the scaffold.'. ' · 

' The cause for which Hampden died in the field and Sydney 
on the scaffold,' said Coningsby, ' was the cause of the Venetian 

· Republic.' · . · 
'How, how 1' said Buckhurst. · 
'I repeat it,~ said Coningsby. · 'The great· object of the 

·Whig leaders in England from the first movement. under 
.Hampden to. the last most successful one. in 1688, was to 
establish in England a high aristocratic republic on the model 
of the Venetian, then the study and admiration of all specu-
lative politicians ... .' · 

' The Whigs are worn out,' said Vere, ' Conservatism is. a 
sham, and Radicalism is_ pollution.' · 

A· vacation visit by Coningsby to his. grandfather 'in 
. Paris gives an opportunity for the introduction of those . 
. pictures of ~arisian society ·to which allusion h~s: aln;ad y 
been made; · In Paris · Coningsby meets again;· and fal.ls · 
in love with, Edith Millbank, his Eton friend's sister, rio~ 
grown. into a beautiful woman ; but though his love is · 
returned,' ·the feud between Lord Monmouth. and Mr ... 
Mill bank is a barrier. · This feud is· deeper than ever, for· 

. Mill bank has. just succeeded in thwarting ·;the ·haughty 
noble in some of his most cherished ambitiqns, snatching 
from him a Naboth's vineyard close to Coni:Q.gsby Castle, 
and winning from his creature Rigby the representation 
of the neighbouring borough. ·· The lovers exchange vows, 
but Coningsby is dismissed by Millbank ; and presently 

. :Lord Monmouth, ignorant of all that has happened, sends 
for his grandson, in anticipation of a general election, to 
arrange that. he .should. come forwar.d' '.as ,Millbank's 
opponent. The scene that follows between the· old 

· generation and the new -is one of the best in the book : 

'You ar~ most kind-, you are al~~ys mo'st kind to me,. dear .. 
sir.' said Coningsby, in, a hesitating tone, and with an air of· 
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great embarrassment, ' but, in truth, I have no wish to enter 
Parliament.' · 

' What 1' said Lord Monmouth. 
' I feel that I am not yet sufficiently prepared for so great 

a responsibility as a seat in the House of ·Commons,' said 
Coningsby. 

'Responsibility !' said Lord Monmouth, smiling. 'What 
responsibility is there 1 • • • All you have got to do is to vote 
with your party .... ' 

'You mean, of course, by that term what js understood by 
the Conservative party.' · 

' Of course ; our friends.' 
'I am sorry,' said Coningsby, rather pale, but speaking with 

firmness, ' I am sorry that I could not support the Conservative 
party.' 

' By -- !' exclaimed Lord Monmouth, starting in his seat, 
' some woman has got hold of him, and made him a Whig !' 

'No, my dear grandfather ... nothing of the kind, I assure 
you. No person can be more anti-Whig.' 

'I don't know what you are driving at, sir,' said Lord 
Monmouth, in a hard, dry tone .... 

'What I mean to say is, that I have for along time looked 
upon the Conservative party as a body who have betrayed 
their trust ... ·.' . . · 

'Well, between ourselves, I am quite of the same opinion . 
. . But what is the use of lamenting the past 1 Peel is the 

only·man; suited to the times and all that; at least we niust 
say so, and try to believe so ; we can't go l:>ack. And it is 
our own fault that we have let the chief power out of the hands 
of our own order.- It was never thought of in the time of your 
great-grandfather, sir. And if a commoner were for aseason 
permitted to be the nominal Premier to do the detail, there 
was always a secret committee of great 1688 nobles to give 
him his instructions.' 

·' I should be very sorry to see secret committees of great 
1688 nobles again,' said Coningsby. · ... 

'Then what the devil do you want to see 1' .said Lord 
Monmouth. 

'Political faith,' said Coningsby, 'instead of political· 
infidelity.' · . 

"Hem !' said Lord Monmouth. 
' Before ·I support Conservative principles,' continued·· 

Coningsby, 'I merely wish to be informed what those 
principles aim to conserve. . . .' 

'All this is vastly fine,' said Lord Monmouth ; 'but I see 
no means by which I can attain my object but by supporting 
Peel. Mter all, what is the end of all parties; and all :politics 1 
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To gain your object; I want to turn our coronet into a ~ucal 
one, and to get your grandmother's barony called out of 
abeyance in your favor. It is impossible that Peel can 
refuse me. . . . · ·It· gratifies me to hear you admired and to · 
Jearn your success. ·All I want now is to see you in Parlia
ment. A man should be in Parliament early. There is a 
sort of stiffness about every man, no matter what may be his· 
talents, who enters Parliament late in life; and now, fortu
nately, the occasion -offers. You will go down o;n. Friday; 
feed the notabilities well; speak out; praise Peel; abuse 
O'Connell and the ladies of the Bedchamber; anathematise 
all waverers; say a good deal about Ireland: stick to the Irish 
Registration'Bill; that's a good card; and,_ above all, my dear 
Harry, don't spare that fellow Millbank. Remember, in 
turning him out you not only gain a vote for the Conservative 
dause and our. coronet; but you crush my foe. Spare nothing 
for that object; I count on you, boy.' ·· · 

'I should grieve to be backward in anything that concerned 
your interest or your honour, sir,' said Coningsby, with an air of 
great embarrassment.' -

' I am sure you would, I am sure you would,' said Lord 
Monmouth, in a 'tone'of some ki1idness ·. . . . 

' But I claim for my convictions, my dear grandfather, a 
generous tolerance.' " . 

'.I can't follow you, ·sir,' said Lord Monmouth, again in his 
hard tone ... , 'Yot1 go with your family like a gentleman; 
you are not to· consider your opinions, like a philosopher or a 
political adventurer.' · -_ _. . 
. 'Yes, sir,' said Coningsby, with animation, '_but men going 
with their families like gentlemen, and losing sight of every 
prinCiple on which the society of this country ought to be. 
·established produced the Reform Bill.' · 

'D--- the Reform Bill !' said. Lord Monmouth ; 'if the 
.Duke had not quarrelled with Lord Grey on a coal committee, -

· we should never have had the Reform Bill ... .' · 
'You are in as great pe:r:il now as you were in 1830,' said 

Coningsby. _ __ _ , . · 
'No, no, no,' said Lord Monmouth ; ' the Tory part-y is 

organised now ; they will Iiot catch us napping again : these 
Conservative Associations have done the business.' 

'But what are they organised for 1' said Conirigsby. -._'~At. 
the best to turn out the Whigs. And. when you have turned 

. out the Whigs, what then1 . . . What we want, sir, is not .to 
fashion new dukes and furbish up old baronies, but to establish 
great principles which may maintain the realm and secure the 
happiness of the~people. Let me see authori~y once more. 
honored ; a solemn reverence again the habit of ourlives ; let 
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·me see property acknowledging, as in the old days of faith, 
that labor is his twin brother, and that the essence of all 
tenure is the performance of duty ; le,t results such as these 
be brought about, and let me participate, however feebly, in -
the great fulfilment, and public life then indeed becomes a 
noble career, and a seat in Parliament an enviable distinction.' 

'I tell you what it is, Harry,' said Lord Monmouth, very drily, 
' members of this family may think as they like, but they must 
act as I please. . . . You will [behave], I ou bt not, like a man 
of sense,' he added, looking at Coningsby with a glance such 
as he had never before encountered, ' who is not prepared to 
sacrifice all ·the objects of life for the pur&uit of some 
fantastical puerilities.' · 

Coningsby remains firm in his resolution not to contest 
an election with Edith's father, and not long afterwards 
Lord Monmouth suddenly dies, leaving the bulk of his 
vast fortune to an illegitimate daughter whom Coningsby 
has befriended in ignorance of their relationship. The 
disinherited grandson is consoled by Sidonia, who treats 
wealth with a disdain not easy for a millionaire, 'but easier 
for Disraeli in spite of his e:JStravagant taste for splendour 
and display. Sidonia insists that in~re possessions are 
one of the smallest elements in happiness, that Coningsby's 
loss of his inheritance is only a conventional misfortune, 
not a real calamity. Coningsby is now free ; that is to 
say-and here we may suppose that Disraeli speaks from 
the heart-free if he is not in debt. There are two careers 
between which he can choose. One is diplomacy ; but 
'a diplom.atist is a phantom.' '1 always look upon 
diplomatists as.the Hebrews of politics; without country,-

·political creeds, popular convictions, that strong reality 
of existence . which pervades the career of an eminent 
citizen, in a free· and great country.' . There remains that 
other and nobler career, the Bar; and Coningsby resolves 
to try for the Great Seal. 

In the solitude of his chambers, and away from the 
sustaining influence of Sidonia, he lapses into· .despair, 
. but a walk through the ' mighty streets ' restores · 4is 
equilibrium. •. 
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·Whether he 'inherited· or forfeited fort.unes, what was. it to 
the passing throng ? They _would not share his splendor, or 
his luxury, or his comfort.: But a word from his lip, a thought 

. from his brain, expressed at the right time, at the right place, 
might turn their hearts, might influence their passions, might 
ch_ange their opinions, m_ight affect their destiny. Nothing 

· is ,great but the~·personai. As civilisation advances, .the 
acCidents of life become each day less important. The powei· 
of· man, his greatness and .his glory, depend on essential 
qualities. Brains: every day become more precious than_ 
blood. · You must give men new ideas; you must teach them 

· new words, you must mo~ify tl}eir manners, you must change 
·their laws, you must root orit prejudices, subvert convictions; 
if you wish to • be great. Greatness no longer depends on 
rentals, the world is. too rich ; nor on pedigrees, the world is 
too lmowing. · · ' ·· · · · _ · 

'The. greatne13s of this city destroys my mise1;y,' said 
Coningsby, ·'and my genius shall-conquer its greatness!' ·· ·.- ·. 

r.~J.~t~i~h:~t;I*1~1~1~1;:;t~:~~~:~1t:;%~.~~t1~;$~~l~~~!~;_~ft~~: :- -
cr~.a~.I,Yt:.·.s];>,Irit,.~-··From that moment all petty fears for an 
ordinary· future 'quitted him. H:e~felt that he.inu,st ... be"""pre
P~Lt:!d for· great sacrifice_s, for infinite~suff0ring,;~, . .that 'there 

· must devolve on him a bitter inheritance of obscurity, struggle; · 
envy, and hatred; vulgar prejudice, _base criticism, ·petty' 
hostilities, but the dawn would break, and the hour arrive, 
when the Wfllcome morning hymn o£ hisJlilccess.,and liis>fanie 

. would sound and be·re-echoed. ,. . . . . 

From such ·thoughts, :we may .. beliE)ve,.Djsr~0li.tp,any,.a 
t!rne .. himselC<lrew- consolation,-in,.the .darker .mo.ments of 
bt~- career"; .. but- he is.flot,c.ontel)t.,tqJea.-y:e,,P,~s,,Mr:pj,to live 
by.Jortitude aJone. In the_midst of the general election 
of l84l, in which all his friends are candidates, and which 

. was to be an epoch'in his o~n life, Coningsby finds J?.imf!~V 
a solitary student iri the Temple, cut off. from the chance 

·of actiop. Bu~ sudden,ly'h.is prospects change, an4 ~or-
tune, which has been buffeting him, begins ~o shower her 
favours. ·MillHimk, coming to a. better understanding of 
things which he had misconstrued, retiresfrom the contest 
in which he· is _engaged .. with 'Rigby, and nominates 
Coningsby, who is triumphanyly elected. He aJso bestows 
on Con_ingsby.t~e hand of his daughter, and provides for 

-the happy pair an ap.1-ple establishment. Presently, mote-
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over, the frail and unhappy girl who had inherited the 
bulk of Lord Monmouth's vast wealth dies, and bequeathes 
the whole of it to Coningsby. · Thus·overladen~"in•Disraeli's 
customary. manner, with .all the goods of fortune,.,he is left. 
with his friends <:>n the, threshold,of,public life. 

Will they maintain in august assemblies and high places 
the great truths which, in study and in solitude, they have 
embraced ? Or. will · their.,__courage ,,exha~st.cu!~§.~.!t, .• ht t.he 
[l~rtiggle, ... "their."'·en thusiasm.""e:v:a porate "'-before"'-holl()w:,;;hearted 
ri¢licule, their generous impulses yield with a vu1gar catas
tfophe to the tawdry temptations of a low ambition? Will 
their skilled intelligence subside into being the.adroit_tool of 
a. corrupt~-party ? Will Vanity confound their fortunes, or 
Jealousy wither their sympathies '? Or will th~y remain brave, 
single, and true ; refuse to. bow, before .shadows, and, worship 
phrases ; sensible of the greatness of their position, recognise 
the greatness of their duties ; denounce to a perplexed and 
disheartened world the frigid theories of a generalising age 
that have destroyed the individuality of man, and restore the 
happiness of their country by.believingAn.•theird~wwenergies, 
and daring-,to ~be great ? 

J'.. Og~gabydm,be.regarde~ either as,a.work of.art .. or.as 
· t~~~·~~~~~~5k<l.~!'J;l1e,attempt to dis

engage the politics from lfie- s'£ory~will best be reserved 
till we are in a position to deal with Sybil at the same 

· time ; but Young England has its place, and a ·most im
portant place, in the scheme of the novel even as a work of 
art. ' Some serious creed, however misty and indefinite, 
is required,' it has been well said,1 'to raise the' mere 
p!Ocker into a genuine satirist;' and· just such a creed 

~~.1J.f1K .. ~ngl~E:'d supplies. UisnaelLi_n.,.Co)J..~'tl;g.§,Q.U.b-~.~ .. given 
·' us;.:~pj.Q~M:r:~""of.~th,y,,,g~~lk#&.W.>S:rJ9;~Qf1~:Q,!?;;~;tfi,iiF;HE?s,"'.pairite_d 

wit~full.,h!§J:.~.~I!Jig.J9J.;<j;)t,~g£r,g~B~~.4.WJI~;p~.tfu?~I.,,.~Q.St ... 
a·. gallery of P,.9lit~cal p_ortraits . painted with perfect 
insig'l\~s:Y~:P~tfiy~ ~d'-c.6"rriP'ieb.~ii8T~ne--·lia's'1epro~-· 
duced in this gallery every type that is mean or ridiculous 
in politics : the.,T·!lP\<i'~,{tg;g~.,::IJ;:tgpqles ;. the '.twelve-lmn
dred-a-yearers'; the candid~tes who present themselves 

1 By Sir Leslie Stephen. 
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t() the Liberals of Darlford : ' :Mr. Donald Macpherson 
Macfaorlane, who would only pay the legal expenses-he . 
was .soon despatched; :Mr. Gingerly Browne, of Jermyn 
Street, the. younge:r son of. a baronet, who would go as 
far as·'£1,000 provided the seat was secur.ed ;·M:r. Juggins, 
a distiller, £2,000 man, but would not agree to any annual 
subscriptions·; Sir Baptist Placid, vague about expendi
ture, but ·repeatedly declaring that "there could be no 
difficulty on that head "; he, however, hada moral objec~ 

. tion to subscribing to the r~ces, and that was a great 
point at· Darlford ;' the Lord Fitzboobys, the Jawster 

. Sharps, down even to. the Bully Blucks and Magog Wraths, . 
the condottieri leaders of the LiberalandConservativemobs .. 
All these he tenders with the discernment of a master, and 
the coolest detachment in the presence of every variety 
6f knavery and baseness. But ·he has the defects of his 

. qualities, and just as his love of splendour often lures him 
into meretriciousness, so }iis . detachment is sometimes 
carried to the point of flippancy, o~ even cynicism ... He 
was, however, no mere cynic, arid as the total effect of 
the picture is not meretricious, but stately and 'imposing, 
so it is not flippant or cynical, butserious· and inspiring. 
Nothing that is· ignoble in· politics is evaded, but th(} 

. . ignoble isnever. treated in the spirit of the photographic 
~ealist, an<i,Jve_J!l'l..YC:.Jtl.;w~~s;,tJk~~D.~g~~l_;o~gJJ,ng 
. ~~Jl..L<;t:,:Y,~ .. as .a .restnlg:::plac.e JorJa1-~h~11 centre 

of illumination, and -to·give:charm:ony~and,eley11tic;>_p. to the 
pict'u:J;e,.a~"'~-"'!Yo~Q!~,·;:-,·)~a<i·. as~things~are,.the .lofty enthu~ 
siasm of ... the,New,.,Generation~is ... to-,,setieverything,xig}lt. 
' ··If the creed of Young England had been less vague and 
~hadowy, if the purpose qf th11 :novel had been political 
in any crude or narrowly partisan ·sense, the result must 
have been failure from the point of view of art. But. 
Young England was less a party than a spiriti:P.. the air,· 
or _at most a revival of Disraeli's early dream, tl:I;e' dream 
that haunts the youth of every generation, of a party 
truly ·iiatiomil ~-~sing above all factious -~inis and limita~ . 
tions. Thew}s<Io~ which Sidonia pours out to Coningsby 
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is not politics at all, or the politics of the Empyrean in its 
detachment, not only .from party, but even from nation
aiity and · from everything but race. To this serene 
wisdom Coningsby and his friends add a wisdom of their 
own in which we can distinguish two different elements. 
One is the boyish sentimentalism, the taste. for mere 
ritual, the maypoles and church architecture, for which 
Smythe, or more often Manners, is really responsible, and 
which Disraeli, we may believe, never _took very seriously. 
The other is pure Disraeli, the Disraeli we already know 

_in the Vindication and his speeches, with his peculiar 
political creed compounded in equal measure of Tory and 
Radical elements, and his comparative indifference to 
the conventional party divisions. Thus, the politics of 
Young England are so broad and disinterested as to save 
the novel from all suspicion of mere party pamphleteering. 
From his central point of view the author surveys the · 
scene with judicial impartiality, and ~wards praise and 
blame with due discrimination. He was depicted in 
Punch as the infant Hercules strangling, one in either 
hand, the twin serpents Whig and Tory ; and,.certainly 

. Whigs.and Tories are alike.made .. to .. suffer.,.~n.der_.tl:w-lash 
otbis,satire. · 

The politics as .. a"rule., ar.e .,w.oven so,.deftly:·.fnto -the 
texture of the story as.not to,be obtrusive;.thoughd:lome
tiJE:(:)S, especially when Coningsby is spea·king, they 
degenerate into a.lecture,<,and •. one. fe.els .... th~t~ thelonger 
digressions .by the author represent a grit(y"r'e~iduum of 
unassimilated matter. For all his sense of humour, 
Disraeli can be over-solenin when his pet ideas are in 
question ; but he has a curious and refreshing habit that 
atones for such transgressions. If he has no self~conscious 
fears of making himself ab~urd: he is always ready to 
anticipa~e the laugh against himself. we see this in the 
dialogue between Lord Monmouth and Coningsby given 
above; and we. see it again in the account of Sir Joseph 
Wallinger's simple-minded perplexity at the views of the 
New Generation; or in the sly· allusion to. a speech by 
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· Buckhurst 'denouncing the Venetian constitution, to the 
amazement of several thousand'persons, apparently not a 
little terrified by this unknowu danger.' 

As regards the priU:cipal characters, Coningsby himself 
_ is not altogether successful. . He is hardly a living momng 

· ·figure, and at tinies he smacks both of ·the prig and the 
bore. Little attempt is niade to preserve the resemblance 

· to Smythe, -who· was . very far from being either. Sir 
Leslie Stephen has remarked that Disraeli's youthful 
heroes in his early novels are' creative, and that in the 
later they tend to become merely .receptive. We see the 
change ·in Ooningsby, and the explanation is that the 
nominal hero has ceased to be the real. Coningsby derives·. 
his wisdom from Sidonia, and Sidonia, not' Coningsby, is 

. in fact the central figure in the whole intellectual-move~ 
ment of the novel. Sidonia !s said to have been suggested 

'by a member of the .Rothschild falll;ily, and the resem.:. 
blance in many p9ints ist'oo·obvious to have been 'acci~. 
dental; he is, as it were, an ideal Rothschild, a Rothschild
equipped not only with great wealth, but with a pene
trating and all-embracing iritellecthal vision.. Sidonia is 
indeed a god, and perhaps as near to the deityof Disraeli's · 
religion as we are ever likely to get. There is in him, of 
course, much of Disraeli himself. Like Disraeli, and un
like the Rothschilds, ·he is of the stock of the Sephardim, 
the d~scendant of yhe 'NuevosChristianos-' of ~ragon; 
and when we are told that he 'observed everythmg, but 
avoided serious discussion,' and 'if yo:u pressed him for 
an opinion took refuge in· raillery ' ; or that, at the end· 
of a long appeal addressed to him by Rigby, 'he only bowed 
his.head and said "Perhaps,'' and then, turning to his .. 
neighbolir, inquired w:Qether birds were plentiful in 
Lancashire,'·we re·cognise authentic traits from tnemanner 
of his creator. · · · .. -

Henry 'Sydney and Buckhurst are much moie 'real and · 
true to lik than Conings'f?y. Lord Monmouth is fin~ly 
c~nceived and admirably drawn, and is a far more 

.. interesting and' attractive figure than ~ither his original 
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or Thackeray's Lord Steyne. Heartless, self-indulgent 
.a.nd devoid of scruple as he is, he has a certain grandeur 

. of his own as the type of Sulla-like patrician, arrogant but 
dignified, sublimely selfish, but also self-sufficient, and alike 
in good and evil fortune undaunted in his bearing. ·There 
·has been no keener or more effective satirist than Disraeli 
of the vices and follies of the ·aristocracy which he so much 
admired ; and that partly because of his very admiration. 
Sympathy gave him insight, comprehension, and toler
ance, and he remains cool and collec'ted where Thackeray, 
for instance, is apt to go off in a sputter of moral indig
nation which defeats its own purpose. We see in Rigby 
how Disraeli's own work is marred where animus enters. 
As a picture of the sycophant, Rigby is perhaps over
drawn, and is certainly. overdrawn as a portrait of Croker. 
That very unimpressive, it may be disagreeable, but from 
all that appears quite honourfl.ble man, had the bad 
fortune to incur the bitter enmity of two such opposite 
men of genius as Disraeli and Macaulay. Macaulay was.· 

. so obviously extravagant in his injustice that it has 
recoiled upon himself. Disraeli's animosity, of which we · 
have seen the origin, was much less violent, but violent 
enough in contrast to his usual cool detachment to lead 
him into something that resembles an artistic blunder. 

Of the women, Edith Millbank is not altogether a 
success. Lady Theresa Sydney is entirely uninteresting, . 
but Lady Everingham, her sister, is .the best woman in 
the book. In a different style, Mrs. Guy Flouncey, who 
is an anticipation of Becky Shar.p, is very good, too. 

She came [to Coningsby Castle] with a wardrobe which, in· · 
point of variety, fancy, and fashion, never was surpassed.· .... 
At first the fine ladies never noticed her, or only stared at 
her oyer their shoulders; everywhere sounded, in suppressed 
whispers, the fatal· question, ' Who is she 1' After dinner 
they formed always into polite groups, from which Mrs. Guy 
Flouncey was invariably excluded. . . . It was, indeed, 
rather difficult work the first few days. . . . But Mrs. 
Guy Flouncey ... had confidence in herself, her quick
ness, her ever ready accomplishments, and her practised 
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powers of attractio~. And she was right. She was always·· 
sure of an ally the moment the gentlemen appeared. . . . . .. 
Somehow or other, before a week was passed,· Mrs. Guy. 
Flouncey seemed the, soul of everything, was . always sur
rounded by a cluster of ad,mirers, and with what are called 
' the· best men ' ever ready to ride with her, dance with her, 
act with her, or fall at her 'feet. The fine ladies found it 
absohJ.tely necessary to thaw; they began to ask he,r questions 
after dinner·. . Mrs. Guy Flouncey only wanted an opening. 

. She was an adroit flatterer, with a temper impertu:.:bable, and 
· gifted with a ceaseless e11ergy of conferring slight o bligatioils. 

She lent them patterns for new fashions; in all which mysteries· 
she was· very versant ; and what with some gentle glozing. and 
some· gay gossip, sugar for their .tongues and salt for their tails,, 
she contrived pretty well to catch thein all~. . ··. ' 

Disraeli is usuj:Llly happier in his slighter sketch~s ot 
women than in :P,is more elaborate .pictures. He begins . 
well with the Princess Lu.cretia, who ' generally succeeded , 
in cOn veyillg. an in1 pression to those she . addressed tha.t 
she had never seen· them • before; did not care to see. them .. 
now, and never wished to see them again ; and all this, ; 
too, with ,an air of great courtesy '·; but her character 
when develope?d .pa~ses into .melodrama. · 

The.habit of Parliamentary speaking has seldom a good . 
effect on literary style, and seven years in the House .of 
Commons had not improved Disraeli's, Herarely rises in 
Coningsby. or the subsequent novels_ to the highest level, 
for ·~nstance, of Oontarini Fleming: There is less simplicity 
and directness, J;Ubre affectation, and, in the matter of· 
solecisms~ more carelessness than ever. It is one of the 
many· contradictions in. Disraeli's 'mind and. character 
that, in spite of his strong grasp of fact, his keen sense of 
the. ridiculous; and his intolerance of cant, he never could 
qu'ite distinguish between the genuine and the cm:interfeit· 

. either in language or sentiment:· His taste for .fine· writing. 
in ·an artificial styl~ shows no diminution, and his displays: 
of mawkish sentimentalism, as,' for instance, in ~he love· 
passages between Coningsby and Edith., jar on us tJ:ie · 
more as they no longer have the excu~e of youth and 
inexpe.rience. On the other hand, years and maturity.of .. .,_. ~ . 
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mind havedeveloped that pregnant and aphoristic quality 
which was in his style from the :first, and is one of its 
greatest merits. Disraeli may not be a great moralist, 
but he is a great master of the art of life, in a less lofty 
sense, and from every chapter of Ooningsby it would be 
possible to cull illuminating maxims on this1ower plane of 
'wisdom. · 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
Thursday [May]. 

Lord Ponsonby1 is so 'enchanted with Sidonia' that we 
are all to dine together at the Lionel [Rothschild]s' on Sunday. 
There is no particular news except that Bradshaw, the last of 
the sciwol of Brummell, has read a book, and it is called 
Coningsby. Twice on our way to Longmans in Paternoster 
Row we were congratulated. Once by Tom Jones[?], who 
almost embraced. M. A. ; which she returned, although she 
denies it. He was ' not surprised to find in Paternoster Row 
the most successful author of the day.' 

[June 13.] 

Yesterday we dined with B. Wall, and had a most exquisite 
dinner in a most refined and sumptuous house, and with the 
most charming. society. 'l sat next to Sydney Smith, who -
was delightful: we had besides Lady Motley and Luttrell and 
Labouchere and G. Smythe and Punch Greville 2 and Lord 
Melbourne. I don't reniember a more agreeable party ; it 
sprang from Coningsby and' from Sydney Smith's wish to make 
my acquaintance. His wife was there, l\'L A. says a very 
agreeable person, and Lady Stepney. . . . · 

Coningsby keeps moving-about 40 a day on average. We 
are preparing for a third edition, having only 400 or so on 
hand of the second, and the demand being steady. 

· From JI enry Hope. 
May 1~. 

To tell you how much I admire the story, the style, the 
terrible power of wit and sarcasm .... would merely be to 
rel?eat what the newspapers say, but there is besides a spirit 
of daring and chivalry in attacking people who have always 
been deemed bug·bears . , . which much delights and refreshes 
me .. ;.· · 

1 Viscount Ponsoi:tby, 1770(?)-1855, a well-known diplomatist, brother 
of Sir William Ponsonby who was killed at Waterloo. 

2 Charles Greville, the diarist. · ' · 
1o 
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It diverts me much to- hear the comments of our friends. 
_ ' Dreadfully. personal !' says o~e ·; ' What fun Tadpole. and 

Taper are!' says Ernest Bruce; 'How like Fitzboobyis !'says. 
·somebody ~~se; 'Bonham has not appeared,''says another, 
and if _the species ever committed suicide it would be said of 
him. ' ..... I saw Lord Lyndhurst, who appeared to enjoy the 
book 'beyondmeasure, and told me of an instance in which 
he had heard Rigby set Lord Eldonright on law and the Duke 
of Wellington on military matters on one day. 

The following reminiscences ~elating to Croker are. 
from a manuscript .of Disraeli's .written in the sixties": . . . 

In 1849 there was a grand dinner given in Merchant Taylors' 
Hall tO inaugurate .the new organisation of the ' Protectionist~. 
Party' under the leadership of Lord Derby and mys~lf .• , To~· 
Baring, was in the chair. · On his right Lord Derby, myself on. 
his left, and then,therewere altern11tely pee;s.and commoners: 
The Duke of Northumberland, whom I did not· then know, 
was to have sate next to me: but .his •Grace was unwelLand ' . 
prevented, attending a£ the last mom~nt. ·The ~ommoi:J.er .. 
next to his' Grace's seat was Mr. Cro~er He was rtiqtiested'c
by the: directors of the fete to sit up next to me.:· It was 
rather embarrassing: but Mr .. Croker and myself were not• ·· . 

. -socially acquainted. I had never se{:)n him since 1-'Y.as·a boy.~ 
Nor was he the person who ought to-assume· that a character
in one of my books, which'he deemed odious, was. intendedfo_r · 
himself. ·.He beha:ved like a man .of the world : informecllne : 
that he had had the pleasure of, he hoped, the friendship of.my
excell~nt father, ta~ked generaJly,about the political situation,·. 
warmed into anecdote, . and made . himself ··agreeable. I 
tre.ated him with great considera~ion, and spoke enough, but. 
not too much, and took care never to break int.o cordiality, 
which I should have done under .ordinary circumstances with 
so eminent a mari; met under such conditions. · · 

When'I made my speechafter dinner, I observed he nodded 
his .head frequently in approbation, and gave other signs of · 
syn1pathy, and perhaps stronger feeling, I thought all this· · 
on his part a very good performan<;e, and that he had extricated 
himself out of an embarrassing position with dexterity and 
some grace .. ·A .year or two afterwanls-.:.February; 1851-I 
.had brought· forw-ard .a great agri~:mlturar motion on.· the 

. burth~ms of land,- had rallied great numbers, h'ad been -beaten · 
'by the Government in a full House, by only 15 or 16 votes, or 
even less ; had made a great statement .at th;e commencement 
of the debate which lasted soine days, and had concluded by a 
brilliant reply· which made much noise' at_ the time, and was 

. . . ~ .. :· 
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doubly effective from the capital division that followed. I . 
was standing in the hall of the Carlton, which was rather full, 
reading a·letter, when a person came up to me and put his 
~1and on my arm, and said : ' The speech was the speech of a 

'statesman, and the reply was. the reply of a wit.' It was 
Croker. 

I was surprised, and murmured something about laudari a 
laudato, but he had vanished. He had too much good taste 
to remain. . , 

Years after this George Smythe brought me, one mornin·g, · 
a letter from Croker, who had long been hopelessly ill, to his 
father, Lord Strangford (Camoens), with whom Croker had 
been at college, and always chums ; and this letter, if it 
meant anything, meant.~ formal reconciliation with me : it 
seemed even an interview.· I remember in the letter this 
~pa,;sage : 'Why he attacked me l never could discover, and 
know no more the cause than I know the man who shot 
1\:Irs. Hampden.-!' 

I behaved as kindly as I could under the circumstances : 
but I could not listen to interviews, or reconciliations, or 
explanations. It was too late, and my sensibilities, which 
had [been] played upon in my earlier life, too much required 
nursing. . I told George Smythe to manage the result with 
the greatest consideration ~or Croker's feelings and situation ; 
and there it ended. 
. The moral! draw from all this is that men of a certain age 
like the young ones who lick them. I think, nmv that Croker 
\vas quite sincere at the Merchant Taylors'. 

··t·.' 
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DivERGING FROM THE GovERNMENT: 

. ; 1844-1845 •. 
' .. 

Though wheri the session of 1844 began Disraeli had.,, 
aiT()ady been. six years in ParliameJ;J.t, we. may doubt ' 
~hether he had, yet attained to any high position'in the. 
favour of the· House ofComrilons, .The·.successes iri. 
debate which he reported from time to time with so inuch_. 
co:nlplacency tci_l,:tis ·.sister h~d: failed t~ 'produce. the . 
cumulativ;e effect that_ ~ight have been. expected, He. ' 
had shown qualities that would have won him influence• 
and promotion ·as a Miriister, arid if he had b€tm· taken· 
into the Ministry iri 184J progress ;w:ould have been ea:;;y,;~ 
·but an open· and visible check such as· lie then received is · 
more often than not fatal to a Parliamentary career, and 
in his case recovery was rendered more difficult by the 

. dubious reputation which, taking its origin from his early. · 
political esca,pades .. and his affectations of dress_ and . 
manner, still clung to him persistently. Exclusion from 
the Government had tl).e appearance of setting the seal on 
this _reputation, and for the moment he seemed tp\.lose 
mvch of the ground he had WOJ;l. . , . ''•: 

Nor, in spite of all his gifts, had he yet acquired the. 
authentic House of Commons manner. He had courage 

._and originality, unbounded cleverness; and tliat most · 
effective weapon-' dangerous, though most effective,' he 

. calls it in Endymion '-the power of sarcasm. But all,. 
these are giftswhich require supreme tactfortheir judicious 

, display in Parliament, and 'in Parliamentary. tact he was 
. . ·. 626'. . . ' 
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at first a little wanting. Englishmen in general, and the 
House of Commons in particular, ha;te everythfug that 
savours of pretentiousness and presumption; and though 
Disraeli, we may -believe, was no more of an egoist than 
many who had greater art in concealin~ their foible, 

· there was an elemel).t of pretentiousness and presumption 
in his speeches which the House of Commons resented. 
The oracular manner, which became a positive asset when 
he had r~ached a high position, tended to delay his ascent. 
He was too didactic in tone, and his cleverness, though 
great, was too ostentatious. It was often amusing, some
times impressive ; but, then, he was a man of letters, from 

· whom cleverness was to be expected, and as an assembly 
· of practical Englishmen the HQuse of Commons knew 

better than to take such a person seriously. 
The House, it has been said, hates a man who makes it 

think. Disraeli had evolved a political philosophy of his 
own, and had been lavish of its wisdom; but a still greater 
master of political philosophy. had learnt by bitter ex
perience how little such an instrument profits in Parlia
ment, and where it failed in the hands of Burke, Disraeli 
could hardly expect to :wield it with success.· The' very 
qualities which give lasting intere.st tohis early speeches 
probably tended, as with Burke in every period of. his 
career, to make them ineffective at the moment 'of 
delivery. The House . of Commons has developed a 
peculiar style of its own, of ·which exaggerated verbiage 
and a deliberate indir.ectness are the dominant character
istics. But these are qualities which are entirely alien to 
good and lasting literature, and so House of Commons 
speeches, when they have served their immediate purpose, 
are rarely good reading. .Peel and Gladstone, who were 
the great exponents of the Parliamentary manner, are 
altogether intolerable in the cold pages of Hansard ; and 
Disraeli himself, when he· had once fully acquired that 
manner, becomes· much less readable in his speeches in 
the House than in his speeches in the country. 

His best Parliamentary speeches are those of the 
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·· : ~iddle period, when. the quality .of thoughtfulness, the 
'-;Ol'~:;idth of view, and the literary finish whi~h he had 

· :, :shown.from the first, are combined with ease and freedom 
. ~· _and a1~- appearance Of spontaneity. In the session of 

. '~ .. 1844 he seem~d suddenly.to catch the peculiar intonation 
:: · oJ , Parliamentary debate, and, · Withqut ~acrific_ing -wh~t ~ 
7

: ·.~as l:>est and most characteristic in his own style, to attune · 
'it-completely to the ear oftheHouse of Commons. The 

. :Irish speech in February,· though still a little too diqac
tic, marked a great advance in Parliamentary. manner.· 
Occupie.d with Ooningsby; he was less active than usual'i!l 

•. the business of ·the House, only speaki!lg on two. other 
·.o:ccasions of any importance' in the course of the session:;·, 
"'b'ut the advance was maintained in .these subsequenf: 
·:efforts, and henceforwar~ his C~Il1mand ·of the House was' 

·""'" ... 4 ~ ~cb'mpiete. ·." \ . ·. 1 • .- •• • , -~ •• ' ~ 

+ · One fact stands out conspicuously about ·the· three; . 
speeches of the session : they JXhibit a continuous dive:t:~ 
gence from the Government.· The first, in February, as 

' we have se{m, was comp~ratively friendly'; the second, in 
April, was bantering in tone; but could hardly be calle~. 

· hostile ; t1:J.e third,' in June, .. was · openly rebellious'.'" 
. When Peel .paid. his ·c()mpliment to the Irish 'spe'ech in 
February; hissister, :Mrs. Dawson,'wrote to :Mrs, Disr~eli: 

· · <r wds delighted with my brother's s'peech, and ,with no part ; 
of it niore than that in which he 'alludes to Mr, ''Qisraeli in a; · 
complimentary strain. I wish very much that the next .time 
Mr. Distaeli sees.my brother he would put· out his hand·. to · 
him·, They are both reser'-:'ed ~men; and one must make the 
first ad.vance ; the other WOl.lld accept it most. gladly . 

. Whether Disr~eli's hand would hav~ been acc·epted 
gladly or not, it seems n~ver to have been offered, and after 
the momentary. approach to a· better understanding the 
two men began to drift apart again; :A Parliamentary 
leader who possesses [the faculty of inspirl.ng enthusiasm J 
doubles his majority ; and he who has it not may shroud, 
himself in artificial reserve· and ·study with undignified' 

. arrog~nce an awkward' haughtiness, but he wi]l ,never-
.. 
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theless be as far from controlling the spirit as ~rom capti-
. vating the hearts of his sullen followers.' In this sentence 

in Ooningsby there was an obvious fling at Peel, though 
his name .was not ·mentioned. . But Disraeli was not 
touchy, . and the 'artificial reserve' and 'awkward· 
haughtiness' would have counted for less if they had not 
been supplemented by deeper causes of division. The 
question at issue was more than a mere question of 
outward demeanour. Where two men have their faces 
set. in opposite directions divergence is _inevitable. 

There was nothing in which Young England was more 
thoroughly in earnest, or that did. more to give a wide 
popularity to its ideas, than its devotion to the cause of 
socialreform. In this matter Disraeli was no less sincere 
than Manners himself. 

There is no subject [h~ said, speaking to his c.onstituents ir1 
the summer of this year] in which I have taken a deeper. 
interest than the condition of the working classes. Long before 
what is called the 'condition of the people question' was dis
cusse.d in the House of Commons, I had employed my pen 1 on 
the subject. I had long been aware that there was something 
rotten in the coi:e of our social system. I had seen that while 
iinniense fortunes were . accumulating, while wealth ·was in
creasing ·to a superabundance; and while· Great Britain was· 
cited throughout Europe as the most prosperous nation in the 
world, the working classes, the creators of wealth, were steeped· 
in the most abject poverty and gradually sinking into the. 
deepest degradation. 2• • . . · · • 

' The new Poor LMv, he .added, of ten ,years. before 
represented 'a philosophical attempt ' by. the Whigs to 
remedy these .evils,. and the new Poor Law was still one. 
of the centres of contention between opposing schools of. 
thought. Its opponents had not been. silenced ·by the· 
overwhelming defe~t, which they. suffered in the House· 
of Commons in Disraeli's first session.3 The Times with · 
gr~at pe;rtinacity continued;to expose and <:lenounce the 
iniquities of the new system, and Dickens, in Oliver Twist, 

1. 

1· He was perhaps. thinking of Popanilla.1 
2 Shropshire Conservative, Aug. 31, 1844. 

\ 
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did much py his picture of life in the new union work~ 
·.houses to fan the agitation. The Act of i834was a pro~ 

visionahneasure, ~nd when the WhigGovernment in their 
. ~ last' session introdUced a Bill ·for its renewal for ten: 

' ' ' . 
Years, Disraeli had the courage to mo\'e the rejection, 

. and was able to muster more than fifty supporters.1 The 
Bill wa~ subsequently lost through the dissolution of 
Parliament, and there is no doubt tha:t ·in the elections 
Peel, though he himself had never given to the agitation 
the sligl;ttest encouragement, owed a good deal of his 
success to the unpopularity which the Whigs h~dincurted 
by their PoorLaw, and to the definite pledges that were 
taken. by many of· his s~pporters to ~ote for its amend
ment or total abolition. The new Government, however, 
showed little eagerness to do anything for the fulfilment 
of these· pledges. Gra.ham, who as Home Secretary· was 
the Minister responsible, was still completely dominated 
by the laisser aller principl~s of his Whig or Ljberal days, 
and was, . if possible, even less symp.athetic than 'Peel. 
By reiaxing in some respects the severity cif the adminis~ · 

. tration, introducing some· amendments: arid ,pro:zn.isi~g 
others,. he persuaded the. House qf Cominons in 184~ to . 
. renew the Act for five years; but the hopes of many 
Tories were deeply disappointed, and the Ministry for.· 

' some sessions had to encounter a persistent _agita~ion i:n:· 
the House, which estranged them from a section of their ' 
natural supporters, and helped to drive them along that 
path of approximation to their Manchester. opponents· 
which they were -too ready to tread. Anxious at this 
time to avoid all appearance of hostiitty to. Peel, Disraeli 
held aloof, never speaking on the subject,.and very rarely 

··.voting ;2 but he did not change his opinions~ Better times 
began in 1843 or 1844, and these;_ aid~d by the improve~ 
ments introduced under pressure of the continuous agita
tion, gradiv~.lly reconciled the country to the new system ; , ·. 

j' • ~-

.1 Hansard, I<'eb. 8, 1841, . . . . 
.11 In one division in Committee in 1842 (June 27) he voted .against the 

Government. · _ · ·. . ' · · · ' . · 
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but as late as 1847, when the Act again expired, Disraeli 
spoke and voted against the Bill for its renewal. 

If the new Poor Law was typical of the remedies put 
forward by one school of doctors for the social evils of 
the time, the factory legislation, which was now loudly 
demanded, was no less typical of the remedies which 
the other and Tory school suggested. The fight over the 
Poor Law and the fight over the question of factory reform 
both tended to become incidents in the larger struggle 
now raging between the landed gentry. and the manu
facturers. The country party, seeing in the misery of the 
factory workers the opportunity for a counter-attack on 
the assailants of their own position, were the more ready 
to apply those legislative remedies to which their tra
ditions predisposed them ; the factory masters in their· 
turn pointed to the condition of the agricultural labourers 
as an illustration of the practical :working of socialistic 
theories, and insisted on their own cure for all social 
evils-:-the free agmission of corn. Disraeli, though he had 
no doubt in which c?-mp he would be found, as usual 
steadily· surveyed the whole situation from a central 
point of view . 

. I beg to be un:derstood [he said to his constituents in 
justifying his votes in favour of factory legislation] that I do 
not join in the absurd cry against the manufacturing interest 
o( the country: I respect the talents, the industry, the · 
indomitable energy, of that power~ul Class, and I acknowledge · 
them as the primary source of our wealth and greatness ; and 
although I am not blind to the fact that great distress, and 
perhaps tyranny, exists in the system, I fear_:_for I was born1 

and have lived ·in an agricultural county-I fear, nay I am 
sure, that the condition of the agricuhural labourers cannot 
be cited to the confusion of the manufacturing capitalists.2 

In the matter of factory reform eve,n more conspicu
ously than in the matter of the Poor Law, Graham and 
tpe Government showed that their sympathies were with 

1 Whether this misstatement is to be.put down to rhe-toric or to momen. 
tary forgetfulness it is needless to inquire. 

2 Speech at Shrewsbury, Aug. 28, 1844. 



... M}ilichester: Continuing his great campaign against the 
· oppression of the ihdristriaJ poor, Lord Ashley in 18-;!0 

· procured the appointmen~ of a commission to inquire.into 
cJ]:teJacts as to the employni(mt of women·and:children;; 
. and two years .later the famous repo;rt dealing with'· mines 
·and collieries made:its·appearance~ Thehorrorsrevealed 
by 'this ltirid document gave so great a shock to the. 

· :conscience of the nation. that Ashley' in the same.sessioi:t 
.. >vas :able; thQ'ugh receiving little help from the Govern
ment; to c'arry a Bill: excluding~ women and young children 
Jr:om the Jjlines altogether. A secon.d report dealing with 
trades· and manufacture~: was ·issued by the commission 
in 1843, and, Graham :himself in this session, spurred on 
by. Ashley' arid an insistent· public. opinion;' ii:ttr~dU()ed; a 
·Bill for the regulation of factory ]abour;· Ttcontained 
also provisions· for: the .education of factory children,. and· 
one" of those storms·. that :'mddenly 'arise :when religious 
:educ~ttion comes into ·question: caused its abandonment; 
but . it was' reintroduced in 1844 with' the education 
clauses·. oinittecL · Beside · c~rtain restrictions .:·on\ ·the 
~mploy:me~t of children, Gra:P,a~'s. Bill proposed tb limit 
the labqur of ·• young persons ' 1 to twelveho.urs a day; but . · 

(' ' the. ,fac,tory reformers J;J.ad lo,ng 'been. insisting .that ten. 
hours' werE;J su'fficierit;. and tll:e· bulk of·, the '1\:>ry llJ.ajority, 
If left\o themselves, were :disposed to agree with them. 

-~ ··.The "G~vern:meri~t,. ·however .. ; :l~ew the w~ole.- 'veight bf , · 
their influence into the ::scale of the mill-owners ;" and . 
though Ashley .ln · ~onimitt~e twice. succeeded 2_ in d~:. 
fea.ting' .them by, narrow majorities on the question of 
tw:elve horns, he failed, also· by a n:arrQw ma]ority, to 
'Carry . ten hotirs · as. a· substantive proposal. It was .· · 
expect~d· that the compromise :·of eleven hOurs would be 
_adopted,· but_,the Goverm:nent were ·-q.nyielding~··: They 
withdrew their Blll, introduced' another ,~a:nd when.Ashley 
again "pr_oposed , his ten-hours ameridmen( ,Graham :in~ 
form~d the Hou~e that' if it were carried it 'vouid he his 

1 Boys f~om tlji;t~en to eighteen, aml girls:up to tw·~~ty-one. · ·.; 
2 March 15 and 22 ,, . ' ·, · · : ·, ,. · ,..: · 
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duty to seek a private station ; ·and when it seemed 
doubtful, in 'view of his great unpopularity, whether this 
might not be regarded by the Tory members as a blessing, 
Peel himself got. up and stated th~t if. the question .were 
decided: against ·them he also would retire. Against such 
a. threat a,s this Ashley could makeno:rheadway, and he 
was beaten in the division 1 by nearly two to one. 

Disraeli and Young England2 supported Ashley through
out the struggle. Disraeli remained .sil{mt, but he told 
his constituents .later that he was anxious to speak before 
the last fatal division, and was prevented by the excitec_ 

· ment fro in 0btaitiing a hearing. Most of-the official Whigs 
voted with Ashley-s·ome of them, like Palmerston, from 
sincere interest in the question; others~no:.doubt, with an 
eye to mere party advantage.· Macau!ay, who in his 
youth had treated Sadler so unworthily; and who had 
now become a convert; was,.we ·may hb.pe, among the 
former; :Bright was a hitter advocatedor the miJl
owners throughout,. and with him were· most .of :the 
Radical free traders ; but Cobden stood .aside, watching 
with secret joy the embarrassment •of the· Government, 
and feeding himself inwardly with the prescient hope 
'that inen like Graham and Peel.wo\[fd•see the necessity 
of taking .anchor upon soni.e sound. principles, ·as a refuge 
from the socialist. doctrines of the' fools' behind them. •.3 

When Graham anti 'Peel had ·found: tht3 anchorage he 
desired, the fools behind them,.freedf:b<Drrdhe constraint 
of their leadership,: ac·ted.oin obedience> to their natural 
instincts, and carried the Ten Hours; Bill before·the end• 
of this Parlianienk ·. . 

The occasion for Disraeli's se9ond speech of the session 
was a personal dispute.•' Ferrand; .. the member for 
Knareshorough, who,. as· we~ ha.ve:; seen, had affiliations 
with the Young. England groupr.was· one of. the most 
?;ealous. of. the Tory social.reformeis; strenuous and out-

1 May 13. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 2 With' the eXCI)ption 'of Smythe .. He wa,s· under constant ptessure from 

his father to support Peel, and this inay·liave determined his vote. 
3 Morley's Oobden, 1., p. 302. · 
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. spoken both in support of the Ten Hours Bill and in 
· opposi~ion to the new Poor Law. He had become in

vohred-on ~he latter subject in an endless controversy with 
. _ ·'Graham about a repo.rt from a Poor Law offi.ci;1l called 

- M·ott; · with regard to which there were grounds for a 
~:uspicionof chicanery; and in a speech in the country he 
·ha9:roundly accused Graham of having procured a false 
reporf in oraer t,a crush an 'opponent, and also of having 
induced the chairman of an election committee to give a · 

. partial vote in orderto deprive the great enemy' of .the 
new Poor Law, .·walter of The Times, of his seat in 
. the· House· of · Comiil.ons. Graham m_ade the ~harges . a 
quf)stion of privilege, and Disraeli, who had been' a 
member of .. the election ~ommittee, intervened in the 
debate with a speech which delighted the House py its 

" .. wit arid adroitness.· Without· attempting. to . justify 
Ferrand or his charges, he pleaded in his behalf against an,\ 
injudicious penalty, and he contrived before he, sat down·· 
t0 make fun of all concerned-of Peel, of Grahatn, .of 

. ( - . . ' 

· Sta,nley, and even of the House itself-and yet carry 
. 'his audience ·with him. The h6n·. member, he thought, 

had·a .very bad case, and, he added, greatly daring, a 
still worse tribunal ; but the House only laugl?-ed. · He 
had ·heard . the h<.m. member himself,. the Home -
Secretary, arid the Prime Minister, allt.hree discourse on . 
the subject of the great Mott case,1 .but he never could 
annex a. definite idea to any single circumstanc~ of that 
inost . complicated transaction. Something in · it. there 
certainly was- there was a case; there was a stibcom-· ' 

·missioner, a report that was quoted· and not printed, 
a· commissioner that was quoted and dismissed. No o:ne, 
however; believed; in spite of the suspiciotis_circ!;lmstances;. 
that the Secretary of State in. his exalted position would . 
pervert his·' power for so slight an object. But because a· 
~ere 'member of Parliament, supposing himself engaged· 

. ITho ~controversy about the report lasted for several years, ·and ever 
afterwards, both in Parliament and the press, was known as' the great•Mott: 
case.' · · · ·• 
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in a contest with a powerful Government, had taken an -
extreme view, was a man like the right hon. gentle
man to come with that demure countenance which he 
could so well put on, and say that the State was in 
danger, and 'that the House of Commons must interfere 
to vindicate the reputation of. this, I believe sti11 strong, 
though not popular Ministry 1'1 The Prime Minister, he 
thought, had treated the subject in the right way when, 

. with that historical research and that unrivalled memory 
for which he was famed, he had referred to the case of the 
bottle conjurer ;2 but after he had set this good example 
it was surprising to find hiPJ. followed by the noble lord 
(Stanley) in such a different strain. · 

There is always something chivalric about the noble lord, 
and one cannot but admire him when hastening to the rescue 
of his right bon. friend the Secretary of State. But ... 
I could not suppress my surprise at seeing him get up, an.d, 
in his zeal to inform the hon. member for Knaresborough, 
first denounce his statements as calumnies, and then charge 
him with having made those statements knowing them to be 
calumnious. That is the model by which the hon. member 
will profit when he returns to the House . ; . and we shall 
fin¢!. his speeches hereafter distinguished for all that amenity 
of manner .and that choice . selection of conciliatory phrase 
which ,have hitherto distinguished the ·speeches of the noble 
lord. The noble lord declares the hon. member is an in· 
tentional calumniator .. ' . . How will he substantiate that 

· assertion ~ Better than the hon. member has substanti
ated his 1 The noble lord in this case, as in so many others, 

. first destroys his opponent, and then destroys his own position. 
The noble lord is the Prince Rupert of Parliamentary dis
cussion; his charge is resistless; but when he returns from the 
pursuit he always finds his camp in the possession of the 
enemy (cheers and laughter). · · 

The name clung to Stanley, and to this day he is best 
;known as the Rupert. of debate. It was now ·again 
the turn of Graham,. an'd the mockery became maliCious: 

• 1 . This sally, we are told,. was received with 'roars of laughter.' · 
2 Peel's. speech had contained a reference to ' the public performer 'who 

undertook to compress himself into a quart bottle.' 
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As if all these great guns we're not sufficient· to sink this 
. unfortunate. craft; then comes the Secretary of State to .keep 
. up the solemn. insp~ration of. 1;he. farce, and :r,-ising tells l1S, 
' This is the British House of Commons; This is not a 
hustings. Gentlemen may tell lies ·upoh th~ hUstings, but 

• gentlemen may not·telllies in the'British House of Commons;' 
This is · t),le political' morality of the Secretary of State. 
Now:,.I ~ntirely differ from t4e right hon. gentleman on 
this ~oir:t~· .I certainly do not ~hink that gentlemim o:ught to· 
tell· hes m the House of Commons, but I also think hori . 

. gentlemen o'ught to be' as careful in what they; Say on the 
,hust.ings. I even· go farther' than that: I.-say that hon . 
. gentlemen ought not to make pledges .·On• the hustings which 
they do not mean.to keep,i:ri, the House o(Cominons. I don't 
think that a gentleman on the hustings, for exainple,. ought 
to denounce the new Poor Law, and then'come into the House : 
of Commons and vote for it. I ·call that corrupt and un
,prin:cipled eondu()t; ·and· if the~e be any gentleman in this House . 
who has. been guilty of that conduct, why, he·may rise in his 
.place and propose . a vote of censure on ll1e for saying so 

. (cheers and laiighter): 

Amore genial·Iaugh at Peelbrought 'the speech to a 
conClusion : 

- . . . -

. No attempt, by this .House, w:hethe~ right or' ~wrong in .the 
beginning, froin :the time of Sacbeverell to our 'friend Mr. 
Stockdale, to run down an individual has ever succeeded or 
has,ever termin~ted to their ad,vantage: R,emember what 
another Sir Rob~rt-fn9t:agre,ater man tl;lanour Sir Robert, 
but still a niost distinguished one-'-said with respect to the· 
cas~ of Dr, .Sacheverell. · He said he had had 'enol1gh of 
roasting a parson ' ; and I' tl?.ink the right hon. gentleman, 
taking as ll!f.did the great histOrical view of the case, the ·bottle 
Don}u.rer view of. the ca~e; might really, after "'hat has oe.curred, 

. allow: the inatter to drop, feeling assured that the lion: 
member has received' a' great morallessop, a~d that when he 
appears ·on the hustings in future he will, not adopting" tlie 

·distinction of the Secretary of State, be almost as cautious 
there as he is in the Hotise_.o£Commons.1 

~';" ... ~ .. .J~··t·/ .;. .·•·. ':';. 

: ,;He.:~t.d,Q.'Yf!,,,t;WJ(·r.~HJ'e,~old,· amid .loud, and oontinued 
.cheering,· and, whether or. not in deference to the advice 
lie ha.d git;en{the l{:o4'8~ 'ev~ntually conten~d itse)f With 
·!,;' .: ' '"{_ >; ... ::1'~:,_.; ~.: '1': ':')1· .. ,:.'1 . .: ·; .,,;. : '.· . . '. . 

. i 1'1i~3 Timks; April '25,' 18.4:4. ' ·• · 
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a formal resolution that Ferrand's imputations were 
wholly unfounded and calumnious. -

From Henry Hope. 

1\{y DEAR DISRAELI, 
April25. 

I cannot resist the temptation of expressing to you the 
delight I felt at reading your speech of last night. Any 
remark from me on the beauty of the composition or the 
keenness of the wit would be superfluous, and almost imperti
nent ;_ but independently of that there is about it. a high 
feeling which pleases me more than I can tell-tearing off 
the mask from hypocrites, exposing the turbulence of bullies, 
and showing, what I so long have felt, that the measure of 
public virtue and public sympathy was the plausibility and 
power of the assailants. and assailed. 

· Ever yours, 
HENRY T .. HOPE. 

In May Peel had succeeded in compelling the House of 
Commons to reverse its decision on the question of the 
Factory Bill, and in June he repeated the performance on 
a question of sugar duties. Skilful finance, aided by two 
good har.vests and a revival of trade, had at last produced 
a surplus, and the Budget of this year proposed among. 
other changes a reduction of these duties. Sugar was 
then, as often before and since, a political explosive ; it 
had ci'used the fall of the Whigs in 1841, and Peel's pro
posals were regarded by many of his supporters as resem
bling too closely those which he had then resisted. This 
sec.tion of the Conservative members, anxious to increase 
the preference to free-grown sugar from the colonies over 
foreign slave-grown sugar, combined with the Opposition, 
and carried 1 against the Government an amendment 
reducing the duties on all free-grown sugar. Young 
England 2 voted in the majority, though Disraeli, 'out of 
his great personal regard for the. Prime Minister,' as he 
told his constituents later, gave his votein silence ; while 
Cobden and Bright and the orthodox free traders, dis-

I. 

'> 
1 June 14. The figures were 241 to 221. 
2 All except Cochrane. 

21* 
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' 'liking the sugar-growers' as''allies of the landed gyntry', 
· and notwithstanding .. the fa~t ·that the_ ainen4ment 

.implied a step in the direction of free trade, supported 
the Govermilent. In those days, it must be remembered, 
the House of Commons had not been reduced to that 

·_ ~ependence <?.I.l·cthe Ministry .to which ,1ve are now accus
tomed, and .such: incidents as the acceptanc,e of t?-is 
amendment were not uncommon ; but P.eel determined to 
il}sist on his~-~rl.ginal p:r:oposals, and. su~moned a party ·· 
meeting to consider. •the situation. At this meeting, 
according to . Gladstone, he ' stated his m1se in a speech 
which was thought to b~ haughty and unconciliatory.;'~-. 
and altJ:lougli :the open. dissentients, among whom were' 
Disraeli and Ferrand,, were orily<five or·six, the general· 

. tone. was s.o bad that Peel wrote to the Queen to prepare 
her for th~ defeat of the Government.2 · · • · · 

· Disraeli ~lso s~ems to·· have :believed tnat the Go~ern~ - ·. 
meht were doomed: 'rhe original division had been on 
a Friday, and. ori the Monday following. the ·House <.of 
Commons ·was to be~ ;asked to· rescind· its vote. 'On the . 
Sund~y night Cain liobhouse ~et the Disr.aelis ~t.din~er 
at;Baron Lionel de Rothschild's, the party, which included 
Lord_ and Lady. Lansdowne and .. Lord ·and . Lady • John 
Russell, having, it seems, been made to bring_ Disraeh 

· and,the Whig.•leaders together.· Disraeli told Hobhouse' 
that he believed the Ministers would be out·by five o'clock 
the next day, and he thought the vVhigswouldhave no 
difficulty ~n filling their places. ' 

,H~ s~id Ireland was no ~bstacle; we COJild gove:r;n it : 
although the Tories could not. The. Corn Laws might. -be 

·settle-d as well by us as by Peel; and as to.the Poor Law, some 
modification inust be made by anyone who could• govern . .- .. 
Peel had-compMtely failed to keep together his party, and' 
must go-if not now, atJeas~ very speedily. . He., said Russell 
WIJ.S .one ,o~ the very fewmeJ?, ~P. the House ofComp1ons who had_· 
a strong will and was fit to govern. He thought nothing of 
Stanley; Graham he admired for his capacity.3 

1 Morley's Gladstone; I., p. 044. 2 Parker's Peel, III., p: 153. 
, 3 Lord Broughton's Recollection;;, VI. p. ll,4 · · 
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On the Monday, Peel, who was usually, Disraeli told 
his. constituents, ' the. most prudent of ·orators if not of 
statesmen,' made a speech so unconciliatory as to draw 
a vigorous protest even from the faithful Sandon. 'His 
own friends said afterwards that they ~rere astonished at 
the want of.caution, the want of temper, and the arrogant 
and imperious tone he adopted on this occasion.' Disraeli 
himself made a speech, the third of the session, which 
produced a great effect. 'I could, not silently,' he ex
plained in his subsequent justification, 'obey the imperious 
mandate, and I warmly and passionately and· quite un
premeditatedly expressed my feelings on the subject.' 
For a second time within a month, he told the House of 
Commons, they had been placed in a position .which no 
one on either side could call other than degrading ; for a 
second time they were asked to repeal a solemn decision. 
To rescind one vote in the session was, he really thought, 
enough ; he did not think they .ought to be called on to 
endure ~4-is degradation more than. once a yea:r;. The 
Prime Minister should introduce some . Parliamentary 
tariff for the regulation. of their disapproval ; he ought . 
to tell them the bounds within which they were to enjoy 
their Parliamentary independence. His was not the 
most agreeable way of conducting the affairs of the 
country ; it was not the most constitutional. He had a 
horror of slavery, but it seemed to extend to every place 

, except the benches behind him. ' There the gang is still 
assembled, arid there the thong of the whip still &ounds.' 
At this gibe; ·Hobhouse tells,us, 'there was a t~e:rne~dous 
cheer, and Peel, Stanley, and Graham, sat in most painful 
sUence and submission to the rebuke amidst the applause 
of many near and all opposite to them. I never saw them 
look so wretched.'l . 

. The Prime Minister; Disraeli proceeded, deserved ·a 
better position in the ¢ye of the cquntry than one which 
he could only maintain by .. menacing his friends mid 
dealing out threats to "keepthem to their allegianqe .. 

1 Broughton, VI., p. 118. 
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:~.' The right hon. gentleman came in~ power upon the 
strength of our votes, ·but he relies for "the permtJ.neneefof his 
Ministry upon his political opponents. He may be righ~he 
may everi be . t.o. a ·certain degree successful in· pursuing ·the 
line of conduct which. ho has. adopted, . meliacing his friends 
and cringing·to his opponents; but I for one am disposed to 
believe that. in this case his success will neither tend to. the 
honor of the House nor to .his own credit; I therefore, for one, 
must be .excused if I 'declare my determination to give my 
vote upon this occasion as I did on the forme:{ occasion; and 
.. : it only remains for me to declare; after the mysterious hint 
which fell from the right hon .. barol).~t in the' course of 
his ~speech, that if 1, in common with .other hori .. members, 
am.called upon to appear again upon the hustings, I,shall at 
least not be ashamed to do so, nor shall I feel that I have 
weakened my claims upon" the confidence of my constituents 

. ·by ,not changing my vote within· forty-eight hours at the 
.menace of a Minister. · · ··.·, 

· He sat down anl.id chee~s that were loud and sustained, 
and till ri~ar the close of the debate it seemed ·almost 
certain that theGovernm~nt wouidbe beaten.· But Lord 
Howick intervened fr(;m · the 'front Opposition bench 

.·with a' blundering· free' trade speech, and Sti:inley, seizing 
;" the opportimity with 'his customary readiness, appealeq 
. to· Tory sentiment in an adroit party reply, and restored. 
"the fortunes of .the <;lay .. The House rescinded 1ts :Vote 

"'· b"y a ma]o~ity of twenty;1• and the Government 'were 
saved. 'Jt was:stanley'slast great appearance in debate 

.,.. in the House of Commons, for at the close of this session 
'he was called to the.Upper House by his own desire·, and' 
seven ye'ars before, in the order of' nature, he succee<ied to 
his father.;;, Disraeli probably gave no more thana passing 
·thought to his removal at the time, but it was none the 
less an event that a few years later was to prove 'decisive. 
'in its influericeon his own politicai'c~reer. . . ' 

. 1 The figures . were 253 to 233. Disraeli and . his friends voted in · tb'e 
·minority; even Cochrane; who· hail at first voted. with the Government, ·now 

. decl~ring that, as the question at issue had become the independence of the 

. ')louse,. he .could ·no longer support them. · On' the day after the division 
. Queen· Victoria wrote to her uncle, ·the King of the B¢lgians': ' We were . 
really in .. the greatest possible danger of having a resignation of the Gove~
.ment without knowing to •whom to turn, and this from the .recklessness of . 

• a handful of foolish half _" Puseyite," half " Young England" people' 
(Letters of Queen Victor.ia, ch: 13). ' · · · ... · 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
HOUSE OF COMMONS, 

July 9. 
MY DEAREST SA, -~· 

I have been intending to 'write every day, but in the 
struggle of existence have daily postpQned it. M. A. has, I 
think, written frequently ; therefore when we meet you will 
have the map of our life tolerably fresh in your memory .... 

At Bearwood we found all theW alters, his married daughter 
and her husband, the Ferrands; John Manners, Smythe, 
Cochrane. We came up on Monday by the 2 o'clock train 
from Twyford, the most beautiful day for sylvan scenery. 
And at night we went to the Waverley Ball, which would have 
been as fine a. thing as possible had not the illusion been 
marred, or rather destroyed, by numerous gentlemen in black 
coats and white cravats, and among them Lord Wilton and 
some of the first dandies. 

Ld. Castlereagh as a Bedouin chief was very accurate and 
undiscoverable; young Hogg as Lovell in The Antiquary bore 
the belt, I think, of the beaus, beyond Cantelupe as Cceur de 
Lion and Granby as Quintin [sic] Durward, not Quintin Dick, 
which it was reported he represented. 

Smythe's book1 was published on Saturday, but.as yet its 
fate is undecided, though I think it will not rank among the 
stillborn. 

In the course of the.month.I hope to see my way in many 
things, which look on the whole favorable. 

Manchester has invited me to take the. chair at their 
literary meeting, which deiights M. A. much and is a coup : 
and the Buck[ingham]s to commemorate the maj{)rity of 
Chandos. 

Thousand loves to all. V 
Your affectionate 

. . D. 

Before going to Manchester he had ' three fatiguing 
days of triumph' at Shrewsbury. 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 
SHREWSBURY, 

Aug. 27. 
Wherever I go, I hear of nothing but 'Mrs. Disraeli,' and 

why she did not come, and when she will come. When the 
railway is finished, then they count on seeing her very often. 
Among the shopkeepers, whom I wish D?~st to please, your 

1 Historic Fancies. 
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,.- -- n~me and memOry ar~ most lively and influentiaL 'Such a
gay lady, sir! You n(3ver caqhave a dull moment, sir !'-and 
I tell them all that you are a perfect wife as well al:\ a perfect 

- companion, and- tliat, _separated from you for the first1 time_ . 
after five years, ... we{are (alas! alas !) parted_ on our wedding' 
day._ "The women: shed ~ear~, .which indeed I can barely 
myself restrain:- It is_ only half an hour to post, and I have 
come in pretty well, but very tired.- A sort of amateur canvass 

-- to~day, 'calling on all the reputable and' influential trades~ 
people,· WhO ·seek no other- reward for their good Dffices but 

- s-q.ch notice._ It is understood, I filld; that l'"ani the tradesmen's 
member·: so I don't trouble. myself much,about ~he pseudoc 

• aristocracy. and less ·about the real. The Lawrences, Groves, 
·• .Taylors, Lees, are the men; They quite. approve as to. th.e 

attack· on the Governmr:mt,' but, a little alarmed iri-'solli'e 
. q1,1~rters, I _find;, about Popery,mor1asteries~,~n-1 ~cihnMa11ner,s,~ . 
. Th1s I shall qmetly soften down. . . . ·Our weddn1g .feast_ must 
l?e Dn.;Thursday, but if I die for it I will write you some 
ve'rses•to-morrow.2 ' .• - -- -- . ' • ·- - ---- ., , - • 

. . , . . . ... :::~. ~ -.. 

,, _ .--,- · •. ' ' __ Wedn~sday[Aug.28],< 

Y~sterd~y' at S.o'Clock to the Bult-_:_a capital m'eeti-n'g .. or 
made an adll).irable sp\-)_ecli:~ Enthusiasm very greatirideed, 
and all malconteiits apparently silE:mced. -·Taylor the nialt'3ter · 
in the' qhair.. His speech propo'sin'g your hea:lth a,.miracle- .of 
rhetoric. He said -being yo~r husband was a very-' good·_ 
reason whyl was fit'_to ,b~ member' for. Shrewsbury.·r -Ind;eed,. 
the feeling for you here is beyond all imagination. Everybody. 
enquires after you: ,high--and low. -~a-ylor's speech: gaye: m~ 

. a :go()_d 'opening'' about our first separation and· the' wedding-' 
day, which is now k'nown'all•over Shrewsbury. The--effect _ 
was very-great._... . - _ - · . . _ -

At 8_ o'elock.to~night a very grea,t meeting at the Lion,_ some __ 
hundreds and reporters engaged .... - The only thing that 
consoles me for our separation is my stroi}g conviction,that · 
my presence ,here was 'ab'solute_ly necessary. · What might 

. have injured me, I have now turned to. good account. The 
. feeling of the people 1s' genuine and 'may be depended on. 
'I'hey seem:all of .them quite to appreciatemy start this year, 
both literary- and political. ' ' . ' -. ' . . . . 

. _In his two speeches3 ·o:n: this occasion he p~ssed,i~·revi~~ 
Jl.~s -cop.duct in'·Parlialli~nt from the tithe of_his previous_ 
•, . - .· ·. . I .. ' : . . • • ~ • • •- . • • -~ . 1 . :· • , ;• 

.~tHe fprgets the ~eparation in -the spring of'l842.· • 
·2. In accordance with an.anriual custom.:-- .. :- ~ . -__ . . _ 

_ a: They are repoi·ted-at length in the Shropshire~ Oonservativefor Aug, _31, 
18,14. . ,, ' - ,_ • ' - . ._ - - . ' 

.. -~- . 
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visit, immediately after which hostilities to the Govern
ment, as we have seen, had begun. The local Conserva
tive paper had welcomed -\vith an exultant shout of 
' unqualified satisfaction ' the speech . on the sugar 
duties ; and Disraeli's task of defending""his present atti
tude towards the Government proved far easier than tlie 
task he had essayed at the time of his previous visit, of 
defending the support he had up to then given them. 
The two speeches have been freely quoted in the 'fore
going pages, but one passage, in which he proclaimed his 
disinterestedness and independence, must be added here : ~ · 

I supported the Conservative party as long ~s they kept to 
their principles, and when they deserted those principles I 
voted against them. . . . . I have always expressed my feelings 
with regret when I have differed from the pa,rty to which I 
am attached, but I would rather be nothing than be the mute 
registrar of the decrees o£ a Government. The situation of an 
independent representative is by no means an enviable one. If 

. you sit on the benches behind the Ministers· and speak in 
favor of the Ministers, you are sneered at, and it is said you 
want a place ; and if you speak against the Ministers you are 
again sneered at, and it is said you have been refused a place. 
I can assure you, gentlemen; I am not frightened at these 
sneers and taunts ; I never asked Sir Robert Peelfor a .place, 
and they pass me harmless. When .such. taunts are used by 
the Opposition I laugh at them, and consider them as the 
fair play of party ... but let Sir Robert Peel, or any of his 
friends who are likely to know anything of the matter, say 
that I asked for a place, and I will undertake to give them. an 
a)lswer which shall be perfectly satisfactory. 

How he reconciled the state:inent that he,liad never 
asked for a. place with the correspondence of September, 
1841, there will be··a·more fitting opportunity hereafter. 
to consider ; but desire for place excluded, there still 
remained the question of the motive for his exertions, 
arid he faced it with his usual boldness : _ . 

Thereis no doubt, gentlem~n, that all men who offer them:. 
selves as candidates .for public fa.vor have motives of some 
sort. I candidly acknowledge that I have, and I will tell you 
what they are: I l«?ve fame; I love nublic reputation; I love 
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to live in the eyes of the country; and it is a glorious thing for 
a D?-an -to do' who has had my difficulties to contend against. 

'• ·, . _'(!· 

A few months before he had written in a higher strain 
of 'that noble ... ambition which will not.let. a man be. 

' coritent. unless hi~ intellectual power is recognised by his 
race · .. ; the heroic feeling ; the feeling that in old days 

1produced demigods; without which ~o State is safe; 
'without . which po'litiyal institutions are meat without 

~ .. salt;:the .Crown~ bauble, the Church an est.ablisliment, 
·.· .. · }<ParJiaclents ·debating clubs, and· Civilisation ftself but a 
~<,·~~fi#ui.an~ transi~nt. dream.' 1 · . '.;!;. · 

_ .. 'f,· To. Manchester· the Disraelis. were. accompanied by 
· ".Manners .arid Smyth~, much to the annoyance. of their 

,f~thers: the DuK.e of ,Rutland and LorQ. Stra:ngford, ·who 
.~xchanged lef.ters~ on the subject. -~-I lame~t,' ":fOte the 

. Duke, '~he>infhiencewhich Mr. Disraeli has acquired over 
. several of the young British senators, arid over your son 

· and mine especiaJly ... I do not know Mr·~ Disraeli by' sight,· 
but I haverespect only' for his talents, which I think he. 
'sadly misuses.' Strangford had himself been on,terins 
,of. intimacy w.ith Disra~li;· but· he had now, it· would' 
appear, begun to harbour doubts as to his former friend's 
iritegri(y: Th~_·doubts may hiwe been engendered by 
the chagrih with .which he watc1:J.ed his sori following 

. Disraeli into .open opposition, when he hoped to see hini. 
repair the ruined fortunes of his house by the aid of -Peel's 
favour. The dialogue between Lord·· Monmouth and 
He:riry Coningsbyhas been already given. We seem in this 
di~logue''to he~r .the authentic voices of. the ol<~ political 

·order which was_passing away; and ofthat·which Young 
·England desired to see in its place, ·and ~ncidentally we 
.have a wholesome.re;minder.of tl).erealities of politics on 
which Young England, in' ,its. enthusiasm for. its o:Wn. 
romantic ideal, had boldly declared war, but. -of which 
Disraeli, we may. be certain, . though he could share the 

·. enthusiasm; never lo'st sight; However, on this occasio1,.1 
' • .~ v ' ~ • ~ " ~~'! • 

; 1 Ooningsby, Bk. V., ch. I.. : . .. ._ · .. • ·- · 
· 2 Lt'ves of the Lord Strangfords, by E. B. de Fonblanque, p. 224. 
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at least romanticism prevailed, and Smythe and Manners 
supported Distaeli at the Athenreum meeting. It· was 
the culminating point in the glory of Young England. 
The meeting, Disraeli wrote,1 was, he believed,' the largest 
assemblage ever collected within folir walls ' ; and the 
three friends made eloquent speeches, which were received 
with great enthusiasm, and republished in pamphlet form 
for the benefit of a wider audience. Disraeli's contained 
a sente~ce which his sister thought 'sublime,' and which 
he used afterwards to recall himself with a certain 
complacency: 

Knowledge is like the mystic ladder in the patriarch's dream:· · 
its base rests. on the .primeval earth, its crest i_s lost in the _ 
shadowy splendor of the empyrean; while -the great authors 
who for traditionary ages have held the chain of science and 
philosophy, of poesy and erudition, are the angels ascending 
arid descending the siwred scale, and maintaining, as it were, 
the communication betweE:m man and heaven.· 

_ Disraeli appears to have stayed in the North for some 
time, and it was now, probably, that he. made that study 
of the industrial districts of which. we see. the results in 
Sybil. We find him at Worsley Hall as tlie g\le~t ~f Lord 
Francis Egerton, at Bingley, in the West Riding, as the 
guest of the Ferrands, and at Fryston as the guest of 
Monckton Milnes or his father. At Bingley the Ferrands 
were establishing a system of garden allotments for the 
benefit of industrial operatives, and endeavouring in 

' ~her' ways to ~ring ?lass~s t~gether ; and there .D!sraeli 
/made .a 'Speech m whwh he tned to expound the aims of 

Young England,-a:nd insisted on cla_ss and party divisions 
as the crying evil of:the time. - -

We are asked sometimes ~h~t-we want: We ·want· in the 
first·place tO'impress u'pon ·society that there is such--a thing 
as.duty. We don't do that in any·spirit·ofcconceit.or arro
gance ; we don't pretend that we are better than others, but 

.we are anximis to do our duty, and, if so, we think we have a 
right to call ·on others, whether rich or poor, to do theirs. 

"t:-. . 
. • 1 To Lord Lo~donderry. 
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/\If,that .principle:oL,dutyuhad no;t" 1Jeen J~st,sight o£Jor the last 
fift:y,.yea;rs:·you:wo~-1~-never,have.heard;()Lthe.cl~~~~sAi~to 
whwh·Enghmd,ls d1v1ded. . . . , 

Wewa:llt to_ put ari endtotKat politicaLarid social exclusive-
ness. which. we believe.~':be;~h:e.,bane.()Lthis.co.tintry. . . . ·we 
don't come out like .a pack of pedants to tell you. we are 
prepared to-remedy every grieyarice by the square andrule. 
. . . It.,is·not-so·mucfr.tO-the actioritiflaws·as-te,.the.infiuence 

' of manners that we mustclook. :, __ , ·. But~:liow are manners to 
influence men if they are ·divided into Classes"7'if 'tile ,pepula~ 

. "'tion of a country becomes a bodyofsections;a.gr.oup.f?-fhostile 
, ~gatrisims ? • ,, . · We fi!ee ;but little hope for this country so _ 
~long as. that spirit ()f,factio:n t~at has-been-so.~rampan-t,of ~ate 

. •.years is .. fostered. andcencouraged •. We .. call.,iLa spirit. of 
-,t.-faction,. for the principles on which. the pa~ties who llop:iinally 
. divide th,is country were originally formed-have :worn out anq 
- c,eased to ,exist ; ·a;:nd an associaticm of men; however powerful, 

. ·_·-~~-vi_: ~hou t~ :politica_l pri.nciples .is_ . no_t.; a partY:, bu t_• :tifliction: o __ / 
;.·su,ch,. a state .of .somety .the;. mev1ta ble-- result,.Is--tJ;lat •Pil bhc 
; .passio:hs~tre,_excited .. for ... private.-ends, .. Q.Ild,p.opp.J~r,,iiilprq:ve; 

( ment-is-lost·•sight of in particular ,aggmridi~l;lme11t. 
;; 

;,_ At Fryston Pisraeli met a young lawyer called Gathorne 
>:Hardy;. who -wa,s to ,be _in later days one '.o(.hi~,dosest 

political associates. Hardy: has left _op. record. his-: first 
imp:ressions of his:futUre chief, and~th~y were ~o_t whopy :' 
~av~urable.:cD_israeli'~ conversati~n he found ___ ' t~r-from' · 
~?~dkil+g ' ; there w[tf? to,o ,much striving_ to be: epigraJ:n<·. 

~~ :fu~tic .. ~ His~ jnd.g-~entS ·of ~en :Wer,e ' eqriallj. · gJ~Y~r "rtnd ~ 
just'; but his yanity.and 'self'-es~ee~ pre~ented. hin:t from · -
_talking freely- 'lest he shoul~ lose gr()uil¢1..' 1 __ ,. , ~. , 

_ _, ~· ,. . To Sarali Disiaeli. .r-.. 
,.. •·-, . ·. - _.- · - _, .• · .. .. Jan. 20, 1845. 

You ha~e heard of our sudden expedition to Stowe, and its 
brilliant· success; her Majesty, Peel, ·Aberdeen, _and .all 
equally ,distinguishing us by their courtesy. , Thew hole scene 

·sumptuous and a great successfo:r the Duke. :The Wedn~et.day 
· · before I kept. my engagement at ·stationers~ ·Hall, where I sat 

on the-right hand of the master, and had to make a speech, 
:::' ""which'was :rather ridiculous, as there ·-were only'thirty or f~rty
. ~; " citiz(ms, 'grubbing ·_like boys a-table of delica<?ies.; .but I se~Il),~d 

- ,. .· ' . . ' .:~· .. 
';· • ·-1 Memoir.of·Gathorne-Ha_~dy, I., p. 53. · · · 

-' 
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to please them, and all came up to be presented in turn to the 
great man. Most present were of the time of the first red 
sandstone, and before Mercury or Venus were created. 

A letter of Mrs. Disraeli's had already conveyed to 
Bradenham an account of the party at Stowe : . . 

We were for the first hour in the vestibule, like a flock of 
sheep, half lit up, and no seats or fire, only a little hot air 
and a great deal of cold wind; a marble floor. Fancy, dear, 
shivering Dizzy, and cross-looking Mary Anne, in black 
velvet, hanging sleeves looped up with knots of blue, and 
diamond buttons. Head- dress, blue velvet bows and 
diamonds. After a time we passed her Majesty ·and the 
Prince, the Duke and Duchess and the rest standing behind, 
the Duke giving our names exactly the s&me as an ordinary 
groom, and we making our curtseys and bows. About eleven, 
or soon after, her Majesty retired, and then all became joy 
and triumph to us. First Sir Robert Peel came to us, shaking 
hands most cordially, and remained talking for some time, 
then Lord Nugent, introducing his lady, Col. Anson, Sir 
James Graham, LO'rd and Ladyde la Warr, Lord Aberdeen. 
The Duke almost embraced Dizzy, saying he was one of l;tis 
oldest friends; and .then he. offered me his arm, taking m"'e 
all through the gorgeous splendid scene, through the supper 
room and back again, down the middle and up again- . 
all making way for us·, the. Queen and your delighted Mary 
Anne being the only ladies so distinguished. After this I 
retired to a sofa, with the Duchess, who told me that her 
Majesty had pointed Dizzy out, saying ' There's Mr. Disraeli! 
Do you call all this nothing 1 The kind Duchess· asked me 
to luncheon the next day and to see the Queen's' privato 
apartments. 
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~"l}~~,m!t~~~~Georg() .Smythe in the s1u;nm~r., 
~,18jj~J~~~?~~M,i~i;jJ¥~~J!l~~~~il>~~Jl-JiA~·?PRPf:;. 

•- yvith the condition of thernral.poorDisraeli had becomer 
.familiar iri his long struggle over the Poor Law, and his 
~visits to the North' in the-autumns· of l843 and 1844 had 
-~h;wn hitp. the facts, of life i:ri ~he great industrial t.9~~-, -

. The:publication, of tli.e reports .of the Children's Empl<;>y~- .• 
ment Commission; and the debates on th() Factory Bilfiir 
the· session. of ; 1844; ~~f!A:!~~g~p;tJentiPJl,..,.O,!t.J;pe~~Qma.l 

· · pr&,Ql!imi ; an, d. a~""'q9~i'~~-g~{>:i1Ji~~l~§.~J.P~;Y;;;,£y~ilrtx(3ated. 
f-§~~thy"~'~.cmle,.~p.d •. sQ,Qi_a,l,.con,ditions. ~--"The original desigil 

of .Oomngsby had been larger than was then executed. , 

The derivation and character of political.parties,; the cori-·· 
dition of the people which had been the consequence of them ~ 
the du~ies of the Church as a main remedial agency in our 
present state, were the three principal topics which I intended 

. to treat, but. I found they were too vast for the spacti I .had 
allotted to myself. These, wei;~ alLJaunched.in.poningsby; 
b~f.the origip 11;~d conditi9n .. of politica} parties,.-tb_~-:fir~t< 
portiOn of the theme;was th~ only one completely handlea m 

_,..,.that work. , .. · _ . .· · . 
/( ~;],y~~r,j%-~?!~il,J.;,conside~ed t4.e c~ndi~iol} of;~he peopl~. 
. . .-~: . 4-t ... that..,tu:ne,..the'!"-Ghartist,agitatw.n.;,:w;.a§,.;.!l~Ilt fr~sh m 

the public lUe~Qry, ,and !ts repetition WaS far. from improb
' able. I had mentioned to my friend, the late Thomas Dun

combe, and who was my friend before I entered the House of 
. - -. ·648_ ·. . . 
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Commops, somet}iing,oLwhat T.,~yafl_pq!l~~p:J,plating ;,and he 
"""'offered and obtained for my perusarthe whole of the corre
\. spondence of ~eargus,, . .O:Connor~when conductor of the 
\~ort!tern Star, witn'tlieleadersand chief actors of the Chiutist 
movement. Chad visited and observed. w:ith care all the 
localities i~troduc€;Ci;cand~its:'ii:n':accurat;e _;nd never ei.agger
aJed. picture.o.f ;a re:riiarka,ble period -!n our)iomestic )l;istory, 
and of a popular organisa'tion ·which in its extent and com
pleteness has perhaps never been e·qualled, the pages -of-, Sybil 
may,,Iventure to believe; be consulted.with,con~ge,~ce.2 

;J:he..,new noy;el~wEl>i:l:r.>P:UbH.~4~P. ... i~~J)!~Y:'•x:a.:.iYea.r,,after 
,Cqningsby .. 

Tl!..""~ar_ql], .,JJcisraeli.,. 

Sybi~~~~.yes~~x~y,;_l thought.it.n~~!~1,~~~~; 
the prmters were on~'-ll.\Ye1s; and have been for the last 
111onth, but I don't think it can be published till the middle of 
the month. . . . I have never been through such a four months, 
and hope never again. What with the House of Commons, 
which was itself quite enough for a man, and.writjng.,600.pages, 
I thought sometimes my hea~ mus;t.,turn ... .I have never had 
a day, until this, that I have felt, as it were, home for the 
holidays. · ·-

:;(, Syq.fl~JY~c!e.~t§,~PPe,::t:r.~lt2~ .. wit.li .• lJ':~S!~~UQ.~~~£.h .. has 
become .• famous : . · ' 

I would inscribe this work to orie. whose noble spirit and 
gentle nature ever prompt her to"sympathise'}.~wi~h .. fl.!S3.§!!f!er

,ip.g ; to one whose sweet voice has often encouraged, and whose 
taste and judgment have ever guided, its pages; J.;M,.most 
sev:ere.of.c;r:itics,,,'!lu~~"Pl~!:~~Ji~";!,. . · · · 

Among the odds and ends from Disraeli's pen preserved 
by his wife's pious care, there is a bundle of little notes 
which he wrote to her while he was composing Coningsbf/ 
an~ . Sybil : reports of . his progress, inquiries after her 

/ . . 
/1 In bin preface to Sybil· itself, Disraeli stated, with regat"9- to. his pictures 

of ind,q.strial life, that ., .the descriptions ·generally· were-,writteri from his 
own observation';· he said nothing-:-cf:his·grcatindebtedness-to ~he reports of·. 
the Children's Commission, partly, no doubt, because those repo1·ts were very 
widely known, and still more, perhaps, because a confession that the novel 
wa.s}Q)lllCle.d on a Blue Book'would not have·been alluring. 

2 General Preface to the Novels, 1870. · · 
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'.health, invitations to a sfroll, requestsfor a glass of wine 
·or permission to smoke a cigar, and ·one calling her .to a 
c~nsultatiOJ?.-;-0 i ~wish you, would coln'e up' and. talk a 
little over a point, if you are not pa.rticularly engaged '
which seems. to show that his· compliment to. her taste 
·and judgment' was no mete pretence. What was cer
tainly '~ot pretence was :his desire that the world should 
believe inhe:r poss~~~i~n· of these arid all good qualitj~s~ 

'Throughout ·their married. life, when conversing W,ith 
. others, even on ·subjects beyond the~range of her <;JU~~iv~.-
. tion,· he was in the habit, it is said, of hringing· her.·tactt .l 
fully in by references to her opif,.ions .or appeals to .hyr' 

. critical judgment; and woe betide those who fell.short .. 
. in the respect which he himself gaye .and thought due td · 
~1' 'her pronouncements ! · . : .. . . : · .. · · .. . . . .. · · .'/ .:. 

N;.~~~~~~-~~t~o~i~~~itr~~;rt~~it:U;::~ · 
. of..,the~summer. · W1th .the cr1tws and w1th. the elect 1t 
·~ . . . . --·c.·'· .--- . : . - -- .. J, ·• : • • '·,_ -" ·:---:~~ '·-' 1·:... . .. ··-:: ~ . 

!i~~~!!l~~~t~i£m;l~..,~:Wt,;~&~£.~·"·~1>1h:t\as;;;be!'lJ)""'v.ari~ · 
*'?usly. praised.,as ' tA,~J~J:~r.~.~,t*~~i>f"!lf:@i~.r~xli:~;'JJ:.li!i:~ls,, a's 
·. ·· '~~""~t~~~~,~~W~:4t).j,~~gsJi..rY~ly,~Ql~~~~!}~,~:~,~:'~the· fore- •. 

most~m.mter.~t?t ... )~QJ;Q,,tQ,.ili~~~l!1i ... ~L§9Q~l.,h:ts.tq!Y•·and··· 
to the· critic of English ·literatfue~to' the .one for its · ·. 
lpict:u,r~.~qf.~;~pqiJ•J·l Qo.p.ditions~ .and.to.the,ot~er,for~ the high· 
fcomedy of .its social and political intrigue.'3 But.it.has · 
~ever really enjoyed t_he popula!'ity,?£Ooningsby. #-Y,?::-il'• 
~uffers~mor~ ... !:rco.m.,,Q~mg,~.a,..:n.ovel.,..wlth .. a"~:PW'.PO~.€l., ,rev;en; ·. 
tJ;wugh .·. the.~ purpose js , ~() .;)}igQ.~!isl-iti.~Pjr~llg.. , I ~s :. reil;l · · 

.,interest is possibly deeper, but it is an interest of classes 
·an:d. of· situations, not the interest of personalities that 

· : ;wa:;:; so piquarit in ·. Ooningsby .. : ·When .. Di~raeli;is;recalled · 
· -'.:~~ ~hE}..():re.a:tor._of.the.political no.v'el,.it.i~;~ usuallycOoningsby, 

~ . llqt~§::ybil,-·~~h~~~~his;read~~~-~4~~~~Lllr~~~d~~-~· ~.. ~ ~ '-~-~ . " · ;/ ~,) 
f'. B. y.·.·b .. i.~.'~, .. like. ;:..Q..oningsby··'s ha,:;:; .. ic;Y#y",JiWe..~Pl?t,~l>l~:t'fis~a · 
,...,~2.~~tW? '.1.9~·· sc~JJ.es;,,,as.,•O?.ntngs?y,;;,of_,,.c,~~r.acters: ·; yYe. 

· ~b€lg1p w1t.h a §!qe:J}e of admirable. comedy m the- goldep 

.,.,~rd.M~rley. : · ~. 2 LordJdd~~leig~:.in.hii.edjti~n-of,the ~~~e~,; .. 
a H. D. Trail!> · •·. ··· ~ ., 
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- -Crockfo:rcl's, on the eve of the Derby of 1837. The,.object · ~
salomis of a sumptuous London club, obviously meant for 

. ·. Jro&l ,t~~-~,firs.~j~,~~ .. ~~~Pt.P4.~~~:~~~e ~~~5~s~,l>E5~~e ~ ·~,J.,~~~n~ 
~-P:..ffeL~gc.;~~~~l!-i~~\iJ~~J!~.;y~~l,l!?/.,H~~"'jY.P~ .... £i~.J:e,<J ... ,i: 
Moii~tcl,j.es[ey:··-..wnom we'"meet'at· the'"'chio;···and who 
'rather likes bad wine because one gets so bored with good,' · 

a~.Ji~l3.;J¢1.~~em,k.l.~i,..,t£~!J$~;,;lt,~.2m )V~ .. ~~~$.~N:ll~l· ..-, 
In the company of youthful patriCians· assembled at 
Crockford's .to discuss the odds on the coming race, we 
make the acquaintance of Q4.~J:rle!'!..,~g~~:nt, t4e .hero of 
the novel, a younger .. brother of the Earl of Mar.ney and 
heir-presumptive to the title. An account of the Marney 
pedigree and of the origin of the family in the plundering 
of the Church· by Henry VIII. leads to a long digression 
on 'the cause of civil and religious liberty,' the politics of 
the Venetian party, the careers of Shelburne and Pitt, 
who finally broke their power, and other phases of the 
recent political history of England which had not been 
presented in Coningsby. To all this we shall return. 
Then we have the famous scene ' in a palace in a garden,' 
the accession of Queen Victoria, which is adroitly made 
the occasion for the introduction of the real theme and · 
purpose of the. novel : 

In a sweet and. thrilling voice, and with a composed mien 
which indicates rather the absorbing sense of august duty 
th-an an absence of emotion, THE QUEEN announce::; her 
accession to the throne of- her ancestors, and her humble hope 
that divine Providence will guard over the fulfilment of her 
lofty trust. . · 

The prelates and captains and chief men of her realm then· 
advance to the throne, and, kneeling before her, pledge their 
troth, and take the sacred oaths of allegiance and supremacy. 

Allegiance to one who rules ov:er the land that a, great 
Macedonian could not conquer; and over a continent of which 
even Columbus never dreamed : to the Queen o£ every sea, 
ana of nations in every zone. 

It i~, not of these that I would speak; but ot a nation nearer 
her footstool, and which at this moment looks to her with 
anxiety, with affection, perhaps \vith hope. Fair and sererre, . . 
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qsl1e has the_blood and beauty of the Saxon. WiJLito.be,:her 
/'-P.J;:ou,dJdestiny.atJerigth.to,bear.relief to .. suffering millions, and, 

with .that .soft. hand, which-. might inspire· troubadours and 
gue'rdon knights, break the ·last .links ,in the chain .of Saxon 
thraldom ~ ' ' · 
~ .· ,. .. .. ; ·, .. 

)\_ , !£r~:~t~I~PR,~~-;an.d_ his- ~ro~her. Lord-.M~~J:_;we 
.\hav~ __ the two contrasted.,t~~-:" .. e~ ;~risto.cratr-;;.tb,~ggod 

and .the_b_a~~··""'CM~tney wa~.,~cynica1,je~oid,,?f,~~nt~:rn,ent, 
arrogant,; hteral;. hard., He .had no Imagmatwn, had 

· exhausted his slight native feeling ; but he was.~acute, 
disputatious,. and firm e.Ven to obstir-lwy .. lie pelieved · 
he could pass through existence in~ adamantille arnioui; 

·and.always g~ve you in the business'~£ life the jdea of a 
man ~h() wa,s' conscious 'y:<m were trying to' take .him {;,.;: 
and rather respected you for it, but the working. of)vhos~ 
<iold; unkind eye defied you:'. ·His charact~r as a land.iord.. 

•· ·, ~~s re.v:ealed by ~he-.<:~~didon of the rural town of Mar~ey :. · 
a,eollection of ruined hovels arranged in narrow an'a 
cr~wded .lanes, ·in. which ,,the,,agriCl.J.L.tural~l~b9urers lived 
-ami.g,Aurrgunc\i!Jgsc:8f Jn~~~QA.(b,,~.Bl~~.§ .. qllc!1!gr ,.· tilLpesme~ce 
or.famine released them-from their,mi~>ery.-· Their·suffer
iJ;:g~ca\1sed~n~Yqualni~;of·conscienc~:in-berd-.Marney. _· _, 

'. ' . . ' . ·) \ .. ;· ~ . ~ 

· I wish the people were as well· off in every part of the··cou~"ttry' 
as they are on my estate. They get here their eight shillings .. 
a-week, always at least seven, and every hand is at this· 
moment. in employ, except a parcel of scoundnils who prefer 

'wogd-stealing and poaching, and who would prefer wood~ . 
stealing_,and poaching ifyou gave them _double the wages. 
The r~te of wages is nothing ; certa~D:ty is th~ ~hing; and 
every man at Marney may be sure of hiS seven shillings a week 
for at)east nine mqnths in the year ; and for the other three, 
they cango to. the House, and a very proper place for.them; 
i~ is heated with ~1ot air, and has every. comfort .... ~ < The 
poor are well off1 at. le_ast the agricultural poor, very well off 
ind~ed~ 'Their incomes are certain; that is a great point, arid 

• they J1'3:ve iw. cares; no anxieties; they always haye a resou~ce, 
they always have, the House. People without cares do_ not 

.}equire .so much food as those whose life ~ntails aJ:txieties~ 

{ • _ ;~;E.gt~l~:t;;~-ur~like;,(his,...prg.~h~r,.:,,qad ~-a .,g~p~r<?!!~ ~·pid~ . 
"-an'4.a~;-:t~nG!.el'-~h_ear..t.,.,.By birth m_J.e of the h~ppy f~w for:· 

. ~ . .~· -· ... 
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whom the world was then made, and by charm of disposi: 
tiona favourite with all, he had. spent an idle youth, and 

· had barely withstood the efforts of his. parents and society 
to spoil him ; bU-t-a,disappointment~wJo:v:~ ... ~~llc::l•.age of 
·~enty2.?JI£.....,.1!&4 .... arresteq him, in)ljs _ca:reer of,. ftivolity 
_and,..:.pleasure~3Jnd ~though,~after..,a.;.peJ:'jQ_g.,"spent)n ~tx~yel 
and reflection, he had come back to his old life, it was 
with the difference tl).at he was now conscious of wanting an 
object. By the contrivance of his mother, who happ~ned 
to be a distinguished ' stateswoman,' he was returned 
.to Parlia:~p.ent in 1837 ; butit was not there that he was to 
. .find the object he wa~ seeking, but in a chance meeting 
with three strangers in the ruins of M~rney Abbey. One· 

. of the strangers was· Walter Gerard, who; as Egremont 
discovers, was an adherent of the old faith, and, though a 
leader of the people, had a refinement of spirit _and a;,feeling 
for the past wh-ich~w;e should )ook· for· i~7''vai:n ih the 
typicaLblatant .. demagogu~~I2Ltll.~.,l!!;Q.i~.~r:i~llJ.~,aqiQal.. His 
sense qf present-day wrongs did not' hin,der )lim .from 
sympathising ';Vith the monks who were so foully driven 
from 'the beal).tiful abbey they had created':. 

If the world but only knew what they had lost.!·. . ·. There . 
. were on an average in every shire at least twenty ·structures 
such as this was.; in. this great county double th.at number: 
establishments that were as vast and as magnificent and as 
beautiful as your Belvoirs and your Chatsworths, your Went
worths and your Stow'es. Try to imagine .the effect of thirty 
-.orJorty Chatsworths in this county, the proprietors of which 
-were never absent. · You ·complain enough now-of a_bsentees. 
The monks, _were nevev nori"resideht. _They expended their 

· revenue amorig those whose labor had produced it. . . ·. 
-They made the country beautiful, and the people proud of 
their country., ... · _ . . . . · · 
. As long as the monks existed, .the people, ,when aggrieved, 

:had property on tl10ir side .. And now 'tis all over, and travel· 
l~rs come and stare at the!!e' ruins, and think themselves very 
wise tornioralise over time .. They are the children of violence, .. 
not of time. It' is war that created-these ruins, civil war, of 
all our- civil wars the• most inhuma.n, -for it. was waged ,with 

· the unresisting. The monasteries were taken by storm, they 
were sacked, gutted, · battered with wadike instruVlents, 
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blown up with gunpowder; you may see the mar~s of the 
blast against the new tower here. Never was such a plunder. 
The whole face of the country for a cent1uy was that of a land . 
recently invaded· by a ruthless enemy; it was worse .than 
the Norman Conquest; nor .has -England ever lost this char
acter of ravage: I don't know whether the union workhouses 
will re~ove it. They a'i:e building something fu'r· the people 

· at. last .. · After an ()Xperiment of three centuri~s, your gaols . 
being full, and your treadmills losing some~hing of their virtue,~ 
yo?- have given us a substitute forthe monasteries. · · · ' 

. . ' . " 

T~10~69n~~ pfJ,~h!;~~JI~!-:~~ngers was S,t~,Plll2n..¥Q~l~y;,_ · 
!l:~W-itilis~~dittJf,;:.<.~§l-geJ;;,,.high~strung;-and"fani¥t-ical,"'whr) ._ 
found so much to lament in the world in which he lived" , 

. -that he could spare no pang for the past ; an<:l;.th:e.,t!!ir,d. , 
'!.a.s, Q!(J~r#f.s.;.~aJJ,gP,~"JR§Wsl!H,,M'!"'"'"' '·- - . .. · . . ·.- . 

· · S~biLamong Disraeli's.herpi:p.e~.,,if?c.li~tt. ~X.~-~;.f.!tzt2J.:£~ 
or..,. Theedora. in Lothair .... rather,, as, lias. Qeen welt said, 1 

-- . . . . ....... ,,.... ~.· .. t;~, )' ,;~"'·· ':.'.'···. . 

· ;,_the,sylllk<?:~>qJ,~~gt~fl&,~.!:l.e.a.,;,.or. 1Hw embodiment of,a . .great 
/'~nt~qsilil!s:m,,tll,a;n a,me:t:ejndivid~al,.or even _the repres:n-... 

.. ~at1:ve o~ a class.·_ ~he,s,,~~!12-J\f9r~~E-JJ"'~'~'Q,pJ,~,J.qr~th:<2.n.atwn 
·.L-~f, th..~:.:··PP.9}.'> .. ~9!.\:plty 9f .. t4mr.su:ffermgsr!:fqr~theu~:«hopes 
~ ~£~t!:Y2~J:llption. ~~~~~<j}=r~~~!:t.C>ir;:e. the~~· · 

would have been 'some strident note of vulgarity orself~ 
-·~ssertion to chill and·estra:rige; but.,Sy,bil,,lik~)1ei~fathe:r;; ·. 

· · , is ,r~fine~d ,a;ri(J."t?WJ.6pJ~g~gy,.,h~J;.<i~Y..QJ:;iQrl.,S_,9,.,;~h~,.:9!g,f;iitli; 
)Y.ith its long histor_ical meJ11oriE;)I;l; it_s;pq~~:r;]',_;;t,:r,i¢1..romance, 
its spiritual mystery, its world~wide charity, and its soul~ 
.subduing power. E&:~:Q?-9]:.t,_first-~S·hears"•her_ singing, .in . 
tones of almost supernatural sweetness, th,e evening hyri'm 
to the Virgin 'from the Lady's Chapel of the abbey, and 

.-then sees her. stanP,ing in a vacant an¢! starlit .arch in ~ 
sera ph-like beauty. · Fl'om~h,at ,mo~e!lt -Sy;9il,_Ger~is 
all t.he world to h,im~ · Haunte¢J_,by~the,:.~l?mOry~ofi;.}le'f 
-:-~~-~ ..... ~-.t7..~~~ .. :~-~~~~·ioc"=·~-.""'"'T#~ . 

vp.Lcp:"',au,c!...;~_p.p©~:t:~~~P.W.,§Rf~~y;,_.a ·. 
mamifacturmg town, where her father 1s a m1ll~manager;. 

· and there, Jiving for a time und,er al?- assumed nallie, he 

-~~§·~Jt-4?P-~l~r~~~~~.~- ,~~;~~~~~?.,f,l~~~~~he. 
SO~Iahs~;~~~~~£~1J.i~fM.~~~~!l-

,,. 1 'By Dr.' Brandes • .•. 
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of h~" life-::-::-loye of~SypiJ,.~a~<l""Yi!lcJicl!,t~..:~f.,~t~!t.}.~.!:mgi1? 
.2!.~4~ pqor .. ; for .. t})~_two.thmgs...:!lfe..~one. ·~ .} 

Close to Mowbray is a Gothic ca~>tle, the seat of 
Earl de Mowbray, formerly Lord Fitz-Warene, whose 
Norman name and pedigree are traced with bitter satire 
to his father, John Warren, a St. James's Street waiter, 

· who had become an Indian nabob and been ennobled by 
·Mr. Pitt. The present pe·er's mother was the daughter 
of an Irish Earl, and he himself had married the daughter 
of a ducal house, and now fully believed in the authenticity 
of his pedigree .. His children had been ' christened by 
names which the ancient records. of .the Fitz-Warenes 
authorised,' and the memory of the waiter was completely 
obliterated. · 

Pomp and-luxury reign in Mowbray Castle.; in poignant 
contrast is -the misery of the people outsid(l ,its gates .. 
The career of a Devilsdust, the exactions of the mill
owners Shuffle and Screw, ~nd the picture of th(l sufferings 
df the hand-weaver Warner and his starving family, help 
~s. to re.alise. the price wh..~c,h .~n~lal}d .has. to;..p,!Y. for her 
ril(tnufactur.inggreittness.' •.. AccompanyingStephen Morley 

_..on a miSsl.on from Mowbray . into some . neighbouring 
.\IJljrting~di.stricts; ~w.e ialie ,sJ:!:9wntoth~~JiP.4~§~~.,,,o!" f:)1:u;":~ng v.s-

trial· civili~ation;wi:W:~J~~~_ra-rg~pg--i.i_~~H1£~,.~f;'3~""8;"~~~~-··: ~ 
Bands. of s.talw.art •. men; ·broad-chested a:tld.-muscular; wet 

with' toil, and black as ·.the childrer~ of .the tropics ; troops of 
yo.ut_h, alas! of· both sexes, though neither their raiment nor 
their language indica~es the difference; ·all are clad in male 
attire ; and oaths that men might shudder at, issue from lips 
born to breathe words of sweetness. Yet these, .are ... to . be, 
some~are~rPle.:p:lq~her~.of ~n~land! But can-.we-·w;onder at 
the :P,ideous coarseness of -thmr.Ianguage,.when,we .remember 
the .. savage rudeness of their lj ves ·? . Naked to the .,waist, an 
irorrcl1ain fastened to a belt of leather runs between their legs 
clad·in canvas trousers, while on hands and feet .an,~:nglish 
gid,.J'?r ... tw;elye, ,som(ltimes ,to.r,~~xpt{{)J,1)19Jlr~. a .:-.d.\I>Y, ,hauls and 
~jt,r::r.!~sj,q.Jl.~~f~.~'<t~ .• p._p"~~l~rt!;'ll~~{!;d~ .. ,.~~!'}~,,pr~epipitous, 
and -plashy; c~rcumstances that ·seen;J. to l~ave escaped the 
notice' of the Society for the Abolition of Negro Slavery. 
Those worthy gentlemen ~o appear to have been singularly 
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unconscious df the.sufferings of the little trappers, which was 
remarkable, as many of them were in their own employ.. . 
, E!~.Jgg,Jl!12S~ (:)JAergcf~·oin the bow.els C>ftlw ear~l~ _! b:tfants 
of;fo\lt.,;and..;fi,v;~~~~at.s.~9ft~g~~";.ww~y~~J~~(,l,W,;;~gjr}l!>::iP.~.e),fy_ apd_ 
.~~I~l; soft"aP,d:;t~:IJnd~;-~.er.tf11s~ed.$Ith,.the ~fulfilment, of,respon
sibli:Lduties·, and ... the natu're of which entails on .theJ;U the 
I\!f.C{)s~i~Y:<-Pf~being~~ll{);{)a,~lie.§t4tQ,eJ;10J:"'th~.;J1l:J:l1~/l-,~££l~~ht;JJ!l:!est · 
toJe~~,;v;e~it.~'J'heir'$la,po.r..:iJJ.d~e\lj,t3,¢J:9,.E~~¥..Y:~iti~;,,ti;ir,..itia;~.~would: 
be impqssible, ·but it is: passed iri darkness and in solitude;: 
They endure tl~at punishment which philosophical .philah
thropy·has invented for the direst criminaJs, and.which those 
criminals deem more terrible than. the death for which it is 
si:t bstitl.1 ted:. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

;_··; 

' We are witnesses -~f a scene outside a truck-shop which .. 
is ;so ·harrowing as: a _picture of cruelty and oppression a's 
to be ahnost unbearable. And· then at the; nadir: 6f 
c1vilisatio:ri :-we find the squatters' town· of Wodgate; with 
its nattiraJ aristocracy of master-workmen,: wh0, 'thbligh; 
ruthless'tyl-ants; :are:not-unpopular with their vassals; 
its.'B1shop·; at the apex,:the leader· of all in ruthlessness· 
and' skill ; and. its people. without' names, . morality;. or 
religion, bi.' bel16ving at the best 'in OUr Lor'd and Savio-ur-

/ Pontius Piiate, who .was crucified to save our. 'sins, and:in'' 
,/ M~ses, Goiiath; and. the rest oft.he Apostles:' Forj:-this'. 

traivesty of a c~~ed, ;as for nearly all that is niost startlmg 
in Disraeli's;·pictures of industrial life, there is literalwar·-
rant in the Blue_ Books of the time. . . .· 
. The scene-.shifts t.oLohdon>in~the year.t8.39, t!_heye~r 

' :"~~~~~it"~~~~~~.i.:~m..r";'I;'<·'-''I~·!~Ml<'/$~···'>JO'~S'{~)~~~~~<-,_.,..,...,.;.•~- ,. • 

o.i~...9.~~Re~,g~~UP~~!~llt-ih.§!!=\~n-·.: 
~ ·'Y~!~r~_,Q;YI.:.I!!:~,,.!§~~J~~~~x..il,l~th~""Qh.~r_~i~t,.CqltY:!3Tition·,.,~!\<:!-

. §y]ik~~;i!t:~LG>I,l~[~-;~jt~'!:_!l,Jill; ~~J.P.~ a .;-mun,Q, jJ_visi ts · to 
members· of ·Parliament which is made ·the occasion for 
the 'porttaytiJ of a number of ~musing "types,' Gerard· 
:meets with Egremont, anddiscov(ll:S that the tnan\vhom 
he had previously known as Fr~nklin; :ahd believed· to be 
a-journalist, is- an aristocrat;- the brother of the .tjrant· 
Lord· Marney, ·ahd- presumably,. therefore, .an enemy of
the people: Egremont,.,.however, has been p()ridering_oil 
. . . '.. . ..;t.:_~_-.............. l:ia! .. ,, . ~- ·-r. .• :. ~- . . . > ··' 

all that he learnt--at Mowbray':;''~an,d~~l'l.,Il_QJVj.lli,.~&g~nt.syJU-
,PatP,y,)':it~~,JL~R~P!~~i~P~.l'J~)~,~~:trat;is .. to · 
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·say,~with their deeper aspirEJ-ti~ms, tlf>]nbineft~w.it.hJ~ith 
:in ·the p6~sibility of· these aspiratitms being "gradually ....u" 

i,'ealised ; fo~_he _is ~.un:dei:' no illusion about th~ .. crude/\'" 
m.~tggds ,()f •• ~}l..~'"!<J!?.ro_~g?g:!!¥~~~r ~he }rude. remedies put 
forward b tlie. ·'eo le' themselv~s; ~---·¥''""'!'"'''"""> "'·~>.' ·--·'"~~. 

~,.,.--.A~~-"'--": y.,. ··-· -"'R .. ,-:K .. ,.._, ..... , ·. :. . . . . , . 
1\ ; The ~People~ are-~ot .. stropg .. [he.~sa~~-~~~·~Y.EMJ,; -:tt~~ > ~~C>P!e 

~ever can ;be str~:mg . ..,:r~~~r..,a,tt~~pjis4a;t.:~~l£7~~1ljl;~!$.~~,1~!1 '~1ll 
JliJ,d · only.,;,Jn,.~helf..::S:Yif~fg}g .. j).•Jl,~,;~R.fll!lOJ}: . ,Jt .• as,.CHIJ~Isatwn 
.tnat-[a's,f3.~~ct~§,;;B_~~Us ~U~t!£g,~t~i~._qh~.nge .•. ,J~ is,that in
creased knowledge o£ trhemselves'tliat ,teaches the educated 
:their social duties. There is a day~pring 'in the history of 
this nation, which perhaps those ·only who are ou the moun
tain tops can as yet recognise. Y du deem you are in darkness, 
and I see a ·dawn. The, ne1~.,g~:n,~n,:~ti911-"Qf:,t41t;;:i.rjstocracy of/: 
~ngla:nd7are:-not",t~r~11ts,<;n.c>t ppp;r:essqrs_, :~Y~J;lil,.,_f,tl:! Y();U ,.pe.17sist~ _.. 
,m;belieywg~'""~'th~Ir:I,Jlt~ll~~m;,9J'l,,);>,~jp~r:~~~~-\,El,l~P,.their,hearts, 

l<-za,;r!=J.op.~n;t9."'!.he.resp?n~!q*t¥;oL~qg·,p_osi.ti~n .. B. ut .. the wo. rk 
t~1ftt IS ~efo~e them,~&•,!lO•hohday..;;..wor~. ltdS>~U!i!.M~_?! . 
~~J?.s~~.muw~"'1ih~~<1tk~ll'~~<¢1l~~~flt.¥. ... SlllllR-~fi~!{,\!,.;:;~~r~t~s 
of..ce¥ ~ ~· ;ws,.Q~"~g;nqx~.l1Qkl,~P.:d.,.9JJ;m.C.·.·:· i.J1o.l}g~~~~~,J,ij,~.~J.:ill~.-
a:~ .. ~e-v~J}~~~ ,;~~~;;!~~::thought ,will ,~r.mg t~e r~st ... tli 

1r~.L.:.~~a.I.~~~~~.-~.~*.~=~Jm, ~'-
~·· ~yp_i!,,~J1;9,,~tfi,;:.~,t~J(;l,.~.~H,.gt,.pk,ej.ud_iee_,.and1 SQSpic~o~ in ) 

\

presence of. the ne:wly~d1scov:~re~ • anstqcrat,: a~~t.bw).}s · 
lhat the gulf between them .IS lm.J,:!,assable, Is~g!adually 

~i~~i~t'£i~i~!:~:;· 
. l thich })israeli h.~s alwa. ys at com. mand in suc .. h a sit?a

itwn,. ·.and s_o that no breath of· commonplace passwn 
~llbh~s a:_ figure so e~her~an:y ~lire and spiritual in concep~ 
.Awn. It IS Egr,ep:J,()11t). ~.¥:f9t.l9o~:t?.·,~ftf:i"'c~~~~-.-~.!l,());la,s at 

){heart.rather-than~to,herself,thf!;t.,aw;aken:s,SypH;f:!)J1t(3rest. 
~.~ll.r:n.,~~~~~~~~!ll:'>~P~~~~~~W!£~b.i,11 
that,,.deb.ate .m-.~the~Hpuse .. of .. Cc:mmwns .. :whH:h~.had. been 
o_ther~w.!s,{(.,:~9~<'!i§~P,:R}>j!lti.Pg, . 
,· ~e~! there was: one voice that had sounded in th~t-proud 
P;trliament, that; free.f:rom the.slang of faction, had dared tq 
expr:ess immortal truths : the,Yoice ota,noble, .. who, without 
being a demagogue;: had upheld the popular cau~e; h~d prfJ~ 
nounced ·hi~ conviction that the'rights of labor were as.sacred 
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as Jhose,of property ; that if a difference, were to be es'tab
lished, the interests of the living wealth ought to be preferred; 
w.h!L!J-~U~£!a~-1-..t!l.~~-£~~.J!o~PEl~l-~s.~-,.<2.t .. ~he~ :rpillions "* s,E_o_:.ul?,5e ,the·~first ·obj ect,of, a statesman, .and,tha:t,-jf,.this were 
l).Qt,achievcd; .thmnes ,and.,dominipns, <~h~ .PP.!UP-. and,power of 
courts and' empires, were alike worthless. · · 
F."\~.,.v.'~~~~m~~~~~ ~ . . 

• \\j}J.~b.~~Uit..2l;.i~i}c~i?EJX.~· .... ~gremont.,is~able to 
render,, great:.,serv.wes ~to .Syb1-l, ,.ag.,w:ell~as~ to ... her .. fatlwr, 
who h'as, however, to undergo a lengthy te:rm of imprison
merit, Though gratitude is now :;tdded to Sybil's other 
emotions, Egremont's suit still appears to be hopeless; 
·but three years later he wins her consent, after rescuing 
her from imminent peril during. a strike riot in Lancashire, 

"- ip. the course of whicH· Gera~d ·artd Lor"d Marney are 
killed, and Mowbray . Castle sacked and burnt. Egre: 
mont by hi~ brother;s death has beccime Earl of .Marney ; . 
and quite 1 needlessly, though in ·accordance with the · 
J)israeliail• pract~ce of piling .fortune ·upon· fortune, Syb!l 
is now hers~lf proved to be of noble blood, and the· reaJ. 
inheritor of the great estates attached to Mowbray Castle. 
Before the curtain falls all our otherfriends arehappily 
provided for ; and even the tension of the general distress 

. is relaxed, for, as the author slyly' tells us, ' the great 
measures of Sir Robert Peel, which produced three good 
harvests, .have entirely revived trade.' 
• ' Syfelil).l~S.:)ClpJ~·.:~w.?tf.~qlts. There are scenes of mere rneio~ 

· drama scattered through its pages ; the dialogues of low 
life are often rather Cockney than genuine North-country, 
a:q.deven regarded as Cockney are not very happy;: and 
t!;le. character of ·Morley; the socialist~editqr,)f>. a great 
and "'ohvious-...fA!jl~,:::.~ti !JI:l is .. quite . incoherent, ... at one 
moment .. a kindly and weU~meaning theorist, at another 
a melodramatic· villain. There is no character in ·the · 
book. so. arresting ·as Sidonia in' Cpningsby, ahd Sidonia . 
does not reappear. With his millions, his lack of sym-· 
pathy, and his purely intellectual outlook, he ~ould have 
been completely out of harmony wi}h the' spirit" a41 
motive of the novel. The part he played in ·CorJ,ingsby is 
filled by Sybil herself ; -and Sy:bil, __ thQ)!g~ very winning, 

.. ·-. '·" -:: ,.,.,-" ·'-._:,,.,.-...--
Y. ·- v ,, 
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is almost too impersonal and too purely ethereatto.awaken K 
the deepest interest. 

But-the-defects~of.o;the •. book are far outweighed,by its 
merits. If Sidonia is missing, our old friends'Taper and 
Tadpole reappear, ari_d delight us by their naive and 
elementary plotting. It is, indeed, in the .chapters of 
social and politicaL satire. that Disraeli here, as always,· 
is.found at.his.best. Nothing could excel the picture of 
the scramble for office after the Jamaica division of 1839, 
with the-subsequent disappointment of the hopes of the 
intriguers. by the Bedchamber crisis. Admirable, too, 
are the great political ladies who 'think they can govern 
the world by what they call their social influences.' There 
is first Lady St. Julians, who represents the famous Sarah, 
Countess of Jersey, and whose theory of political motives 
is so simple and so cynical. · 

People get into Parliament .. to ... get.on ;.,their~ aims are in
definite. If they have indulged in hallucinations about place 
before they enter the House, they are soon freed from su0h 
distempered fancies ; they find they have no more talent than 
other people, and if they had, they learn that power, patron- · 
age, and pay are reserved for us and our friends. WelLthen, 
like -practical men, .they-look to some result,, and they. get it. · 
They are asked out to'dinner more than they would be ; they 
move rigmarole resolutions at nonsensical public meetings; 
and they get invited with their women to assemblies at their 
leader's, where they see stars and blue ribbons, and above all; 
us, who, they little think, in appearing on such occasions, 
make the greatest conceivable sacrifice. . . . Ask them to 
a ball, and they ·will give you their v.otes; invite .them to 
dinner, and, if necessary, they will're~cind them; but cultivate 
them, rem{)mber their wives at assemblies; and yall their 
da;ughters, if possible, by their right names ; and they will not 
only change their principles or desert .the party for you, but 
subscribe their fortunes, if necessary, and lay down their lives 
in your service. · 

Then there is the more attractive Marchioness of 
Deloraine, who is intended as a portrait of Disraeli's 
friend Franc('ls Anne, Marchiones~ of Londonderr~.1 

1 A copy of Sybil which h~ simt to Lady Londonderry led to the revival 
of a friendship which had been in abeyance since his marriage. 
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•. She had great knowledge of society, and some acquaintance 
with human nature, which she fancied she had fathomed to, 
its centre ; she piqued herself upon her tact, and indeed she 

. was very quick, but she was so energetic that her art did not 
always conceal itself ; very worldly, she was nevertheless no.t 
devoid of impulse; she was animated, and would have been 
extremely agreeable, if she had not restlessly aspired to wit ; 
and would certainly have ex_ercised much more influence in. 
society;'if she had not been so:a1l.xioust6 show it.- · 

' . . ' 

Thitilly there is Lady Firebrace, from whOm nothing 
appeared to be concealed, either in the' inmost mind of 
the Sovereign, the cabinets of the Whigs, or the clubs of 

· the Tories! · , · 

.'I would sooner nieet any wo~an ·in London than Lady 
Firebrace,' said Mr. Bern'ers; 'she makes me uneasy for the 
day ; she contrives to convince me that the whole world are 
employed behind my back in abusing or ridiculing me.'' :/. 

__ 'It is her way,' said Egerton; 'she proves her zeal by show-. 
· ing you that you are odious. It is very successful with people 
of weak nerves. Scared ~t therr generaJ unpopularity, they 
seek refuge with the· very person who at the sam~ tiq1e assures 

:them of their odium and alone believes :it unjust. She rules 
that poor old goose, Lady Gramshawe, who feels that Lady 

" -Firebrace makes her life·miserable, .but is convinced that if 
she break with the torturer; she loses h~r only friend.' · · 

· ·Other characters in Sybil that live in the memory are 
.Lady .Firebrace's husband, Sir Vavasour, • the ·ba;tonet 
whose great ai~ in _life is the vindication of the rights ·of 
his order until his zealis quenched' in the glory of a higher 

· title; Baptist Hatton, the peerage lawyer,and his strangely_ 
contrasted brother, the Bishop of Hellhouse Yard-; the 
Ladies Joan and' Maud Fitz-Warene; Captairi Grouse~ the_ 
parasite, who was · . · .· 

~ kind of aide~deccamp of the earl, killed birds.·and carved: 
them, played billiards with him and lost, had, indeed, every 
accomplishment that could. please womari.or ease man, cou}d 
sing, dance, draw, :rp.ake artificial flies, break horses, exerc!se 

·_ a supervision over stewards and bailiffs, and make everybody
comfortable by taking everything on his own shoulders : - .. 

and flnally .the, generic. portrait of 
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those middle-aged nameless gentlemen of easy circumstances 
who haunt clubs, and dine a great deal at each other's houses 
and chambers ; men who travel regularly a little and gossip 
regularly a great deal; who lead a sort of facile, slipshod exist~ 
ence, -doing nothing, yet mightily interested in what others 
do ; great critics of little things ; profuse in minor luxuries, 
and inclined to the respectable practice of a decorous profli
gacy; peering through the window of a club-house as if they 
were discovering a planet; and usually much excited about 
things with which they have no concern, and personages who 
never heard of them. · . 

Some of the humbler characters are perhaps less surely 
drawn than those in politics and society;- though, in 
spite of his love of _grandeur, Disraeli had_axemar,kable 
power of entering i11to,the,minds and feelings .of.. the .poor, 
and exhibits ikin.- many of .his .pictures .. of Jow life in 
Sybil. 

'I understand he is crotchety,' says Mr. Egerton .of 
Mr. Charles Egremont. 'Well, that .will not do for Peel. 

. Jle does not like crotchety men,' Mr. Berners replies. 
This is one of several shots at the Minister which betray 
Disraeli's growing resentment. Elsewhere, in a bitter 
aside, he writes of' the times in which we'live ... _·when 
there is no treason except voting against a Minister, 
who, though he may have changed -all the policy which 
you have been elected to support, expects your vote and 
confidence all the same.' But most noteworthy of all is 
the Aristophanic outburst · against the solenn1 humbug 
of politics, of which Peel was the incarnation, in the follow
ing dialogue between ' a gentleman of Downing Street ' 
and Mr. Hoaxem : · 

., Well; Mr. Hoaxem,':said the gentleman in Downing Street, 
as that faithfuffunctionary entered, 'there are some deputa
tions I understand to-day. You must receive them, as I ain 
gomg to-Windsor. What are they r . . 

',There are only two, sir, of moment. The rest I· could 
'easily manage.' · . · 
· ' And these two ~· · 
· ' In the first place, there is our friend Colonel Bosky, the 
members for the county of Calfshi_re, and a deputation of tenant 
farmers. ' · 

. I. 22 
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''Well, you kriowwhat to say,' said the gentleman in Downing 
Street: 'Tell them generally, that they are quite mistaken;. 
prove to thein particularly that my only object has .been to· 
render protectiol;l more protective, by making it practical, and 
divesting it of the surplusage of odium ; . . . and that as for 
the income-tax, they will be amply .compensated for it, by their 
diminished cost of living through the agency of that very 
tariff of which they are so superficially complaining.' 

·;'Their diminished cost of living!' said 1\Ir. Hoaxem, a little 
confused •. 'Would not that assurance; I numbly suggest, 
clash a little with my previous demonstration·· that we had ·. 
arranged that no reduction of .prices should take place 1' .· · 
' 'Not at all; your pr()vious demonstration is of course.true, 
but at the same time you must impress upori·them,the neces-· _.,. 
sity of general views -to forni an opinion of particular iJ!-~tan.ces. · 

. As for example, a gentle!pan of five thousand pounds per 
annum pays to the incoinectax, which by-the~bye always call 
property-tax, orie hundred and fifty pounds a-year. Well, I 
have materially reduced the duties on eight hundred articles .. ·· 
The consumption of each of those articles by.an establishment 
of five thousand pounds per annum ca:rinot be le'ss than one 

. pound per article. The reduction of price cannot be less than 
a moiety ; therefor'e" a saving of four hundred per ap.num; . 
which, placed against the deduction- of the property-tax,. 
leaves a clear increase of income of two hundred and fifty 
pound~ p~r annum; by which you see that a property~ tax; 
in fact, increasesincome.' . . 
·'I see,' said 1\Ir. Hoaxem, With an admiring glance. ··.And 

what am I to·say to the deputation of the manufacturers of 
Mowbray, complaining of the great d(3pression of trade, and 
~he total want of remunerating profits 1' . · 

., You must say exactly the reverse,' said the gentleman 'in 
Downing Street.· 'Show them how much I have done ·to 
promote the revival of trade. First of all,iri making provisions 
cheaper ; cutting off at one blow half the protection on corn, 
as, for example, at this moment under the old law the duty 
on foreign wheat would have been twenty-seven shillings a 
quarter; under the new law it is thirteen. To be .sure, no 
wheat could come in at ·either price, but that does not alter 
the principle. Then, as to live cattle, show how I have entirely 
opened the trade with the Continent in live cattle..... . This 

· cheapness of provisions will permit them to compete with the 
foreigner in all neutral markets, in time .beat them in their 
own. It is a complete compensation, toq, fo:r the property
tax, which,. impress 'upori thein, is. a great e~periment ap.d 
entirely for: their interests.. Ring . the changes on ,great 
measures and great experimen_ts till it is time to ·go-do\vn all:d 
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make a House. Your official duties, of course, must not be 
interfered with. They will take the hint. I have no doubt 
you will get through the business very well, l\'fr. Hoaxem, 
particularly if you be " frank and explicit " ; that is the right 
line to take when you wish to conceal your own mind and to 
confuse the minds of others . .._ Good morning !' 

'That the author is a man of talent there can be no 
doubt,' said a reviewer of Sybil, ' and scarcely any that 
if he had deeper passions and a larger heart he would be 
a man of genius.' Disraeli's most conspicuous limita
tions as an artist are, indeed, a certain lack of emotion~l 
depth, of warmth in his sympathy and· geniality in his 
laughter-all associated with a tendency to ,look at life 
too exclusively through the eyes of ambition. But these 

~limitations are less visible in Sybil than in any other of 
/'>}{is novels. For~once he came near forgetting himself .in 

11 the enthusiasm of occupation with his subject. ~e 
sinc~rest.&f,.h!s...._:gg~~~~.Jht'~Xx~9-i9~' .~~}!:!}y."'qJl9tl=l4, .of 
~~epj!l~n~s:Jti_s ... Jf .. ~P.£:-~.lln;..~~~.t:~q,h,..~I,l~*R2:Wl'lrful 
is unsparing, it is. relieved .by. a sy:npathy with the.poor-# 
and lowly,: .. o£ whwh na. one canAall.to see the·depth and' 
sincerity. Nor, though the .att~~;c!f .o.n ~he,e~is.t~.tJ:g,~r:der, 
or, rather, the existing temper, in politics and society is 
more daring than in Goningsby, and the satire more pun
gent, is there any excess of glooiQ. or bitterness in the 
book. The most lurid scenes in the panorama of indus
trial life are relieved by "genuine touches of humour and 
pathos; and if we are shown the darkness, there is always 
light to make it visible .. Against the mill-owners Shuffle 
and Screw there is . to be set Mr. Trafford ; against the 
tyrant Lord Marney there is to be set his brother Chad(:ls 
Egremont; against the Vicar, who was· Lord Marney's 
model of a priest because 'he left everybody alone,' 
there is to be set ~ubrey St. Lys. W;§)g;~~#.;rj}};,~.~~0}he ~ 
If}.~~P.f~~9,t~~~~~~~.:X\1.,~,c,L~~l:,!;!;,~}r.:;.~ll -' 

Af ll;~~~tll.g~~20';.~J.j,¥J).;~~~~iY.J~~ew.gen~r.a~~:, · 
~ . 'The_, 11u.t)1or,.of~~:&ybil1 ;., says, Lo~;~:~ .. s.eems to 

h~~-~RPL~l.J.~~~e,<J~!~r;;.:J::~~L·}R;,~gffit.M.~.~~:,;~~c~ ;"e:;:~E;,,.s~e ·'1" 

n~~l;J~y.,,.Qf..-_th~~~Q£~~1-.crisi§.,[brQP.gh~:.;~YH.J;~~~:,~}' i~e:·~!:l:P.!d 
:!> i.·~-f ~.-.,- ¢;;;_ ¢ -.- \IA!tt';lll~~).>-1<0-, .... - ' 
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f"\ ~owth :o.f,._all..indu~trial. p()p:ulation]. .. Mr .. Disr.aeih:brDod~ .· 

.\~pg ;w,aginativene~S"of, e0nceJ?~!PJ.l.~g3.!xt:l Jh!~Ihl} t;v;!~;r ... £~, t.he 
~x{~nt , of ~·~U~2~!!_l;.r~~v.2}Rtl9.~ ... as,~a-whgl~.,-w,h~Qh was 
Wider, if it did not go deeper, than that of any other con-
temporary observer.' 1 ':f.?.;..!la ve .. ,!jgb.Uy,._~~J?,.~£1.: ,the· 
proble:rt!- was no slight st~:R towards. finding.,.a, J:?,Q~t;J.tion . 

. -~~-~;·::::.-;.~~)t.•k~·~·jl'~":~::~-n-~-~Jtl".,.~~~~~.J!: . .-... ~s.'····"' 
Dtsraeh m· practtce was earnest m hts. purpose to seek 
and -fi~<:l· a remedy .for the ailment of which his diagnosis 
was so sure; but from the point. of view of art it matters 
little that the remedy s1;1ggested in the novel is not very 
definite. Compnihensioh and cure, he tells us at the end, 
go hand in hand ; ' it is the past alone that can ~e;plain 
the present, and .it is youth that alone can motil<t·the 
remedial future;' Whatever it .be as social or ,politis:al 
,theory, the. conception of the multitude being emanci-

' pated by the .energy and de.votion of our youth from their ·· 
long yoke of bondage, and converted; into ·a privilegeq. 
and prosperous. people, j,§,i·:nathe...;tr.:ue"'nf,>,JB:l!>JJ;tiQ,..ma~er. 

o?,·W8lli¥~~~i!fg¥:r~h.i.~l?J1&.2.llugJ:.Ik<iJ.J1.!?~ ... ~u.C!kff,efent , .. 
/'<l!!:~~.J!m:g~~Y,£f>lhEffi.9.;,11~.':iM··,W.~~U.S1J>~~,;,S!f~the ~ 
· ~~~hQ~r. · ;~he.cJ~~oLJ,~f ... lJ.;ti!X~~!'l~j,J';.<tPF~c~epteq. ' 

by sufferi11g mil~a11d the You.th~:of..,:a"·Natiol1~are,~t4~ · • -+ P_. J 1{; 'I' ··~1;,~,811!:"'-.~~~~~~...,::J;;; . .t• 

""""'·trustees· of. I!Ostent:£> . . , . """'"""" -'"".mow, ........... ~·~ 
~~· . '. ~~~~~~:~~!.-.:r.b,-..."~· ., ~. 

' . ~~0;~~~1l:.J:;~,,.t9J,.~ ,L~rd.M~!It1Y-PHJ.Q .. e.!:,d.s,.;~'J'p)J,~i)jq~pts of his .• 
- pos1t10n m soc1ety and:n:ecess1tws ·of. personal amb1tfon, .1t ,must ... I suppose, . 

be:attrilmted that one who conceived so truly the.seriousnessof_the.problem, 
should have brought .no.thing bette~ ..to• its solu.tioncthan.the qhildish.;bathos 

~~ ?.k~~'*lfl}g,:J,!'.~~~i]:,.~4,~'t,l11~t.,seritence ~as written ~any ·years' ag?, and it 
1s perliaps ·best·regarded as an attempt, by a .wnter who had JUSt been 
betrayed into needless generosity to a political opponent, to restore ·the 
political balance. No one knew better than Lord Mqrley himself that 'to 
have .given a sincere and vivid picture of the social state of Engl~n.d wa;s •. 
even in the field of practice, a very great achievement; and. whatever point 

1 
there may bein the:gibe,atYo:U:ng.England; .. Lord Morley does not explain 
what Disra.eli could have done either as novelist or ·statesman more than 
in' fact •he .did. Before Sybil appeared Young England had practically 
ceased to exist, but DisraeWs,exertions in. the cause of social regeneration 

~ ... ~n-throiJgh .. his .• ~11..hi~~ }}.fe:~-r;o ~"49~t~ii'£:lii~:~lq,¥.:;;I?t!.lS~~ii~ · at 

l
o~~~.!~.,?,;)Y,,,th~~o.hQo~~~Ja!f~J,r · n~lhc~l~!J.JiW}~~ed1ate :, . 
~~~ness to e~a!~,l~t...,~}oB.cJiei!J ·""·• --··"· " J!P.34e1~~!.P!l~~etw~en. · 
(tj:ilj;~J!l!'m:l-:!a:lki:ur-;,and·~tli~·t,. the .. Factnry ,Acts. a.nd"otl:ierosoClal·legisla t1on . 

whieh.Co·. bde. n,o. pp .. o.· se.chwe~e,-nf',i)···e~sa .. cy;,,~9 ... '.1?· .r.·gg. r~.ss .... , .... T·. his ... l.egisla. t.ion .D.is.·rae.li. trenuously suppprted .wb1le ~e W!1B only a pnvate ~ember ;~!1-M .. ...'Y.hep R«l 
tiy~y~a..nJe,to .. po~er,h~~pu~,?~f!,we;sp~n.~~~·~~!li'J,;S2lW;_g~~tW,~:~4\~9Q~, .. 

t. ~-·' ' .... ~ . '·~ ~ ··:' .' •.•. · : ~~_; •. · ~ ,· · •• 



CHAPTER X. 

T HE T 0 R y I D E A.; 

1844-1845. 

~ Q.mi.:Msl1Y~~~Ll~&.~,~~JZ,~1X .. Q~\1~litf~J..i~l!t.~he 
I -I,£,~~~~t<k9i~¥<2.~,~4fgJ~Jl~._~Jl<·~-M!l\:Jh, ,politic.~l.docu

nients. Woven into their texture there~ is a theory of 
English ·history and of modern English politics which is; 
nowhere else in Disraeli's works so explici~ly developed, 
though we have seen it in the Vindication in an embry
onic form. As expounded in Coningsby and Sybil, it 
bears sonie marks of a merely transient bias due to the 
esoteric influence of Young England ; but~in~alLess13ntials 
it represents Disraeli's permanent;c_o:p.c{)p~i()~"qf,';Vhat may 
be.called tA_~.,{r.py;y~~J_9,ea;.~nd of the background of his
tory in which he found that idea; and it is worth disc. 
engaging, as it lies at the root of all his convictions and 

~.conduct as a statesman. . 
Let us begin with.the,following~passage,Jro~"'.ph,e.Q()ll,:. 

eluding ;.pages ... q~.§ybil: 

The written history of our count.r;y for the last ten reigns 
has been a mere phantasma, giving to the origin and conse
quence of public transactions a character and•color iii every' 
respect dissimilar to their natural form and hue:, In this 

• mighty mystery all thoughts and things have assumed ·an 
-Q? aspect and title contrary to ·their real quality and style : E>li
~garchy,. has .. been. called,,Liberty.;.a~. e~Clusi ve,Priesthood has 
-; b~n christened a ~ational C.!Jurch; Sovereigl!:tyhas ~e~11 the 
·title of some.thing _that ,has:had .no dqminio:r:t, .:w:hile absplute 

p,{>wer has b_een wielded by·those·who pro~ess. thems~lves the 
servants of the. People. In the selfish strife of factiOns, two 
great existences-have been blotted out of 'the history of Eng- ~:t!' 
land, the Mon~~ch and the 1\tlultitude ; as the power of the fr 
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grown,has,q~~inisheg,. t.htfpJ:ivq~ges o~ ,tl}e,..P.e~p,t~}l..,~v,;.~~,d.is
~ppearel:l,;~tlll~a,t_lengtli..,the sc.eptre~,)l~s.,J~e9.01ll{):1.fl: ... PitgE.Jant, 
~nd.its,s.ubject,has degenerated_.ag~in:.~%>.:.~~~:r:tJ.,. · 

-~ The real story opens .with. an event anterior 'eve:tr to 
'.the last ten reigns,' the fall of the Papacy in England, 
and the simultaneous foundation of the modern ·English 

_aristocracy; . . · . . . . . 

It is in the plunder of the Church tiiat we must ;eek for the · 
primary cause of our political exclusion. . . -. That unhal
lowed booty created·a factitious aristocracy, ever fearful that .•. 
they might be called upon. to regorge their sacrilegious spoiL 
To prevent this,they took r~fuge in politicaheligionisni, a11,d 
paltering with the, disturbed consciences, or the pious fantasie'l?; , 
Qf~a portion of the people, they organif)ed them into religious. 
sects. ·. These became >the unconscious Prmtoriaiis 6£, t~ei,r ill~ •.;,/ 
gotten domains. At the head of these religionists, they have .; 
continued ever siriee to govern; or powerfully to inflm)n<;e, ' 
this· country. They have in that. time pulled down thrones 
and churches, changed dynasties, ab,rogated ~tnd remodelled 
,parliaments; they have .. disfranchised Scotland; aJi.d confis- · 
cated Ireland. . One may. admire the vigor and· consistency 

. 9qne .'\Y:!J.jg,p_!l-f,ty, and re~ognise in their care,er·~hat unity of· 

f~BI~~ei~;~~~~;d.0~~t~I~~~·;;f~1o~,~r:;§. ~~~;~~~"·~~~~~~~ 
led.to.pohtwal.e!,~l~swn.2 

· ·.•. . . , . '····'· •. > 
'" .:..,:. 

In the pursuit of theii: ,policy of. political religioni~m; 
'the. great,families,;came into.conflict~with,the Crown and·;, 
the Church"«ot..)Tip,gland,_ which: interposed to save the · 
Catholics. from Puritan persecution, but only brought 
upon. thems!.'llves odium. and mistrust. ])'rom one point · 

~-of view, .9PtE!e.s~~~£~g~£9,e9: ?-~ the.victim,~L' the . 
d~rk.,-a:ill1.':'relentlef;l1l., .. l>~gqtry.~o£~,Calvinism.'; :If 'he~ had 

. :hanged all the Catholiepdests that Parliament petitione.d 
:hiin to execute., he would never have ·lost his crown:' 3 

.. ~F;Q~.~~~th~J~P~£i¥~;~LY;i~w,,.~,~~~YJ.!:t~~~,m~~~~~ 
. ~a;.~~J~<t~ri#;JJit~~~~~~~~~~&~~~~~'· " 

l;lec~use, an;wng other, benefits projected for_his people, he ~as' 
of. opinioil that it was more for .llieir adv'ftntage ·that. the 

;, . . ~1/bu;~:Sk.~VI .. ch. 13. 2 Oonl~sby, ·Bk. IL ch: 1:· , . 
~ ·~-.Ibid.,. -Bk~-TII. ch. 5. . ~! · • • 
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e~tonomie~sru::vice .. of,thi)•state .. shou1d~be,supp1ied"'.by..,_djrect~ 
t.~e.~~~.2J~J.tY}~9- )?y ,a!?: ,~~~i.~:i<JJUI!W~}2.9.0:Y!(.,,;0~1J,..,.tl;tt\~ •. by, jn • ,. 
<!!_r~,s-_t, .t\J'~a~~,_Et~Sed OJ an Irresponsible and fiuctuatmg 
assembly. But, thanks to J?.arliamentary patriotism, the 

· poople~of..Engra:lld:~ea.f~W~~lri..P,.:,.mone,X~cii'ii10i:iey 
,1·the we[l.lthy pa1d, and only_.,gotc<lif Its steacfthe customs and 
/'excise, .. which the poor>ni,i}inly,.- supply. Rightly...,.was...,King ~ 

Charles surnamed the Martyr; for he was- the holocaust of 
direct taxatiO!J; '~~~y.~ oi<!man Jay down h~s,her?iC life 
~or so ·g.rt\~~ a~ca:~'pe;:.tho sause o~·,._t~e Church and t.he. cause 
of th~ . .Poos:~ ,. -'" · >" _ . ( ' 

· Th; great,_ object .. of .the Whig-Jea;tlers from the first 
movement under Hampden was, in words quoted already, 
'to establish in England a high aristocratic ,republic. on 
the model of.the Venetian,,then the ~tudy and .admiration 
of all speculative politicians.' 'We should have had the 
Venetian R~pQq)i~;Jl!J,~.!Q~!J~~.Jt?:~t been for the Pqri
tans.'2 Geneva on that occasion prevailed over Venice, 
but the turn of Venice came in 1688. The Revolution of 
that year has b~en much misunderstood. •:' ThaLthe 

.last of the Stuarts had any. other object in his impolitic 
manoouvres than an impracticable scheme to blend the 
two Churches there is now authority to disbelieve ' ; nor 
is it cr~dible 'that tl,IIO} English nation (at all times a 

and p~ople, but who even in· the days 
~nti-papal) were in any danger. 

· the yoke of the Pope 

!f James II. had really attempted · · . popery in 
th1s country, the English people, who had no hand m hiS over~ 
tl1row; would doubtless soon have stirred and secured their 
' ~ath?lic and Apostolic Church,' independent of any· foreign 
dw~atiOn ; the Church to which they still regularly profess 

1 their adhere,~ce; and, bei~g .a prac~ical.people, it is pos~ible 
,Jtha~ they might have achieved therr obJect and yet retamed 

,;; ~~j~~~~ t~~dt~pl:h~1!~s~~su~s~~~~~~a:~JI!r!~ 
Dutch finance, and French wars.3

· 

. '~bil,?B_k. IV. oh. ·1. 2 Ooniri.gsby, Bk VII. oh. 4. 
3 Sybil, Bk."T'Oli-:'3~- . 
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J~tnes's' i~di:'lcretions gave; ,]:{o'wever, a 'colour to the . 
pretext that the cause of civil a!ld' religious liberty, ' the 
causE\ 'for which Hampden h~d diedin the field, and Rus.,- / 
s~ell ~m the:scaffold,' was once niore in dang<:;r; and under 
this pre~ext, but re;:t.lly ' alaf:rped at the prevalent iinpres~ . 
. sioll that.King James intended to ihsis~ on the -~estitutio!l"" 
~Of t .. he.Chu:c~ estat~s to _t~k}E. o~~g!ri~l ~'Urpose~, tiJ-~it;· . 
th~ educatwn of. the pe9.ple anu th~ntenanc~,of th~. 
· ppo!,.' the great Whig families j~i_ned~'itCc1.llingover the 

' Prince of:Orang~"-'a;q.d a-Dutch army·, to vindic.ate those 
•popul~r principl~s .whipK~oinehow or other, the people 
wpuld never support.' 1, Religipus lifierty, when a~hiev:ed, 

. :took the shape of a discipline\vhich at once a:ti~thema~ 
tised a great portion of the natio;n, a:qd;. virtually '(;s~ab-

·.· : . . ' - ·. . ·f ~ ... ~ ... ....____ 

lishing Puritanism in Irelan a; 'laid; thefcnindation'of those 
mischiefs which are no~ endangering the·Einpire·.•. Civil 
liberty took the shape of the :venetian c~mstitution, . , 
though not without a struggle. 'William· IlL, when' he 
became King, did not prove a pliant instrumen~ ip the 
hands of the oligarchy. · · "' · · · ' 

"' ''"'\ ,. 

lie 'told· the Whig leaders, ' I ~ill ·not be a . Doge.' ... He ·: 
balanced parties ; .he baffied them as the Puritanshaffied theni 
fifty years ijefore. The reign of Anne . a struggle · · · 
the V ~netian and the English 
nobles, Argyle and Somerset, 
of Ten, forced their N"''r""'~'()'l' 
rpinistry. They 
in ~ new fai:qily 

;, 'J~eorge II... . ~·.-,-=-·-"'·· Ill., a great 
.. nian;--would not be. George III. tried.hot to be a Doge, ~u.t 

i~ was impos~igle materially to resist t.he deeply-lai<l con.1\:~ma
tHm .. H~ might get rid of,the Whig magnificoes,' but l;e co';l~.d 
not rid,hitnself of the Venetian- constitution. -And a ' enet1an 
ci:n1stitution did go~e.·'r:ni.·England~.from .the acc~ssion of ~the':{ 

<House of Hanover until :1832.2 . ' . ~ , (. · ~ ,':l,. 
• ~ • ·,. ····: /(: .. >. f ~ .:. ;". .• . • . .'~l- ,· .· ,...,....;v·~-

The motive.of ',the D~tcHiin\i~sionof .168~i'fflg'ttftQi; 
side of the inv&ders wholly financiaL6 .. 

. ·'I . . . . ' ,_. 
~ : . . 

1, Sybil, Bk. I. ·c~. 3. ~., . ;, 2 Conin~~by,pc·,v. ~h. 2. 
. "" ~ ' . ' . .. .. 
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The Prince of· Orange had fourid that the resources of 
Rolland, however considerable, were inadequate to sustain· 
him in his internecine rivalry with the great sovereign of 
France. In an authentic conversation 'vhich has descended 
to us,. held by William at the Hague with one of the prime 
a bettors of the invasion, the prince did not disguise his 
motive·s ; he said, 'Nothing but such a constitution as you 
have in England can have the credit that is necessary to raise 
such sums as a great war requires.' The prince carrie, and · 
used our constitution for his purpose : he. introduced into 

· England the system of Dutch finance. The principle of 
that system was to mortgage industry in order to protect 
property: abstractedly, nothing can be conceived more un
just ; its practice in England has been equallyinjurious. . : . 
It has made debt a national habit; it has made credit the 
ruling power, not the exceptional auxiliary, of . all transac- . 
tions ; it has introduced a loose, inexact, haphazard, and dis~ 
honest spirit' in the conduct of both public and private life; 
a spirit dazzling and yet dastardly ; reckless of consequences 
and yet shrinking from responsibility. And in the end, it 
has so overstimulated the energies of the population to main
tain the materiaL engagements of the state, and of ·society at 
large, that the moral.condition of the people has been entirely 
}ost sight ofY .· · 

To William we also owe the :tradition of hostility to 
France which ranks with Venetian politics and Dutch 
finance as the third of the triple blessings conferred on 
us by the Revolution. : Against these, ' in their happiest 
days, ,and with . their 'happiest. powers,. struggled the 
three greatest of c English statesmen - Bolingbroke, 
Shelburne, and, lastly, the son of Chatham.' Bolingbroke 
had be!J:il dealt with at length in the Vindication, but in 
a list .of twenty English statesmen given in that tract 
neither Shelburne nor .Pitt had even been . mentioned. 
Shelburne,. we are told in Sybil,. is ' one o.f the suppressed 
characters of English history.' As early as 1842·Disraeli 
'had:discovered th~t he was 'the most remarkable man 
of his age,' 2 . and. 'he now introduces him as 'the ablest 
and most accomplished minister of the eighteenth 
century.' ·After. endeavouring to establish a succesRion 

1 Sybil, Bk. J,.ch: 3. ' 2 See p. 53i. 
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of influence and ideas between Bolingbroke and Shel
-burne,_ through Carte~et, whose daughter Shelburne had 
married, he proceeds : · -

Lord Shelburne, influenced probably by the -example and 
the· tra:ditionary ·precepts of his eminent father- in-law, 
appears early to have held himselt aloof from the patrician 
connexion, and entered public life as the follower of Bute 
in the first great effort of . George III. to rescue the 
sovereignty from what Lord Chatham called ' the -Great . 
Revolution families.' He became in time a member of Lord 
Chatham'l'dast admiilistration; one of the strangest and ~ost 
unsuccessful efforts to aid the grandson of George_ II .. in his 
struggle for political emancip;:ttion: Lord Shelpurne adopted 
from the fust the Bolingbroke system ; a real royalty, in lieu 
0£ the chief magistracy ; a permanent alliance with France, 
instead of 'the, whig scheme of viewing in that power the' 
natural enemy of England ; and, above. all, a plan of commer~ 
cial freedom, the germ of wliich inay be found in the long~ 
maligned negotiations bf -Utrecht; but which, in the instance 
of Lord Shelburne, were soon. in time matured by . all the 
economical_~cienceof Europe, in which he wa.s a. proficient.. · 
· Lord Shelburne seems to have been' of a reserved and sonie
what astute disposition : deep and adroit, he was however 
brave'and fum. His knowledge was e:s:tensive and even pro
found. He was a great linguist; he pursued 'both literary 

_ and scientific -investigations ; his house was frequented by · 
men of letters, especially those distinguished by their political 
abilities or economical attainments. He maiiltaiiled the most 
extens!ve private correspondimce 0'£ any public man of his 
time. The earliest and most' authentic information reache'd 
him -from all courts and quarters of Europe ; and it was a 
common phrase, that the minister of the day sent to liim often 
Jor the importal].t information which. the Cabinet could not 
itself command. Lord Shelburne was the first great minister-

- who comprehended the·:risiilg importance of the iniddle.class; 
and foresaw in its future power a bulwark for -the throne 
agaiilst 'the Great Revolu.tion families.' .Of his- qualities in 
.(!pU:ncil we have no_record; there is reason to believe that his 
administrative ability was conspicu:mis; his speeches prove 
that, if not supreme, he was eminent,- in the art of parliamen:-- _ 
tary disputation, while they show on all the questions discussed -' 
a-richness and variety of information, with which the speeches 
oJ no state~man of that age eJ~:cept J\ir. Burke can comp_are;1 

· 

.... 
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The place of Burke himself in_ Disraeli's historical 
scheme is explained in the following passage : 

The situation of the Venetian party in the wane of the 
eighteenth century had become extremely critical. . 
Whiggism was putrescent in the nostrils of the nation; we 
were probably on the eve of a bloodless yet important 
revolution; when Rockingham, a virtuous magnifico, alarmed 
and disgusted, resolved to revive something of the pristine 
purity and high-toned energy of the old whig connexion, 
appealed to his 'new generation' from a degenerate age, 
arrayed under his banner .the generous youth of the whig 
families, and was fortunate to enlist in the service the supreme 
genius of Edmund Burke. . _ 

Burke effected for the whigs what Bolingbroke in a preceding 
age had done for the tories: he restored the.moral existence· 
of the party.·, He taught them to recur to the ancient prin
ciples of their co:rinexion, and suffused those principles with 

. all the delusive ·splendor o£ his imagination. He raised the 
tone of their public discourse; he breathed a high spirit into 

. their public acts .... He fought the whig fight with a two-edged 
weapon : he was a great writer; as an orator he was transcen
dent. In a dearth o£ that public talent for the possession of 
which the whigs have generally been distinguished, Burke 
came forward and established them alike in the parliament 
and the country. And what was his reward~ No sooner had 
a young and dissolute noble, wha, with some of the aspirations 
of a Oresar, oftener realised the conduct of a Oatiline, appeared 
on the stage, and, after some inglorious tergiversation, adopted 
their colors, than they transferred to hini. the command which 
had been won by wisdom and genius, vindicated by unrivalled 
knowledge, and adorned by accomplished eloquence. ~ .. 

Hard necessity made Mr. Burke submit to the yoke, but 
the humiliation could never be forgotten. Nemesis favours 
genius; the inevitable hour at length arrived. A voice like 
the Apocalypse sounded over England, and even echoed in 
all the courts of Europe. Burke poured forth the vials of his 
hoarded vengeance into. the agitated heart of Christendom; 
he stimulated the panic of a world by the wild pictures of his 
inspired imagination; he dashed to the ground the rival who 
had robbed him of his hard-earned greatness; rent in twain 
the proud oligarchy that had dared to use and to ii1sult him ; 
and, followed with servility by the haughtiest and the most 
timid of its members, amid the frantic exultation of his 
country, he placed his heel upon the neck of the ancient 
serpent.1 

1 Sybil, Bk. I. ch. 3. 
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Lord . Shelburne had ·been ' the man selected by 
George III .. as his champion against the Venetian party 
after the termination of the American war.' 

Tlie prosecution of that war they had violently opposed, 
· though. it had origina,ted in their own policy. · First minister 
in the House of Lords, Shelburne entrusted the lead in the 
·House of Commons to his Chancellor of the Exchequer, tho 
ybuthful Pitt .. The administration wasbrief, but it was not 
inglorious. It obtained peace,· and, for the. first. time since 

· the Revolution, introduced into modern debate the legitimate 
principles on which commerce should be conducted. It fell 
before· the famous Coalition with which ' the Great Revolution 
families ~ commenced their fiercest and their last contention 
for the patrician government of royal England . 
. . In the heat 9£ that great strife, the king, in the second 
hazardous exercise of his prerogative, entrusted the perilous 
command to Pitt. Why· Lord Shelburne on that occasion 
was set aside, will perhaps always remairi a mysterious passage . 
of om;· politicat history, nor have. we space on the present 

. ·occasion to attempt to penetrate its motives. Pethans the · 
monarch, with a sense of the rising sympathies of his people; .. 
was prescient of the magic power of y\>uth in toucliing the 
heart of a nation. Yet it would not be an unprofitable specula~· 
tion, if.for a momerit we pause to consider what ,might have, . 
been· the consequences to our country if Mr. Pitt had been 
content fo;r a· season again to lead the Commons under ·Lord 
~helburne, and to have secured for England the unrivalle<,l 
knowledge and dexterity of that statesman in the conduct ·()f 
ou;r ~flairs during the confqunding fortunes of the French . 
revo1ution. Lord Shel\:>urne was the only English minister 

·competent to the place: he was the only public man who had · 
the previous knowledge requisite to form accurate conclusions 
on such a conjuncture; his remaining speeches on·the subject 
attest the ainplitude of his knowledge and the accuracy of his 
views ; and in the rout of Jena, or the agony of Austerlitz, one 
cannot refrain from picturing the shade of Shelburne haunting 
the Cabinet of Pitt, as the ghost. of Canning is said nccasionally 
to linger about the Speaker's chair, and smile sarcastically.ori 
the conscientious mediocrities who pilfered his hard·earned 
honors.1 · · 

.. During .the happier yeius of Pitt's own career 'the 
influence of the mind <Jf Shelburne may be traced t~ough~ 
out his policy.' . ' 

1 Sybil, Bk. ·i. ch. 3. : 
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It was Lansdowne House that made Pitt acquainted with 
Dr. Price, a dissenting minister, whom Lord Shelburne, when 
at the head of affairs, courageously offered to make his 'private 
secretary, and who furnished Mr. Pitt, among other important 
suggestions, with his original plan of the sinking fund. The 
_commercial treaties of '87 were struck in the same mint, and 
are notable as the first effort made by the English govern
ment to emancipate the country from the restrictive policy 
which had been introduced by the 'glorious revolution' ; 
memorable epoch, that presented England at the same time 
with a corn-law and a public debt. But on no S'lfbject was the 
magnetic influence of the descendant of Sir William PettY. 
mort) decided than in the resolution of his pupil to c_urb the 
power of the patdeian party by an infusion from: the middle 
classes into the government of the country. Hence the origin 
of Mr. Pitt's famous and long-misconceived plans of parlia
mentary reform. Was he sincere, is often asked by those who 
neither seek to discover the causes, nor are capable of calcu~ 
lating _the effects of public transactions. Sincere! Why, he 
was struggling for his existence ! And when, baffled, first by 
the Venetian party, and afterwards by the panic of J acobinism, 
he was forced to forego his direct purpose, he still endeavoured 
partially to !;)ffect it by a circuitous process. He created a 
plebeian aristocracy and blended ·it with the patrician oli
garchy. He made peers of second-rate squires and fat graziers. 
He caught them in the alleys of Lombard Street, and clutched 
them from the counting-houses of Cornhill. When Mr. Pitt, 
in ·an age of Bank restriction, declared that every man with 
an estate of ten thousand a-year had a right to be a peer, he 
sounded the knell of ' th.e cause for which Hampden had died 
on the field, and Sydney on the scaffold.' · 

In ordinary times the pupil of Shelburne would have raised 
this country to a state of great material prosperity, and re
moved or avoided many ofthose,anomalies which now perplex 
us ; but he was not destined for ordinary times ; and, though 
his capacity was vast and his spirit lofty, he had not that 
passionate and creative genius required by an age of revolu
tion. The French outbreak was his evil d::emon : he had not 
the means of calculating its. effect upon Europe. He had but 
a meagre knowledge himself of continental politics : he was 
assisted by an inefficient diploniacy. · His mind was lost in_ a 
convulsion of which he neither could comprehend the causes 
nor calculate the consequences ; and, forced to act,- he acted 
not only violently, but in exact opposition to P accord,ance 
with] the very system he was called into political existence 
to combat ; he appealed to the fears, the prejudices, and the 
passions of a privileged class, revived the old p_olicy of the 
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oligarchy he had extinguished, and· plunged into alL the ruin
ous excesses of French war and Dutch finance. 1 

From the death of the younger Pitt to 1825 'the poli
tical history of England is a history of great events and 
little men.' 2 Among the statesmen that have figured in 
England since the accession of the present family, 'we m '1Y 
doubt whether there be one, with the exception, perh,aps, 
of the Duke of Newcastle, who would have been a worthy 
colleague of ... the council of Mr. Perceval,, or the early 
cabinet of Lord Liverpool.' ' Assuredly the genius of 
Bolingbroke and the sagacity of Walpole_ would have 
recoiled from such men.' 

. This factious league had shuffled 'themselves into power 
· by clinging to the skirts of a great minister, ·the last of 

Tory statesmen, but who, in the. unparalleled and .con
founding. emergencies of his" latter years, .had been forced; __ 
unfortunately for England; to relinquish Toryism. His 
successors inherited all his errors without the latent genius, 
which in him might have still rallied and extricated him 
from··. the consequences of. his disasters:· His successors 
did no.t :merely inherit his errors ; they exaggerated, they 
caricatured them. They rode into power on a spring-tide 
of all the rampant prejudices and rancorous passions of 
their time. .From the King to the boor their policy was a · 
mere pandering to public ignorance. Impudently usurping 
the name of that party of which nationality, and th~refore 
universality, is the essence, these pseudo-Tories made Exclu- _ 
.sion the principle of their. political constitution,. and Restric-- · 
tion the genius of their commercial code .... 

The peace of Pi,tris found the government of this country 
in the hands of a body of men of whom it is no exaggera-

. tion to say that they were ignorant of·· every principle of 
every branch of: political science •. So long as our. domestic 
administration was confmed merely to the raisi:rig of a reveune, 
they levied taxes with gross facility··from the industry of a 
country too busy to criticise or complain. But when the 
excitement and distraction of' war had ceased; and they were 
forced to survey the social elements that surrounded ~them, 
they seeined, for the first· time, , to ·have ·becoiue conscious of 
their own incapacity. These men, indeed, were the mere 
children of routine. They prided themsehc~s on being prac-

1 Sybil, Bk. I. ch._ 3. 2 Ibid. 
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tical men. In the language of this defunct school of stat.esmen, 
a practical man is a man who practises the blunders of his 
predecessors. 

Now commenced that Con9-ition-of-England Question of 
which our generation hears so much. During five-and-twenty 
years every influence that can develop the energies and 
resources of a nation had been acting with concentrated stiJUu
lation on the British Isles. National peril and national glory; 
the perpetual menace of invasion, the continual triumph of 
conquest ; the most extensive foreign commerce that was ever 
conducted by a single nation ; an illimitable currency ; an 
internal trade supported by swarming millions, whom manu
factures and inclosure-bills summoned into existence; above · 
all, the supreme control obtained by man over mechanic 
power, these are some of the causes of that rapid advance of 
material civilisation in England, to which the annals of the 
world can afford no parallel. But there was no proportionate 
advance in our moral .civilisation. In the hurry-skurry of 
money-making, men-making, and machine~making, we had 
altogether outgrown, not the spirit, but the organisation, of 
our institutions. • 

The peace came ; the stimulating influences suddenly ceased ; 
the people, in a novel and painful position, found themselves 
without guides. They went to the ministry ; they asked to 
be guided; they asked to be governed. Commerce requested 
a code; trade required, a currency; the unfranchised subject 
solicited his equal privilege;. suffering labor clamored for 
its rights ; a new race demanded education. What did the 
ministry do ~ · : . 

They fell into a panic. Having fulfilled during their lives 
the duties of administration, they. were frightened because 
they were called upon, for the first time, to perform the func
tions of government. Like all weak men, they had recours.e 
to what. they called strong· measures. They determined to ' 
put down the multitude. They thought they were imitating · 
Mr: Pitt, bec1;1use they mistook disorganisation for sedition.1 

Presently, however, 'the Arch-Mediocrity who pre
sided, rather than ruled, over this Cabinet of Me'diocrities ' 
began to realise the necessity of importing into his 
Ministry talents and knowledge in order to equip it for 
the task of government. 

The Arch-1\iediocrity had himself 'some glimmering tradi
. tions of political science. He was sprung from a laborious 

1 Coni'YI{fsby, Bk. II. oh. I. 
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stock, had rec~ived some trainiiig, and though not a states
man, might be classed am~ng those whom the Lord Keeper 
Williams used t9 call 'statemongers.' In a subordinate 
position his meagre diligence arid his frigid method- might 
not have been without va1ue; but the qualities that he pos" 
sessed were misplaced; nor can any character be conceived 
less .invested with the happy properties of a leader. In the 
conduct of public affairs his disposition was exactly the reverse 
of that which is the characteristic :of great nien. He_ was . 

. peremptory in little questions; and great ones he left open . 
. In the riatura,l course of events, in 18 f9 there ought to have 

been a change of government, and ariother party in the state 
should have entered int<;> office·; but the Whigs, though they -
counted'in their ·ranks .at that period an unusual number of 
men. of ·great ability, and form'ed, indeed, a compact and 
spirited opposition, were unable to contend against the new· 

. adjustment of borough iiiflU:ence.which had occurred during 
the war, ::tnd under. the protracted administration ·by ·which 

_that ~ar·had been copducted. · New families Jlad arisen 
on the Tory side that almost rivalled old Newcastle himself ' 
in .. their electi()rteeringm_anagement; andit was evident that,· 
unless sonic reconstruction of the House of Commons could 

"'be effected, the Whig party could never obtain a pernianm1t 
hold of official power: . Hence, from that period, the W4igs , 
became Parliamei:itarv Reformers.· · · · . . : · ·, ... 

It . was inevitaqle,' ·therefore, that';the <;ountry. should bEJ: 
governed by the same party; indispensable that the ministry 
should be renovated by new braihs and blood; Ac9ordingly ,' · 
a Mediocrity, not wi~hout repugnance, was induced. t.O·with":. 
draw, and the great name of Wellington supplied his place in 
council. , .·.···Another, arid a very distinguishe<f Mediocrity, 
who would not r~sign, was. thr1,1st out, and Mr. Peel became 
Secretary of State. . . . A short. time after this, a third 
arid·most distinguished Mediocrity died; and Canning, whom 
they had twi_ce ·worried out of the cabinet, where_ they had 
tolerated him sonie time iri an obscure arid ambiguous 
position, wa:;; recalled just fn.time frmn. his impending banish
:rnent, installed in the first post in , th_e Lower House, and 
ii1trusted with the seals of the Foreign Office. . . ; · . · 
. The ac·cession of Mr. Canning to the cabinet, in a position; 
too, of surpas:;;ing- influence,-soon led to·_[!, further,weeding ·of, 
the Mediocrities, and, among other introductions, . tq, the 
memorable entrance of Mr. Huskisson. In this wise did that 
cabinet; once .notable only for the absence of all those qualities 
'Yhich authorise the possession ot.power, .come to be .g(lner~lly 
esteemed as a body of men, who, for parliamentary eloquence, 
official practice, politicaJ 'i:riiormatlon, sagacity. iri c<n~ncil, and 
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a due understanding of their epoch, were inferior to-none that 
had directed the policy of the empire since the Revolution. 

If we survey the tenor of the policy of the Liverpool Cabin~t 
during the latter moiety of its continuance, we shall find its 
characteristic to be a partial recurrence to those frank prin
ciples of government which Mr. Pitt had revived during the 
latter part of the last century from precedents that had been 
set us, either in practice or in dogma, d],lring its earlierperiod, 
by statesmen who then not only bore the title, but·professed 
the ·opinions; of Tories. Exclusive principle_s in the constitu
tion, arid restrictive principles in ·commerce, have grown up 
together; and have really nothing in common with the ancient 
character of our political settlement, or the manners and 
customs of the English people. Confidence in the loyalty of 
the nation, testified by munificent grants of rights arid fran
chises, and favor to an expansive system of traffic, were dis
tinctive qualities of the English sovereignty, uritil the House 
of Commons usurped the better portion of its prerogatives. 
A Widening of our electoral scheme,· great 'facilities to com
merce, and the rescue of our Roman Catholic fellow-subjects 
from the Puritanic yoke, from fetters which have been 
fastened on them by English Parliaments in spite of the pro
tests and exertions of the English Sovereigns ; these were the 
three great elP.ments and 'fundamental truths ofthe real Pitt 
system.1 

We must not, however, assume that· the Liverpool 
Cabinet in the later stages of its career was guided by any 
desire to recur to the principles of ·historical Toryism. 

· 'l'hat was not· an epoch when statesmen cared ·to prosecute 
the investigation of principles. It was a period of happy and 
enlightened practice. A profounder policy is the offspring of 
a time like the present; when the original postulates of institu• 
tions are called in question. The Liverpool Cabinet uncon
sciously approximate!f to these opinions, because from careful 
experiment they were con·vinced ·of their beneficial tendency, 
and they thus bore a:ri tini:ritentional and impartial testimony 
to their truth. Like many men, who think they are inventors, 
they were only reproducing ancient wisdom. 
. But one must ever deplore that .this ministry, with all 
their talents arid generous ardor, did not advance to prin" 
ciples. It is always "perilous to adopt expediency as a guide ; 
but the choice may be sometimes imperative. These states-· 
men, however, took expediency for their director, when prin-

. 1· Ooningsby, Bk. II. oh. i. 
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ciplo 'would have given them all that expediency .ensured; 
anrl much inore. 

This ministry, strong in the confidence of the sovereign, 
the parliament, and the people, might, ·by tho courageous 
promulgatio'n of great historical truths, have gradually formed -
a public opinion, that would have permitted them to organise 

-the Tory party on: a broad, a permanent, and p.ational basis. 
They might have nobly effected a complete settlement of 
Ireland, which a shattered section of this very cabinet was 
forced a few years after to do partially, and in an_ equivo
cating and equivocal manner. -They- might have concluded a 
satisfactory reconstruction. of the third estate; without pro
:aucing that convulsion with which; from its violent fabricac 
tion, our social system still vibrates. Lastly, they might have 
adjusted the rights and properties of-our nat-iomil industries 
in a manner which woulq have prevented that fierce and fatal 
rivalry that is now disturbing every hearth of the United 
Kingdom. _ _ _ 
- We may, therefore, visit on the laches of this ministry the' 

_ introduction of that new -principle and power into our consti
- tution which ultimately may absorb all, AGITATION. This 

cabinet, then, with so much brilliancy on its surface, is the 
real parent of the Roman Catholic Association, the Political 
Unions, _the Anti7Corn-Law League.1 - -

The dispersion of ' this clever and shoW'y_Ministry .' is a 
fine illustration of the- singular influence of :individual 
character-an: influence that arises as often: :from·. the 
.wealmess .of t~e character as from its strength. 

One morning the Arch-Mediocrity himself. died. At the 
first blush, -it would seem· that little difficulties could be 
experienced in finding his substitute.· His long occupation 
of the post proved, at any rate, that the qualification was not 
excessive. But this cabinet,. with its serene and blooming 
visage, had been all this time charged with fierce and emulous 
ambitions. - They waited tlie' signal, but they waited in grini 
repose. - I'he death of the nominal leader, whose'.formal 
superiority, wounding no vanity, and offending no pride, _ 
secured in their councils ·equality among the able, was the 
tocsin .of ,their anarchy .. There existed in this cabinet two 
men, who were resolved immeciiately to be_prime ministers;. 
a <third who was resolved eventually to be prime minister, 
but would at any _rate occupy no ministerial post without 
the lead of .a House of Parliament ; .and a fourth, who~ felt_· 

1 Ooningsby, Bk. II. ch. 1. -
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himself capable of being prime minister, but despaired of the 
revolution which could alone make him one; and who found 
an untimely end when that revolution had arrived. 

Had Mi. Secretary Camiing remained leader of the House 
of Commons under the Duke of Wellington, all that he would 
have gained by the death of Lord Liverpool was a master. 
Had the Duke of Wellington become Secretary of State under 

·Mr. Canning he would hft've materially advanced his political 
position, not only by holding the seals of a high department in 
which he was calculated to excel, but by bacoming leader of 

. the House of Lords. But his Grace was induced by certain 
court intriguers to believe that the King would send for him, 
and he was also aware that M:r, Peel would no longer serve 
under anv minister ·in the House of Commons. Under any 
circumsta:nces it would have been impossible to keep th·e 
:Liverpool Cabinet together.1 

·" 

Disraeli's account of Peel's part in the intrigue against 
Canning has an interest of its own. 

We have seen that at an early period of his career Mr. Peel 
withdrew from official life. His course had been one of un
broken prosperity; the hero of the University had become the 
favourite of the. House of Commons. His retreat, therefore, 
was not prompted by chagrin .. Nor need it have been sug
gested. by a calculating ambition, for the ordinary course of 
events was fast bearing to him all to which man could aspire. 
One might rather s~ppose, that he had already gained suffi
cient experience, perhaps in his Irish Secretaryship, to make 
him pause in that career of superficial success which education 
and custom had hitherto chalked out for him, rather. than 
the creative energies of his own mind .. A thoughtful intellect 
may. have. already detected elements in our social system 
which required a finer observation, and a more unbroken 

· study, than the gyves and trammels of office would permit. 
He may have discovered that the representation of the Uni
versity, looked upon in those days as the. blue ribbon of the 
House of Commons, was a sufficient fetter without unnecef?
sarily adding to its restraint. He may have wished to reserve· 
himse]f for a happier occasion, and a more progressive period. 
He may have felt the strong necessity of arresting himself iri 
hisrapid career of felicitous routine, to snrvey his position in 
calmness, and to comprehend the stirring age that was 
approaching. . . . . . 

Adopting this view of the position of Mr. Peel, stre;ngthened 

1 Ooningsby, Bk. II. ch. I. 
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as it is bv his earlv withdi:awal for awhile from the direction 
of public· affairs, it may not only be a charitable bu-t a true 

·estimate of the motives which influenced him in his conduct 
towards Mr. Canning, to conclude that he was not guided in 
that transaction by the disingenuous rivalry usually imputed 
to him. His statement in Parliament of the determining cir
cumstances of his conduct, coupled with his" subsequent and 
almost immediate policy, may perhaps always- leave this a · 
painful and ambiguous p_assage in his career; but in p~ssing 
judgment on public men, it behoves us ever to take large and 
extended views of their conduct ; and previous incidents will 
often satisfactorily explain subsequent events, which, without 
their illustrating aid, are involved in misapprehension or 
mystery. 1 ·· · · ' 

' The struggle ' between the Duke ' of_ Wellington an'd . 
''my dear Mr, Qanning " ' ended unexpectedly in the .. · 
victory of Canning ; but death soon remo-\i-ed him, and 
after the disappearance of his successor, Lord Goderich,, 
'the transient and embarrassed phantom,' ashe is called 
in Endymiori; the Duke's turn came. 

' . .!. . . . . ,· 

' ·The Duke of Wellington brought to the post of first minister 
immortal fame ; a quality of. success which would almost seem 

. -to inClude ali others. HiR public knowledge was such as. might 
be -expected from one whose conduct already formed an :im

... portant portion of the· his~ory of· his country .. He had a 
/ personal and intimat-e acquaintance 'with the sovereigns and 
. chief sta:_tesmen of Europe, a kind of information. i.n which 
~trglish·m~nisters have generally been deficient; but without 
which the management of our external affairs must at the best 
be haphazard.· ·He possessed administrative talents of the' 
highest order.· · · · · 

. ".Th~ tone of the age, the temper of the country; the grelit 
qualities and· the high character of the minister, indicated a 
long and·prosperous adminjstration. -The only individual in 
his Cabinet who; from a combination of circumstances rather 
than from 'any 'ititellectual supremacy over his colleagues, was 
competent to be his rival, was-content t6 be his successor. In 
his most aspiring moments, Mr. Peel;-in all probability, aimed 
at :ri.o higher reach; and with youth and the leadership of the 
House of' Conini.ons, one' has rio reason to be surprised at his 
moderation. The conviction that the Duke's government 
would only cease with the termination of his public 'career 

-~ Ooningsby, Bk. II. ch. 1. 
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was so general, that, the moment he was installed in office, 
the whigs smiled on him ; political conciliation became the 
slang of the day, and the fusion of parties the babble of clubs 
and .the tattle of boudoirs. · . 

How comes it, then, that so great a ·man, in so great a posi
tion, should ·have so signally failed; should have broken up 
.his government, wrecked his party, and so completely anni
hilated his political position, that, even with his historical 
reputation to sustain him, he can since only reappear in the 
councils of his sovereign in a subordinate, not to say equivocal, 
character 1 

With all those great qualities which will secure him a place 
in our history not perhaps inferior even to Marlborough, the 
Duke of Wellington has one deficiency which has been the 
stumbling-block of his civil career. Bishop Burnet, in specu
lating on the extraordinary influence of· Lord Shaftesbury, 
and accounting haw a statekmari, so inconsistent in his conduct 
and so false to his confederates, should have so powerfully 
controlJed bis country, observes, 'HIS STRENGTH LAY IN I-IIB 
KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLAND.' 

Now that is exaptly the kind of knowledge which the Duke 
of Wellington never possessed. ~ . . Throughout the brief but 
eccentric and tumultuous annals {of his administration] we. 
see continual proof. . . . In twenty-four months we find an 
aristocracy estranged, without a, people being conciliated; 
while on two several occasions, first, the prejudices, and then 
the pretensions of the middle class, were alike treated with 
contumely. . . . This administr~tion, which commenced in 
arrogance, ended in panic. ." . . The growl of reform was 

·heard, but it was not very fierce. There was yet time to save 
himself. His grace precipitated a revolution which might 
have been delayed for half a .century, and need never have 
·occurred in so aggravated a form. .He rather fled than retired. 
He commenced his ministry like Brennus, and finished it like 
the tall Gall sent to murder the rival of Sylla, but who dropped 
his weapon before the undaunted gaze of his intended victim.1 

We now reach a period when the history begins to be 
politics-the politics iii which.Disraeli had himself been. 
ah actor. The revolution which followed the fall of the 
Duke of Wellington overthrew the aristocracy, but it did 
not emancipate either the Crown or the people. Disraeli 
judged the Reform Act in the light, of his doctrine of the. 

' ' . . ' ~ ' . .. . . . 

1 Sybil,-Bk. I.'ch, 3. : 
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- Three Estates o£ the Realm, on which, as we have seen, 
he had insisted in the Vindication. 

In England, under the Noi:'~an~, the Church and tlw 
Baronage were convoked, together with tHe estate of the Com
munity, a term which then probably described the inferior· 
holders of land. whose tenure was not immediate of the Crown. 
This Third Estate was so numerous that convenience sug~ 
gested its appearance by representation ; while the others, 
more ·limited, appeared,· and still appear, personally. The 
Third Estate was reconstructed as circumstances developed 
themselves. It·was a Reform of Parliament when the towns· 
were summoned. . 

In treating the House of the Third Estateas the House of 
the People, and' not as the House of a privileged class, the 
Ministry and Pa:diament of 1831 virtually conceded the prin
ciple of Universal Suffrage. In this point" of view the ten
pound _franchif,le was an arbitrary, irrational, and impolitic. 
qualification. It had, indeed, the merit of simplicity, and ·so 
had the constitutions of Abbe Sieyes. --But its immediate arid 
inevita:ble ·result was Chartism.1 

Bad, however, as ,-vas the principle on which· the 
Reform Bill was founded, it was· not so i.:nuch the Bill 

. itself;· Sidonia remarks, as the· rileans by which it -was 
carried, that shook the aristocracy., For this result the 
blame i.:nust rest with the_Duke o£ Wellington. 

. ' '. . . ~. . . . 

'I'hefuttire historian of the country will be perplexed. to ascer.: 
tairi what wasthedistinctobjectwhich the Duke of Wellington 
proposed to himself in the politicalmanoouvres of May, 18,32. -
It was knoWn that the passing of the Reform Bill was a con
dition absolute with the Kii1g ; it was unquestionable, _that the 
first general elec.tion under the new law must ignominiously 
expel the Anti-Reform Ministry from power ; "'ho would then 
resume their seats on the Opposition bench\:)s ill both Houses 
with .the loss not only of their boroughs, but of that reputa-

. tion for political cot?-sistency; which might have been some 
compensation for the parliamentary influence of which they 
had bean deprived. It is difficult to recognise in this prema
·ture effort of the Anti-Reform leader to thrust himself again 
into the conduct of public affairs, any indications of the • 
prescient j_udgment which might hav~. been expected from 
such a quari!;er .... _ Even temporary success could only , '. 

1 (Joning8by, Bk. I. ob. 7. -
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have been secured by the utmost decision, promptness, and 
energy. These were all wanting: some were afraid to follow 
the bold example of their leader ; many were disinclined. In 
eight-and-forty hours it was known there was a ' hitch.' 
The Reform party, who had been rather stupefied than 
appalled by the accepted mission of the Duke of Wellington, 
collected their scattered senses, and rallied their forces. The 

· agitators harangued, the mobs hooted. The City of London, 
as if. the King had again tried to seize the five members, 
appointed a permanent committee of the Common Council to 
watch the fortunes of the ' great national measure,' and to 
report daily. Brooks', which was the only place that at first 
was really frightened and talked of compromise, grew valiant 
again ; while young Whig heroes jumped upon. club-room 
tables, and delivered fiery invectives. Emboldened by these 
demonstrations, the House of Commons met in great force, 
and passed a vote which struck, without disguise, at all rival 
powers in the State; virtually announced its supremacy; 
revealed the forlorn position of the House of Lords under the 
new arrangement ; and seemed to lay for ever the fluttering 
phantom of regal prerogative.1 

Whe~ the Whigs had triumphed, there was a general· 
conviction that, 'by a great stroke of state similar in 

. magnitude and effect to that which in the preceding 
century had ch~nged the dynasty,' they had secured to 
themselves the government ·for at least a generation. 
Yet before the new Parliament had existed two years, 
the Reform Ministry was upset_ and the Parliame1it dis
solved. The fact is, 'the success of the Reform Ministry, 
on their first appeal t.o the new constituency which they 
had created, had been fatally complete.' 

No government can be long secure without a formidable 
Opposition .. It reduces· their supporters to that tractable 
number which can be managed by the joint influences of 
fruition and of hope. It offers vengeance to the discontented, 
and distinction to the ambitious ; and employs the energies 
of aspiring spirits, who otherwise may prove traitors in ~ · 
division or assassil:is in a debate. · 

The general election of 1832 abrogated the Parliamentary 
Opposition of England, which had practically ex,isted for 
more than a century and a half. And what a series of equiv~ 

1 Coning8by, Bk. I. ch. 7• 
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ocal transactions and mortifying adventures did the with-
drawal of this salutary restraint entail on the party which 
then so loudly,congratulated themselves and the country that 
they .w·ere at length relieved froni its. odious repression ! In 
the .hurry ot existence one is apt too generally to pass over 
the polit}cal history of the times in which we ourselves liv:e. 
The two years that followed the Reforin of the House of 
Commons are full of instruction, on which a young man would 
do well to ponder. It is ·hardly possible that he could rise 
from the study of these annals without a·c.onfi.rmed disgust 
for political intrigue; a dazt.ling'practice, apt at'fi.rst to fas~ 
cinate youth, for it appeals at once to our invention and our 
courage, but one which really should only be the resource of· 
the second-rate/ Great minds ·musp trust to great truths and 
great talents for their rise, and nothing else.1 . .· . . 

Di8raeli: . we may believe, was pot bbliviou~ o( the 
opening ·which this grave admonition afforded. to ail 
enemy for pointed comments on .. his own·careE:!r; bti:t 'he 
had not the sort of self-consciousness that shrinks'from 
such a trial: Elsewhere he t~aces ' all that insubordina-. ' . 
tibn, all those distempered ambitions; and all those dark 
intrigues' that finally ·broke ·up the Whig Go:verrimell:t 
and;the Whig party, to a deeper cause than the weakness 
of the Opposition, to ' the absence· of individuafinfluence 
and of the pervading authority of a comniandillg mind;' 
Lord Grey's supremacy was ·~the supremacy of a tradi~ 

.. tion rather than of a tact/and by the. time that he retired 
,his intended successor· (Stanley) was iw 1origer . in . the 
·Whig ranks .. · And yet Disraeli .adds, seizing theoppor-7 
tunity of ·making graceful reparation to Lord Johi:t 
Russell for the :r;uthless puilishment inflicted on him hy 
Runnymede, that the interval that elapsed between 1835 
and 183.7 proved tnat from the .fust: there had, been.' in 
the Whig army 'one entirely competent to the office df 
le~ding a great party, though his capacity for that fulf;il

. ment·was·too'tardily recognised.'. · 

. · Lord; John_:Russell has that degr:ee of im~gi!lati~n, which, 
thmigh; evinced rather in 13ent~ment than, expression, ·Stili 
enables' him ~0 'generalise from the detiils 'of his reading and 

. 1 'ooniWJSby: Bk;·.n ch{ i. 
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experience; and to take those comprehen!'ive ~ews, which
however easily deprecated by ordinary men in an age of 
routine, are indispensable to a statesman in the conjunc~ures 
in which we live. He understands, therefore, his position ; 
and he has the moral intrepidity which prompts him ever to 
dare that which his intellect assures him is politic. He is 
cons.equently, at the same time, sagacious and bold in counsel. 
As an administrator he is prompt and· indefatigable. He is 
not a natural orator, and labours under physical deficiencies 
which even a Demosthenic impulse could scarcely overcome; 
But he is experienced in debate, quick in reply, fertile in 
resource, takes large views, and frequently compensates for 
a dry and hesitating manner by the expression of tho~e noble 
truths that flash across the fancy, and rise spontaneously to 
the lip, of men of poetic temperament when addressing 
popular assemblies. If we add to this, a private life of digni
fied repute, the accidents of his birth and rank, which never can 
be severed from the man, the scion of a great historic family, 
and born, as it were, to the hereditary service of the State, 
it is difficult to ascertain at what period, or under what cir
cumstances, the Whig party have ever possessed, or could 
obtain, a more efficient leader. 1 

We now come to Peel and the organisation of the Con
. servative party. On the very eve of their return to office 
in 1834, 'the Tory party, according to those perverted 

. views of Toryism unhappily too long prevalent, was held 
to be literally defunct, except by a few old battered 
cronies of office, crouched round the embers. of faction 
which they' were fanning, and muttering "reaction " iri 
mystic whispers.'-

It cannot be supposed indeed for a moment, that the dil';l
tinguished personage who had led that party in the House of 
Commons previously to the passing of the act of 1832, ever 
despaired in consequence of his own career. His then. time 
of life, the perfection, almpst the prime, of manhood ; his par
liamentary practice, doubly estimable in an inexperienced 
assembly ; his political . knowledge ; his fair character and 
reputable position; his talents arid tone as a public speaker, 
which he had always aimed to adapt to the habits andculture 
of that middle class from which it was concluded the benches 
of the new Parliawent were mainly to be recruited,-all these 
were qualities the possession of which must have assured a 

1 Ooningsby, B~. V. ch: 4. 
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mind not apt to b; disturbed in its calculations by any in 
temperate l~eats, that with time ;J.nd patience the game was 
yet for him.1 · · • 

Peel had stood aloof from the Duke's impo\\tic man 
reuvres of 1832. It would seem, indeed,. that from an 
early period he had. ' meditated his emancipation from. 
the politi·cal confeder'acy in which he was implicated,. 

·.and that he had.been continually baffied in this project.' 
. . . 

• He broke loose from Lord Liverpool; he retired from Mr. 
Canning. Forced again into becoming the subordinate leade'r 
of the weakest government in p'arliamentary annals, he be
lieved he had at length achieved his emancipation, when he 
declared to his late colleagues, after the overthrow of 1830, 
that he would never again accept a .secondary position ·in 
office. But the Duke, of W ellingto.n was too old a tact~ia~~ , . 
to· lose so valuablean ally. So h1s Grace declared after tlie 
Reform Bill was passed, as its inevitable resl.\lt, that thence':. 
forth the Prime Minister must be a.member of the House of . , 
Commons; and this aphorism, cited as usual by the Duke's 

-parasites as demonstration of his supreme sagacity, was, a 
graceful mode of resigning the pre-eminence which had been 
productive of such great party disasters. It is remarkable. 
that.the party who devised and passed the ReformBill,·and' 
·who, in consequence, governed the ·nation for ten 'years, never 
once had their Prime Minister in the"'House · of Commons : ·., 
but that does not signify ; the Duke's maxim is still quoted, ·. 

' as an oracle. almost equa_l in prescience to his famous query, ""' 
' How is the-, King's government to be carried on 1'2 

. . . . · 

' ·~ . ' . 
One result of-the Duke's tactics was that Peel, who had 

escaped so ofJ:en, was caught at last in 183.4---the victim 
of 'short~sighted intriguers who persisted in looking upon 
a revolution as a mere party st:r:uggle, ·and woul9. not 
permit the mind of the nation to . work through . the 
in~vitable ppases that awaited it.' .'Had Sir Robert Peel 
~been in England in the autumn of 1834,' tlie Whig 
Government might probably never have been dismissed. · 
Th.~ i:iismissal was a ~ premature movement which neces-; 

· sarily led to the compact reorganisation of the Liberal · 
~ . . . . 

party.'· Peel probably never bel!eved in the success of his' · 
... - - ~ 

1 Ooningsby, Bk: It ob. I. . ', 2 Ibid. 
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administration, and 'its mere failure _could occasion him 
little dissatisfaction;_ he was compensated for it ·by the 
noble opportunity afforded .to him for the display of those 
great qualities·, both moral and intellectual, which the 
swaddling clothes of a routine prosperity had long re
pressed.' But though his brief tenure of office 'elevated 
him in public opi~ion, and even in the eye of Europe,' 
_the effect of the premature effort on his future position 
was far from being so satisfactory. If he had waited, he 
would have 'acceded to power as the representative of a 
creed, supported by earnest and enduring enthusiasm'; 
as it was, he came into office as the leader of a confederacy 
supported only by ' that churlish sufferance which was 
the result of a supposed balance of advantages in his 
favor.' He was forced before the time was ripe into 
attempting to form a great Conservative party on a 
comprehensive basis '; __ and that he did his work 'like a 
dexterous, politician, who can deny 1' But let us con
sider the performance with 'the impartiality of the 
future.' 

The Tamworth Manifesto of 1834 was an attempt to con
struct a party without principles ; its basis therefore was 
necessarily Latitudinarianism; and its inevitable consequence 
has been Political Infidelity. . 

At an epoch of political perplexity and social alarm, the 
confederation was convenient, and was calculated by aggrega
tion to encourage the timid and confused. .But when the 
perturbation was a little subsided, and men began· to inquire 
why they were banded together, the difficulty of defining their 
purpose proved that the league, however respectable, was not 
a party. The leaders indeed might profit by their eminent 
position to obtain power for their individual gratification, 
but it was impossible to secure their followers that which, _ 
after alf, must be the great recompense of a political party, the-· 
putting in practice of their opinions ; for they had none .... 

Conservatism was an attempt to carry on affairs by sub
stituting the fulfilment of the duties of office for the perform
ance of the functions of government; and to maintain this . ..:.,: 
negative system by the mere influence of property, reputable·' _ 
private conduct, and what are called good connexions. Con
servatism discards Prescription,- shrinks from Principle, dis-
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avows Progress; having rej'ected all respect for-Antiquity; it 
offers no redress for the Present, and: makes no preparation 
for the Future. It is obvious that for a time, under favourable 
circumstances, such a confederation m~ght succeed ; but it is 
equally clear, that on the arrival"of one of those critical con; 
junctures that will periodically occur in all states, and which 
such an unimpassioned system is even calculated ultimately 
to create, all power of resistance will be wanting: the barren 
curse of political infidelity will paralyse ali action ; arid the 
Conservative Constitution will be discovered to be a~ Caput 
Mortuum. 1 - - · - - : -

-,. 
. : The.- old Tory party had possessed ·definite principles 
imd a definite tradition. ,It' was -

the party that resisted th~ ruinoi.ts mystification that illetainor- -
phosed directtaxatiop.by the Cro:Wn into indirect taxation by 
the Coimrions ; that denouhced the system~which mortgaged -
industry to protect property ; the party that ruled· Ireland by
a scheme whi_ch reconcile~ both _churches, ~nd by a series_ of 
parliaments which counted_among them lords and commons 

-of both religions ; that has ,mai!ltained at all times the terri
torial constitution, of England a~.· tp.e only basis and security 
for local government, "and which nevertheless once-~aid on the 
table of the House of Commons a commercial tariff negociated 
at Utrecht, which is the most-rational that was ever devised 
by statesmen ; a party that has prevented _the Church from 
being the salaried agent of the- State, and has supported 

:through mariy struggles the paro_chial polity of the country 
which"secures to. every labourer a home.2 -. 

But the Tory party had now ceased· to exist, and its ~
place had been taken by 'the great Conservative party,' 

that for ten years in ail age of revolution ,had never promul
gated a principle ; whose only'intelligible and consistent poliqy 
seemed to be an attell1pt, very grateful of course tothe£eelings 
of an English·Ro_yalist, to revive Irish Puritanism; who "'·hen 

_ in power in 1835 had used that power only to evirice their 
utter igJ!orance of Church principles; and who· -were at this 
moment [1840] in open insurrection against the prerogatives 
of the English· Monarchy 13 • • · 

< t - ... ~ 

~- »'-~t:1~ ·/;~' 
: .-? . 1 Goningsby, Bk.·'rt. ~h. 5. 2 Sybil, Bk. IV. ~h. H. 

_ 3_ Goninr.Jsby, Bk. VIII. ch. 3. 
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The final result is that the Liberal revolution of 1832 
and the Conservative reconstruction of 1834 have given 
us two parties: one 'the destructive party; a party with 
distinct and intelligible principles: they seek a specific 
for the evils of our social system in the general suffrage 
of the population ' ; the other the .Conservative party; 
' who, without any embarrassing promulgation of prin
ciples, w1sh to keep things as they find them as long as 
they can.' 

·vvhenever public opinion, which this part.y never ~ttempts 
to form, to educate, or to lead, falls into some violent per
plexity, passion, or caprice, this party yields without a struggle 
·to the impulse, and, when the storm has passed, attempts to 
obstruct arid obviate the logical and, ultimately, the inevitable 
·results of the vel'y measures they have themselves originated, 
or to ·which they have consented.1 

With regard to the first school, it was hard to have any 
faith 'in the remedial qualities of a government carried 
on by a· neglected democracy, who, for three centuries, 
had received no ·education'; yet if democracy were com
bated only by. conservatism, democracy must triumph, · 
and at no distant date. The men who entered public 
life at this epoch had to choose between Political Infidelity 
and a Destructive Creed. That was the dilemma to 
which ~e had been 'brought by nearly two centuries, 
of Parliamentary rule. . 

But Pariiameri.taryrule WOllld prove no more enduring 
. than other forms of government. · 

'You will observe one :curious trait,' said Sidonia to 
Coningsby, 'in the history o£ this country·: the depository of 
power is always unpopular ; all combine against it ; it always 
falls. Power was deposited in the great Barons ; the Church, 
using the King for its instrument, crushed the great Barons. 
Po,ver was deposited ·in the Church ; the King, ·bribing the. 
Parliament, plundered the Church. Power was deposited in 
the King ; the Parliament, using ·the People, beheaded the 
King, expelled the King, changed the King, and, finally, for 
a King substituted an administrative officer, For one hundred 

1 Oo1>ingsby, Bk. VH.'ch. 2. 

.. 
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and fifty years Power has been deposited in the Parliament, 
and for the last sixty, or severity years it has been becomi]}g 
more and ·more unpopular. In 1830 it :was endeavoured by a 
reconstruction to regain the popular affection; but,.in truth, 
as the Parliament then only made itself more powerful, it has 
only become more odious. As we see that the Barons, the 
Church; the King, have1in turn devoured. each other, and that 
the Parliament, the last devourer, remains, it is impossible to 
resist the impression that this . body .~lso is doomed to be . 

· destroyed ; and he isa sagacious statesman who may detect 
in what form and in What q~arter the great COii_sumer will 
arise.' 1 

Elsc:Jwhere we are given a clue to Disraeli's own theory 
of the identity. of ' the great consumer.' ' If the "peers 
have ceased tobe magnificoes,''he remarks inhisaccount 
of th~ overthrow elf-the House of Lords' in 1832, 'mayit 
not also happen that the Sovereign may cease tq be a 
Dog~ ? It is not impossible that· the P?litical move~ 
ments of our time, which seem. on the surface J;o have a . 

. tendency to democracy, may have in reality a monarchical 
bias.' 2 Sidonia himself, in a later ~conversation .. with 
~onil~gsby, is more confident and, explicit: ·· 
. The tendency of advanced civilisation is i~ trutr1 to pure 
Mqiiarchy. · Monarchy is indeed a government which requires 
afrhigh degree of Civilisation for its full deyelopment. It needs 
the support of_free laws and manners, and of a widely:~diffused 
intelligence. · · Political compromises are not to.· be toler,ated 
except at periods of rude transition. An educated nation 
recoils froni the imperfect vicariate of what .is ~ailed a repre
sentative gov~rnment. Your House of Commons·, that has 
absorbed all other powers in the State, will in all probability 
fall more rapidly than it rose. Public opinion has a more 
qirect, a more comprehensive, a more efficient· organ fcir its 
utterance, than a body .of -·men sectionally chosen. The 
Printing-press is a politicaL element unknown to classic Or 
feudal times. . It absorbs in a great degree the 'duties of th~ 
.Sov¢reign, tl).ePriest, the Parliament'; it co'ntrols, it educates, ' 
it discusses.: That public opinion; when it acts, would appear 

· · in the form,o~ one who has no class interests. · In: an enlight~ ~ 
cried age the Monarch on the throne, ·free from the vulgar 
prejudices and the corrupt interests ot the subject, ,becomes · 

• . _again.divine P. 
1 Ooniny.<by, Bk. IV. ch. 13. 2 Ibid., Bk. I. ch. 1. 
a Ibid., Bk. V, ch. &. · 
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In a conversation with Oswald Millbank, Coningsby 
develops Sidonia's ideas : 

'The only way [said Coningsby] t~ terminate what, in the 
language of the present clay, is called Class Legislation, is not 
to entrust power to classes. You would find a locofoco 
majority as much addicted to Class Legislation as a factitious 
aristocracy. The only power that has no class sympathy is 
the Sovereign.' · 

. ' But suppose the case of an arbitrary Sovereign, what would 
be your check against him 1' • 

' The same as against an arbitrary Parliament.' · 
' But a Parliament is responsible.' 
'To whom 1' 
'To their constituent body.' .; 
' Suppose it was to vote itself perpetual1' 
' But public opinion would prevent that ?' 
'And is public opinion of less influence on an individual 

than on a body 1' 
'But public opinion may be indifferent. A nation may be 

misled, may be corrupt.' 
' I£ the nation that elects the Parliament be corrupt, the 

elected body will resemble it. The nation- that is corrupt 
cleser ves to fall. . . .' . . 
. 'Do you then declare against Parliamentary government 1' 

'Far from it: I look upon political change as the greatest 
of evils, for it comprehends all. But if we have no faith in the 
permanence of the existing settlement, ... I would accustom 
the public mind to the contemplation of an existing though 
torpid power in the constitution, capable of removing our 
social grievances, were we to transfer to it those prerogatives 
which the Parliament has gradually usurped, and used in . a 
manner which has pr:oduced the present material and moral 
disorganisation. The House of _Commons is the house of a 
few; the Sovereign is the sovereign of all. The proper leader 
of the people is the individual who sits upon the throne.' 

'Then you abjure the Representative principle?' 
• 'Why so 1 • Representation is not necessarily, or even in a 
principal sense, Parliamentary. . . . Opinion is now supreme, 
and Opinion speaks in print. · The representation of the Press 
is far- more complete than the representation of Parliament. 
Parliamentary representation was the happy device of a ruder 

' age, to which it was admirably adapted : an age ot semi
civilisation, when there was a leading class in the community ; 
but it exhibits many symptoms of desuetude. It is controlled 
by a system of representation more vigorous and comprehen
sive; which absorbs its duties and fulfils them m0re efficiently, 
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and in which discussion is pursued ·on fairer terms, and often 
with more depth and information.-' 1 • · ·· 

..-.. . .....,~ 

Here, then, we have the suggestion of a new· political· 
ideal: 

Let us ·propose to our consideration the idea of a free 
monarchy; established on fundamental laws, itself the apex of 
a vast pile of municipal and local government, ruling'' an 
educated people, represented by a free and intellectual press. 
Before such a royal authority, supported by such a national " 
opinion, the. sectional anomalies of our country would disap-

. pear. Under sU:ch a system, where qualification would not be 
parliamentary, but personal; .even statesmen. ~ould be edu
cated ; ~e shcmld have no more diplomatists who could ;not 
speak French, no. more bishops ignorant of theology; no more .. · 
generals-in~chief -~vho n{lver saw a field. 2 

. · • · . . .. • 

There· we have 'a. pollty adapted to our laws, pur 
institlltions, our feeling~, our manners,. OUr traditions ; a 
polity capable of great ends and appe'aling to high senti- •. 

. ments; a polity which. would render government an' 
object of national· affection.' There," also, we hav:e the 
material of a programme and a creed for a 'rejuvenated 
T~p~. . . . 

In a parliamentary sense, that great party has ceased to exist; 
but·I will believe -that it stilllives in.the thought and sentiment 
and consecrated memory of the English nation. It has its origin 
in·great principles and in noble instincts; it sympathises with 
.the lowly, it looks up to the Most High ; it can count its heroes 
and its martyrs; they have m:et in its behalf plunder, proscrip- . 
tion, and death. Nor, when it finally yielded to the iron progress ~ 
of oligarchical supremacy, W,!1S its catastrophe inglorious. Its 
genius was vindicated in golden sentences and with fervid 
arguments of impassioned logic by St. John ; and breathed in 
the,intrepid.eloquence and patriot soul of William Wyndham. 

·Even now it is not ·dead,. but sleepeth; and,' in an age of 
pol~ tical materialis~, o£ cori.fased purposes and. perplex~d i~;. 
tellig~nce, that asprres only to wealth because .It has falj;h m 

. no other a,ecomplishment, as men rifle cargoes on the verge of 
sl].ipwreck, toryism will yet rise from the tomb over which. 

, ·Bolingbroke shed- his last tear, to bring back strength to the 
Crown, libedyto the Subject, and to announce that power has 
only one duty: to secure the social welfare o£ the People.3 

·· . 

1 Ooningsby, Bk. VJT. ch. 2. 
a Sybil, Bk.·IV. ch. 14. 

2 Ibid. 
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We began with a passage from the last chapter of Sybil; 
let us end with another which immediately follows it, and 
brings the novel to a conclusion : . 

It is nearlyfourteen years ago, ill the popular frenzy of a 
mean and selfish revolution which emancipated neither the 
Crown nor the People, that I first took the occasion to intimate, 
and then to develope, to the first assembly of my countrymen 
that I ever had. the honor to address, ·these convictions. 
They have been misunderstood, as is ever for a .season the fate 
of Truth, and they have obtained for their promulgator much 
misrepresentation, as must ever be the lot of those who will 
not follow the beaten track of a fallacious custom. But Time, 
that brings all things, has brought' also to the mind of England 
some suspicion that the idols they have so long worshipped, 
and the oracles that have so long deluded them, are not the 
true ones. There is a whisper rising in this country that 
Loyalty is not a phrase, Faith not a delusion, and Popular 

·Liberty something more diffusive and substantial than the 
profane exercise of the sacred rights of sovereignty by political 
classes. 

That we may1ive to see England once more possess a free 
Monarchy; and a privileged .and .prosperous People, is my 
prayer ; -that these great consequences can only be brought 
about by the energy and devotion of our Youth is my per
suasion. We live in an age when to be young and to be in
different can be no longer synonymous. vVe must prepare 
for the coming hour.· The claims of the Future are represented 
by suffering millions; and the Youth of a. Nation are the 

.. trustees of Posterity.1 

. To disengage this theory of English history and English 
politics, and present it in consecutive form, is at once in 
some degree to criticise and appraise it. That the his
tory contains an element of paradox is obvious enough ; 
that it also contains' a large measure of truth, originality, 
and insight, few competent historians would now care 
to deny. We are beginning to be emancipated from the 
tyranny of the Whig Writers, and Disraeli startles us less 
than he startled the generation for which his views 
were first .promulgated: One of his objects, indeed, was 
doubtless to produce a travesty of the rival Whig theory 

· 1 Sybil, Bk.· VI. ch. 13. 
I. 23 
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that. held the field, to show that it was perfectly possible 
to forin~late another no less· plausible· and coherent,· in 

'.· appearance just as water-tight and floating just as securely. 
We have always in Disraeli's case to guard against the 
temptation of takiil:g him too literally. An element of 
S'\J.btle irony is usually in his mind even-indeed, espe
cially::..:...when he is most grave and solemn. He likes to 
be oracular and to ignore the q~her side ;· but he is all the · 
time, we may be certain, perfectly conscious of its exist
ence. Toryism may not be the spirit of. light, but it was 
something to show that it was just· as easy so to present 
. it as Macaulay found it easy so to present :W·higgery ; and 
for a generation which was inclined to be excessively_ self-: 
complacent, and which was pectiliarly in mental bondage 
to existing political' fact, it was a salutary discipline to 
be remiil:ded that the whole history of England might 
,have been different and, yet hav~ l:)nded happily; and that 
we might have been ··conducted by another and easier 
'route to a simil!ir, or possibly even tb a better; end. 

Disraeli had the sp~culative, a priori mind which finds. 
pleasure in the exercise of fitting facts to theories ; but 
in the region . of politics and history this. type of' mind,. 
as long as· it is active, :flexible, and r.eceptive, is, if· not 

. more likely to arrive at truth; in ore likely to be illumin
ating than the other laborious type,· often overpraised, 
which cliil:gs _timidly to detail, and shrinks from indepen-'- · 
dent and imagiil:ati_ve flight. That the facts in Di3raeli'~. 
history are sometimes wrested to fit the theory there is. · 
no need to deny. The process is especially visible in 
his reconstruction. of the history of the .. seventeenth 
century, His version. of the quarrel between Charles L;. 
and the PadiaJP,ent is too fanciful to be quite serious, 
and we ·may believe that he was here c()nsciously paying 
tribute to the historical c~tprices of.Manners and Smythe.· 
When we come to the eighteenth· century, the elements 
of caprice in his picture of Bolingbroke, and in the·exalta~ . 
tion of Shelburne as· Pitt's tutelary genius, are ~!lore 
peculiarly his ··awn. Between Shel}mrne and Disraeli 
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-

there is a certain affinity of char~cter which perhaps 
helps to explain Disraeli's admiration. The words 
.applied to Shelburne-: Deep and adroit, he was, hqw
ever, brave and firm '-probably m~de the reader think 
of Disraeli himself, and the resemblance goes farther. 
Shelburne, like Disraeli, was far in advance of his time, 
and to us who know the issue appears to have been nearly 
.always right in the controversies of that age ; yet he in
spired among his contemporaries dislike and distrust to 
a degree which we find it most difficult to explain.· He 
seems not only, like Disraeli, to have been deficient 'in 
the faculty of winning the 'confidence of his fellows, but 
also, like Disraeli, to have had the unfortunate art of 
making himself distrusted more even than was justified 
by anything we can discern in his motives. and conduct. 
At a point, indeed, the. resemblance ceases. Shelburne's 
want of tact and skill in handling men made his career a 
comparative failure ; Disraeli had even greater disadvan-

. tages to contend with, hut overcame them ail. · 
As we draw nearer to his own times, Disraeli's history 

gains in seriousness and value. His estimate of the · 
younger Pitt shows real discernment and insight; though 
in an account of the two periods of Pitt's career which 
he gave in iater life in a letter1 to Sir_ William Harcourt 
the note of banter and exaggeration seems. to become 
audible: 

I do not at all agree. with you in your estimate of Pitt's 
career. It is the first half of it which I select as his title-deed 
to be looked upon as a·Tory :Minister~hostility to borough-. · 
mongering, economy, French alliance, and commercial 
t~eaties, borrowed from the admirable negotiations of Utrecht; 
the later half is ptire Whiggism; close Parliaments, war with 

. France, national debt and commerciahestriction, a,ll prompted 
and inspired by thearch-Whig trumpeter, Mr. Burke. 

When we come to Pitt's successors, and especially to 
the period between the conclusion of the war and the 
passage of the Reform Act, Disraeli is illuminating and 

1 1873. Quoted in Lord Rosebery's PiU, p. 278. 
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suggestive, and most, helpf~l to an understanding of sub-· · 
sequent English politics. He does not spare the Tory 

• party of that generation, and h~ makes us realise how. 
easily, with more breadth and statesmanship, they' might 
have guided national progress on safe and conserva
tive lines, and avoided the catastrophic (ievelopments 
which their blunders made inevitable ; yet he effectively 
dispels the traditional Liberal prejudice, not yet extinct, 
that·an before the Reform Ac~·is a period of Cimmerian 
darkness,· and all that follows· light .. After 1832 the' 
hegemony of Peel begins; and we are in the disputable 
region· of modern .party politicB. Disraeli's view of Peel 
is possibly nearer to that which posterity will adopt than·_ 
to any ·'that would gain general acceptance even in the 
present generation. Peel has been fortunate in the treat-· 
menthe·has received from l:>oth political-parties, N oinin
ally a great 'Conservative' statesman, he has escaped 
severe criticism ·from the quarter whence criticism was . · 
most natura'! 'and necessary : really. one of the· chief 
apostles of modern Liberalism; he has been· regarded; of 
course, by Liberals· with .sympathetic eyes. Peel, to· 
adopt the language of Disraeli's later life,l: found two 
parties-:-one. 'exclusive and odious,' . the other 'liberal 
and cosmopolitan,' ·neither of them. nationaL , When 
the power of the exclusive party· had been S'hattered; it 
became his business to reconstruct it, and to make it once 
more !1 truly na~ional o,rgan "of government; 'and for a 
time his labo'urs seemed to he attended with great success. 
But he was labouring in the spirit of the mere opportunist 
"who w,as g"\}ided by mom~ntary expediency, and who 
had laid firm hold of no grelltt prinCiple .as the distinctive 
possession of the pa~tyhe.was b1J,ilding p.p ; . and he ended,. 
after espousing' the principles 9f the enemy, by abandoning· 
his task and deserting to the other side. · 

It is time to come· to Disraeli's own· conception of 
Toryism and of the Tory ideal. For him in the political 
cosmos there are two great realities-the. Throne at the · 

1. 1870 .. In the General •PrPface to the Novels. ' . 
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centre, and the People at the circumference ; and on the 
maintenance of their normal and· unimpeded interaction 
the health and balance of all depends. 'The privileges 
of the multitude' and the prerogatives of the Sovereign 
had grown up together, and together they had waned;' 
together· also they were to be redeemed from the selfish 
oligarchy which haq usurped them, arid the not less selfish 
and only less n~rrow middle class which had now taken 
the place of the oligarchy. That, briefly stated, is the 
Disraelian position. There is no shrinking, as, :we can 
see, from democracy as such, though there' is-a shrinking 
from a. sudden transference of power to a neglecteq and 
entirely uneducated democracy. There is, however, a 
clear perception of the rapid and almost inevitable drift 
towards democracy which had already begun, and to 
which Disraeli himself was to give so great an impetus. 
Since he wrote Ooningsby and Sybil, the whole story of 
English politics has been the story of the gradual awaken
ing of the nmltitude below, and of confused attempts to 
secure attention to their interests and recognition. of their 
privileges. In that his prevision was right, as was also in one 
sense his prevision· that by a parallel process there would. 
come to the monarchy a revival of its prestige. Nothing is 
more marked than the steady growth of its popularity 
and indirect influence since the advent of democracy. 
Disraeli himself did much, when he acceded to power, to 
foster this growth ; but if he had ever cherished the 
hope of a formal restoration of direct personal prerogative 
in the government of . the kingdom and the enipire, he 
made no serious· attempt to give it fulfilment. He was a 
dreamer of dreams; but he had· also the peculiarly hard 
grasp of fact to which oi?Jy the imaginative dreamer can 
attain, and he saw the impossibility of any movement in 
that direction. Indeed, on Sidonia's principle that the 
depository of power in England is always unpppular, 
such a movement . was not desirable, even in the best 
interests of the monarchy itself. · 

BU:t if we· substitute for the Sovereign the governing 
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executive which acts in his name and exercises his func
tions, then the forecast· of political devel~pments given. 
in Goningsby has been verified to the letter. Parliament, 
as· foreshadowed, has rapidly declined, and ' the great 
consumer,' if not the ·Crown, .is its reflection, the Cabinet, 
to which Parliament transferred the power it had 
wrested from· the' Crown. In a sense,_ indeed, the Cabinet 
is the creature of the House of Commons, which can at 
any moment overthrow it; but only at the suicidal.cost of . 
putting an end to its own existence, and the Cabinet, 
while it is in being, has an independent life, and is more 
ani:l ·more monopolising not only. the executive power; 
but c~mtrol of legislation and of the House of Commons 
itself.· The House, in fact, is being cr1,1shed between the 
upper and neth~r :millstones of the executive and the 

··people. Coningsby's -ideaL of a Crown emancipated from. 
serfdom to Parliament, placed at the apex of a vast 
pyramid of municipal and local institutions, and dispensing 
government tel a people represented by a free press, .seems 
in a certain perverted sense on the way to being realised ; 
but as it approaches. realisation it ceases t,o be an ideal. 
The supreme Govermnent,instead of being a thing above 
party, is the very incarnation of.the spiiito£-party; and 

'so far-from having.reached a haven' of rest, we are. obvi-
ously in rapid movement to some new.gbabvhich ·is not 
discernible. · · 

Disraeli's great merit as a political thinker is his ability . 
to penetrate through names and . appearances to the 
realities beneath, with . the power he thereby gains of 
emancipating us from formula. Sometimes, indeed,'. he 

·becomes, before he has finished, the slave of formula him
self ; and, like Matthew Arnold, he can repeat a phrase 
tili he is persuaded that it is more than words, and has 

. acquired some sovereign virtue of its own. There_ is a. 
certain amount of ,mere formula in the politics of Young 
England; in .its vague and ·shadoWy programmes, · and 
even in the statements of its aspirations and ideftlS. But 
·the programr~:ws and ideals· of ·one generation· are apt to 
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be consigned tq the lumber-room of the next ; and in 
Disraeli's exposition of the Tory idea it is not the letter, 
but the spirit, that is permanently valuable. From him 
the ethics of Toryism receives its best and deepest ex
pression. '~he feudal system may have worn out, but 
its main principle-that the tenure of property should be 
the fulfilment· of duty~is the essence of good govern
ment. The divine right of kings may have been a plea 
for feeble tyrants, but the divine ri~ht of government is 
the keystone of human progres~, and without it govern~ 
ments sink into police, arid a nation is degraded into a 
mob.' 1 In a passage such as that, which contains the 
kernel of Disraeli's teaching, we feel the sentiment that 
gives to Toryism its power over the imagination ; and 
for lack of which Liberalism, in spite· of its self-confi
dent and triumphant advance, remains in comparison 
mechanical and uninspiring, invested in mediocrity, 
stamped with the seal of the commonplace, and pro
foundly unsatisfying to the deeper spirits of every age. 

The following letter shows that Disraeli was at some 
pains to verify his theory of a chain of personal influence 
connecting Bolingbroke, Shelburne, and· Pitt, 'the three 
greatest of English statesmen .. ' 

From Lord Lari~downe.2 

BowooD, 

.J.\l[y DEAR SIR; 
Jan. 29, [1845] • 

I can have no hesitation in answering, as far as it is in 
my power, your enquiries relating to my father, anq with the 
greater pleasure as I am already sensible of the justice you 
have already done to his views on public questions, and tho 
favourable spirit in which you have referred to them. . 

My father did not marry Lon~ Granville's 3 daughter till 
after Lord Granville's death, and, though he· h:;td seen him, 
was too young to have lived in any habits of intercourse with 
him. He of course knew and heard a great deal about him, 

1 General Prcf::.ce to the Novels, 1870. 
2 The 3rd:Marquis, 1780-1863. His father, Disraeli's Lord Shelburne, was 

the first. 
3 Carteret. 
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and considered him to have been acknowledged the person of 
his day of greatest talent for'debate in the' House of Lords, 
Lord :polingbroke being incapacitated from sitting. 

Then as to 1\ir. Pitt, my father, having bcenmuch connected· 
with Lord Chatham during the last years of his life, knew him 
from his boyhood ; and I am sure he was a visitor at this place 
both before and after he came iilto Parliament, though long 
before my recollection. 

You do Iiot mention the precise object of the work in which, 
whatever it may be, I am glad to hear you are engaged ; but 
[if) there are any other points respecting which I could givei 
vou information, I shall feel happy to do so when I settle in 
town next month, where I could refer to my father's papers .... 

I remain, dear sir, 
' Your very faithful servant, 

LANSDOWNE. 
; 



CHAPTER XI. 

DISRAELI AND' PEEL. 

1845-1846. 

Coningsby and.Sybil had sprung from Young,England, 
and were, · indeed, its most notable outcome ; but· 
by the time Sybil appeared . Young England was no 
more, and Disraeli was winning a fame in comparison 
with which the greatest literary success, is feeble in its 
resonance. The significance of Young England in the 
story of his political career has sometimes been over
rated. It had supplied him with a motive for the 
systematic formulation of his political· ideas, and led to 
the development of those ideas in a monarchical direction ; · 
and it had given him for the time something of the position 
of a leader, and for his life some cherished friends.. But 
there was a, good deal in the movement which he had 
taken over me.chanically from his younger associates, and 
in which he never had his heart, and he did not let it 
deflect- him even for the moment from the path of his .. 
ambition. Young,England was; inJact;Jittle,pl0re,than 
a-...beautiful dream, and no. dream,could long.detain a 
man•like Disraeli·from the world of reality. 

In the session of 1844 he .had won the ear. of the . House 
of ·Commons, but he. had not yet succeeded in winnipg 
its confidence. His bad reputation clung to him . per
sistently and impeded his progress. It clung to him all 
·the inore because, in subtle combination with higll. and 
serious qualities, the element .of wayward fantasy in his . 
character was still there, ever ,tending to renew the sus1 

L m • 
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piCIOns which it· had helped to engender at the first. 
With all his self-complacency, he had too much sagacity 
to be under any illusion as to the real situation. He had 
now reached the age of forty, and the years as they had 
gone by had brought him success of a kind, but not the 

. success he sought. He had compelled the House of 
Commons to listen to him, to laugh with him, and even to 
cheer .him ; but it cared nothing for his ideas, and he was 

· making no visible progress to the attainment of the 
power for which his ambition craved. The Ministers 

. had driven him into opposition, and from them he had 
no longer anything to· hope. His dream of a recon
structed Toryism was clearly past realisation, for Peel 

· was now marching straight towards Manchester. The • 
reputation of a brilliant speaker and the homage of a 

. picturesque coterie were not enough to satisfy a man of his 
temper, yet of any higher reward there appeared to be 
little prospect. 

But he had one supreme quality which neither Ministers 
nor the House of Commons, while noting his more obvious 
endowments and limitations, had yet learnt to appraiSe
the power of patient, unflagging, yet intense resolve. 
Everything comes at last, he wrote in Sybil, if ·men are 
firm and calm, and will such as his was certain in the 
end to carve a way to success. Will in hiS case was 
reinforced by a rare insight in discerning opportunity, 
and by a rare courage in seizing opportunity when it 
came. Thirty years later, in conversation with· Lord· 
Rowton, he cited in application to the present emergency 
the maxim of Cardinal de . Retz : ' Il n'y a rien dans le 
nionde qui n'ait son moment'decisif; et le chef d'reuvre 
de la bonne conduite est de connaitre et de prendre ce 
moment.' Few could have seen that ,at the beginning 
of 1845 the deciSive moment had come. The Govern-

/ '.• 

· ment, 'Yhich ·had .been tottering in 1843, had survived 
all. its troubles, and was now to all appearance stronger 
than ever. The country was again prosperous .. Peel's 
reform of the tariff in 1842 had done something to revive 
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trade, the development of railways had done a great 
deal more, and a series of good harvests. had done most 
of all. Disraeli told Lord Campbell, who came up to him 
in the lobby at the beginning of the session to ask his 
opinion of affairs, that he thought they were in the third 
year of the Walpole administration ; and he said the 
same thing in a speech in the House itself a few weeks 
1ater. One seems, indeed, to feel something of his usual 
subtle irony lurking in the phrase ; but he confided to · 
his sister, in the letter in which he reported the con
versation with Lord Campbell, that he did not see many 
signs of trouble before PeeL He at once, however, 
added the cautious reflection that the storms m Parlia-

- ment, like squalls in the Mediterranean, rose in a moment. 
Probably, indeed, with his strange gift of prescience, 

he saw clearly enough that the current on which the 
Government were floating must bear them to disaster. 
'I have observed,' he had said in Gontarini Fleming, 
' that, after writing a book, my mind always makes a 
great spring;' and as he wrote Goningsby and Sybil his 
eyes had been opened to the realities. of the situation. 
We have seen in Sybil, as compared with Goningsby, an 
increased distrust of Peel and an increased estrangement 
from his policy ; and Disraeli no doubt realised that, 
with all its apparent strength, the Peel Ministry was a 
house built upon the sand·. At all events, while it stood 
his path was barred, and he now determined to advance 
to the assault upon it alone, to strike openly and persis
tently, and extort by sheer aggression from a reluctant, 
House of Commons the recognition which it had denied· 
to his more persuasive methods ; and having determined 
to strike, he characteristically chose to strike at the 
highest, at the First Minister himself. 

After all-that has preceded, it is hardly necessary to 
enlarge on the character and achievements of the states
man whom Disraeli now singled out for attack. When 
an appreciation of Sir Robert Peel at once judicial and 
discerning_ is sought by historians, it is to the man who 
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··overthrew him that they most frequently turn. In• the 
year· after"PeePs~death.,Dis:r.aelLw.rote..:what.-follows-i. 

Nature had combined: in Sir Robert Peel many-adniinible 
- parter. In·-him---·a· physical frame _incapable oLfatigu:e_was 

united with an understanding equally- . .vigorous .. and.flexible. 
He was gifted with the faculty . of method in the highest 
degree ; and with great powers of application which were 
su.stained . by a prodigious memory ; while he could com
municate his acquisitions with clear and fluent elocution .... 

Thus gifted and thus accomplished, Sir Robert Peel had 
a great deficiency; he was without imaginatio'h. Wanting 
imagination, he wanted prescience. No ~o.ne was more 
sagacious when dealing with the circumstances before him ; 
no one penetrated the present with inore acuteness and 
accuracy.· His judgment was faultless provided he had not 
to deal with the future.- Thus it happened through his long,,. 
career, that while he always was looked upon as the most · 
prudent and safest, of leaders, he ever, ~fter a protracted dis-' 
play of admirable tacticR, concluded his campaigns by sur
rendering at discretion. He was so adroit· that he could · 

· .prolong resistance even beyond its term, but so little fore
seeing that often in the very triumph of his manoouvres he 
found himself in an ,untenable position. And so it came to 
pass that Roman Catholic emancipation, Parliamentary reform, 
and the abrogation of our commercial system, were all carried 
in haste or.in passion and without conditions or mitigatory 
arrangements. . . . : , . 

, Sir Robert Peel had a peculiarity which is perhaps natural 
with m~n of very great talents who have not the creative 
faculty ; he had a dangerous sympathy with the creations of 
others-. Instead of being cold and _wary, as was commonly 
s;upposed, he was impulsive, and even inclined to rashness, 
When he was ambiguous, unsatisfactory, reserved,' tortuous, 
it was that he was perplexed, that he did not see his way, 
that the. routine which he had admirably administered failed 
him, and that his own mind was.hot constructed to create 
a -:substitute· for the custom which was . crumbling away. 
Then he was ever on the lookout for new ideas, and when 
he embraced them he did so with eagerness, and often with 
precipitancy.. . . . Although apparently wrapped up in himself 
and' supposed to be egotistical, except in seasons of' rare 
exaltedness, as in the years 1844-5, when he reeled under the 

. favour of the Court, the homage of the Continent, and the 
B{lrvility of Parliament, he was really deficient . in self-con

. fidence., There was always some person representing some 
theory or system exercising an influence over his mind. In 

' ' ' \ 
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his 'sallet-days' it was Mr. Horner or Sir Sa:!lluel Romilly; 
in later and more important periods it was the Duke of 
Wellington, the King of the French, Mr. Jones Lloyd-some 
others-and finally Mr. Cobden ..•. 

The Roman Catholic Association, the Birmingham Union, 
the Manchester League, were all the legitimate offspring of 
Sir Robert Peel. No Minister ever diminished the power of 
government in this country so much as this e~inent man. 
No one ever strained the constitution so much. He was the 
unconscious parent of political agitation. He literally forced. 
the people out of doors to become statesmen, and the whole 
tendency of his policy was to. render our institutions mere 
forms. In a word, no one with all·his conservative language 
more advanced revolution. In an ordinary period he would 
have been a perfect .Minister, but he was not a Minister for 
stormy times : he wanted depth, and passion, and resource 
for such an occasion. _ . 

Sir Robert Peel had a bad manner of which he was sensible ; 
he was by nature . very shy, but forced early in life into 
eminent positions, he had formed an artificial manner, 
haughtily stiff or exuberantly bland, of which, generally 
speaking, he could not divest himself .... · · Generally speaking 
he was never at his ease, and never very content except . in 
the House of Commons. Even there he was not natural, 
though there the deficie:p.cy was compensated for by his unri
valled facility, which passed current with the vulgar eye for tlie 
precious quality for which it was substituted. Hehadobtained 
a complete .control over his· temper,. which was by nature 
somewhat fiery. His disposition was good; there was nothing 
petty about him ; he was very free from rancour ; he was · 
not only not vindictive, but partly by temperament, and still 
more perhaps by discipline, he · was even magnanimous. 
For so very clever a man he was deficient in the knowledge 
of human nature. The prosperous routine of his youth was 
not favourable to the development. of this faculty .. It was 
never his lot to struggle ; although forty years in Parliament, 
it is remarkable that Sir Robert Peel never represented a, 
popular constituency or stood a contested election. As he 
advanced in life he was always absorbed in thought, and 
abstraction is not friendly to a perception of character, or to_ 
a fine appreciation of the circumstances of the hour ..... 

As an orator Sir Robert Peel had perhaps the most avail
able talent that has ever been brought to bear in the House 
of Coll!mons. . . . His statements were perspicuous, complete, 
and dignified ; when he combated the objections pr criticised 
the propositions of an opponent, he was adroit and acute ; 
no speaker ever sustained a process of argumentation in a 
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public assembly more lucidly, and none as debaters have united 
in so conspicuous a degree prudence with promptness. In 
the higher efforts of oratory he was not successful. His 
vocabulary was ample and never mean; but it was neither 
rich nor rare. His speeches will afford no sentiment ofsur
passing grandeur or beauty that will linger in the ears of 
coming generations. He embalmed no great political truth 
in immortal words. His flights were ponderous;· he soared 
with the wing of the .vulture ratner than the plume of the 
eagle; and his perorations, when most elaborate, wer& most 
unwieldy. In pathos he was quite .deficient; when he 
attempted to touch the tender passions, it was painful._ His 
face became distorted, like that of a woman who want~? to 
cry but cannot succeed. Orators certai.t;J-ly should not shed 
tears, but there are moments when, as the Italians say, the 
voice should weep. Tlie taste of Sir Robert. Peel was highly 
cultivated, but it was not originally fine ; he had_ no wit ; 
but he had a keen sense of the. ridiculous and an abundant 
vein of genuine humour. Notwithstanding his artificial 
reserve, he had a hearty and a merry laugh ; and sometimes 
his mirth was uncontrollable. He was gifted with an admir
able organ; perhaps the finest that has been heard iri the 
House in our days, unless we except the thrilling tones of 
O'Connell. Sir Robert Peel also modulated his voice with 
gr:eat skill. His. enunciation was very clear, though some
what marred by provincialisms. His gre'at deficiency was 
want of nature, which made him often appear even with ~a· 
good cause more plausible than 'persuasive and more specious 
than convincing. . . . _ . _ · 
_ One cannot say of Sir Robert Peel, notwithstanding his 

-unrivalled powers of despatching affairs, that he was -the 
greatest Minister that this country ever produced, becam:e, 
twice placed at the helm, and on the second occasion with 
the Court and· the- Parliament equally devoted to him, he 
never could _maintain himself in power. Nor, notwith
standing his consummate Parliamentary tactics, can he be 
described as the greatest party leader that ever flourishe'd 
among us, for he contrived to destroy the_ most compact, 
powerful, and devoted party that ever followed·. a British 
statesman. Certainly, notwithstanding his great sway in 
debate, we-' cannot recognise him as our greatest orator, 
for in many of the supreme requisites of oratory he was 

t 
singularly deficient. But what he really was, ' and what 
posterity will acknowledg-e him to h_a_ ve been, is t~gr~t~ 
Member of Parliament that ever lived.1 

-
~----~---~~,-~~- -~ 

1 Lord Geor{le Benlinck, ch.17.' 
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In a stray fragment in Disraeli's hand written in the 
early forties, one finds grouped together under the 
legend 'Similarity of .. characters in different ages and 
countries,' _ and without other comment, the names 
Augustus, Pompeius, Peel. The underlying thought may 
not improbably have been that here were three men all 
in a ·sense mediocre, and with little of the eagle quality 
of the great men of action, yet all in the course of events 
coruitrained to play lofty parts. Augustus, heir to the 
achievements and political ideas of a man of supreme 
genius, established the most famous monarchy that the 
world has ever seen; while, coming into collision. with 
the :-;arne man of genius, Pompey was a tragic failure., 
Peel's career, of course, is at a far lower pitch of dramatic 
intensity than that of either of the Romans, aild the 
time has hardly come for any attempt at a final estimate 
of its value and significance. Though nearly two genera
tions have elapsed since his death, his reputation is still 
involved in current political controversy, and he stili 
suffers from the excessive praise, and in a less degree 
from the excessive blame, that fall to statesmen. while 
they live. Perhaps he is best regarded as the typical 
statesman of a middle-class- era, with all the excellences 
and limitations appropriate to the part. A dominant 
middle class having none of the proud confidence in its 
own character and ideals that gives to an aristocracy 
strength and persistence, and not resting like a democracy 
o:q. the broad basis that endures, is always in a condition 
of unstable equilibrium, and is never able long to maintain 
itself in power. Without genius, without ideas, and • . 
without imagination, but with a strong business instinct 
and great practical talents, it aims rather at the estab
lishment. of honest and efficient administration than at 
achievements of creative statesmanship. And so it ~as 
with Peel. He was never sure of himself, and was al~ays 
in a state of uneasy transition or of violent revolt against 
his own past. Mainly interested in finance·_ and. in 
practical measures of administration, he cared little for 
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the imperial ideas of . generationS that • had preceded ·and 
were· to follow his own. But, as Mr. Gladstone once 
remarked, he was the best man of business who was ever 
Prin~e Mini~ter ; and he was- that •not only by virtue of 
what Disraeli calls his ' unrivalled powers of despatching 
affairs,' but ·also by his. possession of many of the 
higher moral qualities of the . ideal man of business: 
There· was, indeed, a good deal more of egoism and 

· ambition in his character 'than has often been recognised, 
but he was incapable of any petty or ignoble self-seeking ; 
and in point of industry, rectitude, and devotion to 
public duty, lie set· an. example which has served per-

. manently to raise the standard of English govermrient. 
'l'hat is a better title to fame than the dubious -distinction, 
w¥ich Disraeli assigned him, of having been the greatest 
Member of Parli.ament that ever lived. 

· His weakness as a statesman lay in his failure to under.: 
stand the significance of a great historic party as an organ 
of government not easily to be created, not lightly to 
be destroyed. In his- eager pursuit of mere measures he 
forgot what was· more essential than even the greatest 
measirre. He shattered the Conservative party, 'and·n"ot 

··wholly, it would seem, in a spirit of inattention, but acting 
in some degree on a theory, which he appears to have 
borrowed from the Court, that party was an evil, and 
that he could govern better without it. His theory broke 
down, and he left parties. in the state of confusion in 
which they long remained, and to which, among other 
evils, that :m.ost needless of our foreign adventures, th~ 
Crimean War, may not unreasonably be traced. It was 
to this neglect and disparagement of party -connexion 
that, as we shall see, Disraeli steadily directe<;l his .as- . 
saqlt in the struggle that now began. .. ·. 

P{lel by his tactless arrogance had seemed to invite a 
. declaration of war, and war, if he sought it, he was now 
to have with a vengeance. · Tlie campaign began with a 
skirmish in the first weeks of the session of 1845. In 
·the courSe of the previous :year the public had been much 

.•. .. 
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excited over the famous affair of the opening of Mazzini's 
letters in the post under a Home Office warrant. On 
Graham, as Home Secretary, most of the obloquy de
scended, but as a matter of fact.he was only techn.icaUy 
responsible, having acted at the instance of the Foreign 
Secretary, Aberdeen; and though the particular occasion 
chosen for the· exercise of an invidious but necessary 
power was singularly unfortunate,! neither of the 1\Ii.nisters 
had in theoryexceeded his rights. 

Secret committees of the Lords and Commons had 
investigated the matter, and reported in a sense favour
able to the Government; but when Parliament reassembled, 
Disraeli's Radical friend, Duncombe, returned to the 
attack, and' demanded a public investigation by a select 
committee. Lord Howick moved an amendment for an 
inquiry by a select committee into a new specific charge 
~brought forward by Duncombe, that his own letters had 
been opened, and this amendment, which had first been 
suggested by Manners, was seconded by Disraeli. Having 
accepted the Government's defence on the foreign part 
of the question, he proceeded to his favourite pastime of 

· mocking Graham and Peel : 

The noble lord at the head of the Foreign Office, accurate 
as he is in the discharge of his duties, is a man of generous 
impulses, and is much more likely to have erred on the side 
of leniency than any other. But, even if the noble lord had 
erred, who could have ventured to criticise his conduct ·with 
such a stake on the die 1 . When that great master of ima
lytical narrative the Secretary. of State traced the other night 
the vast and precise consequences of the non-interception of 
the letter of Mr. Mazzini, all must have felt he offered a com
plete vindication urider any circumstances of his colleague. 
The letter sent, the solitary colony in the Mediterranean in 
commotion, the invasion, of . Calabria by an expedition of 
twenty men without arms, Italy in insurrection, the Austrians 
crossing the Apennines, and the French crossing the Alps, and 
England, who the right hon. Secretary assures us could not 
have been a silent spectator in a general war-and all pre
vented by interceptingthe letter of Mr. Mazzini. (Loud cheers 

· 1 The story, however, that it led to the execution of the brothers B~ndiera 
by the Bourbon Gover_nment at Naples is non' completely disproved. 
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·and laughter.) Certainly, since the celebrated narrative of 
the House that Jack Built never was detail so consecutively 
precise. 

He now came to Peel : 

The right hon. gentleman will pardon me for observing it, 
but he displayed an unusual warmth. I am aware that it by 
no means follows that the right hon. gentleman felt it. The 
right hon. baronet has too great a mind, and fills too eminent 
a position, ever to lose his. temper; butin a popular assembly 
it is sometimes expedient to enact the part of the choleric 
gentleman. The right hon. gentleman touched the red box 
with emotion. I know from old experience that when one 
first enters the House these exhibitions are :rather alarming, 
and I believe that some of the younger members were much 
frightened, but I ad vised them not to be terrified.. I told them · 
that the right hon. baronet would not eat them up, would 
not even resign ; the very worst thing he would do would be 
to tell them to rescind a v.ote.. (Loud cheering and shouts of 
laughte,r.~ 

. ·Having indulged in these sallies, he hastened to dis
claim: personal feeling against Graham·. Of the Secretary 
of .State. he knew nothing but honour, and had expe- · 
rienced nothing but courtesy, a. declaration which was 
received with laughter by the Opposition. JVhen, with 
equal emphasis,· he disclaimed hostility to the Govern
ment, he was similarly rewarded with an ironical cheer 
froni 'Peel. In 'making the last disclaimer, Disraeli had 
contrived to sound, whether intentionally or not, the 
special note of the c~ming conflict. The First Minister, 
he said, was superior to all parties ; he· governed by pure 
reason, not by party. They were. now in the third year 
of a Walpolian' administration, and party feeling was 
extinct. This was not a question of confidence, and .he 
therefore hoped that without offence he might give an 
independent vote. The motion was not brought forward 
in a hostile spirit, and as far as he was concerned was not 
supported in a hostile spirit.1 · 

· Peel was acutely sensitive to ridicule, and speaking 

1 The TimeB, Feb. 21, 1845. 
'\ .. ,. 
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op. the following day he took up the insinuation that his 
warmth had been simulated: 

It is certainly very possible to manifest great vehemence 
of action, -and yet not to be in a great passion. On the other 
hand, it is possible to be exceedingly cold, indifferent, and 
composed in your manner, and yet to cherish very acrimonious 
feelings. Notwithstanding the provocations of the hon. 
gentleman, I will not deal so harshly with him as he has dealt 
with me. He undertakes to assure the House that my 
vehemence was all pretended, and warmth all simulated. 
I on the contrary will do him entire justice; I do believe 
that his bitterness was not simulated, but that it was entirely-
sincere. The hon. gentleman has a perfect right to support 
a hostile motion ... but let him not say that he does it in a 
friendly spirit. 

'Give me the avo~ed, the erect, the manly foe ; 
Bold I can meet, perhaps may turn, the blow; 
But of all plagues, good Heaven, Thy wrath ca'n send, 
Save, save, 0 save me, from the candid friend I' 1 

The retort was effective, but the quotation very un
lucky. Peel's behaviour to Canning was still remembered 
by many on both sides of the House, and regarded as 
one of the doubtful passages of his life ; and 

1
his use of 

Canning's well-known lines therefore gave Disraeli an 
opening. A week later Duncombe brought the subject 
of the opened letters before the House again, and Disraeli 
again supported him. He dwelt at length on the relations 
between Peel and his Conservative followers, accusing 
the Prime Minister of having introduced a system for 
preventing fair discussion on questions not of- a party 
character. The system was established on two principles, 
or rather processes-innuendo and imputation; the in
sinuation of base motive and the allegation of factious 
conduct. He protested against it. The system was not 

- founded in justice or fair-play; it was not founded upon 
a real understanding of· the principles on which party 
connexion sh;;uld exist. It was, in fact, a system of 
t;yranny, and as degrading to those who exercised it as to 
those who endured it. 

t Hansard, Feb 21, 1845 . . . 
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He illustrated its working from the ·debates on the 
present grievance, and gradually, and as it were without 
premeditation, he led up to his real object, Peel's reply 

· to his previous speech. Peel in this reply had com
plained of t4e inconvenience of having an unexpected 
blow ~imed at your, right :flank while you were engaged 
with the enemy in front. Disraeli retorted that the 
enemy in front never wished to fight, and that, with a 
large party to -support him, Peel was in a position in 
which he.could afford to be indulgent .. 

Thare is anotl!er reason 'why he should not adopt this tone 
-he should not forget, after, all, that a great many of his 

· supporters were elected on the hustings under very different 
circumstances to those under which they sit here. (Loud 
cheers from the Opposition benches.) Really a little- philo

, sophical consideration from so great a statesman under such 
circumstances is· the least we might expect.. I admit that I 

. for one was sent here by my constituents to sit on this side . 
. He may object to me, although I think he has no great occasion 
to object that I am sometimes_in a different lobby to himself; 
but I was ·sent to swell a Tory maj'ority-to support a Tory 
Ministry. Whether a Tory Ministry exists or not I do not. · 
pretend to decide ; but I am bound to believe that the Tory 

,. . majority still remains, and therefore ·I do not think that it is 
the majority that should cross the House, but only the 
Ministry:· (Loud cheers and much laughter.) I hope that 
the right ·hon. gentleman, OD: reflection, will take a more con- . 
descending and charitable view of our conduct than he has 
hitherto been pleased to do. I am sure myself I never misin-
terpret the conduct of the right hon. gentleman. I know there . 
are some who think that· he is looking out ·for new allies. I · 
never believed anything of the kind. The position of the 
right bon. gentleman is clear and precise. I don't believe 
he is looking tO any coalition, although many of my con
stituents do. The right hon. gentleman has only exactly to 
remain where he is. The right bon. gentleman caught the 
Whigs bathing, and walked away with their clothes. (Much 
cheering and great laughter.) He has left them in the full 
enjoyment of· their liberal position, and }le is himself a 
strict conservative of their garments. (Continued cheers and 
laughter.) I cannot conceive that the right hon. gentleman· 
will ever desert ·his party; they seem never to desert him. 
There never was a man yet who had less ll:eed to find new 
friends.. I therefore··hope all these -rumours will cease. I 

.. 
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look on the right hi:m. gentleman as a inan who has tamed 
the shrew of Liberalism by her own tactics. He is the political 
Petruchio, who h'as outbid you all. . 

If we could only induce the right hon. gentleman, therefore, 
to take a larger and more liberal view of his Parliamentary 
position than he seems to adopt in moments too testy for so 
great a man to indulge in, he would spare us some im
putations which I assure him are really painful. If the right 
hon. gentleman may find it sometimes convenient to reprove 
a supporter on his right flank, perhaps we deserve it-I for 
one am quite prepared to bow to the rod ; but really;. if the 
right hon. gentleman, instead of having recourse to obloquy,· 
would only stick to quotation, he may rely on it it would be 
.a safer weapon. It is one he always wields with the hand 
of a master; and when he does appeal to any authority, in 
prose or verse, he is· sure to be successful,· partly because he 
never quotes a passage that has not previously received the 
meed of Parliamentary approbation, and partly and principally 

- because his quotations are so happy. The right hon. gentle
man knows what the introduction of a great name does in 
debate-how important is its effect, and occasionally how 
electrical. He never refers to any author who is not great, 
a:nd sometimes who is not loved-Canning, for example. That 
is a name never to be mentioned, I am sure, in the House of 
Commons without emotion. We all admire his genius. We 
all, at least most of us, deplore his untimely end ; and we all 
sympathise with him in his fierce struggle with supreme 
prejudice and sublime mediocrity-with inveterate foes and 
with candid friends. (Loud cheering.) The right hon. 
gentleman may be sure that a quotation from such an 
authority will always tell. Some lines, for example, upon 
friendship, written by Mr. Canning, and quoted by the right 
hon. gentleman! The· theme, the poet, the speaker-what 
a felicitous combination ! (Loud and long-continued cheers.) 
Its effect in debate must be overwhelming ; and I am sure, if 
it were addressed to me, all that would remain would be for 
ine thus publicly to congratulate the right hon. gentleman, 
not only on his ready memory, but on his courageous con
science.1 

In a· contemporary publication2 there is a description · 
of Disraeli's Parliamentary manner which helps us to 
reconstruct the scene in the House of Commons during 
the delivery of this speech: 

1 The Tlme8, March 1, 1845: 
2 Fraser's Magazine, Feb., 1847. 
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As. an orator Mr. Disraeli cannot be pronounced highly 
eloquent. He never abandons himself to his· theme, but 
always holds it in subjection to his purpose. In both voice 
and · manner there is much monotony: He wants variety 
in action, gesture, expression, and elocution-always except
ing when he breathes his sarcastic vein. . . . His whole manner 
as an orator ·is. peculiar to himself. It would scarcely be. 
tolerated in another; he seems so careless, supereilious; in
different to the trouble of pleasing. . . . His action, where he has 
any, is ungraceful ; nay, what is worse, it is studiously careless 
-even offensively so. With his supercilious expression of 
countenance, slightly dashed with pomposity, and a dilettante 
affectation, he stands with his hands on his hips, or his 'thumbs 
in the armholes of his waistcoat, while there is a slight, very 
slight, gyratory movement of the upper part of his body, such . 
as yo_u will see. ballroom exquisites adopt when they con- " 
descend to prattle a flirtation. And then, with voice low-· 
toned and slightly drawling, without emphasis; except when 
he strings himself up for his points, his words are not so _ 
much delivered as that they flow from the mouth, as if it were 
really too much trouble for so clever, so int.ellectual-in a · 

· word, so literary a man to speak at all. . . . · · ' 
So much for his ordinary level speaking. When he makes 

his points, the case is totally different. Then his manner 
changes. He becomes more. animated, though still less sq 
than any other speaker of equal power over the House. You . 
can then detect the nicest and most delicate inflexions in the 
tones ofhis voice ; and they are managed, with exquisite art, 
to give effect to the irony or sarcasm of the moment. . . . In 
conveying an innuendo, an ironical sneer, or· a suggestion Of 
contempt, which courtesy forbids him to translate into words 
..:_in conveying such masked enmities by means of a glance, 
a shrug, an altered tone of voice, or a·transient expression of 
face, he is unrivalled. Not only is the shaft envenomed; but 
it is aimed with. deadly precision. by a cool hand .and a keen 
eye, with a courage fearless of retaliation. He will convulse 
the House by the action that helps his words, yet leave nothing· 
for his victims to take hold of. He • is a most dangerous 
antagonist in this respect, because so intangible. And all the . 
while you are startled by his extreme coolness and ,impassi
bility. . . . You might suppose him wholly unconscious of the 
effect he is producing ; for he never seems to laugh or to 
chuckle, however slightly, at his own hits. While all around 
him are convU.lsed with merriment or exCitement at some of 
his finely-wrought sarcasms, he holds himself, seemingly, in 

· total suspension;'as though he had no existence for the ordinary 
feelings and· P~!-Ssions of humanity; and the moment the .. 
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shouts and confusion have .subsided, the same calm, ·low, 
monotonous, but yet distinct and searching voice, is heard 
still pouring forth his ideas, while he is preparing to launch 
another sarcasm, hissing hot, into the soul of his victim. 

With the aid of this writer we ·can almost see Disraeli 
. stan<Fng with pale face and impassive manner as he 
delivers his philippic ; hear the tone of every sentence as 
it falls from his lips ; and follow the emotions of his audi
ence as it listens, now perplexed, now expectant, now 
hilarious. We have first the low, level speaking in no 
way remarkable that makes the preparation; the gradual 
development of the theme of Peel's disregard of party, 

• till it leads to the great strokes of the bathing and the 
shrew ; then,· when the House has been wrought up to a 
high pitch of excitement, the sudden descent by the 
speaker, who is alone grave and unmoved, to the low 
level again ; the feigned humility of his readiness to bow 
to the rod, and the seeming compliment to Peel's mastery 
of quotation ; Peel nervous and expectant, the House still 
puzzled ; the stealthy approach to the position from . 
which the sprll:g is to ·be made ; tl!e name which is the 
keyword dropped as if by · accident-' Canning, for 
example'; Peel" visibly. uncomfortable; the Rouse be
ginning to be excited; the drawling aUusi6n to Can
ning's fierce struggle with' sublime mediocrity'- perhaps 
aimed at Peel, though all are still doubtful-and 'with
can<;lid friends '-when the pause, the inflexion of the 
speaker's voice, and the direction of his glance, convert 
doubt into certainty; and then the culminating blow, 
'Some lines upon friendship written by Mr. Canning, and 
quoted by the right· honourable gentleman !' and, where 
a lesser artist would have spoilt all by some crudity of 
comment, only the restrained but mordant words : ' The 
theme;. the poet, the speaker-what a felicitous com
bination!' 

The effect of the speech on the House was stupendous. 
'It would have made you cry with delight,' wrote George 
Smythe to Mrs. Disraeli, 'to have heard the ~hunders of 
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cheering ' ; and the excitement at the close was· so great 
that it was some time before Graham, who rose to follow; 
could make himself heard. When he was able to proceed! 
he professed to rejoice that the time was now come when 
they were to have from the member for Shrewsbury ope~ 
and avowed rebellion instead of covert mutiny. Peel. 
spoke later, and hoped that Disraeli, 'having discharged 
himself of the accumulated viru.'l of the last week,'. now 
felt more at ease. He would not condescend to recipro-

. cate personalities. The hon. member must have been. 
aware in 1841 of his relations with Mr. Canning, and_ 
ought not to have waited for a quotation from.~a poem 
before withdrawing his confidence ; and so forth in the·· 
same vein. 

To Sarah Dismeli. 

HousE oF CoMMoNs; 
Half-past six [Monday, March·3J. 

1\iY DEAREST SA, . . . . . . 
I much regretted I could not get ou~ on· saturday to send 

you a line from·myself as to the great scene in the Commons 
the night before,· from which that respectable assembly has 
not yet recovered. There never was an instance of a trip 
being succeeded by such a leap ; and the only thing I have 
now which can give you an idea of it is a sketch. by Horace 
Walpole of a sudden ebullition by the elder 'Pitt in a drowsy 
House. As for.P[eel], he was.stunned and stupefied, lost his 
.head, and, vacillating between silence and spleen, spoke much 
and weakly. Never was a greater failure! Assuring me that 
I had not hurt his feelings, that he would never reciprocate 
personalities again, having no venom-The bell ! 

. . D. 

His sister had already sent to Mrs. Disraeli her account 
of the joy and excitement at Bradenham ; of the old 
blind father's .. delight with the 'bathing,' the 'taming of 
the shrew,' and 'the tremendous closing personality'; 

. a~d of his sitting by her murmuring, ' The theine, the poet, 
.·the speaker!' cea~elessly as she :wrote. 

About a fortnight later Disraeli advanced to. the attack 
again. Ami<:I::the general prosperity of the country. the 
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agricultural interest alone was still in a state of depres
sion. Wheat, which in 1843 had been over.sixty shillings. 
was now down to forty-five, and Cobden, who had never 
based his case for the repeal of the Corn Laws on an 
expectation of low prices, thought he saw his opportunity. 
He had once condemned Peel for proposing to lower 
prices by his simplification of the tariff, 'instead of 
aimirig to maintain them by enlarging ·the circle of 
exchange ' ; and he now moved for an inquiry into the 
effect of the Corn Laws on agriculture, and made a highly 
successful speech on similar lines of argument. Peel, who 
had already been almost completely mastered by Cobden's ' 
a piori theory, listened, it is said, with ever lengthening 
face, till, crumpling up the notes he had been taking for 
a reply, he turned to Sidney Herbert, who sat next him 
on the bench, and said : ' You must answer this, for I 
cannot.'1 Herbert obeyed, and in the course of his answer 
made the unlucky remark that it was 'distasteful to the 
agriculturists to come whining to Parliament at every 
period of temporary distress.' But Cobden's motion was 
defeated, Disraeli voting with the Government. 

A few days later, however, the question was reopened 
by a county member with a motion that in the disposal 

• of the surplus due regard should be paid to the necessity 
of affording relief to the agricultural interest, and Disraeli 
supported him .. Peel, having failed to s~cure any of the 
commercial treaties of which he had held out hopes in 
1842, had now abandoned reciprocity, and was engaged 
in a second revision of the general tariff; which repre
sented a great concession to ·the Manchest!3r theory and 
a great advance towardS the system which iri the.modern 
phrase is called '.insular free trade.' While the opinions 
of the Ministers had been in a state of flux, Disraeli -had 
not changed his standpoint ; he still clung to the central 
position from which he could see all around him, and he 
was as little moved by the abstract reasoning of Cobden 
and his friends on the one side as by the narrow .selfishness 

i Morley's Oobden, I., p. 318. 
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of the bigoted protectionists on· the other. ·Lord John. 
Russell in the· p:r~esent debate had just made· a speech 
in the high a priori ·vein~ Disraeli remillded him that 
protection was an expedient, hot a principle, and that 
the question was therefore not to be settled by quotations~ 
of abstract dogmas. Alluding to Cobden's speech of·~· 
few days before, he said it :was a speech not easily to '.be 

. forgotten by anyone who heard· it ; but the rea] prob1em 
was, Would they have protection, or would· they haiV.e, 
not free trade, for that was not the alternative, but a 
system of free imp'orts 1 Cobden had convinced him~elf 
that if we dispensed with protection the rest of the world ' 

.. would speedily follow our lead ; and Disraeli thus placed 
his finger precisely on the spot where Cobden's theories. 
broke down. 

Coining to. the hnmediate question, he recalled. the· 
debate and·division on.a similar resolution moved in 1836 
in a Whig House of Commons by his friend Lord Chandos ; 
reminded .several Ministers of their votes on that occasion ; 
and with an .allusipn to the complaints made by· his 
agricultural. friends of the present. conduct of the . Prime 

'Minister, and ari ironical declaration that these complaints · . 
were unreasonable, he reached his peroration : 

. . . " 

There is no doubt a difference in th~light hon~ gentleman;s 
demeanour as leader of the Opposition and as Mtnister of t.he 
Crown. But· that's the old story; you must not contrast 
too strongly the hours of courtship with the years· of possession.· 
'Tis very true that the right hon. gentleman's conduct is differ- . 
erit. I remember him making his protection .speeches .. Th~y 
were the best speeches I ever heard. It was a great thing 

· to hear the riglit hon. gentleman say: 'I would rather be the 
leader of the gentlemen of England than possess the confidence 
<_>f Sovereigns.' That was a grand .thing. We don't hear 
much of' the gentlemen of England' no'Y. (Great cheering.) 
But what of that~ They have the pleasures of memory
the charms of reminiscence. . They were hi!l first love, and,. 
though he may not. kneel to them now as in the hour of 
passion, still they· can recall the past ; and nothing js more 
useless or unwise than these scenes of crimination and re
proach, foi we know that in ·an these cases, whe~ the beloved 
object has ceased to charm, it is in vain to appeal to the 
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feelings. (Great laughter.) You know that this is true. 
; . Every man almost has gone through it. My bon. friends. 

reproach the right hon. gentleman. The right hon. gentleman 
does what he can to keep them quiet ; he sometimes ta'kes. 
refuge in arrogant silence, and sometimes he treats them 
with haughty frigidity ; and if they knew anything of human 
nature they would take the hint and shut their mouths~ But 
they won't. And what then happens~ What happens under 

. all such circumstances ~ The right hon. gentleman, being 
compelled to interfere, sends down his valet, who says in the 
genteelest manner: 'We can have no whining here.' And 
that, sir, is exactly the case of the great agricultural interest 
-that beauty which everybody wooed and one deluded. 
There is a fatality in s~ch charms, and we now seem to 
approach the catastrophe of her career. Protection appears 
to be in about the same condition that Protestantism was in 
in 1828. The country will draw its moral. For my' part, if 
we are to have free trade, I, who honour genius, prefer that 
such measures should be proposed by the hon. member for 
Stockport than by one who through skilful Parliamentary 
manceuvres has tampered with the generous confidence Qf a 
great people and a great party. For myself, I care not what 
·may be the result. Dissolve, if you please, the Parliament 
you have betrayed, and appeal to the people, who, I believe, 
mistrust you. For me there remains this at least-the oppor
tunity of expressing thus publicly my belief that a Conserva
tive Government is an organised hypocrisy.1 

'No report,' says a contemporary journalist, writing 
of this speech, 'can give an idea of the effect produced 
in the House of Commons. The manner of the delivery, 
the perfect intonation of the voice, the peculiar -looks of 
the speaker-all contributed to a success that we believe 
to be perfectly unparalleled. No man within our recol
lection has w~elded a_ ~imilar power over the sympathies 
and passions of his hearers.' 2 The sentence at the close 
denouncing a Conservative Government as ' an organised 
hypocrisy 'called forth, as we -are told by Disraeli himself, 
a demonstr;.~.tion ·of -'tumultuous sympathy ; but the 
cheers,' he adds, ' were in a great degree furnished by 
the voices opposite, and the Tory gentlemen beneath 
the gangway who swelled the chorus did so with downcast 

1 Hansard, March 17, and The Times, March 18, 1845. 
,2 Weekly Okronicle, March 23, 1845. . ·• 
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eyes, as if they yet hesitated to give utterance to feelin:gs · 
too long and too painfully suppressed.'1 Peei, speaking 

.tater, again_ protested that he would not_ engage in a war 
'of personal recrimination; but he recalled Disraeli's 
speech in defence 0~ the tariff of 1842, and bitterly de
clared that he then, held the panegyric iii the .same 
~stimation as he at present held the attack. 

The House had now begun to await Disraeli's risings 
on the tiptoe of expectation. The -wtiter quoted on a 
previ9us . page unfolds the drama of· the situation as it 
gradually developed-the complacency wi_,th. whioh Peel 
sat at. first in his place, confi<:lent in his strength and 
despising his assailant ; the cool audacity with which . 

. . Disraeli advanced to the attack on a reputation establiShed 
by' a long career -of Parliamentary triumph ; the com para:.. 
tive indifference which. the House. at first displayed, rl.sing 
gradually to the. point of malicious curiosity, ·and then 
changing into a sustained excitement and attention as it 
began to be manifest: that Disraeli was working on a' 
dell berate pl~n. · · · · · . , 

For him to 'ri~e late_, in~ stormy debate, cool, even_to 
iciness, 'amidst the fever-heat of party atmosphere around, 
was suddenly to !!'rrest all passions, all ex<;itement; all murmurs. 
of conversation, and. convert them into one absorbing !eeling 
of curiosity and expectation., 'l'h!:)y knew not on ·whom to; 
fi:lf: their watch-whether on the speaker, that they might not. 
lose the slightest gesture of his' by-play, or whether they 
should concentrate their attention on his distinguished victim, 
whom he had taught them almost to regard with levity. The 
power of the orator was more confessed, perhaps, )n .. the 

-nervous twitchings of Sir Robert-Peel, and his utter powerless~ 
ness tO look indifferent, or to conceal his palpable annoyance, 
than eyen ·in the delirious laughter with which the .House 
accepted and sealed the truth of the attacks-followed, in 
justice, let us add, by a sort of compunction that theyshould 
thus have joined in ridiculing their former idol. 

. , Peel, said Mr. Gladstone nearly half a century later, · 
' only tried' once to 'answer,~ but 'failed utterly ' ; 2 his 

. ' ' 

1 Lord Ge.Orge Benti~ck, ch. i. . . . . · 
2 Notes from the Life of an OrtJinary Mortal, by A. G. C. Liddell, p. 271 •. 
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p'ersonal followers, afraid alike of the assailant and the 
assailed, did not dare to intervene ; and Disraeli was 
thus left to march unmolested from triumph to triumph; 

The occasion of the next. philippic, the last of this 
session, was furnished by Ireland. Peel's attempts to 
find a policy for that country had now led to something 
definite. The Whigs had persisted in regarding the Irish 
difficulty as purely political, or at the utmost religious, 
and had concentrated their energies on political and re
ligious questions, such as the reform of corporations and 
the position of the Irish Church. Peel in a moment of 
insight hadseemed to divine the truth that the-trouble 
was really agrarian, and had appointed the :Oevon Com
mission, whose report, if it had been acted upon, would 
have averted unnumbered woes, social and political. But 
before the report appeared O;Qonnell's triumph in the 
House of Lords, and the rapid growth of the Repeal 
movement, impressed the Minister with the importance 
of finding a policy that would be speedier in its action. 

The tranquillity which might result from a reformed tenure 
of the soil must, if attainable, be a distant blessing, and at 
present he saw only the obstacles to its fulfilment. . . . He 
required a policy for the next post and the next division. 
There was in his view only one course to take, to outbid his 
predecessors· as successfully in Irish· politics as he was· doing 
in taxes and tariffs. He resolved to appropriate the Liberal 
party of Ireland, and merge it into the great Conservative 
confederation which was destined to destroy so many things. 
He acted with promptitude and energy, for Sir Robert PeeL 
never hesitated when he had made up his mind. iRis real 
character was very different from his public reputation! 
Far from being timid and wary, he was audacious, and even 
headstrong. It was his cold and constrained demeanour ' 
that misled the public. There never was a man who did 
such rash things in so circumspect a manner ... and so Sir 
Robert Peel, :without a qualm, suddenly began to govern 
Ireland by. sending it ' messages of peace.' 1 

One of the messages of peace was the fariwus Maynooth · 
Bill. Since the time of Perceval a grant of £9,000 had 

1 Lord George Bentinclc, oh. 7. 
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been voted annually to Maynooth, the Roman Catholic 
seminary for the education of priests, and Peel now 

. proposed to convert this grant into a permanent endow
ment of £30,000 a year. In jntr0ducing the Bill, he urged 
that the principle was already conceded, and justified 
the increase by dwelling on the wretched condition of the 
students, who at present had to be maintained on £23 
a year, a sum too small to allow 'them even separate beds. 
But this taCtful presentation of the case did not avail to 
appease Protestant feeling, which was soon roused to 
such fury that no one but Peel himself could have made 

, headway against the s~Orin~ The Bill had already cost 
him the services -of Gladstone, who had resigned at the 
beginning of the session, not disapproving, but feeling 
bound by declarations in his book on· State and Church. 
Gladstone had explained his resignation in a speech· 
which ~puzzled his' best friends, and caused Disraeli to 
write to his ·sister, 'He may have- an avenir, but I 
hardly think it '; and when the second reading came, he 

·made the puzzle greater by declaring. himself qissatisfied 
with Peel's temporising arguments and _supporting· the 
Bill on· the . very principle 'of conc~rrent endowment , 

_··which he had formerly denounced. When he sat down·· 
Disraeli rose, but,' giVing way for the moment· to the heir 

· ~· . · to the Norfolk' dukedo}ll: he.was chosen next by the' 
Speaker out of ·half a dozen competitors, in ·obedience 
to loud calls from all parts of the House. _ 
. T:liey had been told, he said, in the speech 'that iritro':.. · 

duced the Bill, that there .:were three courses open to them. 
He had never heard the Prime Minister bring forward 
a measure without making the same confession. In a 

.. certain sense, and looking to his own position, ·he was . 
right. There·was the co'urse he.had left; there was the 
course he was purs.U:ing ; and there was usually the course 
he ought to pursue. The right. hon. gentleman sent .· 

·them back to ·precedents. With him a great measure 
, was always founded on a small precedent ; he always. 
, traced the steam-engip(} back .to the tea~kettle. In the 
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present case he appealed to the action of Mr. Perceval and 
some odd vote in a -dusty corner from which he inferred 
that the principle was admitted. 

'Now, I deny that it is admitted, even in the limited sense. 
In the first place that was a temporary vote, and this is not ; 
in fact, it is a permanent on13. But I will not make that the 
ground of opposition. I will go to the arguments founded on 
circumstances· of the late President of the Board of Trade 
[Gladstone]. I am astonished that he seems in his argument 
so completely to have supplanted principles. I looked upon 
the right hon. gentleman as the last paladin of principle, the 
very abstraction of chivalry; and, when a_ question was 
raised which touched the elementary principle of constitutional 
settlement and ecclesiastical arrangement, I never believed 
that it would be the right hon. gentleman who would come · 
down and give the House the .small change of circumstances 
to settle this great account. (Laughter and cheers.) 

He then dealt at some length with, Gladstone's plea 
for concurrent endowment, the positions of the two men 
being cur.iously the I;,everse of those they were to occupy 
a quarter of a century later on the question of the Irish 
Church. The right hon. gentleman was a subtle casuist, 
said Disraeli, but what was the result of his adroit argu
mentation ? That the principle upon which the State
had hitherto been connected with religion in this country 

-was now worn out, that they must seek a new principle, 
and that the Government which he had left because he 
_supported it had discovered a new principle. But wherein, 
did their new principle. differ from that which underlay 

. the measures PI;oposed by the Whig Government, opposi
tion to which was the bond of union of the Conservative 
party and the foundation of the Conservative theory~ 
Where were they to stop in the application of the new 
principle ~ Why should they stop ? . They found their 

· Erastian system crumbling under their feet ; were they 
to adopt a pantheistic principle, and was ~ny body of 

· . .sectarians who could satisfy Downing. Street to have a 
claim for endowment ? He had no great confidence in 
the cure of ~ouls in that quarter, and he could conceive 
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nothing more at variance with the feelings of this country 
than a police surveillance over the religious ordinances 
of the people. He denied that in the existing order 
the Church of England was the creature ·of the stat~~ 
The .alliance between them had· been formed and was 
maintain~d on· equal' terms; and if it were attempted 
to introduce a species of Prussian discipline in ecclesiastical 
affairs, the people of this country would never s~bmit to 
such· a system. · 

That. alone was. a sufficient ground for opposition to 
the Bill, but he had other reasons Jor opposing it. He 
opposed it on account of the maimer in which it had 
been introduced; and also .on account. of the men by 
whom it h{td been brought forward. He did 'not think 
the gentlemen who were now seated on the_ Treasury·, 
bench were morally entitled to bring such a measure. 
forward. It involved a~principle against which they had 
all along signally· struggled. Because they ha<;l crossed 
the floor . and abandoned With their former seats their 
former professions, had they a right to ask the House to 
look to the merits ortheir measures and forget themselves _· · 
and their protestatious·1 Such pretensions led to ·the 

_question whether party, as a political instrument, was to 
continue to. govern them. To object,- to party govern
ment was nothing more or less than to object to Par.:. 
liamentary government.· A popular assembly without 
·parties-500 isolated individuals~ould not_ stand five 
years against a Minister with an organised government 
without becoming a servile senate. Here was a. Minister 

. who habitually brought forward as his own measures 
those very schemes and proposals to which, when in 

· Opposition; he always avowed himself a bitter and 
',determined opponent .. The result was the country was 
. -left without an Opposition, arid they heard the low 
· murmurs of the people because there was no exponent 
in that House of a great national opinion. On consti~ 
.tutional grounds he might·say that the noqle lord (John. 
Russell), the hereditary leader. of the Whig _p'arty, which . 

r . . 
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founded Parliamentary government, ought, even though 
he approved of it, to oppose the present measure. 

He hoped he would not be accused of , ' bandying 
personalities' ·in making observations which were in entire 
and complete relation to the motion before the House. 
Certainly they lived in strange times, when a person in so 
eminent a position as that of First Minister of the Crown 
could stop Parliamentary criticism by calling it 'person
ality.' This system of putting down Parliamentary dis
cussion had been tried in another place, but he did not 
know that the position occupied by 'another place' in 
the public estimation was one of which the House of 
Commons · was · particularly ambitious. It was not 
Radicalism, it was not the revolutionary spirit of the 
nineteenth century, that had consigned the place in 
question to illustrious insignificance ; it was Conservatism 
and a Conservative dictator. The same arts that had 
broken the spirit of 'another place' might lower the tone 
of the House of Commons ; as the one had been drilled 
into a. guar_d-room,1 the other might be degraded into a 
vestry. If they chose to maintain a Government that 
announced -no distinctive principles, and an Opposition 
that did not oppose, he was certain that no degree of _ 
spirit could resist the influence of such a system. 

If you are to have a popular Government, if you are to have 
a Parliamentary administration, the conditions antecedent 
are, that you should have a Government which declares the 
principles upon which its policy is founded, and then -you 
can have on them the wholesome check of a constitutional 
Opposition. What have we got instead~ Something has · 
risen up in this country as fatal in the political world as it has 
been in the landed world of Ireland-we have a great Parlia
mentary middleman. (Immense cheering.) It is well known 
what a. middleman is; he is a man who bamboozles one party. 
and plunders the other (great laughter); till; having obtained 
a position to which he is not entitled, he cries out: 'Let us have 
no party questions, but fixity of tenure.' I want to have a 
:Jommission issued to inquire into the tenure by which Downing 

1 .The Duke of Wellington, it will be remembered, was leader of the House 
of Lords. · 

I, 24 ~ 
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Streef is· held. I want to know whether the conditions of 
entry have been complied with, and whether there are not 
some covenants in the lease which are already forfeited. I 
hope I shall not be answered by Hansard. I am not surprised 
the right hon. gentleman should be so fond of recurring to 
that great authority; he has great advantages; he can look 
over a record of thirty, and more than· thirty, years of an 
eminent career. But that is not the lot of everyone, and I 

. may say, as a general rule, I am rather surprised that ex
perienced statesmen should like to recur to that eminent 
publication .. What, after all, do they see on 'looking over a 
quarter of a century or more even of their speeches in Han
sard 1 What dreary pages of interminable talk, what predic7 
tions falsified, what pledges broken, what calculations that 
have gone wrong, what budgets that have blown up! And 
all this, too, not relieved by a single original thought, a single 
generous impulse, or a single happy expression! Why, 
Hansard, instead of being the Delphi of Downing Street, is 
but the Duilciad of politics. But I want· something more 
than quotations from Hansard to account for how parties have : 
been managed in this House. It is a system so matter-of-fact 
and yet so fallacious, taking in everybody, though everybody .. 
knows he is deceived; so mechanical, and yet so Machiavellian 
that I can hardly say what it is, except a humdrum hocus
pocus, in which the order of the day is· read to take in a nation. 

· IHt were a vote which concerned the social and politi~al 
·equality of the Roman Catholic population, h~ would go 
as far as any man, perhaps farther than many. But no 
one pretended that that 'was now the question. This· 
measure was not flattering to the pride of the Roman 
Catholics or solacing to :their feelings. It was no1j a. 
great grant ; he thought it was a mean, a meagre, and a 

. miserable grap.t. 

If the Roman Catholic priesthood are to be educated by the 
State, it· must be something greater than the difference be
tween £23 and £28, something higher than the diffe~ence 
between three in a bed and two. _ That is not the way in which 
I would approach a reverend priesthood. I cannot believe, 
therefore, that the Roman Catholic gentlemen, on reflection
and I hope they will have time for reflection-will vote for 

· this measure, when they consider what it is. Who is he who · 
introduces it 1 It is the same individual whose bleak shade 

. _fell on the sunshine of your hopes for more than a quarter of 
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a century. Will not these considerations affect you ~ What 
if it be a boon ~-I deny that it is one-but if it were such· a 
boon as it is said to be, would you accept it from hands 
polluted 1 It is not from liim you ought to accept it-not 
from him who, urged on, as he reluctantly admitted, by a 
fatal State necessity, accompanied the concession of your 
legitimate political claims by the niggardly avowal that he 
was obliged to concede them. 

As for the Whigs, he was almost in despair of appealing 
to their heredit.ary duties, their constitutional convictions, 
or their historical position, but he should have thought. 
that the noble lord was weary of being dragged at the' 
triumphal car of a conqueror who did not conquer him 
in fair fight. He hoped, then, for their aid, and the aid 
of the Roman Catholic gentry, in opposing this measure, 
as well as for the aid of 'those who would reject it on 
exclusive Protestant principles or on the general principle 
he had tried to uphold against state interference. 

But, whatever may be the various motives and impulses 
which animate these different sections of opinion, there is at 
least one' common: ground for co-operation-there is one ani
mating principle which is likely to inspire us all. Let us in 
this House re-echo that which I believe to be the sovereign 
sentiment of this country; let us tell the people in high places 
that cunning is not caution, and that habitual perfidy is not 
high policy of state. On that ground we may all join. Let 
us bring back to this House that which it has for so long a 
time past been without-the legitimate influence and salutary 
check of a constitutional Opposition. That is what the 
country requires, what the country looks for. Let us do it 
at once in the only way in which it can be done, by dethroning 
this dynasty of deception, by putting an end to the intolerable 
yoke of official despotism and Parliamentary imposture. 
(Loud cheers.) 1 · . · 

Hobhouse, who was watching the scene from the front 
bench opposite, has recorded his impressions during the 
delivery of this speech: . 

Peel hung his head down, changing colour and drawing his . 
hat over his eyes ; and Graham grinned a sort of compelled 

1 The Times, April 12, l§t-5. 
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srp.ile, and looked a good deal at me; who happened to be just 
opposite, to see how we took the attack. Our front row was 
well behaved, but Russell and Pa:Imerston and George Grey 
whispered to me, ' It is all true~' ; and ·even Ellice laughed, 
andrMacaulay 1 looked' happy. The speech was listened to 
with profound attention, and spoken without the slightest 
hesitation or reference to notes.2 

, · . 
I. 

Disr~eli said subsequently. that it was his opposition 
to the Maynooth Bill that broke up Young England, and 
as a matter of fact Smythe and Manners both supported 

. the Government ; but the same thing had. happened on 
the agricultural motion which was the occasion of t_he 
previous philippic,and the soul was out of Young England 

' before the Maynooth speech was delivered.3 

To Lord Carrington. . . 

HousE OF CoM~WNS, 
· April 15, 1845; 

MY DEAR LoRD, . 
. I am meditating the moment that Parliament will permit 
me to make a visit to Berlin ; and I am afraid that I must not 

. appear there except~in a rea· coat. If your lordship would 
therefore kindly appoint me one of your lieutenants, I will 
endeavour to maintain the honor of the cloth at foreign 
Courts, and shall feel extremely obliged to you. . 

The petitions this afternoon re Maynooth are more numerous 
than eV'er, and the debate has the aspect of a long protrac~ 
tion~ · 

Ever, my dear Lord, 
Your obliged and faithful servant, 

B. DISRAELI. 

. Eight years earlier, when the Whigs were iri office, 
Disraeli, through Lord Chandos, had urisuccessfully tried 

,1 .Macatil_ay hims~lf in the debate made an attack on Peel, which, though 
in some respects it sounds like an echo of Disraeli's, is really' more violent: , 
'Did you th:nk,' he asked, ' when you went on, session after session; thwart
ing and reviling those whom you knew to be in the right, and flattering all 
the worst passions of tho_se whom you knew to be. in the wrong, that the 
day of reckoning wotild never come ? It has come. There you sit, doing 
penance for the disingenuousness of years.' .. ·. 

2 ·Lord Broughton's Recollections, VL, p. 140. · · 
3 Maynooth, it may be noted, was equally disruptive in its !Jffect on the 

Manchester School, Cobd~n. voting with the Government, and Bright agninst . 

. ·.~ 
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to obtain the coveted red coat. He got it on the present 
occasion, but thevisit to Berlin was not, it would seem,paid 
till after the lapse of a ge:f!.eration; when, though he had. 
garments in his "\yardrobe even more resplendent, he was 
great enough in himself to be content to make his im
pression by ostentatious simplicity. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
CASSEL, 

Sept. 17. 

We are here without having had the slightest intention of 
coming. But hearing that the place had beauty and seclu
sion, we agreed to pitch our tent here, if we could find any 
sort of accommodation. This. was difficult, as it is an ex
tremely savage place; few of the inhabitants, and none of 
the humbler classes, talk French. There is no library, book
seller's shop, nor newspaper of any sort; they never heard 
of Galignani, and I hardly know whether the majority of 
the people are conscious of the three glorious days. It is 
quite French Flanders ; their provisions come from Holland ; 
the Hotel de Ville was built by the Spaniards, and religion is 
supreme. The country around is rich, and the landscape a 
vast panorama, and as the place is high, we conclude it is 
healthy. We have taken a house for a month and have 
hired a Flemish cook, who, Mary Anne desires me to tell my 
mother, stews pigeons in the most delicious way: eggs, cloves, 

. and onions, ending in a red-brown sauce, a·dish of the time 
of the Duke of Alva. Fr:uit and poultry plentiful and cheap. 
Six fowls for 5 francs, meat 6d. per pound. We crossed from 
Dover to Boulogne, a very rough passage. Our first walk at 
Boulogne we found Sybil affiched in a large placard, 'Disraeli's 
New Novel,' in every window. ·We travelled from Boulogne 
en voiture to this place, sleeping the first night at St. Orner. , 

CASSEL, 
Oct. 26. 

The tragedy of Ely Cathedral 1 has shaken me to the centre. 
It is vain. to speak of such a catastrophe : impossible not 
to think of it. Since the death of the Duke gf Orleans, no 
sudden end has been more terrible. 

I get up at half-past five, and don't find it difficult, going 
to bed by nine. The effort was great at first, and the house 
very unmanageable. You cannot expect any news from us ; 

. . 
1 Disraeli's cousin, George Basevi (1794-1845), the well-known arohi

toot. had been killed by falling from the belfry. 
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we kri.ow no one and hear nothing, except from you. I have 
,. been able. to write yery regularly, and made better progress 
. than usual, which is encouraging. Your life is as secluded . 
·as our own, yet you always make your letters interesting . 
. We have a pretty garden, which gives us mignonette and 

Alpine strawberries ; and the autumn there is ·mellow; fine, 
and mild, th0 ugh we live on the top of a mountain. We look 
upon a most charming landscape; and can see thirty or forty 
miles ahead, and the sea, on a clear day. We now see 
Galignani regularly, and an unknown Englishwoman-Miss 
King, as I observe by the direction of her paper-sends, me 
the Illustrated Times, and anotJ:!.er unKnown, Bell's Life. 

D. 

By the beginning of December the Disraelis are. in 
Paris, in their old quarters.ip the Rue de Rivoli. 

To Baron Lionel, de Rothschild. 

·HOTEL DE L'EUROPE, RuE DE RIVOLI, 
Dec. 3, 1845. 

MY DEAR BARON, . 
The.journals of to-day give us the interesting information 

of the birth of your son.1 l hope he will prove worthy of his 
pure and sacred race, and of his beautiful brothers and sisters. 
We are anxious to hear .that Madame· Lionel is as well as we. 
could all wish, and that you are happy. · . . 

·We arrived here on Sunday, after having passed more than 
two months in a perfect solitude at Cassel, French Flanders, 
a rich rural country. ·My wife walked 300 miles in two months, 

, of which she is very proud, and by which she has much 
benefited. She had no companions, except those boxes of. 

· books at which you laughed, and which. are all exhausted. • 
We rose every morn at half-past five, and retired at half-past 
nine: our greatest adventure the discovery of a village. 

Yesterday I ha'd the honor of a very long and interesting 
audienc.e of his Majesty. The fate of the English Ministry, 
the Oregon question, ·and what the King calls 'the com-

. mercia! crisis,' the staple of our talk. They seem, all three; 
much to disquiet him. I apprehend that, though the Corn 
Laws must eventually break up the Government, it will not ' 
sink before one bad harvest. The movement of Lord John 
was able, and ab.solutely required by the interests of the Whig 
party. He was resolved that Peel should no longer jockey 
him. 

1 ¥r: Leopold de. Rothschild. 
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The King told me that it was not true, as frequently stated, 
that the arbitration of the Oregon question had ever been 
proposed to him. He seemed to think that it would have 
been well if it had been so, but that it was now too late.
The American Government is a mauvaise plaisanterie, for it 
governs nothing except the Customs-houses. It has no more 
influence over the Western States, than over Devonshire -or 
Dorset .... 

I have not yet seen a human being here; nor have we even 
left a card, except yesterday at your families. The weather 
is soft and charming .. ~ . 

Ever, dear Lionel, 
· Yours sincerely, 

B. DISRAELI. 

Events during the autumn had been hastening on in 
England, and this letter has anticipated. Disraeli's 
onslaughts of the previous session had produced no visible 
effect on the position of the Min!stry, as he himself 
confesses. 

Practically speaking, the Conservative Government at the 
end of the session of 1845 was far stronger than even at the 

, commencement of the session of 1842. If they had forfeited 
the hearts of their adherents, they had not lost their votes, 
while both in Parliament and the country they had succeeded 
in appropriating a mass of loose, superficial opinion not 
trammelled by party ties, and which complacently recognised 
in their measures the gradual and moderate fulfilment of a 
latitudinarian policy both in Church and State. Their position 
was also aggrandised and, confirmed by a conviction then 
prevalent, and which it is curious to observe is often current 
on the eve <;>f great changes, that the Ministry of Sir Robert 
Peel were the only body of men then competent to carry on 
affairs.1 

The Opposition, he adds, was split into sections, the 
·condition of the Whig party absolutely forlorn, and the 
Anti-Corn-Law League nearly reduced to silence. 'The 
Manchester confederates seemed to be least in favour with 

. Parliament and the country on the very eve of their 
triumph.' 

But the weather during the summer and autumn was 

1 Lord George Bentinck, ch. i. 
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bad. In reply to an inquiry by Disraeli as to the harvest, 
his sister wrote from Bradenham in the middle of October: 

It rains here so much that I do not think a dove would find 
a _dry spot to rest upon. It cannot be called autumn, for 
nearly all the ·leaves have been washed off the trees these 

· weeks past. It is a very bad harvest-half the ear blighted; 
the yield consequently. very short. . . . There is a good deal 
of corn out here still, and a great deal in the.North, which 
must be entirely spoilt. But our present despair and every
one's is ' the potato cholera.' 

The potato disease was first reported from the. S<:mth 
of England; but it soon declared itself in Ireland, where 
there was far more at stake, and before the end of October 
the accounts became alarming. ' This mysterious but 
universal sickness of a single root' was, in fact, to quote' 
Ifndymion, to 'change the history of the world.' · Peel . 
summoned the Cabinet for October 31, and it met four 
tim~ in the course of a week. ' "There is rio gambling 
li_ke' politics," said Lord Roehampton, as.he.glanced at 
The Times. " Four Cabinets in one week ; the Government 
must be more sick thap the potatoes." ' 1 During the last 
couple of years Peel's mind had been gradually lllastered 
by Cobden's ,abstract reasoning, and he had completely · 
changed his views on the question of the tariff. He had 
hoped there' would be .no need for' a public recantation 
during the term of the existing Parliament, which· had 
been expressly returned to support him as a protectionist 
Minister; and towa:t:,ds the· close of the session of 1845 
he had stated in Parliament ori three different occasions 

. that his policy was one of gradual relaxation of duties, 
and· that he could not consent· to the total and immediate 
abolition o£ theCorn Laws. But the failure ofthe potato 
crop upset all his plans. Something had to be done, and 
his· judgment of what was required by the practical 
emergency . was affected by the fermentation.· proceeding 
in his mind. In .the first days of realising that scarcity 

·was . threatened in Ireland, he "Wrote to his Lord Lieu
t Endymwn,_ oh. ~2. 
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tenant : ' The remedy "is the removal of all impediments 
to the import of all kinds of human food-that is, the 
total and absolute repeal for ever of all duties on all 
articles of supsistence.'1 When the Cabinet met, the 
policy he. proposed was to open the ports at once by an 
Order in Council, call Parliament together to sanction the . 
Order, and then proceed after Christmas with a Bill for 
the permanent modification of the Corn Laws. He was 
supported in these proposals only by Aberde~m, Graham, 
and Sidney Herbert. Stanley, who alone had much 
acquaintance with Ireland, showed their futility as a 
measure of relief, pointing out quite truly that what was 
required by the Irish cottiers was, not reduction of price, 
but the absolute means of purchase ; that the two great 
crops of ·the small farmers in Ireland were potatoes and 
oats; and that at the moment when they had lost one 
it was proposed to relieve them by reducing the price of 
the other. After -its four meetings, the Cabinet separated 
early in November without having reached a decision. 

It was now that. Lord .John Russell, watching the 
proceedings from Edinburgh, and divining the perplexity 
of Ministers, divining also, no doubt, that the clothes of 
the Whigs were again in danger of being stolen, executed 
the movement to which Disraeli alludes in his letter to 
Baron Rothschild. Without consultation with any of his 
colleagues, he issued a manifesto to his constituents in the 
City cif London proclaiming .the gravity of the crisis, con~ 
demning the inertness of the Government, and O:t:J. his own 
side abandoning the fixed duty to which the Whigs had 
hitherto clung, and ranging himself with Cobden as .an 
advocate of total repeal. The movement has often been 
praised as bold, but is perhaps better described as rash,2 

and it certainly, as '!e shall see, proved a constant cause 
. of embarrassment to the Whigs in the subsequent session .. 

The manifesto, though dated November 22, did· not appear 

1 Parker's Life of Peel, III., p. 224. 
2 Even })israeli, who commended it in his letter to Baron· Rothschild, 

.soon came. as we shall see, to regard it a.s a great blunder. 

L W 
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in The Times till November 27, and the Cabinet had 
. begun a fresh series of meetings on November 25. 
Russell's ietter had, of course,· an effect on their delibera
tions, but the effect would appear to ha~e been greatly 
exaggerated.1 · Peel, though he recognised that the policy 
of_ opening the ports might now seem to have been 
adopted at the dictation of the Whig leader, was ready 
to go on if supported by a united Ministry ; but he had 
been determined from the first that their next- step must 
be the virtual repeal of the Corn Laws, and it was. his
determination that told with his colleagues, not .the 
Edinburgh ·letter .. The Duke of Wellington, tho'\lgh not · 
persuaded of the necessity of action, announced that it 
was his intentionto support the Prime Minister; and.~he 
majority who had gone with Stanley~ a few· weeks before 
now followed the Duke's lead. Even Stanley, when he 
found that he stood almost alone, took two days for 
reflection, and then offered to consent tosuspensiori of 
the .Corn Laws if suspension alone was intended. 

But. wheri. he wa_s told that the temporary. emergency of 
apprehended scarcity in Ireland was not to lead to a remedy · 
commensurate in duration with the expected evil, but was 
to be made the groundwork of suspending, for the purpose 
of not re-enacting, the Corn Law, he felt that he could not 
take that course consistently with his- owrt feelings as . an 
honourable man ; and that, with such ulterior views; <to 
propose to Parl:iament to sanction the opening of the ports 

. would be . to lead those who were disposed to support the 
Government into a snare. He said that he .bad tried to 
school himself into' the belief that, under certain circum
stances, the interests of the country might require even a 
sacrifice of personal and...pullic character, but he had failed 
in bringing hi~self to so humiliating a co,nclusion.2 

· 

The. fatal Cabin~t meeting was o~ December 4 ; and 
The Times of that day had cQntained an announcement 
that the Government had ·de~ided to call Parliament 

:... . ' -

together for the first week in January, and propose total 

1 Among others by Disraeli ·;n his Lord George Bentinck, writing without 
documents that have no.w -become accessible. . ·' 

2 Lord Geor(Je Bentinck, ch. 2. 
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repeal. This announcement, which, it is now known, was 
founded on information that came from Aberdeen, 
caused great public excitement ; and it probably did n~t 
tend to restore harmony in the divided Cabinet. Peel 
waited a day after Stanley's ultimatum, and then told 
.his colleagues· that he thought it impossible to go on ; 
and on the 6th he went to the Queen and tendered his 
resignation. Russell, who wa~ sent for, did not at first 
either accept or decline, so Peel's resignation was not at 
once made effective. It did not become public for nearly 
a week, and the situation remained ambiguous for nearly 
a fortnight In all, while Russell waS on the way from 
Edinburgh to Osborne or engaged in consulting his friends 
as to the possibility of forming a Government. 

To Lord John Manners. 

HoTEL DB L'EvBoPE, Rv:lli DE RlvoLI, 
· Dec. 17. 

MY DEAR_ LoRD JoHN, 
What is going to happen 1 After living three -months in 

profound solitude in a Flemish wilderness, reallynever having 
conversed with a· single being or even read a journal, I arrived 
here a fortnight ago, and found myself in a political atmo
sphere of fever heat. The King sent for me the day after my 
arrival, and from that moment I have conversed with none 
but Ministers. and Ambassadors, of all parties and all countries, 
and all equally distracted; . . 

As I see you are at Melton, furiously hunting, this will 
reach you. Where is G. S[mythe]1 I have not heard from 
him for months, and expected to find him here, but in vain. ' 
Htts he gone on to Stamboul 1 H not,· and in England, I 
wish you would send ~im a line and beg him to write to me, 
or come over. 

I heard last night f:tom a good quarter that the Whigs 
had resolved to decline the enterprise. The King inquired 
whether Gla4stone, who is not compromised in the 'four 
Cabinet Councils in. one week,' could not lead the personnel 
of the Commons, with the Duke in the· Lords. · It is quite 
clear that the feeling in favor of protection is much stronger 
than was supposed by many, and that it will be impossible 
to carry repeal. . 

Conjecture is quite baffied here in high places. In lower 
ones there is a general opinion that Peel will return in triumph ; 
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but this appears to me a superficial conclusion, and I cannot 
but believe it highly improbable. At all events he has lost 
his prestige. Every resignation weakens a Minister, and is 
ahriost as foolish a thing as frequent Cabinet Councils. No . 
one will no_w talk of a Walpolian Government; yet he might 
have completed his term. I am told that a month ago Thiers 
said: 'If it be a real· famine, Sir Robert will be a great man, 
and will command his party ; but if it be a false .famine, 
and he tries to play tricks,-he is lost.' Now, I think it is a 
false famine ; and the question is not ripe· enough for his 
fantastic. pranks. He is so vain that he wants to figure in 
history as the settler of all the great questions; but a Parlia
mentary constitution is not favorable to, such ambitions: 
things must be done by parties, not by persons using parties 
as tools-'-- especially men without imagination or any in.
spiring qualities;-or·who, rather, offer you duplicity instead 
of inspiration. · Pray. write. - · 

Ever yours, 
D. 

The King inquired .a gre~t deal about Gladstone ofime. · It 
was evident that his name had recently been suggested to 
his Majesty by some high quarter. I told .the King that he 
\Va~ quite eq\lal.to ]?eel, 'Yith the adv~ntage of ~outh-. · · . 

Meanwhile. Disra'eli, in Paris, :had. been en de~ vouring .to 
s}mplify the problem before ._Russell· by smoothing the-· 
way for the return of Palmerston·tci the Foreign Office. 

Po Lord Palmerston. 

- ' . 

' [PARIS, 
Sunday, Dicemb~r. 14.] 

MY DEAR LORD, ' 

M. Guizot invited .ine to a private co:q:versation on 
Friday evening on the· intelligence which had arrived fro in 
London that morning. In some casual talk previously with 
the Due Decazes I had ascertained that it was M. Guizot's 
opinion that Sir -Robert Peel would be restored to power 
dans une quinzaine ,· M .. (}uizot did not express this .opiniqn 
to me, but he elicited mine that. the return of-Sir Robert 
Peel, assuming the supposed causes of his r_etin\ment to be 
correct, was highlyimprQbable., .· , .· _·. ~-. .· . , ·.-

Yester_day the King, whom I have had the honor occasion~· 
ally to see during the throes of the last fortnight, during which, _ 
though _anxious, he sgemed. confident as to Peel's triumph, .. 
sent for me to St .. Qloud. I. fourid 'his Majesty grav~. and. 
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calm, more ready to listen than to talk, very consecutive 
and keeping to the point [and not in any degree indulging 
in those amusing but rambling details which sometimes 
distinguish his conversation].1 His Majesty told me that 
Guizot had mentioned at the morning Council that he had 
seen me on the previous eve ; his Majesty's belief in Peel had 
evaporated : he repeated more than once that Guizot was 
disabused of his idea that Peel would return; that every 
resignation weakened a Minister, and was almost as silly a 
thing as frequent Cabinet Councils. After some conversation 
on this head, the probable materials of the new Ministry, etc., 
the King, assuming that there would be a Whig Government, 
spoke to me very much of your lordship's accession to 
office. ' 

Your lordship is doubtless aware of the apprehensions which 
the people of this country entertain on that subject, and 
therefore I will not dwell on them. Your lordship is a man 
of too great experience and of too great a mind either to 
exaggerate or to depreciate the importance of such circum
stances. Being not unfamiliar with the subject, it ·was in 
my power to discuss it in all its bearings, and to make those 
representations to the King, and enter into those explana
tions and details, which were desirable. I impressed on his 
Majesty with delicacy, but without reserve, that your lord
ship was our first Foreign Minister who had taken the French 
intimacy as an avowed element of our national policy, and 
that the original want 'of cordiality had not been manifested 

· by you ; that from your frank character you required frank
ness and decision ; that if these were not wanting on the part 
of the, French Government I felt sure that your lordship 
would never take a· litigious view of the policy of France, but 
would rather assist in any fair development of its external 
influence, which had for its object to· popularise the throne 
and satisfy the public. There followed on the part of the King 
before repeated explanations of Spanish and Egyptian affairs, 
but expressed with gravity, much ·earnestness, and clearness. 

This conversation lasted about half an hour, when the 
King, rising, said: ['We must not lose all the music.' There 
was a concert.]2 ·'There are persons here to whom I must 
give a word, but do not go, as I wish to speak to you again.' 
Accordingly, about half-past ten o'clock, the· concert having 
finished [which,. by-the-by, was very choice, as there was 
no one but the Court],2 His Majesty approached me, and 

1 In the draft from which this letter is given, the words in brackets are 
lightly erased. 

2 The words in brackets are, pencilled interpolations~ app~rently of a 
later date. · 
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invited me to follow him into his cabinet: He said, the 
moment we were seated: 'What you have said of Lord 
Palmerston has given me much pleasure. I nave been thinkc 
ing of it. I feel also. persuaded that Peel ca:imot be brought 
back again in triumph ; .and if he were to return, he is no 
longer the same man. I will not deny I regret Lord Aberdeen. 
But if Lord Palmerston :will enter the administration without 
rancune, and. with a friendly disposition, all may be well. 
I consider that affairs are very serious. It is not isolated 
questions now-Spain, Tu:r:key-as before. Isolated questions 
settle themselves. Or even American, the same. It is the 
state of the Continent that occupies me.' His Majesty then 
entered at great length on this subject. I perceived that the 
state· of Germany disquiets him, and that he believes that a 
vast revolutionary movement in Central Europe is not to be 
avoided. Approaching midnight his Majesty dismissed me. 

Notwithstanding my attempts at breiity, my letter. has 
already grown inuch longer than I intended, and I have not· 
even yet. expresse.d its purpose. It ·is this : I suspect, from 
many /circumstances, that a sort of· cry of. (affected terror) 
wilL be raised_ up in England against your lordship, sure to. 
be re-echoed here, which. may add;to the embarrassments of 
your Government, which,! doubt not are sufficient without it. 
Do not you think some means might be devised, to terminate 
this for. ever 1_ Had you.niade your projected visit to Paris/ 

·and become known to this impressiortabl$ people, all would 
have been right. But now that is, of course [illegible]. 1 
do not think that any mere ·representation by .the Press 
will effect the purpose. These representations are important 
when. they reiterate and ampli#y the words of .some eminent 
personage; but the world· requires the reality of the individual 
for the original impulse. On the' meeting of Parliament, under 
circumstances which render developments of policy on the 
part of a Government not unusual, it would not be difficult 
to arrange som.ething which would elicit a satisfactory exposi- · 
tion. I am sure. I should be very happy to assist. you in this 
respect, were I present ; but if the Parliament be summoned 
speedily, I do not think I. shall be tempted to quit this· agree
able residence--especially as the great object of my political 
career is now achieved. However, you would not find niuch 
difficulty in devising the requisite machinery. · 

Our Embassy here, I .. am credibly informed, have been 
·left perfectly in the dark. Lon;l Cowley has dislocated his· 
shoulder, but 'Lord' Hervey, as the Deputies call him, was 

1 P~lmerstori visited Paris the following Easter;· and succeeded by his 
~ocial taot in .?ispeliing for the moment the prejudice against him. . 
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active at Guizot's levee on Friday, assuring all that the Whigs 
can never form a Government while St. Aulaire wrings his 
hands and shrugs his shoulders like a doctor, and asks in a 
whisper what you can do against la majorite de,s Lords. 

I see no change in the King since 1842, and I know, from 
an authentic qharter, that his health is perfect. 

From Lord Palmerston. 

3, CARLTON TERRACE, 
Dec. 18; 1845. 

MY DEAR SIR, . • 
I am extremely obliged to you for your letter of-the 14th, 

which I was accidentally prevented from answering yesterday. 
I thank you very much for the just explanation which you have 
given to the King and Guizot and others of my feelings 
and . policy in regard to France, and you may confidently 
speak in the same sense on the subject to anybody with whom 
you may converse upon it. I have the strongest conviction 
that the great foundation of the foreign policy, .both of an 
English and of a French Government, ought to be a cordial 
and sincere good. understanding between · England and 
France ; and though . two great and independent nations 
must from time to time have on particular subjects somewhat 
separate views and interests, I can see no reason why, with a · 
right good-will on all sides, that cordial good understanding 
should not· be firmly ·maintained ; and it will always [be] 
my anxious endeavour to use any power which I may possess 
to accomplish so important a purpose. 

Nothing is yet finally,settled, but I should think that before 
many hours have elapsed it will be known which of the three 
possible Governments the country is to have : John Russell's, 
Peel's, or a Protection Cabinet. Whatever may be ·the 
allurements of ·Paris, I think you will hardly refrain from 
being in your place on so curious and interesting an occasion 
as the opening of the approaching session of Parliament. 

My dear sir, 
Yours sincerely, 

p ALMERSTON. 

It is worth· while to add Disraeli's account of this 
. transaction in his Lor_d George Bentinck :1 

About this time Louis Philippe of Orleans, King of the 
French, exercis~d a. great influence oyer public affairs. . This 

I Ch. 14. 
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Prince had entirely identified himself with the Peel adminis" 
tration. There existed between his .Majesty and the English 
Minister notonly a sentiment of sympathy, but one of reciprocal 
admiration. Each believed the other the ablest man in their 

. respective countries; thei,r system of government was the 
same, to divert the public mind from political change by the 

· seduction of physical enjoyment, ahd to neutralise opinion 
in the pursuit of material prosperity; finally, they agreed in 
another point, that their tenure of power was as interminable 
~s the nature of things admitted, and that it was insured 
by mutual co~operation. 

No one was more amazed an~ more alarmed by the breaking 
up of the Conservative Government in November, 1845, than 
the King of the French. With the quickness· of perception 
which with him always see'med rather instinct than thought, 
he instantly trembled before a long vista of war and revolution. 
His fears of Lord Palmerston were fed by all the diplomacy 

. of ;Europe, · and ·especially by the, connexions of the late 
CorlServative Cabinet, who ,still_ hoped that the repugnance 
of the Euro.pean Courts to the appointment of that Minister 
might; in coi1junctionwith the domestic weakness ofthe Whig 
party, yet bring back the game to Sir Robert. 

One to whom the King had ·disburdened his mind in an 
hour of intolerable anxiety, and from whom his .. Majesty 
asked that counsel which circumstances permitted to be 
given, tried to relieve him from these bugbears of state, in· 
a truer. appreciation of the position than those /around him 
cared to encourage~ ·It. was represented to the ·King that 
a cordial understanding between the two countries had 

· · become a necessity for every English· administration ; that 
the Parliament and the people of England would never 
support· a. Mi!lister whom they believed to be inclined to 
treat the· French co.nnexion with levity 011 disregard ; · and 

. that it'was especially the interest of the Whigs in their present 
feeble condition to prove tO the country that they tOok office 

· with no prejudice against their neighbours. With these views, 
• and in order at once 'to rel~e:ve· his mind, it w~s suggested to 

the· King that through the medium of some private ·friend it 
might be wise. to make an effort to disembarrass this question 

· of the personal complications with which it had been the 
interest of cert~in individuals too long to invest it ; and th~t 
he should seek for some frank explanation of .the feelings: 
with respect to France with which the new English Minister · 
returned to office. · . . . . . . · 

The Kfug; who was a man of great impulse, grasped at, the 
suggestion, and acted upon it immediately. The appeal w~s 
pJ:omptly attended ·with the most satisfactory results, and,_ 
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the King of the French, with a countenance radiant with 
smiles, was assuring the whole diplomatic circle that he was 

. never less uneasy as to the prospects of Europe, and that 
· Lord Palmerston had resumed office with a determination to 

act cordially with France, when, to the astonishment of his 
Majesty, he learnt that Lord John Russell had resigned his 
mission, in consequence of an absurd and really discreditable 
intrigue against Lord Palmerston by a portion of his own 
party, on the plea that his appointment to the Foreign Office 
would endanger our friendly relations with the Tuileries. 

It was not till December 18 that Russell definitely 
undertook ·the task of forming a Government, and he 
abandoned it on the following day. All who were to be 
his colleagues had agreed to the total rt)peal of the Corn 
Laws ;1 but Lord Grey,2 whowas to have the Colonial Office, 
refused to join a Ministry in which Pa;lmerston should be 
Foreign Secretary. 'The intrigue,' says Disraeli,. 'was 
neither contrived with dexterity nor conducted' with 
temper, but it extricated the Whig leader from a .false 
position. . . . He endured the mortificati~n of confessing 
to his Sovereign his inability to serve· her, and handed 
back with courtesy the poisoned chalice to Sir Robert.' 1 

Peel accepted it eagerly, and set about the task of recon-:. 
structing his Government. Stanley remained obdurate, 
but Peel was not, like Russell, to be frightened by the ,loss 
of his Minister for the Colonies. The Duke' of Wellington, 
with his curious habit of carrying ideas o£ military .dis-

. cipline into the sphere of constitutional government, 
thought it his duty ' to fall in,' only giving vent to his 
feelings in the characteristic comment: 'Rotten.potatoes 
have done it all; they put Peel in his damned fright.' 4 

The other Ministers, except Stanley, again fo_llowed .the 
Duke's lead ; and Glaqstone5 came back to take Stanley's 

1 So Russell wrote to Cobden. See Morley's Cobden, I., p. 345. 
2 The. Lord Howiok of previous chapters. He had succeeded ou the 

death of his father in the course of the present year: 
3 Lord George Bentinck, oh. 2. · 
' The Greville Memoirs, under date Jan. 13, 1846 .. 
6 Disraeli. in his Maynooth speech, had described hini as ' one who had 

quitted the Cabinet for some reason not given, and might join it again in 
circumstances' equally obscure.' In the rearrangement of minor offices, 
George Smythe became Under-Secretary for ,Foreign Affairs. 
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place. At the end of all the tumult it seemed likely that 
the schism would end with Stanley's retirement, and that 
the Government would resume its course hardly, if at all, 
weakened. Peel himself was fully convinced that he 
would' carry his party with him in abolishing the Corn 
Laws ; and Disraeli a few years later gave it as his opinion 
that if he had called the party together, and taken them 
into his confidence, they would again have followed his 
lead} But, whether as a result of excessive assurance 
or of a disposition that was natf!Ially autocratic and secre-

. tive, the Minister «?hose the course of haughty· isolation ; 
arid the outcome was far different. 

The warmest· admirers of Sir Robert' Peel have never 
attempted to· deny that there iS much in his conduct 
during this crisis that callS for explanation, Quite apart 
from any que11tion as to the intrinsic merits of the great 

.. measurewhich he now proceeded to pass stands the ques
tion of the manner hi which- he preCipitated the crisis, and 
of' his . right to be the' principal agerit m' carrying 'the 

· measure through. Here the judgment of his. coritem
porarit:is was decisively against him. Melbourne dining 
at Windsor, when the subject was referred to, broke out 
indignantly, regardless of the Queen's. feelings : 'Ma'am, 
it's a damned dishonest act !'ll EvenCobden thought it · 

.'was -\vrong to ask the Protection .Parlia~ent to violate 
its pledges, and years after Peel's death still held that 
his conduct was difficult to defend.3 Peel had once before, 

·on the question of Catholie'emancipatiori, broken faith 
with his party ; and, instead of feeling that. it was undesir
able to repeat the experiment, he seems rather to have 
been encouraged by its comparative success to expect an 
equally easy course on the present occ'asion. While.con
demning the lack of wisdom and.foresight that he had/ · 
shown in his attitude to the Catholic cla1ms, most historians 
haveeonceded that he had the justification in that matter · 
of a real arid urgent necessity for his sudden change of 

. 1 Broughton, VI., p. 228. 
3 Morley's Oobden~ I., p. 348. 

2 Greville, Jan. 13, 1846 . 
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front; an-d, according to the legendary view, he had a 
similar justification in the matter of the Corn Laws. 
Precisely, it is said, as in 1829 he sacrificed consistency and 
character to the public duty of averting revolution, so in 
1846 he sacrificed them again to the great natiomi.l,need 
created by the Irish famine. The legendary view will 
hardly bear examination in the light of the facts. It was 
the potato disease indeed that set the train of events in 
motion, but poor Ireland was afterwards little thought 
of in the matter.1 No one has ever.been able to show that 
the repeal of the Corn Laws did anythfug to alleviate the 
horrors of the Irish famine, while the injury that it caused 
to permanent Irish interests is obvious and confessed. It 
was soon found, as a matter of fact, that the extent of 
the potato diSease had at first been exaggerated, and the 
real crisis in Ireland did not come tilL the following 
season; and so completely in the meantime had the 
pretence of an immediate emergency been abandoned,. 
that the Act carried by Peel retained substantial duties 2 

on corn for a period of years. 
But on any view of the gravity of the Irish situation 

in the winter of l845,an Order in Council suspending the 
Corn Laws was all that was called for, and to this even 
Stanley, as we have seen, would have assented. It had 
been the frequent practice to suspend duties in times of 
scarcity, as. the Minister himself showed; and if he had 
been content with this remedy, no charge of breaking 
faith could fairly have been brought against him. Peel 

, harped, indeed, on the difficulty of renewing the Corn 
Laws once they were suspended, but thi!l harping only 
suggests the embarrassment of a man who was conscious 

1 Croker, who knew both Ireland and Peel, wrote to Graham under date 
Feb. 21, 1846: 'Ireland has no more.to do with the grand convulsion than 
Kamschatka, and I thi,nk facts will show hereafter that the only way that 
Ireland is concerned in the revolution is that the measures taken in England, 
and for English views and no other, havejnoreased the dangers and·misery 
of Ireland.' (Croker PaperB, III.,. p. 64). 

2 Ten shillings the quarter when the .price was under 48s., sinking to 
four shillings when the price was above 53s. These duties were subsequently 
suspended during the crisis of the fa.mine, but their suspension only serves to 
strengthen the argument. 
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that his real object had from the first been to get rid of 
the Corn Laws for ever. ' If we open the ports,' he asked, 
' do you expect us to guarantee that they will ever be 
closed again 1' As Manners answered in debate, no one 
on the Tory side had looked for such a guarantee. 'Sus
pen.d the Cornlaws, open the ports, and leave it to the 
good sense of the English people to ·decide whether they 
should be closed again;' 1 All, in fact, that was needed 

· ·to keep . the ;Cabinet -arid party together was that Peel 
shpuld refrain from ari explicit declaration' of his intention 
to go out of his way to violate his pledges. · 

.. The truth is, Peel had got entangled in the meshes of an 
economic t.heory, and was in a state of intense intellectual 
discomfort and exdtement. · The real. crisis was in ll.is 
own mind rather than iri the facts .. Peel was. a typical 
Englishnian'of the midd!e classes ftom which he sprang, 
with their practical concrete intellect and a certain scorn 
and' incapiicity for theoretical principles ; and theory 
had her revenge · by ma.stering him ·periodically. . :His 

· .justification in practice on this occasion has been that,the 
Epglish people 'followed :him into the same prison-house 

· of eco~oniic dogma, 'and,have-re~aiiied-there in-tolerable 
content:Inimt ever sirice. But for anyone who retains his 
f'reedbm, of mind moral dogma will'seemto have a higher 
validity than economic ; and whether_ he thinks the repeal 
of the Corn Laws a good thing or a bad; he will find it 
hard to discern any such ·pressing necessity for their 
repeal at }he particular moment chosen as to justify ;a 
statesman in violating his pledges and breaking up his , 
~~· . . . .. 

Let it· be granted, -however, that Pe~l, _whether with 
s'llfficient warrant or not,·was honestly_<_lonvinced that the 
iilstarit repeal of the Corn ·Laws w~s imperatively neces~ 
sary,. and. there~ i~ still something ·in pis c_onduct that 
requires explah;ttion. · He· himself admitted' mcire than 

\ . ' . 
once in the House. of CorpmonR that h~ was not the right 
person to _PrC!pose such a measure, but excused himself. 

,, ., .-. : '. . . . .. . . ' . . ... ' . . . . . ~ :....... . ' : 

1 Hansard, Feb. 17, 1846. 
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on the ground that he only undertook the task becau~e 
of the failure of the Whig lea·der to form an administra
tion. On one occasion, waxing warm, he even said that 
to suggest that he had wished to interfere with the 
settlement of the question by · Lord John Russell was 
'as foul a calumny as a vindictive spirit ever dictated 
against a public man.' 1 Disraeli in reply then and 
always pressed the question why, if this were·so, he tried 
to induce his own Cabinet to adopt the policy of repeal 
a week before he gave the opportunity to Russell. No 
answer was ever given, and none 2. is easily conceivable. 
In spite of Peel's protestations, the conclusion irresistibly 
suggested by the whole transaction is that he was anxious 
from first to last to keep the matter in his own hands. 
If he had shown half the determination to avoid the 
breach of faith involved in his repealing the "Corn: Laws 
himself that he showed to get the Corn Laws somehow 
repealed, he could have secured both objects. He 
acquiesced far too readily in Russell's failure 'to form a 
Government. .If the Corn Laws were to be repealed, 
Russell was the man clearly designated for the task. · By 
h1s Edinburgh letter he had invited the country to entr.ust 
it to him ; and in the majority by which the Bill .was 
actually carried,· if we take the test of the second reading, 
his followers were to Peel's as two to one: The excuse 
which he gave for his desertion of the Queen was wholly 
inadequate/1 and would not ha v:e held against a little 

1 Hansard, June 12, 18.46. 
2 The answer. silgJested by Gladstone (Morley, I., p. 286), that the measure 

prpposed by Peel at .the beginning of December was less sweeping than 
that to which he was eventually led, is devoid of substance. In his 
Cabinet Memorandum ofDecember 2,.Peel expressly recommended such a 
modification of the Cern Laws 'as would secure the ultimate and not remote 
extinction ·of protective duties.' . · 

3 So it seemed to' Peel himself. He wrote to Lord Heytesbury (Parker, 
III., p. 289.) that .Russell had thrown up the task on which he entered for 
no better reason thari 'that one intemperate and headstrong man objected 
to another gentleman having one particular office.' It has been urged, 
indeed, that. the Whigs. c.ould not ·have carried the Cern Bill through the 
House of Lords·; but Peel himself. thought otherwise, as he expressly wrote 
to the'Queen :(on Dec. 12, 1845: Parker, III., p. 242), so he cannot be. given 

. shelter under this plea .. In any case, Russell could have met the immediate 
emergency by an order of -suspension, and thrown on the opposite party 
the responsibility of refusing the sanction of Parliament. 

f' . 
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reaoluti~n- on the part .of the retiring Minister. The 
Whigs 1 were·; of course, glad that Peel, in Disraeli'swords, · 

·should liave the glory ~;tnd the odium of settling the 
question; but Peel himself, it is clear, was·more attracted 
by the glory than repelled by the odium. 

Here,. indeed, the latent egoism of his character came 
into play. Disraeli's judgment in his, letter 2 to Manners 
is expressed in harsher terms than he would have used 
at a later date, butit:contains a large element -of truth. 
That there was no petty or deliberate self-seeking in 
Peel's motiVes 'everyone would agree, but to a man of his 
type temptation .presents itself in forms more subtle~ 
Like many other statesmen with long experience of office, 
he had begun to think; not~ perhaps., that he was indis
pensable, but that aU the great things that had to be done 
_could best be done by himself. Ambition combined with 
the fermentation in his mind to lead him astray; and he 

· sacrificed _his pledges and his party to a supposed urgent 
necessity that had no real existence. He made the higher 
obligation of preserving good faith in political life sub

. servi{(nt to the lower of_ repealing 'the Corn La_ws, and 
both his . character as a man and his reputation as :a 
statesman must suffer in consequence. . . 

Parliament'1\met,....GnwJanuar--vc.....-22,._,In. the House· of 
LordS the Duke of. Wellington, by a curious manffiu vre, 
deprived Stanley of the opportunity of explaining his 
resignation ; but in the House of Commons ·the· Prime· 

• Minister made a long-statement, of which Disraeli gives 
u~ t;t graphic account in his J;,ord George Bentinck.3 · While 
the House was ' on the tenters ' for the explanations ·of 
the crisis, Peel plunged irito a tedious fat-cattle speech, 
discoursing at great length on the price of flax .and wool, 
salt beef, and domestic lard; inquiring· '·whether employ
ment, low .prices, and abundance, contributed to the· . . . ' ' . ' -. 

1 Not all of them, however: believed that they 'were ·wise in shirking· 
their duty.··' We stayed i~.-' said Macaulay, ' when we ought to hav_e gone 
out ; and now we stay_ out when· we ought to have gone in ' (Greville, . 
. D,ee. 23, 1845). - ·. · · ·· · · . . 

2 ·See p. 735. · 3 C)l.-3. 
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diminution of crime,' and gravely stating that 'he would 
no longer resist the inference that they did-as if any 
human being ever resisted the inference ' ; and then 
closing ' this eulogium of the effect of low prices ' with 
a demonstration that all preceding reductions of the tariff 
had greatly increased the prices of the articles affected. 

Some fine judges have recognised in all this only the artifice 
of a consummate master of the House of Commons, lowering 
the tone of an excited assembly by habitual details, and 
almost proving by his accustomed manner of addressing 
them that,- after all, he could have done noth~ng very ex
traordinary. When a senate after a long interval and the 
occurrence of startling transactions assembles, if not to 
impeach, at least to denounce, a Minister, and then are gravely 
anointed with domestic lard, and invited to a speculation on 
the price of salt pork, an air of littleness is irresistibly infused 
into the affair from which it seems hopeless to extricate the 
occasion. 

Finally the speaker slid into a long and confused 
narrative of the Cabinet Councils and their consequences ; · 
and concluded with a fierce reply to threats of mutiny 
that had been heard from some of his own followers. 

Turning round with great scorn to his former supporters, 
and with an expression of almost malignant haughtiness, 
he exclaimed : ' I· see constantly put forth allusions ·tO the 
power of those men to remove me from office.' He should 
therefore define the relation in which he conceived himself 
to stand with respect to, party and to his Sovereign. But 
dilating on the latter point with considerable -fee_ling, and full, 
perhaps, of an important subject which he was fast approach-
.ing, he entirely forgot the f-ornier and on this occa:sion_ far 
more interesting topic. He-flGncludec:;l . ..,.by-a~v;llid·ieation .. of 
what-he~held~to.be.true-Gonservative,.policy,,in,hjs,:!]est~style ; 
earnest without being solemn, and masculine without turgidity. 
Yet the well-considered conclusion contained a somewhat 
portentous confession for a Conservative Minister of England 

· -'-that ' it was no easy task to insure the united action of an 
ancient monarchy, a proud aristOcracy, and a reformed House 
of Commons.' 

Peel was followed by Russell with what Disraeli calls 
' the authentic statement of Whig disasters '; and when 
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Russell sat down, in a House tame and dispirited, and 
with the country members 'unorganised, helpless, and 
dumb, the debate nearly collapsed. _: 

It' seemed that the curtain'was ·about to fall, and certainly 
not to the disadvantage of the Government. In their position 
the first night of the session passed in serenity was compara
tively a triumph. With the elements of opposition, however . 
considerable, so inert arid desponding, the first night might 
give the erie to the country. Perceiving this, a member, 
who, though on the Tory benches, had· been for two sessions 
in opposition .to the .Ministry, ventured to rise and attack 
the Minister. The opportune in a popular assembly has 
sometimes more·suceess than the weightiest efforts of research 

. and reason:. The Minister, .perhaps :too contemptuous of his 
opponents, had not guarded all his approaches. His deprecia
tion of those party ties by which he 'had visen, in an assembly,. 
too, in which they are wisely reverenced; his somewhat 
ostent,atious gratitude for the favour of succe·ssive Sovereigns; 
his incautious boast that his Conservative Government had 
discoura.ged sedition and extinguished agitation, when it 
was universally felt that he was about to legislate on the most 
important of subjects in deference· to agitation; and, ~tbove 
all, his significant intimation that· an ancient monarchy and 
a proud aristocracy niight not be compatible with a reformed 
House of Commons-at least, unless he 'were Minister
offered some, ni'ate:tials in ·the handling of which the least 
adroit could scarcely fail. But it was the long-constrained 
passion of the House that now found a vent far more than the' 
sallies of the speaker that changed the frigid silence of this 
·senate into excitement and tumult. · 

The.spJ:l~Ji:flr,,.mas_,~"9t£p,~~s~.~Pi§r;a.t~bJ.li¢s~lf,. ,..., .. ~e began 
py e~plaining that, as, an early day was ·to be appointed 
for the discu8sion of the great question, he would not at 

· this' moment have intruded on the House but ,for the 
peculiar tone of the Prime Minister's speech .. He admired 
a Minister who si:tid that he held power to give effect to 
his· own convictiorui,: and he had no doubt that in the 
pres~nt case· the convictions were _.conscientious .. But, 
looking to all the circums-ta1;1ces, lie must say that the 

. Minister, however conscientious, was very unfortunate, 
· and ·that he ought to be the last man in the world to 

' ' ' 
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turn round and upbr;1id his party in the tone of menace 
he had adopted. 

Sir, there itra·difficulty infurdinwa"'parallel to the·position 
of the right hon. gentleman in any .part of.. ·history. The 
only parallel which I can find is an incident in the late 
war in the Levant, which was terminated by the policy of 
the noble lord opposite. I remember when that great struggle 
was taking place, when the existence of the Turkish Empire 
was at stake, the late Sultan, a man of great energy and 
fertile in resources, was determined to fit out an immense 
fleet to maintain his empire. Accordingly a vast armament 
was collected. The crews were picked men, the officers were 
the ablest that could be found, and both officers and men 
were rewarded before they fought .. (Much laughter.) There 
never was an armament which left the Dardanelles similarly 
appointed since the days of Solyman the Great. The Sultan 
personally witnessed the departure of the fleet; all the muftis 
prayed for the expedition, as all the muftis here prayed for 
the success of the last general election. Away went the fleet, 
but what was the Sultan's consternation when the Lord High 
Admiral steered at once into the enemy's port. (Loud laughter -
and cheers.) Now, sir, the Lord High Admiral on that occasion 
was very much misrepresented. He, too, was called a traitor, 
and he, too, vindicated himself. ' True it' is,' said he, 'I did 
place myself at the head of this valiant armada ; true it is 
that my Sovereign embraced me; true it is that all the muftis 
in the empire offered up prayers for the expedition; but I 
have an objection to war.· I see no. use in prolonging the 
struggle, and the only reason I had for accepting the command 
was that I might terminate the .contest bJi_.b~t!:~J:lEg~ __ my 
m~ster.~(Tremepdous .~ory .~Jleermg.) 

It wa.S all very well for the right hon. gentleman to 
say: 'I am the Fir~t Minister '-he might as well, by-the
by, adopt the phraseology of Walpole, and call himself 
the sole Minister, for his speech was rich in egoistic 
rhetoric ; it was all very well for him to come forward and 
say : 'My sentiments are magnanimous, my aim is heroic, 
and, appeal.illg to posterity; I care neither for your cheers 
nor your taunts ' ; but how .. did he acquire his position, 
how did he obtain p'ower to turn round on his s:upporters 
and treat them with conte~pt 1 · 
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Well do· we remember on this side of the House-perhaps 

almost with a blush-well do.w:e .remembe~.,th.e }:l1;'f9,rts .,wh,ich 
we.made_ to,..raise, him to .. the. bench on which he now_sits. 
Who~·does"not. rei.ember the ''sacr~d'"cil.liiffi'"'o·f-protectio:ri~'-
the cause for which Sovereigns were thwarted, Parliaments .· 
dissolved, and a nation taken in 1 Delightful indeed was 
it to have the right hon. gentleman entering into all his 
confidential details when, to use his courtly language, he 
'called~ upon his Sovereign. Sir, he called on his Sovereign, 
but would his Sovereign have called on the right hon. baronet, 
if, in 1841, he had not.placedhimself, as he said, at the head 
of. the gentlemen of England 1 (loud Ministerial cheers)
that well-known position, to be preferred to the confidence of 
Sovereigns and of courts.. It is all very well for the right 
hon. baronet to. take this high-flying course; but I think 
myself-I say it without any wish to achieve a party triumph; 
for I believe I belong to a party which can triumph no more ; 

, for we have nothing left on our side except the constituencies 
which we have not betrayed (loud cheering); but I do say 
that my idea of a great statesman is of one who represents · 
a great idea-an idea which may lead him to power, an idea 
with which he may connect himself, an idea which he may 
develop, an idea which he may and·can impress on the mind 
and conscience of a nation. Tha.t, sir, is my notion of what 
makes a man a gr.eat statesman. I do not car.e whether he 
be a manufacturer or a manufacturer's son. That is a grand· 
-that is indeed an heroic-:-position. But I care not what 
may be the position of a man who never originates an idea-'
a watcher. of the atmosphere, a man .who, as he says, takes 
his observations, and when he finds the wind in a certain 
qu~rter ·trims ·to. suit it.. Such a person may be a powerful 
Minister, but he is no more a great statesman than theman 
who gets up behind a carriage is a great whip. (Tremendous 
cheering and laughter.) Certainly both are disciples of. 
progress. Perhaps . both may get a ,good' place. (More 
laughter.) But how far the original momentum is indebted to·. 
their powers, and how far. their guiding prudence applies the 
lash or regulates the reins, it is not necessary for me to, 
notice. 

The right hoil. gentleman, giving it as his own recom
mendation that he had served four Sovereigns; asked them 
to fQllow him. Follow him! Who was to follow him, 
or why was anybody to follow him,• or where was any
body to follow him to ~ What did he mean to dq_.:__this 

. great statesman who talked with a sneer of an ancient 
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monarchy and a proud aristocracy, and told 'them they 
were but drags on the wheel, and he the ·only driver 1 
He told them he was still a Conservative, for had not, 
he asked, his Government put down agitation 1 

Sir, I confess when I heard this, that great as undoubtedly 
are the powers of Parliamentary face of the right hon, gentle
man (loud laughter)-I confess, sir, that I was thunderstruck. 
I could forget the agitated councils called without a cause 
and dismissed without a consequence, the candid explanation 
of the situation of his Cabinet-his admission that the only 
man in that body who dared to speak the truth differed from 
him ; the almost humble confession that he had been misled 
in his information; that his Viceroy, who, being a diplomatist, 
communicated his principal information in a postscript, had 
caused such false impressions in the Cabinet that the Secre
tary of State was obliged to send a courier for an explanation-'
all these frank details I could afford to admire in one who 
has taken up so lofty a position as the right hon. baronet 
says he has taken, and who c.an afford to speak the truth. 
But; really, when he told us that his Conservative adminis
tration had put down agitation, when he said this in the·face 
of the hon. member for Stockport [Cobden], in the face of the 
hon. member for Durham [Bright]-then, sir, I confess that 
the right hon. baronet did manage to achieve the first great 
quality of oratory, that he did succeed in making an impres
sion on his audience! Put down agitation! Will he rise 
and deny that he is legi_slating or about to legislate with direct 
reference to agitation ? (Loud cheers.) What other excuses 
has he, for even his mouldy potatoes have failed him, even 
the reports of his vagrant professors have failed him. 

Sir, I remember, in the midst of a great revolution, when 
all the principles of our social system were called into question, 
when we heard much of the inconvenience of ancient mon
archies and proud aristocracies, when it was necessary to 

'invent some means, to devise some expedient, to manage 
reformed constituencies-well do I remember that great 
mind which was to control divided counsels, to guide a 
distracted people, delivering itself of that oracle which rang 
so solemnly over the land, 'Register, register, register.' 
(Loud cheers.) Register, some thought, to save the Corn 
Laws, some to save the monarchy, some to save the Church. 
(Loud cheers). We went on registering, and the right hon. 
gentleman went on making protection speeches-a great 
orator before. a green table, beating a red box. (Laughter.) 
Then he showed us the sovereign passion-we were to register 
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to make him a Minister. The statesman who opposed 
Catholic Emancipation against arguments as cogent as any 
which the gentlemen of. the League can now offer, in spite 
of political expediency a thousand times more urgent than 
that whicli iww besets them ; always r_eady with his arguments 
and amendments ; always ready with his fallacies, ten thousand 
times exploded ; always ready with ·his Virgilian quotations to 
command a cheer- the moment that an bon. and Jearned 

·gentleman ·was returned for the county of Clare, then imme
diately we saw thisright bon. gentleman not ashamed to recall 
his arguments, not ashamed to confess that he was convinced, 
but telling us, on the contrary, he should be ashamed if he had 

-not th~ courage to come forward and propose a resolution 
exactly contrary to his previous policy. And so is it always 
with the right bon. gentleman~ Nursed in the- House of 
Commons, entertaining no idea but that of Parliamentary 
success, if you wish to touch him to ·the quick; you must 
touch him on the state of the poll. .(Cheers and laughter.) 

It was really .. too m1.1ch for a· Minister With such a 
career to talk to them in high-pit,ehed language .about his. 
lofty spirit, about posterity and the love of fame~ .. ; ... . . .. . . ·,.::.. 

• 
0 What an advantage to a coun:try to l:iegov~rned by aMinister 

who thinks only of posterity ! The right bon. gentleman has 
before assured us that he and h~s colleagues are only thinking 
of the future. • Who can doubt it 1 Loo·k at them. Throw 
your eyes over the Treasury bench. 0 See stamped on every 
ingenuous front ' the last infirmity of noble mind.' They are· 
all of them; as Spenser says, ·' imps of fame.' They are just 
the men !n the House you would fix upon as thinking only 
of posterity. The only thing is, whtm .one looks at them, 
seeing of- what they are composed, one is hardly certain 
whether 'the future' of which they are thinking is indeed pos
terity or only the coming quarter~day. (Cheers and laughter.). 
I should like to know what posterity may think of a Cabinet 
which resigns office because it cannot support a policy, and 
accepts office for the s.ame reas_on. (Load cheers.) In the 
his.tory of England, in' the his.tory of parties., I defy any man, 
I defy even the right hon. member for Edinburgh [Macaulay], 
with his disciplined memory and cultivated· mind-I defy 
any man learned in BritislFhistory to adduce me a case 
'parallel to this_.~ -- · · · ·. · -· - • · · 

And what is. to be theres_ult? If 'coming events. cas_t their 
s_hadows_ before;'· I s_uppos_e ·no gentleman in a· sane state of -
mind can doubt it. ·We resisted the moderate ·proposal of . 
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the Whigs. We rejected it, confiding in the experience of 
that practised individual-the gentleman who has served 
four Sovereigns. (Loud laughter.) We were blind enough to 
believe that a gentleman of such great ability, of such long 
experience, who had had such immense advantages, could not 
make very gross and palpable blunders. We accepted him 
for a leader to acc(!.mplish th~ triumph of protection, and now 
we are to attend the catastrophe of protection. (Loud laughter.) 
Of course the Whigs will be the chief mourners. (Loud laughter.) 
They cannot but weep for their innocent, although it was an 
abortion (loud cheers and laughter); but ours was a fine 
child. Who can forget how its nurse dandled it, fondled 
it? (Loud laughter.) What a charming babe ! Delicious little 
thing! so thriving! (Loud laughter.) Did you ever see such 
a beauty for its years 1 This was the tone, the innocent 
prattle; and then the nurse, in a fit of patriotic frenzy, dashes 
its brains out (loud laughter), and comes down to give master 
and mistress an account of this terrible murder. The nurse, 
too, a person of a. very orderly demeanour, not given to 
drink, and never showing any emotion, except of late, when 
kicking against pro~ection. 

Away with this talk about going down to Windsor and 
finding that Lord John this or Lord William that could Iiot 
form a Ministry, and saying: 'Then I must form one, and 
bring all my colleagues to support measures of which they 
do not approve.' Was that the constitution that governed 
England 1 If so, the sooner they could get rid of such a 
constitution, the better. He could understand an absolute
Sovereign in a country of high civilisation governing 
through a council of state, selected by his arbitrary but 
intelllgent will from the ablest men of the country ; 
but the House of Commons still formed a part of. the 
constitution, though if the principles they had just 
heard from the Prime Minister were once admitted, it 
must soon cease to count. Six hundred men met together 
without the sympathy of great ideas, to wield all the 
power of a country, with all the patronage at the 
command of one man appointed by the Sovereign to 
direct them as he willed-who could doubt what the 
result would be'? . 
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If you had a daring, dashing Minister, a Dan by or a Walpole, 
who tells you frankly, 'I am corrupt, and I wish you to be . 
corrupt also,' we might guard against this ; but what I cannot_ 
endure is to hear a man come down and say : ' I· will rule 
without respect to party, though I rose by party ; and I care 
not for your judgment, for I look to posterity.' Sir, very 
few people reach posterity. And who amongst us may arrive 
at that destination I presume not to vaticinate. Posterity 
is a most limited assembly. Those gentlemen who reach 
posterity are not much more numerous than the planets. 
But one thing is quite evident, that whilst we are appealing 
to posterity-while we are admitting the principles of relaxed 
commerce-there i.s extreme danger. of our admitting the 
principles of relaxed politics. I ad vise, therefore, that we 
all-whatever may be our opinions about free trade-oppose 
the introduction of_ free politics. Let men stand by the 
principle by which they rise, right or. wrong. I make no 
exception. If they be in the wrong, they must retire to that 
shade of private life with which our present rulers have often 
threatened us. . . . It is not a legitimate trial of the principles . 
of free trade against the principle of. protection if a Parlia
ment, the majority of which are elected to support protection, 
be gaip.ed over to free trade by the arts of the very individual . 
whom they were elected to. support in an opposite career. 
It is not fair to the people of England. 

The Opposition would err if ·they admitted the principle 
that they were to support any man who acted on their 
oprmons. A Minister in the position of the right hon .. 
gentleman was not the Minister who· ought to. abrogate 
the Corn Laws. - · 

Whatever may be the fate of Government: whether we are 
to have a Whig administration: or a Conservative; whether 
the noble lord or the right hon. gentleman is'to wield the 
sceptre of the state-whatever, I say, may be the' fate of 
Cabinets (and they are transitory. and transient things, things 
which may not survive the career of.m~ny IJ?.en in this House), 
on ~arliament as an ihstitution, and still a popular institu~ 
tion in this country, is dependent, and not upon the Govern~ 
ment, the considerat.ionof the vast majorityof the members· 
of this House. Do not, then, because you see a great per
sonage 'giving up his opinions---do not cheer him on, do not 
give so ready .a reward .to political tergiversation. Above all, 

. maintain the line of demarcation between parties, for it is 
only by ;maintaining ·the independence of .party 'that you 
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can maintain the integrity of public men, and the power and 
influence of Parliament itself. · 

The cheers at the close lasted for several minutes, and 
the effect of the speech did not end. when the cheers died 
away. It helped ... greatly-to· foster· the· rising . .spirit of 
tevolt among ~the~c01intry. members, and preparations 
~ere at once begun for organising resistance. Disraeli's 
bold example of. rebellion had told at.last,,and,his .. warfare 
against the Government was no longer to be solitary. 



CHAPTER XIL 

THE OVERTHROW OF PEEL. 

1846. 
·, 

The preparations for resistance were arrested· for a 
moment· by a rumour launched by the D~ke of W elliri.gc 
ton, that the Government meant. to offer the agriculturaJ 
interest such countervailing .advantages as would coin~ 

~- ·pl~tely reconcile it to the modification of the CoJ:n Laws. 
As the actual proposals were to be explained to the House 
of Commons in a. few days, it was decided to wait for 
_details. Peel;!3.SP«:lech,_1Jnfqldipg.~h,is, ,pl~n.J!'!~9-.~sg~:ibed by· 
W!3raeli, as .. eminently,"ch,~rMt{l!'istic. · 

,;T!t~:.,_t:eip.arkaql(:) man.~.who _in pri~ate. ,life .was: .con~prai.IJ.ed 
and often awkward, ;who~could never address a public meet

. ' ing oi''niake 'an after:di:O:rier ~peech without being ill at' ease, 
, 'and generally sayingsomething stilted or even a little ridicu

lous in' the senate was the readiest easiest. most~· flexible' 
,f. ' .--~..,'<.•,<o<-~""<~-~~-~.,.....~.......,..-.,..,;;,..,.,....,..,._,._~·-"·'-»-••'- .... '<.0'•'J'<'t<~r-"'''·····'·;·•"'•.:.k.>,;, . .' ,- .... _,_-..>;.,i;: ••• •• 0>-~ .. • -· 

tJ'!l~,~l1£irqi~.p~ .. meri., . He· played •. up<:m-,.the~House-.of-,Gominoris 
as.on- an·old~,fiddle. And to-night the· manner in which he · · 
proceeded to deal with the duties on candles and soap, while 
all were thinking of the duties on something else; the bland 
and conciliatory air with which he announced a reduction 
of the impost on boot-fronts and shoe leather ; the intrepid 
plausibility with which he entered into a dissertation. on the 
duties of foreign brandy and foreign sugar ; wh~le visions, of 
deserted villages and reduced rentals were. torturing his 
neighbours, were all characteristic of his Qomma.nd over 
himself and those whom he addressed.1 • 

Eventually th~ House l~arnt that· there was to be a 
total repeal of the .Corn Laws, though three years were 

1 Lord Ge~rge Bentinck, ch. 4. 
. 756· . 
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to elapse before the ports were to be really open. The 
measures of compensation, of which so much had been 
heard, turned out to be trivial readjustments of expense 
between the counties and the national exchequer ; and 
as far as Ireland was concerned-' and " if. there were 
any part of the.United Kingdom which was to suffer by 
the withdrawal of protection," the Minister " had always 
felt it would be Ireland" '-a remission of local taxation 
similar in amount and character. 'No degree of rhetori
cal skill could invest ·with any semblance of substance 
these shadowy schemes of compensation.' A feeling of 
blank disappointment ran along the Conservative benches; 
indignation resumed its sway ; and the Tory magnates 
and county members at once resumed their arduous 
enterprise of creating a third party. 

The~~Ieadin~r"'spirit ~·a.nrong. ,them .. was. ,Lord . Oeor.ge 
Bentinck,,~sec0nd son of .. the.Duke-o£.-Portland,··and a I 
man better known for his prowess in the hunting-field, 
and his devotion to the turf, whete he reigned. as 'lord 
paramount,' than for his ac-tivity as . a politician. He 
had, to use his own expressi-on, ' sat in eight Parliaments 
without having taken part' in any great debate.' In his 
youth he had been private secretary to Canning, who 
was his uncle by marriage ; and, following the friends of 
Canning into the Whig camp, he had supported the Reform . 
Bill, but had subsequently seceded from the Whigs with 
Stanley. He had been. trained as a soldier, and, apart 
from his lack of serious political education and experi
ence; he suffered from a certain rigidity . of character 
that became the soldier better than the politician. But 
he was now in the prime of life, and, in addition to a noble 
presence and his rank and social standing, he had many 
of the qualities of which leaders are inade--a vehement· 
and imperious spirit, unflinching courage, a mind of great 
natl.ve vigour directed by a will that never knew sub
mission, and the ·reputation for unl:f€mding rectitude 
that wins the confidence of men. Of !~ank and severely 
truthful nature himself, he was fiercely intolerant of 

I, l 25 
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anything like· deception ; and it was a sense of betrayal 
rather -than any. motive drawn from selfish or class 
interests that stirred him to unwonted· exertions on the 
present occasion.· He had. trusted Peel implicitly, and, 
as he afterwards confessed, when· Disraeli, in the session 
of J845,. 'predicted and. _,deno~:mced .the impending 

· ·'defection of . the Minister, there was no member· of the 
Conservative party who more violently condeinried the 

. unfoup.ded attack, or'inore readily. impugned the motives 
of the assailant.'1 On the eve of -the meeting of Parlia- .. 
ment he.wrote to Lord Stanley : ' I agree with Gladstone . 
(in '1843), and think that to unsettle the ·Corn Law -of 
lS42 " woul.d -be dishonourable to Parliament as· well 
as to the .. .Government," and, theref()re,' i( anything is 
said about Corn Laws in the Queen's sp.eeelr, if no better 
man cafl.,be found, I mean to move an· amendment.' 
'I keep horses in three counti~s,' he said' to ,a ,pol).tical 
opponent,.' arid they tell me that I~~h'a~ ·sa:ve 'fifteen. · 

' .· ~ . . .. ~ i ~ _... ' • . . 

hundred .a1year by free trade .. I clon't_';ica;~:e _·f?r that : 
what I ·cannot bear is being solcl.'t ~is :a;ctivity_'in 
~organising the third party at once led tothe sugg~stion 
that he should accept the position of leader ; 'b"ut he s]1o_ok 
,his head 'with an air of proud humility that was natura! 
to him;' and said : ' I~thin<k~,.we,..,hai\Jie,..haEI.-.,eJ:lopg-h.,.of 
·leacl.ers~;;J,shalld'emaiB,the -last"oMhe,r,arik,and.fl-le.' '• ·. 

-Such:·was the--man -with--whom ,Disr:.aeli.".no:w.:,found 
himself in ,tlJ,~.,~l_pE!.es.hJ:',el~J,tions, .. When the Sess!on began 

.. the two were' not, it would seem, even acquainted with 
~ach ·oth~r ; Ql1J.a.common,politioJJ,l_.p-qm<;>s<:J~SO.<?n,br§l1ght 
.~he:¢~ together,: .~nd. in_po .. long time they . .wei:e fast· friends 
~s well. as ~allies... Bentinek~s .. social. ... position .... ll1{1de ~- l!im · . 
the . better• fitted.Jor""p.l,a..y~p:g_,,o,E~~e..ll§}l>JyJ""~I,!~;fiXflt _,.p,a:ii? 

.; the.control of. the. ne:w;, m9Yement,;; but Disraeli showed 
his ·usual power of winning the confidence of those with. 
·whom he was brought into close contact, and· was soon· 
· established as Be_p.tinck's chief counsellor and lieutenant. 
With: his com:t):ian~ihg wi~l and vehement character, 

i -. . 

·1 ,Lord George Benti~ck, oh. 2. 
• . 'tf" .,.,... . 
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:&entinck-was--not,~tl!e_p;~.ar:t to be the mere puppet_he .is 
sometimes represented ·as having. been ; but Disraeli, 
we may believe, with his greater knowledge and ex
perience, his patient tact in the management of men, 
his remarkable freedok from jealousy and his power of 
self-suppression, was able throughout to guide his friend 
much as he desired. At.,all evep.ts, the combination· 
worked with great~smoothness, and Bentinck, who 
quarrelled, with many;; seems never, to the !lay of his 
death, to have had even a moment of ·angry difference 
with Disraeli. 

The new party, from the nature of the case, was· an 
army without officers, and the first business was to 
organise . a Parliamentary staff and make preparations 

·for a Parliamentary campa1gn. The motion for going 
into committee on the Minister's proposals was down for 
February. 9, and the Government no doubt hoped that 
the occ.asion would pass with nothing worse than one of 
Disraeli's now customary ebullitions. But· when the 
appointed day came, an amendment was moved from the 
Protectionist benches that the House should go into 
committee that day six months, and the lately forlorn 
party show~d unexpected powers of sustaining the debate~ 
New speakers were brought forward, and those who had 

· already ventured were encouraged to try again. At the 
end of the fifth night the Prime Minister rose and niade a 
speec!I to divide on; but no division came. Disraeli 
spoke on the eighth night, and it was not till the twelfth 
that, after ·lasting three full Parliamentary weeks, the 

· debate came to an end. It was wound up by Bentinck 
in a speech of great length, packed with .. detail, arid 
delivered, as Disraeli says, in a style o~ ' dignified. 
diffidence.' When the division was called, the West 
India and shipping interests deserted the land and sup- · 
ported the Minister ; but even so the Pr-otectionist 
amendment was only defeated· by a majority of 97 in 
a House of 581. No more than ll2 of their usual sup
porters voted with the Governi'nent, while 242 voted 
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against th~m. Peel, in fact, had lost control of the .. 
Conservative party, and the knell of his Ministry was 
rung. . . 

' Disraeli's speech was long. and in an entirely different 
vein from the speech on the Address and the philippics 
of ~he previous session. Pledging himself to meet the 
question on its merits, he first lodged a protest against 
the Prime Minister's appeal from party to public opinion. 
Party. said Disraeli, was public opinion embodied, and his. 
quarrel with the Prime Minister was not that he had 

·. def!iJrred too much to public opinion, but that he had ·· 
outraged it by preventing its legitimate action. . The 
right hon. gentleman had said that their business was 
not to discuss party, but to meet an emergency and to 
construct a system. That was where he went wrong in. 
his •very first step : a system should be permanent, an 
emergency was temporary. With regard to the emergency, 
he .and his friends were prepared to do for Ireland every
thing that human judgment could devise ; but they 
could not understand the Prime Minister's position. 

. . ' He was .prepared to open the ports, and had shown by 
a rapM review of economic policy that they had often 
be~n opened, and beneficially opened. Thc;re was no 
di;fficulty about that ; the real difficulty was that he ~as 
not prepared to close them again. He had resolved, in 
fact,from the first that the existing ~?ystemof corn and 
provision laws should ·cease- as was shown, iJ1deed, 
by his proposing. his present measures in Council, and 
insisting on their adoption before the idea could have 
been conceived by any other human being. 

As we have seen more than once, Cobden was .always 
certain-that, 'if we aba~doned protection, other countries 
would speedily follow our example. Peel could never 
make up his mind whether this was probable Q~ n'ot, or 
even whethel it was necessary to. the success of. his 
measure. In his last speech he had argued that they 
had been relaxing protection for more than thirty years, 
and'. the country was 'now more flourishing than .ever. 

-...._ 
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It flourishes, retorted Disraeli, becaus~ you have given 
to its trade a just, a judicious, and a moderate protec
tion. 

The whole speech only proved the advantage of the principle 
of a moderate protection (' Oh !'). I am sorry, sir, to have 
excited that groan from a free trader in distress. (Great 
laughter.) I want to ask the right hon. gentleman a very 
important question : Does he believe that he can fight hostile 
tariffs with free imports 1 That is the point ('Hear, hear!'). 
'Hear, hear!' from the disciples of the school of Manchester! 1 

A most consistent cheer! They have always maintained they 
can; and if their principles are right, as they believe they are 
-as I believe they are not-I can easily understand that, their 
premises being assumed, they may arrive at that conclusion. 
They believe they can fight hostile tariffs with free imports, 
and they tell us very justly : 'Let us take care of our imports, 
and everything else will take care of itself.' But is that the 
conviction of the right hon. gentleman ? We want to know 
that, because, if that be his conviction, why all these elegies 
over defunct diplomatic negotiations to preserve commercial 
treaties ? · If he believes that we can meet hostile tariffs with 
free imports, he need not trouble himself about commercial 
treaties. But if the right hon. gentleman does not believe 
that, if he has not the conviction of the school of Manchester, 
then he is not.justified in offering this measure. 

l'hey were told that great things would follow from 
a good example-that the Americans were on the point 
of changing their tariff, that Prussia was shaken, that 
the French were votaries of free trade. Let him offer 
them some facts. . Did the House understand tlie powe.r 
of the manufacturing interest-the protected interest 
in America 1 In 1840 there were 800,000 manufacturing 
operatives in the United States, and since 1840 under 
their tariff there had been the gre·atest development of 
manufacturing industry known in the . history · of the 
country. When he was told that Prussia was shaken, 

· he could only say that he had just been reading a book 
about 'Prussia, published 'Yithin the month~ from which 

1 According to Cobden himself (in Elliot's Life of Goschen, L, p. 75), the 
phrase 'the Manchester school,' which passed into general use as a title for 
his party, ,was invented by Disraeli; and this was not improbably the first 
occasion whe}l it was hoard. 
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he found that that country was .most obstinately deter
mined in its resistance to free trade, and till he was given 
a more detailed account of the shaking he must remain 
sceptical. With regard to :!!'ranee, he could speak with 
some knowledge of her public men, and with. the exception 
of an occasional individual who· attempted to humour 
an English Minister he did not believe that there was a 
single leading statesman in France who was not in favour 
of ahigh restrictive policy~ There was only one way of 
gaining any relaxation of the French mercantile system, 
and that was by diplomacy ; but they now proposed to 
open their ports without condition, and France had no 
longer an object to negotiate for. It all came to this, that 
if the right hon. baropetwas no.t prepared to meet hostil~ 
tariffs with free imports he had no ground to stand on. 

On other aspects of their measure Peel and his colleagues 
were no less undecided, and Disraeli was not slow to note 
their inconsistencies. The S'eeretary at War,1. he· said, 
·who had addressed the House as a martyr when he was 
ollly a convert, had asserted that the fallacy of cheap 
bread was now discarded by all parties ; the Secretary of· 
State2 on the following night had declared that:unlessthe 
question before the House involved a cheaper and more·· , 
abun?-ant supply of -._food· to the people there: was no 

· · question before them. He. was not surprised that there 
should be such distraction in their councils when there 
was such discord in their .speeches. The Secretary at 
War asked what they feared from free imports-where 
were 'they to come from ~ He had investigated the 
subject as well as he could, and he had not t"he slightest 
doubt that when this system was established they could 
get from the 'corn-growing countries· any quantity o( 
corn they liked. · It was idle to say that. capital and 
railways were wanting; both would be supplied. There· 
was no fallacy so· great as to suppose that when there 
was . an established . market 'here prices would . rise in 
proportion to the demand. The examples of tea and .. · 

l Sidney H~rbert. . 2 Graham. 
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cotton showed prices continually falling as the demand 
increased. The Secretary at War asked them again, 
Why all this agitation about a mere question of the repeal 
of a duty on one article of imports 1 He forgot that last 
year it was a social revolution ; and even now they were 
told by the consistent Secretary of State that if they 
refused to pass this measure they would -bring upon 
England anarchy, misery, and ruin. 

I have observed that ever since the right hon. baronet· 
[Graham] has been a 1\:Iinister of a Conservative Cabinet_ he has 
annually brought forward a very extensive measure, which has 
as regularly produced great alarm and excited great odium in 
the country; and that the right h<:m. gentleman, alarmed at his 
own proceedings, has ended by withdrawing the measure. 
Bold· in opposition, not too scrupulous, it seems somewhat 
extraordinary that the responsibilities of office should bring 
to him, not prudence, but panic. (Renewed cheers and 
laughter.) And these are the Ministers who turn round and 
say : ' You are alarmed at our measure, but you will not suffer 
at allexceptfromyourown panic~' Why, they are the children 
of panic, they are an alarmist Cabinet. (Loud cheers.) I 
know not from what cause, but fright is stamped on their 
very forehead-whether it arises from a deficiency of food in 
Ireland or a superabundance of suffrages in Lancashire.1 

He had now something to say on the question o£ 
protection, and he began by showing historically that 
England in her commercial arrangements had generally 
taken the middle course. , Protection in England. had 
never _been protection to every branch of native industry. 
We had once · had a commercial system founded on 
principle, definite in its details, and, in a certain sense, 
beneficial in practice-the colonial system. - At an earlier 
date there had been a very liberal system of commerce 
with the Continent ; but in the middle of the eighteenth 
century our' foreign trade had been sacrificed to the 
upholding of our colonial system. The range of our 
transactions had thereby been curtailed ; but our mer
chants were- compensated by more secure ~arkets and 

1 In allusion to a by-election tha~ had been lost by the Go~ernment. 
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larger ·profits. When we lost our principal colonies, 
Mr. Pitt saw that it was necessary to establish a new 

. system-a large system of commercial intercourse on the 
principle of reciprocal advantage. This in -turn was 
upset by the revolutionary war.; but the moment the 
war was over they had gone back to the Pitt system, 
under the guidance of Lord Liverpool,- Mr. Huskisson, 
and at a later date the present Prime Minister. He 
himself had given a conscientious vote for the Prime 
Minister's tariff as embodying a system of moderate and 
judicious protection in complete harmony with what he 
thought were their true commercial principles. If they 
sought examples of a diffe-rent policy, they would see in 
Spain the effects of absolute prohibition, and in T4rkey 
the effects of absolute free trade. In the one case un
bridled competition had been as pernicious as excessive 
protection in the other. 

The Prime Minister had said there was a prima .facie 
case in favour of free trade. He never cared much about 

-prima facie cases ; it would be just as easy for -him to 
say that there was a p1·ima facie case in favour of protec~ 
tion, for to protect the industry of our fellow-subjects ·wa,s 
prima facie desirable. He could find in the speeches of 
the gentlemen of the League no singlereasonable objection 
to ·the principle involved .• Their arguments had per~ 
petually changed; they began by promising cheap bread 
to the labourer, and had ended by promising highrentsto 
the landlord: They said that protection· aimed at two 
objects-to feed the people and to employ the people~ 
and· that it had failed in both. Had it failed ~ Fifty 
years ago we could not feed ·the people ; the population 
had since doubled, and in average years ~e could now 
feed them; and at a lower rate of cost.· Now here in the 
world was there any great breadth of land with an 
agriculture to be compared to that of Great Britain. It 
was .only natural that it should be so, for the land of 
England rec~ived the tribute of the world. There was 
not ail Englishman in any of our colonies, not a resident , 
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at the Court of any Indian Prince·, whose great ambition 
was not. to return, purchase land, and become a justice 
of the peace or deputy-lieutenant. ' Riding on elephants, · 
surrounded by slaves, he is always dreaming of quarter
sessions.' Our territorial constitutjon, which had con
ferred on the possession of land an· honour peculiar to 
itself, would always secure the investment of capital in 
the soil of England. 

But look, said the gentlemen of the League, at the 
condition of the peasantry : has protection provided them 
with sufficient employment~ It was not there alone 
that he had tried to call attention to the condition of the 
peasantry; but when they came with their cool assump- _ 
tions and daring charges, he asked what was the condi
tion of the peasantry before t'he protective system was 
inst.ituted ~ Worse even .than at present. He might 
just as well take theni to Stockport or Manchester, show 
them human suffering and human degradation, and 
say, Competition has done this; but lie knew that these 
were exceptional cases, and that the industry of Lancashire 
was a noble and well~ordered industry, and he· could not 
condescend to such vile arts of faction. In the same way, 
if protection had given the peasant of Wiltshire seven 
shillings a week,_ it had equally given the peasant of 
Lincolnshire an ample remuneration. He found the people 
employed, though not so well as he could wish; their 
condition in.many instances bad, but superior generally 
to that of .the other nations' of Europe; and he could not 
assent to the bold assumption that they would improve 
their condition by introducing foreign labour into com
petition with theirs, or that they would elevate their 
character by di.rp.inishirlg their wages. · 

He had endeavoured nut to make a mere Corn Law 
speech. He had never rested his defence of the Corn 
Laws on the burdens to which the land was subject. 
There were heavy burdens on the land, but the land had 
great honours, and he who had great honours must also 
have gre~t burdens. He wished his friends to bear in 

I. 25* 
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mind that their cause must be sustained by principles 
of high policy, and he would venture feebly· and slightly 
to indicate those principles. In every country, he said, 
it was the first interest of the state to maintain a balance 
between the two great branches of national industry ; 
that was a principle which had been recognised by all 
great Miil.isters for ~he last two hundred years. But he 
went farther, and said that in England there were special 

. reasons why they· should no~ only .. maintain the balance, 
but give a preponderance-he did not say a predominance, . 
which was not the proper word~tQ the ·agricultural 
branch ; and ;the reason was that in England they ha:_d a 
territorial constitution. 

You have th~o~n upon the land the fevenues o{ the Cliurch, ·.~ 
the administration of justice, and. the estate of the· poor ; 
and you value thakterritorial constitution, not as serving to · 
gratify· the pride or,pamper the luxury of the pr()prietors of
the land, but. because in that constitution you, and those 
.W.hom you ·have su<;ceeded, have found the only security for 

· · self-government; and, more than that, the only .barrier to 
that sys.tem of centralisation which has taken· root and. · 
enslaved the energies of surrounding nations. (Great cheering.) 
That is why I have ever supported, and that is why I will . 
still support, .. this principle of preponderance ... My con
stituents are. not landlords ; they are not aristocrats ; 'they 
are not great capitali!>ts ; they are, in fact, th,e children of 
industry-born only to employment; but they believe not .. · 
only that their material interests ate involved in a system 
which favours native,industry, by insuring atthe same time 
real competition, but also that their social and political 
interests are involved in a system under which their rights 

·.and liberties have been guaranteed; and I agree with them. 
I know these are old arguments; but I know also that they 
are strong, and that it is necessary they should not be for-
gotten.. (Continued cheering.) . . 

I know we are told, and by one [Cobden] wh,o on this 
subject should be the highest authority, that we·shall derive 

· ·from t}.lis great struggle not merely the repeal of the Corn Laws, ' 
but· the transfer of power from one class to another,.....,. to one 
distinguished for its intelligence and wealth, the manUfacturers 
of England. My conscii::mce assures me that I have not been 
slow in dbing justice to the intelligence of that class ; 1 do not 
envy them their wide and de_served prosperity, but I must· 
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confess my deep mortification that in an age of political 
regeneration, when all social evils are ascribed to the opera
tion of class interests, it should be suggested that we are to 
be rescued from the alleged' power of 'one class only to sink 
under the a vowed dominion of another. I for one, if this is 
to be the end of all our struggles-if this is to be the great 
result of this enlightened age-I for one protest against the 

. ignominious catastrophe. I believe that the monarchy of 
England, its sovereignty mitigated by the. power of the 
established estates of the realm; has its root in the hearts of 
the people; and is capable of securing the happiness of the 
people. and the power of the state. If this be a worn-out 
dream-if irideed there is to be a change-I for one, anxious 
as I am .to maintain the present polity of this country, ready 
to make as many sacrifices as any man for that object-if 
there is to be this great change, I for one hope that the founda
tions of it may be deep, the scheme comprehensive, and that, 
instead of falling under such a thraldom, under the thraldom 
of capital, under the thraldom of those who, while they 
boast of their intelligence, are more proud of their wealth 
-if we must find new forces to maintain the ancient throne 
and immemorial monarchy of England, I for one hope we 
may find that novel power in the invigorating energies of 
an educated and enfrauchised· people. (Loud and long
continued cheers.)1 

Having been content with this comparatively sedate 
speech on the great question, Disraeli a.few days later 
delighted the House by a return to his more characteristic 
style. Roebuck, the Radical member for Bath, had 
made enemjes in all parties by indulging ~ bitter tongue, 
and a personal wrangle of which Ferrand, as usual, was 
the centre,. but· in which Roebu~k was involved, gave 
Disraeli an opportunity of reading him, a lesson. In a 

· rather inflated speech, Roebuck had laid stress on the· 
resolution against Ferrand passed in a previous session. 
Disraeli followed, and remarked that a more ridiculous 
resolution never had been passed, and that he believed 
the Prime Minister, who had a natural taste for humour, 
was keenly sensible of the fact. Neither he nor the Home 
Secretary had originated the proceedings ; they originated 

1 Hansard, Feb. 20, 1846; and The Times and Morning Post, Feb. 21, 
18·!6. ' 
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I 

in the quarter where the most disagreeable proceedings 
'naturally originated-with the member for Bath, who 
now. dilated upon them with all the dramatic effect worthy 
of·~_minor theatre .. , Sir,' the speaker added With im-: 
perturbable gravity, 'I have not had any resolution passed 
yet against me, and if my hon. friend had taken my 
advice never to abuse anybody (shouts of laughter), but · 
rather to. resort· to. such language as our English tongue 
and the forms of the House periu_it for the expression of 
opinion, he would· never have been in the . position· in 
which tha;t ·resolution, I think, unjustly plac.ed him.' 
The member for Bath hims€ll£ was in the habit of in-
fringing the rul~syfthe H~use by imputing-motives most 
corrupt, m:ost· sinister, and most unge~tlemanlike. · 

\ '' ~, ' ' 

Some:ofmy,hon. friends have noticed it ;.!'never have. I 
always felt that in . this world' 'yo'u must bear a good ·deal 
(great· laughter), and that even in this indulgent tho_ugh 
dignified assembly, where we endeavour; as .far as possible, 

. to carry on public affairs without any unnecessary~acerbity
still, we mus.t,occasiona)lysubmit to,some things·which,the• 
rules of this House do .not permit. I could, no doubt,ceasily 
have :vindicated my. character; but that would only have 

·made. the hon. member for Bath speak once-or .. twice more, 
and, really,Ih~ve :Qev:er any wishto hear.him .. '(Loud cheers·· 
arid laughter.) I have had the niost corrupt motives imputed · · 
to ine. But I know how true it"is· that a tree must prouuce 
its fruit--'--that a crab tree will bring forth crab apples (loud
laughter), and that a ma11 of meagre and acid mind, who· 
writes a pamphlet or makes a speech, . must make a meagre 
and acid pamphlet or a poor and sour speech. (Shouts of 
laughter.) ·Let' things, then, take their course. But', for the 
member for Bath....,..,.extraordinary purist as he is~ I think that 
he,· though .now· assuming the funqtions. of general instructo:r:, 
-as formerly of.general accuser, would do well to profit by his 
own precepts,, ~nd escl1,ew his melodramatic maljgnity and 
Sadler's Wells sort of sarcasni. . (Loud ap.d general la~ghter 
and cheering.)1 • • ' . . . !• • . . ; 

/. - . ' . .. ..... ~ 

1 This speech, which was delivered on the night of the Corn Law division 
befote the.r!JSUmption of.'the chief debate, is 'also notable as having led to . 
the public reconciliation between Cobden and .Peel: Bright had, accused' . 
Ferrand of having charged' the League with abetting assassination, and had 
talked. of a. prosecution. · Disraeli ·recalled the .fact tha~ a similar· charge 
had been .made in the House of Commons itself ' by the very distinguished 
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Roebuck sought his revenge in season and out of season 
for the remainder of the session. On· one occasion lfe 
went out of his way to recall the old affair of Disraeli's 
appearing at Wycombe wit.h Hume and O'Connell as 
his sponsors. Tp this 'arranged impromptu' Disraeli 
replied as usual, that he had never changed his opinions. 

I am not in a condition to have had hereditary opinions 
carved out for me, and all my opinions, therefore, have been 
the result of reading arid thought. I never was a follower of 
either of the· two great aristocratic parties -in this country. 
My sympathies and feelings have always been with tha people 
from whom I spring; and when obliged as a member of this 
House to join a party, I joined that party with which I believe 
the people sympathise. I continu~ to hold substantially the 
same opinions as I have always professed; and when the hon. 
member talks· of my going' into his camp,' I never heard that 
he had a camp~ How the solitary sentry t;:tlks of his garrison ! 
He a leader of the people ! Iri my opinion there is no greate11 
opponent of real democracy than a modern Liberal ; and as 
to popular principles, I believe they are never more in danger 
than when they are professed by. political economists. Three 
months of solitude for an attack ori. the consistency of my 
political opinions ! never was any senator struck with . a 
rhetorical paralysis more remarkable; never was anything 
more malignant, and certainly never W!J.S anything more 
futile.1 

· . ' 

After the defeat o£ the protectionist . amendment on 
the principle of the new proposals, Disraeli and Bentinck 
made it their object to delay the. Government measures 
so that they should not reach the House of 'Lords before 
the Easter adjournnient. Time appeared to be on their 
side .. The chapter of accidents might at any moment. 
cause the fall of a Government whiCh had no ni,ajodty 
for anything exceptits tariff policy. The fa_ilure. of the 
potato crop was proving to have been exaggerated, .and 
if the course of events should dispel panic it was possible 

'individual a.t the, head of the administration.' '\Yhynot'prosecute him? 
Here was an antlered monarch of the woods: why hunt small deer? Peel 
rose afterwards and explained that it had been his intention to ·.relieve 
Cobden completely of the imputation he had put upon him by a misappre· 
hension; Cobden accepted the disavowal; and peace was established. 

1 Hansard, Jlilay 8, 1846. 
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that. the. House of Lords might have the courage to reject 
the Bill when eventually it reached them. There was 
ll'o excitement in the country in favour of the new. policy, 
and a good deal of excitement ~mong ijhe farmers against 

-it. The Ministerial changes had led to a number of 
· by-elections ; and Lord Ashley and other members . who 
had been elected . as protectionists, m~re sensitive as to 
their pledges than the M;inister and his ·colleagues, thought 
it right .to vacate their seats. Nearly every vacant seat 
was carrh:d .against the Government.· Lord Lincoln, 
who had. been pr~moted to the office of Chief Secretary, 
was defeated through the, influence of his father, the. Duke 
of Newcastle, and Gladstohe.:through the sanie influence 
left without a seat f~r. the remainder of the Parliament. 

Thus ~nc'~uraged, the pi'ote~tionists.gathered confideriee 
and • force. · Beniinck, 'who still persisted in·. refusing. to 
accept 'the formaL position of leader, was inde'fatigable 
in debate''and in all the work of organisatiqn that properly 
falls. to a Jeader. Th~ resolutions, on which the .G.overn~ 
nient's Bills . were to be based abounded· :in detail,. and . 

. severa~ weeks were consumed in ·getting them; through 
committee. ·.It was not till March. 27 ·that the' Bill for 
the repeal of .th~ Corn Laws was ~ead a second time, and 
the majority for the Government had .~o\V sunk to 88. 
Disraeli, who at this time appears to have. been in poor 
health, and soon afterwards was definitelycill, took no 
part:in the debate of'four nights that preceded; and its 
oruy'remarkablefeature was a·speech by Palmersto:h, in. 
which·, after an abstract eulogy of.free trade, he astonished 

·· t.he free traders by. unfurling the standard nf a moderate 
fixedduty. . . 

The -cheers suddenly stopped; and a member for a metro
politan district who had. been ·appEtuding· vociferously whis
pered to a neighbour: ',He has spoilt a capital speech; what 

·· could have induced him to bring in a fixed duty !' PenetratinK 
member for a met'ropoliti:tn district! As. if the 'capital· 
speech ' had been made for any other purpose than to intro
duce the very declaration which you looked upon as· sd ; 
damaging ! There ·is diplomacy · even .. )n · d~_bate : Lord · ·. 
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·Palmerston threw a practised and prescient eye over. the dis
turbed elements of the House of Commons, and two months 
afterwards, when a protectionist Ministry on moderate 
principles (principles moderate and not fi~ed) was not impos
sible, the speech of the noble lord was quoted by many as 
a rallying-point.1 

. 

How disturbed the elements were, and how uncertain 
the protectionist position, in spite of the good division, 
is shown by a letter from Stafford O'Brien to Disraeli 
on the following day. 'I am altogether.unsanguine,' he 
writes, 'as 'to· our compactness, an:d I believe that we 
shall go to pieces so fast that it will soon be a question 
how far we shall be authorised in maintaining ourselves 
as a party at all.' In 'political history, when we look 
beneath the surface, we find the key to most events in 
personal will and influence ; and here there is no excep
tion. Nothing could seem more natural and inevitable 
now than .the permanence of the party which seceded 
from Peel ; as a .matter of fact, but for the exertions of 
Disraeli and Bentinck it would either never have been 
born at all or its life would have been brief and flickering, 
and the re;;istance to the Minister have speedily collapsed. 

Fortune rarely fails to favour a bold and determined 
policy, and the protectionist leaders now. began to be 
helped by a blunder of which the Minister ·had been 
gu~lty. The distress in Ireland during the winter, .not 
severe enough· to produce the paralysis of famine, had 
been severe enough to provoke a serious· outbreak of 
agrarian crime; and in the Queen's speech at the begin
ning of the session· a measure for the protection of life 
had been promised.· A month had been allowed to elapse, 
and then, in fulfilment o£ . this promise, a stringent 
'Coercion' Bill had been brought into the House of Lords. 
It had been supported there by the Whigs as well as by 
the Tories, but had ~een pass~d through its stages in a 

1 Lord George Bentinck, ch. _6. Palmerston wrote to Disraeli on March 29, 
in replyto some note; probably, of congratulation: 'I could not refrainfroi)l 
affording one "pitying tear to grace the obsequies" of fixed duty. Many 
would, I am. persuaded, be glad to revive it; but to all appearance its life 
seefus en tjrely extinct.' · ' . , 
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lejsurely. fashion'; · and, reaching the Commons iii the 
middle of March, had been allowed to remain dormant 
till after the Corn Bill had .received its second reading. 
If such a measure as the Coercion Bill was needed at all, 
it was 9bviously n~eded at once, and ought to have been 
pressed through both Houses with all the force of the 
Government in the first weeks· of the session. Probably 
in that case it would have met with little resistance ; 
but the opportunity was missed: · Peel, in fact, had put 
·forward two opposite remedies for the troubles in Ireland, 
but inverted· their logical order. 'His passionate eagerness 
in the matter of the Corn Bill had blinded his· judgment,. 
and led hi~ into' an error of political strategy which was 
to pursue him tllroughout the session, and finally cause 
his oyerthrow. ·. · . , 
. The first reading o~ the Coercion Bill' was to be taken 

~ii the Commons on March 30, and before the appointed : 
day < tl).e protectionists met to consider the course to 
be adopted. With assassination rife; and .the. Whigs, as 
was supposed, already '9oinmitte'd · to the Bill by their 
leaders in the Lords; ·the 'result was' never in doubt. 
Disraeli alone urged them to pause before they gave a 
Gdvernme'nt,,' ag'ainst. whiCh. they were arrayed iri eir-· 

. cumstances of urgent and ,unusuaJ opposition;' the striking 
poroof of confidence that would be 'involved in" their 

- pledging themselves to supr.ort such a measure ; but his 
arguments, "as he tells us; ' though received with kindness, 
elicited little sympathy.'·· Bentinck, marking the general 
feeling, intervened with the adroit suggestion that they 
should make their S':J.pport conditional .on the Minister's 
proving his sincerity by . pressing . forward' with . the 
Coercion Bill in preference to. every other measure ; and · 
this suggestion, proniiisin~(the advantage' of an indefinite 
delay of the Corn Bill, was·'adopted with enthusiasm. ~ 

Thus . authorised;' Bentinck made .. an · a:~;rangement 
. with· the Government Whip by which the third reading 
. of the Cotn Bill. w3.s to . be postponed till after East~r, . 
·and the protectionists were to support the· Government·_, -
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in pushing forward the Coercion Bill. For some reason 
Peel repudiated this arrangement, and, while adhering 
to his determination to give the Coercion Bill a first 
reading at once, refused his assent to the postponement 
of the .Corn Bill. Meanwhile the Whigs, though feeling 
no dislike for coercion as such, decided to insist that the 
Corn Bill should have precedence, aJ?.d the Government 
suddenly found themselves in a false and dangerous 
position. They had in the same ·breath to argue that 
the urgency of the Coercion Bill made it necessary to post- . 
pone everything till_ its principle had been affirmed, and 
to promise that, i£ this Bill had once been granted a first 
reading, it should not be allowed to interfete with the 
progress of the Corn.Bill. Even~soi''on,.the.night.of-the 

30th, ·though -supported by all the--protectionists~present, 
they only escaped defeat, on a dilatory amendJP-e~t. moved 
from the Whig benches, by a,majority.of 39. 

The division of the House of Commons between free 
tr~ders and protectionists had now ceased to be para
mount, · and for the next three months the fate of the 
Government hung on a nice balance of factions. There 
were about 120 Peelites, the old guard of the Govern~ 
ment ; a rather more numerous body of Radicals and 
O'Connellites, who were opposed to coercion on principle ; 
perhaps 150 Whigs, who, though not opposed to coercion, 
wishedthe Corn Bill to have precedence; and 250 pro
tectionists, who wished the order of the Bills reversed. 
In this situation the Irish members began a course of 
obstruction, and when the Easter adjournment came, 
though all the Gove:rnment time had been given to the 
Irish Bill, it had not received a first' reading. The 
obstinate Minister even announced that, when the House 
met again in the middle of April, he would proceed with 
it again till the stage was completed. · · 

The Irish meml:iers glanced defiance, and the protectionists 
could.· scarcely· conceal ·their satisfaction. The reputation 
of Sir Robert Peel for Parliamentary management seemed to 
be vanishil!g ; never was a Government in a more tottering 
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state; and the Whigs especially began to renew their laments 
·that the Edinburgh letter and its consequences had prevented 
the settlement of the corn question from devolving to the 
natural arbitrator in the great controversy, their somewhat 
rash but still unrivalled leader, Lord John Russell.1 

• 

In such a situation intrigue w'as, of course, rife. 

The lovers of compromise, always the strQ!_lgest party in 
this country, were now active. ' Why did 'not the Whigs step 
in and settle the question in a spirit cons,istent with all their 

. J ; ~ 

. previous declarations, which even' the protectionists. would 
now willingly accept ~ . A moderate fixed duty was the Whig 
policy; it would save the honourof the lftnded party; it would 
meet the scientific ·objections of those· economical authorities 
who, however favourable to interchange, were of opinion that 
it was injurious to encounter 'hostile tariffs by free imports ; 
it might prove.~ fruitful source of revenue ; finally, it would ! 
permit the formation of a ~trong Gove:rnmel)-t, and the, Whigs 
would orily be _in their natural position as the leaders of the 

·aristocracy of the country.~ · · '· ' 
• . ;. . t, . ·,· $ ... 

Pe~haps foreseeing the possibility of some such develop~ -
ment; DisraeF,. 'as. the reader may. have noticed, h;:td 
during the last couple of cyears greatly moderated the 
violenceofhis attacks- on the Whigs, had treated Russell 
with some deference bothin his novels and in the ItouEie 
-of'Commo~; and~~ith Pa~merston had ev~n:contr1ved _~ 
to establish a s9rt o~ friendship~·, -When int:rigu<:l was going, 
Disraeliwai:i not likely. to be wholly without a hand in it; 
but his ,pap(m; t4row little iight on,:his ag_pivities at, this 
moiuent. Such evidence, as is to be gleaned from them 
indicates that he was anxious for the formation of a 
strong Government, and 'the only pos~ible basis for such 
a Government was ari arrangement between Whigs and 
protectionists. If Palmerston, not Russell, had been 
leader of the Whigs, there caii bt:: . very little doubt that 
such an arrangement wo~ld,have been effected; and that 
Peel would have fallen. · 

The Whigs were''sufficiently patriotic not' to shrink from 
office; they were as a party both from feeling and _conviction 

- ' - . . ~ ' . 
1 Lord George Be~tinck, ch. 9, 2 Ibid:, ch. II. 
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unanimous in favour of a \fixed duty; Lord Palmerston's 
speech was still ringing in the ears of the House of Commons, 
and not to run the risk of its being forgotten his lordship had 
properly taken care to have it printed ; they were sure under 
the circumstances of the unanimous support of the, It-ish 
members, who would have got rid at the same:time of the Corn 
and the Coercion Bills; they would have received from the 
landed interest a permanent support ; and if Lord George 
Bentinck had entered the new Cabinet, which many among 
the Whigs talked of and desired,_ he would have 'only reverted 
to that ancient political connexion of .which his ~ouse for 
generations had been one of the main props.1 

A junction between the two aristocratic parties, the 
Whigs and the protectionists, leaving Peel, if he liked, 
to join forces with the middle - class Liberals under 
Cobden, with whom 'he was now most in sympathy, 
would have been the best and healthiest outcome of 
the situation. It would have anticipated in a sense a 
rearrangement which was delayed till 1886, and averted 
much of the confusion of the intervening period. But 
Russell, embarrassed by his Edinburgh letter, which had 
been intended to embarrass others, and. even more, • 
perhaps, by his engagement with the Queen to support 
Peel in a settlement of the Corn Laws, proved. an in
superable obstacle, and the plan came to nothing. 

Another combination was possible, however, which 
we may believe was not without attractions for Disraeli. 
The protectionists and the Irish members together· formed 
a clear majority of the House, and united would be able 
to defeat the Government. O'Connell, the Irish leader, 
still, indeed, clung' to his old allies· the Whigs, and was 
anxious to hasten the passing of the Corn Bill in order to 
facilitate their return to power ; _but O'Connell. was now 
at the end of his career,· and his influence almost gone. 
The younger generation, whose aims were national and 
social rather than religious and political, had no particular· 
love either for the Whigs or the Corn Bill ; 'and they were 

· at present . in a state of fury against Peel. ·They had 
long bee·n familiar with Disraeli's broad views on the 

1 Lora Geor(Je Bentinck. ch. 11. 
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subject of Ireland ; and in the debate on the Qoercion 
Bill Bentinck h3id made a speech that attracted their 
attention, and proved that his views were as liberal a~ 
Disraeli's~ This was before Easter, and after :the, holidays, 
while the debate on the Coercion Bill was still dragging 
slowly along, Smith O'Brien, who was the leader of the 
Young. Ireland party in the House,_ made overtures to 
Bentinck. In ord~r to clear the air, O'Brien by arrange
ment ro~e in his plac!3; and, accepting the ·protectionist 
position that the Government had no right to couple the 
question of Irish famine with the question of free trade 
-nay, accusing th.e Prime Mipister of a singular want of 
mi.ndour in putting forward the famine as a pretext for 
what was 9_learly not an ,Irish ,but an English measur~ 
he asked whether Bentinck and his friends would' support .. 
a 'Bill to suspend the:existing Corn Laws with respect t5> .· 
Ireland, so as to admit grain duty-free.. Bentinck, who 

·· had just at last been persuaded to accept the formal 
office ,of leader; made a statesmanlike reply. ·He argued 

. ~- against the' assumption that O'Brien's suggested remedy 
would . afford. any relief,. pointing .9ut that. corn was still · 
being.exported from Ireland, and that its price there .was· 
lower than the :price in England offoreign corn in bond ; 
and insisting very j1,1stly that the real trouble in Ireland · , 
Was not the Want Of food; but thtLWant of.money to buy 
it, and that'the oruy iin:niediate remedy was to break the
rigid rules of ·political, economy: and· make 'provision for · 
the needy. But he wished ·to dispel the illusion that 'the 
protectionist party stood between the', people of. Ireland 
and . theii: food ;· and if the Irish members proposed a 
suspension of the Corn Laws, he and his friends, though' 
convinced. of the {Qtility. of such a measure, were willing 
to. support it .. · , ·· · • 

- The story at once, went round tha~ a compact had been 
arranged between the protectionists and the ;Irish mem-

.. b.ers, and ·the . Govermnent and. the free tr,~tders took 
serious alarm. Co.b.deh •· .presently*"':rose-.ancl .... rated ... the 
protectionists >in •. ~ig.orous :.stY,] e~; ~thr,ea.t!3p.ing, .• t'heJQ-with. · 

' •t• . ',.. '-·, .- . 

0 ~ 
.i 
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dissolution, at which they only cheered, arrd. re_n;1ii1ding 
O'Brien and Bentinck that there were other parties to 
be consulted on the proposition they were making. ' There 
are the people of England-! don't· mean the country 
party, but the people living in the towns, and who will 
govern this country.'· At this Peel was supposed to cheer; ·· 
and Disraeli, rising after Cobden, said he had defined the 
people, with whose indignation he threatened them, 
as those who lived in towns,.ap.d the Prime Minister, who 
had once been proud of being the head of the gentlemen 
of .England, had cheered that definition. Peel jumped 
up and exclaimed:' 'I totally deny it'; whereupon 
Disraeli said : ' The right hon. gentleman totally denies 
it. I£ he means to say that anything I stated is false, 
of course,. I sit down.' Peel remained silent, and a scene 
of confusion and excitement followed till at length 

· satisfactory explanations were exchanged and all again 
·became tranquil. 

The incident, however, had a sequel. · The Prime 
Minister's brother, Colonel Jonathan Peel, coming up to 
Disraeli. in the House when peace had been restored, 
said : ' There shall be no doubt as to what one person thinks 
of your assertion, and I say it is false.' The last duel 
in England had not yet been fought, and Disraeli at once 
placed the matter in the hands of Bentinck, who called 
on Peel to retract. He was referred by Peel to a·friend,l 
and Disraeli went to bed to prepare for a visit to Worm-· 
wood Scrubbs with pistols in the morning; but a· con
ference· between the seconds late at iright at White's 
Club led to the withdrawal .of. the offensive expressiqn, 
with an ample apology. Disra.eli was supposed to have 
beha"ied .well throughout the .affair.2 

1 Captain (afterwards Admiral) Rous. The apology in Ben tinck's hand and 
signed by him and Rous, is preserved among Disraeli's papers. There have 
been stories of a challenge from Sir Robert Peel himself, but this incident. 
appears to be their only foundation; though Disraeli in later years. told 
Lord Rowton that ' Sir Robert was a very " fightable " man, and wished 
to challenge rue often, but was restrained by Lord Granby and others.' 

2 See Broughton's Recollections, VI., p. 168, where Brougham, in the midst 
of.some vulgar abuse, gives his testimony to this effect. 
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It was now the last week of April, and the Coercion Bill 
was still awaiting its first reading, while the Corn Bill had 
not been heard offor a,month. The general feeling was 
that, the situation had become critical, and Peel himself 
saw that he must·make a great" effort to end the deadlock. 
When the House next met he spoke on the Coercion Bill, 
and,: alluding to insinuations· that the. Government were· 
becoming indifferent to the progress of the Corn Bill; said 
that he was more than- ever determined to carry the Corn 
·Bill through ; that his opinions indeed had changed in 
the course of the ·debates, but the change was :that 

• restrictions which he had at first believed to be impolitic
he nOW believed to be unjust. ' A sense of their mjustice 
precluded any compromise, arid he would be. perfectly . 
ready 'tO testi(y, by· any public act, the sincerity of his. 
intentions .. This was generally interpreted as a threat. of 
dissolution, but Bentinck was undismayed; He never 
would-believe that Peel would dissolve, because, 'what
ever might be the national decision as .to tire principle of 

. policy which was to be adopted~ he was convinced tirat 
'the whole body h£ 'the present menjn office;: at l~ast with 
rare exceptions,. mtist lose· their seats.' The' 'Whigs,, 
however; ·were frightened'<by the threat of qissolution~ 
and Young Ireland was discouraged by tire loss. ofits 
leader, Smith O'Brien, who had'been imprisoned by the 
House for refusing to.serve on a railway committee: A 
few days aft~r this· speech of Peel's the division on the 
Coercion Bill was' taken . at last, . and. the first reading 
carried by. a. great majority. Neither Whigs nor pro
tectionists had yet advanced to· a position of hostility to · 
the principle, and Russell · and Bentinck, and most of 
their followers, votea with the G()vernment, Disraeli 
w~~:lked out of the Hou~e. . . . ' , . .· 

The way was. now clear for the Corn Bill . again, but 
on the motion to go. into 'committee Ben thick demanded_ 

·an explanation of Peel's remark that he now regarded.the 
Corn·~aws as not only imp~litic, but unj11st. In rallyi:q.g' 

· his Colieagues 'arid attempting to rally ~is followers .after 
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Russell's failure in December, Peel 1 had justified his 
course by the assurance that the onJy alternative to a 
free trade Conservative Ministry was a Government 
dominated by Cobden. The position which he assumed 
at the meeting of Parliament ' was that of the patriotic 
individual who by great sacrifices had. succeeded in pre
venting Cobden from becoming a :Minister.' But the . 
revolt of his followers had entirely changed his tone, and 
his declaration that the repeal of the Corn I~aws was a 
matter of justice rather than of policy marked a fresh 
approximation to the Manchester League which greatly 
rrritated the protectionists. His reply to Bentinc.k on 
the present occasion did not diminish their irritation. 

\ 

Both sides of the House listened with no little astonish
ment while the Minister, with an appa.rent interest in the 
subject which it would have been supposed novelty could 
have alone inspired, recapitulated all those arguments which 
for years the Anti-Corn-Law League had presented to the 
consideration, not only of the community, but even of the 
House of' Commons, in every form which ingenuity could 
devise and a versatile and experienced rhetoric illustrate 
and enforce. But wh~n, with an·air of discovery, he availed 
himself of one of, the most subtle but certainly not least 
hackneyed tactics of Mr. Cobden, arid, in order to depreciate 
the importance of wheat-growing, called upoh the House to 
take the map Of Great Britain,<"'iind divide the island by 
a line from Inverness to Southampton,. and observe that, 
generally speaking, to the westward of the line the country , 
had no interest in the restrictions on· the importat1on of 
wheat, the gentlemen who had left their agricultural con
stituents in the lurch becaUSff they had been told that, unless 
Sir Robert Peel 'Yere permitted to repeal the Cam Laws, 
Mr. Cobden might actually become a Minister, began to ask 
themselves whethe.r, after·all, such an event would not have 
been the honest;est arrangement of the two. ,Unlike the 
Corn Laws, the exclusion of Mr. Cobden might have 'been 

1 Set!, for instance, his letter to the Queen. in Queen Victoria's Letters, 
under date Dec. 21, 1845: 'Sir Robert Peel .. ·, has written ... very 

' strongly to the Duke [of Buccleuch], stating that the present question is 
not one of Corn Law, but whether your Majesty's former servants or LoJ:d 
Grey and Mr. Cobden shall constitute your Majesty's Government. Sir 
Robert Peel defied the wit of fllan to suggest now another alternative to 
your Majesty.' 
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politic, bu.t, 'after the discu'ssion of the last three months,' 
it certainly seemed unjust.1 

Disraeli in the course" of the' evening happily ridiculed 
'the fervour of Peel's mimetic rhetoric.' · Taking up a 
remark of the Minister's that the debate was unexpected, 
he said: 

Though not prepared for a debate, I can scarcely say tha_t 
is an excuse for not being prepared to answer the speech of 
the right hon. baronet. That· is not· a speech 'heard now for 
the first time. It has been heard in other places, in different 
localities, and, I may be permitted to add,- (rom a master
hand. That speech has sounded in Stockport ; it has echoed 
in Durham.2 There has . beeri on the stage of the clas·sical 
theatre a'•representation of it on the finest scale, and, as is 
usual in such cases, the popular performance is now repeated 
by ari inferior company. Especially, •when I heard the. line 
drawn which marks. on the map· the corn-growing districts 
of Great Britain, I thought I might say, as I hear sometimes 
_said on railway committees upon riv~l lines, 'That is surely 
the line of the ho:il.. member for Stockport' (Mr. Co,bden) .. 

• < 

But, in spite of. Disraeli'~ wit and. Bentinck's .zeal and 
energy, the Minister,· backed by tlie. Whigs, now made 
steady progress, and the Corn Bill soon ·r{_}ached the stage 
of third reading. · lt.w~s read a third ·time on May 15, 
after a debate of three 'nights, by a majority of 98 In a 

. House of 560. Disraeli Qn the last night made the speech 
of the debate. According to the fashion of the time, it 
was a speech of great length,. ·occupying no less than. 
three hours in the delivery, .and throughout its greater part 
it was a closely-reasoned performall'ce on the lines of the 
speech in February. Clinging to his central position,· he 
had little difficulty in showing the contradictions in 
which the theorists of free trade were involved by their. 
a priori dogmas ; and many of his own arguments are · 

. · curious anticipations of the. arguments that have become 
. familiar during the re;J,val of the controversy in the last 
t~n years. He believed; for instance, ' that the effect 

1 Lord George Bentinck,ch. 12'. 2 Bright's constit~enoy. 
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of the present Corn Laws was to raise the price of the 
necessaries of life in this country ' ; but he also believed 
' that they increased in an infinitely greater ratio the 
purchasing powers by the commu:rllty of the necessaries 
of life.' He believed, again, that it could be ' laid down 
as a principle of commerce, that where an article could be 
progressively produced to an indefinite extent, precisely 
as the demand increased the price would decrease.' Even 
the colonial argument was touched upon. 'I am not one 
of those who think it the inevitable lot of the people of 
Canada to become annexed to the United States. Can·ada 
has all the elements of a great and independent country, 
and is destined, I sometimes believe, to be the Russia of 
the new world. . . . But I will ask the gentlemen of 
Manchester to consider what may become of the trans
atlantic market for tl1eir manufactures if the whole of 
that continent belong to one power.' All this was lit 
up by occasional flashes of Disraelian wit : the suggestion, 
for instance, of a limbo for political economists, to whieh 
their exhausted arguments and exploded fallaeies might 
be consigned after serving their turn ; the picture of the 
metp.ber for Lincoln placing the arch-fiend of political 
economy on the celebrated tower that overlooks the city, 
to tal~e a survey of the agriculture spread out before 
him ; and the often-quoted description of Cobden and his 
friends: 'I find that a body of men have risen in this 
country eminent for their eloquence, distinguished for 
their ep.ergy, but more distinguished, in my humble 
opinion, for their energy and their eloquence than for their 
knowledge of human nature or for the extent of their 
political information.' 

This led him on to the conclusion of the speech, which 
was a long and sustained invective against Peel. The 
Anti-Corn-Law League had been successful, he said, 
because the party who were hostile to their ideas had not 
unnaturally slumbered at their posts, trusting to their 
leaders-to those who had clambered into power by 
accepting, or rather by eagerly seeking, the trust of 
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guarding them~to one who in this way had obtained 
the greatest place in the country, and at that moment 
governed England. More than a year ago· he had said 
in· his place that protection appeared to him to be in 
about the same state that Protestantism was in in 1829. 
His friends, he remembered, were very indignant at that 
assertion, but they had since been so kind as to observe 
that; instead of being a calumny, it was only a prophecy. 
But with that very humble· exception the Prime, Minister, 
he thought, had been completely successful in deceiving 
his partyto. the very last mome;nt. How ingenuous was 
his conduct he left· the House to· decide ; but was it not 
strange that after all his Machiavellian manoouvres, when 
he met them at last, he acted as if they had deserted 
him, instead of his having deserted them~ Whocould 
forget those tones and that indignant glance ~ 

Vectabor humeris tunc ego inimicis eques: 
1\Ieroque terra cedet insolentiro :1 

which was as much as to say: 'I, a protectionist Minister, 
mean to govern England by the aid ofthe Anti-Corn-Law. 
League; and as for the country gentlemen, why,.I snap 
my fingers in their faces.' 

Yet even then the right hon. gentleman had no cause to 
complain of his party. It is very true that, on a subsequent 
occasion, 240 gentlemen recorded their sense of his conduct. 
But . then he might have remembered the considerable . 
section of converts that he obtained, even in the last hour .. 
(Loud laughter.) Why, what a compliment to a ·1\Ifnister
not only to vote for him, but to vote for him against your . 
opinions (much cheering), and in favour of opinions which 
he had always drilled you to distrust. (Loud cheers.) That 
was a sceri~, I believe, unprecedented in the House of Commons. 
Indyed, I recollect nothing equal to it, unless· it be the con
version of the Saxons by Charlemagne, ,which is the only 

· historical incident that bears any parallel to that illustrious 
occasion: . (Great cheers and laughter.) Ranged on the 
banks of the Rhine, the Saxons det.ermined to resist any 
further movement on, the part of the great Crosar ; but when 
the _Emperor appeared, 'instead of conquering he converted 

1 Horace, Epod. XVII., 74, 75; 
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them. How were they converted~ In battalions-the old 
chronicler informs us they were converted in battalions and 
baptised in ·platoons. (Roars of la.ughter.) It was utterly 
impossible to bring these individuals from a state of repro
bation to a state of grace with a celerity sufficiently quick. 
When I saw the hundred,and twelve fall into rank and file, I 
was irresistibly reminded of that memorable incident on the 
banks of the Rhine·. (Loud cheers.) 

He must say, in vindication of the right hon. gentleman, 
that a great injustice had been done him throughout 
these debates. He had been. accused of foregone 
treachery; of long-meditated deception, of always having 
intended to abandon the opinions by which he rose to 
power. 

Sir, I entirely acquit the right hon. gentleman of any such 
intention. I do it for this reason : that when I examine the 
career of -this Minister, which has now filled a great space 
in the Parliamentary nistory of his country, I find that between 
thirty and forty years, from the days of Mr. Horner to the 
days of the hon. member for Stockport, that right hon. gentle
man has traded on the ideas and intelligence of others. (Loud 
cheering.) His life has been a great appropriation clause. 
(Shouts of laughter and cheers.) He is a burglar of others' 
intellect. Search the Index of Beatson, from the days of the 
Conqueror to the termination of the last reign, there is no 
statesman who has committed political petty larceny on so 
great a scale. (Renewed laughter.) I believe, therefore, when 
the right hon. gentleman undertook our cause on either side 
of the House; that he was perfectly sincere in his advocacy ; 
but as, in the course of discussion, the conventionalisms which 
he received from us crumbled away in his grasp, feeling no·. • 
creative power to sustain him with new arguments, feeling 
no spontaneous sentiments to force upon him conviction, the 
right hon. gentleman, reduced at last. to defending ~he no blest 
cause, one based on the most high and solemn principles, 
upon the ' burdens peculiar to agriculture ' 1-the right hon. 
gentleman, faithful to the law of his nature, imbibed the new 
doctrines·, the more vigorous, bustling, popular, and progres
sive doctrines, as he had imbibed the doctrines of Mr. Horner 
-as he had imbibed the doctrines of every leading man in thiE 
country for thirty or forty years, with the exception of the 

1 The words in inverted commas, we are told, were uttered in a tone of 
liarcasm that elicited very great laughter. · 
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doctrine of Parliamentary \reform, . which the Whigs ·very 
wisely led the country upon, and did not allow to grow 
sufficiently mature to fall into his mouth. ' 

The right hon. gentleman told them that he did not 
feel humiliated. It was impossible for anyone to know 
what were the feelings of another ; but this he would tell 
him, that, though he might not feel humiliated, his 
country ought to feel humiliated. Was it grateful to. 
the pride of England that her foremost citizen should be 
one of whom it might be said, as Dean Swift said of 

. another, that ' he was a gentleman who had t:P.e perpetual 
misfortune to be mistaken'~ Even now in this the last scene . 
·~f the drama, when the party whi~·h he had unintentionally 
betrayed was to be intentionally annihilated, faithful· to 
the law of his being, he was going to pass a project which 
it was a matter of notoriety w~s not of his own invention:. 

After the day that the right hon. gentleman made his first 
exposition of his scheme, a gentleman well lillown in this House; 
and learned . in all the political secrets behind the scenes, 
met me, and said: 'Well, what do you think of your chief's. 

· plan1' Not knowing exactly what to say, but, taking up a 
phrase which has been much used in the House, I observed : 
' Well, I suppose it's a " great and comprehensive " plan,' 
' Oh !' he replied, 'we know all about it ! It was offered to 
us ! It is not his plan; it's Popkins's plan·!' (Peals of laughter 
from all parts of the House.) And is England to be governed, 
and is England to be convulsed, by 'Popkins's plan 1' (Cheers 
and laughter.) Will he go to the country with it 1 Will he 
go with it to that ancient and famous England that once was 

• ··governed by statesmen-by Burle!ghs and by Walsinghams; 
by Bolingbrokes and by Walpoles; by a Chatham and a 
Canning-will he go to it with 'this fantastic scheming of some 
presumptuous pedant 1 (Great cheering.) I won't believe 
it. I have that confidence in the .common sense, I will say 
the common spirit of our countrymen, that I believe they 
will not long endure this huckstering tyranny of the Treasury 
bench (loud cheers)-these political pedlars that bought their ( 
party in the cheapest market, and, sold us in the dearest. 
(Enthusiastic cheering.) · 

I know, sir, that there are many who believe that the 
tim~ is gone by when one can appeal to those high and honest 
impulses that were once the mainstay and the main .element 
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of the English character. I know, sir, that we appeal to a 
people debauched by public gambling, stimulated and en
couraged by .an inefficient and a short-sighted Minister .. I 
know that the public mind is polluted with economic fancies
a depraved desire that the rich may become richer without 
the interference of industry and toiL I know, sir, that all 
confidence in public men is lost. (Great cheering.) But, sir, 
I have faith in the primitive and enduring elements of the 
English character. It may be vain now, in the midnight of 
their intoxication, to tell them that there will be an awakening 
of bitterness ; it may be idle now, in the springtide of their 
economic frenzy, to warn them that there may be an ebb of 
trouble. But the dark and inevitable hour will arrive. Then, 
;when their spirits are softelied by misfortune, they will recur 
to those principles that made England great, and_ which, in 
our belief, will only keep England great. (Prolonged cheers.) 
Then too, sir, perchance they may remember, not with un
kindness, those who, betrayed and deserted, were neither 
ashamed no-r afraid to struggle for the ' good old cause '
the cause with which are associated principles the mo~t 
popular, sentiments the most entirely national, the cause 
of labour, the cause of the people, the cause of England ! 

'Mr. Disraeli,' it is recorded,' here resumed his seat.amid 
cheers which for duration and vehemence are seldom 
heard within the walls of Parliament.' It was eight years 
since he had told them that the time would come when 
they would hear him. 

From Lord Ponsonby.1 

\ May 15, 1846. 
MY nEAR- DrsRAELI, 

'A ca·t may loo_k at a king, and a country parson may 
praise a Bishop.' Such is the beginning of a letter from 
Sydney Smith to the Bishop of Oxford. ' 

Fortified by the above assertion of right, I will venture- to 
praise you. I heard your speech-all but the first few minutes. 
It lasted, thl:ly say, three hours, and when it was over I wished 
it to last three hours more. I thought your argument admir
ably managed, and perfectly sound in essence, and I doubt 
if any classic oratm of Ronie or England ever did anything 
so well as you. crucified Peel. Had I been him, I would ha've 
rushed at and-murdered you, or run home and hanged myself. 

1 See note, p. 623. 
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John Russell tired rile in a. quarter of an hour, and I left the 
House dissatisfied. . · 

. I never in my life heard any speech SO· niuch cheered as 
yours was ; I never saw so much effect produced by one. I 
think you will no longer talk of flying your country ; I think 
you will no longer talk of difficulties of position, but will feel 
that you were born to the foremost rank of its chiefest orna
ments and leaders. From the first of my acquaintance with 
yoil I felt your power~ 

·Tell Mrs. Disraeli that I wish her joy. 
· Yours most truly, 

PoNsONBY. 

_ Hobhouse also ·bears his testimony to the great impres~ 
sipn made by the speech : 

His conclusion for a good twenty minutes was a steady 
philippic against Peel, which was very powerful-indeed, and 
produced a great effect on all parts of the House. Peel 
looked miserable, and his brother Jonathan more wretched 
still, and ·bursting with mortification ; e_ven Macaulay told. 
me he thought the effect very powerful, and the speech the 
best Disraeli ever made. Russell, who followed, was unable 
to go 'on foi- some time on account of the prolonged cheering !1 

The final cheer is recalled by Disraeli_himsel£ in a-note 
of the sixties reminiscent of an incident to which the 
speech gave rise. · 

After my great speech in 1846, on the ·second [sic] reading 
of the Bill for the repeal of the Corn Laws, and which was 

. followed by the loudest and .the longest cheer that ever was 
heard in the House of Comnions, a gentleman who was obliged 
to be a protectionist,· but no friend of mine, but verjT much 
of S~r R. Peel; met O'Connell in the lobby, and asked him 
what he thought of my speech. ,'I should have said',' replied 
the great Dan, :that it was one of the ablest speeches 1 ever 
heard in the House .of Commons, but f<:>r the invective·.' 
' Ah !' said the protectionist, shaking his head and looking 
quite mournful at the mention of the sacrilege. 'But for the ·. 
invective,' continued O'Connell, ' and that. made it incom-
p~rable.' ,__ · 
- ' What a- sell !' said Lord March, who heard. it and came 
and told me. 

1 Broughton, VI., p. 170. 

- )- ' 
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The speech was followed by another incidenti<which 
has become too .celebrated., Peel, who had an angry 
reception 1 from the members of the country party, spoke 
later in the evening, and, after the customary prelude that 
he would not condescend to bandy personalities, remarked 
that, when he entered on his present course from a sense 
of public duty, he foresaw that it would expose him to 
many serious· sacrifices ; but the smallest of all the 
penalties which he then anticipated were the continued 
venomous attacks of the member for Shrewsbury. · 

Sir, I will only say of that hon. gentleman, that if he, after 
reviewing the whole of my public life-a life extending over 
thirty years previously to my accession to office in 1841.:_if 
he then entertained the opinion of me which he now professes ; 
if he thought I was, guilty of these petty' larcenies from 
Mr. Horner and others,· it is a little surprising that in ~he 
spring of 1841, after his long experience of my public career, 
he sho~ld have been prepared to give me his confidence. It 
is still more surprising that he should have been ready, as I 
think he was, to unite his fortunes with mine in office, thus 
implying the strongest proof which any public man" can give 
of confidence in the honour and integrity of a Minister of the 
Crown. 

The retort was not overwhelming; nor was the taunt 
very chivalrous, though the provocation may have excused 
it. Disraeli might vvell havenimained silen~; or, still better, 
if he had risen and frankly told the story of his applica
tion to Peel in 1841, in which there was nothing really 
discreditable, he would, in all probability, have carried 
the House with him, and effectually have turned the tables 
on his antagonist. But, frightened, we may believe, by 
a consciousness that his pharacter. did not stand high, he 
for once lost his head, and grievously blundered. Rising 
after Peel, he asked for a moment's attention to the 

1 'When he talked of honour and conscience' (Greville tells us under date 
May 21, 1846); 'they assailed him with shouts of derision and gestures of 
contempt. Such treatment in a House· of Commons, where for years, he 
had been an object of deference and respect, nearly overcame him. The 
Speaker told mo that for a minute or more he was obliged to stop; and, for 
tile first time in his life, probably, he, lost his· self-possession, and .the 
Speaker ... expected him.to burHt into tears.' 
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' peculiarly personal ' subject of the Prime Minister's 
insinuation, and then embarked on a shambling and 
obviously embarrassed statement, of which, however, the 
·general effect is only ·too clear. H~ began by denying 
that his opposition to the Government had been inspired 
by personal motives, pointing out, fairly enough, that 
he had supported them for two years, and that his first. 
step in opposition had only been taken wh.en his con
stituents in 1843 called on him to explain his views on 
protection. He then proceeded : 

I understand the insinuation of the right hon. gentleman, 
if it meant anything, to be this-that my opposition, or, as 
he called it, my 'envenomed opposition' to him, was occa
sioned by my being disappointed of office. Now, having been 
for five years in opposition to the late G?vernment, an active, 
though I 'well know not an influential, supporter of the right 
hon. gentleman, and having been favoured by him with an 
acknowledgment. of his sense of my slight services, I do not · 
think tl).ere would have been anything dishonourable for me 
if, when the new GDvernment was formed in 1841, I had been 
an applicant for office; It might have been in good taste or 
not, but at least there would have been nothing .dishonour
able ; but I can assure the House nothing of the kind ever 
occurred. I never shall-'-it is totally foreign to my nature-

• make an application for any place. But in 1841, when the 
GDvernment was formed . . . an. individual possessing, as I· 
believe him to possess, the most intimate and complete 
confidence of the right hon. gentleman called on me and 
communicated with me. There was certainly some. con
versation-! have certainly never adverted to these circum
stances, and should not now unless CO¥J.pelled, because they 
were under a seal of secrecy confided in me. · There was some 
communication, not at all. of that nature which the House 
perhaps supposes, between the right hon.~ gentleman and me, 
but of the most amicable kind. I can only say this-it was 
a transaction no.t originated by me, but which any gentleman; 
I care not how high his honour or spirit, might entertain to
morrow. 

After an allusion to the rumours of il\terested motives 
· .that were put in circulation from the moment that he 

began to criticise the Government, he con(}luded : · 
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I never asked a favour of the Government, not even one 
of those mechanical things which persons are obliged to ask 
... and, as regards myself, I never directly or indirectly 
solicited office. . . . It is very possible if, in 1841, I had been 
offered office, I dare say it would have been a very slight 
office, but I dare say I should have accepted it. I have not 
that high opinion of myself as to suppose that the more 
important offices of the Government would have been offered 
to my acceptance ; but I can only say that I am very glad 
I did not accept it. · But with respect to my being a solicitor 
of office, it is entirely unfounded. Whatever occurred ill; 
1841 between the right hon. gentleman and myself was entirely 
attributable to the intervention of another gentleman, whom 
I supposed to be in the confidence of the right hon. baronet, 
and I dare say it may have arisen from a misconception. 

Peel was content to tejoin that he had not attributed 
personal motives for Disraeli's opposition. · He had only 
asked why, if Disraeli really believed lie deserved the 
character he had given him ~o-night, he should in 1841 
'have intimated to me that he was not unwilling to give 
me that proof of confidence that would have been implied 
by the acceptance of office.' The impression in the 
House was that Disraeli had better have remained silent, 
and there the matter ended. 

Of the mysterious ' individual ' of Disraeli's speech, 
and his ' communication '·from Peel, authorised or ·not, 
in 1841; we kn?w nothing besides. It might conceivably 
have been someone--:-Lyndhurst or another~who en
deavoured to soothe Disraeli's feelings by hinting at the 
real difficulties in the way of Peel's givin:g him . office ; · 
but there js no reason to think that if we khew more the 
whole transaction would. wear 11ny very-different aspect.' 
We have already seen that as early as 1844 Disraeli 
denied before his constituents that he had ever asked 
Peel for office, and it is impossible to believe that in the 
short space of three yearl;l he could have forgotten his 
letter of 184J.l Speaking among his constituents, he 
might have thought he was safe from challenge; but it. 

1 There is nothing in Disraeli's papers to indicate that he kept· a copy 
of this letter. 

L. 26 
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is very hard to understand how, he could have risen in 
the House of Commons, and, with his position ~clea~ly . 
before his eyes, have taken the terrible risk of Peel's 
crushing him for ever by producing the correspondence. 1 

By .way of meeting this difficulty, it has been pointed out 
that in the letter of 1841 there is no explicit request for 

~office, and that it :might therefore have been just poss~ble. 
to reconcile it with the speech of 1846. But the House 
of Commons would have been littleimpressed by such 
jngeiJ.ious refinements, and Disraeli himself, .·to do him 
justice, in his moments of complete self-possession, 
would have sco~ned to seek shelter beneath them .. 'The 
general effect is the thing '-that ·is his own canon ; and 
though ·some . element of mystery may remain in this ' 
affa~, the gene~al effect is clear eriough. Having asked 
Peel for office in 1841, Disraeli in 1846, not to press the 
oth~:~r occasion, publicly denied that ~e had done so ; ~nd 
he must pay the full penalty. Let the politician who is · 
without sin in the matter of veracity .cast the first stone. · 

Though the Qorn Biii had now been carried through 
the House· of Commons, the fate of the Government and 
all their measures still hung in the balance, A ~veek after 
the great division they had. a narrow escape. The Ten 
Hours Bill, which had proved so embarrassing to Peel and 
G~aham a couple of_ years before, 4ad been i'utrod~ced 
again ; and though the whole weight of their influence was 
again thrown into the sca1e against it, they only succeeded 
in .defeating it by a majority often.2 Th<::J bulk of the. 
Whigs and protectionists voted for the Bill against the 
Peelites and Manchester Liberals ; and this was so 
obviously the natural division of parties. that the attempt~ 
were now renewed to give it permanent recognition. 

A nobleman, whose services have been since prematurely 
lost to the' country, and whose excellent sense, imperturbable 

1 Lord Rosebery (Sir RobertPeel, p. 9) .has a story of Peel's sea~hii1g 
among his papers for Dist'aeli's letter late· into the night of the affair in the 
House of Commons. The correspond'ence was first published long ·after 
Dismeli's death. in the late Mr. Parker~s Life of Sir Robert Peel. 

2 ·2o3 to 1!)3, · · 
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temper, and knowledge of mankind, had for many years 
exercised a leading influence in the councils of the Whigs, 
and always to their advantage, was extremely anxious that 
by a reconstruction in this spirit an end should he put to 
that balanced state of parties which, if permitted to con
tinue, frustrated the practicability, and even the prospect, of 
a strong Government. What he wished particularly to accom
plish was, to see Lord George Bentinck in the new Whig 
Cabinet. But though this eminent individual conducted his 
negotiations under the happiest auspices, for. Lord George 
Bentinck entertained for him great personal regard, and was 
united to his son by ties of very warm and intimate friendship, 
his object was not attaincd.1 · 

The nobleman was Lord Bessborough,2 who was after
wards Russell's Lord Lieutenant, and who, in addition 
to the personal ties to which Disraeli alludes, was as 
an Irishman attracted by Bentinck's Irish policy. '-'!:{is 
kinsman, Lord Ponsonby, who, as we have seen, had 
conceived a high opinion of Disraeli's powers, had been 
labouring throughout the session for the formation of a 
strong Government on the basis of an understanding 
between Whigs and protectionists ; . and through ·him 
Disraeli had for some time been in communication with 
Bessborough and his friends. The intrigue on the present 
occasion was hatched, according to Greville,3 at Palmerston 
House, and the plan was to transform the Corn Bill in the 
Lords by the introduction of a fixed duty. It was not 
yet realised how insuperable was. the obstacle presented to 
this· plan by Russell's engagements ; but Russell, when he 

·heard of it, promptly summoned a meeting of the Whig 
peers at Lansdowne House, and told them that it was 
inconsistent with his personal and political honour. The 
result was reported to Hobhouse by Palmerston, who was 
present, as ' All unanimous against the Bill and all 
unanimous not to oppose it.' ·A few days later, on 
l\Iay 28, the Lords passed the second .reading by the 
ample and unexpected majority of 47. 

When the Houses adjourned for Whitsuntide, the 

1 Lord Geor(Je Bentinck, ch. 14. 
3 Under dat.e June 1, 1846. 

2 Th~ 4tl;t Earl, 1781 to 1847. 
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·outlook, which at Easte~ had· been so full of hope for 
the -protectionists, had become very gloomy. Few now 
thought of defeating the _Corn Bill, and it was even a 
question whether it would be possibl~ to secure the defeat 
of, the Government when the Corn Bill had beconie law. 
Af~er ·their majority in the Lords, Ministers the:J?lselves 
begall: ~o be sanguine that they would escape for this 
session, and it was far .from easy to see how they were to 
be·caught. A direct vote of censure would probably not 
be supported by the Liberal wing of the Opposition; and, 
as it would appear to be conceived in the interest of the 
Whigf:!, it would have the effect -of driving back many 
of ~he rebelliqus ponserv~tiv~s t~ the Ministerial .fold. 
Other .courses suggested- p~esented similar. difficulties. 

·Thus' it happened that,· aithough . f0r. several :weeks the 
· persons·.most.adroit·in such affairs had been planning_the· 
ovElrt~row of a Governme~t which ":as only supported by 
one-s1;x:th of the mem hers of the House of Commons, the 

. Whitsun recess had.. closed, and Parliament had again re
opened,· without apparently any approximation.to the means 
which were. to accomplish Weir purpose. The Bill for the · 
{"epeal: of th~ .Corn Laws could not be carried, through the 
House of Lords until the end of June; and until that measure 
was secured the Whigs ·and 'the_ir Liberal allies were not pr~
pared to strike: ·What opportunity would they have of dealing 
the~ blow lifter June F .'l'here was no reason why the Govern~ 
ment, having !Jarried their measl1re, might not rapidly wind 
UJ:> the ses~~<;m and .prorogue ~arliament. Was it p~o~a?le 
that at the end ofanother month, the Government havmg 
achieved their great object, those who were conspiring the1r 
overthrow would be richer in their resources or more felicitous 
in thei'r e:xped,ients than at the p1 esent moment, when. ven
geance, amb~tion, the love of -office:, and the love of change, 
all combined to advance and assist their wishes ? 

. . . ' ~ . 
· At length ·Di~r~eli succeeded in persuading .. Bentinck 

that .the only chance lay in the course :he had. urged-from 
the first-opposition to. the Coercion Bill. Both Russell 
and Bentinck, as we have seen,. had-supported the- first 
reading...,... Russell, a~ Disnteii tells us, ' entrapped by the 
precipitate acts and in.discreet admissions of his colleagues 
in the" House of Lords>' and Bentinck, ' thoug~. warned 
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against taking a course which was in itself foreign to 
his policy with respect to Ireland, seduced into the pro" 
ceeding by the irresistible temptation of securing delay 
in the progress of the Corn Bi.ll.' Russell had since 
prepared for a retreat, artificially enough, by quarrelling 
with some of the vital clauses, and hinting that it would 
be fairer to oppose the second reading than to mutilate 
the Bill ; - but Bentinck's position was much better. He 
had made it a condition of his ~upport that the Govern
ment should show they were in earnest by pressing forwar<:l 
with the Bill, and ·nearly three months had now elapsed 
since it came down from the House of Lords, and it had 
only been advanced one· stage. The second reading was 
to be taken on June 8, and the indications were. that the 
Whigs would oppose. In this matter, of course; they 
would have the Irish and Radicals with them, an~ if a 
moderate number of protectionists could be; induced to 
vote against the Bill, the defeat of the .Government· was 
certain. But at first the omens were unfavourable. 
Before the debate began, Bentinck; iri a rapid council 
of his friends, suggested the plan of opposing the Bill, 
but Disraeli alone supported him. The others all thought 
the movement must fail, and bring discredit upon th{m1. 
When the rejection was moved from the Whig benches, 
Bentinck, sitting with Disraeli by him, was still un
decided. At the end of the first speech he left Disraeli 
in charge, and went out to confer with one of his whips~ 
When he came back, he reported : · · 

There are no means of calculating at this momep.t how our 
men will go, but he agrees with_ us. It may .be perilous, but 
if we lose this chance the traitor ,y-ill escape. · I will make 
the plunge, and as soon as I can There is a rumour that 
Lord John: is hardly up to the mark. I suppose he has 

.·heard that our men will not vote against the Bill. Now, if 
I speak early and strongly, it will encourage him to be 
decided. 

He made the plunge during the evening. In the course 
of a vehement speech, he reminded Peel that he was now 
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what he had once proudly declared he would never consent 
to be--a 'Minister on sufferance, 'supported by none but 
his forty paid j anissaries and some seventy other rene
gadeil, one-half of whom, while supporting him, expre&sed 
their shame of doing so.'; The.y were told now by the 
Minist~r that· it would have been base and dishonest in 
him if he had concealed his·opinions after he had changed 
them ; but he reme:q1bered with sorrow when his illustrious 
relative Canning )VaS ,' qhased and hunted to death ' 

·by the right hon. baronet, who refused to support his 
Ministry on the ground that it was favourable to Catholic 
emancipation. That was in 1827; yet in 1829 he told 
the House of Commons that he had changed his opinions. 
on that· subject in 1825, and had communicated the 
change of opinion to Lord Liverpool. . ,pid he not there
fore by his own verdict stand convicted of conduct that 

• was base and dishonest 1 ·.,. , 
This speech, of course, raised the. temperature of the 

debate. Sidney Herbert at once followed in an acrimonious . 
vein, and was ·foolish enough .to offend both protectionists 
and Whigs by talk of secret negotiations, for which he.had 
nothing better than vague rumour to offer" as his warrant. 
By the end of the -night the field of battle -was fixed-; 
the.Government were pledged tp stand by their measure; 
Russell and Bentinck were both pledged to oppose it ; 
and a good maiw protectionists had been irritated into 
sympathy with a policy of which at first they were inclined 
to disapprove. For a moment it seemed even possible 
that the Government might fall before the Corn Bill was 
through the Lords ; but this the Whigs were determined 

. to avoid, and it became the problem to postpone the 
critical division till the Corn Bill was safe. · 

An !episode that dev~loped out. of ·Bentinck's speech 
helpea to fill up ·the time.· When the Irish debate was 

. resumed four days later,· Peel spoke effectively; dwelling, 
in the tones of sorrowful indignation which he knew how 
to command; on the licence _of Bentinck's ·language; 

· denying unequivocally the· charge' that .in 1829 ,he had 
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a vowed a change of opinion in 182 5, which he subsequently 
concealed in 1827; and concluding with the declaration 
to which allusion ·has already been made, that it was a 
foul calumny to suggest that he had wished to rob 
Russell of his right to settle the corn question. Bentinck 
seems to have made his reference to Peel's supposed a vo~al 
in 1829 on the spur of the moment, as to a fact that was 
verified by his own recollection and accepted by all 
who were familiar with the events of that time. He was 
not prepared for Peel's denial; but he now turned to the 
records, and found that though the words of the speech 
of 1829, on which his case rested, did not appear in the 
report in Hansard, which admittedly had been revised; 
they appeared in The Time8 and in another publication 
called the MirTOr of farliament. Other corroborative 
evidence was also obtained, and as by the rules of the 
House Bentinck could not speak again in the Irish debate, 
he handed this material for a reply to Disraeli. 

Disraeli employed it in what Hobhouse calls a 'very 
powerful speech,' defending his friend and maintaining . 
the charge against Peel in a m~nner ' exceedingly effec
tive.'1 On the subject of the Coercion Bill, he remarked 
that there had been no attempt to account for the fact 

. that oniy now, in the month of June, were they asked 
to read it a second time. He insisted that even though 
Bentinck had changed his attitude on the Bill, there was ' 
a world of difference between his conduct and the conduct 
of ~he Minister who had drawn a parallel between the two. 
Bentin~k had violated no confidence and betrayed no 
trust; he had not with practised duplicity supplanted a 
candidate on the hustings by promising to vote for the 
very measure he was coming to Parliament to oppose. 
As a matter of fact, he had given the Government the most 
exact notice of what he intended to do. Coming to Peel's 
declaration that it was a foul calumny to suggest that 
he .had wished to anticipate Russell in the settlement of 
the corn question, the speaker proved that the original 

1 Broughton, VI .. p. 178. 
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author of the so-called calumny was the First Minister 
himself. Wit.l! regard,to Bentinck's strong language, he 
had no difficulty in s~owing that similar language had 
been used 'by men o£ great light and leading, by the 
greatest statesmen, and orators that England ever pro
duced,' one passage- he cited from Fox containing the 
vei'Y word 'janissaries' applied exactly as Bentinck had 
applied it: 

-Tlie nobie lo~d [heproceeded], the ·member for Lyim:___I say 
it in his presence; for I kriow he is superior to any petty offence 
on the stibject-.:the noble lord, if he has any characteristic 
niore than another, it is his totalabsence of affectation and 
pretence. The noble lord- never comes here but he always 
tells us that he does so inost unwillingly, and that he has beeii 
pressed agairist his will into ·the position he now occupies. 
He always: tells us : ' I am no ripe scf!-olar, I am riot a prai:Jtised · 
statesman; I am not ·an orator ; cannot you get someone else 
than, me.L, I was bred a soldier; I .never aspired .to more 
than the reputation of a high-spirited and honourable English 

-- gentleman.'". 'fhat is the -charact~r of 'the: noble lord, and 
'I'-believe he has attained his utmost: wishes. I •must say it .. 
not .in his praise ; for I think, with .. his· great. abilities and his 
high stati()n,.it is a deficiency in such.a map._; buY the fact is · 
that he is not ambitious'. ·Anyo:Q-e.who knows hi_m intimately; 
kllows' that the idea----'-and it is a legitimate'idea_:_:ofhis.rising 
in the State is' foreign 'to .his ·nature, and never entered his 
mind. '(Loud-cheers.);· The noble lord may have expressed. 
himself with unusu(lol warmth and. ,vigour. With nq pre
_tensiqris, as he_ tells us, as an orator, speaking from the heart, • 
I am ·not: sure but the very vigour ·of hi's brave honest-y is 
wqrth 3.-lL the :modern eloquence with which we· are so often -
favoured, when we have all those pompous plausibilities, all 
those solemn adroitnesses; all those 'damnable iterations,' 
all. those_ stale S()phisms- and solemn commonplaces~ w;hich 
are hf,lld up by 'th13 n_all?-e of modern eloquence: < • -.. 

•• 0 

He 'then :produced the . ev:idence in su ppo'rt of the 
Canning charg~; ·an~ concluded: 

·. Si~, I thi~kj .lia~e'answered th~ elabor~te ~tta~k o(th~ 
rlgh't _hon. gentleman 'oil the noble lqrd.:__his attack' on :iny -
no ole:. friend's consistency' his 'attack ()n his Parliamentary -
language;· his attack• upon the imputat.ion my noble friend 
made upon him as to the conpuct;of .the right hon.': gentleman 

• \ • •• • M- ' 

• 
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to Mr. Canning. But I trust I have done more than vindicate 
my noble friend. I trust I have put in its true and intelligible 
light that mysterious passage which has so long perplexed the 
politicians of Europe, and which the right hon. gentleman 
on Friday night so elaborately explained for the benefit of 
the rising generation. I am not surprised that, closely con
nected with Mr. Canning as he was, m:y noble friend should 
have expressed himself as he did. The feeling to which· he 
gave utterance is shared by all who have had intercourse 
with Mr. Canning. I never saw Mr. Canning but once, when 
I had no expectation of being a member of this House, but I 
can recollect it but as yesterday, when I listened to the last 
accents-I may say the dying words~£ that illustrious 
statesman. I can recollect the flash-the lightning flash-of 
that eye, and the power of that imperial brow. But, sir, 
when shall we see another Mr. Canning-a man who ruled 
this House as a man rules a high-bred steed, as Alexander 
ruled Bucephalus (a laugh), of whom it was said that horse 
and man were alike proud. I thank that hon. gentleman 
for his laugh. The pulse of the national heart does not beat 
as high as once it did. I know the temper of this House is 
not as spirited and brave as it was, nor am I surprised, when 
the vulture rules where once the eagle reigned. (Loud cheers.) 
The right hon. gentleman once said that Ireland was his great 
difficulty. I ask the right hon. gentleman why Ireland was 
his great difficulty, and whether, if he had acted with frank
ness to Mr. Canning in reference to-his communication with 
Lord Liverpool in 1825, Ireland would have been his great 
difficulty. This the right hon. gentleman must feel at the 
present moment, .when we are about again to divide on an 
Irish question-a division which may be fatal to the endurance 
of his power-he Jll-US~feel that it is. a nemesis that dictates 
this vote and regulates this decision, and that is about to 
stamp with its sea.l tli~ catastrophe of a sinister career. (Loud 
and continued cheering;) 

Peel, who, according to_ Hobhouse, was 'completely 
knocked down," asked· the House at. the close to suspend 
judgment on, the Canning charge; but a few days later -
he made his defence, and carried all before him. Never, 
says Disraeli, was there a more successful explanation. 
Its success, perhaps, was rather owing to the high chai'· 
acter of the man, and to his adroitness in handling the 
case than to the solid merits of his argument or its 
completeness as an answer to the-evidence on the other 

26* 
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side. He proved conclusively that the report in the Mirror 
of Parliament was founded on that· in The Times, so 
that it could not be cited as independent testimony; but 
he left much unexplained. . There is no doubt that a belief 
had been allowed to establish itself that Peel had used · ' 
th(l words which Bentinck afterwards· brought against 
him, that they had been referred to in the House of 
Commons, and that neither Peel nor his friends attempted 
to correct them ; equally, no doubt, that the words were 
out of correspondence with the facts, and 'that, whether 
spoken or not, they did not represent the·speaker's in~ 
tention. Disraeli himself sums up tl1e incident with 'the 
full admission that, though Lord George Bentinck was 
perfectly justified in making the particular charge which 
he advanced, it was without real foundation;' We may 
feel a little sceptic-al on the point of Bentinck's .justifica
tion. Justification there certainly was in the sense ofa 
good deal of evidence ; but even if the charge had been 
proved, the taste and wisdom of raking up such a story in 
the middle of a great struggle on· other issues twenty years 
later would have remained very.·doubtfuV 'In passing 
judgment on -public men,' Disraeli himself had written 

. With reference . to . this very 'question of. the relations 
between Peel and Canning, 'it behoves us ,ever to take 
large and extended views of their conduct '; and one 
could ·wish that he and Bentinck · had left the ·Canning _ 
charge alone.2 Their best excuse is that they blundered 
into it without forethought, under guidance of the blazing 
passions of this 'sad, fierce session~' . 

1 There is, however, no justification except pardonable ·bad temper for 
Peel's description -of the affair, in a letter to the Queen (Queen Victor~a's 
Letters, June 22, 1846), as 'a foul conspiracy concocted by Mr. Disrae\i and 
Lord George Bentinck in the hope and belief that from the lapse of time 
or want of leisure in Sir Robert Peel to collect materials for his defence, or 
the destruction of documents and papers, the means of complete'refutation 
might be wanting;' Bcntinck, who· was mainly responsible, certainly 
believed the charge ; and whatever we may think of his judgment, he 'was, 
if possible, more incapable of an act of deliberate baseness than even Peel 
himself. . • ·· · 

"2 Disraeli seems. to have had .some such fcel.ng as this himself _when he 
dissuaded Bentinck, six months-later, from i'I(Opening the question on some 
fresh evidence that was'. forthcoming. · See Lord George,Benti1ick,. ch. 15,' 
where the story of' the Claiming episode is told at length .. · · · · · 

. . . 
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A few days after the termination of the Canning 
episode, on June 25, the Corn and Customs Bills finally 
passed the House of Lords ; and on the same night! the 
division on the Coercion Bill was taken in the Commons. 
The result seems to have been doubtful up to the last 
·moment. 

The managers for the Govemment were certain of the 
support of a very large portion of the protectionist party. 
They were induced to believe that many of that party would 
avoid .the division, but that very few indeed would bring 
themselves to vote against a Bill which they had already 
stoutly supported. . . . The protectionists. were very disc 
erect and their tactics extremely close; the party was never 
better managed than on this division. 

A hundred protectionists voted with the Government, 
and about eighty a;bstained. Disraeli has given a famous 
epic cataJogue of the others who defiled befqre the. Minister 
to the hostile lobby-' the Manners, the Somersets, the 
Bentincks, the Lowthers, and the Lennoxes '; and those 
gentlemen of 'England of whom a few years before he had 
been so proud of being the leader-' Sir Charles Burrell, 
Sir William Jolliffe, Sir Charles Knightly, Sir John 
Trollope, Sir Edward Kerrison, Sir John Tyrrell, and Sir 
John Yarde Buller.' · 

They trooped on : all the men of metal ·and large-acred 
·.squires, whose spirit he had so often quickened and whose 
counsel he had so often solicited in his fine Conservative 
speeches in -Whitehall Gardens: Mr. Bankes, with a Parlia
mentary name of two centuries,' and Mr. Christopher from 
that broad Lincolnshire which protection had created ; and 
the Mileses and. the Henleys were there ; and the Dun
combes, th.e Liddells, and the Yorkes; and Devon had sent 
there the stout heart of Mr. Buck-and Wiltshire, the pleasant 
presence of Walter Long. Mr. Newdegate was there, whom 
Sir Robert had himself recommended to the confidence of 

· the electors of Warwickshire, as one of whom he had the 
highest hopes ; and Mr, Alderman Thompson was there, 

1 This has often been described. as .an ' extraordinary coincidence,' but, 
as will be clear frcim the foregoing narrative, it was neither- a coincidence nor 
extraordinary. ' · · 
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who, also through Sii· Robert's selection, had seconded the 
assault upori the Whigs, led on by Sir John Buller. But the 
list is too long ; or good names remain behind. 

Over seventy protectionists followed Bentinck and 
Disraeli, and with the Whigs, the Radicals, and the 
Irishmen, they were more than sufficient. 

·When Prince Metternich was informed at Dresden, with 
great ostentation, that the Emperor had arrived,·' Yes; but 
without his army,' was the reply. Sif Robert Peel was still 
First Minister of England, as Napoleon remained Emperor for 
a while after Moscow. Each perhaps· for a moment had in
dulged in hope. It is so difficult for those who are on the 
pinnacle of life to realise disaster. They sometimes contem~ 
plate it in their deep and far-seeing calculations, but it is 
only to imagine a ·contingency which their resources. must 
surely baffle ; they sometimes talk of it to their friends, and 
·oftener of it to their enemies, hut it is only as an insurance 

· of their prosperity 'and as an offering to propitiate their 
. nemesis;· They never believe init. . · . 

·The news that the Government were not only beaten, but 
by a majority·. so large as 73, began to circulate' An in· 
credulous murmur passed it along the Treasury bench. 

· ' Th,ey say we are beaten by 73 !' whispered the most im
. portant member of the Cabinet in a tone of surprise to Sir 

Robert Peel. · . 
Sir Robert .did not reply; or even turn his head. · He 

looked very grave, and extended his chin, as was his habit 
when he was.annoyed and cared not to speak. He .began to 
comprehend his position, and that the Emperor was without. 
his army. · 

Cobden tried to persuade Peel to dissolve rather than 
resign, hailing him as the· personification of the 'idea of 
the age,' and assuring him of success if he placed himself 
at the head of a great middle-class party. 'There must,' 
he wrote, ' be an end of the juggle of parties, the mere 
representatives of traditions, and some man must of 
necessity rule the state through its governing cl~:J.ss. The 
Reform Bill decreed it ; the passing of the Corn Bill has 
realised it.' Peel was more alive to ' the serious risk of 
~efeat ' ·if he' essayed such an enterprise; and, weary 
besides, ·preferred to resign. He announce~ his resigna- · 
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tion on June 29 in a speech in the House of Commons 
which has often been quoted·since with sympathy and 
approbation, but which was generally condemned at the 
time as an error of taste and judgment. He irritated 
the Whigs by a long commendation of the acts of his own 
Government, and he deeply offended his· ]ate followers 
by a glowing eulogy of Cobden, whom only six months 
before they had been asked to regard as such a danger to 
the State that he must be kept out of power even at the 
expense of a surrender of their convictions. There was, 
however, a certain dramatic fitness; in spite of the ,in
consistency, in his paying homage at such a moment to 
the real author of his policy. He concluded with the 
famous passage in which he talked of leaving a name that 
might be execrated by monopolists, but would sometimes, 
he hoped, be remembered with good-will in the abodes 

-of those whose lot it was to labour,. when they should 
recruit their exhausted strength with abundant and un
taxed food, the sweeter because it was no longer leavened 
by a sense of injustice: 

Peel was overthrown, but his policy prevailed. In its 
origin it was not suggestive either of foresight or· of circum.
spection, but the stars in their courses fought for it.· 
The great development of steam and railways that was 
proceeding when it was adopted, and ·the gold discoveries 
in California and Australia that soon followed, led to a 
mighty growth of national prosperity With which the 
new system from the first became identified in the public 
mind ; and the period of almost continuous war that 
presently began, and lasted till the seventies, long con
cealed its chief weakness by postponing the injury to 

·English agriculture which. Disraeli and his friends had 
predicted .. Thus favoured by fortune, the new fiscal 
system became firmly established, and England has now 
been faithful to it for two generations. It was long 
almost a heresy to attempt even to criticise it, but that 
day is past. We can see now that a statesman of wider 
vision than Peel-such a statesman as .Disnieli if he had 
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had the position and influence-might ha.ve done all that
was needed in 1846 in the interest of English industry 
and the town. population, while safeguarding our agri
culture ·against the disasters that overtook. it· in the 'last 
quarter of· the nineteenth century ; that he· might have 
settled the corn question, not, as Peel did, by 'a precipitate 
and violent scheme,' but while maintaining the continuity 
of n_ational policy and preserving what was best in the 
trad.itions of the old commercial system. Col;>d(m and his 
school were devoid of the historic sense, and when Peel fel1 
under their influence he broke completely·with the past. 
Breaking with the past,. he lost control of the future. It was ' 
not he who committed us to the industrial line of growth, 
but it was he who coininitted us apparently past recalL 
The repeal of the Corn Laws was the: first decisive step. 
in that policy of sa~rificing the rural life of England to a 
one~sided ·and exaggerated industrial development which·. 
has done so· much to change the English character and 
the English outlook, and >vhich it. inay not impossibly 
be the business of ~ubsequent generations to endeavour. 
to retrace. · , - · · 
. Up .to a· certain point Peel's policy in the forties w~s· 

·a natural and legitimate development of wha(: had 
- gone before, and a development in the direction of real 

free trade. Up· to-. tl;tat point he was supported by 
· Disraeli; but when he abandoned Adam Smith and Pitt 
.and Huskisson, and leagued himself with Cobden, 
Disraeli "deserted him. Disraeli's views on trade were 
liberal from the first, and remained liberal to the end, 
but he never became; like Peel, the slave of a formula. 
He is the one 

1
conspicrious stat_esman of that generation, 

it might almost· indeed be said, or of the two generations 
that followed, who, as I have tried to make .clear, kept 
his mind free on the question of the taiiff,- re·alised its 
essentially concrete and practical character; and sought 
guidance in history and a comprehensive survey of ·the 
commerce of his day. He perceived a:rid pointed out 

- the huge miscalculations on -which Cobden and Peel· 
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were basing their system of free imports, and in spite of 
which it has prospered. He knew there would be a great 
development of oversea production to overwhelm our 
agriculture, and he knew that other nations would never 
voluntarily acquiesce in our insular ideal of being the · 
workshop of the world, and throw open their ports in 
obedience to our example. Nor, when he refused to be 
blinded by the fanaticism of free imports, did he pay any 
tribute to the fanaticism of protection. Throughout the 
great controversy he saw the issue steadily and saw it 
whole, saw it above all in its political bearings, and never 
deviated to the right or to the left from the middle course 
which his judgment had prescribed. In all his speeches 
on the subject it would be hard to point to two sentences·· 
which are inconsistent with each other either in the letter 
or in-the spirit. If Peel had taken Disraeli for his guide, or, 
indeed, if he had only continued on the lines on which he 
began and on which Disraeli would have supported him, 
he might have identified his name with a system of free 
trade of which, after the lapse of two generations, the 
United Kingdom would not have been the solitary 
adherent among the nations of the world. 

It is said, indeed, that if Disraeli pad been taken into 
the Government. in 1841 he would never have. turned 
against Peel. That may be true, for the whole course 
of events would then have been different; but that it is 
true in any sense discreditable to Disraeli is the merest 
affectation. If his character had stood higher, nothing 
would ever have been ·_heard of the particular charge 
implied. I have set forth with some minuteness the 
seq~ence of events from the beginning .of the Peel Parlia
ment as it touches the question, and the reader can judge 
for himself. Disraeli supported the Peel Government for 
two years after his exclusion ; he diverged from it first 
on a clear question of principle and under pressure from 

. his constituents ; ·and he only entered on a course of 
systematic opposition when it had become manifest that 
on. the one hand Ministers were drifting away from the 
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principles on which they had come into power, ~nd which 
- he himself had upheld, and on the. other that they had 

established an ostracism against him, and were deter
mined· to depriv:e him of a field for the exercise of his 
genius. He was conscious .of great political gifts, of 
seeing deeper and farther than the mediocrities, ' sublime ' 
or simple, by whom he was surrounded. Was he tamely 
to -submit to the prejudices of men who had no re
markable pre-eminence of intellect or visio!l, and who 
were now passing under the influence of a school ·of_ 
political thought against which his whole career is a 
protest and a struggle 1 If he had so allowed himself to 
be effaced, he would only have been a weaker, hardly a 

·better, man. He did nothing that } as not been done 
with ~ar less . j~stification by statesmen of. the highest 
character in every age and country. If his revolt against 
the Government differed from a thousand other political 
incidents of the same' order which we accept as a m~tter 
of course, the difference was not in motive ; it was in a _ 
certain absence of cant and virtuous pretence which was 
peculiar to himself, in the patience and self~restraint with 
which he waited ~oi: the appropriate moment, the discern
ment and daring with which he seized it wh{m it came, 
the genius with which· his "'arfare was conducted, and 
the overwhelming success by which it was attended. 

The measure for the repeal of the Corn Laws has been 
canonised by English opinion, and the story of the events 
that led up to its p'assage has more often than not been 
told by men who can see only wjsdom and virtue on the
side of its advocates, wickedness, or at the best folly, bn 

· the side of its opponents. Coming up for trial with an 
indifferent reputation before such a court, Disraeli has 
been judged with censorious harshness, whereas Peel, 
with a friencl.ly jury and a good reputation, has been let off 
too lightly. We' have been asked to recognise in Peel an 
example of noble self-sacrifice postponing to the cail of 
duty the iuxury of a merely selfish consist{mcy ; in Disraeli 
an examp!e of inconsistency equally or more flagrant, and 
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· sinning against the light for the gratification of personal 
malice. This judgment may now be. seen to stand in 
need of revision ; on the face of it, indeed, it is essentially 
shallow. Anyone can feel the implicit drama of the struggle 
between the 'two men, and there can be no great drama 
with the right all on one side. Here, at all events, t~e 
right was divided, and the struggle inevitable-inevitable, 
that is to say, if Peei was to be Peel and Disraeli Disraeli. 
On the question of consistency from the political point of 
view, enough perhaps has been said to show that the 
advantage is not on the side of Peel ; and even from the 
moral standpoint some may now feel that in these trans-· 
actions at least he has no marked superiority over his 
antagonist. Disraeli certainly was no moral hero, but 
Peel's claims to be so regarded are not most wisely based 
on his dealings with the Corn Laws. Disraeli's falsehood 
in the House of Commons stands, of course, against him, 
and helps to give a colour to the worst interpretations 
his enemies can place on his character and motives. 
Morally Peel was incapable of an error such as that ; 
but with his furtive and unstable mmd, his remarkable 
powers of self-deception, and his debater's instinct for 
the merely specious as an. efficient substitute for the 
truth, he was very far from being a pattern: of straight-

·forwardness and candour. There is not only a moral 
but an intellectual integrity, and in the intellectual virtue 
Peel was as much the inferior of Disraeli as in the moral 
he was his superior. 

When ·he. had once decided to strike, Disraeli struck 
very hard, but, if the prejudice had not been against 
him and on the side of Peel, few would say unfairly. The 
weapons of ridicule and sarcasm which he mainly employed 
were those which were best fitted to penetrate the armour 
of oily evasion in which his antagonist had encased him
self, and they were employed with deadlyprecision; but 
except possibly in the Canning episode, where he. was not 
the prime mover, the attacks did not transgress the bounds 
of taste and judgment. And though Disraeli could be 
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nithless and rarely f~iled to exact a penalty for injuries 
that were done . him, he was free from mean rancour 
and he knew how to spare the fallen .. When his objE).ct 
was accomplished, the Government overthrown, the 
organised hypocrisy at length swept away, and a path 
cleared for his own ambition and the triumph of his own 
i(feas, he held his hand and ~truck no more. From the 
moment that he had succeeded in driving Peel froni office, 
he never uttered another offensive word again'st him.1 

·. 

;~{ 
1 [This statement, though in the m11in correct, is somewhat too broadly 

expressed. See pp. 1026, 1027.-G. E. B.] . - • 

... 

·' 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE KING OF THE .FRENCH, 

1842. 

PAGE 518. 

VERY CONFIDENTIAL NOTE ON THE MEANS OF RESTORING 
THE UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN FRANCE AND ENGLAND. 
ENTRUSTED TO GENERAL BAUDRAND. 

The writer of this memorandum has observed with deep 
attention the characters and circumstances in France which 
exercise an influence on the relations between the two 
countries. He has that knowledge of the actors and motives 
of the political world of England which years of thought and 
action and intimate intcrc.ourse with the chiefs of parties 
can alone give ; and he cannot resist the conviction that the 
system at present pur~ued for the purpose of maintaining thr 
connexion between the two countries is oiw which must 
inevitably terminate in disaster ani! failure. · 

Unquestionably the genius of a great Prince, eminently 
fertile in resource and strengthened by an unprecedented 
.experience of life, may for a long time baffle .the catastrophe. 
But what is the consequence of this policy 1 . The energies , 
of the founder of the dynasty are wasted in acts hostile to 
the popularity of the dynasty. The English connexion, 
instead of consolidating tho throne, which was its original 
intent and is its natural bias, menaces and enfeebles it. 
Stl'ipped of a thousand circumstances which lay (sic). upon 
the surface and distract the superficial, this is the real point 
which should occupy the thought of every friend of the King, 
and I will add of every friend of France'and England. 

The present system, then, entails upon the two countries a 
general condition of frigid and professional connexion broken 
by episodes of suspicion, misconception, irritation, courtly 

. phrases, adroit diversions, little acts of concerted courtesy, 
and war. 

Before the writer details the measures which in his opinion 
might revive and permanently retain the feelings that existed 
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between the two countries tenyearssince,and establish between 
France and England a genuine and hearty alliance, he would 
make one observation on the feelings of :the two nations in 
respect to this great result. ~. 

He perceives that in France the enlightened classes are 
generally in favor of the English connexion, but that the 
great body of the nation is hostile to England. · In: England, 
on the contrary, the great body of the people is fr~endly to 
France, while _the superior classes look to France with no 
cordiality. Yet there is reason to believe that in neither 
instance is this hostility the result of the ancient prejudices 
of the two nations. In England it is habit ; in France it is 
passion. The reason of the class in England niust therefore 
be instructed, the vanity of the class in France· must therefore 
be soothed. . · 

In the opinion of the writer there are three measures which· 
would materially tend to revive, and i£ assisted by a judicious 
policy on the part of France would absolutely and speedily 
restore, a genuine and hearty alliance between the two 
countries. · 

lst. On the very night that the English Parliament meets an 
influential membei·who has the ear of the House should give 
public notice of his intention of inviting the consideration 
of the House of Commons on the earliest occasion to the state 
of the ;relations between England and France, . _ . 

It should be observed that in the whole course of tlle last 
twelve eventful years, during which England }).as witnessed her 
foreign system changed and reconstructed,. the intimate alli- .. 
ance between herself and France annoUiiced one day as: the . 

,-·only basis of her policy, and the English Minister who had 
avowedly entered into wa~s to baffle Russian intrigue; and 
promoted men to embassies for having written anti-Russian 
pamphlets, pepudiating on another day that same French 
alliance and acting with Russia in violation of France, -during 
all these long years of confused and contradictory conduct, -
not a single debate has ever taken place on the principles on 
which the foreign policy of England should be established.l 
The Parliament of England, absorbed in domestic struggles, 
has been left with respect to its foreign affairs without a prin
ciple to guide and without knowledge to enlighten it. But 
these domestic· struggles are over, and a new generation has 
entered the House of Commons. to add its quota to the great 
aggregate ofnational [illegible]. · ·. -

_ 1 The memorandum is given from a very rough draft, and this Thu~y
dideail sentence is the best that can be made of an excessively blotted 
passage. • 
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A clear and comp~~h(msive statement at this moment in 
the English. Parliament !Of• the great question of the English 
and Freiicp ~lliance :Wouia1produce a marvellous effect. It 
would teach men to, thinktl• It would give principles to that 
vast majority who must be led. It would open new considera
tions of paramount interest. It would give a train.to expres
sions which would touch the heart of tlre French people. It 
would afford an opportunity to a great section of the Opposi
tion to repudiate the late policy of Lord Palmerston. It 
would be a signal to England that a n~w era was at hand. It 
would above all force from the English Minister, not-merely 
complimentary phrases, but a declaration in detail which 
would echo iii every Cabinet in Europe. 

2ndly. Previous to the meeting of the English Parliament 
a party should be org:wised which. in respect to the external 
policy of England should be systemati~ally opposed to the 
Russian system. The Government of Sir Robert Peel is at 
this m~ment upheld by an apparent majority in the Commons 
of 90 members. It is known that among these 90 a're between 
40 and 50 agricultural malcontents who, though not prepared 
to commence an active opposition, will often be absent on 
questions which, though not of vital, may yet be of great 
importance to the Minister. It is obvious, therefore, that 
another section of Conservative members, full of youth and 
energy and constant in their seats, must exercise an irresistible 
control over the tone of the Minister. Sympathising in general 
with his domestic policy, they may dictate the character of 
his foreign, especially if they appeal to a conviction which at 
the bottom of .Sir R Peel's heart responds to their own. 
Such a party would strengthen him against the menacing 
applications of M. de Brunow : it would soon dispel Lord 
Aberd~en's mystical hallucinations of German nationality; 
· When the writer of this note states that such a party can 
be formed, he speaks with a~ absolute knowledge of his sub
ject. A gentleman has already been solicited to place himself 
at the head of a Parliamentary par;ty which there is every 
reason to believe would adopt the views on the Foreign Policy 
of England referred to, a party of the youth of England, 
influenced by the noblest views and partaking in nothing of 
the character of a Parliamentary intrigue; and if he has not 
at once accepted an offer which it is known he esteems. the 
greatest honor that he ever received, it is only because next 
to the responsibility of forming a Government is in his opinion 
that of leading a party. . . 

It is right to state that it is calculated that the leadership 
of a Parliamentary party in England involves an extra ex
penditure of a very great amount. · This circumstance is 
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mentioned only to show that no onerwould heedlessly con· 
template such.a contingency. Foi-riofother purpose, for it 
would . only express the common• feeling of' 'ev:ery :'English 
gentleman, were it stated, that' if. ·.this!'expenditure were the 
sole qualification for. the office .~here.would be al} universal 
rivalry to supply it. . · 

The third measure which the writer recommends is a com
prehensive organisation of the Press of England in favor of 
the French and English alliance. This powe!-' s9 vast, but the 
management of which is so frequently neglected and so gener
ally misunderstood even by English Ministers, is of itself, if 

.~skilfully conducted, capable of effecting great things ; but 
whenever it has chanced to be combined with a Parliamentary 
power its influence has invariably been irresistible. Great 
interests sensible of the power of the :Press, and un.able to 
analyse it, often appropriate to themselves the columns of a · 
popular journal, and are. surprised thatthe effect is not.pro
portionate to their expectations. But a single journal, how
ever ably conducted; is only an organ. Recognised to be ari 
~rgari, it ceases to be an authority. Its moral infl.ue~ce merges· 
in its official character. The monitor that counsels the people 

• of England to view France with a glance of affection and confi
dence, to believe that the power and prosperity of France wj.ll 
secure the empire and increas(l the wealth of England; must 
sp~ak in journals of every school of politics, and sound in every 
district. It is with a machinery of this description' that the' 
ideas of a sirigle man, .acting upon latent sympathies which 
only require development, soon become the voice of a nation. 
Independent· of the · extreme difficulty which most men 
must experience iii effecting such -an arrangement, many have 
been dissuaded from the attempt by the impression that the 
result could only be obtained by v~st expenditure. This idea 
is completely erroneous. Thousands and tens of thousands, 
indeed, nave sometimes been blunderingly thrown away on 
the mismanagement of a single organ, but the Press of E_ngland 
is not in a gross and general sense corrupt. The writer will, 
if desired, draw up a co:hfidential note" on the organisation of 
the. Press, .and furnish a 'plan which may· be carried into 
practice. · Indeed, if it. cannot be put in. practice without 

. his aid, he will undertake its fulfilment. At all events he will 
coris.ent, when the organisation has t.aken place, to exercise the 
same general supervision that Lord Palmerston now exercises·· 

' pver the anti-Gallic Press. . . . . . · 
c • ·~ These are the measures which, if carried into effect simul-

taneously and with ene:r:gy,'would, in the opinion of the writer, 
materially tend to produce the great result desired by all th6se 

:. -
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who believe that in the international union of France and 
England depend, not merely their material prosperity, but 
ultimately their existence as Powers of the first class. These 
plans may perhaps seem vast, but they are not visionary. 
They are, on the contrary, essentially practical. They are 
even to the minutest element necessary to their success digested 
and matured, and it is believed that the influence and intellect 
of an individual can at this moment carry them into-effect. 
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FRO}! A MURAL TABLET IN FARNHAM ROYAL CHURCH. 

TO THE GLORY OF GOD 

AND IN AFFECTIONATE MEMORY OF 

WILLIAM FLAVELLE MONYPENNY, 
OF THE STAF.F. OF 'THE TIMES,' BIOGRAPHER OF DISRAELI,._ 

BORN 7 AUGUST 1866, DIED 23 NOVEMBER 1912, 

AND BURIED IN THE ADJOINING CHURCHYARD, 

~'HIS BRONZE IS PLACED HERE BY SOME OF_ HIS MANY 

FRIENDS, TO COMJ\'IEJ\WRATE A LIFE CUT SHORT IN MID 
CAREER, RICH IN PERFORMANCE, RICHER YET IN PROMISE, 

·SPENT IN SERVING HIS COUNTRY AND THE BRITISH EMPIRE; • 

WITH PEN AND SWORD IN S. AFRICA, AND WITH THE PEN 
IN ENGLAND AND IRELAND. 

, '.A m8.n a~ unde~standing Shal~ atta~n unto wi_se counsels.'-Proverb~ i.5 . 

.. 
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PREFACE 

When-Mr. Monypenny was completing for the. press the 
second volume of this biography his health was rapidly 
failing, and he died within ten days after. its publication. 
Consequently, though he had arranged and classified most 
of the papers in the keeping of the Beaconsfield Trustees, 
and had collected a large mass of other material bearing
on the remainder of Disraeli's life, he left no consecutive 
manuscript written for the printer, with the excep
tion of an analysis of Tancred, which forms the basis 
of the second chapter of the ,present volume. For the 
rest, save for ·a very few detached paragraphs and sen
tences here and there, I am solely responsible. My aim. 
has been, to the best of my ability, to continue the work 
on Mr. Monypenny's lines and in his spirit. I was a 
warm admirer of my friend's two volumes, and I realise 
to the full the extreme difficulty of reaching the standard 
which he set. I venture, in view of the delicate nature 
of my task, to plead for indulgence to my shortcomings. 

I am very ·grateful to Lord Rothschild and the other 
Trustees of the Beaconsfield esta_te for extending to me . 
the confidence which they reposed in Mr. Monypenny, 
and for lightening my labours by their constant encourage
ment and support. My other obligations for assistance 
in the preparation of this volume are too numerous for 
individual acknowledgment; but my thanks to those whom 
I do not specifically name are not on that account less 
sincere. To His Majesty the Kin:g· I am particularly in
debted for his gracious permission, not only to make use at 
my discretion of the invaluable series of historical docu
ments contained !n The Letters of Queen Victoria, but also 
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to print some unpublished Royal letters which have a 
special bearing on Disraeli's career. By fai: the most 
important correspondence reproduced o'r quoted in this 
volume is that between Disraeli and his chief, the four~ 
teenth Earl of Derby; and I have to thank the present 
Earl very sincerely for the privilege which he accorded 
to Mr. Monypenny of searching the archives of Knowsley, 
and for the kindness with which he has allowed me to . . . 

enter into my predecessor's labours and to lay before the 
·public the material documents. I also owe special acknow
ledgment to Lord Londonderry, the Duke of Rutland, 
the Duke of Richmond and Gordon, Lord Sanderson, 
and Mr. Gladstone's' Trustees; to Mr. Arthur Willyams, 
Mrs, Brydges Willyams's nephew.; and to Mr. Co:O.i'ngshy· 
Disraeli, from whose collection at Hughenden most . of' 
the illustrations are ·again derived. I have greatly 
benefited by.the criticisms of Mr. Murray,my'j:mblisher,'. 
who has careflilly reaq' the proof-sheets; an'd I should 
be ungrateful indeed if I did not re~ord my obligations. 
to my'· wife, wlio ha:s not only prepared the index 'but 
co-"operated with me throughout. . . · . . . ' 

1_ have not· been able in this volume .to. darry the story 
down sq far as I had originally_ hoped. · But the. same 
number of yearsis covered as'in-Volu.m.e II.;·and there is 
a larg.er proportiori bf originaJ: material· a'vaihtble than 
tlrere was for the" ea;rlit;r part ofDlsraeli's life. · 

« • - • . • 

G. E. R 

October, 1914. 

•. ,· 



CHAPTER I. 

BENTINCK AND DISRAELI. 

1846-1847 .. 

On the day of Peel's resignation, Disraeli wrote from 
the Carlton Club to his wife: 'The Ministry have resigned. 
All Coningsby and "Young England" the general ex
clamation here.' All Coningsby and 'Young England'! 
In Tancrf4d, which was being written during the year 1846, 
Disraeli seems to give the same reason ior Peel's over
throw, when he makes Coningsby say, speaking of the 
earlier Sir Robert, Sir Robert Walpole, but obviously 
glancing at the Sir Robert of the hour: ' The " boys " 
beat him at last.' The suggestion is, of course, a whimsical 
exaggeration. Coningsby and 'Young. England' had in
deed begun the _uprising against Peel's system, but could 

·never have dislodged him had it not been for the revolt 
of the agricultural interest due to his abandonment of 
Protection. If, however, the words he taken as a claim 
on behalf of the author of Coningsby and leader of ' Young 
England·~ to the chief share in the movement which 
defeated the great Minister, they are, as has been shown 
in the last volumE), fully justi~ed; and the Country party, , 
reluctant as many of them were to admit Disraeli's 
superiority, found themselves driven before long to accept, 
and even to acknowledge, his leadership in the House of 
Commons. 

Meanwhile a purely Whig Cabinet was formed! under 
Lord John Russell, with Lord Palmers ton as Foreign 
Secretary. A coalition with the Peelites, which had 

.1 Jnly 6, 1846. 
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been Lord John's 'original scheme,' was, Disraeli notel3 
in a; memorandum, 'frustrated by Peel himself.' At 
any rate, the offers of office which were made to Lord 
Dalhousie, Lord Lincoln, and Sidney Herbert, were 
declined, though subsequently Dalhousie accepted· -the 
Governor~Generalship of India. The new Ministry was 
in a minority, as Whigs, Radicals, and Irish together fell 
decidedly short of haJf the House of Commons; its strength · 
consisted ill the absence of opposition. Peel w.as deter
mined ~o keep the Protectionists out of office, and was, 
as he said to the Queen, 'anxious not to undertake the 
Gove~nment again.' 1 The Protectionists, DisraelL tells 

···us, far from contemplating opposition, 'retained their 
seats beneath the gangway on th~ Mmisterial side. . : . 
As. it was their intimtiori to support the general"policy 
of the new Government, it was unnecessary for thei:rf to 
cross the House with the late Cabinet, 'which they had 
themselves driven jrom power.' 2 Such· being the:state 
of inind of Peel and the Protectionists, it iS·no' wonder'that 

. some welFmeant but premature efforts of Lyndhurst, 
the·retiring Lord'Chancellcir,·to reunite the Conservative 
party, were fruitless •. Lord George Bentinck was emphatic 
in his repudiation of the whole idea. ' My· mind revolts 
and my heart sickens at the thought of ~ny · ~Juch easy 
reconciliation,' he wrote to Lord' Stanley. Far ·from 
.seeking reunion,· the Protectionists, as Gre'ville notes on 

, July 18, were 'very busy in rallying and remodelling' 
.th~ir party. They celebrated their success iri overthrow
ing Peel by a dinner at Greenwich~ given by members of 
both Houses, including Disraeli, to their leaders Stanley 
and Bentinck. The proceedings were harmonious and 
-enthusiastic. Stanley pointed to th'e strong controlling 
power which the Protectionist party manifestly possessed, 
pla;ced as it. was by the force of circumstances, as well as 

. ' '' i .~ • ~ . 

1 Queen Victoria'B LetterB, July 6, 18413. _ . 
2_ Lord George Bentincki oh. 20. 'l'his book is the principal first-hand 

·authority•·for the politics.! history of _the years 1846-1848, as viewed by 
Disraeli; and it is from its pages,where not otherwise specified, that the·· 
bulk of the quotations in this and the three -following chapters are taken. 
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by the talent and energy of its members, in a commanding 
position in the Legislature. Bentinck announced his 
consent to continue his temporary leadership in the 
Commons, but at the same time made it clear that he 
regarded Stanley as leader of the whole party. 

Policy as well as principle urged the new Ministry to 
introduce measures to confirm and develop the Free 
Trade system. This would terid to widen the breach in 
the Conservative party, and insure a steady Government 
majority through the support of Cobden and Bright on 
the one side, and the Peelites on the other. 'The s.ugar 

- duties were the first to be attacked. 'Within a month 
of his accession to power, at the end of an exhausting 
session, the new Minister announced a sweeping measure 
which, was at once to admit sugar, the produce of slave 
labour, to the British market.' 

Sugar was an article of colonial produce which had been 
embarrassing, if not fa.tal, to many Governments. Strange 
that a manufacture which charms infancy and soothes old age 
should so frequently occasion political disaster. The Minister· 
therefore was resolved to rid himself of this perpetual difficulty 
by precipitating a settlement while the elements of opposition 
on this question, though powerful, were distracted. 

Lord John Russell had no difficulty in showing 'the 
inconsistency of our receiving slave-grown cotton, and 
slave-grown coffee, and slave-grown tobacco, and re
. jecting slave-grown sugar ';but it was felt, and not merely 
by the Protectionists, that. the new policy was a condemna-
tion of all that England, unq.er the guidance of the Whigs, 
had done for the abolition of slavery. 'Having deprived 
our colonies of those successful means of general com
petition, it would seem that the metropolis was at least 
bound to secure them a home market.' Bentinck accord
ingly moved an amendment condemning the prop<2sed 
reduction as tending to check the advance of production 
by British free labour, and to give a great additional 
stimulus to the slave trade.· It was the identical language 
of the famous Protectionist amendment_ which was moved, 
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and carried, under Peel's auspices, to the Whig project 
of sugar duty reduction in 1841, and which contributed so 
greatly to plaCing in power the Minister..;.who had now 
fallen because he had abandoned Protection.· ' With Sir 
Robert Peel sitting opposite Lord George Bentinck ·. . . 

· this· was rather a. dainty· device .of the Protectionist 
leader:' We may well believe that the device originated 
with Disraeli, who chrohicles · it with· so ~uch com
placency. The motion wits rejected by a large majority; 
but the Government were only saved by ' violent sacrifices 
of Parliamentary consistency, and even' of personal con-

. victioll, on t:he part of those who had no political connection 
with 'theni.' · Among these Waf? Peel, who avowed that· 
he !nipported· Ministers solely in· order to keep the -Proc. 
tectionists out of office. .· Disraeli, as ' a follower o£-...l.otd 

·. Ge~rge 13entinck,' spoke in 'tb.e debate;· an:d, .. • . 
lamenting the destruction 9f. our col<;mial sy;tem and expre~;: 
ing.t~e belief that.we.should erelong have to reconstruct it, 
observed th~t it was a characteristic. of our history that this 
country generallyTetra.ced.its steps, . . . ,We did not c<)mmit 
less blunders than other countries, but we were a .people more 
sens~ble of q~r errors. The. history of. England, he. said, is. 
a history ofreaction;·. We,destroyed, for exa,mple, our church. 
establishment and we replaced it. We destroyed our ancient. 
monarchy and we restored it .. We destroyed· the House of ... 
Lords, and.yet we were now obliged.to take.up·our Bills to 
them for their 'sanction: We even. abolished the House of 
Commons, and yet here we were at the end of the session 

. debating a great question. ·1 

. Russell ridiculed :. this view of . English . hif:;tory·; but, 
though pan1doxically heightened after Disraeli''s ·fashion, 
it would be'admitted to· pave''much truth iri' it ta~day; 

... when; though nobody' proposes exactly to restore our old 
coloni~l system, some 'of' the best minds are .. devoting 
themselves 'to the problem of. how. to . ' reconstruct ' 'it,. 
and consolidate· it into a· coherent imperial e'difice.l ·· · 

The. ProtectiOnists didi hot confine · th'eir exertio£s to 
. Parliament, but, even before the sessiori. 'was over, Ben-· 

1 This pas~age 1wa~ ·:.Vrit~en before the\var.· The gen~ral acc~ptance 
since then of Im.perial Preference is .to some extent such a 'reconstruction ' 
as Disraeli thought prob:1hle. ·· : . · 
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tinck and Disraeli, with several of their friends, started 
on a political tour which involved meetings at King's 
Lynn, Bentinck's constituency, and Waltham, in the 
neighbourhood of Belvoir Castle, wh~re Lord Granby1 · 

and Lord John l\1anners, the sons of the house, were 
pillars of the cause. It was c;me of the very few ex-. 
cursions of the kind in the life of Disraeli, who was 
emphatically a Parliament man. 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 
KING's LYNN, Aug. 4, 1846.-We carried the railroad, but 

lost the general train; the special train, however, was all 
ready for us (only G[eorge] B[entinck] and myself), and 
though we started an hour after them, we caught thein up 
halfway at Cambridge. . . . At Cambridge we joined Lord 
Orford,2 the Duke of Richroond3 and Granby, Miles4 not 
having appeared .... 

This morning, as soon as· I woke, I found a note from 
Neilson5 of The Times requesting an interview. He 1is sent 
'down with two other Times reporters, and all for roy speech. 
. . . In the meantime, I have not a thought ready, and if we 
are to be reported in The Times it must be something for the 
nation, and not merely for the farmers of Lynn. 

KING's LYNN, Aug. 5, 1846.-0ur dinner was very successful 
indeed, as far as speaking and enthusiasm remarkable. G. B. 
did very well, Granby particularly so, and your humble 
servant quite to his satisfaction. I hope the reporters managed
also. Lord Orford. a capital chairman. The only fault in roy' 
mind was the expense of the tickets, £1 a head; 5s. should 
have been the outside. This prevented that overflow which 
should always be at these meetings: however, we sat down 
more than 500 substantial squires and yeomen. ·G: B. on 
the right of Lord Orford, and Duke of Richmond on the left: 

1 Afterwards 6th Duke of Rutland; 
2 The 3rd Earl, High Steward of King's Lynn, father of Disraeli's friend, 

Lady Dorothy Nevill, who was so well known in the social and political 
wotld for more than half a century. 

3 The 5th Duke, whose sons, the 6th Duke and Lord Hlmry Lennox, were 
both subsequently colleagues of Disraeli. · ·· . 

4 William Miles, of Leigh Court, Bristol, M.P. successively for Somerset, 
Chippenham, and Romney, created a Baronet in 1859. 

5 · J. F. Neilson (1809.1881), a leading member of The Times staff of 
Parliamentary reporters. He took a prominent part in reporting most of 
the great speeches of the mid-Victorian period, both iii and out of Parlia· 
ment, and Disraeli's in. particular. Disraeli respected him greatly, and 
often rehearsed. his speeches, or the important parts of them, to him in 
private. Aa First Lord of the Treasury, he wished to confer a Civil List . 
pension· upon Neilson; but .the proprietors of The Times objected, and 
themselves augmented Neilsonls salary by an equivalent sum. 

I. - . 27 
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then Granby next to G. B., and Lord Sonde;;' next to Duke 
of Richmond, and myself next to Lord Sondes. . . . 

· Granby and I go to LeiceE?ter to-day, where he is chairman 
. at some Church meeting. . . . . 

LEICESTER, Aug. 6, 1846.-... It took us the whole day to 
trave.l here,-40 miles coaching, and then changes to four 
di:f;Ierentrailroads before we reached this at 10 at night, where 
wefound Lord John and Lord George [Manners]; and all four 
supped together; Our day's voyage, however, was very agr,ee
able, as the weather was _charming, my travelling companion 
most amiable, and the country new to both of us. 

We stopped two hours at Peterboro', but our time was 
well employed in seeing the fll:lest cathedral in England, very 
much like St. Ouen, recently renovated in admirable style, 
and where we were fortunate~ during our visit, in listening to 

..• a most beautiful anthem. This; and a capital luncheon of cold 
1!!-mb and London porter, set us up. G[ranby],with the Duke2 

(who ani ved this morning) and the rest . of the family, are 
-now at the meeting which, _as it leads to church subscriptions 
and would be' otherwise- very wearisome, I avoided. 'At 
half-past two we set off for Belvoir; .. ·. -· _ 

--BELVOIR CASTLE, Aug. 71 1846.--'-1 am very well. At this"' 
moment one of--the most terrible storms conceivable is burst-
. ing over this magnificent cas11e; ·torrents of rain and hail; 
thunder a,s · if on the roof and battlements, and awful 
flashes. . . . . · _ . _. · · . 

Lord ~orge did not arrive _till two iri the morning, and has . 
just left my room.- The Duke ·and Lord- John returned from , 
Leicester about eleven, Granby and m_'yself and his sister having 
dined together very agreeably. -- ' 

Nothing could be more delightful than our voyage to Belvoir,, 
and nothing more amiable .than G. _ The scene, the weather, 

·_ the castle on its wooded crag flushed in the sun,-Coningsby3 

to the lift( We arrived in one fly, and were received by six. 
· servants bowing in rows. . . . _ , - . 

BELVOIR CASTLE, Aug. 9,. 1846.-The storm here was so 
·terrible that three men were killed in the immediate neighbour
hood of the castle·. I take it for ·granted that the pavilion 

. in which we dined had been drenched through, as,"helping .

. myself to salt, I found I was only spooning out soine water; 
bu~ two hoUI'~ of. sunshint:~ had apparently ·set everything 
right, and everything went off well:. though our numbers were 

l.Th~ 4th Baron, father of the 5th Bar,on, who was a.dvaqced to the 
earldom ()U Beaconsfield'~ recommendation in 1880. . -. . . 

· 2 The 5th Duke of Rutland. ' 
a In a letter to his sister Disraeli identifies· Belvoir with Beaumanoir, 

't)lough i_t is not in .the le!I>St like Bea.mnanoir/ the residenoE)of-th'e Duke, 
Lord Henry Sydney's 'father, in Ooningsby. . . . , j 

.. 
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certainly thinned by the unfn.vorable morning. I think we 
mustered about 500. Granby spoke particularly well; G. B. 
much too long, I well eno'. The Duke of Rutland seemed to 
enjoy himself, and made three very good speeches; the Du~e 
of Richmond arrived just in time. He and I sat on each side 
of the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Hartopp,l a very great squire and 
a very agreeable man. Lady Adeliza;2 G. B., Granby and 
myself went in an open carriage, but fortunately I got home 
with the Duke.of Richmond in a close one. He went off the 
next morning early to meet the Duchess at a station and take 
her to Scotland, where he has given us a real invitation, of 
which more anon. I think he likes me very much. . . . 

Lord G. B. remained here, and our party yesterday con
sisted of the family and us two. Nothing can be more amiable 
and attentive than Granby, whom I like ~xceedingly. 

Both at Lynn and at Waltham the note of th~ speeches 
was one of wrathful indignation at the betrayal of the 
agriculturists by the Peel Ministry, and of a conviction that, 
if they stood together and were true to their principles, 
they could regain efficient protection for domestic in
dustry, and quite possibly even the repeal of the Act of 
1846. Disraeli, at Lynn, went so far as to . prophesy 
that reaction would speedily lead to repeal. At Waltham 
he was more guarded and more general. If he could 
see the gentlemen of England place themselves at the 
head of the farm~rs, as in 1841, the triumph would soon 
be with them. Of their ultimate success he could not 
doubt: Bentinck at both meetings pointed to the local 
burdens OJl land, and said they were excessive; these 

· must be reduced if Parliament would not retrace its 
steps. The following month, at a dinner at another 
agricultural· centre, Chelmsford, he suggested that, failing 
repeal, agriculturists should strive for the fixed duty of 
Ss. on corn, or, at the worst, a continuance of the present 
temporary duties under the new law. _ 

'l'hesc demonstrations, in ~act, served· to bring o~t a 

1 E .. Bouchier Hartopp, afterwards :M.P. for North Leicostershire as 
L'lrd John Manners' colleague. · . · . 

2 Daughter of the 5th Duke of ;Rutland, afterwards wifo of Canon 
Norman. 
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. certain difference of tendency .between. leading Protec
tionists. Already . the wiser heads among them, and 
assureqly Disraeli, in spite of his outburst to a sympa
thetic audience at Lynn, realised that . it was hopeless, 
for the present at any rate, to try to reinstate the sliding 
scale. But there were two possible alternatives-either· 
to concentrate upon the fixed duty, whic4 'had be~n the 
old Whig policy and had been aC).vocated to the last by 
Palmerston, or to turn to the alleviation of local burdens 
as a compensation to the agriculturists for what they had 
lost by the abandonment of protection for corn. Ben
tinck; as we have s~en, suggested. both- policies in turn . 

. . The latter was that which Disraeli . was ultimately to 
,adopt, but it almost irievitably led. to. the abandonment 
of the fight for any Protection at alL - The former; the 
·fixed duty; was pressed upon Disraeli by John Manners 

· a few days after the Waltham meeting.- ·· · · . ' 

From Lord John· Manners. 

. LoNGSHAW LoDGE, Aug. 1_5, 1846.-... It seems to me 
that-the Protectiorl'Leaders are foolishly determined to fight 
the identical battle they have just)ost over again in the new 
Parliament. Can't something-be done to prevent such·a_ship
wreck? . . . Can't G. B. be prevailed i1pon to '_go for'. his 
second alternative in the first place ? Corn might be rein
stated in a Tariff, and cattle too, at moderate duties. To 
btlong to a party with only one .idea is unsatisfactory; and 
methinks 'tis far wiser and· more statesmanlike to fight a 
second battle on a fresh field-and with new dispositi.ons, than on 
the old battleground strewed with the symbols of defeat. . . . 

Stanley is here, full of fun a:nd chaff; but he does notgive 
me the idea of a. statesman. .· . . · 

. Disraeli receiv~d this when he had returned to· London 
for the closing weeks of an arduous ~ession. He must 
have been much tded by the behaviour of his -leader 
Bentinck; who .discredited himself by a number of petty 
personal charges of jobs and blunders .against members 
of Peel's late Government, particularly ~yndhU:rst,·Ripon, 
and Gladstone._ Lord George Bentinck observes. a dis
creet silence on these episodes, and the ,charges were all 
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satisfactorily repelled. Disraeli himself, while endeavour
ing to justify Bentinck's attack on Ripon, etrongly 
defended the honour of his old patron, Lyndhurst. 

To· Lady Londonderry.1 

GROSVENOR GATE, Sept. '1, 1846. 

DEAR LADY LONDONDERRY,-... Kielmansegge2 is at Wies
baden, anq you will therefore probably meet him.3 He is 
just fresh from Drayton, where Sir Robert said that no man's 
health would. permit him to be Prime Minister of this country 
for more than five years, from which we infer he counts on 
the feeble frame of Johnny sinking very shortly under the 
burthen, though I don't see that will help him, as the 
Peelites do not in any way rally, and the Tory rancor 
flourishes in all its primal virulence and vigor . 

. By the time you return, you will see the Duke's statue4 on 
the Hyde Park arch. In future, he is to be called the Arch
Duke. The secret history of t"4is rally is rather curiO)lS. The 
D. of Rutland,5 the eve of our departure, a Sunday eve, his 
Grace entering desperate, confided after dinner his wrongs and 
disappointments to Lord Geo. Bentinck and myself. I 
observed that he had made no fight, and that there were at 
that moment four men in the room (Granby and John Manners· 
being there) who were all able not only to vote but to speak. 
Fired by the idea, flushed with claret and sympathising with 
our injured host, we all agreed to go down to. the House, on 
our arrival .in town on the morrow, and make a struggle. 
Whereupon G. Bentinck, the instant he arrived, gave a 
notice, by way of amendment to the iqonoclastic motion of 
Craven Berkeley,6 which so alarmed Morpeth7 with its dark 
insinuations of royal pledges broken, that the Government 
surrendered without firing a shot, notwithstanding the whole 
House of Commons, all the newspapers, and what they call 
public opinion, were in their favour. Trench8 looks as if the 

l ·See p. 659. 2 Hanoverian Minister. 
a Lady Londonderry was at Homburg. . 
4 The statue of the Dnke of Wellington is now at Aldershot. 
5 The Duke of Rutland was chairman of the Committee which decided to 

place the statue on the a.rch at the top of COnstitution Hill-a. decision. 
which found little favour either with public opinion or with the Government, 
but which was nevertheless carried out. · 

6 M.P. for Cheltenham, son of 5th Earl of Berkeley. 
7 Afterwards 7th Earl of Carlisle, at that time Chief Commissioner of 

1Voods and Forests. . . . 
8 General Sir Frederick Trench, M.P.L-for Scarborough, and principal 

promoter of the project for placing the lJuke's statue on the arch. · 
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victory were his, though he ~ade no more resistance, in the 
first instance, than Genl. Burgoyne at Saratoga, in whose 
drawing-room school he seems to have formed himself. . . . . ' 

We are about to go to Buckinghalll;shire, and probably shall 
- remain at my father's in rural solitude for a long time. I 

mean to finish my book [Tancred], and when it is published I 
shall send you the earliest and the only. copy. I need not say 
how flattered and how gratified I shall be, if I may occasion
ally, I dare not say often, hear from you, ,being, as you well 
know, now, as I have ever been,-Your devoted servant, D. 

, -Disraeli spent the- autumn at Bradenham, mainly 
occupied with finishing Tancred, but watching the political· 
situation carefully, and occasionally corresponding with 
his leader in the Commons and his friends. 'I rejoice,' 
writes Bentinck on November .9, 'to find you have ·not · 
quite abjured politics, as you threatened for the next 
three months to do, devoting yourself to Poetry and 
Romance.'· 

To Lord John Manners. 
BRADENHAM, HIGH WYCOMBE, Sept. 19, 1846. 

MY DEAR LoRD JoHN,-Don't suppose from my silence 
that I disagree wtth anything yo'u said in your last :1 on the 
contrary, you admirably expressed all that I feel, and on 
which, as far. as I, ani concerned, mean to: act, when things 
begin to fall into order a bit. - . _ _ 

Then again about Ireland: One- thing _ certainly · Peel's 
administration proved, that to rule Ireland 'without respect· 
to party deprives you of any foll()wers .. Now G. B. entertains 
the same views withrespect -to Irel~nd as ourselves: but the 
national party (n,ot the National Club) there are pledged to the 
Whigs, and, especially after their recognised position in the 
present Government, must be faithful to them. All this seems 
to indicate that, ultimately, there must be a fusion between 
the real Wl;ligs and us. I see no other mode of establishing 
a strong Government and arresting_ the vulgar middle-class 
Liberalism which pretends to be Democracy, and which is 
essentially hostile to the Roman Catholic population; though 
it may use thein for its purpose. . , 

I should have written to you before,but though I left London: 
i~ great vigor, I experienced, within a few days of my arrival 
here, that periodical languor, and even prostration, which 
alway§! .attends, .with me, a change of life, especially if that 
change' be -one to pure air -and regular habits. After a q uaran~ 

·1_ Apparentfy_ the letter of Aug. 15 quoted on p. 824. 
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tine of a fortnight or so, I get seasoned, as I am now, o.nd it 
seems impossible, that I ever could live anywhere except 
among the woods and turfy wildernesses of this dear county, 
which, tho' it upset Charles I., so exhausted its progressive 
spirit in 1640, that it has now neither a town nor a railroad. 

I have not yet added much to my abonive MSS. [Tancred] 
of the German Schloss of last year, but am beginning to 
warm up.... . 

The past is a dream and the future a mystery. I cannot 
read it, but feel persuaded that, if we only stand together, I 
shall yet see you Prime Minister, My wife sends her kindest 
regards.-Ever yours, rriy dear John, D. 

To Lady Londonderry. 
· BRADENHAM, HIGH WYCOMBE, Dec. 26, 1846.-... What 

can a hermit, who ·has been immured for four months among 
those beechen groves of Bucks which even Julius Cresar could 
not penetrate, and who has seen no one, have to offer worthy 
of your delicate ear, fed, 1 doubt not, by all the secret 
histories of the cabinets and saloons of Europe ? 

About a fortnight ago, Lord George Bentinck came down 
here .. :to see me for a few days;· otherwise I should not even 
know who at the present moment was Prime Minister. · The 
only chance we see for your favourite, Sir Robert, is your 
sympathy; but if you would only condescend to be our Duchess 
de Longueville,. I really think we have a 'better chance of 
governing the country than the late Cabinet. But we sadly 
lack genuine inspiration. .· . . 

My hero, whose name is 'Tancred,' '\\'ill make his appear
ance, I hope, in a month. He has turned out a much more 
troublesome and unmanageable personage than I anticipated. 

- Lord Lyndhurst, who is my neighbour, is in great force, and 
seems to think he is going up to town to be Cha.ncellor again. 
Such are the gay illusions of perpetual youth. . . . . 

What are you going to do with Ireland ? They ought. to 
make you Queen. It is the only chance left, now th{l Repeal 
of the Union has crumbled away. 

How happy 1 shall be to see Lady J .. ondonderry again l 
The visit of Bentinck to Disraeli at Bradenham early 

in December, mentioned in this letter to Lady London
derry, was for the purpose of concerting their programme 
for the coming session. The political intimacy between 
the two men had developed by this time, widely different 

· though their characters were, into close personal friend
ship. Disraeli's letters to Bentinck have, unfortunately, 
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perished;1 but Bentinck's letters, which have been pre
served, contain frequent proofs of his admiration for, and 
confidence i~, his colleague. In June Bentinck had dis
carded the .formal ' My dear Sir ' in addressing Disraeli, 
.arid always afterwards subscribed himself, ' Ever yours 
most sincerely.'. Bentlnck had, as his letters and 
Disraeli's narrative of his life show, been working hard at 
politics the whole autumn. In order to devote himself 
.more completely to his political duties, he had finally, 
at the Goodwood meeting, severed his connection wit~ 
the turf, of which ,he·was ' the lord paramount,' parting 
with the whole of his racing stud ' at a moment ~hen its 
.prospects-were never. so brilliant.'· He thereby lost 'the 
blue ribbon of the turf,' the Derby, which was won in 
1848 by Surplice, a horse he had sold with the rest. . 

Before coming to _Braderi.ham, Bentinck had visited 
Knowsley, _ wh<3re he .had been 'hatching secret plaris for 

. the next session,' in concert,_ no doubt, with Sta.~ley.' 
The Protectionist leaders in Lords and Commons· were old 
friends and fellow-sportsmen; but Stanley's · prejudipe 
against Disraeli seems to have been stili acti-\/e, and these 
two apparently had as yet no personal 'relations, ,-The . 
events of the autumn necessarily directed the attention of 
the Protectionists to other issues than the Corn· La\vs. 
Famine in Ireland-the apprehension· of which had deter~ 
mined Peel's momentous action in 1845,-though it was 
averted that year, came in grim. earnest in the next. 
Three-fourths of the potato crop failed, and the normal 
poverty of the people made what would have been a severe 

· visitation to any country a crushing calamity to Ireland. -
Legislation for helping the Irish by employing their labour 
on public works had produced disastrous .results. - 'The 
number. of persons employed under the Labmir Rat~ A9t, 
principally in useless and entirely in 1.mproductive works, 
which in the_ month ot September had amounted to thirty 
thousand, reached, when Parliament met, the awful sum 

' . . . ' - ' 

1 ·Lady. Ossington, Bentinck's sister, wrote in 1884 that 'all -Lord 
George Bentinck's political correspondence was probably destroyed by 
the Duke of Portland, his father' (Oroker Papers • . Vol. III., p. 116) . 

.. 
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o£ half a million, representing, it was said, as far as the 
means of subsistence were concerned, two millions and a 
half of her Majesty's subjects. A nation breaking stones 
upon the road ! ' It was determined by the Protectionists, 
in these circumstances, to press on Parliament the policy 
o£ substituting productive for unproductive· labour by 
promoting in Ireland that construction of railways which 
was proving so beneficial to England. 

The opening o£ the session on January 19, 1847, f9rmed 
an epoch in Disraeli 's parliamentary career~ He took then 
for the first time his seat on the front bench in the House 
of Commons, a position he was to occupy continuously, 
in opposition or in office, for thirty years. He has ex
plained in Lord George Bentinck1 how it happened that· 
the Protectionists, who had at first made a point of 
separating themselves from· the Peelites in the House, 
and remaining on the same side as the Whig Ministry 
whom they had placed in office,now crossed the floor. 
ConsiQ.erable inconvenience resulted from the' original 
arrangement. 

The Protectionists. were so numerous that the greater, 
portion of the habitual supporters of the"Whigs were obliged 
to range themselves on the benches opposite the men whom' 
they had always supported and with whom tb.ey were still' 
voting. This led to some conversation between the Treasury 
Bench and Lord George Bentinck, and it was fina:lly agreed 
that on the' whole it would be more convenient that, on the 
meeting of the House in '4 7, · he should take the seat usually 
occupied by the leader of the Opposition, and that his friends 
should fill the benches generally allotted to an adverse party. 

Disraeli, it will be noted, says nothing of his own posi
tion; but he and Bankes, member for Dorset, who had 
previously held office, and possibly others, took their 
seats by their leader, on: the same bench with Peel; 
Lincoln, Sidney Herbert, and Goulburn; Gladstone had 
retired fro~ Newark; and was out of Parliament·, and 
Graham preferred' the obscurity: and' independence of a 
back bench. 'Three off Sir Robei:t Peel ' is- the way i:u 

·t Ch. 20: 
I. 27* 
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w!J.~ch,. T.h~ Tlmel!- df.?s_cri}?~s , th~;~- position_ of i Disraeli, and 'i 
~~n,tinc~, _whom_ it- mentio®. in that: order. 'There ·is; 
Jw:wey.er, ~~~-_pr~s;uwt:l, ~ -i~,addEi;: 'to·be. no connection.with, 
t4~. a~js>!ni11g· . .s49p.' 1 .1\ggording, to a .descriptive writer· 
ii?-, a! P{o.v:in~ia.~ \ j o;urp.al;. Dj_s;ra~;~li . changed, more than his• 

- S(}?>,t. , ll~: m_oqJfi.{fd _ tll,:{;}iJ e~traya,gance.·. of: his,. clothing.i 
T.he. 'rrw.tl.~y-,cql«j>;l,ll:e9:._gf1rrnents .'·which. he. still\ wore. at.; 
the close of the sessiqn-of l$4:6:-werj:l,.e;x;changed·for,a\suit, 
of_:. b~a.()k, ' 'llll;ap,proaqli~.P.ly ~per,fect ' in every, stitch; ' and 
~<t-~PP~?<r~ .to h!!-:VI'l: dq;ffe_ct ther:v~nity. of1the, coxcomb: ·with:_ 
th!'l1 ,p}uJ?;J,~g~:1 0~; tl'te p~;i,e,ock.'- He-~w:as.· ·also -thought• to, 
p~ve, 1acqljl-ireP, a 1 w:eig]atter;_-manner ,of: SJ!leaking·, · suited, to. 

··his ,,mo;r~- r(}l}pop.~iJ.:>Je pos.ition; _though:- in ,a, day .or ,tw~ .he" 
-crp.!l4e~t hi~ .. o!!il, oppoJi{fnt,·. 'Roeb:Uck; in. quite, a . familiar' 
v~~n,~ In,d~ed,~.we,sh~all'note from·.now on:w;ard;: withlthe" 
ex~~ppiori-, _ per;ha p~; _of; t~e .final ;flir.tg-:.of. the_;publication. o£ r
Tp;p.cref!,~an; !n.e,re?.§~ of; gr:~;vity ;in -his,politica,l•.actionscaild'
sp~~cl!J:ef?; an!l Ja;•gteater,.:;relv.ctll.nce to;' let :himsel$_gG- as chisu 
nf!!t~;r:al, g~p.j_SJs l w,o!;lld~, di_Gtll.te.- Nobody. ·ever~ felt•.J;Il<>re·. 
strongly than Disraeli the responsibility . of. thuse.: w:ho., .. 
control a party.. He had thoroughly graf'!p.ed.~}?.e .pr~nctple, 
w)iich neith~r ,Peel ;npf.:Qla4~t.o:p,!1~ ey~r .fP-tiy.ap;pJleh~J;ld~d" 
th.l!-~ ,a,gre11~ paJ;ty)i."!,~;t;t pr,g~g 9fr.:g~Yei;P:J:U~nt w.hich c!J;i:mot :_ 
b~, .. broke11 and destroyed 'without>con£~sio:rit ·and·_.danger;
NQW'Aor,.the fitst,·tirn~-his .action::,would·· affect a party:. _ 
He, was the.fir,s~li:eut~n,an,t, __ an,(l:l!l;l.'g~ly t1ii:l,ill!'!pir~r., pf, th~~ 
pa:~;ty _lea~~f iJ;l, :th~. "Co:rpwop.s,. ,ap.q -li'l:l h~dJ>ef.<?Jr.e ,hi_s ,eyes· 
th~,, W:r~Q#:1: th:a:t;. Peel's .• disregf!>Fd £ oV party_, had produ,ced-,J_ 
No .w:onder..th•at his words .. were' -more measured, even at· 
th,; __ r~s~c of., som~tim"ls .. b~pomill-g -~ltiilJ: 1to, :us.tw:ho __read. th:em 
wp~m- · tl],~. issqj'ls ,a:r:e np l<;mg~_r ,li:v~r:tg!,-

-At· the,,'m,pm~n:t ii( w;a~ 1 :unpert~;~.iJ! e!l):,I;J.9,tlyrwh)1t ,the :size c
. of _1 tl!~ PfLli~Y w:as,. ,for,, w:h:ich ;Bep.pin!3k; a;ud -Dis_raeli: w:ere>' 
res_p~m~il?!e.,, Cpuld.J tl}~y,, cqul).;t(: UJ:j)91lr_ tl;l.~ '2~0:-who .hadd 
vq~e9- aga:ffi.!l~ th!3 1C()~n-:B,i,ll,,or1 o:n-JiY upq:q..,t~~ 76(st_a,lwarts,:: 
who;,haf{ .. vo~e<l ,_w~~ht, ~he,: Wlligr?_<~ aitdJ It..isb,p_fQr ··ejecting1.: 
P~el fr<;,>rn •. o:ffipe,; or.)-uppJ:?._,fl9,:rp.e)n(!.e_t~lJI!tJ:1.ate nu-mber.;in ~-. . . 

1 The Tim~i>;,;,~ry 20, 1847. 
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between ~ In the division on the sugar dut1es iii the 
autumn they had been supported by 135 members ih a 
House which was two-thirds full; but on that occasi<:in 
they were able to appeal to anti-slavery sentiment. This 
uncertainty caused Bentinck to write to Stanley shortly 
before the sessiun,-expressing his unWillingness to thrust 
himself forward ' as though he were the acloiowledged 
leader of the Protectionists in the House of Commons.' 
But he yielded to the necessities of the position, and w·as 
ready, when Parliament met, to give ·an attentive con
sideration to the Ministerial proposals for dealing With 
Irish distress, in the hope that they rnight be sufficiently 
comprehensive to obviate arty interference on his part. 
The first proposal, to suspend the temporary duties on 
corn established in 1846, met with his approval. Then 
there were to be loans for the Improvement of private 
estates, extension of the urainage system, encouragement 
of fisheries, and a betted?oor Law: 'Projects for ordinary 
times, hardly adequate to absorb the teeming millions of 
the public works, whose numbers increased with every tele
graph, and alil.rmeu the Cabl.net like a fresh invasion of some 
barbaric host appalllhg the trembling senators of Rome.' 
The famine was getting worse; relief committees were 
formed, to be aided by 'public grap.ts, hi:tl£ of the whole 
'Charge to fall upon the 'treasury of the United Kingdom. 

trhese proposals seemed to the Protectionist leaders 
to be p~ddlmg and inadequate. Eariy in February 
Bentinck brought forward the ·measure ·which he and 
Dis:raeli hn.d prepared in the autumn ' to stimulate the 
prompt and profitable employment of the people by the 
encourag0ment of railways in Ireland': £1'6,000,000 was 
the ai:nount Which he proposed that the Government 
should lend, during four ·years, for this purpose. . He -
disclaimed any n'l'otive of hostility to :Ministers, aird hoped 
all parties would consider his Bill on its inerits. The Bill 
was received with general favour, especially in Ireland; 
but the state of the money market) and t.he dislike of 
·Peelites anll EP.·t:licl1l$, dominat~a by- the dob'trihes b'f 
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laisser-fah·e, for any policy of the kind, led the Govern
ment to oppose it on the second reading, and to announce 
that, if. it were carried, they would resign. ' There was not 
a. s'ection or an individual in the House of Commons who 
wished to disturb the Government, least of all Lord George 
Bentinck ... hut _he was not a man who would ever shrink 
from the consequences· of his acts.' He was 'not 
appalled,' he said, by the difficulties in Ireland; and he 
formally notified. Stanley, and explicitly stated in the 

· 'House of Commons, that he would not shrink from any 
·responsibility whi_ch, unsought, might be forced upon 
him. 'It must be confessed, however,' says Disraeli~ 
't4at he was the only member of his. party who was un-·, 
daunted. A sort of . panie pervaded the Protectionist 
ra,nks.' . The d.i:vision was naturally very unfavourable, 
only ll8 following BeiJ,tinek into . .the lobby. Even the 
Irish, who had loudly acclaimed his policy, deserted him; 
a qhange which led Disraeli, a. few weeks· later; to· com
ml':mt somewhat severely mi their instability. ·'I hope 
it will IJ,ever be said of the Irish that, they are a light and 
frivolous people; but the-rapidit:(with ;which they pass. 

. votes o£ (lcmfidence, and then of illimitable condemnation, 
is certai~ly not an encourageme.ht. to public meri, and is 
not the best evidence o£ popular consistency.' < 

Disrae~i supported Bentinck in the debate in a long 
arid elaborate speech in which ]:}e repeated his conviction 
-a conviction he declared to be held by the great body · 
o£ his countrymen-,-'.that no hallucination : .. had been · 
greater than to suppose that a , political p·a:nacea. could 
qure the· ills of Ireland .. ' He quoted facts and figures in 
defence· of the railway policy, and· pointed out. finally 
't}lat the commercial principle came into contact with.cir~ 
cu:r;nstances in Irela;nd with which it was not .fitted to cope .. ' 

Bentinck and ,Disr~eli l_la9. not long to wait. for an 
admission by the Government of the· justicE) of' their 
arguments. . It was in Febr:uary that, under urgent 
M:inisterial. pressure, Bentinck'.s Bill was defeated; before 

·the eJ;ld of April the Chancellor·of tb,e Excheq1;1er announced 
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to an astonished House that he would recommend a vote 
to assist Irish railways of £620,000. Peelites and Radicals 
were indignant. Bentinck cordially welcomed the re
pentant sinners, and must have been especially gratified 
by Peel's remark that 'the measure of Lord George Ben
tinck was free from some of the objections that forcibly 
applied to the present measure.' W~en the Government 
Bill came on fo:t second reading, Disraeli made the 
sarcastic comment that the overwhelming majority 
against Bentinck's Bill 'was, at least, one animated 
by a too precipitate spirit.' He maintained that Ben
tinck's policy, though hastened by the potato famine, 
was quite independent of it, and good for a backward 
country like Ireland in all circumstances. Ireland 
was the disgrace of England; her people were suffering, 
miserable, and unemployed. It was only by the 
creation of public works that the people could be 
employed; and Bentinck's scheme insured that employ
ment without loss to England. The real ·question, 
Disraeli declared, was : Did the people of England care 
more for the good government of Ireland than for the 
principles of political economy ~ Was the House to be 
animated in its legislation by national sympathies, or 
'to take refuge in mere dry pedantic political aphorisms'~ 
The Protectionists had the satisfaction of helping the 
Government to carry their Bill by a large majority against 
the opposition of Peelites and Radicals. It is noteworthy 
that Bentinck and Disraeli were among the first to pro
claim the principle, now 1 generally· accepted, that, as 
England and Ireland, though a united kingdom, were in 
very different stages of economic· development, it was 
right to use English wealth. to forward the material pros
perity of Ireland. 'The policy of the Land Purchase Acts 
is honourably associated with the names of Bright, Ash
bourne, Balfour, and Wyndham; the underlying principle 
is to be traced to those politicians whom it has been the 
fashion to despise, the Protectionist leaders of the late 
forties. 

1 In 1913, 

-c-.. 
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.. The f'J~Ss.ion, .. W!1>S SP {1\uch Q~9~pieQ. 'Y'i~h t!le Irii?h c;lifh 
t:ress, a1;1d t}le_ w.ea§ur~?s · n,eces::;aJ;y for. Q_o,p,i)lg 'Yii!h: ~t, 
that all oJ!he.:r subj.e.cts were. dwf!.:rted. :P,i_sra~li sp,Q:l\.<:l 
s.e:v.eral time_$ o:"n;-;ext.e.mat q~estio:ns, b1;1;t ~t. wiU b~ WQJ;~ 
c.onve:q~ent to,~ ()o;JJ,sider 4if'l: attit_ude t_ow.:axd~ Palme:t;~;~to~ 's 
foreign p.oJiqy i:n a su,bse_que:nt chapter .. 1 T.l:te Poor L:;t_w 
and its ad:r;nj;nis_tration came up, as: U$:U,!),1, for c,onsideration; .. 
O.n' '.the: great Mott Cf!.SJ:,' ~ Dis:ra.eli had a1;1other Sn:J.a\\ 
f.!:mg · at ~e~t He, llefen:ed to, the. Go.ndem.nation of: ·· 

·Ferrand in ~8-44 for· bis. attaQks on Grahat)l. I.t. had beeh 
the. cas~? of a solit~J>11'Y member, ::tg~inst, the. whole Hous13.; 

· h_e. had aga,ll;t~;~t, him bc;>th ·,. t.he m9st :tww.:erful Mll);ister. that 
Eng1and _has seen fQ;r a ceJJ,j.ujy ,' wi.th a. '· Macedonian 
phalanx ' of sup.po:vtl3rs, and also, an. Qpposjtion domina~ed • · 
q.y· the manubq_tudng inte~;est. In. ano~he.ll Poor Law· 
debat~, Dis:raeli p;J£otested against. c.en:tr;al c.ontro1 of Poo.11 
:Law· a.dmin~str~tion in Lc:mdon. .He_ w:as. all .for· local 
c~ntrol~coJ;tnty QOI).tro1. B..ut: he. l!ttter.ed one oh.aJ;a.ct.~r~ ... 
i<otk c.a:ution,:.' I h!J,ve always beli_eiVed. that. the, p.ower of 

. the, Crow:1'1 has: di:rnip,I_slp.ed,, is diminishing; and ought to·· 
b~. increasl.'ld; and therefOJ;e_ a_nyi:ric:vease, ll,w._ the pa~ronage 
of the 0:t;oWI). is a p;r<'>;posit~on l :w:~uld nev.:er oppose . .': -ln 
geneial; Disraeli conte:nted himsel£ d·ming the sel'!Sion . 
with a st!'lady. and efficient backing of. his leader Bentinck, 
whe~her it. was in resisting inquiuy into, the Navigatio? 
Laws:>, in_ c~;i~~cising_the ·:s.ankChanter,'Act, in demanding 
j(us:bice, fo:v distillers, . or in all the numerous phases of the 
l])ish Railway, qu~s~ion: One personal :veference. may be 
quoped. lh ~ deba.t,e at. tlie end·. o£ the, session. he. de~ 
scribed• t_he. tt;ll;nsfe:~:ence, of S~anley from the 0ommons, to 
ther Lords, in 1844, as a .mis£ortune for' the country. 

D~sraeli.'s frielilds ·noticed:. his steady . advance·. In a 
letter w:nftten a,bout this ti~e, L.ady Londonderry; passes 
on to him .a. ch.armii;}:g. compliment: ' li 'send you my• best 
wishes a:nq a }m~t~y, spee_ch I heard.' about you. ·" Le talent 

/ regne .. en Angleterne. et ne· gouiV.el{ne, pas."'' .An ad-mir.ing 
cousin. goes to. hear him speaJf- in. the. House, an6h re'ports,:-

1 See below, Ch, 7. . 2 See p. 634. 
~ :-
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B. 'E. ':Lindo to· Sarah ;Disraeli. 

March 2'5,'!'847 . ....::.1 was very charmed with Dizzy's·displav 
'last 'Tu.'e'sday/ 'and ·astonishecrat the command and control of 
the House which he possesses-the buzz . everywhere ·in 'the 
16bbies· and •th·e galleries when: he ''rose, ~and the:ru.sh1iii.to the 
House, which filled .in no time after he had•begun. ·In•every 
way -I wa,s astonished and.pleased: . . . . Dizzy~s'figure:suits 
the floor orthe ~House admirably, while his voice is so various, 
modulate:d musically at brie 'moment ·and pouring ·out , jts 
·thtindej •the next, ariCl 'you 'li'ear 1plainly·every 'whisper. 'He 
ex-tracted ,cheers fro·m ·a ·full House ·of •opponents. Wli:'at 
would ·they have bee~·ij ·they hadrgpne with -P,im·! He·cer

'tairily is the wonder of the day, and begins to·be·universally 
acknowledged so. 

The General -Election ·was 1approachihg, ·and ah ·. oppor
tunity offered -for ·the ·attainment ·-of one ·-of ·Disraeli's 
most cherished ambitions-:-to sit in 'Parliament rfor the 
county -of -Buckingham. ·Since the ·time when, ras a 
member of rhis -father's household, ·he came ·there •twenty 

. ;years 'before, first for summer visits, ·and •afterwards •to 
-reside at Bradenham,-his·attacliment~to'his '·beloved and 
beechy:Bucks' had ·been:steadily -growing. IHe ·had re
solved to make his permanent ·home in it, and had •been 
for some time on the 'lookout for a suitable ·house. We 
have seen that 'his extravagant ·fancy •had once, when he 
was a bachelor and ;heavily ·in debt, hovered rouna 1tlie 
.thought of -Chequers •Court ~2 and at the present ti:ri:re, 
as a married -man, :and, -though still in ·debt, in 'a ·com~ 
-pa:ratively stable ,position, he ;had :just agreed ·to <purc'liase · 
the more modest estate of Hughenden, ·a;fe\v ·mile-s froth 
Bradenham. It was in Bucks that his earliest politic'al 

1e:fforts 'had been ··made. He 'had ~tood 'three 'times ··i.m- · 
'sl.lccessfu1ly :for High Wycombe; -and once, :in 1$32, had 
even issued an '-address to the ·electors clf the ··cotirtty_!_ 
'ra, :ju. venile i-ndiscr~tidn,'' 'as ~lfe :Zib'w''felt, IJU:t ''prophetic., 

1if '·presumptuous •=..:.tMugh, 'oil lth'at ·occasion, he Wi.th
·d::rew·ahiiost·immediateiy, so as.not'to embarra-ss his-friend 
'tord Chandos; ·now 'the \Duke of B-uc.:kingham. He ~had 

1 The speech about Cracow. :See 'J){!Jb,v, p .• 987. 2 Page 357. 
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-been careful to accept opp<;~rtunities to speak on political 
occasions in the county, recognising, he wrote in 1836, 
that ' in .all probability I, am addressing my future con-
f!tituents.' 1 · 

·- 'He was not altogether happy in hisrelations with his 
present constituency, Shrewsbury. Though the general 
body of the .electors seem to have appreciated their dis~ 
tinguished member, and to have recognised 'how com
pletely he had carried out the pledges that he haod given 

- to them, there was trouble with the local wirepullers ; 
and there did not appear any likelihood of that fixity of 
tenure which a leader of the' Country party might ·well 
hope to obtain .from the squires and farmers of Bubks. 
One of the three Tory members for the county announced 
his intentio:rj of retiring. There was some· expectatio?J. 
that the Lord Chandos of the day,· the son of Disraeli's 
friend,' wouid come forward; but he absolutely refus~d, 
and the way was clear. On May 24 Disraeli issued 'his 
farewell address to the electors·of Shrewsbury, dwelling· !;Jll 
the seven ·eventful sessions during' which he, had been 
their 'member, and' on; his' pride' and s~tisfaction that, 
trying as the circ~mstances had been, .·he had never for
feited the·confidence of his constituents. · The, next day 
appeared his address to the. electors of the county. of 

··Buckingham, a chatacterist~c and 'historic document, 
which excited much attention at the time, and' has a 
permanent interest for all students of his ideas. -

The paragraphs in it referring to the questio;n of the 
hour were these: 
. ~- ; . . : . 
It is now many years ago, since, in your County Hall,I 

upheld·the cause of the Territorial Constitution of England,· 
as the best and surest foundation for popular rights and public 
liberty, imperial power and social happiness .. The m:ainten
anc!'J of the agricultural industry of the Country'is 'the neces
sary condition of the enjoyment of that Constitution; and I 
have, therefore, independently of all other 'considerations, 
opposed, during the teh years in which 1 have had the honor 

· of sitting in Parliament, every attempt which had a tendency 
1 Page 356. 
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to diminish the numbers and influence of those classes which 
are directly dependent on the land . 

... Influenced by this principle, I offered, during. the recent 
assault on our protective system, a faithful, though fruitless, 
opposition to that project. What has since occurred bas not, 
in any degree, changed the conclusions at which I then arrived 
as to the scheme of the late administration. The temporary 
high price, that is stimulated by famine, is not the agricultural 
prosperity which I wish to witness; while, in the full play of 
unrestricted importation, I already recognise a disturbing 
cause, which may shake our monetary. system to its centre, and 
which nothing but the happy accident of our domestic enter
prise has prevented, I believe, from exercising a very injurious 
effect on the condition of th~ Working Classes of Great 
Britain. 

Notwithstanding this opinion, I am not, however, one of 
those who would counsel, or who would abet, any attempt 
factiously and forcibly to repeal the measures of 1846. The 
legislative sanction which they have obtained, requires that 
they should receive an ample experiment; and I am persuaded 
that this test alone can satisfy the nation either of their 
expediency, or their want of fitness. If, however, as I hold, 
the result of this great change must be a reconstruction of our 

.financial system, it wi~l behove the various classes connected 
with the cultivation of the soil to be vigilant, that their inter~sts 
may be adequately represented and fitly enforced at a crisis, 
when their· more compactly organised rivals will not be 
oblivious of their claims, or over-scrupulous in urging them. 

Disraeli proceeded to explain that he was in favour of 
placing the_ education of the people in the hands of the. 
clergy, their legitimate guides and instructors, and that 
he would heartily maintain the alliance of Church and 
State. He continued: 

· · In the great struggle between popular principles and liberal 
opinions, which is the characteristic of our age, I. hope ever 
to be found on the side of the people, and of the Institutions, 
of England. It is our Institutions that have made us free, 
and can alone keep us so; by the bulwark which they offer to 
the insidious encroachments of a convenient, yet enervating, 
system of centralisation, which, if left unchecked, will prove 
fatal to the nntional character. Therefore, I have ever 
endeavoured to c]lerish our happy habit of self-government, 
as sustained by a prudent distribution of .local 11-uthority. 
For these reasons, I am of opinion that the right of supreme 
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··control,: necessary·to• the< due· administration of: the 'Poor Law, 
. should be exercised by the:chief :Depositary of'power in ev'ety 

:. iGounty, and that .the·:supetvision•:of our·Patishes .shoJ.ldtnot 
.be :entrusted ·to strangers .. 

rlt.is unnecessary'for:tne<to.state·.f.hat«I shall il'upport 'all 
fthose ;measures, the' 0 bjeet rdf which is •:to televate ~the. moral 
•:and social condition ofi:the Wor~nglGlasses,oby:tesseningJtheir 
:hours 'of ctoil~by: improving 'it heir. means ;_of health~an:d by 
tcultivating •their: intelligence. 'These. are objects which,: it <is 
cmit·urtpleasin:g:for·me·to'.temember,.I'eildeav6ured,.irr'c·om.mon 
with~some of my:frieQds, ~toad 'Vance, 'beforertheyiengaged;tlie 

-attention•of•Gov:eFnments,roriwerersuppor-ted 'by<triumpharit 
~Parliamentary. majorities. · 

'The 'leading jburna:Is of 'th~ day, though the ,great 
;m~j.orifiy ,of .them were supporters ;of •the >Free .Ttade 
1policy, neverthelesi:l"tre·atea•the can:didateiand hisiadiliess 
·With a respect "and consideration ~which-show'the j>O·sition 

.. w.l:lich bisraeli:had now won·in the opinion .ofhis-country
;men. The jpoints on ·which ·they ·chiefly fast~Iied ·W:e~e· 
.the admissi'On ·that the •meas'l1i-es •of il'846 ·must 'hOt ~he" 
Ifactiously repealed, but ·shoulll "receive ·an ·an:(ple'¢:x;_p~ri
n1ent; .ana ·the contrast set,Up 'between .'popular pr;in-, 
c~ples ''.and ',liberal •qpinions.' JI'hese ,two ;phr;ases :{vel!e · 
mat'urally-:ridiculed, :as :meaning "nferely, ron~the•.()rie hana, , 
the ·views. ·with' which .'Disraeli · agree'd, ·and,·. on ·the' tlth:er, 
.those from which he differed .. Really they repr~sent· a 
distinction .runnin,g through the whole .of his pplitical 
:Philosqphy, .which always contrasts ;proinciples .. which 

. ~bring classes- together in accordance with .the spiiit of 
the Constitution, with the Libera;lism which >sets class 
against . class and exalts political economy at the 

.;.e.,xpense 'of human ·nature and •patriotism. 'The ',Tories, 
... ~-1h,e held, must. he 'the 'popu'lar ·party as opposed -~o 
.~ :i·O.octrina:ire 'Liberalism. In .his ·first speech at New;port 

~P~gn~ll, :he lillustrat!'ld .iris rmeaning. It was .i:t, ]popular' 
pr.ii~ciple, he sa:id, cto tihteifere •t0 · protect 'the. i£:£ct'Oty 
workers·; ,bu:t "tlhe advocates ·of iiibe'tiil oti1ni.drrs· s3:id 
'th'at 'in ·no bitcti'Ihstances must labour. be 'interfered' . 
. with. It was a··1po,pu1ar rpr.inciple to ni&ke 'a ·difference 
·hetw.een.,the indcnstry .of •our d!eliow.;subjects 'and that b~ 
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foreigners; Liberal opinion treated them alike. .It was 
. a popular principle that the National Church .should' be 
independent of the State, exercising a beneficial effect on. 
public. feeling and morals, and vindicating the cause of 
liberty; but Liberal opinion treated the Church as a mere 
stipendiary of the State. That the administration of 
justice should be conducted by an independent proprietary 
WitS a popular principle; that it should be conducted by 
a man paid by the State a Liberal opinion; ' In one word, 
~t is a popular principle that England should be governed 
by England, while the Liberal opinion is that England 
should be governed by J,ondon.' 

At Aylesbury, Disraeli insisted-and Bentinck took a 
similar line in his election address-that Free Trade must 
hg,ye a fair trial. 

I told: yo:u in my address that I wo'uld not. attempt factiously 
and forcibly t() repeal the measure which was passed. in the 
course of last year. What is the use @f discussion, what is the 
use of a Legislature; if it is no.t that a great public question is 
to be settled' for a time, at least, by the decision of your repre
seiitati.ves? I care not how that decision may have come; it 
is-a resolution of Padil.amen:t, and we must, see the experiment. 
faiFly tJJied. You are in, the position of a. man who has made 
an improvident marriage. You have become united to Free 
Trade, and nothing can divorce you except you can prove 
the charmer to be false. Wait; then, tiU that ]i>eriod has 
a:r;rived; when you find t_hat yo.u have been betrayed,. then 
will be the time to seek a divorce from that. pernicious union. 
You have become united to the false Duessa/ and you must 
take the consequences; and the consequence, I venture to 
predict, will be that the House of Commons, after a f.air, full; 
and 8;mple trial of tl}is· great meas)'lre; will be driven to. repeal: 
it .from absolute necessity·, though at the termination of much 
national suffering_; but that that suffering will be compensated 
for by the bitterness and' tlw·profundi'ty of' national' penitence. 

· The t.ria~ has been full~r and more ample than Disraeli 
anticipated, but .it is evid'tmt . .-t~hat the end is. not yet. At 
Newport Pagnellhe had made it Clear that the Protection 
which. :Q.e believed to be expedient for th_(:) country was, of 
a moderat.e, but. at the san1e tim.e Imperiat, charactEn: .. 

1 $~e- Spenser's. JJ'ae1·ie Qiwene,, Book. I., ca;nto.s ~-8;. 
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He did not adYocate that they should go back to what 
was perhaps a too limiterl: application of a principle,. but 
that they should reconstruct a· system . on a broader basis 
and foundation. · They had heard much of the Customs 
Union of Germany, but· when they looked to the numerous 
colonies over which the 'Queen of this country ruled, they saw 
Great Britain possessing a greater. area than any other 
European Power, except Russia, and they were tempted to 
ask why should not England have her Imperial· Union, the 
produce of every clime ·coming in free which acknowledged her 
authority, and paying no tax to the public Exchequer? 

These sentiments fell on deaf . ears at the moment; 
but, they contain the germ of the idea of Imperial con
solidation which Disraeli elaborated in a more favourable 
atmosphere in 1872; in a famous speech at the Crystal 
Palace. · 

The .candidates at this election were-on the Conserva..: ;, 
tiye side, DuPre and Tower, who had both sat in the last 
.Parliament, and Disr;:teli; on the Liberal side, a member 
of the Whig house of Cavendish, wh,o was· afterwards 
created Lord Chesham. During the. contest Tower with~ 
drew, and attempts were made to get Chandos, in spite 
of his unwillingness, to come forward; in the, hope p~, ... · 
securing for the county three members of .the' Country· 
party. . But these attempts were unavailing.· It was 

·thought by some that, if Chandos were nominated, 
Disraeli might very likely fail. However that might be, 
a contest was avoided, and Du Pre, Disraeli, and Caven
dish were returned unopposed. Thus began a conne()tion 
of which both Disraeli and his county of Bucks had reason 
to be proud; which lasted for nearly thiJ:ty years, until
his elevation to the peerage; and of which he WJ;ote in 
i860,. 'This is the event of my public life which has given 
me the greatest satisfaction.' In a speech at Amersham 
during the election he made his profession of faith, often 
repeated in similar terms, in the political greatness of th~ 
county. 

The county of Buckingham has always taken a lead in the 
political fortunes of this country. The parliamentary con
stitution of England was born in the bo~om of the Chiltern~ • 
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Hills; as to this day our parliamentary career is terminated 
among its hundreds. The parliamentary constitution of 
England was_ established when l\fr. Hampden rode up to 
Westminster surrounded by his neighbours. Buckingham
shire did that for England. It has· done more. It gave us 
the. British Constitution in the seventeenth century, and it 
created the British Empire in the eighteenth. All the great 
statesmen of that century were born, or bred, or lived in this 
county. Throw your eye over the list-it is a glorious one--: 
from Shelburne to Grenville. Travel from Wycombe to 
Buckingham, from the first Lord Lansdowne, the most accom
plished Minister this country ever produced, to the last of our 
classic statesmen. Even the sovereign genius of Chatham 
was nursed in the groves of Stowe, and amid the templa quam 
d1:lecta of Cobham; and it was beneath his oaks at Beaconsfield 
that Mr. Burke poured forth those divine effusions that 
vindicated the social system, and reconciled the authority of 
law with the liberty of man. "And i'n our own time, faithful 
to its character and its mission, amid a great parliamentary 
revolution, Buckinghamshire called a new political class into 
existence, and enfranchised you and the farmers of England 
by the Chandos clause. Now let the men of the North, 
who thought that they were to govern England-let them 
bring a political pedigree equal to that of the county of 
Buckingham. · 

· Throughout the contest Disraeli emphasised · his in · 
dependence, and spoke as a leader of men. In his 
address he had said: ' I am not the organ of any section, 
or the nominee of any individual.' He was justly in
dignant at being described as a nominee of the_Duke of 
Buckingham, seeing that he came forward at the request 
of leading yeomen and proprietors in the county, and 
relied mainly upon the farmers for his support. He said 
at Buckingham: 

Independence is the necessary, the essential element of my 
political position. . . . I cannot take a seat in the House of 
Commons if I am not the master of my political destiny. I 
have not gained the position which I am pmud to remember 
I occupy there but by my own individual exertions. It has 
cost nie days of thought and nights of toit-it has cost me 
unwearied industry, frequent discomfiture, and many unequal 
contests. I have gained that position by myself, and I must 
maintain it by myself. 
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For Lord Stanley he ·said he ·entertained great respect, 
and' believed no difference could exist between them at 
present on grei:tt .public questions,- but 'he wo~ld 'not 
pin, his faith and his political creed to the robe- of arty 
senator, however exalted.' In referring to the struggle 
against Peel, he spoke of himself as the protagonist, Who 
appealed for their approval, but who would not pursue 

·the quarrel on the hustings m; 'desecrate the recollec- -
tions of the combat by allowing it t.o degenerate into a 
squabble.' Bentinck appears little in·thm:e speeches, and 
as a colleague rather 'than a iea;der. · After the ele_ctioii 
was over Disraeli expressed his strong conviction that 
'-the great question of ·Protection is not dead, but is only 
sle~pirtg. . . . Proteption to native industry is _a fun-. 

- damental pdnciph,):• Though he sometimes talked ,'in 
another sense, this seems 'to ha ye been h1s settl~d 
opihion,: L~rd Rowto~, after the· Tariff Reform move• 
,fnent had begun, though a Free Trader himself, told 
a friend that -Lord Beaconsfield had always said that. 
England would return to Protection. 

As the Protectionists-or, at any rate, the Protectionist 
'leaders"'-'did not. advocate the immediate' overthtowi of' 
the new commercial -system; there was at the· Genefa,l 
Ele'ction of 1847 no clear-cut issue before the country; 
and consequently very little alteration was effected in the_ 
:relative strength of parties. The Whigs gained slightly, 
m;:tinly at the expense of the Radicals and the Peelites; 
there were roughly 325 Ministerialists of all shades, ancL 
330 Conservativesl of whom not til ore thitn 100 _ \V&re 
followers of·- Peel._ Russell's Ministry were still- ih··n. 
~inority without Peel's support,, but ·could fairly claim 
that thoy had been encouraged by the constituencies t9 · 
confiim and develop the Free Trade policy. ·- Disrael~ has, 
put on record his explanation of the general result. '-Th~ · . 
high prices of ~gricultural produce 'which then pre'yai~'e~ 
naturally tenc1eted the agricuit1tta1 interest apathet~C; 
and although the rural' constituencies from a feeling_ of 
~st~em ~again· r<?tgrn<?Cl those rri<?mbers whO had been 
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faithful;to the. protective principle, tne-farmers did 1 not 
exert themselves to increase the .number. of: their• sup-· 
porters.' Indeed, as, we, have seen, in Disraeli's· own 
county, of Bucks ,a. s_eat was given up, ·and two Protec.:. 
tion,ists and a>Whig. sat where three Protecti<imists had sat
befor~.. Of l the. personal changes' owing' to the election; 
four -had a special bearing. on Disraeli's fortunes. His
great, opponent of the . future; Gladstone, returned to . 
Parliament, . a~ter an absence , of l a year' and: a hal£, as · 
member for Oxford University; his Protectionist ally, 
the ·veteran Herries; who had failed· to obtain a seat in. 
1841; was- elected, along _with· Granby, for, Stamford; his. 
intimate friend, John Manners, .who retiredJrom Newar:ID, 
attempted in .vain to capture- a: seat ·at Liverpool,' and was· / 
oat of- Parliament till' 1850 ; . and ·the election- of another 
friend, Baron Lionel ;de Rothschild,. the head oLthe.great, 
financial hous_ei- as.,a. coHeagu!il-:of ·the. Prime. Miriister,· for .. 
the City. of') London;. forced :to-.the ,front the question· o£1 

Jewish disabilities, on which· Bentinck'·and ·msraeli held; . 
. views very,rep~gnant to the main.hody of.theii.suppprters. 

'Had. the,.GeneraLElection.beeru p.ostp0ned,.untU the 
alil:tumn,. the results;. might have .beew very" different;' 
writes•Disraeli'. No sooner was i1i·over·thanth'e·condition · 
of_ g~neral.' content which' prevail-ed·. during . its. progress. 
was. suddenly. changed 1for .. one of. widespread-1commercial 
disaster .. B"entinc~; supported. by• the·.' gr_eat:: financia~t 
aU:thor-ityof.iThomas~Baring,_ had called 'attenticmin the· 
spring-7more th'an once to the. signs of 'an approaching. 
mpnet~ry. crisis, mainly due, .no ,doubt:-though it, was, 
not gene~ally recognised at the time~to- excessive rail
way--speculation. · They" had 1 recommended·' the sus pen-. 
sion,. of-' Peel's Bank>Ch'arter Act; whic)l separated "the· 
cu~.Jrency' from -the •banking_ depi1rtment-of :-the Bank of' 
EiiglaRd-;J and -limited 1the ·issue··oft banknotes; not per-' 
mittilig·ititO -go ·beyond,£14;000;000 in ·excess -of'bhllion.~ 
The ... Govemment,J supported-by _Peel, refused ·to ·interfere. 
But- in September· 'that· stormi which" had' been long· 
gathering in the commercial.! atmosphere, burst like a 
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typhoon.' In that•month fifteen houses in the City of 
London failed for between five and six millions, the Gover: 
nor and three directors of the Bank of England being in
volved. Large fir~s went at Manchester, Liverpool, and· 
Glasgow. When the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir 

·Charles Wood, hurried to London on October l, he found 
. the interest on. money was 60 per cent. But Government 
r'efused to act for three weeks more, during which ex
tensive disasters occurred in London and the country~ ' 

' -
Perish the world, sooner than violate a principle, was the. 

philosophical exclamation 9f Her· Majesty's Ministers, sus~ 
tained by the sympathy and the sanction of Sir Robert Peel. 
At last the Governor and the Deputy-Governor of the Bank . 
of England waited on Downing Street arid said it could go on 
no more. . . . In four-and-twenty hours the machinery of . 
credit would be entirely stopped. The position was frightful, 
and the Government gave way. They did that on the 25th of 
October, after houses had fallen to the amount of fifteen mil
lions. sterling, which they had been counselled to do by Lord 
George Bentinck on the 25th of April. . . . No sooner had the 

, Government freed the Bank of England from that· stringency 
than the panic ceased. The very morning the letter of licence 
from the Government to· 'the Bank of England appeared, 

. thousands and tens of thousands of pounds sterling were taken 
:from the hoards, some from boxes deposited with. bankers, 
although .the depositors wouldnot leave the notes in their. 
bankers' hands. Large parcels of notes were returned to 
the·Bankof England cut in halves, as they had been sent down 
into the• country; and so· small was the real d~mand for· an 

. • additional quantity of currency, that the whole amount taken· 
from the bank, when the unlimited power of issue was given, 
was under £400,000, and the bank consequently never availed 

. itself of the privilege which the Government' had accor~ed it.l' 

. In_consequence of the Government ·having a~tho~ised
an infrin'gement of the law, Parliament met. on Novem
b.er s, the Queen's speech being. delivered on, the 

. 23rd. Manners, 'compelled, like one of th~ unwilling 
Homeric gods, towitness the strife, a passive spectator;'. 
wrote from . Belvojr to .. counsel vigoro11s action, .He· 

· .. thought his- friends. might look for strong support: 

t Lwd George Benti.nck, ch: 23. 
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on all leading questions from various and conflicting 
quarters. What he dreaded was ' this horrid question of 
Lionel Rothschild's election. . . . If you can put that 
matter -into a right train you will perform a greater feat 

. than when in five minutes. you induced three Dukes, 

. one after the other, to say you h'ad convinced them 
about Cracow. I see no daylight through that Cimmerian 
darkness.' 

To Lord John Manners. 

-GROSVENOR GATE, Nov. 16, 1847~ 

1\'Iy DEAR JorrN,-Your letter was forwarded to me from 
Bradenham. I had come up to have a couple of days' counsel 
and conference with G. B., before he went to Welbeck, which 
he did on Thursday-and I have stayed here since,_ and shall, 
I suppose, for. the next eight months, with very slight intervals. 

What I thought of your letter will be best shown by my 
immediately sending it off to G. B., who returned it yesterday. 
He writes: ' I send you, back John Manners' sensible and 
spirited letter. I am low-spirited for want of such comrades 
in arms as this very John Manners.' I need not_ say how 
completely I echo this sentiment. What would I not give 
to find you again at my right hand; with the talent ever ready, 
the courage that never faltered, the indefatigable industry, 
a:nd, above all, the honor and fidelity in which one could 
place implicit trust. 

It will always be the first object of my life, and I am sure 
also of G. ~.'s, to restore you to that place, where you are 
destined to occupy the most conspicuous post, and where in 
·your presence we sliall find _the comrade and colleague for 
whom both of us feel devoted friendship. As for G. E. hi~s-;lf, • 
he is a little taken by surprise by, the_ early meeting, but full 
of courage, and I think much more-matured; very earnest, 
a,nd conscious of a great office, 'to save if p-ossible,' he says in 
his last letter, ' the greatest commercial em-pire of the world 
engaged in a life and death struggle for existence. . . .' 

G~ B. has been terribly annoyed by the Rothschild affair, 
which he looked upon as a sad debut, whatever he did. I had 
the pleasure yesterday of informing him, as I do now yourself, 
that the-peril is not so imminent. It is even on the cards that 
the Bill will be introduced in the Lords; and whatever the 
r<sult there, it will be a great relief to us. But, if introduced • 
into the Commons, Lord John will only give notice before 
Christmas, and the battle is' not to be fought. until next year. _ 
Lionel, as at present counselled, will not even take his seat 
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. to choose the Speaker.·. Are you aware that; if Rothschild were 
to go to the table. and ask for· the Roman Catholic oath, which 
they could not refuse him, 4e could take his seat ? The · 
words 'faith of a Christian' only being in the oath of abjura
tion, from which the Romans were relieved. ·. . • · 

As for our domestic affairs, I will to-day say nothing. It 
is out of my power to give you the faintest idea of the feeling 
of terror, panic, despair, which seems to pervade all classes 
and people in this town. Every moment brings.a fresh rumor; 
Cabinet Councils every other day, and frequent differences 
therein, as I am assu!'ed .... ~Yours ever, D. 

Lady Dorothy Walpole went down to Wolterton to-day to 
be'married, which makes. me very glad: an excellent match
Reginald Nevill with a good £8,000 per ann. and a real good 
fellow.· · 

The special business which ·had occasioned the early 
summoning of· Parliament was taken in hand at once. 
The Qhi:mcellor of the Exchequer moved to appomt a 
Committee to inquire into· the causes of the commercial 
distress, and in the course of the· debate Disraeii extracted 
an 'admission of some consequence from Russ.ell. ·That 

. statesman was arguing that the Bank Charter Act could 
· not of itself prevent panics. There was a tendency to 

give credit to Acts of Parliament for doing more than they 
could perform .. That was so .in the. case of Catholic 

. Ehiancipaticrn·and various other measures. 'Free'l'rade, 
for example,' interposed ,Disraeli; and. Russell, though 
apparently somewhat 'takfm aback, agreed. Other urgent 
business· which the Government brought forward at once 
was· a Crimes Bill for Ireland, famine in that country 
ha,ving produced an outbreak of crime. Disraeli supported 
th~. Bill, and had no difficulty in reconciling his support 
with his action against Peel's Coercion Bill of 1846. That· 
measure, though declared to be urgent, was. not reaJly 

. proceeded with for six months; -~nd one of its most imp6~
tant clauses, the Curfew clause; was unnecessa_ry and 
arbitrary. The Protectionists, he held, had a 'legitimate 

·opportunity' in 1846 to overthrow a Ministry in which 
they had,iost confidence. · · · 
· Disraeli attended. a. council of the leading Protectionists . 
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at Stanley's house in London, and from there sent his 
wife a gloomy account of the health of his colleagues: 

'l'o Mrs. Dismeli. 

Nov. 29, 1847.-0ur Cabinet is just over, having lasted 
three hours .... Lord G. B. is so ill with the influenza, that 
he is obliged to go home to bed. Herries, has only just got 
out of bed after three days, and is still very ill. 

Lord Chandos has been in bed for four days, the Duke has 
just told me. 

If the physical health of the Protectionist leaders wa,s 
bad, the political prospect immediately before them was 
worse. Rothschild had 'found a difficulty in taking one 
of the oaths appointed by the House to li>e sworn pre
liminarily to any member exercising his right of voting. 
The difficulty arose from this member being not only of 
the Jewish race, but unfortunately believing only in the 
first part of the Jewish religion.' The ·oath contained the 
words ' on the true faith of a Christian.' Russell moved, 
on December 16, that the House should resolve itself into 
a Committee ' on the removal of. the civil and political 
disabilities affecting Her Majesty's Jewish subjects '; and 
the peril, which Bentinck and Manners had foreseen and 
dreaded, and Disraeli haq. been sanguine enough to think 
he could conjure away, was immediately upon the Pro
tectionist party. The bulk of the rank and file considered 
it to be a religious duty to exclude from the supreme 
council of 'the nation, which regulated the Church as 
well as legislating for the State, those who denied the 
Divinity of Christ; Both Bentinck and Disraeli, for· 
diff~rent reasoils, supported the Jewish claims. To 
'obtain a proper comprehension of Disraeli's point of view 
on this and -other religious questions, we must turn to 
Tanqred. 



CH,APTER II. 

TANCRED. 

1847. 

When Disraeli began a ' Young England ' novel, he 
had intended, as. we saw,1 to de'al with three principal 
topics : the origin and character of political\ parties, the ' 
condition of the people, and the duties of the Church as 
a main remedial agency in our present state. The two ' 
former had be.en treated in Oo.ningsby ahd SyMl, published 

; in 1844 and 1845; and the third novel, Tancred / or, The 
New Crusade, treating of the Church;· was intended to 
follow in 1846.. It appears to have been begun at once 
after the publication of Sybil, and was no doubt the subject 
of Disraeli's labours during that quiet autumn holiday · 

· in 1845 at Cassel, in French Flanders; but, owing to 'the 
great political str.uggle of 1846; it was not finally· com~ 
pleted till the end of that year, and was only published 
in March, ~847-, Its purpose was to develop the views 
respecting 'the great House .·of Israel ' which he had first 
intimated in Ooningsby,, 

I~ considering the Tory scheme, the author recognised in 
the CHURCH the most _powerful agent in the previous develop; 
nient of England, and ·the most efficient means of that ,reno
vation of the national spirit at which he aimed. The Church 
is a sacred corporation for the promulgation and· maintenance 
in Europe of certain Asian principles, which, although local 
in their birth, are of Divine origin, and of universal and eternal 
application. . > . . 

In asserting the paramount_ character of the ecclesiastical 
polity and the majesty of the theocratic principle, it became 

· 1 Page 64':!. 
848 
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necessary to ascend. to the origin of the Christian Church, and 
to meet, in a spirit worthy of a critical and comparatively 
enlightened age, the position of the descendants of that race 
who were the founders of Christianity. The modern Jews 
had long laboured under the odium and stigma of medireval . 
malevolence. In the dark ages when history was unknown, 
the passions of societies, undisturbed by traditionary ex
perience, were strong, and their convictions, unmitigated by 
criticism, were necessarily fanatical. The Jews were looked 
upon in the middle ages as an accursed race,-the enemies of 
God and man,-4he especial foes of Christianity. No .·one in 
those days paused to reflect that Christianity was founded 
by the Jews; that its Divine Author, in his human capacity, 
was a descendant of King David; that his doctrines avowedly 
were the completion, not the change, of Judaism; that the 
Apostles and the Evangelists, whose names men daily invoked, 
and whose volumes they emoraced with reverence; were all 
Jews; that the infallible throne of Rome itself was established 
by a Jew; and that a Jew was the founder of the Christian 
.Churches of Asia . 

. The European nations, relatively speaking, were then only 
recently converted to a belief in Moses and in ChTist, and, as it 
were, still ashamed of the wild deities whom they had deserted, 
·they thought they atoned for their past idolatry by wreaking. 
their vengeance on a race to whom, and to whom alone, they 
were indebted for the Gospel they adored. ~ 
· In vindicating the sovereign right o£ the Church of Christ to 
be the perpetual regenerator of man, the writer thought the 
time had arrived when some attempt should be made to do 
justice to the race which had founded Christianity.1 

Looking back in 1870, Disraeli further expounded his 
. views and aims : 

Some ·of the great truths ·of ethnology were necessarily 
involved in such discussions. Familiar as we all now are 
with ·such themes, the house of Israel being now freed from 
the barbarism of medireval misconception, and judged, like 
all other races, by their contributions to the existing sum of 
human welfare, and the general influence of race on human 
acticin. being universally recognised as the key of history, 
the difficulty and hazard of touching for the first time on such 
topics cannot nQw be easily appreciated. But public opinion 
recGgnised both the truth and the sincerity of these views.2 

'1 Preface. to the fifth edition of Ooninusby, 184!l. 
ll General Preface to the Novels, 1870. · 
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· By Disraeli -himself and most of his critics, Tancred 
has been regarded as merely the·thirdnovel in a trilogy. 
In a certain external sense, it_is that, of course. The theme 

-: with which it deals had been touched on in Ooningsby, . 
and the.principal characters of Coningsby reappear. But 
a good many things had happened before Tancred was 
issued; and the reader is soon conscious of a breach of 
continuity with the previous novels, ofbejng in a different · 
atmosphere and a. different world of ideas. '·Young 
England ' had disappeared, and the political purpose, ·in 
the.narrower sense;' underlying Ooningsby had disappeared 
with it In the sphere of actual politics Disraeli had 
shown great and striking genius, and had become one of 
the foremost men in the House of Commons; but he had, 
on the other hand, -become sensible of the weight of pre-... 
judice agah1st him, and of the difficulties to be overcome. 
if he was to continue his ascent. And Tancred strikes the 

• · reader·less as the accomplishment,of a political purpose, 
·' than -as a sudden revolt of the author against the routine 

and hollowness· 9f politics, against its• prejudice and 
narrowness; and as an. assertion of his detachment arid 
superiority to it fl,ll by the glorification of his race apd by 
the. proclamation of the mystic i~eas, inherited from tne 
Jews, which· marked him out Jrom the commonplace _ 
q:tediocrities around him. · 

Tancred falls at once· into two main portions: in the 
.first, w:hich occupies about a third of the book, the scene 
is laid in England; in the second in P~:!>lestine and the. 
adjacent regions. Tancred, I.ord Montacute, is the. ortly 
_child of the Duke and Duchess of Bellamont; his father· 
· a man of gentle but serious nature; his. mother a ·w~~an 
of fixed opinions and of .firm and compact prejudice.s, 
Puritan in religion and: precisian in morals; both living 
entirely aloof f:r;om the world of fashion: The, child of 
sucp parents, . Tancred's upbringing has been serious; 

· and his mother is able,to say that he h_as never given her 
a moment's pain. His grave and reserved but enthusi- . 
astic nature 'has been brooding over the eternal mysteries; 
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he is discontented with his age, mourns over the de<:ay of 
faith, and has entered a world of ideas into which his 
father and mother cannot follow him. He is, in fact, a 
type of religious discontent, as Coningsby was of political. 
When pressed by his father to enter Parliament after his 
coming of age, he asto~ished his parents by announcing 
his desire' to make a p~lgrimage to the Holy Sepulchre, 

'When I remember' [he says to the Duke] 'that the 
Creator, since light sprang out of darkness, has deigned to 
reveal Himself to His creature only in one land; that in that 
land He assumed a manly form, and met a human death; I 
feel persuaded that the country sanctified by such intercourse 
apd such events must be endowed with marvellous · and 
peculiar qualities. . . . Our castle has before this sent forth 
a De Montacute to Palestine. For three days and three 
nights he knelt at the tomb of his Redeemer. Six centuries 
and more have elapsed since that great enterprise. It is time 
to restore and renovate our communications with the Most 
High. I, too, would kneel at that tomb; I, too, surrounded 
by the. holy hills and sacred groves of Jerusalem, would relieve 
my spirit from the bale that bows it down; would lift up my. 
voice to heaven, and ask, What is DuTY, and what is FAITH? 
What ought I to DO, and what ought I to BELIEVE ?' 

His mother at once calls in her favourite Bishop, whose 
character is so drawn that it was immediately recognised 
as an unfriendly portrait of Blomfield, Bishop of London. 

He combined a great talent for' action with very limited 
powers of thought. Bustling, energetic, versatile, gifted with 
an indomitable perseverance, and stimulated by an ambition 
that knew no repose, with a capacity for mastering details 
and an inordinate passion for affairs, he could permit nothing 
to 'be done without his interference, and consequently was 
perpetually involved in transactions which were either failures 
or blunders. He was one. of those leaders who are not guides: 
. ... . Placed in a high post in an age of political analysis, the 
bustling intermeddler was unable to supply society wi,th a 
single solution. Enunciating second-hand, with characteristic 
precipitation, some big .principle in vogue, as if he were a 
d_iscoverer, he invariably shrank f~om ~ts subsequent applica
twn, the moment that he found 1t m1ght be ·unpopular and 
inconvenient. All his quandaries te;rmin,ated in the sa.Die. 
catastrophe-a compromise. ' · · · 
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· In ?- long interview with Tancred he makes, no impres
sion. He was as little able as the Duke to solve Tancred's 
difficulties. As a proof of the vitality of the Church·he 
solemnly announced that they would soon ··see a Bishop 
at Manchester. ' But I want to. see an ap.gel at Man-
chester,' replied Tancred. · 

The Bishop having failed, the Duke deciqes that the · 
best man to deal with a visionary is a man of the. world, 
and the man of the world is now called in, in the person 
of an old friend, Lord Eskdale.1 He receives the an-. 
nouncement of Tanc:red's resolve to go to Jerusalem with 
the light-hearted. remark that it is 'better than going to, 

· the Jews, which niost men do at his time of life '; and he 
recommends a policy, not of opposition, but of .delay, 
sets -Tancred searching f9r a yacht, and meanwhile in
troduces him ·to the allurements· of London society~. 
There Tancred .nieet~ ·a certain Lady. Constance Rawleigh, 
' a distinguished beauty of two seasons; fresh .· but · 
adroit.' 'It had got ·about that she admired intellect;· 
arid, though she claimed the highest social position, that 
a booby would not content her, even if his ears :were 

. cover~d-wi!b._ strawberry leaves:? . . . 
She fascinates Tancred, and becomes a serious rival.in 

his thoughts to Jerusalem;· but the spell is broken when 
she recommends him to read The Revelations of Chaos, 2 

a new book which 'explains everything.' 

' It explains everything ! ' said Taricred; 'it m:ust, indeed, 
be :i. very remarkable book !' · · 

' I think it will' just suit you/ said Lady Constance. ' Do 
you· know, I thought so several times while I was reading it.' 
. 'To judge from. the title, the subject is ratl:Ler obscure,' said 
Tancred. . . . . , . , 

'No 'longer so.' said L'ady Constance ... 'It is treated 
•• Y t • _,- • • 

-1 See p. 601. · · · · . ' ·. ' · . ;~ 
. .2 Mrs. Disraeli wntes to Sarah Disraeli, in January, 1845:.' We have just 
got Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation.' Dizzy is enchanted with it. 
It does-and will cans~. the greatest possible .sensation and confusion.' . Tho 

~ .. book; by·RObert Chambers, the Edinburgh publisher, issued ~nonymously, 
•fnll844, set forth a theory of development, and was praised by Darwin as 
preparing the ground for his O\Vn 'analogous views.' ·· · 

-
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scientifically; everything is explained by geology and 
astronomy, and in that way. It shows you exactly how a 
star is formed; nothing can be so pretty ! A cluster of vapour, 
the cream of the milky way, a sort of celestial cheese, churned 
into light. You must read it, 'tis charming.' 

'Nobody ever saw a star formed,' said Tancred. 
'Perhaps not. You must read the Revelations,· it is all 

explained. But \vhat is most interesting, is the way in which 
man has been developed. You know, all is development. 
The principle is perpetually going on. First there was nothing, 
then there was something; then, I forget the next, I think there 
were shells, then fishes; then we came: let me see, did we come 
next? Never mind that; we came at last. - And the next 
change there will be sometliing very superior to us, something 
with wings. Ah ! that's it: we were fishes, and I believe we 
shall be. crows. But you must read it." 

' I do not believe I ever was a fish,' said Tancred. 
' Oh ! but it is all proved.' . . . 
'I was a fish, and I shall be a .Cl'OW,' said Tancred to him 

self, when the hall door closed on him. ' What a spiritual 
_ mistress ! ' 

He resumes his preparations for departure, and at the 
instigation of Lord Eskdale calls on Sidonia 1 with a 
recommendation, as the great banker is of the Hebrew 
race, not to ' go on too much about the Holy Sepulchre.' 
Sidonia, whose place. of business in the City, Sequin Court, 
is clearly drawn from New Court, St. Swithin's Lane, the 
famous Rothschild establishment, listens to his talk with 
sympathy. 'When Tancred had finished speaking, there 
was a pause of a few seconds, during which Sidonia seemed 
lost in thought; then, looking up, he said: " It appears 
to me, Lord Montacute, that what you want is to pene
trate the t,treat Asian mystery_." ' ' The. great Asian 
mystery!' 'How often,' writes Disraeli~ 'when all seems 
dark, and hopeless, and spiritless, and tame, when slight 
obstacles figure in the cloudy landscape as Alps, and the 
rushing cataracts of our invention have faded into drizzle, 
a single phrase of a great man ins~antaneously flings sun
shine on the intellectual landscape ! ' Reanimated by 
Sidonia. Tancred resumes his purpose; but he has more 

1 See II., ch. 7, especially pp. 604, 607-610; and 620. 
I. - 28 
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adventures first. At a dinner at Sidonia's he meets several 
of our old friends of Ooningsby and Sybil. The critics 
tell us that in:· Julius Ocesar Shakespeare has deliberately 
made the figure of the great dictator, for whom he shows 
elsewhere so warm an admiration, a little ridiculous in 
order to insure that the real hero, Brutus, should stand 
out more distinctly; and so it seems here as if Disraeli, 
possessed of his high religious theme, took an iconoclastic 
uelight in shattering his lesser idols. Sybil and Egremont · 
are spared; so is Henry· Sydney, now spelt Sidney; but 
Copingsby has become a somewhat commonplace young 
rilan, at once pompous and saucy, engaged in a prosperous· 
career; and Edith is represented so that she d:raws a 
protest from · Sarah Disraeli: ' I am so sorry that the 
beautiful and pure Edith s:houldhave turned out what 
she is. . . . We were ·very much in love with her; but I ·· 
cannot forgive her for sayiug her child has a " debauched 

. look."' A new character, Vavasour, who is famous for 
his breakfasts, and to whom we shall return, is now added 

. to the 'Young England' group. Tancred pours scorn 
on the Parliamentary career in which they are all striving. 
Parliament seems to him the very place which a man of . 
action 'should avoid. · 

' In this age it is not Parliament that does the real work: 
It does not govern Ireland, for example. If the manufacture:J:S 
want to change a tariff, t;hey form a commercial league, and 
they effect their purpose. It is the same with the abolition 
of slavery, and all. our great revolutions. ·Parliament ha 
become as really insignificant as for two centuries it has kept 
the monarch. O'Connell has taken a good share of its power 
Cobden has taken_ another; and I am inclined to believe,' 
said Tancred, 'though I care little about it; that, if our order 
had any spirit or prescience, they would put themselves at 
the head of the people, and taktl the rest.' ... 

'I go to a land,' said Tancred, 'that has never been blessed 
by 'that fatal drollery called a representative government; ·• 
though Oinniscience'once deigned to trace .out the polity which 
shouldrule it.' ' · 

In the same· symposium Sidonia expounds some of · 
Disraeli's favourite. ideas:. 
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'If development be progressive, how do you accoimt for 
the state of Italy ? • • . Has the development of Western 
Asia been progressive ? It is a land of tombs and ruins. Is 
China progressive, the most ancient and numerous of existing 
societies ? _ Is Europe itself progressive ? Is Spain a tithe 
as great as she was ? Is Germany as great as when she 
invented. printing; as she was under the rule of Charles the 
Fifth ? France herself lam~nts her relative inferiority to the 
past. But England flourishes. Is it what you call civilisa
tion that makes England flourish ? Is it the universal 
development of the faculties of man that has rendered an 
island, almost unknown to tht:J ancients, the arbiter of the 
wmld ? Clearly not. - It is her inhabitants that have done 
this; it is an affair of race. A Saxon race, protected by an 
insular position, has stamped its diligent and methodic 
character on the century. And when a superior race, with 
a superior idea to Work and Order, advances, its state will 
be progressive, and we shall, perhaps, follow the example 
of the desolate countries.- All is race ; there is no other 
truth.' 

'Because it includes all others ?'said Lord Henry. 
'You have said it.' -
'As for ;vavasour's definition of civilisation,' said Coningsby, 

'civilisation was more advanced in ancient than modern 
times; then what becomes of the progressive principle ? 
Look at the great centuries of the Roman Empire ! ... ' 

'What an empire !' said Sidonia. 'All the superior races 
in all the superior climes.' 

Tancred has yet another adventure before he· sets forth 
for Palestine. A . married beauty, Lady -Bertie and 
Bellair, wins him by her sympathy with his high aRpira
tions, till he learns by cha,nce that she is the most in
veterate female gambler ill Europe. 

'l'his first part of 'l'ancred contains perhaps the best 
comedy that Disraeli eyer wrote. Besides the principal 
characters and the main intrigue, there are some delightful 
vignettes. There is the low comedy of the cooks, with which 
the book opens; and the amusing scene in which Lord Esk
dale soothes an unappreciated chef by the delicate compli- · 
ment, 'Why I wished you to come down here, Leander, 
was not to receive the applause of my cousin and his 
guests, but to form their taste.' Then there is Lady 
Hampshire, a character always familiar in society. She 
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' was an in valid; but her ailment .. was one of those 
mysteries which still remained insoluble, altliough, in the 
most. liberal manner, she delighted to afford her friends 
all the information in her power.' The further soCial 
progress -of 'the Guy Flounceys, and esp_ecially of Mrs. 
Guy Flounceyl is admirably depicted. They had.' a good 
fortune, with good management, no country house, and 
no children '--:-it was 'Aladdin's lamp.' -They had 
already attracted the best men; but "'Mrs. Guy meant 
also ·to conquer the great ladies. This is how slie 
proceeded: 

A great nobleman met Mrs. Guy Flouncey at a country 
hous~, and was fairly captivated by her. Her pretty.looks, 
her coquettish inanner, her vivacity, her charming ·costume, 
above all, perhaps, her imperturbable good temper, pierced 
him to the heart. The great nobleman's wife had the weakness 
to be annoyed. Mrs. Guy Flouncey saw her opportunity: 
She threw over the earl, and became the friend of the countess,· 
who could never sufficiently evince her gratitude to. the woman 
who cwould not make love to her husband. This friendship 
was the incident for whiqh ·Mrs. Guy Flouncey had· been 
cruising for years. · 

She determined to test her position by giving a ball. 
Her great friend; the countess, asked the guests; a r9yal 
duchess was prevailed upon to come; so was the' Dictator,' 
the Duke of Wellington. 'All the great fadies, all th~ 
ambassadors, all the beauties; a full chapter of theGarter, 
a chorus among the " best men " that it was without 
do~bt the ''best ball" of th~ year-happy Mrs. Guy 
Flouncey ! ' _ · · 

The social satire in Tancred, it will be seen, is bitter; 
more bitter than in Coningsby or Sybil. In fact, it is to 
be- noted that, if we regard the three novels as a -trilogy, 
as the theme grows higher, passihg from party in Coningsby 

_ t'o the people in Sybil ;:tnd religion in Tancred, the detach
ment frOm t,he world and the readiness to flout and trample 
upon it. grow more m~rked. 

We no'w leave 'London society arid ·pass to the Holy 
Land and' Tancrcd's a~tempts to _penetrate 'the g~~at 

1 Seep. 621. 
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Asian mystery ';1 ·and the tone at once changes to 
Disraeli's highest vein of seriousness. A rhapsody in 
Jerusalem sounds the note of all that is to follow in an 
allusion to 'the most illustrious of the human, as well 
as of the Hebrew, race, the descendant of King David, 
and the divine son of the most favoured of women.' 
Disraeli's great conception of Christianity as completed 
Judaism pervades the whole. After a visit to Gethse
mane, ~eancred falls asleep in a garden near Bethany, 
and on awaking beholds a beautiful young woman the 
description of whose dress illustrates a side of Disraeli's 
mind and taste. She wore an amber vest of gold
embroidered silk fastened with buttons of precious 
stones, and white Cashmere trousers fastened with clasps 
of rubies. Over the vest was a violet silk pelisse; and 
over this an outer pelisse of amber Cashmere lined with 
white fox: fur. There were costly jewels on her arms; her 
cap was thickly incrusted with pearls; her hair was 
fastened up with bunches of precious stones. 

In the long dialogue that follows, the lady displays an 
intellect as marvellous as her jewels: 

'Pray, are you of those Franks who worship a Jewess; or 
of those other who revile her, break her images, and blaspheme 
her pictures ?' , 

' I venerate, though I do not adore, the mother of God,' 
said Tancred, with emotion. 

'Ah! the mother of Jesus l' said his companion. 'He is 
your God. He lived much iri this village. He was a great 
man, but he was a Jew; and you worship him.' 
- 'And you do riot worship him ?' said Taricred, looking up 
to her with an inquiring glance, and with a reddening 
cheek. · 
. 'It sometimes seems to me that I ought,' said the lady, 'for 
I am of his race, and you should sympathise with your race.' 

1 During Disraeli's last period of office as Prime Minister, a clergyman 
wrote to ask him the meaning of 'the great Asian mystery ' m~ntioned in 
'I.'ancred. Disraeli endorsed the letter for his private secretary: ' Write to 
this gentleman that, as I have written tlueo volumes to answer tho question 
ho asks, and, so far as be is concerned, havo failrd, it would bo presumption 
to suppose I could be more fortunate in a letter. Recommend repeated, 
and frequent, study of the worl< as the most efficient means for his pur-
pose.-D.' · _ 
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·'You a.re, then, a-Hchrew ?' 
'I am of the same blood as Mary whom you venerate, but 

. do not adore.' 

She is, as a matter of fact, Eva, ]mown as t!J.e Rose of 
Sharon, the daughter of the banker B_esso, to whom 
Tancred has a letter' of credit, and she stands in the book 

· for the genius of Judaism. 'The other principal character 
in the second part is Fakrecleen, an Emir o(the Lebanon, 
Eva's foster-brother, a scheming and ambitious Syrian, 
clever, subtle, volatile, and utterly unscrupulous. 'Lam 
of that religion;' he says, 'which gives me a sceptre.' 
' What is the use,' he asks Eva, ' of' belonging·· to an old 
family, unless to have the authority of an ancestor ready 

· for any prejudice~ religious or political, which your com
binations may require ~' ' Ah ! Fakredeen,' replies the 
lady,· 'you have no self-respect.' He has 'the two greatest 
stimulants in the world to action, youth and debt.' He 
wants Europe to talk of . him .. His ambition hovers 
between being Prince of the Lebanon, on the one hand, 
and, on the other, conquering the East in order to 
establish the independence of the Oriental races. For 

-him: all life and conduct was a matter of force ,or fraud, 
anq he preferred- the_ latter, on ::esthetic grounds. 

Thoughit•was his profession and his pride to si~ulate and , 
to dissemble, he had a native ingenuousness which· was 
extremely awkward and very surprising, for, the moment he 
was intimate )Vith you, he told you everything. Though he 
intended to make a person his tool, and bften succeeded, such 

, was his susceptibility, and so strong were his sympathetic 
. qualities, that he .was perpetually, without being aware of 
it,~showing his cards. · · . . .. 

After a week's solitude and fasting, Tancred has kneeled 
at the ' empty sepulchre of the divine Prince of .the house 
of David;' but no voice from heaven has yet sounded for 
him.· However, as Sinai led to Calvary, he resolves to go 
from .Ca.lvary_ to. Si1iai. . On- his way across the desert,. 
through the machinations of Fakredeen he is CEJ-ptured . · 
and held to ransom by ~ tribe of ,Rechabites, children of 

·-~ 
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Jethro, whose chief is Eva's grandfather. But Fakredeen, 
meeting Tancred, comes under the spell of his heroic and 
enthusiastic nature; and the simple-minded Tancred 
pours out his ideas to the fickle Syrian. Nothing great, 
he tells him, was ever effected by management. . Fakre
deen's system of intrigue might suit the wretched eight
eenth century, when there was no faith in God or man. 
In the nineteenth century you must appeal to popular 
sympathies. 

' If you wish to free your country, and make the Syrians a 
nation, it is not to be done by sending secret envoys to Paris "'-
or London, cities themselves which are perhaps both doomed 
to fall; you· must act like Moses and Mahomet. . . . The 
world was never conquered by intrigue, it was conquered by 
faith. Now, I do not see that you have faith in anything.' 

'Faith,' said Fakredeen, musingly, as if his ear had caught 
the word for the first time, 'faith! that is a grand idea. If 
one could only have faith in something and conquer the 
world!' 

' See now,' said Tancred, with unusual animation, 'I find 
no charm in conquering the world to establish a dynasty: a 
dynasty, like everything else, wears out; indeed, it does not 
last as long. as most things; it has a precipitate tendency to 
decay. . . . One should conquer the world not to enthrone 
a man, but an idea, for ideas exist for ever. But what idea.? 
There is the touchstone of all philosophy ! Amid the wreck 
of creeds, the crash of empires, French revolutions, English 
reforms, Catholicism i11. agony, and Protestantism ·in, con
vulsions, discordant Europe demands the keynote, which 
none can sound. If Asia be in decay, Europe is in confusion. 
Your repose may be death, but our life is anarchy.' 

Fakredeen, revolving the strange idea of faith in his 
mind, thinks something might be done by heading the 
Desert, and making the tribes pour out like an irresistible 
simoom: 'The Arabs are always young; it is the only . 
race that never withers.' · He was an Arab by race him
self, whereas Tancred could only claim to be an Arab 
by religion. · 

At the end of the conversation the Emir; suddenly in
spired, bursts out: 'The game is in our hands, if we have 
energy. There is a combina.tion which would entirely 
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change the whole face of the world, and brii1g back empire 
to the East.' One thing' was clear: 'it is finished with; 
England.' But all might be saved by a coup d'etat. · 

• Y:ou must ... quit a petty and exhausted position for a 
vast and cprolific empire. Let the Queen of the English 
collect a great fleet, let her stow away all her treasure, bullion, 
gold plate, and precious arms; be accompanied by all her court 

. and chief people, and transfer the seat of her empire from 
London· to Delhi.' There she will find an immense empire 
ready made; a. firstrate army, and a large revenue. In the 
meantime I will arrange with Mehemet Ali. He shall have 
Bagdad and Mesopotamia, i.md pour the· Bedoueen cavalry 
into Persia. I will take care of Syria and Asia Minor. The 
only way to manage the Affghans is by Persia and· by the 
Arabs. We Will acknowledge the Empress of India as our 
suzerain, and secure for her the Levantine coast. If she like, 
she-shall have Alexandria as she now has Malta: it could be · 
arranged. Yo~1r Queen is young: she has an avenir. ·Aberdeen 
and Sir Peel Will never give her this advice; their habits are 
fortned. They are too old, too ruses. But, you see l the 
greatest empire that ever existed; ·besides which she gets rid 
of the embarrassment of her Chambers! And qt1ite practi
cable;, for the only difficult part, the conquest of India, which 
baffled -Alexander, is all done!' ·· 

Fakredeen's confident assertion that 'it is finished with 
England ' is not yet true; but the British Crown does 
hold Afexandria, 1 though not hi q'nite the same way as 
it holds Malta; and· the seat of Eastern empire is now at 

· -Delhi;'w'here a British King has held his court as Emperor 
of India. Moreover, these developments are due, directly 
or indirectly; to Disraeli's policy.· 

Tancred at length finds himself on Sinai, and there, 
during a night spent in prayer on the sacred soil, a vision is 
vouchsafed to him; a form appears which announces itself 
as the Angel of ,Arabia .. In this ambitious scene Disraeli, 
it must be said, compl~tely overreached himself. What 
is meant to be s.olemn and impressive is grotesque. The 
Angel talks a couple of pages. of fluent journalese, and 
gives him this message: 

'The equality of man can only be acicon1plished. by the 
sovereignty of God. ,The longing for fraternity can never be 

1 Written in Hll3. 
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satisfied but under the sway of a common father. The rela
tions between Jehovah and his creatures can be neither too 
nui11erou:; nor too near. In the increased distance between 
God and man have grown up all those developments that have 
made life mournful. Cease, then, to seek in a vain philosophy 
the solution of the social problem that perplexes you. 
Announce the suplime and solacing doctrine of theocratic 
equality.' 

Tancred, on his return to the Rechabite encampment, 
nearly· dies of a brain fever, but is nursed back to life by 
Eva, who has come to her grandfather from Jerusalem. 
He is now ' all for action,' re'ady to place bimself at the 
head of the Asian movement. ' A man· might climb 
Mount Carmel,' he says, ' and utter three words which 
would bring the Arabs again to Grenada, ·and perhaps 
further.' He proceeds : · 

-'The most favoured part o£ the globe at this momeht is 
entirely defenceless; there is not a soldier worth fi1·ing at in 
Asia except the Sepoys. The Persian, Assyrian, and Baby
lonian monarchies might be gained in a morning with faith 
and the flourish o£ a sabre.' 

'You would have the Great Powers interfering,' said 
Baroni. - · 

' What should I care for the Great Powers, if. the Lord of 
Hosts were on my side !' 

'Why, to be sure they could not do much at Bagdad or 
Ispahan.' 

'Work out a great religious truth on the Persian and Meso~ 
potamian plains, the most exuberant soils in the world with 
the scantiest population, it , would revivify Asia. It must 
spread. -The peninsula of _Arabia, when in- action, must 
always command the peninsula' of the Lesser Asia. Asia 
revivified would act upon Europe. The European comfort, 
which they call civilisation, is, after all~ 'con~ned to a very 
small space: the island of Great Britain, France, and the CQurse 
of a single river, the Rhine. _ The greater part of Europe is as 
dead as Asia, without the consolation of climate and. the 
influence ofil:nmortal traditions.' 

A_nd again: 

'Unhappy Asia! Do you -call it unhappy Asia? This 
land of Divine de_eds and Divine tl;wughts ! - Its slumber is 
more. vital than the waking life of the rest of the globe, as the 
dream of genitis is more precious than the vigils of ordinary 

:r. ' 28* 
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men. Unhappy Asia, do you call it ? It is 'the unhappiness 
of Europe over which I mourn! r. 

· . . : Europe that has conquered Hindostan, protects Persia 
and Asia Minor, affects to have saved Syria/ said Eva, with 
some bitterness. 'Oh ! what can we do against ·Europe ?' . ' 

' Save it;' said Tancred·. · · 
'We cannot save ourselves; what means have we tO save 

others ?' , · · · · ·> • 
'The same you have ever exercised, Divine Truth. Send 

forth a great thought, as you have done before; from Mount 
Sinai, from the villages of Galilee; from the deserts of Arabia, 
and you may again remodel all their institutions, change their 

. principles of action, and breathe a new spirit into the whole 
scope.ofthei.r ·existence.' . -· · · . ··· · , · : · 
-. . - -~· ;· ... . . . \ ·' . 

Disraeli by this time was ·clearly beginning to findithe · 
impossibility of .. bringing his hero j to any satisfactory 

-bourne; and his story to any satisfactory-conclusion.' "AS 
in Vi.'l!ian Grey. and Oontarini .:Fleming,. he ·had let•his. 
thoughts ru:n; and the true completion of Tancred, as of. 
them', iS'to be found in hi§ own career. lri the deepest 
seruie, it .. stands. with ·those two as the most :autobio-. 
graphical of his nov.els. From the point of view of art, thE; 
true scheme \~rould have been ·to 'bring Ta~cred to the 
threshold of. his vision ·on~Sinai,' and 'then let all end in 

:tragedy: Sarah Disraeliforesaw the 'diffimilty. ''W,he~- · 
she had oniy ·read -the first volume, ~she: wrot'e to;:her· < 

b~otl:ler: 'We are as eager,as.Tancred to reach the.IIoly-. 
Sepulchre, but, ·as· Sido11ia· says, when we arti\re there; .·• · 
.what is to happe:rd Row are these grea£ questions··to 
be: answered r when' are. thes~ inighty, truths to':,b:~ 
discoverect·F Disraeli, however, persevereq, .. but,.;tliough 
inuch of the detail in the remainder of the book is good_:_. 

'especially the comedy scenes-it is realty incoherent .. ' As 
· he·wtote to Lady'L9ndonderry, Timc.red.hag tu~ilod ~U.t 
a: much n:i9r'e tr,oublesome .· anct· u~mi'anageable persorlage .. 
than he had anticipated.. . . . . . 

Fakreqeen carries Tancreci off to Canobia,.his mountain 
~astle in: the 'Lebanon.· There· he coilects ·round 'hili. 'aild · 
reconciles. the . Druses' ~~d th~' Maronites; but ~th~'. allie~ . 

' feJ.ithat: thJi~_.purpbse~ J:eq~i~e' :£hrt~e~· support,.'. dhey, . 
4 ·~ .... -·. - . . "L _;,.. ~ 'J .. .. ' ;!'" ~ • . • ,. • 
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accordingly endeavour to enlist ~n their cause a mysterious 
and isolated tribe, the Ansarey, settled in the north of 
Syria, and ruled over by a Queen Astarte. With difficulty 
they manage to pay these Ansarey a visit, and find them 
to be Hellenes still worshipping the old Greek gods. 
This gives Disraeli· .an opportunity of bringing o.ut in 
another aspect his theory of race. 

The Queen of the Ansarey has a pompous and absurd 
Prime Minister, Keferinis, who affords some comic relief 
in ·the latter part of the book. But the best comedy 
scenes in Syria are those in which the gossip~ of Jerusalem 

. discuss the high politics of the world. 

'Palmerston' [said Barizy of the Tower] 'will never rest 
till he gets Jerusalem.' 

'Tho English must have markets,' said the Consu 
Pasqualigo. 

'Very just,' said Barizy of the Tower. 'There will be a 
great opening here. I think of doing a little myself in cottons; 
but the house of Besso will monopolise everything.' · 

'I don't think the English can ·do much here,' said the 
Consul, shaking his head. 'What have we to give them in 
exchange ? The people here had better look to Austria, if 
they wish to thrive. The Austrians also have cottons, and 
they are Christians. They will give you their cottons, and 
take your crucifixes.' 

' I don't think~I can deal in crucifixes,' said Barizy of the 
Tower. 

·' I tell you what, if you won't, your cousin Barizy of the 
Gate will. I know he has given a great order to Bethlehem.' 

'The traitor!' exclamied Barizy of the Tower. 'Well, if 
peop~e ":ill purchase cruci.fi::c~s and n~thing else, they must 
be supphed. Commerce civilizes man. : · 

At the end of. many adventures and many complicated 
intrigues on the part of Falrredeen, who 'turns round and 
·betrays Tancred, we are admitted t'o a dialogue between 
Eva and Tancred in that garden at Bethany where 
their acquaintance began. She is despondent, and says: 

' ! Your feelings cannot be what they were before all this 
happened; when you thought only of a Divino cause, of stars, 
of angels, aind of our peculiar and gifted land. No. no; now 
it is all mixed up with intrigue, and politics, and management, 
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and baffled schemes, and-cunning arts of men"?, You :rhaybe;
you !].re; free from all this; but your faith is not the same. 
You no longer believe in. Arabia.' · · _ . 

'W:hy, thqu to _me art Arabia,' said Tancr~d, adv:ancing a~d 
kneelmg at her s1de. '-The Angel of Arab1a, and of my hfe 
and spirit ! Talk not to me of faltering faith: mine is intense;_ 
Talk" not to me~ of leaving a Divine ·cause: why, lh9u art my 
cause, and thou art most divine ! · 0 Eva ! deign to accept the 
tribute of my long agitated heart! Yes, I too; like thee, ai:n 
sometimes full of despair; but it is only -when I remember 
that 'I love, and love, perhaps, in vain.' · . , :_'. 

But even this .solution· of the problein h.as its diffic~l
ties. The lov~rs are interruptep. by the approach of·~ 
crowd, shouting Tailored's name .. '.The Duke and 

· Duchess of Bellamont had arrived at Jerusalem.~ And -
with ~hese.words the novel ends. 

TI1irty years later Disraeii told Jowett that he still 
liked T(mcred the· best of his novels. That is easy to 
understand. It embodied those deeper dream:~ which

. bad riot yet faded, and. which he was still trying to realise. 
· In 1877 he .wasfar closer to the spirit ,of 'Tancred tha'n,to 
that of Lothair, which had been published a· few years 
'before._· ·ne·once told someone else that·, when he wanted 

- to refresh his'Jmo"'ledge of"the ·East, he 'read 'Tancred~ 
As a picture or the East it 'is. a ·wonderful . tour de fo~ce: 

- Lady Blessington, on reading it, wrote to Disraeii: 'You 
have made me coillprehend the E!ist better than all the 
books I have ever read on it.' .-
. The book was ~n a~tonishing publication for a man 
~vho had just forced himself into. the front rank of. a weat 
pol~tical party.,· Nothing .in. Disraeli's whole career is 

. more illustrative of his range than the production-at a 
critical mo~ent of his. life, when it appeared to be',his 
business to concil,iate the ·prejudices "of the,respectable, , 
the decorous, and:the commonplace-of this remarkable 
work, with all its _daring and its dreams, its firm handling 
of sacred subjects and its. visionary spirjt, its -fi'erce 
protest against Western material civilisation and Philis
tinisin. _ The . reviewers, With · some_ reproofs fqr the 

. . ·'· .. '·1 _· ·"-''· 

I. I-
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audacity that at times seemed to border on irreverence, 
were friendly on the whole in their reception of the novel; 
but Tancred had not the success of Coningsby with the 
public at large. It was above their heads. Isaac 
D'Israeli, whose own admiration was expressed in super
latives---' a work for its originality and execution without 
a rival; faultless in composition, profound in philosophy, 
and magical in the loveliness of its descriptions '-antici
pated a dubious reception::. 'I am waiting with more 
curiosity than anxiety ·to· learn its effect on the un
enlightened public. We may have tolist.en to the squeak 
or the bray of the obscure animals in their forests when
ever a new light breaks into their dark recessCi)s.' Colburn, 
who published Tancred, as well as its two predecessors, 
wrote to Mrs. Disraeli shortly after its appearance, 'The 
sale of Tancred is progressing, tho' not quite so quickly 
as I could wish. . . . I have, however, got through the 
first edition of l, 500 copies (including the gratis books), 
and have disposed of. about. 50 of the second edition.' 
Disraeli's share of the profit, on 2,250 copies, _was £775. 

The bewilderment of the public over Tancred has. been 
shared by eminent critics. Sir Leslie Stephen can only 
explain the book ' by accepting the theory of a double 
consciousness;· and resolving to pray with the mystic, 
and sneer with the politician, as the fit ~akes us.' He ·writes 
of ' the strange .phantasmagoria of Tancred,' and the 
' strange antics ' of its characters; but suggests that the 
judgment· of the harsh realist must be that, 'after all, 
it is a mere mystification~' 'A ·mere mystification' 
was what the ordinary m~n and the rank and file politician 
considered it; and hence the legend sprang. up· which 
treated Disraeli as ~ mystery-man,. a'COnjurer, who per
formed by verbal dexterity phe same kind of tricks that 
the juggler effects by sleight of hand: This was the view 
that P~tnch adopted for years ; and· few things did more 
in Victorian dayil to. fix the character of public; men ·in 
the public mind than .Leech's and Tenniel's cartoons. 
Even Carlyle, whose teaching was in many respeqts. so 
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. similar to Disraeli's, treated him as 'a superlative Hebrew 
conjurer.' The book tb.erefore, qn the whole, did its author· 
a· disservice. It increased the distrust already existing 
in many minds;- it hindered and delayed public recogni
tion of the real seriousness of his political ideas and of the, 

·lofty nature of his patriotism. . And yet those who pene- · 
-trated deep intothespirit of the novel found there more 
of Disraeli 's message to his age than in any other of his 
writings. 

Before . we consider this message in detail, it ·may be 
as well to recur to one of the dramatis personce in Tancred, 
where we have .the advantage of -being able to compare 
Disraeli's recorded estimate of an eminent man with his • 
portrait as d~picted in·. the novel. . In the first part, per-

, haps the most .. elaborately· sketched character~ is that.· of 
Vavasour. . ... -. 

- - . :.- ' ;. ' ' - . ' . . ~ 

Mr. Vavasour was a social favourite-; a poet and a reaJpoet, 
and a troubadour, as well as a member of Parliament; travelled, 
sweet-tempered, and good-hearted; amusing and clever,· With 
catholic sympathies an.<f an eclectic turn of mind,~· Vavasour 
saw something good in every.body and everything .. ; . _.Mr.· 
Vavas()Ur's breakfasts were renowned.. Whatever yourert:!ed, 
class, or co1:1ntry, one might almost add your character;you, 
were' a . welcome •guest at his matutinal meal, provided you: 

. were celebrated .. That .qualification,_ however, was rigi9-_ly 
enforced. · . . . . · · · · . · . 
. It not rarely happened that ne~er w~re men' more 'incon·~ 

gruously grouped. Ind.ivid)lals met at his hospitable house 
who had never met befoni; but who for years had beencherish~ 
ing in solitude mutua~ detestation, with .all the .irritable 
exaggeration of the literary character. · Vavasour liked' to 
be the Amphitryon of a cluster of personal enemies. ; ~ . ·. 

A real philosopher, alike from his genial disposition and 
from the influen.ce of his rich· and various information, Vava
sour mov:ed amid the strife, sympathising wi~h filveryone; and 
perhaps, after all, the philanthropy which was his boast was 
not untinged by a dash of humour, of which rare and charming· 
quality· 1he possessed no ~nconsiderable portion. Vavasour 
liked to know·everybody who was known, and to seeevery
thing which ought to be semi. He also was of opinion .that 
everybody who was known o1.1ght to know him; and that the,, 
spectacle, however splendid ':orexciting, was'not quiteperfect. 
:.;vithout his presence. '" ' · '· ·< • 
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His life was a gyration of energetic curiosity; an insatiable 
whirl of social celebrity. . . . He was everywhere, and at 
everything; he had gone down in a diving-bell and gone up 
in a balloon. As for his .acquaintances, he was welcomed in 
every land; his universal sympathies seemed omnipotent. 
Emperor and king, jacobin and carbonar~, alike cherished 
him He was the steward of Polish balls arid the vindicator 
of Russian humanity; he. dined with Louis Philippe, and gave 
dinners to Louis Blanc. 

There was · no difficulty in recognising in this careful 
portrait one of the best-known men of the day-Richard 
Monckton Milnes, afterwards Lord Houghton. · How he 
came to figure in Tancred is explained in a memorandum 
'Yfitten by Disraeli in the sixties : 

Monckton Milnes was a good-natured fellow, and not natur
ally bad-hearted; he was highly instructed and very clever. 
But he was always ridiculous,-from an insane vanity. This 
excess of a sentiment, which, when limited, is only amusing, 
was accompanied by a degree of envy which made him 
unamiable. · 

When I published Ooningsby. he complained to me that I 
had not introduced his character among the Young England· 
group, to which he was attached in feeling, and with whom 
he wished to act-and had sometimes. He spoke to me on 
this matter with great earnestness-tears in his eyes-I had 
never appreciated him, and all that s.ort of thing. As his 
father was a friend of mine, and I always wished to be on good 
terms with Milnes, ... 1 at length promised that, if the oppor
tunity offered, I would remember his wish. Accordingly, 
when I wrote Tarwred, in which the Young England Group 
reappeared, I sketched the character·ofVavasour, and I niade 
it as attractive._as I could 'consistent with that verisimilitude 
necessary. I don't ·know whether he was over-satisfied: but 
betweenl844 and 1847 when Tarwred was published (Sybil in 
1845, and Tarwred was intended for 184:6, but the publication 
postpon~d in consequence' of the great Corn Law Repeal) 
much had happened in my position: the Young England myth 
had evltporated, and I had become, if not therecognised leader, 
at least the most influential organ, of a powerful parliamentary 
party. Milnes was full of envy. 

'It is impossible that I and Sidney Herbert/ he went about 
saying, 'can be led by Disraeli.' · 

No one expected that Sidney Herber-t would be led by me. 
He was a member of Sir Robert Peel's Cabinet, which had 

' 
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been mainly, if not entirely, destroyed by my efforts·. 'Milnes. 
was one of the most insignificant mem hers of the House of 
Commons: hut he gratified his vanity by classing in his own 
talk himself with S. Herbert. . -
. In Easter, 1846, when the- success of Peel' was doubtful; 

· Milnes, who had- not a rural taste or accomplishment, came 
up from Yorksliire after the recess in. a squire's cutaway 
green coat, with basket buttons. As'he entered the House, 
G. Smythe exclaimed: 'See Dicky,-Protection looking up/. 
-. When he found that Peel was flung in a ditch, he changed 
his politics, and took to_ Palmerstoh,. whom, as well as .Lady 
Palmerston, he toadied with a flagrant perseverance that 
·made ,everyone. smile. His passion wa~:~ office. He .wanted 
to sit on the Treasury Bench, with folded arms, and to' be a 
man of business. -Pahnerston was ready to do anything for 
him except give him· office, and refused him everything on 
every occasion'. He always went to relieve his feelings arid 
plead his cause to Lady Palmerston, who smoothed him down, 
asked. him to perpetuaL dinners, and said he ·was . a. ' so<;lial -
favourite.~· .. '. · · · ' 

. :. r . ·. • .. 
.. It is well known th.at· Palmerston offered. a peerage ,to 
Milnes'idather, Pemberton: Milnes, who greatly _annoyed · 
his son by declining it.''· Disraeli's memorandum proceeds: 

, .~ . . , I . ·,r. , ',.,. ': . . . : ;··f. 

In this ·quandary,pi~kY,', 1who was. himself not inq,apable of 
generous feelings_ and conduct, gave me .. credit for .. a. si_milar _- _ 
cmmtitution, and. determined. to .. appeal to me. His .father, :• 
iworder prppably to ve:x: him, always declared that he was a-. 
follower o~ mine, arid could not as a man of honor accept a 
dignity_ from my;' opponents .. ·. Dic}.{y thr~w himself; upon my· 
good feelings, and. I saw his father and said and urged every- . 
thing which should induce him to reconsider _his .course_: but 
in vain. I even ventured to represent to him, that, even if · 
the Tories return13d to power, arid Lord Derby, were to cons_ult 
me as to the commoner-s who shou~d be promo'ted, t~e number 

·must-necessarily be limited, and would be confi.ned to those 
members of the. House' of Commons who had .served the party 

./ long, imi.de gre~t 'sacrifices, ·and left _behind them great 
influences; that p;i'ivate fri~ndship ~emly could '1!-ot be. a 
ground of promotion. Ithought that. this representation.qf 
affairs at one niomimt,a little shook him :.but he was ultil:pately 
firm,. and lie died a·coinmone~. · -, , ·: ,,· · · · · .·· -

· · ·. Eventually, in ise3; '~fth Peniberton'· Milnes's ·death;
M~nckton ·Milnes hecame,· on ·Palmerston's 

1reeomnie~d~~ 
tion, . Lord Houghton: . _· . · 1 .• , -~ 
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Milnes, the father, was a tall, handsome man, with -a dis- _ 
tinguished presence. Lord Houghton was unfortunately 
short, with a face like a Herculaneum masque, or a counte
nance cut out of an orange. . . . He never caught the House 
of Commons tone. Too easy a:J?-d familiar in Society,-the 
moment he was on his legs in St. Stephen's he was nervous, 
took refuge il) pomposity, and had no flow; a most elaborate 
style and always recalling his words. - His irresistibly comic 
face, becoming every moment more serious, produced the 
effect of some celebrated droll, Liston or. Keeley, :,tnd before 
he had proceeded five minutes, though he might be descanting 
on the wrongs of Poland or the rights of Italy, there was sure 
to be a laugh. ' · -

Disraeli's judgment of. Milnes seems to be unduly harsh, 
and betrays, .perhaps, the contempt of a literary man who 
has gone into politics and there succeeded, for a_ literary 
man who has gone into politics. and there failed. 

'Mr. Vavasour's breakfasts were renowned.' Disraeli 
has left on record a description of an actual breakfast
party given by Monckton Milnes in the forties: 

Mom. of breakfast at Monckton Milnes', the only one I ever 
attended-and why ? Because he came' to me and said 
Ibrahim Pacha, who was then in' England, was going to 
breakfast with him, and he had requested his Highness to 
make a list of those he wished to meet him; and ho had put 
down my name among those who had visited Egypt, etc., etc. 
I believe a fudge; but having refused l\1. l\1. a 1000 times, 

-hating breakfasting out, and he very urgent, I agreed. Went 
late (half-past ll perhaps), as his breakfasts were 10 o'Clock-ers, 
but kept up at the House. All the breakfast eaten: that 
nothing, as I never eat in public at that time:- Some coffee 
on a disordered table;· M. M. murmured something about a 
cutlet, not visible, which I did not notice. 

Strange sc~ne. Ibrahim not there, bnt Suleiman Pacha. the -
renegade Frenchman (Col.--, I think), and some Egyptian 
Grandees. They were fighting the battle of Konieh (I think) 
like Corporal Trim. 'Voila la cavalerie,' said Suleimali, and he 
placed a spoon. 'L'infanterie est la,' and he moved a coffee-cup, 
etc., etc.; D'Orsay standing behind him and affecting immense 
interest in order to make the breakfast go off well. A round 
table: at the fireplace, Milnes' father; a Shan dean squire, full 
of humor and- affectation, and astonished at the scene, not 
accustomed to in Yorkshire. Cobden there: a white-faced 
man whom I did not know, who turned out to be Kinglake; 
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· .. then tlie author of Eothen, which I· had not read and .never 
~ave; and other celebrities. · 

1 declined to sit down, but watched the battle, .and was 
regretting I· had come, when someone touched me on the 
back.· I looked round: it was Prince Louis Napoleon. 'Are 
you v:ery much interested in this?' he said. · 'Not at all; for 
I ain neither the Conqueror nor the Conquered.' 

' Come here ·then,' and he invited me to the recess of a 
window.. · 

'Have ypu any news from Pads?' he asked me with 
·earnest inq n\ry--excited. 

'·None, sir;' . ·. • 
' Then I tell you the m()st important. Two thous.and Sons

Lieutenants have signed a document that they will not rest 
until. the fami.ly of. Buonaparte are restored. to the .throne.' 

' That .indeed, sir, is most important/ and I thought I was 
talkiJ?g: t() a madman. I believe:it .now to have be~n: ~qu.ite 
true. (This was after Ham.) · · · 
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CHAPTER III. 

RELIGION AND THE JEWS. 

1847-1858. 

The ruling sentiment o£Tancred, as the reader will have 
seen, is intense pride o£ race; its underlying philosophy is 
Disraeli's philosophy o£ rae~. Race even lies at the root 
o£ all his conceptions o£ religion. ' All is race-there is 
no other truth,' he makes Sidonia say. A fe'Y years later, 
in Lord George Bentinck, 1 he suddenly proclaims, in the 
midst of a prosaic descript!on of the fortunes of. a Sugar 
Bill, .' Progress and reaction are but words to mystify 
the millions. They mean nothing, they are nothing, ~hey 
are phrases and ;not facts. All is race. In the. structure,
the decay,: and . the development_ o£ the various families 
of man, the vicissitudes o£ history find their main solu
tion.' This doctrine of race is akin to the belief in _aris
tocracy. It is 'entirely opposed,' Disraeli tells us, 'to the 
equality o£ man and similar abstract dogmas, which have 
destroyed ancient society without' creating a satisfactory 

· substitute.' 2 This doctrine he enforced to the end of his 
life. The principle_ of race is . 'the key of history,' he 
repeats in the novel of his old age, Endymion. Baron 
Sergius~ the Ambassador, descants to Endymion- on the
d'stinctive qualities of Teutons, Slavs, Celts,-and Semites, 
and proceeds : . 

The· Semites now ext=;rcise a vast influence over affairs 'by 
their smalles.t though most peculiar family, the Jews. · There 

. is no race gifted with so much tenapity, and such- skill in.· 
organisation. These qualities have given them an t~nprece-

1 Ch. 18. . --
2 General-Preface to the Novels, 1870. 
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dented hold over. property and illimitable credit. As you ·. · · 
adva11ce in life, and get experience in affairs, the Jews will 
cross yo-q everyWhere. They have long been stealing into 
our secret diplomacy, which they have almost appropriated; 
in another quarter of a century they will claim 'their share of 
open 'government. Well, these are races.·. . . But what 
do they mean by the Latin race ? Language and religion do , 
not make a race-there is only orte thing which makes a race:. 

· and that is blood.1 

While Tancred meditates, by the pools of Solomon, 
over the 'superb relics ' of .the 'inimitable magnificence ' 
of the:great Hebrew King~, his creator bursts out: 

-And yet some fl.at~nosed Frank, full of bustle and puffed up 
with self-conceit (a race spawned, .perhaps, in the morasses of. 

· . some Northern forest l;lardly yet cleared), talks of Progress ! . 
· Progi;ess to what, and from whence ? Amid empires shrivelled 

into deserts, ~mid the~wrecks of great citie~;a single column or. 
· otelisk oCwhich nations import for the prime ornament of 
their mud~built capitals, amid arts forgotten, and populations. 
destroyed; the Europ{)an talks of progni'ss, 'Qecause, by an 
ingenious _application of SO!lfe scientific acquirements, he has· 
established a society which has niistaken comfort for civili
sation; 

·.One cannot but· ~dmire·:this pride ~f race, in presence 
of which all the triumphs a~d intere~ts ~£ the. West· are 
mere vanity: The note may be too'much forced; there. 
may be something rhetorical,.' declamatory; v!olent; and 
sel£-~ssertive about it, that m~kes it- fall short of the 
truest art ai1d the trues.t wisdon:i.. · Still, it ·is ceitaihly · · 

. 'refre$hing to turn from the self-satisfied laudations of 
material progress and ·the' confident. prophecies of corre· 

.. sponding moral enlightenment, which were the common
places. .of· the politicians and. :publicists' of the day, to a 
'criticism·. of life from so different ·and so niuch more 
spiritual a standpoint .. The material .progress 'of the 
In.id'-Vict_orian age was largely bound up witli the progress 
of science. . Here, ~gain, Disraeli refused to swim · with 

· the tide. Tlie ·note of hostility, 1).6t to science', but to· its' -~ 
• < ' • '· l ·, 

, extravagant claims, is sounded 'clc~rly, in that passage 

'· Endymw'l!• ch, 56. 
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of Tancred where Lady Constance Rawleigh disgusts the 
hero by her cheap evolutionary theories._ The note was 
struck again, still more insistently, in the famous Ape 
or Angel speech at Oxford in 1864. This attitude of 
hostility was inevitable in· a man of Disraeli's tempera
ment and race in the day::j when science was _far more 
arrogant than it is to-day, and attempted to dethrone the 
s-piritual, the religious, and the imaginative from the 
proud positio_n which he assigned to them. It was hardly 
possible .then to accept what .were confidently claimed 
to be the results of science; and yet relegate her to her 
proper place; to find the spiritual shining through and 
rising above the scientific. But in the main he and those 
who sympathised with him were nearer the truth than 
the enthusiasts who, in the first eagerness of enlighten
ment, mistook a part for the whole. 

The feeling of race is so strong in Tancred that it almost 
swallows up that which it was designed to illustrate. 

- The topic that was to be treated in the novel was 'the 
duties of the Church as a main remedial agency in our 
present state.' The Church >Vas, we were told, a powerful 
agent of development in the past, and a most efficient 
means of renovation of the national spirit irt the future. 
No society could be durable 'unless it was built upon the 
principles of loyalty and religious reverence. The writer 
and those who acted with him looked; then, upon the 
Anglican Church as a main machinery by which these 
results . might- be realised ... ',rhere were few great things 
left in England, and the Church was one.'1 Yet the 
Church plays but a. small part in the noveL It fails 

·entirely to satisfy the religious longings of Tancred, as 
the Constitution pad failed to satisfy the political aspita'
tions of Coningsby. And nci wonder, for it is represented 
far from sympathetically. We find, indeed, no longer 
that sentiment of regret for pre-Reformation Christianity 
which is visible in some of Disraeli's earlier works, and 
is especially conspicuous in Sybil. Yet even in Sybil there 

l G~neral Preface to ~the Novels, 1870. 
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is a worthy parl.sh priest; in Tancred tlie only clergy 
introduced are a time-serving Bishop, a mild ' high and 
dry' tutor, and an 'honourable and reverend,' who is 
an epicure and nothing else: The' sole recorded action 
of t.he Church is the promotion of a great fund for con
verting Roman Catholic Irelal).d to Protestantism; and . 
its condition and the nature of. its rulers are ~austically' 
described: · 

The Church of England, mainly from its d~ficiency. of 
oriental knowledge~ and from a mis~onception of the priestly 
character which has been the consequence of that want; has 
fallen of late ·years into great straits; nor has there ever been 
.a season when it has more needed for its guides ~en possessing 
the higher qualities both of intellect anq dispositio_n. -About 
five-and-twenty years ago, it began to be di~"Qerned that ti:J.e 
time had· gone by, at least in'England, for· bishoprics to serve 
as appanages for the younger sons of great families. The Arch
Mediocrity who then governed this country ... was impressed 
with the necessity of: reconstructi,ng the episcopal bench on 
principles qfpersonal distinction and ability. But his notion 
of clerical eapa'city did not soar higher_ than a private t_utor 

'- who had suckled<ayoung noble into universitrhonours; and 
his test of priestly celebrity was the decent edi~orship of .a 
G.reek play. He sought for the successors of the a,po$tl~s, for 
the stewards of the mysteries of Sitiai ari{l Of Calvary, among 
t.hird~rate'. hunters after syllables. These men, notwith
standing their elevation, ·With one exception/ subsided' -into 
their native insignificance; and-du:dng our agitated age, when 
the principles of all i~stitutio~, sacred and secular, hav~ be~n 
caUed in question· ... : not a voice has been raised by these.
mitred ,nullities, either to wapi or to vindicate; not a phrase 
has escaped their lips or their pens that ever influenced public 
opinion; touched the heart of nations, or-guided·. the conscience 
of a perplexed people. '· · 

The first indication is here given-' misconception-of the -
priestly character '-of':opposition to the later. phases of 
the Oxford Movement. Disraeli · bbviously blamed the 
Church for seeking it's inspiration at that time rather ·in: · 
tnedireval traditions than in its cJ e_wish origin; and .for 

• joining: in consequence, in the oppression oi the 'Je-#s 
instead o~ upholding· their cause.~ 'He11ce his readiness 

I Bi~hop Biom.nc·ld. See aboye;p .. 831. 
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to make h.is hero find Anglicanism profoundly unsatisfy
ing, and determine to seek faith and inspiration in the 
couritry which was the cradle of the Christian religion. 
Though the great Asian mystery is never thoroughly re
vealed, certain large ideas about God and man and the 
world pervade the· book-that the world was made and 
is governed by God, and not by blind natural forces; that 
before, and in relation to, God ·their Father men are 
equal, but that all other equality of man is absurd; and 
that faith is essential, and the spiritual order, not the 
material, the thing that counts. Disraeli's teaching is, 
in fact, a protest against materialism ; he preaches that 
the soul and the mind are more than the body; faith and 
ideas above material progress. ' Power is neither the 
sword nor the shield, for these pass away, but ideas,- which 
are divine.' Like other great truths, these are elementary, 
but none the less needing proclamation and emphasis in 
a·n age of gold and iron and cotton. What he adds to 
these high religious themes is. the corollary that the Jews, 
as the original depositaries of these and all other revela
tions of -true religion, are a highly privileged, and· should 
be a highly regarded, race. 

This is the lesson that he is especially anxious to drive 
home. In Tancred he expresses it in the guise of fiction; 
four or five years later he interpolates a famous chapter 
on the .same subject in a political and historical treatise.1 

Religion and race, he tells us in both, are intimately 
bound· up tOgether. God has only spoken to o~e race, 
the. Jewish; his full .-revelation was made by a Divine 
Jew, Jesus; the Apostles, the preachers· of the true religion 
to ·the~ world, were all Jews; ' The greatest of. legislators 
[Moses], the greatest of administrators [Soloroon],and the 
greatest of reformers [Christ]: what race; extinct oi: living; 
ca:n ·produce three such men as these 1' The religion of 
the· great Western races, Saxon:, Slav; and Celt, is deri
vative, and comes entirely from the Jew. 'In· proportion 
to their adherence to, or rejection of, the Semiticprinciple 

1· Lotd George Bentintk; ch. 24. 
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are those races prosperou,s or decadent. Disraeli exults 
over the· failure of. the attempt, -·during the French 
.Revolution, to substitute the worship of the Goddess 
of Reason for the worship of Christ:· · 

·Half a century ago, Europe made a violent and apparently 
successful effort to disembarrass itself of its Asian faith. The 
most powerful and the most civilised of its kingdoms, about 
to conquer the rest, shut up its churches, desecrated its altars, 
massacred and persecuted-their sacred servants, {1>nd announced 
that the Hebrew creeds which Sinion_ Petef brought .from · 
Palestine, and which his successors revealed to Clovis, were a 
niockery·and a fiction. What_ has been the result ? In every 
city, tow:n, village, and hanilet ofthat great kingdom, the 
divine image of the most illustriow:; .of Hebrews h{18 been again 
raised amid the homage Of kneeliilg millions; while, in the heart. 

, of. its bright and witty_ capital, the nation lias erected· the, 
most gorgeous of modern temples,· and· consecrated its m~rble 
and golden,walls to the ·m\me, .. and memory, and celestial. 
-!'lffic_acy of .a Hebrew .~oman. ; . _ , > 

In another passage _he , writes : : Since the , great rtwoit . 
of the Celts. against the. fitst and second testament . ';·': · 
France _has been . alterna~ely in a stat~. -of collapse -or: _ 
coiwulsion.' Engl;::md, . nowever; ' despite her deficient 

~ . . \ -
and· meagre theqlogy, h~s. ~lways: remembered Sion~' 
America is prosperous, an:d. Russia has been consolidated, 
by this .sacred, 'principie. ·Even at Rome, '·an ;old man 
oir a Semitic throne -baffies the modern -Attilas and the 
recent invasion of t·he barbarians, under the form of red 
'republicans; socialists, communists, ·all different phases 
which describe the .relapse of the once converted races 
into their primitive condition oL·savagery.' Austria is , 
held togetherby:the Semitic principle;.Gerri:J.any's failure· 
to achieve an ~imperial position is due ,to the imperfect 
conversion of· the north. of h~r country. . The 'decline ~of 

· Spain, in spite of her adherence :to the. prihciph~, is due 
. to her expulsion of the Semitib population: t n. ali appears 

very fantastic;· but: if 'we interpret the> Semitic principle . -
as ·.a :phrase ·summing- up all those spiritual and inoral 
iq~as which. we derive from the·sacred books of the Hc:lbrew 
race, this view of ~o~ern ~is~to~y becomes comprehensible: 

'A 
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' Righteousness exa1teth a nation,' and faith has always 
gone far to win victory. Modern civilisation derives from 
various sources. Disni.eli's teaching is that those ele
ments of it which have their origin in a wider spread and 
a better comprehension of the great truths of the Old and 
New Testament are more vital to the greatness of a nation 
than those which spring from the literature of Greece, the 
Empire of Rome, the advance of science, and the develop
ment of invention. This, after all, is very much the 
teaching of Matthew Arnold, that the Hebrew sense of 
conduct is far the most important thing for man, as con
duct embraces three p·arts of life. 

In order to heighten the obligation of.t.he ·western races 
to the Jews, Disraeli reduces to a minimum the differences 
between the Old and New Testament; He insists that 
the morality of the Gospei is 'not a thing apart and of 
novel revelation.' 

There cannot be tvvo moralities: and to hold that the Second 
Person of the Holy Trinity could teach a different morality 
from that which had already been revealed by the First Person 
of the Holy Trinity is a dogma so full of terror that it may 
perhaps be looked upon as the ineffable sin against the Holy 
Spirit. When the lawyer tempted our Lord, and inquired 
how he was to inherit eternal life, the great master of Galilee 
referred him to the writings of Moses. There he would find 
recorded ' the whole duty of man '; to love God with all his 
heart, .m1d soul, and strength,· and mind, and his neighbour 
as himself. These two principles are embalmed in the writings 
of Moses, n.nd are the essence of Christian morals. 

So Tancred, Christian from the Saxon north-west 
though he was, felt that he was no stranger in the wilder
ness of Sinai. 

Had he not from his infancy repeated, in th0 oongregn.tion of 
liis people,. the laws which, from the awful summit of these 
surroundings mountains the Father of all had himself delivered 
for the government of mankind? .These Arabian laws regu
lated his life. . . . The life and property of England are 

·protected by the laws of Sinai. The bard·working people of 
England are secured in every seven days a day of rest by the 
laws of Siriai. . . . 

Who is the most popular poet in this country ? Is he to' 
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be found ameng the Mr. Wordsworths and the Lord Byrons, 
amid sauntering reveries or monologues of sublime satiety ? 
Shall we seek him among the wits of Queen Anne ? Even to 
the myriad-minded Shakspeare can we award the palm ? No; 
the most popular poet in England is the sweet singer of Israel. 
Since the days of the heritage, when every man dwelt safely 
under his vine and under his fig-tree, there.never was a race who 
sang so often the odes of David as the people of Great Britain. 
·· Vast as the obligations of the· whole human family are to 

·the Hebrew race, there is no portion of the modern populations 
so much indebted to them as the British people. It was' the· 
sword of the Lord and of Gideon' that won the boasted 
liberties of Englitnd;-chanting the same canticles that cheered 
the heart of Judah amid their glens, the Scotch, upon tlieir 
hillsides; achieved thei! religious freedom .. · 

That being so, why persecute the Jemd It is because· 
they are supposed tb be expiating by dispersion among · 
the nations the crime of- betraying and cruci(ying. Christ.· 
Disraeli mttintains that this is neither historically true 
nor dog-matically sound. It is not historically true, because 

. the dispersion of the Jews. began, in the wanderings of the 
ten tribes, long before Christ; moreover, if some rejected 
and betrayed him, m·any preached, wrote, and shed their , 
blood as witnesses for him. Nor is i~ dogmatically sound. 

The imprecation of the mob at· the crucifixion is sometimes · 
strangely quoted as a divine decree. It is not a principle 
of jurisprudence, human or inspired, to permit the criminals 
to ordain their own· punishment. Why, too, should they 
transfer any portion ·of the infliction to their posterity ? 
What evidence have ·we that the wild .suggestion was sane-

. tioned by Omnipotence ? On the contrary, amid the expiating 
agony, a divine voice at the same time solicited and secured 
forgiveness. And if unforgiven, could the cry of a rabble at 

. such a scene bind a nation ? · 

In arguing the point of dogma, Disraeli shocked many 
of· his contemporaries by his free handling of the. doctrine 
of the Atonement. He makes Eva; who stands for the 
spirit of Jl!-daism, say:' 

'A sacrificial Mediator with Jehovah, that expiatory inter
cessm~ born from: t,he chosen house of the chosen people, yet 
blending in his inexplicable nat11re the divine essence with the 

·' 
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human elements, appointed before all time, and purifying, by 
his atoning blood, the myriads that preceded and the myriads 
that will follow us, without distinction of creed or clime, this 
is what you believe. . . . The human race is saved; and, 
without the apparent agency of a Hebrew prince, it could not 
have been saved. Now tell me: suppose the Jews had not 
prevailed upon the Romans to crucify Jesus, what would have 
become of the Atonement ?" · 

' I cannot permit myself to contemplate such contingencies,' 
said Tancred. ' . . . I must not even consider an event that 
had been pre-ordained by the Creator of the world for countless 
ages.' · 

'Ah !' said the lady; 'pre-ordained by the Creator of the 
world for countless ages ! Where then was the inexpiable 
crime of those who fulfilled the beneficent intention ? The 
holy race supplied the victim and the immolators. What 
other race could have been entrusted with such a consum
mation ? • . • Persecute us I Why, if you believed what 
you profess, you should kneel to us! You raise statues to 
the hero who saves a country. We have saved the human 
race, and you persecute us for doing it.' 

' Could that be a crime,', exciaims Disraeli in Lord 
George Bentinck, ' which secured for all mankind eternal 
joy 1' A reviewer in The Times has suggested the 
obvibus Scriptural answer to this pleading: that it must 
needs be that offences come, but woe unto that man by 
whom they come. On the whole, perhaps Disraeli would 
have been well advised to confine himself to his historical 
argument, and avoi!,l the dangerous ground of dogma. 

Persecution had, no doubt, degraded the Jews. It 
was the law of all persecuted races: ' The infamous 
is the business of the dishonoured. . . . This pecu
liarity, . however, attends the Jews under the most 
unfavourable circumstances; the other degraded races, 
wear out and disappear; the Jew remains, as determined, 
as expert, as persevering, as full of resorirce and resolution 
as ever.' The Jew is 'sustained by a sublime religion.' 
However degraded he may be, 'the patriarchal feeling 
still lingers about his hearth.' 'The trumpet of Sinai 
still sounds in the Hebrew ear, and a Jew 1s never seen 
upon the scaffold, unless it be at an auto-da-.fe.' Moreover; 
though there is a partial degradatiop. of the race, still 
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as actors, dancers, singers. musicians, mid composers,1 

they deserve honour and favour from Europe, so much 
have they done to 'charm the public ta.ste and elevate 
the public feeling.' · · 

Statesmen should consider how injurious were the 
conseq~ences to society of persecuting the Jews. 

The .Jews represent the Semitic principle; all that is spiritual 
in our nature. They are the trustees of tradition,· and the 
conservators of the religious element. 'l'hey are a living and 
the most striking evidence of the falsity of that pernicious 
doctrine of 1nodern times; the natural equality of man. The 
political equality of a particular race is a matter of municipal 
arrangement, and depends entirely on political considerations 
and circumstances; but the natural equality of man il.o~y in 
vogue, and taking the form of cOsmopolitan fraternity; is. a 
principle which, were it possible to act on it, would deteriorate 
the great races and destroy all the genius of the world. What 
would be the consequence on the great Anglo-Saxon republic, 
for example, were its citizens to secede from their sound 
principle of reserve, and mingle with theirnegro and coloured 
populations ? .... The native tendency of the Jewish race, 
.who are justly proud of their blood, is against the doctrine of 
the ·equality of man. They have also: another characteristic, 
the faculty of ac.quisition; . ·., . Thus it will be seen that all 
the tendencies of tlie Jewish race are conservative. Their 
bias is to religion, property, ;:tnd natural aristocracy; and 'it 

. should be the interest of statesmen that this bias of a great 
race· should be encouraged, and their en~rgies and. creative 
powers enlisted in the cause of existing society. 

Persecution, however, had driven this conservative 
element into the ;ranks of the secret societies, who were 
at war with the Semitic principle-' the people of God· co
operate with atheists !'-and the provisional governments ' 
of 1848 were largely officered by Jews. •rake the case of 
Manini at Venice,_:_' Manini, who by-the~bye is a Jew 
who professes the whole of the Jewish religion, and 
believes inCalvary as well as Sinai, na converted Jew!'' 
as the Lombards styled him, quite forgetting, in the con
fusion of their ideas, that it is the Lombards who are the 
· converts, not Manin:i.' 

1 Seep; 610. 

.·.·~. 
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'It is no doubt to be deplored that several millions 
of the Jewish race should persist in believing in only a 
part of their religion ;' but it must be remembered that 
Christianity cannot have been presented to the Jews who 
sprang from the pre-Christian dispersion till centuries 
after Christ, when ' it came from a very suspicious quarter 
and was offered in· a very questionable shape. . . . It 
appeared to be a Gentil<;! religion, accompanied by 
idolatrous practices, from which severe monotheists, like 
the Arabians, always recoil, and holding the Jewish race 
up to pu bliq scorn and hatred. This is not the way to 
make converts.' 

In Tancred Disraeli had contented himself with a 
passionate appeal to. Christians to recognise their in
debtedness to the Jews, and .to honour instead of perse
cuting them. At the end of the famous twenty-fourth 
chapter of Lord George Bentinck, he turns to the Jews, 
and endeavours to persua.de them of the reasonableness· 
of believing in 'the most important portion of the Jewish 
religion.' It should not, he maintains, be very repugnant 
to the feelings of a Jew to learn_' that the redemption of 
the human race has been effected by the mediatorial 
agency of a child of Israel '; or 'that a Jewess is the queen 
of heaven, or that the flower of the Jewish race are even 
now sitting on the right hand of the Lord God of Sabaoth.' 
Might not 'the pupil of Moses ' ask himself 'whether 
all the prince_s of the hol!-se of David have done so 
much for the Jews as that prince who was crucified 
on Calvary ?' 

Has not He made their history the most famous in the 
world ? Has not He hung up their laws in every· temple ? 
Has· not He vindicated all their wrongs ? Has not He 
:wen:ged the vic~ory of Titus_ and conquered the Cmsars ? 
What successes did they anticipate from their Messiah ? 
The wildest dreams of their rabbis have been far exceeded. 
Has not Jesus conquered Europe and changed its nanio into 
Christendom ? All countries that refuse the cross wither, 
while the whole of the new world is devoted to the Semitic 
principle and its most glorious offspring, the Jewish faith. 
,Christians may continue to rersecute Jews, and Jews may 
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persist in disbelieving Christians, but who can deny that Jesus 
of Nazareth, the Incarnate Son of the Most 'High God, is the 
cterna.l glory of the J-ewish race ? 

Fantastic as Disraeli's view of the true relations of 
Judaism and Christianity appeared when it was published, 
and, indeed, to some extent appears still, much of it is 
perfectly sound: That Christianity_is· the completion of 
Judaism, and that Judaism-at any rate.the Judaism of 
the Old Testament-is undeveloped Christianity, is the 

-teaching of_ the Bible throughout. -But Disraeli is very 
unconvincing when he attempts to show that there is 
no distinction between the morality of the Old Testa

. ment and that of the New. . The development brought 
_ " about by Christ was marked in the sphere of morals. 

Against the story of the lawyer ·which Disraeli quotes, 
instances at once rise to the recollection in which the 
teaching of Christ was after this fashion: ' Moses, because 
of the hardness of your hearts, gave you this command
ment; but I say unto you,' or, 'Ye have heard it said by 

_them of .old time; but I_ say unto you.' And, of course, 
Disraeli's theory has the great. weakness of minimising 
the importance · of the fundamental distinction in· 
volved in accepting or repudiating the Divinity of Christ. 
His langua.ge sometimes almost suggests that his religion 
was pure Judaic monotheism, only prolonged and· perhaps 
softened by the teaching of a great Jewish reformer; and 
the fact that Christ was the son of Israel seems, now and 
again, more important than the fact t-hat he is the Son 
of God. But, .when all deductions are made, Disraeli 
rendered a great service ·to his somewhat intolerant 
generat~on by insisting on the intimate relationship 
between the two religions. · · 

It was under the influence of the views which we have 
set forth at length, and with a stro~g sense of the claims 
of the race from which he sprang to the most honourable 
treatment from the professors of the faith which he had 

- embraced, that . Disraeli took part in the' debate on 
Russell's motion, in December, 1847, for the removal ot.· 
.... Jt - ' - ' J • • -. - •• • :;....,~ ¥·-t, .... 
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tlw remaining civil and polii;ical disabilities of the Jews. 
The debate was a remarkable one, and the most remark
able speech in it was Disraeli's. Russell proposed his 
motion on the general ground 'that every Englishman born 
in the country is entitled to all the honours and advantages 
of the British Constitution,' and that religious opinions 
should be no disqualification. Most of the Jewish disabili
ties, he pointed out, had been already removed Popular 
prejudice against them had clearly weakened, otherwise 
Rothschild would never have been returned by nearly 
seven thousand votes for the City of London. The opposi
tion was led by Sir Robert Inglis, senior member for the 
University of Ox.ford, on the ground of the vital impor- . 
tance of preserving the Christian character of every person 
holding any share in the government of the country. 
But the speaker who carried most weight in opposing the 
motion was Lord Ashley:, the evangelical philanthropist, 
who based himself largely on Dr. Arnold's view that 
there could be no plea of justice for the Jews; ' they are 
voluntary strangers here,. and have no claim to become 
citizens but by conforming to our moral law, which is the 
Gospel.' Though he regarded the Jewish people with 'rev
erence,' Ashley could not consent to abolish the oath ' on 
the true faith of a Christian,' because he thought that in 
so doing he should ~e making a public declaration of the 
utter uselessness of Christianity for the governme~1t and . 
superintendence of public affairs. Gladstone, who had just 
been elected for Oxford University, spoke and voted 
against what he knew to be the wishes of his constituents, 
and what had till recently been his own views. But he 
very reasonably held that ' we may consistently affirm -

.that Christianity is in the highest degree needful for our 
legislation, and yet decline to follow out that proposition 
to a conclusion so rigid as this, that every individual ,who 
is not a Christian should be excluded from the possibility 
of becoming a legislator.' Other leading speakers wer~ 

"· against the motion, Goulburn, Bankes, Sir Thomas Acland, 
,a~d Newdegate; and, for it, W. J. :Fox, Lord Morpeth, 
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Sir Harry. Verney, Bentinck (whose standpoint was much 
the same as. Russell's), and Di'Braeli. 

Parliament was well accustomed to hearing this and 
similar questions discussed, as on the. present occasion, 
upon religious grounds; and it was as a religious question 
that Disraeli proposed to treat it. But while -most 
speakers were wont to· dwell upon the one great distinc
tion between the Jewish and the Christian faith, Dis~aeli 
insisted ·on the intimate relation between the two as 
constituting the special claim of the Jew to favourable 
treatment. 'Who are these persons professing the Jewish 
religion 1 They are persons who acknowledge the same_ 

. God as the Christian people of this realm. They acknow
ledge the same divine revelation as yoursel;ves. They · 
are, humanly speaking; the authors of your religion.' It 
was :on the ground of religious truth rather than on that 
of religious liberty that he 'should vote for the motion. 

If religion is ~ security f~r righteous conduct, you have 
that security in the instance of the Jews, who profess a true 
religion. It may not be in your more comprehensive form. 
I do not say it is the true religion; but although they do not 
profess all that we profess, aU that they do profess is true. 
You must admit, then, that in men who are subject to the 
Divine revelations that you .acknowledge, whose morals are 
founded on the saci·ed oracles to which we all bow, that, as 

. far as ·religion can qe a security for their conduct-for their·. 
_public. morality and justice-you have in the religion. of the 
Jews the best 'sanction in tlle world except that of our own 
Chiistianity .... · The very reason for admitting the Jews 
is because they can show so near an affinity to you.- Where is 
your Christianity if you do not believe in their Judaism t :Oo 

·not mix up, then, the consideration of a qu,estion which is so inti: 
mately allied to your own faith, with the different considera-

. tions that would apply to the Pagan and the Mahommedan. 
I am prepared to lay down the broadest principles as to the 
irriportance of maintaining· a Christian character~ in this· House · 
and in this country; and yet it is on this very ground you will
!ound and find the best argument for the admission of the Jews •.. 

The Jew was necessarily a religious· being,. but not a 
pr()selytising one, and so would support and not undermine-
the Christian Church. ' 

.. -
' ~-
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In Europe-that Europe which you have baptised Christen
dom-how stands the Jew il} i~'elation to the Church of Christ 1 
What possible object can the Jew have to oppose the Christian 
Church ? Is it not the first business of the Christian Church · 
to make the population whose minds she attempts to form,· 
and whose morals she seeks to guide, acquainted with the 
history of tho Jews ? Has not the Church of Christ-the 
Christian Church, whether Roman Catholic or Protestant::_ 
made the history of the Jews the most celebrated history in 
the world ? On every sacred day you read to the people the 
exploits of Jewish heroes, the proofs of Jewish devotion, the 
brilliant annals of past ,Tewish magnificence. The Christian 
Ohurch has covered every kingdom with sacred buildings, and 
over every altar ... we find the tables of the ·Jewish law. 
Every Sunday-{lvery Lord's day-if you wish to express 
feelings of praise and thanksgiving to the Most High, or if you 
wish to find expression of solace in grief, you find both in the 
words of the Jewish poets. .. . . All the early Christians were 
Jews. The Christian religion ·was first preached by men who 
had been Jews until they were converted; every man in the 
early ages of the Church by whose power, or zeal, or genius, 
the Chr.istian faith was propagated, was a Jew. . 

bisraeli's argument was very distasteful to the House 
.There were cries of ' Oh ! oh ! ' at intervals, and many other 
signs of general impatience .. He was stung by these in
terruptions into some heat: 

In exact proportion to your faith ought to be your wish to 
do this great act of national justice. If you had not forgotten 
what you owe to this people, if you were grateful for that 
literature which for thousands of years has brought so much 
instruction and so much consolation to the sons of men, you 
as Christians would be only to9 ready to seize the first oppor
tunity of meeting the claims of those who profess this religion. 
But you are influenced by the darkest superstitions of the 
darkest ages that ever existed in this country. It is ·this 
feeling that has been kept out of this debate; indeed, that has . 
been kept secret in yourselves-enlightened as you are-and 
that is unknowingly influencing you as it is influencing others 
·abroad .... 

· · I cannot sit in· this House with any misconceptio:O: of my 
· opinion on the subject. Whatever may be the consequences 

on the.seat I hold--'and I should not have referred to such a 
consideration unless other gentlemen had done so-I cannot, 
for .one, give a .vote which is not in deference to what I 
believe to be the true principles Of religion. Yes, it is as a 

L ~ 
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Christian that I will not take ~pon me the .awful re
sponsibility of excluding from the legislature those who are 
of the religion in the bosom of which my Lord and· Saviour 
was born._ 

Disr~eli sat down without a cheer, and amid cries ot 
' Pivide.' Though h~ spoke on the first of the two nights 
of debate, no subsequent speaker showed any appreciation 
of his point of view; indeed, very few referred to it at all. 
It was too strange, and to most of his political friends it 
was_ "repulsive. The only appreciation came from his 
own family. His sister wrote: ' Papa thinks Dis' speech 
the most important ever delivered in the ·House of 
Commons: stamped with _all the characteristic novelty 
and boldness of the ora-tor.' The motion was· camied by 
sixty-seven votes, and Bentinck and Disraeli went into the 
lobby in its fav-our, while their followers in a body voted 
against it. · · -- ' - -

Substantial as this majority in .the Commons w.as, the 
struggle was only beginning, as. there was in the Lords a con
stant arid convinced. majority ~n the other side~·- During 
the ten years -and more that the_ controversy la~ted, 
Baron Lionel de Rothschild .wa~ · again and agail{ elecite~l 
for the City of London, without being per-mitted to sit; ~rid 
he favour~bly impressed the House: of Commons by the 
quiet dignity-with which he borE:l himself in this ambiguous 

-(~ 'Situation. Throughout Disraeli maintained unchanged 
the attitude whichhe took up on Russ~ll's motion. He 
voted for the second and third readings of the Jewish 
Disabilities Bill ~f 1848 which Russ~ll founded upon his 
motion, and- he voted steadily for similar Bills which were 
brought "forward, mostly by the same indefatiga;ble 
champion of civil and religious liberty, in the years 1849, 
1851, 1853, 1856, 18'57, and 1858. All the_ Bills were 
carried safely. through the ~ouse of Commons, only to 
perish in- the House of Lords. In 1850 the procedure 
was varied. Rathschild came to the table: -and en:. 

. deavoured urisriccessf"ully' to get the Clerk and the House 
- to -l!>llow him to take the oath in his owidorm; omitti~g 
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the words ' on the true faith of a Christian ' as not 
binding on his conscience. Changes of Government and 
other disturbing causes accounted for no Bill being pushed 
forward in either 1852 or 1855; and in 1854 a .general 
Oaths Bill, which would indeed have relieved the Jews, 
but proposed at tlre same time to niake a number of 
other changes, deemed to be of a Romanising character, 
was opposed by Disraeli . by speech and vote, and 
defeated on second reading by four votes. To this 
occasion we will return later. Finally, in 1858, when 
Derby and Disraeli were in office-after the Lords had 
wrecked the Commons' Oaths Bill of that year by striking 
out the really openitive clause, and the Commons had 
retorted by placing Rothschild, though still unsworn, on 
the Committee for drawing up reasons for restoring it
the wiser heads among the Peers began to realise that a 
compromise was desirable. There was some dispute as 
to the form which the compromise should take, but 
eventually the Peers, under the guidance of one who was 
~soldier rather than a politician-Lord Lucan, initiated 
a measure, which· was quickly passed into law, giving 
each House power to alter, by. resolutio~, its own form 
of oath. . A strong Committee of the Commons had only 
failed by a bare majority to lay it down that that House 
inherently possessed such a right; and thi.s view had been 
supported by Disraeli. Now it was not necessary to 
assert it. As Chancellor of the Exchequer and leader 
of the House, Disraeli had the satisfaction of finding 
.the· necessary time for Lucan's Bill, and of helping 
to carry . it by his vote; and also' of voting with the 
majority for Russell's _consequential resolutions, which 
enabled Rothschild and all subsequent Jewish mem
bers. to omit the declaration ' on the true faith of 
a Christian,' and nevertheless to take their seats in 
the House. 

The compromise was not arranged without some friction 
inside the Government, where the Jews had few friends 
except Disraeli and the Prime Minister's son, Stanley. 
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Disraeli's efforts to settle the question exposed him to a 
temporary misunderstanding both with Derby and with 
others of his colleagues. . 

Confidentia.l. 
From Lord Derby. 

ST. JA~ms's SQUARE, Sunday, [? Spnng of 1858].-I am 
sorry to find that you have given any hint to John Russell 
of the suggestion which I made to you confidentially as to 

·a possible solution of the difficulty respecting the Jew Bill. 
If ever it can be brought to bear, of which I am not con
fident, time is absolutely necessary; and to urge it on ·now 
would, I am convinced, ensure.its failure. I must beg of you, 
if you have in any way introduced my name in speaking to 
Lord John, to let him know that I cannot be a party to any 
such arrangement; and should the suggestion. be now made, 
whiclil hope it will not, I must hold myself quite free to act 
as I may think advisable respecting it. 

1'o Lord Stanley. 
Sund~yj J~me.20, 1858.-Pursuant to your father's instruc

tions ~o ascertain whether the Ho. of C. would-respond to 
the arrangement which 'he contemplated for the settle,ment 
of the Jewish question,-! placed myself<in confidential com
munication' with Bethell, 1 who entirely acceded to the plan, 
and offered, himself, to prepare the proposed amendment, 
previouslY submitting it to me for the approval ·o'f my 
friends. I thought·, therefore, all was right: but, yesterday, 
I met Sir Jas. Graham ·at dinner, .who gave it :as his opinion 
that the Ho. of C. would not, and could not, take ·the course 
intimated in the Ho. of Lords a few nights since,~and that 
Ld. John Russell disapproved of it .... 

.f have heard nothing from Bethell since Fri<:lay night, and 
he is so strange a man that his whereabouts is not defmable, 
and I don't know how to get at him. To-morrow night, I 
shall be unable to leave the Bench; foi:, independently of the 
general c9nduct. of affairs, the whole business of the night is 
in my department. Would you, therefore, see Betheli,2 and 
take steps that all goes right '? If he sees his way, and there 
is no foundation for what we heard respecting John Russell, 
Bethell ought to place himself in instant communication 
with Ld. Lyndhurst, for his (L's.) bill comes on next Friday .. 

1 Sir Richard Bethell, afterwards Lord Chanc'ellor Westbury. . 
2 Bethell, Stanley repotted, said to him: ' If Lucan docs it, there will 

be a blunder; if Lord Lyndhurst does it, there will be a blunder; but, if it 
is dorie in the Commons, I shall do it, and then there will be no blunder.' 
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The matter generally requires great energy and vigilance, for 
I hear the Lord Chancellor and Redcsdale are mana.m vring 
deeply; and the unfortunate illness of the Premier, no doubt, 
facilitates their intrigues. . .• 

Steadily as Disraeli. had ·voted for all Bills directly 
brought forward to remove Jewish disabilities, he spoke on 
them but seldom; and Russell lamented his silence during 
the second reading of the Bill of 1849. It was possibly 
in response to this that he said, in Committee on that Bill, 
that he was very anxious to see no obstruction offered to 
its passing, as he supported it warmly for re_asons which 
were not merely political. In the following year, in t.he 
discussions that arose out of Rothschild's attempt to 
take the oath in his own form, Disraeli defended his silent 
vote in language that showed how entirely he adhered to 
the principles he had expounded ih December, 1847: 

Sir, if I thought that anything which I could say would 
have tended to accomplish an object dear to my heart as to my 
convictions, my vote would not have been a silent one. But, 
inasmuch as I believe that my opinions upon the subject are 
not shared by one single member on either side of the House, 
I thought that it was consistent, both with good sense and 
good taste, that, after having once unequivocally expressed 
the grounds on which my vote was given, I should have taken 
refuge in a silence which at least could not offend the preju
dices o! any hon. member on either side. . . . Although I · 
have no wish at any time to dilate upon feelings or views 
which may not be prevalent or popular in this House, I never 
will relinquish them; and even now, shrinking as I do from 
offending the feelings of anyone, I will still express my hopes 
that full and complete justice will speedily be done to the 
descendants of a race which you acknowledge. to be sacred, 
and the professors of a religion which you admit to be divine. 

Disraeli's plea for his silence canies conviction. It was 
not as i£ the Bills required. special assistance in the 
Oomrrions. There they were regularly canied. It was 
in the Lords, where his leader procured their rejection, 
that the Jewish cause needed all the help it could get. 
Disraeli renewed his profession of faith in 1854 and in 
1856. In 1854 he said: ' When I remember for how much 
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we are indebted to that people, of what ineffable blessings 
they _have been the human agents-when I remember · 
that by their history, their poetry, their laws, our lives 
are instructed, solaced, and regulated----:when I recall 
other considerations and memories more solemn and 
reverential, I confess that I cannot as a Christian oppose 
the claims of those to whom Christianity is under so great 
obligations.' In 1856: ''With all becoming respect, I· 
:rn,ay be allowed to say that this would not be a'Christiarr• 
State or a Christian conim~nity, had it not .been, 'under· 

. Divine inspiration, for the efforts and' exertions of a 
Jew . .' It may not be possible to accept in its entirety 
Disraeli's point of view, but it ib difficult to read these 
repeated~'and fervent declarations to the House of Coinmollil 
without being impressed with the depth .and sincerity_ of 
the religious conviction underlying them. . . . . 
- Neverth~less, in :spit.e of these persistent votes and 

'unhesitating-speeches, Disraeli's consistency and sincerity 
· l.n his support of the· Jewish cause have been' called in 

question. To substantiate the ca1umny, reliance lias been .. 
placed ~n. his conduct in l8oo~· when Rothschild's attempt 
to·take the.oath in his own.way led to some complicated 
proceedip.gs, 'and on·· his speech. and vote. on the· Bill of 
1854. Rothschild's action in 1850 was taken quite near 
the. end of the session, ~n July 26, and the Hous.e a~d- the 
Whig Government had very little time in which to decide 
upon their course. After some hesitation the Attorney-· 
General moved· two· re~olutiorls-the first declaring ·th~t · 
Rothschild was not entitled t'o sit and vote till he should 

· ·taketh~ oath in form prescribed bylaw; the secon.d, that 
the House would take the subj:Cct into serious conside!'-'a
tion at the ea:di!JSt opportunity next session. . Disraeli 
voted agailist both ·resolutions, and his reasons are per-· 
fectly straightforwa:rd an_d -satisfactory. A resolu~ion 
declaratory of tlie law, ·.such (l.S t~e first, was not a' very 
constitutiona:l proceeding, and a resolution' pledging . the 
future policy of the HoV,se, such. as the second, was not. 
a very 'poiitic'on'e; recotifse should not be had to either, 
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he thought, save in extreme necessity. Where was such 
necessity in this case ? What excuse, he asked, had the 
Government for not having introduced a Bill at the begin
ning of the session, as in 1848 and f849, instead of re
sorting to resolutions of this kind at its close ? In short, 
the whole question was one of procedure; and only malice 
could strain and twist a vote given against pledging the 
House to take -up the subject the first thing in the next 
session into a vote against the Jewish cause. . 

The question on the Bill of 1854 was realiy one of 
procedure also. Here was a Bill. doing one thing which 
Disraeli desired, and other things to- which he was 
opposed: relieving the Jews on the one hand, but also 
altering the oaths in other ways to please, in his view,. 
Romanising Protestants and Roman Catholics. There 
were three courses, any one of which with perfect honour 
and consistency he might take. He might either oppose 
the second reading, notwithstanding his approval of part · 
of the Bill, in order to prevent the changes he disliked; 

· or he might accept the second reading, in the hope of 
making in Committee t}le n;wdifications he desired; or 
he might, in so uncertain a situation, leave the House 
without voting ... In 1854 he adopted the first course; in 
·1856, when on the Bill of that year a somewhat similar 
questi01i arose, he adopted the second; it. was foreign to 

. his intrepid nature to adopt the third. The debate in 
1854 turned much more on the·alterations calculated to 
arouse Protestant feeling than on the relief proposed for 
the Jews. Disraeli, ill a speech from which we have 
already quoted1 his eloquent reaffirmation of his support 
of the Jewish claims, cleally explained the reason of his 
hostile vote. 

Here is a bill in which the word 'Jew' never· appears, in 
which a person not versed in our political tactics could not 
for a moment divine that the object of the noble lord [Russell] 
lay concealed in it. Fron1 the debate that has arisen to
night, we find that the noble lord has made propositions 
which hav~ excited great controversy and very acrimonious 

l Page 889, 
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feeling. Why has the noble lord prejudiced the Jewish claims, 
which, though objected to, were only objected to by a minority, 
and which were objected to on single and simple grounds 
which we might mept by argument and master by time
why has the noble lord, I say, prejudiced those claims by 

·mixing the in up with subjects that to the people of this 
country mnst appear of .infinitely greater importance? 

No doubt Disraeli was not sorry to be able honourably 
to oppose this Bill of 1854. For it was .a Gqver.nment 
measure, brought in by Russell as· a member of that 
Coalition ·which drifted into the Crimean War; and the 
loss of it by :wur · votes, · in a session . which had already 
proved unfortunate for Ministers, was a mortifying rebuff. 
This may explain some petulant words in which.Russell, 
smarting under the defeat, taunted Disraeli with incon- , 
sistency and insincerity: . 'Notwithstan9-ing his great 
anxiety to see the Jews in possession of those privileges, 
the right' hon. gentleman sometimes stays away, and 
sometimes votes agai,nst them: the politica.l cor:tvenience 
of the hour always seems to overcome his attachment to 
the cause.' Disraeli's reply was clear and· simple: 

I give the noble lord's· statement. aiL unequivocal and 
unqualified denial. . . . Suppose I . had. got .up, and said 
that the noble lord made ·Parliamentary refQrm a mere political 
convenience-that'when it suited him, he made it con:venient· 
to quit the House, and did not vote at all on the subject: and 
then agairi, when it suited him, he also knew how to give his 
vote against that principle. I might, and without • much 
ingenuity, make a very admirable case_ against him on that 
head;· but I should scorn to do it. l am convinced· that the 
noble lord is sincere in the views which he professes ·on the 
subject of Parliamentary reform, and that whenever he has 
voted against any measure of Parliamentary reform, he has 
done so from a sense of duty, convinced that by so doing he 
was benefiting the cause· to which he wished success. :Sut 
the noble lord can make no colourable case against me. 

·. I never on ·any occasion have quitted. the House-l never 
·absented myself from any division in which the claims of the 
Jews were concerned ;1 . and, if I voted against his bill the other 
night, I tellthe noqle lord that I do not consider that I voted 

l Microscopic scrutiny of Hansard tina bled an opponent to discover one 
division of the kind in which Disraeii's name did not appear; but it was at 
a time when he was absent for soine weeks from Parliament owingto illness. 
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against a bill wliich could have benefited tho Jews, but, on 
the contrary, that I voted against a bill which I believe would 
have been of greater injury to the Jews than any measure 
ever brought forward . 

. The last sentence was a rh~torical exaggeration, but 
it was stirely no service to the Jews to associate their 
cause·with other changes certain to rouse the Prote~tant 
feeling of the country, at that time "ery suspicious., owing 

· to the re-establishment of the Roman hierarchy in England 
on the one hand; and the spread of Ritualism and the 
wholesale conversions to Romanism on. the other. Dis
raeli's colleague, Walpole, although a stanch opponent 
of the Jews, vindicated him at once: 'If there is one 
thing more than another for which my right hon. friend 
is entitled to the respect of both sides of the Hduse, it is 
for the manly arid honourable way in which ·he has 
come forward in support 'of ·the Jewish ra;ce.' Russell 
himself must have felt that he had been unjust to Disraeli, 
for, in a rejoinder on the same night, he apologised if he 

· had done him an unintentional wrong, and added: ' I 
am quite persuaded that the right honourable gentleman 
has intended to serve the cause of tho Jews in the course 
which he has taken'; and he was careful, two years later, 
on the third reading of the next Bill of the kind, to 
describe Disraeli explicitly as ' one who, on the peculiar 
ground of the merit of the Jews, always ad~ocates their 
cause, and always votes in their favour.' That testimony 
of the·statesman to whose perseverance the final success 
was mainly due may be taken as conclusive. 

The verdict of history must surely be that Disraeli's 
course throughout this Jewish controversy was highly 
honourable to him: When it first assumed an acute 

. form owing to the election of a Jew to Parliament, he had 

. forced his way, over great obstacle_s and not without rous
ing strong animosities, to· the fr:ont of the Parliamentary . · 

. stage, had become the Chief of the Staff ·to a party leader; 
had gathered round him a band' of stanch political friends,: 
and was in a fair way to overcome the ingrained prejudices 
~ ~ 
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of the country gentlemen. ·It was a critical time; a false 
move might imperil all he had won. He had everything 
to gain by "leaving the question alone, speaking not at all, 

· and ·absenting himself on one pretext or another from the 
vote. There was pretty certainly.· a majority· in the 
Commomi for the measure witho.ut· his aid; the House. 
h~<i passed Jew Bills before, and would pass them· again, 
whatever his action. He knew well that there was no · 
subject on wh~ch the men whcim he aspired to lead felt 
more strongly than _the proposal to admit- to a share in 
the Governmentof a Christian State·anyorie ~ilo denied 
the' Divinity of ·christ. The fact that the position has 
now 'been entirely abandoned must not. blind us to the 

~ _religious fervour with which it was thep. upheld by some 
of. the best men in- the . country. Yet, in spite of his 

- ambitions ·and his critical position, Disraeli did not hesi~ 
tate.to put :in action the_principles which he had outlined 
in Omi_ingsby and developed in Tancred, and, on the first 

'possible occasion, to deliver a speech in which his esoteric . 
. philosophy of religion was set forth. And it shouldnot 
· b~· forgotten that h~ stood pr-actically alo~e in-hisp~~ty. 

After· Bentinck's . death, there was. for many years no 
leading Conservative of the main body, except Thomas 
Baring~ who gave Disraeli any countenance in his action;1 

there were certainly some le~ding Peelites; such as 'Peel · 
Jl.imself and. Gladstone,. but their 'concurrence would · 
rather do him harm with his oWn followers. - On the other 
hand, those who were foremost in the fight against the _ 
Jews were prominent personages among his ·-colleagues, . 

. whose good-will so ambitious a man would be anxious to 
conciliate.· They Were, the principal lawyer of the party, .
Sir Frederic Thesiger, ~ho was.· Attorney- General in 
1845 and 1852, and 'Lord Chancellor in ·1858 and 1866; . 
Sir Robert Inglis, ~he stout old Tory who sat for Oxford 

. University; Bankes;- the unofficial chairman of th~ ·party; 
· . ~;To.~arlfs the .close ~f ~he. st~u~gle .Pakingt~n changed, his. vie;, ~nd 

supported ~israeli,. who . also received 'the . reinforcement of "the . younger 
Stanley.·. • -. 1 ,-. --

,. 
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Walpole, whose name and ·abilities both commanded 
respect; Newciegate, one of the Whips; and, last" but by 
no means least, Stanley, soon to become Lord Derby, 
the party Chief, and the· Prime Minister under whom 
Disraeli ~erved. During the ten years of controversy 
he was dependent on these men for securing and con
solidating his leadership in the Commons; and yet he was 
courageous enough to remind them year by year, regularly 
by his vote, · and sometimes by his speech, that he was 
himself of the Jewish ex.traction which they despised, and 
that his religious convictions were very different from 
theirs, but quite as strongly held. . 

There is a story that, on one of the occasions when Dis
raeli was elaborating his favourite thesis that Qhristianity 
is completed Judai&m, and that therefore the Jews should 
be respected rather than subjected ~o disability, Russell 
could not resist turning to a colleague 1 and expressing 
his admiration for a Parliamentary leader who could so 
intrepidly stand forward and enunCiate doctrines which 
he .Jrnew the men behind him abhorred. There was, it 

· should be remembered, in spite of that inbred conser
vatism which Disraeli claimed as characteristic of the 
Hebrew race, no party interest to serve. · Success could 
only add another vote to the opposite side; for· Roths-. 
child, though. a personal friend of Disraeli's, was, like 
most of the Jews of the day, a Liberal in politics and a 
follower of' Russell. When all the circumstances are 
considered, it cannot be gainsaid that in his unfaltering 
suppor~ of the Jewish claims Disraeli manifested in a 
very high degree adherence to principle, disregard of self
seeking; and courage. He proved in the most convincing 
manner that he was ready to act, even when strongly 

. against his own interest, on the doctrine . proclaimed 
throughout his writings, that ' All is race._' 

1 The colleague was Gladstone; and I am indebted to Lord Morley for 
the story. 



·CHAPTER IV. 

THE QuESTION OF LEADERSHir--1. 

l847-l848. 

Lord George Bcntinck's speech and vote in fav~ur of ... 
the removal of .Jewish disabilities brought· to an end his· 
leadership of the Country party in the House ofCommons. 
F:r:om tha~ time onwards there W:;t.S no acknowledged 
leaaer till Disraeli's undisputed pre-i:imi:twnce .·compelled 
his recogni~ion. The Parliamentary history of the next 

. few years, on its personal side, is largely the story of the. 
· steps by which he hecame indispensable and inevitable, 
in ~pite of much active, ·and more secret, disparagement 
and ill-will. · · · . • . • ,· .. · 

Great efforts were made to persuade Bentinck to stay 
away from the Jewish debate. and division, so as ~ot to. 
;separate himself from his followers. His' opinions in the 

·matter were no(· base<;!, like Disraeli's-it would have been 
. strange if they bad been-on the intimate relationship of 

the Christian and· the Jewish· religions. They were the 
honourable remnant of his old Whiggism, and sprang from 
' his devoted attachment ' to what Disraeli, in Lord George 

· Bentinclc, 1 characteristically calls.' the 'equivocal principle 
:of religious liberty, the unqualified application ·of which 
principle seems hardly consistent with that recognition of · • 
religious truth by the stati:: to w~ich we adhere, an,d without -
which it is highly probable.that the northern and western 
races, after a disturbing.and rapidly degrading period of 
atheistic anarchy, JJl.ay fatally recut to their old national ~ 
idolatries, modified and mythically diessed up according to ' 

.. ~ ' ' • .r-- • : 
~ ·- "' . 

( Ch. 25. 
896 

~. ,·fl.· "'+ ., 
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the spirit of the age.' As it· was a matter of principle, 
Bentinck could not be mov:ed. ' After long and deep and 
painful pondering, when the hour arrived he rose from 
his bed of sickness, walked into the House of Commons, 
and not merely voted, but spoke, in favour of his con
victions.' On an intimation from the Chief Whip of the 
dissatisfaction felt with his conduct by many sections of 
the party, he retired from the 'leadership at once, rejoicing, 
as he told Stanley when he gave him notice of his inten
tion, 'like a caged wild bird escaped from his wired 
prison.' He had accepted the post of leader with the 
utmost reluctance, .after repeated refusals; he had often 
tried to relinquish it and find some colleague, now Thomas 
Baring, now Sir Robert Inglis, now Lord· Ashley (who 
was not even a Protectionist), to take his place; he was 
frequently dissatisfied, and occasionally indignant,. with 
his old friend and Chief, Stanley, whom he suspected of 
lukewarmness in the cause, because Stanley was incapable 
of such exclusive devotion to politics as himself; and, in 
addition, he felt that his health was failing . 

. . 
To Lord John ]Jfanners. • 

BRADENHAM, Dec. 26, 1847.-.... By this time, you have 
heard of the Hebrew explosion. The truth is, but I say this 
in the greatest .confidence, I doubt whether this would have 
taken place, but for the previous irritating causes, which 
could no longer be endured by G. B. Every day something 

·occurred, which disgusted him. And at no time were censure 
and criticism less justifiably exercised on his career, for' he 
was speaking rarely, and always with great improvement, and 

'had given up his own opinion every time in council, which, 
in my belief, was the cause o£ the very ineffective ·way in 
which our affairs progressed; as he really·is the only head of 
decision and real native sagacity, that we possess: but he 

. was depressed by the influenza, and d(jsirous of conciliating, 
for which he has received his reward. . . . 

As for finding a new leader, these frondeurs little.know the 
qualities that are required for such an office. It is something 
more than asking a question at 4 o'clock or making a speech 
at 11. Independent of the knowledge and management of 
mankind, the great spirit and social position; the even, profuse 
generosity, whicp are required, and were so eminently prac-
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tised and possessed by G. B.; the mere conduct of corre
spondence, and reading of blue books and making calculations, 
demand physical powers of herculean range. He said to :qie: 
'It is not merely what r have none or spent for. them.: but 
during these two years, I have shaken my constitution and · 
.shortened my days.' . . . · . · . .. · 

[BRADENHAM; Jan., 1848.]-... Your letter is capital. 
You have sketched', with the hand of a master, the .two • 
characters:1 ·especially the first.. As for the second, l have 
always shrunk from him: he appeared to me coarse and com~. 
monplace, not a man of much moyens :· more rapacious than 

·ambitious, and rather cunning than shrewd: but he has 
vigor~ tho' deficient in tact. . · . · .. . . . . 

I hopeyou,have seen G. B. if hewere)n London at the same • 
time as yourself .. I believe'in his career as I do in yours: but, 
at all events, I would sooner be his companion in adversity 
than share the sunnier hours of those who do not possess my 
confidence and heart. At present, I would write to you as 
Lord Bolingbroke did to the -immortal Dean; when Queen 
Anne died,' Love me, for. tho' !J,ll is over, I am in the. very 
best spirits in the world.' At least I should be so, were you 
well, and in Parliament:· but Nature w:ill cure you; and your 

.friends must contrivethe second remedy. Then all would go 
right, and our friend would be at the head of a party,,that 

· would ultimately carry all before it. . I nope Granby. will 
stand by him, in,spite of the JeW.':l, as your brother, not only· 
from ·his position, but his grand character, and strength of 
purpose, is a tower. · .. ~ . . · . 

Your sort Of kinsman, Cariri.gton,2 or.rather his wife, has 
christened the~r new daughter Eva !3 • So the Jews. go down 
here better than was expected. · · 

{ ' . . 

B~ntilfck had no intention of sulking,· and immediately 
endeavoured .to obtain for the Protectionists a competent 
successor. He was ready to support anyone. on whom 
the party would unite; b,ut ' his efforts, though in~e-;. ', 
fatigable, were not successful,' says his biographer, 'foi 

. those who were competent to the office cared not to serve 
m:ider anyone except himself.'· Was there anyone, after· 
Bentinck's 'Yithdrawa( competent' to .t.he pffi.ce, exc~pt . 
Disraefi ? . 'Nobody can think of a successor to'Bentinck/ 

. . . . 

1 Of the Whips, Newdegate. and Be~esford, to whose mismanagement 
. Manners attributed the dissensions in the Protectionist party, ·· 

z The 2nd Baron, father'6f the late Marquis of Lincolnshire. 
a The name of the JeWish heroine of Tancred: ' .; ,. !'. . • ,.,.. ,.,. 
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writes Greville on January 7, 1848; 'and, bad as he is, 
he seems the best man they have. ·It seems they detest 
Disraeli, the only man of talent, and in fact they have 
nobody.' 

Let us pass in review-the more prominent personalities 
of the party, and see how poor was the field, how limited 
the choice. The whole· of the leading ·conservative~ in 
the House of Commons-that able administrator Graham, 
.the experienced Goulburn, the accomplished Sidney 
Herbert, the high-minded Lincoln, and ·the once 'rising~' 
now risen, hope of the party, Gladstone-had followed Peel. 
The only men available with any official experience were 
Herries and Bankes. John Charles Herries had great 

. knowledge. of finance, and had proved an excellent and 
hard-working administrator., He had .been Financial 
Secretary to the 'rreasury in 1823, when he first entered 
the House of Commons, Chancellor of the Exchequer 
under Goderich, Master of the Mint after that Minister 
had fallen, President of the Board of .Trade in 1830, and 
Sec~etary at War _in Peel's first Ministry. Disraeli, who 
admired his tact-tact which was 'so sapreme that it 
amounts to genius '-wrote of ·hi:rp.. as an 'invaluable 
coadjutor ' of Bentinck, and ' a gentleman whose official -
as well as .Parliamentary experience, fine judgment and 
fertile resource have been. of inestimable benefit to the~ 
Protectionist party.' But he was sixty-seve:Q. years old, 
had. been out of Parliament during the eventful five years 
of Peel's Great Administration, and had thus no sufficient 
touch with the party which had come together iri opposi
tion to Peel's policy; arid was, moreover, 9£ a retiring 
disposition . and a poor ·speaker. George Bankes was a 
substantial Dorset squire, who had sat for the family 
borough of Corfe Castle till it was disfranchised by the 
Refo:rm Bill,· and had re-entered Parliament as member 
for· the county l.n 1841. He was the last Cursitor Baron 
of. the Exchequer, and. had been Chief Secretary ~o the 
Board of Control in 1829, and a Lord of the Treasury in 
1830. .·He was ' popula:r and much esteemed,' Disraeli 
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tells us, 'and carried weight in the inner councils of the 
party, of which he acted ·as a kind of unofficial chairman, 
but he took no leading part in Parliament. · 

A man of much higher calibre was Thomas Baring, ·a 
Conservative member of a Whig family, young~r brother· 

· of Melbourne's Cha1icellor of the Exchequer. At this 
. time· he carried on his shoulders· the chief burden of. the 

operations of the Baring firm, and was one o£. the leading 
financial authorities both ip the City of. London and in 
~he House of Commons. Lord George Bentinck bears 
repeated testimony to the considerable impression he •. 
produced in Parliament. We are told of his ' animated 
manner·,: which, while it neve.r passed that line of restraint . 
which good taste requires, was 'remarkable for .a freshnes_s .... · 
of handling which is rare, a;nd a sort 'of'winping natural-. 
ness that often broke .spontaneously·· into ·very ·.·telling. 
points.' He had in_ the spring of 1847 endeavoured vainly, 
though 'the 'first merchant of Great Britain,' to ;make -" 
the Government re~lise the setiousness.of the .imp:ending ... · .. 
monetary crisis; . and on . anot}ler · occ~sion he deliv!lred 
what Disraeli . describes as one of the best speeches ·ever 
made in the House of Commons ..• 

Few more combine mastery of the case \Vith parliamenta:ry · • 
point than this gentleman. . . . ·A man 'who at the same 

, time understands a question and can han<:lle'it before a popular 
assembly in a popular · style, who teaches without being 
pedantic, can convey an argument in an epigram, and instruct 
as the Mexicans did by pieture, possesses a talent for the,exer
cise of which he is responsible to his sovereign and his.eountry. 

But Bar_ing preferred business to high politics, and, in 
spite of this'eulogium~published in the winter of.1851-52, 
when ·a Conservative Ministry was clearly imminent, 
and. 'written doubtless to stir his ambition-declined, 'it 
is believed, more than once to be Lo;d D~rby's Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. · · · · ' .. 

Besides these three there were Sir Robert .Inglis; a' 
genial and popular' man of ·high char!l'cter but mediocre 
ability,_ who had ousted Peel from the repr~s~nt~tion 
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of Oxford University over the Roman Catholic question; 
Joseph 'Varner Henley, the shrewd and businesslike, 
if somewhat narrow, Chairman of Quarter Sessions who 
sat for Oxfordshire; and the three brothers Manners, 
' a family phalanx,' as Bentinck called them. Of these 
brothers, the mos~ distinguished, Lord John Manners, 
Disraeli 's close political and personal friend throughout, 
had failed in his attempt to represent Liverpool, and, 
having no seat in Parliament, was impossible as a leader .. 
Lord George Manners, the member for Cambridgeshire, 
was considered by Bentinck the ablest man of the three, 
but he never took a prominent position. There remained 
Lord Granby, the eldest brother, who had been _member 
for Stamford since 1837, who was a convinced and ardent 
Protectionist, and had, indeed, resigned a high post in 
the Prince Consort's hqusehold because of his opposition 
to Peel's OornLaw, who was popular in the country and 
in the-House, and whose position as heir to the dukedom 

· of Rutland commanded respect among a party of country 
gentlemen. ' The earnestness of his disposition and the 
firmness of his character ' won him the confidence of Ben
tinck and the praise of Disraeli. Beyond those we have 
mentioned there was no one else possible. Spencer Horatio' 
Walpole, great-grandson of Sir Robert's brother and · 
nephew of Spencer Perceval, had only just entered Parlia
ment; and Sir Jolin Pakington was still reckoned a Peelite. 

It was a beggarly array, when all is said that can be said 
in their favour. Who among these mediocrities, except, 
perhaps, Baring, who had no ambition :bfthe kind, could 

. stand. up night after night and cross sworas without dis
credit with Peel and Palmerston and Russell and Cobden ? 

. But the party had a man who had challenged all .these 
giants, and at least held his own _with them, and who was 
now acknowledged to be, as a ~arliamentarian, in the very 
first flight. Yet for the moment he was tacitly ruled out. 
No wonder that Malmesbury, a rising Tory peer, should 
write under date February 10, 1848:1 

.1 Memoirs of an Ex-Minister, 
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. It seems strange that :in these proceedings· Disraeli's name 
' was not put forward, but whoever may in future take the 

lead in the House of Commons by election he must virtually. 
and practically hold that office. There can be no doubt that 
there is a very strong feeling among Conservatives in the House 
of Commons against him. They are pl}zzled and alarmed by 
his mysterious manner; which has .much of the foreigner about 
it, and ,are incapable of understanding and appreciating the 
greq,t. abilities which certainly underlie, and, as it were, are 
concealed by this mask. · · · ' · 

I~ must be admitted, however, t~at, ·apart fr~m the . 
strong feeling in the House of Commons against Disraeli,. 

•. ~ he was ineligible at this moment for a va.caricy caused by 
.. 'the.resentment of the party against Bentinck's support of 

the Jewish claims. His course had been the same; and 
his reas~ns £or taki11g it even more diSt~stef~L · 

:Sentinckwas fully conscious of the enormous superiority 
· 'of Disraeli to all the rest of his. colleagues ill the Hotise'of 
~Commons; and .he -was the less likely to restrain tptp ex-. 
pression· of his feelings as both of them wereundedheban 

. Of the. extreme Protestant wing of the party, represented . 
in theHouse by Beresfordthe Whip, and in t)ie press'by 
tlie Morning Herald,· of which the editor, or p:fincipal · ·· 
}Vriter, was then Samu~el Phillips. ·On the eve. of the party 
n:;_eeting to choose a new leader, he wiote ~o Stanley, .an · 
indignant protest on ltis friend's beh~lf. -•/ . 

. Lord George Bentinck to Lord Stanley. 
· . H'A;aooURT HousE, Feb. 9, 184S.-Disraeli is very much dis

gusted, as well he may be;· but~ judging from what I hear from 
. the best· men of the Party, there will be an indignation, which 
yo:u don't seem to feel, expressed at the meeting to-morrow at .· 
the conduct of Mr. Phillips; the Morning Herald, and their co
partners and accomplices, which'I doubt not wj.ll go a long way . 

. to heal his wounded feelings. . . .· . . . : ' 
Disraeli, who.was earning byhis writings·£6,000 or£7,000 

every two years or so, was dragged. out from.his retirement 
and literary occupation by· special invitation from the .Pro-
tectionist Party in the. hour of their greatest need, before I 
was even thought of as their Leader; and the reward he has 

. met with (were it .not that as I believe a inanly, a·generous, ,, 
. ;, and an honest. English indignation .. pronpses tO be expressed· 
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to-morrow) would leave a blot upon the fair name of the 
Country Gentlemen of England. . 

I tell you none of all this could have happened, had you 
played a generous part: you have suffered and parleyed too 
long with Mr. Phillips, and if you .care to be free from the 
stain which cannot but attach to those who touch such filth, 
we must have something more than a half-and-half, mincing, 
milkwarm disavowal of Mr. Phillips, the Morning Herald, and 

·their 'Conservative' Alliance. . . 
And. a month later Bentinck told Croker, who probably 

made a wry face on reading the propJ;wcy, that DisraE)li's 
le~;tdership was certain and not distant. 

' ' 

Lord G~orge Bentinck to J. W. Orolcer. 

HARCOURT HousE, March 2, 1848.-... You ask me ot 
Disraeli's manner of speaking and effectiveness in debate ... 
His speeches this session have been first-rate. His last speech1 

... was admirable. He cuts Cobden to ribbons; and Cobden · 
writhes and quails under him just as Peel did in 1846. And. 
mark my words, spite of Lord Stanley, Major Beresford, and 
Mr. Phillips and the Herald, it will end before two sessions 
are out in Disraeli being the chosen leader of the party; but I 
think it will not be under Lord Stanley~s banrier, whether he 
turns his coat on the Jew bill or· not ... . 2 

Such being Bentinck's views, in looking for an illimediate 
successor he was careful to select a man with whom 
Disraeli could cordially .co-operate. So his choice fell 
upon Granby, ' as the only man of the party,' he wrote to 
Disraeli, ' whom you might be disposed to unite with me 
in upholding.' 'His high station, noble bearing, milcJ. and 
conciliatory manners would combine and rally the whole 
party under his banner, and then you and I, sitting one 
on each side of him, would easily-when he required help, 
which I do not think would be often~carry him. through.' 
Disraeli had at first joined others in r~commending 

· Bentiuck to take his own course, lead his own friends, and 
wait for the party toreturn to him. This Bentinck would 
not do, so anxious was he to keep the party together. If 
this ar~angement was impossibie, Disraeli, who probably . . . 

1 On the revised Budget on Feb. 28.. See below, p. 911. 
a The Croker PaperB, Vol. III., p. 165. · 
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believed that . Bentinck, if he remained in Parliament; 
would be compelled by circumstances to resume the 
leadership, was quite ready to second the nomination of 
Granby, who was one of his own intiriuite· political circle/ 
and whom he might hope to guid~ as he wished. Accord- · 
ingly he joined Stanley and Bentinck in presiing ·the 
reluctant Granby. to come forward.· 

Nothing, however, was. settled when Parliament re-· 
assembled . on February a; and many members of the 
paryy still ho-ped that Bentinck would reconsider his 

·. resignation. . But h~ made his position·~ quite ~lear; lie. 
would not even continue -to sit on the· front Opposition 
·bench, but ' walked up to the head· of the. second bench 
below the ga~g~vay on· the Opposition side, and· thu~ 
significantly announced· that be was no longer the re~ . 
sponsible leader of the Protectionist party.' ,Disraeli has 
.been blamed for not following him,. and very gratuitous.· 
doubt has been thrown on the tr.uth of his explanation. 
'.I:t was. the wis)l of the \vriter of these pages, ~ho had. 
resolved to . stand or fall by him [Bentinck], ~t~ b.ave ' 
followed his example, and to have abdicated the pro.qiinent .. 
seat in which the writer had been unwillingly and for
tuitously placed; but by the advice, ;ar rather at the 
earnest· requeE?t of Lord George· Bentincl>:,' this .course was 
relinquished ~s illdicative of schisfil,. which he wished to .. 
discourage.'. The correspondence ·of· th~ day confirms 
this statement. It is quite clear tliat Bentinck felt that, · 

·though at the moment Disraeli could not be the leader, 
it was essential that the greatest Parliamentarian in t~e 
Protectionist ranks should be at the.right hand of whom
soever the par}y might choose. No cloud ever came 
between these close allies since they joined forces in 'the 

. spring of l ~·46; and all the evidence shows that they were. 
acting in concert now: · · · 

In a party meeting in the foll~wing week Granby was 
chosen leader without . opposition. - But his modesty, " 
stimulated, perhaps, by the distracted a;nd factious spirit · 

• in the ranks, proved t<;> be insuperable;. ~nd in a few days it 

.. 1-.· ":... ·~. 
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was announced that he had. refused, expressing -his willing
ness to co-operate but not to assume the foremost place. 
' He recommended his friends to consult Ld. G. B. and 
Mr. D.,' wrote Disraeli to Philip Rose. 'The whole 
Protect~onist party is in confusion,' was M~lmes_bury's 
entry in his journal. Hence the session began ' with
out a leader, without any recognised organ of communica
tion between parties, or any responsible representation of 
opinion in debate. All again was chacis,' 1 As the session 
began, so-it ended. Some attempt seems to.havebeen made 
in May to procure a lea.der in Herries, but nothing came · 
of it. Such a condition of affairs was eminently favourable 
to Disraeli's ambition. He puts it rather quaintly, that 
in this session he 'was subject in the House to a 
greater pressure of debate than his experience warranted.' 
His experience may not have warranted-it, but his genius 
was fully equal to the demands. He himself ~Tites as
if the session was peculiarly a triumph for Bentinck: 

. Not1-vithstanding the formal renunciation of the leadership 
of the Protectionist party by Lord George Bentinck, it was 

.. soon evident to the House and the country that that renun-. 
ciation was merely formal. In these days of labour the leader 
of a party must be the man who does the work, and that work 
cannot now be accomplished without the devotion of a life. 
Whenever a great question arose, the people out of doors went 
to Lord George Bentinck, and when-the discussion commenced 
he was always found to be the man armed with the authority 
of knowledge. There was, however, no organised debate and 
no party 'discipline. No one..:-was requested to take a part, 
and no attendance was ever summoned. The vast majority . 
sitting on the Protectionist benches always followedBentinck, 
who, whatever might be his numbers in the lobby, always 
made a redoubtable stand in the House. The situation, how
ever, "it cannot be denied, was a dangerous o'ne for a great 
party to persevere· in, but no permanent damage accrued, 
because almost everyone hoped that, before the session was 
over, the difficulty would find a natural solution in the virtual 
chief resuming his formal and responsible post.2 

· 

· Undoubtedly Bentinck showed to great advantage, 
especially over the West India'Committee, of which he was 

1 Lord George Bentinck, ch. 25. 2 Tbid., ch. 27. 
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the indefatigable an(! successful chairman; but the most 
striking interventions in debate were those of Disraeli, ~ 
who m,ade it clear, in a number of masterly speeches on aU 
s-orts of subjects, that, if Bentinck could not be persuaded_ 
to te('lume the position; there was a leader: to the par~y's 
hand who would· be equal to any emergency. 

In ·a letter written to Manners_before the party-meeting 
, ~Disraeli describes the opening debate, which resulted in 
_ the unopposed appointment of tJ;le Committee on the West 
- Ind:ia:-sugar question for which Bentinck ·moved. 

• .. ~ l -

· .- To Lord John llfan1~ers. 
··- - . . . -- . " 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 5, 1848.-The W. India debate 
timninated last night at two o'clock in the morning, and was 
without exception the best supported debate by our friem;ls -
that h9:s.occurred s~nce we were a· party. "Indeed it was ,one 
of unbroken int~rest, and scarcely flagged on either side .for 

· a moment, except of course when old Bernal~ discoursed; upon 
whom both parties dined. - · · _- . · · -~ • -

G. B. mad{l his exposition in a speech, ·of three. hours and !, 
which never for an· instant flagged .. 'His. voice capita~,~strong 

_ and clear without effort, which he_ ascribes to quinine which • 
has entirely cured him: no pumping, arid action in consequence 
greatly modified and subdued. By far his most successful 
effort. · After him the Chancellor of the Exchequer.· Then·· , · 
next night Wilson,2 who is a great accession to the House, and _ 
delivered one. of his best essays. He was folio wed by Tom • 
Baring froni. our red box, sittip.g_ between G. B.· and myseH .. 
with a vigor, an ear_nestness, and a freshness, which were-quite 
captivating, and which wonderfully took .. Later in the 
evening your humble- servant spoke riot to the dissatisfaction 
of the House; and after Lab[ouchere] and Goulburn, G; B., 
at i past one; made an effective reply. 

I have n()t seen Granby, if he b_e in town, but I had. a.-con
versation with' ;t\'Iiles on the coup d' apoplexie of the party, and ' 

- spoke without reserve of my own views and feelings thereon. · 
It is a 9urious_ thing.that the three men _who supported ·this 
sugar deba~e for the Country party, G. B., Tom Baring and 
myself, all ~ote for the- Jews ! . . . 

There is a·new not~ by Beresford; a lithograph circular, in 
. t . . '.· . ' ~' 

1 Father of Bernal Osborne. See below, p, 1206. _ 
2 Jam:es Wilson, the political economist, M.P. for Westbury, afterwards.--

financiaLmember. of Cquncilin India. · · • 
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which the name of Protectionist party disappears and is suc
ceeded, not by the 'Country' but by the 'Conservative' 
party. Miles is indignant, having declared at our first meeting 

.in 1846 that the epithet' Conservative' had become a byword· 
of reproach. . . . 

G.· B. has written to Stanley acknowledging the receipt of· 
this invitation to his house, but informing Lord S. th.at he, 
G. B., does not belong to the' Conservative' party, adding that 

. he wonders anyone has the audacity to do so, after it had 
been ' justly denounced by Disraeli as an " organised 
hypocrisy." ' ... 

Dis:r;aeli might have pointed out that his famous phrase 
was that a Conservative Government--not party-was an 
organised hypocrisy; but, of course, lie. had written and 
spoken very severely about that party as manipulated by 
Peel. It will be noticed that, w bile reporting the views of 
Miles and Bentinck to Manners, Disraeli expresse.g no 
judgment of his own. It may well be that, while retaining 
his opinion as to the abuse of the term in the past, he was 
becoming alive to its profitable use in the f~ture. In Lord 
George Bentinck we see signs of change. ·In reference to 

• the past he writes of ' the gre~t Conservative party that 
destroyed. everything ';1 but in reference to the present 
and future "he declares, in 'a .more-friendly and hopeful 

·tone, that there is 'something so vital in the Conservative 
party that it. seems always to rally. under every disad-
vantage. '2 · · 

There is no doubt ·that in the matter of the name the 
Whips, 9~ whom Disraeli and Manners had so low ·an 
opinion,. were right, and Bentinck and his friends wrong 
In spite of the ridicule which Disraeii had poured on. the. 
name Conservative, it had been accepted by the country 

. as the recognised designation of the party of. order, and 
the name Tory _had dropped out .of general use. Of the 
Conservatives· of ·.both ·wing~ returned at the General 
Election,. decidedly more than two-thirds. follqw~d Stanley · 
rather th~ri Peel; an~, ~s Malmesbnry shn3wdiy·remarked; 
Pe'el 's declaration that 'he dl.d not mean to take office 
again would be lik~ly to send some. of th«;l rank and fiie of 
. c . ' -·~· Cb.'I6. . '.... . ·' ,' ll Ch. 25. 
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· .his followers in~o the Protectionist camp. That move
ment would be greatly aided by the assumption, on the 
part of the majority, of the party title, to which they had 
every right, not only by their numbers, put by the con-~ 

.-·sistency'of their opinions. After all,· the backbone of tl}e 
Tory '.or Conservative party were the country gentlemen,' 
and they, speaking broadly, were with Stanley and against 
Peel. They might not produce at the moment competent 

. Parliamentary leaders; leaders 'are not improvised in 
a -~ession, and the whole of their Gen~ral Staff had 
deserted them; but they had themselves much practical· 
capacity, arid were the men to whom theiir fellows1o6ked 
up. in· their various counties. Peel, with his business 

. or~gin a:ild financial leanings', had· superinduced on the 
. old, aristocratic Country party a surface Of bourgeoisie, and 
his overthrow marked the reassertion of essential ten
de~cies .. Th~ men ·who overthrew him rightly claimed 
to be the traditional representatives of.the party, and the . 
claim was tacitly conceded after a while by public opinion, 
and by their qld comrades, .who were.content to be called 
Peelites after their great chief, or Liberal-Conservatives,-· 

·.to mark their hybrid position. , . · · 
'Though th'e Opposition were disorgahised and without. 

a leader; they made a very good fight for their principles 
during the session of 1848 ... The Monetary Crisis, the • 
.Famip.e in Ireland, the distress in the West Indies, and the ·. 
general depression; of trade, showed that Free Trade was, 
at least, no panacea. ·. Bentinck's .committee brought into 

'. relief the serio~s facts about. the sugar industry and::the 
· West Indian colonies, to which .the Free Traders wished 
to close their eyes. Though his own resolutions were 
negatived oy the Committee, Bent.inckhad the~atisfaction. 
of carrying, by his casting vote' as chairman, a report 

· recommending ·.a • differential. duty of ten shillings in 
favour of colonial sugar for six years, so-as to.sec.ure time 
for bringing )lleasures of relief into ·operation. He had· 
the further satisfactio~ of compelling the Government to 
introduce_ and· pass a· measure a~optiP:g this principle, by 
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establishing a gradually diminishing difference in favour 
of the Colonies till 1854. Disraeli delivered a serief'!. of 
powerful speeches criticising the new commercial system, 
and showing the falsity of the hopes held out by i~s sup
porters. In the first sugar debatel he declared that 
this system had been applied to only one branch of our 
Imperial industry, and had been found wanting. Their 
legislation had brought ruin in India, Mauritius, and 
the West Indies. 

Tell a Government of the present day that a million· of 
H.M.'s subjects, previously enjoying great prosperity, are 
suddenly involved in almost inextricable difficulty; tell them 
that the sugar colonies of the Empire are in a perilous position, 
and all classes connected with them-proprietors, merchants, 
shipowners, labourers-a.gree in attributing their danger and 
suffering to our inconsistent and· vacillating legislation; and 
the Government have always one peculiar class of .remedies 
at hand. These remedies appear to consist of a certain 

. number of abstract qualities· and cardinal virtues. Compe
tition is always at the head of the list; then follow/ you may. 
be sure; energy and enterprise. These remedies are not facts
they are only phrases. What is this competition, of whose 
divine influence we hear so much ? Define it, tell us its sex 
and character. Is it a demigod or a nymph ? It inspires all 

.their solutions of economical difficulties. Is the shipping 
interest in decay ? Competition will renovate it. Are the 
Colonies in despair? Energy will save them. Is the agri
cultural interest in danger ? Enterprise is the panacea. 

It was hopeless, he thought, to attempt to influence the 
House with any consideration which had not. its growth 
in the prosperity of their ledgers. . ' The commercial 
principle now rules this country. We had an Imperial 
principle in the tiine of tho~e who preceded us; but you 
may rest assured that, if you convert the senate into a 
counting-house, it will not be long before the nation de
generates into a factory.' · There was 'something in the 
catastrophe of nations srevior armis. These are the longre 
pacis mala.' 

On the Budget, which renewed and-as at first pro
posed-doubled the income tax, Disraeli .observed2 that 

1 Feb. 4. 2 Feb. 18 • 
. "t 
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the. new principle of commercial legislation had not 
brought to the Treasury.' all those advantages which, like 
the picture of some Arabian tale, 'we were brought to 
believ~ was .to be the happy appanage of the people of 
England '; and now the income tax, which was originally 
proposed as a temporary sacrifice for great national 
purpOses, was to be permanent. Cobden's policy, it was 
claimed, was to give us· the blessings of. perpetual peace. 
That was no new idea. At Utrecht the Abbe. St. Pierre. 
propos~;J~ that the nations shou:ld agree to perpetual 
peace;_ but he was prepared to use force to compel them. 
In fact, his system ' assumed war as a necessary element 

_ of itself.' It was easy to entertain the dogma of perpetual 
peace, looking only at the material interests of such nations' 
as America, France, and' England. But war was produced, 
'not by the Powers which are contented and satisfied,'· 
but. ' by the race or the prince who agitates for a position.' . 

Take a remarkable case. At this moment Liberal gentle~en · 
refer to it with great delight; and certainly, omitting our own 
country ,.of whoseposition.weare hardly impa,rtial judges, there 
is.probably rio nation in Europe, whet)ler we look t<? general 
civilisation, diffused knowledge, public intelligence, or. fame 
in arms and science, that can be placed superior -to Prussia. 

·But only a few years before St. Pierre laid down 4is principles 
Prussia did not exist. But ~Margraves of Branden'!lurg, ' 
conscious of great . talents and po~er, determined, inste~d of · 
being Margraves, to become Kings of Prussia, and that pro
duced many struggles, and among them a Seven Years' War .. 
If you reason in favour of universal ·peace from existing 
circumstances, you reason ·from circumstances that are 
essentially .superficial. 

Trade between England and -France,· Disraeli point~d 
. ou~; had not preventedwar-in the end of the eighteenth 
century. The commercial tendency was. not stronger than 
the religious tendency; all Europe was Christian, but that 

, ·h~d not brought fighting and . arma;ments to an eJid., 
The pri11ciples of the Radicals were totally opposed .. to 
the permanent maintenance of the Empire.l · 

1 With regard to this speech, Baroness Lionel de l'tothschild wrote to 
·" Mrs. Disraeli; of 'Friday night's glorious success. Lord Palnierston 'told · 

me _he had never heard a more magnificent speech.' · 
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Cobden, in reply, urged Disraeli to give up the idea of 
forming a party on Protection. ' You have no principle, 
it is a shai:n and a fudge '; 'the thing is dead and gone and 
disposed of '; Disraeli and his friends had better join 
the Radicals in diminishing expenditure. Between this 
debate of February 18 and its resumption ten days later, 
Louis Philippe had fallen and France had set up a· revo
lutionary government. So Disraeli, on- February 28, 
rejoined with some force that the country would have to 
test Cobden's opinions, not merely as to the policy which 
would fill the Treasury, but also as to the policy that would 
se-cure the happiness and independence of the country. 
' The bon. gentleman stands before us with all his talents 
as the supporter of a bankrupt exchequer, and as having, 
only within these last few days, appealed to a revolutionary 
nation as the model of political perfection.' · 

To Lord John Manners. 
March 8, 1848.-... Where is the pilot to weather the 

storm ? The Whigs are dished, dead, in spite of all our 
forbearance, and I mean, D.V., to give the last blow to 'Pro
gress' on Friday, if the Muse inspire and aid me. What then? 

· As for G. B., he rises to the occasion. If yo:!l had seen him 
at t· past 11 on Monday, when Peel sate down, spring from 
a back bench, and making his ·:most effective speech without_ 
a paper, or notes, you would have been astonished. 

We were all, like so many gibbed cats, going to vote the 
Income Tax by an overwhelming majority when he declared his 
intention of supporting Hume's proposition,! and at least 100 
men changed in a moment. 
· Had it not been for Peel's speech, G, B. would have said 
nothing. It was a great effort, and h:1s effected a revolution 
in our parliamentary position here. . 
. The Paris crash has no parallel; sirice Aladdin's palace 

vanished when his fool:of a wife sold his old lamp ! · 
As for general affairs, Madeira chaplains, Rio Plata jobs, · 

,Irish do; are. all swamped and merged in the mighty theme of 
how the devil Europe, or perhaps Engl:md, is to be governed. 
6 men shot at Glasgow: here, cockney riots of little boys, 
egged on by Charles Cochrane, and breaking the windows of, 
club houses: then to wit Dicky Milnes _fl.sking questions at 
five o'clock of Secretaries of State about the collision between 

1 For limiting the Income Tax to.one year. 
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'the people' and the police in Trafalgar 'Square amid groans 
and ironic cheers. Dicky dying of envy of Lamartine, and 
ready to put himself at the head of the 'gamins' .and break 
the windows of Buckingham Palace. . . . . _ 

Granby, of whom I perpetually inquire of you, delighted ine 
by telling me that you werereally better. I ain in foroe, tho' 
not equaf to G._ B. Nothing but a revolution will satisfy 
him: or at least the repeal of the Regency Act. Smythe has 
gone off to Paris to see his friend Louis Blan·c, and some other 
successful blackguards·. I remain at my· post, and should 
enjoy it all amazingly, if you were at my right hand. -

Disraeli's 'last blow to Progress ' was delivered on 
March ·10. He began by drawing a distinction between 
t-he commercial principles of 1842, which he supported, anq 
those of 1845 and 1846, which h~ opposed. When the 
income tax was introduced in 1842, Peel's p-olicy was 'to· 
terminate prohibitions, to reduce protectiv~ duties to a · 
moderate and practical amount, to raise a revenue by 

-. moderate' duties on raw· materials, and to admit the 
manufactures of other countries at duties varying from 
12-to 20 per cent.' Reciprocal treaties were also to be 
conc~uded_ with .other 'nations, following the traditional 
policy of Bolingbroke, .Shelbui:ne, ?-nd, ·Pitt. This policy 
Dis,:aelisuppo~ted: he was a 'Free Trader' in thissense, 
not a 'freebooter,' like the'1\_nti-Corn Law League'rs~ The 
Iieaguers never 'pretended that they accepted_ 'the prin
ciples of :regulated competition and reciprocal it1ter
course '; tl10ir principle was buying in the cheapest, and 
selling in the dearest, market_:_a principle really only 
applicable to retail trade. 'Vhen the commercial treaties 
failed, Peel adopted League principles, renewed the income 
ta1.:, and cut ofJ a revenue of £4,500,000, following this up 
by the repeal of t.he. corn duties. The correct test of-

. commercial legislation was commercial prosperity; but we 
had as a result of the new policy commercial distress and 
financia1 disorder: There were no signs whatever that 
the other great trading nations, Prussia, the United.States, 
and France, were abandoning Protection. Where was the 
£lOO;oOO;OOO extra revenue this policy wa~ t<:> give us 1 
/Cobd~n and Bright claimed to be the representatives of 

I . . ~ 
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two great principles, Peace and Plenty. 'Yes. Peace and 
Plenty amid a starving people and with a world in arms !' 

' The session of 1848, one of the longest on record.' 
.wrote :bisraeli, 'may be said to have commenced with 
sugar and to have concluded with sugar '; and at the end 
of June the Government narrowly escaped defeat on their 
Sugar Bill. 

Singular article of produce ! What is the reil:son of this 
influence ? 1:t is that all considerations mingle in it; not 
mereJy commercial, but imperial, philanthropic,- religious; 
confounding and crossing each other, and confusing the legis
lature and the nation lost in a maze of conflicting interests 
and contending emotions.1 

Accordingly, Russell's measure, which Disraeli in retro-
. spect' described as a 'temperate and statesmanlike one,' 

pleased no one when it was produced, but was denounced 
by Free Traders and Protectionists alike-by the former as 
violating the principles laid down in 1846, and by the 
latter as affording the West Indian _Colonies very inade~ 
quate relief. It led to protracted debates, .which were 
envenomed by the personal charges br:ought, after his too 
frequent fashion, by Bentinck against Ministers, of with
holding important information from the cognisance of his 
Committee. The charges iri this case had some founda
tion, but Bentinck showed more vigour than discretion in 
his way of pressing them, and had to be rescued more tha.n 
once by his friend's adroitness and skill. One famous 
scene in these debates, when Bentinck had reiterated his 
accusation against the Colonial Office, is depicted in the 
biography: 

Nettled at these observations, and partly perhaps executing 
a design contemplated, the first Minister took advantage of 
the motion for the adjournment of the debate to make a sev.ere 
personal attack on Lord George Bentinck. The Minister said 
that these mean frauds, these extremely dishonourable tricks, 
which Lord George Bentinck imputed, were not the faults and 
characteristics ,of men who are high in public office in this 
country; they were characteristics of men who were engaged 
in pursuits which Lord George Bentinck long followed. Upon 

t Lord George Bentinck, ch. 26. 
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this there was a burst of disapprobation from all sides, in the 
midst of which the Minister, feeling perhaps that the drift of his 
-retort had been .somewhat misapprehended, went on to.say 
that Lord George Bentinck some years ago had greatly dis~ 
tinguished himself in detecting a fraud of that nature with 
respect to the name or the age of a horse, in which he showed 
very great quickness of apprehension. But the House .would 
not be diverted from its first impression, and the Minister, 
though he pursued his observations for some minutes, was 
continually interru,pted. It was clear that the taste and feeling 
of the House were both offended .. ,This· unusual indiscretion 
from so eminent a personage, and one who both by temper 

·and discipline is acknowledged. to be superior t0 passion, 
called forth a rejoinder from . .a friend of Lord George Bentinck 
[Disraeli], who reminded the Minister that his brother, ·the 
Duke of Bedford, had taken the lead in honouring Lord George 
Bentinck for his great services to public morality in' this in~ · 
stance. A scene of great and prolonged .excitement occurred,1 ,,:;:_ • · 

To the Government: seheine Sir JohnPakingtoh 'mov~d 
a hostile ame~dmerit, which· the majority of:the· Peelites 
·.i ~ ·~ . . . ' . ~ 

were disposed to support! .But, after many days· of 
. anxiety, ·Peel . was able to collect· sufficieilt of his · fol- · 
lowers i~· the Go'V:~rnmerit' lobby to sa\re :Ministers from · 
deft:lat by fifteen votes. The fact that ·Goull:)urri, Glad-~" 
stone, Cardw~ll, and other e!ninerit Peel{tes, ·voted with . 
the Protectionists stimulated the ·e·.iertions of. those 'who 
~esired a reconciliation between the two wirigs of the 
Conservative party; and Lord Londonderry, the soldier 
and diplomatist; Castlereaigh's half-brother, made, ill a · 
letter to his friend Disraeli; the first of severaf· overtures 
to this effect. r He: suggested Goulburn as a man round 
whoni all might rally-neither a happy nor a successful • 
idea, though it was one which Disraeli suspected Stahley · 
l;timself of entertaining two years later. 2 

·Disraeli made:.several important speeches this session 
on· foreign affairs; alsO one defm'lding. the.' ancient and 
n~tional system ' of the navigation la'ws; and one warJ?llY 

·supportirig the Goveriunent in their measure for suspending 
th,e :aabeas Corpus Act in Ireland, in view.of the impend~ 

. ing ihsurrectio:h there, which 'he regarded as ii.. Jacobiri 
. . \_. '; •· .; ' • "-·J"" 

• 1 Ch. 26. . .. ·• '· / See below~ p.'l076~ 
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movement. One speech deserves particular attention. 
It -was delivered on June 20, on Hume's . motion for . 
Parliamentary reform. It is the first of Disraeli's con
sidered upterances on a subject with which his fame is 
intimately bound up, and contains, besides, much of his 
.political philosophy. People talked, he said, about the 
right to a vote. The suffrage was not a right;l it was not 
even a trust-' that very vague and somewhat canting 
phrase '; it was a privilege. The Commons were,. a 
privileged order, and the Reform Act .of 1832 was a 
reconstruction of that order. That settlement was most 
~nsatisfactory to hirri and his friends, but it was fully 
supported and sanctioned ty the people, and should not be 

. disturbed now unless they could be sUre of arriving at a 
new reconstruction, which would give satisfaction to the 
people and security to the State. Not that he was an 
advocate of finality. 'I copceive there may be circum-

·stances, there may be a period, when we shall do that 
which we have aone for five hundred years in this country 

.,-reconstruct the estate of the Commons:'" The most 
striking mistake in the settlement of 1832 was that it 
took property as the only qualification for the exercise 
of political rights: Huine's project was open to the 

• same objection; there was no _educational suffrage, no. 
industrial suffrage, no attempt to increase or_ vary 
the elements of suffrage, but property alone was its 
basis. . 

._ • Besides household suffrage, Hume's motion also advo
• cated the ballot; triennial Parliaments, and more ,equal 
· ~lectoral districts.. As for the ballot, Disraeli preferred 
rather te trust to the influence of opinion organised by a 
free Press, as the best safeguard against corruption and 

1 Here.Dis~aeli interposed an interesting passage about female suffrage: 
'In a country governed· by' a woman; where you allow women to form part 
of the other estate of the realm-peeressesin their own right, for example:
where you allow a woman not only to hold land, but to be a lady of the 
·manor and hold legal courts, where a woman by law may be a church
warden-! do not see, when she has so much -to do with State and Churoh, 
on what reasons, if you come to right, she has not a. right to v<lto: All this 

• proves that right has nothing to do with _tho matter.' "'' 

.. 
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· intimidation. As for triennial Parliaments, }hey were part 
ofthe old Tory creed a9-vocated by Sir William Wyndham I _ 

against a corru.pt Minister, and the only objection to them. 
was 'that they· were an unnecessary change, and as: subh. . 
to' be deprecated: Of equal electoral districts· he s'poke · 
\vith great scorn in language that. sounds strange,to-day.; 
Such a system presented itself to him as a proposa! to . • 
take members from his hiitoric county of Bucks and give • 
tJ1em ·to Manchester, Liverpool,· Glasgow, and London: 
Was it to be tolerated that the county of Hampden a11g,. 
.the Grenvilles, the elder 'Pitt and Burke, should be de
prived of its hereditary 'veight in a free Parliament because 
its population might not be equal to·the number of some 
great town 'born in a day, and destined, perhaps, :to· .. 
vanish in-a day'? 'The realised ·experience of a nation~
was one·o£ the most important: elements i~ reconstru-cting 
the franchise. 
~ This was a middle-class movement, to aggran.dise ther~· 

. . . . . )' ·• 
power of that class at the expense, not merely of tlie 
aristocracy, but '9£ the'worklng classes .. What was th\ 
history of its legislative enterprises ? The middle.' 
classes emancipated. the negroes, but never' .proposed . 
a Ten Hoprs Bill for English workmen. In--~heii refor~ 
Bill they· destroyed, under the pretence of its corrupt ,· 
exercise, the old industrial' fr~nch~se, an.d they 'ne~er ~· • 
constructed a new one. Agam, 1n therr commermal ·. 
legislation, while the interests of capital were u~- .. · 

- blushingly . advocated, the displaced · labour of . the .. 
·country was offered neither consolation nor com pens~!-•: 
tioli, but was told that it must submit to be absorbed' ' 
in ·-t~·e· mass. There was n.o evideiic~ in any of thes~e 
refbt:m"'s· of any sympathy with the working classe's. 
!)iSraeli then discussed the orig_in of the movP,~~nt, . 
and' i:h' a ·vivacious p~ssage depicted the working of pro-

.. fessional. agitation, at that time comparativ~y in its 
infancy, now grown to hetculean proportions, hut in its 
'methO'ds •always the same. ' . 

. .1'' 
l_See pp. 222, 223. .. 

(' 
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It is a profession which requires many votarie~-chairmen, 
deputy-chairmen, secretaries, committeemen, missionaries, 
p~mphleteers, lecturers, hired orators- · 

'Rhetor, gramma.ticus, geometres, pictor, a.liptes, 
Augur, sohenobates, medicus, magus.' 

The business of this profession is to discover or invent. great 
questions. When a great question is settled, it is the ruin of 
the profession. There is no need of a chairman, for there is 
no chair to fill; no· want of a deputy-chairman to represent 
his bon. friend; there are no committees to be atte~ded; no 
pamphlets to be written; the lecturer is idle and the orator is 

. dumb. The rule, however, is, when a great question has been 
• settled, immediately to look out for a new one. 

After Free Trade was settled, the Anti-Corn-.Law 
Leaguers first tried perpetual peace as the next great (,~~ 
question, but the unhappy affair at Paris stopped that 
movement. So they ha.d turned to electora.l districts, which 

·was a new cry, and would serve to flavour the somewhat 
" stale pretexts of triennial Parliaments and vote by ballot. 

Disraeli proceeded to draw a favourite moral of his from 
'this playing and paltering with popular passions for the 
aggrandisement of one too ambitious class ': 

Why are the peqple of England forced to find leaders among 
these persons ? The proper leaders of· the people are the 
gentlemen of England. If they are n.ot the leaders of the 
people, I do not see why there should be gentlemen. Yes, it. 
is because the gentlemen of England have been negligent of 
their duties and unmindful of their station that the syste.m 
of professional agitation, so ruinous to the best interests oi 
the country; has arisen in England. It was not always so. 
My honourable friends around me call themselves the country 

-~party .. Why, that was the !l.ame once in ·England of a party 
who were the foremost to vindic!tte popular rights-who were 
the natura;! leaders .of the people and the champions of every-

. thing national and popular; and you must blame yourselves 
alone if you have allowed the power that has been entrusted 
~o you by the Constitution to slip from your hands, to be 
exercised for other interests than the general good of your 
country. When Sir William Wyndham was the leader of 
the country party, do you think he would have allowed any 
chairman or deputy-chairman, any lecturer or pamphleteer, 
to deprive him of his hold on the heart of the people of this 
country? No, never! Do you thinkthat, when the question 

~ . -~ 
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of suffrage was brought before the Houf?e, ~he would have 
allowed any class who had boldly avowed their determination· 
to obtain predominance to .take up and settle that question?.-.~ 
Read what Sir J. Hynde Cotton/ in the days of Walpole, 
said on the question of the .suffrage. He was one of the 
greatest gentlemen in the country; he did not run away every. _ 
night. from the House and pair till half-past eleven, and· let 
~he country go to the dogs. If it be true that we are on the 
eve of troublous times, if it indeed be necessary that changes 
should take place in this country; let them ·be effected by 
those who ought to be the leaders in all political and social 
changes. Then we shall not find changes carried into e:ffec~ 
for the unblushing purpose of securing a middle-class Govern
ment, but an English and a national Government, the pride 
of the people, and in which confidence can be placed; 

Tliere is much that is interesting and informing as to 
Disraeli's views ill this speech. ·He disclaims finality in: 
reform, arid he claims for the' Country party the right and, 
at the proper time, the duty itself to take up and settle 

··the question.:.._a task which he attempted in 1859, and 
carried through successfully in 1867. He desires also to 
base the franchise, not merely upon property, but upon. 
educational and other qualifications; here we have the 
germ of the fancy franchises of 1859 and 1867. On the 
other hand, household suffrage, which was the basis of the. 
Act of 1867, and was ~hen recognised to be the transference 
of power from the middle class to the w_orking men, W;as' 
opposed by Disraeli in 1848, rather oddly, as a measure to 
secure a middle-class Government. He was perfectly 
justified in _his suspicion of its origin. The Manchester: 
School, as we have seen, were in their Free Trade move
ment at least as much concerned with the profits' of the 
ina~ufacturers as with the improvement·of the industrial 
class; and it was not .unreasonable that their opponents 
sho11;ld su,spect 'tha~, in desiring to extend the suffrage to 
the artisans, they were really aiming at increasing _the·· 
political power of the class most likely to influence the 
n:ew voters .. 'Disraeli's aim throughout was to· curb the' 
excessive'powElr which~ in:his view, the middle-class had 

· t. r " ' . r • ,; 

1 S~e ·p. 225." · 
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obtained under the Reform Act of 1832, and flo·counter
balance it by strengthening the landed interest on the .one 
hand, and on the other by admitting, in such proportions 
as political cross-currents would. permit, a real represen-

. ,tation of the industrial class. 
The session did not clo~e without a further long stride 

being made by Disraeli towards the leadership. Parlia
ment had been sitting ten months, from November to 
September, with but slight intermission; and yet Ministers 
had accomplished little of theit programme, and had met 

. with repeated rebuffs and humiliations.! They had 
naturally laid the blame on the forms of the House 
and on the loquacity of their opponents; but Disraeli, in. 
a long and detailed speech on August 30, put the story of 
the session in a juster perspective. ' The speech that 
made me leader,' he said to Lord Rowton, on being 
shown· a reprint more than thirty years later. How 
he came to speak at all, he has told us in Lord George · 
Bentinck: · 

· Lord George Bentinck ·Was very anxious that there should 
be a parliamentary summary of this enormous and eventful 
session of '48, that the conduct of business by the Ministry 
should be traced and criticised and the character of the House of 
Commons vindicated, .and he appealed to the writer of these 
observations to undertake the task. But the writer was 
unwilling to accede to this suggestion, not only because at the 
end of August he shrank from a laborious effort, but principally 
because he did not hold that his position in the House of · 
Commons warranted on'his part such an·interference, since, 
after all, he was only the comrade in arms of one who chose 
to be only an independent member of the House. He there
fore unaffectedly stated that he thought the office was some
what above his measure. But Lord George Bentinck would 
not listen to ·these representations. ' I don't pretend to · 
know much,' he said, ' but I can judge of men and horses.' 
It is difficult to·refuse those who are themselves setting a 
constant example of self-sacrifice, and therefore, as far as the 

1 Meeting Hobhouse at one of Lady Palmerston's parties in July, Disraeli 
told him the Government ' might last as long as it liked. It was a weak 
Government, and therefore durable. Strong Governments always fell to 
pieces-e.g., Lord Grey's and Peel's' (Broughton's RecoUections, under date 
July 22). · The prediction was verified, as the Government lasted three years 
and a half more. · 
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labour was•concerned, the writer would not have shrunk from 
the exertion even on the last dayof the month of August; and. 
when the p~rtic~la;r wish of Lord George was found to be ~ore 
general than the writer presumed to suppose, he aCf'0rdingly 
endeavoured to accomplish the intention.1 

It appears from DisraeWs private correspondence that· 
this is :riot a complete a'c~ount of the origin of the-speech. 
Not only Bentinck, who was always ain:rious to further his 
comrade's ambitions, but Stanley himself, urged him ·to 
deliver it. During this summer there. seems to have been 
the first approximation to friendly personal :relations· 
between these two 'eminent men, Stanley and Disraeli, . 
~estined to be allied so long and intimately in public duty. · 
~t is possible that the differences and misunderstandings 
which frequently occurred in these years, 1846-1848, 
. between the somewhat nonchalant Stanley and the strenu~ 
ous. and U:ascible Bentinck, may have inclined. Stanley .to 
view Disraeli with less dis.favour. In the spring2 Mariners 

· could still write to Disraeli: ' Do' you see more of. Stanley 
than you gave me to understand you were seeing of him 
when I· was last in London ~ I hope so, though I agree 
wl.th you there is something queer in his whole behaviour.' 
But in July· we find Stanley cordially .accepting an in-:
vitatibn to dine at Grosvenor Gate, in-the first of his letters 

· to Disraeli which has .been preserved; and on August 7 
Disraeli "Ti~es to Lady Londonderry: 'I was with Lqr4 
Stanley this morning, who wants me (this quite between 
ourselves) to sum up the session in the House of Com
mons ; but I am wearied, and occupied with that arrear of 
private business which always awaits me in August, which 
distracts without exciting.' A day or two later he tells 
.the same correspondent that, late as it iS, he must remain 
in town two or three weeks more,·' as I ha':e promised Lord. 
,Stanl,ey to su,m \lP the sessio.n for ,the edific.ation oLHer 
Majesty's lieges, and n:i.ust not precipitate the perform
ance; which should be a final ceremon.y, the .dropping of 
the curtain-the last flavour, which -i~ to give a tone to . , . ,., . ... ~. "' .~r . .. ·. ·. . .-• , ,. . . '). 

: l_Ch. 27. · 2 March-12. • 
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public opmwn and an impulse to public discontent for 
some months.' 

The speech takes the form of a vindication of the House 
of Commons from the charges of vacillation and incom
petence, and. fastens the responsibility for the unsatis
factory state of affairs on the misgovernment of Ministers: 
Parliament, Disraeli reminded his hearers, was called 
together unusually early owing to the monetary crisis 
and the licence given to the directors of the Bank of 
England to infringe the Bank Charter Act, and he com
mented on the delay and inconsistency of Ministerial 
proceedings : 

I scarcely know to what to compare their conduct, except 
something that occurs in a delightful city of the South, with 
which hon. gentlemen are familiar, and which is now, I 
believe,' blockaded or bullied by the English fleet. There an 
annual ceremony takes place, when the whole population are 
found in a state of the greatest alarm and sorrow. A pro-

. cession moves through the streets, in which the blood of a 
saint is carried in a consecrated vase. The people throng 
around the vase, and there is a great pressure:-as there was in 
London at the time to which I am alluding. This pressure ip. 
time becomes a panic-just as it did in London. It is curious. 
that in both cases the cause is the same: it is a cause of con
gealed circulation. Just at the moment when unutterable. 
gloom overspreads the population, when nothing but despair 
and consternation prevail, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
! beg pardon, the Archbishop of Tarento-announces the 
liquefaction of St. Januarius's blood, as the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer announced the issue· of a Government .. letter; in 
both instances, a wholesome state of currency returns; the 
people resume their gaiety and .cheerfulness, the panic and 
the pressure disappear, everybody returns to music and 
macaroni-as in London everybody returned to business; and 
in both cases the remedy is equally efficient and equally a hoax. 

Muchti111e had been wasted by the financial mismanage
ment of the unlucky Sir Charles Wood, the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer. Disraeli poured scorn and ridicule on the 
four Budgets which had been presented to the House : one 
in February, when the Prime Minister emphasiseq the 
importance of the ·occasion by taking on himself the task 
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of the ChanceUor of the Exchequer, and on the-score of the 
imperative necessities of defence announced that the 
income tax :would be doubled; the second, ten days later, 
when-owing to the ' unearthly yell ; as of ' a menagerie' 
before feeding-time ' which went up at the prospect from 
those friends of Free Trade, the middle classes-the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer announced that ' by filching 
on the one hand and screwing on the other ' Ministers, in 
spite of the needs of defence, could do without the 
£3,500,000 which a doubledincome·tax would bring in,; the 
t4ird Budget in June, interposed by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer in the midst of a debate on Colonial sugar; and 
.the fourth in August, the introduction of which Dis!aeli 
thus describes: -

I shall never forget the scene. It irresistibly reminded me 
of a. celebrated character who, like the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, had four trials in his tinie, and whose last was the 
most unsuccessful-I mean the great hero of Cervantes when 
he returned from'his'fourth. and final expedition. The great 
spirit of Quixote had subsided; all that sally of financial 
chivalry which cut us down at the beginning of the session, 
and which trampled and cantered over us_ in the middle, was 
gone .. Hon. gentlemen will remember the chapter to whicP. 
I refer, which describes the period when the-knight's illusions' 
on the subject of chivalry were fast dispelling, and, losing his 
faith in chivalry---Or finance-he returned· home crestfallen 
and weary. The villagers~ like the Opposition, were drawri 
out toreceiv'e him; and Cervantes tells us that, although they 
were aware of his weakness, they treat_ed him with respect. 
His immediate friends-the barber, the curate, the bachelor 
Samson Carrasco-whose places· might he supplied in this 
House by the First Lord of the Treasury, the Secretary' of 
State for Foreign Affairs, and, perhaps, the President of the 
Board ·of Trade [Labouchere], were assembled, and- with 
demure reverence and feigned ·sympathy they greeted him, 
broken in spirit, and about for ever to renounce those delightful 
illusions under which he had sallied forth so triumphantly; 
but just at the moment when everYthing, though melancholy, 
was becoming-though sad, was in the best taste-Sancho's 
wife rushes .forward and exclaims,_, Never, mind vour kicks.·' 

. ~h~ cuffs, so-you've brought home some money.' ,.But this is 
jpst what the Chancellor 'of the Exchequer has not brought. -
Such was the end of the fourth and final expedition, and such 
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is the result of the fourth and final budget. The Chancellor 
of the. Exchequer during the whole session has been bringing 
home barbers' basins instead of knightly helms; and at the 
last moment, true to his nature, to his vocation, and to his 
career, he :finds instead of a surplus a deficiency, and, instead 
of reducing taxation, he commemorates his second year of 
:finance by a second loan. 

Time had been muddled away over the Public Health 
Bill, the Jewish Disabilities Bill, the various Sugar Bills, 
and the Billsdealingwith delinquent boroughs. No wonder 
that time had not been found to pass the repeal of the Navi
gation Laws, and that there were forty-seven other Bills, 
two-thirds of them Government measures, abandoned, 
withdrawn, or postponed. Durmg this long session there 
had been 'sedition in England, insurrection in Ireland, 
and revolution in Europe,' but the Opposition had taken 
no advantage of these opportunities. Palmerston had 
admitted the consideration shown in foreign 'affairs; 
there had been no discussion of the·condition-of-England 
question, and, when stringent measures w~re proposed for 
Ireland, the Government were neither attacked nor even 
hampered, in spite of the fact that the Opposition were 
without a leader, split into sections, with everytHing left 
to the discretion of. individual members. No, it was not 
the Opposition, it was not the House of Commons, that 
was in fault : it was the Treasury Bench, to which· Disraeli 
pointed amidst the cheers of his party. Though the 
Whigs were justified by the exigency of the case in assum
ing office without a· Parliamentary majority, they ought 
not to have retained it in such circumstances. What was 
the result? 

In the first place, we l:tave a Cabinet who, in preparingtheir 
measures, have no conviction those measures will be carried. 
The success of their measures in this House -depends on a 
variety of small parties, who, in their aggregate,. exceed in 
number and influence the party of the Ministers. The temper 
of one leader has to be watched-the indication of the opinion 
of another has to be observed-the disposition of a third has 
to be suited; so that a measure is so altered, remoulded, 
remodelled, patched, cobbled, painted, veneered, and var:. 
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:--~~Dished; that~ aflast~~o trace -is left -of tb:e origin-;;! scope. and . ....
schepte; or it is Withdta:wn in disgust by its originators, after 
having·-been subjected to prolonged and elaborate discussions 
in this House. . . . . . 

There is another inconvenience resulting 'lroni. the present 
position of the :Govern:ment-:--in my opinion more serious, ·if 

· not so flagrant--and that is, it is impossible to expect from 
Ministers. thus- situated those· matured, finished, and complete 
in:easures which, under other circumstances, we should have 

· a right to demand from them. Men in their· situation Will 
naturally say: 'What is the use of .taking. all these pains, of , 

'bestowing all this care, study, and foresight, on the prepara
tion of a measure, when the moment it is out of our hands it 
ceases_to be the ineai:nire of the Cabinet, and becqmes essentially 
·the_ measure of the House of Commons ?~ . . . The.- House 
of Commons, as now conducted, is a Great Committee sitti:ng 
on public affairs,. in. which every man speaks with the. same 
right and most of ~s 'with the same weight. No more_ the 
disciplined array of traditionary influences and hereditary 
opinion~___:the realised experience of an ancient society and of, 
a race that for generations has lived and flourished in the high 
practi9e of a noble system _of self-government. That is all 
past. For these the future is to provide us with a compensatory 
alternative in the conceits of the illiterate, the crotchets of the 
whimsicM, the violent courses of a vulgar ambition that· acknow
ledges no gratitude to antiquity-to posterity no duty ..... 

Sir, I trace all this E)vil to the disorganisation of party. _ I 
know that there are gentlemen in this ' house who affec~' to ' 
deprecate party government ... _ . ·. _ I say, you can: have rio 
parliamentary government if you have no party government; 
and, therefore, when gentlemen denounce party government, 
they strike at that scheme of government which, in my.opinion, -
has made· this country great, and which I hope will keep .it 
great. I can foresee, though I dare not contemplate, the 
consequences of the system that now prevails. They are 
weak words that would describe _them as prejudicial to the 
realm, perilous to Parliament, fatal to that high tone of public 

,~ life.: that is the best security for national grandeur and public 
. . liberty. It is more than this: it is' the finis' Jatorum of the 

. , great Dardanian house. . . . I know no institution in the 
· "' country that can long withstand its sapping and deleterious 

influence. As for the class of public inen that have hitherto 
so gloriously administered the affairs of this country, I believe 
they will be swept off the face of our political world~ For my 
part, !'protest against the system: I denounce it. . Even at 
the eleventh hour, I call upon the country to brand it with its 
indignant reprobation. ' 
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It was a brilliant peroration, and the concluding portion, 
·which emphasised the crucial importance, for Parliamen
·tary government, of maintaining party association, em
bodied one of Disraeli's,profoundest convictions. It was 
for the break-up of his party that he reproached Peel; it 
was to the reorganisation of that party -that he himseif 
devoted successfully the best years of his life. His 
remarks on. the evils of government through _a Parliamen
tary minority are equally true; but it is a strange irony 
that he should have been destined to illustrate three times 
in his own person the disadvantages that he depicted so 
clearly. 

The spe~ch produced a marked effect, and Russell, in 
replying, though he professed not to understand why 
it should have been delivered, complimented the· orator 

·on his abilities and eloqu,ence. Disraeii, in his account to 
his wife, is even more infectiously enthusiastic than usual, 
and is also naturally anxious that The Times report of his 
great effort should be correct : 

To. Mrs. Disraeli. 

Aug. 30, 1848.-The success has exceeded our most sanguine 
expectations and hopes ! · 

I spoke exactly three hours, and omitted scarcely one point 
of great importance, and very few of secondary. 

The attendance on our side was .admirable. G. B. had 
scoured the country-Hudson1 and all sorts of fellows by 
expres~ trains. The cheering capital and genuine: not fac" 
titi01is'. We had, in fact, a considerable majority over the 
Government, and could have turned them out, had there been 
a division. · , 
· The Peers' gallery crowded, and all the Foreign Ministers; .r-: 
among them, De J3eaumont, the new French one. . •·• ·, 1 

All my friends delighted: universally admitted my greatest '\;· · 
speech. Smythe beyond expression. He tells me that in the -~,• 
Peers' galleries-especially his father-:-all the 18th century, say '• 
there never was anything like it. . 

I am now going to Delane-God knows how long and how 
often I shall be there, as the speech must be eight columns 'at . 
least. 

r. 
1 The Railway King. .. .. ~ ;t· 30* 
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On the previous day Disraell h~d writt~n to Lady 
Londondc:Jrry: 'To-morrow is my Waterloo, but whether 
for triumph or discomfiture, I dare not no'Y forese,e .... · 
This is the first day of the campaign that I have felt utterly 
exhausted and 'dispirited-a sad mood on· the eve of a 

. general engagement '; he now, reports exultingly that he 
has 'won the battle completely.' But we have other 
evidence than his oWn.. Newspapers of all parties r~cog
nised the. brilliance and general accuracy of his exposure 
of Ministerial inefficiency; Brougham wrote to him, ' You 
have closed the session most magnificently •; and Greville, 
though he calls the speech ' nothing but a theatrical dis
play,' admits that it was 'very sparkling and clever.'· 
Moreover, letters of both the Whips of the Protectionist 
party-Beresford and Newdegate--neither of whom was 
specially well affected to Disraeli, have come down to us. 
Newdegate sent an 'impartial' but flattering account to· 
Mrs. Disraeli. Beresford reported to Stanley· that the .. -
speech was ' very able and powerful,' and shrewdly added:' 
' On.e feature of Disraeli's speech that demands some 
attention is the character, which he attempts to assume 
in more than one instan<;:e, of being the organ of the 
Opposition, and thereby bidding for the station· of their 
Parliamentary leader. No doubt but his ability· is 
sufficient for that station, but,he must not claim it merely 
on that score until it is conceded tq him by the party.' 

In" the prostration which, as usual, fell upon Disraeli 
when the labours of the session were ov;er, he was cheered 
and consoled by the delicate appreciation of his oratory 
shown in a letter from Prince Metternich,l whom the. 

• ·;o. troubles of this year of Continentll!l revolution had driven 

t . ~-... 
to take refuge in England. · · 

From Prince M etternich. 
EATON SQUARE, le 9 Sept., 1848.-... Vous avez une 

' constitution; qui ' doit vous engager a menager la partie 
materielle de votre etre, qui tend a U!3Cr !'element moral, 
dont le createur' vous Jl. si richement dote. Ce qui se 

~- .. "'~> . 1 See below, oh. 7 
--'~~ ~..,. 
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presente en vous comme de la prostration, n'est quo la suite 
d'une lesion de l'equilibre entre !'esprit et la matiere. Le 
travail parlementaire est un travail tres lourd; il equivaut 
parfois a celui d'Hercule et je suis convaincu que, malgre sa 
demie divinite, ce heros a un besoin de se reposer apres ses 
exploits I Vous etes done d'un fort rare talent oratoire, et 
on n'est orateur que quand on sait remuer les questions fortes 
et qui par cela meme sont pesantes. La difference entre un 
orateur et un causeur de rien est immense; cette difference se 
presente dans toutes les directions et il ne suffira de m'arreter 
a nne seule; l' orateur use ses pro pres forces et eveille celles de 
son auditoire; le parleur' use les facultes des ecouteurs et ne 
court pas le risque de compromettre les forces qu'il ne possede 
pa!! en lui-meme. L'un marche dans le plein, et l'autre etablit 
au tour de lui le vide. Le premier fait, ou du bien, ou du mal; 
l'autre ne fait rien; et le mouvement qui ne prod nit pas, 
detruit! Usez des dons dont vous etes favorise et roenagez
vous pour faire vie qui dure. Apres vous-meme, je vous en 
saurai le plus grand gre. . . . 

Donnez-moi de vos nouvelles pour que je sache ce que vous 
faites. Vous n'avez pas besoin de m'apprendre ce que vous 
pensez; je ne le mets pas en doute. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE QuESTION oF LEADEitsHIP-II. 

1848-1849. 

Before the echoes of Disraeli's triumphant speech had 
subsided, the political outlook was changed, in a moment, 
by BEmtinck's 'sudden.deatli.at the age of ~orty-six. On 
tJ;te afternoon of September 21 he started to walk, fro~ 
his father's hou;;e at Welbeck, some five or six miles across 
the wbodland to Thoresby; As he walked he had a heart 
attack, and his body was found, some hours afterwards, 
lyingby the path. It seems strange that the event should . 
have taken the world entirely by surprise. He had been 
prostrated by'infl:q.enza in December, and the condition of 
his heahh had weighed heavily in his resignation of the. 

· leadership. Nevert~eless, in the protracted session of 
1847-48 he worked, largely in consequence of his chairman-. 
ship of the West India Committee, harder than eVer. T:P,e · 

·news caused eve~ywher.e an immense sensation; 'all men 
seeined to mourn over this untimely end,·and there ·was 
t~a~ pang in the. public hear~ which ac.companies the 
diSappearance of a strong character.' L1ke· the rest of 
the world, Disraeli seems to have assumed that his friend 
bad regained all his vigour, and he was accordingly quite 
unprepared and overwhelmed. He and Mrs. Disraeli 
were staying at Wynyard. '\'\-"ith the Londonderrys at the 
time, and after a melancholy parting he went to London for 
the funeral. , · 

· · To Lord Henry Bentinck. 
GROSVENO!t GATE, Sept. 25, 1848, 

DEAR I.oRD .HENRY,-The desolating news reached us at 
Wynyard yesterday morning. I do not write this to intrude. 
on your affliction .. My own is too vast. It is the greatest·.· 

928 
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sorrow I have ever experienced. A peculiar and unparalleled 
spirit has departed: at all times a loss; in an age of d<'generacy, 
an irreparable one. It seems to me, that the pulse of the 
nation beats lower after this. • . 

I can neither offer, nor receive, .consolation. All is un
utterable woe ! And I only write this because, when the 
occasion is fitting, there are reasons which make it necessary 
I should see you.-Ever, dear Lord Henry, yours, B. DISRAELI. 

Writing to Manners, Disraeli ·used much the same 
phrases of profound grief, and added: ' Arriving in town 
I found on my table a letterl of six sheets, written an hour 
before the fatal walk, and full .of ·his accustomed vigor 
and keen interest in existence.'. To another friend he 
wrote that he was ' shaken to the core '; and to a third, 
that he was ' overwhelmed by a great calamity ' in ' the 
death of one to whom I was bound by personal ties, far 
stronger even than those political connections which knit 
us together.~ Of the loss to the party he spoke in Parlia
ment at the beginning of the next session : 

At a time when everything that is occurring vindicates his 
prescience and demands his energy, we have no longer his 
saga.city to guide or his courage to su~tain us. In the midst of _ 
the Parliamentary strife his plume can soar no more for us to 
rally round. But he has left us the legacy of heroes: the 
memory of his great name, and the inspiration o£ his great 
example. 

Disraeli did not .rest content with this Parliamentary 
tribute. With the assistance of the Bentirick family he 
erected a lasting monument to his friend's· memory in 
Lord George Bentinck, a Political Biography, published in 
December, 1851. Here is 'the full-length p~rtrait which 
he draws: 

His eager and energetic disposition; his quick perception, 
clear judgment, and prompt decision; the tenacity with which 
he clung to his opinions; his frankness and love of truth; his 
daring and speculative spirit; hislofty bearing, blended as it 
was with a simplicity of manner very remarkable; the ardour 
of his friendships, even the fierceness of his .hate~ and preju
dices: all9ombined to form one of those strong characters who, 
whatever may Qe their pursuit, must always direct anq lead. 

1 The text of this·letter is given in Appendix A, p. 1389. 
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Nature had clothed this vehement spirit with· a material- __ 
form which was in perfect harmony with its noble and com
manding character. He was .tall, and remarkable for his 
presence; his countenance almost a model of manly beauty; 
the face oval, the complexion clear and mantling; the fore
head lofty and white; the nose aquiline and delicately moulded; 
the upper lip short. · But it was in the dark brown eyes ~hat 
flashed with piercing scrutiny that all the character of the 
man came forth; a brilliant glance, not soft, but ardent, 
acute, imperious, incapable of deception or of being de
ceived .... 

In politics he was a Whig of 1688, which became him, 
modified, however, by all the experience o.f the present age. 
He wished to see our society founded on a broad basis of 
civil and religious liberty. He retained much of the old 
jealousy of the Court, but had none of popular franchises.· 
He was for the ·Established Church, but for nothing more, 
and very repugnant to ,priestly domination. As for the 
industrial questio~, he was sincerely opposed to the Man
chester scheme, because he thought that its full development 
would impair and might subvert our territorial -constitution, 
which he held to" be th!3 real security of Olll" freedom, and 
because he belieyed that it would greatly inspire Ireland, and 
certainly dissolve our colonial empire.· . , . 

He had a great respect for merchants, tho11gh he looked 
with som~ degree of jealousy on . the . development ()f our · 
merely foreign trade. His. knowledge of character qualified . 
liim in a great degree to. govern men, artd if some drawbacks 
from this influence might be . exper~enced in his too. r~gid 
tenacity of opinion, and in some quickness of temper, .which; 
however, always sprang from a too ·se]1sitive heart, great 
compenE~ation might be found in the fact that there probably 
never- was a human being so entirely devoid of conceit and 
so completely exempt from selfishness. Nothing delighted 
him more than to assist and advance others. All the fruits of 
his laborious investigations were always at the service of 
his friends without reserve or self-consideration. He en~ 
couraged them by making occasions for their exertions, and 
·would relinquish his own opportunity without a moment's 
hesitation, if he thought the abandonment might aid a better 
man.1 · · 

In describing -his last talk with Bentinck in Harcourt 
House, about a .fortnight before the· end, Disraeli added 
some further reflections ·over this· 'singular and sudden 
career': 

1 Ch. 2. 
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• · Never was a reputation so substBtntial built up in so brief a 
space. All the questions with which he had dealt were 
colossal questions: the laws that should regulate competition 
between native and foreign labour; the interference of the 
state in the development of the resources of Ireland; the 
social and commercial condition of our tropical colonies; the 
principles upon which our revenue should be raised; the laws 
that should regulate and protect our navigation. But it was· 
not that he merely expressed opinions upon these subjects; he 
came forward with details in support of his p.rinciples and 
policy which it had been before .believed none but a minister 
could command. Instead of experiencing the usual and 
almost inevitable doom of private members of parliament, 
and having his stateme:q.ts shattered by official information, 
Lord George Bentinck, on the contrary, was the assaila~t, 
and the successful assailant,' of an administration on these 
very heads. . . . . . 

Though his manner, which was daily improving, was not 
felicitous in the House, the authority of his intellect, his know
ledge, and his character made him one of the great personages 
of debate.1 

It is a fine tribute by a friend to the character and 
work of his colleague and leader, and much fairer than 
the estimates current in histories mostly written from 
the Free Trade standpoint. Bentinck has suffered, like 
Disraeli, from. his sturdy opposition to a policy which 
was for many decades treated by the ordinary English
man almost as a religion; and he has frequently been 
denied both ability and character. That his Parliamen
tary capacity was greatly improved through his associa
tion with Disraeli is unquestionable; but without his 
co-operation Disraeli would hardly have ovm;throWn Peel. 
It may be that Bentinck, when he died, had done his best 
work. In Disr.aeli's opinion, given to Greville, he would 
have failed as Minister and Leader of the House, owing to 
the deficiencies of his education and the want of flexibility 
in his character, 'In his speaki:t;~.g there were physical 
defects be nevercould have. got over, and as it bad been 
proved that he could not lead an Opposition, still less 
would he have been able to lead a Government.' 2 Stanley 

1 Ch, 27. 2 Greville, under date Nov. 24, 1851. 
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shared this. view. He told the Queen in November, 
·1852, that Bentinck, if alive, 'would havemade comusion 
worse confounded ' from his exc~ssive violence.l Such 
speculations, however, as to what might have been are. 
always unsatisfactory. It is impossible to fix a limit to 

. the development which responsibility may produce i!J. a · · 
strong and resolute character. Whit is certain is that 
by ·Bentinck.'s death one of the two forceful personalities 
in the Protectionist ranks in the Commons was removed; 
and the path was cleared for Disraeli's advance. 

'No one but. Disraeli can fill his place. Although of 
pedectly different natures, they pulled together without 
ariy difficulty. It will leave Disraeli without a rival, and 
.enaBle him to show the great genius he undoubtedly 
possesses without any comparisons.' So. wrote Malmes
buryinhls diary on liearing'of Bentinck's _9-eath. There 
is no doubt he was right. No .new man baa arisen in the 
ranks of the Country party. Bentinck's successor in the 
representation of Lynn; Edward Henry Stanley, Lord 
Stanley's eldest so~, afterwards 15th Earl of Derby, 
was ind~ed a noj:able accession;but he was only twenty~ 
two, and did not inake his maidep. speech till May, 1850. 
The only choice, outside Disraeli, lay among the inedioc 
crities whom w~ have already passed· in r~view. His 
claims .were greater than ever, owing to his successes 
during the past session. He was, moreover, as the Duke 
of Newcastle' "\Vrote . to · him ~n October 22, Bentinck's 
'Prime Minister, fellow-labourer,· and most confidential 

• friend.' Almost immediately a moveme~t· was begun . -
in his favour. The Bentinck family, who· luiew the. 
wishes of Lord George, and were gratefui•to' Disraeli for 
his , constant · attachment and unfailing support," very 
naturally took the lead, Lord Henry, who sat for Notting
hamshire, being specially active. ·The Duke of Newcastle, 
to. whom ·Lord George was the beau-ideal of a true 
patriot, ·and who resented his son Lord Lincoln's ~ollowing 
Pe~l~ went with the Bentincks. Christopher and Trollope; 

I Queen Victoria~s Letters. under date Noy. 28, 1852. ' 
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members for Lincolnshire,· and Miles, member for Somerset, 
were also forward in promoting the movement. Disraeli 
seems himself to }Iave done a little discr.eet wire-pulling 
at an early stage. He was in London, off and on, a good 
deal in the weeks after B'entinck's death. 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 

Half-past six [Oct. 12. 1848]. 

MY DEAREST WIFE,__:_ I am going to dine· with Lord Hard
wicke 1 alone, before he goes off by the train. . . . 

Pollington2 is in town-alone. · . 
I met Mrs. Dawson,3 .who was painfully condoling; Jemm:v 

Macdonalcl,4 who turned and wquld walk with me, full of 
G. B.; Exmouth,5 who' cried, so I suppose it is the fashion to 
weep. All the newspapers go on praising him up to the 
seventh heaven, and discovering all the great qualities which 
they never before would acknowledge. . . . 

[Nov' 4, 1848.] 

MY DARLING,-! am going to dine with Berries-alone. 
Lord Hardwicke is in the room; I think I shall tell him that 
his letter is in the box. 

The Dulm of Bucks just returned from Scotland; very well, 
quite renovated by the grouse f!hooting. Thinks of going 
abroad; ' anything better than kicking one's heels in London,' 
~here, however, I have no doubt he will remain .... 

Disr~eli took care, when he was in town, to propitiate 
the Protectionist party organ, the Morning Hemld, whose 
guiding spirit, Phillips, had shown himself so hostile m 
the previous winter. He gained also an influential 
adherent in Lord Mandeville, 6 who wrote on October 16 
that Phillips had told him 'the line you proposed to take 
in politics, and I did not hesitate to state to him, as I 
now repeat to you, the readiness . with which I should 
tender any support ·or ~ssistance I can afford to .one who 

1 The .4th Earl, Postmaster-General 1852, Privy Seal 1858. See 
p. 418. 

2 Viscount Pollington, M.P. for Pontefract 1835-1837 and 1841-1847, 
afterw;nds 4th Earl of Mexborough. 

3 Sir Robert Peel's sister. See pp. 426, 523, and 628. 
4 See p. 593. . • 5 See p. 423. 
G M.P. for Bewdley. Afterwards 7th Duke of Manchester. His Duchess, 

after his death, married the 8th Duke of Devonshire, the Liberal Unionist 
statesman (1833-1908). 
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has been of such eminent service to the party as you 
have.' What attracted Mandeville especially were Dis~ 
raeli's economic principles and his resistance to the 
advance of Popery. Iri his reply, which does not seem 
to have been kept, Disraeli showed apparently con
siderable reserve, expressing doubts of his own compe- · 
tence and of the character of the party to be led. Other 
clear-sighted observers had a poor opinion of that party 
in. its then condition. . Both the rank and file, and the 
mediocrities at the head, were trenchantly castigated in a 
letter from Henry Drummond, the banker, member for 

•Surrey, who urged Disraeli to assert himself and disregard 
them. . ' I think,' he wrote, 'that there is great danger 
to your future prospects if. you link yourself to a lazaretto 
of incurables. . . . The nien around you are at your 
mercy; they ·have not an idea touchin,g any course of 
policy; all their ideas of parties -are like those oLrival 
attorn-eys,· rival ·public-houses, pastrycooks, etc., in a. 
comity town. . .. . I have no doubt that your party will 
t;ry to .get some titled nonentity to be its nominal head 
in the House of C01ntnoris,. although every individual 
knows he cannot stir without. you;. but· if y-ou ~tand your 
ground and civilly say to all (i.e:, covertly, though not 
openly) that you will be nulli. secundus, they will be as 
meek as mice.' " . > 

Disraeli spent most of the autumn in Bucks. He 
flattered himself that he had been able t6 secure an 
important ecclesiastical ally in his own diocesan, Samuel 
Wilberforce, who- had become Bishop of Oxford in the 
last few years. But the· Bishop proved in the long run 

· to haye greater affinities with Disraeli's future rival; arid, 
as the years went by, it became more and -more -difficn1t 
for a man to retain the close friendship of both Gladstone 
and Disraeli; 

- .To Lord John Manners: 
. ' 

BRADENHAM, ]fov. 19, ]848.-It was most vexatious our 
missing each other .. I had gone doWn to Cuddesdon to aSsist 
Samuel Oxon in the foundation of a ~iocesan training school 
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for masters, in which we have succeeded. I made his acquaint
ance at Wimpole, and we have made, not only a cordial under
standing; but a compact alliance between Church and State; 
and are henceforth to work together. He is young and 
vigorous, and repents of his backslidings: for the future, I 
expect to find him a pillar of the Church in our sense. . . . 
I am in the agonies of transition from Bradenham ' to 
Hugheriden, and never was more annoyed. . . ·. · 

Disraeli's host at Wynyard, which he had quitted 
hurriediy after Bentinck's death, was anxious for news o£ 
him. ' Of politics,' Lord Londonderry wrote from Mount 
Stewa:rt on November 18, 'I hear and know nothing. 
Some say it's a toss up for a leader for the Pro's between 
you and Bankes-not very flattering, I think, to superi
ority.' Disraeli represents himself as adopting a passive 
attitude. 

To Lord Londonderry. 
HuGRENDEN MANOR, HIGH WYCOMBE, Nov. 22, l848._.:._It is 

very kind of you to remember me, and I feel sensibly flattered by 
it. I should, long ere this, have reminded you of my existence, 
if I could have told you anything interesting or. important. 
But after leaving Wynyard, I remained a whole month, in this 
place, in that apathy, which often arises after excitement and 
startling events, and found myself incapable of touching a pen, 
even to write to you; tho' I should have been happy to have 
expressed some sense of an agreeable visit to your splendid halls, 
and of the kindness which will always make us remember your 
roof with regard. But I felt I ought also to write about other 
things, and I was nervously incapablt~ of it. This is my frank 
reason for my brutal silence, which I admit to have been a 
gross outrage, but which, I trust, you have pardoned .... 

I have seen very few people, and those only by chance. I 
have avoided,·as much as I could, ail sorts of political com
munication. Lett~rs I have received by shoals. There have 

, been all kinds of rumors-most of them unfounded, all untrue: 
and many little efforts, as there. naturally would be, resulting, 
as was to have been foreseen, in nullity. Fwm my knowledge 
of the things and persons in question, I feel as aware of all that 
is said, done, or thought, as if I were present at 'all their con
fabulations, and were. the doomon of their innermost mind. 
It is not little commonplace intrigues that can reconstruct 
parties inthis country. The quandary is too complex, What 
is wanted, and what alone will do it, are great events, and 
men equal to them. The former are sure to arrive .... 
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As the year drew to a close, the movement in favour 
of Disraeli increased. The newspapers began. to discuss 
the situation; and on December 16, in an article 
which attrac~ed much notice, the Morning Chronicle, 
the organ of the Peelites, treated his leadership as 
a practical. certainty. It compared him to the first 
Napoleon ·at the time when he assumed the Imperial. 
crown. ''Ve ·cannot help regarding the' election of . 
Mr .. · Disraeli to the Lea;dership of the Protectionists . in 
the House of Commons as an analogical example of what 
conscious merit and inborn superiority, backed by ~trong 
volition and utter insensibility to the ordinary weaknesses 
of a sensitive or shrinking nat~re; may effect.' .Disraeli 
was as indispensable, it held, to the Protectionists as 
Napoleon to the French. He was their only man of 

. genius:. But though public opinion pointed
1 
to Disraeli 

. as inevitable, ·and t4ere was a ·growing ~eeling in his 
favour in· the party, Stanley was still unconvinced: lie 
recognised. Disraeli's genius, . but did not believe that he 
would be a;ble to unite the Protectionists, and was prob-

. ably still disinclined to enter -into those ·close personal· 
relations with him which are eminently 'desirable, if. not 
. always attained, pet ween the leaders of the same party in 
the two Houses. H:is.first idea was to recur toGranb'y; 
but Granby was as reluctant now to put himself forward as 
he had been in the winter before: He agreed with Stanley 
about Disn1eli; but added: 'Remempering how great his 
talents are, the intimate friendship that existed between 
~im and George Bentinck, t)fe immense service he has 
rendered to our. par~y and cause, do you not think it 
.would be a proper and deserving compliment to pay him 
if you were to write to ·him explaining the difficulties of 
our position, placing confidence in the. rectitude . of his 
judgment, good sense; and patriotism, and asking him to 
unite with you -in i'n'ducing and inviting Herries to accept 

. the office 1' Newdegate confirmed Stanley's VlCW 

that Disraeli was not .trusted by the party. l'~I have 
been warned repe.atedly ·not to trust Disraeli; while I 
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see nothing in his public conduct to justify the want of 
confidence so many seem to f()el. This I conclude is 
attributable to some circumstances of his earlier life, with 
which I am not familiar, but have little doubt you are. 
I can scarcely help believing there must be some founda
tion for so general an opinion as I have a1luded to, and it 
makes me very uneasy.' Supported by this opinion from 
the ·whip, Stanley took Granby's advice, and ini.mediately 
opened his long political correspondence with Disraeli by 
the following letter: 

From Lord Stanley. 

Confidential. KNOWSLEY NEAR PRESCOT, Dec. 21, IS48. 

MY DEAR SIR,-I ain sure that no apology will be neces~ary 
either for troubling you with a letter, within little more than 
a month of the reassembling o.E Parliament, on the state and 
prospects of the party wit,h which we are both .connected, or 
for the entire frankness with which I intend to write. 

For I conc~ive that our position as a party is a critical one, 
and that upon our continued cohesion much . of the future 
welfare of the country depends. Now all the reflection I have 
given to the subject, and the experience of the last Session, con
vince me that that cohesion is not to be hoped for, unless there 
be in the House of Commons a recognised Leader, whose 
decision as to the course to be taken on any sudden emergency 
will be taken as final by the body of the party, who should 
enjoy their confidence, and through whom,· by means of 
continual privateintercourse, I may have the opportunity of. 
letting my opinions be known. Such a Leader, and in many 

. ·respects admirably qnalified, we had for a considerable time 
_in poor George Bentinck. With talents of the highest order, 
dauntless resolution, and indefatigable perseverance, he com
manded the entire confidence of a· large portion, and the 
respect of the whole of our friends; and though I did not agree 
with him in all his views~ his frank and generous spirit,, and 
our long personalfriendship, enabled me in general to carry on 
business with him to our mutual satisfaction .. 

I need not. no'v ad vert t.o the circumstances under which.he 
felt it to .be his duty to withdraw from the Leadership in the 
House of Contmons. Even after that unfortunate division 
among us, his co-operation was as readily given on all questions 
connected with the greatprinciple of our union, as if he had still 
t·eta,ined his ostensible post; a,nd his loss, as an ally, I consider 

· as quite irreparable. You are aware that on his retirement 
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it was wished by many that Lord Granby should allow himself 
to be put forward; but that his invincible diffidence in his owp_ 
powers prevented him froni accepting a post which it was the 
general desire that_ he should occupy. I cannot doitbt but 
that the same feeling still actuates him; and indeed his diffi
culties would now be much greater than they wo)lld have been 
last year, because he could then have always relied on George 
Bentinck's aid, which would have been given to him with 

-peculiar cordiality. The result of his refusal was to leave the 
Leadership in abeyance; but the inconvenience of that state 
of. things was felt to be so great that I am bound to make an 
effort to put an end to it if possible. In making this effort, 
I must write to you with an absence of reserve which nothing 
short of the critical state of our affairs would justify: and 
mast appeal to your· public feeling to afford me assistance 
which is all but indispensable to success. 

I am doingyou bare justice when I .say that as .a debater 
there. is no one of our party who can pretend to compete -
with. you; and the' powers of your mind, your large: general 
information, and the ability you possess to make yourself both 
heard and_ felt; must at _all times give you a commanding 
position in t-he House of Commons,_ and a preponderating 
influence, in the party to _which you are_ attached .. But, 
be~ieving_also, as I !lo, that; from whatever cause, your foimal 
establishment in the post _of Leader woul? not meet with a 
general and cheerful approval on the part of those with whom 
you are acting, I pay you- the much higher_,coinplim()nt of 
thinking that you have both-the clearness of perception to be _
aw!tre of the ;truth of what I,have just said, and the manliness. 

- of character so far to acquiesce in the feelipg of the ,party, as ' 
to be willing to waive a claim which your talents might 
aut;horise you to put forward, and, satisfied witl:l the real 
eminence of your position, to give a generous _support to a 
Leader of ·abilities inferior to your own, who mignt command 
a more general feeling in his favour. ._ - ·. · 

-- The difficulty of firiding such a Leader is hardly less obvious 
_ 'than the necessity, of doing so, if possible; and after the most 
_anxious_ consid~ration on my part, I can think -of po one open 
to so little objection, -provided he agrees with the bulk of the 
party on one question to which I will advert _by-and-bye, as 
Herries. His_ age, his long experience, especially in financial 
and commercial matters~ his knowledge of the House of _ 
Commons, and his habits of business, though without any 
great powers of debate, give him, on the whole, a claim which 
may be admitted without jealousy by some. who would nop 
willingly consent to act under a younger and less experienced 

. man. I propose therefore to communicate , ~onfidentially 
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with Herries without loss of time; but I have thought it due 
to you to lay open to you both what I am doing, and my 
motives, even before I name the subject to himself; and should 
you receive my communication (which I need hardly say is 
made in the strictest confidence) in the spirit in which alone I 
ma.ke it, of anxiety for the promotion of great public interests, 
I think you have an opportunity of greatly serving the party, 
and also of establishing a strong personal claim on them for 
the future, if, consistently wit.h what you feel due. to yourself, · 
you. can set to others the example of promising him, should 
he become th_e Leader, a support of ":hich he will stand greatly 
in need, and the assurance of which- may materially affect his 
decision; Should you write to him on the subject, the secrecy 
which I would beg you to observe to all others on the subject 
Qf this letter need not apply to him, unless you prefer writing 
as from yourself, without reference to anything you may have 
heard from me. AFJ.d now let me once more ask your indul
gence for the freedom with which I have written; a freedom 
which I would not have used had I not given you credit for 
being able to appreciate my motives; and to postpone all 
personal feelings to the consideration of the public advantage .. 

I have been suffering much lately, and am hardly recovered 
from a very severe and lengthened attack of gout; but I hope 
to be fit for my work at the opening of the Session, and to be 
in Town a few days previous. I apprehend that 'the main 
subject of 9ontest on principle will be the Navigation Laws, 
on which I know we are cordially agreed, and on which I hope 
that you will take an active part in a vigorous resistance to the 
proposed change. 

Ireland will also, of course, occupy a large portion of time 
and talk; but after the indication of feeling in the country, I 
doubt much whether Government will venture to· propose a 
measure for .the endowment of the R.C. clergy. On this, 
the subject to which I before alluded, I think it right to say, 
that I do not share in the objections of principle entertained 
by a large body of our friends, who see moml guilt in the 
endowment; but as a measure of policy I am prepared to 
oppose it, as revolting the feelings of a great majority of the 
English and Scotch people, and the best friends o£ English 
connection in Ireland, and as incurring a very heavy expense; 
with a very faint prospect· of effecting the real object, that 
of diminishing the community. of -feeling between the R.C. 
Priest and his flock, and of bribing him to allegiance. and 
to exercise in favour of the constituted authorities the influence 
which may remain to him. I hope, though I do not feel quite 
assured, that your opinions coincide with mine on this point; 
but I have thought it my duty, in such a communication as 
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this, to be quite explicit on a subject wb'ich ma.y be brought 
forward, and which, if it is, will supersede every other in the 
public mind.· 

I ~ll not add to the unreasonable length of this letter by 
saying anything on foreign politics; .on which, however~ I 
shall be glad to have some conversation with you when we 
meet, and where I· think the policy of the Government, and 
their manag<;Jmi:mt, are open ·to very serious animadversion, 
·especially on the Italian and Sicilian questions.-Believe me, 
my dear Sir, sincerely yours, STANLEY. 

Greville calls this, not loln.fairly, a 'flummery·' letter.1 All 
that Stanley wrote about the .disorganisation of the party 
in the Commons, and the necessity of having a recognis'ed 
leader, w~s indisputable; but he could hardly expect his 
correspondent to see why in those circu~pstances one whom 
he ¢lescribed as an inc0mparable debater, ·with a com
manding position in· the House and a preponderating- . 
influence in the party, should be ruled out. The doubt 
expressed as . to the ' general and cheerful approval ' of 
such an appointment· must have appeared but a poor 
reason t<? one who' knew that he hag at any rate a strong 
body of friends at his back. The ' P:riine Minister ' of 
Bentinck was not disposed to be th(') 'Priine M~riister ' of 
Herries, or of any· other. inedi.ocr:ity on whom Stanley 
might wish to bestow a strictly limited andconstitutional 
t'overeignty over the Country party: If the party for· 
which he had done so much was not disposed to give hirri · · 
.the post to which he alone in the ranks was equal, he 
would prefer to take up an independer;tt position. ,.., . 

To Lord Stanley. 
ERLESTOKE,2 WESTBURY, Dec. 26, 1848. 

MY DEAR LORD,-Your letter of the 21st reached me only 
this morning-' having been sent into Bucks, and, then, 
forwarded here;.where we are passing Christmas. 

l The text of the lette~ has never before been published, but Disraeli 
m:ay have shown it to Groville, or.to Greville's friend, Delane, the edito.r of 
'l'he Times. . · . 
· 2 The Disraelis were spending Christmas with the Hobbouses; and Disraeli 
there told Hobbo.use that '·the summit of Heaven's bliss. was to be .possessed 

.of £!'100'a year, and live ~retired lifo amongst bopks.' · · 
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I am gratified by the frank manner in which you have 
communicated with me, and I will reply to you with as little 
reserve. 

The office of leader of the Conservative party in the H. of 
0., at the present day, is to uphold the aristocratic settle
ment of this country. That is the only question at stake, 
however manifold may be the forms which it assumes in 
public discussion, and however various the knowledge and 
the labor which it requires. It is an office which, in my 
opinion, would reqltire the devotion, perhaps the sacrifice, '.of 
a life; and, however great his qualities for its fulfilment, would 
not be wisely undertaken by any man, who did not possess, 
not only the confidence, but even the warm personal regard 
of those with whom he acted in political connection. If you 
had been in the House of Commons you could have fulfilled 
this office, and-dark and difficult as I deem our future, I would 
have acted cordially under your banner, because I am sure it 
would have led always to honor, if not to triumph. · But 
unhappily you have quitted us. Honor, and personal 
feelings, stronger than any public consideration, attached 
·me to George Bentinck in his able, tho' hopeless; career, 
and as long as his course had continued, I would never 
have quitted him. But . I am now free from all personal 
i!ies; and I am no longer disposed to sacrifice interesting 
pursuits, health, and a happy hearth, for a political career, 
which can bring one little fame, and, even if successful in a 
vulgar sense, would bear me a reward which I now little 
appreciate. · · 

These are personal considerations. There are, as you well 
remind me, others, and far superior ones, which should 
influence all men in a responsible position. I am not insensible, 
especially in this age, to the principle of duty-but in the 
present distracted state of parties, it is my opinion, however 
erroneous, that I could do more to uphold the cause to which 
I ani ·attached, that ,I should have better opportunities of 
reviving the spirit, and raising the general tone of feeling among 
our friends throughout the country, by acting alone and un
shackled, than if I fell into the party discipline, which you 
intimate. · 

I heard, with great regret, from Lord Hardwicke, of your 
sufferings, and trust that, when I have the pleasure of seeing 
you in town .. I shall find you quite yourself. I feel persuaded 
that yours is an instance in which the water cure would prove 
completely effective. I have just.seen a case, in the person of 
the Rector of my own parish; a man about your Lordship's 
time of life, and· a still greater sufferer, which prevents me 
having any further scepticism on th.is subject. In advanced 
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years I believe the remedy is perilous, as it proved to poor Sir 
Francis Burdett. · · · , 

It gave me great pleasure to observe your son's return/ as 
I have great confidencB in his abilities.-Pray believe me .. dear 
Lord Stanley, yours sincerely, B. DISRAELI. 

In the mood 'of temporary disgust and· despondency 
produced by Stanley's letter, Disraeli wrote to a corre- · 
spondent in Glasgow, on December 29, that he ' would 
not take the trouble of riding up to Town to be installed 
leader of any party whatever,' and that 'the time for such 
factitious supremacies has gone past.' 

Stanley does· not seem· in the least to have been ·able 
to realise Disraeli's feelings and legitimate aspirations, 
or to have recognised the impossibility of a Granby, a 
Herries, or a Bankes, pretending to lead the party, with 
Disraeli as a candid friend on the leader's fl.ank. Before 
he had received an answer from either Disraeli or Herries, 
he wrote to. his Whip, Newdegate, With some confidence 
about Herries'sleadership: 'I hope to arrange this before 
Parliament meets, and that Disraeli will have the good 
sense to acquiesce·in, and aid; the arrangement. I have 

· never seen, of late years, any reason to distrust· him, and 
I thiqk he will run straight; but he woUld' not be accept
able as Leader.' This letter was written on Christmas 
Day. The next morning Stanley must have received 
Herries 's reply, dated December 24, declining the leader~ 
ship primarily on the , ground of insufficient health-he 
was now sixty-eight; and a day or two ;later came that 
.'cold but civil answer,' in Greville's words, of Disraeli's 
which we have already given. Herries suggested the 
appointment of a confidential Comrhittee as a possible 
way out of the difficulty. Stanley's next letter to Disraeli 

·shows a consid~rable advance from his original position: 

From Lord Stanley: 
·Confidential. , . KNOWSLEY,.Jan. 6, 1849. 

• MY DEAR Sm,-I need. hardly tell. you that I received your 
letter of the 2.6th ult. with deep regret, though with gratitude· 

1 To Parliament for King's Lynn. 
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for the feelings which you express towards me personally. I 
cannot be surprised at any man, in these days, being desirous 
of escaping from the thankless labours of political life; and least 
of all can I w<;mder at it in one who, like yourself, possesses in 
literary pursuits ample means of enjoyment for himself and 
of usefulness for others. Without so good an excuse to myself, 
I should desire nothing more than to be able to withdraw 
altogether from a mode of life which requires a constant 
sacrifice of comfort, independence, and health, and holds out 
no personal inducements to compensate for the sacrifices it 
entails. 

But I feel that l-and excuse me if I add that you-cannot 
so withdraw. He who has once put his hand to the Parlia
mentary plough cannot draw back. I do not speak, of course, 
of the great majority of members of both Houses, who act 
as Parliamentary units, giving numerical strength, and 
nothing else, to the party to which they attach themselves, but 
of those whom talent, or station, or accident has placed in the 
foreground and enabled them tO exercise, whether they will 
or no, an influence over numbers of their brother members. 
For them there is no retreat-none at least so long as they 
retain their seats; and in times like the present, then· abandon
ment of them would be justly regarded as a· dereliction of 
public duty. · · · 

This, supposing him to be sincere in his professions, is the 
difficulty, or rather the impossibility, of Peel's position at 
the present moment. He must be a Leader in spite of himself; 
and the course which he took in 1845 alone prevents him from 
being the Leader. Hence the disruption, which we have all 
seen and regretted, of the great COnservative party; and what 
I now anticipate with anxiety, and am desirous, if possible, to 
avoid, is a similar disruption, into minute sections, of that 
portion of the party who, as Protectionists, adhered to their 
original principles. The adoption, by you, of the line which 
you lay down, would, in my judgment, go far to produce this 
disastrous result. , You .cannot divest yourself of the influence 
which your abilities and your debating powers give you: and 
you cannot place yourself in' a position of complete inde
pendence, or rather isolation. Some will follow you, others 
will attach themselves more particularly to, other Leaders: 
and thus the Opposition will be broken into a number of small 
guerrilla parties, without the means of organising or conducting 
any combined operations. 

Nothing, as it seems to me, can prevent.this state of things, 
but the selection, by the party at large, of some one Leader, 
and a cordial support given to him by the· other ' notables ' 
of the party. I have, on this subject, no personal objects, 
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and no personal ptedilections to gratify. I have nothing at 
heart. but the support of the views which I entertain on public 
affairs and, as a means to that end, the maintenance of union · 
and Party. What I should most anxiously urge would be the 
selection of a Leader of the House of Commons; and whether 
that Leader be Lord Granby, Mr. Herries, or yourself, I should 
be ready to act with him with the same ·cordiality in con
certing the means of furthering our common objects: but 
what_ I most of all deprecate is that which I fear that I foresee, 
the ' restoration of the Heptarchy ' which is sure to follow any 
repeal of our union. . . 

Pray reconsider the decision you seem inclined to take, or 
rather to have takeri; and.at all events let me have the pleasure 
of seeing -you before Parliament meets on this all-important 
subject. I shall be. in Town on Monday the 29th.~ Believe 
me, my dear Sir, yours-sincerely, STANLEY. 

Meanwhile Disraeli's friends within the party redoubled 
their activity, with the object of creating so s~rong a 
current of feeling in his favour as to· overbear Stanley's 
hesitation. Henry Bentinck was the prime· nrove'r in 
what ,th~ party Whips denounced as an intrigue.· 

From Lord Henry Bentinck. 

LINCOLN, T~~sday .[J3.n. 2, 1849J.-Tro!Lope needed no 
instigating; he was keen enough. But Christopher is the man. 
Heart -and soul in the cause-without a crotchet or . a wrong 

··feeling, and -wili wor~ like a navvy. ·.Two warm letters from 
Bankes and Billy _Miles. 'i'he way it is proposed to play the 
game is this: to collect in Town a small conclave of 14 or 15 
of the most influential fighting men-no mutes-on Saturday 
next. That _a paper should be drawn up; signed by them all, 
and sent to Lord Stanley; pointing out tl;te course they think 
well should be fol!owed, and urging ·him to be himself the 
means of bringing over to their views all those of the party 
that might be likely to .throw,difficulties in the way. 

We fancy Stanley wtll be the most effective tool to make 
use of for the awkward crotchety fellows, and 'when .he sees 
a strong body in earnest our way, he will feel the necessity of 
coming over and exerting himself· heartily._ Christopher will 
be in Town on Friday, and he is anxious that you should be 
within call on Sat:urday next.. Turn the following matter 
over in your mind: we .thin]{ it would be a good move that 
in ,answer to a letter which C:. should write .to you that he 
should have one from you in some such form as thi~-::-That 
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·you would not accept the post unless you were assured of the. 
cordial support, etc., and a clear understa.nding come :to on 
the following points: first, that on the questions concerning 
·the Endowment of the Catholic Clergy and the Education 
Questions you should have the assistance of Mr. Henley 
and Mr. [name illegible] to guide you in the course that would 
best accord with the feelings of the entire party; and on the 
Jew Question, that while you would not conceive it to be 
proper in any way to make use of the power the party would 
put'into your hands; to further a measure obnoxious to them, 
you must claim for yourself the right of individually follow
ing the same course you had followed before, and to have 
an unfettered discretion to take the line that you would deem 
fair to your own Church1 and just to the party. · 

We fancy that something of the sort that could be shown 
about would bring over great numbers-also old Henley, whom 
we can't do without, and we fear,might be crotchety ... 

Disraeli himself, however much he might affect on 
occasion a detached and indifferent attitude, was as 
resolved as any of his friends that h~ should be established 
in a post which there was none other competent to fill. 
Once again, as in the spring of 1845, when he had begun 
the open attack on Peel,2 the opportunityhadcome; and 
he determined to spare no effort to turn it to account. 
' Never lose an occasion,' he had just written in Tancred. 
' Opportunity is more powerful even than conquerors and 
prophets.' His wife remained at Hughenden during that 
critical month of January, 1849, but he was in town most 
of the time, and wrote to her constantly about the progress 
of the movement. His letters reveal the extraordinary 
union there was in his character of emotion and resolution.. 
Along with the firm· determination to carry his point 
there is an almost boyish eagerness and delight in the 
details of the political pme. 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 
Jan. 5, 1849.-I long to read to you Lord H. ·B.'s letter, 

of which I have made out. almost every word. It is a most 
remarkable one. The Duke of Portland has beeri dangerously 

1 Lord Henry Bentinok writes as if he thought that Disraeli was a Jew 
in religion. · 

2 See pp. 702, 703. 
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ill, and though out of. immediate danger, it is evident that 
his son thinks he is dying. ~rd H. will not hear of Stanley's , 
project. He is going to get the Duke of Newcastle to writ« 
to Stanley, and Trollope is to ride over to Granby for the 
same object. He impresses on me the importance of getting. 
Mandeville to do the same. M. will be in town on Sunday, 
and therefore I wish you. could send me by post Stanley's 
letter and copy of my answer, that T may show them, arid 
the others, to Mandeville before he writes. . 

Saturday [Jan. 6, 1849].-Granby came up to town'.last 
night from Belvoir about the leadership-Stanley in confidence 
having sent him our two letters, and entreating him to 
interfere, etc., etc. · · 

He came into the Coventry about i of an hour after me, 
and saw the very man he wanted. We dined together.' 
Fortunately I had Henry Bentinck's letter, etc., etc., in my ,; 
pocket. All we,s read and digested.. Details when we meet. 
Nothing could be more happy than this meeting. Providence 
sent me up to London and prevented my going to B[righton) • _ 
yesterday. · · . 

· The Leader question· excites much interest. Except the 
Gold Mines nothing else is talked of, and every day, every 
l;lour, it of eoursebecoines more interesting: like the election. 

·of the President.1 ) • 

Disraeli ra~ do:wr{ to Brighton for a few hours to pas 
a visit to Metternich. · ·· "'•. .- . 

To Mrs . ./)israeli. 
Sunday night [Jan: 7, 1849].-I got to Brighton at i past 

two and caught M[etternich] before he went ,o~t. He said 
· directly he hoped I had come to stay a few days, but when 
I replied only a few hours, that business demanded my 
presence in London, and that it was only to see him that 
-I .had come down, he replied:.' Well, then, I. know by your 
letters what you want. I am no longer a Minister; I am 
Professor Metternich '; and he broke into a gallop immedi
ately. I never heard such divine talk: he gave me the most 
masterly exposition of the present state of European affairs, 
and said a greater number·of wise ahd witty things than I 
.ever recollected hearing from h1m on the same day. He was 
, indeed quite br~lliant, and his 'eyes sometimes laughed. with 
sunny sympathy with his shining· tho~ghts. He ~as looking· 
very well indeed. I saw the Princess, who, whether from my 
. 1 Louis Napoleon was elected President of the French Republio. on 

. Deo. 10, 1848. II· See below. cb. 7. 
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not congratulating them before on the important events that 
had occurred in their favor, or at my knocking up her 
morning excursion, or mere caprice, was rather short, I 
thought: but that did nqt signify, as I was most anxious to 
get away and shrunk from hospitalities. . 

After the state of Europe, strange to say, the subject which 
most interests M. at this moment is the ' Leadership.' He ' 
mentioned to me the famous article in theM orning Chronicle 1 

on it, and then asked many questions, and gave his view of 
what should be my course, if I undertook it. I endeavoured 
to make him understand the complicated question. But he 
requested me to state the case precisely in a confidential 
despatch, with copies of all the correspondence, and he would 
draw up his views on the whole case. It was impossible to 

~ refuse such a man such a request; to say nothing of the in~erest 
and importance of having such a document as his decision in 
our archives: but the consequence is, that I ·have almost the 
whole of this morning been employed in copying the letters 
of Lord S[tanley] and Lord H. B.: a tolerably arduous task: 
besides an interview with Granby of two hours. Mandeville 

· has not arrived, though· hourly expected from Sc~tland. It 
is of the utmost importance that a certain letter to Lord S. 
should be written by him. However he may be here to-night. 

I have not drawn up the statement for M[etternich], which 
I hope to do to-ri:10rrow morning, but I really have not had a 
moment of relaxation since we parted. . . . . 

Monday [Jan. 8, 1849].-. . . PhilJ,ips has just gone,_ 
having set immense machinery to work. . . . Affairs get 
more complicated and exciting every moment. This morning 
brings another letter from Stanley!~ He seems at my feet, but.· 
the difficulties are immense. Yet they may be surmounted 
An idea has just crossed me on which I shall act. It is to 
make Delane my confidant and ask his advice. I think some 
articles in The Times, done. with discreet thunder, might do 
the business. · · 

Tuesday [Jan. 9, 1849].-I am harassed to death. Herries 
has just come up ! Just arrived. There is to be a Congress 
at Burleigh next week, where Granby is going, and where I 
suppose they must settle something. . I have been with 
Delane all this morning.3 Nothing can be more difficult 
than my position, and it requires the greatest tact and 
discretion to manage it. I hope to ·get back to-morrow, 
though it will be late, as I have promised to see Herries 

' at t past two. I shall decide ori nothing: merely main-
~· See above, p. 936. ' z See above, pp. 942·4, · 
a Delane must have discountenanced the idea ,of articles in The Times. 

aa none appeared in thi_s month. · 
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· tainrng the position' which I ,took in my reply to Sir John 
Trollope, and which I have impressed on· Granby, and which 
l trust h~ nowf~lly understands. Deciding on nothing; 'I 
shall have the benefit of your advice, which I have several·· 
times wanted; put . which will be much more important 
during the next three weeks than at this moment. . . . I 
am too ti;red, too hurried, and too anxious to be able to write 
anything·worth reading, or to anyone but you. I have not 
been able to compose lJlY despatch to Prince M. 
. Half-past six.~ Lord Henry Bentinck is going -to give up 
hunting, and give himself up to politics in order to support ' . me. • . 

[Jan.·lO, 1849.]-... Nothing, as it has turned out, cpuld 
·be. more opportune ·than my visit,'and, I hope, more discreet 
than my departure .. For having set every wheel at work; it 
is just.as well that Lshould be off ·the scezie when everyon~ 
is on it. 

Disraeli could ri.ot keep off the scene for long. He liad 
time to diaw up and send off his promised memorandum 
for Metternich, .but. after little . more than a week's 
absence we fuid <him back in town. . 

To Mrs. ,Disraeli. . ... 
Saturday [Jan; 20, 1849].~A hurried line. Chris~opher has. 

been here these ·two hours. I thirik there is no doubt about 
the result, though there are delicacies and difficu~ties. I must 
keep in the background, but always .ready to counsel and aid 

\Christopher, who is one of the most generous and hearty of 
men. Lord Henry is in town; but I have not yet seen him. , 

Sir John Yarde Buller has come up about it, and is for me. 
This is a great adhesion. 

I can give you no idea of Bankes' letter. I have been very 
.. much mistaken about him. It is the highest praise and the 
most unqualified adhesion you can imagin~. . · 

I am a little too excited at this moment, from travel and 
talk, to write more. · 

They say that Peel will·never get over my appoint~ent. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Jan: 2~, 1849 . 

.. DEAR LADY OF HUGHENDEN,-Wh~t would I not iive to 
be with you iri these almoj'lt spring :mornings, surrounded by 
birds, flowers, and running waters! 100~ tJ;l~I)ks for. your 
le.tter, the violets, and the enclosures. It was, however, 
lucky that I caip.e, .a~ l 4<m't thil).k IL B. would ,have ~ver 
pardoned my want of interest and energy, had I been quiet. 
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What do you think he did? Yesterday he went to Good
wqod and returned the same day, and made the Duke write 
,a strong letter to S[tanley]"! . 
· I must write in initials, and even that is dangerous. 
H[erries] has entirely declined. Lord Exeter wants Lord . 
G[r.anby]-who of course has declined. Christopher goes 
down to-night to Burleigh. The personage 1 respecting whom 
the letter was about calls at G[rosvenor] G[ate] to-morrow at 
two o'clock. This .is most important. · 

Jan .. 23, 1849.-The interview with the gentleman1 to-day 
was most cordial and satisfactory. In short, as he himself 
exclaimed, where are the opponents? He thinks, however, 
that the false position of Lord S., in consequence of his first 
letter, is so great and unmanageable, that he counselled my 
setting up for myself, without LordS. Time will settle all this. 

Jan. 24, 1849.-1 think there cannot be a shadow of doubt 
of all happening as we desire; and with greater eclat from Lord 
S.'s letter, and my continuingto hold back. · 

Jan. 25, 1849.-You remember the Prince of Lucca ? · He 
·is now Prince of Parma. He called at Gros. Gate a few days 
back, and yesterday came a royalinvitation from an aide-de
camp to prier. me to dine with him and her Royal Highness, 
sister of the Duke of Bordeaux, but I have refused, as I can't 
work and stand the excitement of Society too, and certainly 
shall not be tempted anywhere without you. . . 

Baroness Brunnow is at home on the 30th, and has sent us 
an invitation. I don't particularly want to go, but very much 

1wish you should, and maintain your position in Society, and 
feel the public sentiment on many affairs. 

'A most interesting and affectionate despatch from Prince M .. ,.~ 
.this morning, returning the documents. · 

Metternich's despatch was wordy and involved; a,nd he 
declined to give Disraeli any. definite. advice on the 
p~rsonal question. He was anxious not to mix. himself 
up too much in English party politics; ·Princess Melanie; 
his wife, in her Jotirnal, complains that he had to 'defend· 
himself against 'les obsessions du parti conservateur' in 
England. 2 

I But he very shrewdly pointed 'OUt the de~ 
sirability of merging the name Protectionist in the wider 
title Conservative'--a. change' of nomenclature which was 
indeed, as we have seen, already in ·pro~ess.\ T~~ views 
pfthe greatest Conservative statesman in Europe on qlis 

. I. 

1 It is not clear who thiswaSc-possibly Lyndhurst. 
2 lJf etternich M emoirea, Part III. . . 

31 
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crisis in the Conservative party in England -have a per
manent interest for the student of pqlitics, and the letter 
will be found in full in Appendix B.. There i~ a peculiar·. 
irony in contemplating the mind of the most determined 
enemy of Parliamentary government applying itself to 
solve a difficulty -in the working of Parliamentary 
institutions: · -

To Lord John Manners . 
• " • .. • v , ·GROSVENOR GATE; J~n. 29, _1849. ,' _, 

· Mx DEAREST J. M,,-'-1000 thanks for your .welcome letter·P 
I have been silent, lest1 at'this J.l:!Oment, you might misconceive 
my purpose in writing; I have therefore studiously avoided 

. to cqni:municate with everyone·, save in reply to their letters.· 
I had the good- fortune of fleeing Granby in town casually, 
as I was passing·thro~ to Brighton; to pay a' little visit to 
Metternic,h. , I make no ··doubt• that Granby_ made you ac.: 
quainted with all- that passed between us, as in our most 
confidentiil,l corhmunicatiohs there is always a reservation in 
your fa/vor:i.,-bn both sides. · . · · _ · ' · . · ·. 

With respect to the great qUEistion, nothing will induce me 
·to attempt the task unless· it is with 'the general'wish and 
consent of the whole party :'for ·nothing but that unanimous 
feeling could.sustairt me in tlie terrible struggle which, as you 
well know, Ihave long·seen looming in the distance between 
the. aristdcratic :anq democratic principles,· ·Sincerely It say; 
I wish the'dutyhad·fallen to the 1lotof another:--butif.'itfalls · 

•• to me, I will attempt to fulfil it'to the death. ' · ' . ·.' 
· I have heard nothing from Stanley since· the· 6th, insk, 

when he expressed an anxious wish to 'See me the moment he 
arrived in town. · I replied---,in order to throw the fixing the. 
appointment on hiin. I believe hehas.arrived. I have kept · 
in· the country as quiet as possible, and:sii:we I have been in 
town; have avoided the Carlton: but I have received a great 
many ·letters and '.communications. I have rece~ved the 
adhesion,mnqualifiyd and complete, of every shade otChurch 
Party. IngUs' did .me the honor .of paying me· a visit a few 
days back: nothing could be 'more cordial and satisfactory. 
Yesterday·. r was ·informed tnat on Saturday' there was . a 
meeting at .t}le NationalClub;,Colquh.oun, ,whom I have ~ever 
seen,. at; the,h~~d, and, ~hat it ,was una~imously resql:ved, iri 
that mysterious <;onclave, that I :was the Dian; and that if I 
accepted the office; 1 had ~-right to exjfec't ari: unreserved 
confidence; which after'due"explanations; respecting .whieh 

1 Expressing ~il.rn.'ekh~pe fo.r Disr"eli''a'Unatiimous·cl~ction as leader, 
. . ~~ .. 'l! ! ·. ·, ·,· -.~. •< .• t -~~ v. ·. . . 
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they anticipated no difficulty, they were prepared to give me ! 
I am told . Inglis was present and Walpole. Will you believe 
it, that Plumptre1 is going to support me ? 

In the meantime, I have literally not entered into the 
intrigue, which was not only justifiable, but which was almost 
my duty to· myself and the party generally; so. convinced am 
I, that the result you wish will be disappointing, unless it be 
almost unanimous. I have not written to Stafford~ for the 
same reason I have written to no one. I am not a candidate 
for the Leadership, tho' I am prepared to undertake the 
task at _the unequivocal desire of the party. . . . · 

· Ah ! my dear John, if that happens which you wish, how I · 
shall miss you-my best and earliest political friend. You 
would be invaluable to me.-Ever yours, D. 

The Whips were much perturbed by ·the activity of 
Disraeli's friends •. 

William Beresford to Lord Stanley. 

2. EATON SQUARE, Friday night [?Jan. 5 or 12, 1849]..:_ 
. . · . Yesterday and to-day· for the first time for above a 

·month I have seen a few persons, and I have discovered that 
there has been a deep intrigue carrying on' in the Party to 
force Disraeli on us as· our Leader. . . . ·I have never 
flinched from admitting since last summer that Disraeli has 
shown an amount of talent that places him above all in the 
House, and if the Party choose to be led by him and agree to 
that generally, I do not say unanimously, I shall not be found 
as one ·creating disunion. But I must say that I am not 
prepared to yield to an intrigue and to assist in an arrange
ment which I verily believe will bring great obloquy upon a 
Party, which I have joined from principle, and 'Yhich has its· 
weight from character. . . . . 

Jan. 22.-... I have discovered that the plan that 
they at present intend to adopt is not_ to propose D; as 
Leader in a general 

1
meeting of the Party, but· being them

selves organised to go down to the House, and: for, ·him 
thus backed to virtually undertake .to be I. .. eader, not by 
election but de facto. . . • . · " 

' ' . 

The other Whip, Newdegate~according to some notes 
written by Montagu Corry in 1876, after conver!Sation 
with· Disraeli - told Stanley duririg this. winter .thftt, 
if Disraeli became leader, ,.he should whip to empty 

1 M.P. for East Kent. 
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benches; 'and, as things 'tUrned Ol1t, resigned his post. 
and, as we now see, his prospects, the victim of. jeal6usy 
and self-conceit, though rich, capable, and a gentle
:rp.an. . Beresford, not very friendly . before, bowed to 
t~e rising star.' · · 

There is no reason to impute any discreditable motives 
to the Whips, any more than to their Chief, Stanley, for 
their hesitation about Disraeli and their reluctance to s.ee 
him appointed leader .. Whips, though frequently very bad . 

' judges of policy owing to the shortness of their views, 
are tisually good judges of men. . In this case they spoke 
undoubtedly for a considerable body of feeling in theU:· 

· party, rather perhaps in the country, where Disraeli was 
_less known, than in· the House, where his powers ex
torted admiration.. It was admitted that · his public 
conduct gave liimgreat claims to confidence, that he had 

I . 
been·a most zealous and faithful lieutenant to Bentinck, 
and that· Without him Peel's betrayal of his party could 
not. ha.ve been adequately punished. But the bad ;char
acter, derived from earlier exploits, and es-pecially. from 
malignant distortions and misrepresentationS' of . them, 
still clung to him· in many minds. .Stanley. wrote signifi
c·antly that he had 'never seen, bj late yea.rs; any·reaso:h 
to ~di?trust him';· but he, 'wa~ eviqeJ?.tly of opimo~ ·that· 
confidence is a plant of slow grbwth. · Greville could write 

· of him so recently .:as February 6, 1847, as~ having '.a 
·character so disreputable that' he. cannot be trus~ed.' . 
Disraeli was a Jew by birth, had been n:iuch of a dandy 
and something of a Bohemian, had been flighty and 
incomprehensible in his early political efforts, was a 
literary man, and had hardly yet been converted in,to a 

.. cou~try gentleman by the very recent purchase of Hugh
enden; his-look and maimer were mysterious and foreign. 
These facts·gavesome colour; it Was felt,: to·theconstant 

' ca;l~mrii~s of certain newspapers, which represented him 
.as 'an Unprincipled adventurer, animated by a merely 
selfish. ·ambition; especially as -there was no. adequate 
journalistic reply. Even the Morning Herald, the Pro-

.. 
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tectionist organ, had until recently joined in depreciating 
him; and the Standard, another Conservative newspaper, 
did not find its prejudices against him removed until his 
speech on the Address in 1849. The Times, indeed, 
though a supporter of Free Trade,· was wont to treat 
Disraeli and his opinions with respect; but what was at 
that . date the most authoritative political and literary 
oracle of Conservatism, the Quarterly Review, absolutely 
ignored his existence. Neither Murray nor Croker had 
forgotten; but the respectabilities of the party could 
hardly be expected to understand that this ominous 
silence was due largely to . personal' reasons, or to 
place themselves readily under the co:rllmand of one 
whom their famous Review could not bringitself even to 
mention. 

Th(m the less progressive and more prejudiced of the 
party,· who formed a very considerable contingent, were 
well aware that Disraeli did not share their prejudices, 
a~d had in every respect an open mind. Ooningsby and 
Sybil had shown them that, while he· maintained that 
the government of the country should rest with the 
gentlemen of England, he had no sympathy with an 
Eldonian policy of exclusion ~nd restriction. His atti• 
tude about Protection had always been that it was a 
matter of expediency and not of principle, though he . 
held strongly to. the view that moderate Protection was 

. expedient for England and the Empire. He was a steady'. 
supporter, but also a candid critic, of the Ch~rch; and his· 
religious views, as set forth in Tancred, his persistent 
support of the removal of Jewish· disabiliti(;)s, and ·his 
readiness to accord generous treatment .to the Roman 
Catholics, were not calculated to recommend hin;t to the 
high-fliers. They felt ·dimly about his elevation _to the 
leadership what the exiled Guizot said to him : ' l think 
your being the leader of the Tory party is the greatest 
triumph that Libe:ralism has ever achieved.' Disraeli 
made no secret of hiS conviction-:-a conviction shared by 
Peel, at least after 1832, and in a lesser degiee by Stanley,. 
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who had served his p<;>liticar appr~nticesbip _'among_ the 
Wbigs-tbat a mere policy of negation was impossible 
for a Conservative party in the nineteenth century; that, 
t.o .secure that predominance of aristocracy which he 
d~sired in the government, an alliance in some form with 
democracy was indispensable. It would be too much to 
affirm that he had thought ~ut a definite programme "of . 
Tory Democracy; but the phrase accurately describes the 
spirit in ·which he conceived that the administration of 
the-country should be carried on. 

We must therefore recognise that those who liesitated 
to assist in Disr·aeli's elevation had plausible grounds 
for 'their distrust.· Their difficulty was that there was rio · 
alternative; and t'Yo-thirds of the pa:rty, it was claimed 
by Disraeli, gave in their' formal adhesionto him. All 
that could ,be done to propitiate the" reluctant was: to 
gloze over. what· :was really taking place; to provide a~ 
arrarigem~nt which should give .Disraeli~s geni~s full play 
and the party the ben.efit of his initiative, while apparently 
still- keeping the actual leadership an open· question. 
Accordingly,· in a ·personal interv~ew on the day before 
the session. began, Stanley laid before DisraelLthe pro
posal which· Her:ries ·had .suggested, that a confidential 
Committee, of which Disraeli would be theleading.spirit, 
should be appointed to manage the party affairs in- the 
Commons. :. •; · · 

· To Mrs. Disraeli. 

Most confidential. 'Jim. 31, 1849.-A proposition that the 
party should be led by myself, Gran by, anc~ Retries w.ith equal 
power,· that ·I should, or rather must, be the real leader; that 
this would remqve all jealousies for the moment; and that 
whim Granby was called to the . tJppt:Jr House, soon to be 
anticipated, I should, of course, become the o'nly leader, and 

. every jealousy and· distrust would; by that time, have; been 
removed. ·.' · 

Very friendly .and cordiaL . ... . 
. Says it is all over with the partyifl retire. . . · ' · 

Refused: out at his request lHtit ope:ti', as he'has not _yet 
even consulted_Gra'nby.: . . . 

Very hlirried:. All· details when·we •m((et; 
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From Lord Stanley. . . ' 
• ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, Feb. I, 1849. 

MY DEAR Sm,_:_I very much wish you could do me the 
favour of calling here, as you cannot attend the meeting, 
about one o'clock, or f past. Lord Brougham is to be with 
me at 2, and I do not know how long he may stay. There was 
a strong feelingamong the Peers who dined with ~e yesterday 

. that an amendment should be moved on the Speech, which is 
most audacioU8 ; but if anything of. the kind is to be done in t4e 
Commons, we should come to an understanding about it before 
you speak.-I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully, STANLEY. -
· P.S.-If it would suit you better, I would call on you, if I 

have a moment to spare after Lord B. leaves me-but I 
have to consider· what course I am to take in moving an 
amendment, if moved, and shall be much hurried for time .. 

The meeting at Stanley's·house approved the suggested 
Committee of Herries, Granby, and Disraeli; ·but Disraeli, 
who was not present, seems never to have definitely 
withdrawn his refusal. Phillips, writing to him on the 
following day, says : 'I am pleased to find that you resist 
th~ arrangement '; and the same correspondent, more 
than three years later, recalls the proposal . ' to place the 
leader of the Conservative party like a sandwich between 
two pieces of bread (very .stale bread~Herries and 
Granby), in order that he might be made fit for squeamish 
throats to·swallow. Sympathising, with genius,' Phillips 
proceeds, ' I honestly recommended you to -reject the 
proposed connection, and . to vindicate your own true. 
position. You acted upon the suggestion.' But, though 
Disraeli may not have formally accepted, he apparently 
tolerated the Committee, only setting himself to make

1 

his own .pre-eminence clear. · George Smythe took the 
news of the appointment of this Committee of· Three to his 
old chief, Aberdeen, 'who said with one of his grim smiles, 
" Sieyes, Roger Ducos, and ·Napoleon Bonaparte." ' 
There might be a doubt whq was cast for the part of 
Sieyes, and who for that of Ducos; but it was certain that 
Disraeli would reduce the other members of the Com
mittee to practicl!>l insignificance, just as Napoleon treated 
his two consular colleagues after the 18th Brumaire. 
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From Lord John .Manners. 
' . 

'BELVOIR CASTLE, Feb. 2, 1849.-'-... On· you presses the · 
intellectual and even physical burden of this ' terrible struggle,' 
as you most justly characterise it. I can compare .your 
position to nothing save. that of the Duke's in Spain, with a 
few good, hardy English troops to rely upon, an energetic and 
powerful enemy to oppose, and a confused mass.of.friendly . 
partisans who;from pride, jealousy, superstition, or stupidity, 
~~re eternally thwarting his com?inations or deserting him · 
1ll the hour of need; Well-I Wished and worked that the 
leadership might have been a. Monarchy,· but, as a Trium
virate has been established, I must ·salute the 'new power, and 
wish it .well; possibly you:r power will .be greater~ for being 
nominally less; let,us hope so .... 

The inevitable _:happened. Disraeli, at Stanley's re
quest, became ·the mouthpiece of the· Opposition on the 
Address, indviilg•the official •amendment; ·and M:almes-·· 
bury noted at once that· the'' triumvir~te 'w~s an evident 
failure, Grat1by and Herries being in their colleague's way,. 
It. was 'feared • that · a deficiency in ·general Civility to 
mediocrities .and bores might keep him back; and a strop.g ' 
well~wisher; ·it he -·:puke of Richmond, urged, .. t);lrough va · .· 
friend; on1February ,11; the adoption of niore conciliatory: . 
m-anners. • ·lie thought that Disraeli, with his command-' 
ing talents;.must be declared leader shortly if he removed; 
the personal prejudice ,entertained· by some • against him. 
But this dr.awback-after· all· so common 'in political 
leaders-;-proved no obstacle, and on .February 22 Disraeli 
wrote triumphantly to his sister: ' After much struggling, 
I· ain fairly ·the -leader.? Three weeks later the Prime 
Minister, in his official letter to the Q.ueen, treated this 
leadership· ·as· an· accomplished· fact: ' Mr.: Disraeli shows 
himself· a·'much abler and ,less· passionate leader than . 
Lord George Bentinck.' 1 ·In March or Ap:ril, Beresford, 
who h·ad hitherto taken his· orders.directly Jrom Stanley, 
reco'gilised Disraeli as·the responsi~le,. Chief in the Com

. moils ; and 'before the end of .the sessio:r;J. definite . ackliow~ 
. ledginent ·of the position was made. by the Government 

and••their supporters in the debate, 1~'in July, on the'vote of'"" 
. :·· . .. . . . . ~ "" . : ~- . : . . . ~ - ' '·~· ' ~ ~-

1 Queen Victoria's Letters, March 16, 1849. · 2 See· below, pp. 1024-1028;' 
~ . 
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want of confidence. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 
then spoke of him as 'the· avowed leader of a powerful 
party.'; Russell referred to the Protectionists as Disraeli's 
' supporters '; .Peel protested his anxiety to show ' no 
disrespect to the bon. member's ability or station'; 
and Roebuck offered him congratulations 'upon this his 
first appearance as the acknowledged Chief of the pa-rty.' 
Thp.s, without any regularonomination or election, but 
by a natural evolutionary process, the lead of the Oppo
sition passed to the fittest.1 

1 This account of Disraeli's accession to the leadership, based mainly on 
contemporary correspondence, is borne out by a statement made by him 
to his secretary in 1876, that the session of 1849 was opened with the leader· 
ship, as it were, in commission; but that, as Granby and Herries were 

· unequal to the task, a few weeks ;placed it in his own han<~s. Two some
what different stories, however, m which the Committee of Three was 
entirely ignored, were told by him, with characteristic carelessness about 
detail, in 1860, when the events referred to were more recent. ·writing to 
Miles in that year, he said: 'When ... we lost Lord George, Lord Derby, 
with whom I had very slight relations, wrote to me, and asked me to under
take, under certain conditions, the management of our party. I declined 
to do so, though duly honoring the offer. I ·saw personal difficulties 
ahead, and the engagement on my part would have involved the sacrifice 
of several thousands a year, which I would willingly, having no children, 
have relinquished, if I possessed the confidence of the gentlemen of England, 
but which, without that great reward, I was not willing to give up. After 
long and earnest representations, principally urged by Lord Derby, the 
present Duke of Rutland, yourself, and Lord Henry Bentinck, I undertook 
the office.' The other version was given in the same year to a biographer 
who asked Disraeli for the principal details of his career .. To·him he wrote: 
' After the death of Lord George Bentinck, I was chosen leader of the Tory 
party in the House of Commons; at the commencement of the Session 1849. 
Sir John Buller and Mr. Miles were deputed formally to announce to me 
the choice; and I had the satisfaction, in due season, of recognising .their 
undeviating fidelity to mysylf, by making one a baronet, and elevating the 
other to the peerage.' Undoubtedly Sir John Buller was created LOl'd 
Churstonin 1858, and Mr. Miles Sir William in 1859, both on the recommenda
tion of the Dcrby-Disraeli Government. But we happen to have a letter of 
January, 1852 (see below, p. 1131), from Buller to Miles, definitely stating 
that Disraeli was· not app0inted in 1849 the one acknowledged leader of the 
party in the Commons. No doubt the Committee was practically super
seded. by Disraeli within a few weeks; but it maintained a shadowy existence 
till the winter of 1851-52,. when Granby resigned his membership of it. 
Sec below, pp. 1127-1),29. 

I. 31* 



· CHAPTER VI. 

FAMILY AFFAIRS :AND HUGHENDEN . .. 
1847-l-863. 

- In Disraeli's private life, no less than in his public 
car~er, the years during which he overthrew Peel and 
established his own leadership were critical and decisive. ' 
In those years his mother and his father, having happily 
iived long 'enough to witness his success, poth died, within 
a few months of each other; and he acqu'ired, and took 
possession·, of, the country home where it ·was his ·pride 
and delight to dwell for the rest of his days.· ' · 

_i ~ Mrs.:.D'Isr.aeli's death took place rather suddenly at 
,Bradenh~m-on April21; 1847, iri her seventy-second year.'· 
She had~ been ill, but not sufficiently to call far her eldest 

·' son's presence, and he was in'London attending to his 
Parliamentary duties when the end came~ She had, as · 
we have seen,1· counted for little in his-life.·' ,Indee~, one 
of her few -recorded marks of .interest 'in his career is 
chronicled by Sarah· Disraeli in a letter tb her sister-in-· 
law in ·March of this same year : ' This wonderful speech, 2 

too, that everyone praises. ~Mama at last confesses that 
_she nevef~before thought Dis was equal to Mr. Pitt. So 
you see it pleases all varieties of hearers or readers> 

'Sa bears up under all this sudden·~c~lamity,' wrote 
James Disraeli on the day of their mother's def!,th, 'but 
we must break it to our father.'.·~·,Is'aa:'c·D'Israeli was·now 
eighty-one, and for more tlian seven years · had been 

- blind. a When the ~lowfell, in l8.3_9;~he was, in spite of his 
1 Pa.g~s'l5, 16. 
3 Seep. 471 •. • -

; 2'~h~ speechon_Cracow. 
-· -· ·- . 

. 
See below, p. 987. 
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seventy"three' years, confidently prosecuting his ambitious 
design of a comprehensive History of English Literature.1 

Considering the bitterness of such a calamity to one whose 
powers were otherwise not in the lea.st impaired (writes the 
son in his Memoir of his father), he bore on the whole his fate 
with magnanimity, even with cheerfulness. Unhappily, his 
previous habits of study and composition rendered the habit 
of dictation intolerable, even impossible, to him. But with 
the ·assistance of his daughter, whose intelligent t?Olicitude he 
has commemorated in more than one grateful passage, he 
selected from his manuscripts three volumes, which he wished 
to have published tinder the becoming title of 'A Fragment of 
a History of English Literature,' but which were eY!=lntually 
given to the public under that of 'Amenities of Literature! 

He was also enabled during these last years of physical, 
though not· of moral, gloom, to prepare a new edition of his 
work on the Life and Times of Charles the First, which had 
been for some time out of print. He contrived, though slowly: 
and with great labour, very carefully to revise, and improve, 
and enrich these volumes. 

Such were the literary labours of Isaac D'Israeli's last 
years; outside of them, his principal delight was in ~atching . 
the gr<?wing renown of his favourite son in literature and 
Parliament. In his very last year of all he busied himself 
to secure for him that permanent home in the co.untry 
on. which both father and son had set their hearts. Before, 
however, th~ purchase of Hughenden was completed and 
possession taken, Isaac D'Israeli had passed away. His 
illnesE was short, and ended on January 19,. 1848,_nine 
months after the death of his wife. 'For an author,' 
wrote his son, 'his end was an euthanasia, for on the 
day before ~he was ~eized by that fatal epidemi~,- of the 
danger of which to the last moment he was unconscious, 
he was apprised by pis·publishers that all his works were 
out of print, and that their republication could,no'longei' 

'be delayed.' . -_ ' •.:.:-~ \----- ~ 
. . -1. ., ll I ·To Lord John _Manners. ·- _)- ~ 

~ ' .... 

CARLTON LIBRARY, Jan. 29, 18;1:8.-I can't let a Hiie,\vhich 
I have written to Lord Granby, reach Belvoir, witnout:falso 
a wqrd to you. Your letter poured balm into the~bruised 

1 Seep .. 17. 
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spirits of our circLe. My only consolation for the death of my 
father is his life. . . . · , 

Lord G.1 is at Wimpole. That kind Lord Hardwicke sent 
me the life of his great ancestor, and my father was in the 
second vol. revelling in the extraordinary interview or Cabinet 
scene, between Lord Hardwicke and George II., when the 
King would not speak-when my father was seized with his 
attack. It was his last book ! · 

'He leaves you . proud memories to cherish,' wrote 
Manners to Disraeli,. -' and a great name.· to guard and 
augment· in praise. Rarely does such an heir succeed to 
such an heritage : and I feel confident the future Will add 
other crom to those already bestowed 'on your house.' 
The son did cherish .to the- ·end- of his 'iife2 th~ memory' 
and reputation of a father for whom' he entertained t]le 
~highe~~ respect arid the warm~st affection; whose literary 

· ·work'he )w<:nly appreciated, imd ·of ,whose influence upon. 
his own character and intellect he, was profoundly con
scious.~. Jsaa? D'Isra~li w~_t~, wont t~ .s_ay that 'the best 
inonum(:mt to an- author was a good edllion' of his works.'~ 

- . • ·' .4; . .l•t .. , 

His sol!, 'it;t s'_f>ite of th~ politic~! anxieties, and 'labours of 
1848, and:'the worries necessarilyinvolved in w_inding up 
his father's est'ate and i-iJ. his own·inst~llatio~ at Hugh~n
_den, set about pro~iding this ~erhori~lwith.sri~li'prompti,. 
t~de that he was able t()'. publish a ''new--edition. of*the 
Curiositie's of Literat_ure ,in- the last days of· the year, 
with the, Memoir; dated Christmas, 1848, fro'in which we 
have· quoted;. and to follow it up in subsequent years 
with· the Charles I. and the collected works. He could 
not have done this 'without t-he devoted afd ·of his sister, 
as he a~lq10wl~dged i~ conversatJon;, quarter of a-century-. 
later.· .. -; -· · · · 

: $.;,_ .~·"'. 
Note by Montagu Co·dy. 

I read to-day> by Mr. D.'s advice, his father's chapter on 
ShakesP,~are in the Ame.nities of Literature,. which l;J.e told me 
• 1 Bentinck. 

2 In J\IIay,J 866 (Lord Rowton records), Disraeli and the younger Stanley, 
who":\\iere ;tt that time intimate· friends, dined together at Bellamy's on the· 
hundredth anniversary 'of.·lsaao D~lsraeli's birthday, and drank to his 
memory in a bottle of champagne. ' ' ' ' < e' 

3 See I., ch. 2. · , ' Easter Sunday, 1873. 

• I 

.. _ 
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he had read last week, for the firf't time (he was ashamed to 
confess), and considered to l e the finest piece of literary 
criticism in the language. To n,y remark that he had himself. 
edited the Amenities, he replied 1tat in reality the work was 
done by Miss Disraeli, in whose tal, nt and discretion he was 
able thoroughly to trust. 

Of all his possessions, what Isaac D'Israeli naturally 
valued the most were his books. He often said to his 
son, 'The Octavos are my Infantry, my Cavalry are the 
Quartos, and the Folios are my Artillery.' There were 
25,000 volumes in all, of which _Disraeli transferred the 
best to Hughenden, but the larger part were sold. A note 
by his secretary in 18'73 is interesting, when we remember 
the friendship of the father and the admiration of the son 
for Byron: 

D. much laments the loss of a much prized copy of the first 
edition of his father's first work, Curiosities, which had 
belonged to Byron. It was much marked and noted. On 
the title-page was written ' Byron Athenis relegit.' It had 

· been sent to Mr. I. D. by Murray who secured it, it ha;:ving been 
seized in the Albany under a writ of execution. Mr. I. D. 
valued it beyond measnre .. It was abstracted from the 
Library, after 1850, and Mr. D, has told me who he conceives 
appropriated the volume. · 

Disraeli was his father's executor and heir. The will 
directed that the personal property should be realised 
and divided into twelve parts, four to go to Sarah, two 
to Ralph, and two to James, the rest to be sunk· in the , 
residue, which was, wit:h the real estate, to pass to Ben-/ 
jamin, the eldest son. To his 'beloved daughter-in-law, 
Mary Anne Disraeli,' Isaac D'Israeli left his collection 
of pril)ts; to Sarah his portrait by Denning, 'as a mark. 
of my sense of her devotion and. my entire affection.' 
The value of property converted into money was returned 
as £7,553, and of property not so ·.converted as £3,500. 
The net residue was declared byDisraeli as £10,803. The 
home at Bradenham was broken up. His sister went to 

'live first at Hastings, and then at Twickenham. His 
brother Ralph he had already been able to start in life, 
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having procured for him in 1841, through· Lyndhurst, __ 
then Lord Chancellor, a clerkship in Chancery of £400 a 

·year, which was eventually to lead to the post of Deputy 
Clerk of the Parliaments. His brother James, for whom 
his applications had so far been unsuccessful, settled down 
in a small <house at Bradenham, until Lord Derby 
gave him a minor post under the Treasury in 1852, 
promoting him to a Commissionership of IJ1land Revenue 
in 1858. · 

Benjamin Disraeli and his wife moved in the autumn 
to Hughenden Manor:. It was a place he had long 
known and admired-' the prettiest place in the county,' 
Lord Mahon, the historian, who took him there in 1829, 
called it. It lay only a few miles over a spur of the 
Chilterns from Bradenham, and was even ne·arer to High 
Wyco'mbe. The Norrises, its recent owners, were friends, 
as well as neighbours, of t'he Disraelis; and the Disraeli 
boys, in their early Bradenham days, used frequently 
to go over: there, to visit and flirt with tl,le Norris. 
girls. So Disraeli was very familiar with his future 

· home.· .Hughenden, or Hitchenden, has had its modest 
relation to English hiStory. · The manor formed part. 
of the possessions of . Edith, Queen of Edward the 
Confessor, was granted by William the' Conqueror to 
Odo, Bishop of· BayeU:x, and duly appears in Domesday 
Book. ·· In the thirteenth c{mtury Jtichard de Montfort, 
youngest son of the creator of Parliament, settled in 
Hughenden parish, but not .at the manor;. and there is a 
De Montfort Chapel in the church, with family monuments. 
More than a century earlier the manor had become part 
of the ·endowment of the' Black Canons of' Kenilworth 
Priory. At the Reformation it was granted by Henry 
VIII. to ·one of the Dormers of West Wyc.on:ibe, from 
. whom it passed to the famous Philip Dormer Stanhope, 
fourth Earl of Chesterfield, statesman and Ietter..:writer. 
The Norris· family acquired it later in the eighteenth 
century; and on the death o£ John· Norris in October, 
l845, it was offered for sale. Negotiations on Distaeli's 
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behalf were carried on for some months, and on March 3, 
1847, he agreed to purchase the estate for £27,700, ex
cluding timber but including the advowson. The timber 
was ultimately valued at £7,250, ap.d so the total purchase
money amounted to £34,950. How was Disraeli to find 
this sum ~ .;:; 

We have already seenl that marriage, though it. had ' 
provided him with a hopse in London and an income, 
had by no means extricated him from debt. At the time 
of his election for Shrewsbury in 1841 his liabilities were 
more than £20,000, and he was still in the clutch of 
usurers. A year later, in a document which testifies at 
once to his· love for his wife, his confidence in his father, 
and his serious financial embarrassments, he stated 
that his wife had already satisfied claims upon him for 
£13,000, and that there was as much more which she was 
prepared to liquidate. This paper is endorsed in his 
handwriting: 'To be given to my father after my decease. 
!::... August 13, 1842.' 

To Isaac D' I sracli. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Aug. 13, 1842.-The uncertainty of 

life impels me to draw up this note, which in the event of 
my death before that of my father, I request should be im
mediate~y given to him. At this date, after a life of constant 
struggle, I find myself commencing an era of worldly prosperity 
and mental satisfaction. I am entirely indebted for this .
position and this state of mind, doubly appreciated by one 
whose lot has hitherto been so much the reverse, to the 
unexampled devotion of my beloved wife, to whom I am 
indebted not' orily for all these worldly accidents which 
make life desirable, but for that peace of mind and consequent 
physical health which render it ·even delicious. Since our 
marriage, it should be distinctly known, which indeed in 
conversation I have already mentioned to my father, that 
she has defrayed either for those parliamentary contests so 
indispensable to my career, or for debts incurred before our 
union, no less a sum than thirteen thousandpounds·sterling, 
and is prepared to grapple with clainis and incumbrances to 
<tn amount not inferior. I place these facts on record, that in 
the event before referred to, her moral claim to my patrimony, 

1 Page 513. 
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as described in my father's will recently ~xecuted, may be_ 
clearly comprehended. But I have such confidence in the 
justice of my father, and in the affection and gratitude which _ 
every member of my family must .feel towards her to whose 

r ceaseless vigilance and unbroken devotion I am indebted for 
even existence, that I feel that, in expressing these wishes, I 
am only sanctioning their own affectionate anticipations:-

! solem11ly commend her to their unbroken love.- B. 
D!SRAELI. 

It is clear from this touchin-g "document that no furthe~ 
pecuniary aid could be looked for from Mrs. Disraeli's 
property. All t.hat could be spared was already mort,. 
gaged, so to speak, to meet old debts, which there is too 
mucli reason ~o fear were still mounting_ up owing to 
Disraeli's extraordinary financial methods. One sensible 
step he had taken. In the spring of- 1846, when .the 
struggle against Peel was. el}tirely engrossing his energies 
and attention, he piaced. his affairs in the hands of an old 
acquaintance and Buckinghamshire neighbour, a bu~ines~ 
man of the highest reputation for ·ability and integrity, . 
the. late Mr. (afterwards Sir) Philip Rose, of the firm of· . 
Baxter, Rose, 1and Norton, solicitors. For the rest of 
Disr~eli's life, Rose. Was' by his .side as his confidential_ 
·agent in regard to his complicated_private ·affairs, and 
also for many years i1s the· political agent of the Con
S(lrvative party ; a11d was constituted hy his will his_ 
executor and trustee along with Lord Rothschild. ;vve may 
perhaps doubt; in. view of the subsequent story, whether; 
at any rate in _the first instance, Disraeli revealed to Rose· 
the full exten,t of his indebtedness, ·any more thaii he 
had revealed it to his father or his·wife. He probably 

· had great difficulty in ascertaining it himself: 
-" . ' 

. ;To Philip · R?se 
" GROSVENOR GATE, .April 28, 1846. 

MY DEAR Sm,-i want a• confidential man of business in 
whose talents, zeal,.and fidelity; I can repose a complete trust. 
The pressure' of_ public life has become so extreme .of late on · 
me, thatcT can no longer attend to my private affairs,· which 
require great consideration. I have,·mor~ than once, from 
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my early- knowledge of you, and my occasional observation 
of your career, thought, that I might find in you the adviser 
and agent I contemplated; but I fear, that the engrossment 
of your parliamentary business may perhaps render it difficult, 
or even impossible, for you, to undertake t.he transaction of my 
affairs. If, however, I be mistaken on this head, oblige me by 
sending me a line directed to me at the Carlton Olub ,· and 
believe me, very faithfully yours, B. DISRAELI. 

BRADENHAM, WYOOMBE, Oct. 25, 1846. 
MY DEAR RosE,-! learnt wit.h great pleasure, from your 

brother on Friqay, that ·you had returned to England, much 
benefited by your travels. 

Your services to me, performed with a zeal, that I n,ever can 
forget, and the circumstance that, many years ago, I suffered 
much, an<;} for a long t.ime, from a disorder which I believe 
to be similar to your own, makes me much interested in your 
welfare. 

My present condition of health and career may convince 
you, that there is more of distress, than danger, in these 
exhaustions of the nervous system. But if not duly checked, 

· the trial they inflict is severe. Repose is the best medicine, 
and we should guard against the belief, that there is any cure 
foy them but a gradual one. ·Repose, however, is a rare 
medicine, and impatient suffering is too apt to take refuge in 
quacks;-Yours very sincerely, B .. DISR.A.ELI. 

CARL:rON, Dec. 8, 1846.-... It would give me the greatest 
pleasure to find my title deeds1 under your roof, but I should 
not like to take a decisive step without a line from you, that 
you saw your way. . . 

Could you command £25,000 to complete the purchase, 
I supplying the balance, say £10,000; the Estate your security? 

CARLTON CLUB, March 24, 184 7 .-A thousand thanks for your 
indefatigable kindness! It is quite true that I have pur
chased Hughenden, or rather that my father has purchased 
it, but for me; and the conveyance is to be tnade to me,. 

Isaac D'Israeli thus stepped into the breach for the 
moment, but it was many months before his son found 
the money to complete the agreement. The· period 
originally fixed for _completion was June, 1847; it was 
put off till the following Christmas for a revaluation 
of the timber; and, after a somewhat heated correspond
ence. regarding the delay, the purchase was actually 

1 Of Hughenden. 
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completed in September, 1848. In the end it was to the 
Bentinck family· that Disraeli was mainly indebted for 
his country house, as it. was with them that the move- • 
ment originated to make him leader of the Conservative 
party. They were loyal friends· to him, as he had ever 
been to Lord George. Lord Henry Bentinck told a · · 
friend in later years that his brother George used to 
complain that he -had found for the Tory party a mar
vellous man as leader, whom they would not accept just, 
because he was not a coimtry gentleman. · So the three 
brothers, Lord Titchfield, Lo:rd George, and Lord Henry,. 
·determined to make -him one; and the· Bentinck family 
found the money to buy Hughenden. The correspond
_e~ice suggests that Lord George, as might be expected, 
was the original mover in the scheme; his brothers carried 
out his wishes after his death. 

From 'Lord George Be1iiinclc. 

Private.· HARcouRT HousE, Feb.· 6, 1847. -I have j~st 
got a note fiom C. Lloyd to tell me he has placed £5,000 
to iny account a~ Drummonds', so whefi: you. want it it is 
all ready; if you require the other £2,QOO, it will- only be 
necessary for me to know. a' day or two at most in'advartce,.. 
and it will be forthcoming'; Drummonds will. let me .have a 
couple of· thousand for six months without a. bond, and by 
that time I shall have my other £5,000. · · ·· · 

To Philip_ Rose: 

BRADENHAM, Oct. 27, 1847.-... I ~m very sensible of 
your most friendly offer about Hughenden. Ld. ·George 
Bentinck wrote to me, a few days back, offering to be my 
security for £10,000, if that would help me to tide over. At 
any other time, he, would have. lent .me 'the money, an:d 
indeed offered .it to me last year, but I waived it until affairs 

_ . were more .mature with respect to the purchase. · 
· He is a man now_ of ample indepenqence, and Will ·on the 
death of his' father, nearly as 'old as mine, accede to some 
20 'or.':30 thousand per ann., to say· nothing of his chance of 
being Duke of Portland, his brother, ,Titchfield, ,not being 
inarried, and very ailing. _ . . _ · · . . . _ _ 
· I( by any' chance, you knew any person, who might not 

be disinclined to serve Ld. George and myself in ~his matter, 
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it might be prudent to avail oneself of the opening: the rest 
I could arrange without any ruinous sales of stock or any 

.expensive arrangements. 
HousE oF COMMONS, Wednesday evening, [130 Aug.,l848].

I can't help thinking, on reflection, that the inconvenience 
of obtaining the temporary loan from your banker is so much 
less, than that of connecting Lord George's name with mine 
in a public office with respect to a pecuniary transaction, that 
it would be better at once to decide on your bankers, and get 
the business done on your return. · 

The public or the private nature of the act on the part of 
Ld. G. B. makes all the difference, and tho' I am sure 
that he wou"ld not hesitate in doing anything, even o~ a very 
·serious and important nature, for my advantage, I think he is 
a man who would wish anything of that kind to be confined 
to your roof and personal clients .... 

The actual payment in September, 1848, seems to have 
been temp9rarily met by borrowing £5,000 from the 
solicitors, obtaining an overdraft from the bankers of 
£14,000, and utilising, it may be presumed, the inheritance 
from Isaac D'Israeli. The final arrangements with the 
Bentincks were made subsequently, after Lord George's, 
death, which followed hard upon the completion of the 
purchase. Lord Henry was the intermediary. 'What 
an admirable man;' wrote Disraeli to Manners, ' worthy 
of being our dear friend's brother!' 'With some eccen~ 
tricities, one of the ablest men and finest characters I 
have ever met,' was his verdict in later life~ 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 
. I . . . 

[GROSVENOR GATE] Oct. IS, 1848.-LordHenryhasonly just 
left me after four hours. Neither he, nor his brother, have yet 
spoken to the Duke/of whom they appear in great awe; and I 
think the object of his interview was to beg me, on the part 
of himself and T[itchfield], not to demur to any arrangement 
the Duke miglit propose. They would' be content, that the 
Duke should pay off the £25,000, and take to the whole estate, 
receiving the rents-in short, realising, without raising money, 
the original scheme of Lord George. Then, on his death, they 
could act as they liked. 

I would not be drawn into any suggestion, saying, that, if 
the Duke asked me for a proposition, I could only propose to 

1 The 4th Duke of Portland. 
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pay my debt to the family by the sale of the estate, which 
their funds had purchased, and then, of course, resign . the 
County. This he declared to be utterly impossible, and that 
the Duke would not listen to it. Then I went on [to] the' 
state of my affairs, observing·that it~would be no object to 
them and no pleasure to me, unless I played the high game in 
public life; and that I could not do that without being on a 
rock. And then I went into certain details,. showing that I 
could nqt undertake to play the· great game, unless your income 
was clear. That was all I required, and ample. _ 
· Finally, he entreated me n:ot to mention this to the Duke, or. 
to anyone ~ut himself: that the moment affairs were settled, 
he would himself see what he could do about· my private · 
affairs;· that he was resolved I should play the great game; 
and that I must trust to him. He remained with me four 
hours, and appears more devoted than even Lord G~ 

I -m:ite thi~, as .you may suppose, very _wearied. _ , . 

What -were the exaGt arrangements made we do not 
know, but the two brothers. took over the ·complete re~ 

~ · sponsibility, and Disraelh was enabled to. play the great 
gameatthe cost of owing them £25,000. The whole busi~ 
ness must be pronounced, from a financial point of vi~w,- · ~ 

to have been very impruden,t. Disraeli was still seriously,. 
in debt when he entered into the negotiati~ns for Hughen..:~ , 
den. But if he incurred rio fresh liabilities, his prospect~ 
were good. On ~is father's. death, w-hich co~ld not ~e 
long deferred,. he would come into property sufficient, by. 
careful management,· to_ put his affairs straight, and his 
marriage secured him a permanent income. Economy, 
however, was repugnant tohis~large ideas. To play th~ 
great game he needed a position: beyond what his marriage 
had given him. So lie Hght~heartedly assumed the ex
pense- of a country house in addition to a town house, 
and probably increased his indebtednes~ ;to a total of 
£40,000. Worse was to come. In 1857 Titchfield, now 
become Duke of Portland,_· suddenly -for some .. obscure 

_ reason___:_possibly a· family ·quarrel,· ·or perhaps' merely 
owing to that . eccentricity which became so strong a 

- feature -of :his character in his later life-called in 
his' money;· and Disra~li had once more to resort. to the ·; 
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-usurers whom he had already found so expensive. Thus 
the load of debt, which at the time of his father's death 

•might with a very, little care have been lifted entirely 
from his back, went on accumulating.. Still, however 
imprudent the acquisition of Hughenden may have been 
financially, undoubtedly it both consolidated his political 
position ip. .the county and in the party, and, by im~ 
mensely increasing the amenities of his life, conduced to 

.his happiness, his health, and his powers of work. For
tunately his temperament was such that, save at occa
sional periods of depression, he was able, so long as he 
was not absolutely liable to arrest, to ignore his c debts 
altogether, and to pursue his literary and political career 
entir~y undisturbed by their shadow. _ 

It inust have been a proud moment for Disraeli when 
the purchase . was completed, and he was ·the lord of 
Hughenden. Hebrew as he was by origin, and with a 
deep feeling of race, he was also in a very real ~sense a 
patriotic Englishman. Indeed, it is one of the most 
pleasing characteristics of the Jews that, without in any 
way losing their distinctive nationality, the best of them 
are able· to associate themselves intimately with the 
peoples who treat them well. This is so even. in the case 
of some international Jewish families, where the strong 
Jewish family feeling might be expected to override 
national obligations. Take the . conspicuous instance · 
of the Rothschilds, where the family tie has been 
very close from the first. Few are more markedly 
Austrian, French, or English respectively in sympathy 
and politi~al · bias than · the Roths childs of Austria, 
France, and ~ngland. If that is a feature of those who 
remain Jews in religion, national attachment comes still · 

. more readily to those who ::~,re Jews only in race. Disraeli 
had never had a specially Jewish bringing up, and was 
baptised before he was thirteen. In 1853 he \vrote: 'I 

· was not bred among my race, and was. nurtured in great 
prejudice against them,' His father's circle and sur
roundings were far more Christian .. than Jewish; and the 
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society which he himself had frequented had been English- -
society, fashionable, artistic, literary, and politicaL 
From his father he had derived a strong interest in English 
history and tradition; both his father and himself were 
ornaments of English literature. From his years of 
adolescence he had been familiar with, and. had become 
attached to, the typically English county of J~uoks, and 
gloried in this associatiOn. To be an English country 
gentleman was as natural an object of ambition to him 
as it has ever been to true-born Englishmen who have 

. distinguished themselves in the service of their country 
abroad or made a fortune. in commerce at home. There 
was, besides,. i:r;1 his case a very special political satisfactio'n 

· in the position. He had long regarded the country gentle
men as the backbone of the State, the natural leaders of 
thepeople .. The great Whig nobles were, in his opinion, 
an. official oligarchy, who had grown wealthy on· rob
bery of· the Church, had reduced their King's power to ·a 

~ s_hadow, and· had arranged the policy of the State to suit 
in the first place their own interests, and afterwards 
the convenience of manufacturers and Dissenters. The 
country gentlemen were a natural aristocracy, firmly 
rooted in the 'soil ·Of England, the proper counsellors of 

·the King, the supporters of the Church, .and the .friends · 
of the poor, who yielded them a voluntary respect and 

· confidence. From their intimate acquaintance with all 
sorts and conditions of men in their· various localities, 
they were familiar with the wants and necessities· of 
working people, of whom they were much more really 
representative than the middle classes could possibly be. 
By the purchase of Hughenden, he who was already a · 
_political leader. of the s quirearchy becam~ a squire himself. 

Surprise has often be€m expressed at- Disraeli's ready 
identification in -sympathy with the country gentlemen, 
and it has been suggested that the sympathy was spurious 
and interested.. What could there be in common between 
a Jew adventurer and the· English territorial aristocracy 1 
It is apparently forgotten that, in Disraeli's eyes; to be a 
Jew was not ~o be a despised outcast, but to belong to . . 
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an aristocracy among peoples, a race as old as history, 
and the only one to whom God had vouchsafed to reveal 
Himself. Not only was he of an aristocratic race, but he 
believed, though it may be without certain warrant, that 
he was descended from some of the most illustrious families 
of that race. Moreover, he had that genius to which aris
tocracies, to their credit, have seldom been entirely blind. 
No wonder that he felt that in English aristocratic society· 
he could mix as an equal, and that the country gentlemen, 
though they might be, and· were, slow to recognise the 

• fact, had in him a leader who, however apparently exotic, 
was yet essentially sympathetic and congenial. 

Hughenden Manor stands on a projecting tongue of 
the Chilterns which falls south towards High Wyoombe. 
The. history of the house does not seem to be exactly 
known, but it has obviously been built at very various 
dates. Though Disraeli chose to think that some altera
tions which-Mrs. Disraeli made in 1862-63 'restored the 
house to what it was before the Civil Wars,' 1 there appears. 
to be no remaining work in the present building which 
is certainly earlier than the eighteenth century. When 
Disraeli bought it, it was an oblong hou8e of three 
storeys, built of brick but white-washed, with very 
little external or~ament. While the entrance is on ~ 
the north side, the house faces due . south; and . the 
south front is broken by two bays, running the whole 
height of the building, with a garden door between them. 
A pergola extends over the ground-floor windows across 
the whole length, and immediately below is a terrace 
which enjoys. the sun the greater part of the day. The 
interior is irregular, the ceilings of the. rooms being at 

· very different levels. The oldest part, the centre of the 
house and the east wing, is of a Gothic ch,aracter, with 
groined ceilings, though the ornamentation· may only 
date from Mrs. Disraeli's reconstruction. ·This part 
comprises the entrance-hall and passages ·and the 
library, which are low, and the dining-room and saloon,2 

1 See below, p. 1288. · • 
2 The word habitually employed by pisraeli in place of the usual 

' drawing-room.' 
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which are lofty. The library, where Disraeli kept the 
larger part of hiS "books, is a picturesque room occupy
ing the, east end of the south front, including the east 
bay.- The other two ,reception-rooms are behind. The 
principal bedrooms are on the floor above, looking south; 
and there, too, is the small study. in which Disraeli worked . 

. The halls and staircase, as well as the principal rooms, 
were mainly decorated· by portraits of his family, friends, 
and colleagues. Queen Vi~toria, by Von Angeli, _held 
an honoured place, and most ·of the portraits in these 
volumes .are copied· (rom originals at · Htighenden. · 
Dignified without pretension, ,comfortable but not lux~
rious, the house was a thoroughly suitable home for a 

... statesman and man· of letters of -moderate fortune. .. 
I . 

In front of the terrace the garden extends towards the 
south, flanked by :fine- trees ·on either hand, --With an 

- opening· at t,he end; affording a pleasant view over part 
of Wycombe, includihg the church tower; and the woods
of Wycombe Abbey on the hill beyond the town. 'On 

. the west side the ground falls very steeply from the house 
and ·gar_den, and is thickly covered with a l~eech wood, 
which is prolonged southwards beyond the garden, arid 
shelters a green walk with a gentle gradient, known as the 

· Beech Walk-a favourite resort of thestatesman. There 
is a charming irregularity about this south front and garden 
and lawns; nothing is quite at right angles or in the centre, 

' oWing to the haphazard way in whic.h the house was built. 
Behind the house, up the hill-slope to the north, come 

the stables and kitch~m-garden. Beyond .and to the. 
west of these stretch the woods up to. and over the crest 
of the chalk doWn. . They are mairily of beech; but after • 

· a · short walk you ·pass into what ·Disraeli called the 
German Forest, where •Mrs. Disraeli planted pines and 
yew-trees and laurels in, the more open parts among the 
beeches, and cut numerous paths like those in the pine
w~ods surrounding German watering-places. These paths 
sweep round to the west, and catch the southern sun. 

The-park is on the east· an~ south of the house, and 
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stretches to the Wycombe and Missenden road. It slopes 
gently past the church' and churchyard, which stand in 
an enclosure almost hidden by trees, down to a trout 
stream which flows · along the valley . from the north 
·and spreads out at one place into a small lake. The 
churc·h, much of which dates from the thirteenth or 
fourteenth. century, was in its unrestored state when 
Disraeli came to Hughenden, and the square block of 
its tower was a feature in the landscape. The park is 
well timbered, and the private grounds are shut off on 
practically every side by dense masses of foliage, so that 
you can seldom catch a glimpse of the house, 'bosom'd 
high in tufted trees. '1 The estate, which lies close round 
the grounds and park, comprised about 750 acres when 
it was bought, but by enclosures on the adjoining c_ommon 
and subsequent purchases was increased in Disraeli's · 
time to l,4oo'acres. 

Hughenden was exactly the country retreat for which, 
after the strife ofpolitics, Disraeli's nature craved. When 
the sess~on was over; he hurried down, autumn after 
autumn, entirely exhausted with the constant strain, 

· a~d there found the peace and the books and,the woods 
in which he rejoiced. . Every year, in August and· Sep
tember, as his letters show, there was.the same nervous de
pression, the same need for a period of absolute retirement, 
to be alone with his wife in that corner of his beloved 
county which he had -chosen for his home. He might 
well have appropdated to himself the lines of Catullus: 

0 ! quid .solutis est beatius curia ? . 
Cum mens onus reponit, ac peregrine· 
Labore fessi venimus larem· ad nostrum ... 
Hoc est, quod urium est pro laboribus tantis. 

Disraeli lias left a note showing the kind of. dolce far niente 
life which he preferred to lead when he came away from 

·town: 

-I have a passion for books ·and trees. 1 like to look at 
them. When .I come down to Hughenden I pass the first week 

· 1· Quoted l:iy Bulwer Lytton in writing of Hughenden to Disraeli. 
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in sauntering a:bout my park and examining all the trees,., and 
then I saunter in. the library. and' survey the books. My 
collection is limited _to Theology,. the Classics, and History. 
Anything misce~lan~ous in it is tP,e remains of the Brade~ham 
Collection, but the great bulk of the Belles Lettres I parted 
with after in.y father's death. : 

·As he came down August after August, and September 
after September, he would see the picture he so lovingly 
described in Endymion ;· 

The woods wer~ beginr'ting t~ assum~ the first fai~ li:V~ry of 
autumn, when it is beautiful- without decay. · The ·lime and 

. the larch had not yet dropped a golden leaf, and the burnished 
beeches flamed in the sun .. Ev_ery now and-then: an occasional 
oak or elm rose; still as full. of dr:ep greenfoliage as .if it were 
midsummer; while the,dark" verdure of the pi;nes sprang up· with 
effective contrast aniid the gleaming and resplendent chestnuts. 

From the ~ernice · in front of t-he ·house, ·where-'-as 
fo~merly oii the terrace at Braden:ham?~he was wont to 
pace up ,and down aild muse over 'politics 'o~ letters, 
Disraelrlooked out' on ~rees to right and left; with' the 
woods of Wycombe Abbey i:ri .the :distance .. There he 
wou~d watch his · pe'acocks..:..:..' My cl.ear lady, you ~annot 
ha v~ 'terraces .·'without. _:peacocks',' he told' a·. gu'est--;-arid. 
'thenst'roll:dowii the·beechwalk;at the ~nd clthe g~rd~n. 
Or he would·wh;lk up the hill.behind to'the German Forest, 

~ along. the paths 'his' 'Yife ha'd cut; bas iring 'octcasio'nany 
. .. . . . ' . - . ' . ·. " .•. '. ' ! ... ·,-. ·.·' ·. 
in the·s:rin 'on' one of the numerous r.ustic seat's 'at' view-
. points· where 'the· trees' had :been· opened ·~ut. . She would 
often accompany_ him,'generally'in a pony carriage.··· 

Eve'rything to do with the woodland country appealed 
, to him, those who worked. there as well as the tre~s them
selves, the woodman as. well as the ·wood. Here is a 
.memorandum of 1860 : · . 

1 find we~t a~~sement' in talking to the people. at work in 
the woods and grounds' at :flughenderi. · Their convers.ation · 

-is racy, and the repose•of theird1atural manners.agteeable. 
An old, but very hale, man,told nie to-day, that he was:going 
to be married, and that his bride would not be inuc):l younger 
than himself, but he. had lodged· in her cottage 'now: 'for' mor~ 
than a year,·and he thought. she would do for him.'-• He said lie 

1 See p.·l48;note. .. . ' ~·· 
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was a widower, and he added, speaking of his first wife, ' And I 
can truly say, from the bottom of my heart; that for fifty 
years I never knew what it was to have a happy hour.' , I 
told my wife of this, and they are to have a wedding dinner. 

I like very much the soCiety of woodmen. Their conversa
tion is most interesting. Quick and constant observation and 
perfect knowledge. I don't know any men, who are so com
pletely masters of their business, and of the secluded, but 
delicious, world in which they live. They are healthy, their 
language is picturesqut:J; they live in the air, and Nature 
whispers to them many of her secrets. A Forest is like ·the 
Ocean, monotonous only to the ignorant. It is a life of 
ceaseless variety. 

To see Lovett, my head-woodman, fell a tree is a work of art. 
No bustle, no exertion, apparently not the slightest exercise 
of strength. He tickles it with his axe, and then it falls 
exactly where he desires it .. He can climb a tree like a squirrel, 
an animal which, both in form and color and expression, he 
seems to me to resemble. 

~ 

If Disraeli did not find his enjoyment, like his great 
rival, in felling trees himself, he at least took an artistic 
pleasure in seeing them fall under an expert woodman's 
axe. 'But he was sparing of that pleasure. It was much 
more congenial to him to . plant than to cut down. He 
planted innumerable trees, especially ornamental ones~ 
cedars and firs of various kinds-,in the private grounds; 
and he seldom allowed an e!Uinent friend or colleague~ 
who paid him a visit to depart without adding one more. 
The result was. that the lawns, both before and behind 
the house, became choked with follage; and Disraeli's 
nephe~ and heir had regretfully .. to cleat away most of 
these memorial trees to let. into the rooms s"ufficient light 

·and, air. The pine, 'however, which Queen Victoria 
planted when she visited Hughenden was carefully pre
'served, and still decorates the south lawn. 

It was Disraeli's regular habit when in the country to -
.attend Quarter Sessions.. He. had been a justice of the 
peace since 1836, and ·a Deputy-Lieutenant 'since .1845. 
With his county neighbours he became on excellent terms. 
The Carington. family at Wycombe had 'long been his 
fri~nds; and· he was w~rmly welcomed as a resident 
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landowner by Sir Harry Verney, the leading' Whig in_the 
county. 'Few things,' Sir Harry W:rote, 'have occurred 
in Bucks lately so gratifying to. me as your purchase of 
Hughenden.' With his tenants Disraeli always kept in 
good relations. They were largely new men, whom he 
had accepted himself. He found the estate greatly under
rented, and as, being a poor man, he was unable to allow 
the easy terms which contented his. wealthy predecessor, 
the old tenants 1ll~stly went. He made the well-being of , 

·.everyone on the estate his care; and delighted in a friendly 
chat with farmer or cottager. The annual flower~shows 
and harvest-homes in the park were great 'occasions. of 
local f~tivity; and the lord ofthe manor always attend~d 
when he could, and spoke on 'agricultural topics suitable · ~ 
to his audience-sometimes, it; was thought, . going into 

. more detail than his technical knowledge warranted, 
though- at other times showing a surprising amount .of 
practical rural wisdom .. For instance, in 1864 he pressed 
upon the farmers the expediency· of crossing Cotswold 
rams with Southdown ewes.:;_then ·a new system'; and 
subsequently he had the satisfaction of receiving from . 
Sir George .Jenkinson,~ a well-known· agrimi.lturist and: 
breeder;· an emphatio endorsement of hli( a;dvice :- ~ My 
own actual experience entirely accorded with your recom
mendations.'' The duties:of a country gentleman;'in fact,· 
Disraeli. perfornied punctiliously; • of the ordin~ry sports' . 
of a country gentleman he was innocent.·. Thougn; with 
his feeling for dress, he wore in the country .the .c1othes 
of a· sportsman,· at first in . a ·somewhat accentuated 
form, he did not shoot, and he did not preserve game;·· 
nor did he ride to hounds, though· he had certainly 
once made the e:x:periment, in Essex in 1834, ·and, accord· -

~ ing to his own story, with 'great kudos.' 1 Consequently • 
he· would gladly· have spent the closing months of the 
year •in London, and returned to' the country for May ·· · 

1 See p: 260. The hero in the Young Dulce says.: 'I have hlinted; 
"it was not very disagreeable.: I sometimes shoot.; it is mot very. stupid.' 
These may very wellhave be_en Disrajlli's own sentiments when he was a 
;young man. -•.- · · · · ' · · · - ·· · · · · · 
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and June. 'If we could only so contrive our lives,' be 
writes in Lothair, 1 'as to go into the country for the first 
note of the ·nightingale, and return to town for the first 
note of the muffin-bell, existence, it is humbly presumed, 
might be more enjoyable.'. 

It was on September 6, 1848, that Disraeli was able to 
report to his wife: 'It is all done; and you are the Lady 
of Hugbenden..' Th,e autumn and winter were occupied 
with moving from Bradenbam and settling in. Most of 
the arrangements had to be made by Mrs. Disraeli, as the 
question of the, leadership took her husband often to 
London. 

. To Mrs. Disraeli. 
[GROSVENOR GATE] Jan. 25, 1849.-'- . My darling,'you 

have, I am sure, done at Hughenden what no other woman, or 
man either, could do. You have gained a year in our enjoyment 
of that place, where I trust every year we shall be happier and 
happier. It was 'for this great result of which I was sensible, 
and also for the importance of getting well acquainted with 
your new staff, to whom we must leave·. so much for the next 
montlis, that I did not like to press you to come on to me on 
Tuesday; tho' I have much wanted you ..•. Pussy now comes 
into my .room every morning at breakfast, and jumps oil my 
head, and rub;; my nose. He seems colossal after our little 
favourite-and very dirty-I don't think he will ever be clean 
again. • • • · 

' You have done wonders,' he writes in another letter; 
.and his brothers and sister, when they saw what improve
ments had been made in a house and grounds. which they 
knew well, were enthusiastic over Mrs. Disraeli's 'magical 
touches ' and. clever arrangements. But considerable as 
;vere the changes ·made by her directly she . came .. to 
Hughen den, in the i!}terior ·of the house, in laying out 
the garden, and in cutting walks through the forest, her 

·greatest period of activity was some fourteen years later. 
In the winter of 1862-63 she both entirely rearranged 
her garden, and also gave what Disraeli called, in a letter 
to Lady Dorothy Nevill, ' a new form and character ' to 
the house. This she did by remodelling it inside, ·and 
outside by adding an ornament,al parapet and varying 

1 Ch. 9. 
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the hitherto smooth surface of. th; walls with florid Gothic 
decoration.1 -Earlier in 1862 'she showed her grateful 
affection for her father-in-law, _ 'the most · lovable, 
perfect old gentleman I ever ~et with,' 2 :: by erecting, 
on a conspicuous hill within the estate, a monument 
to Isaac D'Israeli. The work was- carried out with
out the knowledge .of her husband, who was busy at 
the time. in London, and upon w.hom it -·burst as a 

- \Velcome surprise . on his. return.· Hughend€m bears 
many signs of its mistress's careful management. Disraeli
might be reckless in money mattei's; his ~ife was a most 
excellent housewife. All her account-books for house~· _ 
hold expenses, with the entries in her own hand through~ 
out,' are preserved ·at Hughenden, and testify to her 
proficiency in domestic economy .. 

.. ' (.· 

- . 

- To Sarah Disraeli. 
HuaHENDEN, 'Aug. _25, · 1849.-... The alterations- here 

seem very successfuL It :is quite another place, and of far 
more ,_pretension a:rid effect. H is really a park now.·, The 
library also is-arranged; it took me several days·, and I think 
you will like it, It :has; quite. los~ the circ'-dlating-library look 
which you noticed: Did I tell you Sir W. Molesworth had 
presented me with a copy of his_Hobbes, eighteen vols.? This _ 
is an accession; and I got . it throvgh that impudent f,riend 
of mine, Bernal Osborne, which makes it moreamusing. . . .3 -

-.The parish church ·at' H~ghenden is, as' we'·have se{m,' 
within the park, and the ,.vicarage lies between the 
church arid the manor-house; quite close to the private 
grounds. Good relations with; his Vicar were,· therefore,· 
even more than usually desirable for the 'lord of the 
manor. When Distaeli acquired Hughenden; the Vicar 
was the Rev. John R: Pigott, who welcoln.ea him cor
dially, 'but with whom he ·had a·curious little misunder
stail.ding in the first few months: ' Disraeli was a regular 
churchgoer and communicant. . He -has described in 
Lothair his satisfaction in passing Sunday in~the c<;>Untry, 

' 1 . . ., : ' c;" ' •• ~ • 

1 The work was carried out tirider'th~ stiperintmidence. of E. B: Lamb, 
a distinguished Gothic archite·ct of the'day.· · -
. r 2 Seep. 383. . .•. , , , .... _. , · . . _a Letter-s;, p .. 223 .. 

" 
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and has given us, without a doubt,· a picture of his prac
tice at Hughenden. ' There is something in the essential 
stillness of country life which blends harmoniously with 
the most divine of our divine laws. It is pleasant, too, 
when the congregation breaks up; to greet one's neigh 
hours; to say kind words to kind faces; to hear some rural 
news profitable to learn, which sometimes enables you 
to do some good, and sometimes prevents others from 
doing some harm. A quiet domestic walk, too, in the 
afternoon has its piea~ures.' But it so happened that 
on one of the early Sundays of his residence at Hughenden 
Disraeli travelled to London after morning service. The 
Vicar, more earnest than ~wise, without making any 
inquiry, dealt very faithfully with the truant. Disraeli's 
action, he wrote on the Sunday evening, was '·a breach 
of that commandment which, though not so rigidly en
forced as on that people from whom with a natural pride 
you record your descent, is still not less binding on a 
Christian.' He was bound to act towards Disraeli as 
towards his ' poorer and less intellectual neigh hours,' and 
to admonish hin;J. to set a bet~er example. · 

To the Rev. J o.hn R: Pigott. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Aprill6 [or 17], 1849. 

DEAR Sm,-It is quite true that, "in consequence of public 
circumstances of urgency and importance, I was obliged 
suddenly to leave Hughenden on Sunday to my great personal 
annoyancil and inconvenience. I departed without even a 
servant. · · 

Had you made any temperate inquiry, you might perhaps 
have ascertained that it is not my habit to travyl oil Sunday; 
and I would venture also to observe that my object in attend
ing Divine service is not merely or principally to set an example 
to others. The duties of a spiritual pasture1 shou.ld be fulfilled 
without regard of persons, but ·these duties are often of a 
delicate nature, and it is therefore. desirable that they should 
fall to the "lot of- those who act with reflection, and nOt in a 
hasty and precipitate spirit.-My dear Sir, yours faithfully,. 
B. DISRAELI. ' ' ' . . . . . 

1 The word perhaps should be • pastor.' 'The letter is printed from a 
copy made by Mrs. Disraeli; but her spelling is pot impeccable," and, the 
copy was probably written !lown from dictation. · 

· r ~ . ~1-J. ' 1 { - ~ 
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The Vicar took the· snub ·on the whole well. 'I freely 
receive your somewhat severe rebuke. It is the first of· 
the kind bestowed on me during the twenty-six years i~ 
which I have been hi holy orders......,..it may not, however; 
be the less deserved.' • He trusted that Squire and Vicar 
might learn to· know. each other better; but they did 
not long remain in parochial relations. Pigott left in 1851; 
and with the new.Vicar, of his own nomination, the Rev. 

· Charles Whishaw Clubbe,:·Disraeli got on admirably; · 
. 'Unusually drailjed this year,~ Disraeli wrote to his 

solicitors in 18'49. It is· not to be wondered at th·at 
during the preceding winter he was very glad of any sums . 
that his pen coUld produce. His negotiations with Colburn . 

. in regard to the popular edition of his own novels, and. 
with Mo'Xon irt regard to the republication· of his. father's 
Curiosities, crop up in the letters to his wife from London, . . 

To Mrs. Disraeli. . 
{Vee. 12, 1848.] 

MY DEAREST WIFE,-I have just' come from Coiburn--:-a 
· most satisfactory inte~view. ~e i~ ea~er for ~he Commentaries: 
and,wants to get on with the prmtmg Immediately, but I don't 
think it prudent to make an engagement until the Curiosities 
are published, as I think, from all I observe; the book is likely 
to make some stir; I have succeeded in securing .the .pul;>lica-

. tion of the. Curiosities before ~as., .This is an i:m,mense coup . . 
. The arrangenient for the publication of .the,popular edition · 
of the novels is all on hand·: .estimates, engravi11gs, prospec
tuses, etc., etc. The usu~tl excuses :t;nade by the little man; 
but he is really atwork. He alsoparticularly asked,.about 
the pbrary, as his contributi0nis getting ready, and he ll.opes 
to send them to Hlighenden as a Xmas present. . . . . 

I got the £300 from· Moxon, very apropos for our. Xmas 
balance; and expect another .£300 from the same quarter, 
before the year is out. . . . · . . · . . . 

Though I have been successful with my business, I haye 
not at all enjoyed myself; very dispirited .and lonely last 
night, so that had it no~- been for: Ld., George's. solicitor. at 
Lincoln's Inn ·1 should. have. atte~pted to. have got bac.k 
to-day. A very bad night-the weather very Close and.l:nuggy, 
and wifie much missed. . • • . · . . . . " 

• • • ' "! ' •.•• - ~ 1. 

• When th~ new edit_ion of the Curiosities; 'inofuding th~ " 
Memoir of Isaac D'Israeli,' was 'published, bis~aeii b~~ : 

. ' 
I . 
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:thought him of a friend of his,. early manhood, and 
_sent the volumes to Lady Blessington, with a letter 
in which he referred to her kindness to his father, 
and his father's , sincere regard for her. Her reply 
opened with a flattering blend of affection and defer
ence. ' My· dear Dis,' she wrote, ' I am tempted 
to smile at my own presumption in addressing so un~ 
ce'l'emoniously the most remarkable man of our time. 
But I believe that you are so unspoilt by fame that you 
will prefer the familiarity of a friendship so old as ours 
to the coldness of the ·more deferential " Mr. Disraeli," 
which I can never use to one I so truly like.' . 

Disraeli was about to lose his old friends, Lady Bless
ington and Count D'Orsay. In April, 1849, there came 
the financial crash which had long been impending over 
the pair; and D'Orsay first, and Lady Blessington a fort; 
night later, retreated to Paris, where they had a power
ful friend in Louis Napoleon, just elected President. 
Disraeli was not in the secret of their i~tentions, and 
called at Gore House to find Lady Blessington gone. ' It 
was a pang,' he wrote to her; ' for though absorbing 
duties of my life have prevented me of late from passing 
as much time under that roof as it was once my happi
ness and good fortune through your kindness to do, you 
are well assured that my heart never· changed for an 
instant to its inmates, and that I invariably enter
tained for them the same interest and affection.' He 
would now, he told her, have .an _object in coming to 
Paris.1 He never saw her again. A few weeks later, ori 
June 5, he sent the. news of her sudden death to his 
wife : ' Alas ! poor Lady Blessington ! . Died of apoplexy ! 
The day before she was to enter her new house !' 

To Count D'Orsay. 
HuGHENDEN, HIGH WYCOMBE, Jan. 1.1850.-We are very 

anxious to hear from you, and we ardently wish that this year 
may bring you happiness, and solace for the sorrows of the last. 

I need not tell you how entirely we have sympathised with 
your affliction, who knew so well, and valued so C!lmpletely, 

1 Madden's Lady Bleaaington, Vol. III., oh. 4. 
L 32 
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th~ faithful friend that gas departed. For ~ys~lf my know:c·- "". 
ledge of her is a considerable volume in my life. It spread ' 
over many years, during which I received at her hands nothing· 
put acts of sympathy, grace, and affection. . · 

I have exposed myself to [so] many griefs, and am worn by 
so many cares, that the present always demands'my energies, 
and I sel!lom venture .to indulge in memory, for the past has 
too many pangs. But I find sometimes a melancholy pleasure 
in rrecaJling her cordial and accomplished existence, and the 
past-is linked with the present, when I recollect that you are 
left; between whom and myself the relations will never expire. 

What are you going to do, and can anything be done in 
your unfortunate country ? England is only sinking. France 
is finished. What a mournful fate to be born in the decline 
and fall of great countries! Europe, at least the Europe of 
our fathers and our youth, approaches its.end. We ought to 
have found our careers across the great waters. · 

·D'Orsay survived Lady Blessington three years. He 
reaumed ~he practice of the arts of painting and sculpture 
in Paris, though. he never carried out that project ··of 
uiakihg a large portrait of the Disraeli .of this pei:ioll to 
which Sarah Disraeli alludes in a letter of October 10, 
1848: 'It rejoices m:y heart to hear that Count D'Orsay 
will endeavour to make a large picture of Dis; there is 
every chance·· of it being a ~great success.' 'Disraeli's ·own 
tribute to his friend's powers at this time may be added .. 
to his sister's: · 

. To Count, D'O!say . 
. Oct. 7, 1848.-I came in a spirit of severe. and even savage 

criticism, despairing of seeing that countenance of blended 
energy and beauty reproduced to my eye and heart by the 
pencil of even so- felicitous an artist as yourself.. · 

I beheld again my beloved friend, and after gazing on the 
bust with an eye which would glance at nothing else in your 
studio, I left your room with the, consolation that the·magic 
finger of art had afforded the only solace which his bereaved . 
and devoted friend can nowwelcome~the living resemblance 
of George Bentinck.1 · 

· D'Orsay died in Paris in. August, 1852, having 'lived 
long enough to see his friend of twenty years arrive, .if 
not' at powet, at anyrate at.Office, and to forward con-. ' 

. gratulati?ns' J.nhis last letter: · · · 
1 Brit. Mus. Addit. MSS. 
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From Count D'O:say. 
49, RuE VILLEL 'Ev:!:QUE, PARIS, 7 Avril, 1852. 

MY DEAREST D'Is,-I wanted to write to you all this time, 
but I have been ill, I may say for the first time of my life. 
Fancy me on a sofa with an atrocious lumbago for the -last. 
six weeks, and obliged to write with a pencil! I cannot 
resist longer-to congratulate you, and myself, on your present 
position. I say myself because for many many years I said 
that there was no power which could prevent you to arrive 
at the Ministry,, and at the head of the House of Commons. 
Therefore I let you judge how pleased I was when I saw you 
in your right place. My sister was also delighted, as she 
knows that I always liked you as a brother. Your dear kind 
wife must be very happy, and I am sure that she has been 
thinking of me on this occasion, ·as she always sympathised 
with me about all your triumphs. She felt that I was of the 
Trio sacre. 

When you have time write to me one line; it will give me 
pleasure on my sofa to see again your handwriting. Most 
affectionate regards to your good wife.-Your best friend, 
D'ORSAY. ' ' 



CHAPTER VII •. 

. FoREIGN PoLICY AND M:mTTERNICH. 

1846-1849. 

The years that followed the fall of Peei were fertile- in 
Continental troubles and complications. The old Emopean · 
system, whicj1 had been restored after a. fashion by the . 
Trea.ty of Vienna, ~howed unmistakable signs of breaking 
down, a11d in 1St$ there came an upheaval which seemed 
for the moment to threaten as serious a 'disturbance of 
the existing ,order as the Revolution of 1789. DiSraeli 
did not allow the absorbing interes~ of the political 
struggle at· honie to prevent him froni following keenly 
the course of events in Europe and the trend of British 
foreign policy. The Foreign Office was once more under 

·the direction of the masterful personal~ty of LordPalmer-. · 
· ston, whom ·Disraeli had satirised in the Runnymede 
· Letters as the 'Lord Fanny of diplomacy,'. but whom he_ 

subsequently depicted in Endymion, under the name of 
Lord Roehampton, in a decidedly favourable light. 

The Earl of Roehampton was the strongest member of the 
Government, except of course the Premier himself. He was 
the man from whose combined force and flexibility of char
acter the country. had confidence that in all their councils 
there would be no lack of courage, yet tempered with adroit.· 
discretion.1 , · · 

· That distinguished pian . . . had been Minister for· a long 
time, and had left a great name .. Foreigners rarely know 
more than one English Minister at a time, but they compensate 
for their ignorance of the aggregate body by even exaggerating . 
the qualities of the individual with whom they are acquainted.· 

. Lord Roehampton had conducted the affairs of his country 
1 Endymion, ch. 42, 

984 
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always in a courteous, but still in a somewhat haughty spirit.. 
H~ was easy and obliging, and donciliatory in little matters; 
but when the credit, or honour, or large interests of England 
were concerned, he acted with conscious authority. On the 
Continent of Europe, though he sometimes incurred the de
preciation of the smaller minds, whose self-love he may not 
have sufficiently spared, by the higher spirits he was feared 
and admired, and they knew, when he gave his whole soul to 
an affair, that they were dealing with a master.1 

Lord Roehampton, like Palmerston, was ' absorbed, 
and naturally absorbed, in his department, the 1:9-ost 
important in the State,and of which he is master.' 'His 
despatches to Ministers . . . were unrivalled.' ' The 
composition of these despatches was a source to Lord 
Roehampton of much gratification and excitement. 

·They were of European fame, and their terse argument, 
their clear determination. and often their happy irony, 
were acknowledged in all the Cabinets, and duly appre
hended.' 2 He 'was a man who really cared for nothing 
but office and affairs '; but he was ' always playful, and 
even taking refuge in a bantering spirit.' Lady Montfort 
says of him: 'Look to Lord Roehampton; he is the man: 
He does not care a rush whether the revenue increases 
or· declines. He is thinking of real politics; foreign 
affairs ; maintaining our power in Europe.'· . 

· All this is true of. Palmerston, and is generously said. 
But there was another side to his foreign policy, which 
made it the constant subject of critic.ism in these years 
from Stanley and Disraeli,. and, indeed, £rom Aberdeen 
and Gladstone and· Cobden too, and which was largely_ 
responsible for the Continental distrust of. England that 
has so often in subsequent times hampered the action 

·of our statesmen. For fifty years after the Battle ' of 
Waterloo, Great Britairi was recognised as the first 
Power in. Europe. Palmerston conceived that the posi
tion which she had acquired fustified her in meddling in 
all the affairs of other European countries; their internal 

l Endymion, ch. 72. . 
2 But see below, p. 1009, for a. disparaging estimate of some of Palmer· 

ston's despatches, 
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difficulties as well as their external relations. He was 
popular at home for his constant upholding of Britis~ 
interests; be by no means confined himself, however, to 
this his proper sphere, ,but was forward with his advice 
on all occasions and to· all countries, whether British 
interests were concerned or not. In- particular; be was 
wont to lecture despotic Governments on the advantagPos 
they would derive from adopting constitutions after the 
British pattern, and to make no secret of the support · 
and. countenance be was prepared to. afford to rev.olu
tionary movements. Wh~le he thus -acquired for his 
country_: valuable sy~patbies in some: . quarters, notably 
in Italy and. Hungary, be roused strong suspicion in 
most of the Gove~nments. of Europe, and courted _ un
Il:eqessary rebuffs in piatters · over which be was not 
prepared, to resort to arms. . -

Disraell, in· a thoroughly .patriotic spiri~, bad done 
-his best, when in Paris in the winter of- 1845-46,1 to 
smooth the way for Palmerston's return to the Foreign 
Office, by endeavouring to remove the ·prejudices against 

_ him of Louis Philippe and Guizot; and ·Palmerston him-·· 
self visited Paris at the following Easter, and confirmed 
in· person Disr;teli's assurances that be would make ·a 
good understanding between France and England the 
foundation of his policy: But his accession to office un-

. fortunately coincided with a critical period i_n the dis
cussion of the proposed marriages of the. Spanish Queen 
and her sister-an arrangement by which Louis Philippe 

· and · Guizot hoped that a grandson of the French King 
might eventually· sit on the throne of Spam. To Queen 
,Victoria and Aberdeen Louis Philippe had expressly diS
,avowed this policy; but an unfor:tunately-worded despatch 

. t'o the British Minister at Madrid roused all the old French 
. distrrfst of Palmerston, and was the reason, or the exctis~, 

for a breach of h'is word by Louis Philippe .. The mar
riages were. hurried on. Strong resen:tment -·was felt ·-in 
England, and Palmerston fanned the flame. It· argued 

- . 'v ~ .' • , ' 

1 See pp. 736·741, -. 

.... _ ... ""<"' 
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a want of sense of proportion to see in Louis Philippe, 
that worthy bourgeois monarch, with his clumsy in
trigues, a Louis XIV. or Napoleon Bonaparte, plotting 
to combine the nations of Europe under the hegemony 
of France. The solemn parade of British remonstrances 
in the Queen'-s Speech of. 1847 afforded some justification 
for the flippant comment of Disraeli, who lamented the 
relaxation of the entente cordiale between France and 
England, and said that he should have thought that the 
qorresponde:rice on the occasion of the marriages would 

- have been of a congratulatory character. The breach· 
between England and France encouraged Austria, with 
the consent of Russia and Prussia, to annex the little 
republic of Cracow, the last remnant of Polish inde
pendence, where a revolutionary movement in the spring 
had had to be suppressed by the three partitioning 
Powers. Cracow enjoyed its freedom under the Treaty 
of Vienna, but the Western Powers could no longer act 
together in defen9e of the treaty, and England registered 
a forcible but futile protest. On this policy of the Govern
ment Disraeli made a very elaborate attack, which, how
ever, though Bentinckl admired his knowledge, and his 
family 2 and friends his eloquence, rather missed fire. 
His main point was that there was no violation of the 
Treaty of Vienna, as Cracow was the subject of a separate 
arrangement between Austria, Russia, and Prussia, which 
was indeed recognised by the Treaty, l!ut was not, 
strictly speaking, incorporated in it. · Palmerston con
vinced the House th-at there was no substance in the 
objection. ·But, though the Minister was successful on 
this technicality, it could not be denied. that his foreign 
policy, largely owing to the mistrust which his name 
inspired, had placed the country, as Disraeli pointed out, 
in bad relations with all the Great Powers within six 
months after his return to office. 

1 Bentinck wrote to Stanley, in reference to the question of Cracow, on 
Dec.'6, 1846: 'D., as you probably know, has the foreign policy of Europe 
quite at his fingers' ends.'. . 

~ Sarah Disraeli wrote: 'That admirable speech; how commanding is the 
t-oi?:e, and how true and wise the politics!' 
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Throughout 1847 Europe w.as in a very restless con-
. dition, but the year closed without serious. disturbance 
in the larger States. The Revolution came in 1848, and, 
strangely enough, it began in no despotically-governed 
country, but in France,l which enjoyed constitutional 
Monarchy and Parliamentary institutions. A memor
andum by :£?israeli illustrates· public feeling just bef~re 
the storm burst : · 

~ ...... 

[At the] Meeting of Parliament, 1848, George ·Smythe 
1 brought the last news from Paris. 'He had been .Under~Secre~ 
tary of State with Lord Aberdeen, and had had a conversa
tion with Guizot at his reception. G. S. considered affairs at 

. Paris critical: but described· Guizot as ' transcendent~lly 

. bumptious.' . . . , . . ·. 
Comte de Jarnac at the Coventry Club on the critical day· 

-'-a little nervous but most sanguine. · 
' What do you think ?' he said to me. . 

. ' I cannot doubt but with such notice and such men all 
must be prepared~' . · 

He nodded entire assent, and said, 'Jt must be right.' 
I did not know ·then; that he had at that time, though I 

should think not more than thirty years of age, his appoirit
inertt a8 Ambassador of Franc·e to our Court, I may say, in 
his pocket. But he bore· his bitter disappointment welL 
Seldom a greater fa,ll. He had to retire to Ireland, having 
married, and live on a meagre paternal allowance, and occu
pied himself with writing a novel, instead of living in a palace, 
with a large revenue, and writing despatches on the fate of 
the world. 

· This was a~ the Coventry Club, where only a season before 
the same Comte [de] Jarnac exerted all his influence to secure 
the black-balling of Louis Napoleon. 

It was on February 24, about a fortnight· after the 
meetfug . of Parliament, . that the Monarchy of July sud-
. denly collapse'd. Louis Philippe and his Queen fled to 
England,· followed by Gui~ot, · his unpopular Minister. 
Franqe ;was declared a Republic, and . a provisional 
Government was set up, of which Lamartine, the · poet, 
was the leading spirit and Minister of Foreign Affairs.· 

. . - . 
l·.There ·was, indeed, an. outbreak in Sicily two or th.ree weeki. b~fore the 

Revolution in France, .but it was th.e latter that set Europe ablaze. 
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National workshops were .established under the inspira
tion of Louis Blanc. Louis Philippe's fall was the signal 
for a ' general convulsion, with four pitched battles fought 
in Europe in eight weeks, and the Adriatic and Baltic 
both blockaded.' The Revolution spread to Austria and 
l!ungary, where the Emperor· had to abdicate and 
Metternich to go into exile; to Prussia and Germany, 
where representative institutions were vehemently de-· 
manded; and to Italy, where there were premature re
.volts against Austrian dominion in the north and against 
Bomba's tyranny in the Two Siciiies. 

Disraeli had a theory of his own about the subversion 
of the Orleans dynasty and the subsequent revolutionary 
movemen~s all over the Continent. They were, . he was 

· convinced, the work of secret societies: 
The two characteristics of these confederations, which now 

cover Europe like net-work, are war against property and 
hatred of the Semitic revelation. . . . Alone, the secret 
societies can disturb, but they cannot control, Europe. 
Acting in unison with a great popular movement, they may 
destroy society, as they did at the end of the last century. 
The French disturbance of '48 was not a great popular move
ment. It was a discontent which required nothing more for 
its solution than a change of ministry; but the sovereign and 
his subjects were in sudden confusion; the secret associations 
are always vigilant and always prepared; tqey. took society 
by surprise, but having nothing really to rely upon except 
their own resources, the movement, however disastrous, has 
been an abortion. 

It is the manceuvres of these men,. who are striking' ·at 
property and Christ, which the good ·people of this country, 

· who are so accumulative. and so religious, recognise and 
applaud as the progress of the Liberal cause~1 · . · 

Inadequate as this theory may be to. cover the ·whole 
ground, it cannot be neglected in judging European 

. history in the nineteenth century. Besides the. obyious 
instances of Russia and Ireland, the history of the unifica~ 
tion of Italy c'annot be understood without giving full 

, weight to the action of secret societies, to one of whi~h. 
the Carbonari, Napoleon III. had hiinself belonged. · 

1 Lord George Bentiftck, ch. 27. 
r. 
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- · · .• - T~- Sarah Disraeli. 

~March 8, 1848.'--What will happen in these times of un
precedented horrors ! I know not whether I am standing 
on my head or my heels. . . . . · 

March 20.-The mob are in possession of Vienna, and 
1.\!etternic_h, they say, almost as badly off as Louis Philippe. 

, GUizot called on me on Saturday, and I was fortunately at . 
· home. 'He is unchanged, ·and has taken· a house iii Pelham 

Terrace, Brompton, at £20 per annuin. The last time I saw 
him he was starred, ribboned, .and golden-fleeced, and sur-
rounded by Ambassadors and grand personages.1 . . 

Affairs are very bad, but in my opinion will be much worse. • 
All one can hope for now is to put one's house in ~ider during _ 
the tempor~ry lull-if there be one .... 2 . , _ · ·· , . . 

Disraeli' had .a great ~egard for Louis Philippe, who 
had shown him manyniarks of friendship in his·days of 

. power in Paris; and he- manifested his sympathy arid 
respect for him, both in publiq and private, now that he 
was fallen a:J:ld in exile.·· Four· days after_ the ab.dication 
he said in the House of Commons : 

I have I).O he~itation in saying that I lain(mt 'that the late 
. Ruler of France has fallen. Whatever his errors to his peop~e 
may have b~en, he was a great prince, a great gentleman (a· 
'laugh), a great_ man. There niay be those who are ready to 
laugh over fallE)n royalty. I, for one, would-shrink froin' such 
a course; and' least of all does it become U:s to do' so; for, 
whatever were his errors,. to. us in England and to English
men at least he always extended an appreciating sympathy; 
and I cannot forget that for eighteen years he did secure, he 
did maintain for Europe, the blessings of peace. · 

:And. towards the end of the session Disraeli eulogised 
Louis Philippe as a Sovereign who succeeded ' in bridling,. 
f9r a period of seventeen years, the Jacobin tiger'; as a 
man; without question, of great sagacity, and of unrivalled 

. expe:dtmce. He has left a· memorandum of his first visit 
to the. exile:· · · , 

I shall never forget my first visit t~ Claremont after th~ 
catastrophe o£1848. I shran_k from it, liut it was impossible 
. 1 G'uizot resumed his deco~a-tious in exile next-year. The Disraelis inet 

· him at· dinner·' tr~s dectwe. ;His wearing the Goldim .Fleece. I think more · 
than insensibility, I call it impuden!Je,' Disraeli wrote to Lady Londonderry. 

• Letters, pp. 210, 211. ~ · 
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to be avoided. If there w()re an occasion, in which one should 
show respectful sympathy, this was one. . . . I was ushered 
into a drawing-room, where there were groups of gentlemen. 
The King, who was standing, and speaking to General Fox, 
who was taking his leave, then advanced, bowed to me with 
some dignity, and asked some ordinary questions in a friendly 
tone. A strange question be asked was, whether I was think-

- ing of paying a visit to Paris,-quite in an ordinary tone. 
Then H.M. approached me quite closely, and said in a clear 
but hushed voice, 'If you will follow me, Mr. Disrall~i, we 
shall·be able to converse together undisturbed.' 

So we quitted the room, and then the King led the way 
down a passage, which at the end was rather gloomy, and 
there was a door open, and all I saw was a common mahogany 
glass on a painted table; and it was a bedroom, a very ordinary 
one, looking on the walls of back premises, very gloomy: but 
apparently the King~s bedroom, and then he sat ,down in a 

·small painted rush-bottomed bedroom chair, and at the same 
time placed one for me exactly opposite and close to him, and 
without any further preface said in French, which he spoke 
the whole time, 'I am desirous of telling you how all this 
happened.' And then he began a narrative, which com
·menced with the beginning, and never ceased until be had 
quitted the Tuileries, an abdicated monarch. I am sure I 
am understating when I say, that the narra.tive considerably 

·exceeded an hour. During this time, the King never paused, 
never hesitated. He spoke with volubility: not apparently 
with much feeling. He rarely looked at me as he spoke. · 
He seemed to me to be making a clean breast of it, and 
speaking as it were to the reporters. 

I concluded from hisnarrative, that the whole thing was a 
surprise; an accident. And that La.grange and the secret 
societies, finding everything in disorder, and no master, rose 
suddenly at the eleventh hour when they found the ball was 
at their feet. . · 

At last it ended; the impetus was arrested; the exc1tement 
which had carried on the King was· over, and he went into 
hysterics. ·I have seldom felt more distressed. It was a 

·position in which one could not even speak. Feeling deeply 
for this kind-hearted and clever man, who in his great pros
perity, and when I was young and little known, had showered 
many kindnesses upon me, I with respectful tenderness took 
His Majesty's hand and pressed it to my lips: he took my 
hand and held it in both· of his own. Then he rose, and in , 
his usual voice said, 'Now I will take you to the Queen.' 

So he led me into a drawing-room, where! found the Queen 
working at embroidery -with seme ladies. General Dumas 
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and some other attendants were standing in the background. 
The King presented me as if it were the Tuileries,-quite 
cheerfuL Her Majesty received me without the slightest 
embarrassment, with cordiality and sweet serenity; and asked 
me after my wife. After a short conversation; I preparing to 
go, the King came up and made some inquiry after Lord 
George Bentinck, who had spoken with sympathy and respect 
of the King in the House of Commons recently, and began 
talking of his uncle, Lord William, whom he had known ill, 
Sicily. Then he went ori in a rather rambling way about 
some papers which he had which he thought might be i'nter
esting to Lord George. Of course, I assented. Whereupon 
the King, just as 'if he were at. the Tuileries, called f?r 
General Dumas, ·and gave orders, that copies should be pre
pared of certain: documents, and sent to Lord George Ben
tinck, without loss of time. I was told afterwards that the 
papers, like all other public papers, were not at Claremont,. 
and that the King was in the habit of giving his orders op. all 
subjects to his aide~de-camps just as if he were at Paris or 
St. Cloud. · 

This account of the visit. was written, apparently, 
several years afterwards,. in the sixties, and does not 
tally in all its details with ·a letter· which he wrote to a 
friend at .the time : · 

'J'o Lady Loridonderry. 
. . .., .... 

·. GRosvENOR .GATE, May Day, 1848.-... Have you yet 
' recovered the great catastrophe ? Its cause is inexpliQable, 

its consequences an alarming mystery. No judgment and no 
imagination can fathom its probable results. The King of 
France in a Surrey Villa, Metternich in a Hanover Square 
Hotel, and· the Prince of Prussia1 at Lady Pa1inerston's ! 
The toil of public life and private affairs have so absorbed me, 
that I did not pay my respects at Claremont until a fortnight 
ago. ·The King· received 'nie in his bedroom, in order that we 
might notbe disturbed. ·I found him little changed. I sat. 
with him two hours; the first occupied with an almost unin
terrupted na:r:rative of the three fatal days, but varying little 
·from the received accounts, except his warm virid.ication of 
the. Due de Nemours, whom he greatly praised: his approba- · 
tion of Montpensier's too eager counsel of abdication much 
more. reserved.· This last seems .to have been in a great fright. 
The whole affair a series of blunders, and it was only at the, 
last moment that Lagrange and the secret societie~, se~ing 

• ' 1. Afterwards the Emperor William: I .. of Germil.ny. 
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everything in confusion and that everybody had lost their head, 
resolved to make an impromptu dash, and clutch the priz~. 

The King's description of the abdication, his room crowded 
with councillors of all parties, and all talking at the same· 
tiine, most distressing! Poor old man-75 years of age, 
scarcely recovered from a severe influenza, and with Mme. 
Adelaide1 hardly buried! No wonder his nerves gave way! 
His narrative was affecting, and he was much softened, but 
not feeble. Afterwards, when he had relieved his mind, and 
talked of political affairs in general, I found him quite him
self, perfectly alive to all the questions of the hour, even 
keenly interested about them, and prompt and vivacious. 

The state of Belgium 2 seemed his great consolation. He 
more than once recurred to it. I fancy his hope; perhaps 
conviction, is, that if a general war be prevented, all may yet 
end well, so far as his grandson's destiny, but he did not 
directly touch on this. The interview ended by his saying, 
he would take me to the Queen, with whom he left me alone. 
The moment he had shut' the door, she exclaimed, 'Ah! 
Monsieur Disraeli, queUe catastrophe !' She, however, here 
ceased to weep, and harped much upon Belgium; 

The King did not mention to me, that he had seen M. 
Guizot, but he spoke of him several times without any bitter
ness. They say that Guizot has less reserve, but during the 
only interview which I have had with him, when he called at 
Grosvenor Gate, he imputed no blame to His Majesty, but 

. said that if the King had gone to St. Cloud on the second day, 
and summoned-the chambers there, all would have been saved. 
Guizot I found quite unchanged. You heard, perhaps, that 
he called on Lord Palmerston in Carlton Gardens, and asked 
for Lady Palmerston, when he was told his lordship was not 
at home. Ushered up, he said when he met her, 'I used to 
~mnk that in England nothing ever changed, but I find I was 
ln error, for I called at your old home, and found that I had 
knocked at tb.e wrong door !' Cool ! . 

Guizot said to me that Palmerstonhad done it au; byhis 
patronage of Thiers, and the encouragement that Normanby, 
etc., gave to the Reform Banquets. ·. 

F. Mills, who returned from a railroad (I mean about some 
· railroad company) visit to Paris, on Sunday week dined With 

Lamartine, who used, jn old days, quite to affect splendor 
and luxe. There were several present, all in boots and black 
cravats, and smoking after dinner--only two dishes, a scanty 
one of broiled soles, and, unmentionable horror ! an immense 

. \ 
1 Louis Philippe's sister. · 
2 King Leopold I. of Belgium had married, as his second wife, Louia 

PhiliFpe's daughter. 
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portion of foie de veau ! How puerile this affectation of re
publican simplicity! and what. confidence can -we have in 
anything durable being effected by such men ! The King, 
by the bye, said to me several times, ' One thing alone has 
baen proved by what has taken place-that in France nothing 
can endure.' · . 

Affairs, however, on dit, are worse in Germany' .than- in 
,. France.· Kings and Princes are turned off as we turn away 

servants~ and worse; without a character, and nobody resists. 
Fifty mad professors at Frankfort, calling themselves a Diet, 
.self-appointed, have absolutely invaded Denmark, and will 
not concludetheidabours till they have established a federal 
republic like the U.S. ' . • · -

Did you~hear of Lord Hardinge's interview with Metternich . 
on the 9th Marcl?.? Lord Ponsonby and P. Esterhazy both . 
present and listening, as if to an oracle, while Metternich 
announced that Austria never was so sound, while he moralise·d 
over the miser~ble fate of the Fre:iJ.Ch. Esterhazy kissing his 

. (P.M.'s) hand, like the Emperor's, when he quitted the room! 
Lord Hardinge told me this, . . , . . . 

HousE OF Co11mo:Ns,· Tuesday [fA ug. 15, 1848].-... The 
accounts from Paris are very emeutish: the question being 
whether Louis Blanc is to be arrested ornot: What a noise 
for so littl!3 .a man, not so tall as Tommy Moore at his best, 
arid twelve months agone calling in vain at a cafe for a waiter .. 
But such is the magnetic power of brains. Who could ever have 
supposed that Louis·Blanc would have beaten Louis Philippe? 
. General Dumas came to me from Claremont on~Friday last . 

to thank me in the name of. the King for my mention of His ' 
Majesty in my speech.1 . I was glad to receive his grateful· 
congratulations,for I was by no means .certain that the King 
would have altogether approved of what I said. But the 

. fact is one must manage an audience like the 'House of Com-· 
mons, with a strong party hating all Kings.. . . ; 

[Aug. 17, 1848.]-I send you a line in the midst of a 
brawling debate about the Pope of Rome. Sir Robert Inglis 
horrified· at the idea of red stockings being ~een in England. 
I have less fear of them, than of blue, 

• What I wanted to tell yo1.1 at the end of my last letter, 
was the feeling at Claremont about Palmerston, but I have 
not time to do it justice. He persecutes· them according to 
their story, prevents people calling, notices every little atten-

. tion of the Court. The Queen and Prince Albert are obliged· 
to. show their SJrmpathy under the rose, and they do it fre- . 
quently. Claremont speaks most gratefully of their disposi-

1 S~e above, p: 990. 
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tions, but of Palmerston as of an ogre. One trait, L. Philippe 
paying them a visit, and tho talk being of Jenny Lind, he 
said, ' Alas ! I shall never see her, for I don't think it will do 
for the Comte .de Neuilly1 to go to the Opera.', The Queen 
did not dare to ask the C. and Comtesse de Neuilly to the 
Palace, but a few days after, at l!er Majesty's instigation, 
the Q. Dowager asked the illustrious exiles to a little concert. 
They came, and they heard Jenny ! . ~ . 

Sept. 2.-... To-morrow we go to Claremont, having re
ceived a notification to that effect. In such weather· the 
drive alone will be charming .... 

Dick, 2 who has just come in, tells me that Louis Blanc is 
positively staying , over the way (Pall Mall) with Monckton 
Milnes ! I really think that the frequent guest of Louis 
Philippe might have grudged his hospitality in this respect. 
· Sept. 5.-. . . I spoke to the Queen, 3 very naturally, on 
the subject you hinted at.' I found Her Majesty had already 
written to you, what she also stated to me. I ventured to 
observe, that there was a great difference between being the 
guests of a country house and mixing in the miscellaneous 
crowds of London. saloons, and that there were occasions 
when the Princes might create sympathies and make friends, 
whose good feeling and influence might hereafter be useful. 
This view of the case was not without effect, but the answer 
had been written and sent. The Queen mote than once de
sired that I would personally express to you her sense of your 
kindness and consideration, which she said much touched her. 

The poor Princes do nothing but fish, and have not much 
sport. They have no horses, of which they complain. The 
King and Queen have now a carriage and a pair of horses. 
There is also one riding-horse for one of the generals, who is 
too fat to walk, and a pony. All this she said herself. 

Coming home in the park, we·met a most graceful child, 
about three years,. with a singularly sweet face, and the. 
bluest eyes I ever saw. , His nurse called him Monseigneur, 
and the unhappy little exile was the Prince de Conde. There 
are six grandchildren at Claremont ! On Sundays all ~ix 
dine with their grandparents, on other days three only .••. 

There was, as we have seen,& an even more JiotaQle 
. exile in England in this year than the French King ·or 

1 The King and Queen of the Freneh passed, in exile, as the Comte and 
Co.mtesse de Nouilly. · · · 
· a Quintin Dick, M.P. (C.), for Maldon 1832-47, and for Aylesbury, 1848-52. 
, 3 The Queen of the French. . · . 

6 An invitation to the Joinvilles and Aumales to go to Wynyard. 
6 Page 926. . · · . . 
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·been Ambassador in ·Vienna, took Disraeli to Eaton 
Square to introduce him to Prince Metternich. That 
eminent man had borne the main responsibility fo:r; the 
policy of Austria for nearly forty years. Throughout that 
period he had been the leading representative of Conserv-

. atism in Europe, the man to :whose influence was princi~ 
pally due the preservation of the status quo both in the 
relations ·of the European Powers to one another and in 
their internal affairs. He was the chief b_ugbear of Con
tiiu~ntal Liberalism, arid in foreign poli~ics was at the 
·opposite pole to .Canning first, and to Palmerston after.,. 
wards. - But, if he was insensitive to abuses and seep..: 
tical about popular rights and parliamentary institutions, -• 
he could _fairly claim that he had resuscitated the power of 
Austria after her defeat by Napoleon, and had succeeded
in keeping her motley States tqgether, ~ncluding the la~ge 
territories in Italy which were ·wrenched from . her ~ few 
years_ after his fall.' This was no small_ achie:vement. 
He wli;s now seventy-five years old,· a~d could entertain 
little ·hope of restoration to high office;. but his mental 
powers- were quite unimpaired .. Disraeli .had long ad
mired ·'the serene intelligence of the profound. Metter;. · 
riic,h.': It was indeed natlll'al that one who aspired to . 
lead ·the ·· Conservative party in England should' be · · 
attracted to the living emhodime~t of the cause on the 
Continent of Europe. The attraction seems . to have 
be(m mutuaL Metternich was living as a hermit, in 
Londonderry's phrase; but, though he saw few others, he 
saw and corresponded with Disraeli frequently. 'I have 
seen Metternich. twice at great length,' Disraeli writes to 
his sister on May 30. 'He talks very much, and is very 
kind.' Metternich's ·wife, ·Princess Melanie, notes in her, 
diary for May of this_year that' a complete understanding . 
was at once established between the two men. Both were 
proz:t~ to philo8ophise- about politics; Metternich prided 
himself upon being ' un diplomate philosophe,' as Disraeli 
was eminently a statesman of ideas. They ·agreed- in 
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deploring the socialistic ·doctrines which were promulgated 
from Paris, in wishing to stem the revolutionary tide 
th:l,'oughout Europe, and in reprobating Palmerston's 
policy of constant interference, in the interests of Liberal
ism, .between Continental Governments and their peoples. 
The following passage in Lord George Bentinck1 would 
have been adopted by Metternich, even if it did not owe 
something to his inspiration: 

It is very desirable that the people of England should 
arrive at some conclusions as to the conditions on which the 
government ofE)urope can ·be carried on. They will, perhaps, 
after due reflection !liscovor that ancient communities like the 
European must be governed either by traditionary influences 
or by military force. Those who in their ardour of renova
tion imagine that there is a third mode, and that our societies 
can be reconstructed on the great Transatlantic model, will 
find that when they have destroyed traditionary influences 
there will be peculiar features in their body politic which do 
not obtain in the social standard which they imitate, and 
these Jp.ay be described as elements of disturbance. A dynasty 
may be subverted, but it loaves as its successor a family of 
princely pretenders;, a ,confiscated aristocracy takes the shape 
of factions; a plundered Church acts on the tender consciences 
of. toiling millions; corporate bodies displaced from their 
ancient authority no longer· contribute their necessary and 
customary quota to the means. of government; outraged 
tradition in multiplied fo;rms enfeebles or excruciates the 
reformed commonwealth. In this state of affairs, after a due· 
course of paroxysms, for the sake of maintaining order and 
securing the rights of industry, the state quits the senate · 
and takes refuge in the camp; . 

Let us not be deluded by forms of government. . The word 
may be republic in France, constitutional monarchy in 
Prussia, absolute monarchy l.n Austria, but the thing is the 
!lame. Wherever there is a vast standing army, the govern
ment is the government of the sword. . . . [An] irresistible 
law . . . dooms Europe to the alternate sway of disciplined 

.· armies or secret societies; the camp or the convention. 

'Two speeches of Disraeli on foreign affairs, in June and 
August of 1848, were clearly made under Metternich's 
influence; and Princess Melanie's diary shows the im
portance which Metternich attached to both of them 

1 Ch. 27. 
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The ftrst; on June 5, arose out of an awkward complication 
with Spain. Palmerston had carried ·a policy of meddling 
with the internal affairs of that country so far .as, to, 
instruct the British Minister, Sir Henry Bulwer, to recom
mend earnestly to the Queen of Spain the adoption of a 
legal arid constitutional course of government. In view· 

·of Louis Philippe's downfall, she would do wisely to call 
to her councils 'some ofthose men who possess the con
fidence·- of the Liberal party.' The advice may have been 
good, but it was certainly impertir).ent, arid it led to the 
immediate expulsion of Sir Henry Bulwer; who had 
'previously rendered himself obnoxious to the Spanish 
Government· by his political intrigues. · In the debate, 
Disraeli, while defending-,Bulwer, who was his friend, 
took the opportunity to criticise .the whole system of 
Liberal foreign policy. He said his objection to Liberal- -
isin was.that it endeavoured to carry on the very prac:
tical business of the foreign. affairs of the country by 

. means of philosophical ideas ,and. abstract ;theories. 

You· could not find a country go~erned by an absolute 
form without telling it that the only way to be happy and 
prosperous was to have··a House of Lords' and a House of 
Commons, and _an English treaty of commerce. -All this -_. 
ended in_ confusion: All that was practical you never :ob
tained. You never obtained the treaty -of commerce, but 
you fostered confusion and convulsion. By lending all. the 

· aid of a great countrylikeEngland to some miserable faction, 
you created parties in domestic policy in every country, from 
Athens to Madrid, deteriorated the prosperity and condition 

. of the people; and.laid,the seeds of infinite confusion. The 
noble lord opposite proceeded in this course-the great 

} prophet of Liberalism in foreign affairs. 

The Liberals had introduced a sentimental in~t~ad of a 
. · political principle into the conduct of foreign affairs: 

You looked dn the English Constitution as a model'farm. 
·-You forced this Constitution in every country. ·You laid it 

down as a great principle that you were not to consider ·the 
. interests of England, or the interests of the coun~ry you were 

in connection with, but that you were- to consider the- great _ 
. · system of ' Liberalism, whi_ch had nothing to do . with the 
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interests of England, and was generally antagonistic with the 
interests of the country with which you were in connection. 

The second speech was delivered on the Foreign Office 
· vote in supply .on August 16, and dealt mainly with 

British relations with Rome, Naples, Sardinia, and Austria. 
' Last August,' said Disraeli, 'the Lord Pri;vy Seal 
[Lord Minto] went on a very peculiar and roving mission 
... to teach politics in the country in which Machiavelli 
was born.' Disraeli had an easy task in demonstrating 
the failure of the mission by pointing to the chaotic state 
of Italy. Palmerston had sympathised with the abortive 
revolutions in the peninsula founded on nationalist ideas; 
but Disraeli was scornful of 'this modern, new-fangled, 

·sentimental principle of nationality.' ·Yet this was the 
basis on which Palmerston proposed to mediate. Palmer
ston was suspe _ _cted of encouraging Franc~ to invade Italy 
and drive out the Austrians, who, under Radetzky, had 
just put down the insurrection in Lombardy. Of gc,:lOd 
relations with France Disraeli was a stro:ng supporter. 
' If you mean, by· an alliimce with F;rance, by a cordial 
understanding with France, or whatever other phrase 
you may use, that those important affairs and those gTeat 
events which periodically and surely occur in the world 
should be regulated and managed in concert by these 
two leading nations, after previous council, animated by 
a wise spirit of concession .and compromise, and leading 
to a cordial co-operation, that is a system of which I shall 
ever be.a feeble but a warm supporter.' Queen Elizabeth 
worked thus with Henri IV., and Cromwell with Mazarin; 
Bolingbroke and Walpole, who differed.so widely in many 
things, agreed in supporting an Anglo-French entente of 
this kind. 'But an'understanding which is only founded 
on forced occasions and forced opportunities-:-the inci
dents invented to justify and occasion t·he -·co..:opera
tion, instead of the co-operation arising fro~ the natural 
order of the events_:_that is .an tJriderstanding and that is 
an alliance which, before this time, has occasioned the_ 
greatest evil, an~ ~hich, in the present case, might lead, 
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to the greatest possible disasters.' France had no right 
to invade Italy. He protested against the attempt to 
regulate the world by a contrived concert with the Jacobin 
party, then in power: in. Paris. 'It is the system that • 
commences with "fraternity " and ends with assassina
tion; it is the system that begins by preaching universal 
charity, and· concludes by practising general spoliation.' 

· Happily, no such French invasion of Italy as Disraeli 
deprecated took place. . 

In this speech, which Disraeli himself thought would· 
make a noise, and which Greville calls ' very brilliant ' 
.. and Robhouse 'amusing and strikirfg,' there were, 
according . to Princess Metternich, certain . expressions 
which Palmerston maintained could only have been 
furnished to Disrael( by her: husband; and Metteriiich 
certainly called the ·particular attention of the Austrian 
Foreign Office to it, and pointed out that ' ce grand 
orateur ' had borrowed from him the idea of the difference 
between political and sentimental mediation, the first 
based on treaties, the second on nationality~l 

Even before making Metternich's acquaintance, Disraeli 
had scoffed.in the House of Coi:nmons2 at the. principle of 
nationality·. as · a ground for international action. This 
was on ·the dispute between Germany and Dem;nark 
over Schleswig-Holstein. Here· Palmerston and he were 
in general agreement. Indeed, few public men· in Eng-

.• land, with the conspicuous and creditable exception of 
. the Prince Consort,· appreciated or sympathised with the 

movement f~r German unity. Disraeli treated the 
·· 'dreamy and dangerous nonsense' of German nationality 

as merely a thinpretext for Prussian invasion; but, oh 
the ot~er hand, long bef<_?re his countrymen in general 
awoke t~~;. the meaning of what :was pa,asing before them, 
he r~Ji.S~4L· the vitally important fact that Germany had 
enibai:ke(r'on a policy which would make her eventually 
a great"· maritime Power, the· rival of England in the 
North Sea. It was actu~lly laid down as a principle, he 

1 Mettei.nich, Memoirea; Vol. VIII.· 2 Aprill9, 1848. 

- / 
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said, by men occupying seats in the Cabinets of Europe, 
that wheresoever the German language is spoken, there 
the German flag ought to wave. But. if so, why did not 
the Prussians invade Alsace, and meet at once the high 
spirit of France 1 Or why did they not occupy Livonia, 
and thus encounter the colossal power of Russia ? That 
would be consistent and national; but the principle 
only held good towards the north. 

And why"? Because it is in the north, when surrendered, 
that the pretext ·vanishes and the cause appears. Germany 
is the centre of Europe, and h~s no reason, one would think, 
to complain of the territorial advantages which have been~ 
allotted to it. Its broad and rich lands are watered by the 
three most considerable rivers of Europe-the Rhine, the 
Elbe, and the Danube. But Germany, which possesses 
almost every other advantage, is not a great naval Power, 
and Germany wants a coast. This is the real reason why 
Denmark, supposed to be weak, is to be invaded in this age 
of liberty on the plea of nationality. It is to gain the harbours 
of the Baltic, and to secure the mouths of the Elbe, that the 
plea of German nationality is put forth~ Hitherto in the 
Baltic Russia and the Scandinavian Peninsula have prevented 
this project of Germany; while Holland and Great Britain 

·have intercepted in the North Sea its maritime development. 
But now, under shelter of the plea of nationality, taking ad
vantage of the fact that the King of Denmark possesses in 
SchlesWig perhaps 150,000 subjects of German race, his 
dominions are to be invaded, and may be. conquered, notWith
standing the valour of his few but determined subjects, in 
order that Prussia may suddenly appear as a great maritime 
Power. , · 

I do not wish to argue this case With respect to the interests 
of England. I do not wish to. say anything about whether it 
.is or is not for the interest of England that a new naval Power ., 
should spring up among the nations of the Baltic or the 
Northern Seas. But this I wish to lay down as a principle' 
that it is for the interest of England, and not of England alone, 
but of all Europe, that peace should be maintainet. And 
peace cannot be maintained if the policy of Prussi···· ,;. r ·per-
mitted to pass unnoticed and uncensured. · . . · ~- ' 

. ' I never can, believe,' Disraeli. added in rilemorable 
words, 'that the peace of Europe is to be maintained by 
hiding our heads in the sand, and comforting ourselves 
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with the conviction that nobody will find us out.' We 
had guaranteed ·schleswig to Denmark, and must not . 
shirk our obligations: The speech was naturally welcomed· 
warmly in Denmark, which for the time was savedfrom 

. ·'- dismemberment, and Disraeli's portrait was. in all the 
library-windows 'as Denmark'~ spokesman. The speech, 
moreover, initiated or confirmed a friendship, which 

... : Disraeli greatly valued, . with Count · Reventlow, the 
. Danish Minister; who formaliy conveyed to;-,~he · prator 
the. thanks of his Sovereign and of_ the· wllole Danish 
nation. The relations between ·Reventlow arid Disraeli 

·became so close that, when Reventlow died, Disraeli 
wrot~ (October 4, 185i) to his ~iste.r: 'I am much 
shocked at the death of Reventlow. He was one of the 
best-hearted and most genial be!ngs- I ever krlew, and "' 

. clever, too; and; independent of .all this,· was. my secret 
••. 'agent in the Diplomatic Corps,· and I always found him~-; 

faithful and accurate. It is a great 'loss to me in every 
way.'. 

It is not difficult to collect, from Lord George Bentinck 
and from the speeches whichwe have quoted, Disraeli's · 

"': .. views . on foreign policy at this time. They avoid th~ · 
'e'xtremes of Palmerstoruan. meddlesomeness on the One 

-~ ' ' . . . . . . 

,' 

.. 

hand, and of.·Cobdenite pacificism-on the other~ OWing 
' , to ~is _ qpposition to Whig adventures, the Disraeli . of 
• ~ these years has. sometimes ·been claimed as a supporter 

of-non-intervention. Non-intervention, it may be ob
sefved, is an ambiguous word. It .·is most frequently 
used nowad31ys to describe a policy of complete detach-

. · 

,.. ment from· European politics- of all kinds; but in the 
·debates of the. middle of the· last century' it generally 
' meant only the policy or abstention from intervening in 
the domestic affairs of other .mitious.' In this latter ·sense, 
no do~ot, Disraeli then and afterwards· was a non
interventionist, as .most su~sequent British statesmen 
have been, but ·Palmei'ston emphatically was no_t. To 
claim; hOwever, that Disraeli advocated at- any time a 
p()licy of isolatii)n argu~.a rery superficial reading of his 

·-· <;.. ."'JJ.~-.~. "" ... 
~;'f) _I!·~ ' .•. 

. ' . 

0' 
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speeches; and, as .it happens, he took care, in his first 
speech in 1849, to define his position.- After blaming the 
Government for their ' mock mediations,' he contjnued: 

In making these· remarks, I am far from wishing -.to enforce 
a pedantic adherence to that passive policy which, in the 
barbarous dialect of the day, is called 'non-intervention.' 
On the contrary, I am persuaded that, iri the settleq1ent of 

· the great affairs of Europe, the presence of England is the 
best guarantee of peace. But it shbuld be the pres~nce of • 
England in accordance with the law of nations, and with the 
stipulr.tioni•of treaties. 1 

Disraeli;~"< foreign policy may, indeed, be surp.marised 
- thus: The preservation of peace, guaranteed mainly by. 

a s~eady understanding with France; the strict observance 
of treaty obligations; the avoidance of intermeddling in 
the domestic affairs of other nations, -_and especially of 
stirring up disorder in other countries under the specious 

. pretext of promoting Liberal institutions; the discourage" 
• ment of sentimental politics, based either on the idea .of 

nationality, which tends to alter the existing boundaries 
of States, or on Jacobin notions, which are subversive 

· · of ·all established and traditional order-in a word, the 
maintenance unimpaired of British interests and British 
prestige with ,a d,ue respect for the 'rights and interests • 
of others. It ma;y appear strange that Disraeli, who- had 
so strong. a belief in r;toe, should have had so little faith 
in_nationality. The ideas are surely akin, though he him-

.. self maintained'that there was a great difference between 
them. 'Nationality,' he said on August 9, 1848, 'is the 
~iracle of political independence. Race is the principle 
of physical analogy.' This is a hard saying; but it may 
per)laps mean that, while race depends on blood, nation"
ality is often more a matter of locality. To a Jew, there- · 
fore, nationality could neyer make so powerful an appeal 
as race. Race, moreover, was not being- u~ed as a lever -
to upset territorial arrangements and overthrow Govern
ments, whereas nationality was proving to be an eminently
explosive force. It is, however, a serious blot on Disraeli's 

,_ '(':'w - - .. 
1 The intervention_ of Great Britain• in·_ 1914 on_ behalf of Belgium 

exa?tly fulfilled Disraeli's conditions. \ ! ,. -
.- 'Jv-

·-; . 
., .. 
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_. _ -reputation for presci~nce that he entirely failed to forese.e, 
what the principle of :p.ationality was to effect for Germany "' 
and Italy. His general principles of fo~eign ·policy .were,. 
in· t:P,e 'main, right; but his sympathies w~re often, .. ' . 
especially at this period, oh the wrong side. . : · · 

The revolutionary movements of 1848, which threatened 
to carry all before them in the spring, did not ~aintain; 

• theii ground as the year wore on. Great c~litain was 
unscathed by the upheaval; the ChartisTt qeinO"nstration 

4 
was a fiasco, the Young Ireland .iilsurrectiolil'almost. 11 

. farce. TJ:l.e rioting in Paris in. the sum~er wa~?.p' ~t ddwn • ;.,_ 
~· by Cavaignac; and subsequently Louis Napoleo:~J' was -' 

elected President by an enormous majority of votes, ap.d 
· . 'France had once more a fairly stable governnient. This·' 

~-.• 

.; " . did not' happen till December; but by the· autuniri alf $":;. 
• · , over the Continent the reaction had begun, aridMetternich 

'~··:.· "\ could philosophise with comparative. cheerfulness: over'~.+. 
:, " · tho events and tendencies of the time:. . -·~ • :; :;· " 

" ;. · From -Prince Metternich. ·.'.?~ · 
' . . -~ . . . ' ; •·.; 
:, ...... ·.. BRIGHTON, ce 2 Octobre~ 1848.-... J'ignore si je vous ai~

t,." ·, 'jal!lais fait part de mes pronostiques ·pour l'automiie dans; 
. • . ·'lequel nous sommes entre avec le mois de Septembre. 'Si je ·~ 
· ~· .. :.. :. l'ai fait,. alors vous trouverez que mon pressentiment ne re.9oit. 

', .. point un deme_nti par hi. marche des evehenients. Si je ne ;> 
· ·' • vous ai rien dit, alors sachez que ma prevision a reposee sur 

. la valeur que j'attiwhe~al'action qui dans le·monde politique, . 
?··- ~ pomme dans celui materiel, est pro pre aux deux;_ .. saison~ qui, 

parmi les quatre qui composent l'annee. astronomique, ~;~ont · 
actives, en opposition avec l'ete et l'hiver, qui sont latentes. 
Jetez vos regards sur l'histoire; et vous verrez que j'ai raison ... · 
'Si. vous voulez une deduction sut ce sujet, je pourr;ais vous Ta ·~ 

. livnir ;. comme je ne sills pas enclin ala pedanterie,·il me suffira 
~ .• de vous dire .que !'experience m'a appris a fixer dans tous tes.. l 
( )emps nies regards avec une attention particuliere sur" ce qui,· 

. en regle .commun,,se fait jour au printemps et tire son premier. 
bilan en automne. .· · · · ~· "' 

'• ~- ·. Ceci dit, voyons ou en est le monde al'epoque du,bilan ile 
.. 1848. . . -
.:.. '.' Si son resultat n'est pointJavorable aux principes sur les-

< ~~,, ·quels peut seul reposer l'ordre qui forme la basedeceluisodial; 
.il n'est pas d'avantage;;satisfaisant pour les defenseurs des 

.. .,. doctrines' subversives .. ~~-!~'·.~ ·. · .: .·: ".·: · ' .. ··,.. · .. 
"' '· . ... ' • ~ j ~ ' ""=.f ,.. "w .,.,, ... r,., ,·:£ ~ "+';, J;;:;J·. 

0 
J • '1o, "".·~ '~I' ~·,. ->-J .... ,.. ."""'(~ .VO· 

... );· '"':,., '"' :' . ... ,.:, •. ~· . •. 1; .• : ~;~:. :' .. -~ ... :.~.:-~ .-•~ : .. 

"'"'" -- ·J e <:>. 
·1' . o: 0 
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Ou se trouv~ aujourd'hui le premi~r element du desordre
·l'ei:tthousiasme ~ Quelle valeur ont encore les mots-de 
fraternite, ,je nationalite, de progres ? 

La fraternite s'estruee sur les barricades; la nationalite est 
entree en liquidation dans les entreprises du Holstein et 
Schleswig, et en Italie, ou le desinteressement de son principal 
defenseur mi se couvre plus meme du masque de la pudeur; 
en Alleinagne, la nationalite se fractionne en une utopie et 
tine realite; entre la nationalite une et indivisible et celles 
particulieres qui reposent sur des bases historiques et sont 
pro.fondenient placees dans les usages, les mreurs, et dans la 
difference de la marche des esprits. En Hongrie les nation-

,,alites se colletent sur le champ de bataille, et ce n'est pas 
.. celle qui a jete le deti qui a en sa faveur les chances du succes. 

· Reste le progres ; il est fort discredite par son ennemi le plus 
cruel; par la misere qu'il repand autour de lui! ... 

Au milieu de tant de faiblesses une seule organisation ren
ferme encore en elle les elements de la vie. C'est celle mili
taire et qui repose sur la valeur de l'ordre mis en pratique . 

. L'Erp.pire, au salut duquel j'ai, durant le cours de plus d'un 
demisiecle, voue mes services, en fournit bien des exemples. 

· Aussi les fiwtieux dirigent-ils d~incessants efforts vers l'affai
.blissement de !'esprit, faute duquel il n'y a point d'armees, 
mais des cohues cheres a entretenir et dangereuses a posseder. 

,Le sort de la societe dependra en grande partie de la deiaite .. 
ou de ~a reussite de ces efforts, et de la direction que les au-. 
torites legalement existentes sauront donner a leurs forces 
militaires. Celles imperiales ont jusqu'a cette heure su 
remplir leur devoir, et un fait dig:rie de remarque est le suivant. 
La troupe en Autriche prete le serment au drapeau, a !'exclu
sion de tout autre serment, et toutes les manifestations 
d' amour, a commencer par celles pour le souverain, lui sont 
interdites sous les armes; Un cri .de Hurrah I est un delit 
severement puni. Nos peres-car· !'organisation de l'armee 
autrichienne leur est due-ont ete de grands psycholggues, -
et cela peut-etre sans a voir consulte un professeur .. : . 

Il me reate ·de vous faire part d'un fait caracteristiqrie. 
Vous cmmaissez peut-etre personnellement le Comte Etienne 
Bzecheny-il a ete souvent en A:p.gleterre-:-ou, si tel n'est 

. pas le cas, son nom vous sera present, parcequ'il parait dans 
.les feuilles du jour. Le Comte S. est l'un des £auteurs les 
plus .marquants des changements que dans son organisation 
interieure a eprouve la Hongrie dans le cours des dernieres· 
25 annees. Ideologue et a la fois homme d'action; patriote 
cha'ud mais exalte; ambitieux dans la double direction du 
bien. general et de sa personnalitj;~c'est lui qui a introquit 
dans son pays les produits de la vapeur; les courses de cheva;ux; . 
,. - ~.. ·._ .... ~;*'~-.._._ . 

~ ~ ....... . ,_,"' ~ 
--' -.. 
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\es clubs, appeles en Hongrie casinos, et l'idee exaltee d;l;,
nationalite Hongroise, servie par la diffusion de la langue 
Magyar que le bas peuple parlait seuljusqu'a: l'annee 1825~ 
Toutes les affaires se sont jusqu'en 1830 traitees en latin . . ·~ . 

Le Comte S. arrive au p9int ou la raison s'est montree a . 
nu devant lui, c'est elle qui lui a fait defaut. La tete lui a 
tourne et il se trouve aujourd'hui da_ns une maison de sante 
pres de Vienne. La faculte ne renonce pas a l'espoir· de le 

· guerir et 'je partage cet espoir, vuela circonstance suivante 
-11 a des ·moments lucides et dans ces moments il'tentre dans 
les faits historiques. 'Le P. de M, m'a toujours averti. du 
~mal que je faisais. Il rri'a dit: Ne totichez pas.auxJondemellits 
·de !'edifice sans quoiil croulera en entier. ''Je n'ai point SU. 

profiter de cet avertissemeilt; j'ai tue mon pays!' , Alors il'' 
rentre en fureur. _ . 

Bien des amities; rrion cher Disraeli. Ma lettre renferme 
de l'etoffe pour l'oratcur au Parlement et pour le romancier. 
Vous nem'en voudrez pas. · · · 

A postscript, or · an'nexe; ·to' this letter, contains 
sympathetic comments on Lord George Bentinck's death. 

. · To Prince M etternich;- . 
·[Oct i2, 1848.]----I thought the equinoctial despatch one of 

the wisest and wittiestexp6sitioi1s I ever had the good fortune 
~ .. to read, and expressed in a style of which I will only say that 

for its blended grace and precision it is inimitable. You were 
_ quite right in saying that there was stuff in it both ·for the' 
'statesman and the poet, for the principles indicated may 
gUide a troubled Cabinet, and the fate of Sz~cheny, whom I 
knew only by reputation, is dramatic and fulfils the laws of 
poetic justice. . . . .· · 
' I' was so much touched by your 'annexe;' it· was-full of 
such delicate expression, and touched with such be\1-utiful 
feeling, that I shall send ·a copy of it ~o the Duke of Portland, 

· for I feel sure that no grief, however desolating, could l?e 
insensible to such expressions of sympathy from so great a man .. 

I write this from my lovely Bucks chateau.· This is a 
·singular province without a large town. Its towns are only 
villages. It is sylvan and feudal. . 

For myself (and yoU: told me to write of myself, or I should. 
not), after some weeks of idleness I begin to feel the ability 
and even the necessity of labor. · I have, indeed, some work-

. before me which it is a pious duty to. fulfil, but which I ani 
ashamed to confess,· thougli I Will confess it to you, ·I fin!'! 
distasteful. There is an edition of my father's works· in ten 
volumes about to be published. ·of which I am· the .nominal . . . "u ·.- -. -.. ·. ·' 
' . . ·t • 

'~t ~,. 
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editor.1 I have, however, undertaken to give a sketch of his 
career, and, indeed, this complete edition_ would be the best 
monument to his memory and to his peaceful course of sixty 
years of lettered distinction. , But my mind is so engrossed 
with political considerations at this great moment that I feel 
myself quite incapable of penetrating myself with the tranquil 
spirit of his studious and secluded life. The life of an author, 
indeed, is not uneventful, though it is the fashion to think 
it so; for every book is a battle lost or won, and fame, after 
all, in his, as in all other careers, must be the result of brilliant 
achievement and well-sustained effort. 

I cannot; however, bring my mind to the task. You, who, 
amidst all your great deeds and greater thoughts, always 
command the serenity of your spirit, may not understand this 
feebleness of mine, but I want your sublime repose. 

I think Brougham's letter2 to Lord Lansdowne very good, 
vigorous, and well timed. He says what all think, but he is 
the first who has said it so completely. )t will tell. I think 
1 shall write him a line of thanks. I never praised anything 
he did before. I have looked upon him of late as an old 
harlequin, rather restless than active, and more full of mis
chief than vigor and grace. 

The'great drama of Europe becomes every day more com
plicated, and in my opmion adduces fresh proofs of your 
wisdom and unrivalled aptitude-for affairs. 

What if these victorious captains of Lombardy, Bohemia, 
and Croatia set up for themselves, and rival Wallenstein and 
the Duke of Weimar? The perspective of another thirty 
years' war sometimes seems to open: The want is a great 
political genius at Vienna to direct and concentrate their 
Jareers. 

I shall come and· make a pilgrimage to Brighton, 3 tho' 
too late for the mystic equinox.· I shall come and see you, 
not merely because you are the only philosophical statesman 
I ever encountered; not merely because I catch wisdom from 
your lips and inspir&.tion from your example, qut because I 
feel for you the most tender and respectful affection, which 
could not be more profound if you were once more in your 
palaces and castles, andwhich the irre~istible law of sympathy 
can alone produce. 

1 See above, p. 960. 
• 2 On the French Revolution of 1848. Long extracts are quoted in The 

Times, Oct. !) and 10. In answer to Disradi's congratulations, Brougham 
wrote, Oot: 22: 'I am quite vexed not to have seen you before I start for 
L'Enfer (Paris ci-devant Paradis). • . . If I am not consumed, you shall 
hear from me; and if I am massacred, why_ then it will not be the first, and 
certainly not the last. murder committed there.' 

3 See above, pp. 946, 947. 
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Mett~rnich remained in England till October, 1849, and 
interested himself, as we have seen, in Disraeli's eleva~ 
tion to the leadership. In Disraeli's letters we catch. a 
few more glimpses of the intercourse of the two statesmen: 

To Lady Londonderry. 

HousE oF CoMMONS, April 30, 1849.-. I went yester-
day to pay a visit to the Metternichs. They live in .a most 
charming old house on Richmond Green, .called the Old 
Palace. Nothing can be conceived more picturesque, and 
with a sunny day-with its gardens, glimpse of the river, 
birds, dogs, and long gallery library-it was really worthy of 
Watteau. I met there Duchess of Cambridge and the Col-
lofedos. .. . . . · · 

HudHENDEN" MANOR, Aug. 21, 1849.-... .The Sunday 
b,efore I left toWn., I went to pay my adieu to the Metternichs~ _ 
!'found the Princess, no longer on the turf amid herbirds, 
and screamin,g like her own parrots, but in her saloon; but .. 
occupied as she \vas at my previous visit, making _lint ~or _the · 
Austrian wounded. Brunnow with her ' whispering ,at the · 
ear of Eve.' . ~ · · . 

I had hardly been seated a five minute~, whenthe DucP,ess ·· 
· of Cambridge and the Q. Duchess1 were anp.ounced-a.nd 
I would have retired, but they begged me to :remain. · .. TP,en 
came Metternich himself, whom I had never seen since· his 
illness. He was much. a1tered, very extenuated, and it did. 
not seem to me, that he spoke as clear as heretofore, but his 
apprehension not less bright. Kielmansegge followed im" 
mediately, and there came· with their Royal Highnesses a 
Mr. Hutchinson, our Protestant chaplain at Rome. The con
versation was animated and extremely agreeable-well kept 
up .. It soon became political-anticLiberal, of course. Kos
suth, the Red Republican Canino, Bunsen especially, all well 
dressed, then Palmerston. ·'Worse than Canino !'exclaimed, 
the Princess, when at this instant Lord and Lady Palmerston 
were announced, and of c'ourse most cordially received. The 
Prince even went to the hall to welcome 'them. I then re-

·. treated,.and as I.was getting into my brougham tumbled over 
your friend, the''Baroness. Delmar, who was.about to attend 
the levee; ... 2 · ' · · 

Ld. Ponsoriby, :who is a good judge' of men, spoke very 

1 ·Of Mecklenb~rg. . . . · · ._ _· · . · · ' 
· 2- .This arid the previous visit'a;re also described, in v,ery similar ternis, in 

letters from Disra.eli to his sister. See LeUers, pp. 218, 222, and 223~ · 
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highly to me of the young Emperor/ as a man of character 
and ·resource; firm, of ·great integrity, and warlike. He 
seemed to think he would develop greatly in these troubles .... 

Disraeli endeavoured to get Mettermch to visit him at 
Hughen den, but apparently without success: 

To Prince Metternich. 

· [Undated, August or September, 1849.]-It made me very 
happy indeed to see you before I left Town. 

Great events have.since occurred, .and they will not, I am 
sure, retardyour recovery. 

I am now reading critically the papers on the affairs of Italy 
presented to the House of Commons at the end of the Session. 
Their perusal will very much redound to your honor. They 
have, I confess, somewhat lowered my opinion of Palmerston. 
He has been fortunate, but he has not deserved to be felix. 
These papers afford indubitable. evidence of his want of 
temper in the conduct of affairs, and of a reliance on the 
views and information of very second-rate persons, such as 
our Minister, Mr. Abercromby, at Turin, whom I should be 
very sorry to employ. Lord Napier at Naples -seems a flip
pant schoolboy turning theme sentences a la Tacitus. Pal
marston's own despatches are very badly written, though 
they aiin at composition. They very unfavorably contrast. 
with your own, which are, as I ever find them, models of 
diplomatic communication: precise, singularly~clear, founded 
on thorough knowledge of circumstances and principles, and, 
though always distinguished by that sunny temper which is 
your characteristic, not without a species of archness, which 
often exposes with happy humor the weak points of your 
less-disciplined antagonists. I have particularly in my mind 
at this moment your management of the Ferrara question. 

I wish I could induce your Highness to find a total change 
of air and scene amid our Chiltern Hills. I can' easily under~ 

. stand why you should decline invitations to grand chateaux, 
and shrink from the weariness of pompous circles. We have 
no golden saloons to welcome you with, but only affectionate 
hearts: but you would be master entirely of yourself and of 
your time, and the Princess should drive a pony-chair in our 
woods, which would suit her exactly. Little more than half 
an hour's ·course on the. Great Western would carry you to 
Maidenhead, and there our carriages should meet you and 
yours, and carry you ten miles through a sylvan country to 
this roof. I would a.trange that your despapches·should come 

1 The Emperor Francis Joseph. 
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to you twice. a day. Think of this, my dear master, seriously. 
I am so persuaded that it would do you good that I have 
almost. the audacity to write to the Princess herself, and 
entreat her to support my proposition. 

'Surle point'de quitter ce beau_ et bon pays-ci,' Metter
nfch wrote on October 7, 1849, to bisraeli, to tell him 
how anxious he was that his departure· should cause no 
break in personai relations which he highly valued. 
Their spheres of labour had been different,· he said, but, 
their principles were similar, They agreed in the aim of 
their policy, 'la conservation,'. the only object worth 
spending a life in defending and cultivating. . It was ' a 
beautiful and affecting letter,' Disraeli told his sister. 
' I received it in time to. embrace him, exactly half an 
hour before he left England.' . The two men did not meet 
again, though occasional letters passed between them. . 
Metternich never returned to office, but he was able to 
go back to· Vienn~ in 1S51, and there exercised great .in
fluence- over the coun1:1els of the Austrian Court. till his 
death in 1859. Disraeli always retained an affectionate 
recollection of his intercourse with him in 1848~49.. . · 

' ,. 
··_To Lord Stanhope.1 

GROSVENOR GATE.; Feb.12, 1864.-You have inuch gratified 
nie by your kindness in sending me ·a copy of the letters of 
Prince l\'Ietternich to yourself,· which are most interesting; · 

· Events have given them a fresh relish, but his letters are too 
full of thought ever to become obsolete. · 

What a different man he really was to what those fancied 
him, who formed their judgment in the· glitter of Vienna ! 
A profound, head and an affectionate heart ! Had he· not 
been a Prince and a Prime Minister;• he would have been a 
great.Professor. He said to. me once,.'J'etais ne'penseur.' 

To Lady Londonderry. 

H1)"GHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 30, 1S49:-:-, .. : I find the pr_es
sure of public life so great in this age of struggle that I have 
l;>een forced :to give up every c~mntry house except my own, 
and have been too much engrossed to ask anyone there. I 
am s~rrounded by piles of blue-books, 'and two posts a day 

J The 5th E.arl, the hjstorian. · 
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bear me reams of despatches; so that my recess of relaxation 
has combined the plodding of. a notary with the anxiety of a 
house steward. Pleasant·! and what is called gratified am
bition. 

What an imbroglio of· affairs ! Your friends, the Free 
Traders, say, that, if we ·retrace our steps, there will be a 
revolution; and most certainly, if we do not do something, 
there will be one, for before four-and-twenty months are 
passed, every farmer will be a Republican. Indeed, it re
quires unceasing vigilance, and constant resource, to keep 
theiQ., now, steady. Can you solve the knot? ... 

I think I told you of my farewell with Metternich. Tho' 
nobody talks of foreign affairs, I hear, among the initiated, 
that there are odd whispers, and the general state of things is 
anything but satisfactory. The fact is the elements of govern
ment do not exist in the greater_part of Europe, and we are 
destroying them pretty quickly in England. Russia alone 
develops herself, and will develop herself ·still more in the 
great struggle which ·is perhaps nearer than we imagine. 
Once destroy the English aristocracy, and enthrone the com
mercial principle as omnipotent in this island, and there will 
be no repelling force, which will prevent the Slavonians con
quering the whole of the South of Europe. I look upon 
France as quite exhausted: insolvent in purse and soul: no 
Republic can restore it, for there is no plunder left to support 
a Republic: and plunder was the inspiration of the great 
movement of the last century. 

Amid all this confusion, Ireland may rise from its ashes: it 
will repudiate the commercial principle, and you will become 
a feudal Princess in the Tower of Garron. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

~THE HoPELESS QuESTION oF PROTECTION.' · 

1849-1850 • 

. ' I found the Tory party in the House of Commons, 
when I acceded to its chief ma.tiagement, in· a state .of 
great depression and disor.ganisation. ·Lord George Ben
tinck had only mustered 120 .in his motion on the Irish 
Railways, which was. to try our strength in. the new 
Parliamecyt. By a series of motions to relieve th~ Agricul
tural Interest by revising and partially removing the 
local taxation of the country, 1 withdrew the Tory party 
gradually from the hopeless question 'of· Protec~ion, 
rallied ·all ,those members who were connected either 
personally or ·by their constituencies with the la~d, and . 
finally brought the state of parties inthe House .of Com-

. mons nearly to a tie.' · Such was Disraeli's succinct 
account, given in 1860, of his. labours and successes. 
during his early year~ of leadership.' . . .. 

The party was indeea depressed and disorganised when 
he became responsible for its management in the House 
of Commons. Its disorganisation had been shown in the 
difficulties which attended the choice of a leader; its 
depression was the natural result of the ~aning fortunes"; 
of its principal policy. In spite of all Disraeli'~ and 
B(mtinck's efforts, the Whig Ministry, steadily supported 

.·by. Peel and his friends, had broadened and. deepened the 
Free Trade system. The fact thll,t many of .the hopes 
held out by the Free Traders had n.ot been realised, that 
the chan.ge in the commercial system had been followed, 
not by plenty at home and peace abroad, but by domestic· 
distress and European convulsions, had not caused the 

• 1012' 
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commercial and manufacturing class~s or their Parlia
mentary-leaders to Jose confidence. A cause that could 
survive so unpromising a start would count 1m increasing 
body of adherents when better times came, and both in 
numbers and in wealth that part of the nation which 
believed in Free Trade must become more and more 
predominant. As Dr. Cunningham writes: 'In England 
the industrial classes hold the key of the positio'n.' 
On Disraeli, as he S"ll:rveyed the inheritance into 

. which he had entered, reflections of this kind were 
inevitably forced. If he did not realise at the outset 
that, wh~tever justification there might be for Protection 
in theory, it was practically, in the England of that day; 
' a hopeless question,' the experience of the session and 
the facts that came before_ him drove his mind surely, and 
not slowly, in that direction. 

'Jlhe duty to his hand was· to build up a strong Opposi- , 
tion party which might be ready to carry- on the Govern
ment whenever disaster should overtake the feeble Whig 
Ministry. In the first place it was necessary to hearten 
and· solidify the strictly Protectionist ranks, and in the 
next place to attract support from the outside. An 
accession of strength could most readily be obtained from 
the rank and file of the Peelites, who were in general· 
harmony with the Protectionists on all subje<:ts except 
commercial policy. There was clearly no possibility of 
obtaining in the 1847 Parliament anyrepeal of the Corn 
Law of 1846. It was therefore wise policy not to push 
Protection into the foreground, but to endeavour to 
secure for the Agricultural Interest in other ways com~ 
pensation for the loss which they had suffered. At the 
same time, tho,ugh the conditions were not quite so bad 
in 1849 as in 1848, there was still famine in Ireland, and 
commercial suffering and agricultural distress in Great 
Britain, to show that the prophecies of the Free Traders 
had not been fulfilled. In his speech in moving an 
amendment to the Address, Disraeli said the new com
mercial system had had a fair trial and had failed. He 
.L ~ 
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· pointed to· recipro~ity as the. proper policy .. On the 
principle. of reciprocity, which was at once cosmopolitatr 

· and national, the . commercial system could be· recon
structed _in a manner beneficial to the Mother-Country and 
advantii.geous to the Colonie&:· But questions of com-
mercial policy occupied a comparatively small portion of 
a speech which ari umriendly journal1 was compelled to 

. describe as a • masterpiece of comprehensiveness,;·' the 
world was ·all before him where ·to choose, and he 
chose .the whole of it.' · The state of Europe, and t.he 
interferences of .the · British Foreign Office, were his 
principal ·theme. ' There wanted but one ingredient 1in 

. the mess to make the mcantation perfectly infernal. ·· A 
republic without republicans, an empire witho11.t ·. an 
emperor, required only mediatipns without an object to 

, mediate about; and the satmnalht.of ·diplomacy. could 
mix with the orgies of politics:' . Retrenchment had ·been 
promised in the ·Queen's Speech, to meet the Wishes of 
Cobden ·and Bright. Disraeli said·thatithe Cons~rvat:lve 
party had always :been in favour of retrenchment; 'but 
how could retrenchment be.possible in'. l8.49;~wh.~.g ~lie 

-world.was everywhere distlirbed; seeh:ig:th~t· in•:the be-. 
-~ gin~ing, .of 1848,,<~before_ the convulsioris ··h:ad··._OCcti~re4, .. -. 
. increased expenditure was thought . necessary.~· The 
Government had yielded to the clamour •. of the .Man
chester .. School, who, in- Disraeli's. par~phtase; · •:coun
selled the· people of England to lower their t<)J).e.' 
Disraeli, however, denounced .the poli'tics and defied 
the predictions of that· school, because he had faith 
in the people of England, their genius, and. ~heir 
destiny .. It was a spirited opening of the .campaign; 
but Palmerston made a clever defence of his policy, 
and, . as a motion for adjournin~mt w:as ·defeated by a 
·'consi~erable majority, · Disraeli withdrew his amend
merit. 

The · first of his m()tions to relieve the Agricultural 
Interest was introduced a month later, on March 8; · In 

. \ 
1 M·orning Chronicle, 
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the interval the anxieties qf the past weeks had brought 
on illness. . 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
March 7, 1849.-I ought to have acknowledged your affec

tionate letter, but in addition to all my troubles, perhaps in 
consequence of them, I have had for the last fortnight one 
of my worst attacks of low fever, so that till to-day I have 
never had an hour to prepare for the speech of to-morrow, 
from which so much is expected. The country is up in arms 
about my motion. I have received between forty and fifty 
letters every day, from every county indeed, except Bucks. 

-The meeting of the farmers in Willis's Rooms was remarkable, 
and my name received, Lord Malmesbury told me, with the 
greatest cheering he ever heard.1 

The meeting to which allusion is here made was held 
on the previous day, and attended by a thousand tenant 
farmers from all parts of the country. They demanded 
revision of ·Imperial and local taxation, and the repeal 
of the malt tax, in order to mitigate the evils produced 
by the abandonment of Protection; and the report in The 

·Times bears out Malmesbury's statement that Disraeli's 
name was enthusiastically received, and his Parliamentary 
conduct spoken of in terms of warm approbation. 

Disraeli 's motion was that the House should go into ~ 
Committee to take into consideration the· burdens on land, 
and especially the unequal pressure of local taxation .. 
He sa~d be. was not going to enter into controversy about 
recent changes, but he still believed that the only means 
to be pursued agailljSt hostile tariffs were countervailing 
duties. It was estimated that the income of the whole 
country was £249,000,000, while the rental of the land 
amounted to £67,000,000. Why should the £10,000,000 
raised in rates be charged only on the £67,000,0_00, instead 
of also on the other £180,000;000 1 The maintenance of 
the poor wk.s not specially a .local duty.,· It was a social 
duty; and the same . reasoning applied. to the admi:Qistra- . 

. tion of justice and the repair of roads. 'I'he question was 
a simple one:· Was it ju~t or unjust that re.al property,· 
forming one-fourth of the income of the country, sho_uld · 

1 Letters, p. 217. · ..... 
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alone bear burdens imposed on account of matters in 
which all property was equally interested 1 His plan 
was to put half the local rates on the Co~solidated Fund. 

Disraeli ended with an impressive- 'Yarning to the 
Government. The landed interest considered that-it had 

·been treated unfairly. It was. proverbially loyal, but 
Ministers would do well not to abuse that loyalty. The_ 
descen_dants of those who refused to pay ship-money were 
not to be trifled with. Their motto was ' Live and let 
l~ve '; ~hile the Manchester .School said .that England 
could prosper without any agriculture at all, provided 
it became the workshop of the world.. · 

Your system and theirs {said Disr~eli to the Free :Traders) 
are e:xactly,eontrary. -They invite union. They believe that 
national prosperity can only be produced by the prosperity __ 
of all classes. You prefer-to remain.in isolated splendour and · 

- solitary magnificence. But~ believe me, l speak .not as your 
enemy when I say that it_.will be an exception to.the prin
ciples which seem hitherto to have ruled society, if you can 
succeed in maintaining the success at which yon aim without 
the possession of that permanence and stability which the 
territorial principle alone can. afford. Although you may for . 
a moment flourish after·their destruction, although your ports 
may be filled with shipping, your factories smoke on every 
plain, and your forges- flame in every city,· I see no reason 
why you should form an exception to· that which the page of 
histo,ry has mournfully recorded; that you;· too, should not 
fade like the Tyrian dye, and. moulder like the Venetian 
palaces. But, united with theland, you will obtain. the best 
and surest foundation upon which to build your enduring 
welfare: you will find in that interest a counsellor in all your 
troubles, in danger your undaunted. champion, and in ad
versity your steady customer.. . . . . I Wish to see the. agri
culture, the· commerce, and the manufactures of England, not 
adversaries, but co-mates and partners---,-and riva-ls only'in the 

·ardour of their patriotism and in the activity .of their public 
spirit. . , · . _ _. , · . ,.. . , · · · 

The motion was opposed by Ministers, R~dicals, and 
Peelites. alike.- Sir Char~es Wood, for Ministers, in what 

. · Disr~li called ·'a very plausib,le, well-managed speecl~,' . 
m'aintained that, a's rates· Were. a deductiOJ1. -from rent, 
the proposal" would benefit only theqwner, ·and not the 

. "'· 
. I 
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occupier; and assume.d throughout that; in order to find 
the money to carry out Disraeli's views, there must be 
a great increase in the income tax. Cobden also held 
that the interests of landlords and tenants were antagon
is~ic, and that Disraeli's proposal would not benefit the 
farmer, who could only be benefited by a reduction of 
the material expenditure. The opposition of the Peelites 
was a disappointment to the Country party. Malmesbury 
held that the motion, as it had nothing to do with Free 
Trade, gave the Peelites a fair opportunity for reconcilia
tion with their old friends; . but Sidney Herbert and 
Goulburn both spoke against it; and their party as a 
whole voted with the Government. Disraeli, in reply 
to Wood and Cobden, pointed out that the present genera
tion of farmers would enjoy the remission in full before 
it became absorbed in rent, and concluded with an 
assertion that the question could not be regarded as dis
posed of by this solitary discussion. The real property 
of the country wpuld no longer consent to contribute 
two public revenues. They demanded justice; if they 
were rebuffed, they would come again and again with the 
cry of a ' protected and 'regenerated England.' 

The motion was defeated on March 15 by 280 votes to 
189-a majority of 91. Disraeli professed himself on the 
whole satisfied, and his friends and political rivals con
gratulated him. 'Egad, you are a stupendous fellow-!' 
wrote Ferrand: At Lady Palmerston's evening party . 

. the congratulations on his opening speech, wrote Disraeli 
to his sister, ' far exceeded old days, even· when I turned· 
out Peel:' He heard indirectly what Rt;tssell had ~written 
to the Queen. about it: ' Great praise as to its power of 
argument, thought, and rhetoric. Palmerston was still 

• warmer; and Lord Malmesbury told me that St'anley, 
" who never pays compliments, you know, that's not his 
way," said it was one of the best things that was ever 
done.' 1 Manners's compliment was in the grand style. 
He quoted in his letter the lines, 

1 Letter1, p. 216. 
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Cum tot sustineas, et tan·;a negotia solus, 
- : . ·. in publica -:)ommoda peccem, 
Si Iongo sermone morer tu~ tempora, 'Cresar. . . . . 

To Lord John Manners. 
· GBosv&NoB GA1'E, March 18, 1849. 

MY DEAREST JoHN,-, .. I am much gratified by your 
opinion .of the -opening of the late movem!'lnt: I .trust the 
result has rwt disappointed you. I look upon the division 
as of great importance. It far exceeded my expectations, not 

. only in the numbers we ourselves polled-:but in the very 
diminished amount of our opponents. Trials of strength 
.where the government majorities forin only two figures come 
··mence .to be interesting. At any rate, our friends ought riot, 
I think,_ to be_ dissatisfied with -the new managemenir-when 
in the same week1-on vital questions-such a body of troops; 
arid troops full of life and, a1most, ·enthusiasm, have been 
brought into action with so much discipline and-effect. _ 

As a party move, I hold the last to have been most wise and ~ 
discreet: .but as a movement of advantage to the· landed 

'interest, I think it, tho'.· of course not successful in·· its 
form, very beneficial in its spirit. . . . we carried the wat 
into the enemy's camp, and acted on the· aggressive· at .the 
right moment: Our tactics will prevent any fresh addition 
to ourburtherts, and wili give us a claim to relief if ever there 
be a surplus.- Independently of all which emisiderations, it 
gives lis a better position for future movements of a more 
determined character, if the occasion ever be ripe for them. 

Granby spoke very well on my motion: -I think the best 
_speech he has yet made: with more fire, and not too many_ 
documentS; which are dangerous materials to handle. 

But, alas! my dear John-generally speaking-what·is the 
result of the debate as far as abilities are concerned ? Was 
there ever such an opportunity to develop men ! I kept 
down Bankes, Miles for a long time, Newdegate, and' all the 
old rubbish, and gave a list to the Speaker of men to bring 

·_ forwat9,-Seymer' (who, by the bye, disappoi~ted me); now 
·quite with us__:Brooke 3-Trollope; of whom I have some hopes 
-Jolliffe 4-George Manners, etc., etc. I could scarcely get· • 
one of them out:' the Speaker was absolutely sending Beres

- ford with messages to our men to ~ll them to get up. ,They 
1 -·The division on the second reading of the Navigation Bill was taken in 

the ~arne week as that on Disraoli's motion. 
2 1\l.P.forDorset. · · 
a M.P. for South WarwiP-kshire, aftrrwa.rds 4th Earl-of Warwick. 
4 M.P. for Petersfield; afterwards Conservative Whip,·a.nd-raised to tho 

peerage a.s Baron Hylton, on Derby's re·eomniendation. in 1866. 
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funked, and the Speaker was obliged to call Miles and Ncwde
gate, who were always on their legs, and who were the very 
men I wished to be silent-Miles speaking of nothing but 
butcher's meat, and Newdegate anathematising imports unuer 
any circumstances. Alas ! alas ! an army without officers ! 
How Stanley, if the Whigs at the end of the season play him 
a trick, is to form a Government-find at least seven Cabinet 
Ministers in the Commons, and about, five-and-thirty other 
officials there-surpasses imagination. 

As for the Peelites, they are more mysterious and hostile 
than ever. No one knows what they are after .... 

I should think on the whole, as far as I am concerned, 
matters are improving._ It is quite Clear, that March/ and 
that clique, have entirely waived their prejudices, and gener
ally speaking the machinery works better. But, after all, it 
will be impossible to go on without some assistance. It is a 
fact, that I must have forced a division on Monday in order 
to reply to Wood. This will never do. All my hopes and 
my heart are turned, in this dilemma and these difficulties; 
to yourself. With you at my right hand, much might be 
done: and I cannot believe that any lengthened period can 
elapse without your returning to a post for which you are in 
so many- respects so greatly qualified.~ Ever your faithful 
friend, D. ' · · 

The other great party fight of the early weeks of the ses
sion was over the Bill to repealthe Navigation Laws-a 
Bill which had failed in 1848, but was passed in 1849. It 
was the complement of previous Free Trade legislation; but 
many Free Traders, remembering Adam Smith's dictum, 
that 'defence is of much more importance than opulence,, 
hesitated to carry their principles to a logical conclusion 
which might impair the efficiency of the Royal Navy. 
Disraeli did not- take the leading part in the fight over -
this Bill; the protagonist of the Opposition was Herries. 
The second reading was only carried by a majority of 
fifty-six, Gladstone, in spite of his Free Trade views, making 
a speech in favour of reciprocity. In Committee Disraeli
made a lively sally against Labouchere, who was con
ducting the Bill f<:n· the Government, for throwing over 
certain_ clauses, and against Gladstone for abandoning his 

·· amendments in order· not to imperil the Bill. 

-1 M:.P. for West Sussex, afterwards 6th Duke of Richmond, and Disraeli's 
colleague in 1859, 1866, and 1874. · 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
HousE OF CoMMONs, March 26.-Last Friday was most 

important, bllt qUite burked in The Times, probably from 
being in Committee, .where nothing is expected and little 
reported, yet there is a capital report in the Morning Post, 
which I have sent you; the men returning to the House when 
it was breaking up; Gladstone and Labouchere both standing, 
while the cheers after I had sat down resounded, etc., all 
very animated. Palmerston said he riever remembered a" 
more amusing scene; the way I brought the men back, as if 
I said, ' Rullo ! you fellows; come back there !' 

The Whigs will go out if the Lords throw out the Naviga-. 
tion Bill, and I think from present appearances the Lords . 
will. I have had several conferences with Stanley as to our 

·future and consequent movements,· and the Cabinet is in 
embryo! He says I must be Chief Minister in the Commons. 
1 confess myself that I think this a little too strong; and 
would willingly find a substitute. . ~ :1 · 

In the middle of the fight over the Bill came .the Easter 
holjdays. Froni. Hughenden, on April 12, Disraeli Wr-ote 
to tell Lady Londonderry: ' There will be a )lot and 

·.perhaps eventful campaign. between this and Whitsun. 
Under -ordin~ry · (}ircumstances the Whigs ought to go • 
out and, perhaps even under the present, wish it. But 

. what then 1 The agricultural, distress is _so great and · 1 

tP,e general prosperity is· so doubtful that, even if we 
were .inclined, fusion under the standard of Peel, or with 
his adherents even, seems .. impos~ible.' The Bill ca~e 
up -for third reading on April 23. Graham in the debate 
made a great point of quoting Stanley's ,declaration, on 
th~ first day of the session, in favour of Protection. Pro- . 
tection being the only alternative policy, Graham sup
ported the Bill as 'the capit~l-necessary to .crown the 

·• work we have· already accomplished.' Without it that 
work was imperfect. But if, said Disraeli ·in reply, the 
column they bad raised had not realised the expectation~ 
of their: creative fancy, tb.ey might .hesitate before in
curring the additional expense of crowning ·it with a 
costly capital. . Graham had ended his speech by declari~g -
that he was opposed to reaction, ~i:rd favourable to pro-

t Letters, pp. 216, 217 .• · 
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gress tempered by. prudence and discretion. 'Progress 
where 1' said Disra.eli. ' Progress to Paradise, or progress 
to the Devil 1 People don't want to hear any longer of 
these undefined,. windy phrases of " progress "; they want 

·to know where you are progressing to. What are you at 1 
What do you mean to do 1' 'The Manchester School were 
intelligible. .They wanted disestablishment, destruction 
of landed tenure, a change of the whole constitution. 
But what did the Peelites want 1 These ' dilettante dis
ciples of progress' were very dangerous opponents. 
Disraeli asked the House by their vote to. beat down 
'that great statistical conspiracy which has so long tam
pered with the resources and trifled with the fortunes of a 
great country. '1 The arguments of the Opposition had 
their effect, and the Bill was only carried by a majority 
of 61-275 to 214. 

To Lord Stanley. 

CARLTON, 2 o'clock [April24, 1849].-I send you; by Lord 
March, a little line, tho' it is long past midnight, to t(lll 
you of the result. I .think we made a very good division 
indeed-but Newmarket and Dublin were rather defaulters-
the first I thin.k the most inexcusable. . 

The debate on our side was very well sustained-the best 
thing we have done. Herries, Walpole, and Tom Baring
the latter very good-and myself to my satisfaction, and,. I 
believe, not to the dissatisfaction .of our friends. 

The most rem;ukable circumstance· of the night was the; 
elaborate. and undisguised declaration of war. against· us by 
Graham .. He assailed you with venom even, nearly at the 
conclusion of ·a very long, lumbering, stupid speech-the 
latter or, as he called it, .the 'political' part, of course, more 
spicy, and cheered by the Radicals and, a littl(l, by some ~f · 
the Whigs. I thought it unwise any longer to refrain; as ·it 
would only have cheapened you and us, an9- therefore I 
tickled him a little.2 · 

1 Disraeli's defence of the Navigation Laws brought him a pretty com
pliment in the following spring, when there was launched at Milford Haven 
the good ship· Disraeli, of 400 tons, described as the finest yet built in)the 
harbour, and bearing as its figure-head an exact likeness of its sponsor, 
'holding the Navigation Laws in his left hand and defending the same with 
his right.' . · · · · 

2 'I settled the disciple of Progress,' is Disraeli's phrase in writing to hiij · 
_sister. 

r. 33* 
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To Lady Londonderry.-

HousE OF CoMMONS, April 30, 1.849.-... There are all 
sorts of rumours, varying every hour. I think the truth is, 
t.hat the Lords, at this moment, are about equally divided, , 
but, for my part, I have, as Metternich said to me yesterday, 
an instinct, that the Bill will pass; a week, however, has yet 
to elapse, and that· is time for many intrigues. . . 

Most confidential. A friend of mine had yesterday an 
interview of an hour with the Duke of Wellington. He is 
much agitated about the affair, though, I doubt not, will sup
port the Government. Abused the Bill very much, although 
not so much as he abused Peel, on whom he lavished all sorts 
of· execration. He said that Free Trade had ruined this 
cou~try, that he had supported all their measures- against 
his will in order to keep out Oobden and Co.~ and-that he 
feared change now. for the sam!'l reason. What he feared 
most, he repeated often, was Change, lest it might lead to 
that. ·'But all had been a mistake from the beginning .... 

, Disraeli's instinct was right. 'I'he Lords, by the aid 
of proxies, passed the. second reading by a majority. of 
ten,. in<spite of the eloquence of Stanley, Brougham; and 

· Ly11dhurst. · Perhaps Bright's opinion, which Disraeli 
reported to his sister, may have been not far from the ' 
truth. Br!ght .said the _Lords would 'swallow the· Bill; 
'for, though they ~re convinced it will ,both destroy thif · 
commerce and navy of England, they-deem such results 
comparative blessings c·ompared with Stanley being 
Minister.' That a Stahley Ministry was- felt to be quite 
a possibili~y during this session . is shown . not merely 
by several references in the Disraeli correspondence and 
in Greville's Diary,. but- by a list in Disraeli's hand
writing, preserved !J>IDong the Beaconsfield papers, beaded 
'Cabinet for 1849.' _I~ is interesting as"includirig ~II the 
principaLPeelites except Peel- namely, Aberdeen, Graham, 
Gladstone, Sidp.ey Herbert, Lincoln, Goulburn, and Card
w~ll-as Stanley's subordinate_ colleagues. Disraeli has 
allotted ·the India Office ;to· himself .1 There is iw indicae 
tionwho was to lead the -H6use ofComnions: . But in a . 

1 In ·anotlier. C~binct list of the same cha~dctcr, also 'in Disra~ii's hand· 
.writing, and relating to one of the years 1849-1851, he makes himself Home 
Seoretary. · - · · .. 

r 
: ... 
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Jetter from his sister, written probably in July of this year, 
the question is put: 'Is Gladstone to be your lieutenant~· 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
HuoHENDEN, May 28.-I came down here1 very indifferent, 

having dined out the three preceding days running. ; . . It 
is settled that there is to be no coalition between the Peelites 
and the Whigs, and therefore I conclude that after a decent 
interval the old Conservative party will be reconstructed 
under Stanley, and of course without Peel. If the distress 
continues after the next harvest, Graham. and Co. must give 
up progress, and swal.low a little moderate reaction; if it 
afbate, we cannot pretend to disturb unfait accompli. I think, 
therefore, that this time next year all may be well, if one can 

' stand the storm till then. . . . 2 

June 22, 1849.-I am so pressed with affairs, and have 
been, though much better, so poorly, that I have been unable 
to write youa line, and must now do it hastily. . . . · 

To-morrow we go in state to dine with the Lord Mayor, 
who gives a banquet to our party. Lord Stanley is to return 
thanks for the House of Lords, and I for the House of Com
mons. H. Bentinck refused, never going· to Court and those 
sort of things, and not understanding the nature of the meet· 
ing; but when Trollope told him that he was to see me make 
a speech in the Egyptian Hall, in a red coat, as leader of the 
party in the House of Commons, he begged)eave to recall his 
refusal, and is going to appear in a Court dress which I believe 
belonged to the old Duke of Bulstrode.3 · 

The Mansion House banquet to the Protectionist party 
was a further recognition both of tlw status which the 
party had acquired and of Disraeli's leadership in the 
Commons. The Lord Mayor, Sir James Duke, who was 
a member of Parliament, was a Liberal, and therefore 
could not be actuated by party feelings in his hospitality. 
Londonderry, indeed, who, faithful to his role of peaQe~ 
maker, was endeavouring atthis time to bring Abe1deen 
and Stanley together, regarded the Lord Mayor as a 
marplot. . ' Either iny Lord Mayor is a great fool,' he 
wrote to Disraeli, 'or a very cunning man; if the latter, 
he· has admirably managed to reinforce his own party, 
the Whigs, and to make it more evident than ever that 

. 1 For the Whitsuntide recess. 2 Letters, pp. 218, 219. 
3 Bulstrode Park formerly belonged to tho Duke of Portland. 
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Pro[tectionist]s and Pee[lite]s can never join.' Party 
politics were naturally eschewed, and Dl.sraeli said nothing 
of importance; but Stanley took occasion to·insist on the · 
·unflinching steadfastness With which he and his followers 
maintai;n!')d their opinions:_especially the great principle 

.. that legislative enyourageme:Q.t ought to be granted to 
~very branch of domestic industry. 

Fortified by this puqlic ·tribute to the solidarity and· , 
efficiency of the party, and spurred on by the agricultural 
agitation out of 'doors,, Disraeli in the last month of the' 
session led a general. action against the whole front of the 
Government~ He moved for a Committee into the State 
of tlle Nation, and brought forward the motion as one of 
want of confidence. His speech in introducing it was 
a sustained effort. H~ had spent much.thought on it, and 
had .been assisted, by_ Edward Stanley,. who. was entering 
politics rather under Disraeli'swing than under his own 
father's. There wa,s· nothing of the sportsman about the 
younger St.anley, .. b_ut · he £eft an. absor '9ing interest , ln 
politics, ,es,pecially, social. politics, and he was :attracted; 
by Disraeli's keenness and ~y his democratic Toryism' .t 

· Disraeli, in opeJ?-ing his speech, pointed :·out' that for 
three 'years the Government had held office uncontrolled. 
and uncritiqised. And. yet, if the conditi<:>n ·of Engla~d · 
abroad and at home in 1846 were contrasted with its con
dition in 1849, "it would be seen that in 1846 there was 
tranquill~ty abroad and prosperity at home, whereas in 
1849 there were conV"ulsions abroad and depression at 
home. This was the justification for an inqu:il:y. He 
severely condemned the treatment of Ireland. Three 
years ago she wa~ ' like a poor man struggling against 
entering the workhouse ' ; now she was ' a contented 
pauper:'. T,he,neW, C<?lllmercial system, if it WeJ,:e not 
alt~red, bade fall: _to -change the country ., from a . first
rate mo!iarchy into a second-rate republic.'. He passed a 
swe.~ping eondeml!-i'ttion on the administration of Colonial' 
affaks__:_,' the darkest page in the history of the Govern
ment.' . In foreign a~airs,. 'when the influence of. Eng-
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land might have been exercised to appease the discon
tents and settle the difficulties which existed in Europe, 
England was left without the power of so doing, because 
she was recognised only as the handmaid and colleague 
of the discontented in every country.' The great Ministers 
of Europe, the Metternichs and Guizots, were treated . as 
p~rsonal enemies, and passed over as unworthy of con-
sideration. · , 

In his concluding passages Disraeli summed op the 
transformation which, in . his opinion, the new com
mercial system had effected and was effecting· in the 
character of Englishmen: . 

Some three years .or. more ago, as it appears to me, we 
thought fit to change the principle upon which the economic 
system of this country had been previously based. Hitherto 
this country bad been, as it were, divided into a hierarchy of 
industrial classes, each one of which was open to all, but in 
each of which every Englishman was taught to believe that 
he occupied a position better than the analogous position of 
individu.als of his 'order in' any other country in the world. 
For example, the British merchant was looked on .as the most 
creditable, the wealthiest, and the most trustworthy merchant 
in the world; the English farmer ranked as the most skilful 
agriculturist . . . ; while the English manufacturer was 
acknowledged as the most skilful and successful, without a 
rival in ingenuity and enterprise. So with the .British sailor 
~:the name was a proverb; and chivalry was confessed to 
have fourid a last resort in the breast of a British officer. It 
was the same in our learned professions .. Our physicians and 
lawyers held higher positions than those in other countries. 
I have heard it stated that the superiority of these. classes 
.was obtained at the cost of the last class of the hierarchy
at the cost. of the labouring population of the country. But 
. . . I know of no great community existing since, l will say, 
the fall of the Roman· Empire, where the working population 
have been, upon the whole, placed in so advantageous a 
position as the working classes of England. . . . In this 
manner, in England society was based upon the aristocratic 
principle in its complete and most magnificent development, 

You set to work to cha:nge the basis upon which this society 
was established; you disdain to attempt the accomplishment 
of the best; and what you want to achieve is the cheapest. 
But I have shown you that, considered only as an econon:1ical 
principle,' the principle is fallacious; 'that its infallible conse: 
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quence is to cause the impove""rislim;;:-t~:~d~barrassment of 
- --·-·.the people. . . . But the wealth of England is not merely 

material wealth; it does not merely consist in the number Of 
acres we have tilled and cultivated, nor in our havens filled 
with shipping, nor in our unrivalled factories,. nor in the 
intrepid industry of our mines. Not these merely form the 
principal wealth of our country; we have a more precious 
treasure, and that is the character of the people. That is 
what you have injured. In desproying what you call class 
legislation, you·have _destroyed that noble and indefatigable 
ambition which has. been the best source of all our greatness, 
of all our prosperity, and ali'our power. I kn()W of nothing 
more remarkable in the present day than the general discon
tent which prevails, accompanied as it is on all sides by an 
avowed inability to suggest any remedy. The feature of ·the 
present dayisdepression arid perplexity. That ;English spirit 
which was e~illed out .and supported by your old system seems 
.to have departed from us. . . . As far as I can. judge, men 
in every place-in the golden saloon, and in the busy mart 
of industry; in the port. and in the exchange; by the loom 
or by the plough-every man says, 'I suffer,.and I see no 
hope!· . · · . . . 

Disraeli said that he was prepared to offer a remedy for 
this state of things, ·but· he omitted to. specify it. The 
omission was'·naturally the suliject of comment through
out the debate, which occupied two nights, July .2' and. '6 .. 
The, ,Chancellor of the Exchequer ~anted to· know whether :<: 

the unnamt=)d remedy was Protection; and Peel, who made 
an elaborate defence of hi~ o'wn opinions and conduct; and 
especially of the policy of fighting hostile- tariffs by' free 
imports, said ~he issue was,.' Shall we displace the Govern~ . 
ment for_the purpose of subverting the commercial policy 
on which it has acted 1' Both Wood and. Peel' disputed 
with considerable success the extent of the distress which 
Disracli alleged; an:d Russell considered that their speeches 
covered the ground. 

Disraeli, at the close o£ the debate, records Hobhouse in 
his Reminiscences; 'made a most lively and spirited reply, 
attacking Peel for his conduct and for his speech, ridi~ 
culing Charles Wood, whom he compared.to a conjuror 
pulling yards of red tape out of· his mouth, and not sparing 
Russell.' Th~· reply t·o Peel is one of the ·very few in~ 
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stances in which, after 1846, Uisraeli reproduced in any 
degree the famous criticisms of the Cern Law fight; but 

~ Peel's pontifical and . professorial diE course afforded a 
legitimate opportunity. 

I must say, with all respect to the right hon. Baronet, that 
there is something in his manner when he addresses on these. 
subjects his former companions, which I will not say is annoy
ing, but rather I would style somewhat astonishing. One 
would almost imagine, from the tone of the right hon. gentle" 
man, that he had never, for a moment, held other opinions 
on this subject; that he had never entertained a doubt upon 
it;· that he had been boni an infant Hercules, cradled in 
political economy, and only created to strangle th!'l tw1n 
serpents of protection and monopoly. He speaks with a 
sneer of those who think that the principle of buying in the 
cheapest and selling in the dearest market is a new principle 
invented by the Manchester School. I say the Manchester 
School. I have a right to use that phrase, for I gave them 
that name. I gave it them with all respect; I thought it a 
homage due to their deleterious, but well-disciplined, doc
trines. . . . We admit fully the comparative antiquity of 
the dogma; what surprises us is not the comparative antiquity 
of the dogma, but the recent conversion of the dogmatist. 
The right hon. gentleman should view one's errors at least 
with charity. He is not exactly the .individual who, ex 
cathedra, should lecture us on the principles of political 
economy. He might, at least, when he denounces our opinions, 
suppose that in their profession we may perhaps be supported 
by that st.rength of conviction which, for nearly forty years, 
sustained him in those economical errors of which he was the 
learned and powerful professor. • 

Disraeli declined, however, altogether to rest his case 
sole]..y on the commercial question. He had already told 
'the House that this was no flash-in-the-pan motion, but 
a serious one. 'Its object is to turn out the Government. 
We may not succeed; but we shall succeed some day.' 
He reiterated this view in his peroration, with some effec
tive hits at those Peelites who abused Ministers in private, 
' whispering about in corners,' and supported them in 
public. · · 'Vote your confidence,' he said, 'iri the 
Government in which you do .not confide; but if 
you give them your votes, at least in future have the 
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decency to cease your . accusations and silence your 
complaints.' 

There was a storm of ·applause when Disraeli sat 
down, but the division was a disappointment. The Op- . 
position only numbered 156, a~d were beaten by a 
majority of 140. · There were many plausible. excuses 
for this failure in the division lobbies. But the plain 
fact was that, weak·itnd _discredited as the Whig Govern
ment might be; th(<fiouse of Commons was not ·prepared 
to turn them o~t 'by any: vote that .coulq be represented 
as a condemnation, of the _new commercial system, and a 
demand. for the re-establishment of. Protection. 

-To Sarah 1Jisraeli: 
.:.,July.;S. [? 7], ;l849:~My speech last night at' !-past 2 
o'clock, and of :which.there-iis consequently not a semblance 
of a report in the journals, was I think the most successful 
I e:ver made: and myfriends, in the lobby, during tlie di~sion 
were really enthusiastic. Our division-was not as good as it 
would have been had .it not been· for the number of false 
starts-which we .. have experienced: but my'friends say the 
speech made up for ,the numbers;and are in high spirits. We 
had thirty good m\ln ,away. without,.pairs: '-men who would 
not pair,. but would- vote. ; .The division came on at·four~and
twenty hours' notice, after a public declaration of the-Chan
cellor of the Exchequer. on Wednesday (in· the absence of 
Lord John) that it was positively impossible for the· Govern
ment. to give another-day; so, as_ Hume was obstinate, our 
friends went out of town. On-.the Tuesday preceding we had 
196. men in the House, besides 20 pairs. Yesterday we 
had 25 pairs. -It might have been •better : but I have 
been worried· the last week with anticipations 6f some
thing much worse. The debate l:tstnight wasveryihterest-.~ 
i:rig and well sustaiQed. · - . . 

• Peel ·elaborate· in' his. courtesies to ·me, and talked of. the 
'-respect due to my abilities and station/ at which my fellows 
cheered immensely. ·Lam very wearied, having been up till 
n~arlyfive,and this morning rose at. !-past 9. We ~ne at 
the Combermeres'. I think I shall fall asleep ..... 
• .i I~"'- l' r; , 1 , l .' J: f .-. · . , : :~. • •. '· ·. i • 4 

~.'Though Stanley.:wou1d not .hear of aiJ.y change of policy, 
D,israeli was wore and .more being driven to contemplate 
it: as a f!.eces13ity. . He had already, during the -session, 
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to use the language of one of his correspondents, been 
gradually leading the party 'to abandon the narrow 
defile of Protection and to give battle on the open plain. 
of reciprocity '; but even so he had not yet conciliated 
public opinion. He received in August caustic comments 
from Henr)" Drummond, which did not even spare Stanley, 
' a rash man, the I .. ord Gough of politics, who as long as 
he can make a Donny brook Fair of the House of Lords 
cares little for anything else.' Drummond recommended 
the raising, by an equalisation of the land tax, of a sum 
which should be employed as a sinking fund; preferential 
treatment of the Colonies; -an ad valor.ern duty on articles 
of foreign produce_; and an extension· of the franchise .. 
Others pressed strongly for equalisation of taxation as a 
substitute for Protection, which was 'a lost game.' 
Ideas of this kind were readily assimilated by DisraelL 
A shrewd and friendly journalist, Samuel Phillips, wrote 
from Folkestone, on July 2 5: 'J would suggest that the time 
has arrived for a reconsideration of the political creed of 
the Conservative party. . . . There are two things very 
much wanted to give life to politics just now; first, a com
bined and strong opposition, and, secondly, opposition on 
grounds which command men's sympathies. and which 
have a reasonable chance of being finally driven home.' · 

Strangely f?nough, while Disraeli's thoughts were ·an 
directed to find some other mode of promoting agricul~ 
tural interests than a return to the Protection of corn, 
there. was for the first time a serious agitation in progress 
throughout the country districts for such a return. Though 
there had been several indignation meetings in the autumn 
of 1846 to denounce Peel's apostasy, yet in the General 
Election of 1847 the farmers had been apathetic. Now 
that three years had. passed and the Free Trade policyhad 
been solidified by the legislation of the Whig Ministry~· 
while trade and even agriculture .had largely accommo-

. dated themselves to the new system, a serious attempt 
was made to. upset it out of hand. The movement was 
taken· up. with special vigour. in Ireland, always, as one 
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of Disraeli's correspondents wrote, belated in its politics. 
Disraeliaid iiot believe that .this movement, in England 
at any rate, had any support out~ide- -the"agriculturaJ...-....._ 
classes; and he was convinced that the more thoughtful 
everi among them shared his incredulity as to the prac
ticability of a reversion to the old system. Accordingly 
he strongly· discouraged the agitation,· while Stanley 
viewed it with favour. On this subject Disraeli has left 
a memorandum, written in the sixties, ,explaining his 
action, and the nature of his relations_ with Stanley in 
this their -first year of joint leadership:· 

In the autumn of the year1849, when, taking advai1tage of 
distress, a Mr. G. F. Young and what was called the Protec
tion Society to British Industry were agitating the country, 1 
had made a strong effort £o counteract their pernicious course, 
and to direct the public attention to more practical'measures. 
of relief in the remission of taxation, than the frantic reaction 
they advocated; and which! was convinced no great class i'n 
the.cou}ltry itself either'desired, or deemed practicable. 0

• 

This had brought strong remonstrances from Lord Derby 
[then Lord Stanley], with whom my relations during the 
whole of the year: 1849 were uneasy. 'He was in the hands 
of );lie Protection 'Society worked by this George Frederick 
Young, who was not an agriculturist, but a commercial and 
mainly colonial interest man, ignorant of- the ·temper and 
situation of the farmers; a man of great energy and of equal 
vanity, but of ordinary: abilities and no cultivation, a}ld who 
was piqued by tne success of Cobden and Bright, men of his 
6-wn class, in agitating England, ·and thought he would show 
himself as good and powerful as they. G. F .. Young had•got 
hold of Beresford, :whq had originally intruded himself· into 
the office of First Whip of the Protectionist party, and was in 
daily communication with Lord Derby, who really saw nobod'y 
else but him and a few companions in the House of Lords; all 
greatly his inferiors in intellect and acquirement. Beresford 
was 'a tall, coarse mail, who could blend with his natural want 
of refinement, if necessary, .extreme servility: very persev~r~ 

. ing, capable of labor, prejudiced, and bigoted. Protection 
and Protestantism were his specifics for all the evils of the 
State, and tho only foundation for strong and lasting Govern-

• ments: and these were the results that he was always dinning 
into Lord Derby's -ears.. He persuaded Lord .Derby, that 
they were the real sentiments of the Tory party in the _House 
of Commons, and especiall:fof the middle class of the country; . 
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of which Beresford affected, as a man . of business_ in his 
way, a director of banks and insurance offices, w:ith which he 
eked out a precarious income, to have peculiar knowledge. 

The correspondence between the two leaders entirely 
bears out. Disra.eli's phrase of 'uneasy 'relations. Stanley 
was unwilling to allow his liwtenant in the other House 
the latitude which he clairried; and Disraeli probably did 
not feel that he and Stanley were sufficiently in sympathy 
for him to unbosom himself frankly as to his political 
projects. Moreover, his projects were at present rather 
undefined. He felt that a substitute for the crude policy 
of a reversion to the old system must be found, but he 
was during/this autumn splashing about a little wildly. 
and taking up attractive ideas rather at haphazard. 
A speech delivered by him at Aylesbury at a private 
meeting in September, and impedectly reported, the 
nature of which appears sufficiently from the letters which 
were exchanged, fonned . the occasion of the first of 
Stanley's remonstrances. 

From Lord Stanley. 
BALLYHISTEEN, Sept. 22, 1849. 

MY DEAR Sm,~Within the last few days I have received 
from various quarters letters of inquiry, and, I am sorry to 
add, of remonstrance, in reference to. the .proposition supposed 
to be. made in your late speech at Aylesbury; and it is a little 
embarrassing to me to have to answer the direct inquiry 
whether the proposition so made had been· the result of 
previous and 'deliberate consultation with me, and to be 
obliged' to say that I know nothing of the m~tter beyond 
what I have read in the newspapers.· Such an answer is of 
itself a disadvantage, to us, because it indicated either a want 
of concert and.agreement between us, or a somewhat hasty 
promulgation· of crude and lightly-co1,1sidered schemes upon a i 
most im.pOrtant part of our domestic policy. I am well aware 
of what is said of the necessity of having some 'watchword' 
or 'party cry,' but while I admit the convenience to a party 
of having such, that convenience is more· than counter
balanced· if the watchword be not one which will command 
universal sympathy, or the scheme such as will stand the 
severest test of criticism., I always differed on this subject 
with poor George Bentinck, and deprecated the practice, to 
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which he was to"o much inclined, of starting detailed projects 
in opposition. 

I know not whether I correctly understand your views and 
intentions; but as I read your speech in the papers, you 
appear to advocate ·a general equalisation, involving a very 
great increase in amount; of the existing larid tax; and the 
application of the increa.sed taxation so obtained to the 
formation of a sinking fund of nearly £5,000,000 annually, 
which you think would have the effect of increasing public 
confidence, and thus, by operating on the funds, render the 
acquisition of money comparatively easy, and in that shape 
afford-efficient relief to the agriculturist. Now it appears to 
me that, even admitting that the establishment of a bona fide 
sinking fund would have the effect which you anticipate, the 
formation of the sinking fillld involves the nec~ssityo£ a large 
annual surplus (in itself a most desirable object)__:,_that surplus 
to be obtained,' however, by an immedjate increase, to a con
siderable extent, of the direct taxation of the country; .a princ 
ciple ;wliich I cannot but look upon as fraught with great, 
future and not very remote danger. . . . ~ 

But even as a. party cry; if it were.)egitimate to ~et orie up 
without th"e fullest conviction of the practicability· of sa tis" 
fying it, I should much doubt the popularity _otyol?' -sug
glilsted scheme. My friends in Lancashire will not thank you 
for raising their land tax in the first instance from 2d, to 
ls. 6d. in ·the pound'; and though that is an extreme mise, I 
unde.rstarid from: you that there would be a large increase in 
the great majority of the:·counties; ·Bucks; to be sure, is riot 
injured; but neither. is it benefited; except •indirectly; ·and I 
suspect your constituents would prefer the immediate boon of 
being brought down to the Lancashire level; to the contingent 
advantage of having.Lancashire brought up to theirs. You 
do not, I think, explain how you would. deal. with redeemed 
land tax: that, of course, Y.Oli could not touch; and the first 
promulgation of your scheme would probably lead to a .very 
general redemption, depriving you of the benefit of your 
expected surplus. · . 

Perhaps; however, I have altogether misunderstood your 
plan; even if so, I shall not repent having give~ you the 
trouble of furnishing me ,with an explanation of your views, 
by which I may be able to allay the jealqusies and apprehen
sions which I have already found to have arisen .. For my· .. 
own part, I am not"inclinedto abandonthe principle of raising 
revenue by returning to :;;orne of the duties on importation, 
which we have unnecessarily and, as 1 think, unwisely relin
quished; and 'thereby obtaintng the,power of reduction, rather . 
than increase, of our direct taxation. I much fear that the 
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adoption of any other line of action, and especially its pro
mulgation by so distinguished a member of our party as 
yourself, may have the effect of yet further dividing ,our 
forces, and weakening our efforts; and I cannot but have my 
fears that so much of your scheme as sanctions increased 
burthens on land may be eagerly adopted by our opponents, 
and the object for which you are willing to submit to it be 
wholly thrown over by them. • . .-Believe me, my dear Sir, 
yours sincerely, STANLEY. 

To Lord Stanley. 
RuoHJi:NDEN MA.NOR, HIGH WYCOMBE,. Sept. 24, 1849. 

MY DEAR LoRD,-... I am vexed that a coarse report of 
some casua-l observations,1 though made on a very important 
and well-considered subject, should have led to so much mis
representation. That they did not give to the persons to 
whom they were addressed the impression which has been 
conveyed by the Press will be obvious to you by the enclosed 
address of Mr. Lowndes of Chesham, which expresses the 
general conclusions arrived at on the occasion, and in which 
not the slightest reference to the land tax is made. 

All I wished to impress upon my auditors was the policy 
of petitioning for equal taxation according to .the principles 
which we had advocated in Parliament last year, and that,_. 
having secured equality of taxation, they should next aim at 
achieving mitigation of taxation. by the only legitimate means 
-viz., a sinking fund.· · · 
· My main grounds for the latter recommendation are very 
briefly these: Firstly, that· in the event of a surplus there is 
really no tax on the landed interest to repeal; the consequence 
is that all the indirect taxation of the country will gradually 
slip away unless some breakwater like a sinking fund prevents 
it. Secondly, that a bona fide sinking fund, by lowering the 
rate of interest, would relieve the mortgagor and bring capital 
to improve cultivation. · · 

It seemed to me that these were. two good and even great 
principles for the landed interest to associate itself with: The 
first is just, the second not only just but honest, and I can't 
help thinking they might m!).ke their way. · In an age when 
so many are prepared by vast red:uctions to create a huge 
surplus, and then apply it in such various ways, I thought it 
might not be altogether indiscreet to remind the country that 

1 Writing to Manners. on Oct. '15, Disraeli explained thl!>t 'the first 
start was not very fortunate, for it was not intended as a manifesto, there 
being no reporters apparently present; and the thing that' did appear, 
though it app~ared in several papers, was furnished by one individual and 
a county hand.' 
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. .. 
' it might be just as well to pay their debts before they take 

off'the duties on timber and tea. . 
I am sure that on this as on every occasion I should 

hesitate before I opened my mouth without tlJ.e advantage of 
your opinion. 1 venture to hope that my fault is certainly 
not to shrink from ad vice; but to communicate at this moment 
was difficult, and it appeared to me that I was only about to 
express .opinions of which in the main the party generally 
approved, while the remainder wete of so general a character 
that no one could possibly be trammelled by their utterance. 

Their effect· here was far greater than I contemplated, 
because the people in these southern counties must have 
something to rally round. The association was not formed 
at my instigation, an:d the chairman is not a political partisan, 
but quite the reverse. This is the first time that he hasinter-

. fered- in public life; though a gentleman of old family, large 
estate, and high character, the lineal descendant, indeed, of 
that Secretary Lowndes whose famous apothegm about pounds 
and pence you remember.· 

I' have not answered any 'of the articles ih the journals, 
thinking it better to do so at some public meeting, where the 
opportunity will soon offer to remove any miscoiiceptions.
I am, my dear lord, yours very fa_ithfully, R DISRAELI. 

From "Lord Stanley. 
BALLYHISTEEN, Sept. 28, .1849.-I hasten to tha~k you.for 

·your letter received this morning. In the objects which you 
·have in view, equalisation o1 taxation, and the establishment 
of a bona fide sinking fund, I cordially concur, tholJgh I think 
them both difficult of attainment: the one from .. the necessity 
of reconciling general taxation With local management; the 
other from the general prevalence of what Lord Castlereagh, 
with more truth than policy; called the ignorant impatience 
of taxation. But I hope that you will find an early oppor
tunity of explaining away, publicly, that part of your sup
posed speech in which you are made to suggest, as the means 
of t)stablishing a sinking fund, the.increase of the land tax 
to the all!-ount of five millions a year: this is what has alarmed 
the agriculturists of other counties, and makes them not very 
unreasonably.apprehensive of a scheme which would seem to 
provid{l for the gradual reduction of the National Debt by' 
·means of a tax, which falls mainly, if not exclusively, on them. 
You will have achieved a great work, if you can succeed in 
turning the mind of the agriculturists to a permanent reduc-. 
tion of the national burtheils, rather than to an immediate 
relief .from,· some .particular tax, which may happen to . be 
clamou~ed for· by. the masses. 
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William Beresford to Lord Stanley. 
HuoHENDEN, Se1Jt. 30 [1849]:-I am w!iting to you 

from Disraeli's. . . . He is living here very qu1etly, a.nd 
working very hard. He is reading up all the Blue Books of 
the past Session, having divided them into classes, and 
separated them so that each group should comprehend dif
ferent subjects. He attributes Peel's great power and effect 
in the House to having always had Blue Books by heart, and 
having thereby the appearance of a fund of general know
ledge greater than he really possessed .... 

He strikes me as very zealous in the cause, and as feeling 
himself completely embarked now with us, and I do trust 
that he is fully compromised and will remain true. He cer
tainly has great powers,. and not the least among them is the 
great command he has evidently over himself and his own 
feelings and passions.. He acts and speaks with the greatest 
cordiality, and shows the most complete confidence in me. 
Certainly times are rather altered within one year in that 
respect. I am sure that you will be gratified to hear that he 
speaks most highly to me of yonr son's great knowledge, 
application, and talent. . .• 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 

BoREHAM HousE, CHELMSFORD, Oct. 4 [1849].-I arrived 
here just in time, and TyrelP greatly relieved by my.presence. 
There was a large dinner-party yesterday: turtle without 
asparagus ..... 

When a man is in a scrape, as I am, one mustnot complain 
of annoyances and sacrifices; but I have paid dear for the 
misconceptions of the Aylesbury meeting. At two o'clock I 
go with Sir John, twenty miles across country, to a Mr .. 
White's, where we dine and sleep, and on Friday is the 
festival: in honour .of me, to be held in an ancient baronial 
castle, the hall of which remains. The affair will not be over 
till late at night, and so uncouth is the land that, next day, I 
must travel twenty miles overland again to find a train at 

,., Chelmsford, which will bring me to town late at night. Hard 
work ! when one is not in particularly good spirits. How
evt'r, if the meeting goes off well, the cause may be rallied .... 

· It was at Castle Hedingham, in Essex, on October 5, 
that Disraeli ·delivered the 'ipeech that was to get him 
out. of the 'scrape.' In it he followed Stanley's advice, 

.and made it plain that what he was advocating was 
l Sir J,ohn Tyrell, M.P. for North Essex, a Jeadinl( Protectionist. 
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equalisation of burdens as between land and other 
property; but he also elaborated his plan for a sinking 
fund, t:o be supplied by import duties on foreign produce. 
He wrote to his sister when he had returned to Hughen den: 
'_I think the. Essex move is successful; it must, however, 
be followed up without loss of time by a great move in 
Bucks, 'and all this .is very harassing.·~ - ~ -

The 'Essex move 'was not successful enough to divert 
the Protection Society from ~heir policy. -

·To Lord Stanley. , , 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 20, · 1849.-I send you, by this post; 
a reply to a lstter :which I have received from Mr. G. F. 
Young, a shipbuilder, who, with Mr. Freshfield, 'a retired, 
attorney, and a mad- Surrey -farmer, one Mr. Fos.Kett,2 are' 
going to' organise, throughout the country, hole and corner 

_ meetings to address Her Majesty to -dissolve her Parliament, 
in .order, to use their own language, 'that a Protectionist 
Ministry may immediately be formed' and Protectjon _ re-' 
stored. These gentlemen deprecate any movement for specific 
measures lest this coming Government be- embarrassed, as if 
they, and such as they, were not an embarrassment, which 
must upset any Government, future or paulo-post-future.---
. I had my reply privately printed, because I -have no secre

tary here, and I wished that yourself; and some other leading 
members qf _the party, should know my feelings on the sul:Jject. 

I wish you would gravely ·consider the question ohl. sink
ing fund. It is not merely as a plausible mode of -obtaining 
in;1port duties that 'I press it: "I had a very long and coric 
fidential conversation with Mr. McCulloch;· as I passed .thro' 

-_ town, and he told me that, in his opinion, the effect- of a 
sinking fund of five or six millions would be to reduce the 
interest on the debt to 2} and even 2 per cent. This was 
also Mr. Ricardo's opinion. But then, they say, the difficulty 
is to maintain the fund. Let us suppose a strong Govern
ment that- can._ Conceive the effect on our shattered and 
embarr!J,ssed aristocracy, of the interest on the debt nbduced 
to 2!' or 2 per ce~t. They would· be saved. With this, 
_ 1 Sarah Disraeli r!Jports to _her- brother the. personal impressions -of his 
Essex hostess: '-She [Mrs.Majendie] thinks yoJI not at all altered-that is, 
not grown apparently older; though to your youthfl;ll air is superadded a 
look of melancholy: but that is as befits a statesman in these days of danger 
and dis~ress.' , - _ -· _ ' 

2 This was rather ungrateful of · Disraeli. Mr. Foskett spoke, at the_ 
farmers' meeting at Willis's Rooms, of their_ 'deep debt of gratitude ' to 
Disraeli;and ~J.i:ed t~etit to support hini 'tctthe' utmost'of their power.' 
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Californian gold, and a fixed duty, they would be stronger 
than they ever were since the Conquest. And ihc policy has 
all the elements of popularity. . . . · 

(ENCLOSURE.] 

To George Frederick Young. 
Strictly confidential. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, HIGH WYCOMBE, Oct. 19, 1849.-I 
had the pleasure to receive this morning your letter of the 
17th instant, and the enclosed resolutions of the Protection 
Society. As I shall not return to town until the meeting of 
Parliament, and as therefore it will not be in my power to 
have the advantage of those personal communications, which 
you so obligingly suggest, I must endeavour, though very imper- . 
fectly, thus to convey my impressions on the subject before us. 

The present Parliament, freely and recently elected by the 
people, has betrayed no trust confided to it; and nothing, 
therefore, can justify your addressing the Crown for its dis
solution but overwhelming evidence that the constituencies 
are passionately desirous to record a decided opinion upon the 
new commercial system, which at the last, and late; General 
Election they declined to do. No evidence of this kind has 
reached me. My judgment is, that in this moment, in case 
of a dissolution, the Protectionist party would not command 
a majority, and I am quite sure that if the result were, what 
some might consider, more favourable, and we were encum" 
bered with a bare majority in favour of Protection, it would 
be a great calamity for this country. Addresses to the Crown 
for a dissolution of Parliament (not to be tolerated except 
passed at county meetings, or urban assemblies, formally and 
publicly convoked), are ·constitiltional weapons, to be had 
recourse to only :in those great public emergencies, .which, 
fortunately, occur rarely in the history of this country; and 
the political party, that attempts to raise this armour of Ajax 
in vain, only affords a terrible proof of its national impotence. 

The political situation appears to be this: Unlessthe agri
cultural constituencies (county and borough) are prevented 
from running amuck against the financial ,system of this 
country, which, out of suffering and sheer spite and vexa
tion, it is not unnatural they should do, it is all over with 
England as a great free monarchy; and it must become not 
only, in its imitation of the United States, a second-rate 
Republic, but a second- rate and manufacturing Republic. 
The agricultural constituencies, therefore, must at this moment 
be taught that there is .no hope for them in the repeal of 
taxes, and that .jn a juster distribution of the burthens of 
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real property, and· in-a -gradual d~minution of . the general· 
burthens of ~he State, by a sinking fund supplied .by jmpo.rt 
duties, they may obtain considerable, and lay the foundation'
of sufficient, relief. In this manner, the Country party might 
be reconstructed on two great popular principles-the diminu
tion of public burthens and the maintenance of public credit; 
and its interests would be associated with the sympathies of 
the community. It is possible that these projected measures 
niay never pass, but itis a bold and specific policy, foul).ded 
on principles which would rally men together, and keep them 

',.together, until they have power to. carry something else still 
more satisfactory;· . · . 

With· respect to the objection of the Protection Society to 
proposing specific measures, I can only presume to observe 
that my personal experience forces me to take a different 
view from the acting committee. Certainly, in this county, 
which has always been foremost in its zeal for the old .opinions, 
five men could not be got together by a vague talk of recur
rence to .abrogated.laws, and nj) farmer wiU stir, unless you 
hold out to him some practical object of probable attainment. 
. It .. remains for 'me· to notice ' the particular measures of 
relief ' which I have advocated. · They are in number two
yiz·., the juster distribution of local burthens, and the imposi
tion 0f import duties-and I conceive that the Country party, 
both in honor and in policy, .are bound to adher~ to. the 

. advocacy of these principles. . ... . · .. ··. . -

. To. counteract Youpg's agita.ti6n, · Disr~eli .supp<:n1'ed ·· 
a move·m~rit iii Bucks on' pehalf of his own proposals. 
It was · called the Bucks Association for the Relief of 

.· . .. 'f'··. ·r:'-

Rea} Property; To a friend who was assisting him he · 
wrote·: ' ~ ·· · .. 

To G. L'athom .Browne. 
· . HuGHENDEN, Tuesday; Oct. 23, 1849~--'-... With respect 

to your letter of to-day, yo.u are frightened at shadows. The 
ebullitions we have experienced were inevitable. Whom do 
they come from? Lord Stanhope/ a niadman;· Lord Bray
brooke/ an ultra-Peelite; and Mr. G, F. Young, the head of 
the .very rump· .which I wish to put an end to. . . . Not a 

•man of the slightest influence or importance has opened his 
mouth against us. As for the newspapers you mention, they 
are nothi1ig. ·No newspaper is _important as far as its advo
cacy. The importance· of ne\vspapers is to circulate. your 
opinions, anda good [report] of a speech, is better t.~an 10,000 

1 The 4th Earl, father of Disraeli 's friend the historian • 
. 2 The ·3rd baron. ·· ' · 
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articles. Only secure a good meeting on the 31st, and all 
this will turn to our credit and success. 

As for getting persons of influence to write to people in this 
county, the idea is too absurd. This county is to teach 
persons of influence. I have a letter from Lord Stanley 
entirely approving both equalisation and sinking fund, but 
I would not publish it to get together 10,000 persons. 

I 
From Lord Stanley. 

NEWMARKET, Oct. 25, 1849.-The post of yesterday even
ing brought me ·your letter of the 20th inst., together with 
the privately printed copy of that which you had addressed 
to Mr.· G. F. Young, and letters from several other quarters 
expressive of great uneasiness and alarm at the contents of. 
the letter. I must confess to you that I am not myself free 
from a share in the feelings expressed by my correspondents. 
I have not seen the letter of Mr. Young, to which yours is an 
answer; but the answer itself, coming from you, and being 
printed with your sanction, must be extensively known, and 
I fear will create feelings of both discouragement and of dis
satisfaction among those whom it is most important that we 
should continue to conciliate. I do not mean to defend the 
wisdom or the practicability of all the schemes for which the 
Agriculturists or the Protectionists of any class may be dis
posed to agitate; I am much disposed to agree with you that 
addresses to dissolve Parliament for the purpose of forming 
a Protectionist Government might prove, if complied with at 
this moment, to be DiviB vota exaudita malignis ,· but I am 
not, for one, prepared to abandon the p~inciple of protective 
duties; and I do not think it is desirable to discourage expres-

'sions of popular opinion in favour of that principle, even 
although the form which they may assume of petitions to 
dissolve Parliament (petitions not likely to be complied with) 
may not be that which we should prefer or consider most 
judicious. · 

But I ·confess that what gives me most uneasiness about 
your letter is the indicationwhich I fear I see in it, of your 
not only considering a return to Prote<:tion hopeless, but of 
your wishing to impress on our friends the conviction that it 
is .so. Events alone can show whether at any time, and 
if so within what time, a return to that principle may be prac
ticable: but of this I am firmly convinced, that the public 
mind is beginning to be impressed with the conviction that 
Free Trade has proved a delusion; and at the point at which 
we now stand, our clear. policy is to seek to encourage this 
conviction. Olirhold on the public mind is our adherence to 
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the principles for which we have· ~ontended; and I think we 
commit a great error, and insure the loss of nine-tenths ,of the· 
support we have, if we abandon the c·ause as hopeless, before 
our friends are prepared ·so to consider it. I cannot but 
regret also that you should speak of the county and borough 
_.constituencies ' running amuck aga!nst the financial system 

· · of the country.' Nor can I agree in your opinion that they 
should be prevented doing so, or that, unless they are pre 
vented,.' it is all over with England as a\free monarchy.' On 
the contrary, our doctrine has been, and my doctrine con
tinues to be, that the change in our financial system has been 
productive of a great portion of the ruin which we see, and 
will be productive of more if persevered in; and that in order 
to restore prosperity we must retrace our steps, and recur to 
a sounder system of finance. 

I do ,not like, I own, the expression of the 'reconstruction 
of the Country party.' It implies a change of conduct and 
of principle for which I am not prepared, and in. which I 
ca~not concur. In saying this, I do not wish to imply any 
disapproval of · the two measures which you recomm~nd-

. equalisation of taxation, and the attainment of a bona fide 
surplus revenue: 'but Imay observe that the statesman who 
contemplates measures of this character ana ·extent has 
hardly a right to 9,enounce ' running amuck at the financial 
system of the country.' .. For have yoU: in truth considered 
the means of effecting the objects you propose, and h~w .com
pletely they must, to be successful,. upset that system ? By 
equalisation of taxation-which, by the way,is hardly a cor
rect expression-'-I u~derstand you to meari throwing upon 
the community at large, not the whole,· but a great portion 
of the burthens now borne by real property, imd estimated . 
by you; I think, at eleven ortwelve millions. Now, .to effect 
this. even to the extent of one-half, you must increase either 
the direct or the indirect taxation to the extent of five or·six 
.millions. (For I think you will agree ~th me that any very 
large reduction of our expenditure is impracticable:) ·Assume 
that you can succeed in this, and I do not thinkit impossible · 
that you may do so without pressing heavily on th~ industry 
of the country, 'by means, mainly; of import duties. You 
have then to begin to raise your ·surplus inconie, which will 
hav~ to be effected by the imposition of five or six millions 
more. Do ·you believe that any Government can hope· to 
persuade any Parliament to consent. to such an increase of 

. taxation; and at the same time to bear tP,e continuance of the 
. income tax? which, you will remember, has to be renewed 
next year or at all events the year after. . 
· You say that a st'rong Government might carry this scheme; . . ' . . . 
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but remember that all the merit of a sinking fund depends 
upon its being a bona fide surplus, and that the vice of the 
old sinking fund was that we borrowed with one hand to pay 
off debt with the other. No Act of Parliament, therefore, 
can give security to the maintenance of .a fund the existence 
of which depends upon annual votes of the House of Commons. 
The House of Commons in these days is powerfully operated • 
upon by the popular voice; and no Government can be strong' 
which is not popular. Can we hope for much popularity, 
especially with those who are our natural supporters, in favour 
of a scheme ·which sets out with the maintenance, perhaps 
the increase, of the income tax, the addition of ten or twelve 
millions of taxes, and no immediate reduction of burthens, 
except what is to be derived (a great·one, I admit) from the 
redistribution of Poor Rates and other local charges ? accom
panied also, I must add, by a tacit but virtual repudiation 
of the Protective principle which has hitherto been the basis 
of our policy, and the bond of our union. I am very far 
from undervaluillg the attainment of a large sinking fund, if 
it c'an be effected; and I have no doubt but that it would to 
a great extent raise the credit of the country, and reduce the 
interest of money; both objects of great value: but I foresee 
immense difficulties in the way of its attainment; and I see 
no prospect of. its aimouncement producing such a popular 
feeling in its favour, as should induce the country to submit 
to the sacrifices necessary to secure it. While, therefore, you 
say that you do not advocate a sinking fund merely as a 
c<;>vert means of obtaining i~port duties, I say that I advo
cate import duties in the first instance, with two avowed 
objects: first, the increase of the revenue necessary to enable 
it· to defray a portion of the local burthens; and next,, as a 
means of protecting domestic industry against an undue and 
injurious competition of foreign produce; and if, after pro
viding for these objects, a surplus can be obtained, I am in 
favour of maintaining it for the gradual reduction of d~bt 
rather than sacrificing it by continued remission of particular 
taxes. · · 
•. If it be true, as you think, 'that in Bucks 'no five men can 
be got together by a vague talk of recurrence to abrogated · 
,laws,' I believe it to be at least as true that you will neither 
reconstruct nor. hold together a party, certainly not our 
present party, without holding out adherenee, and, if possible, 
practical recurrence, to the principle of _tho~e laws; and it is 
on this account that I must regret that you l;l.ave given . 
publicity to some of the opinions. contained in your letter, 
and., you must forgive me for adding, the·tone of some of 
the observations, which I fear are calculated to give needless 
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offence. In the concluding paragraph of your letter I entirely 
concur; I. agree that 'the Country party, in honor and 
policy, are bound to adhere to the advocacy of the principles, 
of ' the juster distribution of local burthens, and the imposi
tion of import duties '; but I hold also that we are bound to 
advocate tp.e latter not only for the purposes of revenue, but. 
also in accordance with the spirit of. those laws, which, if 

·abrogated, I am not prepared to abaJ?.don as irrevocably 
lost .... 

. In order; no do~bt, to meet Stanley's views, Disraeli, 
in· his speech. at Aylesbury on October 31, ,at the first 
meeting of the :Bucks Association for the Relief of Real 
Property, took care ·to . make it. clear that he adhered 
in prinCip~e to the general policy of Protection to agricul
ture, before he .proceeded po recommend once more, a~ 
the proper course for . agriculturists to adopt in _th~ 
existing circumstances, the· advocacy of a sinking fund 
provided by iinport duties:. Though his sister tlio~ght :. 
the· speech , ' full of wisdom and philosophy,' he himself 
was dissatisfied with the effect produced. 

To Sarah Disr:aeli . 

. _HUGHENDEN, Nov, )1, 1849.-... I was not at all pleased 
myself with the Ayle!'Jbury_meeting, though on the whole the 
world has not taken so ill .a view of it.. I thought it was a 
shabby concern.· It has, I think, however, been productive 
of some little good, though for my part I give up the attempt 
of rousing the agricultural interest to any decided demonstra
tion:. They are puzzled and sluggish, perhaps; when they 
are a little more. pinched they may bestir themselves. . . .1 . 

Disraeli got some, but no very .large; measure of sup~ 
port for this particular proposalfrom hisparty. Manners 
sent 'a few lines of hearty admiration of, and congratula- ·. 
tion upon(\~he Essex manifesto. I go heartilyalong with 
it.' · Henry Drummond thought th~ letter to Young· 
e~qellent. 'Tyrell wrote: 'I am pnly a wheeler, and not 
a·leader ..... "''The old dry crust of Protection may 
be, and I. believe is, quite.right, but ·your plan is a much 
larger, and up.d_er t.he circumstances a :more prudent and 

.. ~ ' ...- . ,. . . ~ ~ . . ,, 
... ._, t Le~ter8, p. 224.. · 

'.' 
.: 

·t · •.. 
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that I should not unnecessarily lose a moment in removing a 
misapprehension then afloat. If, after the Essex meeting, 
the Protection Society had confidentially communicated with 
me, I would cheerfully have sacrificed any views of_ my own 
to a general purpose more approved; but a public reproof, and 
from such people, rendered it necessary that I should publicly 
vindicate my course. 

It would be too great an intrusion on your time for me now 
tO enter into the important considerations on which you have-· 
touched: and even if I were to trespass· to such a degree, niy. 

·remarks must, necessarily, be so imperfect, that they might 
lead to misapprehension. · !would only niake an observation 
on the state of opinion in this and the neighbouring counties, 
of which 'I have taken the utmoot pains to inform myself. 
The cry of Protection will rally no one to our standard here . 

. The farmers think that they have been used as political tools.· 
They require some immediate remedy, or, at any rate, some 
immediate hope. This is why they are all inclined to run to 
Cobdenism, and reduce the taxation of . the country ten 

. ~ millions at one swoop. - This is. what I meant· by running 
amuck against our financial system. I have endeavoured to 
combat this feeling by showing them that the Manchester 
scheme would bring them no relief, by instilling into them 
some hope from the pre~ent House of Commons; and at the 
same time by s11ggestions which, as I was instructed, would 
afford a golden bridge tO many who are prepared to join us, 
if we do not unnecessarily wound their self-love. Mr: -Evely1i 
writes to me from Surrey that he found rio feeling for Protec
tion in his canvass, but a-strong democratic !eeling generally; 
and a bad humor to the Church. · · 
. I would not speak so gloomily of these-counties at present, 
but there is a recklessness afloat which, if they are not tended, 
will prepare thell1 for anything. Generally s_peaking, the 
County .of Buckingham, when led by any person of station 
or Parliamentary mark, from jts geographical position and 
old custom, has always given the tone to Berks and Oxon, 
and very much influences Herts and Beds, including, Of course, 
their boroughs. At present the impulse which I was earnestly 
solicited to give has been checked, but I hope I have covered 
the retreat;· Affairs in this part of the world, however, are 
serious. There has been a general and a considerablereduc: 
tion of wages, and a disniissal from labor. Yesterday a 
body of two hundred able-bodied laborers walked in proces
sion in. this neighbourhood. At the same time, I ~m bound 
to sg.y, that so general, is the inipulse given to. trade, that all. 
ti'e defunct 'maJ;~ufactures of these counties have suddenly 
revived. A great trade in plait is now carried on-'-all for 
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foreign demand: the lace trade is very _brisk: the chairmakers 
are all working for the North of England. 

On the whole, I cannot resist the conviction that these 
counties will run to Radicalism, tho' I think, with energy, 
the catastrophe might have .been averted. However, this 
may be too gloomy a view. With temper and tact we may 
dissipate the disagreeable results of our late misapprehension, 
and W:tl should never forget that the world in general is not, 
perhaps, so sensible of the unnecessary misunderstanding as 
ourselves. 

Disraeli went up to town, and had long conversations 
with the Whip, to their mutual satisfaction. 

To llfrs. Disraeli. 
Nov. 12, 1849.-... 1 sen(l this to sa,y that I have seen 

Lord Granby, Newdegate, and that Beresford has just come 
in. Lord G. had been to Grosvenor Gate. I think things 
will turn out pleasantly, but it is very lucky I came up. 

Nov. 13, 184U.-My interview with.Beresford last night was 
so prolonged, that it· was too late to write again: it did not 
end till past seven. I think on the whole it was promising. 
They are evidently much more afraid· of losing me, than I 
them: but the difficulties are not inconsiderable, and there 
are many jealousies, as well as genuine misconceptions, which 
must not only be put an end to, but rooted out for ever. I 
think if I am firm, and keep high ground, though conciliating 
and temperate, things may end with being better than they 
were. . . . · 

Granby wants Stanley, myself, and some others, to meet: 
Granby returns from Paris on Saturday night. I have no 
particular wish to meet at present; I would rather things 
would more develop, 1 nd the meeting of Parliament were 
nearer, but, o£ course, must be decided by circumstances .... 

The Protectionists· are evidently excited, and think they 
are going to win. I do not. If they gain Cork, which comes 
off to-day, there will be no holding them in .... 

Nov. 14, 1849.-It is impossible for me to go into details 
respecting political matters. I will therefore·only say, that 
everything goes to my satisfaction; and that by keeping my 
temper I think I shall turn all this to good_account, and be 
in a stronger position than before. I dined yesterday with 
Stuart/ who is excellent and of great use. He is also a good 
adviser, being of a judicial mind. He says that he has 
heard, that the D.' of Richmond is quite with me, and 

1 M.P. for Newark, afterwards Vice-Chancellor. · 
. 34 1, 
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praised much my letter to Young. By the bye, in my rloset, 
there are some copies of that letter left. Send me one by 
post. They have never got about-no one having broken 
faith-which is satisfactory. · 

Beresford affects devotion. ··Asks me to dinner ev~ry day; 
yesterday went into the city after Young, who was at his 
house at Walthamstow, and has written to him to come up 
to town immediately, ek, etc. J take it all; but as Tyrell 
says in his letter to-day, ' If you did trip, .I don't think B.is 
the first man who would pick you up.' However, he is a 
thermometer . 
. Nov. 15, -1849 . ....:....1 have dine~ out every day: yesterday 

with B., who had seen Young. He says that nobody can be 
more anxious to get out of the scrape than Young, .who could· 

. say riothing to _the point, on which all hinges-viz., that he 
never commp.nicated the plans of the Protection Society to 
the· party. He confessed it was a great mistake, and mur
mured something that he thought the D. of Richmond 
worild have apprised us. B. seems. to have kept his temper, 
but threw on Young the responsibility of putting all right. 
But the position of Young· is most difficult after the violent 
course he has taken. Thursday being a dead day, Young 
returned to Waltha:mstow, and on Friday (to-morrow) he is 
to at~end a meeting in Kent with Lord Stanhope in the chair ! 
where, no doubt, a great attack was to have been made on me, ·. 
and where he must now take quite a different line .. 'This, 
with Lord Stanhope in the chair, is no easy matter. 

I thinkStanley's letter highly satisfactory and conciliatory. 
Chatterton, after all, has won the Cork election by an imc 
-mense majority !1 There will be no keeping our friends in. 
They· have· won four important elections since the Proroga
tion. The general impression in London is, that Stanley is 
safe to be Prime Minister next Session: but I confess I should 
like to lead the Opposition another Session, before the break· 
up takes place. 

Stanley's letter· deserved the epithets ' highly satis
factory ' and ' conciliatory ' which Dis~aeli bestowed on 

. it; but it was also characteristically outspoken. 

From Lord Stanley. 
KNOWSLEY, Nov. '13, 1849.-I am much, obliged by your 

letter of the 9th inst. When I wrote to you, I was not aware 
,..that the Protection,Society had passed resolutions condemna
tory of your views, nor have I indeed yet seen these. Indeed;· 
· l'The figureswere--;-Chatterto~, ProtectiO!list, 793; McCarthy, Liberal,_·. 
G84. •' c · 
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I think that when I wrote to you I named that I had not seen 
the letter to which yours was an answer. I cannot for a 
moment hesitate, from what you say, and what I hear from 
others, in condemning the course pursued by Mr. Young in 
his comments upon you as ill-advised and improper, nor have 
I the slightest wish that our course as a party should be 
guided by the Protection Society: but I think that body may 
be useful in keeping alive the spirit of the party, and counter
acting the impression actively sought to be produced by our 
opponents, that a return to the .protective principle is hope
less. That hope gone, our principal support is lost to us; and 
therefore it was th~t I saw with regret that in a published 
letter you had ta.ken up a controversial, or I may say a hostile, 
tone against the Society. I must repeat I was not aware of 
the provocation you had received; but had I been so, I should 
equally have regretted that it had drawn forth a retort, and 
an apparent abandonment of Protection, on your part .. 

What Mr. Young may say, or what imprudence he may 
commit, is of comparatively little consequence. His·declara
tions commit nobody, and if he pitches the key extravagantly 
high, there .is no great harm done; but what falls from you 
is of far more consequence, and if you go into the other 
extreme, and pitch it discouragingly low, serious injury may 
be done to our friends, and certainly great encouragement 
will be given to . our. opponents to persist in their present 
policy. I hope you will excuse my plain speaking, and with 

. the same plainness allow m!:l to say that· I thought th~ tone 
of your last speech at Aylesbury far more conciliatory of the 
feelings of our friends, t,tnd very well suited in its tone to 
meet their views. I entirely approve of inculcating the doc
trine that the present Parliament is not to be despaired of; 
and you know that I have always. supported the policy of 
showing a pont d'or to those who may be inclined to think 
they have gone too far in the Free,Trade line. · 

I hope your gloomy views of the present state of feeling on 
the part of the farmers are somewhat exaggerated: but you 
must remember first that the circumstances of the County of 
Bucks have been rather peculiar; and next, that if there has 
arisen a democratic feeling among them, it is caused by 
distress and by the feeling that they have been thrown over; 
and our best hope of counteracting this tendency is in our 
convincing them that we a're not of the n·umber of those who 
have so treated them. When we meet, I do not think there 
will be much difficulty in so forming the plan of our Parlia
mentary campaign, as to remove any appearance of dissen
sion, and show a front at least as united ::u; we did during the 
last Session. 
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Beresford's report to Stanley of his conversations with 
Disraeli is interesting. ])israeli~ he writes, 'was very 
free and confidential in his intercourse with me through
out. He appeared at first decidedly piqued and low 
about the turn which matters -had taken. I strove hard 
to era<:licate all feelings of disappointment or reser{tment, 
as beneath his position in the ,party, and I hope that he 
is more the thing than he ~as in that respect.' 

The process of peacemaking continued.· Young sent 
Tyrell a hitter for publication, explanatory arid apologetic. 
Disraeli was ~illing to be placated .. He vt'Tote to Malmes
bury oil November 21: 'The scandal of our provincial 
movement · is· great· and flagrant; but I hope .the evil is 
rriore superficial than it seems,· and that, with tact and 
tell!per,. the ship may be' righted. l hav;e spared no 

-effort, nor has Beresford, but we have had to deal with a~ 
wrong-headed- in an.' 1 He also wrote· a letter to Christo
pher, expla:ining his views in ·a conciliatory manner. 
~almesbury, .who had a few weeks before written to 
Stanley of, the ' great . consternation ' caused by . ' the 
rimck ' Disraeli had run, expressed hiinsel£ satisfied; 
promised ~6 ·try and -keep Young . ' quiet, I mean ·silent,' 

-and added a fri(mdly. caution: ' As· to yourself, iny- dear 
Disraeli, I have only to ask you on'all occasions torefu~ni
ber ·.that you have obtained a -position wl;tich makes' 
every v;:ord you say an arm in the hands of our friends or 
our foes. Ev13ry speech you make will be read, marked~ 
learnt, _and inwardly digested by all men for their ow:'n 
purposes,· and you should never speak on politics witho11t 
securing a good and friendly reporter.' Admirable advice 
to all leading politicians on all occasions, but> not· always 
possible to/follow! _ - · · 

To Philip Rose. 

_ · HuGHENDEN, Dec. 2, 1849.~ ... I think •stoU:t Sir John 
Tyrell has bowled Young oiit. They ·eat their leek very 
quietly. I_ ain glad I have myself not advanced a jot to 

. .-.~- . . - . : . ~ ·.:~ i<>;;:. 

1 A note in Malmesbury's Memoirs suggests that the wrong-headed .man 
was Lord George Bentinck; but, of course, it was G. F. Young. · · · 
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conciliate them. The next move is mine, and, if played .with 
tact and temper, l have not the slightest doubt I shall get 
the whole country with me by the time I want it. 

Disraeli may not have advanced, but he certainly took 
pains to conciliate. In his next speech, at Newport 
Pagnell, on December 5, at a meeting of the new Bucks 
Association, he said he was quite willing to see a dis
solution~ Let the faqners petition for it if they liked; 
but if they did not get it, let them tak~ his practical 
remedies. So he bound both policies together. 'The 
meeting at Newport Pagnell was more than good,' he · 
told his sister, 'both in quantity and quality. It sur
pris~d everyone by its numbers; nearly 300, and a great 
acreage. I spoke to my satisfaction, and I think, from 
all I hear and read, have quite managed the malcon
tents.' The speech effected its object. Within a few 
days Young .and his friends formally accepted the direc
tion of the Parliamentary leaders. 

The breach was healed; but as to the sinking fund, 
'we must not deceive ourselves,'. wrote Cox; ' it does 
not take.' Accordingly, when Disraeli resumed corre~ 
spondence with Stanley as to their programme for the 
next year, that plan was quietly given the go-by. 
Adderley, afterwards ~ir Charles, and finally Lord Norton; 
was very anxious to get Disraeli's support for a newly
formed Colonial Government Society, and for its motions 
in Parliament: The society, which was supported by ~~n 
of different parties, was established primarily to secure 
local Independence and Parliamentary institutions for 
the CQlonies, with the-view, it rightly maintained, of sub
stituting for growing disaffection a loyal and devoted 
attachment to the Mother-Country. But absolute local 
independence seemed to conflict with preferential trade 
arrangements, and the society was therefore held at 
arm's length by Stanley and Disraeli .. 

To Lord Stanley. 
Confidential. HuGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 17, 1849.-I en

close you a letter I received a day or two ago from Adderley. 
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I decli~ed, of course, being a member of the Council in 
question, on the double plea that I was not sufficiently ac
quainted with their purpose, and, ·were I so, was too much 
occupied to give the due attention. I offered also the usual 
and obvious reasons against the expediency· of amendments
on the Address~ which particular circumstances can alone 
rell.der advisable, and counselled a substantive and' well
concerted motion, to which he might bring. all the force of 
the Protectionist party, in addition to that of the new ColoniaL 
movement. _ I apprehend myself that all these Colonial 
motions and manceuVI'es, in whatever form ·and by whom-

soever proposed, are, in fact, the stir of Wakefi.eld,1 in whom 
· I have little confidence. One·Godley,2 in whom I have less, 

is, I think, the instrument that acts upon.Stafford and.Ad
derley in the first iristanc~. However, there is no doubt that 
these Colonial Reformers have organised their force, and are 
determined -to be troublesome to the- Government. It is, 
therefore, of importance that we should decide uppn, the 
course to .be taken by the party. I am· now pretty well 
qualified to listen to your ideas and instructions on this head, 
which I was scarcely last: Session, as I have given a good deal
of time during the recess· to the Colonial question in ·all its 
branches. To obtain our support, Molesworth and Co. w~mld 
modify their motions and movements a good deal, and it is 
not impossible that a deadly. blow might be struck in this 
district· of .the Administration. Your son, too, I hope, will 
have returned by that time:. and may be of vast use to our_ 
not too powerful ranks. . · 

And on this head I may venture to.express my deep regret 
that the D. of Richmond could not have contrived to lend a 
helping hand to John Manners. at Shoreham. He would be. 
of great use to us, because he is really a working inan~ has 
mastered the great questions .by reading blue-books (the only 
way), and is a fair and improving speaker. On the rumor, 
but only a provincial one, of Quintin Dick's i~p.pending demis~; 
I tried to run Lord John for Aylesbury. . · -

A general amendment_-to the Address depends, of. c·ourse, 
on the complexion- of the times when Parliament· meets, but 
assuming that we may not think it advis?-J:>le to embark; on 
one, and that it is of importance to lose Iio time il). making a 
considerable diversion, I take the 1iberty, in the roughest 
maimer, as you will recognise, to sketch the scheme by which I 
think the question of local taxation should be -worked at present. 

I would introduce the question to the House totally in a 
1. Edward Gibbon Wakefield, the Colonial Reformer. 
2 John Robert God1ey, friend and supporter of Wakefield; largely .con

cerned in founding and guiding Canterbury, New Zealand; 'afterwards 
. Assistant Under-Secretary p.t the War Office ;.father of Lord Kilbra'cken. 
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new aspect. I would accept the declarations of our opponents, 
that there is no difference in land from other property; that 
land, in fact, to use their often repeated phrase of last Session, 
is nothing more than a raw material, and to be dealt with as 
other raw materials. I would then ask how they can justify 
the extension to this raw material, and the most important 
of all raw materials, of a different economical and fiscal 
system from that which they extend to all other raw materials. 
I would pursue this in detail; and your lordship will easily see 
the gross and flagrant consequences to which it would lead. 
I would argue the question on its sheer merits, as a question 
of justice to the proprietors and of policy to the community, 

· and would not introduce the inferential benefit to be derived 
by the farmers, because that would lead to controversy; and 
as the farmers have generally made up their minds that they 
would reap the benefits of the proposed change, it is unneces
sary to discuss the point any further in Parliament. 

Another and more important point. I would openly and 
formally include Ireland in the proposition. ~t would be a 
motion for a Committee of the whole House to consider the 
local taxation of Great Britain and Ireland. Two great 
points to consider: the form of the motion, or rather measure; 
and the means of supply of consequent deficiency. Is it 
necessary for us even to intimate the latter ? Is it not the duty 
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to satisfy all just claims, 
and to keep the Queen's Exchequer sufficiently replenished ? 

With regard to the nature of the measure, in order to retain 
local administration, etc., etc., I can't for the life of me devise 
any suggestion very different from that we prodqced last 
year. But all this I submit to your lordship's better judg
ment ..•• 

Stanley, in reply, strongly advised having, nothing to 
. say to the Colonial Government Society. It was diffi
cult to imagine a more heterogeneous combination of 
names than those of its supporters, who would be sure to\f 
differ in opinion on the most ordinary matters of Colonial 
government. With regard to relief for' agriculturist's, 
he thought the party must take the field in earnest next 
session, though there were • difficulties attending all 
plans. 

To Lord Stanley. 

· Private. HuGHENDEN, Dec. 28, 1849.-The Colonial Dilet, · 
tante Society have given up their amendment to the .Address
which I think is well. There is to be a substantive motion, 
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to ·be made by Molesworth and seconded by Walpole (who 
seems to have strangely mixed himself up with these affairs), 
and which motion is, to be submitted to us -previously, and 
modified in any way we desire consistent, or rather not incon
sistent, with their general aim. Adderley, who seems very 
excited, and sadly deficient in judgment, has sent me the 
programme of their society, which contains only one idea
wliat they call self~government-and is·written without any· 
dignity or depth. 

Henry Baillie :writes to me that he has been in correspon
detice with Lord John and Lord Grey, re Ceylon. They have 
refused to send' over for the witnesses, by a promise to do 
which they avoided, at the end of the Session, the virtual vo.te 
of censure of the Ceylon Committee.l -Joseph Hume is furious_, 
and I believe will shortly appear in print anent, He writes 
to Baillie that he is ·prepared to join in an.y motion to upset 
the Government, and especially Lord Grey, and mentions with 
self-complacency that he did not vote confidence in them on 
my motion on. the state of the nation. .All this foretells and 
foreshadows, as far as th~ Hou:se of Commons is concerned, a 
serious Colonial crisis. What are we to do ? 
· You have sketched with the hand of a master, and with 

the inspiration of experience, those difficult considerations 
which' I had_'only arrived at by many painful months of 
plodding. Clearly, instead of more Wakefieldism, we want 
less: and it appears to me· that the real key of Lci'rd Grey~s 
position is that he talked much too inuch Wakefieldism out 
of office, and found, wheri at length·Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, that his theoretical Colonial Reform was <a delusion. 

. . But being. a clever, proud, ·strong, and rather wrong-headed 
man, he has endeavo\lred to reconcile his visionary projects 
with a sane practice--:-hence this imbroglio ! Now it appears 
to me-l say it with unaffected deference...:.....that it· would. be 
possible to arrange a motion on the part of the Col0nia.l 
Reforniers that our party, as a party, might support, provided 

~{~_hey held their tongues as much as possible, while myself, or 
~~- "1 'someone else, might make a speech which, while it justified 

: ~~ ;~u,r voting for the motion, should,· at the same time, com
·.,..-:~·- pletely develop our. own ·Colonial system, and-expressour own 

:-"; tenets on aU.the great points·oflocal government, emigration, 
waste lands, ·penal settlements, etc. . . . , · · .. 

Lm;d Grey is open to all attack, riot only on account of the 
results, but of :the system he has·pursued with respect to the 
Colonial Committee of the Privy Council. I hold that no man 
has ~- rig~t to aspire to be Secre_t~ry of ,Sta~e for the Colonies 

·· 1 The House of Commons· h~d appointed in -the ·previous .session, at 
Baillie's instance, a Committee, of which Disraeli -was a member, to ii!quire 
into the grievanncs of Ceylon. 
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who has not arrived at personal conclusions on the subjects 
which he has referred, and proposes to refer, to that Com
mittee: in many other respects also a most objectionable 
arrangement. But to the point. In tl1is Colonial discussion 
we must deal with frankness with the commercial question. 
Can we again establish a commercial tie with the Colonies 
without the odium of inflicting high prices on the metropolitan 
consumer ? Could this be done by terminating ~ll import 
duties whatever on Colonial produce ? By really making 
them integral. portions of the United Kingdom ? No sugar 
duties on.either Indies, and a duty on foreign corn, might set 

. the more i~portant Colonies on their legs (a duty on foreign 
timber still existing), and would comprise some elements of 
popularity. . 

I conclude it is too late to introduce thirty Colonial M.P.'s 
into St. Stephen's. Were it possible, it would be a great 
element of future strength to the Conservative party of this 
country .... 

I thought John Mam1ers was whitewashed by leading the 
forlorn hope against Rothschild, 1 and that thereafter he was 
to be considered not only a Christian, but a Protestant. 

Sir Robert's letter is not, I think, very happy: at the same 
time pompous and trite. He has succeeded in conveying an 
impression that his estate is in very bad condition. He seems 
to think that drainage is an universal specific, tho' in truth 
a very partial one. Tho' he really says nothing which ¢ight 
not have been said if the Corn Laws had not been repealed, 
he nevertheless writes with an awkward consciousness of 
having led his friends into a hopeless scrape. 

Peel's letter . was one to his tenants, in which he told 
them that what had been done was irrevocable, and that 
Parliament would never again sanction the taxation of 
food. They must make . up their minds to low p:dcei'J. 
He recognised that there might be diStress among _thell}, ·~· 
and, though he would .not ·make a general reductiOn· of '" 
rent, he would consider any special case. He was pre~ { 
pared to co-operate with hi~ tenants in beneficial i~~ '"t 
provements to farms,---for instance, by drainage-and 
would remit 20 per cent. of the rents for that purpose 
for two half~years. The admission that there was dis 
tress, and a substantial ground for assistance to farmers, 
was welcomed by the Protectionists .. 

1. 
1 At a by-election .in theCity of London. 

34* 
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To Lord John Manners; 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Jan; 1, 1850. 

MY D"RAR J. M.,-.•. . I have just eome from Quarter 
Sessions, and hear even in the rural districts that pauperism 
is diminished. How is this ? I. hear also that ·the ship
owners are building more ships than ever. How agaip.? 
, Tell Dr.,Trench that'it'will not do to agitate the sinking 

· fund now; as the suggestion has not been generally taken up, 
and _will ~istract. It must sleep tillthe right tiine. 

·The .National Debt was ·incurred for the foreigners: levy 
from the foreigner 5 millions per annum to pay off the National 

· Debt. By which means you have virtual Protection on a 
. popular principle; gradually every year diminish general taxa
tion; and in_ a short time pay off the £400,000,000 of mortc 
g~ges, or rather reduce their interest to 2 per cent. This is 
the affairinbrief, but 'tis thegist. Multo8 etfelic:es annosf:-.::..D. 

There should be. more variety in the I,l.lOVement. Some". 
thing to qreak the_ low, _tho' welling, chorus of the agrestic 

· multit:nde; · · · -· 

Stanley, in reply t~ Disraeli; postponed ~ detailed ·dis-· 
cussion of the. Colonia,!. question till the . party .leaders 

. met at ·Burghley; but intimated that he was in ,favour 
of, preferential duties, and against the . admission of 
Colonial representatives to Parlia:nlent. -• · , 

. To Lord Stanley. 
HuGHENDEN, Jan. 11, 1850.-lhad written the day before 

I received your letter t? L<?rd ~xe~er,.begging leav~ to with" · 
draw my refusal of h1s kind InVItatiOn to Burghley, as I 
thought the aspect of. affairs had become cr-itical; and that 
we had better, a.U of us, meet as speedily, and confer as amply, · 
as practicable. It is possible that the Government suffrage 
scheme may be of a conservative .tendency, and projected to 

. . ~arrest the progress of the 40s. ·freehold movement. At the 
~- ,, :.rs~me time;)t is not likely that they will-propose any measure 
1.~ o[this kind withoJ?-t considering the interes~s of the_ir pa~ty at 
ilf . our cost; and at all .events the measure will occasiOn discus-

, sion, in which it wjJl be difficult for us to. av:oid taking 3: dis
tinct position on a question which will probably be the key· 
to future power. · I look forward with great interest to your 
views on-this su,bject. · , 

Cobden's evening invasion of Bucks was· very sorry .. _He. 
· made a mistake.. Had he met the farmers boldly., the result 

might -have. been very_ different. · · ·· · ' 
The agitation of. the ' National Association ' has operated 
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much as I anticipated. It was evidently projected by men 
who were ignorant of the real state of the country. To 
address the Throne for a dissolution of Parliament, with com
merce and manufacture thriving, the revenue increasing, 

·money· abundant, and pauperism reduced even in the rural 
districts, which is certainly the case, was the delirium tremens 
of politics. One could hardly present one of these addresses 
to the Queen without a·smile or a blush. The injurious effects 
of this movement are otherwise, also, not inconsiderable. It 
has forced us into an extreme position when circumstances · 
counselled a very moderate one. It has terribly cut away 
golden bridges. It has unnecessarily exposed .the agricul
tural interest in the nakedness of its isolation; Not a single 
meeting has taken place among the shipping. population, 
among the Colonial or commercial interests, among any class 
of the labouring multitude. I don't say that our friend Mr. 

; Young has been ineffective. He has done a good deal, but 
what he has done he had better not have done. He has 
gained the trick by trumping his partner's best card. 

'Cobden's evening invasion of Bucks' was a meeting 
which he held at Aylesbury on January 9, whete, at an . 
hour suitable to the labourers and the artisans of the 
numerous small industries of the county, he addressed a 
mixed audience, which included only a few farmers, on 
the advantages of Free Trade. He had invited Disraeli to 
meet him;. but Disraeli preferred to dine With the farmers 
at Great Marlow on the previous d~y, explaining that he 
had the pleasure of meeting Cobden in the evenings in 
Parliament during seven months of the year. In his 
speech Disraeli made· great fun of Cobden's flying visit. 
fixed for an hour very inconvenient to thefarmers whom 
he desired to convert. One phrase which Disraeli used, in 
accorda:qce with the proposals in his letter of December·n·· 
to Stanley, that

1
the land was 'a raw material, 'and s~ould , 

be treated assuch, was taken up and apparently .accepted 
by Cobden, and frequently appeared in the debates of 
the following session. ' · 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 
BirRGHLEY, STAMFORD, Jan. 22; 1850. 

MY DEAREST WIFE,~A hasty line to say ali goes fight. 
~he exterior of Burghley magnificent and unique,.:-in an' 
Immense park crowded with ancient ~imber. 
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. "" .. 
Here I found Duke of Richmond, Stanley, Lord and Lady 

Sandwich, Lord and Lady Southampton (the only .women), 
Sir Robert Inglis, Granby, Herries, Christopher, H: Bentinck; 
Trollope, Maunsell, ·and Stafford-M.P.'s for the county
Beresford, etc. 

Lady Exeter is what we heard, but I have scarcely seen 
enough of her to say more :1 of the ·other women nothing as 
yet. This house, which is. immense, ·can only accommodate 
altogether twenty I .. 

We had a Cabinet last night, and are to have another to-day 
at five, Stanley being now shooting. Granby would not bring his 
guns, in order that he might lose not a moment in conferring. 
· I did not go to the fine .ladies yesterday, but they sent 
Wilton, .or rather he brought himself after me, being most r 

eager to talk politics ' with his leader.' ... 
Frank Grant2 has asked, through Granby, to paint my 

portrait'. He will charge· nothing. He dees. it. for the sake 
of the engraving.· ·I made sufficient difficulties, but at last 
promised. His charge is 300 guineas. Adieu, my dearest. I 
countonhearingfromyou to-morrow.~Youraffec.husband,D. 

Hehry.,.Bentinck and Trollope went this ~orning .. 
· The Duke of Rutland arrived: very cordial. 

Jan. 23, 1850.-Yesterday we had four .Knights of the 
Garter at dinner. The D. of Richmond is very cordial and 
hearty. Stanley shoots toQ much, but draws well with me, • 
and the result is altogether satisfactory. · 

Disraeli · impressed' upon th~ friends. and bolleagues . 
whom he met at Burghley the fact, which was very un- . 
palatable to the ultr3r Protectionists, that· every interest. · 
in the country, except the landed,' was improving. The 
visit was successful in establiShing .better relations· be
tween the leading personages of the party, and giving 
Disraeli a more assured .. position among them. At 
Bp.rghley, too, he completed an arrangement, to rest9re 
Manners to Parliament, an object which he had much at 
hea:t;t. The Conservative member for Colchester resigned, · 
and after a contest Manners was returned in Febrtutry; 
'·May this _step, my dearest John,' wrote Disraeli, 'lead 

'to your. prosperity .. and happi~ess; and may you .sem:lre 
both by serving that great country which we both love ! ' 

1 Writing to his· sister, on Jan. 24, Disra.eli B~Lys: ' Lady 'Exeter tall, 
. still ha~dsome, engaging, and·very pious., . : .· ". ' . . 

"1. : 2 Sir Francis Grant, J:>.R.A. · For the portrait, see frontispiece of ·this. 
volume. , ., , ' ·--· · 
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With friends and political acquaintances not belonging 
to his own party Disraeli seems to have made no con
cealment, about this time, of the direction which, his 
thoughts were taking. His old friend and fellow-traveller, · 
James Clay, now a Liberal member of Parliament, gave 
him a pamphlet in favour of Protection, and told' 
him that the author thought Protection was in· the 
plight of Lazarus-not dead, but sleeping, and might be 
awakened. 'Protection is not only dead, but damned,' 
said Disraeli. Early in 1850 he dined with John 
Bright at Bellarriy's, and admitted t.o him that Pro
tection was gone, and that he had been doing all he 
could to prevent squires and farmers making fools of 
themselves in the recess. Mr. George Trevelyan1 has re
vealed to the world that during these years a considerable 
friendliness sprang up between Disraeli and Bright, each 
of whom undoubtediy bad 'a fascination for the other. 
Mr. Trevelyan expresses surprise at this, and maintains 
that they were the two men in the HoUi;e of Commo.ns 
most unlike. But surely,· if there were obvious points 
of difference between -them, there was also much in 
common. Eaoh sprang from a small and , despised 
religious community, the one being a Jew, the other a 
Quaker; each had won his way to a front rank in the 
House by force of character and power of oratory; each 
looked at the political facts. before him from his indi-. 
vidual standpoint, and not by the aid of party spectacles; 
and each was strongly opposed. to the domination of the 
\Vhigs. The present wnter has 'more than onee heard 
Bright, in his last decade of life, refer with severe 
condemnation to the days when ' those old men,. Lord 
John Eussell and Lord Palmerston, were misgoverning 
the country.' There was, moreover, a democratic fibre 
in Disraeli as well as in Bright; though, of course, there 
was also in Disraeli , ah aristocratic fibre,' which was 
wholly wanting in Bright, and in Bright a prevailing 
middle-class feeling which Disraeli certainly did not share. 

1 In his Life of John Bright. 
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To Londonderry Disraeli talked in Fel1ruary in the same 

sense about ProtectiOn as he had to Bright. 'He had 
long seen. Protection was out of the question, 'and was 
looking to practical meas'ures.' As a corollary he was 
anxious to conciliate the leading Peelites, and especially 
Graham, their principal debater, after Peel, in the House 
of Commons. Graham and he had had many sharp 
encount-ers, but Disraeli never bore rancour. Accord
ingly he told Lm:ldonderry, who was on very friendly' 
terms with Graham, that the time for action was ap
proaching, and that he was ready, as Londonderry wrote 
to Graham, 'to call his friends together, and tell them they 
must look to the best practicable mode of goveriling the 
country; that Sir. James Graham was the only man then 
to be at· the head of the. House of Commons ; that he 
should cheerfully act under him; that whatever coolness 
no1f existed between Graham and · Stanley he was hil:n
self not conversant with, but that he had .. always found 

,. Stanley so manageable and agreeable to act and deal with 
that he felt sure he would see these vi~ws as they would 
be placed before him ; and that, with Stanley' iil the Lords 
and Graham in the House of Commons, the country would 
have ;a very strong Government.' Graham refused to 
ent~rtain. the suggestion, but expressed . his satisfaction 
that Disraeli was coiwinced that Protection was ·out of 
the question, adding caustically: ' The public good will -
be promoted if the leaders of the Opposition act steadily 
and boldly in conformity ~ith these convictions. As yet 
they are· entertained in secret, and the measures taken 
in public seem to be at variance with the'ro.' 1 There was 
some justice in the criticism; but, after all, it hardly 
became Graham to make it, as Peel and many. of his 
fellow" Ministers· were thorough Free Traders some years 
before the ·fact was revealed in 1845 to the world; and, 
as· we shall see,. Disraeli laboured hard -to con:ve~t .his. . . 
colleagues and his party, with ultimate, but tardy, sue-
cess .. 

l. Parker's Sir James Graham, Vol. II.. ch. 5. 



CHAPTER IX. 

A SuccEsSFUL OPPOSITION. 

1850-1851. 

The agricultural distress ·was so undoubted, and the 
agitation" among the farmers so violent, that, when Parlia
ment met on January 31, 1850, all parties felt that they 
must define their position on the question of the hour. 
Accordingly, the Government put up the great Whig 
Free Trader, Villiers, instead of some inexperienced mem
ber, to move the Address in the House of Commons, and 
he made a detailed defence. of the new system. There 
had been · a perfunctory mention of the distress in the 
Queen's Speech, and Villiers admitted its existence; but ' 
he frankly told the agriculturists. that he saw no way of 

. helping them. This attitude invited opposition. Trollope 
moved an amendment, attributing the distress to recent 
legislation and heavy local taxation; and Disraeli sup
ported him. ·The agricultural party were not asldng, he 

· s~id,. for a return to ' abrogated laws '; what they did ask 
was that the Free Traders should be true to their own 
p~i~ciples. Those pri~ciples would not tolerate the. 
taxation of raw materials. Land was the most important 
raw material of a nation's industry. Why tax. it r 
Russell professed ·not to unqerstand whitt Disraeli 
meant, but asked the House not to sanction any change 
in the commercial system; and Cobden challenged a dis
cussion on the whole question of Free Trade and Protection,. 
The issue being thus judiciously sliifted, the Government, 
after a couple of nights' debate, obtained a majority of li9. 

But this was only a preliminary skirmish. · The prin
cipal fight was two or, th:r:ee weeks later, when Disraeli 
made the presentation of petitions from Buckinghamshire 
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owners and occupiers the basis of a motion for a Committ-ee 

, of the whole House to mitigate agricultural distress by 
· revising the Poor Law. He and his friends, he said, stiH 

believed in Protection; but they could not shut their eyes 
to the practical conclusion that it was the opinion of a 
large majority in both Houses1 not to disturb at present 

· the settlement arrived at. In that case they ought to 
adapt. the· position of agriculturists to the altered con
ditions: . He had received no answer . to his argument 
about the proper treatment of the land as raw. material. 
The Poor Law charges of which he proposed to nlieve 

. the agricultural interest amounted tosome two millions 
. T-he debate, which lasted two n\ghts, 2 was a full--dress 
one, in which all the leading politicians spoke. Grey, the 
Home Secretary, in opposing the_ motion, did Disraeli 
the justice· of saying that he had not encouraged the 
delusions of the extreme Protectionists; 'that ignis-

' fatuu,s, the restoration of Protection, has been declared 
by him utterly 4opeless and impracticable during the 
present Parliament at. least.' Bright asked. it the old · 
Corn Law was unjust, how could its abrogation .give the 
agriculturists any just claim to compensation 1 Grah~m 
took the familiar line that the adoption of the . motion 
would involve a reversal of the policy of the last few years .. 
Then fortune, in Disraeli's language, sent him an tin~ 

expected champion who 'fairly unhorsed ' Graham. This 
was Gladstone,. who, acting with Sidney Herbert and other 

-Peelites, was · cif opinion that the agriculturists; had a 
-grievance which ought to be redressed,- and that. this 
- proposal was a legitimate method of redressing it. They 
should look, he said, to the merits of the actual proposal, 
and not, as Graham insisted, to possible ulterior proposals. 
The adop~ion of the motion would. tend to weaken the 
agitation for Protection, as showing that just demands 

~- would be conced~d by Parliament. As a matter of essen
tial justice, all property should. b~ made liable for support 

- -
1 A Protectionist amendment to the· Address in. the Lords was defeated 

bv 49. .2 Feb. 19 and 21. 

'" 
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of· the poor. Peel, answering Gladstone, reinforced 
Graham's argument, pointing out that Disraeli had never 
said that the removal of taxation to the extent of 
£2,000,000 would close the account. He then proceeded 
to another elaborate, but somewhat ineffective, vindica
tion of his policy and character. while conceding to Disraeli 
that ' the land is the stable basis of the State.' 'Russell 
also trotted out the Protection bogey once more; and 
finally Disraeli, in Gladstone's· words, 'showed the 
marvellous talent that he has, for summing up with 

' brilliancy, buoyancy, and comprehensiveness, at the close 
"of a debate_' The division amply justified Disraeli's 
tactics. The Government only bad a majority of twenty
one--273 against 252. More than twenty Whigs and 
nearly twenty Peelites, incl~ding Gladstone, v.oted with 
Disraeli; Herbert was away ill. Hobhouse tells us that, 
when the numbers were declared, 'the Protectionists set 
up a shout, as well they might, but they seemed over
powered by their success, and did not cheer as much as 

_usual. Our friends looked foolish enough.' , 
It was a great thing to have reduced the majority 

against the claims of the agricultura,l party from ninety
one to twenty-one in one year; but it had not been accom
plished without seriously taxing Disraeli's strength. At 
tlH:i end of February he had rather a severe attack of illness 
-,-apparently influenza-ari_d was confined to his London 
house during most of March. His absence from the field 
of battle demonstrated how necessary lie was to his 
party; foes as well as friend<s recognised the fact, Grahl;tm 
wrote to Londonderry: ' There can be no doubt that 
Disraeli has been seriously ill: the Protectionists cannot 
do without him; and his presence _after Easter will be 
much wanted by them.' Beresford lamented to Disraeli 
on April3: 'Never was there so unfavourable a stat:e for 
a party to find itself in as ours for the last ten Q.ays before 
the Recess. No Leader whatever: I was left quite alone 
and unsupported.' One beneficial _ change in , party 
arrangements was effected during this period of illness; 
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Newdegate, to Disraeii's relief, resigned his position as one' 
u£ the Whips, 1 and was succeeded by Forbes ·Mackenzie, 
a· capab1e rna\}, with whom the new leader could work 
heartily. 

To Lady Londonderry. 
G&osvENOR GATE, March 21, 1850. · 

DEAR LADY;_:_I send you niy first letter. I have not ·yet 
left my room·: :- My illness turned out mor~ serious than I 

·imagined; and if we had not called in Dr. Ferguson about ten 
days ago, I might have been in a scrape. However, I have_ 
now quite.recovered, or am rather fast recovering,· and only: 
mention all this to account for the stupidity of this letter, 
.for -I have not been out; even for a drive .. _ .. 

I have seen my friends the last two or three days; Lord 
_ Stanley was here on: Monday, and ta-lked over everything. 
Tell Ld: L. under the rose that .the fusion between-Ld~ Aber-

-deen, Gladstone and Co., with Stanley and Co., ripens rapidly, 
and assu-mes in every phasis'an encouraging.aspect; but.om·· 
mysterious friend Graham continues to baffle all conjecture. 
· Private. I am told that .Peel said to Aberdeen, that even 

,b_e could not make out what G-raham was after: Some say 
_that, if the Whigs can get their Irish Reform Bill well thro' 

- this year' they mean to try their hand_ next season at an 
. English _measure, that Graham has an- .understanding' with 

__ them on this subject, and ~s to lead the new. revolution, .A 
- pleasant ·prospect ! · · - - -· _ " , 

Th~ Government are very shaky, and, if we could only agree
among ourselves, could be extinguished i:ri eight-and-forty 
hours. . . . - ' _ . - -

Hp-GHENDEN MANO:Jf, March 27, 1850,_:_Being told that the 
morning was more genial, I slipped my anchor on Tuesday, 
like a ship-escaping froni one ofPalmerston's blockades, and
about twenty· miles from town _encountered a snow-storm:' 
When I arrived, the landscape was Siberian; and almost t~e 
climate; nevertheless I bore my joutn~:>y well, and am better 
daily. . . . ' 

· To Sarah Disraeli. 
H~GHENDEN, March 31, 1850.-... The w~ather has ~een

very ungenialeversince [our_arrival], and constant east winds, 
which I cannot face; my progress has ~herefore been rather slow. 

Never WfLR the political position more complicated, difficu)t, 
and urgent. I hope~ but dare not determine, to be in my 
place on the 8th. IU cannot lead tl:;te party after the. holidays, 
I had. better retire altogether. There will be a- fierce and -

1 See above, pp. 951, 952. 
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eventful Session. The Whigs could be turned out in a week 
if we were ready. I don't think my absence as yet has been 
productive of any serious harm, the great before-Easter result 
having been obtained .... 

HuGHENDEN, April 5, 1850.-I go to town to-morrow to 
catch a CouncH with Stanley, flitting between Whittlebury 
and Goodwood. T~e political position is interesting, and I 
should not be surprised if our troops are brought into line 

· immediately. They wi.ll be so if my plans are adopted; but 
there are so many people to consult and to persuade that it 

-is like commanding an army in Italy under the Aulic Council 
at Vienna. However, I have not much cause to complain, 
as they are sufficiently docile; but there are m01llents which 
require rapidity of decision and execution. I am sorry I 
could not stay here a few days more; this north-west breeze 
renovates me wonderfully, and I am quite myself again.1 

Disraeli's grumble about the number of petsons whom 
he had ·to consult and persuade was no doubt provoked 
by a phrase in' a letter which reached him that morning 
from Stanley: 'Consult your friends, including Herries.~
Disraeli, as we have se.en, never seems to have done more 
than tolerate the Committee of management, consisting 
of Herries and Granby besides himself; he neglected to call 
his colleagues together and ask their advice; and Stanley, 
now that the Committee was practically superseded, was 
specially anxious that proper deference should be paid 
to the veteran of the party. A month before, in refer
ence to the selection of a new Whip, he had pressed upon 
Disraeli, also with all the urgency of italics, ' Don't forget 
Herries.' ·rn. truth, Stanley and Disraeli, both strong 
men, were alike in a disposition to take their own course 
on important occasions, and consult their colleagues after
wards. 

To Lady Londonderry. 

[LoNDON] Sunday, ·April 20, 1850.-... Here we have 
only two subjects, arid both gloomy ones-Religion and Rents. 
Schisms in the Church. and the ruin of landed proprietors . are 
our only themes. The Church .questicn has scarcely com
menced, and may, before. a very short time, effect some 
startling consequences. It pervades all classes-L.literally from 

1 Letters, pp. 228, 229.· 
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the palace to the cottage. Gracious Majesty much excited, 
and clapped her hands with joy, when the critical decision1 

. of the Privy Council against the Bishop of Exeter was an-
nounced to her, On this you may rely. . . . . · . 

A member of Brooks' told me yesterday, that he now never 
went to that club, the contrQversies among its members about 
Protection having become so acrimonious. The Duke of Bed-· 
ford, who haf! held up very well to this spring, now wails. and 
gnashes his teeth, and says that Peel was mistaken in all.his 
calculations. Assheton Smith,2 throughout a Free Trader, 
asked, in a le~ter from a friend, what sport he had had this year,..,.. 
replied: ' Don't talk to me of sport; I can think of nothing 
but these inft:rnallow prices.'. Granby showed me the letter, 
which was, I think, to Sloane Stanley ... Lord Poltimore's 
steward, aft~r his audit a few days back, sent him £1,200, and 
told him to take care of it, as.it was probably the last he would 
ever receive,--this, Devonshire, where things' are very bad 
indeed. But you hear these sort of stories everywhere; what 
I tell you all come ·from the Whigs; It is, however, too late 
for those who voted for the Repeal of the Corn' Laws to repent 
or to complain. As long as the great body. of the people are 
well employed at a· good rate of wages, all the proprietors, and 
all the·farmers,. too; may be ruined without redress. If the 
eviLgoes deeper, then we shall have a change. . , 

As for Parliamentary. politics, it is impossible for an· . 
Opposition to do more than we have done without turning out 
a Government. 'We have had a pitched battle nearly every 
night since we reassembled, and in.some of them the Govern~· 
ment have received ignominious.defeats. Even their Budget 
.has been destroyed. 

It was .a cheering situation in the House of Commons 
to which: Disraeli returned after hiS· illness. Ministers . 

·were' constantly be!ng put in a minority over one 
question and another. The Budge,t, which was produced 
during his absence, was responsib!e for several chec.ks.' 
Sir Charles Wopdr with an estimated surplus of a million 
and a h.alf; proposed to repeal the excise on bricks, and to 
lower the value of the stamps on. the sale and mortgage of 
land.' The Stam:p Bill had a troubled career. Disraeli's 
letters to his sister ·at this time are written in: high spirits; 

1 The Gorham case; Judgment was given on, March. 8 against Bishop 
Phillpotts, who had refused to institute Mr. Gorham to a living on account· 
of his supposed heretical opinions abput Baptismal Regeneration. · 

ll Well-known sportsman, master of hounds, and M.P. : 
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owing to the frequent defeats of the Government, and his 
own increasing consideration in the social and political 
world. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
HousE OF CoMMONS, April18, 1850.-The great victory on 

JY,Ionday1 quite redeemed the Friday check.2 I hardly know 
what the Government will do-anything but go out. The 
Radicals so frightened at what they have almost unwittingly 
done, that Tuesday night, the moment I announced my inten
tion to support the repeal of the excise on paper, they fled 
the House in confusion or voted with the Government. By 
these means the division was not good; 3 but their tactics have 
had this among other effects: destroyed the Radicals' mon
opoly of Liberal propositions, which they will take care no 
longer to make now there is.a chance of their being carried .... 

The Royal Academy have asked me to their annual banquet 
in May. One gets into a great many good things (at least 
what people think good things) by being leader of the Oppo
sition; which, according to Sir Charles Wood, if you are not a 
Minister, is 'the next best thing.' ... 

HousE OF CoMMONS, April 26, 1850.-I have little to say, 
my life being pas~ed in this House of which you are furnished 
daily in the journals. The Government have saved themselves 
from a crushing defeat to-night; on the Stamp Act, by an 
ignominious surrender at discretion yesterday: but they have 
troubles enough before them .... 4 · 

HousE OF CoMMONS, May 3, 1850.-The visit to the Jolliffes 
was very agreeable, notwithstanding a north-east wind, that· 
really cut me in two. . . . Notwithstanding a blazing sun, 
I was obliged to keep in the conservatory, or could only 
venture out in a bearskin coat. It was the coldest day this 
year. 

I hardly know what has happened since, I have been so 
. busy; I think all politics. Tuesday was not a bad division5 

and, according to my friends, my best speech this year, 
though meagrely and coldly reported in The Times. 

Yesterday the Government received another apoplectic 
stroke;6 they are drifting-but I suppose, and perhaps hope, 
they may e.scape the breakers this year .. 

I sat an hour with Lord Lyndhurst to-day; in good 
L Defeat of Ministers on the Stamp Bill. 
2 Committee of inq:uiry into diplomatic salaries, eto. 
3 Majority of 101 for Government. 
4 LeUers, pp. 229, 230. . . 
5 Majority of 96 for Government on HeRley's motion ~o reduce salaries in 

the public service. See below, p. 1067. . · 
6 Defeat of Government on a minor bill by 155 to 136. 
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spirits after a year of darkness. When the weatheris warmer 
they will operate. . . . . . . 

CEYLON CoMMITTEE RooMs, May 13, 1850.-I am so much 
o·ccupied that I must ~ndeavour to send you a line in the midst 
of the hubbub of· this never-ending committee.. The ,dinner 
at the Academy wa~ very agreeable, though they took me 
out of the wits, among whom I sat last year, and which were 

·represented this by Rogers, HaJlam, Milman, Thackeray, 
Lockhart, and placed me among the statesmen: I sat within 
two of Peel, and between Gladstone and Sidney Herbert. A 
hoiader·of Opposition who 'has no rank is so rare, if not unpre
cedented, an animal, that the R.A.'s were .puzzled how to· place 
me; and, though they seem to have made somewhat of a blunder, 
it went off very well, Gladstone being particularly agreeable. 

Afterwards we went to the first assembly of Mrs, Abbott 
Lawrence, the wife of the Americ~tn ~inister, which was very 
numerous~ . Mr, T:.., is a very opulent man, and has given for 
Ld. Cadogan's fine house on Piccadilly. Terrace a rent equal 
to his salary, £2;000 per annum . . All the world was there. 
Lawrence is a very fine specimen of.. thE) New World-good
looking and cqrdial and ,well"bre_d_:_a high Protectionist. I· 
had heard much of him from John Manners,. as he stayed a 
·w~ek at Belvoir, and they weJ,"e all much pleased with• him. 
There were a good tJiany Americans, among them the Peabody· 
family-great pe()ple. As Mrs. Lawrence says, 'the: Pea bodies.· 
are the Howar<~s of America.' The chief Peabody was:pre- · 
sented to me. , He said of the D. of W[ellingto]n, who was· 
·there as well as at the Academy dinner, where he· inade a 
• speech, 'The two hemispheres can't·show a man like that, sir;' · 

On Sunday I dined with. the Molesworths-a most agree11ble 
party. · The Lovelaces, the Rossis, Lady Morley, C. Villiers, 
Stafford, Milnes, Henry Hope, the Turkish Ambassador~ I 
never saw a house better monte or a dinner better served. 

The postponement of the Sugar battle on Tuesday was very 
unfortunate. The. division on the Irish. Franchise Bill was 
much better than. I expected: · · , · 

I dined yesterday (Saturday) with the Londonderrys en 
. petit comite, and ·afterwards went.'with M. A. to Lady Pahner- · 
. ston's aQd Lady Stanley's. · It 'was a hard day, as·jn the · 
morning I was obliged, to receive Professor Aytoun to break~· 
fast. He had called on me several times and written often, 
and as I could not ask him to dinner, it was the 6nly. thing left. 
I was v!iry jaded, but after breakfast got some sleep by taking 
bang, and woke quite fresh. ~ ·. • ' . . . . .. . 

' Lord Eglin ton had asked me to a great banquet on Thursday 
'. ;which he ·gave to Aytoun, · W:hom )t is ·the. fashion to· Jeter 
'· . among the grand .folks. in gratitude for the Protection articles 
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in Blackwood, ()f which he is the author; but I declined, as I 
thought it a bore, which large malo dinners are. I got J. 
Manners and young Stanley, Boo Lennox, Lord Mandeville, 
and Lord Naas1 to meet him. · 

Lady Blandford, next to whom I sate yesterday at dinner 
(Brunnow on my other side), told me. that she had heard that 
Sin and Sorrow was the joint production .of George Smythe 
and Lady Sligo. I think if I saw it I should find him out. I 
suppose he supplied the sin, and his sister the rest.2 

The February motion and division-' the great before
Easter result '-was Disraeli's main effort this. session on 
behalf of the agricultural party. But he constantly kept 
rural distress before Parliament and the. GovtJrmnent. 
He began3 by making sarcastic inquiries as to what it was 
really meant to do with the -Budget which had been in
troduced in his absence. He understood that the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, having got 8. surplus, 
voluntarily offered to relieve the agricultural interest. 
He could not believe that the repeal of one exCise duty
welcome as that was-represented the whole Budget of 
the Government. . He was answered tartly by Russell 
that all Wood had promised ·was to devote half the sur
plus to relieve public burdens. A day or two later" 
he supported a motion· of Henley's to reduce salaries in 
th~ public service, in order to l~ghten the burden on those 
who paid most of the taxes. He maintained that 
economy was necessary, and .that the· Conservatives were 
the party of economy. Peel and Cobden opposed, and 
the Government were sustained by a·majority of ninety
six. . At the end of the session he supported ineffectuaJly 
n motion to· relieve tenant farmers of income tax. On 
two occasions indepc ndent Whig~>, alarmed at the serious 
effect on agriculture of measures ~hich their party .had 
supported on the faith of representations that the land 
would not suffer, . brought forward motions for its relief. 
One. of these motions advo<.fated. the reimposition of ~n 

1 Afterwards 6th Earl of Mayo; thrice Chief. Secretary for Ireland; 
and Governor-General of India. 

2 Brit. Mus., Addit. MSS. Part of this letter appeared in Letters, pp. 
231, 232. a April 26. ' April30.- · 
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import duty on corn; the other the immediate repeal of 
the malt tax, involving a loss of nearly five millions to 
the exchequer. Neither would have been introduced by 
Disraeli, and he anticipated the large majorities (114 and 
124} by which they were rejected. But he welcomed them 
as the acts of, repentant Free Traders, and supported them 
because he thought it was the duty of the Government to 
do something _·to relieve agricultu~al dist~ess,' and they 
bad· procured the rejection of his own February motion 
without making any proposal in its place. 

On the proposal for placing· an import duty on corn, 
he explained1 that he would not have. approved its 
introduction because it. was of a partial character; and 
took into consideration the interests of only one class. 
He would prefer to have compensation, not in this' 
manner, but by a fair adjustment of taxation. However 
he might differ from the policy; of 1846, he did not suppose 
that the country would, ' like a capricious woman,' turri 
round at· once ~nd rescind _all it had done. On the pro
posal2 -to ·repeal the malt tax,· the· Ministerial speakers 
declared themselves to be horrified at this light-hearted 
suggestion to sweep away a revenue of over £4,500,000; 
and· Russell quoted Stanley ·as -having said ·that he 
would not vote for a motion which would create such 
a deficiency till he saw how to niake it g~od. But 
these arguments,' though they produced a good majority 
for the Government, did not deter Disraeli from sup~ 
porting the motion. Ministers had rejected all other 
proposals for remedying the distress, and would propose 
nothing themselves: they must be brought to tlwir 
senses. The present mode· of raising revenue, '\vhich 
pressed so unfairly on the land, could not go on. The 
proper course was to reduce excise rather than customs~ 
as, whatever. dispute there might be in the case of cus
toms, the foreigner certainly paid no part of the excise. 
In- this connection Disraeli made an im port~nt profession: 
of his faith as regards Colonial policy. 

t Ma.y 14. 2 July_5. 
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If there be any object which, more than another, ought to 
engage the attention of the statesmen of this country, it is the 
necessity of consolidating our Colonial Empire. If we wish 
to maintain our political power or our commercial wealth, we 
can only secure those great results by the. consolidation of our 
'Colonial Empire. I will not advert to ·the political means by 
which such a consolidation might be maintained. I will not 
enter into the difficult but important consideration, whether 
the Colonies ought or ought not- to be .represented in this 
House-although these are questions which we ought not to 
discard from our minds-but looking only to the commercial 
and fiscal part of the subject, I cannot understand by what . 
means in the present day, following the current of our recent 
legislation, that consolidation can take- place unless we· can 
reduce into a fact a phrase which political economists are so 
fond of using-namely, that our Colonies should be placed on 
the same footing as the counties of Englimd. Now let me 
ask the House, when this claim has been made on behalf of 

· the Colonies, what has been the objection? It has always 
been met by the plea that it is impossible the Colonies can 
have the same footing as our English counties, because they 
do not bear their share of the Excise duties. But in attempting 
the great commercial and fiscal reforms which have gone on 
for the last six or s~ven years, if you had directed your atten-

. tion to the Excise, instead of the Customs, you would have 
increased the means of the people to provide themselves with 
articles of consumption, and diminished in agreat degree the 
burdens of the people, while at the sa;me time we should have 
destroyed the great barrier to that consolidation of our Colonial 
Empire; and, while we relieved and employed our people, we 
should have increased the imperial strength of this still,! hope, 
great Empire. 

Though agricultural distress was Disraeli's main pre~ 
occupation, he discharged effectively the ordinary duties 
of Opposition leader. The Ministerial programme mainly 
consisted . of two Irish Bills-, one lowering the Irish 
suffrage, and the other abolishing the Lord-Lieutenancy. 
The first passed in a modif1ed form. The second was 
abandoned. The lowering of the Irish suffrage was 
defended on the gr~und that, owing to famin~and im
poverishment, the electorate had seriously decreased. 
Disraeli replied that the Government should rather have 
attempted to settle ·in a statesmanlike and moderate 
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manner the long-controverted relation between landlord 
and tenant. The abolition of the Lord-Lieutenancy in
volved a risk which Disraeli was not prepared .to run; 
and, in any case, he strongly opposed the creation in its 
place of another Secretaryship of State. Such a . pro
cedure was very uneconomical. Every new office of the -
kind involved an 'equipage of clerks.' \Vhy not, if you 
must change, put Ireland under the Home Secretary 1 

The .most really important meastire of the session was 
-a FactorieS Bill; introduced by Lord Ashley and taken 
over by the Government, to settle the law about hours 
in factories. An Act of 1847 was supposed ,to have 
definitely limited to ten the number of hours during which 
women and young persons ·could be employed~ But the 
Courts had construed it in such a way as made it. possible 
for manufacturers to evade the ~pirit of the law. Un-_' 
willingly Ashley accepted a compromise offered by the . 
Government, which jmp1ied a teri and a half ho':ll's' day, 
Manners protested against this as a bre!tch of faith "":'ith ' 
poor working- people, artd Disraeli, who exphiined thll,t, 
though he liad_. voted for limitation, he had never ·
spoken before ·on the . question, ~tipported him. ; An. 
overworked population, he said, had started a move:.· 
ment for ten hours thirty years before, but only obtained 
the limitation in 1847. -The Act had been successful; 
manufacturers' were proj3perous in spite of it; why abrogate 
it now ~ The honout of Parliament was concerm;d in not 
taking advantage of a legal fla~.- 'The voice of outraged 
faith is no respecter of persons. Its cry cannot be stifled; 
it will penetrate the Senate and reachthe Throne ... : · 
The ni.ost important elements of government are its moral · 
influence2:' . The- speech was _instinct with ·the spirit. of 
Sybil, and its· objects ha-ve long since been more than 
attained. But for the moinerit the Government carried 
the· day by announcing that they would take no fu.rther 
charge -of the Bill if the compromise' was disturbed .. 

In regard to - another measure · of- social legislation; 
Disraeli seems to have rather listened to· the_ yoice of 
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friendship than followed his natural political course. 
'Inspection· of· coal-mines was proposed, and the coal
owners, among whom Londonderry, the lord of Seaham, 
was conspicuous, uttered strong protests, which Disraeli 
echoed in the House of Commons .. He made use of 
familiar phrases; it was hasty and ill-considered legisla~ 
tion-"-a:p. unreasonable interference with the rights of 
property. He was unable to do more than delay the 
measure for a short while, and was probably. not incon
solable for his want of success. To Londonderry, dis
gusted at the passing of the ' infernal ' Bill, Disraeli 
explained that· he was helpless. ' My friend'3, who are 
philanthropists, could not with consistency, after the 
te.n hours affair, oppose it, and to my surprise the political 
economists were also in its favour.' 

The most memorable debate of the session was that on 
the r Greek question and Palmerston's foreign policy. 
The system of intervening in other nations' affairs, and 
giving unasked advice, which we have already discuss~d, 1 

had been continued; but Ministers could, and did, boast 
that, throughout all the convulsions of the last two years 1 

in Europe, England, under their auspices, had been 
orderly at home and at peace abroad. T):le Greek question 
arose out of several petty claims of British subjects, 
largely Ionians, against the Greek Government. The 
most important were those of Finlay the historian, some 
of whose land had been expropriated for a royal palace; 
and of Don Pacifico, a Portuguese Jew born in Malta, 
whose. house had .been sacked by an Athenian mob,, 
headed by persons of position. Neither . Finlay nor 
Pacifico endeavoured to put the Greek law in motion to 
secure damages, but applied for redress to Palmerston, 
who disquieted Europe by sending the British fleet to 
the Pirreus. The mediation of France was offered and · 
accepted; but, without waiting for its operation, the 
British Admiral proceeded to seize Greek vessels in order 
to epforce his demands, with the result that the French 

l Ch. 7. 
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Ambassador was withdrawn from London. Russia also 
protested against British action. Palmerston's clumsy 
and high~handed proceedings, whicl' were thoroughly 
disapproved by· most of his colleagues, called loudly for 
criticism; but the debate was not of Disraeli's contriving, 
nor; though· he summed up the case of the Opposition 
at the close of four nights' contention,1 was it one in which 
he showed to special advantage. Palmerston made the· 
finest speech of his li£e, defending himself for five hours 
tliTough a summer night, 'from the dusk of one day until 
the dawn of the next '.; Peel spoke for the last· time; and 
Gladstone, Graham, Roebuck, Moiesworth, Cobden, and 
Sir AlexanderCockburn, all made notable efforts. 

1,-'he movers in the· matter were the Peelites; a1id. it . 
was in concert with Aberdeen, if not under his inspiration,. 
that Stanley proposed and carried in the House of Lords 
a vote of censure on the Government limited to the Greek 
question. No similar' attempt at censure was made in 
the Commons; .and the Goveriunent, . who refused to 
resign, found some difficulty in getting· whitewashed .. 
Finally, Russell, after taunting the Opposition with their 
inaction,. accepted what Disraeli called 'the obvious and 
offered machinery' of a motion by Roebuck, expressing 
confidence in the ... principles of the Government's·foreign · 
policy, but 'not sBecifically. mentioning Greece. The 
leaders alike of· the Protectionists, the Peelites, and the 
Radicals,.combined .in resisting the motion, but in each 
ca..<;e failed to command the allegiance of the whole of their 

'-----followers.· The bogey of a Protectionist Government was 
used· effectively byMinisters and their friends, though 

·Molesworth protested that he did not believe that ' the . 
landed gentlemen of England under leaders with the 
abilities of Lord Sta~ley, and with the talents of'my hon. 
friend the m~mber for Buckinghamshire,' would pursue a 
policy leading to confusion and revolution. . . 

It may be doubted whether Disraeli's heart was in the 
mo;vement against Ministers. He -told ·Bright that he 

1 June 24, 25, 27, 28. 
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was annoyed at the crisis, and had wished the industrial 
question to be settled finally before anything of this 
kind came up. He probably realised that it would be 
difficult to get the rank and file to vote straight; he 
was reluctant to attack Palmerston, whom he desired 
to separate from the Whigs and attract, if possible, back 
into his old Tory camp; and it was obvious that _a com
bined movement in force would tend to bring Russell 
to Palmerston's rescue, · and close the breach that had 
been opening between these two statesmen. Stanley 
endeavoured to push his lieutenant forward; he urged 
him not to let the· debate have too much of a Peelite 
character, and not to spare Palmerston and the Govern
ment. ' You will,' he wrote, ' and I think very judiciously, 
follow Palm erst on; and forgive me if I impress upon you 
the great importance, on many accounts, .of hitting hard 
and not sparing. Anything short of guerre a outrance 
would have the effect of reviving, in suspicious minds, old 
misconceptions, and expose you to misconstruction on 
the part of those who may look with envy at your present 
high position.' 
. In spite of Stanley's exhortations, it was Gladstone who 

answered Palmerston, and not Disraeli, and Gladstone 
and the other Peelite leaders who dominated the debate. 
The rare spectacle was seen of Giadstone defending 
Disraeli against Russell's reflections. Why, he ·said, 
should Disraeli be expected to rb.ove in the matter ? . · 
' The purpose was to questio'u the vote of the House of Lords 

.and to neutralise and destroy its effect. Was this [Disraeli's] 
affair ? . Sir, it is not for me to speak the sentiments of the 
hon. member; but if 0n this occasion I :may attempt to divine · 
them, I really apprehend tl;lat he was not so ill-satisfied with 
the vote of the House of Lords as to be desirous to disturb it. 

So much did Gladstone take the lead that Co.ckburn 
said he Sllpposed they were now to consider him Stanley's 
representative in the House-' Gladstone vice Disraeli, 

- .. am I to say,resigned or supers(O)ded ?~and Russelllamented 
Disraeli's eclipse, as he had always· found. him ' a fair 
opponent, ready to take issue on great questions of public 
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interest, not •seeking by any .evasion or subterfuge to 
obtain any undue advantage.' If Gladstone were in 
future to conduct the debates in the House on behalf of· 
the Opposition, they could not expect, Russell said, the:, 
same fairness or justice. The taunts ·did not move 
Disraeli, ·who, ih reply, while entirely associating himse1f 
with Stanley, repudiated any obligation to move a vote. 
of censure, and reviewed the foreign policy of the Govern~ · 
ment, characterising it as both meddlesome and un~,·. 
successful. England must beware lest sh~ suffered at · 
the hands of the' Powers the fate of Venice under the Treaty 
of Cam bray, 'the sole object of which was to cut the _wings, 
of this high-flying Republic of Venice, to terminate the 
intolerable career. of the great commercial aristocracy 
which had offended them by its wealth and insult~d them 

· by ·Its· arrogance.', To -a proud and self~satisfied House 
of Commons these sentiments were not 'nearly so -con-·. 
genial· as Palme'rston's ·famous peroration in .which be. 
challenged a verdict on the. question, ~ whether, as the, 
Rqman, in the days of old; held himself free from [ndignity, ·. 
when he could say Civis Romanus sum, so also a British~ 
subject, in 'whatever land· he may be; shall feel confident 
that the watchful eye and the strong arm of England will ·. 
protect him against injustice and wrong.' 
. The Government obtained the satisfactory and hardly 

expected majority of 4~310 against. 264. . On the 
morrow 1 . of the division, Sir Rbbert Peel, who had both 
spoken and voted against the. Government, ,had a fall 
from hi'l horse on Qonstitution Hill,.and within four days 
was de.ad. ' Peace to his· ashes ! ' wrote Disrael( in Lord 
George Bentinck. ' Hi'l name will be often appealed· to 
in that scene which he loved so' well,· and never 'without 
ho~~ge even by his opp~ne~ts.' Rightly. or wrongly,. 
!>israeli was. convinced that in his last months Peel was 
desirous of effecting a reconciliation with him; 'and he bas 
left an interesting inemoranduin, written apparently in 
the sixties, dealing with therr .relations . and with.· tlie 

. ; 1 June 29• ... 
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facts of Peel's death, as well as with the circumstances 
of the Pacifico debate. 

A day or two after Peel's death Gladstone was at the Carlton, 
and said: 'Peel died at peace with all mankind; even with 
Disraeli. The last thing he did was to cheer Disraeli. It was 
not a very loud cheer, but it was a cheer; it was distinct. I 
sate next to him.' 

I had Coll.cluded the great debate on the Greek (Pacifico) 
business at four o'clock in the morning. It was the first, and 
the only time, in which, the Protectionist party acting again 
with Sir Robert Peel, or rather he acting r.gain with them, I 
had to assnme, and fulfil, the duties of leader in his presence. 
I wished to avoid it, as I thought it might be distressing to 
him, and I shrink from anything presumptuous. I had means 
of communicating with him, through Forbes Mackenzie, who 
was one of my Whips and who had been a Lord of the Treasury 
under Peel. Though Mackenzie-had resigned his office on the 
Repeal of the Corn Laws; he still maintained his friendly 
relations with Sir R. Peel and his old colleagues. Sir Robert 
answered Mackenzie that he certainly meant to speak, but had 
no wish to close the debate. And he thought that Mr. Dis
raeli, from his position; ought to ciose it. 

The majority in favour of Lord Palmerston was unexpect
edly large: 46. Mackenzie went to tell Sir Robert the :rium- · 
hers before they were declared. Sir Robert looked disap
pointed, and said: 'I had thought it would not have exceeded 
20.' I heard this myself, for, in that strange state of affairs, 
I was only removed on the front bench by two persons from 
Peel, during the latter years of his life. He was very con
ciliatory to me. Partly because his was not a nature that 
bore rancor; partly because, as he esteemed success in the 
House of Commons the greatest of human possessions, he 
respected a triumphant adversary; and partly,_ as I know, 
because he wished to bring back his followers into office under 
Lord Derby by an arrangement which would have, of course, 

· omitted himself. 
Lord Aberdeenhad planned the attack on Palmerston, under 

the inspiration of Madame Lieven and Guizot. The Court, 
who attributed the fall of the' Orleanist family to Lord Pal
merston, were favorable to it. I .. ord Derby (then Lord 
Stanley) had readily fallen into thescheme, and had brought 
forward the motion of censure in the House of Lords himself, 
to cancel the ill effects of which Mr. Roebuck's counter-motion 
in the House of Commons had been brought forward~ Lord 
Aberdeen; of course, would have been Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs. There was all reasonable room for the other Peelites, 
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........_for Lord Derby had at that moment no men with pretensions 
tOCabinet· Office, except old Herries and mys~elf. Indeed, his 
difficultj"'would have been to have had sufficient friends of his 
own in his o~Gabinet; and perhaps Peel; or at any rate the 
Peelites, saw all this;'andJ~qked upon him only as a stopgap. 

The great difficulty woula"hav~een the Leadership of tlie 
House of Commons. I was the Leauer~()f 250 men, and, so far 
as numbers were concerned, no one co;iia"compete with me; 
but I ndt only had no official experience of high"office, but I 
had· positively never held even the humblest office~ There 
was no confidential intimacy'at that time between Lord Derby~ 
and myself, and I don't think he would have much hesitated 

. in suggesting a Peelite, one of his old and even recent col
leagues, as Leader, if I consented, and the party generally. 
But who? Gladstone, though he had made a capital speech 
in the Pacifico debate, and had stamped himself on the House 
as a man with a future, had certainly not then, without a party, 
the sufficient position. Lord Lincoln (Duke of Newcastle) and 
Sidney. Herbert had only just got out of the egg. I have 
always thought that old 'Goulburn was the man whom Sir 
Robert Peel and Lord Derby (then· Stanley) would have 

· brovgh:t. forward, and furbi~hed up like an old piece of dusty 
furniture, under whom we might have all served without any 
great outrage of personal feelings. But I never could pene
trate this. The majority,· however, dispelled these· dreams. 
It was caused by a section of the Tories, who saw. through the ... 
affair and looked upon it as a plot to bring the Peelites back, and 
put them at the hood of the party, and they acted accordingly; 
.Next morning Peel was dead, or as good! He seemed quite 
well in the House, and spoke well-with none of the bitterness 
of h~s foll<;rwers against Palmerston. (By the bye, Lord P. 
met me shortly after the debate, and said: 'You and Peel 
treated me like gentlemen: which no one else did.') 

Although he could not have been in bed before 5 o'clock, 
devoted to the Prince, he rose earlv to attend a Council about 
the projected ',Great Exhibition.'" The;re was some financial 
question. He took it up, but not with his usual lucidity.' 
Then he put pen to paper, but seewed confused, and finally 
said he would think over the matter, and send' his results to 
the Prince. He werit home, and afterwards went out to ride, 
and it happened. Was it a fit? If so, it was brought on by 
unnecessary want of rest. and repose. I know, ~~ we!l as 
most men, what it is to get home at 4 or 5 in the morning . 
after an exciting division. Sleep is not commanded under . 
such circumstances; even by the philosophicaL Had Peel 
taken his fair rest, would· he have been saved ? Bulwer . 
Lytton thought not when we talked ·'over these matters. 
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'He had done his work,' he said. 'No man lives who has · 
done' his work. There was nothing left for him to do.' 

I did not rise, that fatal day, so early as Sir Robert Peel. 
And in the afternoon my guardian angel persua.ded me, 
instead of going to Clubs and Houses of Commons, to take a 
drive in our agreeable environs. We were returning through 
the Regent's Park, and two gentlemen on horseback, strangers, 
stopped our carriage. 'Mr. D.,' they said, 'you will be 
interested to hear that Sir .Robert Peel has been thrown from 
his' horse, and has been carried home in a dangerous state.' _ 

' Dangerous ?' I inquired. ' I hope not. · His loss would be 
a great misfortune for this country.' 

They seemed a· little surprised, but I spoke what I felt. 
Next day (it might be the day after), Peel still lying on his 

couch, there was a great morning fete at Rose bank; a thatched
cottage on the banks of the Thames, surrounded by groves of 
the flowers which gave it a name, and where, to render the 
romantic simplicity complete, Lady Londonderry, in a 
colossal conservatory, condescended to make tea from a suite 
of golden pots and kettles. . . 

Lord Londondorrv was restless and absorbed: he foresaw the 
revolution which the ·death of Peel might occasion in parties. 
He pressed my ha1id with affectionate anxiety, asked many 
questions, anu, full of intrigue, showed, as usual, his cards. 
I missed him during the .fete. He reappeared towards the 
end. He came up,.and whispered to me, It was hopeless. 
He had actually galloped up to London, called at Whitehall, 
and galloped back again, while his band was still playing, and 
his friends still sipping ices. 

In another memorandum, also of the sixties, Disraeli 
dwells on the increasing civilities of his old opponent: 

I observed this also in Peel. He sate a-lmost next to me during 
the last years of his Parliamentary life. . . . I had recourse 
to many little arts to spate his feelings, and to get fellows to 
sit between us and all that: but he never assisted me in these 
endeavours; quite the reverse, and I have since more·than once 
su~pected, that he meant to make our respective positions in the 
House a. means of gradually bringing about a reconciliation. 

In one of my great ' Protectionist ,. motions, as· they were 
called, though I -carefully avoided advocating Protection in 
them; which he was obliged to oppose, he took elaborate pains 
to assure the House, looking at me the whole time, that he 
bore no enmity to any member on account of former struggles 
and differences of opinion.. His language was so cordial arid 
his manner so marked, that it was much cheered by his own 

L M' 
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friends, and all the men of sense of {our] own party: as 
indicating ultimate fusion on honorable terms. . · " 

There were·other traits and circumstances I could mention, 
and, as Gladston~ said,.,he died cheering me. 

This pretty ~tory ~£Peel cheering Disraeli, and Gladstone·· 
testifying· to it, was· also recorded in 1854 by Smythe, 
who wrote 1 that he was· present· on both occasions, and 
who niay indeed have been Disraeli's authority. But it 
receives J?.O co!roboration either from Peel's correspo.nd
ence or from Lord Morley's L1'fe of Gladstone . . ·• On. the 
contrary; in the latter a tale is told of Peel's repugnance . 
to' any association with D1sraeli, which entirely conflicts ,., 
with Disraeli's con.solatory' 'beli~f in Peel's forgiving.~ 
humour .. Gladstone wrote in 1897, a year before his death: 

A very curious 'incident on this occasion· [the Pacifico 
debate] evinced ·the extre;me reluctance of ·Sir R., Peel to. 
appef!,r in any ostensible relation with Disraeli., ... Disraeli, 

, ~ · . not yet fully· recoglliSed as ~eader of the. Protectionists,. wa~ 
working hard for that position, and ·assumed the manners 
of it,with Beresford, a kind of whipper-in, for his right-hand 
man. After the Palmerston speech, he asked me on the next 
night whether I would mi.dertake· .to answer it. I said that 
I was incompetent to do. it, froin wari£ of. knowledge and 
otherwise. He answered that in that case he must do it. 
As the debate was not to close that evening, this left. ap.other 
night free for Peel when he might speak and not be in Disraeli's 
neighbourhood. I told Peel what Disraeli had arranged. • He 
was very welL satisfied; But, shortlyafterwards, I received 
from Disraeli a message.' through Beresford, that he had 
changed. his mind, arid would not speak until the next ahd 
closing night, when Peel would have to speak also; I had 
to . make known .to Peel this alteration. He received the 
tidings with. extreme annoyance: thinking, I suppose, that 
if the. two spoke on the same side and in the late hour just 
before the division it would convey the idea of some concert 
or co.-operation between them, whichit was evident-that he 
was most. anxious to avoid.2 •. • 

~ ::, 1 In an article in the Pri<Ja, Jari, 7, 1854, 'unsigned bnt known. to 
. have been written by 'Smythe. 'This is not rumonr or hearsay,·• it said; 

· ·' .... -'for the writer of this article sat next to Sir Robert. Peel o'n that occasion. 
'· .. A few days after, when.the horrible tragedy was over, amid, a group of 

mourning disciples, we heard Mr. Gladstone urge as a consolation;·.''·Peel 
died at peace with . all mankind. He even lived 'to. cheer Disraeli,:" ' 
See pp:937, 938, and below, ch. 14, · 

.a Morley's Gladston:e, .Bk. Ill., ch. 4. 
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It is impossible to reconcile the two versions of. Peel's 
disposition towards Disraeli at the last. Gladstone's 
memorandum was written nearly forty years after the 
event, and when he hi.Jllself was failing. But he had a 
tenacious memory for detail, and was likely to be 
acquainted with Peel's sentiments. Disraeli's account 
was written within fifteen years of Peel's death; but then 
he was a man of high imagination, with no gift of accuracy 
in detail. Gladstone~s statement is disfigured by obvious 
animus against Disraeli, as shown by the carping refer
ence to Disraeli's leadership of the Opposition; and it is 
possible that the devoted follower of .Peel may have 
imputed to his more magnanimous leader a resentment 

. which was at that date felt only by himself .. Disraeli_ is 
certainly justified in claiming that in Peel's later spe~ches 
his former assailant was always m~ntioned wif.h respect; 
but, of l:!Ourse, he would wish to believe that Peel cherished 
no niore animosity against him than he did against Peel, 
and he would be likely to magnify any tentative approaches 
towards reconciliation. In dealing, however, with men 
of large nature and wide out.look, as were both Peel a.nd 
Disraeli, the more generous and less cynical view is likely 
to be correct; and in Smythe we have a witness who 
claims himself both to have seen Peel cheer, and to 
ha.ve heard Gladstone's testimony. ·Therefore, we shall 
not greatly err if we accept the words put into Gladstone's 
mouth by Disraeli: ' Peel died at peace with all mankind; 
even with Disraeli.' · 

No one more strongly seconded Disraeli's movement to 
dissociate the Conservative. party from- any attempt to 
revive Protection ·in its old form than his chief's son, 
Edward Stanley. 

From the· Hon. Edward St.anley. 

ALBANY; Monday,' July 29 [? 1850].-1 cannot forbear 
telling you, in confirmation of our common opinion 9n the 
' industrial question,' that I had a long interview with a con- · 
s:tituent on Saturday morning-one on whom I can thoroughly 
rely--,-and he said that, except a few old and obstinate men who 
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never would, give up their crotchets (these :were his "'ords), 
all the gentlemen farmers of his neighbourhood were a.greed in· 
thinking a return to high.duties at any time, and to Protective 
duties, however low, at the present, impossible. This· man 
calls himself a stanch Protectionist, and was one until very 
lately-indeed upon principle he is .one still, .and the head 
of tbat inter;est in Ly1m. . •.• 

·Again; from Paris, on October 19, Edward Stanley·. 
writes: ' It really ·will not do to make another Protec
tionist demonstration; the very turnips of Norfolk will 
cry·. out against . us, as the turnip..:headed .inhabitai1ts 
thereof·have already begun to do.' On the· other hand, 
one of Disraeli's closest political and personal friends, 
Manners, implored· him to abide by their old cause. ' I 
am·for thorough,' he wrote-on September 10. . 'The only.· 
three ·republics known .tQ Engla:p.d (for Switzerland has. 
just .eshbiished a Protectionist tariff) are PrQtectionist, 
and so areat least Onechalf of otu·.Chartists. . . . : On:what 
qtlestion can -Oiie st.and an appeal to the country with ·a 

·better prospect of success th.an that. of Protection.~'. But 
Manners?s remonstrances :only served to draw Disraeli 
into .a still stronger statement of his :resolve to find ;ii; 
substitute for the policy o~. Protection. .•·· 

To Lord_ fohn Manners.· 
HuGHENDEN, Oct. 16, 1850. 

MY DEAR.COMRADE,-. · •• I am also .greatly engaged in 
endeavouring to prepare some great measure, or r.ather sch.eme 
of policy, which may set us on our legs, but the labor. is great, 
for the task is most difficult. 1 · 

· If ' general prosperity ' and. agricultural distress be con
current when Parliament meets, which is .not improbable,:and 
we: are equal to the 'occasion, we might do. something. The 
great point is to devi~e a scheme, w,hich will ralJ.y .the landed · 
party, and yet be suited to the: spirit of the age. As for Pro
tection in its old form, I look upon that_ as dead. In this 
county, able-bodied pauperism is· extinguished.· _I iinagin(;)'tho 
same result in Oxon made Henley make the unnecessary con- · 
fession in which he indulged .. In-case of a-dissolution on the 
old protective cry, it i\) n,ot merely the manufacturing ·masses 
· 1 To Lady Londonderry, on 'oct. 22, Disracli wrote: "It 'is a difficult 

·business to evolve order out· of chaos, which is the present state-of tho 'l~ory 
party of these realms.' · · · 
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that would be arrayed against us: the peasantry would be 
equally hostile. This is my judgment from what passes under 
my eye in this eminently agricultural eo~nty. The same report 
reaches me from the contiguous countws. 

Your' three republics' are very ingenious: but the classes 
directly interested in ' Protection ' in those countries are very 
considerable in amount. The awkward feature of rent does 
not arise, too, among the peasant proprietors of France--our 
great republican authority for agricultural Protection. 

Moreover, it appears to me pretty clear, that the landed 
interest is the only one that seriously requires something to 
be done for it. I think the shipping case is not a good one; 
and protection to W.I[ndian] sugar is involved in almost 
inextricn,ble difficulties. If the W .I. colonies are protected 
on accom1t of their deficiency of labor, why should the E.I. 
territories enjoy that Protection with a redundancy of labor ? 
And could you make a distinction ? And so on. 

Well, then, it is impossible,· independently of other objec
tions. to attempt to revive the old form of Protection merely 
for the land. That would never do. All which leads me to 
the conclusion, that unless, when Parliament· meets (the cir
cumstances being such as I previously assumed), we have 
some comprehensive proposition, which meets the exigency, 
we are done, and shall fall to pieces: but if we could hit the 
right nail on the head, we might put the Government in a. 
minority in their own hous~, when Lord Carington' thinks 
they would dissolve, but I doubt that, if the coup d'apoplexie 
Were dealt them in February. 

Write whenever yon can. I hope you will be able to de
cipher these Sibylline leaves, but I have been writing all day, 
and my hand is q"\].ite exhausted.-Ever yours, D. 

Manners was not convinced: 'In my poor opm10n, 
"Away with the Income Tax; and hurrah'for the Custom 
House ! "ought to be our cry.' But there can be no doubt 
that Disraeli, with his wonted insight, had discerned the 
current of public opinion. Abraham Hayward, who was 
always malignant in his hostility t.o Disr~eli, \note to 

. Lady Morga.n ori N ovem her 2 : ' Protection is dead, and 
Disraeli very nearly, if not quite, forgotten. How soon 
one of these puffed-up reputations goes down ! It is lik~ 
a bladder after the pricking of a pin.' The cause of Pro
tection might be lost, and, indeed, that was Disraeli's own 
belief; but it was very short-sighted to suppose that 
Disraeli, who was steadily riveting his hold on his party 
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and the House of Commons, would disappe.ar with it. A 
clos~ qbserver of politics had, with more discernme~t, 
written to him earlier in the year : ' The Whig game· of 
misrepresenting you, I think, has fairly run·itself out·.' 

The perennial topic of Protection was tempor~rilY over~· 
shadowed in the autumn of 1850 by what was knowri as 
the Papal Aggression. What happened is graphically 
described in· Endymion :1 

At the end of the autumn, his Holiness the Pope had made 
half'a dozen new Cardinals, and to the surprise ofthe.world, 
and the murmurs of the -Ita1ians, there a.ppeared among them 
the name of an Englishman [Cardinal Wiseman], Archbishop 
'in partibus. Shortly after this, a. Papal Bull, 'given at 'St. 

· Peter's, Rome, under the seal of the fisherman,' was issued, 
establishing a Romish hierarchy in England,. . This was soon 
followed by a pastoral letter by the new Cardinal 'giveri out 
of the Appian Gate,' 2 announcing that' Catholic England had 
been restored to its orbit in the ecclesiastipal firmament.'. 

· The country at first was· more stupefied than ~larmed. It 
was conscious that something extraordinary pad happened, 
and some great action taken by an ecclesiasticaJ power, which 
from tradition it was ever inclined to. view with suspicion and 
some fear. But it held its pn\ath for a while .. It so _hap; . 
pened that the Prime Minister 'Yas a mtmiber of a grea,t house 
which had become illustrious by its profession of Protestant · 
principles, and even by its sufferings in a cause which Eng
land had· once looked on as sacred. The Prime Minister, a 
man of distinguished ability, not devoid even of genius, was 
also a wily politician, and of almost unrivalled experience in 
the management of political parties. ·.The Ministry was weak 
and nearly worn out, and its chief, influenced partly by noble 
and historical sentiment, partly by a conviction that he had 
a fine occasion to rally the confidence. of the country round 
himself and his friends, and to restore the repute ofhis political 
conn_e0tion, thought fit, without consulting his colleagues, ·to 
publish a manifesto, denouncing the aggression of the Pope 
upon our Protestantism as insolent and insidious'; and as 
expressing a pretension of supremacy over the realm of Errg-
land which made the'Minister indignant. . . 

. . A confused public wanted to be led, and now they were led~ 
. They sprang to their feet like an armed man. The Corpora
tion of London, the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, 
had ·audiences of the Queen; the counties met, the munici
palities memorialised; before the first of ·.January_ there h~d 

·1 Cb .. 99. 2 This should have been the Flamlnia.n Gate. 
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been held nearly seven thousand public meetings, asserting 
t.he supremacy of the Queen, and calling on Her Majesty's 
Government to vindicate it by stringent _measures. 

The Prime Minister's manifesto was Lord John Russell's 
famous Durham letter, so called because it was-addressed 
to tlw Bishop of Durham. . Besides ·protesting vehemently 
against the Pope's action, it also denounced the excesses 
of Puseyism as ' a danger within the gates ' which alarmed 
the writer even more. The letter was dated November 4, 
and published o~ Thursday, November 7. Disraeli, 
naturally anxious, as a good party leader, that the rising 
Protestant indignation of the country should not be 
appropriated for the political benefit of the Whigs, imme
diately wrote a letter to the Lord-Lieutenant of his 
county, which he contrived to get into The Times of 
November 9. In it he requested the Lord-Lieutenant to 
call a county meeting to express reprobation of the Ag
gression, but at ·the same time pointed out that the 
Government, who expressed so much indignation at the 
establishment of a Romish hierarchy in England, had 
recognised officially on several. occasions the corresponding 
Romish hierarchy in Ireland. 'I had no idea,' he wrote 
.to his sister, 'of Lord John's riding the high Protest,ant . 
horse, and making the poor devils of Puseyites the scape
goats, when he, after all, is the greater culprit.' · Greville, 
coming to the rescue of his friend Clarendon, the Viceroy 
of· Ireland, replied in The Times that the Wh'ig, Govern
ment were only conforming to the practice established 
by Peel in 1845 in a· royal warrant issued under the 
Charitable Bequests Act. Stanley wrote to ask what was 
to be done to avoid the country being placed, after all 
this bluster, in a ridiculous position. 

To Lord Stanley. · 
Hu(}HENDEN, Nov. 16, 1850.---,-I received your letter this 

morning. I will first advert to the Popish question. I believe 
,the position of the Government with respect to it to be one 
of extreme embarrassment. Naas writes to me that _Corry 
Connellan 1 had just left him 'furious.' He said: ' Johnny must 

1 Private Secretary to the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. 
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have for tho moment forgotten the existence of Ireland.' It 
was ·a stultification of the whole Whig policy towards this 
country fbr the last half-century and more. 'It will lead to 
such a complication as has never even in Ireland been wit
nessed;' ·Naas himself adds:'' The whole Papist population 
are bursting with fury at Johnny's letter. If they only act 
up to one-quarter what they say, they will never let an Irish 
Member vote for a Whig measure.: 

.[t has. confiP.entially reached me also from a· very great 
quarter in Ireland, that Clarendon himself is extremely 
annoyed and perplexed with the affair. . ·. .· 

1 assume from the sudden silence of The Times, after lashing 
p.p the agitation, no leader referring to the question appearing 
for four days, and all the meetings shoved into the back of 
the paper, that Lord John already repents of indulging in his 
hereditary foible-to wit, having a shy at the Papists. 

What will the Government do ? If after the • Downing 
Street Bull they do nothing, in deference to the Romans, then 

· the Protestant cry,· now legitimately raised, will gather to. us, 
and we will not let it dissolve: if they act against the Pope in 
the manner: you have intimated, the Roinan Members will 
take the earliest opportunity, probably by a vote ih favor of 
·the land, to whicp. they ·are always predisposed, to embarrass 
.the Government. This is my general view, . . . . 

Knowing thatLord John, a week before his manifesto, had 
'Written in reply to the remonstrance of the Bishop of London 
quite on a contrary tack, believing that both. through Lord 
Minto ·and by other means the Government had long been 
cognisant of the· Pope's intention, and were far from unc 
favorable to i~, I thought not a moment should be lost .in 
giving some check to what I conceived, onL9rd ,John's part, 
to 'be a disingenuous and audacious ruse~' insolent and in
sidious,' in' my opinion: His manifesto in Thursday's Times 
did not reach me until Friday morning, and to ·obtain the _ 
i.nsertion of my rejoinder on Saturday I had, of course, not· a 
.moment to lose. I might have made the statement more 
complete, but there a~e times when the opportune is pref
erable to the excellent.1 I wished to give a warning hint to 
our too eager friends of the t:ipooner school, who have no 

·doubt all fallen into the trap, but who, when Parliament·· 
meets, will recover from their 'hallucination, wh_en they find 
·the champion ·of Protestantism still the ally of McHale. 

You are under a misconception in ·supposing that. I. ever 
referi'ed to the Charitable Trusts Act or to Lord Grey's .. cir
cular. 1 made ,no allusion to either. It was Grevifle who 

1 Disraeli used this same phrase in writing the day before to his sister. 
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vindicated Lord Clarendon· on the grounl of the precedent 
afforded by the C. T. Act. That statute itself does not 
mention any member· of the Roman Hierarchy, nor even 
with the addit-ion of the warrant would it pass muster as a 
precedent if well sque~zed. I have not replied to C. G., as 
newspa11er controversy is not satisfactory, and the pro:rer 
opportunity will occur. · 

I have before me, among other analogous documents, a 
letter from Lord Clarendon addressed to 'His Gra.ce Arch
bishop Murray of Dublin,' requesting him to submit the 
statutes of the New Colleges for thE} consideration of the 
Pope, for whom he entertained 'a profound veneration'
·also the address delivered to the assembled Irish Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy by the Lord~Lieutenant in 1847, beginning 
. 'My Lords,' and well larded with Lordships, and ·which ends · 
by ' desiring their counsel and co-operation.' Also a list 
which is represented to me as the official list of the entree 
during the Queen's visit, in which I observe Archbishop 
Murray takes precedence of the Lol'd C. Justice of the Queen's 
Bench, of Lord Abercorn, and of the ten Bishops of our 
Church. I wrote my letter from memory, which, however, 
seldom deceives me in political matters, and I apprehend that 
these and other documents fully justify my statement. That 
statement was· studiously confined to Ireland. It did not 
touch the Colonies or other branches germane to the matter. 

These remarks have already run to such a length tha.t I can 
venture only cursorily to notice the second, and in truth more 
important, division of your letter. '-

Assuming, as I have done for a long time, that 'general pros
perity ' and agricultural distress would be concurrent when 
Parliament meets, I have been busied in preparing some· 
pl'opositions for your consideration which might lead to a 
settlement of the, controversy between Town and Country, for 
which, under the circumstan,ces referred to, the occasion-would 
be-favorable. They are necessarily of a somewhat compre
hensive character, but_ essenti!l.lly practical and popular; and 
if introduced and conducted in a moderate and ·conciliatory 
tone, and rather as an adjustment between ·contending claims, 
than an attempt to give a victory to a party, I think might 
be jockeyed thro'. They would have a ·very good chance 
indeed if the Papists are disaffected to the Ministry. 

These propositions would involve some relaxation of the 
restrictions on Ba.nking in accordance with that system of 
relaxation '''hich is now extended to all branches of our 
system, Upon this head I am in strictly confidential corre
spondence with Harries, betwee~ whom apd myself in this 
particular· I a.pprehend there will be no difference. It if',. 

-
I. 35* 
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however; almost impossible to hold counsel.ori such affairs by 
t_he pen, and we have mutually· made some attempts to visit 
each other, but. in vain. ·These propositions are hardli'yet 
quit.e ripe enough in .their details to be. submitted to your 
Lordship, but when they are sufficiently advanced 1 apprehend 
they will require very ;deliberate discussion.· I 'hope, there:. 
fore, that if we meet before Parliament .assembles we may 
have the advantage of a little more, ·and less hurried, counsel 
t~an last year. I should advise, if the propositions are ulti •. 
mately approved of by you, tha~ notice of their introduction 
·shoul!f be given the first night o( the· Session, and not ·a day 
unnecessarily lost iii bringing. tl:).em to a. vote. ;Under these 
circumstances I will not nowenter into:other financial measures, 

. as if these resolutions be carried, or even very strongly sup
ported;'very important consequences must ensue either to the 
position. or the policy of the Cabinet. . . . ·· 

In my; opinion London and your library is always the best 
place for business, and I would always attend your summons 
for .that purpose ·if not in town; ·tho'. at the time best for 
council, the latter ,half. of January, I should probably be.fixed 
at Grosven:or: Gate. , ·, . , 
· Lshall :be in town for a few days at the beginning-of next 

, month in case you are passing thro'. . . . ' 

. Th~ Government were' indeed embarrassed. As Dis~ . .. . 
raeli put it· in Endymion ·~ 

. Unfortunately, it' was soon discovered by the l\iinister that 
there had been nothing illegal ·in the conduct of the Pope or 
the Cardinal, and a conside11able portion of the Liberal party 
began to {xpl'eSS the inconvenient opinion~·that the manifesto 
of· their• chief was opposed to those principles of civil arid 

· · relig10us liberty of which h!'l was the ·hereditary chamvion. 
Some influentia.l members of his ·own Cabinet did hot co'nci;lal 
their disapprobation of a step Ori which they had not beeiJ 
consu.lted. · · 

. Disr~eli'can hardly have shared the popular alarm a~c 
i~dignation. He wrote to Londonderry in a jesting spiri1 
on November 3: 'What do you-think 'of Car.dinal Wise: 

·marl ? The people are very ni~ch ah1rmedin this ccni:I?oty 
Even the p~as.a'nts think,tpey are going to.·be burned aliv{ 
·and taken up to Smithfield instead of· their pigs.' · Bu1 
however much Disraeli may have regarqed the agitatioi 

· with•imused coiitefupt,· he was deeply iwpressec1 by, ft, a1 
th'e .viviq'accountjn.' Enaymio~, Wl'itten in his ··~1d. 1 'ag1 •· ~ ·; . ~ . ~ . . . . ' ~ ' . 
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shows. It convinced him of the essential Protestantism 
of the British character, and its effect may be traced in 
the complete abandonment of the Tractarian tendencier; 
ofhis 'Young England' days, in the unfavourable picture 
of Roman methods drawn in Lothair, and in the famous 
Bill to 'put down Ritualism.' For the moment he was 
chiefly concerned to secure that the commotion should b.e 
utilised to help, and not to hinder, the advance of the 
Coi1servative cause. · 

To Lord Stanley. 
CARLTON, Dec. 7; 1850.-... I have now been in town 

two or three days, and have reconnoitred the position,. which 
seems to be about this: 

There is great discontent and disquietude in the Liberal 
ranks. I think that Lord John will propose a Bill, as limited 
as possible in its bperation, to prohibit the assumption of 
ecclesiastical and other titles, conferred by foreign Powers 
without the permission of the Sovereign. With the present 
commotion in. this country, .this will be rather a technical 
remedy than a political one. He will be legislating rather 
against an isolated grievance than taldng those measures for 
the security of the. Protestant. realm which are required. 
TheJe will be great disappointment in the public heart, if he 
takes this course. If, while his technical remedy be sup-

. ported, we propose something more comprehensive and satis
factory, Lord John will fall back upon the Romanist party, 
and say: 'See what you must meet if you upset my Govern
ment: a Parliament elected under a" No Popery" cry, a purely 
Protestant Ministry, and the repeal of the Emancipation Act.' 

They will, under these circu~stances, find it most ex
pedient to swallow the technical remedy,. and continue to 
support the Governn;J.ent on the old understanding. 

I have seen Inglis/ and conferred withhini at great· length. 
He is well disposed to us, but his ignorance of human nature 
will rerider it quite impossible for him to steer the course 
without our counsel and co-operation. Even he, however, 
has given up talking of keeping Lord John to his manly and 
straightiorward declaration, having discovered that, if Lord 
John be pledged to anything by his letter, it is onlyto make 
a scapegoat of a section of the Church., 

Inglis would be prepared, ·if only the technical remedy I 

1 Sir Robert Inglis, who represented Oxford University, took the lead 
among the Tory party of the movement to repel the Papal Aggression. 
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. have intimated .be' proposed by t!J.e Government, himse~f to 
propose the more decisive course under our advice and sanc

.tion. If beat on this,:.which probably we should be, we 
should, at least, have outmanmuwed Lord John from his 
'insidious position' as -Protestant leader, and then we ·shall 
have the legitimate Protestant feeling on,our side. 

I have seen.Lord Lonsdale,1·Lord Ponsonby, and Herries, 
who came up from St. Julian's to meet me. Lord Ponsonby 
tells me that the· Cabinet would have been broken up if its 
successors were ready. . But ~here are they ? The gen~ra:l 

·idea among the Whigs is that what are called the Peelites are 
pro-Catholic rund all that, but this I think to be without any 
solid foundation .. After all, of the Peelites, there are only 
two men of f).rst-rate calibre, and who would give the tone 
and· color to the section-Graham and Gladstone. The first 
remains in the North, alert even after dinner, and Gladstone 
is at Naples-not at Rome. The idea that the Pcelites are 
very Catholic .·arises from the tone of the' Chronicle, but that 
is Sidney Herbert, to whom, I believe, the journal belongs. 
He is in town, very fen-ent, acting under the influence of 
Archdeacon Manning, who, I believe, has gone over ...• 

I have discussed affairs very muC?h with Herries, and on. 
the whole very satisfactorily. I am still of opinion, sttonge1 
even every· day, that, whate'\rer may be the excitement as to 

·religious questions, when· Parliament meet~;! our. policy should 
be to launch, as early as possible in ·February, som:e agricul
tural motion, which may lay the basis of a ·settlement bf the 
·industrial controversy, and may attract support. · 
· If there be any discontent. among the Irish, it would, I 
think,. be carried; and if the Government· are placed in a 
minority by these means, arid at such a moment, with the 
_Protestant question unsettled, and the Income Tax looming 
in the distanct3, I think their position would be distressing.· 
But the form of this motion requires the most deep deliberation .. 

Lord Lonsdale thinks that we h~ive lost ·a great oppor
_tunity by .the preCipitation with which our friends .gulped 
down Lord John's letter. · But there is a great revulsion on 
this head, and a letter published by J\;Ir. Bennett2 is,making 
an· extraordinary sensation here, and, when read, Iimst a:fl'ect 
the country .. You have-probably seen it, and there has been 
a new edition every day. It rather touches Lord John!s 
private honor. When one finds that for the last seven year:s 

;.. he kept ,the fasts and festivals of S. Paul, subscribed to 
S. Barnabas, that Bennett was his father confessor, people are 

. . 

1 The 2nd Earl, Postmaster-Gcneral184l-l845; President of the Council. 
1852. . . : . . 

2 ·The well-known Ritualist clcrgyri:um, of St. Paul's? Knightsbridge, and . 
afterwards Vicar of Frome. · 
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startled that, with the Eucharist from Bennett's hands,almost · 
sticking in his throat, he should denounce his spiritual pastor 
as a mime and. an impostor. . .. 

The difficulties· of the Government indicated that a 
Ministerial crisis might be at hand, but the Conservative 
Opposition, though their discipline and their spirits were 
better, were still lacking in personnel. These political con
ditions, and the death of Peel, which had left his followers 
somewhat forlorn, naturally suggested to the leaders of· 
the regular parties the desirability of making fresh over
tures to the Peelites, who, though weak in cohesion and 
numbers, were strong in administrative capacity and ex
perience. It is not surprising, therefore, to find, in the 
winter of 1850-51, Disraeli resuming, in a more formal 
manner, the overtures which he had made through Lon
donderry in the previous spring to Graham. But for 
that affair, it would seem rather strange that Graham 
should have been the Peelite approached. We have seen 
that there had been, during the past session, sufficient 
community of action between the leaders of the two 
wings of the Conservative partyto suggest the possibility 
of association in government; but the Peelites who had 
shown conspicuous friendliness were Aberdeen and Glad
stone. Graham, on the other hand, had ever since 1846 
approximated more closely than any of his colleagues, 
save Peel himself, to the Whig Government; and this 
attitude had been so marked as to bring him in January, 
1849, an offer of the Admiralty under Russell. Moreover, 
he had had severn.l sharp passages in debate with Disraeli, 
who enjoyed tilting aV the 'disciple of Progress.' The 
choice of- Graham was no doubt due mainly to his out
standing position, after Peel's death, in (he Honse of 
Comirtons, but partly to the accident of his friendship 
with that persevering peacemaker, Londonderry. 

To Lord Londonderry. 

Confidential. -HuGHENDEN, Dec. 29,. 1850. -I am still 
in time to wi~h you 'and Lady L. a merrie Christmas, unless, 
indeed, you think it too Popish. 
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The political phenomena of an autumn, to be decided .in · 
_Fe b!:ua!'y;,_are .. data _much_tp,o_ dista.nt_fo:r_s_pecnlation._;:l:.c.an:t~ 

reven now decide ·with any confidence- to what degree the 
.-.. fervor may subside, but of this.! feel persuaded, that Ld. J. R . 
..... has shaken-himsillf very much in the confidence of all those 

whose good opinion a statesman should wish to possess: . . . 
The whole affair seems to me hasty, vulgar, and cunning._ · 

I make no doubt, that it would not be very difficult to 
subvert his Government on the meeting of Parliament, but I 
am not prepared myself to engage in such an enterprise, with
out the probability offorming a strong and enduring adminis-

. ..- 'tration. Such an administration must represent great in
terests and great parties in the country. Any attempt to 
achieve or to retain power in England by a mere reputation 
for administrative ability \vill never do. Peel tried it, and 
even he, with great adventitious advantage, signal~y failed. 

In the meantime, trust me, that unless such a Government 
be formed power 'vill slip from the hands of the aristocracy_ · 

. for ever, and results be precipitated which might, perhaps, ' 
have been for ever prevented.. · · . . . .. . ·· 

With respect to Graham, you ·know my opinion of him. 
Both }rom personal regard. and my high sense of his abilities, _. 
I should be unaffectedly glad to see him assume that position _ 
in the House of Commons. and the Stat:e for which he is so · 
eminently qualified; but I really don't think that' Mr. Pitt· 
hinwelf could stand .four-and~twenty hours,·unless he were· 
prepared with some wise and comprehensive settlement:of the 
industrial question.- Unless I greatly mista~e, public opinion 
in almost every c~ass is in favor of some temperate adjust
ment of 'this long controversy.-· It would .permanently. array 
on our side a large body of the population, again loyaL' ' _ 

My chief -was. not 'mum,' as you say, because of a bad fit · 
of the gout, from which he has not yet recovered, but because · 
he 'is too proud to bid for power, either by writing letters or 
making speeches, and I think ~e is r.ight. · 

To -Lord. Stanley.< 

CARLTON, Jan. 21, 1851.-'-l ~rrived in town last night. 
This morning I .received a. letter from Lord Londonderry, 

. which had _be.en forwarded to. Hughenden, of interest and 
importance. .. · · · . _ . · 

You know that he always maintains a politica.l correspon
dence with me, under the guise of social, and had more than 
once pressed me to go to Wynyara on the 17th· to meet 
Graham. I declined with courteous expressions as to .G. · 

'•. -_. Pressed again, and many compliments. to myself in an 
extract from--a confidential letter ·from G.. t thought .the 
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matter was now ripe, and near eno' to bring these long
cherished negotiations to a crisis; and therefore, while I again 
declined going to Wynyard, on the fair excuse of having· 
friends with me, I took the occasion, in a letter strictly con
fidential, but which I knew would .be shown, to speak de
finitely on the political position. 

My main points were these: that I . could contemplate no 
Government of which you were not the head; that I should 
be sorry to see you attempt to form any Cabinet which had 
not a fair prospect of governing the country for a considerable 

· period, and t.hat I knew you shared these feelings; that a 
. strong Government required not merely ability in the Houses 

of Parliament, but sympathies of numerous and powerful 
classes out of doors; that with respect to G., while there was 
no one who would more gladly see him than myself in the 
position i~ the House of Commons and the State which his 
great talents and experience fit him for, still I was confident 
he was indulging in an illusion in supposing that any man or 
body of men could rise to power in this country by a mere 
reputation for administrative talent; that even Peel had tried 
it and failed; that a Cabinet must be supported by powerful 
classes; and that the settlement of the industrial question, as 
far as agriculture was concerned, was the only basis of a 
st;rong Conservative Ministry; that, in my opinion, a great 
change had taken place during the last year in the public 
sentiment on this head; that even among the trading classes 
it was felt that the land had not been fairly, dealt with; and 
that I believed the great majority of the country would be 
glad to see an equitable and temperate adjustment of the 
landed question, and' a remission' of taxation which might be 
supplied by a moderate duty on foreign agriculturali:tnports,etc. 

Lord Ly. writes to-day, urgently; that Graham has ex
pressed his assent to most of my views; that he appears to be 
perfectly reconciled to serving under you; that he is d' acco.rd 
with you on foreign affairs, and on the Irish question, con~ 
sideritig a partial measure to be fatal to the eXistence of the 
Irish Church. The industrial question remains, and is doubt-. 
less the k<'y of everything. But as, without doubt also, he 
has read and digested my letter, I conclude, tho' he does not 
choose to commit himself on that head at this moment, he 
will ultimately swallow this draught as well as the subordinate 
office points. • . • 

Stanley expressed his interest, and congratulated Dis
raeli on his . diplomacy, but shrewdly doubted whether 
Graham would even be 'brought to a pourparler.' How-
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ever, the two leaders held a conference, and Disraeli wrote 
~on January 29 to Londonderry a1etter1 which might form 

_ the basis of negotiation. There was no obstacle, ·he, said, 
'on the part of Stanley, who had no other feelings 'towards 

~ Graham than those ' which the recollection of long years 
of confidence and cordial co-operation would naturally 

·inspire.' He himself, too, would allow no personal feeling 
to .stand in the way. 'I would, however, OQServe that 
such arrangements, generally speaking, do not entirely 
depend upon the readiness of an individual to concur in 
them. It is scarcely possible for any man to lead) under any 
circumstances, a· powerful party in Parliament, without 
developing such a degree of sympathy in his b<:half, that 
his followers may not be very content that one, who has 
sedulously represented their opinions in debate,, should 
subside to a. secondary post.' He was persuaded, how
ever, that at present he could overcome these difficulties. 
But it was an essential element of reconstruction to 
adopt· conciliatory measures to the agricultural interest. 
' There is a very prevalm~t and growing feeling, that the 
land has been hardly used, and that a.-temperate ·and 
well-matured conclusion of the .controversy'.betwee~.:town 
and country would meet with very general accept_ation, 
because it has, for some time, been very generally ex
pected.'. If Gntha_in shared Stanley's and Disraeli 's general 
views on,the subject, and was equally desirous .to obtain 
the meditated result, Stanley wo.uld listen with _the u~·most 
willingness and deference. to suggestions. ' We have a 
painful .but irresistible persuasion, that the, continued 
neglect of the agricultural classes-may considerably,· and, 
i,n all probability, permanently, impair the future ele
ments of Conservative government in this country, in 
the sa.me degree ,as an unequivocal, though temperate, 
disposition to do them justice would confirm their pre
dilection for the present constitp.tional forms.' .. 

Londonderry had apparently omitted to· let· Graham . 
· · know what he was doing; so, in passing· on this letter to, 

-~ Published in Parker's .Graham. . 
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him, he dep1·ecated his annoyance, assuring him that his 
only object in the negotiation was to sec, the Conservative 
party consGlidatcd under the best statesmen left to depend 
on. Graham did not conceal his displeasure and his 
feeling that he had been placed in an awkward and un
satisfactory position. It was incorrect to say that he 
wished for ai1 opportunity of resuming his political con
nection with Stanley. 'My intimacy with Lord Stanley 
has been unfortunately interrupted. But the terms on 
which we lived together for nearly twenty years, and on 
which we even parted, were such that I could not allow 
any other person to interpret to him' my feelings and. 
opm10ns. When I wish to communicate them to Lord 
Stanley," I shall ask his permission to state them for 
myself. At the present moment I have no such desire.' 
It was the policy of Protection on which Stanley insisted· · 
that formed the barrier. Disraeli's letter could lead to 
no consequences. ' I hope, however, that Mr. · Disraeli 
will be assured that I have never wished to supplant him 
in the lead of the Protectionist party in the House of 
Commpns, which he has won by his superior abilities.' 

' Only two parties could exist, arid were he a candidate for 
office he should sink. differences and make his choice; but 
the effects of the disruption of 1846 had not yet subsided, 
and he meant to hold himself free from engagements.1 

In short, Graham's refusal was· absolute.. Perhaps Lon
donderry, in his eagerness to promote reconciliation, had 
not been entirely 'discreet. But Graham could hardly 
have be~n won .by any manner of approach~ He was 
much in request this year, as Russell again offered him 
Cabinet office, both at the beginning of the session and 
in the autumn. But the ·offer was on each occasion 
declined. 

Graham was not the only Free Trade statesman with 
whom Disraeli endeavoured to establish· this winter 
friendly relations which might lead up to political co
operation. The following mysterious letter can hardly 

1 Parker's Graham, Vol. II., oh. 6. 



refer to anyone but Palmerston, to whom Disraeli felt · 
constantly attracted. · .. 

From Count Reventlow. . . 
Feo.l9, 1851.-lmetourfriendlastevening near the famous 

cui de sac of Downing Street, and as his lordship proposed me 
to accompany him to the House of Commons, I availed myself 
of this excellent opportunity pour m'acquitter de votre com
mission; et je pense avec un plein succes, car notre anii a ex
prime qn'il serait charme de s'entretenir avec vous, et je l'ai 
prie de vous en donner m;te occasion, ce qu'il a, promis; il va 
sans dire que je n'ai pas fait la moindre allusion a l'objet sur 
lequel vous ·desiriez· lui parler, ce qui aurait ete d'un tres 
mauvais go1.l.t .... , 

About this time Beresford warned Stanley that Disraeli 
had been 'coquetting and' trying to deal with Lord 

_, Palmerston; that the latter expressed the impracticability 
·of thei:Ji different creeds and opinions, one· being a Free 

•. Trader; ~lie other a Protectionist. D. <thaHenged Lord~· 
to. produce one sentence in any of his speeches in 'which 
he had ever advocated Protection' per se:' It will be. 
remembered that on the Pacifico motion Stanley urged 
Disraeli to give no colour tb' misconceptions whi~hi might 
arise. from: sparing Palmetston in the debate. ' · t · • .· 

. ' It was a busy winter·with Disraeli; his mind occupied . 
with three great qtiestions.:_the relief of agrfculture other~ 
wise than by Protection, the Papal Aggression, and the 
negotiations with Graham--'-'-~11 involvihg niuch correspon:; 
dence; besides the biography of Bentinck, to the writing 
of which all his spate' time was now given. If we are to 
believe Beresford's gossip, h'e made experiments during 
this recess with his personal appeara_nce : · 

William Bcresjo,rd to Lord Stanley. . . . . 
THE DEEPDENE, Friday (Dec., 1850].-.•. Disraeli; I hear, 

is figuring about with a fierce pair of, moustaches. Now . .this 
is very sad; for he is not thecperson',who ought to attraCt 
a.ttentionby outre dress and appearance; 'but by his talents. 
·.: I dd tr]lSt that this style is only assumed while be is rus~i~ 

_ca,ting iJJ. the beech-.woods of. Buckingbamshire, and ,t.!J.at he 
will appear in the world in a more humanised form in Janu- . 
ary .... 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 
Wednesday, Jan. l,-1851.-I went on Monday to the 

Q[uarter] S[essions]. A great meeting. All the magnates 
there. The Lord-Lieutenant, the three county M.P.'s, 
Chandos, Verney, Calvert. The dinner very crowded--even 
the Carringtons remained to do the honor to Sir Thomas 
Aubrey, who resigns the chai,r. 'A note from Jem, which I 
found on my table yesterday, informs me of your merry 
Christmas dinner, and of his incipient influenza; but I hope 
he overstates his case, as I am the same, but impute it to 
the strange weather, the walls of H[ughenden] House in 
and out reeking with damp. . At first I thought I had a 
cold .... 

I found on my table letters from Lord Lyndhurst, Hard
wicke, Granby, Buller, J .. Manners, and Lord March, and all, 
even L.'s, at length, some almost pamphlets, so you see I 
have enough to do, but cannot reply to-day. Lyndhurst 
apologises for his handwriting, as he was always a poor scribe 
... ; but it was dark. The truth is, I thought his hand
writing very much improved. I think I told you Edward 

· Stanley had returned-' to my great joy,' his mother adds. 
I wish you a very happy new year. Our plans remain all 

unsettled, in consequence of Stanley's state. Belvoir, Burgh
ley, and Wimpole are contending for the honor of being the 
seat of the congress. 

HuGHEND:EN, Jan. 13, 1851. -I find myself very in
capable of exertion in this weather, and particularly so .of 
writing letters, which I daily and weekly postpone, till the 
arrear frightens .me. My public correspondence becomes a 
great tax, as the paper in the country is always damp, ink 
thick, and pens consequently incompetent. I expect young 
Stanley to-morrow, and on the 24th we go to Burghley. Lord 
Stanley wrote me his first letter, proposing to come up to 
town the 17th to consult; but, as the Burghley arrangement 
had been made, I thought it too great· an effort for him to 
come 500 miles, so I suggested waiving it. I .have not the 
slightest idea what will happen. · . 

The new edition of the Curiosities seems to swim. My 
father's memory has been kept alive and done justice to, 
which was the great, indeed sole object. Bell's Messenger says 
in the review: ' He is still more admired now that he is 
dead.' ~ . . . 

GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 22.-1 have been obliged to 
come up suddenly for some public business ... , Young 
Stanley's visit to Hughenden, though hurried, W<1S Yery 
agreeable. He seemed charmed with the hill country, after 
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Lancashire,. and with everything else. Having no horses, we 
took long walks together-<>ne day to Hampden, which pleased 
him much; another to the Abbey :1 no one there, so we rambled 
all over the p~rk; the view of Hughen den from the heights is 
quite marvellous. I had never seen it before, and this must 
be the view which Stafford was full of in the House of Com
mons last year, when he returned from staying at the Abbey. 
We walked to Denner Hill.and·its sylvan neighbourhood, and 
on Sunday, after church, we walked on the hills in view of 
Dashwood's· park, till we got to West Wycombe Church ... 
There is a regular journal for you ! · • 

The political horizon seems fair, and I never kne:w a session 
about to co,mmence with better prospects .... 2 

t Wycombe Abbey. 2 Letters, pp. 236, 237. 



CHAPTER X. 

ON THE BRINK OF OFFICE. 

1851-1852. 

The session of 1851 in the main bore out Disraeli's 
anticipations of better fortunes for the Conservative 
part.y. The Opposition leaders, 1 who dined with Stanley 
just before the meeting of Parliament, and sat talking 
politics, as l\rfalmesbury tells us, till one in .the morning, 
m\lst have been in good spirits. The Government were 
very vulnerable both on the question of the la.nd and on 
their anti-Papal policy, and on both subjects Disraeli 
struck, in the debate· on the Address, 2 the note of his sub
sequent criticism.. Ministers had lamented agricultural 
distress in .the Queen's Speech, but without any sug
gestion of action. They expressed 'confident hope ' 
that the depression would pass away; that, said Disraeli, 
was 'the language of amiable despair.' He gave notice 
that he should move in the matter on the earliest possible 
day. On the question of Ecclesiastical Titles he antici
pated the paltriness of Ministerial intentions. 

Russell lost no time in bringing in his Bill, which merely 
forbade the assumption by Roman Catholics of terri-

. torial titles within the United Kingdom under _penalty of 
a fine, ·and rendered void all bequests or donations made 
to persons under such titles. The mountain had brought 
forth a mouse, as one of the Irish members said. It was 
a 'little. paltry, miserable measure,' declared Bright. The 
Irish, the R.adicals, and the Peelitcs, opposed it outr~ght. · 
Disraeli, in Stanley's words, gave it ' a contemptuous 
support.' He would vote for it in order that people might 

1 Besides Disracli1 Herrics, Malmesbury, Redesdale (Chairman of Com· 
· mittecs in the House of Lords, l851·188G), and Beresford, there was also 

present Edward Stanley. 'He is very discreet,' wrote his father in 
explanation. · J .Feb. 4. 
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see what was the result of that remarkable agitation 
-wiriuirlTI1'Cl-!>-Gsc-£.,g.'2tfli:I'\d_b.y ·. the Government. The 

weapon they had forged was not equal to tlie otl:ice""i"'ur""'--
which it was intended. Was this all ~ Was a piece of
petty persecution the only weapon they could devise on 
a solemn' political exigen~y ~ I~ .was a .purely technical 
remedy. No principle was asserted or .vindicated, and 
no substantial evil would be remedied. Russell, said 
Disraeli, called the·· Pope's letter a ' blunder on the 
sudden.' But the. Pope's action. had been deliberate. 
He had no doubt' been encouraged by Russell's opinion, 
giv:en in Parliament in 1845, that there we!'e. no 
grounds for continuing the restriction which prevented a 

- Rom~n Catholic Bishop in Ireland from' assumin~ a ·title 
held by a Bishop of the Established Chtirch .. Besides; 
the· Government had received notice . of the Pope's 
intentions through a co.mmunicatiori made to 1\'Iinto,·;:but 
distegatded by him .. Parliament might have legis'lated 
in reference to the recognitioi)., on terms;·· of a. Roman 
Catholic hierarchy; hut the Government had shirked this· 
di:fl}cult'problem. 'Their Bill w~uld effect nothi~g. Dis· 
raeli's. position, in fact, was that the · Goverritrient, if' 
they were n:ot prepared for .comprehensive ligislation, 
should have left thequestibn alone altogether, This ;was, 
in his opinion,' merely .an electioneering ·Bill; his support 
wa$ ci£ an'eqi.1ally tactical character, to prevent-the Whigs 
from' extracting all the prpfit from the. extravagantly 
Protestant humour of the nation. After a debate which 
raged f<;>r four nights, leave was given to bring in the· Bill 

· by-•an enormous major~ty consisting -of the regular sup~ 
porters ?f bothfront ·benches. • ·, . 

Before the vote •was taken; ·Disraeli' had brought for· 
ward. and 'alm:ost. carrieq, his motiori on agricultural dis· 
tress. It took the simple form of laying down that it was 
the duty of Ministers to introduce without· delay effectual 
measures for the relief of a distress which they acknow
ledged toex.ist. ,He based his case on that concurrence 
of general prosperity and agricultural depression whi9h 

,,.,", 
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he had written about in the recess. In that concurrence 
there must be something wrong which Ministers should 
remedy. The arguments he used in his long and elaborate, 
but studiously moderate, speech were necessarily familiar, 
as he had pleaded t.he cause again and again. He asked 
that the Minister, whose tone implied that he recognised 
in his heart the injustice suffered by the land, should act; 

I am altogether innocent of mixing up this question with 
the passions of party politics. The speeches I have made in 
this House are not speeches. which are adapted to please 
thoughtless societies out of doors or meetings which are often 
held in the country, at which my name is mentioned as one 
who does not do sufficient justice to the sufferings of those 
who complain. Sir, I pardon all these· innuendoes; I can 
make allowance for the strong feelings of worthy men placed 
in the trying circumstances in which the farmers of England 
are now labouring. But, right or wrong, of this I am con
vinced, that the course I have taken with respect to their 
interests has been the result of long thought and careful 
observation, and that I have asked for nothing for them 
which justice does not authorise and policy recommend. . . . 
I now appeal to the House of Commons ... : They may 
step in and do that which the Minister shrinks from doing
terminate the. bitter controversy of years. They may bring 
back that whwh my Lord Clarendon called ' the old good
nature of the people of England.' They may terminate the 
unhappy quarrel between town and country. They may 
build up again the .fortunes of the land of England-that land 
to which we owe so much of our power and of our freedom; 
that land which has achieved the union of those two qualities 
for combining which a Roman Emperor was deified, ~'lm
peri~tm et Libe·rtas. ·And all this, too, not by favour, not by 
privilege, not by sectarian arrangements, not by class legisla
tion, but by asserting the principles of political justice and 
obeying the dictates of social equity.· · · · ·. · · 

It is difficult, after reading this eloquent and obviously 
sincere passage, to understand Russell's description of the 
speech, in his letter to the Queen, as ' not that of. a man 
who was persuaded he was undertaking a good.cause.' 
Ministers, . and Graham and Cobden, who came to their 
rescue, had nothing: to answer except that general pros·· 
perity must eventually benefit agriculture, and t.hat the 
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This, which had been Peel's favourite argument on pre-· 
vious agricultural motions, carried less conviction when 

. it no longer came from his lips. Moreover, Disraeli had 
in his original speech emphatically repudiated any inter.:. 
pretatiori of the kind~ Hewould not, he said, ·in that 
Parliament make any attempt to restore an abrogated 
system. He could not consent that the laws regulating 
the ind11stry of a great nation should be made the shuttle~ 
cock of party strife. "Tere it possible to bring Protection 
back by a chance majority; he would shrink from doing 
so: '~hat must be done out of this House; and it. rnust 
be done by no chance majority, but by, if not a :,'!!J.arii~ 

. mous, a very pr~ponderating e:x:pressiori of public opinion.~ 
·~Surely that was a sufficiently definite pronouncem~nt, 

··and he repeated it in "his reply at the close of the second · 
night's debate. It was on this occasion that Croker said 
to Disraeli, ' The speech was the sp~ech of a ~tates~an, 
and the reply was the reply of a wit;' 1 and Stanley charac-

.. terised both speech and 'reply ~s inaste:dy~ The division2 -. 

gave the Government a. majority of only 1~281 agail'ist' 
·267~on what· amounted in effect to' a.vote of want of con:. .. 
fidence. Disraeli's efforts-for the reorganisati6n of his . 
party . had been crowned. with" sucoess ; but we must. not': 
forge~ that, as Stanfey wrote.to M;almesbury, 'our division 

· .~!~.fJ,·was not. as good as it loo~ed, for we ha<;l several \yith ·, 
us on· whose general support we certainly could not count.' . 
The serious impression produced upon Ministers may be 
gathered from the fact tlui.t in the Budget, introduced 
four days later, they Gonceded, though in a minute fashion; · 
the principle against which they had so obstinately con-: 
tended, by proposing a grant-in-aid of £150,000 to· be 
handed over to local authorities for the maintenance of 
pauper lunatics.' 
·. 'Notwithstanding the 'efforts of all persons·and patties 
to keep them in;' wrote 'Disraeli to ·Londonderry on . 
February 19, 'I doubt whether the Government can 

• 1.1 se~ p. 6:25. 
·, -,.· 

; 2. Feb; 13; · :. ' f 
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stand. The Budget is universally derided, and ·adds to 
their difficulties, when they have received .a body-blow.' 
The very next day they suffered a defeat which drove 

. them to resignation. A band of Liberals and Radicals 
had long been discontented with the Reform Act of 1832, 
and wished to widen the electorate; but they had been 

, foiled by the apathy of the Whigs and of the public in 
general, and by Russell's umvillingness to reopen a 
question in the settlement of which _he had borne so 
honourable a share. Locke King, the member for East 
Surrey, had taken in charge a cause of which Hume 
was the _most prominent Parliamentary champion; and 
he repeated, on February 20, a motion which he had 
made unsuccessfully in the last .days of the previous 
session, for leave .to introduce .a Bill to .equalise the '" 
county and . borough franchise. Russell resisted the .. 
motion on both occasions, but on the second occasion 
promised a Bill for the following session. Disraeli, in 
July, 1850, supported Russell in his resistance, and spoke 
on the same general lines ~s when he opposed Hume in 
IR48. The franchise, in his view, should be 'the privilege 
of civic virtues;' and not treated.as a universal right. It 
was better _to adhere to ·the ' mitigated monarchy of 
England, with power in the Crown, order in one estate pf 
the realm, and liberty in the other.' But he had no dread 
of .the people. If they had universal suffrage to-morrow; 
the artisans would not .support the Radicals. Th~y _ 
would be for Monarchy and the Empire, and would give 
a .national verdict against any scheme of national degrada
tion. Even with the support of Disraoli and the Conscr-
:vatives, the Government had some difficulty in defeating 
Locke King in July. The numbers --w.ere 159 _to 100. 
Now, in February, the Conservatives, while retaining 
their hos~ility to the motion, left Ministers to fight by 
:themselves the battle with their unruly followers. Dis
raeli and his friends 'moved off,' says Hobhouse, 'almost 
in a body,' with the -result that the Government were 
beaten by 100 _to 54; and of~he 54, 17 were Protectionists 
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and 27were officials,•so that all the,supportthey received. 
from their own party amounted to ten votes ! .The Opposi
tion believed that Ministers, embarrassed by the difficulties 
of their anti-Papal policy and the unpopularity of their 

· Budget; were not honestly exercising their influe_nce to 
defeat the Bill; and the facts certainly support this theory. 

Whether they were riding for a fall or not, the Govern.,;:;,r 
ment resolved not to put. up .. with treatment so igno-' 
minious, and resigned at·once, Russell stating to the Queen 
that the smallness of· the majority against Disraeli's 
motion, and the defeat on the franchise, showed that th_fy 
did riot·possess the-confidence of the House of Commons. 
Both the Queen arid the retiring Minister were agreed 

",. ~hat the-·proper course was to appeal to Stanley, w~os_e 
"'~!.fi~st ste~ was ~o cons~lt his lieutenant in the Common1:1 

~'-before·h1s audwnce. Come downrto me,'·he wrote on 
February 22, 'as soon .as you possibly ·can. I , have 
received a summons to be at the Palace at 3 o'clock.' 

_,The Queen asked Stanley to fonn a. Government; ·but he 
: ·,Iemurred, owing to· his lack• of available statesme~. 

' There was one, certainly, of great ability and talent, Mr .. 
Disraeli, but who had :never held office before;. ~nd per
haps Mr. Herries.' He advised that anattemptshouHfirst 
be· made to obtain· a .Coalition Ministry of Whigs and 

. . ' . . ' 
Peelites, and that he . himself should not be called· in· 
ex9ept as a dernier ressort.l · It was-excellent advice, arid-' 
itpwas followed. · The Queen sent for Aberdeen, Graham, 
and Russell;- and ·but ·for the Papal claims,. on which 
Rt1ssell ,was deeply committed. to legislate, while the · 
Peelite statesmen would 'not hear'· of .legislation,·. that 
Coalition, which was patched. up somewhat factiously in 
December, 1852, in order to oust a Ministry which had 
abandoned Protection, would have come about naturally 
as the official recognition of what, in order to prevent a 
return to Protection, had beeri the working arrangement 
of the 184 7 Parliament. A Coalition being found to be 
impracticable, the Queen tur11ed to Aberdeen, but in vain. 

_t Quein Victoria's Letters, me'?oranduni by Prince Albert, Feb. 22, 1851. 
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The dernier ressm·t had· been reached, and Stanley was 
summoned once more. 

Disraeli, who felt from the. outset that Protection would 
be. the difficulty, endeavoured, between Stanley's first 
and second summons, to bring his chief'::; mind to contem
plate a tariff, as we should now say, for revenue only, 

·and ·merely incidentally protective. · 

To 'Lord Stanley. 
. Private. Sunday, Feb.· 23, · 1851.-Pa.nlon the liberty I 
take of venturing to impress on you the importance, at this 
moment, of viewing the question of a countervailing duty on 
foreign grain in its pure and scientific character. It is a 
financial arrangement only, and in no degree an industrial 
one: in the same category as· drawbacks. Th(l highest 
authorities so view it. If it have also the effect of preventiQg 
an illimitable depreciation of the home market, that is a con• 
sequence that would make a countervailing duty politic as well 
as just-but this feature need not be dwelt on. Duties on 
foreign grain and foreign sugar may be completely vindicated 
without impugning any of the principles of the new com-· 
mercial system. 

Stanley had already, in his first audience, spoken to 
the Queen on the subject in a dubious sense, saying that 
he should propose to place a duty on corn, for revenue 
only; but the duty must be six shillings at least, to bring 
the price of corn to forty-five shillings, ':which Sir R. Peel 
had stated to the House of Commons was in his opinion 
the lowest price wheat ·would fall to after the abolition of 
the Corn Laws:• This moved the Prince. Consort, very 
naturally, to call attent~ion to Disraeli 's recent tactics, which 
had certainly pointed to the abandonment of Protection. 

- I told hirri (the Prince wrote) the Queen and certainly . 
myself had been under a delusion, and that I was sur!'l the 
country was equally so, as to his intention to return to Pro
tection. . Sometimes it was. stated that Protection would be 
adhered to, sometimes that it was given up, and that it was 
compensation to the landed interest which . the Protectionists 
looked to.. His last speeches and the motion of Mr. Dis.raeli 
led to that belie£, but that it was of the highest importance 
that the country should know exactly what was intended. 
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Both the Court and :Disraeli had realised the funda-· 
mental difficulty of the Conservatives, and the need for 
dealing with it in a drastic fashion: . 

Disraeli; has left among his papers a most interesting 
memorandum, apparently drawn up during the long years 
of opposition in the early sixties; With reference to this 
abortive attempt to form .a Conservative Government'... 
in 1851. Oddly enough, he makes no reference to ' 
Stanley's advice to the Queen., in his first audience; that 
Her Majesty should begin by trying to obtain a Coalition 
Ministry.. Accordingly; it is .not quite elear whether the 
conference of the two leaders described in the ear!y.para
graphs of the memorandum took place before Stanley's 

. · first summons to the. Palace on Saturday, the 22nd .of 
-~">February, or before his second on Tuesday; the 25th. 

'i'he word 'immediate ,. in 'the first sentence s'uggests 
the former date. The reference, later on, to the 

. summ01is to Buckingham Palace 'early on the following 
.m?rning ' implies the latter date.. The matter is of. 
·very ·slight importance. 

This coup d'etat, as Bankes ealled it, rendered an immediate. 
-conference. between. Lord Derby [then Lord Stl(nley] an<l 
myself-necessary. ',I'here could be no doub~ that the Queen 
would send . for him: in • fact;· there was no ·other person. 
There had been long a H~mse of Commons rumor-' that the 
Protectionists must trytheir hand. My agricultural divisions 
had brought it to this pass. Again the eternal q~estion, How 
wa~ a Government to be formed ? Lord Derby thought he 
could manage sufficiently in the House of Lords, but at all 
times, when a party was rich in patrician statesmen, it was 
unwise to rest too much on the House of Lords for the materials 
of a Ministry: said he thought that 'Ma,lmesbury would make 
a good Colonial Secretary.' Reducing it to a minimu·ni, to be . 
excused· only by the extraordinary circumstances of the case, · 
it was impossible to meet Parliament with less than six Cabinet 
Ministers on the front bench of the House of ·co.nimons; · it 
ought t'o be eight.. It did not appear that from our own 
l'esources we could furnish ·more than three m'en...,--Herries; 
Lord Granby, and myself-and of these three only one had 
any o'fficial experience, and though an able man was worn 

·out, and ihe intended Leader of the House not only never 
having been in office, but with very little Parliamentary .ex-
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perience. Mr. Disraelil had been ten years in Parliament
from 1837 to 184 7 -and never been placed on any Committee; 
and it was only during the four subsequent years that he had 
had any opportunity of making himself in any degree ac
quainted with the multifarious duties of a leading member of 
.the House of Commons. · . 

· It was evident that Lord Derby was sanguine .of a fusion 
with the P.eelites, and of the revival of the old connection. 
'They sat (even Graham) on the Opposition benches; they 
were a staff without an army; it seemed a necessary. and a 
natural solution. Graham had paid me a ma1ked tribute in 
debate: Gladstone had supported my motion ap.d voted with 
me. Mr. Disraeli .was very .mqch in favor of su9h an arrange
ment, and always encouraged it. But he was not sanguine 
as to the result. The difficulty was the Leadership of the 
Commons. It was impossible that the colleagues of Sir R.· 
Peel, veteran and even illustrious statesmen, could. be led by 
one who had stepped out of the ranks, had destroyed their 
famous leader, and covered them with confusion. For this 
reason, from the first, Mr. D. not only expressed his readiness 
to waive ·his claims, but impressed upon Lord Derby the 
necessity of such conduct on his part. Lord D., perhaps from 
delicacy or cqnsideration for Mr. D.'s feelings, .. never recipro
cated this feeling. Indeed, he once.said that he had no idea 
that the man who had brought things to this point should not 
reap the great reward. But the truth is, the difficulty was 
one which could not be removed by individual sacrifice. The 

. Protectionist party, though they were prepared (though .riot 
very willingly) to accept the services of the Peelites in a sub
altern position, made it a condition sine qua .non that the 
.Ministry should be led . in both Houses by· their own chiefs. 
,Irrespective of the Protectionist quarrel, the Peelites ,were 
very unpopular at this .moment in the country on account of 
the line they had taken ;respecting the Papacy. · 

Lord Derby, evide.ntly indisp.osed .tow.ards Graham, and 
neither desirous nor sanguine of any arrangement with him, 
was still more than hopeful that he should 0 btain _Gladstone, 
and that G. by his influence and management would obtain 
sufficient aid from his friends to give us, in the present state 
of parties, a working majority. Still, it was necessary, with 
the royal audience impending, to contemplate the possibility 
ofhav:irig to form a Government from our own resources, and 

· ultimately I proposed to Lord Derby three names, in addition 
to the preceding ones, who I thought might be reputably 
introduced to Parliament as advisers of the Crown. These 

1 Jn the opening paragraphs of this menioranduJ.ll Disraeli writes some-
times in the first person and sometimes in the. thin:L . 
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names were Sir Robert Inglis, whom I proposed for the India 
Board; Mr. Henley, who, I observed, had obtained a certain 
position in the House; and Mr. Henry Corry, who had been 
Secretary of the Admiralty under Sir Robert Peel, had the 
reputation of a good administrator, and always addresseq the 
House on the duties of his department_.with fluency, clearn~ss, 
and a knowledge of his subject. 

Lord Derby shrugged his shoulders,· but made no difficulties, 
which was not his way. · 

We _parted, ·and I think that. it was in the evening that I 
received. a note from Lord Derby informing me that -he had 
been summoned by Her Majesty to Buckingham Palace early 
.on the' following morning, and ,should call on me immediately 
after his audience. · . · 

The rem~inder .of th~ ,memorand~m describes ~hat 
happened between noon on; Tuesday, the 25th of 
February, when Stanley had accepted the :Queen's com
mission, and four o'clock on Thursday afternoon, the 
27th, when he notified Her Maj~sty of 4.is failure .. Disraeli 
has compressed the events of the three days. i~to two; 

·the meeting of colleagues at Stanley's house; which. he so 
humorously describes, took place, not on the Wednesday, 
as the narrative suggests, but, on the Thirrsday :· _ 

Accordingly, he [Stanley] called at Grosvenor Gate early..:_ 
I should think by noon-and came up·stairs to me i!l the blue 
room: His fac·e was radiant, his eye merry, as he- entered, 
and he said, raising, as was his.custom, his mocking eyebrows, 
'-Well, we are launched l' And then he became serious. 'I 
have not kissed hands,' he said, 'but I have promised the 
Queen ~hat I would try to form a Government.' 

To effect this object, ·he informed H.M. that he would 
appeal for assistance to the followers of the late Sir Robert 
Peel, and that with that view [he] was wiVing that the question 
of· Protection should be ·an open one until the country by a 
dissolution should have had the "opportunity- of giving its 
opinion upon it. He told me that Her Majesty had inquired 
of him to whom he proposed to entnis~ the 'Leadership of the 
House of Commons, and he had mentioned rp.y 1iame. . . 

·. The'Que.im said: 'I always felt that,if there were a Protec: 
tionist Government, Mr. D; must be the Leader of the House 
of Commons: but I do not approve of Mr. D. I do not 

· approve'of his' conduct to Sir Robert Peel.' ' 
· 'Lord Derby said: '·Madam, Mr, D. has had to· make ··his 
position, and men who make their positions will say'and:do. 

' . . -~ ~ 
·, 
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things which are not necessary to be said or done by those 
for whom positions are provided.' 

' That is true,' said the Queen. ' And all I can now hope 
is that, having attained this great-position, he will be tem~ 
perate. I accept Mr. Disraeli on your guarantee.' 1 

'And now,' said Lord Derby, 'I am going to write to Glad
stone to call on me. Be with me late in the afternoon to know 
the result and consult.' 

The interview2 between Lord D. and G. was entirely, un
successful. No question arose as to the materials of the 
Government, or as to Leadership of, the House. Gladstone 
would not listen to Protection being an open q11estion: he 
required arr absolute renunciation of that policy; a· specific 
declaration that the new Government completely accepted it 
-un fait accompli. Lord Derby was in good spirits. He 
told me that he had written to Sir Stratford Canning at Con
stantinople to offer him the Sec~ for F.O,; of which I greatly 
approved, and to the D. of Northumberland the' Admiralty, 
than which nothing could be better. In fact, Lord Derby 
was full, of resource, which was not his char.acteristic·. 'I 
have written,' he said, ·• to Ellenboro', and Lord Lonsdale, 
President of the Council, to Sir Robert Inglis, Henley, and 
Henry Corry, as you advise, to call on me to-morrow; and of 
course Herries and Granby. You will be with me early after 
breakfast.' . 
. When I called the next morning, accordingly, he was in 
high spirits. He said': ' An answer from the Duke of N. 

1 This conversation between the Queen and Stanley is given in the follow
ing form in Prince Albert's memorandum, dated Feb. 25, 1851, in Queen· 
Victoria's Letters:' Lord Stanley said he should have to propose Mr; Disraeli 
as one of the Secretaries of State. The Queen interrupted him by saying 
that she had not a. very good opinion of Mr. Disraeli on account of his 
conduct to poor Sir R. Peel, and what had just happened did not tend to 
diminish that ·feeling; but that she felt so much Lord Stanley's difficulties, 
that sho.would not aggravate them by passing a sentence of exclusion on 
him. She must, however, make Lord Stanley responsible for his conduct, 
and should she have cause to be displeased with him when in office, she 
would remind Lord Stanley of what now passed. Lord Stanley promised 
to be responsible, and excused his friend for his former bitterness by hjs 
desire to establish his reputation for cleverness and sharpness; nobody had 
gained so much by Parliamentary ·schooling, and he had of late quite changed 
his tone.''" ' What had just happened ' was that Disraeli in the House of 
Commons had given a somewhat blunt contradiction to a statement made 
by Russ•'ill, correct as far· as it went, but incomplete and therefore mis
leading, as to the outcome of Derby's first audience of the Queen. It was 
a trivial matter, but there was immense fuss at -the time; and not only 
Russell, but the Court, were rather seriously offended. See Queen Victoria'B 
Letters, under date Feb. 24 and 25, 1851. · 

2 This interview took place on Wedne£day, Feb. 26, the very: day of 
Gladstone's arrival from that Italian tour which resulted in his famous 

' letters to Lord _Aberdeen about Neapolitan misgovernment. 
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accepting ;.Inglis has been with ine and accepte~. Ellenboro' 
is to be here in half an hour. No other answers.' Malmes~ 
bury was to be Secretary for the Col., Canning for the F.O., 
and myself Leader of the· H. of C. and Home; Herries. C; of 
Exchequer, Henley Board of Trade, Inglis India, and the Duke 

· of Northumberland-a great card-Admiralty; Lord' Lons
dale President. Things did not look very bad. They were 
showy, but, after all, the great thing was the House of Com-
mons,· and that was not settled. · · ' ' 

While we were talking-in the library at his first house in 
St. James's Square (now Tollemache's)-Lord Ellenboro' was 
announced. He was, I think, to have been Privy SeaJ;. but 
it never came to mentioning office to him. r would have 
retired, but Lord Derby told me to go into his dressing-room, 
~hat was adjoining, on the same floor, a spacious apartment, 
amlconceal myself. In· about half an hour I heard a merry 
shout: ' Come out from your dungeon !' 

He was so gay that I was hopeful: but no ! the mighty Earl 
had refused~n the .same grounds, almost the same wor:ds, 
as Gladstone;1 · , 

'Never mind/ said Lord Derby. 'It's the House of Com
mons we must look after.' And almost as he was speaking, 
the Groom of the Chambers announced Mr. H. Corry in 
attendance. I returned to my dungeon, but was not. kept 
there very long. . . . . 

Henry Corry had not absolutely· fainted, but had turnell 
very,pale when the proposition. was made to him of becoming 
a leading member of ru Protectionist Government, and had 
declined what, as Lord Derby said, under no conceivable ·cir
cumstances, a year ago, could ever have been offered to him, 
and .which never can be offered again.2

· Lord Derby was a 
little more serious, but still up to the mark 'With Canning,' 
he said, 'we have still six Cabinet Ministers in the Commons.' 

At· two o'clock, which was now approaching, there was to 
be a general meeting:.Lord Lonsdale, Lord Malmesbury, Lord 
Granby, Beresford (Chief Whip), Sir Edward Sugden, who 
had accepted the Chancellorship, and Some others; Hcrries 
and Henley, who were also to have attended; but who were 
to have called previously, had never arrived. Just as the· 

.~ Stanley told the Queen that ' at one time LOrd Ellenborough had 
accepted, but, having been sent on a mission to Mr .. Goulburn in order to 
see whether he could convert him, ·heccamo 'home himself converted, and 
~ithdrewhis acceptance again' (Queen Victoria's Letters, memorandum- by 
Prince Albert, Fob: 27, 1851). · . . . 
' 2 An unfortunate prophecy. Henry Corry, .father of Montagu Corry, 

Lord· Rowton, was taken by Lord Derby into the Cabinet as First.Lord of 
the Admiralty in 1867, on· the resignation of Lord Cranborne, Lotd Carnar-
von, and General· Peel. · 

/ 
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servant had informed Lord Derby that these personages "?"ere 
assembled, a letter arrived from Sir Robert Inglis withdraw-
ing his assent. Lord Derby's countenance fell... "· 

However, he came in and addressed his friends with cheer-~ 
fulness and dignity (Henley had arrived). He told them that 
the Queen, as they were aware, had sent for him; that he had 
undDrtaken to try to form a Government; that he had ap}1lied 
to Mr. Gladstone and his friends, but they refused, unless Pro
tection was unequivocally relinquished; that we were there
fore thrown on our own resources; that he had written to Sir 
Stratford Canning to accept the F,O., and that Lord Lons
dale, who had consented .to be President of the Com;wil, had 
kindly agreed ·to transact the duties of F.O. until Canning 
arrived; that the Duke ofNorthumberland had consented to 
be F.L. of Admiralty; that Lord Malmesbury was to be Secre
tary of State for Colonies; that what he wanted was official · 
support in the House of Commons; that he felt coniident that 
I would completely discharge the duties of Leader of. that 
House; that- he was sure the country would be ·satisfied if 
finance were entrusted to tho experienced hands ,of Mr. 
Herries, whose unexpected absence he regretted; that Lord 
Granby would take a place in the Cabinet; that he hoped their 
friend Mr. Henley would consent to become President of. the 
Board of Trade;· that he had counted on the assistance of one 
or two more in the House of Commons, but had ·been dis
appointed, .and now should like to hear their general views 
on the matter. Lord Lonsdale followed like a man of the 
world; said it was not a time to make' difficulties; the Whigs 
were prostrate; we must support Lord D.; he would be. pro-
visional Secretary. of State. . · · , 

All this time, Henley,·whom I believe Lord Derby did not 
p~r~onally know~ or scarcely, sat on .a chair ·against the 
dmmg-room: wall, leaning with both his hands on ·an ashen 
staff, and with the countenance of an ill-conditioned Poor 
Law Guardian censured for some act of harshness.· His black 
eyebrows, which met, deeply knit; his crabbed countenance 
doubly .morose; but no thought in the face, only ill-temper, 
perp~ex1ty, and perhaps astonishment ... In the midst of. this 
Herrws was ushered, or rather tumbled, into the room, ex
claiming, 'What's all this ?' Then there were explanations 
how and why he had not .received. a letter, aiid' had not been 
there at 12 o'clock in the morning, to know that he was to be. 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. , : . 

If Henley were mute and grim, without a word, SU£\gestion, 
or resource, Herries,. who had considerable ·experience· of· 
official life, to my great surprise· was as unsatisfactory ·in a 
different manner. He was garrulous, and foresaw only diffi-

L ~ 
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culties. He seemed to be full of fear of Goulburn, who was 
to ·do this, and to prevent that, and in short render the ad
ministratiol! .of the finances by a follower of Lord Derby an 

• impossibility. We none of us then knew much about finance; 
. but the impression that Retries, who was deemed a great 

judge in such matters, contrived to convey was that our 
monetary o.ffairs were in a critical state, and that. Goulburn. 
would eat us up alive if we presumed to touch. them. It 
turned out afterwards that no difficulties of moment existed, 
but by postponing our Government we insured~as, for in
stance, in the matter of the Income Tax. 

' When Henley spoke at last, he flatly refused to_,take the 
Board of Trade: arid, being a very suspicious man, it came 
out-afterwards, as Herries told me, that he thought there w:as 
some sort of conspiracy to _throw all the difficulties of the 
Government-on himself and Herries, who would have had to 
fight the battle of the-revised Tariff, ·which these profound 

·statesmen were ·to introduce to counteract the free tl'ade 
'measures.1 ._ •. ' · 

Lord D: arid. myself exchanged looks, and I pretty well 
understood what was passing in his mind. · Lord Malmesbury 
.suggested sorile other .place to Henley, murmured something 
about the India Board; Lord Lonsdale .tried to soften him, 
into an approach to the manners of civilised society. There 
was something like the .general chatter of a. club-room, when 
Lord Derby made a sign to me, and we withdrew to the end 
o£ the room. . · · 

'This will never do !'he said~ · · 
'I am not sanguine: but don't he in a hurry.' 
After a few remarks on the extraordinary scene he returned 

to· the table: There was silence, and hegave it as his;opinion 
that it was his duty to decline the formation of a Government, 
and particularly from his inability to find members of the 
·House of Commons who were prepared to co-operate with him. 

Sir Edward Sugden, though he lost a peerage, agreed with 
Lord Derby; Lord Lonsdale: seemed disappointed, Malmesbury 
distressed; Herries and Henley said nothing. Beresford franti
cally rushed forward .and took Lord Derby aside, and said 
there were several men he knew waiting at the Carlton ex
pecting to be sent for, and implored Lord Derby. to reconsider 
his course. Lord Derby inquired impatiently, 'Who was at 
the Carlton•?' Beresford said, 'Deedes.' 2 ; 

' Pshaw !' exclaimed Lord D. 'These are not names I can 
. 1 Malmesbury, describing this meeting in his diary· under date 'Feb. 28, 
1851; says that 'Dlnaeli did not conceal his anger at [Henley's] -want of 

.-courage and interest in the matter.' · · 
2 :M.P_. .. for East Kent, . .- ,, 
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put before the Queen. Well, my lords and gentlemen, I am 
obliged to you for your kind attendance here to-day: but t.he 
thing is finished. Excuse my leaving you, but I must wnte 
to the Queen at once.' 

We dispersed: lingering in the hall, Lord -Lonsdale said,. 
'Never was such an opportunity lost. They were prostrate. 
We ought to have dissolved Parliament to-morrow.' 

' The bee.t thing tha Country party can do,' said Malmes
. bury, 'is to go into the country. There is not a woman in 
London who will not laugh at us.' 

Herries, who seemed annoyed that all was over, kept 
mumbling about not having received his summons till three 
o'clock:· and that he remembered Governments which were 
weeks forming. Henley continued silent and grim. Beres
ford looked like a man who had lost his all at roulette, and 
kept declaring that he believed Deedes was a first-rate man 
of business.1 

Disraeli was always in these earlier years for the bold 
course, and Stanley, who knew his feelings, tried to con
vince him that their failure was inevitable. 

From Lord Stanley. 

ST. ·JAMES's SQUARE, Feb. 28, 1851.-.•. I am afraid 
you are not satisfied with the result of our deliberations yester
day. The more I reflect on the state of the case, the more I 
am satisfied it was inevitable, however mottifying to us as a 
party; and I think giving the explanation in the sense you 
~uggested will save the (J,mour propre of our friends, as far as 
It can be saved. I have only seen Hardwicke this morning. 
He is convinced we did right. I am sure we had got to the 

_,,point at which boldness would have degenerated. into rash-
ness. · 

Disraeli concludes his narrative of the crisis thus.-

A~ the . Government had resi,gned, and Ldrd Derby had 
declmed, It was necessary to extricate the Court, and every
body else, from an embarrassing and almost absurd position; so 
the Queen--after sounding Lord Aberdeen2 (I believe), who 
shrank from the proffer-to act in a strictly constitutional 

1 Stanley's 'statement in the House of Lords on Feb. 28 adds the informa
tion that he offered the Foreign Office unsuccessfully to Lord Aberdeen and 
to Lord Canning in succession. Also, one mem her who was prevented joining 
his Ministry' by the pressure of extensive private affairs' must be Thomas 
Baring. . · · ' 

2 The application to Aberdeen was before, not after, the second summons 
to Stanley. · 
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manner; sent for the Duke of Wellington, who, of course, 
advised Her Majesty to request her late Ministers to continue 
in office. After all was arranged, His. Grace called OJ) Lord 
Derby and talked over affairs. He evidently thought them 
very satisfactory for Lord Derby, and generally for his_ old 
political friends; with 'Yhom His Grace always sympathised. 
Thus he summed up the position: 'Well! they are.!n the mud, 
and now you can look about you.' . . ·. 

The Duke of Wellington eontempl,ated the ;reunion•of the. 
Conservati:ve _party under Lord Derby when the ne;xt and 
inevitable crash took place. · I did not take that view. The .. 
extraordinary oircumstanc~s of 1851 brought their moral to 
me, but it was different from, the D; of W. The Whigs might 
be in the m:ud, but it was clear to me that another party was 
not in a more clean predicament. . 

One thing WIJ.S established-"--;-that every public- man of 'ex
- perience and influence, however slight, had declined to act 

under Lord Derby unless th13 principle of Protection were 
unequivocally renounced. . 

. ' - . . 

Disraeli was seriously. depressed at the timidity and 
mismanagerrientwhich haddashed the cup of office froni 
his lips. And he must have shared the annoyance of the 
party generally at the tenus in wJ:lich S~anley, in his 
statement in' the _House of Lords, contra~ted the ine;peri
ence of his own friends in the House of Commons with_the 
experience and talents of the Peelites .. · He -sympathised. 

_ with the disgust of that stout old Protectionist Chris-
. topher, . who. wrote' to. him. that, as official experience 
could not be learnt in opposition, the party must appar~ 
ently wait till the Greek Kalends to acquire it: ;Jn• his 
letters in the' next couple of months to his sister he talks 
of the 'impenetrable clouds ' in which public· affairs are 
involved, costing .. him 'great trouble, and harass, and 
anxiety.' He intends 'to make another great rally of the 
party; but· I fear it is too late.' Whatever his private 
reflections may have/been, he did not slacken, but .rather 
increase, his efforts to e;_tricate his party froin the 'mud ' 
of Protection, so that they might be more prepared for 
offi,ce on the next occasion; and to· plunge their ·op
ponents deeper in their own 'mud,' the futile Eccle~i
astical Titles Bill. · When Russell's Ministry returned to 

" i_ 
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office, they reduced their unlucky measure to a simple 
prohibition, .under penalty, of the assumption of the new 
titles. Still, the debate on the second reading extended · 
over seven days. Disraeli made a short, scoffing speech 
on the last night. 'What a mockery,' he said, alluding 
to the practice in Ireland. ' when Her Majesty's Ministers 
themselves be-grace and be-lord these individuals, that 
they should now. propose penal enactments because they 
arc treated by tl1!3 rest of Her Majesty's subjects with 
respect and with honour !' The Bill legislated against 
phrases, and not against facts. It asserted no principle, 
and was a mere spiteful enactment. But he could not 
agree with the line taken by the Peelites. In the speech 
of Gladstone, who preceded him, he discerned a reluctance 
to accept the royal supremacy over the Church of Eng
land. Graham had threatened the House with civil ,'\·ar 
.in Ireland, and this gave Disraeli the opportunity for a 
remarkable deliverance on Irish policy : 

It is utterly impossible that Ireland can be again governed, 
openly or covertly, directly orindirectly, on the principle of 
Protestant ascendancy; but equally certain it is. that no 
Government can exist which is not faithful and devoted to 
the .Protestant Constitution of this country. In its main
te,nance are involved greater interests than the existence of a 
Government, the fate of a Crown, and the destinies of an 
Empire; and, trust me, among alL the blessings which it 
insures to us, not the least important and not the least precious 
are the. civil and religious liberties of the Catholics ·them
selves. 

The Bill · passed through its various stages by 
enormous majorities, Disraeli constantly taunting the 
Government on their high-sounding words and trumpery 
prop~sals: Punch, in a famous cartoon, depicted 
Russell as a little boy who chall~ed lip 'No Popery~ 
on Cardinal Wiseman's door, and then ran away. Dis-c 
raeli's criticism throughout was .on these lines. They 
were meeting· ·by· ~petty religions persecution,' 'petty 
penal legislation,' what Russell had declared to be part 
of a conspiracy against the civil and political liberties of 
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Europe. Almost all the session was wasted ·over .this 
measure; but, as was generally predicted, alike by'Peelite 
opponents and by Conservative ·supporters, the Act :was 
never put into operation, was gradually forgotten, _and 
then tW'en:ty years afterwards was quietly repealed.' ·But. 
the Government had undoubtedly been rolled ih · the 
'mud.' · -

Disraeli 's other task, to extricate his friends from their 
own mire, was not so ea:sy. His memorandum of the 
sixties, ·the beginning of which we have already quoted,1 

,..-- relates the development of the difference between htmself 
.and Stanley ·on Protection, and the action which he took 
after the failure.ofFebruary, 18_51. 

In 18.50'the relations between L~rd D. [then Lord. Stanley] 
and myself had become more cordial.2 I h:1d become the sole 
and recognised leader of 'the Tory party in the House of 
Commons, and had . begun to shake the Mi1iistry by niy 
motions oil Agricultural Relief. The .possibility of 'a Pro• 
tectionist Government 'began to be talked about. I attempted 
on .several occasions to bring Lord Derby to bear. on the sub
ject of Protection, but I soon found that his prejudices on the 
subject; and his distrust of me with regard to it, were not to 

·be easily removed. _. _ · . · ' . : · 
The ludicrous catastrophe of 1851 determined nie no longer 

to trifle·with the question, and I laid before hini my' views; 
that he .ought .to seize the opportunity afforde~ by his not 
being able to .serve his sovereign, in conseq'ui:mce of inability · 
to form an administi·ation on the Protective principle, pub· 
licly to relinquish that ground, so that he blight, be free to 
act with other statesmen, and thus, Sir Robert Peel being no 
more, place himself at the head of the reconstructed Con-

\ servative party. _I also in a full and ·unequivocal manner 
inipressed him with my conviction, and the grounds for that 
conviction, that he misapprehended the feeling of the country 
ori the subject, and even of his own· friends; and I assured 
hun, with no mean opportunities of· observatidn on the 

· I_natter; that the agricultural classes in the main looked upon 
a recurrence to Protection as an impossibility, and looked 
upon its advocacy as . an obstacle to practically remedial 
measures. _ I intimated that ever.y year, from the necessity 

1 Ch. 8. . . . . · ... 
2 In May, lSGO, Stanley ohanged the formal 'My dear sir' of his letters 

to his chief lieutenant, to ' Dear Disraeli.' 
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of things, a recurrence to an abrogated policy becomes more 
difficult, and I impressed upon him that I already saw changes 
in the state of affairs which indicated that the pressure on the 
land was diminishing. 

Disraeli was unsuccessful in his attempts to persuade 
Stanley publicly to relinquish the protective principle; 
but he must have made a considerable impression by his 
representations, as the position which Stanley took up in 
his statement in the House of Lords after the crisis was 
of a moderate character. It was, first, that the income 
tax should not be allowed to degenerate into a permanent 
tax; second, that there should be a moderate counter
vailing duty on corn; and, finally, that the question of 
Prot.eetion niust be settled, once and for ever, at the next 
General Election. If the country proved to be against 
it, Stanley would bow respectfully to its decision. He 
had no desire to reverse, but only to modify, Peel's com
mercial system. Disraeli was quite disposed to accept 
Stanley's view about the income tax. ·But· he was op
posed to insistence upon. a countervailing duty on corn, 
because, though he held it to be .right in principle, it was· 
no longer possible of attainment. He cordially agreed 
that the question of Protection must ~ finally decided at 
the next General Election, but with the important proviso 
that the Conservative party should not go to the country 
identified, as a party, with Protection. He was confident 
that the· country would maintain the new commercial 
system; and he was determined to make-it clear that 

. there was an important section of the party, headed by 
himself, who only asked for a verdict in favour of com
pensation to agriculturists, and not of Protection in any 
shape. With this view, though without any open breach 
with his chief, he pressed on several occasions during 
the remainder of the session the policy he had advocated 

·in his motion on agricultural distress in February. .He 
first fell upon ·Wood's amended Budget,· which, 
while abolishing the window tax and establishing an 
inhabited house duty, withdrew the small grant-in-aid to· 
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local authorities. The orthodox Free Traders had fright
ened the Chancellor of the· Exchequer from this act of 
justice, which, petty as it was, was the. admission of a 
principle-a principle, it may be .added, which, though 
Disraeli's own efforts were unsuccessful, has long since 
been accepted by both political parties· in this country~ 
Disraeli proceeded to make one· more effort to get 
Parliament to accept the view that in any readjust
ment of taxation regard should be had to a6rricultural 
distress. · He earnestly disclaimed· any desire to ·set 
country against town, and so he made no objection to the 
repeal of the window tax. But he once !}lOre appealed to 
the House, not, indeed; to revert to an ' abrogated ' p~licy 
-the constant repetition of' the epithet is a feature- of 
his speeches at this period-'-but to adopt some plan of 
compensation to the land by the relief of either rates or 
taxes; He hoped that 'the spirit of the great departed ' 
would not be· evoked to stand between an abundant 
Treasury and suffering farmers:· Stanley's pronounce
ment in favour of a countervailing duty on corn lost Dis
·raeli the support he had received in the preyious year 
from Gladstone; who averred that he could -ho longer 
believe· that the Protectionists were ready to· acquiesce 
in. the ·new·. commercial system. Bright, however, said 
he gathered from Disraeli 's speeches that he was convincieq 

. that any project of returning to Protection was a delusion. 
No doubt Bright's. perception of Disraeli's meaning was 
quickened by expressioi1s used to him in private. · But 
the ·whole drift of Disraeli's recent language could hardly 
be mistaken by an unprejudiced observer. The division,1 

·· 263 against 250, was better, by one, than that in-February; 
but even the fact of getting within 13 ofthe Government 
forces failed to restore Disraeli's spirits. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
Sund~y, .April 13, -1851.-I rose EO late on. Saturday, .not 

having got to bed the previous night: till past four o'clock, 
that I could riot write you 'a line, and give you tidings of th_e 

1 ·April 11 
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division, which has very much inspirited our friends; though 
the truth is, it now turns out, that we ought to have won, or 
at least reduced the ma.jority to an almost infinitesimal 
quantity. However, our blood is up again, though I fear we 
shall never regain the occasion so sa.dly lost. In February 
the Whigs were prostrate, and even if beaten now, of which 
I have little < r no hope, th y will be formidable and well
organised foes. I spoke to. my satisfaction, which is rarely 
the case. We shall go to Hughenden on Tuesday, thus closing 
a campaign seldom equalled for its events, its excitement, its 
chagrin_ and wasted energies. 1 am sorry, very, that I could 
not come do~ to see you before I went away, but, indepen
dently_ of the painful absorption of my pursuits, I have had 
little heart for the expedition. May, perhaps, may bring 
brighter skies and fortunes, though we cannot complain .of for
tune, orily of our inveterate imbecility, which could not avail 
itself of her abundant favours .... 1 

To Lady Londonderry. 

HUGHENDEN, April20, 1851.-: .. With respect to politics, 
the situation is this: The Whigs having become again elate; 
and talking of a working majority of .fifty, I took advantage 
of a clear error of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the re- · 
construction of the Budget-viz., the omission of the once 
proffered relief of the landed interest, and forced them once 
more to a trial of strength. I did it entirely on my own 
responsibility. Some of our friends-! might say many
faint-hearted after all that had occurred, were prophetic of 
overwhelming defeat, and believed the braggadocio of the 
Government, that they would have a majority of 80 ! Their 
majority was only a bare one-13, one less thari on my . 
previous struggle at the beginning of the year. But the 
annoying thing is that, disheartened and misled by the enemy, 
enough of our good nien were absent to have gained the 
victory ! Among them, I am sorry to say, were the two 
sons of your great house. I did not much count on Castle- ·""
reagh, but I am, for many reasons, annoyed about Seaham. 

·However, we 'must forget. it. Four men who voted for my 
first motion voted against me this time, making alone a dif
ference of 8 ! In fact, the enemy was in our power, had not 
some of our friends mistaken their wooden guns fol well
proved ordnance. The effect of this division .. however, has 

· sho~n that the Whigs are as weak as before, our troops have 
gone in great spirits into the country, and the after-Easter 
campaign will be a very active one. We shall certainly try 

J, 
1 Letters, pp. 238, 239. 

3tl* 
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to knock up the Govermhent again, if only for the fun of the 
thing: But, seriously, Stanley has obtained some adherents 
whom he did not reckori on, and is prepared to take the helm, 
and I think will display a personnel for which the world does " 
not give his Cabinet credit. . . 

The struggle after Easter will, I anticipate, be rather of a 
religious than a fiscal or agricultural character. The Papal · 
Bill comes on in Committee on the 5th. No doubt the Pro
testant party will move resolutions to make it more efficient, 
and no one; however learned in the House of Commons, can 
anticipate t4e consequences. There is no lull in the anti
Catholic feeling in this country; on the contrary, the middle 
.classes are more alarmed than ever. The recent conversions 
sustain the excitement. James.Hope, the glory and boast of 
Scotland, and who was to have been Sir Robert Peel's next 
Lord Advocate, the bos.om friend of Gladstone, joined the 
true faith about a fortnight ago. Archdeacon Manning, the 
spiritual adviser of Sidney Herbert, about the same time, and, 
horrible to. say, was received not merely by the -Oratoriari.s as 
Father Newman was-the Oratorians being a sort of Papis
tical Wesleyans-but by the Jesuits, whom he has joined. 

·'He was received in Farm Street Chapel, or rather Jesuit 
Church. The whole of the clergy of one of the principal 
churches in'Lee.ds have gone over in a body; and part of their 
·congregation. The people of this ,country are really very 
agitated, and it is difficult to calculate .the extent.of the con
sequences, were a man of very great station and ·abilities'to 
put himself at the head of the Protest~,tnt movement. Some 
think that Gladstone has already joined :I{,ome; S. Herbert is 
looked upon with a _very suspicious eye; but the most remark
ablerumol1r is a local one, told me by Lord Henry Bentinck
viz., that the Duke of Newcastle1 is about to bow to the· 
Vatican! But I confess, notwithstanding my safe authority, 
I am very incredulous as to this last. • . . ; 

To Sarah Disraeli. 

GROSVENOR GATE, May 24._:.Yesterday our chief won the 
Oaks, a compensation _for his other loss, or, as some think : 
(not I), an omen of recovering it. The day before we met 
him at the Hardwickes'-a sort of Cabinet dinner (Cabinet of 
St. Germains), the Malmesburys, Redesdale, Herries, etc. 
On Wednesday we went to the Great Exhibition. You must 
contrive to go, if only for once, as I did. Any day you like 
to come up Mary Anne will go with you, who· by that· time 
will know all the points, for ·one wants a guide. , . . 

1 Lincola, tho Peelite, had succeeded his father as 5th Duke of Newcastle 
on Jan. 12. 1851. · · 
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I met at Sta-nley's the other day the new Irish M.P, Mr. 
Whiteside/ who promises, which is much more than our 
political prospects do. I am not in much spirits for writing, 
but .send this lirre to keep up the chain, and show that you are 
not forgotten .... 2 

The Great Exhibition in Ryde Park, which was opened 
by the Queen on May l, was a godsend for the Govern
ment, by. diverting public attention from their blunders. 
It was a temple of Free Trade, and therefore not popular 
with the extreme Protectionists, who regarded it as facili7 

tating the entry of foreign wares to compete with home · 
products. Colonel Sibthorp described it as an ' un
wieldy, ill-devised, unwholesome castie of glass,' but his 
leader, with more propriety, if in his most courtier-like 
manner, as 'that enchanted pile which the sagacious· 
taste and the prescient philanthropy o£ an aecomplished 
and enlightened Prince have raised for the glory of Eng
land, and the delight and instruction of two hemispheres.' 
This discrepancy of feeling was not the only sign of the 
gap which Disraeli's educative policy on the hopelessness 
of Protection was opening between· him and his more 
reactionary supporters. 

A motion by Hume on May 2 to limit the grant of the 
income tax to one year, instead of the three proposed by 
the Chancellor o£ the Exchequer, afforded Disraeli the 
opportunity of defeating the Government once more, and 
at the same time of making his own position clearer. 
Hume explained that his object was to obtain the revision, 
not the removal, ·of a tax which in its present form was 
unequal and unjust. But he was seconded by Alderman 
Thompson, a Protectionist, who expressed the view that 
a portion of the revenue should be raised by a duty on 
foreign· corn; and supported. by Granby, who declared 
himself against direct taxation. Cobden, though he was 
in favour of a revision of the tax, ~ould do nothing to 
endanger the principles for the establishment of which it 
. 1 .Afterwards .Solicitor-General and Attorney-General for Ireland in the 

Derby-Dismeli Administrations, ahd ultimately Chief Justice of Ireland . 
.2 Lettei-8, p. 240. 
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was . imposed,; .and Wood protested against placing 
£5,000,000 of annual revenue in je.opardy. Disraeli at
tempted, not very successfully, to show that Granby ~nd 
others were not advocating a duty on foreign corn; but 
retorted, with more success, on Cobden, who now Rpoke 
of the income .tax as the foundation of the new commer
cial system, his denunciations of it in 1845. Then Cobden 
said it was 'a fungus growing from the tree of m6nopoly '; 
'one great monopoly, the Corn Law,_ alone renders that tax 

~ necessary.' This was the way, said D_israeli, that public • 
opinion was ' doctored and drilled.' It was intolerable that 

· men wh<? had niade speeches of that sort should charge 
, those who objected to income tax with putting forward 

that objection. as a mask under which to attempt to 
get back abrogated laws. That was a 'stale old ruse.' 
Russell, in his reply, showed that he perfectly understood 
both Disraeli's policy and his difficulty, They never had, 
he said, a question brought forward in that House with 
regard to loca~ taxation, or the nialt tax, or any matter 
affecting the landed interest or the generaltaxation of the 
country, ·but some of Disi:aeli's supporters got up and , 
made the avowal, 'After·an, our real object is the restora~ 
ti9n of Protection.' ' Then Disraeli had always to rise 
after. them and- say, 'Don't take them at their word; 
whatever you may have h,eard, I did not bear it.' Indeed, 

· Disra.eli always seemed to be·in siHih a situation that he 
did not hear a word of. Protection. He would get tired, . 
if his friends were not more prudent. If they would 
ahvays march forwar(!. when he wished them to keep back, 
be would, Russell thought, at last say, 'Upon my word, 
you are too bad; I will not march through Coventry with 
you any more.' Government were beaten by a majority 
offourteen, but the differences among the Opposition 
could not be concealeq. There was.great disinclination, 
tho Whip reported;• to support Disraeli on June 30, 
when he followed up the victory over the income tax 
with a motion that, as that tax could-no longer certainly. 
be depended upon, and the surplus was therefore prob-
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lematical, it would be wrong to make any material sacri
fice of public income in effecting changes of taxation. The 
result waB a minority of 113, in spite of the votes of 
Gladstone and Sidney Herbert. · 

The speech delivered on that occasion has a special 
interest as the considered utterance on the general prin
ciples of financial policy of one who was shortly to assume 
the mantle of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. He laid 
down in the course of it several principles, many of which 
are eminently· sound. 'If you have to raise in a country 
like England a revenue of the· amount which we. at 
present do raise, it would be quite impossible to ·obtain 
such results by adhering strictly to any particular mode 
of taxation. I feel convinced that the greater the number, 
the more various the means of supply, the greater will be 
the facility for raising the revenue.' 'Direct taxat,ion 
should be as general as indirect taxation,' is another of his 
maxims: The fault of the income tax, imposed py Peel 
for a temporary object, was that it was on too narrow a . 
basis. ' If you maintain that the essence of direct taxa
tion is that it should be limited to a class, that it should 
be founded on large exemptions, it is not so much a direct 
tax as a forced contribution. It is a tax upon capital. 
It is a constant invasion of the fund which is employing 
labour.' As to other kinds of direct taxation, ' a house 
duty is a duty as just in principle as can well be conceived.' 
A ::ourplus should not be frittered away. 'It is much 
wiser, if you have a surplus, to do something that is effi- · 
cient-to discover what interest is most suffering, what 
tax most oppressive, the remission of what duty would 
give the most elasticity to trade, or add most to the 
comfort and the happiness of the community, . than to 
hold as a matter of course that the commercial class, the 
agricultural class, the inhabitant of the town, and the ship
builder, should each have his share.' On what principle 
should taxes be chosen for remission~ 'I am not one 
of those whO think that th~re is any abstract, excellence 
in a Customs duty-I am not one of those who think that, 
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as a rigid rule, or even as a general rule, you should remit 
an Excise duty in preference to a Customs duty.' ' I 
think, if there be a particular interest in the country · 
which is subject to great difficulty, is experiencing great 
distress, and incurring a long and continual depression, 
that it is the duty of the Ch;tncellor of the Exchequer ... 
to see whether the remission of any tax would tend to 
relieve· it.' It was most important to· do nothing to 
shake public credit. _ How was it that this little island · 
produced a revenue greater than so many vast dominions 1 
What was the magic spell 1 ' It is that in this country 

·we have associated our material interests with the in
spiration of a great moral principle, and that we have 
built up public wealth on the foundation of public credit. 
That is 'the choicest production of the British Isles, more 
precious than all the harvests of tropic climes, than all 

· the_ gems of Golconda, or the auriferous deposits of the 
sierras of the Pacific.' 

The repudiation of the theory that_ Customs duties are 
to be specially encouraged is a- mar ked ~eature of the 
speech. Another feature was what his sister called the 
' burning caustic ' applied to an independent Conservative 
member who had criticised his ag;ricultural motions. 

The hon. me!Jlber for Berkshire (Philip Pusey1) has lately 
made some comments upon my Parliamentary career, which 
would have been less inconvenient, and certainly not less 
ingenuous, if they had been made here, and in my presence. 
The hon. gentleman is of opinion that the motions which I 
have brought forward were futile motions; and, secondly, that 
in bringing them forward the mover of them was insincere. 
These are very harsh opinions. It is possible that the motions 
which I have brought forward with the_twofold object I have . 
mentioned may have been futile, but at any rate motions that, 
have been supported by a large party in the House of Com- · 

1 An e~inent agriculturist, who had become a Free Trader; 'by his 
lineage, his estate, his rare accomplishments and fine abilities, one of the 
most distinguished "country gentlemen who ever sat in the House of Com- -
mons,' to quote Disraeli's posthumous praise of P1,1sey in 1875. At' the 
General Election in 1852, .after holding the seat for seventeen years, ·he 
'was_ obliged,' in .Greville~s words, 'to retire from Berks'; and-a regular 
supporter of Disraeli was elected in his place. · 
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mons have· upon their surface prima facie symptoms of nqt 
being considered altogether inefficient. It is possible that a 
member who brings forward a motion may be insincere, but 
it is difficult to penetrate the bosoin of any man. We should 
rather give him credit for motives more natural, more obvious, 
and more charitable. I may hav~ been mistaken, and not 
insincere; my reason may have been misled, vanity may have 
misguided me; I may have been a foolish man or a vain man; 
it is better to think that than that I should be an insincere 
man. At any rate, my motives under the circumstances may 
remain a question of controversy. But what are we to say 
of a member of Parliament who, when motions are brought 
forward which he believes to be futile, by a gentleman who 
he is convinced is insincere, omits no opportunity of following 
him into the same lobby, and supporting him by his suffrage? 

The leadership to which Disracli . had attained was 
indeed no bed of roses; and, in spite of the apparent 
imminence of a Conservative administration, at least · 
twice in the year between the faihu·e of February, 1851, 
and the success of February, 1852, he seems to have 
been more than half inclined to give up the thankless 
task' which in the winter of 1848-49 he had been so 
eager to undertake. On. June 5 Thomas ·Baring pro
posed a motion to prevent th:- adulteration of coffee 
by mixing chicory with it; and Edward Stanley made an· 
. admirable· speech. on the same side. 1'he Government 
resisted the motion, and were supported hy several Pro- . 
tectionists, like Trollope and Tyrell, on the gro:und that 
chicory was a home product, and therefore to blend it 
with foreign coffee should·not be treated as adulteration. 
But for this help, Ministers, who only had a majority of 
five votes, would have suffered another defeat; and Dis
raeli, discouraged by the ill-success of his efforts·, and im
pressed by the mover's talents, appears to have tried to 

· get Baring to come forward as leader in his place. Baring 
was disposed to regard the suggestion as persiflage, but, 
if it· was to be treated seriously, said that he was incapaci
tated for a prominent position by want of ability, educa
tion, and ·energy, and that he preferred his occupations 
and his independence to political responsibility. 
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To Thomas Baring~ 

[June 6, 1851.]-... The more I reflect upon what passed 
between us,_the. more I am convinced that the suggestion I 

-made, after long deliberation; was a right one for all persons 
and-interests'concerned. But I feel that it was crudely made. 
It required for success the opportunities of habitual intimacy. 
I was so sensible of the imperfect manner in which I had laid 
the matter open to you that I had intended in the country to; 
have drawn up a memorandum for your private eye, in which 
I·would have endeavored t9 place the subject in_ a complete 
light, ·to calculate the contingencies of the political world, and 
to indicate the means by which the too liniited base of the 
party might be expanded into a broader and really conserva, 
tive foundation. But I £eel that the effort would be useless. 
· I can assure you that I am in no mood for persijlq,ge.- Totally 
irrespective of all persona1 considerations, .,which I trust I 
never intrude, I ani naturally grievously distressed at leaving 
in so forlorn a condition a body of gentlemen who have con
ducted themselves towards me with great indulgence- and 
cordiality, and .for many of whom I entertain a sincere affection. 

Nothing came of this overture to Baring, and Disraeli's 
:despondency about the position continued. 

'Lord Malmesbnry to Lord .Derby. 

AcHNACARRY, Aug. 19, 1851.__:_ ... I saw Disraeli the 
day before I 1eft town. He ·seemed to me to be very much 
down, and full of fancies, one of which was that Grahain 
wished .to serve under you ;:ts leader ofthe H. of Commons. 
Whether he feared this as pushing him (D.) from his stool, or 
wished it as giving you a better chance of forming a Govern-._ : 
ment; I could not make out, but one thing is certain-viz., · 
that he wants to throw over' ProteCtion.' . . . Dizzy means 
to be perfecyy quiet during the recess. . . . .-_. 

The thirteenth Earl of Derby, who was an eminent::~ 
naturalist, but who had never taken a prominen:t part in 
public life, died on June 30 of this year, and Disraeli's 
chief succeeded to the title. which he was three times to 
inscribe on the roll_ of Queen Victoria's Prime Ministers; 
while Disraeli's friend and political pupil, Edward Stanley; • 
became in turn by courtesy Lord Stanley. In the struggle 
which was now proceeding within the party' over the 
abandonment of Protecti<;>n, the two Stanleys; as we have 
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seen, took opposite sides. The father, who had incurred 
the reproach of lukewarmness for the cause in 1846-
1848, was now untimely resolute and Disraeli's principal 
obstacle; while the son,- who had not entered the House 
of Commons till after Bentinck's death, had been almost 
a Free Trader from the beginning, and was Disraeli's 
warmest supporter in. opposing policies of exclusion and 
restriction. Disraeli took the. opportunity of two agri
cultural meetings in .Bucks-one at Aylesbury on Sep
tember 17, and the other at Salt Hill on October 7-to 
force the issue in a more unequivocal fashion than he 
had yet used. The harvest had been excellent; and the 
farmers, being more prosperous, were more likely to listen 
to his advice. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 

HuoHENDEN, Sept. 19, 1851. -I was at Aylesbury on 
Wednesday, where I dined with the old Society, Lowndes of 
Chesham in the chair. I made a good speech in a difficult 
position and on a difficult subject, and the meeting seemed in 
heart. I saw to-day in The Times two columns of incoherent 
and contradictory nonsense which made me blush, though I 
ought to be hardened by this time on such.subject.s. I am 
only afraid the world will think it all Delphic and diplomatic, 
and that the wordy obscu~ity was intentional, whereas I 
flattered myself I was as terse and simple as suited a farmers' 
table .... 

HUGHENDEN, Oct. 4 [? 9], 1851.:-----0n Tuesday'I went to 
Salt Hill, expecting to find Labouchere in the chair, but .he 
had not returned froni Spain, and we had a regular political 
meeting, though against the rules. It went off well. ... 1 

· - In both speeclies Disraeli claimed always to have 
spoken on the question with the utmost frankness,- and 
to be merely repeatingand enforcing what he had been 
saying-for three years in the House of Commons. When 
the protective system w:as attacked, he did his best to 
uphold it. 'No one fought more ardently, no one, I hope, 
fought more sincerely, than I did. My sab-re was notched 
from top to bottom before I ceased to struggle.' ' But 

1 Letters, pp. 241, 242. · 
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to uphold a system that exists, and to bring back a·system 
that has been abrogated, are two different things, and I 
am convinced myself that ... the protective system can 
never be brought _back unless it is the interest· of all 
classes-at least, of all classes of importance-that that 
should be the principle which should regulate the national 
industry, and unless the nation speaks out upon the ques
tion in an unmistakable manner.'· The. farmers could 
not obtain it by themselves. There must be 'an almost 
universal feeling in the country.' · ·'Protection to a par
ticular class, irrespective of all other classes, is out of the 
question;' and 'all other classes almost are aimouncing 
to us that they are profiting 'by Free Trade.· He did not 
advise them to give up the principle of Protection for· 
British Industry, but to remember that it was a system 
which no longer existed, and could· not be got back in 
a hurry. Therefore they should nat ask Ministers for a
fixed duty or a sliding scale, to cure the!r suffering; but 
for political justice and financial equity; for the reduction 
of burdens, and the removal of restrictions, on the agri-

. cultural class. It is not to be wondered .at that a leading 
farmer, at the close of the Aylesbury dinner, wanted to 
know if 'Protection' was ·a word which should be blotted 
out of our language.. _ 

Derby this time made no direct protest, but two or 
three weeks later, in a letter mainly Occupied with other· 
subjects, said that he thought Disraeli's line 'a judicious "' 
one, though of course it did not satisfy the more eager 
Protectionists,· and though I myseJf am far from thinking -
that what you suggest will fully meet the justice of the 
case, nor should I be prepared to acquiesce in it as a 
final settlement of accounts.' But the extreme party felt 
that Disraeli. had definitely made ·his choice, and would 
no longer fight for Protection. Lord Stanhope described 
the speeches as· ' most indiscreet '; and· even the faithful 
Sarah Disraeli, Wh() was inoving in very Protectionist 
circles in Herefordshire, doubted their .policy, 'One 
thing everybody is, certain of,' she wrote, 'and that is 
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that whoever puts himself at this moment courageously 
at the head of the Protectionists must be Prime Minister 
two years hence. You are throwing it away.' "\Vhat 
was of more consequence, immediately on reading the 
second speech, Granby, the recognised leader of the old 
guard, determined to resign his place on what he called 
'the tripartite committee of management.' This defec
tion was a blow to Disraeli, who was determined to carry 
the party with him. A visit of Granby to Hughenden 
did not bring the two men together. ·'Granby's visit 
was very short,' Disraeli wTote to his sister on Novem:. 
ber 17. 'He stayed long enough, however, to ask Redrup,' 
t):w village butcher, 'to whom he paid a visit with me, 
"whether there was any land that had gone out of culti-

. vation in this neighbourhood." The astonishment of 
Redrup, w:ho has just sold his barley for 30s: per quarter, 
may be conceived.' Beresford, who saw Disraeli about 
the same time in the autumn, reported to Derby on 
November 26: 'I was with Disraeli on Monday for an 
hour and a half alone, and I own I heard from him certain 
opinions which struck me as anything but, in conformity 
with the principles by which the party has been conducted 
and animated for the last five. years, and he enunciated 
sentiments which appeared to me as antagonistic to the 
policy which you have hitherto held, and by which your 
administration was to· have been guided, unless I very 
~much mistake your views.' 

Disraeli was quick to see what Granby did not see, 
and what most of the farmers refused as yet to recognise, 
that agriculture was beginning to revive, and therefore 
the restoration of Protection was rapidly ceasing to be a 
question of practical politics. As he told· Derby this year, 
the pressure on land was diminishing. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
HuGHENDEN, Oct. 17, · 1851.-I think you err in what 

you say as to the price of wheat-3s. per bushel, which would 
be 24s.- per quarter. It is still much nearer to 40s. per quarter 
ti;J.an'· 24s. At this moment, with the exception of wheat, all 
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agricultural produce is as high as the average of: the last 
twenty years-barley, oats, beans, horses and cart colts, cows, 
sheep, pigs, wool, and hay.1 It is a question yet difficult to 
solve, whether wheat. is to partake of their elevation, or they 
to sink to its depreciated level, as former experience has 
shown these disturbances of thegeneral.equilibrium to be but 
temporary. But circumstances are changed, and former ex· 
perience may not be any longer a guide in this respect. It is 
possible that agriculture may flourish without a high price of 
wheat, and without producing any. There certainly seems to 
me no ·reason for its appearance in the Chilterns, unles!;\ it 
fetches a high price. · I believe all the farmers in this district 
who have decent capital are much more than making both
ends meet.2 

Granby brought matters to a head by ~ very frank 
letter to Derby, written either in the end of Decem her 
or ~none ofthe first days of January, 

Lord Granby to Lord Derby. 

[Dec., 1851, or Jan., 1852.]-... From various causes, 
principally from my own want of energy and ability, the 
position I held was a mere nominal on~, which•! should not 
have minded if I had not also· felt_ it ,was a false one; for I 
was held responsible, and supposed to he. conversant with, 
counsels and tactics of which I knew nothing. Even this I . 
might have borne if. I had felt convinced it was for the ad: 
vantage of the party, but it seemed to me, on the contrary, 
that it was rather a disadvantage than otherwise, inasmuch 
as it cast ridicule upon us, and laid us open to the sneers and 

· taunts of our opponents. · · ' 
What, for instance, could be more absurd than our posi- · · 

tion as a great party in the debate on the Income Tax ?3 

Having to the best of my power stated what I believed to be 
the views of- the. party on that subject, Disraeli rose almost 
immediately afterwards and took an entirely different view. 
And when Charles 'Vood came and asked me what were the 
real views of the party, and whether Disraeli and Granby and . 
Herries had not consulted together previously as to the line 
to be taken, I felt that the tripartite arrangement was an 

. absurdity, and the sooner it was dissolved the better for. the 
.party. When first the Committee .was arranged, 1 proposed 

i Sarah Disraeli acknowledged her mistake _as to the price_ of wheat, but 
added: 'No ono will allow· here [in Herefordshire] that wheat is the only 
depressed article; beans are as bad, and cattle worse-and everything else 
too.' · 

2 Letters; pp. 242, 243. a See above, pp. 1119, 1120. 
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to DisraeH that we should meet once a week to talk matters 
over, and if that had been agreed to, this could npt have hap
pened. But such being the actual state of things, and the 
position of the party, it appeared to me that it was very 
desirable to free ourselves from this ridicule. And since Dis
raeli's talents and power of speech had become everywhere 
known and acknowledged I felt my name was no longer 
required, and by withdrawing I should not only follow my 
own selfish inclinations, but at the .same time (by consolida
ting the-leadership in the Commons) add weight and strength 
and unity to the Protection party. • • • · 

Granby added that he hoped· he did not undervalue 
the relief that Disraeli proposed to afford by a reduction of 
burdens, a shifting of weight, and a revision of taxation; 
but as a national policy these were inadequate. There 
were two systems before the world, and England must 
choose. He _was. himself in favour of a protective policy 
for all classes. In view of Granby's i.Lttitude, Disraeli 
had taken steps to ascertain whether the party wished 
him to continue, and whether they would give him their 
confidence and cordial co-operation. 

To Lord John Manners. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Jan. 13, 1852.-... When I came 

down here ·before Christmas, I received two letters written 
'by persons of quality,' not addressed to myself, but evidently 
written with the intention of being confidentially submitted 
t~ me: in one of which jt was frankly stated that 'Mr. D~ had 
ruined the agricultural party '; and in . the other that ' steps 
should be taken to prevent Mr. D. giving that prominence to 
the subject of local taxation in the House of Commons which 
he hitJlerto has done,' quite forg~tting that that promini:mce' 
had g1ven us last year the Government of the country. 

This being the case, and having received a very friendly 
letter from Miles about the 'Political Biography,' 1 ending by 
wishing to know our plans for the ensuing session, I thought 
it best to com:tnunicate the contents of these two letters to 
him; to detail to him the appeal of Granby; to call his atten
tion to the agricultural manifesto of November Blackwood, in 
which my policy was denounced as 'a policy of finesse;' an 
expression in conversation approvingly adopted by Granby; 
and finally stating that I considered the address of the 
National Protection Society, and the alleged causes of its 
extraordinary meeting in December, as an open vote of censure 

1 Lord George Bentinck. 
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on myself; and that under ~hese circumstances I wished him, 
as a leading .~ountry gentleman and one who had busied him
self in bringing me forward in the Protectionist party, to put 
himself in communication. . . . 

The correspondence with Miles was calculated g-reatly · 
to reassure the desponding leader. If Disraeli and Derby 
were agreed on vital points, Miles thought there would be 
no difficulty in placing Disraeli more firmly' in that posi
tion which, with unwearied assiduity, talent, and energy; 
you ha~ occupied for the last three sessions, to the ad
vantage; as I believe, of the country, and to the admira
tion of those friends-and they are more than your too 
sensitiye natui'e leads you to imagine-who, lacking 
ability in debate, and unused to contemplate and act 

· upon a wide political field, were solely removed £rom 
contempt bythe-universality of your genius and powers 
of debate.' As to Protection, although profits and wages 
were <less, trade was never in a sounder state, and -the 

· poorer Cl.asses were never better off. ' It would.· be a 
suicidal act ... to endeavour to uphold early ,next session 
the obsolete question of Protection.' By January 19 
Miles had collected, for Disraeli's in£ormtttion, the vil'lws 
of most of the leading :members of the party in the Rouse 
of Commons. With the exception of Henley, who com
plairted that the party had no well-defined principle, .and 
Stafford; who was offended~as was Henley too~by the 
famous chapter about the ·Jews in Lord George Bentinck, 
then jnst published, there was a chorus of 'approval both 
of Distaeli's leadership a:ndl>t his policy in declining to 
call for Protection. Herries earnestly deprecated any 
personal changes, and thought a spontaneous Protectionist 
attack would be a most inexpedient course. Similat 
sentiments were expressed, generally in· more cordial 
language, by Baring, Bankes, Troll ope, H. Baillie ; March, 
for his father the Duke of RiGhrnond and himself; Wor" 
cester, ·£or his father the Duke of Beaufort and himself; 
Jolliffe, who held that Protection for wheat would never . 

·he obtained by any direct act of legisla:tion; and 
Christopher, who thought that, 'like all m:eri of genius,' . ' 
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Disraeli was too sensitive. Buller considered this 
sensitiveness, in the circumstances, very natural. 

Sir John Yarde Buller to William Miles. 
DILHORNE HALL, Jan. 21, 1852.-... I am not surprised 

at his sensitiveness, for the way in which he is spoken of by 
Protectionists at the Carlton must have reached his ears; add 
to which' I do think that we in the House of Commons have 
not ,placed him in the position he ought now to fill-namely, 
that of our one acknowledged leader -and I am ready to 
assist in placing him in that position. I have used t}J.e word 
'now' because, when first Mr. Disraeli was mentioile.a 'as the 
successor of Lord George, I thought I saw the difficulties that 
were about him, and I ventured to say to some of our friends 
that I thought it would be better not to constitute him our 
leader then, but to wait till by his talent and by his manage
ment of our cause he had won the place. I think that he has 
done so, and I am ready to place my confidence in him. . • • 

From William Miles. 
LEIGH CoURT, [Jan. 20, 1852].-I have received your kind 

invitation to dinner on Monday the 30th, to talk o.ver tho 
Queen's Speech; a11d I shall have muc?.pleasure in attending 
upon you on that day. This is as it ought to be, Ld. Derby 
receiving the Lords, and yourself the Commons; and I do 
hope that, th.rough Jolliffe's exertions, asperities may have 
been so smoothed down that we may be enabled to have at 
your house' the meetings of the Commons this session, as I 
want you. to be thoroughly recognised as our leader, mouth
piece, and adviser. It will be still Lord Derby's party; but 
the very fact of heretofore having always met at Lord Derby's 
for necessary discussion has led to the surmise that a want of 
confidence existed in the party towards yourself. 

Now, as Lord Derby and yourself have, as I believe, always. 
agreed, I think it would frequently be for his lordship's con
venience that you should occasionally meet the Commons, and 
yourself explain what should be the united tactiCs of the 
party. You would thus become much better. more generally, 
known to individuals, and would; I feelconfident;by degrees 
acquire that confidence which may now be wanting to make 
our party complete. . . . 

This correspondence was most gratifying to Disraeli; 
but its underlying condition, as Miles constantly pointed 
out, was that Disraeli and Derby should be in agreement. 
The misfortune was that they we~e not. 
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From Lord Derby. 

Oonfide_ntial. KNOWSLEY, Jan. 18, ·1852;-As I· ~m sure 
that our communications ought to be without reser.ve, I have 
no hesitation in writing to you on the subject of a correspon-. 
deuce which I have seen between Mr. Knox of the Morning 
Herald, and Mr. "S. Phillips, in consequence of the former 
having refused to insert a. leading article sent by the former 
(sic), -urging the necessity of the abando.nment of Protection; 
to whic~ Mr. Phillips replies that ~he knows exactly' the 
wishes and views of Lord Derby,' and urges the necessity of 

• ··preparing the way, by a series of articles, for my abandoning. 
as soon as I take office, the very question which placed in my . 
hands the lead of the party. It is no very high compliment 
to my honesty that I should be supposed capable of medi
tating such a proceeding, even were I more anxious than I 
am to· undertake the labour and responsib!lity of office; and 
I should have looked upon this assertion as only an unwar
rantable piece of presumption on the part of Mr. Phillips had 
he not, while refusing to name the person: from whom he 
derived his information, made use of terms which would lead 
to the inf0rence i.hat he spoke in consequence ·of communica- • 
tions which he had had with you . 
. Now, I knqw that you do not entertain any very strong 

idea that ihe result of the approaching election will be such 
as to render. possible the reimposition of even a moderate 
duty on foreign corn; and I am ready to say again, 'as I have. 
said already, that if that should prove to be the .case, 1 was ·. 
not prepared indefillitely to maintain a hopeless struggle: but· 
until the country ::;hall so have pronounced its opinion; I . 
shall niaintai!l my opinion, that on the grounds both ·of 
finance and of national interests a reimposition of duties ori 
imports, including corn, is desirable, and shall seek to enforce 
and uphold a policy founded ori that opinion; nor should I 

. think it fair or becoming secretly to instruct our agents in the 
Press to throw cold water on the prospect of aVaining that 
which our friends are· desirous of attaining{· and which has 
formed one of the chief bonds of our union. If, therefore, 
Mr. Phillips has referred to you, I am quite sure that he must 
wholly have mistaken any expressions of yours which have 
led bini to form the inferences he apparently· has done; and ~ 
as I believe that you are in frequeat communication with 
him, you will. oblige me by correcting the misapprehension 
under _which he apparently labours- as to my ' views and· 
wishes,' and also by hinting to him that he has .no authority 
to be the exponent of my opinions, which, wheri necessary, I 
prefer explaining for myself. The time is very critical~the 
game"is, I believe in our hands; but in order to be played with 
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ultimate success, it must be played honestly· and manfully, 
and to take office with the purpose of throwing over, volun
tarily, the main object of those who have raised us to it is to 
follow too closely an exemplm- 1.itiis imitabile, to which I never 
can submit; ... 

As we meet on Thursday at Burghley, we shall have full 
opportunity to discuss our course of proceeding. 

Disraeli describes this letter as 'written apparently 
with some irritation, for which there was no cause, as I 
had no communication whatever . with the scribe to 
whose fabours it relates.' In the end of 1848 and during 
1849 Disraeli. had been frequently in communication 
with Phillips ;1 but the correspondence had ceased for 
sometime and was not resumed till July 24, 1852, when 
Phillips wrote; ' In times past I ha.d the good fortune 
to render you some service,' and suggested that he 
might be of some service again. So it was not difficult 
to pacify Derby on the personal question; but it ·was 
evident that the ' wishes and views ' referred to, if not 
Derby's, were certainly Disraeli's. · Strong, ·however, · 
in the support of the other most important members 
of the party in the Commons, Disraeli held his own in 
the Burghley conferences, though he did not convert all 
his colleagues. 

To LoTd John JJfaniwTs. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 26,"1852,-Granby has given you 
an accouat of what took place at Burghley. The affair is 
skinned over, and we must all hope the best. I cannot but 
feel that there is some degree of estrangement between Granby 
and myself, and I deplore it .. I take the blame entirely to 
myself. He has misapprehended some expressions and mis
conceived some actions. 'But explanations are seldom felici
tous, and on the eve of the momentous and critical events 
with which I have now to deal, and for the result of which, 
right or wi·ong, I must be gre.atly responsible, I mu~:;t dismiss 
the subject, tho' with regret, from my mind. . .. • 

To Samh Disraeli. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 26, 1852.-... We came from 

Burghley on' Saturday night, having· there a large party
Derbys, Salisburys, Granby, Herries, Malmesburys, etc.· Lord 

1 See Ch. 5 and Ch. 8. 
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Derby is, fortunately, very well, much thinner for his illness, 
but looking, perhaps in consequence, ten years younger. He 
is in good heart and sanguine, but I see tremendous troubles 
ahead; if not breakers,·waves mountains high .... 1 

Meanwhile Disraeli had published a book, in which he 
had sung the swan-song of Protection. The work had 
occupied his scanty leisure for a year and_ a 4alf. 

To Lord Henry Bentinck. 
[August, 1850.]-... I have always been actively desirous 

of erecting some monument, I will not say more lasting than· 
marble, to the memory of your brother. I am not myself an 
admirer of those biographies which start up at the death of 
an eminent man--precis of the moment, crudely accomplished. 
They generally bear the marks of. their hurried parentage, and 
are usually deficient in discrimination and depth, and rare,ly 
take any hold on the public mind. From this reason I should 
under any circumstances have been silent in 1848, and .\ast 
year, though often revolving the theme, Iliy time was so taken 
up in endeavouring to control the provincial movement that 
I wanted the repose necessary to its proper treatment . 
. This year, how·ever, I am resolved to be tranquil, and the 
death 'of Peel facilitates the historic treatment of our subject. 

I shall aim rather· at a delineation of political · charil.cter 
than at·a formal biography, and I .shall confine myself to the 
three years during which our lost friend. took a leading l'>art__,. 
three years which I fiud distinguished by three great :;;ubjects 
with which he identified himself. . In 1846 Protection, 1847 · 
the application of the credit of the 'State to the developmeiJ:t ' 

.of Irish resources, 1848 the relief of the,f;mgar-growing Colorii¢s ,, 
by the Legislature, in which, notwithstanding he was a mtii;e · 
Member of Parliament, he succeeded. When a complete · 
review is thus taken of his public character and achievements; · 
I think the country will understand how much might have: 

·been expected from the. man whom they have lost. ;· 
Why I particularly write to you now, tho' I should under. 

any circumstances have Written to you, is to, consult you on 
the point of the introduction of his correspondence. · 

As I wish to make a popular book that all classes may read, 
and may come home to their business and bosoms, I should 
avoid the formal publication of letters; but I think it desirable 
to introduce into thenarrative passages from his correspon
dence that may throw light upon his character, and interest 
the readers by the (ividence they offer of his personal qualities. 

For example, I purchased his corref!pondence w1th his. Man· 
chester agent. I may not extract twenty passages from .these 

1, Letters, p: 216. 
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fifty letters, but still these passages may give a lively impres
sion of his indefatigable industry and thirst for information. 
My own letters from him are numerous, and in many respects 
interesting; but they do not refer to his life in the House of 
Commons, from the natural reason that there we were always 
together. With whom was he in active correspondence during 
the Session of Parliament ? With anyone ? The Duke, for 
example? and if so, should I see these letters ? Can I ? 
Think of all these points, and let me know what you feel 
about them or any others connected with the subject. 

We go to Knebworth to-morrow, Sir E. Lytton's, for a 
week, and then to Bucks, where I shall find complete solitude,· 
and propose to dedicate my time to your brother's memory. 
I shrink from further delay from a feeling that, as far as 
I am concerned, if it be not done now it may be never 
done .••• 

To Lord John Manners. 
HuoHENDEN, Sept. 13, 1850. 

MY DEAR JoHN,-We only arrived at Hughenden yesterday, 
and your letter r~ached me this morning. We left to\vn about 
a month ago for Knebworth, where we intended to stay a few 
days, and remained a fortnight ! Bulwer has restored the 
scat .of his ancestors in a manner which a ' large-acred ' 
poet could alone imagine and accomplish. It is one of the 
best things in England: a rich Tudor edifice in an ancient 
deer-park, with towers, cupolas, glittering vanes, and em
bayed windows; within and without faultless. I find him a 
moderate Protectionist, and I think ready to act with us. 
The Lovelaces were there at the beginning of our visit, but 
latterly we were almost always alone, and nothing could be 
more agreeable. Our host is charming under such circum
stances. We took long rides every day, and went to Hatfield, 
the Hoo, Brocket, etc., etc. After this we went to Downham, 
Norfolk, and stayed a pleasant week with the William Pow
letts: a good many people there, among· them Seymour and 
Francis Baring and Hotham. 1 

· 

I have had holiday enough, and am at work at a political 
biography of Lord George Bentinck. It onght to have been 
done before, but I never have time·. The Duke of Portland 
has sent me two chests full of papers. Lord Henry says that , 
G. B. had an active conespondence with Mr. Chapman, whom 
he liked. I do not intend to publish ariy correspondence, but 
rather to insert pas~:;ages in the narrative which may illustrate 
his character and doings. I think you know Chapman very _ 
well: perhaps you would communicate with him at your con-. 
venience, and see whether he would like me to look over this 
correspondence. > 
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I wish also, at your leisure, you would throw on paper sbme 
of your general impressions of G. B.'s character and career to 
guide me;· I shall not publish it, so don't be ner.Yous. Charles 
Villiers has been very kind in doing this. He was on the W.I. 
Committee, and has given me his impressions .thereanent in a 
couple of sheets. 

I hope you are well; Give my love to G[corge] S[mythe], 
if you see him. Write to me whenever you can; as often and 
as -long as you choose. ' You are the best correspondent in 
the world. Adieu, my. dearest comrade;-D. 

'l'he workdid not make the progress that autumn which 
the author hoped for. ·He wrote to Manners in October: 
'I get on very slowly with the biography, for the subject 
expands under my pen, since it includes, in truth, every 
topic of present interest in the. political world;; and in 
December: 'G. B.'s life expands hit~ a rather great work. 

cit; ... touches op. such vast themes that the.pen often 
pauses to think.' Accordingly;. one autumn was not suffi-

. chmt, and the work occupied the·recess of 1.851 as welLas ·· 
that of nso, 'the last line of the last chapter,' as he told 
his sister, being finished ()~ December 6.' It was 'a 
mournful office,' he .wrote. to Londonderry, 'like com
memorating the exploits of the Grand Army at St. Helena.~ 

Lord George Bentinck: 4 Political Biography~ was· pub.;. 
lished in December, 1851, though, in accordance with the 

· then~common practice, it bore the date 1852 upon the 
title-page. .It was dedicated to Lord Henry Bentinck 
Disraeli told Delane-that the Book was. 't,he Parliamentary 
hist~ry, and perhaps something more, of three eventful 
ye11rs.' As the Parliamentary history of the . years 

' 1846-1848, with Bentinck as the. central figure, it has been 
necessarily the. foundation . of those chapters of this 
biography which deal with Disra.eli's political develop
ment and achievements during the period; and . this 

, aspect of it has been sufficiently illustr.ated. by reference 
and quotation, though its graphic. ch·aracter can only 
be properly appreciated by those who read it through. 

· But it is also' something more.' There are vadous digres
siO:J;l.S. in· which Disraeli puts· forward his o~ ··political 
views, most of them woven more or less closely into 
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the general narrative, but some-and one especially, 
the twenty-fourth chapter on the Jewish question
rather in the nature of excrescences; and, of course, the 
book abounds· in detached expressions and sentences of 
Disraelian. philosophy. In these respects· it holds· a 
unique position as an interpreter of his opinions ; it. is the 
one hook of his political maturity which is not cast in 
the form of fiction; and . therefore the views expressed 
in it may perhaps be taken literally· with comparative 
immunity from misconstruction. With those ex·pressed 
on the Jewish question, ()n the all-importance of race, on 
the mode of government of Europe; and on the influence of 
secret societies, we have already dealt. There are. others· 
wl1ich claim our attention. 

The position of the Crown is only op.ce touched on, 
but in an . important passage it is strongly maintained 
that the royal veto on Bills .passed by both Houses has 
not ln.psed by disuse, .but may yet in conceivable circum-
stances be employed with advantage to· the State. · · 

·· As a branch of the legislature ·whose decision is final;· and 
therefore last solicited, the opinion of the Sovereign remains 
unshackled and. uncompromised until the assent of both 
Houses has been received. Nor is this veto of the English 
Monarch an empty form.' It is not difficult to conceive the 
occasion when, supported by the sympathies of a loyal people, 
its exercise. might defeat an unconstitutional Ministry and a 
.corrupt Parliament.1 

The Crown is therefore a reserved force in the constitu
tion of the country. The actual holders of power should 
be the aristocracy, whose first duty it is·' to lead, to guide, 
and to enlighten; to soften vulgar prejudices and to:d~re 
to encounter popular passion.' '·England is the only 
important community that is still governed by tradi~ 
tionary influences,2 and amid the shameless· wreck· o£ 
nations she alone has maintained her honour, herliberty,· 

. her order, her authority, and her wealth.' Di<sraeli de
plored the Radical tendency to ' yearn for the trans-

1 Ch. 4. , . , 
2 Similarly Bagchot, in his English Constitution, writing in the six:t.ies, 

says, ' England is the type of the deferential count.ries.' 
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atlantic type.' In America there was. a yirgin soil, no 
tradition, and no surplus population. ' There may be· 
sympathy offeeling between Great Britain and the United 
States, but thet.e is no· analogy in their political conditions.' 
The governing aristocracy must be broadly conceived and · 

'widely recruited .. ·' The aristocracy of England absorbs all 
other aristocracies, and receives every mari in every order 
and every class who defers .to. the. principle of our 'society, 
which is to aspire and .to .~xcel.' 1 There is, in fact, a 
can·iere ouverte aux. talent~~ in this country, by which 
Disraeli himself had profited! In this connection there is 
a well-known passage, written of Peel as an historical fact, 

,;but, 'Ye can hardly doubt., of the author himself as an aspi
~a~ion..:.......an aspiration by no means whollyfulfilled in 1851 : 

. ~ aristocra~y' hesitat.es before it yields its confidence, but 
it never does so grudgingly. In political connections under 
·such· circumstances the· social feeling mingles,-and the prin
-ciple ()f honour which governs. gentlemen. Such a following 
'is usually cordial and faithful. An aristocracy. is rather apt 
to exaggerate the qualities and magnify the importance of a 
plebeian loader .. They are prompted to do this both by a 

. natural feeling of self-love and by a sentiment <;>f generosity.2 

·The instrument by which government must be carried 
on is par(y---:an ii1str.ument which Peel ri.everfully appre
ciated. ' The. first duty of an English Minister l.s to be 
faithful to his party. . . . Good and-honourable govern
ment in this country is not only consistent with that tie; 
but in reality mainly dependent upon its sacred observ~ 
ance.' 8 This does not. mean, of course, that statesmen 
are to prefer party to principle, but that a Minister should 
not use power conferred upon him by his party. for one 
purpose .t<?·promotc measures of an opposite character. 
Again in this connection we have a personal touch,.based 
partly. on experience. and partly on aspiration : .... · 

The favour of courts a'nd the applause of senates may have 
their moments of excitement and delight, but the incident Of 
deepest and most enduring. gratification in public life. iS ·to · 
possess the cordial confidence of a high-spirited party, for it 
touches the heart as well as the intellect, and combines all . ' 

' 1 Ch. 27.' '2 Ch .. 17.. . a CK 20. · 
~·-"1 
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the softer feelings of private life with the ennobling conaoious
ness of public duty.1 

The party which Disraeli led had been formed to main
tain Protection, and the book is the history of its· heroic 
but ineffectual fight for that policy under Bentinck. 
What bearing had the book on the issues of the moment 
in December, 1851, and what course did it recommend 
the party to pursue ~ Here Disraeli showed considerable 
reserve. But the farmers are told that they lost their 
opportunity by their apathy at the General Election of 
1847; and have no right to be dissatisfied with 'the tem
perate course which is now recommended to them by 
those who have the extremely difficult office of upholding 
their interests in the · House of Commons.' The Corn'i 
Law struggle is, moreover, treated as only one phase of 
_' the great contention between the patriotic and the cos
mopolitan principle which has hardly begun, and on the 
issue· of which the fate of this island as a community 
depends.' The suggestion clearly is that the ground 
should be shifted, so that the nation~l and patriotic party 
might. fight to more advantage. On only one aspect of 
the discarded system is 'stress laid in such a way as to 
imply an appeal for early reconsideration. Disraeli clings 
to the principle of reciprocity, and makes out an excellent 
case on its beha.lt It appears; he says, ' to rest on scien-: 
tific grounds, and it is· probable that experience may· 
teach us that it has been recklessly disregarded by our 
legislators.' 

With Irish policy; which occupies a considerable number 
of pages, we have dealt in part already,- and shall return 
to it again. In regard to one or two isolated questions, 
the book throws an interesting light 0n Disraeli's opinions. 
Of the Anti-slavery legislation his view was very much that 
of Gladstone in -his early days. ' The movement of the 
middle classes for the abolition of slavery was virtuous, 
but it was not wise.' The history of that movement a:rid 
its consequences wottld be ' a narrative of ignorance, , 
injustice, biundering, waste, and havoc, not easily parl'l.l-

~ . ' 

1 Ch. 8. 
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leled ih the history of the world.' 1 These may seem hard 
sayings, but they would find ·even now many supporters 
in the West In.dies and in South Africa. Disl'aeli · criti
cises the county court system, just established, as impair
ing,' if Ii.ot destroying, ' that mighty fabric of centralised 
jurisprudence which was the most endui'ing element a-rj.d 
perhaps proudest achievement of the Norman Conquest.' 
Was that progress; or reaction to Saxon ideas 1 

To revert to the main theme of the book, Lord George 
Bentinck and his three Parliamentary campaigns, it is 
impossible not to admire the manner in which the dignity 
of history is thrown round th:e narrative of what was 

.almost 'conteinporary politics. Though. the ~pages are 
'enlivened with wit and humour, there is a sense of serious~ 
. ness and responsibility and balance throughout. ; 'Truth 
after all,' writes •Disraeli in the opening chapter,.' is the 

.;;.~sovereign passion of mankind;' and he claims to have 
· · combined 'the accuracy of. the present with the impar

tiality of the future.' The claim has been generally con
ceded. In one respect he was conspicuously impartial
in 'his estimate -of the qualities of. his ;prin9ipal. adver
saries. We have already quoted his character of Pl:i_el.2 

·Biight wrote of it at the time: ' I think it a very fair and 
a masterly picture of a remarkable man. Disraeli· never 
de:ilies any merit his opponents may possess.'3 

. · Greville 
thought much the same, ·though his Peelite cfriends4 

naturally disagreed. · Russell is always treated in the book 
with great respect. We read of his 'dignity,' of 'the 
lustre of his reputation'; he is called the 'somewhat rash 
but still unrivalled leader ' of the Whigs. The Prime 
Minister reciprocated the courtesy shown him. 

·From Lord ·John Russell . 

. CHESHAM PLACE, Jan. 22, 1852. 

M..Y DEAR Sm,-Iwrote to thank you for your politic~! life 
of Lord G. Eentinck before I had read it. )It:; • 

Having read it, y~u must permit me .to expressto you how 
1 Ch. 18. · · .2 Pp. 703"706. . · a Trevelyan'~ Bright, p. 158; 
~ Graham told Greville that the character of Peel was 'a great· ·and 

malignant outrage. · · • · ::; . 

. v 
,.. ~ ·'· 
:..,~·.~'I -;'f.( 
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much- I have been interested and gratified. The great struggle 
of 1846 is described in a masterly manner. Altho' ~he sum
mary of Sir R. Peel's speeches is hardly fair, yet the character 
of the statesman and member of Parliament is drawn with 
great power and truth. 

For my own part in these great affairs, altho' in some par
ticulars you are mistaken, you have done me more than 
justice in the main. It was a disadvantage in a biography 
to have a hero whose forte was in statistics and arithmetical 
details, but with such a hero you have made your work very 
entertaining, while Mr. Canning, a wit and an orator, is 
reduced to commonplace by an ill-assorted fate of having a 
dull biographer.-! remain, yours truly, J. RussELL. 

Of the last speech of the great Irish leader, O'Connell 
with whom Disraeli had bad angry differences in the past. 
he gives a sympathetic accouRt. O'Connell spoke from 
the front Opposition benph. 'His appearance was of 
great debility, .and the tones of his voice were very still.' 
•'It was a strange and touching spectacle tp those who 
remembered the form of colossal energy, and the clear and 
thrilling tones that had once startled, disturbed, and 
controlled senates.' 'To the House generally it was a per-
formance of dumb~show, a feeble old man muttering 
before a table.; but respect for the great Parliamentary 
personage kept all as orderly as if the fortunes of a party 
hung upon his rhetoric.' Other distinguished men meet 
with similar appreciation. We hear of Graham's 'lucid 
arrangement of details' and 'comprehensive manage
ment of his subject'; of Molesworth's speeches as 'highly 
fini"'hed and full of thought and· information '; of the 
'multifarious information and the vast experiencE? of Mr. 
Hume, who towers 'among the English Radicals 'without 
a rival '; of the 'persuasive ingenuity of Mr. Cobden,' and 
elsewhere of 'that clear and saucy style which he knows 
_how to manage '; of the 'terse eloquence and vivid per
ception of Charles Villiers '; of Charles Buller's ' vivacity 
and cl_ear' argument ; ; of ' the practised eye ' of ' Bear ' 
Ellice; _of ' an orator no less accomplished than Mr. 
Shiel'; whi1~_ Palmerston, Sir George Grey, Rir Charles 
Wood, and- Lord Lincoln, are spoken of in complimentary 
language. 

I, 37 
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The 'merits of his own friends in the House of Commons: 
are,'as we havealready seen,l naturally warmly acknow
ledged, and the character of the hero skilfully brought 
out. But there is one very curious feature, which was 
noticed at the time, and has fr.eq~ently been matter for 
comment . since: . namely, the very slight .mention__: 
throughout. what is mainly the story of the Protectionis~ 
party, its victories and its defeats__:_of the leader under 
whom.Bentinck·and the rest of the party fought. The 
references to Lord Stanley, who when the book appeared· 
had just become Lord Derby, are indeed courteous. His 
conduct in quitting Peel receives its due meed of approba
tion; he was the.' one distinguished exception' in an 
und~.y compliant Ministry: Disapproval is indeed hinted 
of his refusal to attempt to form a Government when 
that Ministry br()ke up in 1845, Peel's 'protesting col
leagues ' being criticised for having shrunk, when the 
opportunity offered, from ' the responsibility -of officially 
vindi~ating their opinions.' ·But Stanley, though acknow-. 
ledged to have been Bentinck's 'political leader' in the 
Peel Ministry, appears in the book mainly as Bentinck's 
old friend; we hear· of ·his 'warm personal and political 
sympathies ' with hirh; of their joint secession fropi the 
Whigs ; and of a couple of ··occasions in three years on. 
-\vhich, in the House of Lord~. the' peer defended and 
vindicated the commoner. And that is all. In general 
Stanley's ·action is ignored, ·and his 'leadership of the 
Protectionist party is only referred to in a hypothetical 
way. It was believed iri the early part of the session of 
1846, we are told, that ' Lord Stanley might eventually 
think fit to guide [the party] by his'counsels, and becoine, 
if necessary, personally' responsible for its policy;' but we. 
are never told that he· actually assumed the position .. 
The whole direction of· the policy pursued by the party is 
ascribed to Bentinck, aided occasionally :by that discreet 
'friend 'the author; though we know.from other sources, 
as in the case of Disraeli's famous speech at tM clo~e of 
the session of. 1848,2 tha.t the imptllse came in :~many 

1 Ch. 4. 2 Ibid. . ' 
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cases from Stanley, quite as much as from Bentinc:k or 
Disraeli. . 

Some of the reasons for thi!l reticence are not difficult 
to see. Disraeli was a li~erary artist, and, as such, would 
naturaJly concentrate attention on his hero. The arena 
of the great' fight for Protection was the House of Com
mons. It. w~s there that Bentinck wielded his weapons ; 
but there Stan]ey had no longer a place, and therefore he 
could not take so prominent a part in the batpe as Ben
tinck. Bentinck, however, felt, as his frequent outbursts 
of dissatisfaction 'showed-and Disraeli probably shared 
the feeling-that, even so, Stanley had not done all he 
might. He allowed himself to be prevented, by the 
objections of the Duke of Wellington at the beginning of 
the session of 1846, from explaining and vindicating his 
position to Parliament and the country until the Corn 
Bill reached the Lords in May. During all tlies~ months · 
Bentinck stood, in the popular eye, as the leader of the 
revolt against Peel, and was so regarded in many quarters · 
at the ele9tion of 1847. Stanley, in fact, .was only active 
in the cause by fits and starts .. Still, reasons of this kind 
hardJy cover the ground. . Disraeli 's artistic sense did 
not prevent hiin from digressions from his main theme · 
on subjects of which -his mind was full. ·Moreover, 
though Stanley's action was fitful, and he was of course 
unaple to share in the· attack on Peel in the Commons, he 
declaredthe facj; of his opposition to Peel's. policy quite 
early in the session of 1846; he was chosen Protectionist 
leader in March; he led the resistance to the Corn Bill in 
the Lords, and made fine speeches against it there; he 
was recognised by Bentinck as his chief at the Protec
tionist banquet in July; he was in frequent collaboration 
with Bentinck about the policy of the party; and i~ was 

· to him that Bentinck Wrote a formal notification of resig~, 
nation. · So it seems to be necessary to seek for more con
vincing reasons for Disraeli's unwillingne:;;s . to pl~ce 
Stanley in a prominent light, and we may find them, per-:
haps, in the delicate rehit~ons of the two men: They · 
were the ,leaders of the same party in t~e~ respective 
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Houses, and in frequent consultation; but there was at 
that time, as Disraeli has told us, 'no confidential inti
macy' petween them. It was. difficult, it might be held 
to be in doubtful taste, either to praise or to criticise. 
Moreover, as Disraeli's main political preoccupation for 
two years had been to endeavour to persuade Stanley to 
abandon Protection, the moment was hardly opportune 
for· emphasising Stanley's share in the struggle to 
maintain it; Bentinck wa13 dead; the limelight could be 
turned on to him without compromising present politics. 

' : . 
W iUiam . Beresford to Lord Derby. 

LoNDON, Tuesday.-... I have read over Disraeli's book again 
more carefully, and have taken notes for the purpose of looking 
to certairi. statements and facts which. strike me as incorrect-. · 

I am still of opinion .that the work, brilliant as it "is in the 
diction, acute and vigoTous in its fine cri~ical review of. the 
debates, 'is disappointing as a biography. To you I freely 
say that it is untrue and u,njust. The great hero of the book, 
eith~r openly -or by insinuation, is the author. In future 
times, a reader taking it up would consider that Lord Stanley 
was ·a ,secondary personage in the party and the legislature. 

, In regard to the treatment of Stanley, B~resford's 
criticism was justified. What about his further; charge, 
that the real hero of the book is Disraeli himself ? Some 
countenance to this view has· been given in later times by 
Lord Rosebery, who, in his brilliant monograph on Lord 
Randolph Churchill, 'says that Disraeli had to juf>tify in 
Lord George Bentinck the part that he himself had taken by 
Bentinck's side 'in violent polemics,' without mentioning 
his own name ana without affectation, and that he sue~ 
ceeded. Further, that, as Bentinck was from the political 
point of view 'a difficult figure to drape with picturesque 
effect,' ·D1sraeli made his book a political treatise in which 
Bentinck plays a minor part. That Disraeli wished to 
justify the 'course which he and Bentinck had t,aken 
together :is evident, and also that he has woven into the 
narrative much of his political philosophy; but that; in so 
doing, he reduced Bentinck .to a minor part- is surely a 
strange misreading of the book. Rather is Mr. Whibley's1 

1 Introduction to edition of Lord George Be~tinbepublisbed in 1905. 
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the truer appreciation: that the biography is a drama, 
with two chief actors, Bentinck and Peel. 'brilliantly 
disengaged from the dingy backgro_und of the House of 
Commons '; and that Disraeli modestly underrates the im
portance of his own part. He is a' friend 'who is always 
in intimate association and correspondence with the hero, 
and who makes him suggestions trom time to time. But 
of his famous philippics which really overthrew Peel there 
is little trace, and an uninstructed reader would suppose 
that the decisive factors in the struggle were the tactical 
manoouvres and ponderous oratory of Be~tinck. The 
digressions express, no doubt, Disraeli's rather than Ben
tinck's views; but, with the exception of the purple patch 
about the Jews, they can hardly be said to divert attention 
from the hero to the author. The book really fulfils the 
aim which Disraeli set .before himself, as stated in his letter 
to Henry Bentinck, of depicting in high relief his friend's 
political action in regard to three great subjects in three 
successive years-Protection in 1846, the development 
of Irish resources by the credit of the State in 184 7, and 
the relief of the sugar-growing Colonies in 1848. 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 
HuGHENDEN, Aug. 8, 1852.-... Tell Julian [Fane], with my 

kind regards, that his friend is quite at liberty to translate i;he 
24th chapter [of Lord George Bentinck]; and would !were at 

. liberty to think and write. of no other subjects! I have never 
seen the book since it was written, and have no copy here to tlll'n , 
to: but a clergyman writes me that I have made the Cruci
fixion in the time of Aug. Cresar-which, however, I ~d not 
do. What I wrote in my MS. was T. Aug. Coos .. : and my 
editor, tho' otherwise very accurate, not knowing that Tiberius 
was also Augustus, had it printed Aug. Cresar. This should 
be changed in the tran~lation to 'Tiberius. Augustus Cresar.' 

I don't know of any other errors, for the passages denounced 
as heterodox by_English clergymen, who are more ignorant of 
theology than any body of men in the world (the natural con
sequence of being tied down to 39 articles, and stopped from 
all research into the literature which· they are endowed to illus
trate), are only reproductions from St. Augustin and Tertullian. 

Froudel states that Disraeli 'received a large sum from 
a private hand :for Lord G~orge Bentinck ; but there is no 

1 In hie short Life of The Earl of BeatJ(Jne{ielrJ. 
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trace of any such transaction in the Beaconsfield papers, 
and Froude doeil not give his authority. The book only 
appealed to a political public, and therefore had not the 
sale of the more popular of the novels; but it went through 
four editions "(2, 750 dopies) in half a year. The reviews, 
as was perhaps natural, .ran rather on. party lines; and, as 
the Press was overwhelmingly Free Trade in sentiment, 
they were generally somewhat unfavourable. Disraeli; 
like other authors before and since, and with equal want 
of success, endeavoured to. select his own reviewer in 
The Times. He asked Greville, whose connection With 
Delane was Inlown in political circles, to write the notice, 
but wa~ told it was out of the question. The review . 
which actually appeared .in the great journal,though of 
very complimentary length-' at least a great advertise~· 
ment,' wrote Disraeli-:-was rather critical than apprecia
tive: ' Bentinck's family expressed their gratitude, and 
Disraelireceived the congratulations of his friends, though 
some of them echoed Manners's criticism that the insertion 
of the famous twenty-fourth chapter was unjustifiable. 
Greville, on the other hand, admired the Jewish episode 
for its courage. Sarah Disraeli was enthusiastic over the 
last book of her brother's that she was to read. 'Such 

.. a piece of English history must remain a classic so long 
as human nature endures. . . . It will be to' the civilised· 
Polynesians what Sallust is to us. . . . Surely~ memorial 
so exalting never waf? raised by the hand of Friendship.' 
Lord l;'onsonby called the book a 'triumph.' It showed 
doubters, he though,t, that Disraeli was ' possessed of the 
qualifications necessary. to a great statesman. The book, 
in· all those parts of it where you treat general subjects 
of policy, is a convincing proof that you ought to be the 
directing mind in this country, as it shows that you have 
the w~qom to pa~don as. well as the generosity to praise 
many ·whom you might ,justly have censured.'' . :P-if?r.a~v 
was in a few weeks to,have his first 9pportunity of showing· 
~hat he could effect, if riot as the directing mind in the 
country; at .least as· the directing mind of a Ministry in 
the House of Commons. ·· · 



. CHAPTER XI. 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER. 

1851-1852. 

'Affairs are very stirring,' wrote Disraeli to his sister 
on December 7, 1851, 'but how they are to turn out the 
most prescient can hardly see. There pught, I think, 
to be a Conservative Government.' He was quite right 
in his expectation; in less than three months there was a · 
Conservative Government; and the stirring event which 
indirectly brought it about was Louis Napoleon's notor
ious coup d'etat on December 2. That introduced.a. new 
factor into politics .. 

Till then, the English political. situation had been 
dominated during the recess by the prospect of a Minis
terial Reform Bill in 1852. The defeat on Locke King's 
motion had forced the Ministry into action. . Disraeli had 
said in Parlia:rp.eil.t that, so long as the Reformers upheld 
their oWl). Act of 1832, it would-haye'been mhvise to dis
turb it. Now that the very statesman who framed, 
modelled, and ushered that measure into the House gave 
-up, his own handiwork, Disraeli considered himself free. 
Naturally, his autumn correspondence with Derby dealt 
mainly with the prospects of Reform, and has a special 
interest as their first formal interchange of views on a 
subject so bound up with their political reputation. 

From Lord Derby. 
KNowsLEY, Oct. 26, 1851.-..• Subject to what I may 

hear .from you, and to the opinion which you can form far 
better than J. can of the probable temper .of the House of 
Commons, my idea is that we should abstain froni pledging 
ourselves to resist any and every measure which may be 
brought forward, at the same. t.ime that we deprecate the 

1147 
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introduction of any extensive alteration as uncalled for bv 
any necessity or any strong public feeling, and as prompted 
in the present instance by a desire to save a tottering Adminis-

' tration by diverting public attention from its misgovernment 
to a subject of popular discussion an.d agitation. I should, 
nevertheless, express myself ready to hear their proposal, 
with the grounds on which they, and especially John Russell, 
justify its introduction; but I should ~declare that I would 
strenuously resist any measure which should have for its 
object to disturb the existing balance between different in
terests, to give additional power to the congregation of large _ 

_ masses, and to swamp the county representatives (which is 
the object of the Radical party) by assimilating the town 
and county franchise, as they have d()nO in Ireland, and 
bringing the unrepresented towns to· overbear by ·the house- _ 
hold or a more extended franchise the county constituencies, 
which now rest in tho main on landed property. 
_ Pray tell me whether you concur generally in the policy of 

this: game, and how far you think its announcement, if we 
decide on it, either publicly or privately, should precede the 
introduction of the Government plan. . . . - . 

To Lord Derby. 
HuaHE;.DEN, Oct. 30, 1851.-I was grieved to hear·of y~ur 

loi).g sufferings; but as reaction is the law of ·Jife, I will indulge 
in tho belief that you have now entered on a renewed lease o~ 
health. _ , _ . . . - _ _ 

Your theme is indeed a dreary one,. but you mitigate its 
annoyance by 'your fran-kness and cordiality. · · · -
I My impressions 'as to our conduct at this moment coincide; 
.l think, in the main with those which you 'have expressed, 
As regards the impending Reform Bill, it would be dangerous_ 
for us to make the first move. I agree with you that there 
are sqme points on which we may at once decide. I _think 
we should· alike refrain from being anti-, or constructive, 
reformers. A vehement declaration in the first vein will gain_ 
us J1o strength, as the. Finality School must go with us, and 
anv concerted scheme of enfranchisement on our part must · 
end only in distraction and discomfiture, The circumstances 
of the hour alone can bring a golden opportunity like the 
Chandos clause, and if it offer we can seize it. There is 

. evidently a deadly silence on the subject at present, .which 
we ought not to disturb; and were we to do so, we should be, 
playing the game of the Whigs; who are watching for indica~ 
tions. I think all we ought to pledge ourselves to 'at present 
is professing_ our disposition to_ give .a fair hearing to· the 
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Government, to resist any scheme the main object of which 
is merely to consolidate the Whig party, or toeheck the con
stitutional influence of the land. These conditions would 
justify any degree of ultimate opposition. But reserve is our 
game .... 

A few weeks later, Disraeli revived and, elaborated a 
far-reaching suggestion which he had previously thrown 
out. · 

To Lord Derby . 

. · Confidential. HATFIELD, Dec. 9, 1851.-... Is it impos
sible to make a great push, founded much on the alarming 
state of Europe ,and the consequently unstable character of 
our foreign trade, to reconstruct our Colonial system, or rather 
Empire, by freeing the Colonies from all duties, or some other 
mode, and conceding to them as represented in the Imperial 
Parliament the vacancy occasioned by the disfranchised 
boroughs, so bringing a third eleme.nt formally into tho House, 
and healing that too obvious division and rivalry between · 
town and country ? If feasible, it would allo~ us to prevent, 
perhaps, the increase of the town or democratic power, with
out the odium of directly resisting its demands. 

This crude idea, more crudely expressed, might perplex 
some, but you will see at a glance what I mean, and have not 
pretended to convey, and will be able to ,decide better than 
any other person in the country whether the move is prac
ticable. 

Lord L[yndhurst] thinks we ought to be prepared for every 
hypothesis of change. The. expediency of considering the .. 
question in the light intimated in this letter occurred to me· 
in the train. It might blend many sympathies, commercial, 
'political, and imperial, at this moment. . . . . 

Derby, in a long and carefully reasoned reply. pointed 
out the enormous difficulties in the' way. How were the· 
Colonial members to be elected ? By the inhabitants 
or by their legislatures ? What about Crown Co1onies ? · 
How can Colonial representation be made to- fit in with 
the Free Trade system ? He had considered these ques
tions carefully at the time of the great Reform Bill, and 
found no solution. Disraeli was not convinced. 

To Lord Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 18, 1851._-, . I have deeply con
sidered. yo.ur last letter in all its points, but ha.ve 'not yet , 
~ ~· 
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relinquished the views I previously suggested to you. We 
shoul~1clear the course very much by confining ourseive_s now 
entirely to the political part of the subject, and on a future _ 
occasion, if Colonial members-are sitting in the House, and -
we have an opportunity to revise and reconstruct our financial 
system, we may find them convenient allies. In the general 
management of the question I am muph guided by the example 
of the United· States towards their Colonies.1 Altho' the 
American sylltem is not one I should willingly appeal to for 
our domestic or foreign affairs, there is, I think, nearly a 
complete analogy between the two countries as regards their 
Colonies. The Senators at Congress ·are· elected by the two 
Houses of each independent State, and this, I think, would 
do, if we could always find two chambers in our Colonial Con
stitutions.· But in the last Australian Constitutions that was 
not the case_. But these ar~ very unpopular, and if we com
bined, with Imperial representation, an attempt to settle, on 
an intelligible principle, the construction of their municipal 

• gover:ntnents, the Australians would. willingly surrender their 
one-chambered Constitutions·; which are very unpopular with 
them~ and we might appropriate all that section of what are 
called Colonia.l reformers, who hitherto have only been busy
ing themselves with the municipal principle, and dissolving the 
Empire by mistaking it for what 'they call local government. 
. I can't help thinking that,· if this move were matured and 

well managed, it might give a new phase to politics, appro: 
pi:iate a great section of·support irrespective of our friends, 
tranqUillise the Colonies, revive their affection to the Metro
polis, and widen the basis and sympathies of our party. But 
the question is one so very m:uch of.detailthat itis very diffi~ 
cult to write upon it. At present 1 would only impress two 
points: the expediency of postponing the commercial part of .. 
the question, and of finding in the American system some 
solution of the difficulties as to the constituent body of the 
projected Colonial members. . . . 
. I saw Lord Lyndhurst on Tuesday. He has had the gout, 

for the first time, and has been in bed for three days. He 
was on the sofa when I saw him; and otherwise extremely 
well. He had no information. I spoke to him, in complete 
confidence, on our Colonial idea, but_rather to elicit his views 
'than tq develop our own. He was very favourable to the 
-project at the first blush, as. the only means of diverting an. 
increase of t,he power of the towns, and as a method of con
solidating Imperial strength. The Colonies are interested in 

1 Disraeli uses the .term 'Colonies' of new states admitted to the Union. 
· Florida, Texas, Iowa, Wisconsin, and California had all been admitted in 

the previous half:dozen years. -
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all questions of peace and war, and if they had, as it were, 
their Ambassadors sitting in our Senate, their hearts would 
be with us in a struggle. It must be an organic principle of 
the arrangement that they are not to be liable for any portion 
of the pubHc debt. I wrote to Stanley1 on the 8th to Cal
cutta. If the views in this letter at all develop, I shall sadly 
miss him. Indeed, these are not times for him to be so long 
away. 

Disraeli did himself an injustice in ·speaking of his idea 
as 'crude,' and representing it as liaving only occlirred 
to him in the train. The possibility of combining the 
advocacy of Colonial representation with the Conservative 
attitude towards the Government Reform Bill may have 
only just suggested itself to him; but his mind had .been 
dwelling on Colonial representation for some time, and 
he had everi mentioned it in writing to his chief on 
Dec~mber 28, 1849.2 As he had th~n·told Derby, he had 

.been studying the whole Colonial question, and he dis
cussed this particular point often with Edward Stanley. 
'The Colonies still appear to me to be our safest card,' 
wrote Stanley to him on October 19, 1850; 'and I am firm 
in faith as to the ultimate popularity of Colonial represen
tation; besides, popular or not,· the thing ought to be 
done.' Disraeli was never content with the laisser-aller 
policy of many of the Whigs and niost -of the RadicaJs of 
the day-merely to. give the· Colonies representative in
stitutions, and entirely disregard the use to which· they - · 
might put them. ·He constantly sought methods by ' 
whjch, without impairing their local independence, he 
might bind them with a living in~erest to the Mother
Country and .the Empire. Colonial representation was 
open, no doubt, to the detailed objections which Derby 
urged; but if the principle had b~en adopted sixty years~ 
ago, it is possible that we might by this time see our way .::r 

t Edward Stanley, in .his early years of public life, was wont to spend : . 
much of the Parliamentary recess in foreign travel for purposes oi political · 
obsc.rva~ion. Immed,iately .after ·his grandfather's: death he had -R_tarted' 
for the Far East. J~Ia~ ?ur next c~mpaign,' he wrote prophetically .in a . 
farewell note to D1sraeh m July, ' mstal you M leader of the House of 
Commons I' · 

2 See above, p. 1053~ 
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to that repr~sentative organisation of the Empire which 
is the necessary alternative to ultimate disruption. 

'Disraeli communicated his -idea to his Hatfield h?st, 
the second Marquis of Salisbury, father of the Prime 
l\finister, who was much struck by it, and thought it 

· might be 'most useful in reconciling our alienated 
Colonies and quickly nullifying the Free Trade policy,' and 
who also encouraged him to deal with franchise extension 
in a bold way. As finality had been given up, Salisbury 
Wrote on January 17, 1852, it was all a question of ex
pediency. 'It is difficult to give a reason why an £8 
occupier in Ireland should be entrusted with a franchise 
which you would only allow to a £10 occupier in England. 
It is difficult to argue that a £6 occupier is not as fit to 
be entrusted with it as one who·is rated· at. £8.' ' The 
popularity obtained l;>y this extension of franchise would 
enable our party to make such regulations for the pre
vention of, mischief as they never can hope to. do under 
other circumstances. I believe that, if the present cou11ty 
franchise is to be materially altered, the lower you go 
the more influence you will give to property.' He was. 
sensible that the Minister who carried out these sugges.:. 
tions must be a bold man, but it was a choice of difficulties. 
Comments of this kind from an unimpeachably orthodox 
Tory would confirm Disraeli in the belief that the party 

· would follow him in a wide measure of' Reform whenever 
he considered the moment favourable. 

To Sarah Disraeli . 

. HATFIELD, Dec. 10 [1851].~ ... This is a splendid place, 
in· the highest state of renovation. 'I here ·was a ball last · 

· night in the great gallery, 500 persons. In the house are the 
Hardwickes (Lord Royston); Robert Grosvenor (one g\:d), 
R.okebys (three girls), and Henry Bulw~r, and a multitude of 
dancing men; .also the county member artd his wife.(Halsey), 
and the candidate.for the county, Sir Lytton.· · · . 

Lady Salisbury1 is an admirable hostess and a very plea;sing 
woma'q; great simplicity, quite a· Sackville, with f~ur most 

1 Afterwards wife of Edward Stanley, the 15th Earl of Derby. 
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beautiful young children-a boy just like a young Cante
lupe .... 1 

Bulwer Lytton, the novelist, was a promising recruit 
whom t~e leadership of his friend Disraeli had attracted 
to the Conservative party. He had sat in the House of 
Commons as a Liberal, and even a Radical, from 1831 to 
1841, but had failed to obtain a seat in either o£ the 
Parliaments which brought the Free Trade system into 
operation. Though a Liberal, he had always been a 
Protectionist, so the action o:f.Jhis party in combining with 
the Peelites to introduce the new system alienated his 
support. Like Disraeli, he was romantic rather than 
utilitarian, national rather than cosmopolitan in· his 
politics; and very naturally, when his old party connec
tion was severed, he rallied to his friend's standard. 
They had, apparently, not seen much of each other of 
late years, until Disraeli and his wife, in the ear\y autumn 
o£ 1850, accepted an invitation to Knebworth: Lytton 
had written: ' I don't think the wondermoligers will find 
much to cavil at in our conjunction. After all; I ani a 
Protectionist, and authorship is neutral ground.' The 
visit,. which proved so agreeable to both host and guests 
that it was prolonged from a few days. to a fortnight, 
seems to have finally determined Lytton's course; and he 
had now become, with Disraeli's assistance, Conservative 
candidate for Herts. He brought a popular name and 
great oratorical gifts to a party which needed both; but, 
till.he got back into Parliament, his assistance was neces-
sarily of an imperfect character. · 

Russell's Reform Bill, which was introduced .at the · 
beginning of the session, proved not to be of the 
sweeping character which . Disraeli expected. It pro:
posed to lower the county franchise from £50 to £20,· 
and the borough franchise from £10 to £5.. Disraeli 
did not treat it very ·sel'lously. He chaffed the Re
formers about the short commons they had received, and 
expressed the. opinion that the Bill did not . necessarily 

1 Letters, p. 244. 
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call for opposition. He had always been an advocate of 
industrial suffrage. But the Bill discomposed Derby, 
and seemed likely to make a coolness between him and 
Disraeli .. Malmesbury wrote on February 13, 18~2: 

. . 

Lord Derby seems quite k~ocked down by this Reform Bill, 
for which, strange to say, he seems to haye been unprepared. 
I found him to-day without his, usual energy. I am very 
anxious he should meet it by a counter Bill or resolution, but 
he will not hear of it, and treated Disraeli coldly when)le 
proposed it. A mut1:1al dislike between them might have 
serious consequences, but the two men are so different in 
character that it can hardly be otherwise; yet they· cannot 
do without one another at present. I have great confidence in 

· Disraeli's good-temper and ambition to see that such is the case. 
. . ' ' 

The subsequent history of the Reform question shows 
'\ that Malmesbury's confidence· was justified. But this 

particulanReform Bill was never properly aiive. Before 
the beginning of the session the quarrel between Russell 
and Palmerston had come to a head: Palmerston had 
been dismissed,l and the Russell Mfuistry, with its 
Reforni Bill, was · doomed... Palmerston's independent 
and masterful methods of conducting foreign affairs had 
brought him throughout the duration of the Ministry, 
into frequent collision both with the Crown and with the 
Cabinet. The offence given in the. autumn by his too 
sympathetic treatment of the exiled Kossuth was aggra
vated in December by his spontaneous and unauthoiised 
declaration to the French. Ambassador that he entirely 
approved of the coup d'etat by which Louis Napoleon had 
forcibly made himself master of France. The Cabinet 
were anxious to express no opinion, and public feeling in 

· England was strongly stirred against the President, na 
ep~thets being too bad for him in the Press. On hearihg 
of .Palmerston's dismissal, Disraeli wrote to Lord Henry 
Lennox: 'I fancy the coup d'etat o£ the 22nd December 
portends· a Peelite reconstruction. The real question 
therefore is: what effect would a Peelite reconstruction 

1 Dec. 22, 1851. 
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have upon 'the prospects of our party ~ If you have 
any Christmas games going on, this will be a very good 
question to ask your friends.' 

To Lady Londonderry. 
HuGIIENDEN, HIGH WYCOMBE, Dec. 28, 1851.-... The 

success of Napoleon seems to have given Johnny a taste for 
coup d' etats. . . . They talk of a Peelite reconstruction; but 
if in embryo, it certainly is not hatched, and if born, will not 
live long. · 1 

The fact is the stroke of Nap.oleon has changed the whole 
complexion of politics, and for an English Minister to bring 
in a Reform Bill, in deference to the clamor of a very weak 
movement party, at the present moment is preposterous. 
Yet, if Lord John proposes anything temperate, the move
ment party will spring at him like hounds. In short, he 
ought to resign. . . . 

Ov~rtures were made by Russell first to Newcastle, 
and afterwards, as on several previous occasions, to Gra
ham; but witho_ut result. The Government ·were evi
dently ' very sick,' as Disraeli wrote to Derby, in a long 
letter in which he told the story of Palmerston's dismissal 
as he heard it, opviously from Palmerstonian sources. 
' I was not turned out; I was kicked out,' he reported to 
be Paimerston's own phrase. 'Lord P. was sacrificed to 
the mislikings of " the elder statesmen of Europe," and to 
a hoped-for rapprochement between Whigs and Peelites, 
impracticable while he was a Minister.' Dis;raeli .told 

·Derby that he heard confidentially that there was great 
alarm. in the Cabiriet lest the Conservatives were going 
to coalesce ·with Palmers ton. ' I ridiculed the rumor 
and reprobated the factiousness of such a sudden alli
ance, adding we hoped we were strong enough to carry 
on affairs without taking in the discarded partner of an 
insolvent firm, and thought that with fair play we should 
not be driven to such a course. This morning I have a 
line from the same correspondent reminding me tha,t six 
weeks ago he had infot:med me that Palmerston. was 
doomed (which was true: it was about Kossuth}, and now 
adding that another person (meaning Johnny) was in." as 
had a plight." ' 
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When Parliament met, it was found that' it was not 
Russell, but Palmers ton, who had a bad case. . The Prime 
Minister had no difficulty in proving the disregardshoWn 
by Palmerston both for the Crown and for the Cabinet; 
and-he revealed a memorandum of August, ·1850, in which 
the· Queen had laid down the duty of a Foreign Minister 
towards the Crown, which Palnierston had promised, but 
failed, to observe. Palmerston's reply was not su<lcessful. 
Russell was fully justified in reporting to the Queen that 
Palmerston ' made no case, and was not supported by 
any considerable party in the House.-. His approbation'>> 
of the President's .conduct seemed to confound the Liberal 
party.' Disraeli told- ~ord Normanby that he had 
watched Palm_erston during Russell's speech, and doubted 
whether the hanging of his head were not merely acting; 
'but before he had spoken two sentences he saw lie was 
a beaten fox.' To Henry Buh~er also Disraeli exclaimed: .. 

' 'There was a Palmer~ton.' Whatever he may have , 
jestingly said,·he was too shrewd to think anything of the 
kind. At any rate, in his speech-mindful, no doubt, of 
the probability that Palmerston, after his breach, with 
Russell,. would soon be acting. with the Tories; in opposi· 
tion i(not in office-Disraeli t;reated the reasons assigned 
for the dismissal as unsatisfactory,. and pointed out, with 
perfect justice, tha~ do:wn to this last escapade Ministers 
had adopted Palmerston's policy, .and were responsible 
as a liody for his blunders. If the poli~y were tc;> be the 
sanie, he would prefer that the same Mi~ister, who was 
an able man, should carry it out.l 

To j ustifyPalmerston 's removal WaS easy; to. carry on an 
already tottering Administration without one of the only . 
two men who gave it distinction in the. eyes of the world 
_was impossible;_ and Palmerston had his ~tit for tat with 
John Russell ' in littl~ more tha,n a fortnight from t!le 
. ~ . . ~ 
· 1 A passage in this speech shows that Disraeli had begun to appreciate 

tho middle classes. Their power and prosperity, he said, were 'inseparable 
from the greatness of England.' He· owed his own seat to them, for 'the 

'farmers of the United. Kingdom are the most numerous and the most 
important portion of the m:ddle class.'· · 
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opening of the session. The conditions of the Conti
nent, and particularly of France, had directed attention, 
as often before and since, to our deficiencies in home 
defence; and Russell proposed to establish a· militia force, 
not the old regular militia, but a local militia. Palmer
stan expressed strong approval of. the general policy of 
strengthening our home defences, but moved, before the 
Bill was introduced, that the new force should follow the 
old plan of regular militia. Russell was indignant at a 
Goyernment measure being treated in this cavalier 
f~shion; but Disraeli supported PaJmerston, and the 
Government were beaten by 135 to 126 votes.1 The 
\\Thig Ministry, so feeble and so tenacious, so often threat
ened and so long-lived, had fallen at last. The oppor
tunity of the Conservatives had come; but they were still 

. hampered by the Protection policy, which all Disraeli's 
arguments had not persuaded his chief to discard. 

How the crisis developed and the first Derby-Disraeli 
Ministry was formed is told in the memorandum of the 
sixties from which we have already quoted the .introduc
tory portions : · 

In the autumn of this year [1851) the expulsion of Lord 
Palmerston from the Cabinet had taken place, and the Govern
ment was conseque'ntly more in the ' mud ' than before. All 
indicated a crisis on the meeting of Parliament. 

Lard Derby took the opportunity on the first night2 (I 
think) of its meeting in 1852 to make a declaration on the 
subject of Protection. I really believe that, in taking this 
course, he was influenced by my representations, and wished 
to make a declaration that on the whole would reconcile all 
parties. His scheme seemed to be the adoption of the Ameri
cari. tariff. It appeared to me to be Protection in its most 
odious form, and I was without hope. 

Lord Palmerston lost not a moment in moving an amend
ment to the first Government measnre~ which insured their 
defeat (Militia Bill). .An ~ager friend,3 anticipating that 

I Friday, Feb. 20. . 
2 Disraeli seems to be confusing Derby's speech on the Address on Feb. 3 

with his speech on taking office on Feb. 27: It was in this latter speech 
that he expressed approval of the Amerieap. system as the most defensible 
in principle and the least burdensome in practice. 

8 Sir Benjamin Hall, M.P. for Marylebone. 
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Lord P. would be sent for by the Queen, would not allow· 
Lord John Russ~ll an opportunity of escape, but .fom~d him 
to pledge himself that night to consider his Ministry finished. 

But the Court, though it .disliked the Protectionists, dis- _ 
liked _!..ord Palmerston, whom they had absolutely dismissed 
in-the autumn, more, and Lord Derby, to the great astonish
ment of Lord Palmerston's friends, was again sent for.1 

Lord Derby was not in town: he was at the Duke of Beau
fort's, at Badminton, a shooting-party. I wrote to him from 
the House of Commons counselling him to seize the . oppor-

.1> tunity of forming a strong Government: to offer the leader
ship of the House of Commons to Lord Palmerston, and plac;es 
in the Cabinet to such friends as he desired, and to as~nrre 
Lord P. from me that- he would find in me a loyal lieutenant. 
I sent off Mackenzie, the Junior Whip, at once to Badminton, 
who arrived there the following morning, before the news of 
the resignation was known. 

To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. Friday night.-Mackenzie will tell you the 
great event. Palmerston has defeated theni by the militia, 
when the regular troops failed. As you will have a good oppor~ 
tunity to think over your many difficulties in your journey 
up, I write this to beg'that I may not add to them. Don't 
let me be in yQur way. It is everything for your Government 
that P. should he a member of it. His prestige in the House 
is very great; in'the·country considerable. He will not give 
you trouble about principles, but he may about position. He 
would not like to serve under me, who he looks upon as a 
whippersnapper. I am sufficiently repaid in having gained 
your confidence and not altogether disappointed our friends, 
and I beg therefore you will understand this. 

Here :is the answer from Lord Derby, who had just arriyed 
in St. James's Square: . ' 

From Lord Derby. 
Confidential. ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, t past 9 [Feb. 21, : 

1852].-Whatever may be the issue of the present· crisis, or the 
1 

details of the arrangement consequent upon it, I shall never 
. forget the generous self-sacrifice offered- by the note which I . · 
received by Mackenzie at Badminton this morning. While 
I am sure that every instance of the kind tends ·to raise the · 
character of public men generally, I am equally convinced 

l Rus_sell told the Queen that Palmerston had no party; and· that h~ 
supposed Derby was prepared t:O form a Government. See Queen Victoria's 
Letters, of ·which copious use has been made in this chapter and the next .. 
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that each case, even if the offer be accepted, must ultimately 
redound to the credit and advantage of the man who makes 
it from public motives. I have already h~d other intimations 
that P. is not unwilling to join us-but I shall studiously not 
see him till after I have had my audience of the Queen, which 
is appointed for t past 2 to-morrow. I am equally anxious 
that I should see you. Will you therefore have the goodness 
to call here at one o'clock to-morrow ?1 

On the previous evening I had met Lord Palmerston at 
Lady Foley's. He said to me inquiringly: 'Well; how long 
will Derby's Government last~ He may have it for five 
years.' . . : 

'I think Lord Derby's Government :ridg_ht last more than 
five years if it be properly formed,' I replied. I was greatly 
tempted to open the subject to him at once, but ftoin a feeling 
of delicacy towards Lord Derby refrained. 

I saw Lord Derby-before the audience.1 He went resolved 
t·o form a Ministry and to kiss hands. 

When Lord Derby informed the Queen of his intention of 
applying to Lord Pahnerston to combine in forming a Govern
ment, and of offering him the leadership of the House of 
Commons, H.M. seemed -distressed. ' If you do it,' she said, 
' he will never rest till he is your master.' 1 

After leaving the Queen, Lord Derby had his interview with 
Lord Palmerston. Lord Derby had kissed hands, which 
Lord P. knew. What was Lord P.'s real view at that moment 
must remain a mystery. I am inclined to believe that he 
might have been induced to join Lord· Derby. His political 
position was very desolate. He "had· no party. Not a single 
man of mark had followed him when he was ignominiously 
ejected from office. Indeed, .only two individuals, and those 
obscure, had expressed their determination to blend their 
public fate with his. Lord Derby impressed upon him that. 

· the offer was made entirely with my sanction, and that he 
would find me an able, loyal lieutenant. Lord P. said he was 
quite satisfied on that head-he had no doubt of our getting 
on· well together. With regard to friends for the Cabinet, 

,he had none to suggest except on public grounds, equally 
open to Lord Derby as himself; with respect to any followers 
or private friends in regard to subordinate office, he had no 
wishes; there was nobody that he cared to provide for. This 
seemed promising enough; but then came the main principles· 

1 These letters have been- inserted in their proper places in the memo· 
randum which rders to them. · 

2 Sunday, Feb. 22. • 
3 Derby told the Queen he·was not afraid ·of Palmerston; he felt sure he 

could control him. 
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on which the Cabinet should be formed. Lord falmerston 
did not think that Protection should' be left an open question; 
that it could be left in an .ambiguous position.. He haq no· 
prejudices on the subject. He had always been in favour of 
a moderate fixed duty on foreign corn. He had advocated 
it in 1846 to the very last. But it was too late to think of 
such things in 1852. He would be party to no Ministry which 
contemplated the possibility of any change or modification 
in the Free Trade measures. 

This ended the affair, and Lord Derbv came to me from 
Piccadilly Terrace (Beaumont's house, where the Palmerstons 
thim lived) at Grosvenor Gate. He would make no further 
overtures: in that he was wise, as it could only have bcen;a 
waste of time. He recurred to my being Chi:mcellor ohth~ 
Exchequer, which he had opened to me before. I had then 
demurred, as a branch of which I bad no knowledge.· He . 
replied: 'You know as much as Mr. Canning did~ They· 
give you the figures.' He said then definitely that Lord 
Malmesbury was to be Sec~etary for.· Foreign Affairs, but 
nothing of his position as· regarded Sir Stratford Canning. 
Herries, he said, must be Coloni;tl Secretary; Henley should 

'go to the Board of Trade; Walpole, a recruit of last year; , 
was to be Home Secretary; John Manners to be in the Cabinet, 
vice Granby. He niust now go home at once: he had to write· 
to the Queen, and to all these persons and many others, and 

, begged me to be with him early on the morrow. 
When I called on the m01'row,l I fo~Jnd his house already 

full. of people: men in every room: His servant told me 
Mr. Herries was with his Lord, and that he had inquired several 
times for me, and that 'my name was to be taken in imme
diately. A very few minutes elapsed before I was in his 
presence. It was rather a face of consternation. ' I really 
think we shall break down,' he said. ' What am I to do for 
a Colonial Secretary.?' ·· · · 

So then it turned out, that Herries, evidently <:lisgusted at 
not b~ing C. of E., had peremptorily refused the Secretary
ship. I instantly counselled my giving up the Chanc~llor
ship, which I didn't want, but Lord D. would not hear of it. 
The recollection of the scene of last year evidently influenced 
him; besides, he thought that the Leader of the House of 
Commons should be under the same official roof as himself. 
What was to be done ? · · 

' I know thi:l man,' I said; ' he w111 do very well.'· 
'Who?' 
' Pakington !' . 
'I have just sentfor him to be U.S. to Walpole. It should . 

I Monday, Feb. 23; 
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be a country gentleman. I thought it was a capital arrange
ment. He will be here in a few minutes.' 

Sir John Palrington was announced. He remained in the 
waiting-room, while I was convincing Lord Derby that he 
would make a competent Secretary of State. It. was, natur- · 
ally, rather hard work. I don't, know that Lord Derby had 
even a personal acquaintance with Pakington at that mo
ment. The exigency at last conquered him; he said, with 
an almost merry face of perplexity: ' Will you be bail for 
him?' 

' To any amount,' I said. 
I had only a public acquaintance with Pakington, who, 

though obliged to vote with the Protectionists, always kept 
aloof, and fetched up with the Peelites, for which Peel made 
him a Baronet. But I had observed him, especially on Lord 
G. B.'s colonial committee. 

Pakingt.on was introduced. elated with the impending 
destiny of becoming an U.S. Lord Derby explained the 
situation in his happiest manner. Never shall I forget 
Pakington's countenance, as the exact state of affairs broke 
upon him: never did I witness such a remarkable mixture of 
astonishment and self-complacency. 

The Cabinet was finally composed as follows: 

First Lord of the Treasury 
Lord Chancellor . 
Lord President 
Lord Privy Seal 
'Home Secretary 
Foreign Secretary 
Colonial Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
First Lord of t?~e Admiralty 

President of'the Board of Control .. 
President of the Board of Trade 
Postmaster-General . . 
First Commissioner oj'W arks 

EARL OF DERBY. 
LORD ST. LEONARDS. 
EARL oF LoNSDALE .. 
MARQUIS OF SALISBURY. 
S. H. WALPOLE. 
EARL OF MALMESBDRY. 
SIR JOHN P AKINGTOJS. 
B. DISRAELI. 

·DuKE oF N ORTHUMBER-

LAND. , 
J. c. HERRiES. 
J. w. HENLEY. 
EARL OF HARDWICKE. 
LoRD JoHN MANNERS. 

Outside the Cabinet the Earl of Eglinton was Lord
Lieutenant of · Ireland, and Lord· N a as Chief Secretary; 
Christopher was Chancellor of ~he Duchy of Lancaster, and 
Beresford Secretary .at ·war. Stanley, who was still on 
histravels when the Ministry was formed, was appointed 
Under-Secretary for ~oreign Affairs, and on his return 
represented· his office in the Commons. Thesiger was 
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Attorney-General, and Fitzroy Kelly Solicitor-General, 
Bankes Judge-Advocate-General, and Trollope Chief Poor · 
Law Commissioner.. Lyndhurst,. who was in his eightieth 

·year, had declined the Chancellorship. Granby and his 
following stood aloof. 

Of the members of th~ Cabinet only three-Derby, 
Lonsdale, and Herries-,--had been Cabinet Ministers before, 
and none of the rest was·even a Privy Councillor. It was 
a memorable scene when they went to Windsor to receive 
the seals, and has been characteristically described by 
Disraeli ~imself in En~ymion ;1 ..... · 

A dozen2 men,' without the slightest experience of official 
life, had to be sworn in as privy councillors, before even they 
<>ould receive the seals and insignia of their intended offices., 
On their knees, according to the constitutional custom, a 
dozen men, aJl in the act of genuflexion at the same m6-
ment, and headed, too, by one of the most powerful peers in 
the country-the Lord of Alnwick Castle himself-hu)nbled 

· themselves before a female Sovereign, who looked seren~ and 
imperturbable before a spectacle never seen before, and which, 
in all probability, will never be seen again~ 

' One of this band,' Disraeli continues, ' a gentleman 
' without· any official experience whatever, was not only 
plac~d in the Cabinet, but was absolutely required to 
become the leader ofthe House of Commons, which had 
never occurred before, except in the instance of ~Mr. Pitt 
in 1782.' It was a proud occasion for him; , No wonder 
that at the mere prospect of it he should have'' felt. just 
like a young girl going to her fust ball,' as he told Malmes
bury. He had now, with his whole party, 'got a status·,; 
and he was to show whether· one who, in the opinion of a 
Liberal historian, a was 'perhaps. the best ·Leader of 
Opposition . that the House of Commons has ever seen,' 
could lead the House itself with equal distinction, and 
prove himself a statesman as well as a great Parliamentarian~ 

At the dinner of the Royal Literary Fund,· in~ May,· 
Thackeray, who had often laughed at and parodied him; 

1 ell. roo. . . . 
ll The exact 11-umber of new ·Privy Councillors sworn in on this occasion 

was seventeen: but several of them were outside the Cabinet.. . .. ' 
3 Mr. Herbert Paul, in A Modern History of England. 
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hailed the romantic success of a brother-novelist in a 
speech which was half banter, half appreciation, 

Couid a romance writer in after-years have a bette:r- or more 
wondrous hero than that of an indi'vidual who at twenty years 
of ago wrote Vivian Grey, and .a little while afterwards The 
Wondrous Tale of Alroy ; who then explained to a breathless 
and listening world the great Asian mystery; who. then went 
into politics, faced, fought, and conquered the great political 
giant of these days; and who subsequently led thanes and 
earls to battle, while he caused reluctant squires to carry his 
lance ? What a hero would not that be for some future 
novelist, and what a magnificent climax for the third volume 
of his story, when he led him, in his gold coat of office, to kiss 
tho Queen's hand as the Chancellor of the Exchequer ! 1 

Disraeli's father was no longer alive to enjoy his 
triumph; but he could ,still count on his sister's sympathy 
and applause. 

Barak Disraeli to Mrs. Disraeli. 
(? Feb. 26, 1852.]-I have fallen ·from the excess of light 

into such profound darkness and repose that I am bewildered, 
and should think a;ll the wonderful events of these last seven 
days were so many dreams, were I not roused every now and 
then, and convinced that all the world are believing in their 
actuality. _ 

I had to grant perpetual audiences yesterday to people 
who want something. First came my little postman to ask 
me to put him on the town district; he did not ask me for my 
interest, but requested me at once to transfer him. _ I noticed 
be spoke with a very tremulous voice, which impre~sed Ip.e 
strongly with a ·sense of my extraordinary power. Then 
came a friend of mine who wants the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer to read a pamphlet he had written on the 
currency. Then a letter from a lady who wants a place for 
her-husband .... 

Tell dear Dis I left the Board of Inland Revenue in a 
state of great flutter; all speculating on their new master. 
Mr. Pressly, one of the mainsprings-Dis knows him--had 
heard that he had grown somewhat grand of late. 

Congratulations came from Disraeli's first political 
mentor, and also from an old follower and friend, now a 
political opponent. 

1 The Times, May 13, 1852. • Great Asian mystery 'has been substituted 
conjecturally for' mystery of the great Caucasian theory,' which appears in 
the actual report. 
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From Lord Lyndhurst. 
Feb. 2.1.-I congratulate you most sincerely and :warmly 

upon the high position which you have so deservedly at~ain,e~. 
It recalls to my recollection in a very lively· manner ;the_ 
political conversations and scenes which pasf!ed between,~ us so 
many years ago, and which the course of events has bro4ght 
to so brilliant a conclusion. , · . ;: : 

You will, I am sure, evince to the worlct that addition and 
subtraction are not the only qualifications for a Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. . . . ':* 

From the Hon. George Srnythe. ·'~ · 

[Feb. 24, 1852.]-Thos~ who hailed the dawn have the'best 
right to salute the meridian. Believe, therefore, dear Dis, 
in the sincere congratulations with which I kiss Mrs. Disraeli's 
hand, and am, your affec'tionate opponent, G. SYDNEY SMYT_HE. 

I can't help laughing at your having disinterred Sir;:Ji~ger' 
de Coverley to stick him in the Colonies. It is so like _one of • 
your old strokes-in fiction. <~ :.: ; " 

Smythe's gibe at Pakington 1 is characteristic .of tli~~ 
kind of reception which this untried team receive<_l;·fr9rr;':_ 
the public, and especially from the newspapers :which 
supported Free Trade. They wer~ at· once dubbed. the 
'Who 1 Who 1' Ministry,. because 'the 'Duke of Welling
ton, partly from deafness and partly from unacquaintance 
with the new men, kept exclaiming ' Who 1 Who 1' as 
the Prime Minister in the House of Lords repeated to him, 
one by one, the nam,.'es of his colleagues. Palmerston 
said that there were only two real men in the Government, 
oddly forgetful of the fact that there were only two men 
who counted with the public in the late Governinent:c..... · 
Russell and himself. The Queen did not realise at first 
that there was more than one man; there was, at. any rate,. 
only one whom the Court really knew: She wrote to 
King Leopold on March 23: ' In the ·.present case our 
acquaintance is confined almost entirely to Lord Derby, 
but then he is· the Government. They do '(l,othing without 
him. He has all the Departments to look after, and on 
being asked by somebody if he was not much tired, he 
said: ''I am quite well with my babies."' · • 

1 Grevillc, -in July, writes: 'The app;intmcnt. that c~eated the greatest 
surprise and was the most cL·iticised, that of Sir John Pakington, has turned 
out .•. one of the best.' ~ 
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Of all the appointments, few were more. unfavourably 
criticised than Disraeli's. That he should leaa the ·nouse 
\vas not so surprising, but why put him at the Exchequer 1 
It was. a mauvaise plaisanterie, said ()ne journal ; he will · 
find it difficult to be both a wit and a Chancellor of the -
Exchequer, said another. People had forgotten, or had 
paid little attention to, the remarkable speech on finance 
at the end of the previous session, from which we have 
·culled in the last chapter some admirable nnancial maxims;. 
At the same time it may be admitted that there was no 
special suitability in the post, except its comparative 
freedom from departmental duties, and the proximity of 
the official residence attached to it to that of the First 

.Lord of the Treasury. But hitherto, when the Prime 
Minister was in the Lords, the leadership of the Commons 
had usually been associated with a Secretaryship of 

, State; and such was the position assigned to Disraeli in 
·tp.e abortive negotiations of 1851. It is possible that the 
·prejudice of the Court against Disraeli may have deter
mined Derby to instal his colleague in an office that does 
not necessitate inuch personal intercourse with the 
Sovereign. In 184 7 the Queen hid been shocked at the 
mere suggestion that Disraeli was destined to hold high 
office in the next Cabinet/ and in 1851- she had only 

. accepted his nomination on Derby's guarantee. On the 
other hand, Derby was in real difficulty for a Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. Palmers ton had refused; there is good, 
reason to believe that Thomas Baring had refused; and, 
after Herries' timidity in the previous year, Derbrwas 
determined not to giv~ him another chance of the post. In 
the awkward position :l.n which the party found them
selves, part anxious to restore Protection, part resolved 
to ~et quit of that policy, the management of finance was 
a very delicate matter, and was naturally entrusted to· the 
m:ost dexterous hand. · 

1_ Queen Victoria's Lrtter8: 'The Queen-. ~ . was a li-ttle shocked at Sir 
Char os \Vood ... des g•1ating tho future Gov-irnm.ent_. and selecting Lord 
George R•ntinck l\fr. D.sraeli (!), and Mr. Hcrrics as the persons destined 
to hold high offices in the next Government' (The Queen to RuescH, 

• Dec.l9 1847). 
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. It has been/ ~uggested that Disracli had cherished the 
idea of uniting, like Canning, the leadership of the House 
with the Foreign Office. The interest in foreign affairs 

- which he constantly_ manifested from the beginning to the 
·end of_ his political career makes such an arribitiori a 
natural one; and a note written during thl3. formation of 
the Ministry shows . that Lyndhurst, who, as an olq 
colleague of Derby's and ftierid of Disraeli's, was likely to 
be well informed, believed that Disraeli was to be Foreign 
Secretary. 'I think,' Lyndhurst wrote, 'you . have 
chosen -rightly in selecting the Foreign Office, for which you 
are admirably suited. We shall not, in future, blush-for 
our foreign despatches, or foreign diplomacy.' Sir 
William Fraser, too, says ~hat Disraeli, who had become _ 
the headstone :Of the corner in 1878, had be~n reject-ed·" 
as Foreign Secretary by 'the builders' in 1852. It ~ay, 
be taken for granted that neither the Queen nor De':r:l:)y 
would have· cons~nted to his appointment at that date; · 
but there is no evidence, in the Beaconsfield papers or 
<;lsewhere, that he put himself forward ·for it. In the -
variouslists of possible Ministries which he drew up~ during 
~hese years, he places himself so~etimes at the Exchequer, 
sometimes at the Home Office, and sometimes at the 
India Office, but never at the Foreign Office. On- the 
other hand, he did not entirely share the satisf.action which 
Derby entertained Ior Malmesbury's conduct of that 
office, at any rate during the Ministry of 1858; and in 
i859 he rovndly declared that Malmesbury 'must go~ 
at least, from his present position.' 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
March 2, 1852.-Having recovered from the horrors of .a 

-torpid liver, which has overwhelmed me the last few days, 
--I send you an official letter, to tell you we get on very well: 

the .Court gracious, the Press amiable, and our friends in the 
country cop.siderate. To-morrow is a levee; Friday a Council; 
and Saturday qur first Cabinet: 

A fortnight in my office without the H. of C. to distract 
me is a great advantage at starting. My election is fixed for 
the 12th, the day the House reassembles: rather awkward.1 

. . . . 
1 Letters, p; 246. 
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Disraeli 's optimism was natural in his first week of high 
office. But the difficulties before him and the Govern
ment were serious. It was true that they had come in 
because the Whig Goverri.m.ent could no longer hold to
gether; but they were in a decided minority in the House 
of Commons, and the Free Traders, of all sections,· were 
likely to unite against them in Opposition. Their own 
attitude to Protection constituted their main difficulty . 

. It had already prevented Palmerston from joining them; it 
had in the previous year put a stop to the negotiations with 
Aberdeen, Graham, and Gladstone; it had frightened off 
Lord Canning, Ellenborough, and Henry Corry. No doubt 
the question was treated as a more open one iri the forma
tion of the Government this year than it had been in 1851 ; 
and Lord Hardinge, at . any rate, accepted the post of 
Master-General of the Ordnance as an a vowed Free Trader. 
But Derby, in his first declaration of policy on. behalf of 
the Government in the House of Lords, on February 27, 
having, as. he wrote to Disraeli, 'ticklish ground to go 
over,' held up the American tariff to admiration as com
pared with the Free Trade system, and.restated his indi
vidual opinion that corn should be .no exception to a 
general system of imposi'ng duties on foreign imports; 
while declaring that no general financial scheme of the 
kind could be introduced except by a Government strong 
in the confidence both of Parliament and of the country. 
To Disraeli this seemed to be ' Protection in its most 
odious form,' qualified by postponement -of action till 
after the General Election. His own first intimations of 
policy were much more cautious. He ha\1, of course, to 
submit himself for re-election on taldng office. In his 
address he· told the electors of Bucks that the first duty 
of the new Government would be ' to provide for the 
ordinary and current exigencies of the public service; but, 
at :q9 distant period, we hope, with the concurrence of the 
country; to~ establish a policy in conformity with the 
principles which in opposition we have felt it our d~ty' to 

_maintain. We shall endeavour to terminate that strife 
of classes whicl1, of Jape years, has exercised so pernicious · 
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an influence over the welfare of this kingdom; to accom
plish those remedial measures· which great p:r:oductive 
interests, suffering from unequal taxation, have a ·'right to 
demand from a just Government.'. -They were. 'fa V()urable 
to progressive improvement in every department of the 
State.' In other words, his programme was not Protec
tion, but justice to the agricultural interest by a readjust
ment of public burdens, coupled. with administrative 
reform.. On the, hustings he· went into more detaiL 
Three great. interest,s, he said-,-the agricultural, colonial, 
and shipping interests'-had been injured by the legislatio:r;t 
of 1846-1849; justice should be done to them, to tqe 
British· producer as· well as to the British consumer. .The 
landed interest, especially, suffered under heavy burdens 
that must be redressE_ld; the people of England, as things 
were then, were eating. a farmer every night for their 
supper, A countervailing duty was recommended by 
eminent economists,, and was proba~ly the best method; 
but if the people of .the country were-as he seemed to 
ass~me they were--;-opposed to it, then some other :q:1ethod 
would be found .. The Government did not shrink .from 
appealing t~ the p~ople,; b~t there was necessary lmslness 
to get through b~fore dissolution was possible, .anq 'defence 
!:!>nd Chancery ref()rm were ripe for treatment. ' Hob
house found t~is speech asmysterious as those of DisraeWs 
colleagues; and no doubt Derby's indiscretion made it 
difficult for Disraeli to.be plain . 

. Thi~ speech was delivered on March 12, the ·day Parlia
ment met again after adjournment, and on the following 
Monday, thE.l 15th, the attack on the Government began 
in both· House~;~. The Free Traders were, or professed 
to be, alarmed. The Anti-Corn Law League was revived 
in Manchester, and meetings of protest arranged in many 
big towns .. The Liberals had met at Russell's house, and 
under his inspiration determined that no close time should 
be a(]cm;de.d to the new-comers; Lord Grey, on March 6, 
told Malmes bury the . Government would not last· three 
weeks. In .the; ~ords, per by was asked whether it was 
the intention of the Government, in a new Parliament, to 
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recommend an altei:ation in . the· present policy wit.h 
regard to the importation of corn; and he declined to say 
more tlian that the question could only be solved at the 
General Election, and that no duty should be imposed on 
corn by ·a bare majority, but only after e. very general 
concurrence of opinion. The debate in. the Commons was 
described by Disraeli in his first letter, as leader of the 
House, to the Queen. Disraeli's letters. were a new experi
ence to Her Majesty, differing greatly as they did from the 
somewhat stereotyped . official forin to which previous 
leaders of the House had accustomed her. She told her 
uncle on March 30: ' Mr. Disraeli (alias Dizzy) writes very 
curious reports to me of the House of Comnions proceed
ings~much in the style of his books.' 1 

To Queen Victoria. 
HousE OF CoMMONS, March 15, 1852, Monday night.

The, Chancellor of the Exchequer, with Jlis humble duty to 
your·Majesty, informs your Majesty of what.occurred in the 
House of Commons this evening. . · 

Mr. Villiers opened the proceedings, terse and elaborate, but 
not in his happiest style. He called upon the House to con
trast the state of the country at the beginning of the year 
and at tho present moment. But be could not induce the 
House to believe that ' all now was distrust and alarm.' 

The Chancellor of the Exclieqmir, in reply, declined to 
bring forward in the present Parliament any proposition to 
change our commercial system, and would not pledge himself 
to propose in a future Parliament any duty on corn~ He 
said a duty on corn was a measure, not a principle, and.that 
if preferable measures for the redress of agricultural grievances' 
than the' five-shilling duty on corn (mentioned by Mr. Villiors) . 
could be devised, he should adopt.them-a declaration re
ceived with universal favour on the Government side." 

Lora John Russell replied to the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer in consequence of some notice by the former 2 of the 
strange construction of a new Opposition to·fo~ce a Dissolution 

1 Dismeli himself was often dissatisfied with the ·literary form .of his 
reports. On Nov. 14 he apologised to the Queen for 'a somewhat c~de 
note.' 'He humbly begs your Majesty .will deign to reli:!.cm~cr that these 
bulletins arc often written' in tumult, and sometimes in perplexity; and that 
h.e is under the impression that your Majesty would prefer a·genuine report 
of the feeling of the moment, however miniature, to a more artificial and 
prepared statement' (Queen Victoria's Letters) • 

. 2 Apparently' a slip for' latter.' 
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of Parliament by a Minister who, three weeks ago, had declared' 
such Dissolution ine~pcdient. It was not a successful speech. 

The great speech on the Opposition side was that of Sir 
James Graham : elaborate, malignant, mischievous. . His 
position was this: that Lord, Derby, as a man of honour, wa'S 
bound to 'propose taxes on food, and that, if he did so~ revolu-
tion was inevitable. . 

Mr. Walpole followed with· great taste aud moderation, 
confining hi.rnself to the constitutional question, and ·avoiding, 
the statistics which Sir James introduced. · 

Mr. Gladstone and Lord Palmerston both spoke in the same.: 
vein: the necessity of immedia~ Dissolution after the'passing, 
of the ' necessary ' measures ; but the question soon arose,: 
What is ' necessary ' r · . · 

Lord Palmerston thought the Militia Bill ' necessary,' upon 
· which the League 1 immediately rose and denied t.he conclusion: 

There seemed in the .House a great reluctance .to avoid2 a 
violent course, but a very general wish, on the Opposition 
side, for as speedy a Dissolution as public necessity would 
permit. . ·. 

The evening, however, was. not disadvantageous .to. the 
Government. All which is most humbly .submitted to your 
Majesty, b.y your Majesty's most dutiful subject arid servant, 
B. DISRAELI.3 · · 

Derby was naturally nervous about the performances 
o£ his ' team o£ · young horses ; .in the Commons in their. 
first trial, and was anxious before he went to bed to have ~ 
a report £rom his lieutenant. 

From Lord Derby .. 
ST. jAMEs's SQUARE, l past 10 [~Waren 15].~1 hear froni' 

many quarters that you made a magnificent speech, and after 
our · conversation this morning I have no fear that there 
should appear any. divergence' ·of opinion which could by 
possibility be ·laid hold of between us .... 

But if you have time for a line written on your knee, as you 
have noreply, and consequently nothing pressing upon you, 
I wish you would relieve my anxiety by letting me know what 
was John ltussell's line, and its success ; that our nieil have 
not marred the effect of your speech, and that· the favourable' 
commencement of the night has been sustained. Shall you 

. get your vote of men and· money ? Remember nothing can 
•' · be done till the,Mutiny Bills are secure, and the defence of 

1 The Anti;Corn Law League. · . ·· . · · 
. ~ Disraeli seems to hav!J meant ' reluctance to. take' or 'desire to avoid.' · 

a Queen· Victoria's Letters. The paragraph about. ·walpole's speech is 
, omitted in the book. · 
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the count;y must be the first step. I should not deprecate a 
little factio·us delay to our·nece~sary measures, which should 
unavoidably carry on Parliament t.ill June or July. 

Disraeli's reply, written from.his place in the House of 
Commons, was couched in much the sam·e terms as his 
letter to the Queen, though he went into more detail about 
Russell's speech, which he declared to be 'a complete 
failure. He made a feeble reply to my attack, which 
forced him up, and then took refuge in a prepared glori
fication of his Government-speech of statistics, which, 
from the dulness and the dinner-hour combined, broke up 
the House.' Disraeli announced in his speech the meas-' 
ures which the Government hoped to pass : first, the Bill 
for the disfranchisement of St. Albans together with the 
Ministerial proposals for distributing the forfeited seats; 
secondly, Chancery reform; and, thirdly, a Militia Bill. 

ToSarah Disraeli. 

D[OWNING] S[TREET]; March 17, 1852.-I think we have 
turned the corner. The public seems with us, and our raw 
recruits have not made a single mistake .... 

Ralph and M.A. keep you, I believe, somewhat au fait at 
what happens. For myself, I am very well, but I literally 
have not time to take my meals. ' 

The Lord President,1 however, gives to-day his first Cabinet 
dinner: so business and food may be combined. In the 
evening Lady Derby gives her first reception, which I shall 
attend, though otherwise I do not attempt to go anywhere. 
M. Anne, however-, is v~ry gay am:l. ubiquitous .. 

On Monday night Lord Derby-did wonders, and I, in the 
other Hol1se, did no~ disgrac~ our friends; 

From Lord Derby. 

Private. ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, Thursday [Marc1L 181--1 
hope you did not think that I urged too' strongly last night 
at Donsdale'_s my view of the course to be 'taken in the House 
of which you are the Leader. If I did, you must attribvte 
it to my.' strong sense of what. was essential for securing and 
strengthening our pQsition. . · -

1 Lonsdale. It was the practice of this Govo~nment to hold Cabinet 
dinners on Wednesdays during the session. . ' 
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I .have this moment Lord Hardinge With. me. :;;;·H~ says, 
from Gladstone, that with an understanding t,hat we are fo..
have a dissolution in the summer, and a meeting in Noy~~be£; 
·the body of the Peelites will support us through the session,:· 
resi~t an attempt to cilt short our supplies, and not press for 
a second Parliamentarv session of. 1852. I have declined 
e~tering into any engageme?tt, is Gla~stone bas n<;> reciJ?rocity . 
to _offer; but I have authorised HardJ.~ge to tell him pnvately . 
that such are my views. and that I agree that it is desirable . 
that the country should have an intimation of our commercial 
policy,.as early as is.consistent with the object of making the 
n~i:t meeting of Parliament that for the session of 1852-53, arid· 
.not a second. session of 1852. If the PeeliteR act on their 
personal intentions, and we are firm; but ~emperate in tone •. 
our game !s won.. · · · 

··~· 

·This. expectation . of support from t,he Pe~Iites wa~- . 
fulfilled.; save in ,one ~onspicuous instanpe ;·and conse- · 
quently, ~s Derby wrote, down to the General Election 
the Government were secure. Derby and Disraeli :were 
pleased with the outcome of their.first debates, but.they 
coulcl..J!ot expect the Whig and Radical Oppositionto be;·; 
and'there'is justice in the 'Queen's comment, in writing to"'-~ 
King Leopold, that these. debates were ' not satisfactory, 
because both· Lord Derby and'.Mr: Disraelirefuse to give 
a: ~traightfor~ard answer 'a~ ·~o 'their' policy'' the uncc~
tainty as to which· will do serious harm.' On Friday, 
Mar~hi 19, Disraeli 'yas again-interrogated-by Ru'ssell as _ 
to whether Ministers· would advise a:dissolution 'of Parli'a-
ment with the)eastpossible de,lay; and he,gave the Qu~eti 

.:this summary of his reply: · · 

He held it .was t~ot ·constitutional ·and most impolitic 
for any Minister§ to pledge themselves to recommend their 
Sovereign to dissolve· Parliament at any stated and specific 
:time,~as: circUVlf?tances. might occur which would render. the 
fulfilment of the pledge' injurious or. impracti9able; that it . 
,was~. the' jntention. of the -Ministers to recommend your 
. Majesty t;o diss?lve the ·present Parliament the. ~oment that 
:su'ch ·measures were· carried' whicp were necessary .f<?r· your 
.Majesty's service, itnd for the st)curity and g'ood. government of 
:your Majesty's realm; and that it was their msh-and intention. 
;that·.th!) new Parliament. should meet to decide :upon the" 
·question of confid<,;.nce in the Administration, and ori the,~. 

~ ~"'! ... 

. ' .,, .. _, f'. : 
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measures which they could then bring forward in the course 
of the present year .1 

Upon this answer an attempt was made by Bernal, 
Osborne, who talked of a 'thimblerig Government,' 

, to stop supplies on .the ground of want of confidence 
in Ministers. The motion, though supported by 
Russell, Cobden, and Bright, was not carried to a' 
division; and it was repelled with spirit by Disraeli, 
who characterised Russell's behaviour in first throwing 
up the Government, and then endeavouring immediately 
to force the new Ministers to resign, as factious. It was 
a false move of Russell's; and, as Disraeli told the Queen, 
.!.the discomfiture of the Opposition was complete.' ';rhe 
first week had certainly gone well for the Government, and 
Derby so reported to the Queen. Her Majesty's account 
of his conversation shows that Disraeli's arguments, or the 
manifest trend of public opinion, had already had an effect 
on his views; for he told her that, though he anti~ipated a 

. Conservative majority at the General Election, it would 
· not be a majority for the reimposition of a duty on corn, 

'certainly not a majority large' enough to justify him in 
proposing such a measure.' But his 'honour and credit ' 
prevented him from. abandoning Protection till the 
country had pronounced against it. The Queen inter
preted this ambiguous statement, in the light of her strong 

·common-sense, to mean that 'Lord. Derby is quite pre
pared to drop Protection.' Shetold King Leopold that 
the Government would get through the Eession, dissolve 
in June or July, and meet Parliament again in November; · 
'and then Protection will be done· away with.' That was 
wh'U.t Disraeli foresaw and desired to·be prepared for; what 
Derby was coming to expect, but would not provide 
against.. · 

The Government lost no time in bringing in their
Militia Bill. They proposed to create an additional 
permanent force of 80,000 men for national defence, to be 
raised by bounties of £3 or £4; the period of training 
and drilling to be twenty· one days, the Crown having 

' 1 Queen V icloria' B Letters. 
I. 38 

\ 
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power, in case of necessity, .to extend it t.o. 'fifty-six 
days. The cost would be about £1,200,000. 'The Bill 
·was introducedl by Walpole and generally welcomed; 
its :only opponents were the Manchester School, whose 
arguments,· said Disraeli, really meant that in the 
present state of the· world no country need defend 
itself. ·An easy passage was expected for it; but on the 
second reading, to the generalsurprise, Russell supported 

. a motion for its rejection, on the ground that it followed 
' 'the plan of the old militia which his Government had 

condemned. · 
To Queen Victoria. 

HousE OF CoMMONS, Aprill9, 1852 (Monday night, half-pas'~
ttwelve).-The Chancellor of the .Exchequer, with liis humble 
~duty to your Majesty, reports to your Majesty that, after a: 
dull debate, significant only by two of the ·subordinate mem
bers ofthe late Administratio~ declaring their hostility to the 
:Militia Bill, Lord John Russell rose at eleven o'clock and 
:ai.mounced his intention to oppose the second reading'< of jt.: 
His speech was one of the ablest-statesmanlike, argumenta

- -.tive, terse, and playful-,-and the effect he produced was con-
:siderable. · · 

Your Majesty's Government, about to reply to it, gave way '\: 
to Lord Palmerston, who changed the feeling of the House~ 
:.and, indeed, entirely carried it away, in a speech of extra-
·~rrdinary vigour· and high-spirited tone. . . .~ 
· The Ministers were willing to. have taken the .division 9n 
his lordship sitting down, but, as the late Government wished 
to reply, the Chancellor of the -Exchequer would Ii.ot oppose 

;the adjournment of the debate. . ~ · 
;:- ·The elements of calculation as to the division are' very 

complicated, but the. Chancellor of the Exchequer is still 
inclined to believe that the second reading of the Bill will be 
·carried.2 

. Russell had a second time since the· formation of th~ 
rGovernment made a false move; and Palmerston's protest 
:against mixing up party feeling with the defence of the 
realm carried .the House ":ith ·it. On the· mornir.g of t:P,e· 
division Disraeli wrote to his sister: 'Lord John, after 
much deliberation, has chosen his own field of battle, ,and 

. if he get beat to-night, wl}ich I think he 'viii; he will h~ve 

1 March 25. J. Queen V ictorU:i' s Letters. 

.... 
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proved himself a very unfortunate, not to say a very un
skilful, general.' Many Whigs, as well as most of the 
Peelites, voted with the Gov~rnment, who carried1 their 
Bill by nearly two to one in a full House-315 against 165. 
It was a notable triumph, and, though due to an extra
ordinary blunder in tactics of the leader of Opposition, 
was none the less calculated to increase the hold of 
Ministers on Parliament and the country. The Bill passed 
through its remaining stages with little trouble, and, 
being blessed by the Duke of Wellington in the House of . 
Lords, became law in almost exactly the shape in which 
it was introduced. 

Russell did not propose to proceed in opposition with 
the Reform Bill which he had introduced on behalf of his 
Government ; and , the new Ministry naturally decided to 
leave the question alone. But Hume and Locke King 
were irrepressible, and Disraeli had to resist, and, with 
Russell's aid, defeat two familiar motions by these 
Reformers. In ·his speeches he said that neither he nor 
his party was opposed· to Parliamentary reform, though 
they did not consider an extension of the franchise to be 
synonymous with the extension of democratic power. 
They were· opposed to crude and unnecessary proposals, 
based on erroneous calculations, which would merely give 
further representation to property. It would be a different 
matter if a well-matured measure were brought forward, 
not. for party purposes, but with the sincere desire o~ 
giving the deserving artisan the exercise of the suffrage in 
·a manner consistent with the maintenance of the institu
tions of the country. Besides these Reform motions, 
Disraeli had to meet financial resolutions, brought forward 
in advance of the Budget, and calculated to deprive the 

·_;Exchequer in one case of the income derived from the hop 
duty, and in the other of that arising .from the paper duty 
a~d. the newspaper stamp and advertisement duties: 
With both proposals, as we know, he had considerable 
sympathy; but, as a Chancellor of the Exchequer de-

"' • 1 April26. 
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fending the Treasury, he naturally opposed both. The · · 
Government .. could not piedge themselyes, and he ap
pealed, and appealed successfully, to be allowed to make 
his financial stat,ement without being hampered by. 
preliminary votes of the House. 

These debates, and the multifarious duties. devolving 
on a leader of the House with very insufficient support on 
his own bench, together with official work· at which he 
was a novice, left the Chancellor of the Exchequer little 
opportunity to consider his Budget. 'I have neither time 
to feed nor sleep, though pretty well,' he tells his sister on 
the Monday before it was due; ' great debates every night; 
and. the Budget on Friday, for which I have literally not 
time to' prepare.' The Queen, ' alarmed by vague rumours· 
that it was the intention of the Government to propose 
great changes in the present financial system,' made 

. inquiries about the Budget at the beginning of .the week. 

From Lord Derby. 
Confidential. ST. JAMES's SQUARE, Sunday night [April25]. 

-The enclosed note froi:n H.M. will show you that she means 
to k,now everyth;ing that is going on.· I have sent. her in answer 
one of our confidential printed papers of the Budget, and told 
her that, though at present we had come to no positive and 
(ormal decision, I _apprehended we should have a 'pro
visional' Budget with one year's income-tax ; I have told 
her the deductions to be made from any apparent surplus, and 
the necessity of keeping something in hand to go upon, .if, · 
as appea-red probable, we could derive no income from for~ign 
corn .... 

As Derby now no longer concealed from the Queen or 
from his colleagues that he was beginning, 'however reluc
tantly, to recognise t.he hopelessness of Protection, Disraeli 
determined to treat the Budget as a great opportunity for 
counteracting the ill effect of his chief's opening declara
tion on financial policy. Not that in his actual. financial 
proposals there was any scope for showing t~e tendency of 
his mind. The Budget was necessarily provisional; and 
it was ·provisional, not merely because the Government 
were a Government without a majority and pledg~d not 
to modify-the new commercial' system till after 'the !1eneral 
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Election, but also because the income tax had only been 
voted, in 1851, for one year, and a Committee was sitting 
to take the whole question of ·that tax and its incidence 
into consideration. But it was obvious that the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer could not review the financial situation 
without giving a fairly clear indication of the principles 
on which he held that the taxation of the country must be 
based~ This expectation, the piquancy of Disra.eli 's 
position, the fascination of his career, and the absurd 
canards circulated by the Free Traders as to the probability 
of reactionary proposals, produced more than the usual ex
citement and curiosity about the Chancellor's statement; 
and when he rose on April 30 the House was fuller than 
it had been since the great Pacifico debate. 

From the beginning he struck the note of complete 
impartiality and detachment which he maintained 
throughout. . He asked members to dismiss from their 
minds all prejudgments and prejudices, and join with him 
in an attempt clearly to comprehend the exact financial 
position of the country. Owing to Hume's motion in 
1851, limiting the income-ta.x to one year, an important 
branch of the revenue had lapsed; what was the soundest 
means of snpplying the deficiency ~ The revenue of the 
country was raised in three modes : first, by duties on 
articles of foreign import; secondly, by duties on articles_ 
of domestic manufacture; thirdly, by direct taxation. 
To which of these should he revert in his need ~ By 
the method of customs already a large revenue was 
raised; and since 1842 there had been a systematic and 
continuous reduction of these duties, amounting to 
£9,000,000 in all; so that, in the light of history, it would 
be presumptuous in him to recur to fresh customs duties 
to supply his deficiency. Were excise duties more en
couraging ~ There were two. parties in their financial 
controversies : one, the more prevalent, which was always 
in favour of reducing customs; but another, important 
though' not triumphant, which desired to relieve. native 
industry by reducing excise-a party to which his 
'ever -lamented friend ' Bentinck helonged. If one 
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side of the House wished to- reduce customs, and the 
other excise, what' was a poor Chancellor with a deficiency ~ 
to do ~ Besides, even those who considered customs 
duties the greatest of financial grievances bad shown 
repugnance to raising revenue by excise; and, since 1842, 
excise duties bad been relieved to the extent of £1,500,000. 
Only a week before a proposal had been ma_de to repeal 
duties on paper and newspapers which would have meant 
a further loss of £1,400,000. It was, therefore, an ex
tremely hopeless enterprise to supply his deficiency by 
increasing excise duties.; -

Some-Liberals talked as if to raise money by direct tax
ation was a preferable method. The principal direct tax, 
'the income tax, was introduced by one of the most eminent 
of modern statesmen in 1842 in order to effect reductions 
in duties; but it was introduced as an emergency measure, 
and the· House and country could not be got to adopt it 
without its being framed on a large basis of. exemption. 

·Moreover, it was on:ly renewed with difficulty, and had at 
last become so odious and unpopular that in 1851 it bad 
only been continued. for one year, on condition that it 
should be investigated by a Select Committee. That 
Committee, of which he himself was a member, was still 
sitting. One of the gravest objections to this tax was that 

-there was no difference in the rate of assessment upon 
incomes of a temporary and of a permanent character. 
There were difficulties in adopting any scheme for remedy
ing this defect. 'In questions of finance, the feelings of 
the people must be considered as well as the principles 
of science.' The Committee ·were unanimous that, if 
measures of direct taxation were to form a permanent 
feature of our finance, ~hey could not rest upon a system 
of exemptions. Direct taxation, in Disraeli's· opinion, 
should be nearly as universal in its application as indirect. 
Otherwise-' it is confiscation. It is making war upon 
the capital which ultimately must employ that very 
industr-y which you wish to relieve.' The instance of the 
incom-e tax therefore hardly encouraged the Chancellorto 
turn to direct taxation. Besides,' the principal feature of 
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the Budget of- 1851 was the repeal of one of the most 
considerable sources of direct taxation~the window tax
at a loss of nearly £2,000,000. It was repealed on the 
' plausible plea, but miserable pretext,' of sanitary con
siderations; and a house tax was substituted. But this 
new tax followed 'the vicious principle which pervaded 
all our direct taxation,' Q.Ud only applied to 400,000 
out of 3,500,000 houses. The policy of the last ten 
years had brought us to this result, that 'the House of 
Commons disapproves of all three methods' of taxation.' 

Disraeli now passed to the portion of his speech wliich ' 
provoked most comment-:..-his description of the results 
attained under Wood's Free Trade Budget of the previous 
year. There was an excess in the receipts over the late 
Chancellor's estiiOO.tes of £330;000; but even that state
ment did not do justice to his merits, as there had been 
vast remissions of taxation. There had been reductions 
on coffee, timber, and sugar, and Wood had therefore 
estimated for losses of £176,000, £286,000, and £335,000 
respectively; but the losses had only been, in the three 
items, £112,000, £126,000, and £309, owing to the enor
mous increase in consumption. Hence the customs had 
exceeded the estimate by £270,000. There was the same 
tendency to rapid expansion ~hown in excise, stamps, 
taxes, and Post Office, though in the last case much must 
be attributed to the Great Exhibition. All this part of the 
speech was vociferously welcomed by the Opposition. 
F~r the coming year, 'after the marvellous results 

which I have communicated to the House as the con
sequence of the last reduction in the sugar duties, one is 
naturally sanguine ' about the revenue. Assuming the 
income tax to cease, the amount to be collected under that 
head in the year would. be only £2,600,000, and the total 
estimated r:eceipts on the basis of present taxation 
£49,000,000, leaving a deficit of £_2,125,000 for 1852-53, 
and of £4,250,000 for 1853-54. If the income tax was 
retained it would bring in £5,187,000, and give a surplus 
of £460,000. To retain the tax for a limited period was 
the only prudent course. That was what the Government 
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. recomm~nded, and they proposed no change of taxation 
what!3ver. 

Disraeli a!lded a weighty passage on the importance of 
laying down clearly and decidedly the principles on which 
the public revenue should be raisfd. Had the Govern
ment been longer in office they would not have shrunk 
from this laborious task; and they would not" be content 
again, if they had the opportunity, to make provisional 
propositions. · 

They loo~ with great apprehension to the opinions prevalent 
in this House, which seem opposed to all the great sources of 
raising the revenue of this country. They consider that 
n~thing would be more injurious than rashly and rapidly to 
reduce the sources of indirect taxation while you have come 
to no general conclusion as to the principles upon which direct 
taxation shall be levied. They are of opinion' that if we 

· continue 'in this mood of mind-admirable as is the industry; 
vast as is the capital, of this country, great as are the ad
vap.tages which are received from our· political institutions, · 

. which have secured it order, wealth, and liberty-'-it will be 
impossible to maintain the revenue of this country in that 
manner which the public credit and the wants of our national 
establishments require. Sir, we have a profound conviction 
upon that head. We deem it our duty to impress upon the . 
Committee and upon the country the dangerous course in. 
which they have embarked-to impress upon them the 
absolute necessity, now oi in another Parliament, of arriving 
at some definite understanding on what principle the revenue 
of this country ought to be raised. They deem it their duty 
to denounce as most pernicious to all classes of this country 
the systematic reduction of indirect taxation; while at tbe 
same time you levy your direct taxes from a very limited class. 

. . 
The sp!')ech was markedly successful, and· showed, as 

Thomas Baring said, that the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
had a mind which could grapple with a"nything. . It 
brought Disraeli what he greatly valued, his first letter 
from the Sovereign who had hesitated to accept his 

. services, but who was eventually to set him above all her 
other Ministers in her esteem and regard, 

From Queen Victoria. 

BucKINGHAM PAJ.A~E, May 1, 1852.-The Queen has. read 
with great interest the clear and a.bie financial statement 
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which the 'Chancellor of the Exchequer m~de in the House 
of Commons last night, and was glad to hear from him that it 
was well received.1 

Admiration was, indeed, expressed on all sides for the 
speech itself, and there was general concurrence in the 
proposal to renew the income tax for a limited period. 
The Free Traders naturally exulted in the evidence given, 
in the speech, of the general prosperity. Wood regarded 
it as strong testimony to the complete success of the 
fiuancial and commercial policy of the last ten years, and 
Gladstone was quite prepared to rest thewhole ease on it. 
Compliments came also from Bright and Labouchere. , A 
few, Liberal members, indeed-including Hume and 
W akley-mingled with their approbation taunting refer
ences to Disraeli's conduct to Peel, whose principles they 
contended he was now vindicating; but the prevailing note 
of the Opposition was one of generous appreciation. The 
Conservative speakers-Thomas Baring, Tyrell, Alderman 
Thompson, and Hudson, the Railway King-were equally 
complimentary, but pointed out that it did not follow 
that, because the financial position of the country was good, 
there were not important interests suffering from distress; 
and also that the Chancellor had not attributed the pros
perity of the country to Free Trade. These declarations 
show that Palmerston's and Greville's statements that the 
speech was received in ' sullen silence,' 'in· silence a.nd 
dii content,' by the supporters of the Government, are 
somewhat exaggerated; but those two shrewd observers 
were not far wrong in concluding that, after the speech, 
Protection, in the shape of a duty on corn, could no lorger 
be attempted. One very important listener shat.ed thelr 
sentiments. If Disraeli had been dissatisfied with Derby's 
declaration, Derby was no less disturbed by DisraeJi's. 
His anxiety prompted him to write the same evening a 
long letter of remonstrance. Greatly as he· admired the 
clearne.ss and 1 ucidity of the statement, 'I think the silence 
of our own friends, and the rapturous and 'triumphant 
cheers with which the opposite side of the House greeted 

l·Qneen Virloria's Letters. 
I. 3!:!* 
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each successive illustration of the financial result of there~ 
mission of taxes; and the advantage gained to the cmi.- · 
sumers, must have shown you, as you went on, that you 
were making out a triumphant case for the Free Trade 
policy which is the mainstay of our opponents.' What 
about the interest of the producer ? 'It is impossible 
that yon should have overlooked the fact ·~that, with 
regard to two at least of the items you enumerated
'coffee and sugar-and partially also as to . timber, the 
increase of consumption has chiefly fallen on the foreign 
produce, while the diminution of price has mainly affected 
the home or the colonial producer.' 

. On the whole, !cannot but say that I should have listened 
with far more pleasure to your statement had I been able 
to shut my eyes, and to persuade myself that I ·was listening 
to Charles Wood congratulating the country on the eminent 
success of his financial policy, and encouraging the country 
to persevere in and extend it, exaggerating its advantages, 
and passing lightly over its injurious consequences, than I did · 
wl).en I remembered, able as it was, that it was the statement 
of the organ of a Government by whom that commercial 
policy had been, certainly not condemned in the abstract, but 
censur.cd as having been carried to a reckless extent .. 

Derby anticipated-and with good reason-a 'yell of 
triumph ' from the Free Trade papers; as he left the 
House he heard the remark, ' It was the eulogy of Peel 
by Disraeli.' He had seen no one, and might be 'mistaken 
as to the feelings of their own party.; but 'I foresee great 
discontent among our friends, and great embarrassment 
when we come to the serious consideration of that financ 
cial system, on which, if we adopt without reserve the 
policy of our predecessors, we shall be justly stigm~tised 
as impostors who have obtained office under false pre- . 
tences; and if we depart from it, we shall be met with 

.. rather weighty arguments, drawn from your speech of 
this evening.' . · 

It_ was, of course, Di~raeli's object to ·force the note, in 
ord~r that there might be no mistake about -his resolve to 
extricate his party from a Protectionist policy. He wa<s 
quite willing himself to make certain reserves, as he showed 
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in the next few days. Derby, however, in spite of his 
growing conviction that Disraeli's course was the right 
one, did not content himself with a private grumble by 
letter, but took advantage of a City banquet to Ministers 
a few days later to utter some ambiguous words which 
once more suggested that Protection might be revived. 
Undoubtedly there had been annoyance at the Budget 
among extreme Protectionists; and the farmers, who, as 
Malmesbury tells us, ·'though reconciled to Protection, 
expected some relief in other ways,' were disappointed 
at no hint having been given of a measure for their 
advantage, beyond the promise to examine the whole 
financial system after the election. Derby in the City 
was profuse in compliments to his lieutenant, whose 
speech had t.efuted the unworthy notion ' that a man 
possessing high ability, a vivid imagination, and great 
eloquence cannot master the driest commercial and 
financial topics.' But he said that, though Disraeli 
properly did not allude to the subject, no Government 
ought to lose sight of the interests of those large classes, 
unconnected with commerce, who were mainly producers. 
Government must reconcile apparently conflicting in
terests, and 'by mutual concessions and by mutual com
promises ' blend them in one harmonious whole . 
. 'Mutual concessions and mutual compromises' might 

mean anything, and probably in Derby's mind meant no 
more than Disraeli's policy of compensation to the landed 
interest. But the phrase immediately aroused suspicions 
temporarily allayed by Disraeli's B11dget speech. Punch 
asked, in a famous cartoon, which horse Derby declared 
to win with, Protection or Free Trade 1 The Peelites, who 
had hitherto supported Ministers, took alarm, and imme
diately inflicted on theni the one serious rebuff of the . 
session. One of the measures which Disraeli had declared· 
to be ' necessary 'in March was a Bill for assigning the 
four seats forfeited by the disfranchisement of St. Albans 
and Sudbury. On May 10 he moved for leave to intro
duce ~he Bill, and made the very reasonable proposal, 
which was s~bsequently carried out with slight variation 
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by Palmerston's Government in 1861, to allot two seats to 
the West Riding of Yorkshire, and two to the south of 
Lancashire, both of them districts of great and ·growing. 
population. In an interesting speech he discussed with 
sympathy, and only dismissed owing to praetical diffi
culties, the suggestion of introducing new elements into 
the . constituency . by allotting these seats to learned 
societies, such as the Royal Society, the Inns of Court, or 
the unrepresented Universities. Gladstone got up im
mediately Disraeli sat down, and moved to disregard the 
motion and proceed to the orders of the day. It was not 

· necessary or wise, he said, to deal with such a measure in· 
a moribund Parliament. But his real relison for objecting 
was that the Government were at issue with Parliament on 
a cardinalpoint of policy. It was a solemn duty to bring· 
the question to a formal and final decision, which could 
only be done by dissolution. That process should be ex
pedited and the controversy ended. Government were 
beaten by eighty-six, and Palmerston as well as Gladstone .. 
voted against them. It was characteristic of Derby_ to · 
write to Disraeli next day: 'I do not think there is·much 
harm done, if any, by our defeat oflastnight '-a defeat 
due mainly to his own Mansion House declaration. 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
~OUSE OF CoMMONS, May 14.-A hurried line to tellyou 

. that, after many ·vicissitudes, affairs seem pretty well and 
sinooth again, except this morning-Lord Derby has the · 
gout! They say it is light; but he is in bed, and how things 
ar:_e to go on without him baffles my imagination. . · 

Yesterday1 I feasted my followers in a manner worthy of 
the caw'le, and as few Chancellors of the Exchequer have of 
late years.. There was an enormous :Ora wing-room, the 
banquet and drum at Lady Derby's, not less, I should think; 
than a thousand. I never got upstairs. The Privy Seal, 
the Lord President, the Postmaster, all gave gratuitous 
ftasts. The Duke of Northumberland; too-in. fact, never 
was a faction so feasted ! ... 2 

By May 24 Derby had advanced so. far in th(i ~~y 
Disraeli desired the Government t<> go that he said opcn~y 

. ~ ~. - . ,: .. '· .. " -. ' 

1 Cel~bration of the Queen's birthday. 
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in the House of Lords, as he had already told the Queen 
and Disraeli, that he did not think it probable that so 
large a majority would be returned at the General Election 
in favour of an import duty on corn as would render it, 
desirable to reimpose such a duty; and he repeated that 
without a decided and unequivocal majority the attempt 
ought not to be made. But even this was very negative 
and unsatisfactory as a programme for the elections, and 
Disraeli occupied the Whitsuntiderecess in drawing up his 
address to his constituents, which should make it quite 
plain that the Government did not, as a Government, 
whatever subordinate individuals might do, go into battle 
under the flag of Prot~ction. That there might be ~no 
doubt that this document was the authorised manifesto of 
the Government, he submitted it to Derby for revision. 
and adopted all the suggestions which he made. 

Jrro~ jjord lJerby. 

ST. JAMES's SQUARE, June 3, 1852.-I ·have looked over 
yo.ur address, and have ventured on two or three suggestions 
of no great moment, but which I would recommend for your 
adoption. I think one sentence about ' recurrence to the 
abrogated laws' would appear to condemn in principle, 
as well as to admit to be impossible, the imposition of any· 
duty-and it is well to let down the agricultural body as 
easily as we can. I do not like your last sentence. I think 
my ' auspices ' had better be omitted, and the expression of 
'making' the country, etc., implies too much as requiring 
to be done. You will easily amend it .... 

The important paragraphs in the address, which was 
dated Hugheriden Manor, June 2, and was issued two or 
three days later, were these :. . . 

The time has gone by wheri the injuries which the great 
producing interests endure can be alleviated or removed by ~ 
a recurrence to the laws which, previously to 1846, protected 
them from such calamities. The spirit of the age tends to 
free intercourse, and no statesman can disregard with im
punity the genius of the epoch in which he lives. But every 
principle of abstract justice, and every consideration of high 
policy, counsel that the producer should be treated as fairly 
as the consumer, and intimate that, when the native producer 
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is thrown into unrestricted competition with external rivals, 
it is the duty of the legislature in every way to diminish, 
certainly not to increase, the cost of production. 

It is the in ention of Her Majesty's Ministers to recommend 
· to Parliament, :.:s soon as it is in their power, measures which· 

may effect this end. · . 
· One·of the soundest means, among others, by which this 

result may be accomplished is a revision· of our taxation. 
The times are favourabl«;~ to such an undertaking; juster 
notions of taxation are more prevalent than heretofore; 
powerful agencies are stirring, which have introduced new 
phenomena into finance, and altered the complexion of the 
fiscal world; and the possibility of greatly relieving. the 
burdens of the community, both by adjustment and reduction, 

· seems to loom in the future. 

What the exact remedy for the agriculturists 'looming 
in the future 'might be was perhaps misty and doubtful. 
But that there 'Was to be no recurrence to the old Corn 
Laws, but on the contrary, 'free intercourse ' and 'unre
stricted competition,! was made perfectly clear; and this 
policy received Derby's imprimatur. Disraeli summed 
up the issues before the country iri the following words: 

The country will have to decide whether it will maintain a 
Ministry formed on the principles of Conservative progre~s; 
whether it will terminate for ever, by just and conciliatory 
measures, the misconceptions which have too long prevailed 
between producer and consumer, and extinguish the fatal 
jealousy that rankles between town and country; whether 
our· colonial empire shall be maintained and confirmed; 
whether the material development of Ireland. shall at length 
be secured; whether such alterations as time and circumstance 
may appear to justify and require in the construction of the 
House of Commons shall be made in that spirit of revolution 
which .has arrested the civilisation of :Europe, or in tp.e spirit 
of our popular, though not democratic, institutions;· whether 
the Church of England shall still remain a national Church;· 
whether the Crown of England shall still be a Protestant 
Crown. 

It will be noticed that Disraeli vindicates the progressive 
nature of the Conservatism which he advocates, and 
especially its right to deal with the question of RCform; 
that he recurs to the material development of lreland; and 
that he sounds the note of Imperialism. . 
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To Sarah Disraeli. 

June 8, 1852.:_, .. The business is very hard and anxious; 
up to three o'clock every morning, and in my place in the 
House again at noon. It cannot, I suppose, last very long-at 
least, if it do, I shall not. However, on the whole, I keep my 
health. . . . 1\f. A., I suppose, keeps you au fait to our, or 
rather to her, life. Mine you know by the newspapers; I 
go nowhere. Yesterday I was not at the Trinity House, and 
shall not be at alongseries of civic feasts which are coming
E. I. Company, Skinners', M. 'l'aylors'-being all, and perhaps 
fortunately, on House of Commons days. · 

I gave Graham a good dressing/ and he could not rally. 
I am very glad young Stanley has come back. 
On Sunday I was two hours with the Prince-a very gracious 

and interesting audience. He has great abilities and won
derful knowledge-I think the best-educated man I ever met; 
most completely trained, and not over-educated for his in
tellect, which is energetic and lively.-Adieu.2 

It was not to be expected that Disraeli's address would 
prevent the Opposition from harping on the uncertain 
attitude of the Governrrient towards Protection. The 
fear of Protection was by far their best electioneering 
qard, and, before the session ended, it was again played 
for all it was worth by Russell .. This was in a_ debate3 

which sprang· up about the wrongs of a British subject, 
named Mather, who was cut down in the streets of Florence 
by an Austrian officer. Malmesbury, as Foreign Secre
tary, had endeavoured to get compensation for h!m from 
Tuscany, and the Opposition contended that he should 
have applied to Austria. But Russell passed from this 
topic to a general review of the proceedings of the Govern
ment. He accused them of concealing their policy, and 
nottelling the country clearly whether the new commercial 
system was to be tampered with or not. He contrasted 
.the Budget speech and the address to the electors of 
Bucks with Derby's declarations, and wanted to know 
which the House was to believe. . The country would 
never give its confidence to a Government which had no 
opinions and no principles. It was, of course, only a 

1 On June 7 Disraeli successfully vindicated, in reply to Graham, the 
management of public business by the Govorn'ment. 

2 J:'art of this appears in Letters, p. 248. 3 June 14. 
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re-hash of an attack that Russell had made more than once 
before during the session. 'The very first night I took 
my seat,' said Disraeli, 'the noble lord rose and opened 
his batteries. He. has since returned to the atta~k; but 
his drums were muffied, and the fire slackened. Now we 
have a last effort, but it is a forlorn hope that will not take 
the citadel.' With regard to the charge of a change of 
opinions since 1846, he roundly denied it. He and his 
friends opposed the abandonment of the Corn Laws and 
the alteration of the sugar duties; but he denied that 
either he or the bulk of those with whom he acted had 
ever advocated a recurrence to the same laws that existed 
before 1846. 'You cannot recall a single speech to that 
effect; I defy anybody to quote any speech _I ever made; 
or any sentence that I ever uttered, that recommended 
such a course as desirable or possible.' That statement 
has been denounced by Disraeli's traducers as audaciously 
false. The reader of this volume will recognise its sub~ 
stantial truth. Lord Derby, Disraeli admitted, had 
recomlfiended a fixed duty on corn, though he had now 
intimated his belief that the country would not support 
such a policy. But a fixed duty was not a recurrence to 
the laws which existed-before 1846. A fixed duty, as he 
had often pointed out, was recommended by McCulloch 
and other economic authorities. But it was not a 
principle, but a measure; and, as it was invested with 

. popular odium, and repudiated by the popular will, he was 
not going to pin his political career to it, or make it the 
_basis of his policy. The object of the Government was 
to do justice to the classes wronged in 1846, but 'without 
disturbing the system which is now established.' That 
was a fairly conclusive statement. 

To Queen Victoria. 
HousE QF CoMMONS, Monday, ! past 12 o'clock (a.m.) 

[June 15, 1852].-:--The Chancellor of the Exchequer, with 
his humble duty to your Majesty, reports to ·your Majesty 
that Lord John Russell made his 'observations on the present 
state of public affairs' this evening: appended to the Mather 
case. 
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This latter he treated very cleverly, and had the House 
with him; but his postscript, which was very general, marred 
all, and dissipated the attention of the House. 

Lord Granby got into high Protection: Lord Palmerston 
attacked both Governments, but the present.gently. The 
House seemed ill-disposed, and affairs looked black; but the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer was more fortunate than he 
expected or deserved. He is just down, and writes this 
humbly to say that your Majesty's Ministers have outlived 
a threatening night. · · 

While there was great doubt in the popular mind at 
home, fomented by the Opposition for party purposes, as 
to the position of the Government, it is noteworthy that 
a shrewd and interested foreign observer had already, 
·before the .issue of the Bucks address and t.he debate 
on June 14, recognised that not only Disraeli, but Derby, 
had finally abandoned Protection. l\fetternich wrote to 
Disraelifrom Vienna on May 24: ' Vous avez· du vous con
vaincre que je ne me suis point trompe sur les exigences de 
la situation dans laquelle se sont trouves les chefs du 
parti reellement conservateur des interets de votre grand 
pays, sous le poids d'urie qualification qui n'a trait qu'a 
une fraction de ses interets-sous un poids dont vous et 
votre noble ami ont deja su se debarrasser au profit de la 
cause dont vous etes les dCfenseurs.' 

The anti-Catholic and anti-Ritualist feeling excited by 
the Pope's action about ecclesiastical titles in 1850, and 
by the proceedings of the Tractarians, was still strong in 
the country, and was reflected in motions in the House of 
Commons. On June 12 Disraeli wrote to the Queen: 
'The feeling of the House of Commons, ori both sides, is so 
determined against 'I'ractarian principles, that themajority. 
will support motions, of which they otherwise disappr0ve, 
if they think such votes may incidentally check th~ 
aggressions of the sacerdotal party.' In another letter to 
the Queen, describing a debate on education on: June 21, 
Disraeli wrote: ' The feeling of the House of Commons, 
probably in this representing faithfully that of the 
country, ~s against both the violent parties in the Church. 
and in favour of a firm, though temperate, course on the 
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part of the Crown, which inay conciliate a vast majority, 
and tend to terminate dissension.' ·1 

In the latter part of the session, Spooner, a strong 
Protesta~t Tory, moved to inquire into· the 'Roman 
Catholic College of Maynooth, which received a Govern-. 
ment grant. The debate stretched over several days, 
and all parties. except the Irish professed a willingness 
to have an inquiry, Walpole for the Government, Glad
stone for the Peelites, and Russell. for the Opposition. 
Though much strong language was used, nothing was 
eventually done, as the debate was·not concluded till the 
session was nearly over, andit would have been ridiculous 
to appoint a Committee when Parliament was about to be 
dissolved. . It was not a creditable. spectacle; but all • 
parties were playing for position at the General Election. 
Disraeli only took part to state that the Government 
would. not abrogate the grant to Maynooth; and 
would not advise the appoin~ment of.a Royal Commission. 
Otherwise he let the debate take its course in the elec
tioneering spirit which actuated Derby in writing to him, 
on one of the days when the subject came up: '1 think 
you must a.t all events let your men go as far as· you can. 
Vci~es will be .given to-riight in reference to impending 
elections, and we must not ·be hard upon men, even in 
.office, who may vote for Spooner, even if we propose, and 
he refuses, to limit thein'quiry.' 

To Sarah Disraeli. 
DowNING STREET, June 16.-0ur unprecedented efforts 

have nearly steered the ship into port. The Speaker says he 
never remembers so much a;nd such hard work. I think· we 
shall carry every one of our Bills of the slightest importance; 
even the Crime and Outrage Bill, of 'which I onco despaired., .. · 
Things look favourably. The Court is very gracious; I was 
with the Prince Consort two hours again on Sunday last .... ~ 

Disraeli was perfectly justified in his complacency about 
the legislative results of the session, which compared 
favoirrably with the recent muddles of the Whigs. The 
part of the session under the control of the new Ministers 

i Queen Victor,:a's Letters: 2 Lell.cr8, p. 248. 
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was but three months and a half, and in that time they 
had passed the Militia Act; an Act giving New Zealand 
a Constitution; various measures of legal reform, including 
Acts to diminish the technicalities of special pleading, to 
amend Common Law procedure, to reform the Court of 
Chancery, and to extend the jurisdiction of County Courts; 
and important sanitary measures, for improving the water
supply of London, and restricting intramnral interments. 
Undoubtedly they had found many of these measures 
left by their predecessors in an advanced state of prepara
tion; but to have passed them all, 1 in the face of a captious 
Opposition who began by denying the right of the Govern
ment to do a~ything but dissolve forthwith, was a con-

. siderable achievement. No wonder that Lyndhurst took 
·the opportunity of congratulating the Government at the 
close of the session, and that Derby pointed out in reply 
that it was to the firmness of the Government in resisting 
premature dissolution that this creditable harvest was 
due. It was due also to the tactful and judicious manner 
in which the new leader of the House of Commons had 
managed its business. · Even Greville, who began, on 
second-hand reports, by abusing his leadership during the 
first fortnight, admitted his success at the close of the 
session. Though condemning him as 'a perfect will-o'
the-wisp' as regards his opinions, he added: 'He has 
given undoubted proofs of his great ability, and showed 
how neatly he could handle such a subject as finance, witli 
which he never can have been at all familiar.' He 
exhibited conspicuously, among other things, one admir
able quality which marked his leadership during each of 
his terms of office-a readiness to leave his colleagues to 
deal with their own departmental w_ork in the House, and 
not to intervene himself nis~ dignus vindice nodus. 

His manner of spealdng during this his first session as 
leader of the Government in the Commons is preserved for 
us in a.lively, if somewhat unsympathetic, sketch of a 

1 Tho total wa3 eighty-eight public Acts, and no single Bill or resolutior. 
\vas curried n.gainst 1he will of Ministo.rs. See Preas, July 22, 1854, art ide 
on ' 1852 and 1854.' 
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visit to the House which appeared in the Leader on 
Soptem ber 25 of this year. The visitor has been 

_told that ' Mr. Disrael~ is _ up,'· has heard cheers as 
he approached, and is eagerly looking 

0 

forward to a 
feast of oratory. · 

The Hquse of Commons is before you, and your sensations 
undergo an instantaneous collapse. Your eye takes in the 
scene; a full House, listening, too, but lazily and loungingly. 
the cheer you heard having· .been made up of_ an aggregate 
half-laugh, half-sneer. You see the orator, there at the top. 
His body is haJf thro:wn across the table, one hand resting 
behind him, flirting with a laced cambric, .the other white 
hand tapping gently a red box. And he is making a great 
speech? He is.talking to Lord John, whose arms are· crossed 
carelessly, whose thin lips are parted with an easy smile, 
and who seems to think the eloquence rather amusing. Mr .. 
Disraeli has a most exquisite voice, and he is using only its 
gentlest modulations .. lfe is quite colloquial,. and his tone 
is friendly- and familiar_:_especiaJly when he comes to a bitter 
innuendo, when he turns his head to the country gentle
men, that they may hear it and laugh-a low, simmering 
chuckle, that just agitates the surface for- a moment only, 
Lord John and the Whigs and the Radicals smiling, too, as 
though the sarcasm were a good-natured joke. Mr. Disraeli 
is getting near th"O end of his speech, and is now recapitulating 
and fastening all the points (not mathematical ones) together, 
as is his wont; and this is his argumentative style. He 
approaches the peroration-his forte; and here he raises his 
bead, he throws back his collar, he puts by his cambric, he 
turns from Lord John, and faces the House. He speaks 
slc,>wer; he ceases his affected stammer; -he is more serious 
and more solemn, but-still quiet and unpretending. Talking 
now to the.many, and not to one or·two; he becomes more 
oratorical, and he fixes attention. What he is now saying -
is the manifesto of a party; not a syllable is lost. He iH 
nearing a meaning, and his articulation is elaborate; .and 
there is a dead silence. But he is still unexcited; dexterously 
and quietly he eludes the meaning-soars above it, in one or 
two involuted closing sentences, delivered with a louder 
voice and with more vehement gestures; and, having got 
the cheer at the right spot, this great orator, concluding. 
sinks into his seat, as nonchalant as though he had been 
answering a question about Fahrenheit, and immediately 
(Mackenzie having told him how the division ;will be) turns 
to ask Lord Henry Lennox whether Grisi was in good voice 
that night! 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE DECEMBER BuDGET. 

1852. 

Parliament was prorogued on July 1, and dissolved the 
same day. Derby told the Queen on the last day of the 
session that he thought he would gain forty seats, which 
would give him an absolute majority of the House of 
Commons-of course, not for the imposition of a duty on 
corn. Such a duty, he added, might now be considered ' as 
abandoned under any shape whatever, whether for Pro
tection or revenue.'· 

That was the policy with which Derby entered upon the 
General Election. But in those days peers did not issue 
manifestoes, still less make speeches,· to influence. the 
return of members to the House of Commons. Conse- . 
quently the electors were never told by the Prime 
Minister what he had said to his Sovereign and his col
leagues; and they might still legitimately doubt whether 
he had become co':llpletely converted to the views o£ the 

· ·leader of the House· of Commons. Disra'eli's speeches in 
the election were as unmistakable as his address. At. 
Newport Pagnell, on July 14, he said that, while Protection 
was sound in principle, ' i£ the country has chose'n to 
abrogate that system, and if the majority of the people of 
this country are of opinion that it would be unwise to 
recur to it, I s·ay we inust .seek by other means, and hi 
another direction, to place the cu'ltivators of th(l soil in a 
fair and just position.' ·The burdeps of local taxation 
.must be readjusted, and there must be such a revision of 
the system' of national taxation as to reduce t.he co~t of 
production. Granted that the bread of the people n1~st 
be cheap, care mu;:;t be. talwn that the producer of th-at 

' . 1193 ' 
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bread should be able to produce it as cheaply as possible . 
. On the hustings at Aylesburytwo days later he ~aid that he 
had been taunted with the usual question, 'Are you a Free 
Trader -~' and that he was almost surprised that the big 
and little loaf had not appeared in.the Liberal procession. 
·But 'the time has gone by when these exploded politics 
could interest the people of this country. No one supposes 

... that the present administration have any intention, or 
ever had any intention, to bring back the laws that were 
repealed in 1846.' The old members for the county, Du 
Pre; ,Disraeli, and the Whig. Cavendish, were duly re
t,urned, the somewhat farcical oppositioa of a lqcal 
Liberal, ])r. Lee, being easily disposed of.l 

The official policy of the party involved the abandon
ment of Protection. But Derby had been brought into 
line too late to insure-discipline among the rank and file, 
.or even among Ministers themselves. Stanley, indeed, 
who. was important, not only from his own abilities, but 
·as the Prime Minister's son and heir, said at King's Lynn 

.· t4at Protection had been set at rest, and he was· glad of 
it. But Herries and Manners, if not Walpole, Disraeli's 
Cabinet colleagues, Christopher, the Chancellor of the 
Duchy, and Fitzroy Kelly, the Solicitor-General, hinted 
that Protection might be again restored. Whig criticism 
suggested that Free Trade or Protect.ionist opinions were 
assumed by-Conservative candidates solely in accordance 
with the proclivities of their constituencies; that in the 
counties they were Protectionists, and in the towns Free 
Traders. The contention of the Opposition was that by this 
profligate trifling with a great question the Government 
gained ~";eats; but Disraeli, more reasonably, believed that, 

~·- on the contrary, seats were lost owing to the uncertainty. 
He was convinced that, if his urgent advice had been 
taken earlie:r; ·and Protection unquestionably abandoned 

. by the whole party, .the innate Conservatism of the 
country would have asserted itself, and the Government 
would have been accorded a fair trial. He,. like Derby, 

1· 'Ihc -result of the poll wa~Du Pre, 1,999. Disrae1i, 1,968; Cavendish, 
. 1,403. Lee, 665. _ . . 
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had been sanguine of a majority, not, of ccurse, for Pro
tection, but for a Conservative policy, which should give 
Ministers power to erect that barrier against re~olution 
which Derby regarded as his mission. They were disap
pointed. The party had indeed some remarkablf!:l suc
cesses. None of their leading men were defeated, and 
their numbers were increased; but, all told, they did not 
exceed about 310 in a House of over 650. · The numbers of 
the other parties may be put roughly at about 270 Whigs ~ 
and Liberals, 35 or 40 Peelites, and 35 or 40 Irish Roman 
Catholic brigade.. As a large but uncertain proportion 
of the Conservatives had definitely abandoned Pro
tection, there was a majority of probably three to one 
in favour of Free Trade; but the Peelites, though their old 
leader's policy prevailed, were much weaker in the new 
Parliament than in the old. After the election o£ 184 7 
they were reckoned at nearly 100; but Disraeli's policy of 
readjustment of local and imperial burdens had rallied
many of the rank and file to Derby's banner before the 
close of the Parliament, and after 1852 they were never 
counted as more than 40. They were weakened, too, by 
the defeat of Cardwell at Liverpool, Sir George Clerk a,t 
Dover, and Lord Mahon, the historian, at Hertford. 
George Smythe, too, lost his seat, but, Protection being 
abandoned; returned to his political allegiance to Disraeli. 
Important Liberals lilm Sir George Grey. Cornewall Lewis 
and Horsman, were also beaten; but Macaulay came back, 
after some year~' absence, triumphantly for Edinburgh, 
:md Lowe entered the House as memher for Kidder
minster. Lytton reappeared in Parliam'~t as a Con
servative, . and the Tory party had a still more powerful 
reinforcement. in the new member for Belfast, Hugh C 
MacCalmont Cairns, afterwards Disraeli's Lord Chancellor. 
Another new member, who did not sit long in the 1852 
Parliament, as his election was declared void for bribery, 
and"'whose subsequent appearances at Westminster were 
fitful, was Sir .William Fraser,l a great hero-worshipper 

1 1826-1898. M.P., Ba.rnst:wle. 1852-185~ and 1857-1859 ; .Ludla w, 
1863-186:1; und Kiddcrminster, 1874-1880-abo,rt ten years out of twonty
eight. 
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and collector of ana, chiefly 'about Wellington and 
Napoleon III! _and Disraeli, the author of- Disraeli and 
his Day, which enshrines, if it sometimes mangles, many 
oLthe best stories about its hero. · , 

The· successes of the. Government had been sufficient 
to gh;e them a fair chance of remaini~g in office, if only 
they could attract a little outside support. Pitlmerston, 
the most conspicuous personage in the House of Commons, 

.~ with the possible exceptions of Russell and Disraeli; stood · 
in rather an isolated position. He had quarrelled with . 
the official Whigs; and had resolved; after the events of 
the last winter, never to.serve under Russell again. ·He 
had rested his reh1sal to join Derby in February solely 
on the ground that Protection could not be left _an open 
question, and had treated the Government throughout 
the .session in a benevolent manner. Now that._Protec
tion had been definitely repudiated, it was to Palmcrston 

·"that the-thoughts of Ministers, anxious, as were Disraeli 
-arid Stanley, to broaden the basis of. the Government, 
nati:trally ·turned. 'I quite agree,' ·wrote Stanley ·on 
July 19, 'that the ship reqt1ires fine steering; but she 
requires something else as well: _an ~J,ccession t() the 
strength ot the crew. There is an old helmsman who 
would be very useful in takirig an occasional spell at the 
wheel.' He added: ' Lady P. has been going about re~ 
markirig to everybody .that no pledge had been given at 
Tiverton, 1 and that he was free to act as he pleased.' 
Derby was ready for a negotiation of the kind, but, 
wrote · StanJey, ' did not express ·himself very warmly. 
about it.' r£· was, of course, out of the question to 
suggest giving Palmerston the Foreign Office, to which 
he himself had, indeed, no \vish to return: He was 
supposed. to prefer the Home Office, and Walpole was 
ready, he ·said; ' to .do anything to promote the ·success 
of the affair.' It was suggested that the Speaker might 
be :willing to retire and take his peerage·, and tha.t Walpole 
might fill his chair. On Palmerston ?s side there_ was, 
apparently, f!.dispQsition at least to listerL 

l PalmersLoh's .honstituency. 
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From Samuel Phillips. 
July 24, 1852.-... To-day I passed an hour with [Lord 

Palmerston]. . . . Your name, amongst otliers, was men
tioned, and it was gratifying to note the respect with which 
Lord Palmerston adverted to his acquaintance with you. 
He told me how frequently he had been charged with· not 
dealing with you _as an inveterate foe ... and how much he had 
been gratified with your conduct when you waited upon him 
in the matter of --. I told Lord Palmerston that Mr. 

·Macaulay had hiformed ·me not a week ago that he believed 
Mr. Disraeli would be delighted to act with the Foreign 
Secretary whom Lord John 

1 
had discarded, and Lord 

Palmerston did not in any way indicate that he would be 
otherwise than delighted to act with Mr. Disraeli. ... 

' . 
Nothing, however,. happened. No direct overtures 

were made at this moment; and to indirect overtures 
Palmerston only answered that he was content with his 
position. There was much to be said for waiting till the 
reassembling of Parliament, when the disposition of the 
various parties would be more defi~ed. 

To Lord Derby. 
Private. lfuGHENDEN, Sept. 5, 1852 . ...,-... Stanley, who is 

here still, harps upon reconstruction. 
I look upon Parliamentary reconstruction as out of the 

question; but you have great external cards at your command 
-greater than any Minister ever yet had. Would Newcastle 
take India, and Canning Canada? You have also other things, if 
required. The Governor-Generalship of Australia-now a great · 
post; Van Diemen's La,nd and Trinidad, botp due or vacant. 

After his letters to Talbot, the D. of Buccleuch would be 
the natural mediator, and his interference would not be dis
pleasing to those with whom you are negotiating .. ;. It would 
save you the· annoyance of a personal application and its 
possibly mortifying results. . · · · . 

If Sl}cccssful, you would have a· working fuajority of fifty; 
if it fail, provided the communication be carried on by the 
machinery I ipdic_ate, it would do us [noJha:rm. 

If you act on this sugges,ti0n, I humbly advise that you 
should• see the D. of Buceleuch yourself, and not write. 

Mem. also that, irrespective of. consolidating the Govern
ment, we are really terribly deficient in eminent adminis
trators, and our party would be alike cheapened by continuing 
the present men or providing them with inefficient successors.· 
· I hopo you will be able to collect these hurried, but not 

hasty, hints. 
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The understanding on which the.Peelites had ~upported 
the Government dliring the session, and · on which the 
Liberals had eventually consented to allo\v necessary 
legislation to pass, was that the new Parliament should 
be called together before the end of the year; and that 
the Government should theri produce at once their fiscal· 
proposals, which were held in abeyance over the General 
Election. Disraeli, accordingly, as soon as his electoral 
campaign was finished, busied himself with preparationS 
for ·his forthcoming Budget, during' such time as. could 
be spared from the general affairs of the Ministry. His 
autumn correspondence gives us evidences of his activity 
and of the trend of his thoughts. The most interesting, 
in many ways, of these letters ·were written to 'Lord 

· Henry Lennox, a younger ~on of the Duke of Richmond, 
who had become member for Chichester in 1846, and 
.~continued to represent it for forty years. He was a 

· ·bright ·and intelligent, but not .· l].ighly, educated, young 
, man of fashion, who took a keen interest in poll tics . 
. Disraeli was obviously much attracted by him, as he was 
wont to be attracted by a combination of youth, birth,· 

,-:smartness, and intelligence, and had put him in his own· 
, , office as a Lord of the Treasury. It is clear from the 
· correspondence that he imparted to him many confidences 

. both as to his own political aspirations and as to the 
policy of the Government, and· encouraged him to gird 
at Tory mediocrities whom he himself never suffered 
gladly. Henry Lennox; who had some of the Puckish 
qualities of George Smythe, ta~ks, in his letters to his 
chief, of 'Walpole! the dear, the gentle Spencer!', of 
'Packy ' as a ' cautious prig,' .of Granby's 'tncredible 

f folly,' ' dogged obstinacy,' and ' pertinacious dunder
headism ' ; and even, in reference to a negotiation pending 
with the Vatican, of 'that dirty Pope.' This exuberance, 
which may have recalled memories of the Letters of 
Runnymede, far from shocking Disraeli, ainused him, 
and he replied with great afiectio~, and whh little or 
no reprobf. 
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To Lord Henry Lennox. 
HUGHENDBN, July 18, 1852. 

MY DEAR HENRY,-Assuming, which I think I may venture 
to do, that the poll to-morrow will be all right, I shall come 
up to town in the evening. The Cabinet, which I told the 
Captain to call on Tuesday, will be a sufficient excuse for not 
being present on the second day, and missing also the declara-
tion, chairing, etc. · 

The 'l'imes sent down their best reporters on Friday, and 
conveyed my ideas, and almost my very expressions, to the 
world, instead of that incoherent rhodomontade which their 
provincial ally perpetrated at Newport. . 

Did you. mark the leader in The Times yesterday on my 
Aylesbury speech ? I thought it very significant. I have 
myself little doubt that, if I had been permitted to take the 
bold lead at once, and not have been forced back from the 
Budget position, The Times would never have deserted us, 
would have written us up, and that our returns would have 
been several seats better. . 

We framed an Opposition on Protection and Protestantism. 
When you commence your studies, and read Coningsby, 
which I will give you in a single volume, you will see how I. 
have treated those exclusive and limited principles, clearly 
unfitted for a great and expanding country, of various ele
ments, like this of ours. G. Bentinck would not stand 
Protestantism, and was cashiered in consequence, I believe, 
entirely by the influence· of that master-mind, your friend, the 
Secretary at War. Notwithstanding all I said and did, they 
stuck to Protection till the country positively spat upon 'it. 
I tore away this millstone, but yielded reluctantly to the 
belief that the brother burthen, by a fortunate combination 
of circumstances, was to turn up trumps for us. It seems to 
me to have done us more liarm than the South Sea house
bubble, for that was too absurd to achieve anything real-
even mischief. . ·· 

Utterly disregard what B[eresford] says about your Glad
stone vote.1 I am very glad you gave it. He is the only one 
of the Peelites between whom and myself there was some 
inkling of sympathy.2 As for the rest, they may thank the 
.Morning Chronicle, in a great measure, for their discomfiture·, 
· 1 Lennox must have voted for Gladstone in his contest at Oxford 
University, when he. was opposed by Dr. Bullock Marsham, the Warden 
of Morton. . 

2 ,Gladstone, in his private correspondence aboufthis time, was writing 
very differently of Diara.oli. To Aberdeen, on Aug. 5, he was s_evere upon 
the 'unscrupulousness and second motives of Mr. Disraeli, at once thfl 

. neco~sity of Lord Derby and his curse' (Morley's Gladstone, Bk.III., oh. 8). 
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which was, I believe, not under his influence, but rather 
under the judicious inspiration of Newcastle and Herbert .... 

The nomination was a success. It was not in the Court; 
which you remember, but in the County Hall~ three times at 
!P-ast the size, and seemed full of a turbulent and hostile 
audience: but 1 got them as still as the H. of C., and finally 
obtained almost an universal show of hands. 

I am glad you are dull in my absence. I also feel 
lonely. . . . · 

Lennox reported from -London, on August 6, a rumour, 
originating in the Peelite camp; that 'you intend to be 
so liberal as to breakup the Conservative Government, 
and be received yourself into the bosom of the Progressive 
party.' 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 
• • j -

HuGHENDEN, Aug. 7, 1852.-..:.It was very kind of you to 
write to me, and most delightful to me to hear from you. 
Continual waterspouts have almost prevented me from leaving 
the house for five minutes, so i have worked very hard: in
deed, have almost devoured all the papers I brought down for 
the autumnal gorge, and have greatly advanced many things. 
Work absorbs, or should absorb, one; nevertheless, I think 
very often of my young companion; and miss him sadly, for 
his presence to ~e is always a c~arm, a:n~ often a consolatic;m. 

The Speaker g1ves us a workmg IilaJonty of twenty, whiCh 
will be increased, he adds, if there be anything approaching 
faction .. As for what the Peelites intend to do, we must find 
out who the Peelites are: and.as for what anymen will do, 
three~ or four or six months hence, he is a bold one who, in 
this rapid age, will prophesy. . . 
. -_Many may ,be dead, who are now stumbling-blocks. By 

the. bye, Dolly Vane ought to manage Durham, vice Granger, 
without much difficulty.1 .. . · 

As for myself; I consider that I am already ' in the-bosom 
-of the Progressive party.' 

What you have done about the Press is very good. On 
this subject, always go directly to Stanley, who is master of 
it, and also knows every turn of my mind anent, You, my be~ 
lov~,d, are a little fresh in supposing that your Phoonix2 could 

1 T. C. Granger (Liberal), who had been elected at .the head of the poll 
for Durham in July, died suddenly immediately afterwards, and Lord 
Adolphus Vane (Conservative) was returned a.t a. by·election in December, 
but unseated on petition. _ _ . 

2 Lennox had written: • I have found a very clever fellow, who writes 
very well.' 
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choose his journal, and that the Daily News, incontinently, 
would permit him to uphold the great captain, and your 
graceless correspondent .... 

To Lord Malmesbury. 

HuoHENDEN, Aug. 13, 1852.-I return you J._ord Cowley's 
confidential despatch. I am not disposed to reduce our 
duties on French brandies to obtain a reduction of their 
duties on our coals. We had better leave our mutual tariffs 
as they stand, unless the French are willing to treat these 
matters on a much more extensive scale. If they would 
reduce their duties on linen yarn, cottons, or iron, I should 
recommend our meeting them with reductions on their 
brandies and silks. The latter would be a great card for 
France. We ought now to be for as complete -Free .Trade as 
we can obtain, and· let the English farmer, and the English 
landlord, too, buy the best and the cheapest silks for their 
wives and daughters. 

In case anything is to be done in this respect, it should be 
done with as little knowledge of the Board of Trade as prac
ticable. That office is filled with our enemies. Lord Cowley, 
therefore, should conduct the business entirely; or we should 
send some confidential and circumspect agent of our own. 

It is useless now to vex ourselves about the Protectionist 
rock ahead. If this section exist, it· can _do nothing until the 
financial statement is made. Every expression of opinion on 
their side will be suspended until they have heard our financial 
measures. I confess I have no great fear of them, and I 
think they and their constituents will be satisfied. 

This Fisheries affair is a bad business. Pakington's circular 
is not written with a thorough knowledge of the circumstances. ~\· 
He is out of his depth, more· than three marine miles from 
shore. . 

These wretched Colonies will all be independent, too, in 
a· few yea1·s, and are a millstone round our necks. If I were you, 
I would push matters with Fillmore, who has. no interest to 
pander to the popul.ace like Webster, and make an honourable. 
and speedy settlement.1 

The Fisheries dispute related to the encroachments of 
American fishermen upon· Canadian and Newfoundland 
fishing-grounds-a question which has often disturbed 
Anglo- American rela~ions. Pakington, ·by ·writing, 
shortly before a Presidential election, a perfectly' justi-

1 lJferrwirR of an Ex-Minister~ n:nd?r.date. 
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fj,aql~ but imprudent despatch, had provoked D~miel 
Webster, the American Secretary of State,· to the use of 

' inflammatory language, and for a while the situation 
was critical. But Webster died in October, and Disraeli's 

r advice to come to an a~angement with Fillmore', the out·
going President, was adopted with succes~. _,The petulant · 

·outburst about the 'wretched Colonies,' obviously iri-. 
_.;spired by the irritation of the moment, and scribbled i.n 
~confidence to a Cabinet colleague, has sometimes been 
· taken as an indication of Disraeli's real sentiments about 
the' Empire'. This superficial vi~w is sufficiently 'dis- · .
proved by the correspondence with' Derby in the previous 

• winter, in .which Disraeli urged the advisability of 
Colonial representation in the British Parliament, as well 
as by all his speeches on Colm:;lial affairs. He did, inde~d; 

~-fear for a moment, as he. confessed in 1872, ·that 'the 
h'adicaJ policy of encouraging the Colonies ta set up for 
themselves might be successful; but his own efforts were. ~ 
'throughout directed.to strengthening the bonds of Empire:; 

. ~ 

: ' To Lord Derby. 
, Private. HrrGHENDEN, Aug. 13, 1852.-... The· 'Duke 

, of Bedford, I hear, has had 'satisfactory communications: 
•with D. of Newcastle, and-says that Graham has agree<l·to · ;~ 
serve under Lord John. This I expected. The· Duke .says • 

.~ ·also, I am told, that the only one he can make nothing of is : 
'-" Gladstone. . . . .. 

• My Budget greatly expands, and, I hope, matures, and, if 
· we only had a majority to carry it, should give you tl!e .. 
. · Government .of this country as long as you liked. . . • · 

·I have been reading my commissariat despatches from the .... 
Cape. The prospect is very gloomy. I have no confidence 
,in our new · Generai,l because, I observe, he has already 
changed his system and recurred to :the already unsuccessful 
method of Sir H. Smith. This war is a terrible running ~ore· 
in our finances. All tllese Generals of ours are too old~·.~- . 

The Junior Lord of the Treasury, kept in London in. 
the middle of August to transact official business, grew 
dispirited under these troubles ab?ut public affairs· in· 

' . . ~ 

1 Sir. George Cathcart, who succeeded Sir Harry Smith, brought-the Kaffir 
Wa.r to a. successful conclusion in Ma.rch, 1853. · ' 

' . 
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America and Africa, aggravated by the pros~ect ~a
very wet harvest ... What about his chief's expected 
Budget ? 'Do not suppose that my faith in you 'and in • 
the great .scheme is wavering! No such thing! I am 
only considering the numerous difficulties you will over
come.' He proceeds to report a rumour that 'the real 
Peclites ' are going to acknowledge as leader one ~hom 
he calls, in his irresponsible way, .. 'that pompous, 
becoroneted fool, Newcastle.' . -

, · To Lord Henry Lennox. 

"" [? Aug. _17, 1852.]-Excuse my frankness, bat I do not 
wish, too hastily, to look upon our friendship as the last of 
my illw:;ions .. 
. I shall be in D[owning] S[treet] to-morrow by two o'clock. 

I apprehend that my morning will be very murh engaged, but 
I hope we may dine together, alone, at the Coventry. ., 

Politics when we meet: I will only say now that, having 
vanquished a Sir Robert Peel, I am not going to be upset·by 
~a-D. of Newcastle. · 

~Lennox got his leave towards the end of the month, 
and went to Scotland, taking Coningsby to read on the · .. 
way. ·From the train he wrote an ecstatic letter: 'Ho~ 
true'! h2w painfully true ! . a pictqre of hu;man nature ! ' 

, and what language ! ' and added: ' It strikes me . . . that 
our 'position as a party is, or has been for the last six ·:. •• 
months, nearly identical with the Conservative' party in. 0· 

18.3~, as described in the fifth chapter of the second book. ' 1 ' . 

To Lord Henry Lennox, <) 

' Hu'aHENDEN, Sept. 1, 1852.-'I cannot let another d,ay dose ' 
without thanking you for your letter, but I am so tired that ; 
I <;an only tell you that I love you. '' · · 

' · I have had a great pressure of business this last week, and' 
esp()cially these last three .or four days, and have sometimes 

, ·had to work nine hours a day, tillm.y hand and brain seemed 
both exhausted. . · . 

Write to me very often, and -tell me how you are. I am 
amused about Ooningsby, and am rather surprised that you 
never read it before. •. 

l The chapter about the T<>mworth manifesto of 1834; see pp: 687, 
688. ,. -

, .. 
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' ·#_, • • • u • ~ ... ·• ' . ·= ;:•~· ·;,.~ "!·" ·• 

Sir Robert Peel was so taken wi1 h 1t i hn£ he shtt't~ hirirs~lt · 
~,up a whole day in his dressing-room,'and lockcd,up the,hoo·k~ 
when he went out, lest his family shO~uld "get it:' ~is so~:; 
1 he" present Sir Robert Peel, told my wife this at the'tiine..( 
He ivrote a letter to his sister, Mrs. Dawson, about it, whic.lf. .. 

. she showed me, and there he said what oharmcd him 'mosii.':~ 
. were the descriptions. · · ~- · -!~~~ 

Lord John Russell read Ooningsby every evening to his~.: 
wife, as she confessed to Madame Lionel de ROthschild; my:··~ 
informant. · Madame R. asked what parts he liked .b.es.t;>,: 
expecting, of course, the political disquisitions, or Tadpole ·; 

~t,;and Taper, at the least. Lady John said, 'Tho love scerie_s~::··: 
· Johnny was often moved to tears, she added; while re~dirig '~-

h --~ ..... 
t em. . . . . ._ · .~~; 

Don't mention allthis, told me by a woman in strict CQ~fi: ~.~ 
• deuce·; but I think it rather amusing: the two great politicians~ ·' 

reading a political novel, and only reading it because it ~wa"S.;i 
a political novel_:_and we, domestically and familiarly; learn~." 
ing that one admired most the descriptions, and. the· o~her 
the passages of tenderness and passion. .· -~ .-. .. · 

·· If you ever have inclination or power to read another book• 
~for reading, !.suspect, is not your forte-you must manage·· 
to read Sybil, 1 and especially Tancred. · I suppose there is a •. 
circulating library even at Johnny Groats, and if there He, 

, .. , 'one, you are sure to find both or one of-these books there. • • ~. 
. I am very troubled about the Chairmanship. W[ilson] r~ 

· Patten will. not take it-for privat~ rrasO'ns-tho' he will · 
vote for our man. But what man? Some say. N~wdegate,_ 
I don~t think he would take it, but I am sure the House would
not take him. They would think it as bad as voting for a . · 

•; five-shilling fixed duty. 
• I have encouraging reports from: Rome. 

My letter has swollen. · 
. ~ -.,:'' 

' 4 
TP,e appointment of Chairman of Committees in tlie~ 

new Parliament greatly exercised Derby and Disraeli'!+ 
About the Speakers hip there was no question, when once 
the idea of putting Walpole in the Chair, to make room for ·· 

•Palmerston, had been abandoned. Shaw-Lefevre hac!: 
been Speaker in three Parliaments, and by his dignity; 
courtesy, and tact, had endeared himself to the House:. J 

He was, of course, a Whig, and, if he were adopte.d ?Y th_e · · 

· 1 When Lennox read Sybil, he wrote (Oct. 2G) to Disraoli: 'I d~ hope \VO • 
shall carry out the ddightfully liberal'Yunrestrictod views advocated so ably_' 
in i~s pages.' · ·' • • , 

l- ~"':;.,( 
,...·, .1 

~· ./ '"\ •"' 
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Conservatives, was sure of re-election without opposition. 
For the Chairmans~ip, as the Goverrim.ent were still in a 
minority, it was important to nominate a man who wou~d 
be acceptable to opponents as well as to friends. ~erby 
was very anxious to secure for the post an old friend, 
who had been his colleague for years in the representation 
of North · Lancashire, who· had acted rather with the 
Peelites than with the Protectionists, and who was 
equally respect~d· in the .County Palatine and in . the 
House of Commons, John Wilson Patten, afterward!;_;/ 
'created, on Disraeli 's advice,. Lord Winmarleigh. For 
long Patten refused, to the despair of the leaders, who 
could not think of any other suitable candidate. ' It 

. would be a terrible thing,' wrote Disraeli, ' to start with 
being in a minority in almost the first week of' a riew 
Parliament; it would be like a paralytic stroke in youth.' 
Finally Patten yielded to Derby's impor~unities. 

To Lord John Russell. 
Confidential. · 4 Aug. 3i; .1852. 

MY. n:EA.R.LORD,,_A new Parliament and an inexperienced 
leader offer rather perilous pro::;pects, and y.ou will therefore 
not be surprised that I have donE;l my best to mitigate"these 
difficulties by ,requesting Mr. Lefevr,e to allow, himself again 
.to be put in nomination for the Chair. · . , . . 

I .think it very desirable, under existing circumstances, that 
the political party with which Mr, Lefevre is in connection 
should be represented in the .proceedings, ,,and, :while .he is 
proposed by some gentlema)l ,of standing on the Ministerial 
side, the seconder of the motion shoul<;l be a follower of your 
lordship. . . . - ·.. . . ,, .· 
• . .This course. may be un'llsuali b]lt it is not, I believe, irregular; · 
and I think it would add • to the .a;u,thority, with which Mr, 
Lefevre would resume the duties he has fulfilled so well. 

I think the seconder should be a member of moderate 
opinions-t:P.at is to. say, Qf Whig opinions. This is due to 
Mr. Lefevre himself, and I hope, also, that you will agree 

, with me that it is expedient 'in the conduct of the House 
generally that we should encourage as much as -possible the 
ancient connections and names. 

I hope you will not· think me arrogant in making these 
suggestions, for I make them ·in ·unaffected deference to your 
judgment, to which I am always inclined to bow; and which 

r. ' • ·· ' 39 
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on severai occasions has assisted me by its kind experience. 
Indeed, my powerful' reason for thus troubling you is to beg 
you, if you do not disapprove of these views, to favor me by 
turning in your mind and fixing upon the" person best qualified, 
in your opinion; to' fulfil the officeof seconder of .the Speaker, 
and whom I would then address, mentioning that I did so 
with your approbation. . ·-·· · · 

I hope Lady John is well, and all yourhearth, and I beg 
you to believe me, with very sincere respect, your lordship's 
o~liged and. faithful servant, B. ·DrsRAELI.' 

P.S.-Mr: Lefevre mentioned to me in confidence that 
Mr. Cayley had written to him offering to propose him, but . 
Mr. Lefevre replied that the matter rested with the Govern-
ment. · 

From Lord John Russe~l. 
Private. THE GART, Sept. 3, l852. 

MY DEAR SIR,-I have received your letter of the 31st, . 
and hasten to answer it. . . .. .. . 

I agree wi~h you that it is desirable to have; the .mover and 
seconder of the Speaker of different political parties, arid I 
acted on this opinion long ago, when J proposed to Lord 
Castlereagh to second the nomination of Mr. Manners Sutton .. 

The persons who occur to me as the most fit for seconders 
are Lord R. Grosvenor and ·Mr: Pendarves·. Of these two 
I should prefer -Lord Robert, as Fbelieve Mr. Pendarves 
moved or seconded 01ice before~ But you· may have reasons 
against both' of which I am ignorant: In that case I will 
think of some others. · · ' .· 

When you can· make public your intentions respecting a 
successor to Mr. Bernal/ I shall be glad to know them~ . But 
I do not ask to ·be informed before you are· in a condition ·to 

·let your view be generally knowp.. , · · ·· t • ·• . 

Many thanks for your inquiries for Lady John. She is 
much the better for the Hig:Q.land air, and all my family 
thrive upon it, I :beg·rmy compliments to Mrs. ·Disra.eli,· and 
remain, yours faithfully, J. RussELL. · · ·; · 

..• .I 

To Lord John Russell. 
r ·, DowNING. STR~ET, Oct. 9, 1852. 

, M.; DEAR Loiw,~I have written :to Lord Robert Grosvenor, 
as I thought the selection most happy, so much so, indeed, 
that I have somewhat reconstructed my own arrangements to 
sec:u,re his ·co-operation.· I had originally .intended to have 
asked Lord. Hotham to .have proposed Mr. Lefe\rre, but it 

· · a Chairman of Coiumittees in the last Parliament. 
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occurred to me that two lords might be held a little too fine, 
and I have therefore modified the scheme by infusing a little 
democracy into the proceedings (to please you), but in the 
Conservative shape of Sir John Yarde Buller.1 

We shall recommend Mr. Wilson Patten for the Chairman
ship. I should be happy if this proposition we1·e to pass off 

' as tranquilly as that of Mr. Lefevre. Unless the circum
stances are very urgent, the choice of one to preside over our 
discussions is hardly, I think, the happiest conjuncture for 
a party struggle. 

We shall have plenty of opportunities for crossing our 
swords without seeking our battle of Edge Hill in the Chair

. manship of Ways and Means. But I feel it is presumption 
in me to sav as much as this. 

I beg my compliments to Lady John, and I remain, yours 
very faithfully, B. DISRAELI. 

From Lord John Russell. 
DouGLAs's HoTEL, EDINBURGH, Oct. 12, 1852. 

'MY DEAR SIR,-'-I think you are fortunate in having obtained 
the consent of Mr. Wilson Patten to serve in the Chair of the 

. Ways and Means Committee. I cannot say there will be no .,, 
contest, but I shall do nothing. to encourage it, and shall be 
disposed to wait patiently till your real colours are hoisted. 
If it is the broad banner of Free Trade, I shall rejoice to see 
your standard.-! remain, yours fa~thfully, J. RusSELL. 

That broad banner it was certainly Disraeli's intention 
to hoist. The mere prospect of his· fuiancial measures, 
on a Free Trade basis, excited his young aristocratic 
disciple to quite a lyrical outburst: 

From Lord Henry Lennox. 
GoRDON CASTLE, Saturday, Sept. 11.-... I wonder if I am 

wrong, but I really feel as if your Budget ·would create a 
furore. Your career will be like William Pitt's; you will 
conciliate the Court, you will become 'the first Englishman of · 
your time, and will make England the first country· in the 
world. You will 'efface party distinctions by the introduction 
of a colossal measure of financial reform, as he ·did by the 
victories of our troops; and you will, like him, cajole the old 
Tory squires and make them give a hearty assent to all that 
they have passed their life in opposing. · At least, such is 
.my hope and belief. . ~ . . · · · · . 

t It was Robert Palmer, M:P. for:Berks, who .eventually proposed Shaw· 
Lefevre; J,ard Robert Grosvenor, as a·rranged, was the seconder. 
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To Lord Henry Lennox. 

IIuoHENDEN, Sept. 16, 1852.-Your letter was most agree• 
able, interesting, ·and, I need not addt most· welcome . 

.I think your life a very wise one. · · 
Although I have never slaughtered the antlered monarchs, 

I have endeavoured to describe them in some verses which I 
wrote .for Mr. Scrope,t and which he printed in his 1Jeer.
Stalking-a_ capital work, and the happiest effusion of the 
gentleman litterateur which we have had this. century. · 

The author was the most accomplished gentleman I ever 
knew, quite conscious that his fathers lived in the.days of 
the Plantagenets, yet easy, and polished. J.Ie was as great 
with th(;) salmon as with the stag, having written, like· a 
master, on both sports. He .had a. very happy pen, was a 
poet,· a very. fine scholar and linguist, .and,-as an amateur 
artist, superior, I think, to his friend and rival, Sir George 
Beaumont. He had also that· rarest of· talents-he could ·talk 
well. . Add to th~s a very handsome person and ten thousand 
a year..:....So I thirik he drew a prize in the great lottery of lffe. 

I am in mourning for him now, and wear my ··weeds sin
cerely, notwithstanding he left my wife, his kinswoman> a · 
legacy; and me a pictrir~, which I shall hang up in. my dining
room at D.S., where lhope it may long .remai~~ . . , , ·. 

The greater death, which. all are ta1ki~g a:t;~.d. thinking of, 
has brought us a shoal' of patronage; bilt I questi(m wli'ether 
its tendency, otherwise, is to strengthen the Government. 
Tb e Duke was very warmly with us of ·late, .and' still-exercised 
a beneficial influence for those.he wished to serve; c.,:, .. · .. ~ 

Stanley is staying.here,. off and on. I have not seen. hi~ 
since the death, but now expect him. . • . .. 

Adieu, my dear Henry,. and write to me whenever you can· 
and like: even a line is pleasant from those we love. 

The greater de~th1 tliat of the Duke of Wellington, 
took place at Walmer. Castle on September 14. .Serious 
as the loss. was to the. party of order, Disraeli; as Chan-' 

· cellor. of the Exchequer,· took comfort7 as i~ turned· out,· 
prematurely-in ()ne reflection: . He ·wrote t~·Iiis Parlia
J:litmtarySecretary of .t~e. Treasury,: "The death.;of the 
Duke ought to be; the removal of.an·obstacle to military 
economy.· Keep your:;eye'awake'to all this. LordHar
dinge [the Duke's successor as Commander-in-Chief], I fear,· 
is very prone to expenditure: He must. be met sternly.•· 

· · .· .. " . · · . '/See p:'454.' _ · . · . .. , · · ' . 
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Two months later 1 it fell to Disraeli 's lot to deliver a 
panegyric on the Duke in the House of Commons. TL.e 
task had rather weighed upon him. He had written to 
his wife that he was ' a little disturbed by the Duke of 
Wellington, all the world expecting a great speech from 
me, and I at least resolved that I will make one without 
the word "duty" appearing.' The speech was very 
' eloquent,' as Russell, who followed him and said he did 
not want to add a single word, called it ; but it was rather 
laboured, and it has become notorious as containing per
haps the most striking of the many acts of plagiarh:m 
charged against Disraeli. It is often referred to as if the 

' whole speech was borrowed; in actual fact,. the passage 
in question is less than a quarter of the whole. He was 
describing the qualities necessary to a great general, 
and he did so with ideas, and to a large extent in words, 
taken from an old article by Thiers on Marshal Gouvion 
de St. Cyr in a French rev-iew. The article was published 
in 1829, and had been reproduced in theM orning Chronicle 
in 1848. The discovery of the plagiarism was made 
by the Globe, Palmerston's organ, which printed speech 
an& article in paralh)l columns. Thereupon, to quote 
The Times of a few days later, ' a shout of " Stop 
thief !"was raised, and a whole pack of jealous litterateurs 
were immediately on . the scent of· their offending, and 
perhaps too successful, brother.' Not all of his brethren 
of the pen took this ungenerous attitude. George Smythe, 
who had written the article in the Morning Chronicle, 
explained that Disraeli had himself called his aptention 
to the passage from Thiers many years before, so that, 
instead of Disraeli being indebted to theM orning Chronic.le, 
the Morning Chronicle was indebted to Disraeli. Monck-, 
ton Milnes offered his services in a friendly way to put 
the matter straight: . 

From Richard JJ.f onckton Miines. 
16, UPPER BROOK STREET, Saturday [.Nov. 20, 1852].

Though politically opposed, we are literary collaborateurs. If 
1 Nov. Hi. 
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you think :it worth while' to. let me know anything;· of the 
circumstances of the _passages from Thiers that made paJ,"t of 
your speech on the Duke, which you would like me to state, 
authoritatively or unauthoritatively, in the society in which I 

·live, I shall be glad to do so, as a plain matter ofjustice •. 
~ ··t ' 

T,o Richard)Jfonekton Milnes. 

At Dinner. GROSVENOR GATE, Nov. 20, 1852.-Your note 
is like yourself; I really think you have the best d,isposition 
in the world. , . . · · 

The facts are these: A good many, years· ago_:.perhaps (I 
shudder to say it) a quarter' of a century-! read the passage 
in question (riot--passages) in-a;defunct French journal, a sort 
of Gallic Quarterly IJeview-;--7Revue Trimestre,I. think-set up, 
I fancy, by the Broglie clique. 1 _ , • _ . . 

. The way I knew it was that it had contained a review (and 
a review in French !) of Vividn Grey, which, of -course, I thought 
was the finest thing- in· the world. ·It began: 'La carriere 
du roman politique est ouverte en Angleterre,", .etc .. I could 
repeat. it now, after. five-and-twenty years. . . 

I never had heard 'then of M.' Thiers, nor had anyone else. 
We were both of us then_ equally obscure. · · ' 

The passage in· question seized upon me, as passages in _ 
Mr. Burke, for example, which I have not read for a long time. 
It was engravenon my memory, though, of late.years,I don't 
P!!-rticula~ly remember to have recalled either its sentiJl!ents 
or its language. · · .- _ ·. 

Association of ideas brought it back when musing for ·a 
moment, amid the hurry' and strife of affairs, over a late 
.solemn occasion, and I summoned it from the caverns of my 
mind,. Unfortunately, the spirit was too ~aithful. 

Conceive my astonishment-! ought to say my horror~ 
when I read the article in the Globe. Instead of cribbing it 
from the Morning Chronicle, the very fact of my having seen 
it in that journal would; of course, have prevented'my using ,it. 

:Literary men may comprehend. these psycho~ogical curi
osities: the world _never can: I appreciate your friends)lip, 
but I must submit to my fate. I ani a Plagiary, but I must 
bear the mortification Witli temper, and not, at least, be Sir 
Fretful. ' 

Milnes, or DisraeH· himself, must have. communicated 
this explanati<:in to,Delane, as Th.e Times. embodied it in 
a leading a:rticl,e on: ·_the followillg Monday, and .treated 
the whole matter as trivial, save only as illustrating the 
absurd jealousy of lit~rary me:t;t. 'Why are authors to 
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drag down ev(,ry one of their fraternity who may happen 
to become a Minister of State 1 • • • · Authors will never 
have their proper consideration, in the face of dukes, 
millionaires, squires, and prize cattle, till they are loyal · 
to their own body.' One of the most popular authors of 
the day, Bulwer Lytton, rallied promptly to. his friend, 
and even sketched out a speech by which Disraeli should . 
defend himself if he were challenged in the House of 
Commons ! A ' dull friend in such cases,' he wrote in 
a hurried note, 'is often more suggestive than one's own 
bothered personalities.' No such direct reference was 
made in the House as compelled D1sraeli to defend him
self; but the curious will find in the Appendix 1 the 
passage from the speech, the passage from the French 
review, and Lytton's ingenious explanation. Most people 
will be content with Disraeli's own confession and avoid
ance In his letter to Milnes, and will think that, like 
greater literary men who have been hardened plagiarists, 
he improved what he borrowed. His reputation, how
ever, suffered at the time, and the innumerable jokes in 
.Punch and elsewhere did hl.m and his colleagues no good, 

As appeared from the letter 2 to Malmesbliry · on 
August 13, Disraeli cherished the hope of signalising his 
Budget by a comprehensive commercial treaty with 
France. Such a scheme would carry out his leading 
ideas both in foreign policy and in finance. British 
for.eign .policy, he maintained, should be fourided on a 
thorough· understanding with France; foreign trade 
should rest· on commercial treaties concluded on a re
ciprocal basis. , Thanks to Louis Napoleon's friendship 
for Malmesbury and Malmesbury's tactful management, 
good relations were now established with France, in spite 
of the unmeasured licence .which the .British Press per
mitted itself to use·about the author. of the coup d'etat, 
and in spite of the alarm felt in·niany quarters in England 
owing to the impending revival of the·Napoleonic Empire. 
Those relations would be strengthened and rendered 

1 Appendix C, p. 1394. 2 See above, p. 1201. 
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permanent,· and th~ trade of bot:d countries would materi
ally benefit, if the tariffs of the two countries. were, by 
agreement, revised in. each other.'s favour; . but Disraeli 
insisted that the revision must be general, and not linlited 
to one article, such as coal. 

To Lord Derby. i, 

. D.S., Oct. 6, 1852.-I have just received a despatch from 
Lord Cowley, dated yesterday (5th Oct.), in reply to mine of a 
few days back, written at the request of Lord Malmesbury, 
in which L'ord Cowley strongly expresses the willingness of 
the French Government. to enter into a treaty of commerce 
on the br.oader basis, which I had indicated. . 
. M. D[rouyn] de Lhuys was to leave Paris the 4th to join the 

President, and will not be back before the 12th; but he means 
to talk the whole question over with the President, who, be 
assures Ld. Cowley, is most anxious to improve the ·com
mercial· relations of France with Gt. Britain .. lid. C.· is to 
s~.e _him. di~ectly on his return, and will then write ·~to. me 
again. . _, . ··· . · ... • 
·The French' Minister wishes that we should have a 'list 

prepared of the articles .on which 'we are anxious. to' see the 
duties. reduced. . . · · '" · ' · . · 

L(i. Cowley adds. that he gave him at .once to understand, 
as I ha_d desired, th_at the linen yarns of Ireland and otlier 
manufactures of that country . would be an indispensable 
poirit with H.M. Government: · ·. · ' · · . ' .. 

. If we can manage all this, it will be a dainty dish for the 
meeting of Parliament. I could easily modify .. my scheme to 
catc;h this breeze, . . . · 

For awhile the negotiations proceeded favourably, and 
Disraeli arranged to send Sir Thomas Fremantle, 1 the 
Chairman ·of the ·Board of Customs, to Paris·. to advise 
Cowley. But the Board of Trade pointed out early· in 
November that any reduction of duty conceded to France 
,could be immediately claimed by Portugal, Spain, and 
Sicily; while any concession to any one of the three last 
could. be claimed by- either of the other two, but not· by 
France. This and other ·difficulties it was not found 
possible to adjust in the short time available before the 
Budget, ·which could not be postponed beyond the be-

,. Afterwards 1st Lord Cottesloe.' 
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ginning of December. Disraeli had the political imagina
tion to conceive, but not the time to mature, or the 
political forces to carry into effect, a great scheme of the 
kind. It was left to Cobden and Gladstone, eight years 
later, to win the credit of negotiating and conducting 
through Parliament a commercial treaty with France. 

Besides French commercial negotiations, the Kaffir 
war, and the Fisheries d,ispute, other imperial and foreign 
q_uestions which occupied Disraeli's mind during the 
autumn w~re the Burmese War and our relations with the 
Vatican. · The Burmese War had been undertaken by 
Lord Dalhousie after a long series of grave complaints 
against the treatment meted out by the King of Ava to 
British subjects. Rangoon had been taken after obstinate 
resistance, and the question arose as to the extent to 
which hostilities should be carried and territory annexeg. 

To Lord Derby. 

[A11.g. 31, 1852.]-I write you hurriedly, but on a, subject 
on ·which I have long and deeply reflected. . Although' I 
attach no authority to the statement, I see by the mail just 
arrived that we are to march to Ava. I cannot forget that 
Herries wrote to me that the mail of the 8th Sept. ought to 
carry out definite instructions on this subject. I hope, there
fore, that you will not think these lines intrusive, for, irre
spective of its being my duty humbly to offer you any sugges
tions which may occur on subjects of general policy, I cannot 
help feeling that the question at issue is one which particu-
larly concerns my department. ' · . · . 

I know there· are authorities who maintain that Oriental 
States will never observe treaties by which they. have lost 
territory, and that if the work be not do11e thoroughly it 
will have to be done again. There may be, and is, mucl:~ 
truth in this general principle, and yet it may be a dangerous 
one to act upon. · 

Russia does not act upon this princip~~ with regard to 
Persia; there in all her wars she is successful, yet she conquers 
!n ?-etail. She has ·plirs'ued the sam~ policy in other in
stances. · . 

Remember Afghanistan ; these general principles were 
very rife at the beginning of that war. I remember Sir James 
Hogg, a mere Calcutta lawyer, whose knowledg~ of Indian 
politics (now not inconsiderable) has been subsequently 

I. 39* 
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gained [in Leadenhall Street], boastfully exclaimed at the time 
that the Hindoo Coosh was the natural boundary of our 
Empire. Yet what a rash and ignorant dcgma! And what 
disasters followed its adoption ! 

I am not satisfied that, if we try to do it 'thoroughly,' we 
shall succeed. We may take Ava as we took Caubul, and yet 
not retain it. · 

The mere appropriation of Pegu consolidates our territory, 
and enables us to pursue subsequent enterprises if necessary 
~nd they mainot be necessary for a quarter of a century
with comparative· economy and ease. ·Admitting even that 
we shall hereafter have to commence a third. Burmese war, 
I maintain that it is a preferable risk to the prosecution of 
the present one on a scale of general conquest. . 
' _But the ground· on which I object to this project of com-
plete conquest is a ground of-finance. . 

The state of Indian finance already occasions me great dis
quietude .. The Indian reveime . has_ already a deficit .. of 
one million and a half sterling. A prolonged war must 
increase it. We cannot distinguish Indian from English 
finance ultimately: we cannot permit the Indian Government 
to be bankrupt. I need not point·out the inevitable conse-
quences on. our Exchequer. . . . · · . · _ 

The D. of .W. is· for complete, conquest,· but His· Grace is 
not sufficiently impressed with the great fact that finance is 
n<;>w th~- :m,ost ip1portant element of our Indian Empire. 

Disraeli's letter. did, not reach D~rby till after the 
Prime Minister had sanctioned the despatc~ prepared by 
Herries, the President. of the Board of :control, and by 
the Secret Committee, authorising further offensive opera
tions. These, however, were not carried out on the scale 
which Disraeli deprecated, and no attempt was made to 
march · to Ava,' as Dalhousie, the Governor-General, in 

· spite of exhorta~ions to a forward policy _from home, con
tented himself with !Japturing and -holding Prome and 
Pegu, and annexing to the British Empire merely the 
Lower Province.. Thus Disraeli's policy was in effect 
adopted, ·and his prediction thap subsequent operations 
might not be found ·necessary for a quarter of a century 
was more than fulfilled .. The next Burmese war, which 
resulted in the oonquest of Upper Burma, did not break 
out till 1885.'' . '. .. . 
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Lennox, in one of his autumn letters, told Disraeli that 
there was a report in the Carlton that Sir Henry Bulwer 
was at Rome ' to try and make terms with the Pope 
about Bulls and about Ireland.' .:i! Rum our was not far 
out in this case. rn spite of his jeers at Minto's mission 
in 1847, Disraeli found, in office, that good relations with 
the Vatican were desirable, especially for the Government 
of Ireland. The Conservative party had beaten the 

· Protestant drum in the elections even louder than Russell 
and the Whigs, and were regarded in Rome as the un
compromising enemies of the Roman Catholics. Disraeli 
had never been easy in this situation, and, with Malmes
bury's assent, asked Sir Henry Bulwer, then Minister 
at Florence, to go to Rome, and see what he could 
effect with the Pope. Bulwer, who, besides being 
an old friend, was· very grateful to Disraeli for de
fending him when- he was Minister in Madrid in 1848, 
threw himself willingly into the scheme. He did not, 
perhaps, achieve much; but. at least he succeeded in alter
ing the . disposition of the Roman Government towards 
Disraeli and his colleagues from hostile suspicimi to friend
liness. Further, he received assurances that the Pope and 
Cardinal Antonelli, his Minister, strongly d,isapproved of 
violent language and political agitation in the Irish 
clergy, and would willingly restrain the extreme party. 
in Ireland; were they not afraid of turning its violence 
against themselves. Under a Government like that of 
England, ' which permits every-thing .to be said, and 
almost everything to be done,' they could e~pect little 
support in any. efforts they might make . beyond the 
strict~st line of prudence. 

To Sir Henry Bulwer. 
[Latter half of September, 1852.]-Affairs in general are pro~ 

ceeding here favorably: the Government is daily strengthen
ing, and the dangers to it which are spoken of· are only, on the 
surface, and are, in fact, already dissipated, though the 
common mind, as usual, does not recognise accomplished 
results. 
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I wish I could spea,k a.s ea.sily of the embarrassments in 
embryo, and which relate to the country in which you now 
reside. 

It is impossible to conceal from myself that the religious 
"feeling of England is in a state which may lead to vast and 
fatal consequences--.,at least, in the estimation of those who 
desired a mild and enlightened administration of a~airs. 

The extreme indiscretions of the High Church party in 
England and the 'violence of the Roman Catholic priesthood 
in Ireland have combined to operate a strange and, even five 
·years ago, inconceivable revqlution in the public ~ind h~re, • 
1!-n!i it is just· as well that you should be aware of thiS fact. 
· As regards our Roman Catholic fellow~subjects, this is not 
the England which you knew when you were in the House of 
Commons, nor is it the England, even,' of the last years of Sir 
Robert Peel's Government. 

Everything is really ~ifferent from what it appears on the 
surface. Instead of the continuance of Lord Derby's Govern
ment being a circumstance hostile to the rights and privileges 
of our Roman Catholic population,.- the existence of that 
Govern~ent i!' at this moment the only c.ause which prevents 
an eruption of feeling against Roman Catholicis.~, such as 
this century at least has not witnessed~ ' 

You kriow what have ever been·my views on this subject. 
They are such as every wise statesman would wish to be· 
permitted· ~o cherish. · 

When our Government ·was formed, I myself insisted on 
the nominatio.n of Lord Naas, wh(),. though a Protestant 
nobleman, was the representative of a· Roman Catholic con
!ltituency,..-the county of Kildare.....:.and who is a supporter of 
the endowmen~ of Maynooth, to the office of Irish Secretary 
instead: of a gentleman otherwise highly qualified· for it, but 
of extreme Protestant· opinions. I' carried this appointment 

·of Lord Naas with great difficulty, and as a necessary founda-
tion for the system which I intended to pursue. I am informed 
it was very agreeable to the Roman Catholic leaders in the 
House of Commons, especially Mr. Keogh and Mr. Moore. 
Yet the moment it was made and Lord Naas vacated his 
seat on his acceptance of office in March last, the Roman 
Catholic priesthood rose against him in mass and expelled 
him from the county. The consequence of this has been 
that the policy I upheld in the Cabinet naturally received a 
blow from which it has never recovered. Hence all the hesita
tion arid. unsatisfactory discussions about M:aynooth whic4 
took place in the last months of .the Parliament, and many 
other disagreeable circul:nstances too obvious to require notice. 

All our arguments iri favor of· a mild arid friendly ·sy~tem,' 
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' 
which bad made a due' impression in the quarters to which 
they were addressed, were answered in a manner which seemed 
to prove their utter fallaciousness, and I now more than fear 
that, if some favourable change does not occur, no Cabinet 
will be 'permitted to· govern England for any length of time 
which does not adopt repression of the Roman Catholic 
system as the basis of its policy. 

It will be strange if for the mild wisdom of a Conservative 
Cabinet is substituted. in this country a soi-disant Protestant 
Government sympathising with the Republicans of Rome; 
yet, believe me, stranger things have happened. 

Even your friendly visit· to the Eternal City is looked upon 
with a very evil eye, and the accounts of your proceedings 
which appear in the journals, though often exaggerated, and 
sometimes incorrect, have done no inconsiderable mischief. 

The death of the Duke will probably occasion Pa:diamelit 
to be called together a week earlier than was contemplated. 

Disraeli did not permit the ingratitude with which his 
efforts to introduce a conciliatory policy for Ireland were 
rriet to divert his course. We know from Lord George 
Bentinck and other sources how deeply he was impressed 
by the Report of the Devon Commission: He was anxious 
to carry out its recommendations, and he encouraged the 
Irish Law Officers, Napier and Whiteside, to prepare Bills 
which should constitute a complete code for Irish land. 
When Parliament met, the Queen's Speech announced 'a 
liberal and generous policy,' and Napier introduced four 
Bills: to give limited owners power to make improvements 
and charge them upon the inheritance; to extend the 
leasing powers of Irish proprietors ; to permit limited 
owners to enter into contracts with tenants; and to give 1 

compensation to tenants for improvements, and retro~. 
spective compensation. It was not easy to secure th~ 
consent of Irish proprietors or of a Conservative Cabinet 
to these measures ; but the principal opposition came 
from Sharman Crawford's new Tenant-Right party, who 
considered they did not go far enough, and introduced a: 
Bill of their own. Disraeli hoped he had pacified them. by 
arranging, at the cost of some internal friction in the 
Government, to send the Tenant Right Bill,' tHong with· 
Napier's Bills, to a 'Select Committee. The Tenant Right 
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party, however, irritated perhaps by Derby's strong op
position to the principle of their measure, and also by 
the proposal to extend the Income Tax to Ireland, 
assisted in ejecting the Government from office; but 
they ~did not thereby avoid the Income Tax, nor did 
they receive from the succeeding Government even that· 
compensation for improvements which Napier's code 
provided for. Disraeli · maintained in· the debates of 
1S70, that, had the Bills of 1852. been accepted and 
passed into law, there would have been no need for' 
Gladstone's heroic legislation. 

Disraeli, as became a man of letters, was very sen8ible 
of· the duties of Government to literature, . science, and 
t4e arts, and· in his bri~f first term of office he t()ok a keen 
interest in the .Prince Consort'IS scheme· for a great 
scientific and artis~ic institution at South Kensington. 
Derby '\Vl'ote · on 1\;l:ay 31 :· 'I have been ~o-day for 
above' an hour with the Prince,. who wants us to take 
off his ha;nds .. ··. about 21 acres ~£ land which he1 has 
bought. with the surpllis money of the Commission [for 
~he Exhibition of 1851], and which if we will purchase 
for a Natio~al Gall~ry, he will be 'able to buy largely in 
addition to complete a great scheme for collecting to
gether variou8 scientific establishments.' He sent Disraeli 
a draft plan of the South Kensington Buildings then sug-
gested by the ~rince,. . · 

To Lord Derby. ·. 
HousE OF CoMMONS, Friday rrwrning [June 4].-l return 

you the draft report. '!'he plan is worthy of Caliph Vathek. 
All we want is an architect, or architects, worthy of the v~st 
occasion. . · 

Were the case well put forward, I· should not . despair of 
kindling some enthusiasm in the House of Commons and 
carrying a good vote. The prestige of the Prince's taste and 
success would greatly aid us; the only difficulty is the preva~ 
lent feeling that no public edifice can be raised in this country 
which is not a failure, or a job, or both. Let us hope, how· 
ever, that we have arrived at the end of such mortifications, 
·and that the contemplated creation .will redeem and sustain 
the taste and genius of the country .... 
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Disraeli wrote under the influence of the feelings pro
voked by the new Houses of Parliament recent1y opened. 
We are now accustomed to this pile, and dwell rather on 
its rnore admirable parts, such as the· two fine towers; 
but the contemporary opinion was mainly one of con
demnation, and Disraeli had even jestingly said, in a dis
cussion in the House of Commons on Barry's building, 
that the low standard of architecture in this country was 
due to the fact that no architect had ever been shot, like 
Admiral Byng,• pour encoumger les ·autres. The Prince's 
plan was to establish the National Gallery on that part 
of the South Kensington site which faces . Hyde Park. 
and, after several interviews with him, Disraeli consented 
to afford help from the Treasury~ In December Disraeli 
moved and obtained a"vote of.the House of Commons of 
£150,000 towards the purchase of land at Kensington 
Gore; but the Ministry went out, ~nd the Bill for remov
ing the National Gallery to the new site was defeated on 
its introduction in 1856. Disraeli's action procured 
him an invitation; after the fall of the Ministry, to join 
the Commissioners of the Exhibition of 185,~: ; ., . , . 

From the Prince Alberl. 
WINDSOR CASTLlll, Jan. 22, 1853. 

· MY DEAR MR. DISRAELI,-Considering the part which you 
took in o btainingfrom the House of-COmmons the grant founded· 

· upon the Report of ,the Comri:rissioners for the Exhibition of 
1851, the pledges which you gave to the B:ouse in your speech, 
and the warm interest with which you took up the plan for 
bringing arts a.ri.d sciences. more directly to bear upon our 
productive industry, I thought it of great importance that· 
.you should join our Commission as one of its members. ·'The 
object of this letter is to ask you whether you would allow 
me to propose your name for election at .our next meeting, 
on Tuesday next. I have ascertained the concurrence in my 
views of 'some of the;most important members of our hody~ 
and ca.nnot doubt, therefore, of its assent. · 

Should you be willing to accept my proposal and to trust 
so far to my preliminary assurance as to call at the Commission 
Room at the Palace of Wes:tminster' at '1 before 12 on Tues'
day, I feel sure that your presence would be very useful.· as 
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we are going to discuss the position of the Commission iri re
lation to the Government and the late grant.--Ever yours 
truly, ALBERT. 

The consideration of Disraeli's Irish policy and of his 
relation to the arts has diverted us from the main stream 
of politics. As the October Cabinets and the session ap
proached, his frame of mind was hopeful. He wrote to 
his wife on October 8: 'I think things look well, though, 
to all appearances, the Waterloo will take place imme
diately· on our meeting. The whole weight, therefore, 
must necessarily fall on me, as it will be finance. How
ever, I am in· good heart.' Serious difficulties, however, 
sodn 'arose. On the one hand, it became evident that the 
French commercial treaty could not be obtained~at ariy 
rate in. time; and, . on the other, that more money•would 
be required for the national defences. Both the Court 
and the public were alarmed about the projects of Louis 
Napoleon. · Russia was busy on the Continent, arranging 
for a coalition against him, and did her best, but in vaih, 
to.indb.ce:England to joii:L Shedidriotforget, wemaybe_ 
sure, that a good understanding with ·England would also 
contribute to her designs· upon Turkey. 

Shortly after the formation of the Government (wrote 
Disraeli m~ny years afterwards), Baron Brunnow, the Rus
sian Ambassador, proposed to Lord Derby an alliance between 
England and Russia, offensive ·and defensive. Lord Derby 
at once rejected the proposition. rt·. was never brought 
,before the Cabinet; but it was made. It should be remem
bered the ·position of France was then . very menacing; the 
French Empire was nearly hatched, . We had good .informa
tion as. to Louis Napoleon's (then President of the Republic 
for ten years) intentions on this head. A ·month before the 
imperial declaration; a. drawip.g of, Louis Napoleon in f11ll 
imperial robes and paraphernalia was entrusted to: a litho
graphic artist, with. positive instructions ~o. take o~ only one 
impression: One, however, was sent to rne by a secret agent. 
I possess it now. . 

To the Continent a French' Empire, with a N~poleon 
on, the throne; seemed· to foreshadow a repetition of the 
long years of war,which·were only terminated by Moscow 
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and Leipzig and Waterloo. Russia, Austria, and Prussia 
came to an understanding as to common action in case 
the treaties of 1815 were threatened. King Leopold, 
whose kingdom had been, and, if war broke out, would 
probably again be, the cockpit of Europe, was naturally 
foremost in spreading the alarm and infecting his relatives 
at the English Court. One man in England, who knew 
the character and appreciated the position of the new 
Napoleon better than any other statesman, resolutely 
opposed the general view. Malmesbury told his Sove
reign and his colleagues, and has recorded in his diary, 
that Louis Napoleon's object at that time was 'to l~in 
and secure the alliance with England and consolidate his 
position with the Great Powers by a pacific policy.' He 
was perfectly right; but it is difficult to deny that the 
Queen also had reason on her side when she wrote to Derby 
on October 23: 'The Queen is no alarmist, but thinks 
that, the necessity of our attending to our defences once 
having been proved and admitted by Parliament and two 
successive Governments, we should not relax in our 
efforts until the plans then devised are thoroughly carried 
out.' Both the Admiralty 2-nd the War Office pressed 
for increases; and just before the session opened Disraeli 
received his first command to stay with his Sovereign at 
Windsor, where Her Majesty and the Prince urged on him 
the immense importance of complying with the demands 
of the military departments. . The discussion with the 
Prince lasted for two hours and a half . . , 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 
WINDSOR CASTLE, Nov. 3, 1852:~A most succel"sful and satis

factory visit. A very large dinner-party yesterday: the Duke 
and Duchess of Nemours, Duchess of Kent,etc. 

Successful and satisfactory· as the visit may have been 
in some respects, Disraeli came away in very low spirits. 
He 'ridiculed the panic,' Malmesbury tells us; and saw, 
in consequence of it, the balance of that Budget, on which 
the fortunes of the MiniStry and the party depended, 
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completely upset. He was always alive to the necessity 
of adequate national defences, but could not agree that a 
special effort was necessary at a moment when, as he 
rightly thought, no special danger threatened, and when 
nothing but a popular and successful Budget could keep 
the Government in power. However, the Prime.Minister 
and the Cabinet supported the demands of the Court and 
of the services; and Disraeli, however ~ispirited, resolutely 
set himself to alter his·arrangeme.nts to suit them. . 

The Court steadily kept up its pressure. On Novem-· 
ber 13 the Queen wrote strongly to Derby on.' the neces
sity of referring,' in the financial statement, ' to our de
fenceless state,, and the necessity of a large outlay, to 
protect us from foreign attack.'· Disraeli assured Her 
Majesty in reply, on November 14, that, in making the 
financial arrangements, he· had left· a· very large margin 
for ·the coming year (April 1853-54), 'which will. permit 
the fulfilment of all your Majesty's wishes with respect 
to the increased defence of the country, as he gathered 
them from "your Majesty's gracious expressions, and also 
from the suggestions which afterwards, in greater detail, 
His Royal Highness the Prince deigned to make to him. 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer will deeply consider the 
inti.rrlation graciously made in your Majesty's letter to 
Lord J?erby, as· to the tone on this subject· to be adopted 
in the House ofComtnons, and-he will endeavour in this, 
and in· a.ll respects; to fulfil your Majesty's pleasure.' On ) 
the same day the Queen expressed her satisfaction in a ( 
letter to Disraeli, repeated that the need was ' very 

• urgent,' and said that Malmesbliry,. who had talked with 
the Prince on the subject, would communicate further 
with Derby and Disraeli on his return.1 · · , 

Some ten days later Derby wrote that he wishe~ to 
see Disraeli on the subject of 'immediate naval prepara
tion; about which 'the Queen is very nrgent.' Could he 
see his way to providing for 5,000 extra seamen and 
1, 500 marines 1 

1 Queen. Victoria' a LeUers. 
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To Lord Derb'!J. 

GROSVENOR GATE, p o'clo~k, Tuesday [Nov. 23].
... What I have agreed to do w1th reference to defence was 
to carry into effect the complete wishes of Her Majesty and 
the Prince. I promised to do this, and, as far as I am con
cerned, I have done it. These arrangements include 
five thousand seamen and two thousand artillerymen .• 
Hardinge only asked for one thousand, but, having told 
Her Majesty and the P1ince that the plan submitted to me 
at Windsor should be completely carried into effect, I told 
Hardinge that I thought two thousand preferable. I have 
promised nothing about the Marines; the Prince never men
tioned them or included them in his written memoranda. 
From what I have gathered, I have reason to believe that 
such augmentation is more than questionable .... 

If the financial prospect was overclomled, in other ways 
the Ministerial outlook was not good. Certainly Ministers 
were not unpopUlar, and, as Greville noted, they had got 
'the whole body of the agriculturists, all the Church, 
and a large proportion of the wealthy middle classes,' on 
their side; but their chief asset ha.d been the disunion of 
the Opposition. Russell, who through his mistakes both 
as Minister and as leader of Opposition had lost ground 
with all sections of the Liberals, had hitherto persisted in 
maintaining his claim to the first place in the next Govern
ment. So long as he took this view,. neither Palmerston 
nor the Peelites woUld joinheartily in any attack on the 
existing Ministry; But,. as the session approached, 
Russell modified his attitude, and announced that he was 
ready to waive his claims and serve under Lansdowne. 
Then a note of violent hostility to the Derby .Governinent 
was strupk . by the Radicals. At a great meeting at 
Manchester of the. Anti-Corn· Law Leaguers held on 
November 2, Cobden, amid approving cheers, insisted 
that, if the Minis pry. were to remain in office, they must 
begin by a comprehensive recantation of the Protec~ 
tionist heresy and a direct. affirmation of Free Trade 
dogmas, with no nonsense about compensation to the 
landed interest. 
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The Speech from the Throne, read by the Queen in 
person on November 11, was not considered by the Free 
Traders sufficiently explicit or unambiguous ori this point 
The words were: · · 

It gives me pleasure to be enabled, by the blessing of 
Providence, to congratulate you on the generally improved 

·condition of the country, and especially of the industrious 
classes. If you should be of opinion that recent legislation, 
in contributing, with other causes, to this happy result, has 
at the same time inflicted unavoidable injury on certain im
portant interests, 1 recommend you dispassionately to con
sider how far it may be practicable equitably to mitigate 
that injhry, and to enable the industry of the country to meet 
successfully that unrestricted competition to which Parlia
ment, in its wisdom, has decided that it should be subjected. 

Derby, ih the House of Lords, supplemented this pas
sa.ge by the announcement that he was prepa;red to bow 
to the decision of the country,· and, while desirous, so far 
as possible;·to mitigate the injury inflicted by the Free 
Trade policy, to adopt that policy and to carry it out 
frankly · and loyally. He acknowledged that a great· 
portion of the p1;osperity of all classes, and particularly 
of the labohring classes, was due to the Free Trade legis
lation which had given them cheap and aburidarit food. 
This sufficed for the Lords, arid was characterised• by 
Greville as a final and complete abandonment· of Protec
tion in the most clear and unequivocal terms. In the 
Commons the Opposition were very hostile, Gladstone 
and the Peelites, 'Malmesbury noted,· being espeCially 

·bitter. Villiers, ·the ·Parliamentary protagonist of Free 
Trade, or, as .Disraeli called him, the 'stormy petrel''of 
Protection,' rose immediately after the address had been 
moved and seconded, and described the Speech as vague 
and deceptive: Protection was such ari ' enorfuous mis~ 
chief' that the new Parliament riiust solemnly renounce 
it. ·Without waiting ·for: the explanations of the Govern
ment, he, acting in concert With Graham on behaJf of 
the Peelites, gave notice of a Free Trade resolution for the 
earliest possible day. Russell also thought the language. 
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of the Spee,ch evasive. The intentions of the Government 
ought to be announced in a clear and decided manner, 
and not ·enveloped in the mist in which Disraeli loved, · 
like the goddesses of old, to enshroud himself. Gladstone 
wanted a full. final, and solemn settlement; Cobden in
sisted that the pure principle of Free Trade must be 
affirmed; even Palmerston thought a formal declaration . 
of the House of Commons necessary in the public interest. 
Disraeli protested that there was no intention of dis
turbing the principle of unrestricted competition, or of 
producing artificial prices or granting compensation for 
losses; that what the .Government proposed was to bring 
our financial system more into harmony with our com
mercial system. He suggested that the House should 
wait for a Free Trade discussion till he had explained the 
financial policy of the Government, which he would do 
at the earliest opportunity after the Duke of Wellington's 
funeral. But objection was taken to this delay, and, 
though no amendment to the Address was proposed, 
mainly owing to the fact that Parliament met under the 
shadow of the Duke's death, the Opposition determined 
to make Ministers swallow the leek. 

This was not a very chivalrous proceeding, but some 
.justification was found for it in the fact that a considerable · 
section of the Ministerialists advocated a return to Pro
tection at the elections, and that, while some of these 
were now ready to bow to the expressed will of the country, 
others, like Sibthorp, were not. During the discussions 
that followed there was an abundant outpouring of per
sonal explanation as to the origin and drafting of the reso
lution as Villiers ultimately proposed it. 'The debate,' 
Disraeli wrote to the Queen on November ~6, 'was very 
animated and amusing, £:rom the rival narratives of the 
principal projectors of the demonstration, who, having 
quarrelled among themselves, ente~ed into secret and
in a party sense-somewhat scandalous revelations, to 
the diversion and sometimes astonishment of the House.'~ 
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In spite, or because, of all this wealth of explanation.• 
there is still some obscurity as to what happened; but, in 
general terms, it appears that two groups were drafting 
resolutions sinlultamiously, Villiers and his friends on the 
one hand, and the Peelites, under Graham's inspiration,. 
on the other. The Peelites took the language of the · 
Speech about unrestricted competition, and the statements 
made by Derby in the Lords, as a basis, and endeavoured 
to omit any expressions which might be felt to be objec~ 
tionable by Ministers and their friends. Their draft 
reached"the hands of the Government; and, at a party 
meeting held in Downing Street on Monday, November 15, 
Derby advised his followers,. if such a resolution were 
proposed; to accept it frankly. Meanwhile the situation 
had changed. Villiers, with Russell's assent, had drafted 
the following resolution: ' That it is the opinion of this 
House that' the :iniproved condition of the country, and 
particularly of the industrious classes, is mainly the 
result of recent commercial legislation, and especially of 
the Act of 1846, which established the free admission of 

·.foreign corn, and that that Act was a 'wise, just, and bene~ 
ficial measure.' These 'three odious epithets,' as Disraeli 
called them, at once converted the motion into a party 
attack, which Government was bound to resist. RrisseH,. 
though he assented to Villiers's terms, apparently pre
ferred the Peelite. draft ; but the scale was turned by the 
Manchester men, who insisted that the Free Trade party, 
par excellence, had a right to a deciding voice in a ma.tter 
of this kind, and that the justice and wisdom of the Act 
of 1846 must be categorically affirmed. · Villiers's reso~ 
lution was therefore put upon the paper, and Disraeli 
gave notice of an amendment which acknowledged that 
the improvement of the condition of the working classes 
was mainly due to the cheapness of proyisions produced 
by recent legislation, and that it was the duty of the 
Government unreservedly to adhere to · unrestricted 
competition as the principle of our commercial system.' 
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GROSVENOR GATE, Nov. 19, 1852.-I send & draft resolution 
for your sharpest criticism. 

If, as I assume from all I observe, hear, and think, the 
object of the Villiers motion is not to break us tip, but only to 
keep us in by a humi}iating tenure, I think it not unlikely 
that a bold move may turn their flank. 

It is pretty clear that they have neither a Government no:r 
a policy ready, and they wish to keep us in till they have both. 
If this resolution of ours is carried and followed up by 
measures, we shall have not only a Government, but a policy; 
and, notwithstanding all our difficulties, I can't help fancy
ing that the campaign is now in our hands. 

In spite of Disraeli 's optimism, his amendment, which 
was not specially to the taste of his own friends, did not 
at all satisfy the Peelites, and there seemed every prospect 
of an ordinary party fight, instead of a solemn pronounce
ment of national policy. The situation was saved by the 
action· of one powerful personage, Palmerston, at that 
time very independent of party ties. 

From Lord Palmerston. 
Private and Confidential. CARLTON GARDENS, Nov. 22, 1852. 

DEAR DISR.AELI,-I dislike the condition in which the House 
of Commons is about to place itself in regard to Villiers's motion. 
I wished for a nearly unanimous affirmation of a great principle 

. of domestic policy, and, instead of that, here we are going to 
be embarked in an ordinary party struggle. Is there no way 
of preventing this ? and might not some third party propose 
some form of words which. the great majority of the House 
might agre~ to? You have not stated your objections to 
Villiers's words, but I conclude your main objection is that 
many who are prepared to submit to an overruling necessity, 
and to acquiesce in the continuance of the Free Trade policy, 
are nevertheless unwilling to declare that they think the 
changes made in 1846 and following years were just. If that 
is your objection, might it not be removed by the substitu
tion of a different form of words ? Will you cast your eye 
over bhe accompanying draft, and let me know privately and 
confidenti~lly, and, as the lawyers say, without prejudice, 
what your personal guess is as to the acceptation or rejection 
of such a resolution if I was to propose it ~~os a middle term in 
the spirit of conciliation ? 
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Your opinion shall be strictly kept to myself, whatever it 

may be, but it would ~erve to guide me in determining 
whether it would be worth my while to sound people on ow; 
side of the House in regard, to · such a proposal.-Yours 
sinc!3rely, p ALMERSTON. 

The resolution which Palm,erston enclosed was couched 
in very similar terms to the original Peelite draft; and this 
was natural, as he appears to have acted at the request , 
of Gladstone and Sidney Herbert, wh,o ' carried the 
amendment to him at his house.' 1 . Disraeli encouraged 
Pa1merston to proceed, ap.d· eventually withdrew the 
Government a.mendment in favour of his. · 

The debate in one form or another was carried on for 
three nights, November 23, 25, and 26. Villiers, in his 
opening speech, emphatically declared that he did not 
mean his resolut'on to be a motion of want of confidence 
hi Ministers. But, repeating his expression on the Ad:.. 
dress, he maintained that ' enormous mischief ' had been 
caused by Disraeli's attitude since 1846, and he asked 

··him not to sit down ' without letting us at last know 
what he does really mean.' On this head Disraeli's 
answer was perfectly clear; Protection. was abandoned. 
He said that there could be, ;and there wa8, no question 
in Ministers' minds as to the result of the elections. ' There 
was no doubt that there was not only riot a prepo:n,dera
ting majority·in favour of a change in the laws passed. in 
those years, but not even of modifying them in any de
gree; that there was a decisive opinion on the part of the 
country that that settlement ~hould not be disturbed.' 
In a subsequent speech he repeated : ' The verdict of 
the country has been of an unmistakable character. We 
have bowed to that unequivocal declaration.' But he 
was careful • to point . out that the Government had not 
c(>me in. on:Prot~tion, and had not dissolved on Pr'otec
tion. . ' If we had acceded to office in order 'to a.dvocate 
a system of Protection-if we had dissolved· on that 
questfon, and fou11d that the ~ouritry would not support 
• > • ~ 

1 Morley's Gladstone; Bk. III.; oh. 8. 
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us, we should have felt it our duty immediately to 
relinquish the posts which we now occupy.' 

When he got up to answer Villiers, Disraeli was suffer- • 
ing from illness. Just . before the meeting of the -House 
that afternoon, hewrote"to Derby: 'I am terribly cut up 
with the influenza, but I am going down to the House, 
with no want of courage or confidence, as I think we ha:ve 
a triumphant case.. . . . I will see you to-morrow, as 
I have no doubt a good speech, sudor rhetoricus, will cure 
my fever.' In spite of his illness he entered into an 
elaborate defence of the c.ourse pursued by himself and his · 
friends since 1846, in order to disprove the charge that 
they had perpetrated 'enormous mischiefs.' Not a single 
attempt, he asserted, and, when met by cries <;>f 'Oh !' 
emphatically repeated, had been made, with the sanction 
of any party, to abrogate the Act of 1846, or bring back 
the old system of Protection. In opposing the Act, he 
had acted mainly in the interests' of labour;. and it was 
because he found, after experience, that the labouring 
classes were not injured, though the farmers were, that · 
he did not press for its abrogation. He reminded the 
House that in the 1847 election,.owing to high prices, the 
farmers were apathetic, and that, when they did ·agitate 
for a return to Protection in 1849, the party advised them 
to look rather. to relief of local borde:Q.S and revision of 
taxation. It was a motion of that sort which, being only 
rejected· by a few ~otes, was the principal cause of the 

• resignation of the Whig Ministry in 1851, and Derby's 
programme then, when he unsucessfully tried to form a 

·Ministry, did not involve a return to the Protection of 
1846, but only a moderate countervailing duty. Derby 
also then announced that' he would accept as final the 
verdict of the General Election. The Derby Government 
had come into power by no Protectionist intrigue, but 
because of the internal dissensions of their predecessors. 
They would not, however, be Ministers on sufferance. 
' Whatever were the exigencies of the case in the old 
Parliament, we neither desire nor will we submit in the 
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new to· c~trry on the Government under any indulgence 
which is foreign to the spirit of the British Constitution.' 

• He finished his speech with an appeal from the factious and 
vexation~ conduct of. the old Free Trade party to the' new · 
members·irt the new Parliament:" 'I appeal to the gener
ous •and the young; and I ask them to pause, now they 
are at last arrived on the threshold of the Senate of their · 
country, and. not· become the tools. and the victims of 
exhausted factions and obsolete poiitics.' 

To Queen Victoria. 
' •. ' '.1 1 ~~1 

HousE OF CoMMONS; 'Nov. 23, 1852.-The Chancellor of the 
Exchequ~r, ~th his humble duty to .your Majesty, reports 
to your Majesty that the first night on the deoat~ of Mr. 
Villiers's motion has been very interesting: · · ' 

After Mr. Villiers's speech, the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
endeavoured to:,mak.e a vindicatory,and con,ciliatory istat~
ment for the country, .which was not unsuccessful. · 

Mr. Bright followed very violent; but late at night Lord 
Palmerston·rose; and suggested a very temperate· and middle 

'course, ·which, by oriiitting the offent;~ive epithets in Mr. 
Villiers's motion, would save. the honour of the late Protec
tionist party; and yet W01fld. unequivocally affirm all that the 
¥ouse ~nd the country ~ould rea~~mably desire .. 

Judgmg from the feelmg of the House, the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer thinks he shall be able to induce his friends 
to adopt the course suggested-.by Lord Palmerston, although 
it involves . some admissions which without the· previous 
discussion, they would certainiy have not entertaine,d .... 
. , - I 'l- ' 

. The ·Whigs, the Manchester men, and one,' at any rate,. 
of the Peelites,: entirely declined to be appeased by Dis-

. raeli's' speech, or to show the generosity which Palmerston 
couhs'elled;· they were very bitter·and·vindictive, 'though 
the adni.itted success of'their p'olicy inight·well have made . 
them magnanimous.• ·No doubt they hadmany''old scores 
to pay off, and thought this·was the·opportune moment. 
Some of them 'rooodly' denied 'DisraeWs facts. Bright 
quoted some extreme sayings and doingi of the high Pro'
tectiohists, and asked·if, in view of'them; the·Chancellor 
of the Exchequer 'seriously meant ·to· say that his party 
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were not attempting to repeal the Act of 1846. 'Why, 
everyone knows that your whole agitation for six years 
has been, the first part of the time calumniation of Sir • 
Robert Peel, and during the latter part demands for the 
Protection you have lost, or for some compensation in 
place of it.' Cobden said that Disraeli had offered an 
insult to their reason, their common-sense, and their 
moral feeling, in attempting to make it appear that he 
had not been leading or · eneouraging a party which had 
kept up this mischievous delusion out of doors. Bernal 
Osborne said that Protection was the only thing on which 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer had been consistent, 
and that it was most auda;cious that he should come down 
to the House, and, ' with a face which I never saw equalled 
in the theatre,' say that he had never attempted to reverse 
the policy of Free Trade. Bernal Osborne had ransacked 
Hansard for proof of his contradiction of Disraeli 's claim, 
but could only produce a few doubtful sentences and 
votes, all of which have been quoted in 'previous chapters 
of this volume, and none of which proved his case. Granby, 
the leader of the high Protectionists, expressed his cordial 
agreement with Disraeli's statement. 'I fully admit 
that the right hon. gentleman never brought the question 
of Protection before the House of Commons.' 

The taunts of Sidney Herbert and Russell were more 
damaging to Disraeli. . ' I . acquit the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer,' said Herbert, 'as far as his own convictions 

.are concerned, of the charge of having ever been a Pro
tectionist. I. never for one moment thought he believed 
in the least degree in Protection. I·do'not accuse him of 
having forgotten what· he said. or what he believed in 
those years; I only accuse him of having forgotten now 
what he then wished it to appear that he believed.' And 
he recalled the attacks on Peel: . 'I sat by him [Peel] 
night by night on that bench when he was attacked by 
the foulest language, ·and accused of the meanest· crimes.' 
But Peel was of a 'generous nature, and would not have 
desired any man's humiliation. 'It is not words that 
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humiliate; it is deeds. If a man wants to see humiliation 
~which, God knows, is always a painful sight.:_he nee<;l 
but look there~' pointing to the Treasury bench. Russell 
said that .])israeli-had made out a technical case for him• 
self,. but not a pleasant one. 'Without thinking"-Protec~ 
tion•could be restored; and being rather in favour of Free 
Trade, he has allowed1this great party, the great parfy 
_of the farmers of the -country, to believe that he would 
restore Protection, when he never believed in or expected 
anything of the kind.' If the truth had been fairly told 
the farmers, the question would have been finally settled 
four years before. Disraeli, Russe.ll maintaiv.ed,, had 
shown to the House that, while he was a Protectionist, 
he did not faithfully serve the cause of Protection; . ' I 
say, therefore, now that he has espoused the cause of Free 
Trade, let· us take care that· he is: not as faithless· .to the 
cause of .Free Trade as he ha.s been to that of Protection.~ 

What justification was there. for these taunts, what 
truth in these charges 1 Was Disraeli a Free Trader at 
heart who pretended for awhile to be a J~rotectionist for 
his own selfish ends ; or' .on another theory' a Protectionist 
throughout. who only rendered lip-service to Free Trade 
at the last to gain, or· retain, office; or-a third discredit
able alternative-an absol')ltely indifferent person who 
adopted either .cause as his self-interest dictated 1 , Was 
his conduct in 1852 comparable to that of Peel in 184:5-46; 
and equally, or indeed much mor:e, culpable 1, Did_ he 
betray either his principles or his party 1 · · 

In the· light shed by Disraeli 's private. papers on his 
public actions.~ no fair-minded person can· adopt any of 
the crude theories for which party,animus and Free Trad~ 

. bigotry gained at one time widespread acceptance. It is 
evident ,that such· ambiguities as appear in his conduct 
during the six years between 1~46 and 1852 are due to 
the struggle within the party bet~een him and the.high 
Protectionists; something of which was suspected but 
little definitely known "before now. . Disraeli . took 
thr<>ughout his political life a middle course on .th:e com: 

' 
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mercia} question, and was never a fanatic for either Protec
tion or Free Trade; but he definitely considered moderate 
Protection the better course for England, especially· 
with a ,view to securing to the land what he regarded as 
its due influence in the Constitution. That opinion he 
never altered, .though he did not think that the ret'urn to 
any form of Protection was practicable during his lifetime .. 
Peel came into power pledged to ·moderate Protection, 
and used that power to overthrow it, thereby breaking 
his party into two fragments, of which only the smaller 
portion followed the Minister. Disraeli set himself, with 
Bentinck, to organise the larger party, but, recognising 
that a country coul<d not be always chopping and changing 
its commercial policy, made no attempt, either at the 
General Election of 184 7 or in ParliaJl1ent, to upset the 
new system at once; Even at that time he saw that the 
sliding scale could not· be ·revived, but that the choice 
lay between a fixed duty and some form of compensation . 

. What he did at that period, and did effectively, was to _ 
show that Cobden's sanguine prophecies of peace and 
plenty had not been fulfilled in the first three years after 
the passing of the Act of 1846. · But the whole· of the 
commercial and industrial community accepted the new· 
system, and considered that it had helped them to weather 
the bad times. When they were united, theyoutweighed 
the ·agricultural classes both i:Q numbers and in wealth; 
and could have their will, even if those classes were agreed 
among themselves. But agriculturists were not agreed; 
even among the farmers ;there· wer~ many who thought 
that, by clinging to' Protection, ·they' lost the opportunity 
of getting help in other ~ays ;.; and the labourers, who 
were at first suspicious of a policy promoted by the manu
facturers and the middle class for their own· ends, had 
become reconciled to a system under which they obtained 
cheap food. The well-being. of· the labourers especially 

. appealed to the Disraeli of Sybil. He noted also the grow:. 
ing prosperity of the country, from 1849 or•l850 onwards, 
which was due, no doubt, largely to extensioU: of railways 
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and to gold discoveries, as well as to liberation from com
mercial shackles, but was attributed by the Free Traders 

·entirely to their panacea. In these circumstances, from 
about the time of his recog:iJ.ition as leader, Disrfteli be:. 
came convinced that public opinion would not tolerate a 
reversion to the old commercial system. Thenceforward 
he steadily laboured to dissociate the party from Protec-' 
tion, as Russell and ,Bright themselves had pointed out 
in' Parliament ; and, so far from deluding the farmers, he 
set his face.against G. F. Young's movement, and invited 
al1 those interested in the land to look elsewhere for their 
relief. It was a delicate business, in view of Derby's 
reluctance.to face the facts and of the interests and preju-' 
dices of many of his followers; but 'it was done with 
consummate ability .. He failed, indeed; to convert Derby 
till too late, but he succeeded in changing the general 
current of opinion in the party, rand in keeping the party 
together, even after .Free Trade was accepted . 

. . Can anyone familiar with what is practicable in politics 
maintain that it was Disraeli's duty in opposition to pro
claim upon the housetops in 1849 that Protection must 
be abandoned~ not on principle, but· because it could 
not be obtained-when the result must 'have been . a 
further split .in the party which he was so 'laboriously 
bringing together 1 For it is absurd to suppose that 
the rank and file of the party would have been content 
to followthe,Peelite leaders, .whoin they stigmatised as 
traitors for their conduct in 1846, and whose Conser
vative principles they regarded as doubtful, owing to 
their constant association in political action with Whigs 
and Radicals. It must always be remembered that 
the Conservative party, as Walpole well pointed out 

·in the debate,. stood for much more than a mere com
mercial system, and that, in an age of unbounded faith 
in material progress, such a party was most .necessary 
for the due balance of the State. No one can allege 
that Disraeli was remiss ·in doing his utmost· to convert 
his party, in private.•: It is difficult to see what other 
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course in the circumstances he could have taken in public, 
· than that of saying that, however right Protection might 

be in principle, however justifiable economically a counter_ · 
• vailing ~uty on corn, the party and the agricultural in

terest must not expect to obtain any policy of the kind 
' from Parliament, but must look to readjustment of local 

burdens and reviSion of taxation. It was his misfortune, 
and not his fault, that he had not wholly converted his 
colleagues when circumstances put ' them in office ; but 
they did not obtain office on a Protective policy, and the 
programme on which, as a Government, they went into 
the elections was one of ' free intercourse ' and ' unre
stricted competition.' It may be that the process of 
conversion was hastened by office in the case of some 
of his colleagues, but Disraeli had urged the definite 
abandonment of Protection on Derby at least a year 
before.· 

In accepting and making the best of Free Trade after it 
had become law, as soon as he was clear that the country 
was resolved not to go back upon its step's, Disraeli was 
only following the tradition of English politics-a tradi
tion reinforced by the recent precedents of Roman 
Catholic emancipation and Reform. It was sa.id that, 
for the. party and the leader who had attacked and over
thrown Peel on the question of Free Trade, to acquiesce 
in it themselves was a humiliation. Wherein did the 
humiliation consist ~ Not for a moment did the party 
thereby condone the use which Peel made of power 
conferred on him for exactly oppo.site. purposes. It 
did not even abandon its theoretic belief in the system 
then discarded. What· it did was to recognif?e the 
benefits conferred on all classes by cheap and abun
dant foo~, and to bow to accomplished facts, accepting 
the least unpa\atable of the Unpalatable motions pre
sented to it. It set itself right with public opinion over 
a matter which public opinion had, with insufficient 
warrant, erected into a tenet of religion; it recited, in the 
fashion of the day, the shibpoleth which public opinion 
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, exacted of all politicians as a 'COndition of employment 
by the State.l 

There were a few of the triumphant Free, Traders who 
showed, in the debate on Villiers's motion, a d~e apprecia
tion of the position of Disraeli and his party, and considera
tion for their feelihgs. One was Gladstone, who, however, 
somewhat marred- the _grace of his speech· by a definite 
approval of· Russell's criticisms. Gladstone pleaded that 
the House should imitate the magnanimity ·of Peel, who 
'did indeed ·look for. revenge, but not in stinging speeches 
or motions carrying a sense of pain or~ degradation to 
honourable men,·. Peel, he said, looked for the acceptance 
of his principles· fust ;by the country, and ·then 'by .the 
world. The cause of the aristocracy should be redeemed 
from ·association with that ··obnoxious policy,' whose 
'obsequies ' they were celebrating in that debate .. They 
should put away the desire to trample on those who·h~d 
fought manfully, arrd merely rejoice in the great public 
good that had been achieved. It- was Palmerston, how-: 
ever, · wbo 'struck the note to which the House· r.esponded. 
'Sir, we ate here ·an. assembly of gentlemen; and :we who 
are gentlemen on:this side of the House-should-remember 
that we are dealing with gentlemen .on the other .side; and 
I, ·for o:n:e, cannot at all reconcile it to my feelings to call . 
upon ·a set of. English gentlemen unnecessarily; .. for, any' !" 

~ • ' . ' . • . t .. . • . . . ' . 

1 Compare the letter of 'Ma.nilias' in the PretJB of Ma.y'14, 1853: ' The first 
act of Lord Derby's Government, on the assembling of the new Parli'.iment, 
was precisely that anticipated by every man of ordinary sense. It was the 
recognition of that principle which div!des the rulers~ of a. despotism from 
tlie Ministers of a. Cons~itutiona.l Mona.rchy-,.viz.,•the submission .of men 
mz.de responsible;to the.Sovet~ign ~or. the security of the .. rea.Jm, to the 

. power of public· opinion when llilequi.vocil.lly expressed by· a.' Jegi tima.te 
appeal to its 'trerdiot. tHere:all taunts.M to the inconsistency of,politicia.ns 
who, in opposition, had Qpposed a law which in office they ratified, -were 
absurd on the lips of those who had studied·ou:t history and comprehended 
our; Constitution. To oppose a .law, .to· repFesent ;.the ,hardships· it m~y 
inflict,· to argue on the consequences it may entail, tq advise:_.when'it be 
passed,' either congenial modifications 'or supplementary a.mendments-'S;II 
this belongs to t)le first province of debate. But that law confirmed in all its 
integrity by fresh proofs of popular assent, and the modifications or amend
ments'advised rendered as impracticable a.s·the repea.l-'-nothing remains for 
th6se who,ha.ve passed from the freedom of.opposition to tjle.gra.ve respon
sibilities of office but, to a.ccep,t the ~a.w, .,and seek, by means imalogous to 
its 8pirit,ireinedies for whatever ·pa.rt~mila.r grieva.rioe :it may inflict.' (See 
below, p. 1~12.) 
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purpose that I have· in view. ~o express opinions they do 
not entertain. or to recant opinions that may be still 
lingering in their minds.' He refused to join in taunting 
and reproaching those who yielded their early impres
sions to the inevitable force of events. All the country 
wanted was to be assured that Free Trade was the prin .. 
ciple upon which their legislation was to be founded. 

Villiers's motion was defeated by 336 to 256, Palmerston 
and the Peelites, including Graham, voting with the 
Government; and then Palmerston's amendment, being 
supported by the Government, the Liberals, and the Peel
ites, was carried by 468 to 53, about seventy of the rank 
and file of the Ministerialists declining to v<Jte in the 
second division. The text of the resolution which marked 
the close of the great Free Trade controversy ran thus: 

That it is the opinion of this House that the improved 
condition of the country, and especially of the industrious 
classes, is mainly the result of recent legislation, which has 
established the principle of unrestricted competition, has 
abolished, taxes imposed for the purposes of Protection, and 
has thereby diminished the cost and increased the abundance 
of the principal articles of the food of the people. 

That it is the opinion of this House that this policy, firmly 
maintained and prudently extendeq, will, without inflicting 
injury on any important interest, best enable the industry of 
the country to bear its burthens, and will thereby most surely 
promote the welfare and contentment of the people. 

That this House will be ready to take into consideration 
any measures, consistent with these principles, which, in pur
suance of Her Majesty~s gracious Speech and recommenda.tion, 
may be laid before it. · 

It was hardly pretended that even this resolution was 
literally accepted by many of those who voted for it. 
Disraeli, in announcing his acceptance of it, said that 
it contained expressions to which he might demur, and 
which he should regret to see placed on the journals of the 
House with his individual authority or sanction; but that 
was a mere fighting about words, not about facts. As 
one of the Ministerial rank and file put it, the real question 
was the passing of a formal resolution that Free Trade 
was to be adopted That was done, and, thanks to 

I. 40 
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Disraeli's management, done with little or no "resentment 
even from the high Protectionists-such as .Booker; who 
sat for Herefordshire; Ball, the farmers' friend; Isaac 
Butt; .and even Granby-none of whom .reproached the 
Government in the debate, but all promised cordial co
operation. · The. whole, with hardly an exc~ption, of the 
53 who voted in the minority, supported the Govern
ment in'the critical division on the Budget. There were 
some angry expressions. Lennox reported, in therecess, 
his father, the Duke of Richmond, as saying of the 
Government: ' I can see they are, damn them ! at the 
old game of throwing over their principles'; and Sibthorp, 
in the ;debate on the Address, talked of their 'duplicity.' 
But the party as a whole recogniRed that Disraeli's 
policy had been right and; inqeed, inevitable. There 
was no cave formed and no serious discontent felt. 

The question of reconstruction, which had only been 
toyed with in the autumn, naturally arose. again on .the 
evidence afforded by these debates that P~lmerston and 
the Peelites were ready, in certain circumstances, to come 
to the aid of the Government agaib.st Whig factiousness. 
Palmerston, who at the moment was being roundly 
abused by Whigs and, Radicals, held the key of the 
situation. He always wrote and talked as if he had never 
seriously contemplated joining Derby's Qovernment, but 
he certainly left· the impression both on Ministers them
selves and on shrewd outside observers, like Greville, that 
it was rather. a question of terms. The only possible .. 
terms were, however, vetoed by the Crown. Derby was 
not permitted by the Queen to offer Palmerston the lead 
of the House of Commons; nor, indeed, did Derby himself 
desire, owing, apparently, to 'unwillingness to seem to 
slight Disraeli, to repeat his proposal of February. A 
private interv-iew· which .Disraeli had with Palmerston 
on November 24 produced no result. According to 
Disraeli's report to Derby, Palmerston's language was 
perfectly friendly towards the Government; ' but 'he 
concluded by declaring that though he sat by Mr. 
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Sidney Herbert in the House of Commons, and was 
an old personal friend, he did not act in concert with 
him or with Mr. Gladstone ; and that he did not see, 
on their part, any disposition to join the Government. 
After this declaration, Mr. Disraeli felt that it would be 
useless and unwise to sound him further as to his _own 
ulterior views, and the conversation led to nothing '1 

It does not appear whether Palmerston had heard of the 
royal veto; but the reports which reached Derby sug· 
gested that the Peelites would not join him unless Pal
marston led the Commons, Gladstone refusing· to serve 
under Disraeli. In these circumstances Derby reported 
to the _Queen that he had taken no steps towards exercis· 
ing the discretion she had entrusted to him. 

Prince Albert to Lord Derby. 

Private and Confidential. WINDSOR CASTLE, Nov. 26, 1852. 

MY DEAR :LoRD DERBY,-The contents of the letter which 
you wrote to the Queen yesterday afternoon, and which she 
received this morning only, has caused us less surprise than 
it appears to have done to yourself. You will remember that 
vye expressed some doubts as to the 'commun accord' between 
the Peelites and Lord Palmerston. 

My conviction is now further confirmed that Lord Palmer
ston is aiming at the leadership of the House of Commons, in 
order to possess himself of absolute power, and that he is taking 
his position in a w;ty to obtain-this, whether the debate may 
end in a junction of the Peelites with your Government or 
with Lord John Russell, whom he would in that case wish 

-to see removed to the House of Lords. 
Such a calamity for the interests of the country the Queen 

will feel it her duty to prevent, by a firm opposition on her 
part. If you mean to negotiate· further on a further change 
of Parliamentary prospects, your own and the Queen's safety 
will mainly depend on the instrument~) which you mean to 
employ for. your negotiations. If left to be settled between 
Mr. Disraeli and Lord Palmerston, and the result only to be 
reported to you, I should feel very uneasy, considering the 
laxity of the political consciences which both these "gentlemen 
have hitherto exhibited. You would in that case find it very 
difficult not to accept any arrangement which they may have 
preconcerted. 

1 Queen Victoria's LeUers. 
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Should Mr. Disraeli have to relinquish the lead, :Mr. Glad
stone would be a much fitter successor than Lord Palmerston, 
for, whatever his peculiar crotchets may be, he is a man of 
the strictest feelings of honour and the purest mind.-Ever 
yours truly, ALBERT. 

A memorandum of November 28 by the Prince, printed 
in Queen Victoria's Letters, shows how Derby stood up for 
his colleague against this disparaging criticism. He de~ 
clared that Gladstone was quite unfit to lead the House, 
and that he himself ' could not in honour sacrifice Mr. 
Disraeli, who had acted.very straightforwardly to him as 
long as they had had anything to do with each other, 

- and who possessed the confidence of his f<;>llowers. Mr. 
Disraeli had no idea of giving up the lead.' In reply to 
a question from the Prince, Derby, added that ' he did 
not think Mr. Disraeli had ever had a strong feeling, ·one 
way or the other, about Protection or Free Tracil.e, and 
that he would make a very good Free Trade; Minister.' 

There is no reason to believe that Disraeli would have 
hesitated now any rp.ore than in the previous February, 
or in 1855, to make way for Palmerston, if that had been 
in question. To make way\ for a Peelite was another 
m~tter. Even if he had been willing, his followers cer
tainly would not have permitted such an arrangement. 
Gladstone at this time, Lord Morley writes, was· ' in
spired by the strong hope of Conservative reunion '; .but, 
in a friendly conversation with Derby, he spoke oracularly 
of ' many difficulties of a personal nature ' in any con
ceivable Ministerial combination, and said that the atti
tude of the Peelites to the Government depended on the 
Budget. It was the misfortune of· the Peelites, and of 
Gladstone in particular, and goes far to account for the 
little affection with which they were regarded, that they 
never seemed so friendly and so disposed to approximate 
to their old party as when they were o~ the eve of taking 
some definite step to widen the gulf and unite themselves 
more closely to the other side. Gladstone's friendly 
disposition now was the immediate precursor of 'a fatal 
blow dealt at the. Budget; and again, in 1859, he actually· 
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voted with the Derby Government in the division which 
ejected them from office, and then, without hesitation, 
joined the Liberal Government which supplanted them. 

All hope of reconstruction being abandoned, the Govern
ment had to face, without any new blood, the problem of 
the Budget. ThePe is little in the Beaconsfield papers 
to show how the financial scheme developed in the Chan
cellor's mind, but some of the expressions in the Lennox · 
correspondence suggest that Gladstone was not mistaken 
in his comment after ·the Budget speech: 'It is plain 
enough ·that, when its author announced something 
looming in the distance, he did not mean this plan, but 
something more extensive.' We know, of course, that 
Disraeli had hoped for a commercial treaty with France, 
which would have necessarily involved important changes 
in customs dues. That he desired to abolish the Law of 
Poor Law Settlement, and give the management of 
county rates to a more popular board, appears from 
Malmesbury's notes of Cabinet meetings. Above all, we 

· know that the demands of the services; suppo1·ted by the 
Crown, necessitated extra e::x;penditure at the last moment, 
after all his calculations had been made, and curtailed 
the remissions of taxation which he hoped to announce. 
These demands were renewed at the eleventh hour. 

To Lord Derby. 
Private. D.S., Nov. 30, 1852.-I fear we are in a great scrape, 

and I ha.rdly see how the Budget can live in so stormy a sea. 
We have had no explanation from Stafford1 as to his letter 

-of this day to Hamilton 2 that the Navy Estimates for 1853-54 
will be increased nearly one million. I trust that the Ad
miralty have not got into debt, and are attempting to shufil.e 
-off this scot on future estimates. This will never do, for, if 
permitted, we shall never be safe. 
, We are ·pledged· to the Queen, as far as the seamen and 
Marines are concerned, and we must not seem to waver; but 
I think you must exert your utmost authority that there 
shall be retrenchment, no matter at what inconvenience, in 
all in which her honour and safety are not concerned. I 
think Hardinge also ought to give up his extra 1,000 men. 

But, turn the matter as I may, I see no way out of it, and 
1 Seoretary of the Admiralty. 51 Seoretary of the Treasury. 
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must deeply regret that we should have become involved in 
such a difficulty at such a moment; and that on the very eve 
of battle I should be suddenly called U:pon to change all my 
dispositions. 

Derby replied that he had told Stafford to cut down ' 
all Admiralty expenses except those ·for the ~tdditional 
seamen and Marines; discussed which of the two ·great 
remissions contemplated by Disraeli had better be pared 
in consequence of the new demands; and continued, 
'Put a good face upon it, and ·we shall pull through~ 
L'audace-l'audace-toujours l'audace.' 

Courage never failed Disraeli; but courage was cer
tainly wanted when he rose on Friday, December 3, in 
a Hou8e (Greville says). 'crowded to suffocation,' to 
introduce the Budget which was to make or mar the 
Government. He had had but nine months' official or 
financial training; he had, indeed, delivered one Budget 
speech, but had then proposed no change of taxation. 
H~ faced adversaries who almost monopolised the official 
and financial experience of the day, and he 'faced them · 
practically unsupported. There were opposite him three 
ex-Chancellors of the Exchequer~ Wood, his immediate 
predecessor; Goulbtirn, who asoisted Peel ; and Sir Francis 
Baring, whose service at the Treasury was, however, of 

. a remote date-and there was Gladstone, already a power 
in economic debate, and destined to be the m-:>st famous 
Chancellor of the Victorian era. There was Disraeli's old 
antagonist, Gr~tham; Cobden, eager to rletect Protec
.tionist .heresy; and the veteran Whig chief, Russell. 

, From none of these men could he expect a favourable, 
or even impartial, hearing. The Whigs and Radicals 
were sore at the defeat of Villiers's motion; the Peelites 

. cherished a personal. resentment against the man who 
overthrew their chief. Wood, the most unlucky of Chan-· 
cellors, had suffered severely under Disraeli's criticism 
for six years; and Gladstone, though he may have per
suaded himself that he came to hear the Budget with an 
operi mind, had really condemned it in advance. He 
wrote to. Aberdeen on July 30 that the Government were 
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chained to the Budget, and that he, for one, was not pre
pared to accept Disraeli as a financial organ, or to be re
sponsible for his financial measures; and he found Dis
raeli 's Bucks speeches on revision of taxation each ' more 
q-qackish in its flavour than its predecessor.' On the 
morning of December 3 he wrote to Mrs. Gladstone that, 
startling and dangerous, and perhaps outrageous, pro~ 
posals were to be expected. Finally there was a feeling 
common to the Free Traders of all kinds, whether Peelites, 
Whigs, or Radicals, that it was a monstrous and unnatural 
thing that one who had been a Protectionist, and was 
still, though he accepted facts, unconverted in principle, 
should venture to stand rip in the House of Commons and 

·produce a Free Trade Budget .. 
Before opponents of this calibre and in this frame of 

mind, Disraeli had to lay no mere ordinary financial 
statement. It was no question of small increases or 
remissions of taxation, according as there was a deficit 
to supply or a surplus to spend. It was no provisional 
Budget, like that which he had introduced in the spring~ 
which left taxes as they were, and only demanded lucid 
exposition in its author. This time he had announced 
his intention of bringing our financial system into harmony 
with our commercial system. It was his hope to allay 
the bitter feelings between country and town, to do justice 
to the interests which had lost Protection, and to equalise 
taxation while obviating existing anomalies. He had to 
satisfy the country gentlemen behind him within the 
limits of the riew commercial system, and without rous
ing the anger of the towns. He had to do this, too, with , 
no assured majority at his back, ready by sheer weight 
and solidity to push far-reaching proposals through Par
liament; and at an awkward moment, four months before 
the conclusion of the financial year, whe~ estimat,es both 
of revenue and of expenditure must be largely· guesswork. 
Moreover, it was impossible that a . Chancellor of the 
Exchequer who was also leader of the Hous~ of Commons, 
and in many ways the animating spirit of the Govern
ment, should have been able to devote the personal ~tten-
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tion and care he could wish to the details of his financial 
arrangements. Happily he had in Sir Charles Treveiyan, 
the permanent head of the Treasury, expert aid of the 
first quality, and it was believed that the Budget owed 
much to Sir Gharles's experience and assiduity. 

At the outset of his speech Disraeli asked the House 
to consider his proposals as a whole, a request to which, 
though it was refused by many of hls opponents at the 
time, history is bound to attend. The principal boons 
offered by the Budget to the taxpayer were the remission 
of half the malt tax and half the hop duty; the gradual 
remission of half the tea duty; the assessment of income 
tax on' one-third of the farmer's rental instead of one
.half; the reduction of the rate of the tax on precarious· 
incomes to three-fourths of the rate on realised incomes; -
the reduction of lighthouse dues and rembval of the 
Admiralty grievances of shipowners; and permission to 
the sugar interest to refine in bond for home consumption. 
In order to make good the deficiency caused by these 
reductions and remissions, Disraeli proposed. to extend the 
area and increase the amount of direct taxation. The 
income tax was to be extended to incomes of £100 a year 
of precarious income, and to £50 a year of permanent 
income, and was. to apply to Ireland as well as to Great 
Britain. . The house tax was to be extended to houses of 
£10 a year rateable value, and to be .doubled in amount. 

Thus the Budget was essentially based on Free Trade 
principl~s. 'The doctrine of unrestricted competition,' 
said Disraeli, 'is not consistent with restricted industry.' 

, After the solemn verdict of the country, and the formal 
and definite establishment of the new system, the Govern
ment had to consider how they . could best enable the 
community to encounter that universal competition which 
it must now be prepared to meet. That was to be done 
' by cheapening as much as possible that which sustains 
their' lives. We. look, therefore, to articles . of prime 
necessity.' ' It is the boast of hon. gentlemen opposite 
that they have given cheap bread to the community; 
but t~e principles upon which you have given cheap bread 
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to the community are principles which ought to make 
you cheapen the sustenance of the community in every 
form.' He proposed, therefore, to reduce the malt tax 
and the tea duty, and give the community cheap drink 
as well as cheap food. The reduction of the malt tax 
was in the int~rest of the consumer, but it would also 
benefit agriculturists. AJ> for tea, ' I hardly know any-

. thing .more· diverting than to open Pepys's Diiuy, where 
we see it stated, " Took a cup of the new China drink
very pleasant," and to remember that not two centuries 
have passed, and the exotic novelty that pleased one 
evenmg that fantastic gentleman is now the principal 
solace of every cottage in the .kingdom.' He hoped to 
enable the people to have a supply at a very reasonable 
rate of a very favourite beverage, and at the same time 
to give a great stimulus to commerce, shipping, and 
manufactures. It was said that the consuming power of 
the people was diminishing, but he saw no evidence of it. 
There was no doubt considerable emigration; but 'every 
emigrant from England generally becomes an English 
colonist, and an English colonist becomes an English 
customer, and our markets are stimulated, our people are 
employed, and their wages are improved, by the very 
circumstances which some regard as tending to our decay 
and dissolution.' 

But, though the Budget was based on Free Trade prin
ciples, relief was given to each of the int~rests-shipping, 
sugar, and agricultme-which had suffered through the 
change. Disraeli desired to remove well-founded causes 
of discontent, and enlist the sympathies of all classes in . 
favour of the new system of taxation. The shipping 
interests were to be. relieved in respect of lighthouses, and 
anchoragE;?, salvage, ·and enlistment.. In regard to these 
latter questions, he consi<lered that the Admiralty had 
pressed hardly on the merchant serVice, but the Admiralty 
were prepared to yield their claims. In this connection; 
Disraeli entirely exonerated the Royal Navy from repre- ~ 
hensible conduct, and added: 'I have no doubt that in . 
the navy, as well as in all departments of life, much · ,r· 

L • 

:·f '· 
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more hUm.anising tendencies are .exerting their influence 
than there did twenty-five, or forty, or fifty years ago.' A 
harmless remark, one would have thought, especially 
with ~he qualification ' as well as in all departments of 
life ' ; but Croker regarded the passage as a personal 
attack upon· himself, who had been Secretary to the 
Admiralty from 1809 to 1830, 1:!-nd he wrote an article for 
th~ forthcoming Quarterly Review criticising ·the Budget· 
alniost entirely in reference to this purely i~cide'ntal point. 

With regard to the sugar industry, which had un
doubtedly been treated in a wanton and indefensible 
manner, Disraeli granted it the boon of refining in bond. 
but was unable to go fa~ther, in view of the prosperous 
state of the trade at the time. In 1852, as compared 
with 1851, there was an increase in British sugar entered 
for consumption of 1,250,000 hundredweights, and a de
crease in foreign sugar of 600,000 hundredweigh~s. 

I may. be caJled traitor, I may be called renegade; but i 
want to know whether there· is any gentleman in this·House, 
wherever he may sit, who would recommend a differential 
duty to prop up a prostrate industry which .is actually com
manding the metropolitan market, under the circumstances 
which I have placed before Parliament ? It is unnecessary 
to enter into any argument on the point. No person could 
think of proposing an increase ·of differential duties except 
for the attainment of a definite object. If that object be to 
give the command of the home market to our colonies, it is 
already attained. 

In dealing with the agricultural interest, Disraeli first . 
considered the question . of local taxation. This took 
three forms-the highway rate, the county rate, and the 
poor rate. ·A Bill 'would be. intrqduced for the better 
administration of the highway rate. ·As the county rate 
was slight in amount, he did not propose to recommend . 
any change-an aruiouncement which was received with 
sensation ~n the House, ·causing Disraeli to· remind mem
bers of his request that his proposals should be con· 

• sidered as a whole .. Then he came to the poor rate, where 
,the complaint of, the landed interest was exceedingly well 

' founded. · The maintenance of the poor should · u.n,.. 
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doubtedly be the subject of general taxation, and not 
fall on real property alone; but, since he first brought 
the question forward, the bUl'den. had diminished 25 per 
.cent. Iri 1848 the expenditure amounted to £6,180,000, 
but in 1851 only to £4,962,000. At this there were, 
natUl'ally, loud cheers from the Opposition. ' I am 
afraid,' said Disraeli, ' that is really not a cheer on ac
count of the diminution oi pauperism. I am afraid it is 
a cheer for recent legislation.' He did not want to dis
turb recent legislation, but it had been shown that 
diminished poor rates might coexist with high prices 
of corn · 

But there are greater subjects-for us to consider than the 
triumph of obsolete opinions. (Great lauphter from the Oppo
sition.) Yes, I look upon one-sided Free Trade as an obsolete 
opinion, just as you look upon Protection: obsolete, because 
they are lost in the great principle of the day-that of un
restricted competition. 

As the bUl'den was now less, Disraeli did not propose 
to relieve the agricultliral classes by the way of local 
taxation, but he proposed to benefit them by the reduc
~ion of themalt tax and hop duty, and by the less onerous 
mode of assessing the income tax on farmers' profits. 

A most important featUl'e of the Budget was -the manner 
of dealing with the income tax. · It was clear that it could 
not be dispensed with at present, but Disraeli determined 
to deal with its anomalies in t~e spirit of his April Budget 
.speech. He ·had then laid it down that direct taxation 
should be as general, so far as c~n be expediently managed, 
as indirect, and that a distinction should be drawn. be
tw~en precarious and permanent incomes;.so he i~cluded 
Ireland, hitherto exempt, extended the tax downwards, 
and fixed the rate on the schedules dealing with trade 
earnings, professional incomes, and farmers' profits, 
at three-foUl'ths .of that charged on realised property. 
With extension of the franchise accepted in principle by 

.· leading politicians on all sides, it· was a statesn:~anlike 
• policy to provide, as far as possible, that no class should 
he exempt from taxation required for the,ben:efit of .all . 

• 
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AS the remissions provided in the Budget, together with 
increased expenditure (£600,000) for defence, would cost 
the revenue £2,100,000 in 1853-54, and more jn subse
quent years, it was necessary to find some addition to 
the resources of the country, and Disraeli looked boldly 
to direct taxation. That was an inevitable result of ! the 
principle of unrestricted competition, that all indirect 
taxes should be moderate in . amount.' Gladsto'J:.le · and 
Harcourt and subsequent Chancellors of the Exchequer 
have found themselves compelled to follow the path 
pointed out by Disraeli,. and to make use of the mighty 
en.gine of direct tax~tion in an increasingly oppressive 
manner. Disraeli selected the house tax, both for exten
sion in accordance with his principle of avoiding exemp
tions as far as· possible, and for increase. However econo
mically sound, it was a bold decision, as in 1834 an agita
tion of . the newly-enfranchised London householders 
caused the abandonment of the .then existing house tax;. 
and, when such a tax was reimposed in 1851, all houses 
below £20 value were exempted. Disraeli lowered the ex
emptipn limit to £10, and doubled the tax. He justified 
the increase by reference to the remissions of taxation 
since 1834, and to the boons conferred by the rest of hiS 
Budget, all of which would benefit the inhabitant house
holder.· 

The speech contained an eloquent passage on the 
national defences. Though the tendency of the· age, 
said Disraeli, and the predoi:nillant feeling of the day, was 
peace, it was of primary importance that our shores 
should be protected. It would have been more convenient 
for the Government to defer action, but it was their para..: 
mount duty to bring the matter forward at once. 'The 
plans .we have matured; and which, if the House will 
support our proposition, will be carried into complete 
effect, will be plans which will settle th~ question of 
national defences for ever '-a bold assertion, which 
events ·speedily falsified. ' You will have all your ar
senals and strong points in the kingdom defended, a:r1d · 
you will have a real Channel fleet, which can assemble 

• 
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from its different rendezvous at the' moment necessary. 
and which is the proper garrison and protection of the 
country.' At the same time he promised a thorough 
ovel'hauling of the administration in all departments, 
with a view.to that efficiency, which, rather than retrench
ment, was the true parent of economy. In conclusion he 
recommended the proposals of the Government as essen
tially practical measures. They proposed nothing on 
which they were not prepared immediately to act. That 
was the reason why they had not dealt with the succession 
duties. 'We think we have proposed enough to-night, and 
we think that what we have proposed is of a character that, 
if acted upon, we can judiciously advance a step farther.' 

This great effort lasted five hours, and Disraeli's wife 
and friends, remembering that he was only just recovering 
from an attack of influenza, were anxious about his health. 
The Parliamentary Secretary of the Treasury sent a couple 
of notes from the House to reassure Mrs; Disraeli. 

George A. Hamilton to Mrs. Disraeli. 
Nine o'clock [Friday, Dec. 3, 1852].-You will be anxious to 

know how matters go~on. The Chancellor has made a most 
wonderful effort. He has been speaking nearly four hours, 
with unrelaxed energy and spirit. The speech has been on 
the whole very well received by a very critically disposed 
Opposition, and I am full of confidence. 

lO o'clOck.-:-The Chancellor has just finished; a more sure 
prising effort has never been made, and he has been greatly 
cheered. I have no. fear for the result. He is greatly 
fatigued. We must get him to go home as soon as possible. 

As H~inilton wrote, the Opposition were very critically 
disposed, and some of the more important of them per
mitted themselves to misbehave during the delivery of 
the SReech. Sir William Fraser, who was sitting in the. 
side-gallery, .poticed conduct which could not be seen by 
the majority of the House. 'Sir George Grey and Sir 
Charles Wood, nearly related, 1 facing Disr;teli, the latter 
having been Chancellor of the Exchequer, kept inter
changing signS, and nudging one another, laughing occa
sionally, while Disraeli was speaking; in fact, turning him 

1 Wood had married Grey's niece. 
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into ridicule, in a manner which was not only unfair, but 
ungentlemanlike, considering their social position com
pared to Disraeli's, their life-long experience of the House, 
and his extreme difficulties-difficulties which he had 

· encountered ill a manly and well~bred mami.er.'. Macaulay 
was in ore genero'!15, and hiS· comment ill his diary is 
characteristic. : 

It was well done, both ~s to manner and language. The 
statement was lucid, though much too ·long. .I could have 
said the whole as clearly, or more clearly, in two hours; and 
Disraeli was up five. The plan was nothing but taking the 
moriey ou,~ of the pockets of the people in towns and putting 
it into the pockets of growers of· malt. I greatly. doubt 
whether he will be able to carry it; but he has raiSed his 
reputation for practical ab1lity.1 . 

From Queen Victoria. 
OSBORNE, Dec. 5, l852.~The Queen .thanks Mr. Disraeli 

for his note received yesterday, and ·must congratulate him 
on the very successful way in which he brought forward the 
Budget, and hopes that he has not suffered from the great 
exertion which it must have been to him. . 

. From Lord Derby. 
ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, Saturday [Dec~ 4].-I cannot resist 

congratulating you in writing, as . I have already done 
verbally, (at least, I hope. Mackenzie. delivered my message), 
on your masterly performance of last night. I. had the 
satisfaction of hearing the whole of it, except the first half
hour; and I can. truly say that I listened to the whole 
exposition with entire satisfaction,, and admiration of the 
clearness and breadth with which you stated your. views, 
and the ~::~kill with which you introduced the various topics and 
trod ov~r very difficult ground. One ought not to be too 
sanguine, or to trust too much to first impressions;· but I 
think you· have weathered the really dangerou~ point, and. 
that the ship is now ~n comparatively smooth waters .. I am 
glad to find. from H: Lennox· that you are not bodily the 
worse, and mentally you niust be much better.: .•• · · 

.. . .· . . 

Lord Lyndhurst to Mrs. Disraeli: · 
Dec. 4, 1852 . .,-;--: · .. I cannot <refuse myself. the pleasure of 

congratulating ·you ori. ;Disraeli's grt;~at succf:lSS, and on the 
skilful and brilliant nianner in .which he tlirned the weapons 

· of the Free Traders and Radicals against themselves, pounding . 
1 Trevelyan's Maeaiday/p. 579: 
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tbem in t,heir own mortar. The playful and easy manlier in 
which he treated the subjects and his opponents was, as 
Derby, who sat next me, observed, quite charming. 

The reception of the Budget, at first, was eminently 
favourable. The Times wrote next day that Disraeli had 
succeeded in showing that the country had new resources 
and new capabilities; and Greville, three days later, that 
he thought the Budget would ' go down, and make the 
Government safe.' On the Wednesday following, Derby 
and Disraeli had an enthusiastic reception in the City at 
the Lord Mayor's banquet, postponed from November 9, 
owing to the Duke's death and funeral. Disraeli, on 
rising to return thanks for the House of Commons, was 
received with protracted cheering. He expressed the hope 
that the new House would take a large view of national 
circumstances, forget party feelings, legislate not for classes, 
but for the community, in an impartial and P!Ltr~otic spirit, 
and 'resolve, if the measures of Her Majesty's Govern
ment are entitled to public confidence and respect, that 
they shall not be defeated by the manceuvres of faction.' 

The manceuvres of faction·were.already at work. The' 
lead was taken by the Peelites, under the general super
intendence of Aberdeen, but with Gladstone as the moving; 
spirit. As early as Monday, December 6, Gladstone rose'. 
and strongly protested against any interference with the 
frame of the income tax, and, ill concert with Go1.1lburn, 
took up solemnly the extraordinary position that to 

.• differentiate between 'precarious and realised incomes 
was a breach of faith with the public creditor, inasmuch 
as thereby income derived from the funds was taxed' 
more highly than income earned.· The obvious answer· 
was t'bat income derived from the funds would be taxed 
at exactly the same rate as income from any other invest
ment, and therefore the public creditor was treated in 
exactly the same way as every other creditor. Though 
these pedantic objections to the treatment of the income' 
tax might produce little effect, there were other arguments 
against the Budget of a more popular character. To 
repeal half the malt tax and half the tea duty, especially: 
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when the latter was done by degrees, was of little value, 
it was· said, to either consumers or producers and im
porters. There was SOil1ething in the objection, and 
Disraeli could not bring forward in public the fact that, 
QUt for the increased expenditure on defences into which 
he was forced, he would have been able to deal more 
decisively with one, if not both, of these taxes. · Again, in 

·spite of Disraeli's expressed desire to reconcile town and 
country, an agitation was got up in the towns-on the 
basis of Macaulay's crude appraisement of the Budget 
as taking tnoney from townspeople to put it into the 
pockets of malt-growers-to protest against the extension 
and incre;:tse of the house tax. . The Irish naturally 
objecte{l. to the extension of the income tax to their 
island. There were &lso. purists who said that it ·was 
monstrous, when 'you had a srirplus,. to impose fresh 
taxation, and not content yourself · with distributing 
boons among the taxpayers. Disraeli was justifiably 
indignant at being taunted, in the exceptional conditions 
of his position, with not following ' the miserable routine 
of commonplace cir(lum.stances.' 

The debate began on December 10, a week after tl:le 
statement, and ended on December 16. Disraeli's diffi-

. culty in dealing with it was that all his opponents wanted 
his blood, but wanted it for different reasons. Wood, 
il).deed, condertmed the Budget generally as ' most vision- -
ary a:O:d most rash,' and said . that· no one in his senses. 
w9uld attempt in one year to deal with tea duties and .... 
malt tax, or to increase income tax and house duty' 
' Take back your Budget,' he said.' Reduce the tea duties, 
but leave malt tax alone, and give up the house tax. 
Disraeli need not be ashamed of doing what Pitt was com
pelled to do. ' I want you to reconstruct your own Budget. 

Either you know nothing about it, or .. you .have 
recklessly • abused the knOwledge which you possess.' 
Cobden would be· glad· to do away with the malt 
tax, if there were a surplus, but would not vote fof any 
new tax in its place. Lowe thought the system of gradual 
rt:lduction practised ill reg;:trd to the tea duties was draw-
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ing bills on popularity and discounting them at once; and 
he also exhibited curious learning (not admitted by the 
head of the firm of Bass) on brewing. Goulburn harped 
once more on the injury to public credit. Graham pro
tested against extending the area of direct taxation. It 
was the great resource in time of ·war; it should not be 
pressed unduly in time of peace. Much of the crit1cism 
of the Opposition was directed to a quite incidental pro
posal of Disraeli's, to put an end to the Public Works 
Loan Fund, which he maintained was of no present 
utility, and the repayments of advances under which he 
proposed to carry to revenue-£400,000 in alL' 

' The Budget,' says Sir,Stafford Northcote,l 'presented 
too many assailable points to have much chance of being 
adopted.' That is true; but also, apfl,rt from its creator, 
it had a lamentable want of support in debate. The only 
speech of importance in its favour among the unofficial 
members was a spirited oration by Bulwer Lytton. 
Manners was overtasked in being put up to reply to Wood 
and Cobden, ari.u Pakington was hard~y a match for 
Goulburn and: Graham. ·walpole w:as the most success
ful Ministerial speaker. He vindicated Disraeli against 
the ' extraordinary attacks ' upon him by the Opposition 

· orators. Why was he assailed at every point 1 Were 
they jealous of his success 1 

· Is it because he has laboured hard and long, contending 
with genius against rank and power and the ablest statesmen, 
until he has attained the highest eminence which an honour, 
able ambition may . ever aspire to-the leadership and ' 
guidance of the Commons of England ~ Is it bee a use he has. 
verified in himself the dignified description of· a great philo
sophical poet of aritiquity,,portraying equally his past career 
and his present position ?- ' · 

'Certare ingenio; contendere nobilitate; 
Noctes 'atque dies niti prrestante Iabore . 
Ad summas emergere opes, rerunique potiri.' 

Palmerston, who sincerely wished the Government well, 
and might· perhaps have averted its fall by some such 
friendly action as he had taken on Villiers's motion, was 

l Twenty Years of Finrmeial Policy, p. 180. 
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laid up and prevented from·. going to the House during 
the debate. The only kindness he could show was to 
abstairi from: the division. His sentiments were conveyed 
to Mrs. Disraeli by Lady Bulwer: ' l have been to Lady 
P[almerston]'s-alas ! without success. It seems he dis
approves of the house tax, and would naturally have voted • against it, but abstains from good-will towards the Govern-
ment. . . . They wish' you to stay· in, and would do aU 
they could for it. . . . She spoke of joining you, and 
wishes there were people to follow Lord P., but that the 
difficulty was for him to g() alone.' 

Disraeli had staked the existence of .the Ministry on 
securing a general verdict in favour of' .the Budget. Being 
strongly possessed of the fighting 'instinct, and determined 
not to succumb until he had exhausted every resource, he 
endeavoured, as the discussion proceeded, to get the ques
tion on which the fateful division was to be taken put 
in such a manner as to give the Government the best 
chance of surviving. On this ·point there were many 
wrangles. · The resolution referred to the house tax, and, 
in presence of the manifest repugnance of the representa
tives of towns to consent to its being doubled, ·Disraeli 
showed a dis.position to accept the vote as only determin
ing the principle of ·extension of area without pledging 
the Committee to an increase. This was warmly resented 
by the Opposition, who maintained with reason that 
without the doubling of the house tax the promised boons 
could not be given. Disraeli felt that he was being driven 
int0 a corner; and, the night before the division, as a last 

· • resource, tried to obtain some support in a quarter where 
·he had f~r long found considerable personal sympathy, ·. 
even' though coupled with strong political antagonism. 
It was a Wednesday, at that time an' of!' Parliamentary 
night, and he asked Bright .to come ,and see him in 
Grosvenor Gate between . te11 and eleven. Bright had 

.. taken n() part in the .. debate', sS:ve to say shortly that he 
did not see .tpat any' hew tax was necessary; but that, if 
the necessity was proved to hini., he would prefer to vote for 
a tax upon successions appljing generally to all property. 
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He accepted Disraeli's invitation, and has left in his diary a 
full account of what his biographer calls a 'strange colloquy. '1 

Disraeli, who was found ' near the top of the house, in his 
morning gown, surrounded by books, pictures, mirrors, etc.,' 
unburdened his soul about that 'infernal question,' Protec
tion, and those ' damned ·defences,' which had between 
them made such havoc of his Budget. He declared that 
he would not have touched the malt tax if he could 
have dealt with tea without doing so, and dwelt on the 
admiillstrative economies the Government were effecting. 
All he wanted was a general vote for his Budget, and then 
he would give up malt tax and house duty, .and remodel ) 
his scheme. His party had 'stood so much already,' 
that he did not see why he might not get rid of the ' old 
stagers.,. and 'red tapists,; ~nd form a Government, not 
perhaps all at once, with Cobden and Bright. Disraeli's 
face, says Bright, was serious; but Bright laughed, and 
we may laugh with him at the mixture of earnestness and 
irony ill his host's conversation. If Disraeli could get 
Bright and his friends to be n~utral, it was all. that he 
probably hoped for, and he trusted to his own dexterity 
for a fresh combination after the vote was obtained. But 
this was only one mood; and, when he found Bright quite 
irresponsive, he ended his talk in a deeper vein. ' No man 
knew what he had struggled against and overcome; he 
had been a Minister, and was now about to be beaten. 
He had always felt the insecurity of their position, and had 
not removed to ·Downing Street2 on that account. He 
would. not keep office or try to cling. to it if they could 
tiot have power, and it was clear they had not the number~ 
with them to enable them to go on, and it was doubtful 
if they could live to Easter if they now escaped.' 

This last mood corresponded to that of Disraeli's chief, 
who no doubt had 'a shrewd' idea of what was passing 
in his mind, and who was writing to him at the very time 

1 Trevelyan's Bright, Journal, Deo. 15, 1852. 
2 Though Disraeli had not gone to live in Downing Street, he had deco

rated the reception-rooms. He wrote to .his wife in September of this yea:r 
from the official residence: 'The'rooms look admirable. I think the saloon 
the most effective in London: the dining-room all right and very good.' 

' 
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that this curious scene was being enacted m Grosvenor 
Gate. 

From Lord Derby. 

. Private and Confidential. ST. JAMES's SQUARE, Wednesday 
night [Dec. 15].-:-The more I reflect upon the position of our 

' affairs which you presented to me this evening, the less I am 
satisfied with the position which we shall occupy, if by any 
concession we obtain a respite from an adverse vote to-morrow 
night. J_'he case may be different if we can obtain a respite 
without concession; but even then we shall not stand satis· 
factorily to ourselves, nor, I am a;fraid, to the country. We 
may buy off a hostile vote before Christmas; but how shall we 
stand afterwards? We have abandoned the principle of 
Protection in deference to the voice of the country; we always 
said that we would do so. We prepared our Budget, of which 
one main element was the reduction of the malt tax as the 
only relief granted to the land; and that granted. because it 
was only incidentally a relief to them, accompanying. advan
tages, in the spirit of Free Trade policy, to the consumers. You 
say, arid I believe truly, that in any case we cannot carry our 
reduct.ion of the malt tax; but, if we cannot, can we earry any 
other reduction of taxation avowedly for the relief of the land ? 
I think you will at once answer, No: and I am afraid it is so. 

Now, if it be so, shall we. not be justly exposed to a double 
attack, from our friends and our opponents1 from the one 
that· we are conferring no boon on them, but, on the contrary, 
subjecting real property to new imposts; and from the other, 
that we are needlessly involving ourselves'in an extension of 
direct "taxation, most unpopular in itself, and uncalled for 
by any public necessity? We. ·have staked our existence 
on our Budget as a whole-we have asked for a decision of· 
Parliament, which is to say whether as a whole. they will 
accept it, and us to administer it; can we, with credit, acc~pt 
a departure from it which, as a whole, doing impartial justice 
t.o all the various elasses interested, will disturb the general 
~alance, and force upon us, in point of fact, a complete re
construction? And when we come to, reconstruct, what 
shall we have to say to our agricultural supporters, who will 
find themselves without a vestige of relief, and even with an 
increased weight of taxation? We bound ourselves, before 
th~ dissolution, to abide by the decision of the country as to 
the maintenance of the system of Free Trade; but we bound 
ourselves no less strongly to relieve the land, to some extent, 
from the consequences of that Free Trade. How can we de
clare, by ·concession on the house tax, that we will deprive 
ourselves of the means of doing anything for that 'interest 
to which, after all, we owe our position ? 

If indeed you are of opinion that, by postlloning the abso-
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lute decision on the amount of house tax, you will be enabled, 
abandoning the malt tax, to give such other relief to the land 
as may save our honour; or that you see your way to such·a 
conclusion from a definitive abandonment of the double 
duty, and the adoption of a lower scale, I am ready to conctir 
with you, though reluctantly, in deferring the crisis of our 
fate till after Christmas; but I own that if you are only to 
escape defeat to-morrow by a virtual surrender of your 
Budget-at least, of so much of it as promises any relief to 
our own friends, and without the prospect of the slightest 
step in their favour in our subsequent arrangements-! think 
the temporary respite will be dearly bought; and that you had 
better be defeated honestly in a· fairly-fought field than 
escape under a cloud, to encounter aggravated defeat with 
alienated friends and sneering opponents. Perhaps I do not 
read the. House of Commons aright~ nor exactly know what 
are their feelings; but if we are to be a Gover)lment, we must 
be so by our own friends, and in spite of all combinations, 
and not by purchasing a short-lived existence upon the for
bearance of the Radical party. 

My deliberate opinion is, that the utmost amount of con
cession which you ought to make ·is to accept the principle 
of extension and increase of the house tax, without binding 
yourself or the House to the amount of the latter, reserving 
that for the calm consideration of the Government during 
the recess; but refusing to pledge yourself against the amount 
as originally proposed, or to any figure which may make the 
rest 9£ your Budget impossible. If the House have not so 
much confidence in us as to place us in a majority on these 
conditions, it is high time that the country should satisfy 
itself whether any other possible combination possesses more 
of its confidence. If such a combination can be found, the 
business of the country tnay be carried on, and we shall be, 
though defeated, not discredited. . If no such combination 
can be formed, we must very shortly return to power, with 
increased means from the failure of our divided opponents. 
This is my deliberate opinion, unbiassed, I hope, by any per! 
sonal considerations; but if you have any doubt as to the course 
to be pursued, you had better call a Cabinet for to-morrow. 
I will.see none of our colleagues, and my opinion shall ba 
reserved until every member shall have expressed his own. · 

To Lord Derby. 
Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE,· Dec. 16, 1852.-I do n9t 

think there is any pecessity to call a Cabinet, for, I am sure, 
everyone must agre<·; with you on the subject. 

Your letter has removed the only dark spot in my political 
career, which was the feat, from something you once said 
to me, that retirement from office would.be the term of your 
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, public life. Personally, I should then feel isolated; but,· as 
:it is, I would prefer being. your colleague in opposition to 
oeing the colleague of any other man as a Minister. 

In accordance with the agreement manifested in these 
letters, Disraeli stated at the beginning of the final night'~ 
debate that the Government would regard the vote .as 
involving an increase as well as an extension of the house 
tax;' and thereupon issue was joined·. It was shortly after 
ten when the Chancellor of the Exchequer rose to answer 
his assailants. ' During a whole week they had baited 
hini; night after night they had derided and ridiculed him, 
taunted and twitted him, scoffed and scouted him,' writes 
a contemporary observer:i 'He scarcely seemed to hear, 
and not at all.tofeel;'hisfacewore 'that cold changeless 
look which,' in natures such as his, covers. depths. of 
smouldering emotion. . . . So he sat, hour after hour, night 
after night, the full black eye gazing upon vacancy, his pale 
face veiled in apathy~' Now his hour had arrived. He 
was never so great a;s when at· bay, and the welcoming 
cheers of his party showed at once theii sympathy· and 
.their expectations. He began with studied calnmess, and 
spoke throl!ghout with such precise elocution that every 
word could be heard; and every word told. 'Superlative 
acting ' it appeared to the moral sensitiveness of Glad
,stone; a more sympathetic and clear-sighted onlooker saw 
that ' feelings long restrained and,. painfully excited were 
struggling to escape and panting for expression.' Scorn, 
·perhaps, was the prevailing feeling; irony and sarcasm 
the principal weapons. 

Friends and foes alike admitted that the orator's 
powers had never been more brilliantly displayed. 'Sir,' 

. he began; ' ~fter fom: nights of criticism, conducted by 
'some of the most considerable reputations in this House, 
ori the financial propositions that I have laid on the table 
of the Committee, I now rise to vindicate those proposi
tions.' He dealt first with the objections of detail, especi
allythoseon his proposed dealings with the sum of £400,000, 
,which were ',assailed in language and a tone soll:lewhat 
.unusual,· certainly not very farliame~tary,' by Wo9d, 

1 In The Tablet and Telegraph,·Dec. 25,' 1852. 
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who, instead of addressing the Chair, addressed Disraeli 
per~onally. Graham had talked of the benefits of 
this Public Works Loan Fund to country gentlemen. , 
Why, it had been spent behind the back of the House 
on such profitless enterprises as a Thames tunnel and 
.a park for Battersea, .and the money had been lost. 
' In stopping a system so iniquitous, I was only doing 
my duty as a guardian of the public purse.' He did 
not pay the sum into the balances of the Exchequer, as 
' it would, in the present state of affairs, have been just 
the same as locking up that sum in an iron chest; it would 
have been immovable and unprofitable.' He apologised 
for troubling the House with these details of Treasury 
finance. ' My own knowledge on. the subject is, of course, 
recent. I .was not born and bred a Chancellor of the 
Exchequer; I am one of the Parliamentary rabble '-a 
mock depreciation of himself as compared with his op
ponents, which had an instant effect. Defending himself 
in regard to the drawback on malt to be payable in October,, 
Disraeli held up to ridicule Lowe's ostentatious learn
ing about brewing. 'Why fix the lOth of October 1' 
Lowe had· asked. ' Here is a plot; if we ca:ri only find out 
why the Government fix upon the lOth of October, we 
shall be able at once to penetrate these financial mysti
fications.' Disraeli was surprised that one who seemed 
so complete. a master of the art of brewing, and had 
made so eloquent a defence of the system of credit to 

. maltsters, should be unaware that the malting season was 
from October to May. 

Passin,g to more serious subjects, Disraeli pointed out 
that, in contemplating a revision of the financial system, 
it was essential to discover how far the country would 
consent to direct. taxation. For this, Graham, ' prompt 
in accusation at all times,' had accused him of pushing 
direct taxation to a rash extreme, and Wood had called 
him ' reckless.' 'rhis charge of recklessnes~ was brought 
by one who seemed to forget that, when he, as Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, was in possession of both an income t~x 
and a window tax, he came down to the House one day 
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and proposed to a startled assembly to double the income 
tax. That might indeed have been called reckless---' 
especially as on the first menace of opposition the same 
Minister withdrew hiS proposition.l The House was 
worked up to a high state of passion as Disraeli continued 
to pour scorn upon his hapless predecessor: 

Talk of recklessness ! Why, what in the history of finance 
is equal to ~he recklessness of the right honourable gentle
man ? And what was the ground on which he withdrew 
this enormous proposition-a proposition which only the 
safety of the State would have justified him in making ? 
When he was beaten, ba.ffied, humiliated, he came down to 
the House· of Commons, and said he had sufficient revenue 
without resorting to that proposition ! The future historian 
will not be believed when he states that a Minister came down 
with a proposition nearly to double the income tax, and, when 
that measure was rejected, the next day announced that the 
ways and means were· aniple without it. But then the right 
hon. gez:ttleman tells me~ in not ·very polished, and scarcely 
in Parliamentary language-that I do not know my business. 

'He may have learned his business. The House of Commons 
is the best judge of that; I care not to be his critic. Yet, if he 
has learned his business, he has still to learn some other things 
-he has to .learn that scurrility2 is not sarcasm, and that 
insolence is not invective. 

· A storm of cheers and counter-cheers greeted this biting 
retort, and then Disraeli, in a lower key, dwelt for awhile 
on his proposals about income tax. The Govetnment 
were determined to recognise a difference between pre:.. 
carious and realised incomes, but they were aware that 
'to frame a complete measure on this subject would ba.ffie 
the happiest genius in finance,' and therefore the details 
would be open to modification. Next he tmned upon 
Graham, 'whom I will not say I greatly respect, but 
rather whom I greatly regard '-a phrase which roused 
Gladstone's su?sequent indignation. There is, however, 

1' See above, pp. 921, 922. It was Russell, the Prime Minister, who 
actually brought the pro.posal to double the' income tax before· the House 
in 1848; but, of course, he was acting on behalf of tlie Chancellor of. the 
Exchequer, Wood. · 

2 Hansard has ' petulance ' ·here, I have substituted ' scurrility ' on the. 
authority of the late Mr. Augustus Vernon Harcourt, F.R.S., who was 
present, as a boy of seventeen, at the debate and took·special notice of this 
famous passage. Meaning and alliteration both support the change. · 

)._ ~ 
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reason to believe that Disraeli did not use it offensively, 
but only in the sense that Graham, who as a public man 
was entitled to regard, had no claim to respect as a 
financial authority. Though this phrase may have been 
meant innocently, there was certainly intention in the 
way in which Disraeli compared himself-' my humble 
efforts,' 'I know my deficiencies '-with Graham, the 
'great' Minister who had preceded him. Graham now 
dwelt on the hard case of the poor clerk with an income 
between £100 and £150 a year; but, in his own Superapnua
tion Bill of 1834, he had drawn the line himself, like Disraeli, 
at £100 and not at £150 a year. Disraeli scathingly said 
that, while he would pay little attention to the epea 
pteroenta of debate, he did think he had found in this BH1 
' the calm, solid, and solemn conclusions of a statesman,' 
,, the better mind. of a most able man,' and that he would 
be safe in following his example. 

Next he passed to the charge that the reduction of 
half the malt tax, involving £2, 500,000 a year, would not 
benefit the consumer, but would all go to the brewer; · 
but that, he cried, was the old Protectionist argument 
about the repeal of the corn tax. The loaf, it was then 
said, would be just as dear; all the benefit would go to 
those villains, the bakers and millers. Now t.he villains 
~ho would intercept the benefit were the brewers, in the 
opinion of gentlemen who were once so eloquent on the ~~ 
necessity of buying in the cheapest and selling in the 
dearest market. Such were the vicissitudes of political life ! 

The great friends o£ the consumer, the enemies of colossal 
monopolies-here we find them all arrayed in favour of high' 
taxation for the producer; and here we find them; wit,h taunts 
to us, teaching all the fallacies which we at least have had the 
courage honourably to give up. Tell me Protection is dead! 
Tell me there is no Protectionist party in the country ! 
Why, 'tis rampant ! And 'tis there ! They have taken up 
our principles with our benches, and I believe they will bt. 
quite as unsuccessful. 

He was told that in repealing a portion of the malt 
tax he had shaken to its fou1,1dations the credit of England. 
' The credit of England depends on a farthing a pot on· 
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the poor man's beer! Never shall I. forget how that 
weird Sibyl, the member for Cambridge University [Gaul
burn], gave forth that solemil oracle, "The public credit 
of England is in danger ! ~· ' Why, there never was a 
period in the history of the country when her resources 
were, day by day, so. visibly increasing; and there·· were 
great possibilities -of retrenchment in administration, as 
had been shown by the excellent work done under his 
direction by Lord Chandos. 

'During the invective .of Disraeli's speech,' writes 
Fraser, 'the Opposition presented a. most remarkable 
appearance; not speaking to each other, pale in the gas
light. It remillded one of the scenes in the National Con
vention of the French. Revolution. To complete tht: 
effect, although in midwinter, a loud thunderstorm ragc:d; 
the peals were heard and the flashes of li'ghtning could be 
seen in ·the Chamber itself.' It was now long past·· mid
night, and Disraeli drew towards his peroration. Wood, 
whose Budget in 1848 had been ' withdrawn, and re
withdrawn, and withdrawn again,' had patronisingly given 
him advice. 'I have been told to withdraw my Budget . 

. 'I was told that Mr. Pitt withdrew his Budget, and I knOW· 
that more recently other persons have done so, too .. Sir; 
I do not aspire to the fame of Mr. Pitt, but '~spe~:tking 
in a louder tone and with a finger pointed at Wood-

't 'I will not submit to the degradation. of others.' When 
parties were balanced and ·Governinents on sufferance, 
everything degenerated into a party question. Direct 
taxation-the most important question of the day_:_had 
been made a party question; and, were he to bring for
ward a scheme to save the country a million annually. 
then administrative reform would become a party ques-
tion at once. · · 

'Yes!' he cried, 'I.know what I have to face. • 'I have 
to face a Coalition ! ' There was tremendous cheering as 
the orator looked significantly at the two benches oppo-' 
site, the one above the gangway tenanted by the Whig 
leaders,· and the one below t?-e gangway by the Peelite 
·chiefs. 'The combination may be successfuL A Coali-
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tion has before this been successful.' Then, raising his 
voice and lifting his right hand, he proceeded: ' But 

· CoaJ:i.tions, although successful, have always found this, 
that their triumph has been brief;' and, after a pause for 
an assenting cheer, he brought his right hand down on 
the table. of the House, to emphasize the famous phrase : 
'This, too, I know, that England does not love Coalitions.' 
On that note he ended. ' I appeal from the Coalition to 
that public opinion which governs this country-to that 
public opinion whose. mild and irresistible influence can 
control even the decrees -of Parliaments, and without 
whose support the most august and ancient institutions 
are but " the baseless fabric of a vision." ' 

It was one o'clock when Disraeli sat down, amid a roar 
of acclamation from his party. The atmosphere was 
electrical. Passions had been roused to frenzy on both 
sides. It would have been in accordance with precedent 
for the division to follow immediately upon the reply of 
the Leader of the House. But the Coalition had deter
mined to have the last word. Gladstone, a grave and 
handsome figure, sprang to his feet amid the cheers of the 
Opposition; but he was received in the most hostile fashion 
by 1\IIinisterialists, partly owing to the breach of propriety 
involved in a mere private member following the Leader 
at the close of the debate, partly in consequence of their 
recognition ~hat their impending defeat would be due to 
the undying rancour of the Peelites. For several minutes 
he could not make himself heard; and the tone of moral 
superiority which he assumed, rebuking Disraeli for his 
licence of language, did not propitiate the Conservatives. 
Few of his early sentences had an audible finish; the 
shouts and even screams of some of his opponents from 
the dark corners under the gallery we~e answered by the 
supporting applause of his friends. At last he was 
allowed to complete a sentence of severe condemnation. 
' I must tell the right bon. gentleman that whatever he 
has learned-and he has lea't'ned much-he base not yet 
learned .the limits of discretion, of moderation,· and of 
forbearance, that ought to restrain the conduct .and 
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language of every member of this House, the disregard 
of which is an offence in the meanest amongst us, but is 
o( tenfold weight when committed by the Leader of the 
House of Commons.' To this rebuke, which entirely 
ignored the provocation given in the debates both on 
Villiers 's motion and on the Budget, Disraelj listened 
with his wonted impassiveness. All trace· of vehement 
emotion had left his pallid countenance, and· throughout 
his rival's speech he remained still, stern, and apathetic. 
Gladstone proceeded· to a weighty criticism of the whole 
financial scheme, dwelling especially on the treatment of 
the income tax, the matter which, as· he wrote subse
quently, made him feel ' that the day was come to eject 
the Government.' The Budget, he said, was ' the most 
subversive in its tendencies and ultimate effects' of any 
he had ever known. The speech· deeply Unpressed the 
House, and is even said to have changed a few votes. 
But after Disraeli's brilliancy it did not hold all its hearers. 
Derby, present to await the fate. of his Administration, 
after listening a few minutes, dropped his head down on 
, his arms, ejaculating, ' Dull ! '1 

· .Not until nearly four o'clock in the morning of Friday, 
December 17, was the division taken. The Conservatives 
alone supported the Government. The Whigs, the Ra<;licals, 
the Peelites, ~nd the Irish Brigade, including the wavering 
Tenant Leaguers, streamed into the Opposition lobby; 
Palmers ton abstained. ' There was an immense crowd,' 
writes Macaulay; ' a deafening cheer when Hayter took 
the right hand of the row of tellers ; and a still louder 
cheer when the ~umbers were read-305 to 286.' The 
Derby Government was beaten by nineteen votes, and 
DisraelFs Budget destroyed. But in spite of the expert 
weight against it 'in the debate, many of the principles 
on which the Budget was founded have received a trium
phant vindication from time. The root idea-that under 
a ;Free Trade system direct taxation must be largely in-

. 1 ' I am indebted :for knowledge o:f this incident to the late Sir Georg~ 
Trevelyan, who was present, as a boy of fourteen, at the debate, and sat, 
with his father, Sir Charles Trevelyan, under the Gallery on the bench 
immediately behind the Prime Minister. . \ 
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creased-ha~ governed all modern financial schemes. The 
justice of taxing precarious-or, as the modern phrase is, 
'earned '-incomes more lightly than realised incomes 
has been recognised. The malt tax has gone; so, after 
successive reductions, have the. tea duties. One admirable 
principle .which Disraeli laid down, that direct taxation 
should not be based on large exemptions, but should be; 
so far as practicable, as general as indirect, has indeed 
met with increasing neglect. But this result of democracy, 
which tends to exempt almost entirely from taxation the 
classes who hold political power, fills pdlitical philosophers 
with disquiet for the future. 

Ministers resigned at once, and on the following Mon
dayl Disraeli announced the fact in the House of Com-· 
mons. After; all the storms of the last few weeks, the 
parting scene was a peaceful one, to the astonishment of 
the Queen and the. Prince, who had not expected to find 
the leading spirits of the Commons ' of a sudden all so 
well-bred.' Russell claimed the credit of having sug
gested to Disraeli the propriety of taking the initiative in 
frank apology. Disra~li did so, as Lord Morley says, 
' with infinite polish and grace.' Fraser noted that he 
wore ' an exceptional air of gaiety,' and was particularly 
neat and spruce in dress anq appearance. 

I hope the House will not think it presumptuous on my part; 
if . . . I venture to offer them my grateful thanks for the 
indulgent, and I may even say the generous, manner in which 
on both sides I have been supported in attempting to conduct 
the business of this House. If, sir, in maintaining a too un
equal struggle, any word has escaped my lips (which I hope 
has never been the' case except in the way of retort) which 
has hurt the feelings of any gentleman in this House, I deeply 
regret it. And I hope that the impression on their part will 
be as·transient as the sense of provocation was on my own. 
The kind opinion of the members of this House, whatever 
may be their political opinions, and wherever I may sit, will 
always. be to me a most cherished possession, one which I 
shall always covet and highly appreciate. 

To this overture Russell, Graham, and Wood, responded 
suitably. Russell complimented Disraeli on the, ability. 

1 Dec. 20. 
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and gallantry with which he had card~d on the struggle ; 
Graham ·declared he had never,., .failed to admire his 
talents ; Wood was only too anxious .to ·return to the 
old terms of reciprocal kindness with him. Perhaps the 
good feeling did not go very deep. The blunt S!bthorp, 
who· definitely returned to his allegiance to Derby and 
Disraeli, said: 'I have heard that you ':rilay knock a man 
down, and then step forward with courtesy to give him 
a plaster. ·I neither quite subscribe to the knocking down, 
nor have I any faith in the sincerity of those who offer 
the plaster.' He regarded the Coalition as a ' phalanx 
of conspirators.' and meant to be on his guard against 
'.the man-traps and spring-guns of hon. gentlemen opposite.'· 

The grace of Disraeli's farewell was not confined to the 
House of Commons. To the Quee'n he· wrote: 'Mr. 
Disraeli· humbly begs permission to lay a.t your Majesty's 
feet his dutiful and grateful sense of the gracious and 
indulgent kindness which your Majesty has been pleased 
to bestow upon him;' and he assured the Prince that he 
would 'ever remember with interest and admiration the 
princely mind in the princely person,' and be at all times 
prepared to prove his devotion. To the Treasury, from 
which he had taken his private secretary, T. P. Courtenay,! 
and where he had made himself greatly liked, he did not 
stint his acknowledgments ;ftand particularly to its per-

. . •. l . 

manent chief, whose reply is a valuable testimony, from 
one whose standard of public duty was notably high, to 
the spirit in which the retiring Chancellor of the· Ex
chequer had performed the duties of his great office : 

'. 

·From Sir Charles Trevelyan. 
TREASURY, Dec. 29, 1852.,--I sincerely thank you for your 

parting kindness in writing me a letter containing a great deal 
more than I deserve. 

It is; nevertheless, a satisfaction to me to know that, having 
done 'my best, my exertions hiwe been appreciated by_you. , 

I feel grateful for the uniform cordiality and courtesy . I 
have experienced from you, and I shall always recollect with 
pleasure and bear testimony to the direct and obvious regard 
you have had for public interests in all my intercolirse with you. 

1 A member of. the Devon family, who died prematurely ln 1861. 
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I have been so long a public servant that perhaps t.his gives 
me more satisfaction than even personal kindness to myself. 
You have my best :wishesfor your health and happiness. 

The Conservative Government had no reason to blush 
for the results of their ten months' term of office. They 
had been without a majority in the House of Commons, 
and the Court, though correct in its attitude, had been 
markedly unsympathetic. Nevertheless Derby could justly 

. boast that, in spite of Malmesbury's inexperience, the 
foreign relations of the country were the better for his 
adp:linistration. The difficult question of the recognition 
of Louis Napoleon, and the still more difficult question 
of his title-the magic figure III., which had seemed to 
foreshadow a revival of Continental warfare-had been 
adjusted without conceding objectionable claims, and 
without imperilling the good understanding with France 
which was so valuable to this country. We had kept clear 
of the Russian combination against France, and shown the 
Emperor Nicholas that there were British statesmen who 
knew their own minds. Disraeli himself had been so occu-

. pied with the domestic battle that he had not played· this 
time a leading part in the foreign discussions, though the 
results must have been thoroughly welcome to him. But 
he had helped, by the Militia Act and· by his provision 
in the autumn,· to strengthen the national defences. A 

·Constitution had been given t.o New Zealand, and legal re
form had beenmateriallyadvanced. Government had been 
efficiently carried on.in spite of the rawness of Minist.ers. 
Above all, the Ministry had relieved the country of the 
doubt about the permanence of the new commercial system 
which had paralysed so many energies. Free Trade· was 
now established with the concurrence of the Conservatives. 
By his loyalty to his chief and to his c·olleagues Disraeli 
had exposed himself to virulent criticism, which circum
stances prevented him from meeting conclusively.'. But he 
·had, at any rate, shown the almost illimitable range of his 
political resources ; and his position as Leader had been con
firmed by ten months of dexterous management. He had 
proved his capacity for the highest offices in the State~ 



CHAPTER XIII • 
. ., 

MRS. BJ.tYDGES WILLYAMS. 

185171863, ' 

· About the time of Disraeh's. first taste ·of office a. new 
personality came into his life; and he formed an intimacy 
of a romantic character ""'hich was only broken by 

" death. Though his friends were many, his 'intimates had 
been .few; perhaps. only three, indeed,· down to this per~od 
-liis father, his sister, and his wife. His£ather was dead;. 
to his sister and his wife was now added-in the 'persori 

" of an eiderly widow, Mrs. Brydges Willyams, of Mount 
Braddon, Torquay-a third woman friend, with whom his 

"relations beca~e only less intimate than with them, and· 
)fith whom he maintained an affectionate correspondence 
for more than ten years. About the origin of. this 
~ curious and delicate idyll,' as Froude happily terms it, 
many stories have.been told, of varying'degrees of inaccu-. 
racy. The. true facts have been put on .record, from 
'personal Jmo~ledge, by Sii Philip Rose, in· a detailed· 
memoran'dum; dated May l, .1882, which leaves little . 
. unexplained: · :· :ll 

Prior to the.year 1851 this lady appears to have occasionally 
written to Mr. Disraeli, either after one of his political speeches, 

· . · or upon the .puplication of a new work, expressing her pro •.. 
. found admiration for the author, and her sympathy with his 
n,oble vindicationof the rae~ of Israel; but, like most·public 

. men, accustomed to receive this. sort of homage, especially 
from ladies; Mr. Disraeli·had taken no notice of ~er letters, 
and had only ascertained, by a cas~1al inquiry of a Devonshire 
friend, that a. ge~tlewoman of th_at name resided at the address· 

., from which the letters ·were dated:· . 
It subsequently transpired that Mrs. Brydges Willyains was 

nee .a Miss Mendez; da Costa; of th.e race of Israel, though a 
professor of the Christian faith. Her mother was married a 

~ 1268 
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second time, to a Mr. Ford, and Miss Mendez. da Costa married 
Colonel Brydges Willyams, who commanded 'the Devonshire1 

Militia, and who left her a widow without children. 
She was a lady of advanced age, of moderate fortune, in

herited from her own family, but .of great. intelligence and 
considerable intellectual powers, and had an enthusiastic 
pride in the race from which she sprung; this, in fact, was the 
tie that first attracted her to Mr. Disraeli, and secured her 
devoted attachment to him. 

In the year 1851 Mr. Disraeli brought nie a letter he had just 
received, which required ari immediate answer. I remember 
his words: 'I have received an. important letter, and I come 
to you, as my best friend, to ask your advice.' He then· 
showed me a letter. written in a large, bold hand, without the 
usual commencement or ending, but only tlj.~ signature, 
'S. Brydges. Willyams.' Although all oth,er letters seem to 
have been preserved, I have not, at present,· lighted upon this 
one amongLord. Beaconsfield's papers; but I have the clearest 
recollection of its conte:r:ts, and even of the wording, which was 
original arid peculi~r, and, to the bcst of my recolle0tion, as 
fulli~: - . 
· · 'I have often before addressed you in reference to your 
political speeches and your published works; hu~ I now write 
to you uvon a private subject. I am about to make my 
'will, and I have to ask, as a great favour, that you will oblige 
me byheing o'ne of. the executors.'· . 

She then went on to mention some trifling matters in which 
she was interested, and concluded her letter thus: ~ 

'I think· it right to add that whoever. are· my· executors 
will also be my rc;:siduary legatees, and that the interest they · 
will take under my will, although not a· considerable· one,· 

· will,·at all events, be substantial.' 
We consulted ovoc this letter, and I gave my advice, which 

was in accord with Mr. Disraeli's own instinct, that he ought 
not to be hasty or eager in accepting the' proposal; and; 
beyond a simple acknowledgment of the receipt of the letter, 
and stating that the subject required consideration, he allowed 
a month or six weeks to e~apse before giv:ing any definite 
answer; and ·then he wrote only a conditional acceptance, 
suggesting that, as he wished for more ;information, and his 
arrangements for the autumn recess •included:,some visits 
in Devonshire, he would take the opportunity of calling upon 
her at Torquay .and making her personal acquaintance. 

Upon returning f:tom his first visit to Torquay, Mr. Disraeli 
·brought me a memorandum from Mrs. Brydges Willyams of 

1 It was the· Cornish, and not the Devonshire, Militia., whloh Colonel 
. Brydges Willyams commanded. 

L ~ 
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her wishes, ~rrd a; te'quest ftom h'er that Iwou'ld act for· her~ 
professiorra;lly, and prepare ar wilt- for carrying them out.~ . As1 · 

I saw by the· memo that there· was a pecuniary benefit in: -
_ tended for :Mr. Disraeli, I told~ him that; lo·o'king to- his interest 

alone, I thought I had·- better not alct fot· Mrs: Brydges! 
Will:vams:. but that he should· suggest to her to· ap-ply to• some' 
l~al solicitor of high standing-. . • . The ·advice wM 
-f.ol!lbwed. . . .- - · . 

As the acquaintance thus formed grew and. ripened into- at 
most intimate fri~ndship, other willso were made from time to: 
time~- thlEi: latest being executed in 1857, by which_ the• residue 
of her 'estate,- subject t0 l:egacies of. a cen:siderable a;mount,
waS' be'queathedr to :Mr: Disraeli! absolutely, :Mr~ Disraeli' and 
a- Mr. · Stepheit Wils0n being appo~rtted · exeeutors'. l\1!r .. · 
Wils-ori- predeceased the .testatFix; who died in. 11863. -Her. 
estaJte wa.s~ sworn_ u:n'dev· £40~00@;.. The· legacies bequeathed 

· by the wiU- woald have :Fedueed the· :residue· to a:b'out £20,1i100<;: 
but alB' several: of the· principal l'egatees had also predeceased 
the' testatrix; arrd· consequently their· legacies hadi lapsed, 
tire .amo1m!t- of r-esidue actuwJJl:y rea;lised soliiewMt exceeded 
£30,000. . . . . . 

. A few fur.ther detail's may be add;ed'. In 18'51 SaFah 
-Brydges Willyams had beeR a" widow more than thirty 
:ieats•, , as her· husl;ra:nd';· Jrumes Brydges WiHyains,- of 

· Qarnanton, St. Columb, · CornwaJP, an eldest -son, who 
pred'eceased his father and' so never came into the' family 
p~!oper.ty, died .. in 1.820.. Her grandfather was Daniel 
Mendez da; Costa,. a wel:l-kmnvn- and. prosper.0l'JIS' member 
of ilhe· Da- Costa family; het· father Abraham Mendez· d<a 
Costa, of Bath·, who was matded in 1175 and died you-ng 
in 1782.1 Mrs. Brydges: Willyams was between seventy 
and< eighty when Disraeli ~·:first corresponded with her 
in- 18;51, arrd probably nerurer ninety than eighty when· 
she died m· I863. · - . :J-; 
. It was' ill tlie spring ot 1851- that th~ cor~esponden~e. 
hega-n;. a!ild"the- natm::al inference from Sir' Philip' Rose's 
rrierriorandunl' is tfili.t it Was in_. the asutumn 0f that yeaF 
tll:at Disr~eli fi'rs1! visited Totquli;y and made Mrs·. Will~ 

·1 It am in(;lebted-for this info~mation a·bou-ti the :ba Gostas:~ain:lydio Mr. 
Ji.1.1oien• WoJf; _whose authol'ity on· such• matters is unquestionable. 'Fhe_ 
ordil)-ary boo~s of r~ferenoe _app~ar to be wrong in giving.J!!manuel Mendez 
da'-Costa as' Mi-s1 Wlllyams's fa:tlier~ _ · _ _ . 
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yams's personal acqualn.tance. It may very well have 
been so, but it was presumably only a flying call; for the 
earliest .letters preserved make no reference to any visit 
before August, 1853, when, as on all subsequent occasions, 
Mrs. Disraeli accompanied her husband. It was not till 
after this period that the correspondence assumed its very 
affectionate and intimate character. It opened with 
mutual presents of books. 

To Mrs. Brydges WiUyams. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Aug. 2, 1851. 

MY DEAR MADAM,-I must offer many apologies for not 
previously acknowledging your obliging remembrance of me, 
but the death of the late Lord Derby and the illness of the 
present one have combined to overwhelm .. me with affairs. 
I leave to~ on Monday for Hughenden Manor, where I shall 
find an entire, and most welcome, repose. 

Brown was a favourite writer of my father, who looked 
upon him as the most sensible and satisfactory of the meta
physicians; and his collected works were very welcome to me. 

You will receive to-morrow, or Monday, Tancred, which, 
notwithstanding it is in the form of a novel, I hope you will 
read, and read even with attention, as it is a vindication, and, 
I hope, a complete one, of the race from which we alike spring. 
I have added to the packet the last, and classical, edition of 
t.he Curiosities of Literature, which you may place by the side 
of Charles the First. In a memoir of my father, prefixed to 
this edition, you will find the name of your family incidentally 
mentioned. Adieu! dear madam.-Yours sincerely, D. 

From Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
'lifT. BRADDON, Aug. 4, 1851. 

MY DEAR Sm,-I thank you gratefully for a fine logical 
speech, which I have circulated to enlighten some of my 
friends, and for two most admirable works, which I shall 
reserve to devote my. time to when I return from London. 
I am going there to-morrow for a fortnight, to see the Great 
Exhibition, with one of my nieces who has seen it throughout, 
and has such an uncommonly fine memory that I could not 
have a better cicerone. I am extremely glad that you are 
enjoying 'an entire repose,' so essential to· the niind and to 
exia~ence. If, however, you should happen to come to town 
whilst I am there, and could· appoint a time and place at the 
Crystal Palace, I should be delighted to meet you,_ and .to 
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pay my lawful debts; as to other debts, 1 must not soar to 
impossibilities.-Ever sincerely yours, S. B. W. 

I have taken an apartment at 6, Bryanston Street,Portman 
Squn,re. · 

Disraeli had left town when Mrs. Willyams arrived, 
and did not return to meet his correspondent at the 
Crystal Palace. Always courteous to ladies, and anxious .. 
to show special courtesy to a devoted admirer and bene-

.. £actress, he reverted more than once, in subsequent letters, 
to his regret at missing her on this occasion. Two years 
afterwards he sent her his portrait as a kind of return 
visit; and eleven years afterwards, at the time of. the next 
Exhibitio1_1, he agfl,in recalled her invitation and his default. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

G:BOSVENOR GATE, Feb. 25; 1853.-I fear the porb..ait of an 
ex-Minister can hardly be a very acceptable offering to any
one, but ·I have, nevertheless, taken the liberty of directing 
Messrs. Colnaghi to s~nd you one of myself, which they have 

' published. . . · · 
As I was prevented, by absence from town, ha.ving the· 

pleasure of meeting you two years ago, you must kindly 
interpret the arrival of this silent ·guest as,· in a manner, 
returning your visit to London; which I should be very glad 
to hear'·that you· thought of repeating this season:.__:. Ever 
yours, D. . · 

HousE Olf CoMMONS, May 9,' 1862.-.. :The Great Exhi· 
bition it> not· as fascinating a one as that you remember, 
when you made i:ne an assignation by the crystar fountain,. 
which I was ungallant enough not to keep, being far away 
when it arrived at· Grosvenor Gate. .But, tho' not so charm-· 
ing, it .is even more wonderful. One was a woman; this is a 
man! ... 

These letters, and· Sir Philip Rose's memorandum, 
seem entirely to dispose of Fronde's ac'eountt of the 
origin of the 'friendship.· Froude tells us .that the lady 
asked for a meeting at the fountain in the Great Exhibi
tion; that, after. some hesitation, Disraeli went; that she 
fold hi.m an uriiritelligible story, and gaye him a packet 
which pl'oved to contain a case for submission to lawyers 
and a banlmote for £1,000 to pay his election expenses.· 
~ ,· . 

1 Life of Beaconsfield, ch.l2. 
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In reality tlie first meeting was 'at Torquay, and not in 
London, the only question being whether it took place 
in. 1851 or 1853. Mrs. Willyams did not suggest an 
appointment at the Exhibition till after'she and Disraeli 
were already in friendly correspondence, and that ap:. 
pointment he was unable to keep. The document that " 
brought them together was her proposed will in his favour, 
and not a case for submission to lawyers; and if, as is quite 
possible, she ever gave him £1,000 for his election expenses,· 
it was not after the mysterious fashion of this legend, for· 
which Froude gives no authority. 

To Mr~. Brydges WillyamS. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 21, 1851. 

MY DEAR MADAM,-Passing thro' town, from Hatfield to 
Hughenden, I took the liberty, yesterday, of sending you a 
copy of a work which I have just published [Lord George 
Bentinck]. The strife of parties will not be very interesting 
to you, but,.in the treatment of my theme, there may perhaps 
be some traits of character and some subjects touched upon, 
which may attract a thoughtful and instructed mind.-:-Be
lieve me, sincerely yours, D. 

Further progress with the friendship thus pleasantly 
begun was delayed by the formation of the first Derby
Disraeli Ministry. He had little time for letter-writing, 
and she would not encroach upon his scanty leisure. 
B.ut a touching letter which she wrote, as the public 
funeral of the Duke o£ Wellington was approaching, 
shows how anxiously she was watching his career, and. 
how quick she was to anticipate any risks to which his 
health might be exposed: 

From Mt·s. Bry(lges Willyams . 
. ~fT. BRA:PDON, Sept. 29_, 1852. ' 

MY DEAR Sni,-The assurance of your friendship, which 
·will· never be ·effaced from my remembrance, leads me to 
express my most earnest· wish that you would ge~ a substitute 
for yourself to attend the grand public funeralm contempla
tion. I would most gladly vote for medals and monuments 
that might be a beacon to seamen and a protection to our 
coast, but not for a fleeting, pompous, melancholy spectacle 
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which involves a sacrifice of tiine, health, and life.-With best 
wishes,,! am ever, truly yours, S. B. W. 

When in opposition, Disraeli wrote again, resuming the 
theme of race: · 

To Mrs. Brydge8 Willyams. 
~ ~ . . 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 28, 1853.-... It is race, not, re
ligion, that interests me in the instance in question. All Euro

. peans, and many others, profess the religion of the Hebrews. 
I, like you,was not bred among my race, and was nurtUred 

. in, great prejudice against them. Thought, and the mysterious 
sympatl:J.y of organisation, h!l>ve led me to adopt the views with 
respect to them, which I have advocated, and which, I hope 
I may say, have affected in thei • favor public opinion. ·- .. 

I beg to assure you that I am not at all ' unapproachable ' 
· to those who tenderly jnterest me, like yourself. If you 
come to town this season, I hope to see you, and very often. 

· And if you do not come, it shall go hard if, before the year 
elapses, I do not_visit your sunny !:ill on·our western coast.
·Ever yours, D .. 

r .•· . . . r - -
Mrs. Willyams did ~ot come to London, and accord-

• ingly the Disra~liswent to her at Torquayafter theclose 
of the sessi.on in the middle of August. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams~ 
ToRQUAY, Tuesday [Aug. 16, 1853].-Mrs. :bisraeli is very 

anxious to have the pleasure of being presented' to you, and 
we propose, if a word by the bearer does not tell you are, . 
engaged, tq.take your moun~ain fortress by assault this morn
'ing, and early'-3:bout,noo~.-Ever yours, D. ' 

. . ~ , 
The Disraelis stayed. a week in Torquay, and returned 

charmed with- the kindness, and sympathy of their new 
friend, who, on her part, was confirmed in her devotion 
to him: and attracted by his wife. Till they came again she 
would, she told them, 'live on retrospection.' ' We passed 
a'most-agreeable week;'' he wrote on Augus~ 25, 'and have 
done nothing but talk of you and yours ever since.' 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
HuaHENDEN MANoR, Sept. 29, 1853.-My life·is so unevent

ful that you must take a letter from me as a morning· call 
from some insipid country neighbour, who begins by talking 
about the weather. I won't do that. but I must talk about 
myself, which is still worse. 
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I thought your criticism on Ixion as brilliant as· anything 
in its pages, and was very much gratified by it. I quite for
got to mention, in :a little advertisement to the v:olume, that 
Ixion and the Infernal Marriage were written more than. 
twenty years ago. Man.y of the allusions, now obsolete, 
require this. Jupiter, for .example, w:as George IV., and 
Apollo,· Lord Byron. So in the Infernal Marriage there is 
a great deal of the politics of the Duke of Wellington.and Lord 
Grey'sO.overnment;and Tiresias was T.alleyrand, andMantho, 
his niece, the Duchess of Dino. I had sketched, some years 
ago, the conclusion of this masqueraderie, but it was stolen 
£rom my chambers, with some other MSS. :and property, 
in my days of solii!_ariness, .and I never had heart .to undertake 
it again. 

I have scarcely lef;t ·the grounds since our return.; books 
and writing fill up the tranquil hours, occasionally disturbed 
by a letter from some statesman out of office, raising the 
spectre of unsatisfied ambition. If it were not for the point 
of honor, I would abjure politics, having had my dream, 
tho' not altogether a very brilliant one. Two living states
men, however, appeared on Tuesday week last, and stayed 
till Saturday-Lord Henry Lennox, one -of my aide-de-camps, 
and whom I had the pleasure of making a Lord of the Treasury 
f(j)r -ten months; and Mr. ,Smythe, the eldest son o& Lord 
Strangford, and who, both as to ;tbility and acquirement, is 
perhaps the ·most brilliant man of the day, tho' more adapted 
to .social and literary pursuits ;than· the .stern :business of 
:politics. It wa;s his first visit to Hughenden, tho' not Lord 
Henry's. Their presence occasioned us a few days of unc 
.usual exertion, and I showed them the land around, as you 

. show£d me Ugbrook and J?erry Pomeroy, .and the wooded 
banks of the Dart. Our country is not so fair and soft, but. 
it has some charms with sunb!'lams. My nearest ne_ighbour 
has historic interest of a very peculiar kind. The estate is 
that famous Hampden where ship-money was r.efused .. 
Mr. Hampden died 200 years ago fighting against Charles 
Stuart; .his considerable estate, descending thro' the female· 
line, is now _the property of ·Cameron of Lochiel, the great 
Highland ·Chief, whose ,ancestor. 100 years ago (lUO) died 
fighting for Charles Staa.-rt. Such ill history, and such is life ! 
Strange ;things both. . . 

All this part of England is History. 'The great events of 
the Padiamentary struggle of 1640, ·in fact, were confined to 
the Metropolitan counties-Beds, Bucks, Huntingdonshire, 
etc.; and you may travel from this place to Kimbolton-Castle 

• in the .latter county, and mark, the whole way, the seats and 
residences of the leaders of those days. 
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What you did me the honor of quaffing at Torquay W3i8 

·not seltzer, but old-fashioned soda water. When I called for 
the former, the landlord was exhausted, and, it being Sunday, 
he could not replenish his stores. I have myself no faith in 
soda water, tho' I think it must be free from vitriolic acid. 
The characteristic of Struve's seltzer is. carbonic .acid gas, 
which he obtains from marble. Lord Hardwicke told me 
that, when in 1848-49 he was serving on the Italian coasts, 
he found. large blocks of Carrara marble perpetually shipping 
to Struve· at Brighton, as the finest source of carbonic gas. 

How often .I wish that next summer may be green and 
golden, and that you may be under this roof, and a visitant 
to many places which I think would interest you ! and how 
ofterr I recall, with charm, and often with consolation, the 
kindness which you have shown to me, and the mysterious 
sympathy which now binds us together !-'-Ever yours, D. 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 21, 1853.~I fear my despatches will be 
almost as numerous as those of the Great Powers to the Porte, .· 
but, altho' I wrote yesterday on another and graver subject, 
I .must send one line to say that the illustrious characters 
have arrived at Hughenden Manor, and made as great a sen
sation as any at .the· Congress, or Conference, of Vienna, being 
habited in scarcely less gorgeous costume. 

How kind of you to· send me so magnificent a gift-and 
what taste in its selection ! _ • 

My library is my weak point. It is. that of which, of all 
material possessions, I am most proud and fond. I inherited 
and I enriched it. I shall place your interesting and gorgeous 
tomes by some worthy brothers: May you some day see 
them! · · C 

The last present you gave ni~ was a singul~r...:..:...but not a 
•very tender~ne. It was a thunderbolt! When you see 
it again, you will find it set in marble, and forming my prin
cipal paper-weight. The inscription on it is From Ixion in 
Heaven. 

I will not defend Struve any more. . . 
Galen tells us in an ancient passage, which has influenced . 

me often in life, that we should 'thicken t.he blood before we 
slumber.' I remark you do not follow this· archaic·dogma of 
health. Something taken half an honr before repose, very 
nutritious but very light, might charm _your eyelids; and 

. make you dream only of your friends. . 
One scribbles to you now-very hastily-l::mt he 'is· obliged 

to send to-day a very grave despatch to Paris.-Adieu, D; · 
I have got the militia1 quar~ered here, and am obliged to 
t In anoth~r letter to Mrs. Willyams, Disraeli w.rote: 'It. is astonishing ' 

how quickly the ploughboys turn into martinets.' 
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give, what Lord Londonderry would call, 'great military 
banquets.' I want you on my arm to help me. You would 
be quite at home. · 

The beginnings of this romantic, correspondence have 
been set forth at some length. For the subsequent ten 
years, till Mrs. Willyams's death, it is one of the first
hand authorities for Disraeli's life, and will be fre
quently quoted in this biography. Disraeli wrote when
ever he had time, and Mrs. Disraeli took his place when 
he was too busy .. A chronicle of Disraeli's doings, and a 
reflection of many of his thoughts, w:ere regularly trans
mitted to Torquay .. The correspondence began at a time 
when that between Disraeli and his sister was failing, and 
to a large extent fills its place, though !tis less spontaneous· 
and more mannered. Politics, literature and society, 
family affairs and country pleasures-each takes its turn 
in his letters; sometimes, indeed, they are all blended 
in one characteristic epistle. The intercourse was almost 
wholly carried _on by letter. . There is no reason to sup
pose that Mrs. Willyams, though often asked, ever visited 
the Disraelis either at Grosvenor Gate or at Hughenden. 
After her venture to the Great Exl:libition in August, 
1851, she seems to have been either too infirm or too 

. home-keeping to pay visits. Once a year, and no more, 
the Disraelis spent a .week, or perhaps a fortnight; at 

_ Torquay. For the first four years, 1853-1856, this visit· 
was paid in August or September; for the last six, in the 
winter .. They did not stay with Mrs. Willyams in her 
villa, Mount Braddon, but they put up . at .; an hotel, 
£pending, however, most of their afternoons and evenings 
with· their friend. 

There was an unceasing. exchange of presents between 
Hughenden and Torqv.ay. Not only books, .. as. we have -
seen, but flowers,. were constantly passing to and fro. 
Roses came from Torquay, and violets from Hughenden. 
Torquay also sent, year arfter ye~r, cuttings . which were 
planted at Hughenden, and greatly added to its amenities. 
Mrs. Disraeli kept Mrs. Willyams supplied with newspapers-

J, ' 41• 
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containing Disraeli's speeches~ and articles praising or 
attacking him. The catch of the Brixham fishermen
turbots, soles, lobsters, and prawns-figured on Disraeli's 
table in London and ,in the country; and he passed on to 
Mount- Braddon the venison and grouse that his great 
friends sent him from the Scottish forests and the York
shire moors, adding to them partridges shot and trout· 
caught on the Hugh~nden estate. There was a never
failing, if somewhat artificial, grace in Disraeli's words 
when sending or acknowledging these gifts, though,· as 
was perhaps inevitable, there was a frequent recurrence 
of. the same terms. The birds he sent were generally 
'flying' to Torqmi.y, the roses he received Qften reminded 
him of Cashmere. . Here are. 'some extracts froni · his 
letters on these. occasions: · 

,. To JJfrs. Brydges Willyams. 
HuGHENDENMANon., April 23, 1854._:_Your beautiful plants 

duly arrived here, and were immediately installed in a most 
fitting situation, where we shall cherish them, as if they were 
yourself. But my delight this year were the roses which you 
sent Mary Anne,-and which she generously transferred to me. 
They lived in my room, il'nd on my tab\e, for more than .a 
week. . I think I never met with roses so beautiful in form, 
so lustrous in color, and with ·a perfume so exquisite'---'-with- ·. 
out ·which latter charm the 1;arest and the fairest flowers have 
little.' spell- for me. I really think your roses must have 
come from Cashmere. . 

May 15, 1856.-We have been here for some days, almost · 
. of unceasing rain. Hughenden is so green that I should 

fancy I was in the ' Emerald Isle,' only my tenants· do ·not 
as yet fire ·at me from behind my trees. · .·· . · 

Altho' I have not written t~ you_ since I :was here last, you 
have not been absent from my thoughts-t~at was, indeed, 
impossible, since you were. represented on 'my table, ev~ry 
day, ·in the form of the most ·beauteous flowers that ever 
adorned a chamber or charmed a ' working man,' which I 
take a statesman pre-eminently to be. . ' 

I am sure that -Syon or Chatsworth, with all their acres of 
gigantic conservatories, could never send their lords a triqute 
more fragrant and lustrous than I am indebted for to your 
ever-thoughtful-kindness.-· · ' 1' · 

Aug. 5,1858.-The Queen sent me a fat buck yesterday, as· 
I was leaving town, and ·I sent. you the neck, for your a;wn 
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eating. I would not send you the haunch, as I know you 
would only then ask some persons to dinner, eat none your
self,. and give yourself a great deal of trouble. 

Aug. 15, 1858.-There came a covey of grouse this morn
ing, flying from Northumberland. I tried to frighten some 
away to the neighbourhood of Torquay, and I hope they will 
reach that pleasant spot, for they are very fresh, and there
fore I suppose their wings are very strong. 

Oct. 3, 1861.-Where did you get the lobster which arrived 
for my dejeuner this morning? From the caves of Amphi
trite ? It was so fresh I Tasted of the sweetness-not the 
·salt--of the ocean, and almost as creamy as your picturesque 
cheese I We are most obliged, and most delighted with your 
recollection of us: They are most welcome and most recherche 
gifts. 

I send you by this train-it had gone off before your 
charming packet had arrived-a blackcock from Dmmmond 
Castle, which reached us yesterday, ·and a brace of grouse 
from the sa,me good friend, Lord Willoughby de Eresby. 
But the magnificent blackcocks are now robbed of their chief. 
beauty, for such is the demand for their splendid tails, in order 
to· furnish black and green and deep dark blue feathers for 
the young ladies' coquettish hats, that the gamekeepers· 
retain them for their perquisites ! · 

Aug. 7, 1863.-Yesterday a party of Torquay visitors 
arrived, an,d were most hospitably received. There was a 
great entertainment given in their honor, at which no less 
a personage than our distinguished county member, the.,. 
Right Ron. R Disraeli,. was, what the reporters call, ' ob
served,' and his Lady. The rest of the Buckinghamshire 
guests must be discreetly described by an etc., but the Devon
shire party attracted much attention. We are unable to 
state whether the most conspicuous was an Italian nobleman, 
Count Janitore, or a member of the famous French family, 
Jean Dore, or the representative of the ancient English house 
of Dory,. settled for centuries in several of our counties, 
thO"' certainly no branch of it in Bucks. Several members of 
the highly fashionable family of the Mullets were present; 
and we were charmed at the tender grace and fascinating 
freshness of some of the junior members of the highly popular 
family of Prawn. 

Aug. 22, 1863.-We thank you much for your kind recol
lection. Turbots visiting · trout are patricians noticing 
country cousins. 

As th~ intimacy progressed, Mrs. Willyams was ad
mitted to share the family joys and sorrows, and the 
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political triumphs and d~feats, 'of her liero. Her sym~ 
pathy ·was so:ught when Jaines Disraeli's wife- died in 
1857-' a bride, a mother, and a corpse, in eight months'; 
and when Sarah Disraeli died in 1859, 'I do not like you, 

·to know anythingfrom a newspaper,' wrote Mrs .. Disraeli, 
'which has made us so unhappy.' When Disraeli re
gained office in February, 1858, he caused a telegram, 
in days _when telegrams were rare. portents, to be sent 
her immediately. A year later he wrote from Downing· 
Street: ' This is the anniversary of our en~ering office. 
I thought you would like to have a line upon such a. 
day, though I write from the field. of battle and with as 
many cares upon ·my shoulders .as man ·can well bear.' 
And when he left office his final letter was for her: . . . . 

· To Mr~ .. Brydges Willyams; 
/' D_oWNING STREET, June 17, 1859.~1 send you my Jast 
· official letter, !l>S I am now going down to the House· of. 
.. Commons to announce the formation of the New Government, 

and to-morrow morning I go down. to Windsor, to resign 
my seals to Her Majesty.. . 

. I thought you would like to have the last line I write from 
Downing Street, 

In answer to the last" line from Downing Street, Mrs. 
Willyams expresseQ. a wish that, ' instead of wasting 
brt)ath . in· the Lower House, . you would take . a step 
higher.' Mrs. Disraeli replied: 5He would not, m,y dear, 

.go to the Upper House for the· world, not for many, 
many years; he enjoys his fame toomuch in the :Lower 
House. :. He could not take .the red ribbon without being 
knighted, and that would be dreadful-to be c~lled ·Sir' 
B. Disraeli. The Queen is all kindness to Dis, and would 
give .him anything.' 

What manner of woman was Disraeli's ' benefactress,' 
as he was proud to call her ~ Her most striking charac
teristic ·was the abnormal development in·· her of the 
feminine capacity . of devotion. She had worshipped 
Disraeli, and determined to make him her heir, before she 
knew him, and acquaintanc~ only intensified her feelings. 
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She was absolutely wrapped up in her ' dear Dizzi,' and 
could never be grateful enough to him for giving her, as 
she quaintly phrased it, a place in his ' domain of peace 
and concord.' 'My happiest moments,' she told him, 
' are when I think of your friendship.' His 'incom
parable letters ' were her greatest comfort. ' I wish I 
could give adequate acknowledgment for so much in
dulgence.' She was full of anxiety whenever sho heard 
that he was indisposed. 'You sacr~fice too much to 
fame. . . . What can be hoped from only three days at 
Hughenden ~' Her confidence in his political genius 
was boundless. 'Your touch on politics is always har
monious. My idea is that the masses only wait for a 
rallying. cry to rise here and there. My trust is in your 
prescience!' · Devotion such as this appealed powerfully 
to his affectionate nature; and he paid her in return .the 
compliment, not merely of that somewhat Oriental 
flattery which he always used with women, but of ad
mitting her into his family circle and making her a sharer 
of his actions and his thoughts. 'Your constant kind 
and affectionate thoughts of him,' wrote Mrs. Disraeli to 
her, 'add. much to the happiness of our lives. 1 never 
heard him appreciate so highly as yourself anyone, man 
or woman.' 

Though she was a considerable reader, intellectually 
Mrs. Will yams was rather limited; and her letters hardly 

/justify Sir Philip R.ose's high praise of her mental powers. 
Of this limitation she was herself quite aware .. ·Early in 
the acquaintance she wrote to Mrs. Disraeli: ' I am sorry 
to say that my head is my vulnerable point, and that in 
submission I deny myself of daily papers.' When the 
Disraelis had taken care that she wa.s duly supplied with 
the London journals, she wrote: ' I. indulge too much in 
lounging all the finest part of the day with the variety on 
my table. If ever I am to amend my ways, I must beg 

· you will not be so profuse in treating me with the absorb
ing news of the day. . . . If I had memory, I might,be a 
tolerable superficial politician., but, as it is, I am· good 
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for nothing except to join in a chorus of praise to the 
unrivalled genius of dear Dizzi.' 

Though Mrs. Willyams's mental powers were limited; 
they were keen enough within their own range. Eccen
tric she may have been, and was; but she was a shrewd 
observer of people· and things. She had, besides, many 
interests in· common with her· friends, especially delight 
in Nature, in country sights and sounds, and in gardening; 
Above··all, the bond between her and Disraeli was the 
bond· of race. ·rn her will she ·gave as her reason for 
leaving him her fortune that it was done ' in testiri:toriy 
of my affection and of my approbation and admiration 
of his . efforts to vindicate the race of Israel, with my 
views respecting which· he is acquainted,/ and • which I 
have no doubt he will endeavour to accomplish.; She 
was .a Mendez da Costa; he believed himself to be a 
kinsman of the Laras; both Da Costas and Laras being 
aristocratic families of Peninsular··Jews.1 So when she 
wanted to get her coat of arms in:vestigated and regular
ised by the Heralds' College, he entered eagerly into her 
project, and gave himself an infulity of trouble, during a 
space of nearly three years/to settle,~ satisfactorily to her; 
a' business over which she. showed herself ·rather ca.ptious 
and tiresome. · The question was opened when ·he was 
in· office iri 1859, and was not finally closed till March, 
1862. ··.Incidentally in the course of the correspondence 

. he explained and justi:fied~his 'own crest and quarterings: ' 
A few of his many letters on this somewhat esoteric sub
ject will probably be enough. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
HUGHENDEN MANOR, June 16, 1859.-.. ,Thelastthing-I did 

in office was: to receive a communication from the Spanish and 
the Portuguese -Ambassadors here, respecting the arms of .the 
families of Mendez da Costa and Lara,respecting which they had 
for some time been making inquiries and researches for me .... 

1 Thls was the beli~f .both of Disraeli and ~f MJ:il. Willyams; but' Mr: 
Lucien Wolf claims to have shown that the Portuguese Jewish Laras, with 
whom the Disraelis were connected, had no connection with the Spanish . 
noble family of Lara~ . . . . · ·.. . . . 
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GROSVENOR GATE, July 20, 1859.-I have forwarded to 
you to-day, by railroad, the emblazonment of the arms of 
Mendez da Costa. . . . The drawing was taken (from which 
the shield was emblazoned) from .a tomb more than three 
hundred years old. 

The quarterings are singular: the Lion of Leon, and a winged 
arm, holding a sword in the hand. Was it the arm of an 
archangel? 

People put blocks of ice in their rooms, which produce a 
refreshing temperature. Try some thirty pounds of rough 
ice in this fashion. It will revive vou-in heat which even 
the Mendez da Costas in their most fervent days, amid the 
sierras and skies of Andalusia, could not exceed I 

I also (the Laras) quarter the Lion of Leon· rouge. 
GR9SVENOR GATE, July 23, 1859.-The Spanish families 

never had supporters, crests, or mottoes. The tower (Castle) 
of Castille, which I use as a crest, and which was taken from 
one of the quarters of my shield, was adopted by a Lara in 
the sixteenth century in Italy, where crests were the custom
at least, in the North of Italy-copied from the German 
heraldry. This also applies to my motto. . . . · 

CARLTON CLuB, July 12, 1861.-The Heralds give me a 
great deal of trouble, but they are very positive people; and 
it will not do to make any mistake in their craft. They have 
promised this morning to give me a correct drawing of your 
shield on Tuesday next. They say that all your previous 
quarterings have been wrong-that is to say, that the arms 
of Legh .ought never to have been introduced into your 
shield, your mother. not having been an ·heiress-but that 
your own arms of Mendez da Costa ought to have been 
emblazoned. . . . They were anxious to know how you had 
bbtained them, as ·nothing is more difficult than correct em 
blazonments of ancient Spanish arms. I told them that they 
had been cop'ied from the Queen of Spain's own golden book, 
which was kept under her own key, which seemed to make 
their mouths water. I am sorry for these delays, but it will 

• be a satisfaction to you that you will now have everything 
quite correct-the arms of Brydges Willyams and Mendez 
da Costa in a lozenge. They have the arms of Brydges. 
Will yams registered, with a Cornish motto; but, as ladies do 
not use mottoes or crests, this does not concern us .... 

So keen was Mrs. Willyams's pride in her family; and 
so convinced was she that Disraeli shared it to the full, 
that in her will she expressed a wish that he should use 
and ·a,dopt the names and arms of the families of Lara 
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and Mendez da Costa in addition; or precedent, to the 
name' and 'arms of Disraeli. In this, however, -he dis-= 
appointed her, being no doubt sensible of the ridicule· to 
which the assumption of these sonorous names by a 
statesman of sixty would expose him.· 

Though Mrs. Willyam:s never saw Hughenden; ·her 
memory is closely bound up with it. . The correspondence 
between her and .the Disraelis is full of Hughenden. It 
was there, during the Parl~amentary vacations, that he 

·wrote her his longest and most frequent letters. · · He told 
her of all his doings there, of the visitors who' caine, the 
changes that were' made, the growth of the trees, the 
·beauty of the gardens. It was with the object ·of em
bellishing· the rooms and the flower-beds of Hughendl'm 
that she made many of her . pr,esents ; . and she never . 
wearied of hEiaring the smallest details of its growth and' 
p~~gress. From his letters to her ~e can lingely _recon
struot his life in 'the country, and complete the picture 
outlined in Chapter VI. . 

To Mrs: Brydges Willyams; 

. HuGHENDEN,MANOR, Wednesday [Dec. 26, 1855].~Yester
day there was a' ball and.a supper at Hughenden Manor, but 
Mrs. Disraeli and myself were not-invited. Our household 
and their guests were dancing till-past five o'clock this morn
ing; you must have heard the fiddle, I think, at T<;>rquay. 
But this is the reason that my despatch did not go by yester-
4ay's post. They were all too busy, and all the people have 
gone•to their work this morning,_without ever having retired 
to rest. What rural ralj:es ! ' · · . 

Aug. 28, 1858.-... I will give you some account of the 
present condition .of some of the many offerings which you 
have been so ·kind as to make to this place. 

In the first place, the small-leaved rose, trailed over a wire 
frame, lotus-shaped, has become a considerable bush, and was 
this season, at one time, the bearer of more than sixty flowers. 
Its surprising beauty was, I am told, greatly admired, but, 
alas ! not by us, for, while it was flourishing and diffusing 
sweets, I was 'laboring. to purify the. Thames at W estrri.inster. 
The gardener, howeYer, ha.s succeeded in grafting several 
very fine specimens from the parent stem, and these, are all 
.now alive and brilliant, to greet us with their presence. 
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The two splendid jars are installed in the chief saloon, each 
on the top of a cabinet, and have a very excellent effect. 
The cabinets have long required a crowning decoration· of 
this character. · 

In the library, on a stand built for the occasion, a number of 
Gould's Birds is always open, and they are really so life
like that, whe11 one enters the :room, one .is almost tempted 
to walk on tiptoe, lest one might frighten them away. 

The chief business of Mrs. Disraeli, during this residence, 
has been to a.dorn her terrace in the Italian style with a 
beautiful series of vases, which came from Florence, and which 
sparkle in ·the sun; their white and graceful forms well con
trasting with the tall geraniums and blue Agapantha lilies 
which they hold. I think you would admire this terrace very 
much. It has only one fault-that you never walk on 
it. 0 • • • • 

With regard to Mrs. Kneller's reque.st,l I beg leave to .say, 
that if it would please you that I should endeavour to assist 
her. son, I will. make the attempt with sincere gratification; 
but it will be to please you, and no one eke, for I do not care 
one rush for Lord Bolingbroke, dead or1iving. 

I shall try to send you some violets by this post, if I find 
any as.sweet as. some that charmed me a few days back. 

Oct. 20, 1858.-... We were absent nearly a fortnight, and 
· I ~d a great difference in the color of the trees-the limes all 
golden, the beeches ruddy brown~ while the oaks and elms 
and pines are still dark. and green, and contrast well with the 
brighter tints. But not a leaf has falleR; they want the first 
whisper of the frost, and then they will go out like lamps· 
when the dawn breaks on a long festival. . . . -
· Aug. 31, 1859.-... Here our life is so monotonous that our 

only incident almost has been a rural fete, which Mrs. Disraeli 
gave to her schools-a hundred strong,. and. a hundred neigh
bours to meet them. They feasted and da:r.1ced in the park, 
with my election banners, no longer lawful, to inspire,them, 
and a most c~~>pital band. • It really was a sight worthy of 
Watteau, and I preferred it infinitely to the fete given by . 
H~R.H. the Duchess d' Aumale at Orleans House, which we 
had. the honor to attend a few days before we· left town, 
and. which was in beautiful gardens, with gondolas on the 
river, and Princes and Princesses trifling and gliding thro' 
the berceaus. We had, among many other pastimes, a lottery, 
in-which there were no blanks, there; but such games of chance 
are only for the heirs of the inheritance of Conde I 

1 Dismeli wrote to Mrs. Willyams from Windsor Castle, Nov. 15: ·,I 
have sent, to-day, a nomination to a clerkship, in the National Debt Office, 
to the son of Mrs. Kneller.' 
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Baron ·Rothschild and all his f~mily came arid stayeditwo 
days with us. ·He . brought me a dessert from Paris~£ 

. the most wonderful pines, peaches, and melons. I gave a 
dinner to the neighbomhood the second day, that he might 
meet the notables, and his dessert, a la ·Russe, was grouped 
round· the littltdemon-tree which you gave •us two or three 
years ago, and which this year has eight fine golden fruit 
upon it. · So, I flatter myself, I beat even the dessert of Parts. 

Sept. 4; 1861.--:.A clear case of sympathy-; for while, yester.
day morning, you were sending us·some of our most favorite 
delicacy, which are so difficult to get good, and wb,ich were in 
this instance delicious, we were trying to catch you a -troi]t 
in our stream. The morning, .however, was so bright that, 
after hours, we were unsuccessful; nevertheless; the·: sport in 
the bright·, park, and by the side of, rippling waters; was de
lightful, tho' fruitless. · After the arrival of yom case, we de
termined to try again/, a little' before sunset, and in- the first 
tWilight landed a gentleman 4l pounds in weight !-pretty 
well for OUT little stream,.tl:tat was dry for three. years.· I 
packedhim up .in the flags a'mon:g·which he was caught last 

·.evening, and sent him off instantly from:the river-side. You 
ought to have had him early this morning; so he is as fresh. as 
day; and I told them-to put a brace of grouse in the basket .•. ; 

·Aug. 21, 1862.-'-'Here I have been 10 days; arid meant to 
%, have written to you the very first, And•yet I have done 

nothing; but have remained in a state of complete languor 
and apatP,y; -It ,is<always so. -.The sudd((rt change andeon~ 
trast from .a life of unceasing excitement ·acts most strangely 
on. the nervous system, and it takes Die some time to accli-
matise. · · · ·' · 
~ Not that it is •ennui . . ;For here is a great deal to do. No 
one could have been absent eight months from his ·Estate, 
and find ennui on ·his arrival-but Lam ·incapable of per
forming what awaits me, and which, in its sort and manner, 
is also urgent, as much as affairs of State. ~ ' 
. I begin, however, to thaw. It is so long: since I was here; 
that ·even my ancient trees seem to have grown, and the 
·modern conifers have wondrously shot up .... • As' for 
flowers, all Hughenden sparkles with-the Microfolia rqse,;the 
numerous: and ·brilliant.offspring of the •colony-you 'sent from 
'Mt ~ Braddon. · Thus· you see how races are _propagated and 
how empires are formed ! . ' ' . '·. 
. But our public buildings are still more striking: a new school 
nearly finislied, and a monument to my father, raised, in my 
absence, by iny .wife, and which, both for design, execution, 
,and·even material, is one of the most.beautiful things not only 
in the County of Buckingham, but in England .. ·. • · 
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Private. Sept. 1, 1862.-I am quite myself again, and, as 
I have been drinking your magic beverage for a week, and 
intend to pursue it, you may fairly claim alUhe glory of my 
recovery-as a fairy cures a knight after a toUTnament or a 
battle. I have a great weakness for mutton broth, especially 
with that magical sprinkle, which you did not forget. I shall 
call you in future after an old legend and a modern poem, 
' The Lady of Shalott 'l 

I think the water of which it was made would have sat!sfied 
even you. For it was taken, every day, from our stream which 
rises among the chalk hills, glitters in the sun over a very 
pretty cascade, and then spreads and sparkles into a little 
lake, in which is a natural island. Since I wrote to you last, 
we have launched in this lake two most beautiful cygnets, 
to whom we. have given the names of Hero and Leander. 
They are a source to us of unceasing interest and amusement. 
They are very handsome and very large, tho' as yet dove-
colored. · ' 

I can no longer write to you of Cabinet Councils or Parlia _ 
;mentary struggles: here I see nothing but. trees and books,., 
so you must not despise this ne}VS of my swans ! _ 

Oct. 14, 1862.-... Last night I returned from Quarter Ses
·sions, always a busy scene in our provincial life. It is, in • 
fact, the old assembling of the Estates of a Province, with·. 
the Governor, or Lord!Lieutenant, in the chair, and all the 

-notables around him: great debates about little things. In 
this county there is aregular magistrates' mess, so we don't 
dine together at an hotel or a pot-house, as in many other 

:counties, but under our own roof,- sitting on our own furni
ture, and drinking our own wines out of our own cellar-all 
which makes us a little pompous, especially the Wine Com
mittee, who, you would think, were a Council of State. 

On Thursday next we open our new school.- It is built 
by .the -same architect who restored the crypt, designed the 
two sarcophagus', and also my father's monument, which 
latter erection is much admired by all the world. It is fifty feet 
high, and of the Italian style of the Renaissance period, 
which is, at the same time, rich and graceful. ... 
·-We are to walk to the school, which is in the village, one 

-mile and a half away-a sort of procession-but, alas! what 
weather ! 'Tis the middle of the equinoctial gales, which are 
a fortnight a,fter their time. Think of us on Thursday---'and 
pity me-addressing the infant generation under the new 
roof, probably wet to the skin! 
. · Sept. 20, 1863.-... Here we are full of harvest-homes! 
a novel feature, as now practised, of our English country life. 
In old days, or, rather, two or three years ago, every farmer, 
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after the harvest, gave a supper to his hinds, where they 
guzzled and got tipsy, and resumed'their work in the morning 
with aching heads, after a rural debauch. 

Now, instead of an isolated nocturnal revel in a farmhouse 
kitchen, all the farmers of the parish unite together and give 
to their collected laborers a festival in a .tent,. which will 
hold hundreds, with banners and a band .. A day is set apart: 
all go in· procession to the church, .which is adorned With 
flowers and sheaves, the children sing. chorales, and everyone 
has· a favor, and a stalk of corn in his buttonhole. • 

The clergy are at the bottom of this movement,.: it connects 
the harvest. with religion and the Church. Even a dissenting 
farmer can scarcely refuse to walk in the procession on such 
an occasion. ·· · · · . 

Unconscio_usly, all are reviving pagan rites, and r~:~storing 
the Dionysian festivals ! · · .· .· · • . ·· · -

. . . Sept. 28, 1863.-You live in the world to what I do, who 
I A,. never see anything but boo~s and tr~es. When .. we left 
:', ·:Hughenden last year we sent m .an architect and smte, and 
· Hho' ten months have elapsed,· some workmen still linger 

about. We have realised a romance we had been many years 
'>-· meditating: we have restored the house to what· it was before. 

·~ . the Civil Wars; and we have ·made a garden of _terraces, in 
.,•.which cavaliers might roam, and saunter, with their ·ladye: 

·, loves! The only thing wanting is that ·you should see it; 
, but I am going to have in due time. a. competeu.t artist down,. 
who will photograph the house; gardens, terraces, monument, 
etc., etp., in every aspect, and these shall be sent, or, I hope, 
brought, to. you, for the time is approaching when .. we must turn 
our thoughts to the western ocean, the classic waves of gigantic 
soles and colossal·prawns ! '· 

All these alterations have .. prevented our receiving our 
friends this ·year, so I have been like a man in a desert island
beautiful, tho'. kmely, and free from the despair of a Robinson 
Crusoe or an Alexander Selkirk, for I have a future.::-at 
Mount Braddon ! .• 

In making the alterations here, a great number of:owls. have 
been disturbed.among the yew-trees; but they have· been 
religiously cared.for, as if I were:the pril'lst of Minerva, and 
now.they have_resumed their haunts. Their hooting at night 
is ·wilder and louder than the south-west wind, which, indeed, 
is only_ t.he accompaniment to their weirdish ari~s. .And they 
tap at the windows with their fell beaks ! 

Not only was Mrs. Willyams keenly interested in 
Hughenden during her life, ,but.by her own desire sh~ was 
buried there .. She died somewhat. suddenly .on Novem-
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her 11, 1863. Disraeli's last letter to her was written only 
·on November 5. He was, clearly, quite unaware that she 

was ill, and was looking forward to his winter visit to 
Torquay. 'Adieu! we shall soon meet,' he concluded. 
He hurried to Torquay, but did not arrive in time. So 
unselfish was her affection for him to the last that, as one 
.who was with her at the end wrote to him, ' she would not 
have you ~sent for till too late, as you were a statesman 
and were not to be disturbed.', 'I have lost a kind and 
faithful friend,' he wrote to Derby, 'but I have lost her 
in the fulness of years, and she has made me the heir to 
her not inconsiderable fortune.' It was her wish to lie 
in the family vault in Hughenden Church, where her 
friend and his wife expected in their turn to' be buried; 
but, to Disraeli's disgust, the vault was found to be closed. 

To Philip Rose. 
Dec. 1, 1863.-What are my rights as to vault in Hughenden 

Church ? My benefactress was to hi.t. ve been buried in my 
vaUlt there. Mr. Clubbe1 wrote to me that Interment Act 
prevented burials in a church, and that the vault in the 
chancel (which I called, and believed to be, my vault) was 
closed accordingly. 

I told him that Burials Act, in my belief, did not apply 
to country churches, and that the vault ought not to have 
been closed. It was impossible, however, at such a moment 
to have a controversy, and I was obliged, by great exertions, 
to have a vault made in the churchyard, contrary to the 
express wishes of the deceased, and where neither my wife 
nor myself will be buried, preferring even Kensal Green to 
anything so unprotected ... : · 

It was found impossible to reopen the family vault, 
and both Disraeli ·and his wife. subsequently· overcame 
their objection to the site of Mrs. Willyams's grave.· All 
three, benefactress and benefici~ries, now lie together. 
just outside the east end of the church, and one monu
ment, ·on the outer wall· of· the De Montfort Chapel, 
records the names and legends of them alL · · 

.t Vicar of Hughenden. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

THE CoALITION. AND THE ' PREss.' • 

1852...:.1854. 

The Coalition which Disraeli anticipated and d~ 
nounced was formed in December, 1852, with Aberdeen 

.as Prime Minister, but not without many difficulties and 
, " searchings 'of heart. Disraeli wrote to Londonderry on 

f·.; December 21: 'I apprehend that the difficulties of the 
· personnel--sixteen Secretaries, of State-are minor ob
stacles compared with the daily·, or rather hourly, in
creasing emeute of Brooks's and the R~form; e~pecially 
the latter, the mainstay cif a Liberal Goverm:rient, and 
now finding the mi.ke is to be' cut up without their having · 
a slice.'. It tookawedz to overcome the difficulties,''and 
the Cabinet, as finally settled; contain~d six Whigs,- ~ix 
Peelites, .and one RadicaL As the party support con
sisted, according to- Derby's estimate,-· of 120 Whigs, 
30 Peelites, 150 Radicals, and 50 Irish Brigade, there 
was an obvious want of proportion. in the division of the 
spoils which: m11st lead to. future trouble. For the 
present, however, all seemed well. The' Court, which had 
worked for some time for this result; the public, who 
desired a ·fusion of moderate men; the Press, which saw 
with satisfaction such an • array of administrative talent
in office, . congratulated themselves on having. at last 
secured a strong and durable Government; and accepted 
as satisfactory Aberdeen's assurances that the Ministerial 
measures would be both Conservative and Liberal, and 
that the country was sick of distinctions which had no 

. real meaning, and which only prevented from acting to
gether men who-were -able to perform good public ser-

1290 
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vice. Russell went to the Foreign Offi.ce1 with the lead 
of the House of Commons, Gladstone to the Exchequer, 
Palmer:;;ton to the Home Office, and Graham to the 
Admiralty. The Cabinet contained also Lansdowne, 
Argyll, Granville, Newcastle, Cranworth, Wood, Sidney 
Herbert, and Molesworth; while Villiers, Cardwell, Lowe, 
Bernal Osborne, Cockburn, and Bethell, filled important 
offices outside. Well might Palmerston say that the 
administration combined ' almost all the men of talent 
and experience in the House of Commons, except 
Disraeli.' 

To the ejected Conservatives' the situation presented 
a very different appearance. Aberdeen and Gladstone 
had been protesting during great part of the year that 
nothing separated them from their old party but Protec
tion. Protection had been abandoned, but Aberdeen, 
Gladstone, and the rest, at once coalesced with the 
Liberals. Aberdeen and Palmerston stood for ~pposite 
principles in foreign policy, and had been violently op
posed within a year. Yet they went now into the same 
Cabinet. No wonder that Derby in the Lords denounced 

, the arrangement as unprincipled, and held even stronger 
language in private. It was difficult, he thought, to 
account for it save by personal hatred of Disraeli. Dis~ 
raeli took much the same view. As North and Fox had · 
combined to expel Shelburne from office, so it seemed to 
Disraeli that Aberdeen and Russell~ had· come together 
through det.estation of himself. • · · 

Lord Derby. to L01:d L~ridonderry. 

Dec. 21, 1852.-... How it is possible that Lord Aberdeen 
can carry it on, unless he throws himself into the liands of 
the extremist parties; I am unable to conjecture. I earnestly 
regret the course which he has pursued, which is wholly in
consistent with his repeated declarations to me that there 
was only one subject of difference between us; that, that once 
removed, nothing would give him greater pleasure than again 
to act with me; and that, happen what might, no considera
tion should ever induce him to join the Whigs ! I am afraid 

1 In· ,.·few weeks he gave up the Foreign Office to Clarendon, retaining 
the lead o_f the House of Commons without any portfolio. · · · 
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that personal feeling has had much to do with this step, and 
that the .course pursue~ is ll')ainly to· be attributed to. the 
jealousy and hatred (the·word is not too strong) felt by the 
Peelite party in the House of Commons towards ·Disraeli. 
Thebreach is now, I fear, wider than1ever. 

To Lord Londonderry. 

Priv.ate. GROSVENOR GATE, Dec., 31" 1852.-... Claren 
don is not a deep man, and always,writes and talks of public 

~ affairs as if ne were a third-rate partisan.· ' 
The existence of the Coalition will be brief, ·and its end 

ignomiilious.1 . It will be followed by the strong Government 
which it absurdly professes to be. . . . · 

With respect to public ·affairs, I ~eep myself quite aloof; 
but everybody writes to me, and from all sections. My 
opinion is that there is coalition, but no fusion; widespread 
discontent and hourly: increasing spirit of vengeance. · It is 

,;;· .· a place~hunting cabal, and they were so.rapacious after their 
prey that they forgot, in .their chase after office, to. settle 
their policy. We had the details of the whole combiilation 
long ago, but, to mature their arrangements, it was neces
sary that we should remain in until after Christmas. This 
determined our course .. >. 

The situation produced somewhat strained relations 
between Disraeli and Gladstone; and a correspondence, 
which before its close b~came unfriendly, passed between • 
them on the -question of the furniture in Dowriing Street, 
which was taken over by the incoming from the outgoing 

'.Chancellor of.the Exchequer:· · .. 

From William Ewart Gladstone. 
DowNING STREET, 

Jan. 21, 1853. 

MY DEAR SrR,.:-i owe you ·many apologies for haviilg made 
no communication to·you at an earlier date on the subject of 
the furniture belonging to you, and remaiiliilg in this house. 

• The cause has been this, that it has been under consideration 
whether, after the change made by the late Government, it 
might not be the most convenient arrangement that all the 
f\].rniture in the house should belong to the Crown, with pro
visions f,or chargiilg the w,ear and tear of all except the official 

1 Speaking in .. the House of· Commons on July 13, 1854, Disraeli said: 
; When the Coalition G.ovemment. was formed, I was asked how·long it 
would h1st, and I ventured to. reply, "Until every member of it is,.as a 
public eh~~.ra.oter, irretrievably injured."' . · , , 
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rooms upon the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Until this was 
settleq, I did not know whether your furniture would be taken 
over on ·my behalf or on that of the Office oi Works. It has 
now been settled that it shall be done by the latter, and Sir 
W. Molesworth has put the matter in train for being despatched 
forthwith. · 

There is, I believe, a robe which passed down under some 
law of exchange from one Chancellor of the Exchequer to 
another, and I shall be very happy to receive it from you on 
the or?inary footing, whatever that may be.-I remain, my 
dear Srr, faithfully yours, W. E. GLADSTONE. 

To William Ewart Gladstone. 
GROSVENOR GATE, 

Feb. 26, 1853. 

DEAR SIR,-As I understand you have been for some time 
residing in Downing Street, I think it would be convenient 
that our arrangements with respect to the furniture of the 
official residence should no longer remain unsettled. 

On my accession to office I paid to Sir Charles Wood 
immediately, at his request, for furniture alone the sum of 
£787 l2s. 6d., .taking many things which I did not require, 
but complying with what wa.s represented to me by him as 
the invariable rule of the office. 

This rule having occasioned considerable dissatisfaction 
among some of my colleagues, the system attracted the att(m
tion of the First Ld of the Treasury, who greatly -modified 

• it, directing that all furniture in rooms of public reception 
should be taken by the Crown. In consequence of this ar
rangement, I received in the autumn a drawback of £479 l6s. 
from the Office of Works. which left a balance in my favor of 
£307 16s. 6d. · . 

Assuming that you would; under ariy circumstances, be 
content with the valuation. which was so recently made by 
Messrs. Overen on the part of Sir C. Wood, and Messrs. 
Banting en mine, and that you certainly would not contem
plate a repetition o.f so· expensive a ceremony for so compara
tively ~rifling an amount as you will have to pay, I would 
suggest that your cheque for £307 16s. 6d. would, as between 
us, properly conclude the business. 

With reference to _your letter of the 21st ult., stating as 
the caust3 of delay that the Board of Works had resolved to 
take the remaining furniture .of the official residence, and 
that you had not then received the consequent payment, I 
would venture to observe that such payment is a matter of 
business between you and the Bd of Works, and that it should 
not interfere with the arrangement between us any more than 
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the .first j.mterference of ~the Bd · .of Works influenced ·.the 
ar:;rangeme.~G hetw:een myself and my iJ!>redecessor .-I ha'v:e .the 
h@n.0r to remain, .dear ;Sir, y.ooc·obedient servant, B. DISRAELI. 

J . 

From WiUiam Ewart .Gladstone. 

Dow.NI,NQ :STREET, 

. , Feb .• 28, .1853. 

'DEAR ·SIR,-Your letter ef the 26th was deliverecl. to ·me 
last night. Until I received it; l had supposed tha,t the 
arrangements for·the transfer of the furniture, which belonged 
to you in this house, fu ,the Qommisf3ioners of Works had 
been probably .completed.. Upon learning that this is not the 
case, I hav.e made inquiry at the Qffice of Works as to the 
cause, and I have been. informed that t}ley -are waiting in 
expectation of s.ome com:mlinication :from you, .or from Mr. 
Banting, who, its he informed me, acts on· •your ibehalf. I 

. have 'now requested that they ·may so wait no longer, but at 
,once proceed 'in :the matter. · · . · · · 

I ain ~fra'id'l did not make it sufficiently clear in my last 
letter that there was ho longer any· question as to .furn:itur.e 
to be '.sett;led 'between an :outgoing and an inc0m~ng'Chan
cello'r of the 'Exchequer, and that the ·Office .c)f Works was to 
con:J.e jnto my place relatively· t0 your property here-"-an 
arrange~ent which, ·as it .appeared to the Government, was 
advantageous on ge.neral grounds;'and could not be attended 
with inconvl'lnience to you,·inasmuch as the Office of Works, 
it was presmned,would proceed according to the establishe<l 

· cu,sto.ui in the matter; whatever that 'might be. But I did 
not, I believe~ refer to my not having received ariy ·payment 
£:rom the Office of Works, as that payment will be made t0 
you. I shall be very happy, if there shall now be found any 
'obstacle'in the way .of·aii immedi3Jte settlement, •to -do my 
best ·.to remov:e it. · · 

I adverted at the dose of ·my 'letter to the Official Robe, 
but .the allusion to it has perhaps escape~ y0ur attention .. I 
:rem~in, dear Sir, £aithfp"lly yours, W. E. GLADSTONE. 

. ' ' I 

To· William ·$wart G'lQ,ds.tone. 

GROSVENOR GA'l'E; Mar.ch 6, 185.3 .. -Mr. Dis.raeli :r.egrets 
·veery much that he is obliged to :aay that Mr. Gladstone's 
letter repudiating his ,0 bligat1<m 'to pay ·for t.he f;urniture o£ the 
official residence .is not satisfaetory . 

. When Mi-. Gladstone .aeceded to office;. h!:l entered th~:~ 
official residence subject· to the 'same regulations between 
ge~t1emen which all his predecessors h11ve :r:eeegnjsed. · .He 
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was bound to act towards Mr. Disraeli as Mr. Di had acted 
towards Sir Chas. Wood. 

Any arrangement subsequently made with the Board of 
Works is between Mr. Gladstone and that office, and not 
betwe·en Mr. Gladstone and his predecessor, and would only 
affect his relations with his successor. 

Mr. Disraeli is unwilling to prolong this oorrespondenc_e. 
As Mr .. Gladstone seems to be in some perplexity on the sub
ject, Mr. Disraeli recommends him. to consult Sir Chatles 
Wood, who is a man of the world. 

From William Ewart Gladstone. 

DowNING STREET; .Marck.1, 1853.-Mt. W: E. Gladstone 
has reaa with regret and pain the note which he· received last 
night from Mr. DisraelL . 

He has: endeavoured in this correspondence to observe 
towards Mr. DisraeH the courtesy which was his due, and he 
is not aware of having said or done anything to justify the 
tone which Mr. Disraeli has th6ught proper to adopt. 

When the arrangement was decided on which made the 
Board of Works the purchaser of the remainder of Mr. Dis· 
raeli's furniture, as it had already been of the chief part, this 
was only to give complete application, so far as ownership of 
the furniture is c~mcerned, to the priri:ciple on which the late 
Board of Treasbry had itself proceeded; and it never occurred 
to Mr. W. E. Gladstone that this further change cou:ld be 
prejudicial to Mr. Disraeli in point either of time·, conveni
·enc~, or pecuniary charge, nor is he. at this ,moment aware 
that there was reason to apprehend it could signify to Mt. 
Disraeli whether those effects were valued and taken over by 
his successor or by thE) Board of Works;. · 

Mr. W. E. Gladstone~ however, without in any degree· ad
mitting the justice of. Mr. Disraeli!s assumptions, does not 
wish that any proceeding,of his in such· a ma~ter should be 
open to doubt or question from: any quarter; artd he is there· 
fore ready immediately either to' appoint a pers·en to value 
and take over the· residue· of furnitlire orr his behalf from Mr. 
Disraeli precisely as Mr. Disraeli. took the whole over from 
Sir Charles Wood, or to take it over, without the delay of an 
examination by an agent o{his own, at the valtitttion which 
the Board of Works may (he ptel!!limes) have settled· with 
Mr. Disraeli's appraiser, whatever it may be, desiring only to 
adopt whichever of these alternatives may,. according to the 
state· of the circumstances, be most agreeable to Mr. Disraeli . 
. ft is highly unpleasant to Mr. W. E. Gladstone to address 
Mr. _Disraeli Without the· usrral terms of cou.rtesy, but li'e . 
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' 
abstains from them only because he perceives-that they are 
unwelcome. ' . 

It is quite clear that Disrae1i was right. in the main 
subject of dispute, though the two inonths' delay and the · 
display of red tap~ provoked him to unwonted and hardly 
courteous acerbity. Gladstone ought to have settled with 
his predecessor for the furniture on, the basis of the system 
in force when the transfer oi" office took place. Subse~ 
quent arrangements made by the new Government with 
the Office ofWorks could only propedy apply to the next 
transfer. But' it is amusing to note that, under cover of 
indignation at Gladstone's cond-q.ct about the furniture; 
Disraeli evades altogether the qu~stion of the robe, where 
he was apparently withholding what in the ordinary 
course would have been transferred for payment to his 
successor. The rob~ deset3nd~d, or was believed by'Dis
raeli to, de13cend, from· Pitt; Disraeli was very proud- of' 
the association, and could not bring himself to give Glad
stone the _.option of purchasing what he himself -had 
bought from Wood. He wore' it again during his two sub
sequent tenures oLthe Chan~ellorship of the Exchequer, 
and it remains as an heirloom at Hughen den Manor. . 

Disraeli did not think the Coalition could long hold 
together;.and he began at once to prepare for the future.· . 
There was much in his favour. __ His party was far the 

• 1argest single party in the Hous,e of Qommons, three hun· 
dred or more in all, though no doubt many of them would 
be content with_ the Aberdeen Ministry so long as it ex
hibited its Conservative side. In spite of the trials of the 

- 1ast few months, the Conservatives were in fair spirits, 
and there was not so much recrimination as usually follows, 
defeat. Croker· was the natural recipient of some grum
bles. Lonsdale wrote to him; bewailing ])israeli's exces-, 
sive -confidence in his powers of_ speech. ' He thinru; 
always . .· . he will carry the whole House with him. 
He has been deceived so -often that he ought to be wiser. 
As a party leader he will be encouraged, but I doubt if 
there is a single man that would be his follower. He is 
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our best man, but we have great difficulty in keeping our 
troops in discipline.' 1 Criticism of this kind was not 
very serious. It was 9bvious, too, that the Conservatives 
might easily find reinforcements. Of the four parties 
supporting the Aberdeen Ministry, only one, the Peelite 
group, was really satisfied. The Coalition had rewarded 
the Irish Tenant Leaguers for their assistance in the 
crucial division, not by a;ccepting their policy, but by 
giving office to two of their least respected members, 
Sadleir and Keogh, and thus disgusting. the rest. Gavan 
Duffy wrote to a subordinate member of the late Govern
ment on January 10: 'I hope your friends do not despair 
in Opposition. Three-and-thirty of the Irish party will 
sit there along with them, making a majority of the whole 
House if Mr. Disraeli can keep his own party together.' 
Irish support, however, as Disraeli had already learnt by 
experience, was of a very untrustworthy character; as 
Stanley wrote, the Brigade ' oppose for opposition's sake, 
and because it is their habitual policy,' not ·for love of 
any English party .• Again, the Whigs grudged -bitterly 
the excessive toll of places exacted by the Peelites; and 
one very mfl.uential group, the Greys, conspicuous in 
Russell's Administration, were entirely omitted. They 
might be disposed in certain circumstances to rally to 

- a national party; and Disraeli, ·as we shall see, made 
during the session a serious bid for a Whig alliance. 
Then there were the Radicals, who had only one repre
sentative in the Ministry, and to whom, in his mterview 

. with Bright in December, Disraeli had already made 
tentative overtures. There is no doubt that throughout 
this session his mind played a good deal round the possi
b~lity, if the Whigs proved obdurate, of approximating 

-to the Manchester School. The· Ministry were the Man
darins of both parties, the official cla8s who had hitherto 
monopolised office, whichever party. was in power. With 
the exception of ten months of 1852, ther_e had been 
no period in the last twenty years when either Russell, 

-4 -· *'" .. 
• 1 Croker, iii. 257. 

• 
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Lansdowne, Palmerston, and Wood; or Aberdeen,Graham, 
Herbert, Newcastle, and Gladstone, had not been holding 
high' administrative posts. Disraeli still retained. his 
youthful preference for .. intellect and· originality over 
experience and official gravity. ·He discerned· in Bright 
and his friends a kindred dislike for ' old stagers ', and 
'red-tapists.' · 

. The question of organisation was. pressed on him by 
MaJmesbury, who wrote of the absolute .necessity of re~ 
forming the personnel of the party. 'Had you twice 
the talent arid eloquence you possess, y.ou could do 
nothing with: the incapacity which prevents our· details 
from being properly managed. It' is better to fail in 
orators to back you by,wotds than in men to back you 
by votes. We lost the election by bad ·management~' 
He thought that, ifDisraeli did not attend to this, nobody 
would or could.. Disraeli, we know, agreed with Malmes· 
bury in condemning the party management, and there 
was an opportunity this year for a complete change. 
Beresford, who had been principally responsible for the 

,· management of the General Election, was rather under a 
cloud owing to the censure passed on him by a Committee 
of the House, who found a reckless indifference to conse
quences in his relation to syste:rri.'atic bribery at Derby 
at the last election .. Forbes Mackenzie; the Whip, was 
unseated for bribery at LiverpooL ·Disraeli got S:Q: 
William Jolliffe, afterwards Lord Hylton, ail energetic 
and popular member, to look after Conservative interests 
iil the House of Commons, and he relied upon his friend . 
and confidential agent, Rose; who·had been working under 
Beresford since 1851; for the chief management of the 
party outside. But his mind was mainly gi-ven to policy. 
Now he was in opposition again, he . was determined to . 
move more decidedly in the direction foreshadowed. in 
Ooningsby and Sybil, and. to ·attract public support and 
Par~iamentary ·co-operation . for , his·· party by discarding, 
at the risk of some dissension and confusion at first, what
ever was e:x'cllisive and restrictive in itsprogramme. )n 
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this he was warmly seconded bJ Stanley, and to some 
extent by Malmesbury, though all of them felt that 
Derby's sympathy would be imperfect. Stanley mete 
on January 20 : ' 1'he Captain does not· care for o:ffiee, 
but wishes to keep things as they are, an.d impede 
" Progress." . . . Don't let tis· plunge· into a reactionary 
course ~f opposition and suffer political martyrdom for 
a; cause· in which we neither of us believe·. · Your infl.uenc'e 
is more p6werful than that of anyone, as it ought to be. 
Use· it.' The three colleagues e-xch'an.ged- ideas ab'ol!it 
Reform, and Stanley wrote on-January 27:· 'You cannot 
go ahead too fast or too far· foi' one· of your· followers, not 
for the official members of out p'airty, generally speaking. 
:But it will be very difficult, and :require a:i1 your· diplo
macy, to· persuade the. squires to consent to- any, plan of 
Re~orm.'· Mafu:l:esbury wrete on February 3: 'I agree 
entirely with you that our party is repu:gnant to the 
urban taste, an:d tha~ we should try something to· recov'et 
the towns' ihtere'St, bat no operatib'n can: be compared in 
difficulty to it. 0 • • 11 trust to· you·r' genius· to give us a 
standard and war-cry.' 

From Lord Derby.-

P'rivate.. KNowsLEY, Jan: 30~ 1853•.--'-' .••. We shall liaive 
a difficult game to play. We must to· a· certain: extent kee'p 
up the spirits of our party; but· we must exercise, and get ) 
them to exercise,. great patience ·and' forbearance,. i£ we' do 
rrot wish, by an a:ctive and bitter opposition: on olir part~ to 
consolidate' the present comb'inatiort oetween those who· hav-e 
no real bond· of un-ion·, and who' must, 1 think,, fall to pieces 
before long, if le.ft to themselves. You ID!JSt not build upon 
any possible union between me and the· ultra-Whigs, such as 
L0rd Grey, or the Manchester Scl:l.ooL Such an U:Iiioii is 
simply impossible,· and I name' it' only because I infer from 
Edward'idanguage that such an idea ha;d.passed thr.9ugli your 
mind.· I hardly think it could long. dwell. there.. . . · . 

It' was not domestic policy· 0r the· tactics of tlie Oppesi:.o 
tion tha:t' was- to~ ove~th:to'Y the Co~tlition,· but foreign 
policy, an!i· tfie\vltcillationt resulting· from t:he·co~e:xis1lence 
in: the 8'8/me· Cabin-at· of in'Comp~ttil1le a!ms in' f-oreign; affa.'iTs~: 
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·When ~he Derby Government resig'ned,· g~od relations 
had been established with France, in spite of the internal 
convulsions through whicli'she had passed; and the inter- . 
national position of England was clear. If any Power 
contemplated a policy of adventure in Europe, it would 
have to reckon with the two western Powers; and any 
disposition to adventure which Louis Napoleon himself 
might feel was held in check by the necessity of c·arrying 
public opinion in England along with him. · The change 
of Government at once threw doubt on England's atti
tude. Palmerston was the French Emperor's.only friend . 
in the new Cabinet, and he was relegated to the Home · 
Office. Aberdeen had worked cordially with the France 

. of Louis Philippe, but preferred Russia to the France of 
Louis Napoleon, and was believed to. be favourably dis-. 
posed to the extreme pacificism preached by the M~~;-n

chester School. It was by no mere coincidence that," 
within a fortnight of Aberdeen's accession to office, the 
Emperor Nicholas opened .to the British Ambassador at 
St. Petersburg his designs upon the Sick Man, and his 
hopes of securing the co-operation of Great. Britain. 
Disraeli was guided by a sure instinct wheri he based 
his first arraignment of 'the Coalition on their apparent 
indifference ·to. the maintenance of a cordial under
standing with France. Ever since the coup d'etat Louis 
Napolepn had been assailed with unbounded licence in· 
the En~lish Press, and therefore it particularly behoved 
statesmen who valued the understanding to be careful 
to give no countenance to this campaign of abuse: Yet 
Ministers 'of the importance of Graham and Wood had 
demeaned themselves to tickle the ears of the groundlings 
.bY joining . in' it themselves. The First Lord of the 
Admiralty told his constituents that the French .Emperor 
was 'a despot who hadtrampledpn the liberties oHorty 
millions of. men.' . The President ·of the Board of Control 
said t~ his cons.tituents: 'T~ke our nearest neighbours. 
Such a despotism never prevailed in France, even in the 
time· of Napoleon I. The Pres's gagged; liberty sup-
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pressed; no. man allowed to speak his opinion.' The 
ruler of whom responsible Ministers thus spoke had just 
been twice acclaimed by an ·overwhelming vote of the 
French people. 

These imprudent speeches immediately worked mischief 
abroad. Malmesbury, from his knowledge of the foreign 
situation, was very indignant. ·He wrote to Disraeli to 
encourage him to notice them in the House, reminding him 
that the Derby Government had srtccessfully separated 
France from the .three despotic Powers of the Continent, 
and that ' when we recognised the Empire there was no 
one thing she would not have done for us and with us.' 
Accordingly Disraeli, in spite of some doubts by Derby, 
delivered an important speech on Foreign Policy and the . 
Coalition on first going into Committee of Supply .1 He 
earnestly impressed on the House the immense importance 
of a cordial understanding with France, ridiculing the 
notion of hereditary hostility .. He recognised that preju
dice had naturally been excited against the Emperor for 
having terminated a Parliamentary constitution and 
curtailed the liberty of the Press. 'It is unnecessary for 
me to say that it is not probable I shall ever say or do 
·anything which would tend to depreciate the influence 
or to diminish the power of Parliament or the Press. My 
greatest honour is to be a member of this House, in which 

· all my thoughts and. feelings are concentred; and as for 
the Press, I am myself a " gentleman of the Press," and 
bear no· other escutcheon.' But suppose there was a· 
disputed succession in England; a young Charles Stuart 
at Breda, or a young Oliver Cromwell at Bordeaux, pub
lishing .manifestoes and issuing missives to powerful 
·parties in this country:· Or suppose a great revolution 
here, the monarchy subverted, a centralised republic 
established by a minority, and then the army. called in 
by the people against that minority. Would liberty of 
the Press be t.hen enjoyed even here 1 He respected 
Napoleon III., ~ut he ·'had syrp.pathised with Louis 

l Feb. 18. 
I. 
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Philippe. After- a long reign of unbroken prosperity, 
Louis Philippe .' was rudely expelled from his capital, 

, and was denounced as a poltroon by all the journals of 
England, because he did not command his troops to fire 
upon the pe9ple. Well, other powers and other princes 
have since occupied his seat, who have asserted their 
authority in a very different way, and are denounced hi 
the sanie orga:ns as tyrants, because they did order 
their troops to fire .upon the people.' What was the 
moral ~ ' That it is. extremely difficult to form an 
opinion upon French politics; and that so long as .the 
French people are exact in their commercial transactions, . 
and 'friendly in their politicaJrelations, it is just as well 
that we should not interfere with their management of 
their domestic concerns.' · 

This sentiment_was loudly cheered on both sides of the 
House, and Disraeli proceeded to show that both Russell 
and Lord Grey a year before had expressed similar views 
about Napoleon and about the attacks on him in· the 
Press, which they had deprecated,' But what . was the 
attitude of Aberdeen's Government ~ Did Graham 
express it 1 Did the Cabinet regard the Emperor as a 
despot· or the French as slaves 1 

If I had to form an opinion of the policy of the Cabinet 
from the first declaration made by so eminent a member of . 

· it as the FiJ;st Lord of the Admrralty, I should certainly be· 
induced to suppose that some great change was about to 
occur. How are we to account for such a declaration? 1 

· will not be so impertinent as to suppose it was an indiscretion. 
An indiscretion from 'All th~ Talents '-impossible ! Can it, 
then, be design ? . . . ~he present Government ·tell us that 
they have no principles~at least, not at present. Some 
people are uncharitable enough tQ suppose that they have 
not got a policy; but, in Heaven's name, why are they 
Ministers if they have not got discretion ? That is the great 
quality on which I had thought this Cabinet was established. 
Vast experience,· administrative adroitness, safe men who 
never .would blunder-men who might not ,only take the 
Government without a principle and without a party, but to 
whom the country ought· to be grateful for takin~ it under 
such circumstances. Yet at·the very outset we find one of 
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the most experienced of these eminent statesmen . hold
ing up to public scorn and indignation the ruler and the 
people, a good and cordial understanding with whom is the 
cardinal point of sound statesmanship. 

Wood's punishment followed Graham's on the same 
lines. Incidentally, Disraeli touched on the Eastern 
Question-a problem which had always been treated by 
English statesmen through a cordial understanding with 
France. As long as France and England thoroughly 
understoo~ each other on that great question, the peal:le 
of the world and the interests of civilisation and humanity 
were not in peril. Aberdeen had told the House of Lords 
that there was no need to dilate on the foreign policy of 
the Coalition, as the ·same system had been pursued for 
thirty years. And yet, a year or two ago, Aberdeen had 
called Palmerston's policy ' abominable,' and Russell, 
by indicating Palmerston as the Minister, not of Russia 
or Austria or France, but of England, had implied that 
Aberdeen was acting in foreign interests. Disraeli added 
that not only was foreign policy uncertain, but it ws,s un
certain who was Foreign Minister. Inspired paragraphs 
said that Russell was going to cease to be Foreign Secre
tary, but retain a room in the ForeigiJ- Office. 'Sir, I 
confess I must protest against this system of shutting up 
great men in small rooms, and of binding to the triumphal 
chariot wheels of administrative ability all the fame and 
genius of the Whig party. I think I have a right to ask 
the noble lord frankly: "Are you Secretary of State or 
are you not 1" ' It was only a few days later that Russell 
gave way to Clarendon as Foreign Secretary. 

Disraeli ·finished up this damaging attack upon the 
Coalition-an attack which recalled the philippics of· 
seven years before' against Peel-with the fqllo.wing 
peroration: 

~ 

We have at the present moment a Conservative Ministry 
and a Conservative· Opposition. Where the great Liberal 
party is I pretend not to know. Where are the Whigs, with 
their great traditions-two centuries of Parliamentary lustre 
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and deeds of noble patriotism? There is no one to answer. 
Where are the youthful energies of Radicalism; its buoyant 
expectations, its sanguine hopes? Awakened, I fear, from 
the first dream of that ardent inexperience which finds itself 
at the same moment used and discarded-used without com
punction, and not discarded with too much decency. Where 
are the Radicals ? Is there a inan in the House who declares 
himself to be a Radical? (A voice, 'Yes !') · Oh, no ! you 
would be afraid of being caught and changed into a Con
servative Minister. . • . . We have now got- a. Ministry of 
Progress, and everyone stands still. We never hear, the word 
' reform ' now; it is no longer a Ministry of Reform; it is a. 
Ministry of Progress, every member of which agrees to do 
nothing. All difficult questions are susper;tded. All ques
tions which cannot be agreed upon are open questions. Now, 
I dq not want to be unreasonable, but I think there ought 
to be some limit to .this system of open questions .... · Let 
Parliamentary reform, let the ballot, be open questions, if 
you please; let every institution in Church and State be open 
questions; but at least 1et your answer .to me to-night prove 
that_ among your open questions you are not going to make 
an open question of the peace of Europe. 

' An open question ' was exactly what the Coalitim'l 
did make o£ the peace . of Europe, and in consequence· 
drifted into war. The speech was a word in season, and 
not ·easy to answer. Malmesbury wrote: 'T have been 
revelling in your speech. . . . Is C. Wood alive r and 
Stanley: ' You have put new life into the party,. and I 
don't think there .is any harm done among the waverers.' 
It was naturally, tl'eated by Russell ·in . the House as 
factious,1 and by Greville in his Journal' as 'a speech of 
devilish malignity, quite reckless and shamelessly profli
gate.' A newspaper which shared the prevailing Galla
phobia called Disraeli 'Louis Napoleon's ·Attorney-

. General, vice Malniesbury, invalided.' · Russell assured 
the House of Commons that the Government were, and 
meant to remain, on terms of amity with France, in spite 
of the ' incautious ' expressions of his colleagues. To 
the charge 'of want of principle in the. Coalition he replied 

1 Some Cohservatives, -n~tably Thomas Bating,' took the same. view, 
fearing that the speech might increase the mischief already done by the 
indiscretions of Ministers. 
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that it consisted of men who had fought side by side for 
years oii behalf of Free Trade against Protection. In 
other words, it was founded on agreement in the past 
about a question which was now settled. This was not 
an answer, but an admission. 

To R. Pembefton Milne8.1 

EAST INDIAN COlllMITTEE, 
Marek 4, 1853. 

MY DEAR SQumE,-I have little to say, aud write from the 
Black Hole of C[tlcutta, where I have been shut the whole 
morning. 

Everything is very fl~t, though our friends keep together 
beyond my hopes. The other day I sounc;led the bugle, and 
exercised them a little, and to-night 2 we are to have a regular 
encounter. India and the Income Tax are the features of 
the future, and may·disturb, though I should hardly think 
dislodge, the Government. . ~ . 

Vernon Smith 3 came to me yesterday to beg me to choose a 
day to dine with him, as Ld. Fitzwilliam was so disappointed 
that he had not met me at Fryston or Burghley (which latter 
place· we quitted the day he arrived) that he had devised these 
·means for our meeting. 

Is he to convert me, or the reverse? Or is he, an old Whig, 
as disgusted as V. S. himself? However, on Tuesday next 
we are to dine together. Adieu, my dearest Squire.-D. 

I have made Annabel's' acquaintance, and found her all 
you prepared me for-most pleasmg, and very clever and 
intelligent. · 

It was not merely in Parliament that Disraeli meant 
to carry on the fight against the Coalition. ' A gentle
man of the Press ' himself, he was. not likely to be indif
fenint to the influence of .effective journalism on party 
prospects. The Conservative party, since the breach 
with Peel, had rec~ived very poor support in the news
papers. 'Phe TimBs, which enjoyed a far larger circu-

1 In the Life of Lord Houakton, this letter is wrongly treated as if ad
dressed to Monckton Milnes, the son, instead of to Pemberton Milnes, the 
father. 

2 On the Clergy Reserves (Canada) Bill. . 
8 Nephew of Sydney Smith. He held office in various Whig Governments, 

and was created Lord Lyveden in 1859. 
4 The Ron. Annabel Crewe, wife of R. Monokton Milnes, and mother of 

the Marquis of Crewo. · · 
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·lation . than any other journal, and had an authority 
corresponding to its circulation, was against them; though 
it. generally treated Disraeli with respect; th~ Morning 
Chronicle was the organ of the Peelites and the Globe 
of Palmerston; the Daily Telegraph and the Dai?y News 
both supported the Liberals. Against these the Conserva
tives could pnly set the Morning Pos~ and Standard, both 
at "that time of small circulation and importance, and of 
doubtful loyalty to the leaders of the party; and the .· 
Morning Herald, which was the original organ of the 
Protectionists, .but which was constantly annoying their 
leaders, from Bentinck onwards, by its extreme narrow
-ness and bigotry. The only weekly journals of political 
conseque_nce, the Examiner and Spectator, were Liberal; 
John Bull, their Conservative rival, had not maintained 
the position which Theodore Hook, its founder, had 
secured for it:· Consequently, in the correspondence of 
Disraeli arid his frierids, we find frequent complaints of 
the:pa.,rty Press, Xn November, 1849, Malmesbury wrote 
indignantly to Disraeli about the conduct of the Morning 
Post, and elicited from him the comprehensive condemna
tion:. 'The state of our Press is deplorable.' In the 
follo:wing y~ar 'Disraeli began to take steps to supply 
the want. -He was vigoro·usfy seconded by the younger 
Stanley, who shared his liberal sentiments, and was 
anxious to permeate the party with them. From Stanley's 
letters we find_ that there were negotiations in 1'850 for 
purchasing. John Bull. But the plan that commended 
itself to both, though it took long to carry out, was to 
start a new journal. 'What have you effected touching 
the new journal1' wrote Stanley jn October, 1850. In 
J·anuary; 1851, the idea had made progress. 

From the Hon. Edward Stanley. 

KNOWSLEY, Jan. 8, 1851.-... What you say about the 
paper is satisfactory .... - A good start is everything, new 
ide~s aD;d.new men. I have said nothing to our chief, but I 
know that 'his opinion of the value of the Press has under-
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gone a great change, and I expect to find him favourable. 
The Herald is worse than no paper at all; its dulness reflects 
on us, while its Exeter Hall·articles disgust our High Church 
supporters. . . . For my own part, I am willing to give all 
the time and trouble that can be spared from the House. 

Nothing, however, seems to have been done in 1851, 
and it needed the bitter experience of the first Derby
Disraeli Ministry, which was the target of newspaper 
abuse, and was very inadequately defended in the Press, 
to compel Disraeli and his friends into action. During 
the autumn of their year of office, as we have seen from 
Disrai:lli's correspondence with Lennox, he was in close 
consultation on the subject with Stanley, who wfote in 
September: 'I think we have found a journalist.' This 
appears, from another letter of Stanley's, to have been 
D. 0. Madden, a competent writer who had served on the 
Morning Chronicle, and who became a regular contributor 
to the new journal, though he proved not to be of suffi
cient calibre for the editorship. The circumstances in 
which the Ministry were defeated gave Disrft()li the final 
stimulus. An unprincipled Coalition, whose only com
mon bond was a desire to be revenged on himself, and who 
yet were covered with laudation by the Press, must by 
the Press be 'exposed and defflated. For that purpose, 
as well as to raise the level of Conservative journalism, 
and to propagate his own Tory Democratic ideas, it was 
necessary to have a definite organ; and he began at once 

· to make serious preparations for the new venture. In 
the first months of the New Year he applied to his rich 
friends for support. To Henry Hope, to whom he had 
dedicated Coningsby, he wrote: 'I amthinking of starting 
almost immediately a weekly journal ·of a somewhat 
peculiar character. . . . As the paper, though Tory; is 
ofa very progressive and enlightened design, I can neither 
.ask nor desire general aid from the party, and am forced 
therefore to appeal to private sympathy.' Other friends . 
. with whom he was less intimate, :bisraeli approached by ·· 
circular: 
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Circular about. the Press. 

[? March, 1853.]-The state of the Press as regards our 
party has become .so intolerable that we think of making a 
great effort. to terminate a condition of affairs which exercises 
a very bad influence on our prospects. It seems. that the 
whole ability of the country is arrayed against us, ·and the· 
rising generation is half ashamed of a cause .which would 
seem to have neither wit nor reason to sustain and adorn it. 

Experience has shown that propping up obsole~e organs is · 
a mere waste of energy and capital. We require something 
which will produce as striking and as ·rapid· an -.effect on 
opinion as the A nti-J acobin when it was started by Mr. Canning, 
or the Edinburgh Review when it first rose. ., · 

A plan has been matured which, if carried into effect, might, 
we believe, produce this result, and bring an amount and 
variety of brilliant talent to bear on opinion which has rarely 
been equalled; but it demands not only funds, but consider
able funds, for the launch and the maintenance of the organ 
for the first year. . . 

My friends hav:e requested me confidentially to ascertain 
whether the necessary support can be secured. ·. . 

It is desirable to obtain the amount from as small an area 
as is consistent' with not unduly pressing on any individual..' 
It is recommended that there should be no shares, no annual 
subscription, and no project of refunding. ' 

Some members of the late Cabinet· have largely contributed, 
and I have taken the liberty, after reflection, to lay the circum-. 
stances- before your lordship for'your best consideration .. 

The new journal w~s to be issued weekly, and to be 
called the Press. Sufficient support was obtained to 
make· a beginning. . Samuel Lucas, a distinguished 
Oxford man, who had quitted the Bar for literature arid 
jourha,lism, and was for many years a well-known writer 
.o:ri The Times, was appointed editor, and early in March 
was engaged in collecting his staff; mainly under Dis-. · 
raeli's di:r;ection_: Disraeli proposed to . write regularly 
hirriself, and so did Stanley; Disraeli's brilliant :friends, 
Bulwer Lytton and George Smythe, were immediately 
enlisted. The writers mostly belonged to the :forward 
school, or left wing, of Conservatism.· · Among the con
tributors to the early numbers were Shirley Brooks and 
Tom Taylor, successively editors o:f Punch;· Henry Longue..: 
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ville Mansel, the metaphysician, afterwards appointed, 
on Disraeli's recommendation, Dean of St. Paul's; ·Sir 
James Emer-son Tennent, traveller and author, who had 
held subordinate office in the 1852· Ministry; Lord Maid
stone, who was something of a poet as well as a politician, 
and (wr;te Disraeli) 'full of humour,' afterwards eleventh 
Earl of Winchilsea; Augustus Stafford, recently secretary 
of the Admiralty, who had been one of the ' Young Eng
land ' party ;1 Isaac Butt, the Conservative Home Ruler; 
and a versatile barrister and litterateur, who in later life 
became notorious as counsel for the Tichborne claimant, 
Edward Vaughan Kenealy. Disraeli, whn had a high 
opinion. of Kenealy's abilities, was anxious for his co
operation, and explained his ideas to him in a personal 
interview on April 13. Kenealy wrote an account of 
what passed while it was fresh in his memory.· He found 
Disraeli greatly changed since he had ·last seen him l.n 
1846, and thought him old and thin, restless, and with a 
House of Commons· mannerism . .. 
· ·We plunged at once in medias res. ·He said, from his know-. 
ledge of my great learning, classical tastes, and pl(culiar genius, 
he was led to mention me as one of the confraternity of sup
porters who were to bring out the new weekly paper; that it 
was intended to be highly classical in its style, andquite the 
opposite of the barbaresque styl~ of composition which at 

: present prevails, making the daily newspapers absolutely un
·readable; that· the master-minds of the eighteenth century 
were to be the models, and that a combination of sound 
political philosophy with Aristophanic pleasantry was· what 

·· was most desired; ... that Lord Stanley, of whom he spoke 
highly·as a young man· of solidity and great skill, -and pointed 
hi_m• oU:t as probably a future Prime Minister, arid Smyth~, 
late of Canterbury,:were others. of the brotherhood on. whom 

· . h~ depended. · .. 
The Anti-Jacobin was to be, to a. certain extent, the model; 

and those who, like myself, had political tendencies, wou'id 
· find this one of the best modes @f advancing them. 'Tlte 
Coalition was to be attacked, and the tx;ue·principles of the 

. Tory party. were to be put forward. The. Tories were at 
present a great mass, but destitute of ideas, and the Press. was 
to' furnish them with these. . .. 

1 Seep. 593.. 
42* 
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The political leaders in the new paper are to be first-rate, 
like The Times, .and Canning and Frere would be the models 
for those of lighter nature.1 

Kenealy's connection with the paper, iri spite of Dis
ra,eli's obvious anxiety to ·secure and retain hi~, .. was very. 
short. He wrote several squibs for the first few numbers,' 
but th~n withdrew, as he could not brook any sort of 
editorial control. •·; 

The Press, which was published every Saturday morn~ 
in.g, price sixp{\lnce, was. both a newspaper and a review. 
It contained a shortened report of the Parlia~entary .., 
proceedings (i)f the week, and· many of the familiar news 
featliTes of a daily paper-'--law and police reports, obituary., 
·n{tval and military information, ·ecclesiastical and Uni
versity ·news, Court and fashion intelligence, and the 
latest despatches from foreign capitals-'--as well·as leading 

a'rticles ·on home and .f(i)reign politics, and critical esti
mates of literature and the 'arts. In-size and -sl!ape; it 
resembled the weekly reviews 'of to.:day, such as the 
Spectator; but .it was slightly broader, and had threl. 
columns. instead of two to' a page, except on the two 
cc:~nttal· pages of the. normal· twenty-four, where some 

. ·letter or-poem·or burlesque, to which special importance 
··was attached, wa;s dis'played l.n double (iolll:mn, followed 

by 'the curious facetire and s·quibs which were in fashion 
at th(jl time. The serious :political articles occupied the 
front .and early pages, the -first leading article, which 
.dealt 'with the political situation at the moment, ap-

• pearing as a rult) without a headirig. · · . · · 
i The :first number, which was published on May .7, 
opened with a leading .article on ' Coalition,' whic:P, was 
written by Disraeli himself, and which expla1ned thi3 

8
standpoint of the new journal. ''The state of political 

·"~art1es in Englan<;l at the present moment.' it began, .'is 
very peculiar, and,, with a prosperous and tranquil surface, 
)1ot ~thout considerable danger. The administration of 
.our ·affairs is carried on by a Coalition .of individuals who 

,it'~ have avowedly no. opinions in common, except upon ~· . 
. 1 E. V.· Kenealy's M"emoirs, ch. 7. 
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subject which is no longer a matter of public controversy, 
the principles of our commercial system.' The Coalition 
was based, it was pointed out, not even on a com
promise, but on ' a mere suspension of principle.' The 
Government \ administer affairs, but they represent no 
opinion. The excellence of representative government, 
however, is that it should represent opinion.' This was 
done through party or political connection. But parties 
were now dissolved. ' It is conveniently maintained 
that, in consequence of the abrogation of the protective 
principle in commerce, the distinctive characters of the 
two great parties in the country no longer exist.' This 
absurd tenet was turned into ridicule, and the· article 
concluded in the right, Disraelian spirit: 

Why has the constitutional habit 'of the realm been dis
turbed and discontinued ? Why is the country governed .. 
neitherby the Liberal nor by the Conservative party ? From 
personal and petty causes only. The Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, professing high Conservative opinions, will not;, from 

'"a personal feeling, combine with the leader of the Conserva
tive party in the House of Cominons. The morbid vanity of 
Woburn Abbey must be represented without an interval in 
the royal councils .. The Whigs may perish, but the Duke of 
Bedford must be satisfied. To accomplish these noble ends, 
to gratify a prejudice, and to pander to an oligarch, an austere 
intriguer, without any following in the. country, and without 
any lustre of career, is installed in the high place. Around 
him are clustered a motley crew of statesmen, who, magnani
mously forgetting careers of recrimination, and veiling ~heir 
mutual a version with sinister frankness and affected cordiality, 
devote their heterogeneous energies ·to the service of a per- ' 
plexed Sovereign and an amazed country. 

The most striking feature of the early numbers ?f the 
new fournal was a lively series of 'Letters to the Whigs,' 
signed ' Manitius,' reproaching the leaders of that ·his
toric . party with coalescing with Peelites, Radicals, and 
the Irish Brigade, instead of with those who were more 
nearly allied to them in political opinion, the Con
servative Opposition. These letters, owing both to their 
style and to their sentiments, ha"\l'e been unhesitatingly 
attributed to Disraeli himself by competent critics; by 
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Mr. Walter Sichel, in his suggestive Disraeli, a Study in 
Personality and Ideas, and by Mr. William Hutcheon, in 
his interesting volume of Disraelian by-products, Whigs 
and Wh1:gg1:sm.. Undoubtedly there is internal evidence 
to support .this attribution; but it so happens. that· we . 
have first-hand testimony to the contrary. In the bound 
copy of volume i. of the Press, preserved at Knowsley, 
Stanley, who, after the editor and Disraeli, ·was in the 
best position to know, has entered in his unniista.kable 
·handwriting the names of the contrihQ.tors at the end 
of all the principal articles in the first eleven numbers; 

.· and the ' Letters to the Whigs ' are ascribed in each case 
to Bulwer Lytton.· This brilliant piece of journalism is 
therefore a.feather in Lytton's cap and not in Disraeli's; 
and ' Manilius ' was not putting the curiqus off the scent, 
but correctly indicatmg his .own political position, when 
he described himself as one standing ' somewhat distinct 
from the ordinary relations of party, and aitogether 
remote from the interests of official ambition.' But, as. 
'the 'two men were at the tilne in very close political 
agreement, as similar sentiments to those of ' Manilius ' 
were expressed in Disraeli's speeches during this session, 
as· the letters were given the most prominent place in the 
centre of the paper, and as the copy apparently 'reached 
the editor through Disraeli's hands,· we may confidently 
assume that the ideas were·D:israeli's as well as Lytton's, 
and ·that Disraeli was particularly anxious to impress 

· . them upon the political world. 
The main theine was that the nation was divided 

between two great parties, the supporters of Cobden and 
. Bright and the supporters of Derby and Disraeli, and 
that the Whigs must make their choice. They- must 
realise that their day of power was past, and that they 
cci~d only continue to enjoy that Office, which they 
regarded as their appanage, either by merging themselves 
in the. Radicals or by allying themselves with the Tories. 
'rhe argument indicated a change of attitude towards 
Disraeli's old opponents, the. Venetian oligarchy. But 
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the change had been gradual, and was foreshadowed in a 
letter to Manners nearly seven years before, when Disraeli 
intimated that there must 'ultimately be a fusion between 
the real Whigs and us.' 1 

' Manilius,' speaking for Disraeli as well as for Lytton, 
wished now for a ' manly alliance ' of Whigs and Tories 
' upon the broad understanding that reforms are to 
cement the foundation of monarchy, and not attempt 
the anomalous paradox of uniting democratic institutions 
to a defenceless throne.' This would give the Whigs 
'electoral numbers,' and strengthen 'the liberal disposi-
tion of Lord Derby's partisans ' by giving them what 
they wanted.,-' colleagues experienced in office and elo
quent in debate.' 2 Lytton and Disraeli had penetrated, 
with real insight, into the heart of the political situation; 
and the Whigs would have been driven at that time either 
to merge themselves in the Radicals, orto ally themselves 
openly with the Tories, but for the influence of one domin
ating ·personality. Palmerston,. who rose to the first 
place during the Crimean· War, and ~etained power, with 
one brief interval, till his death, succeeded, by pursuing a 
Conservative policy at home and a Liberal policy abroa0-, 
in combining under his banner Whigs and Radicals with
out any fusion·, and in disarming Conservative opposition. 
When Gladstone took the place of Pa1merston, the dis
integration began, but its progress was delayed owing 
to personal and party antagonism to Disraeli. · After 
Disraeli's death it proceeded apace, till it culminated in. 
the Liberal-Unionist secession of 1886. Consequently 
the Whig houses of Cavendish, Grosvenor, Fitzwilliam, 
Fortescue, Elliot, Dalrymple, Fox, Wood, and many more, 
have formed that ' manly alliance ' with the Tories which 
Disraeli desired. The Russells, the Leveson-Gowers, 
the Petty-Fitzmaurices, and the Greys are divided, but 
in each case the elder branch has left the. Liberal party; · 
only a few, such as the Spencers·; the Harl<Jourts, and 
the Caringtons, remain . in their old party connection, 

1 See above, p. 826. 2 Pre~~s; June 11. 
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and these have ceased to exercise any perceptible Whig 
influence on policy. 

. From Lord Stanley. 
Private. ST. LEONARDS, May. 17, 1853.- I hear [the • 

Press] everywhere well spoken of in·general,.but everywhere 
with one qualification. · They say we are too much of an 
essay, and too littleofa newspaper; tha.t we do.not give a 
sufficient quantity of news, and are rather too exclusively 
political. I have mentioned this to Lucas, but, as you are 
in fact the manager of the machine, I report it to you .... 

Disraeli contributed to all the early issues. Out of the 
eleven numbers where we have Stanley's authorjty to 

. gul.de us, Disraeli wrote the first leading article in ten, 
Stanley taking his place in the issue of July 2. He some
times wrote also a subsidiliry art.lcle, and contributed ·oc
castdnally skits, makl.ng game b£ his political adversaries, 
in the shape of 'Imaginary Conversations of Emine:ht 
l\{en,' or Imaginary Bribery Commissions, with Minis
ters. giving evidence.1 He exerci~ed, moreover, a con-

' tinual supervision over the whole production; but he was 
very careful to keep his newspaper activities a secret. 
Even to Kenealy, one of hiseontributors, he wrote shortly 
before the issue of t~e fiist number, in which the leading 
article ~as from his owh pen: 'I am so very much engaged 
at t~e present moniei~.t that I can only give Mr. Lucas 

1 The following is a complete list of the articles attributed to Disraeli by 
Stanley in the first eleven numbers of the Press": . 

No. 1. Leading article, • Coalition.' 
No. 2. Leading article ; article, • The Budget as a Whole.' 
No. 3. Leading article. · . · 
No. 4. Leading article ; ' Meeting of the Special Commission under the 

New Act to inquire' into the Practices by which Her Majesty's 
MinistJJrs obtained their Present Seats.' 

· No. 5. Leading article ; article, 'Ministerial Finance'; 'Adjourned Meet-
ing of the Special Commission,' etc. ' 

No. 6. Leading article. 
No. -~. Leading article; 'Adjourned Meeting of the Special Commission,.' etc. 
No. 8. Leading article; 'Imaginary Conversations of Eminent Men.' · 

- No. 9. Special News about the Eastern Question. , 
No. 10. Lea!liitg article; 'Special News about the Eastern Question; 

. • Alarming Rumour of the Resignation of Lord Aberdeen.' 
No. 11 .. Leading article ; Memorandum on the· Relations between the 
· Governments of England and France during the Administration of 

. the Earl of Derby. · 
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and his enterprise my good wishes; ' and in the second 
number he criticised his own Budget speech of December 
as, ' in our opinion, much too long, and savouring some
what of the Yankee school of rhetoric.' Lucas wrote to 
Disraeli in March: ' No one will be able to say through 
me, " I know the originators and inspirers of this organ 
to be so-and-so," for I shal] stand firmly and impene
trably between you and the public; ' and in October: 
'I invariably myself destroy your copy.' Stanley also 
was writing constantly for the paper, lengthy reviews of 
serious books, as· w~ll as political articles, and at the 
beginning of the recess, on August 20, asked: ' Does Lucas 
want regular assistance ~ or has he filled up 9ur places 
with other contributors ~· , 

The attack on the Coalition, begun with vigour on the 
first page of the first number; was continued persistently, 
not only in serious articles, but in squibs, burlesques, and 
pasquinades. Disraeli conducted the attack in the main 
himself. His serious writing in his. journal was, as ever, 
vigorpus and effective, if somewhat highly coloured for 
modern taste; but it must be confessed that the savour 
has almost entirely departed from his lighter pieces. The 
following quotations are taken from his leading articles:
' Those ·whom an intrigue has placed ht present power 
represent nothing, and have made up their minct,s to 
nothing '-a charge witli much truth in' it; Aberdeen was 
' qualified to be the Minister of a second-rate German 
State.' 1 ' We live in an age of great events and~ little 
men. The star of England pal~s. . . . Som~thing 
ignominious is impendir;tg.' 2 In the fifth number there 
is a specially pungent article; in which Aberdeen is treated 
in the most merciless fashiqn: 

· His mind, his education, his prejudices, are all of the 
Kremlin school. Now that he is placed in a prominent 
position, and forced to lead English gentlemen, instead of 
glozing and intriguing with foreign diplom.atists, not a night 
passes tha.t his language or his demeanour does not shock and 

1 Press, May 21. 2 Press, July 9. 
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jar upon t.he frank and genial spirit of our British Parliament. 
His manner, arrogant and yet timid-his words, insolent and 
yet ·obscure~ffend even his political supporters. His hesi
tating speech, his contracted sympathies, his sneer, icy as 
Siberia, his sarcasms, drear and barren ·as the Steppes/ are 
all 'characteristic of the ·bureau and the chancery, and not of 
popular and aristocratic assemblies animated by the spirit of 
honour and the pride of gentlemen. · 

If war break out~nd the present prospect is that war .will 
break out-this dread calamity must be placed to the account 
of this man, and. of this man alon'e.2 ; ' · · 

. ' ' 
'rhe Press was started, as this extract reminds us, · ii 

at the· moment when the Eastern ·Question was- begin-' 
riing to assume a menacing aspect; and the' subject, 
treated under Disraeli's direction with s_pecial know
ledge and acumen, soon took the leading place in . its 
columns.8 · 

The principal domestic question of the day, Parlia
mentary Reform, was discussed in a 'liberal spirit. In 
the third· number it was laid down, by Disraeli him
self; that, in regard' to Reform, ' there .are two men ip 
England who occupy intelligil:ile positions, and only two.· 
They are both Liberals, both Reformers, and both· Lan
cashire ni.en; and. these are Lord Derby. and Mr. Bright,' 
Derby's prominent share in the passage of the Great Re
form Act was recalled. Derby was a disciple of progress 
as much as Bright; but Derby's was English progress, in 
the' spirit of the English Constitution and the national 
character, while Bright's was An:ierican··progress, iri tP.e 
spirit of the American Constitution and. ~he Amedcan 
character. Derby would effect change by a wise ·manage
ment oftraditionary influences; Bright by jnearis of a 
tyrant majority. 'Between thes_e tw:o intelligible systems/ . 

. the people of this country must, sooner or 'later, 
choose.' 4 The s~bject was developed in a more con,;·, 
servative sense in July .. 1 The principal depository of 
power should be t4e land--:-the only basis of a free and 

l Disraeli wrote to Lucas on June 3: 'Alter, in the 'leader,·" sarcasms 
meagre and barren as the Steppes " to " sarcasms drear and barren," etc.' 

.· 2 Press, June 4,, , 3 See below, Ch. 15. 4 Pru&, May 21. 
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genuine aristocracy.' 1 ' The possession of land has at all 
times brought with it as much of duty as enjoyment, and 
it is th~ only property in which all men take an interest. 
They willingly accord power, and even privilege, to that 
which, in the very necessity of things, must be held for the 
common good.' 2 These are very' Disraelian sentiments, 
which' constantly recur in his speeches and writings. Later 
in the year Reform was taken up again in a somewhat 
different spirit, the .writer this time being Stanley. The 
idea of. ' representatives of education ' having been dis
cussed and rejected, 'we are,' it was said, 'tbrown back 
upon the stern, simple elements of property and popu
lation.' The conclusion finally arrived at was certainly 

• ' f 

a sweepmg one. 

It is the duty of statesmen .... to bring within the pale 
of the Constitution everyone whose admission cannot be 
proved dangerous. Is this policy, at once conciliatory and 
conservative, practicable ? Can the franchise be placed on 
such a basis as, while giving to intellectual and social ·superi
ority their due weight, to admit all, save the actually hc:mse
less and pauper, to some participation in its privileges ? 
We· do. not positively answer 'Yes';' yet the possibility 
merits inquiry; the object all must acknowledge. to. be good; 
the means may f~irly be discussed hereafter .3 · 

This article, which Disraeli did not see till after publica
tion, somewh_at fluttered orthodox dovecotes. It was· 
called by so whole-hearted a supporter of Disraeli's as. 
Mandeville ' a regular · Radical article.' Mandeville 

. probably made a shrewd guess at the author. 'If our 
party,' he wrote, 'objected to Stanley's pamphlet on 
Church rates, as you know, they will object, and with 
much more reason, to this article on the Franchise.' 
Disraeli no doubt felt his young colleague had gone too 
far, for in the next week's issue. it was suggested that 
the Conservative party should for the present hold aloof, 
and wait to see the Government proposal.4 

1 Press, July 23. 
3 Preas, Nov. 5 .. 

2 Prl!$8, July 30. 
' Press, Nov. 12. 
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-The great difficulty of the fress was, as always with a 
new publication, the financial one. In October it was 
losing £90 a week; hut .Disraeli was ready himself, with 
his wonted disregard of pecuniary considerations, 'to 
spend· from his own very pl.oder-at~J, mear;ts to keep the 
journal afloat. · : , · • / 

From Lord1Stanley. 

' KNOWSLEY, Aug. 24, 1853.-,-... It ,;is all we eould ex
pect-2,000 and upwards in less than three mol'i:ths. If we 
go on to 3,000 in the next three months we ought to be landed. 

Next session will decide the fate of the party_ and that of 
thepaper. · 1- . . , __ . -

Oirculatio'Yir-'-'J!otal Sales : May 7" 807·; July 30, 2,039: " , ' 
Advertisements: May 7, £53 17s,; July30, £;10 ... 
KNowsLJllY, Monday, Oct. 10, 1853.-.. ~ This, then, is 

our position~ Present deficiency; probable but not certain 
solvency at the end of a few months, so far as paying our 
way, ·but .no prospect of getting back from tile profits of the 
pap~r ·any. portion of the_ original outlay; funds exhausted; 
reso'ilrqes fri:nn subscriptions nearly at an end; and yourself, 
as I understand, responsible for the deficit. . . " 

You-and Iat least, and probably some others, are k,now-n. 
to all London as having- been concerned in the affair: and 
our own failure, besides the general injury to th~ party,_ :will 
tend to throw us.back again into the hands ofthe ultras from 
whom we have separated, and who will never receive us 
except with suspicion,_ even if we could join them with satis
faction to ourselves. In other words, if the Press breaks 
down it will be inferred, and. reasonably, that the opinions · 
of the Conservative party are those of the Herald. This 
must not be, if it can be helped. . . . -

· My father ... I have no hope of his helping us in "any 
way .... 

Anything is better than that you should injure your private 
fortune in pushing . party interests. Parties, like nations. 
have no gratitude .. 

To. Philip Rose. 

H{J'GHENDEN, Oct. 30, 1853.-I have completely examined 
the accounts of the Press, which make the matter entirely 
clear to me. · 

Considering all things, and provided energy and judgment 
are now exercised, I think the result may be satisfactory. 
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The weekly expenditure must be 'cut down to £100, which 
in round numbers will be a weekly loss of £50-i.e., £200 per 
month. 

If the whole number printed (say 3,000) be absorbed by a 
real sale, and the advertisements be doubled, the paper 
would then pay; and I think, if an effort be made at the 
meeting of Parliament; we may count on these results when 
it has completed about its twelfth month (May, 1854). 

Our resources must be devoted· to the inner page and the 
staff .. Amateur correspondents may be encouraged, but not 
paid, and all little features, which occasion expenditure, ter
minated. 

The success of the paper will now depend upon its authentic 
intelligence, the spirit of its inner page, and the vigor of its 
leading article. Hitherto it has fought its way, without any 
great policy to advocate; but that will come, and if such a 
time arrives, and finds a journal of this description with a 
prepared sale of 2,000 or 3,000, it may mount to considerable 
position. 

I beg your e~rnest attention to the enclosed. I send also 
a cheque for £1,000 for the Press. 

The sale of the paper slowly increased, and at the 
end~of 1853 was 2,250. It was, however, still run at a 
loss, though Disraeli felt. justified, after a year's experi.., 
ence, in giving a favourable report to the friends who 
had assisted him. The following letter, which is printed 
from a draft among the Be~consfield papers, was probably 
circulated to all who gave financial support: 

To Lord Bath. 
GIWSVENOR GATE, 

March 30, 1854. 

MY DEAR Lon.n,-As you were one of the earliest supporters 
of the Press, I think it may not be uninteresting to you to 
see the result of the effort. 

Its success has justified our best expectations. Launched 
at a moment when the party was disorganised and depressed, 
and not sufficiently encouraged at its commencement, it has 
greatly contributed to the subsequent. rally, very much 
affected opinion, has been referred to in both Houses of 
Parliament, given a tone ahd cue to the country's journals, 
and in ten months secured a genuine sale exceeding tl!at of 
the Spectator and Examiner, which have been established for 
twice as many years. . . 
· ·Nevertheless, the~e is, and must be for some time, a loss 
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upon its production. We must remember that" in this under- " 
taking, as commercial profit is not contemplated, the . most 
expensive article is given at the cheapest rate, and that it 
would require another year before that force of advertise
ments could be obtained which may prevent loss. · · 

His possible to curtail the expenditure, but that would be 
at the cost of progressive influence, and of destroyiJ;lg the 
school of writers which we have with difficulty and by a wise 
liberality created. . . .. 

Very little dependence can be place'd on amateur writing; 
and although one or. two of our friends have done more than 
was ever contemplated, it is as an habitual exertion found 
incompatible with their other duties. ' ' . . 

At the same time it seems to be of great importance to the. 
party, that this organ should be maintained and pushed until 
it is self-supporting, which at its present ratio of increase may 
be counted on in the course of anoth(lr year ! 

Either bec:;1use of the lack of financial success, or be
cause a better :man was available, Disraeli and his friends 
changed their editor at the close of the first year. On 
May II, 1854, Rose wrote to Disraeli: 'Lucas has resigned 
very peaceably ; ' and "it was arranged that he should 
continue to write for the paper. The new editor, David 
Trevena Coulton, had some years previously founded 
and conducted a paper,· the Britannia, with much the· 
same aims and objects as inspired the Press--,-:..to extend 
and popularise the principles of Conservatism; but he had 
retired for seven years from active journalism to a farm 
in Kent, and his only writilfg was done for the Quarterly 
Review. He was a delicate man, and yielded reluctantly 
to the importunities of Disraeli and others; but having 
yielded, he threw himself into the work with great vigour 
and· energy, and three years later (May, I857) died. at his 
post. Disraeli ~conceived, and retained, a· very high 
opinion of hilh. Eight years after his death, he wrote of 

.. him to Rose: ' Coulton was a powerful politica:I writer, 
a true inan of letters, and of signal integrity. He was 
not a hireling, but wrote from conviction, and was always 
animated by a high .sense. of duty. He died in harness, 
writing the besr articles in the Press newspaper, which, 

'· .. '-
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had he lived, would; I think, have been established as a 
powerful organ.' . 

While Lucas was editor, Disraeli seems himself, as 
a rule, to have written the principal leading article. 
Coulton took this labour off Disraeli's shoulders, with
out any loss of inspiration for the paper. He used 
to go, Mr. T. E. Kebbel tells us, to the House of 
Commons on Friday nights, to be primed by Disraeli 
with the latest information and the -freshest argu
ments, and then return to the office to reduce his 
notes into the form- of leading articles. Besides the 
writers already mentioned, the staff included, then or 
subsequently, Richard Holt Hutton, editor of the Econo
mist, afterwards editor of the Spectator; John Robert 
Seeley, author of Ecce Homo and of The Expansion of 
England; F. W. Haydon, Benjamin Haydon's son, who 
acted as subeditor; and Mr. Kebbei,l the sole survivor 2 

of a noteworthy group .. At a still later period the 
paper enjoyed the services of Mortimer Collins~ the 
novelist, and Edward Pember, the Parliamentary counsel. 
In its best days it seem§! to have had a circulation of 
from 3,000 to 3,500-quite a considerable figure for a 
weekly journal at that period, ana one which compared 
favourably with that reached by most of its rivals. 

Down to February, 1856, the communications between 
Disraeli and the editor were constant, and the paper 
evidently closely reflected his views. Subsequently his
interest slackened, and he left its management, alsmg
with other party and personal -matters, to Rose, who 
wrote on October 5, 1857, that the finances of the 
journal were, on the whole, satisfactory. 'The ship is 
therefore afloat. My· chief difficulty now arises from 
occasional insubordination among the crew, which has 
too much Irish material in its composition.'. A few 
months afterwards, on acceding to office in 1858, Disraeli 
sold the paper; and eight years later, in 1866, its brief, 

1 All students of Disraeli are under obligations to Mr. Kebbel for the light 
he has thrown in many published works on Disraeli's ca.reer, and espeCially 
for the admirable 901lection of Selected Speeches. 

l! In 1914, when this was first published. 
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but at first brilliant, career came to an end. It could, 
however, at least boast that it had long survived that 
Coalition which it was its original mission to expose and 
to destroy. 

, The Coalition, in spite of their popularity with the 
country, fared in the early months of 1853 rather in
differently in the House of Commons, where they w~re 
defeated on minor points three times in one week. . But 
their credit was restored by Gladstone's Budget, one. of 
the financial landmarks of the century. Like Disraeli, 
he based himself upon direct taxation, but in a .different 
fashion. He proposed to renew the income tax for seven 
years, gradually diminishing the rate durmg that period, 
with a view to the extinction of the tax .at its close; and, 
like Disraeli, he proposed to extend it to Ireland, and .. to 
incomes of£100 a year. But he constructed an elaborate 
argument to show that it was impossible to correct its 
anomalies' and injustices, and. his authority sufficed for 
more than fifty years to prevent an obviously just dis
tinction being drawn between earned and unearned in
comes. For further direct taxation he proposed a sue~ 
cession duty on land, in addition to the existing legacy 
duty on . personalty; ·-he also prqposed to increase 'the 
Scottish. and Irish spirit duties. By these means, in addi
tion to the large surplus which his predecessor had be
queathed him, Gladstone calculated that he would have 
on the current year over £2,000,000 available for re
missions of taxation .. He took over Disraeli's proposal 
for the gradual remission of the tea duty; he repealed the 
soap duty; lowered the advertisement arid newspaper 
duties; reduced the assessed taxes; and reduced or repealed 
a long lis~ of customs duties. ' By the boldness of his 
scheme, the ingenuity of his argument, and,the·loftiness 
of his tone, the Chancellor of the Exchequer produced a 
great effect on the House and on the country . 

.'We cannot clirtg to the rags and tatters of a protective 
system' had been ·a protestation of Disraeli's earlier in 
the session. 'Accordingly, he rather_ congratulat~d the 

' 
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Chancellor than condemned his Budget ; indeed, he was 
able to boast,1 with considerable justification, that not 
only was there similarity in several details, but that many 
of the principles of Gladstone's Budget were identical 
with those-of his own two Budgets of the previous year.2 

Financial policy had been assimilated with the new com- · 
mercial system; new taxes had been imposed to supply 
the deficiency created by remissions ; . provision had been 
. made f()r dealing with the finances of more than one year .. 
These were all principles which .Disraeli had recommended, · 
but which the combination that overthrew him scoffed at 
arid p.rotested against. But he mainta.ined that there were 
two great blots in the Budget-the renewal of the income 
tax for seven years witJ-.out any mitigation -of the inequali
ties of assessment, and the .injustice shown to the land. 

With regard to the income tax, Disraeli ·shrewdly de
clined to believe in its abolition at the end of seven years 

. or at all. Those who kept their eyes open ·and marked 
the;signs of the times must recognise that the income tax 
would take a perpetual place in the revenue; but, if it 
was to be a permanent item in our finance, it ought not 
to be extended to new classes and countries· without an 
attempt to mitigate its injustices and inequalities. With 
regard to the land, he pointed out that it was proposed 
to leave "the m,alt tax unmodified while the tea duty was 
reduced, and at the. same time' to increase the burdens 
'on land by a succession duty. The Budget thus aggra~ 
vated the p:uessure of indirect taxation upon the British 
producer, while it imposed a fresh direct tax on the pos
sessor of the soil; yet when those interested in the land 
complained, they were met with taunts and jeers-told 
they must take this measure or they would get worse. 

Disraeli hoped the old feud between town·and country 
was over; there was no longer any difference of materia;!, 
interests between them. The greatness of the country 
consisted in its national character created by its institu-

.1 May 2. 
2 'The Budget as a whole is a caricature and exaggeration of Mr. Disraeli's . 

financial projects and speeches' (Disraeli in the Press, May 14). 
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tions, which had their root in the soil. The owuers of 
the soilwere no exclusive class; why,. then; this hostility 
to the land ~ · Should the representatives of the toWnf? 
remain still alienated from the agricultural interest, and 
' proceed in their illusory progress, they may perhaps 
arrive at the goal which they contemplate, they ·may 

.· perhaps achieve the object they have set before .them;' but 
I believe they will be greatly disappointed in the result, 
and they wili find they have changed a first-rate kingdom 
for a second-rate republic.'· This was a phrase that Dis
raeli had used before, and expressed his strong conviction 
of the tendency· of the Manchester School. So long as\ 
Palmerston and Russell'were the leading figures in Liberal 
politics, this tendency was checked; but under Gladstone 
it had for. some years free scope, and the influence of 
Great Britaiidnthe councils of the world suffered a steady 

· and lamentable decline, till it was restored' by Disraeli 
·himself in his great Government. <; • · 

.The principal. features of. the Budget. were carried by 
majorities of se~enty, and it went through with· compara
tively little change. One change. Disraeli was· largely 
concerned in effecting. Before the Budget was intro
duced, Milner Gibson had proposed, and With Disraeli's 
aid had carried. against the Government, a. resolution. for 
the repeal of the 'advertisement duty. Gladstone only 
proposed to reduce it_;, but he was forced in Committee to 
accept the decision of the House against it. Disraeli'had 
before protested a,gainst taxes on knowledge, and he told · 

_ the House that the repeal of the advertisement duty had 
been decided on .iri principle by the Derby Government, 
and only abandoned owing to the increase in expenditure. 
,The Budget of 1853 was one. of many evidences of the 

· incurable optimism which permitted the' Coalitio~ to fuift 
in to war. It postulated continuity of financiaJ policy, 
neither fresh remissions of taxation nor fresh additions 
to expenditure, and,· above all, peace. With the ·coming 
of war the gradual diminution and final extinction of the 

·-income tax went by the board, and there was no <>ppor· 
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tunity for financial schemes on a large scale till Gladstone 
returned tci the Exchequer in 1859. 

Distinctions which he valued came to Disraeli this 
year. He presided in May over the anniversary of the 
Royal Literary Fund, and was warmly welcomed by his 
brother craftsmen. He told them that literature and 
politics were like.night and morning; each had its alluring 
charm and dazzling attributes, and he declined to give 
a decision in favour of either. The appreciation of gener
ous youth· was even dearer to him than that of men of 
letters, and he had it in full meas1u:e from the Oxford 
undergraduates in June. Derby had succeeded the Duke 
of Wellington as Chancellor of the University, and he 
included Disraeli in the list of his recommendations of 
distinguished men for honorary degrees at his installa
tion. 'We shall have to run the gauntlet .of the public 
opinion of. the undergraduates,' Derby ·wrote to him, 
adding, 'I do not think, however, that we have much to 
apprehend on that score.' · 

In spite of Derby's assurance, there is ground for think
ing that Disraeli was nervous ·about his reception; but 
he found himself, as The Times said, 'the lion of· the 
solemnity,' even though persons so considerable as Derby 
himself, Macaulay, Gladstone, Bishop Wilberforce, Grote, 
Bulwer Lytton, Aytoun, Samuel Warren, and ·Judge 
Haliburton, were present. Never before, except perhaps '· 
when the Duke of Wellington was installed, was there such · 
an enthusiastic welcome in the Sheldonian Theatre as on 
his appearance. Pale, stoical, and impassive, save that 
his lips slightly quivered, he walked up to the Chancellor, 
while the theatre was ringing with· plaudits ; and, in 
answer to the formal question, Placet-ne vobis, Domini? 
the· undergraduates in the gallery 'shouted, .M axime 
placet! Immense placet I Fraser noted that after, 'with 
a considerable lighting up of his face/ he had moved to his -
seat, he looked with his eyeglass along 'the ladies' gallery, 
caught sight ·of his wife, and kissed his hand to her. 
Further evidence of his popularity was given after· a 
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Christ Church banquet to Derby which he attended. . The 
undergraduates assembled in Tom quadrangle, in. spite 
of the rain, to cheer ' Dizzy ' .as he left the hall, and 
escorted him to the gate with what is .described as a 
'spontaneous shout of enthusiasm.' 'Gentlemen,' he 
said, ' within these classic walls i dare riot presume to 
attempt to thank you ! but, believe this, never will I 
forget your generous kindness.' 

At this period Disraeli -wanted aU the sympathy 
of his admirers, for the India . Bill, now the principal 
measure before Parliament; brought out into the open 
the dissatisfaction of many of his· followers. The 
Government of India at that period rested with thr~e 
powers: the Governor-General in India; and at home 
the Court of Directors of the East _India Company on 

. the one . hang, and on the other the Board of Control, 
· a department· of · the ·British Administration with a 
Cabinet Minister, the President, at its head. It was a 
compromise between Company Government and Cabinet 
Government, in which the. Cabinet had the last word, 
and, in its present form, it dated from 1833. The Act in 
operation expired in 1854, and had to be either renewed 
for a term or altered. · Disraeli's experience, on a Com
mittee of the House. of Commons which had investigated 
the system of Indian Gov,ernment, had convinced him 
that-this complicated arrangement ought not to continue, 
and that the time had come for more direct assumption of 
authority by the Crown and Parliament. Ministers prO
posed, however, substantially to prolong the present 
arrangement with modifications in the Court of Directors, 
introducing, indeed, at the same time the important 

· ·prindple of unlimited competition for Indian appoint
ments, and thus obtaining the warm commendation of 
Macaulay. The Bill did not at all satisfy Bright, who 
was the principal advocate of radical change in the Indian 
Governm~nt, and. who desired to have Indian affairs 
continuously subject to· the interference o£ Parliament. 
Disraeli, while not prepared to go so .far as the Manchester 
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School, was opposed to passing in a hurry, at the end of 
. a session, a Bill which perpetuated most of the anomalies 
of the existing system ;1 and under his influence Stanley 
put down an amendment to the second reading, recom
mending delay and reconsideration with a view to the 
attainment of a final and permanent settlement. 

From Lord Derby. 

ST. JAMES's SQUARE, June 20, 1853.-I am sorry to say 
that I find among our own friends a great division of opinion 
on the subject of Stanley's motion on Thursday, and an 
amount of discontent which requires very careful handling to 
prevent its breaking out into open mutiny in the camp. 
Tom Baring's2 opinion we knew before. Henley has to-day 
been with me, and reports, as his own view as well as that of 
Herries, that it is not desirable to interfere to prevent legisla
tion in the present Session; and I have received a message 
from Lonsdale that the members on whom he exercises some 
influence have a strong feeling on the subject, as I was aware 
that he had himself. I have begged that all will attend the 
meeting to-morrow; but to me it is abundantly clear that we 
have no chance of carrying with us anything like the united 
strength of our party, and that I must be very guarded in 
the language which I hold. . 

I should not do my duty by you and by the party if I did 
not frankly express to you my opinion that a considerable 
portion of the dissatisfaction which has shown itself is at
tributable to an uneasy feeling among our Conservative 
friends as to a supposed understanding, and to a certain 
extent combination, between yourself and the Manchester 
School; and to an apprehension that under the cover of delay 
there may be sought to be introduced changes very agreeable 
to that sort of gentlemen, but not reconcilable with the safe 
administration of our Empire in India; and they are un· 
willing, apparently, to unite with men of wl;10se intentions 
they entertain no favourable view, for the purpose of over-

t An article in the Press, July 9, .on ''l'he Crown or the Company,' 
expressed Disraeli's view; it was written by Stanley. 'A feeble 
despotism is a political impossibility. . . . The question is not between 
bureaucracy and representative government; it is between bureaucracy 
ably conducted, openly acknowledged, answerable for its a.cts to l'arlia
ment; and bureaucracy which excludes ability, disavows responsibility, 
works in the dl)ork, and, receiving no ostensible pay, pays itself (with 
permission of the authorities) in the corrupt use of patronage. Which of 
these two is the preferable alternative T or, rather, which of these two is 
the lesser evil ? ' · 

~ Ba.ring had been the chairman of the Indian Committee. 
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throwing the ,Government. I confess that I share this latter 
feeling, and should .be sorry to see the Administration. dis-

. placed by a vote produced by a junction of the most con
flicting elements, when the means of forming a new Govern
ment are not very obvious, and when the country is involved 
in very serious external difficulties. 

I ought to add, speaking with entire unreserve, that the 
impression which I have mentioned of your understanding 
with Bright and Co. has been heightened, and the discontent 
of our supporters in the Hou~;Je of Commons aggravated, by 
the friendly terms in which you spoke of Keogh the other 
night, and by your abstaining from throwing a shield over 
Naas, who was placed in du·ect collision with him.1 I have 
also heard strong comments on the fact of your having left 

. the -House the other night just ·before the divisiol). on the 
·ballot, and i1pon your absence from any of the divisions or 

• discussions which have taken place oi}. the succession-duty. 
· In short; I ca.nnot conceal it from you that there is reported 

to ine to be a growing fear, and the Government Press does 
its utmost to. keep up the O!)inion; that· you are gradually 
withdrawing yourself more and more from the Conservative 
portion of our supporters, and seeking .alliances in quarters 
with which ·neither they nor I can recognise any bond of · 
union. And ·I think it is to this feeling more than anything 
else that is to be attributed the division which at present 
prevails, and which I am confident wl.ll manifest ·itself to
morrow. If it does; as I expect it will, my language must 

· be that of stating inyown yiews, but not urging them strongly 
in a party sense. I see no other mode of escaping a signal 
defeat; in' the most mortifying way,- by the defection of our 
own followers'-the result of. which would be not only the 
present strengthei-iing of a Cabinet which has no elements of 
strength in itself, but the permanent disruption of our pa.rty 
in the ·House of Commons. ·Personally, I should look on this 
result with great indifference; but I think it would be unfor
tunate for the country, and therefore I have not shrun-k from 
pointing out to you the nature and the causes of the danger 
which I see; and I trust that, _in opening to you my 'Whole 
mind, I have not done it in a way to cause you personal pain, 
though I know that I must have given you some annoyance. 
Can you call here at eleven to-morrow to talk it over ? 

' Disraeli was not to be mo~ed from his course· either 
by Derby's representations or by the grumbles of his 
party. His imagination, like Burke's, had.been power-

· 1 Disraeli, as leader of the Opposition, had endeavoured .to smooth over 
and compose a bitter_persona.l dispute, instead of being content to espouse 
his late colleague's side. 
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fully affected by India, and he was resolved to do his best 
to make his countrymen realize their responsibilities 

. towards their Eastern Empire. He told the House 
frankly that he had the misfortune to differ on this 
question from many of his political friends for whom he 
entertained; not only great respect, but personal regard; 
but he could not approve a measure continuing a system 
of Government for India which was cumbrous, divided, 
tardy, and deficient in clear and complete responsibility. 
The Constitution established in 1833 had failed, because 
there were the same complaints in 1853 as there had been 
in 1833-' constant wars; constant deficits; no education; 
few public works; maladministration of justice.' The small 
alterations which the Bill made he ridiculed. The exist
ing Court of Directors,-numbering thirty, was to choose 
fifteen of its own number to be the future directors. The 
proposal reminded Disraeli of a subject in which the 
Indian Government had greatly distinguished itself-the 
putting down of Jhuggee. 

The House, I am sure, knows what a Thug is. A Thug is 
a person of very gentlemanlike, even fascinating manners. 
He courts yolir acquaintance, he dines with you, he drinks 
with you, he smokes with you; he not only shares your 
pleasures, but even your pursuits. Whatever you wish done, 
he is always ready to perform it. He is the companion of 
your life, and probably a member of the direction of the same 
joint-stock company; but at the very moment when he has 
gained your entire confidence, at the very moment when you 
are, as it were, reposing on the bosom of his friendship, the 
mission of the Thug is fulfilled, and you cease to exist. I 
confess I shall be curious to see who are th~ fifteen Thugs. I 
want to know who will be the first innocent victim to be 
selected. 

The speech, of which Lady Waldegrave (n¢e Braham), 
who was in the Ladies' Gallery, said that it made her 
proud of her .race, contained other characteristic passages. 
He said that no one had defended the Bill (though many 
were not going to vote for the amendment) who was not 
in office; there was Macaulay, to be sure, but he ought to 
have been in office.. ]\1acaulay's speech was 'one of those 
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bursts of conversation which would have_ charmed the 
breakfast or cheered the. dinner table.' With regard- to· 
the proposal to have an Indian Budget in the House of. 
Commons, Disraeli uttered a prophecy which has been 
amply fulfilled : · 

Is anything more dreary than a financial statement? 
What is it that at all excites attention, but the desire to 
know how much we are. going to receive, how much we are 
going to ,pay? But we are to have au Indian Budget when 
we ca~ receive nothing, and cannot control the expenditure. 
The powers of the Government to maintain. a House are 
remarkable_, but I think that their House-collecting, or House
containing, powers will be taxed to the utmost on the night 
when the Indian Budget . . ; is coming .on. 

The Governm~nt had invited attention to the state of 
the Neat and Far East as a reason-for .haste. It was said· 
'that Austria was in a state of uncontrolled fanaticism.:_ 
that the position of the Turkish Empire was most perilous 
and critic~L . ~ . I was very sorry to hear that the 
Coalition had brought things to such a pa,ss in the Levant .. 
But I have heard it laid down as a rule of law that no man 
has a right to take advantage of .J-Jis own wrong, aiid it is 
no argument for misgoverning India that you have niis+,. 
governed your foreign affairs.' He thought the Govern-· 
ment might very well have suggested· delay themselves;· 
they had only been in office a few months, and had had 
inuch elseto do. But .. Disraeli's ~rguments had no effect 
on Ministers, who merely made game of the divisions of 
the Opposition. He was supported by only 140 votes in 
the lobby, against 322, and the Bill was carried. The form 
of Government thus es~ablished lasted only five years. 
The Indian Mutiny came in l857,,to show that Disraeli's 
pessimism was better justified than-the official optimism; 
and in 1858 Disraeli, as Leader-.of the House, presided over 
the transference of India from the Company to the Crown, 
thus effecting himself that complete change which he had 
pronounced in opposition to be necessary. 

Disraeli was educating his party, but the momentary 
effect was to th:row their.affairs into mo:re confusion than 
ever. · T!t-e success of Gladstone's Budget had placed the 
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Government in a much stronger position, and the blunders 
. of Coalition diplomacy in the Eastern, Question were as 
yet either not known or not realised to be blunders. 
Accordingly the session ended favourably f()r the Go;vern
ment, and badly for their opponents. Parties in opposi
tion have a tendency to fall foul of their leaders. One 
section of the Conservatives appealed to Lonsdale to help 
to depose Disraeli, laying great stress on the Liberal votes 
that had been given by his friend Stanley. Pakington, 
who had apparently not been admitted to Disraeli's 
councils in opposition, was suggested as a possible suc
cessor. Many Conservatives looked to Palmerston, who 
was supposed to be uncomfortable under Aberdeen, as. 
their future leader. There were others who held, as Rose 
wrote to Disraeli, that nothing could be done while Derby 
remained leader, and that many of the Whigs, who would 
never join Derby, would- be content to follow Disraeli. 
Malmesbury wrote to Derby, September 8: 'I believe 
nothing can rally us but the greatest personal exertions 
on your part in seeing and talking over individuals who 
possess influepce over sections of the House of Commons; 

. in coming to a clear understanding with Disraeli respecting 
his language and conduct, and insisting on his riding to 
orders; and, lastly, in laying before the party (as far as 
it can be d_one) a programme of our plan for the Session.' 
Malmesbury apparently had rallied to Derby's views, and 
deserted Disraeli and Stanley, with whom he was work
ing in the spring, and whom he had helped to found the 
Press. 

- From Lord Malmesbury. 

·AcRNACARRY, FoRT WILLIAM, Sept. 18, 1853.-... When 
Protection went by the board we were lighter by a heavy 
spar, but that spar was our mainmast. We brought a new 
army into the field, one-half of which were recruits, or fine
weather soldiers, and the army was defeated in our first 
pitched battle. We, the leaders, then ran away, and in our 
flight and subsequent retreats and skirmishes we have only 

. found the old guard firm-namely, those men who had fought 
with us for five years. P.ut them at 150, and you have got 
all you can trust to. 
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- -
Disraeli was not seriously dispirited. He- wrote to 

Ferrand at the b,eginning' ·of the vacation: ' Politics are
quite dead, and the chicken-hearted are all· despairing; 
but r am an orthodox believer in the resurrection of the 
facti~ns, and ~m_too old a stager ever to give up the game.' 

With the end of the session came the retirement of an 
old colleague, Herries, and the election to Parliament for 
Stamford in his place of one who was to be the severest of 
Disraeli's Tory critics and the intimate ally and successor 
of Beaconsfield: In making the announcement, Herries 
wrote: ' I understand that Lord Robert Cecil will be a 
valuable accession to the _Conservative party in the House 
of Commons.' ,,......_ 

' '(' •: 
To John Cluirles Herries. 

- "-; 
Aug. II, 1853.-I received your letter of the 8th inst., · 

and read it not without emotion. _The close of a -public 
career so honorable and distinguisb,ed and of such duration as 
your own is an incident which must interest all your friends, 
and must touch more nearly those who have had, however 
adverse the circumstances, the honor of being your colleagues. 
_ I confess I am not surprised at your determination. Nothing 
can be more unsatisfactory than the condition of the Tory 
party. It is, perhaps, the necessary result of a·false position; 
but whatever the cause, the consequence is certain, and your 
successor may well be a young man, if he aspires to witness 

· the triumph of his confederation. --
Lord Derby had not prepared me for your communication. 

Goodwood and the gout have prevented my seeing him' of
late. . . . I trust that repose and the resources of the 
beautiful scene to which you have retired will renovate your 
health and insure you many y~ars of enjoyment and honor. 

The new member for Stamford made his maiden speech 
against the Oxford University Bill in the next session. It 
was praised by Gladstone in the House of Commons, -and by 
:Qisraeli in a letter to his late colleague, Lord Robert Cecil's · 
father. ·'I have no hesitation,'-Disraeli wrote, 'iii saying 
that if he will work-,-and he has_ a working look~I will 
soon· inake a man of him.' . 'It is a very great satisfac
tiqn to' me,' Salisbury replie~, 'that Robert.'s:first attempt 
has met with ~your approbation. ,I am afraid that your_ 
.praise may pea little increased by the friendship which I 
hope you entertain for his father.' 



CHAPTER XV .. 

'A COALITION WAR.' 

1853-1855. 

Disraeli had no responsibility for the Crimean War. 
He was in office neither during the diplomatic negotia
tions which led up to it, nor.dur!ng any part of its actual 
progress; and he 

0 
always maintained that 

0 

the war 
was the disastrous result of a. Coalition hi which two 
opposed principles of foreign policy were struggling for 
ascendancy, and that it would never have happened 
but for the defeat of the Derby J.'finistry. 'We are as a 
people fond of facts,' wrote the Press under his inspiration 
on September 24, 1853, ' and this one fact is too significant 

. to be passed by unnoticed. The formation of the Aber~ 
deen Ministry was the signal for theCa binet of St. Peters
burg to comme:nce. its· attack on the independence of the 
Porte.' Nearly twenty years afterwards, in a speech at 
Mancheste1} he repeated his view in the most categorical 
terms: 

The Crimean War need never have occurred. . . . There 
. was not the slightest chance of a Crimean War when-we retired 
from offi\)e; but the Emperor of Russia, believing that the 
successor of Lord Derby was no enemy to Russian aggression 
in the East, commenced those pl'oceedings with the result of 
which you. are familiar. I speak of ~hat I know-not of 
what I believe, but of what I have evidence in my possession 
to prove-that the Crimean \far would never have happened 
if Lord Derby had remained in office. 

We may accept Disraeli's hypothesis, -wit_hout being 
able to understand what evidence could have absolutely 

-proved it. It is at least certain that the Derby Ministry 
spoke with one voice in f<?reigh policy, and the Aberdeen 

1 April 3, 1872. 

I. 1333 43 
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Ministrywith two; and.that by the change of Govern.,
ment the close un<j,e,rstanding with France, which was then 
the necessary. {m3liininary to a firm policy in the Near 
East,l was placed in jeopardy, only to be restqred after 
serious delay. Clare!ldon, Aberdeen's Foreign Minister 
after R_ussell's retirement from the post, told Greville 
over and over again, in the spring and summer of 1853, of 
thegreat difficulties of his task in the Cabinet, ' standing . 
between and mediating· betweenfAberdeen and Palmer
stan, whose ancient and habitual ideas of foreign policy 
~re brought _by this business- n:;_to·.~i.:ntagonism ... '_. Jle 
is( 'therefore obliged,' was Grevill~'s comment, 'to talp3 
a great deaf upon himself, in order to,pr¢vent any Gol-, 
lision. between Pahtierston and Aberdeen.' z. As,Aber.:: 
d~e:O: \V:as' Ptiri:ie' Mhiister, and Palm~rston 1

had b~e-n 
- reiegate!fto the 'ij()ine :O~pattllleflt, _what ~onder -~h"i£ t_h~ 
Empe_ror ~ichol!!>S shoUld' hlOl,Ve !'!Upposeq ,th!tt:iAberd()~ll 
woyl,d guide E:figlish __ policy; and,.should,_hat:e 'p,ushe4 
for:Ward with_,confidence, oJ:!].y to .find,~ha{;,::aft<i a:l1. _thE( 
resolv~-(}ft~e E}nglish:Iieople was e4pr~sse~ by ,P~,tJmerston,· _ 
and not"by_Aberdeen ~- . . : ; _ . -~ . .- , ~,' ': 

. As Disrl'l:e~i ~-~d- no res.p<?I_l~ibUity, his- biographe~ )~ 
.. spared the. t~sk of_ repeat~ng, ti~y~ iii the 'brie~e!'!t ?utJ1ne1 

a' familiar story::. -·There WitS !t" secular quarrel };>~tween 
Latin ana Greek monks. about the gilardianship>~f'tiie ·. 
Holy Sepulchre and the other Sacred Places in Palestine. 

' One Church relied on ·France, the other on Russia, while . 
Turkey was the Sovereign of the country. France ruer~nt -
:J:.o11i!'! Napoleon, whowa!'! on .b.is probation; Russia mean~ 
.the Emperor _Nicholas,.- who. thought the ' Sick_· Man ~· 
was near· to ·dissolution.' Louis Napoleon, anxious to 
gain ·a: reputation' b~th for- C~tholic -zea~ and for po~ei,', · 
obtamed froin Turkey P,y .pressure certain .privil.eges'J<>r. 

' the Latin Church_ in_ t}le way of keys to the Holy Plac!3s . 
. Tliis -.was bitterly. _resent~d-:bY Nicholas;, i,rho'. de~pised 
Napoleon III? as ~n,upstart, aJ:id who took very seriously 

1 ~ E~gland al!.d F.'r!J.rice ar~ the two polic~men of Europe, and theyca~-
always keep the peac'e.'-Disraeli in' the Press; May 28. · · · 

2_ Greville, under date June 22, 18{>3.;. · · 
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his own headship of the Greek Church. He sent Pririce 
Menschikoff ii:t the spring to Constantinople, ostensibly 
to demand a satisfactory settlement in regard to the Holy 
Places; hut it1 fact to extort from the Porte an engagement 
to give Russia the definite protectorate of the Christians 
in Turkey, and thus to bring Turkey under Russian 
control. He would not believe that Ab¢rdeen ·could 
possibly push resistance to such a policy to the point of 
war; and Aberdeen and Clarendon; on their part, accepted 
the Emperor's assurances, through his Ambassador, 
Brunnow, that he had no hostile or sinister intentions, and 
that Menschikoff's mission was of a very limited scope. 
Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, British Ambassador at Con
stantinople; understood Nicholas better.· His authority 
with the Porte was exceptional, and under his influence 
the question of the Holy Places was isolated and a settle
ment readily arranged, but the Russian demand for a 
protectorate was rejected. Menschikoff left Constanti~ 
nople towards the end of May; and Nicholas sent his 
troops across the Pruth; and occupied the principalities 
of Moldavia and Wallachia1 early in July, declaring that 
this was not an act of wa:r, but merely in order to obtain 
secu:rity £or the Sult81n's compliance with his views. 
Clarendon's Mn:fidence in the Emperor was now shaken, 
and he inclined to Palmerston rather than to Aberdeen. 
The English and French fleets came up to Besika Bay,· 
just outside the Straits, to support the Sultan, France ' 
being more forward in aggressive movement than Eng-
land. · 

Public feeling, however, was rising in England. British 
policy had been for some time, on the one hand, to 
support the integrity and independence of the Turkish 
Empire, as a necessary make-weight in Eastern Europe; 
but, on the other hand, to press for internal reforms and 
better t:reatment of the subject Christian races. The two 
aspects of British . policy, the. first represented at this 
time by Palmerston, and the second by Aberdeen, have 

i Now united into independent Rumrunia; then under the suzerainty of 
the Sultan. 
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not :always been easily reconcilable. But· in this case 
there was a justifiable doubt whether any benefit what
ever would accrue to the Christian inhabitants of the 
Balkan provinces by exchanging the yoke of a. Moham
med~n: Sultan for that of the Christian ruler of· an empire 
it~EM oyly slowly emerging from primitive conditions, and 
with its society still on a servile basis. The policy, which 
has since proved fruitful and successful, of encouraging 
on the Danube and in. the Balkans the creation of Chris
tian States independent both of Russia and of Turkey, was 
quite impracticable. till after Russian ambitions had been 
curbed. 'l'he fundamenta,l principle of British foreign 
policy seemed to be challenged by Nicholas's aggressive 
tendencies and his commanding influence in the councils 
of the German Powers, coupled with Russia's apparently 
inexhaustible resources-the principle, namely, that 

·England could not; with due regard to her own safetyl 
permit any single Power absolutely to dominate the 
Continent of Europe. In bringing, or: appearing to bring, 
diplomatic pressure to bear on·Russia, Austria arid Prussia 
were ready to unite with France and England; and, with 
a view to peace,· the four Powers drafted at Vienna . a 
note to be addressed by Turkey to Russia, which might 
placate the latter without endangering the interests of 
the former. Maladroitly, they only secured the assent 

·of. Russia, and not that of Turkey, to the note; and it was 
discovered that Rus~ia meant to construe it in such a way 
as to give her that protectorate over Christians in Turkey 
which she demanded. Turkey sent an ultimatum requiring 
the evacuation of the principalities, and on its rejection 
by Russia war broke out· between these two Powers. 
The English and French fleets came through. the Dar
danelles to Constantinople, and on November .30 the 
Russian fleet attacked and destroyed the Turkish in 
Sinope Harbour: · After the indignation caused in 
England by, this achievement; there ·was little hope of 
keeping out of the war. 

Throughout the session Ministers deprecated debate, 
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and put off questioners by reassuring replies, minimising 
Menschikoff's mission and the ominous proceedings. of 
Russia. Disraeli contented himself with asking questions, 
though he viewed the diplomacy of Ministers with ever- . 
increasing distrust, and exposed, through the Press, their 
hesitations and inconsistencies. 'The gravity of the situa
tion was insisted upon from the third number1 onwards, 
_and the Ministers responsible forthe failures of our diplo
macy were mercilessly scourged. The violence of Dis
raelrs attacks on Aberdeen in the Press may surprise 
those who have learnt, owing to the publication of con
temporary memoirs and. correspondence, how many high 
qualities Aberdeen concealed under a repellent exterior, 
.and how greatly he was esteemed by those admitted to 
his confidence. But he had not the qualities necessary 
for the Prime Minister of a Coalition in a troubled time. 
He had, 'indeed, the patience to suffer discordant col
leagues even to a:n extreme degree, but riot the vigour to 
dominate them; and he was so self-sacrificing as to 
remain in office to carry out a policy which he abhorred 
and had unsuccessfully resisted. Moreover, owing to a 
bad Parliamentary m'anner, he had no personal hold on 
Parliament-a strange position for a Prime Minister 

· under a Parliamentary Constitution. 

Lord Aberdeen seems paralysed with the responsibility of 
action, and Lord Clarendon only whimpers and wrings his 
hands .... ' · The curse of ' antiquated imbecility ' has fallen, 
in all its fulness, on Lord Aberdeen. His temper, naturally 
morose, has become· licentiously peevish. Crossed in his 
Cabinet, he insults the House of Lords, and plagues the most 
eminent.of his colleagues with the crabbed malice of a maunderc 
ing witch !2 

In the seventh number Disraeli gave a yimely warning: 

W:e are on the eveof grea~ events; and it is just as well that 
the people of this country should be prepared for their occur
rence: . . . A single blunder in the conduct of our foreign 
affairs may cost :us as much. as a series of bad harvests .. ~ . : 

The ·designs of Russia arc to be resisted by a vigilant and 
skilful diplomacy, resting on an assured basis of ma,terial 

1 Press, May 21. 11 Press, June ll; 
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' . ... ' 

power; nor is ·there, in general, a11y fear of Russia attemptiug 
to advance those projects which Br~tish policy deems so 
dangerous, ex;cept at periods when she finds our diplomacy 
napping, and the administration of our affairs in the hands of . 

·· incompetent persons;l · 
. , After the· event the Foreign Secretary himself realised 

how well-founded was this line of criticism.· Ciarendan 
wrote' to Aberdeen on November 4 that the point af 
danger then reached might have been avoided _by firm 
language and decided action at the outset.2 When 
the Russians crossec:l the Pruth, Disraeli in the Press 
summed up the futile proc~edings of four months thus: 

We have had ... stout declarations by Minls~rs in both 
Houses of Parliament; bold notices of motions· given and 
wit'hdrftwn by docile members of the same; we -have had both 
the English and the French Cabinets nearly broken up, and 
the 'l;'urkish Cabin~t quite .changed; we have. had endless 
despatches, pr<:>tests, ultimatums, proclamations; notes, part-· 
ing, explanatory, and circular; orders for admirals to act and 
to be inert; combined. fleets and contradictory allies ;~and 
what have we done? Why, we )lave reco.ijlme11ded the Sultan 
not to consider the invasion of his dominions by a foreign 
army as a casus belli, A casus belli?- Why, it is no longer 
a question wheth~r it is a case for war; it is war, andw\tr. the 
most triumphant and successful.3 

.. ·. . · ·· 

Disraeli, it is not surprising, thought the time .for debate .· 
had now arrived, and on July 13 he pressed on Russell 
to give a day for a motion which Layard had had for some 

. time on the paper. In this reasonable request, Greville; 
whose pages teem with Clarendon's confessions,. never:., 
theless ·()oulq see not)ling but wanto11 misohief-making .. 
Russell pleaded successfully the Vienna negotiations as a 
reason for further postponement; and no regular discus:. 
sion took place in the House of Commons until the eve 
of prorogation in the middle of August, nor did Disraeli 
himself speak even then. But his feelings and judgment 
throughout were with the Palmerston section o~ the 
Cabi!J.et. He and the . Opposition leaders gmierally 
realised the meaning o~ the Menschikoft mission, to which 

1 Press, June 18. 
a Press, July 16. 

2 Maxwell's Clarendon, vol. ii., p. 8. 
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Clarendon and Aberdeen were blind. 'A palsied hand,' 
wrote the Press on Seutember 3, ' was fumbling with the 
reins of empire.' Malmesbury's policy was expressed 
laconically on September 18: 'To stop the modern Attila 
is a great and sound game.' Disraeli agreed that Nicholas 
must be stopped, but he did not regard him as a Hun. 
In 1849 he had described him in Parliament as 'a man 
of intellectual,p,ower who had upon the whole exercised 
his influence with a due regard to his duties, and was in 
advance of the people he governed '; and he always held 
similar language, in the Press as well as in the House of 
Cotttmons. 

To Lord Londonderry. 
Confidential. HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 26, 1853. -

Altho' we may differ ori Russian politics, we do not differ as 
to the abilities of the Czat: What is occurring is what I 
foresaw and mentioned, tho' it is occurring under aggravated 
circumstances of British incapacity. Such conduct as that 
of the English Government· cannot, however, be accounted for 
by mere want of ability. It is one of the inev]~able conse
quences of a coalition between statesmen of totally different 
systems. . . . 

I,do not agree with you aboutNapoleoi:J.. Altho' personally, 
from the first, he was disinclined to war, he has behaved 
towards us most honorably. True it is, that Drouyn de 
Lhuys and Walewski were both of them warlike, but hewould 
soon have thrown them over, had he wished to have left us 
in the lurch. · Against his own feelings and immediate interests 
he was prepared to act, for the sake of the English alliance ; 
but the conduct of our Government to him has been so incon
sistent, and often so mistrustful, that we have absolutely 
encouraged him to leave us in the lurch. ·· . . . 

As far as I hear, whether it be at St. Petersburg otat Paris, 
it ends by all agreeing that Aberdeen is not up to the mark. 
What will come of it, I pretend not to predict, but that there 
are dissensions il1. our Cabinet is,'! think, evident. 

Your 'strong :Oerbyite friend.; must have been indulging 
in 'a little romance.1 Statesmen d<:J not much meddle with 
politics in September, and my despatches fro:m Knowsley 
have only taken the shape of haunches of venison; but I don't 
think the present aspect <:Jf affairs is exactly one to induce a 

i Londonderry's Derbyite friend ha.d. told him that the 'Chief [Derby] 
has thrown up his cai'Cls, and the troops turned to the right about, all to peg 
on to the Thane [Abe!'deen] if tli.ey can, or to Palmel'liton.' · 
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Minister out of office to ' throw up the cards.' With a fall 
ot te.n per cent. in consols since we retired, an European war 
at hand, mainly, if riot entirely, occasioned by the vacillation 
and mutual jealousy of our opponents, much commerci,alarid 
financial difficulty impending~ precipitated and aggravated 
by the singular imprudence of ·the Chancellor of the: Ex
chequer, I don't think Ld. Derby would feel it consistent 
either .with his duty or his inclination to retire from the 
scene:· tho' a mere reproduction of the late Government. is 
impossible, nor was it ever contemplated. . • • ' 

Writing to Mrs. Willyams on October 10, Disraeli says: 
'I have, sent Lord Henry Lennox on a secret mission to 
Faris, ;and his despatches are very curious and excit~ing.' 
Here is one of them: 

· Fram Lord Henry L,eniwx. 

PARIS, Oct. 6 [1853]..:._ ... 1 w.ent to see the Pss. Lieven. I 
found her seated on' a low s_ofa, surrounded by a ·screen which 
was amply provided with abat-jours to conceal the ravages of. 
time and anxiety. She was extremely depressed, and fre
quently burst out during our interview with, 'Mais c'est 
embetant, c;a; c'est detestable, e~ tout pour ·~ few Grik 
Prists! !' She told me her news was of the worst, and that 
she had now almost given up the last ray of hope. She con
siders the thing. has been mismanaged by all, and in some 
degree even by the Russians. 'La diplomatie a Vienne n'a 
pas brille,' she said. The next observation was, 'They tell 
me the Derby party are willing to support Palmerston and a. 
war Ministry; I cannot believe it, but. as you are tres lie with 
Mr. Disraeli you can tell me your avis.' I replied that I really 
knew not-that such a contingency ha.d not been talked of 
while I was in England, and added, by way of drawing her 
out, 'Fancy Aberdeen af~er all finding himself at the'head of 

·a Ministry which declares war against Russia and his old ally 
Brunnow !' She did not hear me to the end, but in the most 
excited manner protested against the possibility of it; . ' Mais 
inoi, je vous dis· que c;a n'arrivera pas; je sais qu' Aberdeen ne 
consentira jamais a declarer la guerre contre la Russie,' I 
then tried her again by saying,·' How annoying it would;· be' 
toLd. Aberdeen to go out alone, and at such a crisis!' . She 
rose again and firmly protest~d that certainly S.Herbert and 
Newcastle would never leave him ...•. 

A woman, a friend of mine, saw Pr. Jer6me. yesterday; he 
said that the French Emperor had quite made up his· mind; 
and' that he only waited for us to do so, that he might declare 
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war against Russia and carry it out, added Jerome, corps 
et arne. This is authentic. . . • . 

Lennox's mission in Paris was to act as a kind of 
Special Correspondent of the Press, which kept up during 
the autumn a sustained attack on the Government, and 
in particular on the Prime Minister, 'The truth is that, 
amidst professions of peace, we are sacrificing its reality 
to its shadow ;' 1 'the time has come when grave pomp
osity can no longer pass for wisdom, or moroseness for 
courage; '2 ' Lord Aberdeen has precipitated the con
vulsion, and is, at the same time, alike unfit and unpre
pared to control the storm;' 3 ' he will betray the honour 
and the interests of our country-it is the law of his 
nature and the destiny, of his life.' 4 Certainly most. an9. 
probably all, of these sent(}nces were written by Disraeli 
himself. It is hardly--surprising that· Aberdeen should 
have turned on his tormentor in the House of Lords in 
the following spring and denounced 'a publication which 
is supposed to enjoy great authority; at all events, from 
its malignity and misrepresentations, the origin of it is 
not perhaps very difficult to discover.' 6 Disraeli retorted 
in the Press that ' malignant misrepresentations ' was ' a 
splenetic misnomer for "inconvenient truths.'' '6 

Mrs. Disraeli was seriously ill in the autumn.of 1853. She 
was 'greatly suffering,' her husband told Londonderry, 
'from a state of nervous debility.' 'As she is the soul of 
my house, managing all my domestic affairs; it .is, irrespec
tive of all other considerations, a complete revolution in 
my Ffe. Everything seems tom~ to be anarchy.' It waE 
not until the middle of November that her health suffi
ciently improved to allow the Disraelis to leave iiughep.den 
for a little visiting. Tpey went to Merstham in Surrey 
to stay with the Jolliffes, to Wimpole to stay with the 
Hardwickes, and to Heron Court to stay with the Malmes
burys; and between these last two visits Disraeli went, for 

I. 

1 Press, October I. 
. s Press, No vern her 26. · 
5 March 31, 1854. 

ll Press, October 15 . 
4 Press, December 16. 
6 Press, April 8, 1854. 

4:3* 
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the first time, as a gu,est to hts chief's house at·Knowsley. 
· The _two 'leaders had corresponded but little during the 
r~c~sE1, J:he, cqurse, wp.icl;l Pisraeli }J_~d tl19ugl;l~ !t best 
to ta.k;e i1;1 the I!o.use 9~ C<;>mmons had rto.t yoJllmenqed 
itse,lf to, pe,rpy, and both pro1:>a1:>ly ~e,lt th~t t}]._(,l ~ess said 
t}J.e. pe,~ter .. · B,e~ides, the gout vva.s pa~;tig{JJ~rly persiE1tent 
in it1:1 atta9k,~ o:n :,0(,lrQy tb,is ~u,~V,!fi;U· · PiE1raeli. w~s the' 
fi.rst to bxea~ sU~nce,. 

To Lord! Derby, 
. Oonfidential. H-iJGHENDEN, Oct. 28, 1853.~1 have not 
troubled you all this tiix;te, notwithstanding ~Vt:lP:t!'b 'lqeci)>\IS~ 
l; thoqgM· yo,q :Qilq~t. l>e, ~iqk of 'Q.S all, and w,oi,Ild lil~e, ~o:r; ~ 
whil~?,, to forg~t p~rty an.Q. Politici!kns; l:m_t a !"ather restless 
letter from 1\;lalmespury a few .days ag0 m~ke~ rqe feel that 
you might misinterpret my silence~ and suppose it ·to arise 
from indilference to our fqrtunes, for which Fshquld be sor:r;y. 

Jnel?d ppt s"ayi sb,o.v,ld lil>:.e, yer-y :much, tq kn<;>,w your gener~l 
opip~o;q as. to fl>f!.airs, ~nd ~ giy~? mY owQ ro1.1gh, ~mPrf2SE!J.<>,1}s 
iri sincere .deference to. them. · · · · · · · 
.. I collected from Fremantle 'at Q. Sess. th~t the Government 
flatter- themselves ·that. they shalrstm w(_)athei\ the. storm and 

. :rile.e't Parli~m~nil with P.Q~QQ~. . ',!;his Q,qes l}ot ac.cord with whll!t, 
· rea.cb,e,s me frqm the,-Contiue,nt, eitb,e:r;frgm.Pa.dS. w: frqm WY 
inY~1i.e:rio,u~. qop;e,spondent,. Prip.ce F:r;ederjc/ who is' now in: 
Germany.: J}iagame de Bieven: 'said some ten 'days ago that 
there were two things 1 certain.'' First, that the. Einperor. 
wo.uld -riot quiHhe, P·dndF~lities: Se:oQ:P.Clly, ~b:ll!t J,.,o:rzd, Al:?er-
d,e~n WQU.\d :p.e.ve11 d,eql:,tre! W~l' aglJ.!nst. EMssia,. · .· , 
•. ~q W1Jc.4 fo:r; wa.r .. As to. F~ijl'l<J1_ce, l 'do11bt wl.wther t:Q.~ 
malaise be SO ·,pto~O'qnd l;tS it appears. ;': . ' '. .· 

The third point of impor-tance is the Reform Bill. I have 
pursued myresearchesand calc.ulations.which I made in 1~/'tl 
«;>l;l: tl;lat · qu6E!tio~ •. ~dap,t:W,g thew t?. the l)eW Censl1s, and 
~s,tip.g··th~m by .it ... 'l'hE! :r;eE!.nlt is. a, triuwph:J.n.t c,al'!e fq:t; the 
ter:rito~ial constitutiQn. . . ·. . . . . . ' . 
· The state of the party is the fourth point which I would 

:p.otice; '] cannot.help-'b'elieV:ing th~t' there is: more anarchy, 
m •th::tt r~pe.Qt, in_ :t4e ij'o;u~ee <;>f.. P~r.l:i?-:~p.ep.t -1!\l.an~ ill!. the 
.QonntJ;'y., r J'c;>l~iffe, 'Yb.O., l·h<;>.p,e,, 'Y:Ul }?(_) b.el1e ~p. a. few. q,IJ,ys, 
§(_)-~m~ ~Q h~ve fo,~nd,a. very genfiral,_ a~d on the, whole satis
factory, 'resj:JOnse to hi:s circular respecting the registration, 
and is hpjne~·s~;J<;l., in a;_very extensive corresp9ndence. J have 
no dol,l.l;)t, hili( $,eduJQ1Jfi!I\eSs; tact, and C,OlJ:r;ti;lsy, h~V{l worked 

' . ' . ' - ~ . 
.!.. . / .•• : ·, • ~~ 1 Of Hol~tein. 

; <.· ... ,• 
: ',>- • ..... '•"' ""~ .. .:, ~ •oW ''· ~ •'• 
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well at the juncture, and that the new otganisation we estab
lished is quietly but efficiently operating. I don't care so 
much for the personal feelings of Parliament if the people 
out of doors are true. A single motion, often a single speech, 
at the right moment, irt either House, will clear the skies. 

The reslilt of all this is that 1 have felt, generally speaking, 
we could not be too quiet .. , , ' 

Derby was too ill to reply until N ovetnber 14, when he 
somewhat deprecated Disraeli's optimism about the state 
of the party. The effect of' a s:lngie motion,' or' a;single 
speech at the r:lght moment,' was, he thought, only tem
porary •. 'The clouds will gather again, unless there is 1n 
the party a strongfotmdatkm of personal confidence, which 
must be maintained by constant attention, and even by 
some Indulgence to the prejudides of those whOm we h~ad.' 

Before Disraeli reached Knowsley, rumours of Cabinet 
dissensions and t>f Palnietston's dissatisfaction with his 
colleagues became mote tile thah ever, and wottied the 
Cortstltvative leaders. Stanley sent bisraeli, on Novelli~ 
her 28, a sket6h o£ his owh and his father;s preoccupa
tions: ' Supposing resignations, Palmerston. becomes 
master of the situatiofi; will he be content to play a 
secondary part ? Will he lead the Gomtnons under my 
father ~ And in that event, you-co-operating w1th him 
as joint leader, what becomes of Gladstone 1· G. and his 
follower, S. Herbert, are to all appearance very strongly 

. bound by personal ties to . Palmerston. Can that con
nection be broken~ Or, supposing P. to take the com
mand in person, what will be our position 1 It is evident 
to me that few of our friends would oppose him, conse-: 
quently that our rdle as an Opposition will speedily become 
absurd.' Disraeli refusedi to believe in any such., mor~ 

· tifying decomposition of our friends.' And he aslred 
Derby not to be offended 'if I take the liberty of saying _ 
what I once said to George Bentinck in his darkest hour, 
that " come what will, we will stand or fall together," ' 

Disraeli's visit to Kno~sley lasted three days, from 
Decen:tber 9 to 12; and, according to Malmesbury, who 

(_.;' 
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was a fellow-guest, his arrival ' bored ~ Derby, as i~ 
obliged him to turn from translating Homer to talking 
politics, and to hold at least one 'Cabinet Council' of 
the ex-Ministers staying in the house-Disraeli, Malni:es· 
bury, and Hardwicke. Disraeli's own impression of 
Derby's humour was that he was anxious to obtain office 
again and' full of fight.' 

To Mrs. Dismeli. __ . 
KNOWSLEY, Dec. 12, 1853.-This place is re!mirkable: a 

wretched house, yet,yery vast: au irregular pile of many ages: 
half of it like St. James' Palace, low, red, with turrets: the 
other like the Dutch fayade of Hampton Court. It appears 
to me that, like many other old great places, it has been built 
originally on the road-side, with the park behind; so that 
now all the lands, through which you appr<;>ach the residence, 
have a bareandcompai'ativelymodernlook, as made up, which 

-'was doubtless the case, of fields, while behind the house is a park 
'almost as large as Windsor, and with great beauty. I. think 
it is a circumference of more .than· ten or twelve mile~, with 
red deer, as well as· fallow deer, oak forests, a splendid lake, 
great undulation, and in the moorland,or, as it is called in Lan-
. cashire, moss, the lal).dscape is all rhci~odendron on a largescale. · 
• Our party, the Ossulstons, who have come over from Chil· 
l~ngham with Lady Malmesbury to meet my lord, Lord 
Hardwicke; Anson, and some other men. -
, . Lord -Derbylooks very thin and pale, but Ithink improved: 
he looks so very yo~ng. · . _ _ - · 

Palmerston's ref3igriation, a:bout which there had bee-n 
l30 much speculat~on and so mu_ch prophecy, was an
nounced on I)eceniber 16, and remained effective for just 
ten days, when it was ,withdrawn and everything went 
on as before. Dissatisfied as he was with much of the 
Aberd~n and Clarendon.diplomacy, it was not on the 
_Eastern Questi01~, but on Russell's Reform proposals, 

-which he found too Radical, 1 that he actually resigned; 
but as he returned on 'the entreaty of his colleagu,es and 
the assurance that the details of the Reform Bill were 
open to discussion, and as public opinion had treated his 
presence in the Cabinet as· indispensablli, his influence 

1- Dismeli told Lady Malnicsbury 'that the Bill was a 'slashing' one;-, 
'every town in which there was a statue of Peel was to have a member.' 

I . 

l· 
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was rather increased than diminished by the episode. 
The hopes and fears of the Conservative party were 
naturally much e:s:cited. Disraeli, writing on Decem
ber 18, told Pemberton Milnes that Palmerston was 
'furious that his resignation should be solely, or even 
mainly, placed upon Parliamentary Reform. He re
signed on the broad grounds of·" Antiquated Imbe
cility." '1 Stanley drew the proper i:noral from what 
had happened, and rescued for us a prediction of .Disraeli's 
which was abundantly justified, when he wrote to him 
on .December 29: 'It really looks as if your prophecy 
were c_oming true: "a war and no Reform."' 

To Lord Derby. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 19/ 1853;-.•• The Government·

have no root in the country. Their plan qf reform is an attack 
on the aristocracy, while at the same time it disgusts the 
working classes, while from their Puseyism the Cabinet 
cannot ~xcite any enthusiasm among the middle classes. A 
clique of Doctrinaires, existing as a Government by Court 
favor, cannot last in troubled times like these-irrespective 
of the impopularity which the management of their foreign 
a:fia.irs has brought to them.· ' 

What gladdens my heart is that the tactics we followed in 
resigning last year, and in which our friends had lost all 
faith, if they ever had any, have proved to have been founded 
on a deeper knowledge of men and things than our critics 

· gave us credit for. 
I apprehend you will not be much troubled any longer with 

grumblers in our patty. I fancy, from some letters I have 
received and from some receptions which have greeted me, 
that ' confidence ' is wonderfully restored .... 

But the most funny thing of all, and the most delightful, is 
that Palmerston has contrived to land the Peelites with the 
Movement party. Remember Gladstone~s C9nservative pero
rationthis time last year. I have no doubt myself, looking to 
the character of the man, his extreme caution as to acting alone; 
etc., that he did, not make the coup until he had felt his way 
with, or probably been egged ~n by, most of the prin<Jipal 
Whig houses; and although Lord Lansdowne has withdrawn 
his withdrawal, the moral effect ?f the first step remains ..•. 

1 'It is true that the policy of Lord Palmerston has, in the main, been 
followed, but it has been always followed too late' (Press, Dec. 17). 
'Antiquated imbecility' was a phraso which Pahnerston had used of 
Aberdeen's principles when he and.Aberdeen were opposed. 



'!'_o Mrs: Brydges Will yams. 

HE~ON CoURT, Cn~IsTonuRoH, Doo. 3Q, l85;J. 

MY VlJ!RY D,E41't ]!:Rq1Nn,"""7""7-"We are here on a. vi&it to Lorq 
and I~ady Malmesbury, in :a. very wild' scene; a land of four 
rivers, a trlJ.e Punjaub, abounding iy· every species of wild
fowl, !t~d tl;!~ finest spQ!'t, I A!lYI1 §e~P you sow~ of m,i:mdQ'r 
YQlJ.~· New Y{l~r's qinri11r. : . , 

Tge Gqvernm,.ep_t-8el:)Jll. to have· ha<l 1:1 par~!ytic s~ra~e, b~t 
tl}.E)J h~V{l adm~ni!!tered cordials to the patiel}t, and it wm 
linger onawhile. Its a,lternative is Reform or War. This is 
a pleasant choice. . . . · 

_Writing tQ L{lnnox o;n J an.u?ory I;:~, :Pi!?ra:eli §aid; 'I 
am disgusted with the silly H erqld arid the stupid Standard 

. mixing themselves up in the mud. There were plenty of 
'scavengers among the canaglia.' The, mud in which~the 
Herald an<:l f$ta1uJ,.ard were· (l~bblink was a viQlent and 
v:njv.stiP.~hJ~ !1tPfl:9K. begp.g by tlu~· 'E{.adic~~ :Pre~!'), lmt. 
Q<;:n:lti;rnw<l l)y rthe~El OonsEp:J,'Y~Mve jOl,l]';tl!1~S, ·~Jtga,.ip.s~ t4~. 
Prince· Consort, charging hiw· with improper and "urte<;m
stit;ut~on.al iJ;lterferenee in public ft:tl!1ir8,. ~ng in partic1,1lar 
with influencing ·Brftish forelg11 pol~9.y h~ ~h~· interest~:! · 
of G~rm~ny ~:rt\'1 :Rvssift; 'J'];lE) .• Coiu:)erv~MY~t le~~ers 
exerted themselves to ·stop; so far· as they coulq, .these 
libels in . papElrs P!'Qfe~sing Conserv{l,tism, but did . not 
eiltir,.ely succeed rin their "object ·or ig a:voidin,g th~ 
p:pJQunded ~uspiQio1;1 of e:r:t9QJ1raging. thep;t, When 
P~rliament met, ·t.he spok{lsm{ln of both p~rtie~ severi:lly 
reprobated the cam:pai~n ·of fa,lsehood. 

TQ ~prd Pon,wr,'Qy. · 
J'an._; l$f!'*.: ........ J reqeived your l~:~tter last night, and read it 

wit~ a.s~onishment and some· sotz:ow. T4at ' vel'y :rp.any 
peoplt?, sl).ouJd ! suppose , that I sho~ld in any way sa~ction, 
\)r pot ea.rn~stly pl'event,,had ·~ the power; att~cks upon the 
Prince 0!-msort, justifies O!l ;my p~rt bqt~ fc;Jelings. · c • • 

.Havip.g·had 'the hqno:r; to serve ;Her Majesty, and having 
experienced from the Court f!.]Ways candor and comtesy, such 
QQt\d\lct Ol;l W.Y paz:t '\Voul(j. nq~ pe m,E;:~.·e~y 9Moyil,l qr dis
honorable,.,.,..,it would be infamy, Irrespective, howevt::~r, of 
these considc;n:ations, the qpportunitr which offi.?e afforded 
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me of becoming acquainted with the Prince filled ine witha 
sentiment towards him which I may describe without ex• 
aggeration as one· of devotion. Nothing will induce me to 
believe that the Prince; with his knowledge of character and 
p0wer of calculating conduct; has ever given cr~dence to the 
insinuation you mention, or to recognise it $8 anything else 
but a malignant manoouvre of party: · 

But this accusation is not merely false; it happens to be 
absurd. Far from havihg 'lnuch influence' over the papers 
you mention; I hot only h:ave rtone; but they :are my secret 
or my a vowed foes, ·and have se'veral times attacked me with 
·acrimony. Notwithstanding the unceasing assaults which 

- in every f0rm are lev.ied against me from the Peel school, 1 you 
will never observe any forin:U defence uf me in any of these 
journals, It is right, however, that I should state that other 
leading members of the phrty, whom one would think were 
more advantageously placed with respect to these journals, 
have made the most earhest represehtations of the injustice 
and foUy of the course which they are pursuing with .respect 
to the Prince) artd entirely without effect, 

The truth is, great errors exist as to the influence of party 
leaders over"what_are esteemed party journals. Where a 
party is the proprietor bf a newspaper or 'assists it with a 
subvention, as hlthe ins'tance 'Of the M[orning] O[hroniele], no 
doubt they can do what they ljke; but that is 1i:tot the case 
with the journals you mention .. Holding them by no pro
prietary tie, .and inde~ted to us for nq pecuniary aid, they 
h:~ok on!y to their cirti'ulation, lind will follow up any cry Which 
they believe tends 'to increase their sale. · · · 

With regard to the second point of your letter"-'-namely; 
.the elevation of Palmerstun or his. union with myself, _whibh 
are ~ssum~d to be the secret objeqts of. these attacks-I nee,d 
not, happily, trouble ydu :at arty length.· I .have nev~r seen 

. Palmerston or hel!ird fi"om him directly or indirectly during 
all these events. Indeed, I very much doubt whether I have 

, spoken to him since he joined the administration of Lord 
;Aberdeen. What may be his objects I preterr<l not to deeide, 
but I doubt whether they be as towering as his enemies fear 
or his friends hope. He d0es not appear to me to b~ a l:llan 
capable of availing himself of a great occasion. . 

My let,ter has spread to'such a length that I will say nothing 
1 Those ttttac.ks culminated. this month in the pdblicatilln1 by a piib

l_i~hor of repute, of an a!mnymous volume •entitled; Th~ Riglit fiQ'IiOurabl'e 
Benjamin Disraeli, M.P.: a Literary an'd Political Biography ul:ldr~Wsed to. 
the New Generatio'ii .. -It was an elaborate arraignment, running t'Q over 
600 octavo pages, of the whole of his care·er; ahd it solemnly ~o'o.trd him 
guilty of hi·gh political crimes, such as unscrupul:ousm\ss, .immorality, :a.nCI 
infidelity. , · · · ' 
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about politic!'! in general. You know I am of a sanguine 
temperament, but I admit to you now that the state of affairs 
in this country is serious. We are instantly menaced with 
war and domestic revolution; and neither of these calamities 
has· arisen from the necessities of things~ but has been 
produced by the in:cdmpetence or the short-sighted ambi
tion of second-rate men. 

. To.Lord Henry Lennox. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 23, 1854.-The Captain kept me . 

so late at work in St. James' Sqr. on Saturday .that I missed 
the post, so that I could notthankyou for your magnificent 
present/ which will 5JOl11C very apropos to a.Parliamentary 
dinner, which hejp.sists on my giving on the 30th,. · 

I am not at all 'depressed,' tho' I have got the prevalent 
·catarrh, which is eilo' ·to crush anybody. I thirikthe Govern
ment is in great straits; and I am not at :;tll afraid· of Portal's2 

men in· buckram, tho' I am sorry· to·lose·such a nice young. 
fellow as himself. Adhesions come in from all quarterf!~ 'and· 
so far as numbers are concerned, it will be the most powerful 

. Opposition. that ever met Parii~tment: I " ' . • 

Parliame~t: was tci ~ssemble o~ January 3i, and more 
elaborate preparations were made by the party than usual, 
dinners being arranged both at Derby's and at Disnieli's 

· for the eve, and a great me~ting at Derby's for tpe actual 
morning. To the meeting, on Disraeli's S\lggestion, all 
Conservatives, and not merely Derbyites, were invited, 
so as to attract Peelites who disliked the Coalition Into. 
which their leaders had entered ;3 and Disraeli had oth~r 
plans, detailed iri a well-known letter to Malmesbury, for 

- h,ea,rtening his follo~ers in the Commons. · , , 

To. Lord Malmesbury. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 24, 1854.-It is said that everything 

depends on a great muster at the Captain's on the ~rooming. 
of the 31st. A great muster 'will be better for us at this 
moment than a great-division. · 

t Of t'ruffies. . . · 
· 2 M.P. for Hampshire .. Lennox had reported him as saying that there 

were ·fifty men .he knew of in the party who would .. vote to keep Gladstone 
iri rather than·that Disrneli should return. · · 

a The most eminent aitti-Coalition .. Peolite was Sir Stafford Northcote. 
who had been Gladstone's private secretary, but '\YhO· was not to enter 
Parliament· for another year. He has left it on record that he 'always 
abhorred ' 'that miserable Coalition.' · 
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To insure this, all his men ought to be asked to dine with · 
him:. He has offered only three dinners; the cards are out, 
they will only include ninety of his followers. T4ere wanted 
nine dinners. The cards should all be out; if the dinners 
took place a month hence it would not matter. What they 
want is to be asked to their leader's, and to have their cards 
meeting them on their arrival in town. , 

You must remember this is a new Parliament, full of new 
men who have never entered. his h01t8e, for last year he gave no 
dinners at all, from domestic circumstances. 

Those who understand these thi!fgs have all been to me to 
say how critical this is; every man who is not asked is offended. 
I cannot mention these matters to him; you are the only 
person who can. · 

Lord Salisbury also should be asked to invite the men. His 
ainners last year did great good, when our fortunes were 

·darkest. 
. I have given the Pr~s8 another £500, which will keep them 
till the end of March; during the interval we must consult as 
to the course we ought to pursue. The sale increases greatly, 
and its influence: but· the expenses do not much diminish. 
You had better keep the subscriptions you have received till 
we meet and consult on this. 

The enclosed will show vou that the actual sale has increased 
six hundred per week since I left Hughenden in November.1 

To Lord Londonderry. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Monday, Jan. 30, 1854.-I never heard 
of your illness2 for a long time, living in the country, and, 
like Mr. Roebuck, 'reading only The Times.' 

~ first saw the paragraph reproduced In a weekly journa.l 
in town one day, but I learnt,· at the same time, on the 
authority of one of your most intimate acquaintance, that . 
there was no truth in it, and that you were, happily, quite 
well. I am most grieved to hear that all this was inaccurate. 

As for :the D[israeli]s, tho' not utterly defunct, they have 
been nearly so. We stopped in town, at the end of the year, 
coming 'from Heron Court; for my wife to consult Dr. Fer
guson, and on a debilitated frame she caught the London 
~nfluenza in its most aggravated form. We got down to the 
country as soon as we could, but she has been reduced to the 

1 In Memoirs of an Ex-lrlinister this letter is wrongly dated 1853. The, 
references to the Press, which was only started· in May, 1853, and to the meet. '
ing of Parliament on Jan. 31, show that it was written in Jan .. 1854. 

2 Londoiloerry died on March 6. This was apparently Dis~aeli's last 
_ letter to him. 
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· last extremity, l:md · tb:G' she has worrdetfully rallied; at· one 
moment the physicians hardly gave me a hope ... 

To <iomplete my troubles, tho' myself :extremely Well, 
about ten days ago or so, I c~ught the di~order from her, for 
it is a:ri. epidemici and tho' my attack h"as been coinpi1ratively 
light, it has nevertheless been very depressing, and renderl3d 
me almost incapable of business. . . 

Jn such a state,· and with such .gloomy, unintetestlng 
materials; 1 could not· venture to attempt to write to Lady 
Londonderry; she deserves a happrersubjectand a brighter p(}iL 

c 'I am must· annoyed and vexed, that you do n'O't dirte wlth 
.Ld: D. I have to retJeive tb:e Commons to-day filr the first 
time at his m~pecial desire'; but I am in poor cue fgt a host, · 

·I know very little about politics, except that· the"Cabinet 
ate aUJ:tt loggerheads. · 

.Her Majesty was .very gracinus indeed to Ld-. D, _ 
I fancy to-morrow will be quiet; when much is e;Xpect_etl, 

nothing occilrs. It is impossible to ask the opinion 6f Parliac 
ment on affairs, with papers unread, · · . · 

As for the .Prince, I should think it will all blow over. , ; ~· · 

P~rliament did open quietly. ·The grirve wotds i5f the 
Speech from the Throne· a bout the necessity, of supporting 
'British representatiorts by airgmented naval !ifld military .~ 
preparations were presently emphasised by a deClaration 
made by Clarend0n; that·. the. eountry was 'drifti~g 

.t6wf!,rds war,' though Aberdeen continued,to ingeininate 
peace. In ·spite of· the tpreatenmg •·aspect; of foreign 

, a:ffaits, Ministers proposed a full programme of important 
legislation,.- including a Reform Bill. Distaeli protested 
on the first night• 1Ie could rrot corr~eive; he saiel., that 
a body of state'slnen who. believed.' they were about to 
embark in a .great European struggle would: have asked 
Pariiament to reform the Civil Service; the .Ecclesi.istical 
Courts, the Poor Law., and the Honse tif Commons. 'i 
thought we Were go:lug to make war upon the Emperor 
.of Rilssia. i fi~<i we' are ohly going to make war 'upori 
ourseives,' Because the Government had been formed 
on the principle of the necessity of ParliameJJ,tary Reform, 
they'were ·going to do what iU: existing cl.rcumstances 
was little shOrt Of madness. ln 'spite of pi'otests, Russell 
brought forward the Reform Biil l.n the early days of the 
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!'!~!'Sion. X t is unneces~ary to consider he;re the d.et11iJ~ 
of a measure which should never have been introduced., 
and the cont~ideration of which was first postponed, and 
then, after the declaration of war, ab;1ndo:p.ed. Tbe~e 
str~tnge proceedings gave Dis:raeli ~bunda:nt opportunity 
for sarcastic cop:p:p.e):lt, Qp the motion for postpone, 
ment, 1 he asked whether it was fo:r the public advantage 
that a Minister should always be laying siege to the 
Constitution 1 That the most eminent !llan in the House 
of Qommons sbould announce that 4e disapproved of 
it~; ch;1racter, and thought it sl:ionld be I!1ateria:Uy changed, 
and yet, though unable to pass any meas_ure of the kind, 
sho11ld remain Minister ~ The whole difficulty arose 
from the Coalition; 'a large n;:teasure of Parliamentary 
;refQ:r;:qt,' in~ Graha:rp.'~ 'vwds, was the talisman that 
brought )Wjpj!'!ter§ together. When tbe Bill was with
drawn/4 Disraeli, with some compliments to Russell, 
w}losp character and caret;lr were, he f'laid, precjous pos
sessions of the Hquse, reinforced l:lis previous arguments. 
A Reform Bill, he pointed out, was !1- measure to change 
the principa~ deposit;try of power :in the State. If it was 
produced by a Minister, an.d noi! proceeded with, dis
af!'ectio!l was created jn the mi):lde of tho&e who would have 
ql;>tained political power. under it, l;tnQ <;lisl~e amQJ;lg those 
whose power it would ll!1Ve ta:J,\;():p_ away; the Qonstituted 
authQrities and establisl:led institutions of the country 
were we;11?:en.ed, and e1lfeebled,, 'rhertl had been fl1li too 
m11ch levity, for par.ty pt;trpo&et>., iiJ- d.e~Ung w:itll q1u~s_tions 
of Ptg;tnic change in the Qonstitution, EvssE)Jl and the 
(}overnnu)nt had embarrassed thell,lselvet> l!y pledgtls, 1:1,nd 
he hopeQ_ thtly- wo11ld karn the lesi!Qn. :Reform could, only 
pe cardec;l py a great p:rep«;>I).c;lerance Qf public opinio:rt, 

To Lady l!ond,o?Jilf<rry. 
_ CovENTRY, Jl'~b, U, H35~.-,-, , , Public opipjqn.,-tha;t, if 

Russian aggression must be resisted, it has been occasioned 
-by ~nglisb,_infirmity l as for Reforrp,, if Lord John proc~e4s, 

. . ! M.~~~!l. ~' ~ April 11. ' . 
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all agree the Cabinet will break up, and the general conviction 
is that he will proceed. 

Thus, you see, affairs are so criticai and capricious that, 
unless yQu come to town, it will be impossible to convey an 
accurate idea· of them to you. 

Lord Derby is well and sanguine-our party in good heart_:, 
a large number of the Whigs disaffected .... 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 

HousE OF CoMMONS, Feb. 27, 1854.-. . . Affairs here are 
smouldering: much in the same way as you left them: 
threatening spontaneous combustion to such a degree that, 
some days, I consider it inevitable. One hardly knows what 
a day may bring forth !1 · . 

Let us hope the best. I am all right with the Prince again, 
and am working with him.... · · 

March 14, 1854.-,---... 'The Hounds' are damaged daily: 
but I don't see the turning of the lane yet. If Johnny can be 
kept to Reform, it is all up with them: but that seems a poor 
chance ... ~ · · · 

A motion by 'La yard gave bisraeli early opportunity of 
defining the attitude ·of the :Opposition towards Minis
terial diplomacy and the approaching 'Yar. He devoted 
the greater part of a-long !3peech2 to a m.jnute examination 
of the voluminous Blue Books which had been prese~ted 
to Parliament. This was r~ceived with some impatience 
by the majority; 'who were. in the humour expressed by 
Graham when he deprecated ' pottering over Blue Books.' · 
Disraeli m;1intained that·· the vacillating course which 
British diplomacy had pursued must have been due ~ither 
to credulity or to connivance. If to credulity in believing 
Russia's assurances, there might be a long and severe 
war, but one carried on for great objects, which might 
end ip. great public benefit. 'You may have a war 
which may .restore Bessarabia to the Porte; i:n~y co,p.vert 
the Crimea· into an independent. couqtry destined to 
flourish under the guarantee of the Great Powers, a war 
tha,t may make the Danube a free river, and the Euxine 

. . 

1 To Malmesbury Di2raeli wrote on Feb. 28:' My. conclusion is that tho 
Cabinet is in convulsions; whether it may be soothed by any Daffy's Elixir 
remains to be proved, but, at the best, it's a poisonous remedy.' 

2 Feb. 20. · 
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a. free sea.' But if the vacillations of our diplomacy 
were. due to connivance with the· policy of bringing 
the independence and integrity of Turkey to an _end, 
it would be a timid and vacillating war, ending with 
some transaction similar to Menschikoff's note or to 
the arrangements of the Vienna Conference. The first 
result would be welcome, the latter entirely unsatisfactory, / 
to the British people. Look at the vacillating orders 
given to the fleets, £rst sent into the Black Sea and then 
brought back. ' Wh!'ln I heard of the return of our 
squadron to Constantinople,. I could not help recalling 
the words of a great orator when he' was addressing an 
assembly not less illustrious than this, when he_ said: 
"0 Athenians, the men who administer your affairs are 
men who know not how to make peace or to make war."' 
So m~ch for the diplomacy which had brought the 
country to the brink of, war; but at this crisis the 
Opposition would not hamper the Government. 

Whatever might be our opinion of the conduct of the 
Government in the management of those transactions which 
have led to this terrible conclusion, I cannot suppose that on 
these benches there could be any difference of opinion as to · 
the duty which we have to fulfil-:-to support our Sover.eign 
and to maintain the honour of our country. I can assure the. 
noble lord that, so long as the Opposition benches are filled 

·by those who now occupy them,. he will at least encounter 
men who will not despair under any circumstances of the 
resources and of the fortunes of their country. . . . I cannot 
but believe that the noble lord must have drawn his opinion 
of those who sit .opposite him from his recollection of other 
and preceding Oppositions. -I do not know whether on _the 
part of the noble lord it was an impulse of memory or of remorse. 
But this I can say~ I can answer for myself and for my friends, 
that no future Wellesley, on the banks of the Danube, will 
have to make a bitter record of the exertions of an English 
Opposition to depreciate his efforts and to ridicule his talents. 
We shall remember what W:e believe to be our duty to our 
country; and however protracted may be the war, however 
unfortunate may be your counsels, at least we shall never 
despair of the Republic . 

. Patriotic support for the war combined with a persistent 
exposure of the vacillation of th{l Ministry was the note 
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of Distaeli's speeches through the sessiOh~ fn a speech1 

on the Budget, he put very clearly his view of tlie re
. sponsibility qf the Coalition for ·an unnecessary war : · · 

The war has been brought about by two opposite opinions 
hi the Cabinet. Those conflicting opinions have led\to all 
the vacillation, all the perplexity, all the fitfulness, all the 
timidity, and all the octiasional violentie,towhich this qut3stion 
has given rise: n.nd I must say that if the noble lord the leader 
of this house [Russtill]~I speak my solemn convictiqn-had 
remained Prime Minister ~f this country, or if the noble lord 
the Secretary of State [Paliiierston] had been Minister of 
this country; orif Lord Derbyhad continued Minister of this 
coup.tty; nay, if .. Lord Aberdeen~! wish to state the. case 
fairly-had been Minister of. this c~untry; with a sympa
this~ng Cabinet, .~here would have been no war. It i~ a 
coalition wi1'r. Rival opinions, contrary politics, an~ dis
cordantsystenis, have produced that vacillation and perplexity, . 
that at last you ate going to war :with an opponthit who dMI{ 
not want to fight; and whom you are unwilling to encomiter: 

·What a mess fora great country! And all brought about by 
such. <;listinguished administrative ability! ._ .. 

·. And then they say; if we criticise their policy, we ate bound 
immediately to come fotward_and propose~ vote of fio con
fidence in them. .I tell them again I will not propose a vote 
of no confidence in men who prove to me every hoiir that they 
have .no confidence in each other j 

When war was actaally declared, Disraeli; in supporting, 
an :tddress· to the Crown,2 fixed the respci'nsibility for 
what had happened more par~l.cu.larly .on the Pd.nie 
Minister; Ab_erdeen, who was hampered. by· the under-. 
standing which he, as Foreign Secretary, had come to 
with the Emperor Nicholas in 1844, that the future of 
Turkey shOuld be decided by Gteat Britain and Russia, 
tiw hitetests.of France' being ignored.. Nicholas had pre~ 
sumed on Aberdeen's acquiescence, and. the Cabinet had 
not frankly' warned hiru., at the time of the Menschikri:ff 
mission, that they would act with France, and. would not 

• ,permit t:h¢ partition ·of Turkey. Itad. they met' hini in 
that way, the Emperor, 'a PriJ+ce of great sagacity, 
shrewdness, and ability,' would have drawn back. But 
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British opposition to Russian policy in Turkey was · 
thoroughly justifiable. 'We oppose the policy of Russia,' 
Disraeli said, ' because, if she succeeds in getting_ posses
sion of Constanpinople, we believe she will exercise such a 
preponderating influence in European politics as would 
be fatal to the civilization of Europe, and injurious to 

· the best interest of England.' 
Disraeli did not consider that support of what he 

tersely described as ' a just but unnecessary war , bound 
the Opposition to support without question the financial 
expedients which Ministers resorted to in order to rais~ 
money to carry it on. Gladstone's first Budget, int:ro- · 
dueed on · March 6, before the actual declaration of 
war, provided for an increase in income ta:x; to pay for 
the expenses of the expedition to the East. To this 
Disraeli made no opposition, though he did protest 
against the doctrine that all coming emergencies should 
be met by enhancements of direct taxation. Gladstone 
had laid it down that war expenditure ought to be met 
out of income, and that recourse should not be had to 
loans save in the last extremity. Even when proposing 
in his second Budget, on May l5_:_in addition to a flirther 
increase of the income tax and to increased taxes on 
spirits and malt-to issue Exchequer bonds, 'th~t is to 
say,' as N orthcote puts it, ' loans in advance of taxes,' 
the Chancellor expatiated on Pitt's 'miserable policy,' 
of 'loan, loan, l.oaf!..'' Disraeli's rebuke was well merited. 
He advised Gladstone to ' give over these unworthy sneers 

l'( levelled at the reputation of a great Minister,' one ~ still 
· dear to the peopie of England,'· and confine· himself in 

future to self-glorification. ' Let him remember that 
Mr. p:itt, whatever may have been his failings, held with 
a steady hand the helm when every count~y but Great 
BrHain. was submerged in the storm;. and when he taunts 
1\11;', Pitt with cour-ting bankers and mbn!;)ylenders, he 
might also. :reme:wher tb,~t tllat)\tJ:i.nJster QW~d to a g;r.atE:lft.ll 
eountrycan eleemosynary tomb.'· . . . . 

·Disraeli ·opposed tlie incr.ea.se of the malt .ta~ Q!l th~ 
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ground that, as it had l:ieen to the patriotism of the 
territorial cla~s that Ministers hadparticularly appealed 
f9r war_ service, this· should not be the class specially 
singled~ out for. increased taxation, Throughout the 
session there were constant attacks upon Gladstone's 
finance, in which Disraeli took a prominent part. 11 ' The 
glamour with which the Chancellor of. the Exchequer's 
success of the previous year had invested him had 

, largely disappeared. Several of his minor proposals had 
. failed; and the reproach of having proposed a greli;t,. 
peace Budget in 1853., on the eve of war, tarnished hi~: 
reputation in spite of _several fine fighting ·speeches 
which he made in his defence. But, whatever members 
may have .thought of the merits of his new 'financial 
measures, a House of Commons determined, and. :t;ightly 
determined, to prosecute the war to a .successful ·iS_('l)ie,. 
yoted them aU by considerable majorities. · · 

'·- ·The war, in fact, was this session the salvation of 
Ministers; and Malmesbury records that Disraeli was 
' furious ' with it for this reason. On all other matters 
they suffered constant defeats and humiliations, and, but 
for the war, could not possjbly have survived. They 
had to withdraw their Reform Bill, and to modify in 
several most important particulars their Oxford Uni
versity Bill; and they were even defeated on their Parlia~ 
mentary Oaths Bill, though in· other sessions Russell had 
never any difficu~ty in carrying in the Commons his 
Jewish relief measures. . Failure also attended Ministeriat ... 
attempts to legislate on the Lawof Settlement, Scotti~lf~~
Educatioil, Civil Service Ref9rm, and Bribery Preven:)t': · 
tion. When the Attorney-General announce<;! the with-

,drawal of his Bribery Bills on May '29, Disraeli took 
occasion to review the blunders of the Government and 
-to, point the moral. They enjoyed, he said, the inestim-

1 Incisive and !llabora.te criticism of the proposals and the Parliamentary· 
behaviour of the Chancellor ·of the Exchequer was a. marked feature of ·the 
Press during this year. ·He' was charged with a want o.f public morality, 
want of strict accuracy, and want of temper. He was described a~_'.utiable, 
from the ambidextrous constitution of his 'mind, to make a candid state-
_ment '-'a phrase that reads. like Disr~eli's own. · · · ' 
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able happiness of having affair~. conducted by men of 
remarkable ability who had made enormous sacrifices 
for their country-and for themselves. No man had 
made greater sacrifices than Russell. He had. thrown 
overboard all his old friends and colleagues, who were 
banished to invisible corners of the House,. and he ~at 
surrounded by .a coterie of public men who had spent 
their lives in depreciating his abilities and decrying his 
career. What compensation had been received by t:he 
House for the breaking up of parties and departing from 
the spirit of the Parliamentary constitution 1 They had 
been told that, though the Government had no principl~s, 
it had all the talents; and yet they-ha~ never .had those 
well-digested and statesmanlike measures they had been 
led to anticipate. These sarcasms brougJ:lt Russell to his 
feet. Other Ministers, he said, had been disappointed 
about their Bills. Disraeli himself had brought forWard 
a financial measure which•he failed to carry. It was true 
that Disraeli resigned, and the present Government did 
not. But, then, Disraeli had never ventured to propo·se, 
in regard to the war, a vote of want of confidence in the 
Government, and its supplies had been granted by 
majorities of a hundred. There was little in this part 
of the speech which needed an answer. But at the close 
Russell unwisely and ungenerously permitted himself to 
taunt Disraeli with insincerity in his support of the Jewish' 
cause because of his recent vote against the Oaths Bill,· 

This taunt, undeserved as we have already shown i it 
>'·. ~o have been, stung Disraeli to a warmth of reply un-· 

usual with him. An eyewitness described him as trembling' 
with passion when he rose to speak, a1;1d as discarding his 
wonted persiflage and irony for the most fiery eloquence: 
He towered, we are told, above the whole House in the 
fulness of his superb indignation. He was not sur
prised, he said, at Russell's not resigning. ·He knew he 
would govern on sufferance. He had seen him submit to· 
the most . humiliating a~d disgraceful defeats . with a 

1 Ch. 3. 
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. •' 
patriotism or peit~acit~ most admira t>le:·-1 He amended 
his charge against the Government, that in-their Eastern 
diplomacy they had been actuated by eithe·r credUlity or 

.· connivance; into a charge that. th,eir conduct could only be 
accounted· for 'by both credulity arid connivance. Then 
he attacked Russell for his factious conduct to the Derby 
Government, instancing his opp~sition to the Militia Bill 
ind the Bill for Chancery Reform. Another measUre 
which the berby Government brought forward, for dis-

. posing of the vacartt seats, was opposed by Glaustorte's 
' sartcti:m:onious rhetoric,' on the plea that a Government 
on sufferartce could not be permitted :to deal with Parlia
mentary Reform. ' I suppose the vision of a. perfect 
Reform Government passed before the presCient and 
prophetiQ glance of the right hem. gentleman. Yet wh~t 
have y6u got in the way of Parliamentary Reform from: 
the Government of All the Talents 1' When the financial 
measures of the Derby Government failed, they resigned. 

\ 'Whatever others may consent to do, I will never be a 
Minister on sufferance.' Russell had broken up his party 
and ·parted ' fro~ his friends in . order to catty great 
measures dealing with reform, education, and religious 
liberty, Ail these 'measures had fail~d; yet he still re
tained his post. And what a post it was for the most· · 
eminent statesman of this country to hold-.:::.a subordinate 
office under his ancient and inveterate political opponent, 
whom only·four years ago he denounced as a conniver with 
foreign conspirators! ' And now the noble lord comes '<. :. 

down and tells me that this vote the other rtight, which''--'~ 
he admits was an ovei:whelmirlg defeat, was ·caused by my· 
being false to the principles . which r pro£ess in .'this 
House!' · · · 

Disraeli easily vindicated his .sincerity on. the Jewish 
Question. Russel~ did not dispute _the· "\Tindicatiort, and 

· justifiec;:l his own acceptance of office in the Coalition by 
reference to Lansdowne's and Macaulay's opinion, 'that 
acceptance was his plain duty. ·For Disraeii the ·whole 
evening was a triumph. Bright enforced his argument 

<i:i_' 
. \ 
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about the powerlessness of the Government, and the lack 
of confidence, ge;nerally felt iri them. Walpole a;nd 
Pakington defended their le11der with cordiality ·and 
success, and an attempt by Be:rnal 0§borne to support . 
the charge of insincerity broke dow;n t~ompletely. 

The one measure qf importapce which the Governmept 
succeeded in passing, in however nmtil~ted a shape, was 
the Oxford Univer~ity Reform Bill. The freedom of local 
government, as opposed to a centralised bureaucrapy, w:;ts 
always Disraeli's ideal. Accordingly, though he did not 
directly oppose the second reading, in o:ne of the debates 
he expressed his dislike of a policy which, in. his opjp.ion, 
struck a fatal blow at the sel£-gover:nment ap.d indepe:Qd
ence of the University. Moreover, the Bill outraged the 
principle of prescription, on which English institutions 
depended, for the sake of removing a few anomalies and 
in:tperfections. England ,was ruled, as he had written in 
Lord George Bentinck, by traditionary influences, the Uni
versities beipg not the least considerable of them. He 
would accord authority to the Unive!rsities, if they wished 
it, to increase their power and enlarge their sphere of 

·action; but he objected to placing them under the contro] 
of the State. Happily, the reform of Oxford and Cam
bridge has, so far, respected to a large extent the principle 
laid down by Disraeli; but some modern educationists 
do not conceal their impatience of an independence which 
mars bureaucratic symmetry. Disrae.li could report in 
July to Mrs. Brydges Willyams that it had been' on the 

'· whole a satisfactory campaign. The Opposition has 
become consolidated and powerful; the Gover;nment, 
though still a Government, is broken and infirm. · The 
two bodies have changed their relative positions since 
last year.' · 

Disraeli was much struck, during the session of 1854, 
with the strong Protestant feeling ofthe House of Com
mons. The spirit roused by the Papal Aggression 'in 
1850 was still powerful, and showed itself in resistance 
to any modification of the Parliamentary oath, in motions 
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for inspection of Roman Catholic' monasteries and nun
neries, and in attacb 'on the Maynooth grant. In the 
closing days of the session, in a debate raised by Spooner 
,on Maynooth, Disraeli appealed to the Government to 
settle all questions of the kind in a comprehensive manner, 
taking up much the same line as he had taken on· the· 
~Ecclesiastical Titles Bill. He asked: _ • · .... 

Have we or have we not a Protestant Constitution? If 
we have a Protestant Constitution, what does it mean? Let 
Government come forward; let it declare by legislation .what 
are the functions, what the attributes, what the il).fiuence, and 
wh~t is the bearing, of that Protestant Constitution.. Let 
every man, whether he be a Protestant or a Roman Catholic, 
clearly understand what are the rights and privileges which 
he enjoys under that Constitution, what he may do and what 
he may not do: · 

Russell, he thought, was in the most happy position 
for effecting a settlement; he' was the champion of civil 
-and religious liberty, and himself both a. supporter .of 
Roinan Catholic emancipation and .the promoter of the 
:EcclesiasticalTitles Bill. No one could better vindicate the 
·Protestant Constitution. Russell, however, declined the 
;delicate task; ari.d, indeed, it is easier t~ see that the re- · 
quest was very embarra~sing to a Gove~nment which de:
pe~ded equally on the writer of the Durham letter and on 
Peelites inclined toPuseyism, than it is ,to conceive what 
kind of legislation could possibly satisfy the ,conditions .. 
The speech made Disraeli for a time the Protestant hero, 

. and letters and addresses poured in upon him. He was a 
little ,uneasy in the part, and so were some of his friends. 
Stanley wrote in the _autumn: 'In ,the summer of 1852 
you repeatedly told me .that our chance at the elections 
had been ruined by our taking up high Protestant politics. 

I agreed with you then, as I do now. Shall we gain iri 
1854 by repeating the mistake of -1852 ?' Arid again: 

- ' I .fear you will burn your fing~rs with that infernal . 
"Protestantism."' Walpole also wrote very sensibly: 
'It would hardly do for us to originate a motion or 
mea,sure of that kind in time of war, as. they would accuse 
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us (unjUstly !.) of making differences or disunion among 
the people, when there ought to be nothing but concord 
a.nd harmony.' But it may be doubted whether Disraeli 
ever contemplated action on the part of the Opposition. 
In an answer which he wrote to a Protestant Association 
in Lancashire which promised him support 'to their 
.utmost power in the maintenance of a sound Protestant . 
policy,' there is more evidence of a desire to p1ake the· 
Coalition ridiculous, and secure a little P.arty capital, 
than of any intention seriously to take in hand and settle 
the relations between emancipated Homan Catholics and 
a Protestant Constitution. It was, indeed, an ' admirably 
ironical epistle,' calculated ' to outdo the famous Durham 
letter.'1 · · 

To .the Rev. Christopher Robins(;m. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR,,Sept. 16, 1854.-... I beg you to 

offer the Association my thanks for this mark of their appro
bation, which I value. Public men in this country depend 
upon public confidence. Without that they are nothing. 

Far from wishing to make the settlement of this all
important question a means of obtaining power, I would 
observe that I mentioned, at the same time, in my place, 
the various and eminent qualifications which, I thought, 
Lord John Russell possessed· for the office, and my hope 
.that he would feel it his duty to undertake it. 

In that case I should extend to him the same support 
which I did at the time of the Papal· Aggression, when he 
attempted to grapple with a great evil, though he was de
feated in his purpose by the intrigues of the Jesuit party, 
whose policy was on that occasion, upheld in Parliament 
with eminent ability and unhappy success by Lord Aberdeen, 
Sir James Graham, and Mr. Gladstone. ;.;;. 

I still retain the hope that Lord John Russell will seize the 
opportunity which he unfortunately lost in 1851, and deal 
with the relations in all their bearings of our Roman Catholic 
fellow-subjects. to our Protestant Constitution .. Bup, how

·ever.this may be, there can be no doubt that, sooner or later, 
the work must be done; with gr~vity, I trust, and with as 
little heat as is possible in so great a controversy, but with 
firmness and without equivocation; for the continuance of 
·the present state of affairs must lead inevitably to· civil 
discord, and perhaps to national disaster. 

1 Madden's Lady Blessington, vol. iii •. ch. 4. 
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To Frances Ann~ Lady }jiJndondetry.1 

CA'R'i/.ro'N C:LuB; July 19~ 1854 . ...:...... ... The' Government-in 
. a dreadful state, but will, I suppose, hold on a ljttle longer, 
On· JM:onday they received oflicial intimation tha~ Austria 
would not enter the principalities or otherwise act against 
Russia; and recommending revival ·of Vienna. Conference: 
Clarendon in despair, and said that nothing could be 'worse. 

They have been trying' 'it on very strongly with the. 
Chateau;2 as to your friend,3 and H.M. much har~ssed. 

At Duchess of Gloucester's infantile· assembly it came 
out; the Prince of Wales said, Papa is 'going to France. Upon 

·.which ~here was a hush, and Re·v. Gibbs· put his finger to his 
lip, and somebody else her hand on his R:IL's mouth;. but 
the murder was Qut. Lady Jersey and Co. caught the flying 
wqrds. It seems the Princ.e is to go in September, but I 
believe alone.' -'This will hardly satisfy your friend, who 
naturally wants someone else .... 

It began to be realised in the summ~r of 1854 that 
the allied armies of France and Engla:nd, so long ~s 
they remained in: the Balkan Peninsula, could deal no 
decisive bloW at· the enemy, who had ev-acuated the 
principalities; and the two · Governments, iD1 p~lled ., by' 
public opinion, resolved on further aggressive action.,, . · ~ 

To Frances Anne L_ady Londonderry. -' 
Strictly confidential. HousE OF CoMM:(:>:Ns·, Aug. 7, 1854._:_ 

: .. The Government liave staked their future on an autumn 
campaign in tlie Crimea, with the hope of re-establishing 
their position. The prospects ate not good, and the chances 
are that we shall make a fiasco. 
. I am not myself very anxious to precipitate affairs. I 
have received from the highest quartet an intimation thM, 

0 if things take their due course; the next and, I hope, very · 
lasting Tory Government. may be under a head which I 
never contemplated. I hardly know whether I shonld con
sider tlie intimation a gratifying one;- I already, feel, in the 
position I n0w occupy, the w.ai:it of sufficientJottune. Thet"e 
are a thousand things which ought to be done which are· 
elements of power; and which I am obliged to decline doing 
er to do at great sacrifice. Whether it be influence, with 
the Press, or br~anisation thronghout the country; everyone 
comes to me; and .everything is expected from me,. ·Tho' 

1 Now a. widow. 2 Windsor Castle. 3 Napoleo~ Iii.· 
4 Prince Albert paid. a visit to the Empe.ror at Bortlogne, Sept. 4-8. 
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so many notables and magnificoes belong to the party, there 
never was an aggregation of human beings who exercised 
less social influence. They seem to disregard or to despise 
all the modes and means of managing mankind. 

As for our chief, we never see him. His house is always 
closed; he subscribes to nothing, though his fortune is very 
large, and expects, nevertheless, everything to be done. I 
have never yet been fairly backed i~ life.. All the great per
sonages I have known, even when what is called' ambitious' 
by courtesy, have been quite unequal to a grand game. This 
has been my fate, and I never felt it more keenly than at the 
present moment, with a confederate always at Newmarket 
and Doncaster, when Europe-nay, the world-is in the 
throes of immense chaD,ges, and all the elements of power 
at home in a state of dissolution. If ever there were a time 
when a political chief should concentrate his mind and· re
sources on the situation, 'tis the present. There cannot be 
too much vigilance, too much thought, and. too much daring. 
All seem wanting. -Alas! and adieu! .<tlways your at, 
tached D. ' 

This is an extraordinarily interesting letter. The state
ment that Disraeli had received an intimation ' from the 
highest quarter ' that he, rather .than Derby, would be 
asked to form the next Tory Government, seems almost 
incredible when we consider not only the point which he 
mentions himself, the insufficiency of his personal' posi-· 
tion, but the great ascendancy which Derby's talents, 
character, experience, and station had given him in the 
party, and also the disposition of the Court towards the 
two men. It is probable, indeed, that increased .know
ledge of Disraeli may have already modified in some 
degree the original distrust of him felt by the Court; . and "', 

· the Prince Consort, absorbed as he was. himself }n ·his 
delicate constitutional duties, would probably discover-in · 
the long run that he had more . in common with the 
persistent watchfulness of Disraeli. than with the inter
mittent .brilliance of Derby. But there had as yet been, 
no sufficient time, and no sufficient opportunities of 
association, to effect a change. · ·. Moreover, when an at
tempt was made to form a Tory Government in the follow
ing year, there :was. no :rpanifestation of any such dispO-
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sitiori on·. the part of the Court· as· Disraeli's language 
implie~. The . only explanation which' occurs to. the 
bewildered student, other than the ass'umptiqn of a co.q~.
plete misapprehension on Disraeli's part, is that the 
Court may have 'believed that .the· constantly recurrent 
and increasingly severe· attacks of gout to whicli Derby 
was now subject had rendered him incapable of serving 
the Crown again as First Minister. If so, the mistake 
was compafable to th~t of Derby and DisraelLthemselves; 
six months later, in treating Palmerston, on the threshol~ 
of his ten years' domination of English politics, as a worn-
out Pantaloon. · . "" 
~part from this point, ,the letter throws a flood of light 

on Disraeli's relations to the 'magnificoes ' of the party, 
a1;1d t6 his chief. It is a repetition, in a much more accen
tuated form, of the criticism hinted in his letter tq Malmes .. 
bury at the beginning of the session, when his immediate 
object was to get Derby to 'give a 'comprehensive ·series 
of· Parliamentary,.· diimers.1 The notables were glad 
enough to make use of Disraeli's services, but were dis
inclined to put their own shoulders tt,> the wheel, or even 
to turn to due account ori behalf' of the party those sobial 
influences which they wielded so easily, but ~hich meant 

. so much to others. Of Derby himself, Disraeli's com
plaintis much the same as Bentinck's w~~. Whereas men 
like Peel, Russell, Palmerston, Aberdeen, Bentirick during 
his last three years, Gladstone,' and Disraeli, whatever other 
interests they might have, treated politics ·as their serious 
pro!ession, Derby in politics· was always the brilliant but 
incalculable amateur. Strenuous and keen as he could 
be 'for a period, Derby was only too apt to lose sight of 
the whple political_ struggle for weeks together while he 
devoted" himself entirely t9 other pursuits, it might' be 
radng .or· shooting, Homer er. local interests. It was 
~specially difficult to secure his att~ntion for politics . 
when he was in opposition, .and when office did n.o't appear 
to be imminent .. Such being' his disposition, it testifie~ 
aU th~ rt1qre·~o his amazing aptitude for :that sphere of 

_., -
1 See: above, pp. 1348,.1349. 
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action which he treated so lightly, that he should have 
been regarded during the Reform Ministry as the in
evitable heir to Whig leadership; and. then for the rest 
of his life, after":he had quitted the Whigs and joined the 
Tories, as the indispensable leader, on Peel's defection, of 
his new party. 

To Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. 
HuGHENDEN, Aug. 21,'1854.-I have been here ten days, 

and should have earlier advised you of my removal, had not 
that happened to me which has happened every year for the 
last quarter of a century, and which, every year, always 
takes me by surprise-namely, that, tho' I left town quite 
well, I had not been eight and forty hours before I found 
myself in a complete state of nervous prostration, and quite 
unable to write the shortest letter on the most ordinary 
business. I suppose it is the sudden cessation of excitement, 
too complete and abrupt for our mortal frames; but, what
ever the cause, the result·is undoubted and most distressing. 
However, I will not dwell upon such egotistical twaddle. 
I am a little better, and this is my first attempt at a recur
rence to the interest of existence-that is, to write to 
you .... 

HUGHENDEN, Sept. 3, 1854.-... The elements seem always 
to save the Russians. A correspondent of mine, who had 
seen Madame Lieven, about a month ago wrote to me that she '"' 
was au desespoir, and that; he had got out of her that the 
Emperor had only 30,000 men in the. Crimea, and ought to 
have had at least 100,000. Indeed, he never expectedwar, 
and had made no fitting preparations .. The defence at 
Bomarsund seems hardly superior to that of the Chinese forts, 
and it is likely that Sebastopol would have fallen; affairs, 
however, may be very different next year, even if Austria 
does not wind up the business in the interval. 

I have been reading here, with infinite delight, Segur's 
Memoirs. He was French Ambassador at the Court of 
Catherine the Great, and accompanied her on her great expe
dition to the Crimea. Did you ever read them? I once 
did years ago. If you never came across them, I know no 
book more exactly in your way. It is all about what we are 
all thinking and talking of. Never was a Court painted in 
more lively colo~s, or more authentically; and the charming 
circle surrounding the Empress in her voyage, Potemkin, 
the gay Prince de Ligne, the.high-bred, melancholy Fitz. 
Herbert, Segur himself, the King of Poland, and.Momono.ff, 
live as the characters do in Boswell's Johnson . 

. . I. 
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In the mid~t of all this, Parliament is called suddenly to• 
gether, and the pressure on nie for the last week has been very 
great. We go up W _town to-morrow, for, to complete our 
troubles, our house is full of workmen, and yet on the morning 
of the 12th I must contrive to receive two hundred inf'mbers 
of Parliament ! ... 

1 t was time that Parliament shouid meet. The inva
sion of the Crimea had turned out a larger and more diffi
cult"" business than a sihgrtine people and an eager Press 
had foreseen. Disraeli had had his misgivings from. the 
first. On September 4 he wrote to Mrs. Win yams; ' We 
seem to have fallen into another Walcheren Expedition, 
.an4 in my opinion the Ministers ought to be impeached.' 
On October 25 W~lpole wrote to Distaeli:·' I ani as clear 
as you that the expedition to the Crimea was a great 
mistake. As long as we stood on the high moral grounds 
of tight and justice, we were invincible; the moment we at- __ 

. tempt either the humiliation or dismemberment of Russia, 
no one can conjecture to what extremities we might be 
driven! What was the position-at the beginning 6f Dec~m~ 
ber ? The allied forces had won victories at the Alma and 
at Inkermann, and in these battles and at Ba,laclava the. 

· · British soldier had · showh all his old steadiness and 
heroism; but the losses had been very severe, Sebastopol 
had not fallen, and the armies were settling into winter

. quarters for the siege. Meanwhile, ih pubiished narra
~ ti-ves and private correspondence, there came terrible 
revelations of mismanagement ahd l.ncompetein'le; ·of 
cholera and scurvy, of troops without food and clothing, 
with food and clothing rotting hard by on the beach. 
-Lett'ers to Disraeli ftom Lady Londonderry, whose son, 
Lord Adolphus Vane, had gone to the front, show .. what 
the mothers of our soldiers were feeling. 

From Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. 
Nov. 26, 1854.-Surely there fuust be an hour of reckoning 

for this hateful Government who go to war without providing 
an army. It is actual murder to let this little !J.eroic wre_ck 

, of an army fight thos~ hordes and masses of barbarians who 
reinforce by tens o£ thousands while we hardly do. so With 
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' 
hundreds. And that wintering in the Crimea, without com-
forts, habitations, hardly provisions, etc.-it· is all heart
breaking. . . . I think of nothing else even in my sleep, and 
if I w:ere younger I am sure I should seize on the idea of 
The 'l'imes, and get a yacht and go there. It seems so dreadful 
to sit at home and do nothing. 

Dec. 20.-I have deplorable accounts-floating enca~p.p- · 
ments on mud, no fresh nieat even for the officers, pork and 
biscuit, horses dying all round, and none to be got evEln to 
bring up the supplies taken out. There seems neither care 
nor thought, and a total indifference as to what becomes of 
the wreck of this fine army, .and the brave spirits who seem 
tas~ed beyond human endurance. ' · 

The Press, on November 25, added its voice to the 
chorus of indignati~n in the u'ewspapers: . -~: . 

This is· no time to mince words, or to seek for emasculated 
paraphrase, in place of honest English. Thej nation knows 

.. that the army has been abominably. treated, and that its , 
fcondition at this moment is one of peril and suffering .. · Public 
·'indignation demands that every exertion be instantly-made 

for the. succour and solace of the troops now sentenced to a 
Crimean winter. Hands, hearts, purses, are all open if the 
Government will do its duty. There is nothing which the 
nation· will refuse to the Administration~except confidence . 

. The line of the Opposition in th~ forthcoming debates 
was discussed in a letter from Derby to Disraeli em 
November 28. 'Of course,.' .he wrote, the Government 
' will introduce no debatable matter into the Address; 
of course we must have no amendment; of course we must 
support them in the vigorous 0) prosecution of the war;~ 
and equally of course we must give thep1 the benefit of 

. our unreserved opi~ion of the way in which they have 
' mismanaged and starved it. 'This last topib may lead tq 

divisions, as well as debat~s, in .your House, if Gladstone 
adheres to his absurd crotchet of paying for the war within 
the year. . . . As to the past, I think our chief topic 
should be want of foresight, every step being a " leap in 
the dark," and every measure adopted too late.' But 
Derby did not seem to contemplate that the revelations of 
inismanagement might upset the Government. Disraeli 
was moreeJear-sighted, and, with a view to the formation. 
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of an Administration capable of extricating the country 
from its enormous difficulties, tried, but without success, 
to strengthen the Opposition by overtures through. the 
Duke of Richmond to Lord Fitzwilliam and the old Whigs. 
His growing influence with his own party was shown by 
his holding, for the first time, a meeting of the Conserva
tive members of Parliament in his own house at Grosvenor 
Gate , Dn the morning of the opening of the session. 
Hitherto party meetings had been held at Derby's house, 
for Commoners as well as Peers. Derby congratulated 
him: 'I rejoice in thenecessity in which you find yourself, 
of. thus taking the lead of the Commons at the commence.: 
ment of the session.' 

The Queen's Speech announced that Parliament had 
been called together at an unusual period in order to 
take measures for prosecuting the war with the utmost 
vigour and effect; and the feeling of Parliament, with the 
exception of the small minority represented by Bright, was 
entirely in harmony with the spirit of the Speech. But 
there was a strong conviction, which Newcastle and Sidney 
Herbert, the Ministers principally responsible, did not 
succeed in dispelling, that the Government had so far 
shown little prudence or vigour. Of this conviction 
Disraeli made himself the exponent. When Ministers 
declared war, he pointed out, they did so in most favour
able ~ircumstances. They had had a unanimous Parlia
ment and people, unlimited supplies, an overflowing· .£: 
Exchequer, and ~he most powerful ally in the world; and 
yet what had they accomplished ? 'I now ask the House,' ~ 
he said, 'for ,a moment to turn round and consider, not 

. whether there were sufficient nurses or surgeons at Scutari, 
not what was tl1e number of pots of marmalade which 
should be sent out to the support of our starving troops, 
but I ask the House to consider what have been the 
results which this Ministry with these enormous advan
tages have obtained,' The great armada which had been 
despatched to the Baltic with Graham's benison and 

. under the command of a ' true Reformer,' Sir Charles 
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Napier, had done nothing but destroy the fortificatiOI!S 
of Bomarsund. In the Black Sea, an ·army of 20,000 or 

-30,000 meri had been sent against a fortress as strong 
as Gibraltar; it, was sent at the wrong time, and no pro~ 
vision was ma.de for its maintenance or reinforcemel!t, 
Why was not the militia embodied when the war began·~ 
Ministers had managed to bring the country into a state 
of war with the greatest empire of the world, because 
they were a Coalition; each with an arrie1'e pensee, no two 
of ·them ever of one mind. They e:x;pected th,at their 
negotiations would end in peace, and that they would. 
never be called upon to act: from the first they flatter~d 
themselves with the belief that the circumstances th,ey 
had riow to encounter would never happen during their 
lives. They had done everything unexpectedly and 
everything too late. Now they were relying on an 
alliance with Austria. What assistance did she propose 
to giveJ 'France had acted. Would Austria act~· ·Or 
merely watch the game and profit by it in the end ? 
Disraeli's scepticism as· to the value of the Austrian 
alliance was. justified, as Russell had to admit· that the 
treaty which had just been signed only bound Austria 
to act in certain eventualities in the future. 

It· was an unpleasant surprise for Parliament and the 
country to find that the principal measure introduced by 
Ministers, in this December sitting, for the more vigoro11s 
prosecution of the war, was a Bill to enable the Govern
ment to enlist 10,000 foreigners in the British army, to be 
drilled in this country. This Foreign Enlistment Bill was 
felt to b~ very wounding to the national pride; and here, 
again, the Opposition, led by Derby and Ellenborough in 
the Lords, and by Disraeli in the Commons, undoubtedly. 
represented popular opinion in their protest. The Bill 
was only carried by majorities of 13 in the Lords, and· of 

_ 39 and of 38 in the Commons. Disraeli said that he had 
no objection to our countrymen fighting. by the side of 
foreigners who were our allies, but he did object :to their 
fighting by ·the side 'of mercenaries~ the condottieii of 
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modern Europe. Wellington's correspondence showed 
that no dependence could be placed on the fidelity of 
foreign mercenaries whose political sympathies were not 
engaged. The measure would therefore prove ineffectual; 
but it was also impolitic, as the world outside would draw 
the inference that our recruiting capacity was exhausted, 
and at home the power of the Government would be 
paralysed and the spirit of the country depressed. Why 
had not the necessary preparations for a great war been 
made in time 1 Evert now they should have confidence 
in themselves and their own resources, and should not, 
in this situation of danger, doubt, and anxi~ty, ' bring in 
a Bill in order to enlist foreign mercenaries to vindicate 
the fortunes of England.' The only answer of Ministers, 
and perhaps the sufficient answer, was that they must 
obtain the command of numbers at once, and by all avail
able means. 

Parliament, which met on December 12, adjourned on 
December 23 for the Christmas holidayg. 'I hear from 
all quarters that the ten days' campaign has set us up 
greatly in public opinion,'. wrote Stanley on January l. 
That was Disraeli's own view; 'the Ministerg were tnuoh 
shaken, and their prestige is destroyed,' he told Mrs. 
Willyams. To Lennox, on January 11, he wrote of the 
Ministry: ' I hear that the cement consii'lts entirely of a 
postponement of decision on all points, whether political 
or financial, at present; they are to meet Parliament, 
trusting that some event may occur which will give a pre
ponderance to either of the rival systems. If war on a 
great scale is in the ascendant, then Aberdeen a,nd Co. 
will retire, and there is to be an attempt at a Whig 
Government, which I should not be sorry to see.' '!he 
news of the Crimean Winter that came from the front 
intensified public feeling against Ministers, and· there was 
a growing movement in the Tory party that formal ex .. 
pression should be given to this feeling directly Parlia
ment reassembled. Derby demurred. He feared that 
a vote of censure might be defeated, that it would only . . 
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consolidate the Government, and prevent the Opposition 
·from . obtaining reinforcements. When the·~ House of 
Commons met,l the matter was at once taken out of Con
ser~ative hands by a Radical, Roebuck, on the mere 
notice of whose motion for a Committee of Inquiry into 
the war Russell resigned. He had never been content 
with his secondary position in the Coalition Government, 
and had frequently threatened the desertion which he 
now· carried out. The cement had given way, and it was 
with Qifficulty that after this blow the Cabinet were 
brought to ·consent even to meet the deba~e in office. 
' Appearances are,' wrote Disraeli to Lady Londonderry 
on January 23, even before Russell's resignation was 
known, ' that the Government will not .survive the next 
ten days or so.' At the same time Derby was writing in 
quite an opposite strain to Disraeli-that he c~mcluded 
that Roebuck's motion niust be supported; ' but whether " 
meant in earnest or not, I think it w_ill do the Government 
good, and regret· it accordingly;·' But it soon became 
evident that Disraeli was right. Russell's resignation 
rather than face inquiry, and his condemnation-of New
·castle's adm~nistration of th~: war, appearea to be con
clusive arguments in favour of· Roebuck's motion. When 
Lytton said in the debate, 'Dismiss your Governmen:t and 
save your army,' it was felt ·he was rightly interpreting 
public opinion. Even Derby was driven at last to admit' 
that the Opposition must take the !esponsibility of a direct 
attack on the Government. At 9.40 p.m. on the final 
day of the debate (January 29) he wrote to Disraeli: 
' The case has now grown to such importan~e that I 
think you must speak-but not till the last moment; if 
after Palmerston, so much the better.' Gladstone; not 
Palmerston, was the Government mouthpiece, and Dis
raeli followed him. H~s predictions of· Coalition incom
petence had been verified; the world now recognised 
wh;1t he had pointed out two years before. There was . 
no valid answer to his peroration. 

1' Jan. 23. 1855. 
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There is no stain upon the character or honour of public 
)llen, or inconvenience to the public service, in statesmen, 
however they may have at one time differed, if they feel 
themselves justified in so doing, acting together in public 
life. All that the country tequire~of public men when they 
do so act together is, that they should idem sentire de re
publica~that upon all great questions they should entertain 
the same views, ·that in subjects of policy, whether foreign 
or domestic, they should be animated by the same convictions 
and the same sympathies. But with regard to the existing 
Government-all have seen that, during their career, it 
does not appear that upon any great question, whether 
domestic or external, they have been animated by the same 
spirit and sympathies. It is to that circumstance t}lat we 
must attribute the fact that they have been so unsuccessful 
in carrying their measures or prosecuting their policy .... 

Sir, I have no confidence whatever in the existing Govern
ment. I told them a year ago, when taunted for not asking 
the House of Commons to ratify that opinion of mine, that, 
as they had no confidence in each other, a vote of wan..t of 
confidence from this side of the House was surplusage. I ask 
the House of Commons to decide if twelve months have not 
proved that I was right in that assumption, although its 
accuracy was then questioned. What confidence has the 
noble lord, the late President of the Council, in the Minister 
for War? What confidence have this variety of Ministers 
in each other's counsels ? They stand before us confessedly 

·as men who have not that union of feelings ~tnd of sympathy 
necessary to enable them successfully to conduct publio 
affairs. 

I 

Conservatives, R.ussellite Whigs, ~and Radicals went 
together into the Opposition lobby; and Roebuck's 
motion was carried by 30 5 to 148 votes, a crushing ... 
majority of 157 against Ministers. They immediately· . 
resigned; and thus fell unregretted, after little more than ' 
two troubled years, that Coalition from which the Court 
and the public had hoped so much. ' The country was 
governed for two years,' writes Disraeli in, Endymion,1 

' by all its ablest men, who by the end of that term had 
succeeded, by their coalesced, g~niius, in reducing that 
country to a state of desolation and despair. "I did not 
think it would have lasted even so long," said Lady Mont-

1 Ch. 100. 
I. 
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fort; "but, then., I was. acquainted with their mutual 
hatreds and their characteristic weaknesses. What is to 
happen now f Somebody must be found of commanding 
private characteF and p9sition, and with as little damaged 
a public one as•in t:h~s wreck of reputations is possible."'' 

Two· men: steod out promine:ntly before their country
men at the moment as fuifilling in the main Lady Mont-

- fort's conditions-Derby and Palmerston: Aberdeen, 
the head of the fallen Administration, and Russell, the 
previous Whig Prime Minister, were both discredited
the· first as responsible for the failures fu foreign polfcy 
and war, the second by his desertion o~ his colleagues at 
a critical moment.- From the generra1 c0mlemnation of 
.the O?ali<tion Ministers; Palmerston was: exempted. He 
had fiUed' an. offibe, that qf Secretary of 'State for Honi'e 
.A:ff8:irs, which gave him no d'irect influence on fo:vefgn 
policy or military administration; and -the public· .be
.lie;ved that. if he had been rut· the Foreign Office our 
.dipfomruey would have been: ·n:iore ·resolute, an:d if he ·hlid 
peen at· tll:e War' Office the breakdown in our military 
arrangements would' have been hnpossihle.: . Derby was 
in; a stiU better position. Many believed, wi·th Cobden 

·· . and Brighit, that,. if hls Mini~try had; remained- in office, 
the Orimeatn War woul'd. hav-e oeen honourably avoided. -
At an:y rate, he had no-responsi!Jility for the half-hearted 
policy and feeble admi:n:isttation which had brcmght the 
country into such- peril, and', while criticising Ministerial 
blunders, he had been .earefal to• maintain .a patri·otic 

~;. · attitud!3 towards ·the war. He ha:d a. lieutenant iR' the 
·; Cominons; lDis:vaeli, Wh0se positi<r>n.; was eqiuaHy. favour

:;tble. The. names- ot Derby· 'and PaJme:uston were thus in 
everybody's. mouth; that one 'of them; and .if possi·ble 

-, both---,{)ne leading the Lords, and·. the ot-her the C0mmon.S _ 
~should take ;office .was. the genera1 desire: ''Fhe' 'great 
necessity of....the- ·Country art this hout,' wrote the . .Press 
on .Jian.uary 21', 'is,:a War Qabin.et,, constituted· -with the 

.. single purpose of ;pros~euting h~st~lities, -wi15h- energy, of 
repairing past errors, of s~vir\g.th~ remnant of our ·arm~, 
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of sustaining the reputation of our arms, and of grappling 
with our foe till he confesses himself vanquished and sues 
for peace.' .' Ask any intelligent politician of the Conti
nent,' it maintained three weeks later, 'what Adminis
tration would prove most formidable to Russia, and he 
would reply: " Lord Derby, Lord Ellen borough, Lord 
Palmerston, and Mr. Disraeli."' 
· Derby was sent for by the Queen, as his party ' was 
numerically the strongest, and had carried the motion.' 
Disraeli at once facilitated his task by showing the same 
abnegati()n as in 1852~an abnegation all the more praise
worthy as his leadership was now a matter of considerable 
duration and notable success. He would gladly act 
under Palmerston's direction, and hoped that his surrend~r 
would promote the accession of Palmerston's friends, who 
might not be willing to act under himself. ' There was 
only one feeling in the Conservative party,' as was ex
plained in the Press on February 3-' namely, to resign 
all individual claims for the sake of giving the country 
the advantage at this critical period of a strong Govern
ment.' Disraeli has, unfortunately, left no memorandum 
describing this crisis and his own share in. it. But we 
know that in his judgment it was an occasion which 
should have been boldly seized; and he must have cor
dially agreed with Ellenborough's appeal to Derby 'not 
to leave Her Majesty's room without kissing hands. 
The bold course was not taken. The Queen offered 
Derby the Government,1 but his acceptance was of a 
conditional character, recalling very much his attitude·· 
at his first audience in 1851. The Queen's.memorandum2 
of January 31, 1855, shows what his views were: 

He owned that his party was the most compact-mustering 
about two hundred and eighty men-but he had no men • 
capable of governing the House of Commons, and he should 
not be able to present an Administration that would be ac
cepted by the country unless· it was strengthened by other 
combinations; he knew that the whole country cried out for 
Lord Palmerston as ·the only man fit for carrying on the war 

. t Jan: a1. , . 2 Qite~n Victoria'S: Lette.rs. . 
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with success, and he owned the necessity of having him in 
the Government, were it even only to satisfy the French 
Government, the confidence of which was at this moment 
of the greatest importance; but he must say: speaking without 
reserve, that, \vhatever the ignorant public inight think, 
Lord Palmerston · was totally unfit foe the task. He· had 
become very deaf as well as very blind, was seventy-one 
years old, and ... in fact, though he still kept up his sprightly 
manners of youth, it was evident that his day had gone by .... · 
Lord Derby thought, however, he might have the lead of the 
House of COmmons, which Mr. Disraeli was ready to give up 
to him. · 

For the War Office, Derby considered there were oniy . 
·two men-Lord Grey, with whom, however, he disagreed in 
general politics; and Lord Ellen borough, whom the Court 
thought alniost mad ... ' To be able to meet the H<mse of 
Commons,' he wanted men like Gladstone and Sidney 
Herbert; for Foreign Afl;airs he would return to Malmes
hury, who had done well before. But' should he not be 
able to obtain strength from the Peelites, he could hot be 
able to form a creditable Government; he must give up 
the task.' Only after the Queen had tried every other: 
quarter would he ' be ready to come forward t~ the rescue 
of the country with such materials as he had, but it would 
he " a desperate attempt." ' 

Derby thus in advance, at his first audience, pronounced 
himself incompetent to form a creditable Government out 
of the resources of his own party, and refused even to 
i:nake the attempt until all other combinations had been 

. tried. Malmesbury suggests that Derby believed that 
neither Russell nor Palmerston could succeed in forming 
ri.. Government; that he would then come in on his own 
terms, and be' a most powerful Minister.' A note among 

· Disraeli's papers makes the same suggestion: 

After the break-up of Lord Aberdeen's Government, Lord 
·John Russell and Lord Derby both made great mistakes in 
the course they took-the latter almost a ruinous one; both 
said and acted on the belief. that 'Lord Palmerston could not 
form a Government;'. Yet Lord Russell arid Lord Derby were 
two of th~most experienced men.in our public life then~xisting. 
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But Derby's language to the Queen is hardly compatible 
with the belief that a final resort to himself was inevitable; 
nor, indeed, is the speech in the House of Lords in which 
he explained his action and disparaged his party. The 
theory reads rather like an excuse put forward after the 

, event, wheri Derby came to realise that he had made an 
irreparable mistake. 

To endeavour to secure Palmerston, the only un
damaged reputation in the Coalition, was obviously 
Derby's right course in the circumstances, whatever may 
be thought of overtures to the Peelites. Directly he left 
the Queen, Derby went to Palmerston, ·to whom· he 
offered the presidency of the Council with the lead of 
the House of Commons. Palmerston was asked to sound 
Gladstone and Sidney Herbert, and promised to do so; 
but he said the new Government must be a Coalition, and 
not only the taking in of one or two persons, and sug
gested that Derby should endeavour to retain Clarendon's 
services at the Foreign Office-a suggestion which Derby. 
naturally found unpalatable, but which he afterwards" 
told Malmesbury he .would have adopted if thereby he 
secured Palmerston. · 

In spite of these observations, Derby's impression from 
his interview was that Palmerstort was inclined to join, 
provided that Gladstone and Herbert would accompany 
him; and so he told the Queen and his principal colleagues. 
D.israeli wrote to Lady Londond(:lrry on that afternoon 
that Derby had ' accepted the mission to form an Ad~ 
ministration, and. Lord Palmerston has agreed to act • -·:~ 
under him on certain conditions as regards his col
leagues-difficult to comply with, but I think not in
superable.' Ellenborough accepted the Ministry of War, 
and Malmesbtiry the Foreign Office. To the latter Derby 
' appeared in high spirits and confident of success; and 
when I told him I should like to go ·to .Heron Court for 
forty-eight hours to settle my private· affairf', be con
sented, saying : " Make h!}ste back; you will find every~ 
thing settled by that time." ' So confident was Malmes-
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bury that a Derby Government was in process of forma
tion that he wrote from :Heron Court to Disraeli making 
suggestions for many appointments, some quite minor 
ones. ' I write to say I hear Sir E. Dering would take 

• .. office with us.. If Canning held what he has got, and ca~e 
· in .. with us, it would be a stone out of the Peelite wall and 

tiring us four or five peers. I find Hardwicke was much 
liked at the Post Office. ~ . . . WoUld Bentinck do as 
Secretary of Admiralty ~ . . . Have you· thought ·of 
Blandford~ What Naval Lords of A. have you 1' That· 
Palmerston. seriously thought. of a combination with 
Derby at one period of this eventful January 31 seems 
clear; but itmay be doubted whether he did not·contem., 
plate throughout being himself, rather than Derby, First 
Minister. He knew that he would have the effective back
ing of Napoleon III., our ally, with whom it was essential 
that the British Government should act harmoniously. 

From George A. Hamilton. 

20, C~ESTER SQUARE, Wednesday, 4 o'clock [Jan. Sl]._.:_A 
friend of mine whose veracity may be relied upon, and who is 
an intimate friend of the Palmerstons, saw Lady P~. this 
morning on some family matter. She told him Lord Derby 
had been sent for, questioned him a good deal about the feeling 
of the Conservatives towards Lord P.; intimated that,cif 
Lord P. should be sent f9r, 'it would be delightful if Lord 
Derby should have the management. in the Lords.' She 
said no one party was strong enough to carry on the affairs 
of the country, that she saw no reason why Lord D. and 
Lord P. ~hould not .act together; and she left the impression 
on my friend's mind that Lord P. would serve under Lora D. 

My friend is known to be a strong adherent of our party, and 
this conversation must have ·been intended • to be made 
known. · · 

By the time that Palmerston saw Gladstone, :which 
was about four o'clock, it is clear that he had realised 
that; if Derby ,f~iled, his own opportunity would come. 

~ He told Gladstone that he felt disinclined to accept, 
' but that. if he. refused it would be attributed to 
his contemplating another result, which other result, he 
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considered, would be agreeable to the .country.' Glad
stone, on the other hand; represents himself as having 
been disposed to join,l if he could obtain Aberdeen's , : 
approval, rather than that Derby should give up the 
commissiOn. But neither Gladstone nor Herbert would • 
join without Palmerston; and Palmerston, after con: • 
suiting Clarendon, who was resolutely opposed to the 
arrangement, definitely made up his mind to refuse. He 
wrote that, on reflection,· he had come to the conclusion 
that he would .not, by joining the new Government, 
give to it that stability which. Derby anticipated; but he 
promised support to any Government which would carry 
on the war and maintain our alliances. Derby,· who 
had been waiting hopefully all the afternoon; received 
the note at dinner-time. 

From Lord Stanley. 

Private. Jan. 31, 11.30 p.m.-Bad news needs ·no mes
sengers.. You will have heard that P. declines. His note 
arrived about 9.30. . ... 

My father thereon wrote to the Queen. . . . · · . 
I don't give up the game yet: if it is lost, vendetta must b'e 

our consolation~and of that, we shall have enough. · 

From Lord Derby. 

Thursday, 8.50 a.m. [Feb. 1, 1855].-I have receive·d the 
combined Ietters"--4livil, butdistinct refusals on the part of 
all three. I sent Palmerston's ,down ·to the Queen late last 
night, and shall go down with the others myself this morn
ing. I will call on you on my way soon after ten. 

Gladstone added to his refusal some encouraging words : 
' Any Government owing its origin to the late vote of the 
House of Commons, and honestly endeavouring to do its 

·duty, must have peculiar claiins to support in connection 
with the great national interests . involved in the· ques
tions of War .and Peace. On public grounds I am dis-

1 Lennox, however, reported to.Disraeli on Feb. 4 that he heard on good 
autho1·ity that ~-the Derby Coalition hung fire on account of G. and S. H. 
being determined not to sit in the Cabinet with the" Peel-smasher."' 
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posed~ to believe that the formation: of a Government 
f~om among your own political connections would offer 

. '·.~·many facilities at this momtmt, which other alternatives 
withirtl View would not present: and unless wliere my 

. opinions might not leave me a choice, it would be.my 
l". ·, siripere desire to offer to an Administration so co:ristruct'ed 

· '.under you an independent Parliamentary support.' ,;Her~ · 
bert gave . similar assurances. He was convinced;·'he 
wrote,- 'that any Government now to be formed is 
entitled to that liberal construction of its acts which is 
necessary to a fair though independent Parliamentary 
support.' These two letters-Gladstone's particularly
were rather markedly cordial in their tender of support 
to a Derby Administration; and we can ·well believe that 
Disraeli pointed this out and urged Derby,to proceed, no~~ 
withstanding the ·impossibility of 'obtaining extraneous 
aid. But Derby was. resolved to abandon the task. · 
' As:to the independent support ' proffered by the Peelite · 
leadet's, he told th<;J Queen ' it remipded him of the defini.:: 
tion of an independent member of Parliament-vii., one 
~hat could not be depended upon.' 1 ·. ' 

. Even the. most loyal of .. his· colleagues doubted the.;' 
wisdom of his course. Almost alone, Stanley was clear . 
that his father was right, and that the ball must come 
agam to .his feet before long. Pakington wrote to. Dis~ 
raeF: 'I think Lord D. was, ,on the whole, right in his 
late difficult decision; but I feel the force of what you· 
said about the probable- effects upon our own party; and 
if we go on treating Ministers like ninepiJ?.s-only bowling 
them down to set them up again-we shall be bowled 
down ourselves.' Ellenborough's opinion has already been 

·quoted. Malmesbury, who was woke up next. morning,, 
at Heron Court at four o'cloqk · by George Bentinck,. 

-r to hear of the ~ollapse, has recorded his judgment i~ 
his diary that Derby showed a want of nerve and courage, ·· 

..• and missed a great opportunity. To Derl;iy himself 11~ 
made the best of 'the situation. ''1! •· " · ..:}; . 

. •· >!;, • • 
1 .Queen Vi<:to1·ia's Letters. ·-~ r ~·· ~ i.-

~ .. ~ .:.:"!.(_'1.~,' ... , ~. ~ 

·~ . .,;. r.· ;;., ~·. 
~ ' j, ~ .. ,.,~ ' 

·, 
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Lord M almesbury to Lord Derby. 
HERON CouRT, Friday [Feb. 2, ·1855].-I was just getting 

into my carriage to come up by the earliest train this' morning, 
when I got a note from Stanley informing me of the state of 
t.hings, so I shall put off my journey till Monday. I think 
your conduct must stand before the country in a very favour
able contrast with that of the public men who oppose us, and 
if it has not its effect on the nation, I for one don't deem it' · 
worth governing. . 

I believe that we could have gone on with the old lot by 
attaching to them Ellenboro', Lytton, etc., for a time, but 
that your present game is the best. . . . 

As to Gladstone, much is to be said. This is the third 
time he shies at us, and .I am certain that. he is so hated by 
some of our best friends that he would lose us several votes. 
He is looked upon as a Tartuffe; and we hav·e already one mf!,n 
whose eloquence is his only respectable quality. I cannot say, 
therefore, that I regret him. 

Malmesbury's strange outburst against ·Disraeli, with 
whom he was then on very friendly terms, suggests that 
the critical situation had got on the nerves of more than 
one of the leaders. Disraeli's own feelings were undoubt
edly bitter. Lennox wrote to him: 'S[tanley] asked me 
whether "our friend" were not much annoyed, to which 
I replied that, knowing what you had sacrificed of time, 
labour, and t~lents, I concluded you must be utterly dis
gusted.' As Lord Morley says, Disraeli 'beheld a golden 
chance of bringing a consolidated party into the posses
sion of real power flung away.' Malmesbury, in his 
diary, writes of him, after Derby's explanation in the 
House of Lords, as being 'in a state of disgust beyond all 
control; he told me he had spoken his mind to Lord 
Derby, and told him some very disagreeable truths.; It 
seemed to him a failure in political courage-a quality 

• whi<lh had once particularly distinguished Derby before 
he had become such a martyr to gout, and which was one 

, 9£ Disraeli's own characteristic virtues. It so happened 
,that an ol<;l friend of his, the Ambassador Lord Ponsonby, 
who was now near his end, had just been exhorting him 
to show:this .quality, and in. his last letter pointed to the 

. pre~e~! conjuncture as the right moment for its display. 
~ . .. - . . ' 
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From Lord Ponsonby. 

, \ Jan.;14, 1855.-You, I am certain, will know that, when I 
~giv~ j(ni'~J..n opinion, I am moved by my desire to pe of use 
:t~'to you towards the aaquisition by you of a commanding 
,....,·-:-.P?,sitio;u in this country .... , I hope that you may now. be 

t" ~~d1sposed to take the bull by the. horns, to be yourself,.the 
,;r . .,.4-ntagonistes. You inust command, not solicit,' power; you 

liave the abiliti~s that are needful, if you have the courage to 
e~e:rt them. I have ·no such opinion of those who are with 
you as coadjutors. The world, may not be as favourable to 
you, from inclination for you, as you might like it to be, but 
it is reacly to submit to your pre-eminence if you will assume 
that position and bid your will a vouch the deed. All animals 
fo'llow the most daring individual of their race. Man is not 
a whit better .than the ass or the goose, and the mass wiU 
obey you if you a,ssert your natural.right .to authority. Look 
around you and observe what a crowd it is of poor" talking 
creatures they are who have authority enough to play the 
miserable part they· fill! You had best speak out and act 
;1udaciously: our people wiUJollow you if that .be your ·game .. 
Our people .are lo.oking for a leader. They are tired of 
rhetorical hum buggers in speaking and writing, such as tho.se 
for the most part are who occupy our Senate with palaver 

· and our Sovereign with twaddle. . . . · · ~ 
Believe ine to be one who likes you 'V.ery much as well as 

has the highest opinion of your intellectuai powers, .and is 
merely very much inclined to believe in your politicalcourage. 

Feb. 1, 1855.-Seeing your courage successful wiU make me 
quite weU. The game is yours; if you resolve to win it.1 

· 

'Resolve' as he might,. if he could not stir Derby into 
action; Disraeli was for the moment helpless~ Derby_ 
could not, indeed, manage the party in the Commons 
without Disr.aeli, but without the prestig.e .of Derby's . 
name and fame Disraeli could not at this time have col: . 
lected· a .s:ufficitmt following for any. purpo~es of govern-.~.~ 
m.e.nt. He could only pour out his heart to his close friends.· 

. . 
_ . · · To ,Fr'ances Anne Lady Londonderry. ,i 

Oonfid.ential . . O.t\RL'.rON CLUB, s.w., Feb. 2, 18.55.-I was 
so iinnoye<.la.nd worn: out yesterday that I could not send. you 
two lines to say that our chief has again bolted ! ~ . · 

.J His l~st Jettei: to Disraeli .. He died February 21. See oeiow, p. '1'388. 
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This is the third time that, in the course of six years during 
which I have had the lead of the Opposition in the House of 
Commons, I have stormed .the Treasury Benches: twice 
fruitlessly, and the third time with a tin kettle to my tail, 
which rendered the race almost hopeless. You cannot, there~ 
fore, be surprised that I am a little wearied of these barren .. 
victories, which, like Alma, Inkermann, andBal~clava, may 
be glorious, but are certainly nothing more . 
. What is most annoying is that, this time, we had actually 
the Court with us, for the two Court favorites, Aberdeen 
(of the Queen) was extinct, and Newcastle (of the Prince) in 
a hopeless condition; and our rivals were Johnny in disgrace 
and Palmerston ever detested. The last, however, seems 
now the inevitable man; and though he is really an impostor, 
utterly exhausted, and at the best only ginger-beer, and not 
champagne, and now an old painted pantaloon, very deaf, 
very blind, and with false teeth, which would fall out of his 
mouth when speaking, if he did not hesitate and haltl>o in 
his talk, here is a man which the country resolves to associate 
with energy, wisdom, and eloquence, and will until he has 
tried and failed. 

What then? John Russell, they say, has lost his char
acter, but he is one of the few men who can do without that 
necessity, having the D. of Bedford always to go bail for 
bim. 

The Queen is in town, the flag flying at the Palace; but I 
know nothing authentic .... 

The party generally were profoundly disappointed. 
Their only consolation was that the .Peelite leaders, whom 
they completely distrusted, had not returned· to the fold. 
' The Carlton is frenzied with rage,' wrote Lennox; ' all 
at D[erby]'s final decision, and part at his attempted 
Coalition. . . . Hoping for better days ! .· Worse cannot 
be!' The party held that Derby had acted a timid' part; 
and r.n~ny were disposed to give in their allegiance, as one 

• of them wrote, ' to Lord Palmerston, who has the courage 
to face difficulties before which Lord Derby succumbs.' 
For Palmerston's anticipations proved correct. Russell 
encl.ea~ou:red to form a Ministry, but found his friendrs 
generally. unwilling, after his recent escapades, to enlist 
under his banner; and Palmerston became Prime Minister, 
and even .succeeded for a few weeks in retaining the. 
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services of all the leading Peelites except Aberdeen and . 
Newcastle. Then Graham, Gladstone and Herbert resigned 

·because the House of Commons persisted in prosecuting 
Roebuck's inquiry. Not altog~ther unfairly, the public 
were inclined to take the view which Sarah Disraeli ex-

• •pressed to h~r brother on February Il : ' As . to th~ · 
wretched Peelites, miserable as administrators, they are . 
now shown to be selfish intriguers.' · 

Derby had plenty of the courage that faces and 
mollifies angry followers; and he justified himself suc
cessfully to a party meeting. · 

·To JJ1 rs. Disraeli . 
. Feb. 20, 1835 . .:-.The meeting was very large, and on. the 

whole very successful: more than: 230 persons, including 
however, fifty peers. I never heard a finer speech than Derby's: 
the ablest he ever made. It met everything except the chief 
point-namely,· that we did not accept office because we 
were afraid and incompetent. However, all were satisfied, 
and even enthusiastic, arid we must hope the best, though we 
deserve. little. 

Derby ' met everything except the cpief point.' It was 
difficult to meet that success~ully, a11d both Derby's 
biographers, Mr. Kebbel and Mr. Saintsbury, have given 
up the attempt. Gladstone, too; held that' Lord Derby's 
error in not forming an Administration was palpable, and 
even gross: . . . Had Lord Derby gone on; he would 
have been supported by the country, then absorbed in 
the ~onsideration 'of the war. None of the three occa
sions when he .took office offered him so fine an oppor
tunity as this; but he missed it:' l It was clear that the 
Minister who brought the-war to a successful end, would 

, win the gratitude of the-people. It was equally clear· 
that, though· the Conservatives were in- a minority in 
Parliament, the constituencies wou!_d not have tolerated . 
intrigues by a discredited Coalition against a Ministrf 
honestly endeavouring to extricate the country from its 
difficulties. · Palmerston, who was ne~~trly as conservative 
. l Morley's Gladstone,.b}<:. 4, ch. 6, where there i~·a; interesting examina· 
tion in detail of this.whole political crisis. · · · · 
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.as Derby in home politics, seized the occasion, and was, 
with a brief interval, Minister for the rest of his· life. 
In 1855 the Opposition leaders were stronger in personnel 
than in 1852. In the first place, the majority of them now 
had enjoyed and profited by official experience, and Dis
raeli himself, Malmesbury, Pakington, St. Leonards, and 
others, had shown officia~ aptitudes; and, next, they 
had some promising recruits---Ellenborough, of great 
abilities, but more doubtful judgment, in the Lords; and 
Bulwer Lytton, a versatile and accomplished politician, in 
the Commons :Moreover, Stanley, who was too_young to 
be more than an Under-Secretary in 1852, was now quali
fied for high office, as he showed in 1858. And, if Derby 
had been quick to appreciate rising talent, he would have 
seen in Lord Robert Cecil, who now sat for Stamford in 
Herries's place, a notable acquisition for the front bench. 
The only one of Derby's pleas, in his defence of his gran 
rifiuto in the House of Lords, that carries much weight is 

· his statement that the country was demanding the leader
ship of Palmerston. There was undoubtedly a movement 
of the kind, but there was also one in favour of Derby; 
' it is difficult to make it understood,' writes Fraser, ' how 
vehement was the feeling in his favour at the time.' 
Confirmation of this statement is found in the Beacons
field papers. A friend reports to Disraeli that men of all 
parties were saying during this winter: ' Lord Derby is a 
man of resolution, energy, and spirit; with him there 
would have been no divided counsels and no want of . 
promptitude.' Had Derby succeeded in doing what 
Palmersion did, he might well have rallied most of the 
Peelites naturally to his banner, and at the :next General 

' Election won that Conservative victory which was delayed 
till 1874, after his death. 

Disraeli at least had nothing to reproach himself with. 
He had brought the Coalition into hopeless discredit. 
He had led his troops to victory in the House of Commons. 
He had once again showri his disinterestedness by waiving 
his claims in favour of Palmerston. He had done his best 
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to put heart and audacity into his chief. He liad loyally 
upheld Derby's course il). the Press, allowing no sign of his 
own disapproval to appear. Now that the matter was 
over, he was prepared to regard it in a phil?sophic:;: spirit, 
and look out for fresh occasions which a Ministry, appar
ently with a very insecure tenure of office, could hardly 
fail to afford. In the Press, on February 10, he recom
mended the Conservative party to be patient but :vigilant. 
Office was not their ·object, nor yet a personal triumph. 
They might control, if· they did not direct, the course of 
public affairs. 'Your time will not be long delayed; 
justice will be done you by the people.' 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 25, ·1855.-Since- I last wr~te to 
you, events have made weeks as long as months. The 
political volcano has not been content with a single eruption. 
It has groaned, and heaved, and v:omited forth streams, 
which are.not yet cool, and are even still glowing. The sur
rounding earth is covered with corpses and fragments and 
ruins. Every day there are fresh· victims or new portents. 
Nor is it probable that.everi the present form of affairs will 
long continue.1 · . · 

Whether Lord Derby was justified in declining the task 
imposed on him, time can alone satisfactorily prove. Our 
acceptance would certainly have prevented some political 
scandals, but, on the other. hand, a strong. and permanent 
Government must, in the present,.'or rather late, unnatural 
state of parties, be preceded by a period of Parliamentary 
anarchy and spasmodic weakness. · · 

Let us try to think of more agreeable matters. You have 
presented us with an aviary, without any of the inconveni
ences of that. receptacle of the feathered race, and with 
almost all its beauties. Never was there so interesting and 
so magnificent a present. 'It never palls, for it is full of, 
nature: faithful, picturesque, strange, and animated. I often 

1 In the. first edition.of Haworth Churchyard, dated April, 1855, Matthew 
Arnold scathingly described t'!J,e politieal eruption of this spring a.s 

This ignominious spectacle, 
Power dropping from the hand, . " 
.Of paralytic. factions, and no soul 
To snatch and wield it. , . o; 

. ~alrnerston did sn:~tch and wi~ld it,. and Arnold ~;pu~g~d· the lines. 
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delight myself in tnrning over its pages when I have a quiet 
evening, aE:d thank you very heartily for companions who 
seem always to bl'ing me messages of friendship and affection 
from T0rquay. . . . - . 

The great hm-o of London at present is Lord Cardigan, who 
relates with sufficient modesty, but with ample: details, the 
particulars of his fiery charge at Balaclava, to willing audiences 
~as often as they like. 

Amid all the strange events of this marvellous period, the 
most· singular appears to be the now accredited incident of 
the departure of the Emperor Napoleon for the Crimeal He 
is to take Sebastopol. His absence agitates the funds and 
disquiets statesmen. 

To Frances Anne Lad,y Londonderry. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 25, 1855.-l have been wishing to 
~.~rite.to you every day, but have fallen into one of those fits 

of prostration which follow excitement, arid which are some
times_ both the co-nsequence and the refitge from a' surfeit o( 
pusil1animi·ty and incompetence. _ 

The po1iticacl VDlcano still heaves and vomits f-orth its lava;. 
Ina month's time Aberdeen, Newcastle, John Russell, and now 
the whole of tlie Peeli tes, have· been overthrown, and tl\.e well
accredited rumour of yesterday was that the Special'Envoy2 

was ·telegraphed' b!tek: wgain, and, climax of all degradation, 
h~d argreed to· take offic~' under Palmerston',. anrd sit as his 
subordinate, in his presence, in the House of Commons, as 
Secretary of State for. the department which S. Herbert has 
just' vaca"ted,_ before the returning officer's signature was dry . 

. Others be'lleve that· Palmetston• wil:l: go to the Upper House, 
which it is supposed may best suit his years, thcmgh still 
First Minister; while friends of both parties opiJ:le that if this 
be the ca·se·John Russell_will trip him up by Easter . 
. Tlie. Cabinet, they say, is formed, but its elements are 

doubtf.ul. Whether a man of the _people, in the shape o'f 
Baines as Chancellor of' the Exchequer~ iS to be includ'ed, for 
popularity; or whether it is to be exdusi\rely Whig and·fitniily
party, by the promotion to that· post. of' :cornewali' Lewis, 
Clarendon's brothor~in-Iaw,. is doubtful.8 In th':is· latter case, 
Layard, Lowe, Laing, Horsman_and· Co'. a:re to h~ve all' £he 
highest of tne subordinate posts by way of hedge. tf La yard, 
whose exclusion from office the Peelltes made· a condition of 
their precipitate adhesion to Palmerston, on. account Of his 
attacks on Aberdeen, be placed, and highly placed, and Jo'hn 

- , ._1, .The :EJl1peror-was, fortunateli)'.,_.dissua.ded by, \Jlarendon:-from this resol-ve. 
2 Russell had accepted a special mission to Vienna. . -
3 Cornewall Lewis was m·ade C!l.artcellor·ofthe' Exchequer. · · '-" 
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Russell return .to the Treasury Bench, it will not be lon,g 
before the seceding members are at open war with their late 
colleagues. 

There is a strong belief in the best quarters that pea<\e is 
impending-some think will even be imn;10diate. 

Poor Lord Ponsonby has gone, and I follow his remains on 
Wednesday. His death was at last very sudden. He was 
only ser~ously indisposed for a day, and his intellect clear 
until the last hour, wh,en the ruling passion ·was strong, and 
his last words were : ' Write instantly to the Queen, and tell 
her that if she trusts Palmerston she is ruined ... ! · 

It was mainly due to Disraeli that the House of Commons 
determined, in spite of Aberdeen's fall, to appoint the . 
Committee which it had voted on Roebuck's motion. 
Palmerston asked the. House to let the Government b~J; , 
its Committee; but Disraeli insisted that, after Russell's •' 
resignation, and admissions of maladministration, th~.:. ~ 
House would stultify itself if it did not proceed with the 
inquiry into the mysterious disappearance of one 0~ 
England's _finest armies. Pahnerston gave way; the 
Peelites resigned ; and their places were taken by Whigs, 
Russell consenting to hold tne Colonial Office under his 
old subordinate. T4e Committee's report, which was 
pr¢sented in June, justified Disraeli's criticisms, though 
it must be admitted that the moE~t decisive sentences were 
only adopted by the C)asting vote of Roebuck, ,~he 
Chairman:' 

Your Committee report that the sufferings of the army 
mainly·· resulted from the circumstances under which :the 
expedition to the Crimea were undertaken and executed. 
The Administration which ordered that expedition had no 
ad~quate information as to the amount of the' forces in the • 
Crimea. They were not acquainted with the strength of the 
fortresses to be attacl>:.ed, or with the resources of the country 
to be in,vaded. They hoped and expected the expedition to 
be immediately successful,·and, as they did not foresee the 
probability of a protracted struggle, they made no preparation 
for a. winter campaign ..... ¥our Committee will now close 
their report with a hope that, every British army may in 
future display the valour which this noble army. has dis
played, and that none may hereafter be exposed to such
sufferings as have been re9orded in'these pages:.· 
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BENTINCK'S LAST LETTER TO DISRAELI. 

(PAGE 929.) 

In the final chapter of Lord George Bentinck;Disraeli gives 
the following description of Bentinck's occupations on the 
last morning of his life, before he started on the afternoon 
walk to Thoresby which proved fatal: 

On the 21st of September, after breakfasting with his family, 
he retired to his dressing-room, where he employed himself with 
some papers, and then wrote three letters-one to Lord Enfield, 

· another to the Duke of Richmond, and the third to the writer of 
these pages. That letter is now at hand; it is of considerable 
length, consisting of seven sheets of notepaper, full of interesting 
details of men and things, and written not only in a cheerful, 
bnt even a merry mood. 

In December, 184:9, the Duke of Richmond stated at a public 
meeting that the main purport of Bentinck's letter to him was 
an expression of the regard which the writer entertained for 
Disraeli, and ·of the great obligations which the whole party 
wero under to him, for the display of unrivalled talent, 
undaunted courage, and firmness of uurpose. Here is Ben
'tinck's letter to Disraeli : 

From: Lord, George Bentinck. 

WELDECK, NEAR WoRKSOP, N OTTS, Sept. 21, 1848. 

MY DEAR D.,-I got your interesting. letter from· Wynyard 
yest~rday. Peel takes a different view from Graham in respect 
to the payment of the Irish Roman Catholic Priesthood. My 
brother-in-law Evelyn Denison t met Peel at Nuneham in July. 
The party consisted of Sir Robert and Lady Peel, Gladstone and 
his wife, Norreys and Lady Norreys, E. Denison and my sister, 
and SHIEL.. . . -
r. Peel talked frankly about Ireland, and specially to . Shiel, 
observing that now was the time to settle the question of tho 
Irish Church; that the time was come when it was no longer 
p9ssible to leave the Irish Roman Catholic Priesthood in their 

1 Afterwards Speaker of the House of Commons. and eventually Viscount 
Ossington. 
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present position; that the present moment was, in his opinion, 
peculiarly favourable; that the extreme poverty, the absolute 
state of starvation, of the Irish Priesthood would be favourable 
to their assent to some arrangement; that a deep religious feeling, 
on the other hand, was spreading over the public mind, and was 
working a desire to see some religious education and provision 
made for the Irish :pMple, and therefore he thought the oppor
tunity on every account favourable for some settlement of the 
question. 

Shiel upon this observed: 'Well, Sir Robert, you have settled 
two great questions: why should you not be the man to come in 
and settle this great question t' 

Peel smiled and. smirked, and fredy replied: ' I ani too old 
to do it, but it must be done. I don't say but that any Govern
ment that attempted -to settle the matter might be overthrown 
in the attempt; but, whatever might be the Government that 
succeeded to them, that Govetmnent would find the impossibility 
of refusing to settle the question.' ·. . . 

Upon this Evelyn Denison put in his word, observing that • • 
'the People of this country would not suffer the Roman Catholie-~,
Priesthood to be paid o'ut of the consolidated. fund, and. asking··' 
Sir Robert Peel whether hehad not been a little struck by the 
presentation by Law of a Petition signed by 3,000 Protestant 
Clergymen against a,ny.payment of the Romish Priesthood. 

Peel answered: ' I was very much surprised.. Still, when the 
·time comes for the payment of the Roman Catholic Priesthood, 
means will be found for that purpose.' . , 
.· My conviction is tha,t the Whigs will not attempt the settle
ment of. this question, but Peel will; he will find the means, and 
will find himselfiiot·too old, ~·· 

When all is said, the Irish Poor Rate in but a single ·UnitHi 
equals 5s. llid. in the £1, and averages somewhere about .2s. 
(Connaught, 2s. O£d.; Munster, 2s. 8£d.; Leinstet, ls. 7;!-d. ;· 
Ulster, 1s. 7£d.). This produces £1,300,000 a year. One shilling. 
additional in the £1' would make a very handsome provision for 
the Irish Roman Catholic Clergy; it would give £240 a year to 
2,500 Priests, and leave £50,000 a year to be distributed among 
her Bishops. . 

Then there would be Churches and Glebe Houses to be built; 
2,500 of these at £5,000 a piece would be £1,250,000-at 4 per cent. 
would be £50,000 a year mote to be provided for; that would be 
abOut !d. in the £1 more. • . 

John Bull would rather enjoy seeiJ!g the Irish Landlords 
fleeced a little; but I have no doubt but that, when once a-Priest
hood were arrayed on the side of order and indt1stry, Irish 
Estates would be increased in value far mote than 1s. Ofd. in 
the £1. 

Graham humbugged your wife abOut hiil obligations 'to me1 I 
am not conscious that I ever obliged him in any way further than 
sticking to hitn and Stanley when -they seceded from the Whigs. 

Will Graham join in the assault upOti the Household Troops Y 
Does the Court care about them 1 It is rather a ·difficult case to 
defend. · 
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The British Army would ' make soup ' or ' cook bullocks ' if 
those duties were required of them. I dare say the army is ill 
provided with marching and fighting equipment just now, but 
these would soon be forthcoming. As regards Tailways, the 
defending army must derive a mighty advantage from them, 
and would easily prevent their being broken up.-Ever yours 
most sincerely, G. BENTINCK. 

E. Denison thinks the Government, and Ld. John (lpecially, 
very weak, and that Peel's party look confidently to a new 
Government of which Peel's party is to be the PIVOT .... 

Sir ·william Symonds (late Surveyor of tl1e Navy) is here, and 
declares that the greatest benefit that could be conferred on the 
Navy would be to disfranchise the Dockyard men. There are 
13,000 of them, and he declares h~lf the number would perform 
the same duties; but, being almost all of them voters, every idle. 
inefficient, worthless fellow is kept on, for fear of his vote being 
turned against the Government candidate. 
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l\1ETl'ERNICH ON CONSERVATIVE LEADERSHIP. 
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From Prince Metternich. 

BniOHTON, ce 25 Janvier, 1849. 

MON CHER DISRAELI,-J' ai re~tu votre lettre du 13 de oe mois! 
Je vous rends, par Ies mots de satisfaction et de frayeur, l'im" 
pression que votre -lettre, et la priere que vous avez bien voulu y 
joindre, ont produit srir moi. Le premier de oes sc:~ntiments tire 
sa source de la justioe que vous rendez a la purete de mes in ten-_ 
tions; ,le second est la consequence de la gravite du sujet sur 
lequel porte votre expedition et de la distance qui existe entre 
mon individualite et les elements dont se compose la situation. 
Tout'b.omme qui est appele a donner un oonseil; doit, pour pouvoir 
repondre a !'objet, oheroher son point de depart dans la eon
science, d'etre maitre de la matiere qui forme !'objet de la oon-

'sultation. L'etoffe me manquant a oet egard et desirant, d'un 
autre cote, vous prouver oombien je suis sensible a la preuve de· 
oonfianoe que vous me donnez, je m'attaoherai a !'element qui 
toujours est ala disposition des b.ommes doues d'un esprit droit
a l'examen de la situation. 

Celie dont il s'agit se preseilte tt rna vue sous !'aspect suivant: 
Depouillee de tout fard· et reduite a sa veritable valeur, la 

question est oelle de soutien de la raison dans la lutte qui generale
ment est engagee auj<iurd'hui entre les _partis conservatif et. 
destruoteur. Il est dans la nature de ces partis, que oelui oon
servatif a, pour a voir de la force, besoin d'etre discipline, tan dis que 
oelui destruoteur peut avec plus d'impunite se passer de oet ele
ment de salut. Tout n'est point propre a la conservation ni a la 
construction, pendant que tout peut etre employe a l'ceuvre de la ' 
destruction. Aussi l'embarras qui fait le sujet de notre entretieh 
reside-t-il sur oe champ. Le Leader du parti proteotioniste est 
mort, et ce parti est des-lors a la recherche d'un oonduoteur 
nouveau. • 

J'arrive' ioi a une question, qui ayant deja ete effieuree par 
moi dans notre derniere renoontre n,e vous surprendra pas. De 
que! parti s'a~it-il; est-ce de oelui conserv_a.tij, ou de celui prot~c

-tioniste 1 Il s'agit du second et oe fait memerenferme une faiblesse 
et un embarras. L'une et !'autre sont davantage propres aux 
questions speciales qu'a oelles generales qui s'elevent ala hauteur 
d'une-oause, dans la nature desquelles se trouve l'avantage de ne 
point pouvoir molirir. Ce n:e sont en effet que les· questions de 
detail, qui dans leur reunion aoquierent la valeur- d'une cause 
im_pcrissable, qui peuvent, selon -les temps et les oirconstanoes, 
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perdre de leur importance relative. Tel, si tout ne me trompe, 
est le cas du parti protectioniste, et cela non parceque le sujet dont 
ce parti porte le nom se serait efface, mais parcequ'il ne renferme 
plus Ia matiere requise pour justifier sa denomination. Le sujet 
s'est fondu dans la cause generale, dont la protection due aux 
interets agricoles forme sans contredit l'un des elements los moins 
perissables. Je vous ai deja dit que je croyais que le parti pro
tectioniste ferait bien de renoncer a son titre. Une consequence 
naturelle du fait serait oelle de pla(}er le parti de Manchestre en face 
de la cause conservative tonto enticre et de changer ainsi la lutte, 
qui entre ce parti et celui protectioniste porte le caractei'e d'un 
combat singulier, en une operation de guerre contre les principes de 
conservation. · Tout parti perd de sa force par un ehangement 
de position pareil. 

II y a, a mon avis, un autre avantage attache a oe qui a roes 
yeux aurait la valeur d'une utile fusion d'un parti dans un grand 
tout, et cet avantage serait celui, d'elargir le champ pour los com. 
battants pour une meme cause. II est dans la nature des denom
inations particulieres, de restreindre ce champ par l'appel.qu'elles 
font aux rivalites particulieres entre ceux qui, en derniere analyse, 
veulent la meme chose. 

Ces remarques, mon cher Disraeli, peuvent etre taxees d'litre 
entacbCes d'une polemique qui ne conduit pas a nne solution de 
la question posee. Je dois convenir que la remarque ne manque 
pas de fondement; n'en cherchez pas la raison en moi mais dans 
la na.ture de !'objet et dans Ia condition dans laquelle je me • 

. trouve place a son egard, dans la pire des conditions dans Iaquelle 
puisse se trouver place 1'homme consulte, dans celle d'un manque 
de connaissanc;es requises pour repondre consciencieusement a la 
demande qu'un ami lui adresse. Lord Stanley a des scrupules 
que d'autres de vos amis ne partagent pas; ce en quoi toutes lei! 
opinions se renco'ritrent, c'est dans la ·justice qu'ils rendent a 
vos grands capacites. Vous de votre oote etes egalement dans 

.le vrai en tenant compte de ce que des conditions, contre lesquelles 
nul ne peut, peuvent amener a leur suite. Dans une situation de 
choses pareille ce n'est que vous-meme qui devez vous placer a 
l'aiguille de la balance et ponderer le pour et le contre de la situa
tion et arrivcr au prononce de la chance qui a le succes en sa 
faveur. Ce qu'en tout etat de choses vous ne pourriez mettre 
en doute, c'est la sincerite des vooux que je forme en favour des 
bonnes chances. Je suis ne et j'ai vecu defenseur de la cause· 
conservative, et je niourrai dans les rangs des soutiens de cette 
cause. La base pratique qu~ vous devrez soumettre a Ia pondera
tion des chances, c'est la somme du secours dont vous aurez a 
vous regarder comme assure et cela en evaluant a la fo!s la force 
qui reside en vous-meme. . 

Restez en tout cas fidele a la cause, qui deja vous a valu des 
succes incontestes et dont vous etes dans mon intime conviction 
un defenseur aussi habilc que deja puissant. Vous savez que 
mon opinion a cet egard date de longue main; je ne sais pas en 
former a la Iegere. . 

Mille sinceres et affectueux hommages.-METTERNICH. 
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THE PLAGIARISM FROM: TRIERS. 
(PAGE 1211.) 

·'~ ~ 

From ·Disr(Uli's Speech; November 15, 1852; 

It is not enough. to say that [a great general] must be an 
engineer, a geographer, learned in human nat11re, . adroit in 
managing m.ankind-;--that. he n;mst be able to fulfil_ the highest 
duty of a Minister of State, and then to de11cend to th!l huii\bl!3st 
office. tif a commissary and a clerk; ~ut he has to display all thi~ 
knoWledge and to exercise all those duties :at the same time, and 
under extraordinary circumstances. At every mo.ment he has 
to think of the eve and the morrow-of his flank and of his rear-
he has to calclilate at the same time the. state of the weather 
and the iiJ.otal qualities of men; and all those _elements that are 
petpetu~lly. changing he has to combi11e, sometimes under !>'ver
whe1ming . heat, sbmetinie§! nnder overpowering cold-often• 
time:s Jn famine, and frequently amidst the roar of artille:.;y. 
Behind.all these_ circumstances t)lere is ever present the i'mage of. 
his country, and th~ .dreadful alternative whether that country 
is to welcom~'him with laurel or with cypress.. Yet those images: 
he must dismiss fro,rn his mind, for the g~Ii.eral must not only 
think', but think w~th th!3 rapidity of lightning; f9r on a moment 
more or less 'depends the fate of a most beautiful combination-
arid a ~oment mote or ,less ~is a qllestion of giory or shame. ,: ' 
Unquestwnably, Sir, all this may be done in an ordinary manner; J}' 
by an ordinary man; as evety day of our lives we see tl).a~ ordinary, ' 
men may be. siuic~ssful Miilisters. of State, successful authors; 
ahd successful speakers; but to do all this with genius is !'Ublime. 

'fo be able to.think witli vigour, with depth, and with clearness, 
in the recesse.s of the cabinet, is a great intellectua.l demonstra
tion; but to think with equal vigour, clearness, and depth, amidst 
the noise of bullets, appe:ars to me the .loftiest exercise and the 
most complete triumpl?- of human faclilties. 

From · La Revue Trim~stre' of 1$29. 
(Qucted by the lion. George Smythe in the' Morning Chronicle,' July, 1848.) 

Anengineer, a geogtapMr, a man of tht;~ worid, metaphysician, 
!"no'Yirtg ~eli, knowi~g .!io_w_ ~o govern _the% an , a~ministf~t6! 
rn great thmgs, a c1erk m small-all these thmgs 1t 1s necessary 
to be, but the~e are as yet not~ing .. All this v_ast k:tiowl,edge m1iBt 
be exercised. on the instant, iii' the midst of extraordinary cir
cumstances. At every moment you must think of the yesterday 
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and the morrow; of your flank and of your rear-calculate at 
the same time on the atmosphere and on the temper of your men; 
and all these elements, and so various and diverse, which are cease
lessly changing and renewed, you must combine in the midst of 
cold, heat, hungef, bullets. . . . Farther off, and behind them, 
is the spectacle of your country, with laurel or with cypress. 
But all these images and ideas must be banished and set aside, 
for you must think, and think quickly: one minute too much, 
and the fairest combination has lost its opportunity, and instead 
of glory it is shame that awaits you. All this, undoubtedly, is 

· compatible with mediocrity, like every other profession; one 
can also be a middling poet, a middling orator, a middling author; 
but this done with genius is sublime ... , 

To think in the quiet of one's cabinet, .clearly, strongly, nobly, 
this undoubtedly is great; but to think as clearly, as strongly, as 
nobly, in the midst of carp.age and fire is the most perfect exercise 
of the human faculties. 

Frorn Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton. 

1, PARK LANE, 81tnday [Nov. 21, 1852]. 

MY DEAR Drs,-From what I accidentally pick up in the 
gossip of clubs, etc., I think it possible some such direct refer~nce 
may be made to the Wellington spe(lch as may oblige you to 
speak. I have well thought over the lllatter, and it occurs tp me 
that you can easily get out of it. If you are at home, shall I step 
up to you with my ideas Y If not, shall I send them to you in 

. writing 'I 
, [Later on, the 8ame day.]' 

I se11d you a rough sketch of my idea. Spoken well and boldly, 
I think it wowd bring you out with credit. Of course you will 

·~ dress up the general idea in_ your own wa:v .... -Yours ever, 
,.,, .'E. :B. L. . 

(ENCLOSURE.) 
Begin anyhdw. 
Certainly I did not plagiarise from any extracts from the 

M. Chronicle in 1846. But it did so happen that, when I was 
very young, in 1829, I read an article in a French review in 
which there was a summary of the intellectual capacities necessary 
for a great general, that struck me forcibly and retained a strol!g 
hold on my memory. Subsequently, in the course of my reading, 
I found that this summary comprised or resembled passages in 
soine of the most celebrated classical authors, who have treated 
of the Art of War. It was, in fact; a resume of b1·illiant sayings 
by great authorities; amassed by scholarship and vivified by 
genius. And what if afterwards I discovered that the writer of 
this article (then unknown to me) was M. Thiers Y What more 
natural than that, when I, a Civilian, was called upon by the 
post which I had the honour. to hold in this House to pass a 
deserved eulogium upon our greatest military Chief-what, I say, 
more natural than that I should make the very historian of the 
times and the wars in which that Chief had attained his renown 
become, out of his own lips, the witness of the events.to which 
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in his history l\:1. Thiers never appeared to me to Ii<we rendered 
sufficient justice Y True that M. Thiers had concentrated all his 
eloquenGe and learning on a third-rate French general, of whom, 
perhaps, some of us never heard; St. Cyr has passed out of date, 
but l;he manner in which the contemporaries and countrymen 
of the Duke of Wellington received that summary of the 
requisite capacities of a general really great showed that every 
sentence, enriched by that learning and adorned by that genius, 
illustrated the actual character and imperishable services of him 
we mourned. ' . · 

It wa.s not to be expected that I could quote froni a writer 
so eminent as l\:1. Thiers upon au occasion of interest so universal 
as that of the funeral obsequies of the D. of Wellington__:_but 
what I must be aware that the charge of plagiarism now made 
would be brought against me. .And I was prepared· for it.. If 
the natilral and deco'rous spirit of national pride forbade· the 

'French people to send to the Funeral rites of the Conqueror of 
Waterloo their military delegates, at least we had present one 
of their greatest statesmen, their most popular historians, their 
most eloquent writers, himself unconsciously to bear witness to 
that rare combination of qualities which .the world may not 
acknowledge in St .. Cyr, but which all England recognised in 
Wellington. · . 

The House, Sir, may thus divine my motive; Whatever .my 
faults and deficiencies, I humbly presume that I should be 
scarcely deemed wanting in the ordinary invention of a ma:Q of 
letters, or the ordinary fluency.of a Parliamentary debater. Easier 
for me to say something of my own than to quote or to plagiarise 

. from another. But I was not thinking of myself. I was thinking 
how best to honour the illustrious subject of our grief and our 
eUlogies; and thus I l~ft half of his. fun~ral oration to be uttered, c '>tr~•. 
through my feebler hps, by the histonan .of the Consulate anp)""A··"" 
Empire~ . · · ,. ;,fy.• · ·~ 

If I have erred i~ this, it was not through design nor throu~h:, . · 
negligence; it is one of those matters of criticism and taste which·':~··,·_, 
we can scarcely discuss. in this House, and which I· must be>~ , 
contented to leave to the acquittal of those who may well conceive 
that I would desire to enforce any.panegyric of my own, by all 
which classical erudition and the practised analysis of military 
achievements could supply to the Historian who has immortalised 
those noble armies, which it was the d!;lstiny of our Wellington 
to encounter and subdue. 
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PREFACE 

Since the publication of the third volume, the biography 
of Disraeli has sustained a heavy loss by the death of the 
principal Trustee of the Beaconsfield estate. The son of 
a personal friend, and a personal friend b.imself, sprung, 
moreover, from the same ancient race, Nathaniel Lord 
Rothschild, in addition to his other many-sided activi
ties, carried on a great Disraelian tradition. Not only did 
he inherit a store of information about Disraeli's younger 
d.ays, but he was directly conversant with some of the 
important transactions of ,the Beaconsfield Government; 
and so was able, of his own. knowledge, to supply Mr. 
Monypenny and me with valuable material, and also to 
assist us in clearing up doubtful points in Disraeli's 
earoor. Throughout the work his time and his judgment 
have always been at our command; nor have his en
c~:mragement and confidence ever failed us. He has 
been, and will be, greatly missed; but happily there 
are others of his name and family to take his place, .and 
to them, and to Sir Philip Rose, it is my pleasant duty 
to offer grateful acknowledgments. ' 

Now that a time has been reached inDisraeli's life when 
his growing influence in the State brought him into ever 
nearer relation with his Sovereign, my obligations to His 
Majesty the King have largely increased. Halfway 

-through this volume the period covered by The Letters of 
Queen Victoria1 comes to a close; and I tender my duti
ful thanks to the King for graciously permitting me to 

1 The referenoe is to the First Series of the Lettere of Queen Victoria., 
published in 1907. The Second Series was not ·published tilll926 (the two 
first volumes) and 1928 (the third volume); the last volumes of the original 
edition of the Life of Disraeli having appeared in 1920. .. 
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publish Royal documents relating to affairs in the years 
between 1862 and 1868, similar to those whose publication 
King ~dward sanctioned for the years from 1837 to 1861. 
The correspondence interchanged between the two chiefs 
of t.he Conservative party is a main feature of this volume 

, as it was of the last-; and I desire again to express my sin- -
cere gratitude to Lord·.Derby for allowing me to make
free use of his grandfather's papers. I thank, also, the 
many others.whohave assisted me eithe'r by giving advice 
or information, or by permitting the publication of letters. 
I a~ once more _indebted to_ Major_ Coning£ by Disraeli _for 
most. of the illustrations; to Mr. 'Murray for a critical 
reading of the pr~f-sheets; and t~ my wife:·for;the .. index 
~nil much- besides. · · · - · · · ,. _ .. ·-. : 
;. G.' E. B..,· 

·' 
'Ohristma8, 1915. ~ - i 
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. CHAPTER t.. 

WAR ·AND PEACE. 

'.1855-1856. 

Lord Derby's refusal to grasp the helm in 1855 gave 
Lord Palmers ton his opp_ortunity, and there by deter
mined for many years the course of Disraeli's career. It 
doo:riwd him, now a man of fifty, to spend the maturity 
of his unique political talent, not, save for brief interludes, 
in translating his idea.S diiectiy into action. as a Minister -
of the Crown, but in endeavouring tci impress them upon
a reluctant House . of Commons as the leader of Her 
Majesty's Opposition. • Except Sir William Wyndham, 
who gallantly but ineffectually strove to make head 
against Walpole, and Charles Fox, who waged an im
petuous, if intermittent, war against Pitt, no politician 
ever had so proionged and so continuous an experience 
of that post. For more than twenty years out of the 
five-and-twenty between 1849 and 187_4 he sat facing the 
box on the Speaker's left hand, dur:lng long tenures of 
office by Russell, Palmerston, and Gladstone. Th13 busi
ness of an Opposition is to oppose; consequently it is_ 
impossibl~for an Opposition leader to ·escape the reproach 
of being factious, and ·it is beyond human nature for him 
not, once and again, to deserve it. Disraeli certainly has · 
no clairn to exemption in this respect ·from human weak
ness .. But that lie incurr~d the r~p~oach in comparative 
moderation, and. that he deserved it but seldom, is one 
of his many titles to fame. _ His conduct is ~11 the nio;e 
striking when we remember how easily statesmen so 
worthy of honour as Russell and Palmerston feil, in their 
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brief spells of opposition, into obvious faction; both of 
. them in 1858-59, and Russell also, previously in i852. 

But, though by general consent Disraeli's leadei·ship of 
Opposition was in a high degree both. patriotic and effec
tive, these years of watching and waiting and· criticising 
had their tragic aspect_. His genius, abundant as it was ~ 

· on the critical si9-e, was at least as much creative as · 
. critical; yet, when it was at its height, its creative side; 
so far as politics, his chosen sphere, was concerned, was • 
starved; and the critical side abnormally developed. The 
marvel is that, when, in his declining years, he came 
tardily by his own; sufficient original faculty should have 
persisted, to enable him to leave an imperishable mark 
on the history of England and of the world. 

Disraelihad hoped,, early in 1855; to be a leading member 
·· of a Government formed vigorously', to prosecute the 

Crimean War .. Derby's timidity had deprived him of that 
·prospect, .and· had left to him and to the Conservative 
party apparently only the humiliating function of sup
porting their c:>pponents in carrying out a. policy the J:>urden 
of which they had shrunk from shouldering themselves. 
This was a · function most micong~nial to Disraeli 's 
temper; and it_isno wonderthat his minq soon turn_ed 
towards the possibilities o£ an . honourable peace,· H1s 
first tentative movements in this direction, while Sebas
topol was intact, were decidedly premature; but in the 
autumn after its fall he seized the· propitious occasion, 

'and began, in the teeth· of a hostile public opinio~, a 
peace propaganda which eventually <mlminateq. in the 
Conference _and Treaty of Paris. 

Palmers ton: had been placed in office, after the collapse· . 
. of the Coalition, as a war Minister. . But he inherited, 
as a legacy from the Aberdeen Government, an inchoate 

, policy of peace. Befo_re the close of the preceding year 
negotiations had . been begun' at· Vienna between the . 
Allies and Austria, and four points had been laid down 
to 'form the basis of poutparlers with Russia. Though 
the Emperor Nicholas had n9 intention of. accepting the 
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third and apparently most important point, the termina
tion of Russian preponderance in the Black Sea, he was 
anxious to humour Austria, and therefore agreed to be 
represented at a Conferep.ce to be held in Vienna in 
March. To safeguard British interests at the Conference, 
Palmerston appointed as plenipotentiary no less consider
able a person than Lord John Russell, whose recent atti
tude -in the Aberdeen Ministry had been that of a stiff 
opponent of Russian claims; while at the same time the 
Prime Minister applied all his own energies to remedy the 
grave deficiencies of the army in the Crimea, and to_ bring 
its numbers and equipment to a satisfactory level. He did 
not believe that, at the present stage of the war, Russia 
would agree to any terms with which the Allies could 
reasonably be content. But Cobden, Bright, and the 
peace party generally, wei·e hopeful; and the consent of 
Nicholas to negotiate, the readiness of Russell to under
take a mission which a statesman of his eminence would 

' -
hardly have accepted unless he thought there was a fair 

·prospect of a favourable issue, and the unpopularity of 
the war among the French people, ·led even Disraeli to 
think that peace was impending. He said on February 24 
that it was not a satisfactory prospect if R.ussell had gone· 
to Vienna 'to be the promoter of peace with a foregone 
conclusion in .favour of war '; but that) if the country 
believed that ' peace with honour '-a phrase he. was to 
use with .telling effect more than twenty years later
could be secured, the Ministry might count on the earnest 

. support of the House. His conviction was strengthened 
by the sudden death, on March 2, of the Emperor 
Nicholas, whose overweening ambition had been so largely 
responsible for the war. The Press, at this time still 
under Disraeli's personal direction,1 wrote, on the very 
next day, as if it anticipated a speedy arrangement ;2 and, 
a week .later, attributed a pacific disposition to the new 
Emperor, Alexander, and recommended an immediate 
armistice in view of the opening of the Conferehce.3 The 

1 See III., ch. 14. 2 Press, .March· 3. 3 ·Press, March· 10. 
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first, second,. and fourth of the Vienna points, which 
Russia was known to be ready to accept, involved very 
material concessions.:...._the cessation of the Russian pro~ 
tectorate over the Principalities and over Serbia, the 
free navigation of the Danube, and the abandonment of 

·the. Russ!an claim to any rights over .the Christian sub
jects of the Porte; and· the Press evinced a disposition 
not to insist upon: the apparently vital third 'point 
respecting the Black Sea.. . · 

' . 
. Restrictions. as to the amount of ria vaL force to be main- -. 

tained by a sovereign power are at the best but illusory 
guarantees, and it is difficult to believe. that Europe will 
engage in war for the sake of obtaining a particular gradation 
of such an ·equivocal security. • • . The impending peace 
will be one mortifying for the Allies, but not humiliating . 
. • . Russia has escaped an immense retribution. She was 
ina vice; but the hands of the workmen were paralysed.~ 

. ' 

Howill~sory such guarantees were was shown, it may 
.be noted, in· 1871, when Russia announced that she 
.refused ariy longer to be bound by the Black Sea Clauses . 

" - of the Treaty of Paris .. 

To Lor!J, Henry Lennox. 2 
• 

. . . ' . 

. March 27, 1855.----:-: .... The members ofthe Congress. a~a 
sworn to secrecy,.and the ~mpercir of the, French confers only 
with Drouyri: 3 so· nothi1ig ·can be learnt at Vienna or Paris: 
but: it oozes out. a little from Berlin: and the general belief, 
among the cognoscenti, is. that peace. is imminent: .the. Press 
alone, among the journals, however, has ·taken this ~ine: a;nd 
some of its last Nos. have made much sensation. 

To Mrs: Brydges Willyams.' 

GROSVENOR GATE, May Day, 1855.-But wl~at a May n'ay! 
No maidens, no flowers, rio songs, arid rio sun:! The sky is 
like an Indian ink' drawii1g, and the north-east blast withers 
e~erything. · I hope you have escaped, tho', instead of being 
on the heights of Braddon, you o1;1ght to be on .. the wa;rm 

} Press, March.31. 2 See. p. 1198. 
· 3 ,Drouyn de Lhuys_ was th~ F~ench plenipoten~i~ry at, the Vienna 

Conference;· 
4 See III., ch. 13. 
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borders of your bay. Everyone here is sufferi!lg, and every-
one is gloomy, iu body or in mind. . 

The imperial visit! was the exception. It was brilliant; 
exciting, successful, and never flagged. We had the honor 
of a royal invitation to some of the festivities, and, when I 
was presented, Napoleon came forward, and shook hands 
with me cordially, and spoke some gracious words. Our 
Queen was on his right, . the Empress next to her-Prince 
Albert on the left of the Emperor, then Duchess of Kent, 
and Duchess of Cambridge and Princess Mary-so one had 
to make seven reverences ! · 

Altho', years ago, I had seen the Emperor, and not unfree 
quently, I was very much struck by the smallness of his 
stature. He did not seem taller than our Queen. I under
stand he enjoyed his visit very much, and greatly captivated 
Her Majesty, once· so much prejudiced against him. There 
was immense embracing at the departure, and many tears. 
When the, carriage door was at length closed, and all seemed 
p'ver, the Emperor re-opened it himself, jumped out, pressed 
Victoria to his lieart, and kissed her, on each cheek, with 
streaming eyes. What do you think of that ? . 

I was greatly disappointed with the Empress. For me she 
had not a . charm. She has Chinese eyes, and a perpetual 
smile or simper which I detest. 2 I understand she is very 
natural-too natural for a sovereign, and that Napoleon looks 
sometimes as if he would be pleased with more reserve and 
dignity. She was always playing with the royal children, 
who doted on her, and was sometimes found sitting on the 
edge of a table! What do you think of that ? The courtiers 
were horrified. 

Lord John has come back. He made his appearance iri 
the House of C. last night. Everything .looks very bad, but 
I do not entirely despair of. peace. I understand the siege is 
certainly to be raised, but what are the new pla,ns of cam~ 
paign I know not. Scarcely promising, I should think, or 
Napoleon would not· have given· up his expedition to the 

· Crimea, on which he was quite bent. This makes me believe 
in peace, as nothing but that would justify his relinquishment 
of his announced project. He would otherwise be ridiculous, 
which he cannot afford 'to be. .. . . \ 

Disraeli had been too sanguine. The Third Point 
had proved an insuperable obstacle; Prince Gortchakoff, 

·the Russian plenipotentiary, entirely declined to give 
1 The Emperor and Empress o£ the French paid a state visit to England, 

April 16-21. · 
2 For a more favourable imprassion of the Empress, see below, p. -1456. 

I. . 45* 
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way. But, ~hough the fact was not revealeQ. for some 
months, not only Drouyn de Lhuys, brit even Russell; 
approved a compromise suggested by Austria, under 
which Russia would limit her fleet in the Black Sea to its 
strength before the war, Austi'ia engaging to join with 
the Allies in enforcing this covenant. As the Austrian 
proposal, instead of terminating, would perpetuate and 
legalise Russian preponderance in the Black Sea, it was 
rejected by both the British and the French Governc 
ments. Drouyll. de Lhuys was recalled, and he thereupon. 
resigned; but Russell, in spite of the repudiation of his 
advice, nevertheless consented to remain in Palmerston:s 
Cabinet. Though Russell's action was not. known at 

· the time, the breakdown of the negotiations on the Third 
Point· was palpable; and Disraeli persisted· in maintain
ing in his newspaper the comparative unimportance of 
the difference. The Press ~rote on ~ay ·19: 

To make European peace or war depend <?n the point of 
whether Russia is to maintain a few ships more or Jess in the . 
Black Sea is a conception more. worthy the statesmen of 
Laputa than of praCtical. England. The negotiation should 

·never have been opened on the basis adopted, or should never 
· - have been broken off on so trivial a difference. · 

Ministers had failed to make peace. Could they be 
trusted to make war with vigo.ur and success 1 · To the 
Opposition the Government appeared, after the Peelite 

. defection,l to be merely the old feeble Whig combinatiqn 
of 1846-1852, with Palmerston ·and Russell transposed; 
and with no additio:Q.al strength save Clarendon at the 
Foreign Office, Molesworth at the Board of Works, and 
Cornewall Lewis at the Exchequer. 'We have• replaced 
a Cabinet of All the Talents by a Cabinet of All the 
Mediocrities:• wrote the Press.2 Was this the strorig 
Government, so superior to Derby and Disraeli and their 
friends, which the country needed at a critic~l time ? 
Palmerston, indeed, septu'agenarian as he was, was a host . 

1 See pp. 1384, 1388 .. 
. 2. Aug. 11, By, that time Russel!. had again left the Cabinet. . . 
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in himself, and the country, with a just. instinct, put 
its trust in him. But the Opposition leaders believed 
that he was quite past his work; 'totally unfit,' 'his day 
had gone by,' Derby had told the Queen ;1 ' utterly ex
hausted,' 'an old painted pantaloon,' Disraeli had written 
to Lady Londonderry ;2 ' you may see the breed, but the 
action and power are gone,' was Disraeli's language to 
Bright.3 The apparent vacillation between peace and 
war was attributed to Palmers ton's slackness . in holding 
the reins. His· language was somewhat ambiguous. It 
was not clear, from a speech which he made at a City 
banquet on May 19, whether the. Government were look
ing forward to ' peace with honour ' or ' war with victory.' 
Russell had been back from the Conference for some 
weeks, but no explanations were given by Ministers; there 
had been a long delay in laying papers, and a great un
willingness to have a discussion. The Whitsuntide recess 
was approaching, and Disraeli determined to elicit some
thing definite from the Government before the House 
separated. On May 24 he brought forward a motion 

·condemning their 'ambiguous language and uncertain 
conduct,' and censuring them for slackness in carrying on 
the war. His position was a somewhat difficult one, as, 
though he had made no announcement in his own name 
to that effect, h~ would, we know, have been prepared, 
however reluctantly, to make peace at Vienna on the 
terms which Russia would concede'-agreeing in this 
with Russell and with the peace . party; and also, it 
soon appeared, with Graham and Gladstone, who, having 
as Ministers approved of the Four Points, were now, as 
simple members of Parliament, ready to abandon what. 
wa.s regarded as the most important point, the Third. 
The two, great parties and public opinion generally 

. would, however, have scouted such an arrangement; and, 
the Government having refused to entertain it, the 
opportunity was now past~ That being so, the only 

1 Page 1376. . z Page 1383. 
a Trevelyan's Bright, Jqumar; l<'eb. 20, 1855. 
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possible course was a vigorous resumption of· hostilities, 
'as Disraeli's journal porn ted out. It was no longer any 
use maintaining the 'farce of negotiation '; we must say, 
' Our: part is taken, our terms are known; we have con~ 
fidence in thojustice:of our cause _and tho might of olir 
arnis; and we dare the last dread issue .·, ltho appeal to 
hattle.'l 

In his speech Disraoli calied attention to Russell's dis
qualifications as Special Envoy to a Peace Conference. 
Russell had been one of the rnost: belii'cose of Ministers, 
and his last exploit before going to, make peace for his 
country was to destroy a Cabinet because the -Prime 
Minister was' not· earnest enough in· prosecutiiig the war. 
'This was the dove sent out to the troubled waters of 
Europe.' Was there to be peace, or' was there to be 
war ? Had. tho .Conference concluded, or was it still
sitting;? No body' kn:'ew, and 1\ifinisters differed in their 
statements. :bisraeli addE:Jd that it was a mistake to 
depart from -the policy of protecting Turkey and· adopt 

·that of invading/Russia; but that was over and· done.· 
~ end should b~ put to the vicious double;system, by 
which they had.so long carried on an aggressive .war and _ 
a' protective diplomacy; .. The:issue before the House 
was a simple one·: ' Will you put an end to this diplomatic 
subterfuge and :this Ministerial trifling?' . The tone of 

. the debate was very hostile to the. advocates of imme.: 
diape .peace, ,and Palmerston showed himself responsive. 
He said that Russia had refused, the fait conditions offered 

··her, arid, since .England was fully prepared, the war must 
be carried on; the nation was in earnest and·would support 
the Government.. · DisraeLi exulted over . what he called 
Palmerston's change of•front, as a justifica_tion of the 
motion. His object· had been .to prevent .war. and 
neg<;>tiations' from pro_cecding simultaneously, and now 
Pali:llerston ·had come out as. a war Minister.' 

Neither those who were for war nor those who were for 
peace des'ireq to t~rn Ministers out for the . benefit of a 

1 Press, May 26. 
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party whioh had acknowledged itself htcompetent for 
office four months before; and therefore Disraeli's motion 
was lost by a large majority. After Whitsuntide the 
general debate. was resumed, and eventually the Govern
ment received without a division 1 an assurance of the 
support of the House in the prosecution of the war. On 
the last night Disraeli, in an elaborate oration, impressed 
on Ministers the necessity of having a defhiite idea of the 
object for which they were struggling, and of the means 
by which they could accomplish it. A passage as to the 
responsibility of a majority in the House of Commons in 
matters of foreign policy is as applicable to-day as when 
it was spoken. In domestic policy the mistakes of a 
Parliamentary majority might_ be set right by another 
Parliamentary majority afterwards. But,_ in foreign 
affairs, 

Every step that you take is an irretrievable one, and the 
consequences of your conduct are immediate and palpable. 
A false step in such' a case ca1mot be retraced; you cannot, 
as you do on domestic questions, rescind your policy, calcu
late the loss you have sustained by the unwise system you 
have pursued, and console yourselves by thinking that for 
the future, you will shun a policy proved to be injurious. If 
you make a mistake in· your foreign affairs; if you enter into 
.unwise treaties; if y0u conduct campaigns upon vicious prin-

- ciples; if the scope and tendency of your foreign system arc 
founded upon want of information or false information, or 
are framed with no clear idea of what are your objects and 
your means of obtaining them, there is no majority in the 
House of Commons which can long uphold a Government 
under SUC'h circumstances. A majority under such circum
stances will not make a Government strong, but will make 
this House weak. 

The object of the Conservative party, said Disraeli, 
was to check the preponderance of Russia as against 
Turkey, and preserve Constantinople to the Porte. He 1,.,. .. 

. 1 June 8. Disraeli had expected a division, and wrote that morning to 
Lennox: 'We divide to-night. I think we shall cut down the majority 
half· .and if our fellows were only steady, I have.little doubt that before 
July was past a further parallel might be advancud into the enemy's camp: 
but I am vexed, every moment, wi.th.sad stories of crotchety idiots.' 
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did not himself. attach special value to the Third Point; 
,he thought the object might be secured by neutralising 
the Principalities, and fortifying the Bosporus and the 
eastern frontier of Turkey. . 

Russell, in these debates, had used ':ery bellicose lan
guage, had treated the .Russian proposals as futile, arrd, 
.in particular, had insisted t.hat a limitation of Russian 
naval power in the Black Sea was indispensable to the 
'security of Constantinople. This naturally provoked 
Count Buol, the author of the Austrian compromise; and 
he published official papers which revealed to the world 
Russell's readiness at Vienna to accept what he now 
repudiated. Public indignation was . deservedly roused ' 
in England at such extraordinary inconsistency.· Russell 
defended himself lamely1 . by distinguishing between his. 
position as plenipotentiary and his position as Cabinet 
Minister. As plenipotentiary he gave his advice; as 
Cabinet Minister he accepted the decision of his colleagues 
overruling it. Disraeli took full advantage of S<? legiti
mate an opportunity for Opposition criticism. Russell,. 
he said, had in his own mind secured·satisfactory terms· 
of peace, and then, when his colleagues in the Cabinet 
refused to accept them, quietly pocketed his.owri qpini01;s, 
and remained 'in a Cabinet of war a Minister of peace.' · 
'Lax as have.- been the rules and regulations- in recent 
Cabinets with regard to open questions, I certainly cannot 
conceal my surprise at learning to-night from high authority 

· that peace and war are open questions in the existing 
Administration.' How could the Government prosecute 
the war vigorously 'Yithout losing Russell as a colleague ? 
'Is this the end-that even peace and war have become 
J11.ere party considerations, that the interests of the coun
try are, s~crificed to the menace of a majority, and that 
t:he. tutbulent assemblies of Downing Street are to baffle 
an· 'the sagaCity of all the conferences of Vienna ? ' The 
debate was especially gratifying to Disraeli by reasonof ·. . . / . 
a candid confession made by Cobden. 'I look back,' he . . . . '\ 

l July~· 
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said, ' with regret on the vote which I gave on the motion 
which changed Lord Derby's Government. I regret the 
result of that niotion; for it has cost the country 100 mil
lions of treasure, and betw')en 20,000 and 30,000 good 
lives.' 

The Opposition leaders determined to push their ad
vantage. Bulwer Lytton, ontheir behalf, gave notice of 
a· vote of censure on Russell's conduct; and they looked 
forward-Disraeli eagerly, Derby with reluctant ac
quiescence-to a vote of the House of Commons which 

· should displace the Government.· · 

To Lord Derby. 
Confidential. HousE OF CoMMONS, Wednesday, 6 o'clock 

[July 11, 1855].-Affairs very critical-the Cabinet sitting. 
Palmerston having put off supply for Friday, in order 

·to prevent Bulwer coming on, I have. given notice of a 
motion for to-morrow, which will secure Bulwer for Fridai, 
if carried, and 1 think it will be. 

Eighteen Irish members went up to Palmerston this morn
ing and announced th'at, unless he proposed the restoration 
.of the Retrospective clause to the Irish Tenant Bill, and agreed 
to support it with all the influence of Government, they should. 
vote for Bulwer. Palmerston agreed to their demands im
mediately. 

I have Seymour 1 in hand-who is bitter against the Govern
ment. He said to me to-day: 'Nothing can save them.' 

From Lord Derby. 
KNOWSLEY, Wednesday [? Thursday].-. Matters seem 

crit.ical indeed, and I am living almost in dread of a telegraphic 
message. I think the present state of things cannot go on. 
Palmerston may be able to save himself for a time by throw
ing Johnny overboard, but it will bi'J only ,for a time. I 
expect to hear ofhis (Johnny's) retirement, 'which would put 
·an end to Bulwer's motion; but the shifts of putting off 
Supply from day to day, merely to evade it, shows the ex-
tremity to which they are driven. . . . · '· 

1 Lord Seymour, Whig 'l'I(P. for Tothes, but a personal friend of Disraeli. 
On Janun.ry 6 of this year Disraeli had written to Malmesbury: 'I fear that 
Seymour will be going to the House-of Lords, which I regret, as I always 
looked to tho possibility of his taking a leading part in the reconstruction 
of parties.' ·Seymour succeeded as 12th Duke of Somerset inN ovember, and 
was First Lord of the Admiralty in Palmerston's and Russell's Administra-
tions, 1859-1866; · 
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One thing only' could save the Government-Russell's 
resignation; and that was forced upon him by pressure 

"from his party, and by representations ev.en, as Pal
merston told the :Queen, o(' those members of the Govern
ment who are not in the Cabinet.'1 The announcement 
was made on July 16/· and Lytton's motion was ·with.;. 
drawn, but not until after a debate which gave Disraeli 
.an opportunity ; for· further sarcastic comment. Russell 
had spoken somewhat bitterly of his desertion by some 
of his friends; Bouverie, the Vice-President of the Board 
of Trade; had explained to a mocking House with what 
reluctance those friends had acted; and Palmerston had 
expressed his readiriess to retain Russell and vin.dicate 
his proceediilgs·, while' at ~he same time protesting', that 
there was./no division of 6pinicin in the Cabinet ori .. the 

·war. Disra~!i dilated on the. t()mpting theme of friends . 
and friendsHips; Friendship was the gift of the gods, 
and the most precious boon to'man. It had long occu~ 
pieCl 1tlie thoughts and consideration of essayists· and 
p4iiosophers; who. had analysed its various degrees .. 
There. was, for instance, ' the devoted friend who stands 
or .falls by· one,' like Palmerston, though, to"'be sure, 
Palmerston wa~ neither standillg nor falling, but sitting . 
oil the Treasury bench. . But there was also another kind 
of friend, immortalised by an· epithet unfit. for ear:s 
polite. For a ' damm)d good-natured friend,' ready to 
tell one anything disagreeable-' candid and not bad
natured friend' were, the terms he actually used~com-' 
mend him to Bouverie: Palmerston had accused Lytton 
of being either deliberately insincere oi' grossly ignorant, "' 

. and talked. of 'much ado about nothing.' Serious 
criticism, retorted Disraeli, should not be met by 
' this patrician bullying of the Treasury bench.' ... It W!J.S 

not fitting that Palinerston should. attempt to stop dis~ 
cussio:h by lang1}age ' not to be expected ' from one who 
is not only the leader of the House of Commons, which 

1 Queen V icton:a• s Letters, July 12; 1855. 
a Russell was succeeded ,!1-t the C!]lonial O~ce by Molesworth. 
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is an accident of life,_ but who is also a gentleman.' 
Rather than meet debate, the foremost of their states
men had· mysteriously disappeared. P~lmerston, who 
did meet debate, had shown that night, 'by his language 
and by the tone of his mind; that if the honour and in
terests of the country be any longer entrusted to his 
care, the first will be degraded, and the last, I believe, 
will be betrayed.' 

Twice again· during the session did Disraeli advance to 
the attack on the question of the war, and in each case 
the Government had some difficulty in avoiding defeat. 
Roebuck moved, as the logical sequel of the damnatory 
report of his Committee on the. conduct of the war,1 a 
vote of censure on the Aberdeen Cabinet. Tho Palmerston 
Government, several of whose members were implicated. 
feared that the House would not support them in meet-

. ing the motion with a direct negative, and so took shelter 
under tb.e Previous Question-a Parliamentary device for 
avoiding the expression of an opinion either way. An· 
'amendment of this kind was· obligingly moved and 
seconded by two of their opponents; Peel's brother, 
General Jonathan Peel, and· Lord Robert Cecil, who 
probably represented public o~inion in deprecating any 
motion that might look like vindictive personality, or 

·might tend to weaken the Executive in time of war. 
This evasive amimdment was carried by a considerable 
majority.2 Disraeli, however, contended that, though 
from a party point of vie\v the Conservatives might well 
be content with the admission illvolved in the Govern-

• ment's acceptance of the Previous Question on a vote of 
censure, the country had a right to call upon the House 
.to express an opinion one way or another on the Report 
of the Committee. This was no party motion; Roebuck 
had voted against the Donservative vote of censure in 
May. There was force in Disraeli's final sentence: 

.After two nights' discussion in this House, after the labori
.ous efforts for months of the Committee upon a mo.st important 

1 See p. 1388. 2 July IQ. 
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subject, with some of our most eminent statesmen appealing. 
to the House for justness and frankness in our ·conduct, and 
with the whole country looking with interest to our decision. 
to-night, we are coming to a vote which can confer honour 
and credit upon no body of men, and no individual member 
of this asse~bly. · 

The othe~ attack was made on the following day, when 
the Government only succeeded in carrying by a majority ·· 
of· three a resolution for· a jpint guarantee with France 
of a.Turkish' loan of £5,000,000. Ministers did not come 
for authority to the House of Commons till the Conven
tion with Turkey had been signed, and. the· French 
Chambers had signified their approval. Disraeli joined 
Gladstone and Cobden in resisting a. policy which -should 
have ~een sul;nn}tted; he maintained, to Parliament at an 
earlier stage, and which should not have been entered 
upon at all without absolute necessity. The appoint
ment of Anglo-French Commissioners to see to the . 

. appropriation of the loan was an arrangement ,pregnant 
. -with political ·difficulties and danger. We shquld giye 

Turkey much more assistance · if, instead of sending 
English capital to Turkey., . we . employed .it ourselves . in 
the vigorous prosecution ;of the war. , The arguments 
igainst the guarantee were v~ry" strong, and the Goyern
merit only just saved' .themselves by pleading that the 
honour pf the country was at stake. It certainly appears 
to have been somewhat factious and unpatriotic of 
Disraeli to carry opposition to the. loan to , a division; . 
and some· of his friends, particul~rly Malmesbury, were 
shocked. Disraeli's o:\Vn explanation of his vote to Count 
Vitzthum, the Minister of . Saxony in London, was. that 
he knew perfectly well what he·was doing. It was of 
importance to him.' to give a hint to those in Paris, and 
let the!ll know that Palmerston was standing 6n weaker 
legs than they supposed, and 'that the war. party had 
lost gro~nd in Parliament. '1 · -~ .· . · 

The violence of the Opposition during this summer, of . ' . ,. . 
1 V:itzthum's St. Petersburg a11d London;.Vol. I., p. 190. 
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which this vote 'Yas a striking instance, was partly due 
to resentment at Palmerston's refusal to join Derby 
when Derby tried to form a Government early in the 
year-a refusal dictated, they thought, rather by self
interest than by public spirit. When even so cold-blooded 
a politician as Stanley could write that ' vendetta must be 
our consolation,' 1 the feelings uf warmer and more im
petuous natures may be conjectured. The events of 
the session, at any rate, effectually cured Disraeli of 
his illusions about Palmerston's being in his dotage. 
With little help from any colleague, and supported, 
as · Disraeli scornfully said, by ' majorities collected 
God knows how, voting God knows why,' that virile 
septuagenarian had successfully repelled a series of 
furious attacks by the Opposition, and had shown him
. self, as the Press confessed, 'a Triton among the minnows.' 
He had laid himself open; however,. to criticism of a 
different kind by his levity on the most serious occasions. 
' To be angry with such a farcical. person would b\} 
absurd,' wrote the Press. It called him 'a sort of Parlia
mentary grandpapa,' 'a great Parliamentary quiz.' It 
talked of 'the jolly tone in which our Prime Minister 
.laughs at the public and both Houses of Parliament, and 
even himself '; and of· ' the rollicking air with which he 
performs his cajolery.' He was a 'comic Premier,'. with 
a ' wallet of small pleasantries ·of an excruciating kind.' 
Conservatives, it said, found it hard to take part against 
'a gay old Tory of the older school, disguising himself 
as a Liberal, and hoaxing the Reform Club.'2 

. 

'A gay old Tory, disguising himself as a Liberal·~ 
there was the rub. Disraeli had failed, in spite of all 
his efforts and all his readiness to yield the first place, 
to bring about that permanent junction between Derby 
and Palmerston .which the general similarity of their· 
opinions rendered natural; arid he now had to face th~ 

· dreary prospect of an uphill fight in opposition against 
a nominally Liberal Prime Minister whom many of the 

1 See p. 1379. 2 Press, Aug.18. 
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Tory rank and · file considered. a better Conservative 
than himself, and who, far from showing signs -of failing 
powers, appeared to. grow yo-qnger every day. The situa
tion frequently led Disraelj .into common action with the 
Radicals, at which some of his colleagues looked askance. . . 

From Lord Malmesbui'y. 

HERON CouRT, July-22, 1855.~ ... You have done two 
great deeds this year; for to you we owe the suffocation of the 
Peelites ·and the abasement, o{Johnny. Speaking .to you 
openly, as l always shall, l think our error has been giving 
the lead i~ great questions· to Radical personages. . . . If 
you permit or encourage Gibson, Roebuck, et id genus, to take 
a lead to which they are not 'entitled,· we lose importance i11 
the .country .and power in the House. This I am sure is the 
principal ca~se of tp.e apparent wa:p.t of unity in our ranks .. , . 

An interesting specimen of Disraeli's table talk at this 
time~the end of July-is given us by Count Vitzthum, 
who sat next him at ' a luncheon party of friends of 
peace,' including Bright. · 

·I have always thought Gladston~, Bright, and myself, the 
three most energetic men in, the .House. I have watched, 

. GlaClstone very carefully, a!ld am convinced that his st-rength._ 
of will is inflexible. ·. Bright is sometimes blunt, but his elo
quence is most powerfuL He has not the subtleness of Cob: 
den; but he -has far more energy, and his talents are more 
practically applied .. · The session is at· an end. Old Palmer~ 
ston has taken the hint we gave him recently, and shook my 

·. · hand yesterday so warmly that I ani disarmed until Novem
ber. When that time comes, the positiq,n will have become 
clearer, and public opinion shape<! itself; and we shall then '·· 
see what is .to be done. Thus much I. can say, that our 
Ministry is prepared: a strong Government, which will astonish 
the world. The men whoare now at the helin caimot wield 
it any longer. It will not ·be necessary to upset them; they • 
will fall by themselves. ·With the exception of ol<;l Palmer" 
ston, ,who for a: man of seventy still displays astonishing 
energy, the present Cabinet has. neither an orator .nor a · 
debate!·. But the old man is a desperado, who clings con- . 
vulsively to power, because he feels that he would have no 
prospect of ever coming in again if he were:now ·ousted.1 

I Vih.thum. Vql. 1., ch. 6. 
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Meanwhile the war in th~ Crimea, where-. the Allied 
forces had been augmented by an Italian contingent, 
was drawing towards its culmination. 

To Lord Henry Lennox.. 

RoYAL HoTEL, ToR;QUAY, Aug. 21, 1855.-. I fear the 
news is not so good as it. seems on the surface. With the 
exception of the' move on the Tchernaya, which is still ob
scure, the affairs seem to have been got up for the royal 
visit; 1 at least, have that appearance. I doubt whether 
Sweaborg is more than another Odessa, and. the revival of 
the bombardment of Sebastopol seems to. contradict the 
prevalent idea, thatthe ene~y was about to vacate the south 
side. The Allies ·would never incur the expense, to say 
nothing of any other consideration, of a bombardment, if 
there were a chance of the foe retiring. Every shell costs 
£2, and 25,000 may easily be fired in a short morning. No 
destruction of stores at Sweaborgs arid Odessas can ever pay 
for the cost of destruction. 

However, God is great-and much may happen in the next 
three months. I should think the French visit will. end in 
renewed, negotiations. 

I trust an ignominious peace is not• impending over> our 
country! 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
HuGiiENDEN, Sept. 2, 1855.-... There is a great pause 

in public events, and I see little prospect of anything hap
pening.· Lady Londonderry is in despair about her son, Lord 
Adolphus Vane, who is now in the.trenches. The trenches 
are so near the enemy, that we lose forty per diem by casual
ties! Casualties, she says, and truly, what a horrible word 
to describe the loss of limb and life ! Thank God; we are 
neither of.us there; and that the only heights we have to scale 
are Mount Braddon and the Chiltern Hills. 

Sebastopol fell. on September 8, 'and the· immediate 
objective of the Allied Expedition to the Cr:imea'was thus 
at last attained. But. Russia showed no disposition to 
pon~lude a peace; and· public opinion in England-:-sup
ported J?almerston in a po~i9y of e~ergetic offe~sive till 
the enemy should be brought :t0 ,,,his knees .. bisraeli, 
· 1 The Queen and the Prin·~e Consort;with':thil Prince of Wales and the 

Princess Royal, paid a visit to the .. Emperor and Empres$.Q( .th!l ]!)·ench at 
Paris, Aug. 18-27. · . • ·. . . , . 

,... ' • • :; .• ; ~- ,! : -~· ~- • 
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however, saw· that Great Britain had now secured all that 
could·be obtained without a struggle of indefinite dura
tion and uncertain. issue, e,nd before the close of the 
month he initiated in the Press a vigorous movement for 
an early peace. To Vi_tzthum he described his policy 
of this autumn as one of ' scaring the. Ministers into 
a Il10re pacific 'line of conduct, by holdillg up the 
bugbear of an unlierstanding with Gladstone and Bright.' · 
The articles seem to have been written by Coulton, 
the' editor, with perhaps occasional assistance from 
Stanley, but unquestionably. ·under Disraeli's. direction 
and inspiration, though to people outside,· such as 
Greville, _iw disclaimed responsibiiity .1 · 

The p~esent moment is critical: · The aspect of the war is 
changing. It is passing into. a n~w· phase, and the country 
needs the guidance of its natural leaders. . . . . .... 

We can now say that every object for which the war was 
originally undertaken has been conceded by negotiation or 
won by arms .. Russia no longer claims those exclusive privi
leges which placed her in perpetu~l antagonism with the 
Turkish Government. She has resigned. her· claim to the 
guardianship of the Greek subjects of the Porte, and to the 
protectorate of the Principalities. She is willing to admit 

• Turkey into the European .system-a point in itself of vital 
importance-and to guarantee, in accord with the other con
tracting Powers, the indepe·ndence of its Government and the 
integrity of 'its territory. She is also disposed to place the 
free navigation of the Danube under the superintendence 
of collective Europe. One obstacle only remained-the 
supremacy of Russia in the Black S(la. That supremacy is 
now destroyed. The last Russian ship has been sunk or 
burnt, and SebastopOl is in ruins. . ... 

England and France have no longer an object in maintail).
ing the war. They entered on it reluctantly, and for a specific 
purpose-the defence of the Turkish Empire. . That purpose 
has been attained. Circumstances may render :it absolutely 

. necessary for them to continue the contest; tlley cannot ;force 
Russia to make peace, but their policy must be, if they 
remain true to theiroriginal cause and professions, to prose
cute war only till satisfactory terms of peace can be obtained: 
·~The reduction of the l~ussian Empire was assuredly never 
contemplated when their alliance wa~ formed_ .•.• ; . . · 

1 See Greville's Journal under dato Nov. 12, 1856; 
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The statesmen of this country have never been favourable 
to wars of extremity or wars of aggrandisemont. Our ,policy 
from the first was not to overthrow, but to maintain, the 
balance of European power.1 

The theme was pursued week after week; but there 
- ;was no attempt to disguise the hostility of public opinion, 

wit4in as weil as without the Conservative party. Bright, 
'writing to Cobden on October 5, said of the Press: 'I 
wish it represented the large party who sit opposite to us 
in the House, or the Tory party in the constituencies.' 
Not that Disraeli lacked influential support from the 
outset of the movement ; but the support came from 
isolated individuals, and the rank and file clamoured for 
war, along with many of the leaders. Lennox was 
staying at Knowsley in October for Crimean festivi
ties iJ! Liverpool, and reported on the 15th: ' Derby's 
speech of last night was the old roar of the British 
Lion! . . . Young Morose 2 is for peace in the Crimea, 
but certainly there is nothing in his manners to promote 
it in his Lares. He is more morose than ever.' He had 
seen Walpole: 'He is ultra-Peace.' One of the most 
promising of the younger Conservatives, Sir Stafford 
Northcote, who had been returned for Dudley at a by
election in March, made a speech in this sense in the late 
autumn. On the other hand, Bulwer Lytton sent to 
Disraeli earnest and affectionate remonstrances against 
peace propaganda ' in the present state of the' struggle, 
and the determined temper of the. public.' ' Pause, pause, 
pause, I entreat you again, my dearest._fellow,' he wrote 
on October 15, . ' before you lend· your name to any of' 
those • argosies gone astray in the Pacific.' And in 
November: 'The proper position for l].S to take seems 
to me, not that of Fox in the French war, but that of fitt 
versus Addington. Treat Palmerston as Pitt treated 
Addington-outwar him.' . 

On October 31 Lennox. reported to Disraeli that there. 
was great indignation -at the Carlton over the articles· 

1 Press, Sept. 29. E Lord Stanley. 
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in the Press. He added:- ' Have you ordered the first 
number of · the ~ew weekly journal, ·the Saturday's 
Political Review 1 1 Of course you know it is .in th.e 
hands ~f Layard and Public Morality Harcourt:' 2 

.To Lord Henry Lennox. 
'"' HuGiiENDEN, Nov. l; 1855.-I am always delighted to hear.' 

from you, and admire your courage in even alluding .to pol~tics. · 
'There is another and a better world_!' for which it bec·omes 

the numerous members of the Conservative party to prepare: 
The Conservative p'arty is entombed in the same sepulc};lre as 
that Protectionist party at which it used to sneer. '' · 

It will n9t even col)serve the map of Europe! 
I had not heard of the Saturday Journal, or anything 

else .... 
· There is not a more independent paper in existence than 
the Press. . . . · · · 

. ·. , 
Derby was as much ,disturbed as Lytton or the old 

Tories of the Carlton, but he did not in the first place 
remonstrate with Disraeli directly .. He confided hi'> .. dis
satisfaction to Jolliffe, the. Whip, who was to speri~ n. 
week-end at H.ughenden. ' 

Sir William Jolliffe to Lord/Derby. . ... 
'· ·:;~·.f..' . 

MERSTHAM,cOct. 23, 1855.-... Disraeli was in high health, 
but, I think, I found him very dejected over the prospect of 
our party, and left him less so; but ~' at any rate, find it 
difficult to contend against his arguments, that it is impos~ 
sible for a party to exist without a policy, and still less pos
sible for an Opposition to be of the same policy .as ~he Govern-
ment to which it is opposed. · · 

At his request I read to him your letter, and, as far as I was 
able to commit them to memory, he used words to this effect: 
' That a par~y that had shrunk from the conduct of a war, 

·particularly ·under the circumstances which we . did, were 
bound to prepare the public mind for a statesmanlike peace; 

-· that. a war Opposition and a war ·Ministry could not coexist; 
that stimulating the ·war, after we had shrunk .from tlie re
sponsibility of conducting it, degraded us to the level of the. 
mob who will huzza Lord P. through the City on the Lord 
Mayor's day. Nothing can save the party but representing 
i• . . ~ ; • . 

1 The ·saturrllty Review. · 
. 2 Afterwards Sir William Harcourt ~nd Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
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a policy.' Such was the burden of his song, and though 
uttered in strict confidence, finding he did not propose to 
write to you himself, I told him I should reply to your letter, 
and endeavour to convey to you the substance of what he 
had said; and you will- perceive that to a great extent he 
approves of the writing of the Press, but he tells me it is not 
his own, that it has proved very beneficial to the paper. . •. 

From Lord Derby. 

KNOWSLEY, Oct. 25, 1855.-... I am not prepared to deny 
that our position as a party is one of extreme difficulty, and 
that it requires no little patience on all sides to keep any 
party together without some definite object to aim at; but I 
cannot admit that we shrunk from conducting the war. On 
the contrary, the existence of the war, and its general popu
larity with the country, would have given us our best chance 
of .c~rrying on the Government. Whether we ought to have 
undertaken it, it is now too late to inquire; but having been, 
in common with the country at large, parties to entering into 
it, and having blamed previous Governments for want of 
vigour .in carrying it on, we cannot with honour, or even with 
regard to party interests, constitute ourselvi{S a peace Oppo
sition, merely because we have a war Ministry, and I will 
never consent to weaken an Administration to which I am 
opposed, by increasing their difficulties in carrying the country 
through what has become an inevitable war. . . . 

I ~m not insensible to the danger of a further extension of 
the range of war , .. but I always recur to the one over-• 
powering consideration that, in the present Aemper of Russia, 
the greater the anxiety we show for peace, tlie less our chance 
of obtaining it. I am not desirous of saying. or doing anything 
to. 'stimulate' or embitter the war, but I hope that neither 
you nor any of our friends would desire that for party pur
poses we should seek to discourage the country, and increase 
the difficulties of those who are charged with· bringing the 
war to a satisfactory cmiclusion. I wish I could think we were 
approaching suqh a conclp.sion, but I OW!! I do not; and I 
must own further that, until we do, I think our position as a 
party-that is, our chance of office-is materially worsened. 
With me, indeed, the latter consideration does not weigh 
perhaps as much as it ,ought to do; but I hope I am led by 
higher ;motive!').in,determining not at this moment to make a 
peace pry ~he Il113~?s, C:f! 8tt~~pking the Government, still less 
of making it ~)le hasfs of any new political combination. If 
the Cons~r~atf:;e ~atty'.i:!in'iiot be kept t<;>gether on any other 
grounds, 1t lS.,tlmeoe·that lt~.shP_uld fall to p1eces, or at least that 
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I should retire fro:rp. the scene. I write to you most unre· 
servedly, as I should be sorry that there should .be any dif
ference of opinio'n 'between· us on a point of such vital interest; 
and I should be more distrustful than I now am of my own 
judgment, if I found it were opposed to yours. 

To Lord Derby. 

HATCH BEAUCHAMP, TAUNTON, Nov. 7, 1855.-I learn from· 
Jolliffe, this morning, that you expected to have heard from• 
me. I should be sorry if you supposed for a moment that I 
ever neglected your wishes or your i!fterests. t< _.., 

I ·understood your letter as- an answer to the remarks- on· 
my part, reported by Jolliffe, arid therefore anything further 
from me would not,. according to my feeling, have been a 
reply, but a rejoinder, and I did not think that a controversy 
between us was desirable or could be agreeable. 

I must candidly say that your letter has not convinced me 
that my reported remarks were unfounded. Granted that 
we are not a party who have shrunk from the responsibility 
of conducting the war: the. world, unfortunately, thinks,so, 
and it comes to the same thing. My own opinion is that; in 
the dilemma in which we find ourselves, silence and inertness 
are our wisest course, and for t·his reason I have , refrained 
from saying, doing, or writing, anything which should bring . 

~ ·my views, or even name, before the country. , -
I do not know what is taking place, tho' I have spared no 

means or exertions to obtain the knowledge. Had anything 
authentic reached me; I should have communicated it to you. 
Perhaps next week may somewhat unveil .the mystery. · 

What Disraeli particularly dreaded was the opening of 
a- fresh campaign which should commit the country to 
conquering the Crimea, and· driving ·Russia back from 
the shores of the Black Sea. If any such attempt were 
made, a prolonged and obstinate struggle was inevitable . 

. If peace were not. practicable after the fall of- Sebastopol, 
it would not be practicable, he thought, for years. He 

_made, however, little progress in converting his chief and 
- his party, and still less in 'scaring' Palmerston or im

pressing English public opinion. Fortunately; for him, 
the logic of events hadmore effect in Franc(:l'thanin Eng
land, and 'it was found in November that Napoleon III. 
was of entirely the same opinion as Disraeli. The . 
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Emperor took the opportunity of the close of the Paris . 
Exposition to express in public his desi:re for a prompt 
and durable peace; and he was already engaged in negotia-
tions at Vienna with that object. · 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams; 

HuGHENDEN, Nov. 18, 1855.-... There ·has been a great 
stupor over affairs since we parted, or since I last wrote, but 
there are now indications of events. The Emperor of the 
French is wearied with the war, and is pressing our Govern· 
ment to accede to. terms of peace which he considers satis
factory. Lord Palmerston will.not listen to these overtures, 
and the consequences may be critical. If Lord Pa.lmerston 
succeed, the war may last as long as the Peloponnesian, or 
the Thirty Years of Germany. The war expenditure of France 
is one million and a half sterling per week-that of England, 
one million and a quarter ! This is a large sum for distant 
objects and somewhat equivocal success. 

As you read the Press newspaper, I would ·recommend to 
your notice a very .curious paper in the No. of yesterday, 
signed 'E. S.,' on war interests and passions. It is written 
by Lord Stanley, who, tho' not thirty, has recently refused 
the office of Secretary of State, as you know;1 

On Friday we dined with Lady Londonderry, at Holder
nesse House, which is quite di~mantled, to meet her son, Lord 
Adolphus, who is on leave for a month from the Crimea. 
Her boudoir was the saloon, and an antechamber the salle a 
manger, but she contrived to collect and feed ten agreeable 
persons. . · 

I am very well, and hope you are: The future is dark and 
anxious, but difficulty and care are what I thrive on. . . ·. 

The Emperor's peaceful disposition was ascertained by·· 
1\'lalmes bury at· first hand in Paris, and reported by him 
to Derby and Disraeli. Malmesbury was anxious to ex
ploit the situation in the interests of the Conservative 
party: To Derby he wrote on November 25: 'It is 
quite on the cards that Palmerston will be forced by 
France into a peace befor~ February. If he is, and :we 

1 On Sir William Molesworth's death, towards the end of October, 
Pahnerston offered the Secretaryship of State for the Colonies to Stanley, 
who declined the offer. The article referred to, which evinces the a.bhor
rence of war that .distinguished Stanley throughout his career, sufficiently 
accounts for his reluctance to join.Palmerston at such a time. 
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choose to condemn it, we can do so consistently arid with 
popularity; but then Disraeli must not prate peace before
hand. He will ·perhaps save Palmerston, as it is, by the 
opinions already put forth in his cursed: Press.; To 
Disraeli his language was nattirally more moderate, but 
to the same effect; he suggested specifically that Disraeli 
and Stanley and their friends who were in favour of 
ending the war at once should not open their lips till 
the t::ession. Disraeli had no intention 'of speaking on 
the subject; but he made use of the Press to explain his 
position to the party, so that there should be no mis
understanding whatever about his opinions and inten
tions;! Taking advantage of an attack oh Disraeli in a 
French journal, the Press ·.of December 1 wrote: 'Mr. 
Disraeli is not an unqualifi(:ld partioan, .or a partisan at 
all, of the Peace~at~any-price .party; He is as much 
opposed to that party as to the War-at-any-price party
alike to the dreams of Mr. Bright, and to the ensanguined 

... practices of the Kossuths aiid Mazziriis.' 

This country will recognise that throughout he [Disraeli] 
principally qf our public men has best: understood the ques
tion at issue; and that in first counselling war, and then· 
recoimnending peace,· on condition that the object of thy 
war should be accomplished, he has alike shown the energy 
of a patriot and the sagacity of a statesman. 

Urged by the French Emperor and by Austria, Palmer
ston and the British Government, . .sorely against their 
will, agreed to· an ultimatum which· was despatched by
Austria to Russia on December 15. : It demanded the ac..: 
ceptance by Russia, withill: fl.ve weeks, of the famous Four 
Points, the third, which had)efore. proved the stumbling
block, now taking the form of ,the neutralisation of 
the Black Sea; and, in addition, the cession to Moldavia 
of a portion of Bessarabia; Though Palmerston thought 

1 Disraeli told Malmesbury: 'We are off the 'rail of politics, and must 
continue so as long as the ·war lasts' -a condition of things due to 'tho 
fatal refusal to take the reins last February, which lost us the heart. and 
respect of al! classes.' · · 
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the terms much too favourable to Russia, yet he was 
apparently convinced· that she would reject them; and 
both he and the British public· hoped that the negotia
tions would break down Disraeli's point of view was 
powerfully expounded in every issue of the Press. 

The difference between the policy which the Press has 
advocated, and that proclaimed by some speakers and writers 
professing to represent Conservative sentiments, amounts to 
this-that we helieve a solid and satisfactory peace may now 
be ·effected by treaty with Russia, while they believe it can 
only be effected by the annihilation of her power. Reason as 
we may, the difference returns to this. They have no faith 
in those principles of policy and those mutual guarantees and 
engagements upon which the division of European power and 
the integrity of the boundary lines of States depend. A treaty 
is with them but a bit of paper, a seal but a morsel of wax.1 

We believe, on the contrary, that it is ·those principles and 
guarantees which preserve the peace of the world; that with
out them there would be perpetual war; that the progress of 
civilisation is towards a more solemn recognition and sacred 
maintenance of treaties; and that as they extend wider and· 
take in outlying na-tions (as, unhappily, Turkey has been uri_til 
this day), arid as they are joined in by a greater number of 
States, there is less probability that they will be invaded, and 
stronger assurance that the State which attempts to violate 
them will be promptly restrained in its aggressive course. 2 · 

At the beginning of the New Year the prospects of 
peace appeared to be glo01;ny. Russia's first answer was 
to accept the )!'our Points, but reject the cession of any 
part of Bessarabia, and the Allies replied by holding a 
Council of War in Paris. The Press still stood alone 
among. the Metropolitan newspapers' in its pacific line; 
th~ organs of the Government openly exulted in the belief 
that the proposals which :Ministers. had put forward 
would not be accepted. But . at th!) last moment the 
Emperor Alexander yielded, and Lerillox was able to 
write CQnfldentially to Disraelifrom Parison January i6: 
' Russia has withm the last forty-eight hours intimated to 
the Allies her readiness to accept the whole uitimatum 

1 An a.nticip~tion of Bethmann-Hollweg's 'scrap of paper.' 
2 Press, Dec. -22._ · , • · · . ,. _ 
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without reserve, provided the Allies treat dir:_ec~ly with 
her and not through the medium of Austria.' The Press 
of January 19 announced triumphantly that peace was 
resolved on. 

Lord Aberdeen's Peace Government, against its will, drifted 
into war, and Lord Palmerston's War Government, equally 
against its will, has drifted into peace. . . . We forced Lord 
Aberdeen to engage in a war ne·cessary to the honour of 
England and to the'security of Eu~ope; we have forced Lord 
Palmerston to agree to peace now that the objects of the war 
are accomplished. 
" 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 

GR9SVENOR GATE [Jan., -1856]-The country is sulky: 
,•cjust'come from the City, where I have seen all the great people. 
_ Even those favorable to the· peace announce the above. · . 
· You have shown great energy ·and talent. It must have 
· been an exciting scene.' _ . 

The last Cabinet Council was on the Seebach 1 propositions: 
they were favored by France, and the majority of our· 
Ministers supported them: Pam and Clar[ endon] forced their 
rejection, and wished and believed that 'another campaign' 
would be the inevitable consequence. ' Another campaign ' 
was Pam's policy. You may conceive his surprise! He told 
my in_formant, after the Cabinet, or at least somebody did as 
good, that ' another campaign ' was now inevitable. ,. · 

All this you may rely on: . · 
I am too exhausted to write more, but would send one line 

to thank you. I am glad you have made Lytton's 2 acquaint
ance: study hini, and tell me what you think cif him. · I saw 
little of him, but am in his favor from what I saw. · 

Palmerston and the war party were very ·restive; but 
now that· Russia had, -to their chagrin, accepted, the .. 
determination of the ·French Emperor · to end the war 
left them no choice. Accordingly, when Parliament met,3 

' the Government renounced all the designs which have 
been attributed to it in its· own organs, and by its most 

·eager .supporters.'4 With. the Opposition, too, Disraeli'.s 

1 Count Seebach, Minister of Saxony_ in Paris, broth,cr-in-law of the 
Russian Chancellor, Count Nesselrode, exerted himself behind the scenes 
to bring Russia and the Allies together. 

2 The lst Earl of Lytton, afterwards Viceroy. of India. -
a Jan. 31. · · • ~ Press, Feb. 2. 

< 
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policy prevailed; and the temp~ation to adopt Malmes
bury's and Bulwer Lytton's advice, coalesce with Roe
buck, Layard, and the war party, and 'outwar' Palmer
ston, was resisted, though in the existing temper of public 
opinion the overthrow of the Govermrient might possibly 
have been thereby achieved. DisraeWs speech was a 
model of good feeling. He welcomed the prospect, which 
the Queen's Speech held out, of 'a safe and honourable. 

, peace.' He deprecated the continuance of the war for 
the sake of adding lustre to our arms. The abstract 
prinCiple that we should continue a war, after attaining 
its objects, to gratify the vanity or support the reputation 
of a community was exceedingly questionable. But in 
any case it did not apply, as the lustre of our arms had 
not been dimmed.. It was monstJ;ous to say that nations 
should never engage in war unless ·they were certain to 
achieve great victories that would figure among the 
decisive battles of the world. That would degrade us 
from being the vindicators of public law into the gladia
tors of history. He ended with the patriotic assurance 
that, if, unfortunately, the peace negotiations should fail, 
which he did not anticipate, Her Majesty might appeal with 

. confidence to her Parliament to support her in a renewed 
struggle. Disraeli gave an amusing and instructive 
account of this debate and of his own policy to Vitzthum: 

The war party is dead. Roebuck has made a fiasco with 
.his declamations, and Layard, who came to the debate on. the 
Address with a whole library under his arm, never ventured 
to deliver his carefully prepared speech. All this because I 

·did not neglect to .take in hand the conduct of the debate 
from the outset, to calm down passions, and to deprive 
Palmerston of any excuse for coming forward with a war
like rodomontade about the honour of England, and so forth. 
The Premier had nothing left but to thank me for my modera
tion, and to declare as mildly as a lamb his entire concurrence 
in my views. Thus I forced him to separate himself at the 
very commencement of the sitting from his own most bellicose 
followers, and induced the Liberal party to believe that. the 
Ministry had gone over bodily to our camp.1 . 

1 Vitzthum, Vot. I., pp. 190, 19~. 
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The Peace Conference met very shortly 'afterwards in.· 
Paris, and did not separate till the Treaty had been signed. 

To JJfrs. Brydges Willyams. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Easter Monday [March 24], 1856.
I wrote my last letter toyou from this place on the 'eve of my 
departure to London, and I write you the first on my return. 

Two months we have had, and more, of great interest and 
'excitement, tho' apparently calm arid tranquil-with the · 
question of peace or war always in the balance, and thl( first ' 
at length secured in the teeth of an unwilling Ministry. . 

What would have happened in l~rance if peace had not 
·been secured I tremble to think; a financial convulsion, 
, worse than that of Chevalier Law, occurring with a pestilence 
in the French army. in .the Crimea, must have brought about 

-political convulsions of which _a general European struggle 
woulq probably have be~n the ultimate consequence. , Even 
for the signal blessing ofietaining the services of LordPalmer-
ston, it was scarcely worth this sacrifice. . - _ . 
- The Emperor of the French has just pulled up in time, and, 

·with his usual good fortune, the birth of a son seals the wind
up with public sympathy and approbation. 

We dined-at Ld. Jersey's on the Saturday of the expected 
imp~rial birth; the state of the Empress had beenarinotu;10ed 
by ,telegraph in the morning. I sate next to the French Am
bass;tdor, who expected every servant who entered the room 
would bring him the anxiously expected bulletin .. Lady Jersey _ 
counted on the event maki~g. her dinner an epoch. Hours 
flew on, Comte Persigny grew every moment more absent and 
disturbed.· At length, at 12 o'clock, "e aU separated: I had 
ordered my.servant to go to the Embassy on the following 
morning by 8 o'clock for news: but at half-past 6 o'clock in 
the morning (Sunday) a messenger arrived with a letter from 
the- Ambassador, and an autograph letter, informing me of 
the great news; a child, and a man child! I shall preserve 
this epistle in my family papers. I knew the Ambassador 
wh(m he . was the faithful friend and. attendant of Louis 
Napoleon in adversity, and had been' in pris'on with him 
seven years in Ham. . 

On this occasion, on his return from the Jerseys', he did not 
retire to rest. The birth of the Prince occurred at Paris at 
3.15 in the morning of Stinday; it was kr1own at the French 

- Ambassador's in London by 4 o'clock. , · . - . 
It was telegraphed to the Queen of England, who had given 

directions that she should be roused at any hour, and replied 
immediately by telegraph to P~tris. 
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Our Sovereign is very well. We had the honor of dining 
at the Palace a short time back, when she· said that she never 
had been better, and that from the life she led, rising early, 
taking cold shower baths every day, and being frequently in 
the air, she had ·almost come to defy catching cold, which 
Prince Caraccioli called the English complaint. . . . 

The Treaty-ofParis was signed oh March 30. Its terms 
which were in accordance with the December ultimatum, 
corresponded sufficiently with those which Disraeli. 
desired for him to regard it as on the whole satisfac
tory. Most of his political friends, however, considered 
it a decidedly inadequate return for our sacrifices, Derby, 

. even describing it in the Lords as the Capitulation of Paris. 
But Disraeli was able to restrain his party from taking any 
more serious Parliamentary action against it than the 
support of a very reasonable proposal (which was not even 
pressed) to substitute, in the Address to theQueen, 'satis
faction ' for ' joy,' as the fitting word to express the emo
tion with which Parliament received the news. He did 
not speak himself on the treaty at all; but he encouraged a 
well-merited, though unsuccessful, attack on the Govern· 
ment for their desertion of the heroic General Williams; the 
defender of Kars; and on that occasion remarked\inci
dentally that he would express no opinion 'except to say 
in general terms that peace is a great blessing where 
war has been carried on so inefficiently; and that, for 
my part, after all I have seen, I should be disposed to 
welcome any peace which is not disgraceful.' 

This peace was certainly not disgraceful, though it 
was not, and hardly professed to be, a permanent settle
ment. 'Nous avons fait une paix,' said Clarendon, 
'mais pas la paix.' What it did was to stop the pre
cipitate solution of the Eastern Question, which Russia 
had endeavoured to force, to give Turkey a respite and 
breathing time, and incide1itally to afford the Christian 
races an opportunity of showing whether they possessed 
the vitality to win their independence of both· their 

·.would-be protectors. Russia's ambitions were curbed, 
L ~ 
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but she was in no way 'humiliated; there was no serious 
obstacle erected to friendly relations between her and 
her late foes. If, as Lord Salisbury said many years 
afterwards, we 'backed the wrong horse' in the war, 
we were wise enough to 'hedge ' in the peace. One 
result, which should have been, but hardly was, antici
pated, was that Russia's energies were largely diverted 
from Europe to Asia, and that her policy received 

A an impulse which brought her eventually into collision. 
with Japan and into critical. relations with British 

.India. 
In. promoting, and preparing the national mind for, a 

·reasonable "peace, Disraeli undoubtedly rendered public 
service of a notable character. This movement Wl:l,S, it 
may be added, the last enterprise which the Press carried 
'through under his immediate ,inspiration. Mrs. Disraeli 
wrote~to Mrs. Willyams on March 18: 'Dizzy says he 
always forgets to tell' you that the Press newspaper has 

. for some weeks past ceased to be under his ·control;· 
perhaps therefore you may prefer some other paper.' 
Hitherto he had been .the managing director, and, so to 
speak, super-editor, and the paper had taken no step of 
importance without his sanction. Now he left the direc-· 
tion to Coulton, the editor, and. Rose, his personaL and 
pol! tical agent, though he remained a proprietor" for 

; two years .more. He may. have felt that the venture 
was now fairly launched, and that there was no need 
for him to add the burden of its management to his 
other heavy work. But it is quite likely also that this 
peace campaign, and the discor~ raised in the party and 
among the leaders by the articles in the Press, may have 
convinced him 'that it . was very anqmalous and incon~ 
venient for the party leader iri the Commons to be also 
the leading party. journalist. Had he not been such an 
expert 'gentlezp.an of the press ' himself, it would prob
ably never have occurred to him that the two positions 
were properly compatible. He seems to have been just as . 
careful to conceal his relinqu~hment of control as he had 
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been to conceal his assumption of it. Malmesbury, with 
whom his relations, owing largely to the articles in the 
Press, were not so close as they had formerly been, was 
clearly unaware of the change, as, both in April of this year · 
and in March of the next, when commenting in his 
diary on the growing tendency of the Press to exalt 
Dis'raeli at the expense of Derby, he treats Disraeli as 
responsible. 

In truth, while Disraeli was in regular control, Derby 
was supported in the Press with steady .loyalty, even 
when he made his great blunder of 1855. When, how
ever, Disraeli's restraining hand· was removed, it was 
natural that a body of Wr-iters whom he had himself 
collected, and who had sat at his feet for two years, 
should work for the substitution of their own chief, who 
had long. done the drudgery of leadership, in place of one 
who had so bitterly disappointed his party at the crisis, 
and had shown so little activity since. Moreover, Derby's 
notorious indifference, amounting almost to dislike, to 
the political press-an indifference which Malmesbury 
deplored I_ was not likely to conciliate the good opinion 
of· political writers. Disraeli does not ~eem himself ever 
to have countenanced any movement of the kind, though 
often urged by enthusiastic followers in Parliament· to 
put an end to what one of then;1 called about this time 
' the farce of a. Derby leadership.' He was throughout 
loyal to Derby, after they· had joined forces, as he had 
been in earlier days to Bentinck; he acted up to his ·own 
sincere but theatrically expressed protestation: ' Come 
what will, we will stand or fall together. '2 But he claimed 
and·exercised a large liberty of initiative as leader of the 
party irt the House of Commons. Uncongenial as were 
their. temperaments, and clearly as each saw the other's 
deficiencies, neither Derby nor Disraeli at any period of 
their association lent himself to an intrigue against his 
colleague .. Each was necessary to the other, and both 
knew it. 

1 Memoirs, undet date June 29, 1857. 2 See p. 1343. 



. CHAPTER II • 

. ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM. 

1852-1856 •. 

Among the qualities moflt desirable in a statesman are 
capacjty · for, and interest in, administration. These 
qualities the world in general has seldom credited DiSraeli 
with possessing, and few even of his admirers have claimed 
them for him. Certainly, in the conduct of Treasury 
business-and the Treasury is the only public office over 
which he ever presided-he would as a rule content him
self .with laying down principles, and leave the general 
course of a;dministration and the working out of detail 
almost entirely to subordinates. Yet there is no doubt.. 
that his first term of office infected him, at least tern- · 
porarily, with administrative zeal; an,d he devoted con-

. siderable time and· thought,.both then· and at .the period 
of the breakdown of public departments during the 
Crimean War, to the question of administrative reform
a phrase which he 9laimed to have been the first to. use 
in the.House of Commons. He called Derby's attention 
to the subject when the Ministry of 1852 were preparing 
for the autumri session: · 

To !AJrd Derby 

· Private. GROSVENOR GATE, Oct. 28, 1852.---,--I subn1it to 
you a confidentia1. memorandum drawn up, at my request, 
by Mr. Anderson, of the Pay Office, a first-rat~ man of his 
kind, and who with Trevelyan/ and a man named Bromley, 
in the Audit .Office, appear to me masters of administration, 

1 Sir Charles Trevelyan, permanent head of the Treasury, 
. 1432. 
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and may be turned to great account. The- memorandum 
opens the great field of administrative reform in a practical 
method. I wish you to consider whether I should advert to 
this specific subject in the statement of the 26th November, 
and announce our intention of bringing forward the question 
in exposition when the measures of financial reform are 
carried. / 

In my opinion, such a course would not only' secure the 
session, but as many sessions as you wish, for we should then 
have taken possession of the only questions which really 
interest the country, which is progressive, but prosperous, 
and therefore not favorable to. political.change ..... . 

Derby expressed interest, but urged caution, so as 
·'not to sacrifice material and real advantage, either to 
the object of enabling departments to make a good show 
as to economy, or of giving our Government the means 
of evincing their readiness ·to allow all their accounts· to 

·be open and aboveboard.' Disraeli pressed the matter 
forward. He recognLed that great changes were required 
in all the departments of the public service, and he was 
convinced that in promoting efficiency he would secure 
economy, and 'so be able to obtain that large surplus 
\vhich his ~ontemplated revision of taxation required. 
He appointed.Lord Chandos,•'then a Lord of the Treasury, 
afterwards chairman of ·a great ·railway company, to 
overhaul and revise the Irish departments, with the 
result of an increase of efficiency and an immediate 
saving of 25 per cent. After the success of that experi
ment, the Government determined, if they survived the 
Budget, to bring the whole question before the House of 
Commons, with a view to the appointment of a Royal 
Commission. Two reforms Disraeli had matured and 
was prepared to introduce at once: one for the better ad
ministration of the Customs,. and another securing for 
the· first time the payment into the national Exchequer, 
of the gross income of the country. The defeat,on the 
Budget cut short this excellent work. The two detailed 
reforms had to be left to ·be carried through by the suc
ceeding Government, and the 'comprehensive Royal 
Qommission was never· appointed. 
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Two ·years. later the breakdown of the-military depart
ments in the Crimea forcibly directed public attention to: 
a matter which had been regarded with indifference when 
Disraeli, in his speeches on the December Budget,1 first 
broached it, An Association for Administrative Reform . 
sprang up, ~and during the summer of 1855 there were 
several interesting, but somewhat confused, discussions in 
Parliament. The point most hotly debated was that of 
open competition by examination for the Civil Service, 
then a close preserve of patronage. Ministers resisted the 
introduction of the competitive system, which was pressed 
upon them by Gladstone, who had converted the. 
Aberdeen Government to it in theory, and by North
cote, who had at Gladstone'~ instance drawn up, with · 
Sir. Charles Trevelyan, a report in its favom-. Disraeli 
went a long way with these reformers. He expressed· 
the opinion 2 that, admission to the Civil Service should · 
not be obtained by favouritism, but should be the 
result of substantial tests of f!tness :· that· the service 
should be better rewarded, and be made a distinct P!O
fession; that the higher posts should be reserved as a 
rule for its members,. who, having entered by illerit, would 
natm-ally rise by merit;. but· that the selection inside the 
office must be left to the Minister in charge, and not be 
decided by any fanciful system of competition. It was, 
however, with larger changes in the public departments 
that Disraeli was especially concerned. The Press 3 ex
plained that his object was threefold: first, to secure more 
talent in the Civil Service; secondly, to render the working 
of public departments more efficient; and, thirdly, by a 
judicious classification of offices, to economise expense 
wasted on superfluous posts: 

Orie of the eminent Civil-Servants whose names Disraeli 
had mentioned in his letter to Derby, Mr. (afterwards Sir) 
Richard M .. Bromley, ·was an enthusiast for administrative 
reform, and had communicated some of his 'enthusiasm 
to Disraeli. He kept up correspondence on the subject· 

1 See pp. 1249, 1262. 2 .June 18, .· 3 June 23. 
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with his late chief in opposition, and, now· thn.t public 
interest had been roused, urged him to take it seriously 
in hand.· The Crimean ·war had led to one important 
administrative change-the separation of the War De
partment from that of the Colonies, and the creation of a 
Secretaryship of State for War, to whose office the Com
missariat, hitherto under the Treasury, was also assigned. 
But even this change, necessary as it was, had .not pre
vented t4e mismanagement which, by shocking the 
country in the preceding winter, had led to the replace
ment of Aberdeen by Pa;Imerston. ·The new Ministry had 
taken the consequential step of amalgamating the offices 
of Secretary at War and Secretary of State for War, and 
had also, wlth very doubtful wisdom, suppressed the 
'ordnance Department, but · appeared to contemplate 
no further substantial change; and so Bromley was 
encouraged by Disraeli to draw up a paper working out 
his plan in detail. It was of an ambitious character, 
and could be made, he assured. Disraeli, ' in your 
hands . . . a popular reform and reorganisation far 
exceeding that brought about by Mr. Burke in 1780.' 
The scheme was completed in the middle of November, 
and for a month was discussed between its draftsman 
and Disraeli, who,· when the draft had been settled to 
his satisfaction, forwar:ded it to Knowsley with a. warm 
commendation. 

To Lord Derby. 
· Private. HuGHENDEN, Dec. 18, 1855.-... These papers 
.contain the cream of a great and practical measure of Adminis
trative and Departmental Reform.-There is a third part, but 
it does not involve any principles, and is a consequence of the 
preceding portions, and· therefore I have spared myself the 
vile pain of copying. What I have forwarded will convey a 
clear idea of my views; what remains refers to. the analysis 
of offices in detail. Intimated occasionally on the MS. you 
have· ... the institution of an Audit Office as independent 
as the Queen's Judges, etc., etc. ' 

If the principles are accepted by the Captain, I should 
propose that, when the details are well matured, the whole 
should be thrown into a Bil~ for the more ejficient Administra-
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tion of the Pilblic AffaiTs of this Realm, or some similar title, 
. and that we make it the groundwork of our policy. 

I have not been able to give any of the reasons which have 
induced me to adopt any of these methods-it was totally 
impossible to' attempt~ that. I assume-I more than assume;
! know-that you are master of the subject in all its aspects 

· ··and bearings. It is the subject of the· age, so far as English 
politics are concerned, and we, fortunately, at present may 
have it. It will be taken by the other party if we do not 
appropriate it. There will be squatters on our common. 
Perhaps John Russell means to ride into power on this matter. 
He has settled so many things; this only remains. · A Govern 
ment will never dare to act, except on their immediate acces
sion to power for the purpose. If anything is done, it should 
be bold and complete. You know, or should, that the Ad .. 
Reform Society has given notice,' in its address issued since 
the prorogation, of a Bill to be introduced, at the reassembly; 
for the nomination of clerks by competition. I hear also that 
Napier will immediately bring in a Bill to terminate Admiralty 
Board. These are straws, but they show, etc.-

I should like that we should take the lead of all. Eyery
thing, however, depends upon the Captain, and I shall await 
with interest his decision. , 
· I may be wrong, but I think there is an opportunity of 

putting the party in. a commanding position, and of doing 
our. country some r~al and lasting service. - _ · 

In the enclosure which Disraeli for\varded, the object 
of the plan was described as ' to establish a thoroughly 
efficient administra.#on of public affairs in a manner con-· 
sistent with our Monarchical and Parhamentary GoV'ern- · 
ment '; and its principle was explained at the outset .. 

It isfounded on the priliciple'of individual responsibility. 
Therefore, in the first place, it abqlish¢.s all Commissions and 
all Boards. It admits of no sinecure· office.- It arranges the· 
business of the country under parti~~far departmen.ts,[so] that 
each Minister is charged with a due a~otirit of responsibility .. 
It makes every ,Minister ~ memb~r of the Cabinet, 'and it 
provides that the salar,ies as well as~ the duties of these l\'linisc 
ters shall, in.amo1;int, be {as l nearly f1S possible alike. In some 
instances, it _will be found that I propose to blend the adminis~ 
trative functions of one office with that of ano_ther, by r·lacing 
them in charge of_ one Cabinet Minister,. but, in doing this, I 
always propose to place a Parliamentary officer, subordinate 
tQ the_ Minister; o:ver every such department.. The effcot -of 
this will be, of course, to reduce the ilui:nber of Ministers, and: 
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to pe~mit them a~! to h~ve seats in the Cabin~t: :with salari~s 
equivalent to the~r official labor ·and responsibility. It will 
also have the effect of training a number of subordinate Par
liamentary officers for the higher charge of State, by allotting 
to them specific duties of such importance as will thoroughly . 
test their qualifications for State business. 

The Boards of Treasury, Admimlty, Trade, Control, 
Poor Law, and Public Health, .and the Committee of 
Council on Education-all these, and others of the same 
kind, were to disappear, and the responsibility in each 
department was to be fixed on an individual Cabinet 
Minister. Disraeli proposed to limit the number of the 
Cabinet to ten, to be composed of the following Ministers: 

I. Lord President of the Council (Prime Minister), 
II. Lord Chancellor. 

IlL Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
And seven Secretaries of State, 

IV. Minister for Home Affairs. 
V. Minister for Foreign Affairs .. 

VI. Minister for the Colonies. 
VII. Minister ofWar (Army; Navy, and Ordnance) 

VIII. Minister for Education. 
IX. Minister for Trade, Navigation, and Public Works. 
X. 1\'Iinister for India, 

Several of these Ministers were to assume duties 
hitherto.assigned to separate departments, and effective 
administration was to be secured by the creation of a. 
number of Parliamentary Secretaryships, subordinate to 
the Ministers. Thus, the Prime Minister was to be not 
only President of the Council, but also· Chancellor of the 
Duchy and Privy Seal, with Parliamentary Secretaries· 
under him for· the two latter departments. The Post
master-Generalship was to be abolished, and the duties 
transferred to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who ·was· 
to be assisted by a Secretary of the Post Office. Educa'- · 
tion was to be taken from the Lord President, and con
stituted a separate Ministry. The Education 1\:Iinister 
was, however, to be responsible also for all public registra
tions, from those for designe to those for births, marriages, . 
~ w . 
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and deaths, and was to be assisted by two Secret,aries, 
one for Education, and the other for Registration. .The 
most sweeping changes proposed were in the Home 
Office and the War: Office.· ,The Lord Lieutenancy of· 
In3land was to be abolished; and the Home Secretary 
was to have under him five Parliamentary Secretaries
for Ireland, Scotland, Justice and Police, Public Health, 
and the Poor. · The ·War Minister was. to have a still 
more comprehensive control, as he was to be responsible, 
not only for the. regular army and the militia, and for the 
ordnance, commissariat, and transport services, but for 
the navy and its administration as well. In this gigantic 
task he was to be assisted by three Secretaries,. one for 
the Navy, one for the Army, and one for Transport. 
The Boar~ of Admiralty was to be replaced by a Council 
of Naval Officers. The Prime Minister was to have 
£6,000 a year, the Lord· Chancellor's salary was to remain 
as before, all the· other Ministers were to have ~5,000, 
and the Secretaries £2,000, a year.' 'The effe'ct of these 
changes,' Disraeli wrote,·' will be no inconsiderable saving 
to the country, but I do not now dwyll on that point. 
They .have not bpen planned with reference to economy, 
solely to efficiency. But ·I have mentioned more than 
once in the House of Commons: the true parent <;>f 
economy is efficiency.' 

The second part of 'Disraeli's scheme referred to the 
Permanent service of public affairs, as distinguished 
from the Parliamentary. It had two main features: .the 
condemnation of the g_rowing system of semi-independent 
Boards and Commissions; and the introduction of com
petition, but in a very limited form, for the Civil Service. 

. J 

· The general feeling of public departments, as hitherto con
stituted, has been to disown work: that is, not to admit of 
any increase of business differing fro:in their routine. 

The result has been to create new departmen:ts at very 
considerable cost, but, still worse, without any immediate 
Minister to refer to, or permanent departmental officer . to 
advise with. Hence .the necessity to create Boards or Com
missions, in order that three or more persons may be brought 
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together to do the work, which should be done by one per 
manent head officer, with the advice and assistance of a 
Minister of State and his Permanent Secretary. · 

Discussion and delay are the result of this ponderous and 
expensive system, as in most instances persons are appointed 
members of a Board without business habits, or any know
ledge whatever of the details required to be controlled .... 

All nominations of writers, clerks, and other functionaries, 
to a department to be made by the Minister of State, subject 
to the following conditions and restrictions: 

When a vacancy occurs, the Minister shall either nominate 
an individual, who will be referred to a Board of Examiners, 
and be subject to a minimum test to be settled by the heads 
of departments, or he shall send in the names of not less than 
three candidates} who shall be subjected to competition based 
on the minimum test. 

However appointed, the successful candidate shall be sub
ject to a probation of not less than twelve months, and the 
confirma,tion of his post shall rest with the permanent head 
of the department. 

Disraeli's scheme had some conspicuous merits
a smaller Cabinet, abolition of Cabinet sineoures, clearer 
allocation of responsibility. It was undoubtedly right 
to give greater precedence. to the First Minister, and the 
Presidency of the Council was in many ways his natural 
office. ' The records of the Privy Council, being the 
acts of the Sovereign .in Council, should,' Disraeli sub
mitted with some force, ' be in the custody of the Pri!fie 
Minister.' The Treasury should be nominally, he thought, 
as well as really, under the. control of the Chancellor of 
the ·Exchequer. But the breach with history involved 
in discarding the famous title . ' First Lord of the 
Treasury ' ·seems unnecessary; and in 1905; by' King 
Edward's command, proper precedence was at last ac
corded to the office of Prime Minister, though Mr. Balfour,. 
then in power, provided that the change should only 
take effect on his successor's appointment. · The equali
sation of Ministerial salaries which Disraeli advocated 
was effected in 1915 by private arrangement in Mr. 
Asquith's Coalition · Cabinet. In proposing to make 
Education a separate Cabinet department, Disraeli 
anticipated a reform whi~ was delayed for nearly half 
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a century. To bring _!;he Poor Law into proper Minis
terial s:ubordination was obviously desirable, and Jras since 
been done; and the Scottish department which Disraeli 
suggested was established in an extended form thirty·years 
afterwards. But his Home Office would have been hope
lessly overloaded, and his plan for insuring the harmonious 
co-operation of Navy and Army by putting them both 
under one Minister was clumsy and impracticable. The 
same object ·has been promoted in recent'years in a 
happier way by the Committee of Imperial Defence. 

Derby was on the whole favourably impressed by the 
scheme, though he did not concur in the. abolition of the 

· Lord Lieutenancy of Ireland, and took stroi1g exception 
to the proposal to amalgamate the Admiralty with .the 
War ·Office. In the c.ourse 'of a memorandum which he 
ilie,; up on December 26, he wrote: . 

The sc}leme. is bold and comprehensive, and capable of 
being worked into a system,• which, if honestly acted on,· may 
produce a great effect in the public service. If he will take the 

·further· trouble of ell) bodying his propositions in· a Bill, to be 
confidentially printed, it will well deseFe the serious con
sideration of our·friends; and I should approach the subject 
with a strong prepossession in -its favour: but I should anxi
ously deprecate a hasty promulgation of a not fully matured 
plan, more especially if. it could be held to commit a party · 
who have a full right to be previously' consulted .. No sup· 
posed risk of rival projects from other quarters can counter 
balance the evil, in every point of view, of such a hasty ~tep 

As .a result of Derby's conditi~nal approval, Stanley 
bame to H 1,1ghenden to confer with Disraeli • 

. Lord B.ta,nley !o Lord Derby. 

HuGHENDEN, Jan. 5 [l85GJ.--:-Disraeli and I had yesterday 
a. five-hours Cabinet on his scheme-the result, I think, satis
factory. Removing all that you ,most strongly object. to, 
there would remain- (l) First Lord; · (2) Lord: Chane:; 
(3) Chane. of Ex.; (4) Home, (5) Foreign, (6) Colonial, Secre
taries; (7) Minister of War; (8) Admiralty; (9) India; (lO) Trade · , 
and Work.s;,leavirig the Cabinet wit4 ten members, ,and 
l~.avii1g,'a~ _offiq~ of , the secol\d .rt,t~.-:-"' (ll) .,Ed~cat~<;>n; 

:;· ,·· . } . . .. , . 
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(12) Board of Health; (13) Poor Law; the two last cut off 
from his overgrown Home Office, which he seems to admit. is 
beyond one man's control. 

If it were important (I don't think it is so) to have all the 
heads of· departments in Cabinet, and or equal rank, the 
inclusion of the three above-named would give only 13 Minis
ters. And two (Education and Health) are subjects of first
rate importance. There is no great harm in making one man, 

. the Minister of Poor Laws, a rather more important personage 
than he need be. · · · · 

I object quite as strongly as you to the union of Army. and 
Navy .. That must not be thought of. D. does not seem to 
have much to urge in its favour ... 

We are both anxious to introduce the competitive system 
to the full extent into this plan, as regards the permanent 
Civil Service. I will not discuss it now-but m:y opiriiori,' 
formed after long hesitation, is decided for it. We should, by 
adopting this principle, gain support ou.t of doors, and within 
the H[ouse ofJ C[ommons] still more: ancl certainly double 
our chances of success, whatever they may be. D.'s fear 
was lest you should be hostile to competition as a principle': 
I don't believe you are so ! . ·. . 

Sundq,y.-Further conferences-,--more agreement. D. con
cedes the two points most in dispute-:-the union of the services 
and the ·concentration of p(nver in the H[ome] O[ffice]. 

LoNDON, Jan. 8.-... My feeling about D.'s plan:, after 
full and careful examination of it, is that, as regards the Par
liamentary service, his changes, as now modified, are desir
able, but not important: what relates to the permanerit 
service is more material, and will be ·valuable~ if, as is quite 
possible, you and he adopt oompeti~i<?n as .a basis. But that 
principle is the only one involved in'th'e scheme: and there is 
nothing else about it that will"excite the slight'est degree of 
popular enthusiasm. • . ; ' · · · · · . . . . . ·~. . ' ' . . 

·lt was certainly rather an emasculated plan which 
issued from' these elaborate consultations. Though it 
still contained excellent features, and, indeed, had .be.en 
stiffened in regard to the principle of competition, the 
mutilation it had undergone had·· probably. damped 
])israeli's ardour; or he may have become alive t6 the 

· futility of assuming the initiative, when in opposition, 
in so essentially Governmenta~ a question as administra
tive reform. At any rate, though he lived to see several 

·of the improvements which he desired carried into effect, 
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he never. took a prominent part in the work, save by the 
e~tablishment in 1858 of a .Secretaryship of State for 
India, and by the very practical step of confining his own 
Cabinet of 1874 to twelve persons. Palmerston's Govern
ment made a beginning themselves in the ·session 
of 1856 by creating an Education Minister, in the 
characteristically English and clumsy guise of a Vice
President of the Committee ·of .Council on. Education;' 
and, in spite of their resistance to the principle in the 
previous year, announced their intention of introducing, 
gradually and cautiously, open competition for the Civil 
Service. But no comprehensive remodelling of British 
ad~inistration, such as might well have been under
taken by Disraeli had he attained real power in the full 
vigour of his energies, has ever been attempted.· 

Disraeli rec,ommended Bromley for the K.C.B. in18.58, 
and used him during the Government of 1858~59 for 
much confidential work. ·But Bromley's enthusiasm for 
administrative reform · outran his discretion, and he 
endr>d by wearying the statesmim whom he had .for long 
impressed. . · · 

To Sir John Pakington~ 

GROSVENOR,GATE, Jan, 18, 1864.~1 shouldkeep very shy 
of B[romley]. · · 

Nothing can ever satisfy his ravenous egotism. He used , 
to send me, some years ago, many pl~ms of adll1inistrative, and, 
especially, Admiralty reforni: but I found out that the object 
of all his· changes was to ad vance the permanent at the ex
pense of the Parliamentary officials. Such reform is not our 
'metier,' as the Emperor Joseph said to the tJ.rst French 
Republicans. 

13. wants to turn clerks into Privy Councillors. He had 
energy and organising ability, but he has been over-rewarded 
and ov~r-promoted, and, tho' still restless, is, I think, used 
up; ... 



CHAPTER III. 

TORY DEMORALISATION AND DEFEAT. 

1856-1857. 

Disraeli had an exceptionally representative gathering 
at his Parliamentary dinner on the eve of the session of 
1856, and he took it, somewhat prematurely, as evidence 
of the union- of the party in general in his support. The 
Press drew special attention to the assemblage. 'Never 
before did the banquet of any Opposition leader in the 
Lower House at the opening of the session exhibit such an 
array of names, representative of rank and property, and 
associated with proud historical associations.' A list 
was paraded, somewhat similar to that given, in Lord 
George Bentinck, of the old guard ·who refused to follow 
Peel ;1 and the presence was· specially noted of Lord 
Robert Cecil, 'on whom so many eyes are fixed as a 
future chief, and who bids fair to uphold his great English 
name.' The article 2 boasted that even Peel, at the head 
of- ·,the gentlemen of England,' had never me.t Parlia-

t:-"'ment with a more united party in the Lower House. . 
.The unity of the party under Disraeh's leadership 

was nothing like so complete as his ·buoyant optimism· 
conceived it to be. We have the evi.dence of two 
new members who were eventually to be among his 
most trusted colleagues. Gathorne Hardy, who entered 
the House at a by-election in February, found the 
party seething with intrigue against him; ana North
cote wrote in April of 'indecisive manoouvring,' 'our 
people's imbecility,' and the ' hash ' they were making, 
and reported a friend as having given in . disgust 

1 See pp. 799, 800. 2 Press, Feb. 2. 
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'formal notice that he would no longer attend meet
ings of the party or answer their circulars.'! More
over, Robert Cecil, ·so fla~tm;ingly referred to in the 
Press, took a very independent· line, and before long 
was a centre of disaffection .to Disraeli's leadership. 
Another constant detractor was George Bentinck, member 
for Norfolk from 1852, a distant cousin of Lord George's, 
and known familiarly at Westminster as ' Big Ben.' 
Bentinck set, or popularised, the fashion, among the 
anti-Disraeli Tory clique, of always calling their leader 
! the Jew.' A leading member of the clique, though he 
was not in the House during this Parliament, was 
Alexander Beresford Hope, Robert Cedi's brpther-in-law; 
a man of artistic tastes and . H1gh Anglican opinions, . :
founder and proprietor of the Saturday Review; who 
claimed in 1867 that he had jeopardised his politica) 
career by refusing to ' fall down and worship the golden. 
image set up in thedeserts-ofArabia,' and whosejourna.]_' 
was conducted in the spirit exemplified by this outburst;· · 

The session of ·1856 was rather a barren one, -with much 
promisedin the Qu_een's ·Speech, and but-a poor harvest' ':· 
at the close. The Peace, its preliminaries and its conse~' •·· 
quences, absorbed attention. In July Disraeli repeated ., 
the experiment which had had such brilliant results)p · 
18482...:.:._a review of the . session, . exposing Ministerili.l' 
shm;tcomirigs. This time he had no such striking succ_es~~j, 
It was rather a laboured performance. His main point 
was -that Palmerston's Government was really a Con
servative Gove1'nment · carrying out a Conservative 
policy,' and so was in a 'false position. ' The truth is that 
it was a period of transition, and all parties were in false 
_positions. Graham told Greville on April 2. that there 
was not one .man in the House of Commons that had ten 

. foliow-ers; 'neither Gladstone, nor Disraeli, nor Palmer-
. Elton.'. He added that Disraeli appear~ to be endeavour-

, i9g. to approach Gladstone, and. a confederacy between 
those two and Stanley was by no means an improbability. · 

1 Lang's N orthcote, pp. 88, 89. • 2 See III., Ch. 4: 
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Disraeli's letters to Mrs. Willyams, which show that he 
had been taking his share of Bocial and Court festivities 
in this bustling season af~er the Peace, show also that he 
was seriously occupied with negotiations to bring back to 
the fold that incalculable body; the Peel~tes, now merely 
a scattered group of leaders, with hardly any followers, 
and more distrustful of Palmerston tl1an even of Disraeli. 
In this work Northcote, a reconciled Peelite himself, was 
the principal agent. He wrote to his wife early in Mr.y: 
'I hav~ been acting as a sort of go-between to the Peelites 
and O\lr own side, and I am sure there is an excellent 
feeling springing up between us.' But in June he was less 
hopeful: ' The reconstruction of the Conservative party 
goes on at about the pace of the Tertiary formation.' 1 

To ~Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, May 15, 1856.-... We are re
turning to town to-day instead of next Monday, as we antici-

• pate great disturbances in Hyde Park from the stoppage of 
the bands playing toe morrow (Sunday). This Sabbatarian 
controversy is likely to become very serious. 2 What a great 
man Moses must have been, to have invented a law which 
should agitate the 19th century, with all its boasted progress! 

We had a very brisk and bustling season during the six 
weeks that elapsed between Easter·and Whitsun, and there 
is a prospect of still greater gaiety, especially if the Prince of _ 
Prussia 3 comes to claim the hand of the Princess Royal. ... 

:r . Negotiations have been going on for some time to effect a 
.reconciliation between the two sections of the Conservative 
_party, and a reconstruction on the former extc::msive basis. 
Tho' there are many difficulties to be overcome, my opinion 
is they will be successfully combated. In this case, very great 
changes will, in due time, take place in the world of politics, 
and, between ourselves, it is not at all desirable that any 
change of Government should take place until this great 
reconstruction is arranged and matured. · However, these are 
State secrets-and it is possible that the effort may fail, but 
I- think not, because it seems to me to be a necessity. If it 

1 Lang's N OTthcote, pp. 89, 90. · . 
2 The First Commissioner of Works arrnngod tlmt bands should play in 

the London parks on Sunday, but the Sabbataria.ns raised o. groat clamour, 
and the Government stopped the bands. 

3 Afterwards the Emperor Fred~riok. _ 
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happen, Lord Derby will have a good chance of carrying 
on the administration of affairs as long as he could well 
desire .... 

GROSVENOR GATE, July 7, 1856.-... The season is ap
proaching its end; it will be a coup de grace. The town is 
quite mad-fetes and festivities night and morn. Never were 
there so many balls and banquets. No roof so hospitable 
this year as the Palace itself. Two young Princes · recon-
noitring young Princesses will account -for this. · 

The Prince of Prussia,.fiance to our Princess Royal, is well 
informed, and appears able-but more like a German student 
.than a Prince. . 

Prince Oscar of Sweden, tho' he is a Scandinavian Prince 
_with a ScandinaVian name, is a veritable grandson of Berna
dotte; dark, with glowing cheeks, and sparkling eyes-a 
veritable Gascon. I have not conversed with him .. He· came 
over to make his bow to the Princess Mary of Cambridge/ 
but appears to be less absorbed in hersociety than is desir
able; and, it is thought, he will quit us without making the 
most important speech which a man can in this world. 

The new ball-room is opened at the Palace this year. It is 
a colossal chamber; but of fine proportions-much decorated 
in the German s_tyle, ·and much criticised-but all must agree . 
that the English Court-was never before assembled in so fine 
a chamber. We were there at a ball some weeks ago, with 
more than 1,500 guests; but the other night, last Wednes-

' day, Her Majesty did us the honor of inviting us to a full
dress concert, held in this same ball-room, where there is a 
permanent organ. There were only 500 invited, and all in 
costume. It seemed to me that I had never seen before 
in England anything which realised my idea of a splendi~ .. 
Court. · , .· .. ...,.._ 

The orchestra was very strong; there_ were 125 .performers·, 
-among them Johanna Wagner. All the music was German, 
and the second act, entirely consisting of the ., Walpurgis 
Night' of Mendelssohn-Goethe's poetry wedde_d to such wild 
harmonies-made a whole of supernatural splendor; 

I enjoyed myself very much, being fond of German music, 
but at the same time I can't help fancying that one cause of 
my satisfaction was that I had a seat. In the old ~oncert
room the · spitce was so limited that gentlemen ~ere never 
seated. . This was very wearisome. . . . 

o-RoSVENOR GATE, July 31,, 1856.~ .... This has been 
the gayest season, Mr. Gunter assures 'me, since 1851-that of 
the great Exhibition. As for politics, altho' it is abused by 

1 W·ho married eventually the Duke of Teck, and became the mother of 
Queen Ma.ry; 

/ 
/ 
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. the million as an uneventful session, I do not think it so. but 
hold rather that a broad and deep foundation is laid for future 
action, so far as the Conservative party is concerned. 

The Queen really talks of going to Lisbon; H. Majesty is 
always in motion; and I suppose movement. and air are the 
great sources of health and happiness. 

If ever you want a book to read, try Lyell's ' Principles of 
Geology.' It is quite in your way: full of science and the 
observation of nature, but most entertaining as well as in
structive. I should like to know whether you think he makes 
out his case, that the great changes which have taken place 
in our globe are not the consequence of vast, sudden, and 
spasmodic changes, but the result of that continual change, 
thro' countless ages, which is now, as it always has been, going 
on. This philosophy is entirely founded on Induction, the 
only safe basis. . • • 

The approximation of Peelites to Derbyites continued 
during the autumn, being assisted by Palmerston's 
vagaries in foreign policy, which particularly disgusted 
Aberdeen. Lennox in October reported Aberdeen as· 
saying that never was there a pilot in whom he had so 
little confidence as 'Pam,' and that the Conservative 
party must at once be consolidated. 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 26, 1856.-... I know nothing of public 
affairs, tho' I can easily understand the feelings of the Peelites. 
They and the Dcrbyites are like the two Bourbon factions 

~·playing at fusion: they have delayed the process so long 
'that there is someone in possession who cries ' A plague on 
both!' ..• 

Foreign policy had given Disraeli some opportunity 
during the session of escaping from Court festivities 
and party manceuvring into those wider problems with 
w~ich he delighted to deal. The impetus given to change 
in Europe by tha Revolution of 1848 had been increased 
by the Crimean War; and during the ten years of Palmer
stan's predominance foreign policy was, again and again, 
more of a preoccupation than domestic affairs with 
British parties and statesmen. Italy was in the making; 
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Germany was in the making; France had' not yet found 
a constitution to her mind, but was restlessly trying yet 
another of her many experiments in government since 
1789; Russia had been rudely awakened, and was stretch
ing herself. _To _difficulties in the Near East were snc
ceeding mighty problems in the Far East. Across the 
Atlantic a young nation was beginning to feefits strength, 
and,_though torn by ac~te domestic conflict, to call some
what loudly for external recognition. All these move
ments touched either the interests or the sympathies of • 
Great Britain and her worldwide Empire; with all of 
them ':bisraeli dealt, from time to time, in penetrating 

--_and philosophic fashion. 
In his revi~w I of this session of 1856, he laid it down 

that in· foreign affairs there were three great questions -
on which it behoved British statesmen and British parties 

. to have_ precise and clear ideas-the Russian Empire, 
the Austrian Empire, and our relations with the United 
States of America. France he did not mention, because 
at that time the Frencl?- alliance was acknowledged by all 
parties to be the basis of our foreigi>. policy. With regard 
to. Russia, Disraeli's views had been sufficiently shown 
during the recent movement for peace~ He was opposed 
-to all idea -of. the dismemberment of Russia; it could not -
be attained without a fatally prolonged and exh'austing 
war; and, when it was attained, we should find the balance·· 
of power in Europe altered to our disadvantage. _ 

Disraeli 'Yas opposed also to the dismemberment of -
Austria, holding that the Austrian Empire was necessary 
to the independence, the civilisation, and even the 
liberties, of Europe.- Thqugh the doctrine sounds strange 
to us now, this had been hitherto the general opinion of 
European statesmen, with the exception of the partisans 
of revolution. France ~nd Russia were regarded as 
explosive forces; and without the presence of a strohg 
central Power, such as Austria, with its·Jinge'ring tradi~ 
tions of ·the old Holy Roman Empire, it was thought that 

l J~ly ~5. 
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European peace could not be preserved. Ih the in
terests, however, of unemancipated Italy, a hostile feel
ing to Austria was growing up among the Liberal party, 
of which Russell, now in a position of independence, 
made himself the mouthpiece. Disraeli deprecated the 
encouragement that was given, in the protocols of the 
Treaty of Paris, to Sardinia to persist in her efforts 
for the liberation of Italy-encouragement which was 
strangely simultaneous with the signature of a tripartite 
treaty between England, France, mid Austria. Had we 
played our cards so badly in the late game of diplomacy 
that we "\Vere at the same time pledged to support both 
Austrian authority and Sardinian regeneration 1 Russell 
seemed to think that the contest in I~aly lay between 
worn-out dynasties and constitutional reformers, ignoring 
that danger from secret societies which Disraeli was one 
of the few 'statesmen of the day to appreciate at its 
proper value. These societies, which were spread like a 
network over Europe, did not desire votes or constitu
tions; they wanted to change the tenure of land, to drive 
out the present owners of the soil, and to put an end to 
ecclesiastical· establishments.! Disraeli, therefore, depre
cated very strongly any policy of active adventure in . 
Italy, reminding Parliament of the unfortunate results 
of meddling in the forties; of ' those sc~nes of popular 
tumult which, excited by English influence, were deserted 
by English power-a desertion remembered to this day 
on th!:) Continent with anguish and indignation.'. 

Disraeli's hopes were justified. Palmerston, strengthc 
ened by his support, resisted the movement of Russell and 
the Radicals Jor active intervention, ·if not in arms,. at 
least by diplomacy, against Austria in Italy, and did not 
go beyond general expressions of friendship for Sardinia 
and sympathy with Italian aspirations. That sympathy. 
Disraeli, who also had profited by experience, no longer 
withheld. But, while givirtg eloquent expression to it, 

. he wisely· reminded Parliament that a nation that would 
1 Jwy 14. 
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be free must work out its own destinies, and not rely for 
emancipation upon the good offices of others. This truth 
Italy was,herself to .recognise: 'Italia fara da se.'. 

I feel a deep interest in the future of Italy, and sure I am 
that there is no honest man.in this Empire who does not look 
forward with delight to the day whei1 that immemorial la)ld 
to which we all owe so much shall take. her proper place 
among the nations, and be again one of the leading com
munities of the world. But I for one base my hope of that 
consummation on my faith in the genius of the people and, 
the resources of the country. Time, the great reformer, will 
save Italy; but if there can be anything that will throw her 
back in her career, anything that will baffie her destinies, it 
will be the intrigues of politicians who are not Italians, and 
who, for the sake of getting an impulse and support which 
oth!'lrwise they might not command, trifle with the fate of a 
great people, pander to the lusts of secret societies, pretend 
to sympathy they do hot feel, and, for the lov;e of popular 

. applause and a. momentary success, compromise the destiny 
of a great and gifted nation.1 

If Disraeli's tr~atin!mt of the Italian question was at 
once sympathetic and conservative, so was· his treatment 
of British relations ·with the United States. ·These rela
tions were at this time somewhat strained, owing to. 
American e~pa~siOii and to diffi~ulties arising out of the 
ill-starred Foreign Enlistment Act.2 Disraeli did 'what 
he. could to ease the situation. England should recog
nise that the United States, like all the great countdes of 
Europe, had a policy, and that they had a right to have 
a policy.··. · · · 

There are those who view with the utmost jealousy, and 
regard in a litigious spirit, the progress of the United States 
of America; who think that any advance in their power, or 
any expansion of their territory, is opposed to the commercial 
interest, and perhaps also to the political influence, ofEng
land. . But· I am not of that opinion. I· am of a contrary 
opinion. . . . I cannot forget that the United States, though · 
independent, are still. iR some sense colonies, and are. influ
enced by colonial tendencies; and when they con::e in contact 

t _May 19, 1856 .. . .. ~ 2 See pp; 1370, li.l7J, 
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with large portions of territory scarcely populated, or at the 
most sparsely occupied by an indolent and unintelligent race 
of men, it is impossible-and you yourselves find it impossible 
-to resist the tendency to expansion; and expansion in that 
sense is not injurious to England, for it contributes to the 
wealth of this country.1 

Disraeli expressed himself confident that, when once 
the United States saw that England was no longer 
jealous of their legitimate development, all these disputes 
and angry discussions between the two countries would 
cease. It was, he maintained, ~he business of a states
man to recognise the necessity of an increase in American 
power.2 Surely a thoroughly statesmanlike attitude! 
DisraeH was, indeed, one of the few public men of the 
day who displayed constant tact and good feeling in his 
treatment of the United States. If he never courted 
America, he never ruffled her susceptibilities. 

At the begin_ning of August, directly the session was 
over, Disraeli, who had been suffering from nervous 
debility, started with his 'wife for a course of treatment 
at Spa. They told no one where they were going, and 

·only took their frii'lnds into their confidence just before 
their return., 

To lJfrs. Brydges Willyams. 

SPA, Augus(30, l856._:When I crossed the Channel, I had 
been ordered to ·go to Vichy or Spa-:-and ·fortune or tlie 
humor of the moment brought me here. I have experienced 
the greatest benefit from the waters and mineral baths. Both 
are tonic in a high degree, and as, tho' suffering generally 

. from nervous debility, I have never had recourse to such 
remedies, their beneficial effect upon me has been remarkable. 
I feel entirely renovated. Nevertheless, I am about to direct 
my steps homeward, via Amsterdam, which I have never-
seen. . . . . 

This place, Spa, is extremely pretty; . a valley,. tho' 1,000 
feet above the ocean, very green, with brushwood of dwarf 
oak and spruce and silver firs; a picturesque village of hotels; 
walks of linden-trees; ponies and carriages of all forms, can
tering and coursing about from spring to spring, a~d making 

1 July 25. II June 16. 
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the tour of silver fountains shrouded in sunny woods. The 
ghost of the ·eighteenth century seems to haunt its favorite 
watering~place, where Sovereigns and Ministers of State 
settled once' the affairs of Europe as they walked before 
breakfast to drink a sparkling glass of the renovating element, 
or hazarded some louis d'ors at the Redoute, still open, and 

, much frequented. . . · . 
, Spa was nearly dead, having been eclipsed by its modern 
rivals, the German bathing-places, . when ~ railroad of late 
years revealed it to tho 19th century, and now it is fuller 

. than in the days of the Prince de Ligne, .when it was the 
resort of the whole European world. But tho' there are four 
or five thousand visitors. here, and an unceasing round of 
balls, concerts, .colossa;I riding-parties, and rural festivals, you 
may liv~, as we do, in profound solitude. And what is most 
agreeable, without entering into gaiety, you may command 
ai1d enjoy that rarest of all things-society-.:.the conversation 
ofa few congenia,l spirits and cultivated minds. 

I have not seen a newspaper, in any language, for more 
than a month, and I did not tell our own household where we 
were going, so that we have not received a single letter. This 

.. complete breaking of the p·erpetual chain of public circum
stances and the cares and_ trouble of business has perhaps 
done me as much good as the waters of Pouhon. . . . 

.The only persons we know here are some Devonshire people . 
(London friends), _Lord and Lady Poltimore, and the Prince - · 
arid Princess of Capua, .whom we have met again after many 
years of their adventurous life of strange vicissitudes. . . . · 

A week later Disr11-eli ·wrote a very similar letter to. 
Lady Londonderry. By _this time the fashion of repeat- . 
ing phr~ses, and indeed whole passage.s, in letters t.o 
d~fferent persons written at the same time, had grown into 
a settled habit with him. 

The Disraelis re~urned to England in the middle 'of 
September, and, after paying their annual visit to Mount 
Braddon, 1 spent a quiet six or seven weeks at Hughenden. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

. HuOHENDEN MANOR, Nov. 6; 185'6.-... We have vege
tat~d here since we left Torquay-planting and pruning, and 

. almost in perfect, s<;>litude. Lord 2 and Lady. Villiers came 
. 1 See p. 1277. . . .. ·. • 
2 M.P. successively for H:miton, Weymouth, and Cirencester; 6th Earl 

of Jersey from Oct. 3 .to 24; 1859. · · 
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here, and Lady de Rothschild, the only persons we have seen; 
and we have refused all invitations. I have myself been 
much engaged with the new Rural Police, which is to be 
established forthwith in this county. The magistrates at 
Quarter Sessions appointed a Committee for this purpose, 
who chose me as chairman, and I bave been as busy" this 
autumn as if I were in the House of Commons. As I have 
no railroad .to Aylesbury, I am obliged very frequently to 
travel by road between 30 and 40 miles a day, which in the 
decline of the year is not ·agreeable; but I have always risen 
not later than seven o'clock. 

All this, however, is now going to change, for in a very few 
days we shall proceed to Grosvenor Gate en route to Paris. I 
am now sorry to depart; the weather is so beautiful, the 
evergreens so bright, and planting so interesting and creative; 
but go I must. Affairs are very perplexed, and, as I told 
you at Torquay in confidence, there is someone who wants to 
see me, and whom I have promised to pay my respects to .... 

The mysterious friend in Paris was, of course, 
Napoleon III., with whom, in his period of exile in 
England, Disracli had had considerable acquaintance, 
and who owed his prompt recognition as Emperor to a 
Government of which Disraeli was a leading member. 
Disraeli was anxious about the relations between Eng-
land and France, which, since the differences between the 
two Governments about the Peace, had not been as 
cordial as was desirable in the interests of both -countries 
and of the tranquillity of the world. He had laboured 
in the -forties to improve those relations in audiences of 
Louis Philippe; he was ready to do the same now with 
Louis Napoleon. He was also particularly anxious to 
reilliiid the Emperor that there were other statesmen 
in England prepared to work in cordial unison with him, 
besides Palmerston. He had intended, in any case, to 
spend the winter. in Paris, and a letter just received from 
Lennox opened a direct chamiel of communication with 
the Emperor. · 

From Lord Henry Lennox. 

~llfost private. HAMILTON PALACE, Oct. 29, 1856.-... An 
opportunity has arisen by :Vhich you can convey diJ;ect to 
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the French Emperor any views you have.:" direct and privately. 
to His. Majesty. . . . The Dss. of Hamilton is Napoleon's. 
cousin/ and in constant correspondence with him. Two days 
ago she received a letter from him, complaining of The Times. 
and other papers, and saying that he was deeply annoyed, 
and expressing his hope that at all events the Conservative 
organs would rebuke licentiousness _of Press, and support 
him and the alliance. One phrase in the letter is remarkable. 
He says: 'The moment that I feel called upon to refuse to go 
full length with the English Govt. down come these slanders 
of me and my Govt., as though England was to be all in all 
and France as nothing to me.' . . . . . . 
· The .Dss. under a solemn promise of secrecy showed me the . 
letter, and asked if I could write to any Conservative Powerful; 
if so, she would be grateful, and would ask permission to for
ward .the answer dire?t and privately to Nap ..•• 

Disraeli availed himself of the suggested channel of 
.communication, and wrote Lennox a letter, which was 
forwarded by t_he ;Ducliess to the Emperor. · 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 31, 1856.-Your ietter, f;om Hamilton, 
arrived here this morning. 1 had previously written to you, · 
directed to Portland Place, informing you of my plans; that 
I should be in towli early in November, en route, probably 
after some· little time, for Paris. · 

I have long watched, with great anxiety, the circumstances 
to whiC?h you allude. They are symptoms of a deep disorder 
in the relations between the two Governments, but are also, 
in my opinion, the inevitable consequences of the narrow, 
and narrow-minded, basis, on which Lord Palmerston has 
rested the alliance. An alliance . with England may ·be of 
great importance to the Emperor, but an imperial policy is 
not less so. It is indispensable, for the welfare of both 
countries, that they should be combined; but this Palmerston, 
niuch from his. temperament, and partly from ancient pre-

. 1 The Duchess of Hamilton, wife of the eleventh Duke, was the Princess 
Mary of Baden, ·youngest daughter of. Charles Louis Frederick, reigning 
Grand-Duke of Baden. Her mother was Stephanie de Beauharn~tis, 
daughter of Claudto de Beauharnais, whose youngest brother, Alexandre 
de Beauharnais, was first husband of the Empress Josephine, and father, 
by her, of Horlense, Queen of Holland, mother ·of. N,apolcon III. The 
Duchess was th_erefore Napoleon's seconq cousin. · 
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judices, will never understand. With all his rodomontade, 
his diplomacy is of the age of the blocus continental. 

I think, if the present sta.te of things becomes chronic, and 
it has a tendency that way, great disasters may occur. No 
effort should be omitted to prevent them. But partial and 
precipitate attempts will not be remedies. I will deeply con
sider-indeed, I have deeply considered-the subjec"t, and I 
do not despair that, during the next session of Parliament, a 
healthy and decided feeling will animate the Conservative 
party on this all-important head. 

Unfortunately, some persons of influence,. who call them
selves Conservatives, while they abuse Palmerston, and affect 
to sympathise with the Emperor, are carrying on Orleanist 
intrigues. I made some curious discoveries on this head, at 
·Spa, this year. 

With respect to our alliance with France generally, my 
opinions are upon record: in detail, even so late as 1853.1 I 
inherited them from Lord Bolingbroke, and the changes in 
the world, subsequent to his time, only confirm his prescience. 
With regard to the Emperor personally, there are many 
private as well as public reasons why I should wish to serve 
him. 

I shall hope to see you in London, but altho' I have received· 
communications, this autumn, from all persons and all 
quarters, I am anxious in the present state of things to keep 
aloof. And this is one reason why I am going to Paris-to 
get rid of the chdteaux. 

The Disraelis were warmly welcomed by the Court ~nd 
by society in- Paris, but the polit~cal mission for long 
made little progi·ess. 

Po Lord H etiry Lennox. 
\ 

PARIS, Dec. 26, 1856.-.•. Now to busines13: I should have 
written, but there has peen nothing to say-anything would 
have misled you. It is not hopeless; it is not absolutely 
unfavorable; all 'that ;has occurred, or transpired, is good. 
I am supposed to be, and perhaps am, in high favor: ban
quets from Fould, Walewski, etc., etc.-all the diplomatists 
on their knees; all secrets told from all sides: .and Cowley 
confidential: . but nothing from the all-commanding mind 
definite: it is still brooding in its unfathomable recesses. 

1 See pp. 1300, 1303. · 
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To llfrs. Brydges;JVillyams. 

PARIS, Jan. l, 1857.-I wish you a happy New Year from 
the Imperial City. It is the first letter that I have· written 
this year, and I will accept it as a good omen that it is ad-
dressed to Mount Braddon. · · 
. Ten years, as long as the siege of Troy, since I found inyself 

Jast in this place: Troy could not be more changed in the 
time. Everything squalid has been pulled down, or driven 
out of sigh~a. city of palaces and glittering streets, and 
illimitable parks and pleasure-gardens, statues and gondolas, 
and beautiful birds and deer. The· Tuileries and Louvre 
joined form a kingly residence. worthy. of 1,3abylon: the Rue 
de Riv:oli, with its bright arcades, extends from the Place· 
de la Concorde and the Elysian fields to the Hotel de Ville 
and Notre Dame: the old Bois de Boulogne is converted into 
a Paradise, compared with which; in extent, all ~he Parks in 
London, together, would form an insignificant section. · 

Paris is a beautiful. woman, and London an ugly man; 
still, the masculine quality counts for somt;Jthing. . 

Our reception here has not turned our heads, but has tried 
the strength of our constitutions; once we dined out. eleven 
days running. The Ministers here live in palaces, with ap" 
poiritments and service, quite as gorgeous· and stately as our 
o\vn Court.:-very different from the position · of English 
Ministers. Nevertheless, I don't think English gentlemen 
would ever feel easy under roofs which were not their .own, 
however splendid. They would think they were too much 
like the Lord Mayor. . · . 

Our most interesting dinner was, however; certainly at 'the 
Tuileries, for my wife sate by the Emperor, and I ·sate by the 
side of the beautiful Empress. I:have seen such faces, often, 
among the ladies at a bull-fight-and I dare say many a 
Mendez·da Costa .has worn· such. Round her swanlike .neck 
she wore a necklace of emeralds and diamonds such as might 
have been found in the cave of Aladdin; ~fnd yet, tho' colossal 
gems, for her they were not too vast. After this I will tell 
you no. more:. the curtain should fall amid the brightest fire. 

Send me, if only one line, a word to say you are well, to 
Grosvenor Gate, and it will reach me. Mrs. D. sends you 
more than a word-1,000 kind thoughts and wil:lllCs. 

Disraeli has left little in his papers to show exactly 
how his political mission fared. · There is one short 
memorandum, which does not. tell us much; except that· 
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he entirely failed to persuade the Emperor that he, would 
do wisely to transfer his confidence from Palmerston to 
the Conservatives. 

In 1856-57 (Dec.-Jan.), at the Tuileries, the Emperor said 
to me: 'I have always thought that the principle of the 
Anglo-French Alliance was this: that France should assist 
England in her policy, and the converse; but Lord P[ almerston] 
seems always to think that the first condition of the alliance 
should alone prevail.' When I left the T. that day,_farewell 
audience, the Emperor having entered into every point, and 
I having reiterated my opinion previously expressed, that the 
then English Government would ·not stand (Lord P.'s first 
Government, which was placed in a minority a few weeks 
after, shortly after the meeting of Parliament, dissolvedit, 
obtained a triumphant majority, and yet was turned out by 
their own Parliament the succeeding year)-I saw the Emperor 
was quite sceptical as to my opinion, and was entirely with 
Palmerston. His Majesty said to me: 'Lord Derby has no 
men.' 

To Vitzthum, three years later, Disraeli gave the follow
ing account of these conversations: 

The Emperor Napoleon will remember my having warned 
him some years ago against throwing himself into the arms 
of Palmerston. He declared then that we Tories were his 
hereditary enemies, and that he. had, therefore, no choice in 
the matter. I denied it, and assured him we would go with 

_ anY. Government in France which respected treaties, but not 
with any that did not. Palmerston would make many 
promises, but keep none of them, because he had not the 
power to do so. .He had a few followers, but no party.1 

Disraeli apparently_ did not impress the Emperor so 
much as he wished to do, and perhaps thought he had 
done; . At any rate, Louis Napoleon, a couple of months 
later, told l\'falmesbury that' his opinion of Disraeli was 
that he 'has not the head of a statesman, but that he is, 
like all literary men, as he has found them, froin Chatean
briand·to Guizot, ignorant of the world, talking well, -but 
nervous when the moment of ·action arises.'.2 A singu-

1 Vitzthum, Vol. II., pp. 40, 41. 
cr ":2 Memoira of an Ex-MiniijJ~r, under date Aprill9; 1857. 
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larly inept judgment, which shows only the Emperor's 
:want of insight. _ 

Before leaving for Paris, Disraeli had arranged with 
Jolliffe that a serious attempt should be made to get the· 
magnificoes of the party, and particularly Derby, to bestir 
themselves, and by personal exertion, organisation, and 
subscriptions, to bring the chaotic and dispirited Conser- · 
vative party together, and fit it for the possibility of office. 
One of the difficulties was Disraeli's own unpopularity. 
Malmesbury, discussing the 'destitute condition' of the 
Tories in a letter to Derby on December 7, 1856, wrote 
that their best men reported ' that you are supposed to be 
tired of politics and no longer ambitious of office, and 
that this impression and the unpopularity of ·Disraeli 
are distracting our party.' Derby replied, on Decem~ 
her 15, in an interesting letter 'printed in full in the 

·:Memoirs of an Ex-Minister: 'As to Disraeli's unpopu
larity, I see it and regret it; and especially regret that 
he does not see more of the party in private; but they 
could not do without him, even if there w~re anyone 
ready and able to take his place. For myself, I never 

'was ambitious of office, and am not likely to- become. 
more s·o as I get older; but I am now, as I have been, 
ready 'to acc13pt tlie responsibility fqr it if I see a chance, 
'not only of taking, but of keeping it.' These confidences 
of Derby and Malmesbury about Disraeli accord very ill 
with Disraeli's own impression of his position, based on -
the representative attendance at his Parliamentary dinner 
in the spring. But it is apparent from his correspondence 
that, beyond his personal friends, ·Disraeli:_following, it 
may be said; Derby's example-made little or no attempt 
at this period to cUltivate, and exchange ideas with; his 
followers, or even his colleagues; and, of course, his 
recent policy with regard to the Peace· had been resented 
none the less because it had prevailed. He knew himself 

_ to be necessary, and felt that popularity would come 
with success. . He, at any rate, was not open to some 
of the reproac~es cast upo~. Derby. Lennox sp~nt· a . 
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week with Derby in a country-house .this winter, and 
reported to Disraeli his impressions of the_ ' Captairi.' 
'As a leader of a party, he is more hopeless than ever 
-devoted to whist, billiards, racing, betting .... 
Bulwer Lytton came to Bretby for three days, and was · 
in despair ! Not one word could he extract from 
Derby about public affairs; nothing but the odds and 
tricks.' · 

In spite, however, of this appearance of frivolity, Derby 
had proved more amenable than. u~;~ual this winter to the 
earnest repl'esentations of colleagues and Whips. 

From Sir William Jolliffe. 

HEATH HousE, PETERSFIELD, Dec. 27, 1856.-... My 
letter to Malmesbury, written soon after I had last the pleasure 
of seeing you, has appeared to have had all the effect that I 
could desire, and far more than I expected; it has led to 
consultation and conference in high quarters, and appears to 

. have set the wheels agoing. We shall attempt a subscription 
with an offer of handsome contribution from the Chief; we 
are to have more consultation in a small Cabinet formed from 
both Houses; I believe Pakington and Walpole have been 
asked to Knowsley; some much required encouragement hn,s 
been given by old Lyndhurst to his Lordship; he has hen,rd 
from me that you are all right, and will cordially second him, 
so I think things. are really looking up. · · · 
. ' Of course, it is doubtful what can be done with the Peelites; 
but I have heard that Gladstone ha.s (of course in a round
about way) c?nveyed his wishes to Lord D. . . . 

Unfortunately,· the two objects which Derby-in com
plete accord with Disraeli-was ·pursuing were incom
patible. No hearty consolidation of the rank and file 
was possible while the leaders were endeavouring to win 
back the Peelites, and to make arrangements for har
monious working in opposition first, and eventually in 
office, with politicians so thoroughly distrusted by t)le 
party. Malmesbury wrote in his journal on February 3, 
1857: 'The Duke of Beaufort, one of our staunchest ad 
herents, told me at Longleat that, if we coalesced with 
the Peelites, he would leave the party, and I remember 
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in 1855,· when Lord Derby attempted to form a Govern
ment, and offered places to Gladstone and Herbert, that 
no less than eighty members of the House of Commons 
threatened to leave him.' Jolliffe reported to Disraeli 
ftom Burghley on January 29 in the same sense: ' Chief 
and I are both taken sadly aback at having Burghley and 
R. Knightley 1 both saying that they will never submit to 
a junction with Gladstone; arid the latter told me to-day, 
out shooting,. that he. was not 'speaking only for himself 
when he said he would give a bitter opposition to any 
Government which included Gladstone.' 

While these winter rrianceuvres were in full progress, 
Disraeli returned from Paris to make preparations for 
the session. As if the internal .difficulties of. the 
Qonservatl.ves were n~t already. su~cient, he found 
himself immediately . threatened with a brea.ch with 
the most· intimate of his colleagues, his political pupil 
and personal friend, in conjunction with who.ni, ·.in 
council, Parliament, and the Pr'ess, he hag endeavoured 
to educate and liberalise his party. He had-sent out 

{:} invitations to his principal colleagues and followers.for a 
p9litical dinner on the eve of. the session .. ·Stapley· 
declined, givirig no reasonexcept that 'it. is probable I 
shall not be in London on that day. I delayed my answer, . 
hearing you were still at Paris.' ' 

To Lord Stanley. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Friday morning [Jan. 23, 1857]._:,Your 
letter this instant received greatly afflicts me. . 

. Certainly, if I had contemplated your refusal} I should not 
have ventured on soliciting the presence of. the chief followers· 
of your father; for I am quite sure that your absence under 
such circumstances would injure him much more than the 
gathering, however numerous and influential, of others would 
bear· him. benefit. . 

I wrote ~o you and three niore persons before I sent out .th~ 
, . · general invitations. They .answered me by return of p.ost; 

I still waited a week, and, as. no reply came from you, I con-. ' . ' 
1 Sir Rainald Knightiey, of Faws}ey, lli.P. for. Northants 1852-1892, 

afterwards Lord· Knightley. . . 
.·, 
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strucd your silence favorably, and consonant with y~ur 
declaration to me last year, that so long as your father mam
tained the position, which he now occupies, your presence on 
such an occasion might be coui1ted on. 

With respect to requesting your reply. to be sent to Gros
venor Gate, that was not because it was held unimportant. 
but because, my· letters being opened by the French Post 
Office, it was necessary that they should be forwarded to me, 
which they were regularly l>y Rothschild's couriers. 

These few words as to· the political considerations which 
your· letter calls forth. Grave as they are, they are slight 
compared with the sad impression that its tone 'involves a 
sentiment of personal estrangement. As I am not conscious 
that I have ever been w'anting in that feeling of deep attach~ 
ment and high appreciation which I have now for many years. 
entertained ·for you, 1 cannot conceal that my feelings ar@ 
deeply moved. My friendships, though I have to deal with 
many men; are rare, and'not\vithstanding the many circum
stances, .public and private, which might' for the moment 
modify or diminish our intimacy, I had such confidence in the 
depths and stability of your character that I have ever con
·templated that during the remaining years of my life you 
would form an important element of my existence.. · 

' . . ·' . 
Stanley replied .in a lengthy ll:ltter which fully: set out 

the difficulties of his politic~! position. He first ex~ ' 
plained that his delay in replyfug, was due solely to 
reluctance to make -~m. unpleasant, communication, p.nd 
then continued: 

. From Lord Stanley. 

Private. ST; JAMEs's SQUARE; Jan. 27; 1857.:-. You 
will probably believe _'my earnest assurance that of personal 
estrangement between us there· exists, and has existed; noiie, 
so far as I am concerned. • • From your conversatioi1 I b:ave . 
learnt more of practical politics than from .that of any other 
person; and the recollection of pleasant days passed together 
at Hughenden li:mg·ago is one which will i1ever leave me. An 
unreserved interchange of ideas·'on almost every· subject;· a 
general agreement in tastes, habits, and modes of thought; 
the ready recognition on my part,of'an intellectual superi
ority on yours foundea at once on genius and experience; .and 
the kindness which, as a young man, in the course of our ') 
earliest intercourse, I have always received from you, could 
not but leave behind'them a veryreal, a lasting, and, 1 h'ope, 
a still subsisting, 'intimacy.· ' ' •' 

I. 47 
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.If within the last. twq yea~s, any semblance of. ~lienation 
h~s arisen between us, it has been_a sembl.ance o~Jy, produc~cl 
by caus(3s,which were intell"igible enough to nee<ipo .explana, 
tion, and which were and are consistent with the most friendly 
feelipg, : , . . , · , · · · · . . , · · · , ,, , · ·· r 
Th~ causes to which I allude are, political, turning O!J. ,t}:lo 

State otpu):llic .affairs ap.d the Telations.Of partieS.. , • J!f.l 
I need not tell you, that; both from .persona.l feeling-and 

from considerations of_•\':hat a family.,owes to .itself, I ·s~all 
~ever, du~ng,my.~ather~s ~publicJife; ponnect mys~lf with ~ny 
P!tr~y oppo~ed to his. ,,Had_, I en-tertained. such a .desire, the 
oppo~tuiJ.ity ~as offered-14 months:ago ... To ;withdraw from 
party;:po~iti<;s is for me simply. to retir(3.into,9bscurity. , .S,o 
m:uch for .the possibility pf ,being a.ct1,1ated py ~otiv;es o~ s~lf~ 
interest.· ~ .,,~ , ~ ~, .\ r j\ t ...... , ~, ~ t ·~ .~ L~! · .. ~"l. iL·t•'L 

. Neither need! remind yqu of wh~t since FebFuary,l8§5, has 
beyn abunda~tly ;clear-,the impossibility of your, a£:td·rD1Y 
fa~her's takiJ?.g.office, ~~qep~ in coalition .with otherJ.efl:ders, 
and at th~~head of a larger-following tha:p, your own .• 1 .• 1• 
TJlat, in su,ch .a coalitiOJ! .all moderate politicians might join; 
I see no reason to doubt. Per.lJ1anent separation. between us, 
~herefore, there.n~ed.,be,,!tn4 !hope there:wjll-be,.none~,,. •J 

But in thf) meantime"between 1852 p.nd .now, many p1easl1res. 
have been discussed in Parliament on which I have had the 
misfortune~ to differ from.the great bulk ·of tllose whom";you · 
r~present: I. _don':t .say,(.from you indtv!dually,. bep!'Luse_ it".~s 

, ~~po~s!,b~e fox; m!J_ ~w~)p, :~li~tin~ui~h .:~~~ween ,~h~~ J ,pi:p~t 
· 1magme to be your prtvate convtetmns, and tliose m whteh · 
your position compels ybu >to :acq tiiesce:'" 'if . ' ' r /. l · .. '.' 't 

. · Church rates, religious tests in Parliament~· religious· tests 
·for the Universities, the repeal of the. newspaper stamp; the 
constitution of the army,' the' constitution of the Civil Service,. 
:J:rish educatio_n; ·En,glisll;,e<;lucation,,are.all topics which .mQre 
or less· ~all in~o pl~y tp.ose, deep-~ying differences of.~empera:. 
ment' arid opinion, on, which; th~ in, ore ·superficial 9.iffe!-'ep.ces of 
party ,arEhbased. On all these questions I haye1been in.!J< 
sm~Jl ~i~o~ity~·· on som..e .. I P,ave stood alone, .among<th~ 
1nembei.'f! ,who s1t by or behmd you: ., . . . . , 1 " ..•• , 

, .',['he questioll I have now t9 ask. J;llyselfis .this: Can ·I with 
~ruth· co~lSider. my~elf as a ,repre.sentative of .agricultural. Co.n-. 
servatism t If not, and if Revertheless I continue to hold the 
ostensible positi<?n: of .0~~·, those who disse.nt from my. vi~ws 
lJ.av:e j1,1st. ca~se of compl!l>int ...•. ·I .came last year· to 
the conclusion . that a , seat on the front Opposition bench 
was inconsistel).t :with the political position into w.hich.l,\la4 
gradually an.dA half • uncon13ciously . passed: · .the .sal!le . rea!:JOJ! 
which made me leave that bench prevents ,my return thither. - . ' _, '· . -- . ~ 
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r·must be free to judgE) (though, of co~rse, your opinion 
will carry no slight weight \vith it) as to ·the ~ourse to be 
taken alxmt the Income Tax: Pakington's education scheme 
I ain pledged to support: and if, as is likely, fresh debates on 
the purchase system arise out of the Rer..ort of the Conimis-· 
sion on that subject, I fear I shall again find myself opposed 
to nearly all your supporters. It seemed to me that to 
receive as a political guest one thus circumstanced would 
embarrass more than it could either help or gratify you 
Hence my refusal. 

If; knowing these things, and understanding that they must 
be so, you renew your invitation, I need not say that I shall · 
accept it with personal pleasure. , . . 

Disraeli, who shared many of Stanley's opinions, was 
able to reassure him as to the amount of agreement im
plied in the acceptance of· an invitation to a political 
dinner. Stanley consented to come, expressing his great 
satisfaction at being relieved ' from the most disagree
abie of all sensatiow;~that of. a misunderstanding he
tween friends.' 

Disraeli was threate:ri.ed with another secession from 
his political dinner-table. Pakington had an education 
policy of a liberal character which was supported, by 
Disraeli and Stanley and Lytton, but bitterly opposed 
by a section of thelS52 Cabinet, headed by Henley. If 
National .Education could not be treated as an open 
question among . the Conservative leaders, Pa.kington 
wrote that he would have to retire from the front bench, 
and assert his opinions from another seat. Disraeli was 
able to placate him, ,, ~J al)l opposed,'. he wrote, ' to all 
secessions from the front bench of, an Opposition. They 
never are happy in their results, and are always imputed 
to unworthy motives or looked, on as a coup de theatre.' 
The affair was not urge11t,. and even if it were the cheval 
de bataille of the party, he should, deprecate giving any 
imme<}iate notice. 'I .shall count,' he concluded, ' on 
your presence on the 2n( particularly as under ~y roof, 
you will never meet the gdm visage· of ·our amiable col
league, Hen1ey .' 
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To. ])erby, Disraeli wQ.s more gutspoken about what· he 
regarded :as •Pakington's inopportune· persistence .. ·Disraeli 
~asfull·of his own schemes, and impatientof the alar~ms 
and eXCUl'SIOI,lS. of ..others. ·, . . 

To Lord Derby. .·. ·' · ·'' 
. ·- . • ~ . - _; .• r 'i. " ·' .. 

GtWSVENOR GATE, Jan. 28, :l;$57.-. . I calmot bring, my 
mind to Education at present. I am as sick of it as. the . 
country is .. Nobody wanted it to be mooted till. a new Parlia
ment .. The publ-ic. wants to .digest all' the perplexities of 
recent debates, and John Russ!3ll's resolutions 1 , w~re t]).e 
climax of .confusion, and there the curtain, fbr the present, 
ought to have fallen; . . . 
"''·CARLTON CLUB, Wednesday.-! ·-wrote this morning. "<hiow 
return Pakingtoriiana. l' really h:we ·no head; at present; for 
this subject:. so uncalled fcir and so inopportun!;l. :.( , 

Jol~iffe, w;'9-om, thope, -you will see,to-day,;will give yo~'· 
for yourmu~i_ng, my sketch-of the campaign .. If you a9-op~ 
it> the"Govern:inent will; ·probably,' no£· be alive• tnis "day 
month; lind even•if·we· be defeated, w'e ·shall have' got out•of 
the mud of 1855, and; ·at least, be at the head-of a powerful 
and popu).ar Opposit~ob..-,. . . '· .. ". · , , . . , , . , ..... , 

, D~sraeli's plan of campaign was in the main of a two! 
fold char~cter, .. and "calculated,, iir ·both <its aspects;· 'to: 
attract Peelite support. 1;Hfi- proposed';·•on 'tl1e one.:handf 
to attack the Govel'Ilment on' their foreign policy; as 
turbulent and double-dealing; and, on. :tne. other, iri 
concert with· Gladstone,-: to· insist on~retrenchment;' and 
especially'on a teduction of income taX:; on the principle 
'that taxes granted for: military purposes in ·time of war 
ought not to be levied in· time of peace. He developed 
both lines· of• argument-~ in· the debate on -the Addvess.2 
On fore1gn .policy, he··contrasted the expectations enter~ 
tained' when, ·the >Peace; of }Paris· was• signed··with· :';the 
wa.rs' and:rumours of'watsJ', which•:pervaded thei Qtieert's' 
Speech. There ·was-; a' difficulty with' Russire o\i:er·"thc· 

: ''.·'~,~. · .. _~:>: •.. t'!t• ., -·~··. ~--~f'-:'·~· ,; 
·"1 Russell had.introdticcd,. in the ·previous session, twelve resolutions as 
a, basis for a system .of National Education. They had. r~tther-a mixed· 
reception,. and in tb,e qourse of the 'dobat,es. he surrendered .tho J!10Bt 
characteristic' poi·tions of his scht'mio. · He was advised by Disraeli to with:. · 
draw the remainder, but refused, and was beaten by li..m.ajpr.ity of..ovet·a· 
hundred. 2 Feb. 3. · • 
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treaty owing to a blunder of· Clarendon's; a difficulty 
between Prussia and Switzerland- over Neufchatel, in 
which a 'firebrand Minister' had nearly einbroiled 
Europe in war; Canton was blazing; Persia was invaded: 
But his main attack was on Ministerial policy towards · 
Italy and Austria. Reverting to the raising. of · the 
Italian question in a sympathetic fashion in the protocols 
of the Peace, he ·startled Parliament by revealrng the 
existence at the time of a secrettreaty with Austria. 

Will it be believed that all this time, while Lord Clarendon 
was listening to the passionate representations· cif Count 
Cavour, in which he impeached the very existence oLAustrian . 
rule in rtalY:-at · the time when the noble lord, unable to 
extricate himself from some fatal engagement into which he 
had entered with Sardinia, found it necessary to commen!)e 
those protocols which have led to so much excitement, from 
which so much was expected, and. on which were wasted, I 
may· say, six mmi.ths of.the attention of the" peopl~ of.":this 
country-will it be believed that at this very time a secret 
treaty was in existence guaranteeing to Austria the whole of 
her Italian dominions 1 , 

The guarantee, said Disraeli; was given by_ Fi·ance, ·and 
given not mei·ely with the 'sanction and approval ·of 
Palmerston ·and the British Government, but ·by their 
advice: and at· their special instance: The Power that· 
gave the guarantee was the Power that was to aid 
Palmerston in the great . plan for the emm-i:cipation of-· 
Italy. What had happened in consequence of this· 
ruinous imposture on the credulity of the country 1" 
Ruthless assassinations, unsuccessful insurrections, the 
death of niany' excellent' and ; of some b.rave and dis-' 
tinguished meti, and an aggravation of thE) evils com
plained of. The whole affair '''as a g1;eat · hoax'-for 
the people· of England. ' Generally speaking; the noble 
lord extricates US from the einbarraf'\SlUOnts he has him
self' created, and that is his great claim _to the public' 
rupprobation.' . · · · " •· · 1 

.- Palmerston, in reply, twitted Dis1:aeli \vith his powers 
of imagination, and said tha.t his statements about foreign 
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policy were mostly,-pure romance. He had been imposed 
upo_n by the gobemouches of Paris, and had discovered 
a treaty oLwhich the Government had never heard; till 
that moment .. ·: ,r,; 

So far are. we from' h~ving advised the adoption·'of~~ud'h :~ 
treaty that, if· we ·had beeri consulted with reference to 'its 
conclusion, we should certainly have given advice in• a·.-cpre~-
cisely opposite 4irection. ·That tre~ty .is e~tircly a romange. 
;_totally without the slightest foundation; except thi,~, ,t_hap_ 
I believe iri the early p:irt of the war· 'vith Russia~ when the 
question was raised wh:J-t line Austria s4ould take in reference 
to' the cbntest; co'mmu:ilications did pass 'between the French 
Governnien·t and -the Austrian Government with respect}o .the 
couhe which France il1ight take_ if;· after Austria 'slioul~ hav6. 
joined the Allies, a1i insnrrecti9n were to break out in'Italy;~ 

-' . ana the Government of France; I believe, then stated tliat they: 
would' i1i that case take iio 'part against Austria: but 'would' 
leave li'er !n 'the complete '.possession of her Ita1iait di::miinions-.! 
But'~then) was no treaty' ente1:ed into ·by Fti{nce'\vitli''t()~pe_ct 

· ·t.o the Italian possessions ·of -the Austria_il E:rP-pire:. .. ,_.,~ : ;'.~~ 
\l. ;-, .,_.._If!. • r · , ~ : 1:', •, , · • ) ~- • ! . ~ ; . _ · · . '<- 1 : • r.,.· 

It. is -difficult to decide-whether, 'rn thus '(as Dlsraeli 
said) treating a grave subject viith 'ribald i'idicul6,'; ':PM~1 

mersto:p. wa~ bplqly blU..!}i:r;tg_; O!' ·~~ether his m~mpry,h,ad 
·Jailed l~i~, D;i,sr;tel.i):ejoi~lyd, a;weeJ>:)at~:t;;} by giving th~-': 
· dat.e_ on;wh~ch t~e.~re[1.ty_~~s signeli-'-:-;-Dec_ember,_~2;,J854: 

--:-c-and. J:>y repeating .th.a~ ,the.}~~·i~ish .Oov~rnment .. were 
·privy to, and couns~lled, t~e.._ ~_hole of 1the n~gotiationEJ,• 
and .. ~ver,e formally adyised of the :treaty .. J~almerston-; 
aga~n, ).n Grev.ille\.wor~s, 'i flatly cont~adicted him, ·.~nd· 
with gref)>t insol~nce o£ ma,nnyr~' .but. he l}aq, ,to ,make: 
s~me sub~tap~il:)>l ad,!Jlis~i~n!'J. It ~as,; .P,e_,_said, perfeptly, 
true that, abo;ut December:, l8f?4, it _was_ hoped that. 

· Au~tria , wou~~- jpin_ ,,g:fie~wive!y an~ dcfep.siv,ely ._;withJ 
England_and France~., The F~ench Government djd,il;l;-i 
£or!P that of. Austr~a ~h.at, a~ an honourable ~lly,it ·'Y?UJ<h 
not take advantage o£ a~lY disturbance or insurrection: 
i~ :rt'aly; f),~~' i£ flUCh ?isturba~ce si-t~'ul4.break out,J a11y,; 
French force in Italy at the time would act in 1 concer.t
'Y~t~ -~~e -~~~tfi~n. Jor!Jes th~re in putt~g ~ ~?~Ii )W?l!rrec-' 

~~( .•It Jr;~.,.~~j t~ n, .t 
1 Feb.·]O;· • N ~ \: .• u:.Jt ·-~ .. i ~tt 
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tion. This arrangement .was known to the English 
Government, and the reply of France was fit and prope~ 
under the circumstances. The arrangement was• ·em
bodied in the shape of a convention, tmt-it was douhtful. 
if it was ever signed at all.· 

Thus, as Lytton, with ' the affectionate and, if I may 
say ·so; brotherly interest I take in all that concerns you,' 
pointed out in· a letter to Disraeli, Palmerston had 
already admitted two facts he formerly denied: 'first, that 
there was a treaty (or; to use Palmerston's expression, a· 
convention-viz., a convention for a treaty); secondly, 
that the Government knew it, and if not at then: '' fu
stari.ce," as you said, at least it had their approval.' .. 
' Palmerston had to make a still fmther retractation. 

In' Greville's words, ' two nights after, 1 'Palmerston came 
down to the' House; mid in a very jaunty way said he 
'must correct his•fornier statement, and inform the Hous~-
he had jtist discovered that the convention had been 
signed. • Great triumpli, naturally, on the part of. Disraeli,' 
who insisted that the document was a· treaty, and hot,' 
as .Palmerston described it,· a mere military convention/ 
and that it had been extensively acted" upon; There~: 
upon Paimerston completely lost his temper-'-' a rare 
occurrence· with him;' wrote- Malmesbury, 'and which 
makes me :believe that. he ~elt·'himself in a scrape '-an.d 
talked absurdly about Disraeli's '•vapou1:ing.' This time 
the Ministei< didinot-:impose even upon his own party; 
and Disraeli•was BC3en tolhave sufficiently-proved his con-· 
tention .. Though,· howev-er, ·he obtained ·a personal 
success, it was felt at the tirne, and is clearly evident-now; 
that' he greatly exaggerated ~the • import· of the' treaty 
which he had unearthed.-- It -was an arrangel:nent-'and 
an unsuccessful· one---=-to secure the desirable object 'of 
Austria's aid- to finish off the.Crimean·War; and though 
it placed Palmerston and Clarendon in rather an equi! 
vocal position towards their'Italian friends, Italiari m:ove" 
ments against Austria could hardly expect active English' 

• ~ . , r .i t 
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sympathy:, while' the" war was in progress. ·.:The :attitude 
of..both.France arid. England at the Conference.of Paris 
showed that tht:)y. did not consider~the ~ecret treaty >to 
be in· effec.tive .force after the war. was over. ' 

Disraeli's elation. in penetrating .a mystery must,hav·e 
affeeted his.sense .of proportion: His information was, of 
course; the res~t1 oLhis 'vi~it :to Paris. ·. But .it ·was not; 
as Malinesbury•im~tgined, ·de:r;ived from Walewski or. fr~m 
any French source~· Jt will' be remembered that •the 
diplomatic world,:of. Paris1:was ~pecially .w:arm • in ,its 
W,elcorile .to Disraeli; ' all the diploma ti~~s .on their- knees; 
ail secrets tpld from all sides.?-, There .was .at:that··time 
in the British Embassy at Paris a very clever, attractive, 
~nd. well-informed· young:man,. :with political' ambitions 
and. T.ory: sympathies, who proceeded •at once. to make 
hjmself u,seful .a~1d agreeable to the distinguislied:visitoi. 

":Ralph Earle, attracted.Dis1:aeli 'in ,the s}l,me sort of ·w:ay 
~hat Lennox.Jiad: ·attracted, ·him:;', but ... Earle wa.s: an' 
abler ,cm,a:ri .. tl;tan ·-Lennox:•" ··Confidential relations, were. · 
~~on established. between: the .• you~g .'diplomatist and ,the 
Qpposition)ead;er.: __ , Earle shared ,that~ta,ste -for intrigue 
inl high pol~ tics:. which · w:as ,.part of ;.:Di!Sraeli's !Oriental 
equipment;,.~J,ld:)wit was·whofurnished ,Disraeli with iJ!· 
~m:mation abo.ut· the treaty, <J?etween.the end of·January. 
and li'ebruary -io,• while the._debates. were in,·progress in 
the, Hou·se of Commons,. he wrote to .Disraeli -from· Paris 
as.many as haJf a:4ozen letters! severaL of. them 6£ eon.-' 
siderable: length,,either·· unsigned.:or signed mysteriously. 
'.X~/ supp~ying, hinl. with a. constant se~~es of facts: and· · 
arguwei1ts on thesupject ... His conduct;. as .a. m.emb.er·(lf · 
the ,.Q.iplomatic ; se~yice,; :.in .. furnishing the_, Opposition 
leader with .-confidential;.material, f9r. a· "Parliamentary 
attack . on .. :the .;Government ·cannot. b.e. defended;: though 
it· may .be excused·• on ,the 'gi'ound ·of hisJ .youth;. ;.and 
DisraeJi,sho.w~d some •lack of scruple a11d, of. delicac'y in 
availing., hiws~lf .. of sricl:( help, .. Whe .political jntimacy 
~stabl.ished: in thif,l ~ay_, lasted for.,teri·year!S, during which 
Disraeli forwarded Earle'§ politjcal ambition, and Earle . ....... . ,. . 
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placed his abilities and devotion at -Disraeli's disposal, 
and was employed by him in many servic,es of a delicate 
and confidential character. 

Disraeli's absorption in ·the secret treaty and its 
Parliamentary fortunes somewhat annoyed Derby, who 
estimated more justly than its discoverer the true diplo
matic and political value of that instrument, and who 
was himself strongly bent on the second branch of 
Disraeli's plan of campaign, the movement for retrench

,ment, which was to bring Gladstone into line with his 
old party. There h~d grown up a considerable agitation 
in the country against what was called the ' War Nine
pence,' that being the amount which had been added to 
the rate of income tax to pay for the war. It was feared 
that the foreign difficulties, the Persian and Chinese 
wars, might serve as an excuse for keeping the tax at a 
high figure. Disraeli adopted, in his speech on·. the 
Address-and maintained as the basis of his financial 

· policy, in opposition and in office, for the next few years
the policy, of Gladstone's great Buaget of 1853, which, 
it may be remembered, he liad claimed atthe time tO be 
largely founded on the saQJ.e principles as his own Budget 
of December, 1852.1 A leading feature of Gladstone's 
Budget was the reduction of the rate of income tax by 

· successive stages, with a view to its final extinction in 
1860. During the war this scheme had perforce been 
abandoned, ai1d income tax had been raised; not lowered. 
Now that the war was over, Disraeli proposed that the 
settlement of 1853 should be resumed and adhered to. 
H~ regarded ~hat settlement as a 'compact '-though 
Gladstone would not admit that it amounted to more 
than a ' pledge '-under which, in return for the prospec
tive abolition of income tax, Parliament consenteci W 
a succession duty. He gave notice at once that he would 
move resolutions against the continuance of war taxes 
'in time of peace, aT).d in favour of adherence to the settle
ment of 1853. If his resolutions shOJJld be carried, 'I 

1 See.p. 1323. 
.I. 47* 
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think we shall give a great impetus to salutary economy, 
and shall 'in a most significant manner express our 
opinion that it is not advisable that England should 
become what is called "a great military nation." ' 

· This policy was admirably calculated to attract, and 
succeeded'in attracting, the support of. Gladstone, whose. 
communications with Derby culminated on February 7 in 
a-four hours' conversation of a cordial character. It was · 
also to some extent favoured by Russell, who maintained 
the soundness of the time-honoured system of Gt:eat 
Britain, ·to keep up low establishments during peace. 
But Cornewall Lewis's Budget, which proposed to reduce· . 
the income tax from sixteenpence to se:venpence, thus 
taking off the War Ninepence, rather spiked the Op
position guns. The joint. wisdo~ of Tories and Peelites 
found some difficulty in drafting a satisfactory resolution; 
and the motion ultimately proposed by Disraeli, which 
demanded reduced expenditure in order to insure _the 
abolition of income tax in 1860, was resisted by Russell 
and · Francis Baring for the independent ""higs, by 
Bentinck and Tyrell for the independent Tories, and by . 
Cardwell as an independent J:>eelite, and was lost -on a 
division by eighty votes. Gladstone's attack in the 
debate was felt to be too passionate and undiscriminating 
to be ·effective; and there was sound sense in Lewis's 
argument that, as the arrangements of-1853 were based on 
the assumption of peace, they could hardly be regarded 
as holding good now that war, and all the consequences 
of war, in the ·shape of increased debt and increased 
annual charge, had intervened .. Even Lewis's provision 
for the defence of the country was meagre, at a tiine 
when Continental nations were laying the foundations of 
tpe gigantic national armies which we see to-day; and 
there· was a regrettable recklessness in the manner in 
which Disraeli and Gladstone, in order to restrain Palnier
ston from a ' turbulent and aggressive -policy;' pr~ssed 
for wholesale retrenchment. It was Palmerston's applica
tion of his doctrine that was at fault; the doctrine itself . -
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was sound. Our army, as he said in the debate on the 
Address, must be more than a domestic police. It must 
be at least sufficient to protect us at the outset ,£rom 
insult and attack. 'Depend upon it, for a country great 
and rich to leave it.self without the means of defence is 
not a method to preserve peace in the long-run.' ' It 
is the duty .of a responsible Government, having deter
mined the amount of army and navy which is essential 
for the safety and interest of the country, to present to 
Parliament the result of the conclusions at which they 
have arrived;' and, he might well have added, to resign 
office if Parliament refuses the sttpplies asked for. Dis
raeli would throughout his public life have subscribed 
cordially to these sentiments; but in the course of his long 
opposition to Palmerston he sometimes seemed in practice 
to ignore them. 

Neither of the branches of Disraeli's plan of attack 
had proved particularly successful, save in strengthening 
the relations between the Conservative leaders and Glad
stone.·· Derby now took command of the strategy of the 
party, and, in spite of Disraeli's hesitation, insisted on a 
course of action which, while productive or apparent 
initial success, reduced in the end still further the Con-
servative forces in Parliament. · 

·There had been high-handed proceedings by British 
representatives in China. At Canton-a port which, in 
breach of the Treaty of Nankin, the Chinese refused to 
open to commerce-a mandarin· had arrested, on the 
charge of piracy, the Chinese crew of the lorcha Arrow, 
:which was apparently flying the British flag, though its 
right to do so was very doubtful. In reply to British 
protests, the prisoners were released, but apologies were 
refused, whereupon Canton was bombarded. ·-By. way of 
reprisals the Chinese Governor offered rewards for the 
heads of Englishmen. In return the British fleet inflicted 
further punishment on the town and the forts, ·and a 
local war with China began. Palnierston's Government 
upheld the action of its se.rvants i:ri. the East, . but among 
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independent .men there was w'idespread disapproval. 
Peelites, especially Gladstone, and Radicals, were very 
indignant; and there was.an obvious opportunity, which 
Derby, who shared their indignation, determined to seize, 
of defeating the Government. Disraeli,though he agreed· 
that the proceedings. were indefensible, advised caution. 
He had not forgotten how a similar combiilation, seven 
years before, against another high-handed proceeding, the 
Pacifico affair, had only strengthened instead of weaken
·ing Palmerston's position .. lie must have feared that the 
result would be the same now, and that, if Palm.erston 
were driven to the country~ the popularity. ;which-he had 
·earned during the Crimeanyvar would give him a triumph 
at the poll~, Of .that popularity, Greville , wrote o~ 
February 27 that it w~ts. '.a ,fact beyond all douqt, or 
cavil,' while 'every one of the other public. men who 
have/been, are, or migpt be, his rivals ar.e a})solutely un;. 
popular.·. Nobqdy cares any longer for John Russelle. 
everybody detests Gladstone; Disraeli has .no influenc_ 
in the country, and a very doubtful position wit~1 his own . 
party.' . . . 

Disraeli was overruled. ])erby led the attack in the 
Lords in one oL his .finest speeches, and subsequently . 
intimated to his reluctant party that he was prepared to 
join with Gladstone or with anyone else with a :view of 
ousting the existing Government and forming a Con~ 
servative one. In the Commons Cobden was the pro
tagonist, and: he. was f?Upported by almost all the le~ding 
men in the House~Russell, Gladstone, Graham, Sidney 
Herbert, . .Milner .Gibson, Lytton, and Roebuck:-:--and ,by 
such rising politicians .as Robe!-'t .Cecil and R.oundell 
Palmer. Disraeli was at first unwilling to spe~k, but, 
when he had yielded to the persu~sionsof .his friends, did 
not let his disapprova~ of the party tactics affect the 
vigour of. his eloquence .. Palmcrston, who had;, in his . 
half-century of. political life, ' professed almost every . 
principle and conzyected himseJf. with alm.ast e:very 
party,' had .talked of an unprin.cipledoombinat~on again~t 
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him. But, said Disraeli, ' it will not do, the instant that. 
the blundering of his Cabinet is detected, and every man 
accustomed to influence the opinion of· the House unites 
in condemning him, to complain to the· country that he 
is the victim ·of conspiracy:' Thus had he covered. 'a 
weak and shambling case,' but he had laid down no prin
ciple on which our relations with China_ should· rest. 
Disraeli, according to hiS wont, did consider ·those rela-

. tions in a sober and philosophical spirit. He maintained 
that something more than energetic action was required 
of England in the Far East. 

This country must dismiss from its mind the idea of deal
ing, as barbarous and uncivilised, with States with which 
Powers like ourselves [e.g., Russia and the United States] 
have sympathies; and we must habituate ourselves to the idea 
of extending to countries like China the same diplomatic 
intercourse that we adopt with other nations. You cannot 
do that in a moment; it must be a work of time .... ·You 
are_dealing.with a country of immense antiquity. You have 
been reminded in the debate that China enjoys. a civilisation 
of twentycfive centuries. In point of antiquity, the civilisa
tion of Europe is nothing to that. But the result of those 
ancient habits and customs is an existence of profound cere
mony and formal etiquette;. and yet you' expect that such a 

·, country will not be startled by the frank and occasionally, I. 
am sorry to say, the brutal freedom of European manners. 
With a policy of combination with other powerful European 

. States in attempting to influence the conduct of the Chinese 
by negotiations and treaties, it is my belief that ultimately. 
s!owly but surely, we may attain out end. · . 

When Disraeli spoke, 'on the last 'night of the debate, 
· it was known tha~ Government would be beaten, and it . 

. · was anticipated that; H beaten, they wcnild dis'solve. 
However little he. inight like a prospect which others 
had rendered itievitable, at this stage boldness was the 
o'nly possible ·course. Accordingly, he woiind up his 
speech with a chaUenge to Palrrierston to a-ppeal to the 

' country on a· programme, as a Liberal leader, of' 'No 
Reform! New Taxes! Canton Blazing! Persia In
vaded !' Palmerstori, who was defeated in the House by 
a majority of sixteen, toolr him at his ~ord, with results 
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. by IiO'means satisfactory to the Conservative party. To 
bully China was found to be as popular as to bully Greece 
had· been.· Paln:ierston, in his address to the electors of 
Tiverton, described the provocation we had received in 
picturesque language: ' An insolent barbari~n, wielding 
Authority at~ Canton,· had violated the· British flag; 
broken the engagement of treaties, ·offered rewards for 
the heads of British· subjects in that part of China, and·. 
planned their destruction by murder; assassinationS, and 
poisons.' · That form of appeal proved more attractive 
than Disraeli's denunciation, in his election address, of a 
' cruel and dou hie-dealing policy',' or his not undeserved 
criticism of the Prime .Minister: 

Lord Palmerston is an eminent man, who has deserved well 
of his country; .. but as Pri.me. Minister he occupies a false 
position. He is the Tory chief of a Radical Cabinet. With 
no domestic policy, he 'is obliged to divert the attention of 
the p~:Jople, from the consideration of their own affairs; to the 
distraction of foreign politics. His external system is turbu.l · 
lent· and aggressive, that his rule at home may be tranquil 
and·-unassailed. Hence arise excessive expenditure, heavy 
taxation, and the stoppage of all social improvement. . . .. 

His scheme of conduct is so devoid of all p_olitical principle 
that, when forced to appeal to the people, his only claim to 
their confidence is his name. . . · 

But it must fairly be said tqat Palmerston had other 
claims to .. confidence ·than his name. His readiness. to 
assume responsibility at a ci'itical moment of the C'rirlle~h 
War, and his prosecution of the war to a successful close~ 
were the real grounds of his political strength. ·In: tl1e 

·rough,- but on .the whole just, judgment of the country; 
Derby, .Russell, arid the Peelite chiefs-in fact,. every.· 
possible leader except Palmerston, as Disraeli had loyally . 

·associated himself in public ·with Derby-;-had all failed· 
in one way or another when. put to the test. The General. 
Election of l857,.thercfore, resolved itself into a plebiscite 
for Palmers ton. All his principal opponents of the peace 
party-Cobden, Bright, Milner Gibson, and W. J. Fox_:_ 
.were defeated at. the polls. ·So was Layard, who made 
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the.mistake of being more warlike even than Palmerston, 
and so was a prominent Peelite, Cardwell. The one 
General Election since the Repeal of the Corn Laws in 
which the two wings of ·the old Conservative party 
worked in harmony, though not in coalition, resulted in 
a serious weakening of the Conservative forces. The mere 
fact of combination in any form with the distrusted 
Peelites diverted Conservative .votes from Derby to 
Palmerston; and the Peelites themselves were dissolved 
as a party, only a few disconnected leaders reappearing 
in Parliament. Palmerston's popularity proved to be 
unbounded, and he returned with a· personal following 
of 370 in a House of between 650 and 660. 

Disraeli's own election was unopposed-' a bloodless 
victory, but not less a triumph,' he told Mrs. Willyams. 
He was returned as the advocate of a policy concisely. 
expressed in his address as one of ' honourable peace, 
reduced taxation, and social improvement.' . 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

GROSVENOR GATE; March 23, 1857.-... When all the 
hubbub is 'over, and men have settled down to their right 
position in the new Parliament, I suspect it will be found that 
there is little difference in the relative strength and influence 
of.,parties, and that the same situation will be reproduced. 

· Identical elements, in due time, wilt produce t~e same results. 
However, a man must be very prescient who foresees . .the con

. s.equences of 650 popular elections.·. An election, a play, a 
race, a speech, to a certain degree;· are always a chance. · 

Public appeals made in favor of a name, and not a policy, 
are convenient, but at the same time deceptive. · A man 
returned pledged to support Palmers ton really means nothing, 

.. for there is always the proper mental reservation, when 
Palmerstoil., in his, the pledger.'s, opinion, is not wrong. It 
is not like a specific measure, the ballot, etc., which admits 
of no shuffling. . . . 

}3uoyant as ever, Disraeli refused to be ~ast down by 
the result of the elections. He had expressed the hope, _ 
in the· House of Commons, that, inasl)1uch a.s party was 
the best guarantee for p~blic and p~ivate honour, Par-
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liamentary. parties would become more ·defined, .and 
members would be returned with definite opinions.. That 
he considered had, in fact, happened. • · · 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
HUGHENDEK MA'N()R, April 13, 1857 ·~· .. i am by ~ci 

means dissatisfied by the results of the. ·General Electiol.1, " 
strange and startling as they have been. They realise what . 
I foretold: we shall now have a House of Commons with two 
parties and with. definite opinions. All the sections, all the ' 
conceited individuals, who were .what they styled themselyes, 
' independe1,1t,' have been swept ·away, erased, obliterated, 

' expunged. '.!'he' state of affairs. will· be much more' who~e:. 
-some, and more agreeable. _. . 

The Conservative party have got thro' the ordeal very welL 
" Tho' numerically a little. lessened, they are much mort)_ com

pact and united, and (')Ven _as regards numbers, whert a· due 
occasion offers, will bring a larger force into the field than in 

.the last Parliament. ·Altho' we had then 280 and more:·on ', 
the xhuster-roll, -still, when the hour of battle arrived, we 
never could count onmore than 22Q' the rest absent,, or wor~e, 
against us. Now we have, I am assured by Sir William 
Jolliffe, the chief of my staff, 260 goodmen. and true, fresh,aiid 

. not jaded by the mo~tifying traditions of the last Parliament.-
Enough of all_ this.· How are you, and your sweet;;ai).d. 

silent companions, roses and violets ? \Ve were nearly 'pay; 
ing you a visit, but must postpone it for, a while, to go 'thro: 
a series of county visits which are the inevitable-consequence 
of a General Election, and being returned Knight of the Shire. 

To-morrow we go to Norman Cop.rt, Mr. Thomas Baring's~ 
for two or three·<,lays, long promised, and then to. the north .. 
of this co1,mty, _to the Pauncefort Duncombes, of Brickhilf '. 
Manor, who.proposedme in 184 7, and then to Colonel Hanmer 
of Stockgrove Park, who. proposed me in 1857; then to the.~ 
Chesters of Chicheley, and.to the Lovetts of Liscombe,;.and L 
the Dayrells of Ljllingstone Dayrell, and a great many:more!. . •. 
all of whom, by tl;1eir ancestors, came in with the CoilqtierorJ. 
tho' Colonel Hanmer had. an ancestor, or something like',.ohe; - , 
I find, much more interesting, for he married a Miss· Xiniene~, · 
a descendant of Cardinal X., and yet a daughter of Israef not:~.~ 
withstanding,, so I think he must have Lcen quite gn1tified. 
proposing me as member for Bucks. : . . . . · ' 7

,,;_ .. , 

These visits to the territorial arist<:>eracy -~1.11>;: ~ti_~:. .. , 
ported him in hi.s own county gave· Disraeli, the'.~q~}ie of 
Hughenden,'·immense satisfaction.· · .... '•· +r-'' 

. 'rJot.·;t.<. I' 
-.,:. t.; 
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To Frances A nne Lady Londonderry. 

HuonENDEN MANOR, April 29, 1857.-... You won't be 
amused by the visits we have been paying to some of my 
principal supporters in the north of this· county during the · 
last few weeks: people you never heard of before, yet living 
with a refinement and splendor quite remarkable. Nothing 
more striking than some of your English gentry with ch&teaux, 

· parks, and broad domains; greater men by a good deal than 
many German. Princes, and yet utterly unknown in London 
society: among these one of our greatest Bucks squires, a Mr. 
Pauncefort Duncombe, whose home was really radiant, and 
contrasted very much with Woburn Abbey, which he took 
me over to see, larger, but the most gloomy and squalid palace 
that you can conceive.1 · 

On~ day we went to see Mentmore, which one of the Rothe 
schilds is building, or rather has built, in the midst of the. Vale 
of Aylesbury, a hunting palace, which will be to this county 
what Belvoir is to the vale of that name. But all that even 
you can recall or fancy of interior taste, splendor, and mag
nificence and curiosity of art, can give you only a faint idea 
of the reality of this gorgeous palace. I have been, told, for 
more than fifteen years Rothschild has had agents in ·every 
part of Europe, regardless of cost, collecting its contents, but 
the taste of their distribution is as remarkable as their curi
osity and costliness. · The hall appears to one the master

·piece of modern art and decoration, glowing with colour, lit 
by gorgeous Venetian lamps. of golden filigree that once were 
at the head of Bucentaurs .. Such chairs-,-'.l'itian alone could 
paint them, such clocks of .lapis lazuli, such cabinets of. all 

·forms and colors, such marble busts of turbaned Moors, such 
a staircase of polished marble from this vast central saloon, 
for such it really is, glittering with.its precious contents, and 
yet the most comfortable· and livable-in apartment in. the . 
world, ..... 

, •. Since · Palmerston had been at the head of affairs, 
, :''ParF::mentary Reform, which had been taken up by 

·Russell as a Cabinet question after his defeat on 
. · ·Locke 'King's motion in 1851, had been again laid aside. . 
: .T,h~s; was natural enough during th~ war; but its absence 

. from the .Government programme of legislation both in 
. '1856 and in 1857 had been conspicuous, and was no doubt 
• rightly attributed to ·tl{e very tepid afiection with which 

1 Btit see Vo~. II., p. ]55, for ~.more f~vourable. verdict qn-Wo~urn. 
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it was regarded by the Prime Minister. Palmerston wtt.s 
faithful to what Disraeli at the end of the session of 1856 
had called ' the Conservative principle which, without 
blind or bigoted adherence to the doctrine on all possible 
occasions, believes that tampering with the suffrage is a 
great evil to,the State.' Disraeli, in these circumstances, 
conceived that the moment bad now come when the Con
servatives· might take up, with advantage to the country . 
and to themselves, a question which, at lea'st ever since 
1848~ ,be had protested against regarding as the peculiar 
property of the Liberals. Accordingly, in his speech on· 
March :n oil the hustings at Aylesbury-a speech which 
attracted special attention as a first attempt to substitute 
for the us1ml. claptraps of hustings oratory such serious 
treatment of current politics as was usual in-Parliament--' · 
he devot~d considerable space to Reform, and offered his 
audience suggestions of which they might ·' chew the 
cud.' · He was opposed to_ ' bit-by-bit ' reform, so dear to 

1. 

· the Whigs, as he_ invariably found that it ended in a job; 
the Reform Act, for instance, put an erid to the cl~se 
boroughs of the Tories, but ·preserved those of the Whigs; 
If ~- large Reform Bill were brought forward by. the .. 
Tories, the injustices of that Act might be remedied, and 
he should look at any great 'change in representation, 

· with no prejudice, though it was not advisable that the . 
two parties should bid against each other. But he.wa's,· 
opposed to two proposals of earnest reformers-electora(;( ·· 
districts and the ballot. Disraeli followed up his speech il ~ · 

by a letter to his chief, who had been laid· up with a .. ~P.d ,< •, 
_attack of gout during the election·. !'"'; ·· :i :-

To Lora Derby. .:.'·.·~'_i:, 
. Confidential. HuonENDEN MANOR, April 21, 1857 . ..:.-..r hope::' 
~ you have quite recovered. . . . I wish you would think over-~~

this state of things very much: As Conservatives, it was not ·;, . 
for· us to disturb the settlement of 1832, but that settlm;D.eiit:; 
is disturbed,. arid, so far as ' true reformers ' are concerned.f{ . 
Is to bedisturbcd in a~sense ~?till more unjust than the.existing., 
arrangement.· ·. · '",·-v!\-<1'. 

I don't think the country, dinned to death with the ~njilst 
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representation of large towns compared with small ones, has 
the slightest idea of the real state of affairs: and nothing but 
discussion in Parliament in an authoritative manner can, 
enlighten them. I suggest to- you whether a juster appor- · 
tionment of M.P.'s may not be the question on which a 
powerful and enduring party may be established: whether 
we should not at once originate such a discussion by a resolu~ 
!;ion something like the following (or by other means): 'That 
in the opinion of this House, in aH measures for improving the 
representation of the Commons in Parliament, it is expedient 
that there should be a juster apportionment of members to 
counties and boroughs than at present exists ': whether a 
notice of 'a resolution on the subject of Parliamentary Re
form' should not be given the first night of the session: and 
that, whether the Queen's Speech refers to the subject or not. 
In either case it might convey to the Government the spirit 
in which we wish the reform should take'place, and prove the 
strength of the Conservative view on the subject. 

Also consider whether a reform, in such a spirit, would not 
be extremely beneficial to the Conservative party, as the 
present arrangement, which leaves the balance of power in 
small boroughs, which are ruled by cliques of Dissenters, 
seems fatal to the maintenance of the present aristocratic and 
ecclesiastical institutions. · 

I think it highly inexpedient that, if such a motion is made; 
we should at all meddle, at present, with the question of the 
suffrage; we should confine ourselves to the p·oint expressed. 
in the resolution. 

But the question of the suffrage may be dealt with exteu- · 
sively, but in an eminently conservative m~nner. . 

If fifty members were added to the counties, by reducing 
the small boroughs to one· 'member, and every ten-pound 
householder in the -county pqpulation were annexed to ·a 
borough constituency, ·yori would add. much to the con
stituency of the boroughs, and greatly increase the Conserva-
tive powerat the same·_tiine. . · 
, There are 10,000 other things to say, but I .have roughly 

jotted down th~se materials for reflection; Our ·pa.rty is now 
a corpse, but it appears to me that, in the present perplexed · 
state of affairs, a Conservative public pledged to Parliamentary 
Reform, a bold and decided course might not only put us 6n. 
our legs,_ but greatly help the country and serve the· State. 
But • I am for beginning mildly-in a conciliatory spirit:
giving. the Government credit for justice and patriotism, and 
placing our case before them, that they and Parliament may · 
not otherwise become pledged to a further development of 
the present unjust a.nd injqricius system. • • ·, ·· 
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· Remember the great effect produced by statements whiqh 
I made in H. of C. in 1852 (on Hume's motion for Parlia-

•mentary Reform-i.e., giving _more members to great towns, 
and disfranc4ising small ones) as to the injustice of counties -~ 
likeN. Lincolnshire, etc., with 200,000 or 300,000 inhabitants,':' 
exclusive of separate town population, having only two mem
bers, when a lesser boro' with 20,000 or 30,000 inhabitants 
had the same number. · 

Lord J. R., when he introduced. his R. Bill in 1853-54, · 
referred _to this view of th~ case, and acknowledged its justice. 
The more extensive view appears still more telling . 

.( 

'From Lord Derby. 

Confidential. KNowsLEY, April 24, 1857 . .-:. ... The elec
tions have undoubtedly given Palmerston a large majority, 
though rather of a heterogeneous character. He has at 
present the game· in his. hand, ·and our object must be to 
make him play it in our sense. The Peelite and Manchester 
parties are obliterated, but it would be a mistake to say that 
the House is divided into two -parties only; among the Liberals 
there are two divisions, the differences between whom must 
shortly become mote marked than they al'e at present. The 
old Whigs are far less numerous than the Radicals, and are 
proportionably afraid of them. Pam has ousted Johnny frolll . 
the command of the Whigs, and the necessities of the latter's 

. position will make him bid for, the support of the Radicals, 
with, whom, however, he will never obtain a cordial accept-

·.ance. , 
Palmerston, on the other hand,· '\vould not be sorry to see. 

him take this course, and, .iL he finds him- committed to it, 
will take_ the line of great moderation, and lean upon Con
servative support. To encourage this tendency on his part, 
if it exists,· and to . foment divisicin,s · and j(lalousies betwe~n 
the discordant. elements of the Government majority, nmst 
be our first object; while. we should carefully avoid mul~iply
ing occasions for. their voting in· concert, in oppositiun to 
motions brought forward by us. Among our own '.friends 
there are many favourably disposed to Palmerston, -·and 
among the Palmerstonians proper there are as strong Con-

. .. servatives -at heart as any in ·our ranks; and, looking to 
Palmerston's age and increasing infirmities, the oftener these 
can be brought into the same lobby, in opposition to Radic~al 
m()ves, the better for-us and for·_the .country. This: should 
be, I think, the leading principle of our policy during the 
present session; to avoid attacks on the Goverm:nent> and 

· especially on Pa!nierston individu~lly; to profess a readiness . - - . ' ~ 
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to consider candidly measures of internal improvement which 
he may recommend; and to intimate, rather than profess, 
our readiness to support him· in resisting· violent counsels ... 
forced upon him by his colleagues or supporters. · 

This leads me to the particular question of Reform which 
is discussed in your letter. ·My own opinion is that we shall 
have· no Reform Bill this session, but that Palmerston will 
try to ~urn Johri Russell's flank by compelling him to show 
his cards, and then promise to bring forward the subject of 
Parliamentary Reform, after mature consideration by the 
Government, in the session of ·1858. If he takes this line, 1 
think we ought to support him in it. . .. . . , 

With the knowledge that there are two rival chiefs in the 
field, and the probability that the question will be adversely 
discussed between them, I·think our obvious policy is to wait 
till both. 'of them have opened. their budget, or at: all events 
committed themselves to some course; and on this account 
I own I should deprecate the giving of any notice from our 
side of the House, on the subject of Reform, on the first day 
of the sessjon, especially if _it be not noticed in the Speech 

. from the Throne. We must, aHer all, look to our own ad
herents, a11-d I do not think it :would please them to see us 
apparently anxious to take up the· question, however they 
may acquiesce in the prudence of meeting it With great for-. 
bearance, if brought forward by our opponents. . 

When we come· to discuss. th~ principles. themselves w_hich 
we shouldlay down, I do not think there will be found inuch, 
if any, difference between you andme. . . . . . , 

I think our two. principles should be, adherence . to the 
present franchises. for county .. and to;wn. ':t:espectively, and 
approximation to a just proportion between the nu,mber of 
repr~sentatives allotted to each. We ought torei:Jist lower
ing the franchise, abolition. of rate- paying clauses,. and the . 
ballot ... ·. 

Derby thus damped down, as on so many previous and 
so many subsequent occasions, his lieutenant's ardour 
for a ' bold and decided course.' He was already show
ing a disposition towards that policy of keeping Palmer
stan in office as on the whole a Conservative Minister • 
which he erected after 1859 into a regular system, and 
which incidentally obliged Disraeli to spend some of the 
'best yea!'s of his life in 'leading an Opposition which did 
not seriously oppose. It is impossible to deny that there -
was good sense in Derbfs reasoning on this occasion; 
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. and Palrnerston adopted very much the course he antici
. pated,. omitting Reform from the Queen'~;! Speech, but 
''rii·omising a :I3ill for 1858, ar.;.d thus shel-~ing, so far as he 
could; debate for the .. present. Disraeli, as Derby objected . 
to his taking the initiathre, preserved a dignified silence 
on the Address, but could not prevail on Malmesbury, 
who was actmg in the Lords for the gout-ridderi Derby, 
to do the same. On this question of procedure Disraeli · 
displayed. a characteristic contempt for the opinion of the 
mediocr~ties among his late colleagues in Cabinet. 

Lord Malniesbury to Lord Derby. 

LONDON, May 4, 1857 .-'-: .. I saw Disraeli, and showed 
him your letter, bu.t I could not prevail upon him to call 
together our usual knot of Councillors to go over the Speech .... 

D .. said it wa~ sufficient for him and me to agree upon what 
was to he dorie.· · I would not, however, take that responsi~ 
bility with his single backing, and I found that Eglinton and · 
Hardwicke were:quite 'of my opinion. We have,- therefore, 
made -him ask Walpole, Pakington, and Lytton, to meet us 
at ·Eglinton's "house on Thursday morning to go over. the 
Speech. . . . . . · · · 
, I found Dizzy last night at the Carlton sitting at table with 
the Duke of Buckingham, and in a very amusing mood. It 
seem~ he had come up on business for an hour, andwent in 
to speak to Taylor, who he was told. was dining there. To 
give his own description: 'You find me poisoned and robbed~ 
God has made me blind. I came .in here expecting to find 

·Taylor/ I see a large man at dinner, and fall into the arms 
of " Robert Maca ire." He forces me to drink a bottle of cham
pagne with him, which always -makes me ill, and then bor
rowed £50 of me.' It was worth_ £50 to see Dizzy's face .... 

"i .... ,, 

----~-~ 
<"!"!--<, 

'! .. :.. •. 

i.· 

, .. ,I, 

i'. 



CHAPTER IV. 

DISRAELI AND INDIA. 

1857..:..1858. 

• In the opening weeks of the new Parliament in May, 
1857, politics appeared to be quite dead. Tlie electorate 
had given Palmerston a free hand, and Derby had muzzled 
Disraeli by insisting that the Opposition should pJay a 
waiting game. Court and society displaced politics in 
the public mind. The announcement was inade of the 
engagement of the Princess Royal to Prince Frederick 
William of Prussia; and, with the prospect of the Prince's 
visit, London gave itself up to the festivities of the Season. 
There was, however, for the credulous a portent of evil. 

To M1·s. Brydges Willyams. 

GROSVENOR GATE, June 7, 1857.---'-, .. The world is very· 
much frightened about the comet, Dr. Cumming having 
declared the last day is certainly at hand, Sebastopol meaning 
Armageddon; but it seems that Sebastopol literally' means 
' blessed city,' and the received version of Armageddon is 
' accursed plain '-so they don't exactly agree. A philosopher 
who laughs at the theological view of the question, and there• 
fore shocks the ladies, has, however, frightened them equally 
by his scientific announcement that the world has already 
been destroyed 27 times; that, reasoning by analogy, it'must 
be destroyed again, and probably often; that he rather 
imagines it will not be destroyed on the 13th inst.; but there is 
no reason why it should not be destroyed before that, as the 
destructive agencies are all rife-in the centre of .the earth a 
ra'ging fire, while the misty tail of the comet would, if it 
touched us, pour forth an overwhelming deluge-so in 4'arid 
20 hours we. may ·he shrivelled or drowned. In the niean~ 
time, if the catastrophe do not occur, we hope to beat Torquay · 
by the end of next month. 

1483 
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Exactly folfr weeks before this letter was written; 
though the news had not reached England yet, a catas-

. trophe had_ occurred, of quite another character than 
those which Disraeli so lightly discussed: the Indian 
Mutiny ha4 broken out. From Meerut, where it began,l 
the mutineers had marched to Delhi, and proclaimed the 
old and feeble king as Emperor of India. The rebellion, 
facilitated as it was by the insufficient proportion of 
English officers in native , regiments, spread rapidly, 
other important military stations affected being Feroze"<. 
pore, Allyghui, Lucknow,' Cawnpore,. Bareilly, and 1 
Allahabad; while in many cases the mutinous sepoys~·~ 
besides massacring men, committed terrible atrocities'on': 
helpless 'vomen and children. Symptoms of uneasines~ 
and disaffection among .the native troops and ·in other 
quarters had been observed in India since the beginning 
of the year. ·A :new rifle had· been issued to th_e troops, 

• 'and a rumour ran through them, which, though strongly .-
4: denied by the· authorities, proved afterwards~ to . have' 

some truth in it, that the new cartridges had b~eri grease'd 
·with' cows' fat and pigs' fat, thus offending the 'religious 
principles both of Hindus arid of Mohammedans. But the 

" · Government at home paid no attention to the signs of un
rest, ·and were accordingly taken entirely by surprise when 
the o.utbreak came; nor could they for weeks, or in:deed 

. months, be convinced of. the seriousness of the situation. 
It was very different with Disraeli. The general in

terest ·which, ever since his tour in the Levant in 1830-31, 
he had felt in' India as p~rt. of the gorg~ous Ea.st ·had 
given place of late. years to a more' particular study of 
·her characteristics and· problems. . To one persuaded of 
the vital importance of race, this land of ancient races 
made a.· special appeal. During his.'. term of· officehis 
~t~ention had been nec{lssar_ily directed to the forcefnJ 
proceedings by which the then Governor;Gener~l, Lor9, 
Dalhousie, was rapidly extending. the area of British 
rUle; and his solicitude for the revenue of India had made 

1 M,&Y 10 • 

... ' . • 1 ~ iJ· 
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him protest again.st the indefinite expansion of our com
mitments in Burma.t He had served on the-Committee 
of the House appointed to consider the system of Indian 
Government, and had, .in consequence of the >knowledge 
thus acquired, dissociated himself from what was the 
official policy of both front benches, to uphold the East 
India Compa.ny, and to continue to govern India largely 
through its agency. He was convinced, as he showed 
both in the Press and in his speech on Wood's India Bill 
in 185?, 2 that the Indian population suffered under serious 
grievances,, which could not be properly . remedied unless 
India were brought more directly under the Crown and 
Parliament. His attention having once b.een called to 
Dalhousie's policy, he followed with misgiving th1;1t ruler;s 
energetip interferences, actuated by the. highest motives, 
both with native States and ~ith Hindu customs. His 
imagination showed him the unwisdom of applying, with
out the most. careful ·discrimination, Liher~l principles 
·and Western . moralE! .. in. traditionary. Hindusta1;t. The. 
annexation . of Oude, however justifi11.bl~., on the score 
of the misgovernment of . the. native king, seemed to him 
deplorablein policy, as a breacl:_1 of faith,tending.gravely 
to alarm native opinion; and, under his directiol)., this 
.final stroke of Danw'\).sie~s-policy was,vigorqusly crtticised 
in the Press, though he allowed himself.to be dissuaded 
by colleagues from. ch;tllenging it in Parliam~nt. . .. 

Disraeli, therefore, g~asp~d ?-t once the signifi,canqe of 
the news from India, and endeavoured to stir into action 
the. supine Ministry.· . On. Ju11e· 29,, when reports of only 
.~he earlier incidents had. been recei~"ed, he. addressed a 
series of questions to Vernon Smith, the President o{the. 
~oard of Control. What was the cause of :these calaml 
ifous events ? Was it. political or religious.?, Did they 
~ri~e from maladministration, or from soll?-e :Q'\}tb:urst of · 
fanaticism, which ought perhaps to have been, foreseen; 
even if it· could not have beeri prevented ? . Had the 
Government been forewarned ? Were' ·.the civil and 

1 Sec pp. 1213, 1214: , , .2 Sec pp. 1326-1330 .. 
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miljpai~ .~uthorities in· .Iridia in· accord:?· ·Was .·it true 
·th~t. :,!-o!d ·Canning, Dalhousie's successo:f as Governor
·Gen'eral; ~ad resigned 1 It was' a ·moment, 'he .. said; :of 
extreme ·peril· to· our· authOrity in· India; but, little' con~ 
fidenbe as '-he had in the· Indian Government;• he did not 
taJie despairing or ·<desperate views;·' .The~ ~te~mre• by 
whichlwe·held India was not·a·frail• tenure; ·considering 
that"that1 great country was inhabited· by •twenty-five 
nations;. diffedng' in· race; religion,· and language} it would 
-be ;difficuit!if not ·impossible,· to fuse them into coin hi!! a~ .. 
tio:ri.1 'agamst us. Vernon ·Smith ·replied that additioiia)~ 

1 reinforcement's would be' sent to Iridii, ;but merely tl,sji;: 
matter ·of· precaution.;· tliat' ·the Indian ;,E'mpire ·was:·n<Yt-

. ii:rrperilli;;d; that ·he'had no dotibt :the •Mutiny' would.,be 
shortly ·suppressed; that 'the ·military grievances •which 
:c'aiised ., the· c disaffection· would be J anxiously· : :inqu~red ~ 
into; ai1d1 that it was :rhonstrotis tolsug·gestthat•Canniilg 5 
;would·:fesign(i.:ti •:. s.uch a crisis.'· · The •troops in' India were r 
:equal; to'· anf·einergencyf:!and· he· anticipated no danger:·,.-
. ··, This>fattmus •optimism was. ·soon rudely "shakeii'·by':the 
iricreasili'g'•'gravity •'of -'the' news.; • butt it•·needeai:.all-'the 
Queen's ;a;ut1rority 1 and· insistence 'to ~nduce ·Palinel'stmi:, 
wlio was ·'intbxicatetf witll1 his ·pOlitica;l 'siiccess;1<tO·'Send 
<mt>iti''!tdequate'liiumoer.:o£ !troops.;,· Vaiuable: tin1e1 :wa!s · 
alio ·lost~tlirough'la·:refusal'to>':maike :Use;· for purposes •d£ 
transport T ·save' :to''Bi very'limi ted ;extent/ of the new ~screw
steairiers;in.stead'of'sailiiig vesse]s}i ·.r·> •·• '. iL·•··::r·~;\t 

J.1/' t ~ •. '~."'~. L· _·•J"t..-'f:··y,~·-\.!-_t; .. ~: }i . ..:j, ·1· 1 r:~.1· H)1 

(' '" ·.•. <h·,.• To:<Mrs~·~Br.ydges·,Willyams.<· T•,; .'"~fr. 
(~ GRosv:ENoR.,;GA'rlll,· ''July 13/·i lS57:.-The'.Tridian:·news!lis 
really: alaririing.i Besides the .telegraph.<> in the newspapers,. 
there are said,"undoubtedly, to. be several qthers lastpight, 
and I, am now. going down to. the House to inquir!'J of the 
Government tile real·s'tate of affairs.' rt is the moE£ 1serio'lik 
thing of the'kind tha£J1as yet happened', and if it had occurred'; 
as~:was•perhaps intended, during the Russian war, the,conse~ 
quences migpt haye been fat~l. As it.is, it i}ltPQm:Qined.with 
a Chinese ,war, ,andperliaps still a Persian; for Orientals .will 
care little for treaties, of which the ink is not 'dry,'if they 
think'·we •are ei~ da'n'ger. { ·•/ 
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We were at the Duchess of Manchester's 1 on Friday night; 
a ball of very haut ton, and Mrs. Anson was there, very gay. 
I talked to her a good deal, and of the opportunity which 
was now offered to her husband, General Anson,2 for showing 
those abilities which his friends always knew he possessed-a 
man of singular firmness and intrepidity. She was of the 
same opinion, and evidently saw, in the future, victories and 
a coronet. Alas rat that moment her husband had been six 
weeks dead. Hastening from the Hills to take command of 
the forces before Delhi, he was struck by cholera and carried 
off.3 

Anson had been a roue in his youth1 and of singular success. 
Then he took m1,1ch to play, and, when he left England, had· 
been long considered the finest whist-player in Europe. When 
the news first arrived, about ten days ago, and some· were· 
doubting whether Anson had sufficient experience for the 
occasion; the native army in revolt, the ancient capital of 
Hindostan in possession of the rebels, and the Great Mogul 
declared Sovereign; I said that for my part I had confidence 
in George Anson, because he had seen the Great Mogul so often 
on the ace of- spades that he would know bow ~o deal with 
him. All the world laughed very.mucb, .and Mrs. Anson sent 
off the joke to the General. Alas! alas! . . . _ 
· · London is very gay: fetes every night, and the Court itself 
at many, for the Prince of Prussia is here visiting his fid~e, 
the Princess Royal, and. young Princes and Princesses require 
balls. There are also. the Duke and Duche~s of Montpensier, 
the King of the Belgians, _his pretty daughter, the Princess 
Charlotte, and his son, the Comte of Flanders; also Princes 
of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen and' Schles,vig-Holstein, etc., 
etc.,,so the Court··is very brilliant~ ·There is also a famous 
beauty here, the Comtesse Castiglione, who, having charmed 
.tP,e Emperor of the French, is ,now on a tour of conquest in 
foreign parts, and, as she is universally decried by all the, 
ght1id ladies; I take it is of 'ravishing excellence. ·. ' .. "' ·. 

The most remarkable fete of the season, ·arid· indeed• of 
many seasons, was given by the Prussian Minister at Prussia 
House to 'the Queen and Court last Monday. · We .had the 
honor to be inv.ited. It recalled old days of Carlton House 
spl€mdor, ·fanciful illumination~;~, and golden' fish in endless 
fountains.·· There was a pavilion two hundred ·feet long, lined 
with the most splendid trees and shrubs I ever saw"C'""'"araucarias 
and Norfolk Island pines . . . . , - ' •· · ,_,. 

. . I . 

1 Wifs of Disraeli's friend Lord :riiande~ille, who had suc~~eded to .th~, 
dukedom in 1855. Seep. 933. · · · 

2 Coinm&nder-in.Chief in India. · · 
',a On Ma;y27. · 
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The Opposition, as a whole, were content to ~him': tj1e . 
. responsibility of dealing with the Mutip.y on· Ministers, 

though Ellenborl:l~gh; as an .old Q;overnor~Ge:riimti, pressed 
in the Lords . .for more vigorous measures .. But 'Disraeli, 
·coiniinced that the troubles· in India were' deep-seated; 
~nd that, unh;ss Parliament ·and the . country dime' 'to" 
r~al~se -them- arid . in:sist ,'o~- ·a:. ch~nge of policy' stiil -mo~·~ 
grave ,disasters might be.apprehended; resolved to· brave 
the reproach of faction, certain to be raised a~ _this criticaJ· _ 
niom~ht; ~and ~o e~:ose the- whole' In~~a~- situation; asc 

• , " < c ~- ~ i l ; j : • . } ' • \ ' ' ·.' .• . i \ ~ 

h_e s~w-~t, for the.serio'us·coi).Sideration of.the,Ho:use oL· 
':Co~n~non~. ·,.:Few- ~P~~ehes have ever been ~ontr.ib~ted .to: 
. Indian debates. in -~Parlia;ment more •worth · study ·than· 
that, three nours·loi\g, :Miich he _ddi\ierM"on July 2'L' ' ~ .' 
! ! -· · '· · · 1 . , · · } . - . . · · · · · · · . · ; · · J ."' . • • • -' ~ 1 r ; 7 

· It. was cssentiaJ, he . said at the· outset, to settle .one 
'f~/1 ' ... ' ' ;- ~ . ! ;.. . ' . . . . . : . . ' ' - : ' : .. . ~ 

point .. , •Was:. this :a.1mere milita:~;y. .. •mutiny, or was_.-it a. 
riational:reyolt ~: Did it'spring'froni sudden impulse, or
was ;it,-'tlie •'result-of'. organised 'conspiracy'? ·: ~ili 'these' 
qup~tio~s ;~~re,,~o-ansj~er¢d, ·}t. 'Y~s', iD?-p<;>s~!lf~e, -tf_aecide _ 
~'~:hat· meas~es ; the. :Bitvation ·de~~nded. ,:He .. :was .~per" 
suaded -that-the mutineers ·of,,the~BengaLarmy were:not 
SO £m.:u:ch 1 tlle• avehg~rS. of'proh;SSiOnal grievanCeS)' a\> the 
exp'On~hts {:,( Mnedl. discontent .. The old. p~;illcihle ~f .. 
~·-~-. ·~~ ''·Cl'' ..,, ·c; ~t~ •_r,, :, '. ~ ..... ~- •J -~·· ''"· o1· ~ i 

oul.rule b,a~ il?~erf ,to i·y.~pect' na:ti<jnality,; .bvt .. the,(}ov~rn~. 
mente; of: India; of. late years. had- aiienated::or,· alarmed, 
almost' etery"1nfltiential Class.·_ He _(deprecated -talk' ·of· 
f~c?~~u~~i~g,;Iiid!a~, ,Glodcil}s asJhc __ a~Jials ()f 'oiir ;~¥.r~. 
fare m that c,o'lm~ry.lia¢l)?een,.,wlia~ ~a~.been the nature 
ofour.:,conquest.~·J .. ,.,. ._.. ., '-

_ ... ; !(~ . :: ir ~f. ·, __ ;··~-~ Y .. Jlt-- !f ., .. · r -~) . ·.- --:-.·-~-" 

I ·deny that, in a -vulgar sense. of the w·Gr.ds, we· have ever 
conquered India., .. _ .. Our cqnquest of India ·in· the main' 
has •been a conquest:o!.· India only:in the same sense in·which• 
William.:of OrangeconqueredEngland. We.have peen· called' 
in-fe'-this.:happened .very frequently in. the ;earlier .periods. :o£ 
our Indian history-by populations suffering under tyranny, 
and we .have ent~red those. kingdoms and princi'p~lities to 
protect ·tni3ir reli¥ion and their. property~ It ~ill b,e .foti~~~· 
m that wonderful progress of hum?> I! «?vents whiCh ;~h(') forma
tion of_ our Indian Empire preset~ts, that our occupation of 
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any country has been. preceded by a solemn proclamation, and 
conduded by a sacred treaty, in which we undertook to 
'respect and maintain inviolate the rights and privileges, the 
laws and· customs, the property and religion, of the people 
whose affairs. we were about to administer. Such was the 
principle upon which our Indian Empire was founded; and it 
is a proud as well as a politic passage in the history of Eng
lishmen, that that principle has been until of la.te years 
religiously observed. · 

· Our empire in India was, indeed, founded on the prin· 
ciple of divide et impera, in no Machiavellian spirit, but 
because o£ the number of independent states, of religi!=lns, 
and of languages, in the country. The Mohammedans 
and Mahrattas had failed in India because they had 
persecuted religion and confiscated land. England came 
in with a guarantee of the land and a pledge not to 
tamper with religion. But now everything in India had 
been changed, or attempted to be changed-law an9, 
manners, customs and usages, political organisations, 
tenure of property, and religion. 

The causes which had produced discontent among all 
classe~ might be ranged under three heads: first, our 
forcible destruction of native princes; next; our dis· 
turbance . of the settlement of property; thin:l, our tam'
pering with the religion of the people. These clianges 
began about 1848, when it was necessary that th,e revenue 
of the Government should be increased.. The doctrine 
of 'lapse ' of the States of native rulers who died without 
natural heirs. was invented, and the Hindu' law of adop~: 
tion set aside, first. in the, case of the. Raja.h of Sat tara~: 
and afterwards in so~e ten. other cases, including the 
iillportant state o£ Berar. The States were annexed an:d 
the riches of the rUlers appropriate? .. 1Thj~ was. 4one in: 
the teeth of the remonstrances of some of the most ex
perienced Arlglo~Indians. .Then, in regai·d to ph)perty,' 
commissiow:l 'had been issued to inqi.1ire into the titles ol 
landed estates, and a great quantity of freehoid land had 
been resumed by the Government. Here, to~, 'tlie.law ·o£ 
adoption had been abolished. Moreover, tl~e heredi'ta~y' . . . ~ . ' . 
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pensions of 'descendants of 'royal' liouse~ which we had 
dispo'sse~sedhad bei:m 'turned iilto amiliities forlife.· ,As 
to-tampering with religion, there:w~s no:obj~ction among 
the Hindus to missionary enterprise, but, to the union 
of missionary 'enterprise with the power of the Govern'
meut. ' 'No . tax~tion, .' hbwever grievous, no_· 'injustic'e 
however,_glaring,. acts so dangerously u'pon 'the ,IJi~d~ 
character as the persuasion that the authority of ·the 
Crown is exercised to induce him· to· abandon 'the religion 
he professes.' Now; the legislative Counc~l :of · Iridi~', 
under the' new system, had been constantly· ineadling 
wit~ the Hindu religio_n:' Under th~ national syste:ni'Jdf 
education recently established,· the ·scriptures ·had tap~· 
peared iri: the schools;,, and you cannot persua_de. tlie 

... • - • • • ., )_• < • • "' • • : t . ~ ~ • • . - ,.. 

Hindus t;J:uit they'have appeared ther~ withovt the con~ 
)-I' ' I • ~ , I ' ,. ··, /- 1' " ' , ·; -~} • ; ~-' l : • ' '". l , 1 : 'i 'i ~,_ > ; • ... 

outrence. or . the . secret sanctiOn of- tlie· Government.' _ 
Femaie''_edU:catiori.\ in;'India ~a~ •3-il?o '£ cfiLng~ro:O.s ineasure 
t&'~'t'ak:~·:Jm ·:h'a~d.'.'' There' wer~ t~d. muon> niore repre;. 
_hensible acts: the first, theJa~ 'tha£ no' man should)ose 
his property 'on' accou~t bf ~ 6h\m'ge' of religibn;'-the 
se~ond': 'the law perillitting''l-:Hhidu' wido~ 'to 'mdrry a 
;.' ">1- .y ..... ~:··u. .• -.. ~ •. -~ .!;'.'"(t~ .. ~,.~~ ··.---~ 

second ~uspa~q. • These two laws, ,mo~·e··t~a_n ~-nything 
else, had~ disquiete'd · tli~ 1religi6ug fe'ehn'gs o£ t:he 'Hindus, 
and a ·poweiful .~9ciety :had. l:le~A1~ .starte<Pto. d.eiena''th'e 
reli ·~Jn of tlie 'count~' :' ·- '" ,' ' ,">'' • <· • _:: ,, ~ ,- ' " 

l• g. " ·•· •r·'·'Y'f' · .! .... • ·· ., ...... l • . 
The:ri came the aniiexation of ·oude. ' Whatever might 

~~; "':··l; _._ ·\ .·- .,·. ·.,:· j-~ r n~ ..... J ... \·.- ~ ... .11' ,:·. • ~-.· • - ~ 

he thought of the klng's conduct, no nght could be 
fJunded on ~th~t-,for 'dethroning him'; for, 'by'the treaty 

l . I ;-· . ~ n_ • ~ < l<. . . • J , \ • we had 'with hiin, the very matter of misconduct had bee'n 
anticipated a~d'provid,~d for. -·o;vitig tri. that ,a~exati6ri 
theMohainn't~d.an priiices '£eu tb,at theY 4ad an' 'ideli'tity 
Of' interest" with' the Hindu Mah~attits.·· So the wh~Ie'of 
-,{"-·)' ·.h•:>~ .. ~~-~ ~ .. , •• ~w~ ·~~:.· .' L;J;:<lfl~J·. •;,~ *i. ': .\) )"},' '1.~J. 

~Be.?~ t~.;;e p~~ce§: a!l~. ~1~o ,the pr9pr~~tor~, p.a~ a, ~op,rm,~It 
~~~e7~~t; ag.~inst, tlie ~n~J.s~ . G()ve~!lll1~1! t, ~-~~d .~~e P~?;~ant 
was_ alarmed about h1s rehg1on. ' N ev.er mmd what were 
l.J~ 1 ~ .•.-1;<.: t'.},'£~·. >.,; ,!r '1,> ... ~~ ! ~ jf . ~ !J~ ·. (,'· .'.~· .. ~ ·.;_•,! :.::.\ 

your mtentwns; the questiOn J.S, what .were the~r thoughts, 
;~.1, .fJ •! d ::; } ~ ' · q J''' ) • r • • ' :,. · • ~ ' ~ " ' · 1.-i}; }~· ' ; 

what. W:ere their inferences 1' The Bengal army. was 
• r . , , ~ • .~ -· .: .. 1 1 , 1 ,, . · . • • . • _ ·. , t • • • ~ . : _ • , ~ , • ~.-.. . • 

mainly recruited from OU:de,. and by the annexation 

/ 
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the sepoy lost. a privileged position. The sending of 
mysterious symbols from village to village, and from 
regiment to regiment, showed . there was a wide
spread combination. ' The people of . India were only 
waiting for an occasion and a pretext. That occasion 
was furnished, and that pretext was soon devised.' The 
Russian' war had disquieted the Indian mind·. · The 
English Government chose that time, not t~ tranqu~llise 
India, but to go to war with .a great Mohammedan State, 
Persia, and to send t~oops to China and Pegu. Here 
was the occasion, ·and·a pretext was found in the ·greas~d 
cartridge~. 'The r:iSe and'fall.of~:riip~res are not.affairs'o~ 
greased cartridges . .Such results are occasioned by adeqmite 
causes and by an accumulation of adequate causes.' 

·As to the means to be ·adopted to meet the · prl:)_sent 
emergency, in one sense there was no controversy~ bemius·e 
all were agreed on .th~ employment of force. But -wh,at 
.amount of force-:? ' A mer-ely military mutiny may be 
met by a meJJely military effort.'' But this was a national 
revolt, and even for a military mutiny what Government 
proposed ·was hardly adequate. He recommended· that. 
there should not only be an advance from Calcutta 
through Bengal, but als_o an expedition advancing up 
the Indus, and that the militia. should be called out and 
embodied. · But force was not all that we should look to. 

We ·may pour o~r 'legions and our ·fleets up the rivers and 
through the provinces of India; we may be tsuccessful; but -to 
my mind we should add to that success-and doubly,str\')ngthen 
our ·force--:and I am prepared, for or~e, to give .any suppor~ 
to Her Majesty's Government which .they inay require for 
that purpose~ if at ·the same time we should say to India that 
supposes she is aggrieved and outraged; :to:•India perhaps 
despairing. of pardolil.: t ' Althou,gh: we . will assert wJ~h . the 
highest hand ·our authority, .although we will not rest. ;until 
our unquestioned s_upre~acy and predominance are ackriow~ 
1edged frotn the Punjab to Cape Com orin, it is not· merely 
as avengers that we appear:' I· think that the great body :of 
the popttlation of that country ought to know that there. is 
for them a future of hope. I think we ought to temper justice 
w~th mercy""7justice ~he !p-Ost' severe with, mercy the most 
indulgent. ' 
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i · India could not be· governed ~y English regiments a~q 
European agency alone:• The difficulty ·should ·be met 
boldly and-completely. ..,. ',,. • 

''The °Colirse ,\vhihh. i re~ommend' is. this: You: ought at' O.r:iCe, 
\vhether· you· receive news 'of success or· defeat,•·to tell• the 
people' df India that-the relation •between them -and ,their .real 
J1!ller l!-n~:LS0v:ereign, Qu~en.Victoria, shal! bedr:=twn ne~J.r~r:: 
You- must act upon the ,opi~~m of India on tha~ subj,ectim
mbdiately; and yop can' onl;fact :up'on the 'opi:riion'df'Ea~~i:lrn 
natiooi' through their r imagination. - You ought t·o hav'e •a 
Royal C<:>mmission sent I by the • Qu~en: from this country' to 
India -immediately ~o inquire in to thegrievances o~. the, ylJ,ri<_ms 
91ii.f?Ses ()f, that ,populati_qn, , You ought- to, issue a~ royal_ 
pro~iamatibn:.to _the people 'o£India dedarirl.g',that 'the QU.~en • 
of-Englahd,-is'iH)t' a Sover~ign who'wilr countenance the viola
tion of treaties; that the Queen• of England is not a Sovereign 

_ ;~vho ~ wi.ll.di,;turb .the settle:t;J-ent of• property;. that the Queen,. 
.C?L~r;tg~a~d)~ .,a,~ove~eign ,who~ill ~espect t~eir la;ws, th~~l' _ 
us~g~s; t)leir cust<_>ms, and; a~ove all, th.eir religion._ Do this, 
atld 'do'it' not'i:rf'a c'or:her,''but''in 'a mode and manner which 
will(attract :universal attentfon and: excite~the- general hope 
of.Hindostan, and• you, will do asmuch:as·all your fleetf? and 
arm~es-,can aphieye. ._, .. H , ,._, , : , 

_!-:Only a··man' of high imagination'_couid, ;without .eve~ 
visiting 1 India; have grasped; so ,completely. as 'Disraeli 
in; this· speech showed,himself to have' done, the' native 
point of' view; could have· ;m{derstood so'! ele~r}y: liow 
Dalliousie's- repeated' annexations . and well-intentioned 
re~or,ms mu.st h~y~ appear~d-to Hi_ndus a:rid M;o~all1medam, 
and .by.:what •means native opinion .. could best be:con7 
ciliated 'and '4npressed. · :Subsequent Iridian policy has 
iargely followed the·lines:which Disraeli suggested.'' Da.l2 
" 1 '.~ ..• ·- ~.;·· 't'" . "! -f ,.,~ ... ' -~i 4 .-~ l' 

. P,ous!e:~, .policy of.~ lapse,' then,so mucJ;t in yogue, w~s 

. :reversed when the Crown took over_ -the II_1<4l:l-n G~v~rn1 
nierit; with·the result that there are no more loyal denizeris-
1of 'the Ellipire than th€1 ruling prin:ces of India.' .i Mar~~ 

''-~: -~-i'. -~ .• ~ '-· '·;~'· •• -.1 .. ~·-t .. ·i·' . ..- .. 

9':~r, th:;tt negle~t ,9~ nativ~ feeling~,. custom~, .~:tp:<tre~~f 
gi<:m,. which Disraeli•discerned and.reprobated, has.entiiely 
disappeared. Careful· attention to Indian susceptibilities 
isi a''sp'ecial ID:ark of the Supreme Governfuent. · Tn both 
~ ··: t.. J{11 J."· · .. ~· ~~ ·:· -._ .•. ,. ~- ~ . . . '!• "i' -· ..• 

these respects Disraeli has bee!l vindicated, 'but ill,. JJ.?~~g 
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has he been more vindicated thap. in his recommendations 
affecting the Crown. 

No more pregnant suggestion has ever been made about 
Indian government than his admonition to draw closer 
the relation between India and the person of the Sove
reign. He knew that persons, not constitutional abstrac-· 
tions, Emperors, not Parliaments, impress the Oriental 
mind. To the following out of this policy, more, per
haps, even than to the increasing association of native 
Indians in ·the responsibilities of government, is to be' 
ascribed the admirable harmony between Great Britain 
and India which we witness to-day1

; and during his 
life all the principal steps were taken under. Disraeli's 
auspices. The transference of the government from the 

·Company to the Crown, and the issue of just such a 
royal proclamation as he recommended in his speech, were 
effected by the second Derby-Disraeli Ministry. When 
Disraeli became Prime Minister for the second time, he 
persuaded a reluctant Queen not to withhold or witp.draw 
her sanction from the visit of the Prince of Wales to India 
-a visit which established a personal relation between 
the Indian princes and peoples and the heir to the throne; 
and in 1876 he carried through Parliament, in the teeth 
of much ill-informed scoffipg, a Bill which added to the· 
other glorious titles of an English King the dignity of 
Emperor of India. Thegreat Durbar of l9ll, in which 

·the Emperor and his Consort appeared at Delhi in person 
to claim the fealty of the people, was the logicaJ conclus.ion 
of Disra.eli's policy. He knew that' you can only act upon 

- the opinion of Eastern· nations through their imagination.' 
Imagination was the last thing that the Whigs ·and 

Liberals of 1857 brought to ·bear on the crisis. Vernon 
Smith assured Disraeli that no native princes were 
engaged in the conspiracy, that the annexation of Oude 
had nothing to do with what had happened, that there 
was no national revolt, but a mere military mutiny. He 
ridiculed the idea of a Royal Commission, which would 

1 1915, .. Unfortunately; the laa.rmony did not prove lasting. 
L ~ 
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necessarily supersede the, Governor-General--;:-and perhap~ 
this was not Disraeli's happiest suggestion{ but of the 
vital hint :·about the person of the Sovereign neither the 
Minister nor any subsequent speaker took any notice. 
Disraeli's motion was only for papers, and was in no sense 
a motion of censure; but Russell, interpreting the general 
feeling of a patriotic but unimaginative House, proposed 
as ·an amendment, and carried unanimously, an address 
to the Crown of support and confidence in the Govern,~ 
ment-' one ·of those dry constitutional platitudes,' said 
Disraeli, 'which, in a ·moment of difficulty, the noble 
lord the 1 inember ··for the City of London mechanically 

·pulls out of the dusty pigeonholes of his mind, and shakes 
in. the perplexed face of a baffled . House of ·Commons.' 
The reproach of faction, which Disraeli had anticipateg, · . 
came not only from the Whigs, but from: his o_wn friend 
and .supporter, Thomas J?aring, who had been chairman 
of the IndianCommittee, and had then and subsequently, 
as wa~ ~atural to a City magnate; upheld the cause of 1th!'l . 
. Company. · .. ;" , 

To Frances Anne Lady -Londonderry. ' 

CARL~o~ CL~, July 31, 1857:_:__. · .. I have many' things 
I could say,·if we were in your boudoir,but India is· a whirl~ 
pool in which all merges-great or small. 

· The season is over, but the.Parliament will last a long time. 
Everybody is alarmed and shocked at the private tone of the 
Government, which is flippant. He~ Majesty sorely oppressed, 
and believes, like her grandfather, she is destined to· lose 
provinces. , , . . · 

The Queen of Holland has been the heroine of the last 
fortnight-indefatigably intelligent, and the fete-champetre at 
Orleans House the most considerable social incident since your . 

· departure. So much Royalty, that our friend,- Lady Jersey,_ 
seemed to me rushing about the gardens in perplexed ecstasy. 

The Princesses, in .fantastic ·hats, · sat under the ·trees to· 
receive their guests; and never was a prettier Court circle. 
The tables for the banquet-a variety of round tables-were. 
laid in .a bosquet, surrounded with tall green trees; and, as 
the day was burning, the site was delicious. Everything was 

·well· done, and the whole thing successful. · '' , ·· 
The Comte de Paris and th~ Due d' Aumale . came to me 
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after ·my Indian speech, which they heard on Monday, and 
dined at Bellamy's! What do you think of that 1 Do you 
know the young Ascanius 1 He is at present too slender, 
being much aboye six: feet; but his countenance is intelligent 
and his manner simple but refined. 

This is sad scribblement; but I must go· down to the 
House to fight about Sir Chas. Napier's despatches and Hindu 
protests against Supreme Legislation about widows and con
verts. 

The session was prolonged till August 28, but only a 
small portion of the time was given to the question of 
India. There was not, as Disraeli said, ' in the House 
or in the country a due sense of the gravity. of the 
emergency.' The prolongation was mainly due to the 
passionate opposition, led by Gladstone, to the Divorce 
Bill; which, though of course it raised nice ecclesiastical 
questions; was in its essence a Bill, not to legalise divoroe 
in England fox the first time-that would have been a. 
matter of real principle-but to make it possible for the 
ordinary man or woman to obtain a relief which· was at 
that time obtainable only by the rich. Disraeli's mind 
was full of II).dia, and he took no part in the discussion 
of a Bill which he doubtless regarded as of comparatively 
small moment, and in regard to which his own friends 
were divided. Gladstone's mind was so full of the ques
tion of divoroo that, to judge by the absolute silence of 
Lord Mqrley's exhaustive Life, the thought of our 
Indian Empire and its perilous situation hardly found 
any lodgment there. Could there be a more illuminating 
commentary On 'the differing ge:f?.iUS of these eminent 
rivals than their simultaneous absorption in subjects so 
widely apart and ofsuch different political conseqqence? 

. As the autumn advanced, the news from India grew 
worse. It became evident .that, in spite of Vernon . 
Smith's assurances, many dethroned princes, their heirs. 
and widows, had become tainted with the spirit of dis~ 
affection. The sinister figure of N ana Sahib, the a,d()pted 
son of the ex-Peishwa of Poona, · appeared, massacred 
the garrison of Cawnpore, and. issued the most blood-
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thirsty proclamations. Sarah Disraeli wrote on Septem
ber 2: ' This sanguinary " Fakredeen " 1 who has. issued 
out _of his castle at Bithoor to regain·" his rights," and 
'this proclamation, begin to look: something like a national 
revolt to the meanest capacity.' H~ppily the bulk 'of the 
civil populat.ion, whatever their grievances, remained quiet. 

To Frances Anne Lady Londonderry . . 
HUGHENDEN, Sept. 16, 1857.~. . . I wish, like you: I 

could console myself with reading novels, or even writing 
them; but I. have lost·all zest for fiction, and have for many 
years. I have 'never read anything of Dickens except an 
e~tract in·a newspaper, and therefore I cannot h~lp to decide 

-on the merits of Little Dorrit. . . . 
, One ought not to prophesy about India, when probably the 

new mail has by this time arrived, tho' it has not reacheu 
me; for altho'.little more than 30 miles from town, I live in a 
forest, or what once was one~but ·I take a gloomy view of 
affairs. The Ministers underrated the business from the first. 
They are in a swi.pe, and trying to get out of it' by the bullying 
of The Times. - · · · · . ' · · · ··· 

I cannot altog~ther·repress-a suspicion, tho' itis·only.for 
your own ear, that many of the d~tails of horrors, whiqh have 
so. outraged the s~nsibility of the' country; are manuf_actured. 

The striking story" of Skene at Jhansi, his d.eeds of heroic 
romance, worthy. of a Paladin, then ·kissing his wi.fe. and 
shooting 'her; etc., etc.--' all appear now; to be complete 
invention. This story has produced a great effect in this 
neighborhood,- and, I doubt not; in a,ll others; and I dare say·. 
stimulated subscriptions, as it ()ertainly has the warlike 
passions of the peop,le. · We mustremember Captain Jenkins's 
ears. · He appeared without them before the House of Com
mons, and -the House declared war against Spain in conse
quence. It afterwards turned out that he had lost them in 
the pillory, and deserved to do so. 
· The detail of all these stories is suspicious. Details are a 
feature of the Myth. The accounts are too graphic~I hate 
the word. Wh? can have seen these things -~ Who heard 
them ~ · The rows of ladies-standing with their babies in their 
arms to . be massacred, with the elder children -clutching to 
their robes-who that would tell these things could have 
escaped ~ _ One lady says to a miscreant: ' I do· not ·ask you 
to spare my life, but give some water to my child.' The child 
is instantly tossed in the-air and caught ~:m a bayonet ! Those 

. i • ~ ' . 
' 1 See pp. 868-863.' . 
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who invented the Skene story might invent others. · It was 
no rude hand that forged that tale of plaintive-horror. What 
can there be, even in: your Copperfield, like that ? ·• • 

Disraeli's tendency 'to believe that there was great 
exaggeration in the accounts of the· Mutiny massacres 
finds a parallel in his' subsequent hesitation to accept 
the stories· of Bulgarian atrocities in the seventies. The 
habit of his mind was sceptical in regatd to such tales 
of horror, and this habit no doubt counted for something 
in his creditable refusal to join in the cries for vengeance 
on the mutineers, or to stimulate the passions of the 
English people .. · With much of Lord Canning's conduct 
during this anxious time Disraeli was dissatisfied, and he 
questioned the propriety of including his name in the 
list of those whom Parliament formally thanked for their 
services in suppressing the Mutiny. But he was, at ariy 
rate; one with him in the disposition which earned for 
him -the honourable nickname of ~Clemency Canning.'. 

To Mrs. Brydges ~illyams. 
HuoHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 23, · 1857.-. .,, . The Indian 

news is most grave:. The world has now found out it iS' a 
rebellion, not· a mutiny. , But of all the awful circumstances 
of this terrible affair, is the spirit of .vengeance which is 
preached-as if we were to take our enemies for our model. 
In a political, a military, a religious point of view, nothing can 
be more unwise or more heinous. But the passions of the 
people are diverted- thus from the misconduct of ,their gover
nors. ; ,, . 

To Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. 
HuoHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 8,, 1857.-... We have been 

here since the middle of August, enjoying the charming scene 
and season, with the exception of a visit ·to Ashridge; who 
counts as a·neighbor, and is a constituent ..... 

We myt there a lively party:. the Ebringtons, Lady Brow:n
low, F_. and Lady Margaret Leveson, the female Lyndh1;1.rsts, 
Stafford, Powis family, and a troop of cavaliers. In the 
evening they performed charades, with all the neighbors and 
servants assembled and admitted. Nothing could be worse; 
except Stafford, who is capital, not w performer had the 
slightest dramatic talent. 'fhey all seemed to cluster round 
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Stafford like bees, with their backs toAhe audience, and 
mumbling in a nervous whisper; occasionally a giggle, the 
last despair of mauvaise honte. Our hostess/ who is as kind 
as she is agreeable, thought they were not applauded enough, 
and we organised some claqucurs; but this finished the busi-

. ness. The rehearsal irl the· morning of a chamd~ took three 
hours, and tho performance could never be spun out to ten 
minutes!· At last Mr. Stafford ·,vent away in despair, arid 
the company too~ refug_e in a more congenial roti~~ game .. ·. ; 

To Mr:s. Brydges Willyams. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 15, 1857.-. . . Asbridge· is a 
wonderful place-a castle in a forest, and not thirty miles 
from town ! The present building was· raised by the: late 
Lord Bridgewater, at the commencemen~ of this century, in 
the vicious Gothic of the time, but regardless· of expense-
and, 'tho' all its details are· wrong, the aggregate, from•·its 
extent, is very imposing. It is a so:t;t of Windsor, which was 
restored to its present style by the same architect, Wy!ttt, 
who happened to. know a little of Gothic architecture,· when 
the world knew nothing, arid wanted to know a grent deaL 
Fortunate man, he has built a good percentage· of all the 
great.houses in England! Unhappy country, that such an. 
opportunity should have fallen to such h;1nds! At Ashddge,· 
the' great hall, the great tower, the cha.pel, etc., etc.,. are all 
Gothic, but all of. different ages and incongruous ornament. 
But Natpre is independent, not only of architects, but of Art 
itself, and no words can describe the va.riety and beauty and 

_ .Size and age of the trees at Asbridge-with every succession: 
of woodland bush; fern taller than the Life Guards; and 
herds bOth of red and fallow deer.·. ; . - · 

~ ! .. t 

Disraeli took the opportunity of a-farmers' dinner at 
Newport Pagnell, on September 30, to deprecatein public 
thatrising spirit of vengeance which he had deplored in 
private. Jt was a noble and courageous protest,' as 
applicable to subsequent wars in_ which the eriemy ha~ 
outraged humanity as.to .the experiences of the Mutiny: . 

' ' 

The· horrors .of war need no stimulant. The horrors of a·. 
war earned on as the. war in India is at .present especially 
need no , stimulant. I am persuaded that our soldiers aiid, 
our sailors will exact a retribution which it may perhaps be: 
too. terri,ble to pause :upon. But I do without· the slightest 

., .. ''' l Lad{Maria.n Alford. · . ' ' 
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hesitation· deClare my humble disapprobation. of persons in 
high authority announcing·that upon the standard of 'Eng
land ' vengeance ' and not ' justice,' should be inscribed. . .. 
I for·one protest against taking Nana Sahib as a model for 
the conduct of the British soldier. I protest against meeting 
akocities by atrocities. I have· heard things said and seen 
things written of late which would make me almost suppose 
that the religious opinions of the people of England had 
undergone some sudden change, and that, instead _of bowing 
before the name of 'Jesus, we were preparing to revive the 
worship of Moloch. - I cannot believe that it is our duty,:to 
indulge in such a spirit. 

In other respects the line of the speech was that all 
the subsequent news from India had justified his original 
appreciation of. the gravity 9f the crisis; but, though he 
foresaw evil, he did :not counsel despondency or despair. 
He believed that the country was now roused to the real . 
nature of the rebellion,_ arid would therefore take steps 
to vindicate our imperial power. Palmerston app~rently, 
however, according to Greville's gossip,, reported . to 
Disraeli by Lennox on September 27, still laughed at 
there. being any real dang~r. Lennox continued: ' Pam 
s_eems low in C. G.'s estimation; but he says nothillg else 
will.or can go down. That everyone says he is .the only 
man possible; there is no one could take his place. 
Derby he considers quite an impossibility. Were it not 
for the general feeling that no one could follow him, he 
thinks more disasters in India would rub Pam's prestige 
off.' 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 2,· 1857.-... C[harles] G[reville]'s facts 
are always more valuable' than his opinions, or rather what 
he chooses to circulate as his opinions, for -he does not always 
pronounce· what he· _believes. I am' not, however, surprised 
that he should say what he· does· about Derby; nevertheless, 
I recollect that in January, 1855, he used;to several persons, 
and an;wng them, · I 'think, to· yourself, exactly the- same 
phrase: · Nevertheless, we know what occurred in· a couple 
of months. 

Returning from 'Asbridge, I contrived· to -pass a day at · 
Chicheley and dine with the farmers at Newport Pagnell, and, . 
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•. tho' the assemblage was intensely bucolic, managed .to say a 
few words .in. the right direction, tho' with great difficulty and 
caution. · · 

Mills's opmwn, or that of any E.I. · Director, goes for 
nothing, and no £ s. d. vi(lW can now affect this question. 
What the fate of the Government may be I do not foresee: 
what it,ought to be is not very difficult to.pronounce. The 

.. act which ·brought about the rebellion is entirely attributable 
to theni, and they ought .to be held responsible for it .. V[ ern on]. 

. S[mith]'s words, in answer to me, remain: 'There is not the. 
slightest reason to .suppose that the annexation of Qude has 
a.nything to do with this outbreak:' Every pap~r !lOW says 
that Oude is the centre of the rebelhon. · · 

To Sir John Palcington. 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 6, 1857.-I read your speech to-day with 
great satisfaction. I am glad we are agreed. I am confident 
that,if.the party -wiH only aotJjke s.ensibleriten, they. !flay .. ' 
attain a far higher position than any that, for' years past,· · .. 
they have held. What could be a more sure basis for 'public 
confidence, and a more glorious claim for a nation's gratitude, 
than to restore that Empire in India which .the Whigs have 
all buUost ~ ·. . , . ' . . ; .. · · . . • 

J see old Henley is at his tricks again. It is really intoler
a:b~e that, because his father was an E. Ind. shipbuilde~, the 
party is to be broken up at such a crisis. He it was who 

_mainly threw us in 1853 into that painful minority on Stanley's 
· motion for the· postponement of legislation until the inquiry . 
. was concluqed-a motion which, if largely supported, would 
have been now a stepping-stone to power, and the defeat of 

. which, I really believe, was the true cause that Stanley 
· refused my proposal in 1856 to bring forward the Oude case. 

However, I am resolved that Henley shall not again play this 
game. The Governmml.t of India must be one of the main
springs on which any Ministry can now be formed, and I have 
myself.not a doubt that, if the Tories go straight on this, and 
hold together, the' defection fro.m the commercial ranks of the 
Governmel).t will be large. . . . · 
. It .:was with the utmost difficulty, and only by the for
bearan.ce and aiq of Mr. R<_:>se, that I prevented, before I left· 
town, the Press being sold. to that lot of mysterious ·capitalists 
who ,are buying up all the Tory papers, or in all probability 
by .this time it would. be writing up the E.L Company and 
Lord P. As it is, I do not know whether this may not yet 

. happen before Padiament meets. It will be a gi'eat blow 
to us. ' 
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To Lord Henry Lennox: 
ToRQUAY, Nov. 7, 1857.-.. .- Tha Government, of course, 

wish o make the Compa:ny a scapegoat, and are feeling their 
way to that end. This must not be allowed. At the same time, 
it is not for us to vindicate the Company. If the motion of 
Lord Stanley, brought forward, at my request, in l853,had 
been carried, the double Government would not have been in 
existence. This is a strong point in our position. 

There are two questions as regards the government of 
India: one of administration, the other of policy. We have 
always opposed the administration of the· Company, a.hd what 
has occurred renders it still more expedient to reconstruct 
that administration; but the primary cause of the present 
disasters is ,policy, not administration, and Downing St. is 
responsible for policy. The question of administration ;will 
arise when that of policy is settled. · The policy should be 
first censured, and, if Parliament sanctions such a course, the 

. censurers will be responsible for the construction of a new 
administ!-'ative system. . . . 

To ~rs. Brydges Willyams. 
HATFIELD HousE, Nov. 23, 1857.-We came down here in 

the same carriage as Lady Stuart de Rothesay, the mother 
of Lady Canning. She was, as usual, very agreeable and 
chatty, and told us endless. tales of Calcutta, and all the 
adventures of this perilous crisis. 

One thing she said particularly amused me. She was ·very 
indignant at· a statement made in Exeter Hall by Lord Shaftes
bury, that mutilated Englishwomen were. constantly arriving 
at Calcutta, and that he h~d read in a letter of Lady Ca.nriing 
that there· were more than thirt~en English ladies with their 
noses cut off at that moment at the Presidency .. Lady 
Stuart said that there . was not· the slightest authority for 
this statement of Lord Shaftesbury, and that Lady Canning 
had nev:er alluded, to the subject in: any letter. ·. . . . 

In consequence of this statement of Lord Shaftesbury, .a 
surgeon wrote to the Ladies' Committee· for the Relief of th~ 
Indian Sufferers, of which Lady Stuart de Rothesay is a 
member, stating' that he had great experience in the forma~ 
tion of artificial noses, that he. was ready to give all his skill, 
time, and devotion, to the cause, .but as the machinery was 
rather expensive, he hoped, in accepting his services, the 
Commi~tee would defray the prime cost of the springs ! . He 
then gave a. tariff of prices, and offered to supply noses for 
English ladies by the dozen; and, I believe, evl:)n by · the 
gross. · · · ' 

I. · 48* 
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Parliament was unexpectedly ~called together in the 
beginning of Decemb~r, n.ot in order to deal with the 
Mutiny in India, but because, as in the ~utumn of 184 7, 
ten'years before, the Government had found it necessary, 
in)>rder to cope with' a commercial crisis, originating in 
the present case with failures ofc ballks in the United 
States, to authorise ah issue o~ .. notes by the Barik of 
England in excess of the· £14,000,000 prescribed by the 
Bank Charter Act. Derby wrote on November 15 to 
ask for Disr~eli's opinion on the course which ·the party 
ought to pursue in Parliament~. · A,ttention could ~ot be 
con.fined to the currency question. ' I ow~/ he . con
tinued; 'I think myself that we· .hiJ,ve arrived at: a 
stag~ in Indian affairs ,in which we have a fulr right~ to 
inquiry both as to the, past and the future, and. when, 
without laying ourselves open to any imputation of 
faction, we may fairly challenge the Government t<) 

· vindicate the measures they 'have- adopted in the East, 
illcluding'the fo~g9tten C}iina. !' , 

'' '··~' , T() Lord perby. ,~ ' · 

ToRQUAY, Nov.·18, ~857.-0ur party is pledged against the 
Bank Charter Act by the course pursued by them hi 1847, 
and also by the standilig policy .of the country gentlemen, which 
is adverse· to a. restricted currency. Nevertheless, :in· my 
opinion, the present Act has nothing to do with the existing 
state of affairs, and had it not been in force, a. crisis equally 
disastrous would probably·have occurred, and we should have 
been driven to £1 notes, as -in 1825. 

'I doubt the expediency of fixin.g upon any particular rate 
of interest. as. the period of interposition, and, indeed, T ques
tion the propriety .of the power of suspension in anybody 
being recognised. We should,. I venture to think, support 
the policy advocated in 1847----'i.e., a. recurrence'to 'the state 
of things .existing before the Act of 1844, which we then held 
lis ·aggravating evils at periods inevitable in a1 country of 

. great commercial transactions, . 
. The suspension of the Act by .the present Government I · 

look upon a'S rather pitiful, and I think, with their~opinions:;. 
they ought to have been firm. · The suspension by· our friends, 
if ti1ey had been iri ·office, would have been. a. consistent and, 
in their views, a. beneficial CO\}rse. . The present sta.te. of 
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affairs is a triumph for the opinions adv~ated by Ld. G. 
Bentinck and Mr. Thomas Baring in 1848. 

If by any chance you have a copy of G. B.'s biography at 
hand, you will find some curious details, which may be of use 
at this moment, regarding that similar period.1 

. 

I believe, if the Government had .been firm, and that all 
the joint stock banks and the re-discounters of Lombard 
Street had suspended payment, which . they would infallibly 
have done, that with the present produce of the mines you 
would have had money at 2 per ct. this time next year, and 
for an enduring period. This would have been much better 
for the country gentlemen than an inflated currency, but, 
without knowing it, they always play the game of the com
mercial gamblers. 

I think the position taken up generally by our friends, that 
-the currency of the country ought to expand with the com
merce .of the country, and that what might have been ex~ 
pedient in 1844 is not suited to 1857, is a fallacy.· Currency 
always does expand with the commerce of the country. 
Bank notes are a very small portion of the currency of the 

· country. That is represented mainly by bills of exchange, 
.which always necessarily bear a due relation to the com
mercial transactions. 

Peel's limit of 14 milL was fixed, if I am not mistaken, upon 
returns, which proved that under no circumstances . of pres
sure had the bank circulation been reduced to that amount, 
which described also the amount of the Government debt to 
the Bank. . 

After all, what is wanted now is not currency, but capital. 
There is, however, one subject of speculation the interest 

of which, at this moment, cannot be too highly imagined. 
What light does the present monetary condition of the country 
throw upon those vast returns of exports and imports which ... 
have been so ostentatiously paraded before lis during the last· · 
seven years, accompanied by simultaneous assurances that 
trade was never in so healthy a state ? 

I agree with you entirely that we must not permit. the 
impending session to be a merely monetary campaign. The 
whole policy of the Government must be opened-but tho' 

_there are for the Cabinet, at the present moment, many, 
points of difficulty, in Parliament all will b~ merged in that. 

·of India. . . . · 
I ventured in the H. of C. in the month of' July to lay 

1 Derby, in his reply from Knowsley, Nov. 24, wrote: 'We have ~ot 
here your biography of G. Bentinck, but it is in St. James's 'Square, and I 
have asked Stanley, who goes up to town to-morrow, to sei).d it me dow11 
here; and· before we meet I will refe' to the passages to which you allude.' 
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down j hat no measure wotild be efficacious unless we first 
ascertained the cause of the outbreak, and I staked my opinion 
that the paramount and proximate cause was to be found in 
the annexation of Oude. The 'Government expressed their 
astonishment at the bare .suspicion of such a cause, and dis
tinctly gave it as their opinion that Oude had nothing to do 
With the affair. · As present it is generally held that my state-
ment was justified. . 
· But what has been the consequence of the Government 

attempting to quell· a rebellion, of the cause of which they 
were not cognisant -~ . · . _ . 

The insurrection in Oude cut off all their communications 
with the Upper Provinces. They have never been able to 
send a man to Delhi from the Metropolis. Had they recog
nised the annexation as the prime cause, acting, of course, oil 
discontented materials long brooding, they might have sent· 
troops early in the year overland, perhaps, to Bombay; for~ 
warded them up the Indus, and through countries where 
camels abound; descended on Delhi, then on Oude, and,pre
vented all the .disasters that have occurred and the still 
exis-ting dangers; At present, having assmi1ed an erroneo.us 
basis for their operations, there seems a chance of the blunders 
of the Crimea being repeated on a larger scale-:-for the means 
of transport from Calcutta ·are very deficient, and we may 
findthat we have a large army at the capital and none.iil 
the provinces. .. . . . 
··· '!think on the first night the Indian case ought to be opened 
in both Houses. . 

You told'me to write fully, and I have·endeavoted to do 
so without reserve, though very roughly. After all, a good 
talk together is better than all the hitters in th~ world, but 
these are suggestions which you can, if you think them worthy 
of it, turn in your mind, and may lead," when we meet, to 
perhaps less crude conclusions ..... 

CARLTON CLUB, Friday, Nov. 27, 1857.-. :. I apprehend 
any unnecessary declaration against the Company, at this 
moment, would be extremely impolitic. Wha_tever the faults 
of the 'double government,' the causes of the present 
calamities in India· are attril:mtable to the policy of the 
Cabinet. Who ani1exed ·oude -~ Who sent the soldiers in 
sailing vessels ~ Who scornfully neglected the overland 
passage~ ... · 

_When Parliament met on December 3, Disraeli criti
cised the Government both about the suspension of the 
Bank CharterAct and about .their Indian policy· on the . 
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lines of his letter to Derby. He was especially severe on 
. the feebleness of the course proposed with regard to the 
Bank Charter Act. 

We shall be doing exactly what we did in 1847.1 In 1847 
the country was panic-struck and half ruined. Parliament 
was called together, and the country looked to it for the 
expression of some distinct opinion. A Committee was ap
pointed. Ten years have elapsed. The same occurrence 
takes place. Parliament is again called together; and. what 
is Parliament, and what are Ministers-the most influential 
members of Parliament-3-bout to do in the difficulty ? 
Again they are going to evade doing that which is the duty 
of every statesman in this country: to lay down in this House 
the opinion which they have formed on the subject, and to 
call on the House to maintain that opinion. Instead of that 
-and I deeply regret it-we are to have another Committee 
on the Bank Charter Act of 1844; and I suppose that in 1867, 
after a repetition of the same mischance and the same miseries, 
the same fruitless and bootless process will be adopted of 
appointing a Committee on that sulJject in this House. 

There is much good sens~ in this criticism, and 
Disrael{ followe9. it up by a motion that it was desirable 
to legislate at once without further inquiry. The motion 
was lost by a large majority, in spite of the exhaustive 
and ingenious manner in which he developed his abstruse 
subject. The course which the debate took made failure 
inevitable. The legislation which Disraeli desired was 
the repeal of the Act; but Gladstone rose and called for 
legislation to uphold it and increase its stringency; and 
between these two extreme views the Government had 
little difficulty in persuading ·the House that the safest 
course was to appoint a Committee. · The apparently 
illogjcal plan of enforcing the · Act in quiet times and 
issuing a licence, subject to a subsequent indemnity, to 
break it when matters are critical, has justified itself by 
its persistence; and after this unsuccessful protest in 1857 

- Disraeli ceased to tilt at it. He had been hampered 
throughout the discussions by an atta~kof his old enemy, 
influenza. 

1 See• III., Ch. I. 
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To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
· HUGHENDEN MANoR, Dec.'28, 1857.-A merrie Xmas, and· 

many very happy new years! · _ 
Last Monday we went to Middleton Park, and stayed until 

Thursday, on _a visit to Lord and Lady Jersey, but we could 
not eat our Xmas dinner there, for we wereobliged to go home 
for a county election ! . . . · 

The Government are going to take the rule of India from 
the E.I. Company. Instead of the Directors, there is to be 
a Council in London of 18, · with large salaries, an9, to be 
appointed by the· Ministry. Thus the Whigs will probal:ily 
succeed in accomplishing in 1857 what destroyed their party 
more than seventy. years ago; which shows one should always 
persevere. · 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 
HuGHENDEN; Dec. 28, 1857.-... Here,· the Whigs; 

frightened out of their wits, with unceasing efforts and reck~ 
less expenditure, have succeeded in only polling 1,600 men out 
of 6,000. The county of Bucks won by such a number was 
never known ! But no one would stir for Hamilton except 
the farmers, and two or three squires about me; who had 
local jealousies of the Cavendishes.I . 

I came here, and did what I could, and sent him lfP 40 votes. 
_ However, the Tory party is not like the E. I. Company: it is 
immortal, and, tho' it was never more forlorn than at. present; 
will some day hold up its head. 

Disraeli had expresse_d the opinion; in a letter to Lennox 
in the autui:ni:i, that··the Government would make 'the 
Company the scapegoat for their own Indian miscalcula· 
tions and 'blunders, ·arid the expectation was ·realised: 

- Palmerston gave notice to the Companybefore'Christmas 
that it was intended to transfer their dominion over 
india to a President and Council, the President ·always 
to be a ·Cabinet Minister. To propose a change of ·this 
kind, however right and necessary in itself, while the 
disturbance was still raging in India, was to suggest that: 
the .Company was responsible rather thari the Cabinet
so responsible that ~here must be no delay whatever in 
terminating its existence; whereas, in fact, there was 

· t This wa~ a by-electio~ in whi~h one Whig C~vendish st~od i~ succes-· 
sion to another Whig Cavendish who retired. The numbers wet"e--Caven·· 
dish (L.), 1,617; .Hamilton (C.), 1,454 •. ~ 
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evidence to show that the Company realised the serious 
nature of the crisis better, and earlier, than the Govern
ment. Disraeli, though in principle favourable to the 
transfer of authority, thought the action of Ministers 
very unfair; nor did he see any special hope· for India 
in handing over its Government, and all its valuable 
patronage, to an inefficient Whig placeman-a ' mere 
machine '-like Vernon Smith. He told Vitzthum in 
January that all his gloomy predictions had not only 
been verified, but surpassed by facts. Delhi had in
deed been taken, but the victory had not been followed 
up; Lucknow was relieved,. but not held. Sir Colin 
Campbell was a competent General, but what could he 
do without troops 1 'Dismal forebodings' of this kind, it 
:may be added, were shared also by Grevj]]e this January. 
Vitzthum's account of· Disraeli's conversation proceeds: 

Such is the moment which the Premier chooses to carry out 
the Whigs' favourite scheme, hatched eighty years ago, of 
transferring the rule of the East India Company to the Crown 
-in other words, to the Ministry of the day. It is true, we 
have not much to praise the Company for, and have often 
intimated that' we should not be sorry to see it done· away 
with. · Palmerston, careless as usual, thinks he will be able to 
accomplish the coup without encountering any opposition in 
the.House of Commons. . . . After a victorious suppression 
of the revolt, he could have done anything. In the present 
state of things he could hardly choose a more inauspicious 
moment for officially informing the Company of their dissolu~ 
tion. . . . One thing seems certain, that a transformation 
so materially affecting our home affairs . cannot be entrusted 
to men who, by their senseless policy of annexation, have· 
caused the mischief, and are responsible for the present 
crisis;1 

Accordingly, Disraeli was ready to .assist Thomas 
Baring, and other friends of the Company, in endeavour
ing to defeat the· Bill as at a.ny rate inopportune. But 
to interpose, as Baring did, ·a hostile amendment on the 
hitroduction of a Government measure was felt to be 
rather outrageous; and · Palmerston was easily able to 

1 Vitzthum, Vol. I., pp. 265-268. 
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show; as· indeed Disraeli had already recognised, ·the 
enormous practical inconvenience of the· existing system 
of double government, the Board of Controf on the part 
of the Cabinet, and the Court of Directors on that of the 
Company. The 'great majority of 318 to 173 by which 
Baring's amendment was_ defeated1 

· sounded the Com-: 
pimy's knell, even though the Bill itself, and the Premier 
who introduced it, disappeared almost immediately in an 
entirely unlooked-for Ministerial convulsion. 

Before ·this happened, Prince Frederick William · of 
Prussia and the Princess Royal,· whose engagement had 
been announced just before the outbreak of the Mutiny, 
were duly married; It was a fateful alliance, charged, in 
spite of the admirable qualities of bride and bridegroom, 
with the seeds' of evil for the countries Of 'both; but 
there was no ·presentiment then of anything but good; 
and the Di~raelisentered with zest into the accompanying 
festivities. · · . 

To Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. 

· Saturday, Jan. 23, 1858.-0n Wednesday we were at the 
Bridal Ball at .Court. It was more brilliant than miinerous, 
being; as I thought, unbecomingly limited; fo'r the new ball 
J,'OOin wds only half full, and all the other rooms were·. open . 
ajj_d empty. However, I liked it, for I got a seat. There were 
as mariy Princes as at the ·congress of Vienna. The· royal·: 
party, did nothing but dance with each other, and· I thought, 
per.h_aps in consequence, looked bor.ed. I saw the Princess of 
Prussia cram her pocket-handkerchief into her mouth to stifle 
a yawn. The Princess Royal; however, looked bright and 
gay, tho' I understand she is continually crying about leaving· .. 
home; but·then, they say, she is very childish and always 
cries. 

The Queen rather expands too much in form; but she 
danced with the Prince of Prussia 2 and some others. 

One of the Princes, the Duke of Brabant, a tall and other
wise good-looking young man, has so long_ .a nose that it 
startles everyone who meets him, and mak.es the women 
almost scream. It is such a nose as a young Princehas in a 
fairy-tale, who has been banned by a malignant fairy, or as 
you see in ,the first scenes of a pantomime, or (n the initial 
letter of a column of Punch. · · 

1 Feb. 18, 1858. ·. 2 .Afterwards William I.; German Emperor. 
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Lord Stratford de Redcliffe was there, and made a sensa
tion. He came up to me and revived an old acquaintance. 
Still a v~ry comely man, and had on the -finest coat that was 
ever seen since Joseph's jacket. 

A few days before we assisted at another royal party, tho' 
of a different character-a dinner at which we met all the 
illustrious exiles of France: the Duchess of Orleans, the Count 
of Paris, his brother the D. of Chartres,· and the D. and 
Duchess of Aumale, and full suites. The circle was, however, 
very agreeable,. the guests to meet them choice, among. them, 
by-the-by, Cardinal Wiseman, and the banquet not to be 
surp~:~-ssed in splendour or rpcherche even at Windsor or B. 
Palace. It was rather curious to dine with a Cardinal at 
Gunnersbury.1 

Kielmansegge gave me, in confidence, a most interesting 
description . of the audience at which, after so many years, 
the jewels were restored to Hanover. The Queen herself was· 
present, and the Prince;·V[iceJ ~Chancellor Page Wood,2 and 
Garrard, the jeweller. The jewels were all valued, and the 
aggregate £160,000; they were those which the Queen co,n
stantly wore in state, and of which she was most proud. 
When it was impossible longer to retain them, she behaved 
very well; thanked K. for the tact and regard for her feelings 
and convenience he had shown throughout, and said that 
from the first she had always been of opinion that she was 
not entitled to them. I believe it was Melbourne who, in his 
off-hand way, advised her to keep them. K. has got them 
all sealed up at Grosvenor Place, ana is so nervous that he 
can't sleep o' nights. · 

Persigny3 seized upon me at the Palace, and took me to a 
corner, where for half an_ hour he dilated on the theme that, 
if we would not introduce an Alien Bill, we must prepare for 
the worst, so far as France is concerned. · 
· Heaven knows what will happen! We have enough on 

our hands. 

What was about to happen was in some respects a 
repetition of what happened in the winter of 1851-52. 
Palmerston's excessive complaisance to. the .Emperor 
Napoleon II~. was once more toresult in placing Disraeli 
in office. 

1 Baron Lionel de Rothschild's house. 
2 Afterwards Lord Chancellor Hatherley. 
3 :French Ambassador. 
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Few things appeared more improbable, to judge by the 
events of 185'7; than the return of the Conservatives to · 
office early in 1858. Palmerston's personality and policf 
liad received an emphatic endorsement froni the electorate 
in the spring; and the stirring events of the subsequent 
months-the Indian Mutiny and the Oiinese:War_:_were· 
apparently calcul~ted to c~mfirm the rally of people a:nd, 

- Parliament to a patriotic Premier., But, tq use! one of 
Disraeli's favourite· phrases, ' there is no· gambling like 
politics.' On the night of February _18; 1858, the Govern
ment India Bill :was read a first tiine, m spite of the st~ong. 
protest of the Opposition, by the handsome ruajority of 
145 .. As Palmerston walked home after the division; he.-. 
was told by Bethell, his Attorney-General; that, like a 
Roman.Consul at a triumph, he ought to be accompanied 
by a slave to remind him of his mortality. The reminder 
came the very next night, when, on the second reading of 
the Conspiracy Bill, he was defeated by a majority of 

'19, and driv:en to resignation. _ _ · 
Palmerston's position had not been really so strqng as 

it _seemed. His great personal success at the elections' 
. had made him careless and arrogant. A swaggering 
speech which he delivered at Guildhall on Lord Mayor's 
Day had offended the judicious; and judicious arid in'-··· 
judicious alike were scandalised by his. appomting to a 
seat in the Cabinet a man who, in the Prince Consort's 
words, was 'looked upon as a reprobate.' . . . 

1510 
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To Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. 

HuoHENDEN MANOR, Jan. 7, 1858.-... The succession 
of Lord Harrowby is, at present, the crisis of the Cabinet 
difficulties, but it is certain that a week ago LGrd Lansdowne 
was on the point of retiring. The appointment of Lord Clan
ricarde has greatly injured the Government, but I hear that 
everything was tried, and everybody sounded, before it was 
decided on. Among others, the post was offered to Lord 
.Overstone: when· all failed, Lady Palmerston rallied, and 
made a successful charge, and carried her protege. There is 
nothing like female friendship - the · only thing worth 
having. . . · 

Though the Clanrioarde appointment and his own 
arbitrary behaviour had diminished Palmerston's. pop:u
larity, these things would hardly. by themselves have 
effected his. overthrow. That was the result of a crime 
in France, for which the blame 'was largely thrown on 
England, On January 14 an unsuccessful attempt, re• 

. suiting, however, in the death of several onlookers, was 
made in Paris to assassinate .. with .. bombs the Emperor 
and ·Empress. of the French. The corlspirators were 
Italians, members of the secret society of the Carbonari, 
to which Louis Napoleon had once himself belonged; 
but Orsini's plot had been concocted; and his bombs had 
been manufactured, in England. Very naturally, there 
was an outburst of anger in France against perfide Albion, 
who sheltered regicides. Colonels of the French army 
uttered violent threats, and their addresses were printed 
in the official Moniteur. Public feeling in England t'\lrned 
from sympathy with the Emperor to indignation against 
·the French. Earle, from the embassy in Paris; kept 
Disraeli informed of what was going on; that the British. 
Ministry had promised the Emperor a .measure directed 
against the refugees in England; that public opmwn in 
France was strongly anti-English; that .the Emperor's 
dread of assassination had redoubled. · 

When the session w~s resume<;! on.February 4, P~lmer
ston, mistaking, for onc.13, the ·temper of the British 
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people, gave ilotice of his intention to bring in a Bill to 
amend tile law of conspiracy. As the Ia~ ,,th~n stood, 
conspiracy to murder was qnly a misdemeapour, and the 
Bill proposed to make it a felony, punishable by penal 
servitude for life. This was in itself a reasonable pro
posal; but John Bull never relishes making' even reason-

_ able concessions ;in· response to menace, and on the intro
duction of the Bill, not merely free-lances like Roebuck 
arid Kinglake, but even- the old Whig leader, Russell, 

- strongly opposed it. The threats of the French Colonels 
had been followed upby a despatch from Wal~~ski, the 
Emperor's Foreign Minister, in which he pointedly asked 
whether the right of asylum ought to protect ' assassina
tion reduced to a doctrine, preached openly, pra_ctised in 
repeated att~mpts, the .most recent of which has struck . _ 
Europe with stupefaction r Was .hospitality due to as- -
sassins 1 Should English law favour their designs 1 The 
Government had neglected to reply to this intemperate 
outburst, and the omission was strongly resented in :Eng
land. .Disraeli said in the debate that it should have qeen _ 
answered 'in some immortal State paper, breathingthe 
. fire and logical eloquence of a Canning.' He would vote for 
-the first reading because he wished to mainta.in the :Anglo
French Alliance, the key and corner-stone of modern 
civilisation. But the Government had, in his opinion, 
acted in a clumsy and feeble manner; they had alarmed 
England . without· pleasing France; and he reserved his 
liberty of action on the subsequent stages of the Bi~l. 
The first reading was carried by a majority of 20Q,l as the 
bulk_ of the Conservatives voted with Ministers. The ten 
days that elapsed between the first and second reading 
produced a great hardening of public opinion against 
the Government. · Palmerston, arrogantly )'elying on his 
m~jority and on his perSOJ?-al popularity, paid no heed; 
and his foes, of -different parties, saw their opportunity. 
Milner Gibson, a Radical who had lost his seat in the 
previous. year because of his opposition to the m~n of 

1 Feb. 91 
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the hour, gave notice of an amendment which expressed 
no opinion on the Bill, but censured Ministers for not 
answering Walewski's despatch before bringing their Bill 
in. Derby realised at once what might happen, and was 
perturbed. Gibson's motion:, he wrote to Disraeli, was of 
the utmost importance, and demanded the most wary 
walking on the part of the Conservatives. He was urgent 
that the debate should be postponed, to give time for 
consideration before the leaders or the party should be 
committed. 'C'est le commencement de la fin,' he added. 

Disraeli overbore Der9y's hesitations. The issue was, 
now changed. Whether the Conspiracy Bill was reason
able or not was no longer in question. Walewski's 
despatch was still unanswered; the Government had 
failed to interpret the feeling of the country. It was a 
matter of confidence. If not em the India Bill, on which 
debate was proceeding, then on Gibson's amendment 
Palmerston's power must be broken. 'There must now 
be no shilly-shallying, but heaven and earth, and all 
below, moved for the issue,' Disraeli wrote to Lennox, 
adding: ' There are great defalcations in the Ministerial. 
camp.' He found no difficulty in reconciling his vote 
for the first reading w~th his support of Gibson's amend
ment. Ten days before, he said, it had been a question 
between the Parliament of England and the Government 
and people of France; and the way in which the House 
of Commons agreed to the introduction of the Bill proved 
their sincere sympathy for the people and their decbrous 
respect for the Emperor. Now they were free to offer, 
without the possibility of misinterpretation, their opinions 
on ·the conduct of the British Minister. There was no 
valid excuse for the persistent omission to answer a 
despatch which had been published to our detriment 
everywhere in Europe. It was now a question between 
thf.) House and theservants of the Crown. Had they, or 
had they not, done their duty 1 
- By 234 votes to 215 the House decided1 that they had. 

1. Feb. 19. 

. . 
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not done their duty; ·not ·only Graham and Gladstone, · 
but as many as 84 Liberals, including Russell, votmg 
against Ministers. ·Once agam Palm,erstoii .liad been 
defeated by a· combination of all the most eminent :rllen 
in the House of Commons. This time no dissolution was 
possible, and the Govermrient resigned immediately. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. · 

'GROSVENOR GATE, ·Feb. 20, 1858>--,.Ever since the meeting 
of Parliament, the 4th of this month, there has been an un
ceasing battle, arid the struggle concluded. last night in the 
signal defeat of the Ministers. " . 

What will happen I-know not, but it is a curious'circum~ 
stance, and I hope it may be a coincidence, that on Sunday; 
the 21st Feb., 1852, Lord Derby was sent for by the Queen 
to form a Ministry, and on Saturday, the 20th Feb., 1852; I 
dined with the Speaker, a state banquet to the leaders of the 
Opposition; and, strange to say, ·I am going thro' the sa:in.e 
ceremony to-day-;-that is to say, if I can keep awake. I ani 
very tired, not having got to bed till nearly four o'clock, and 
having had to rise from a troubled slumber very early. For 

· the last· fortnight there has been· little opportunity for sleep· 
·or food-and I almost .fear you will· scarcely make out this 
scrawl-"-but I am very well, and hope you .are. 

,.. . 
/ 

On this occasion Disraeli was free from' one anxiety, 
With or without extraneo:uf'l help, .with or without a 
majority ·in Parliament, Derby .felt himself bound t0 
accept office, if the Queen, after deliberation, thought 
fit to impose the task upon him. He was summoned to 
the Palace at once. · 

From Lord Derby. 
. Confidential. Saturday, 8 ·p.m. ·[Feb. 20].~Matters .are 

• going on more rapidly than I expected. I am just coni~ back 
from the Palace, where I was sent for at t past 6, to consult. 
I have laid fully before the Queen the existing situation, arid 
hav:e begged Her Majesty to take some time to' consider her 
course; adding that, if on full reflection she.made up her·mind 

_to command my services, I should feel it my imperative duty 
, to obey. I shall probably hear to-morrow. . The Government 
were unanimous in resigning, but whether she will ultimately 
accept their resignation I cannot s:zy. If she does, we accept 
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with some advantage in our favour. If not, we have not 
declined office. 

Derby told the Queen that ' nobody was more surprised 
in his life than he had been at the result of the debate.' 
But Milner Gibson's amendment was ' so skilfully worded ' 
that it was difficult for the Conservatives not to vote for 
!t. ' He had to admit this, when they came to him to ask 
'what 'they shouJd do, merely warning them to save the 
measure itself, which the amendment did.' He explained 
his own position and that of his party thus: · . 

After what had happened in 1851 and, 1855, if the Queen 
made the offer, he must accept it, for if he refused the Con
servative party would be broken up for ever. Yet he would 
find a majority of :two to one against him in the House of 
Commons, would have· difficulty in ·well filling the importiJ,nt 
offices, found the. external and internal relations of the country 
in a most delicate and complicated position, war iii India and 
in China, difficulties with l!,rance, the Indian Bill introduced, 
and a Reform Bill promised; nothing but the forbearanceand 
support of some of his opponents would make it possible for 
h:iill to carry on any Government. The person who was asked 
first by the Sovereign had always a great disadvantage; per
haps other combinations were possible, which, if found not 
to answer, would make him more readily accepted by the 
country.1 

From Lord Derby; 

ST. JAMES~s SQUARE, Feb. 21, l858.~The Queen writes that 
further reflection has only confirmed her in her resolution to 
offer me the task of forming a Government, as being ' at the 
head of the only party which can secure a certain support, 
and which'the country would accept as a substitute for·that 
hitherto in power.' I have, of course, accepted the task; 
and· I think you will agree that I do so, as .regards the Court, 
to ·more advantage th.an if I had at once, and without giving 

'h'er time to weigh the difficulties, under'taken the responsi
bility. I shall be glad to see you as soon as you can come 
down. · · 

Derby, after consulting Disraeli, went through .the form 
·.of seeking outside assistance-an indispensable prelimin
ary which he never omitted on these occasi~ns; but he 

1 Queen Victoria's Lettera, m~morandum by Prince Albert,l!'eb. 21, 1858. 
0 
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did it this .time without any illusions as to the proba
bility of success. ' He fears that he can hardly hope,' 
he wrote to the Queen, 'in the formation ot a Govern
ment, for much extrinsic aid; as almost all-the men of 
eminence in either House· of Parliament are more .or less 
associated with other parties, whose co~operation it would 
be impossible to ob~ain. Lord Derby will not, ho:wever, 
hesitate to make the attempt in any quarters in wliic~ 
he may think he has any chance of success.'1 According 
to Prince Albert?s information, .the move which upset 
Pa1merston's Government had been· ciexterously :P,laniled 
by Graham. But Derby did not think it worth while 
to appeal to him, or to. Russell, who also had taken a 
prominent part ~gainst Ministers. The statesmen ·he 
appr:o~ched were two, Lord Grey and Gladstone, who, 
in theii.' respective Houses, had acted pretty 'steadily 
with the Cons<;Jrvatives for the last three years. · Both 
refused: Grey because all the political friends with· whom 
he. had been connected would be opposed to the new 
Government, Gladstone for a variety of reasons. . ' Alone, 
as !'must be; I could not,' he wrote~ ' render y~u service 
worth your having.' · Further, > ' .- " • 

Those who lament the rupture of. old traditions may well 
desire the reconstitution of· a party; but the reconstitution of 
a party can only be effected, if at. all, by the return of the·· old 
influences to their places, and not by the junction of an 
isolated· person. . The difficulty is even enhanced in my case 
by the fact that in your party, reduced as it is at the present 
moment in numbers, there is a small but ·active and not un
important section who avowedly regard me as the representa
tive of the most dangerous ideas. I should thus,. unfor.
tunately, be to you a source of weakness in the heart of your 
own adherents, while I. should bring you no party ()'r gro~p 
of friends to make up for. their defection or discontent. 2 

. · 

This 'last was surely a. point for Derby . and Disraeli, 
and not for Gladstone,. to consider. -~f they :-were pre
pared to disregard the prejudices of their party, it did • 
n6t 'become. him to allege them as an excuse f6r refusal. 

i Queen Victoria's 'Letters. 2 Morley,'s Gladstone, Bk. IV., ch. 9. . . 
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Moreover, it is clear th~t, if Gladstone had cordially 
accepted the role of a Conservative statesman, his power 
and eloquence would have compelled the admiration and 
respect of the most reluctant partisans. Was the real 
reason of Gladstone's refusal, as Lord Grey believed, that 
he was not offered the leadership of the House of Com-
mons ?1 · 

These were not the only refusals of importance which 
Derpy experienced in his Cabinet-making, and his san
guine lieutenant thought it advisable· at intervals . to 
hearten him to continue his task. 

From Lord Derby. 
· Private. Sunday night, Feb. 21, 1858.-Come and see me 
at ll to-morrow. Things look bad. Grey and Gladstone 
decline2-with friendly letters, but you know what that is 
worth. The objection is to Ellenborough at the War Office; 
There is no difficulty as to Malmesbury. Stanley hesitates, 
and I thinkwill refuse office. He 'had hoped we should not 
have accepted without· a combination.' By the Queen's 
express command I. have written to the Duke of Richmond 
to ask if he would take the War Office. I do not think he 
will, but if he does he saves us. St. Leonards thinks he is 
too old, and declines the Great Seal! If he persists, I have 
asked. the Queen if I may try Pemberton Leigh. He would 
be. an immense card, but he has refused it before. He is, 
however, a true friend, and may accept-the more so, if he 
thinks we are not likely to be long-lived, when he will have 
his peerage for n0thing.& 
. I .am to be with the Queen again at 3 to-morrow, to report 
progress, no progress, or retrograde. I dine at Bernsto:di's 
to-morrow to meet the Duke of Cambridge-and the Aumales I 
How the unconscious foreigners will kotoo ! 

To Lord Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb .. 22, 1858.-I have just heard that 
The Times hfts decided to support you. So much for public 
opinion. 4 • ' 

i See Memoirs of an Ex-Minister, under date March 2, 1858. 
· · ·2 Derby made an unsuccessful offer also to Newcastle. 

a Pemberton .Leigh accE)pted a .peerage (Kingsdown) but declined. the 
Chancellorship, and Thesiger (Lord Chelmsford) was appointed. 

. ., 4 Greville noted on March 3: ' There are symptoms of a disposition on the 
part of The Times to support the' v.ew Government.' · . 
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Delane says we 'shall do much better without Gladstone.' 
~ Assuming that General Peel. does not join, I have .drawn up 
a complete scheme with the resources at our command. It 
.will obtain public respect. · 

There is· really only one sorrow in all this: it draws 'ti:lars 
from my . eyes, · and from_ ·your: heart, I am sure, drops ·of 
blood. What mortifies me most is . .that I feel. he [Stanley] 
is making a great mistake. _, 

From Lord Derby. 

Confidential. · ST. ;JAMEs's SQUARE; Feb. 25, 1858.-Another. 
·hitch! Lytton informed Jolliffe,· at 11 'o'clock last night, 
that he could not face his comity-election! The fact is, he 

· wants to be made a peer, which I will not do for him. If 
he is to .be of any use, it must be• in the H. of qommons. 
They parted ,<?n angry terms. I wish you would come. down 
~ere as soon 'as you conveniently can; unless . you can, . . en 
route,.call on our refractory friend, and get him straight again: 
.I must have his answer at once, Aye or No; and I ·think it 
would :riot be amiss' to hint to him that we are not without 
resources .. · t believe Sir J._ Buller wou,ld'ac'cept, arid would 
fill the office better. than ]",ytton. . . ,, ' -

. ; . ! ·.;· 

To Lord Derby. · · 
• t . \ . . . . . 

GRosvENOR GATE; Thursday [Feb. 25].-Never mind-John 
Manners .. must. have the. Colonies: he, will do"very·.well,i bette£ 
.than Labouchere. I wished him to have it; and,.'indeed; never 
co.ntemplated that Lytton -should- even- have rcbeen in the 
Cabinet had- it not been for our.Chief's too gracious notice _of 
him in J855.1 Sir John Y.,Buller should have J.-M.'s:·place. 

All this, of course, humbly suggested to :the Chief. _, 
. , I shall be,in St. James~s Square in:an hour: '-I think Lytton 
tooimpudent. · · •·. 

At the !list moment. Stanley, ''on the· ~gent. repre
sentation of his colleagues,'· of whom Disraeli was cer·
tainly not the least pressing, 'though Malmesbury, in his 
Me_moirs, claims for himself the credit, consented 'to join 
the Government and take the Colonial Office; arid Man-· 
ners, much to his own satisfaction, resumed his s~at at 
the Board. of· Works, instead of attaib.ing an: unde~ired 
promotion -to _a Secretaryship of State .. ··'··· . · -
·,. ~ In Derb~'s ~peech in the L~rds, explaining his failure to for~-a ·Gove~ 
ment in 1865. · • · .• - ·· 
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The Cabinet, as originally formed, was as follows: 
First Lord of the Treasury 
Lord Chancellor 
Lord President 
Lord Privy Seal 
Home Secretary , . 
Foreign See:retary 
C.olonial Secretary 
War Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
First Lord of the Admiralty 
President of the Board.of Control .. 
President .of the Board of Trade .. 
First Commissioner of W arks 

EARL OF DERBY. 
LoRD CHELMSFORD. 
MARQUIS OF SALISBURY. 
EARL OF HARDWICKE. 
s. H. wALPOLE. 
EARL OF MALMESBURY. 
LORD .STANLEY. 
GENERAL PEEL. 
B. DrsRAELI.· 
SIR J omr P ARINGTON. 
EARL OF ELLENBOROUGH. 
J. W. HENLEY .. 
LORD JoHN MANNERs. 

The Irish government was entrusted to Lord Eglinton 
and·Lord Naas, as in 1852; Fitzroy Kelly was Attorney
General,and Cairns Solicitor-GeneraL Adderley, Sotheron 
Estcourt, and J~ R. Mowbray, filled important offices out-· 
side the Cabinet;· Gathorne Hardy and Lord Carnarvon 
became Under-Secretaries. '·I do not thihk at any time 
the ·secondary appointments were so strong,' Disraeli 

· wrote to Delane. 
'Lord Eglinton, who dined _here,' wrote Disraeli to 

Lennox on 'February 28, 'said ·that the Court had ex
pressed itself -to a high personage (who told him) that 'it 
was" very· ·pleased with the new Cabinet.' 'Somewhat 
better' than''the last Derby Cabinet was the unenthusi" 
astiq phrase' used by the Prince Consort to Stockmar; and 
public opinion ·was in agreement with the Prince in a 
temperate satisfaction: Greville wrote1 that t]le Govern~. 
rtient ·'presents· a more decent-lookirig affair than any.:' 
body expected '; and, after further 'consideration,2 that 
Derby ' has· -brought forward some new. men who have 
a good ·reputation; and may distinguish themselves in . 
Parliament, and show us that we have somethihg to look 

· to,beyond .. the old worn-out materials of· which everybody 
is 'tired. The first 'class· of this· Government is not worse 
than that.' of the last, and the second cl~ss is a great 
deal' better.' In personnel, except in one ··iriStance~ the 

': ·' Feb •. 27. a March 2. 
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Cabinet of '1858 was decidedly stronger than'that of 1852. 
If Chelmsford was a poor exchange for that eminent 
lawyer St. Leonards, Stanley, Ellenborough, and Jonathan 

-Peel brought much more weight and capacity than Herries, 
Lonsdale, and Northumberland, Sta1iley, who was ."in· 
his thirty-second year, was the most promising of the
younger men in Parliament, and Pal~erston had tried in 
vain to capture him, before he was thirty, for his' own 
Cabinet. Ellenborough had been Governor.:General of 
India, and there, and in the House of Lords, had dis
played many brilliant gifts, but not discretion. Jonathan 
Peel, though not'· brilliant, had the family· competence 
and integrity; .and it was felt to be a proof- of Conserva~- · 
tive reunion that Peel's younger brother,- who had·- orice 
challenged Disraeli to a duel in Sir Robert's ·mteiest/ 

-sh-ould si(in Cabinet :with the 'Peel-smashef!'2 
_ .. _ 

It was-well that the Ministry :was stronger in personnel· 
than 'that 'of 1852, for in· Parliament i't held a weaker 
position. Derby had indeed exaggerated when:.he told 
the Queen that the House of_ Commons was :by, two to _.
one against the_ Conservatives;, the proportion· was three· 
to two-a proportion sufficiently.uiisat_isfactory without'·' 
exaggeration~; . Fortunately for them,. the. large· majority 
~f the House, though' of a generally progressive tendency; 
had been . held together only by the -personal tie · of 
?-Ilegiance to Palmerston~: That allegiance -it 'had repudi".- . 

· ated by the recent vote, aJ;J.d it must be a-matter of time 
to restore harmonious )Vorking between the fallen Minister 
on the one.hand, and his jealous rival and recalcitnint 
followers on· the -other,- The divisions ~mong, -their 
opponents, -justified the Conservatives in taking officej 

. but it 'was clear phat.t;hey could not ·ret?>in it unless they 
were prepared to govern in accordance with the dominant 

,progressive- sentiment of the H_ouse of Commons. With 
that. sentiment Disraeli; and tpat section -of ,·the patty' 
w:hich was represented by the Press, agreed'.; and-Derby 
himself, no reactionary, but a Reformer and a·,c.onverted ··· 

1 See p. 777 •. ·:• . 
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Whig, recognised and accepted the necessity of acting in 
harmony with it. The adhesion, at the last mpment, of 
Stanley, a Conservative who was so .nearly a Liberal as 
to have been asked to sit in a Liberal Cabinet, must have 
been obtained by assurances of the progressive basis on 
which the new Administration was formed. He would 
certainly have persisted il\. his refusal if Reform, for 
instance, was to be shelved. 

In truth, there was probably in these years less diver
gence in political opinion between the leading men of 

·. all parties, except, on the extreme wings of Radicals and 
Reactionaries, than at any period of recent· history .. A 

. good receptidn -was therefore accorded . to Derby's 
statement in the Lords, which, while announcing· that 
Walewski's despatch would be answered. and the Con
spiraqy Bill dropped, promised an India Bill for the 
present session, and a Reform Bill for the next. These 

, two Bills, in a .racing simile subsequently employed by 
Palnierston, were ' engagements ' with which the Con
servatives took the Government, and which ' they were 
bound to fulfil <;>r else PILY forfeit.' Apart from deficiency 
in Parliamentary support, the difficulties immediately 
facing the Ministry were serious. Clarendon wrote to< 
Derby: 'We must .not disguise from ourselves, that the 
spirit in France .is very bad against us, and that the 
Emperor may soon think it for his personal and dynastic 
interest to en()ourage that feeling '; and :Earle reported 
to Disraeli from Paris: 'The Emperor thinks it so neces
sary to keep up the idea that all foreign Governments bow 
to his will that he is much annoyed at this check.' ·.It 
would require no little skill to restore satisfactory: rela
tions with' France while denying her request for penal 
legislation. Then the Indian Mutiny was still. unsub
dued, the Chinese War unfinished. The details of the 
India Bill in the present, and of the Reform Bill in the 
future, must be fun . of pitfalls. Fin~ny there.· was • the 
prospect of a large deficiency in thE:) revenue, owing to the· 
expense in India and China on the one hand, and to the . . .. .. ' . . . -
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severe monetary crisis of the autumn, on the>other. · In 
the· actual situation in the House of Commons, the.burden 
of almost all these difficulties· must· fall mainly· on 1its 
Leader. Dis~aeli, however, was undaunted; and with the 
assistance of his clever young friend, Earle, who left,.the 
Pari:{ Embassy to be his priva_te_ secretary, got speedily 
into harness at the Treasury;. · 

In his address to his constituents Disraeli had expressed 
a hope that ' by measures at once firm and conciliatory ' 
the causes of misunderstanding with France might .be 
speedily and entirely removed. In his· speech on the 
hustings he emphasised once more his adhesion to the 

·Anglo-French Alliance. Such an allianee was the essence, 
he maintained, notonly of English, but of ¥i-ench policy. 
It was totally independent of forms of •gqv~rnment, of 
dynasties, and even of the character of the rulers. of 
France .. It did, indeed, happen that the present ruler 
of F,rance was .a man eminently gifted, who exercised a 
gr()at irifluence over events; who was not only a prince, 
h~t a' st\ltesnian; who had riot only. a great knowledge 
of human nature generally, but of English human nature. 
It was to' .the., sagacious and unimpassioned.intelligence 
:of the Emperor' that· Disraeli mainly looked to settle. 
the.difference between the two countries.· The Emperor 
-\\i-(mld !lot' send insulting messages~' lie: would leave them 
.to Counts and Colonels '-'-but he would appeal to, the 
justice"'of the ~:riglish people. The other main topic ·of 

~ Disr.aeli's speech was Reform. Was it decent, honest, 
politic, or honourable, that Reform should be made ' the 
stalking-horse of faction;: that it should be hung up and 
taken 'down according to the;exigencies of a distressed 
Minister; arid that the highest principles of policy should 
be made part of the stock-in-trade by which .a Govern
ment are to shuffle through a disgraceful and discreditable 
existenc~"1' The question' should no longer be trifled 
with. • 
~- Ma~mesbury's despatch to_ Walewski, · though ·hardly 
breathing the fireand eloquertqe of Canning; achieved its 

• 
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purpose; Walewski replied that the Emperor's intentions 
had been misunderstood,. and that the French Govern:
ment would ' place its reliance purely and simply on the 
loyalty of the English people.' Disraeli was :naturally 
anxious to have this. good news· to ·tell .the House of 
Commons on its reassembling.on March 12,after adjourn:
ment. 'The Ides of March .are, approaching,' he had 
written to Rose, ' and I am getting rather nervous.' 
The despatch did not arrive till the very day, an9,, O:Q. 

receipt of a message from Derby, Disraeli, records 
Malmesbury, 'rushed up in such a desperate hurry that 
he nearly·knocked over the messenger, and entered the' 
room in a great state of excitement. When.the despatch 
was produced, his delight was indescribable and amazingly 
deiuonstra~ive, considering the usually phlegmatic manner 
in which he receives news of all kinds.' He went s~raight 
to the House, and announced. in his most impressive 
fashion ·that the . ' painful misconceptions ' between the 
Gov:ernments of France and England had ' entirely ter~ 
minated in a spirit friendly and honourable, and in a 
manner which· will be as satisfactory to the feelings as· it 
will be conducive to the interests and the happiness of 
both nations.' The Opposition, however, had come back 

.in a very hostile frame of mind, and, inst~ad of showing 
gratification at this happy ending of a critical situation, 
at once proceeded to att~ck Ministers for not having, 
immediately on entering office, procured the release of· 
two English engineers who, eight months before, had been 
captured on the Sardinian steamer Cagliari and im~ 
prisoned·bythe Neapolitan Government .. As it happened, 
the Derby~Disraeli Government did manage to obtain, in 
the course of this ~;~pring, ample satisfaction in a matter 
which Palmerston's Government had ·dallied with and 
neglected for more than half a 'year. Within a short 
time, too, t];le French Emperor showed his friendly dis~ 
position by sending Marshal Pelissier, the first soldier of · 
France, to replace, as Ambassador in England, Count 
Persigny, who, though ~ friend to this country, had 
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inflamed the Anglo-French mis~nderstandirtg. Even the 
acquittal by a London jury, amid popular applause, bu"t 
in the teeth'of the clearest evidence, of one Simon Bernard, 
who was tried for murder as an accomplice in Orsini's 
plot, did not di$turb the better relations that had been 
established with France; and the Emperor showed no 
umbrage at the withdrawal of ·the indictment against 
Bernard for conspiracy when the indictment for murder 
had failed. · ... · 

To Lord· Derby. 
Confidential. H~usE.oF CoMMONS, April21, 1858._:_, , . If 

there were the slightest chance of success for the 2nd indict- · 
ment, or it could please or benefit in any degree our ally, I 
should be prepared to makfl any sacrifice o,r forgo any ad~ 

~vantage,. But, on the contrary, ·persistence·,will aggravate 
' the anti-Gallic feeling arid injure our ally;;· .while it would 

damage ·us. · · .. · .... , ·,., .... , · · . · ;•"o:~f' ..... ' ·. '· : 
· Lord Cowley is vet'-y str6hg on tliis head,~too, and mentioned 
this. morning to me that his conviction of the impossibility of 
proceeding was so deci~ed, that he would willingly take upon 
himself the r~sponsibility to the Emperor .of having himself 
personally urged on· us the withdrawal. . . . ·'· 

' The country does not connect our· Government with the 
late trial: it will with the impending one. 

The ·foreign policy of .the new Government had··got •. 
successfully under way; and Disraeli's adioitness turned. 
the balance in ·the Hou.se of Commons, after an unpro
pitious openmg, in favour of Ministers. 

To Queen Victoria. 
HousE OF CoMMONs, March 12, 1858 (Friday).-The Chan

~ cellor of theExchequer, with his humble duty to your Majesty.. 
. ·The Opposition benches very full; the temper not. kind. 

l'hE;l French· announcement, which was quite unexpected, 
elicited cheers, l;mt only. from. the Ministeda1 side, which, he 
confesses·, for a moment almost daunted him. · 

Then came a question about the Oagliari affair; on• which 
the Government had agreed to take a temperate course, in 
deference to their predecessors-but it was not successful.. 
The ill-humour of the House_, diverted for a IliomeJ;J.t by the 
French news, vented itself on this head. ' · · · ' 

What struck the Chancellor of tjl,e Exchequer in the course 
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of the evening most was the absence of all those symptoms 
of 'fair trial,' etc., which have abounded of late injournals 
and in society. . 

Lord John said som~thing; Mr. Gladstone said something; 
but it was not encouraging. 

Nevertheless, in 1852 'fair trial ' observations abounded, 
and the result was not satisfactory; now it may be the reverse. 

The House is wild and capricious at this moment. 
Your Majesty once deigned to say that your Majesty wished 

in these remarks to have the temper of the House placed 
before your Majesty, and to find what your Majesty could not 
meet in newspapers. This is the Chancellor of the Exchequer's 
excuse for these rough notes, written on the field of battle, 

. which he humbly offers to your Majesty. 
. HousE OF COMMONS, March 15,1 1852 (Monday, half-past 
eight o'clock).-. .. This evening was a great contrast to 
Friday~ House very full on both sides. . . . · 

Mr. B. Osborne commenced the general attack, of which he 
had given notice'; but, after five years' silence, his weapons 
were not as bright as of yore. He was answered by the 
Government, and the House, which was very full, became 
much excited. The Ministerial benches were in high spirit. 

The debate that ensued most interesting and sustained. 
Mr. Horsman, with. considerable effect, expressed the 

opinions of that portion of the Liberal party which does not 
wish to disturb the Government. · 
· Lord John Russell vindicated the Reform Bill of 1832 from 
the attacks of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and with 
·great dignity and earnestness. · · 

He was followed by Mr. Drummond on the same subject in 
a telling epigram. Then Lord Palmerston, in reply to the 
charges of Mr. Horsman, mild and graceful, with a sarcastic 
touch. The general impression of the House was very favor- . 
able to the Ministry; all seemed changed; the debate had 
cleared the political atmosphere, and, compared with our 
previous state, w~ felt as if the eclipse2 was over.3 

· 

Disraeli's speech in this debate, modestly disguised .. 
in his letter to the Queen . as an anonymous ' answoc ' 
by the Government, was a brilliant debating effort, 
which began by chaffing Bernal Osborne on his 'wild 
shriek of liberty ' after five years of subordinate· office. 

1 The date is wrongly given in Queen Victoria's Letters as March 22. 
2 Writinu to Mrs. Wiilyams on the following day, Disraeli says:' Nature 

seems to h~ve been relieved by the eclipse, and to-day is quite spring.' 
a. Queen Victoria's Letters. 

L ~ 
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Disraeli stated the position of the Government in a ~few 
geheral ~onis: . · · 

We. represent the Conservative party. We wish to, sup. 
port and maintain the institutions of the country, but we also 
wish to improve them. We believe that the best way to 

. maintain the institutions of the country is to iinprove them. 
when improvement :is· necessary, and therefore we cannot 
permit the hon. gentleman to be such a monopolist of all 
plans. for the amelioration of society as he and his friends, oil 
all occasions, in a manner so greedy and covetous, aspil;e to 
be considered. · · · · . . -~· 

In the speciai instanoe of Reform, which occupied the 
final portion of the speech, 'nobody,, it appears,' Disraeli 
said, ' may poach upon that manor .except the ·Liber~l 
party.' ·The Tory party had accepted the 'gFeat. Reform 

·Act when it was the. law of the land, .~nd ,had supported 
Whig Ministers in resisting attempts to ehlarge it. But 

< ,, ' ' . " 
when 'finality' was given up by the Whigs, the Con-
servatives considered themselves free m the matter: . 
Ru~sell's, Ab(mdeen's, and Palmerston's Governmen'ts 
had been nibbling in a half-hearted: fasllion at Parlia·
mentary Reform for seven years, and. had promised it. jn 
Queen's S.pe~<;:hes; 'a. q:uestioB! .of .this. vast importaric~ 
could no lohger remain unsettled.. ' " ; 

,.. • ~~f !. ·~ ' ---~ ! .. ~ . 

If there is anything m:or.e likely than another to ·poison the 
feelings of the people and ,to alienate their best' sentiments 
from ,the institutions of. the country, it is,·the saspiciolili per

. mitted to. be engendered in. the. public ·mind that schemes .for 
reconstructing those institutions are used by public me:n for 
party purposes. It is impossible that a. questi0n Like that of 

_Parliamentary Reform can be.hung up and ta~en down at the 
convenience. of any statesman, so that when in Opposition he 
is to brandish it in the face of those in office, and when a 
Minister to place it in a rusty scabbard. Under these circum
stances we feel it our duty to consid~r that question, andwe 
shall ·consider it. with earnest determination of endeavourc 
ing: to make a .. settlement of, it that will .be satisfaetory to, the 
sober-minded people of this country. · 

Bernal Osborne had made use of the standing com
plaint ofc.the Liberals, howeversplit up they might be 

. ·, . . ~. 
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among themselves, that the Conservatives had no business 
to be in office, because they had not got a majority. 
Disraeli entirely repudiated the assertion. Where was 
the majority, he asked, and who had it 1 Had Palm&
ston got it 1 If so, why was he sitting on the Opposition 
bench 1 Had Russell got it 1 Why, it w·as only a fort
night ago that Palmerston beat hini , by a majority of 
200. In the absence of proof to the contrary, Dis
raeli was prepared to maintain that the Government 
possessed the ' constitutional confidence ' of the House 
of Commons. 

It was natural that those members of .the Cabinet 
who specially represented the interests of Churchmen 
should be anxious to take advantage of the existence _ 
of a Conservative Government 1:(> settle by some com
promise the veked question of Church rates.1 Both 
Walpole and Pakington had plans; but Stanley, who was 
very unsympathetic, implored Disraeli to put a veto on 
the introduction of any Bill of the kind. Disraeli agreed, 
at least so far as regarded the present session. 

To Sir John Pakington. 
C. OF E., April 3, 1858.-There are plenty of rocks ahead, 

but I don't think.we ought ourselves to sink ships to increase 
the difficulties of our navigation. Depend upon it,· if the 
Angel Gabriel himself were to draw a Church Rate Bill for 
us,.it would never be accepted in this Parliament. ·The more 
Liberal our measures, the less inclined they will be to accept 
them. They will never permit us to poach on their manor, 
and we must postpone our Liberal battue until we have a 
Conservative majority. . . 

India we could not avoid, and whateyer form our legisla
tion had taken, the opposition would have been exactly. the 
same. If we pull through that we shall do wonders, but I 
am convinced our lawmaking this year should be confined as 
much as possibl~ to the Appropriation Act. . . . 

'India we could not avoid.' By the welcome which Par
liament had accorded to the first India Bill in February, 
the authority of the East India Company had been fatally 
undermined; and any Government which succeeded . ., .... ~ 

l See Vol. H., IV., Ch. lQ, 
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Palmerston's niust have given effect to the policy.~thus 
generally accepted. To Disraeli it was a matter of solid_ 
satisfaction to take a leading part in- carrying out that 
transfer of ·authority from the Company- to the· Crown ' 
which, in'advance both of his own party and of his Whig 
opponents/he had seen some years before to be necessary 
and desirable. _-But his first attempt at legislation in ' 
this direction, owing largely to the shortness of time 
available for preparation and to the -over-cleverness of' 
Ellenborough, the Minister in charge of the department, 
was unhappy and unsuccessful. It was on Friday, 
March 26, just a month after the_ completion 'of the 
Ministry, that Disraeli·rose 'to introduce the Government_ 

-~ Bill. Before explaining its terms, he paid an eloquent · 
tribute ofrespect to the Company" for the historic services · 
which it had rep.dered to Great Britain and to India. 
It resembled Venice both in its 'greatness ·and in its fall, 
and like Venice had left ' a legacy· of glory to mankinq/ _ 
· That ·a Cabinet Minister of ·the rank, if not of the 

name, o£ Sec;retary of State, should be_ responsible to 
Parliament and- the Grown for the government of India 
was inevitable, if . the Company was 'l;o be superseded. 
Th~t the Minister sh~uld. be assisted 'by some form or 
Council, to take the place of·the- old Court of-Directors, 
was also generally regarded as ' essential. -- Palmerston 

· in his Bill had proposed a Ci::nincil of eight, nominated · 
by the Crown. Tha-t plan had been denomioed-.as 'len'd:-
ing- itself to party- jobs. Ellenborough'!'l Bill, ·which 
Disraeli introduced, provided for a Council of eighteen, 
half to be nominated by the Crown from among men 
holding special Indian qualifications. The otlier nine 
were to be. chosen_ by popular election at home: four by;
a constituency of persons who had either. seen service 
in India or posseesed financial interests _there; and the 
remain~ng five by the Parliame:p.tary electors of the cities 
of London, Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, and Belfast: 
It 0 was claimed that this fal}tas'l;ic' arrangement woul_d 
give- a deiilocratic -~avour. :to ~he_ Council, and secure its 
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independence of Ministe~s; but the Bill _had a very un
favourable reception in Parliament. The democratic 
provisions were repudiated by the representatives of 
democracy: Bright denounced them as claptrap, and 
earnestly advised Ministers to reconsider them.~ Ellen
borough was, no doubt, the author of these strange pi·o
posals; but to Disraeli, who always himself displayed a 
weakness for fancy franchises, their absurdity would not 
be so patent as to the ordinary member of Parliament: 

· · · . The courtesy of a first reading was accorded to the Bil).; · 
but so general was the condemnation of its provisions, 
eve·n among those independent members of the Liberal 
party who were friendly to Ministers,· that Palmerston 
had great hopes of defeating .it on second reading, and, if 
not of ejecting the Government from office, at least of 
restoring his own Bill, which had been laid aside. When 
Parliament separated for the Easter recess, Ministerial 
prospects were, very gloomy. But -the rivalry between 
the two Whig leaders, which had helped to place Derby 
and Disraeli in office, was still sufficiently active to 
keep them there. Russell was not disposed to .aid 
Palmers ton to return to power; and his patriotism was 
revolted by the idea of making a party matter of the exact 

. form in which the government of India should be' taken 
over and administered by the Crown. A hin,t of what 
was coming was conveyed, probably through Horsroan, 
to Disraeli, who was spending a strenuous Easter in town 
preparing for his Budget, and superintending generally 
the tangled affairs of the Administration . 

. To Lord Derby. 
Most confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, Good Friday, 1858 

[April 2].-Affairs are most critical, and.everybody is out of 
town except myself; tho' I don't know that I should venture 
to speak to anyone except yourself, save Malmesbury and 
Jolliffe. · ·. · 

Ld. Palmerston is making every effort to defeat us on the 
19th April. A condemnatory amendment, on the 2nd read
ing of the Indian Bill, is to be moved by Sir Erskine Perry. 

. The Independent Liberal ~arty, about ninety to a _h~ndred, 
~ ·;--! 

t.:..~~.~ ~. 
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. are: most anxious to prevent the.t}iumph of P.; but they will 
.•. no~ :vote for the· second reading .'Of o,ur Bill: and say .that, so 

--:·gre.at and .various are-the objections to it, that there are cer
tainly no modifications of it" which would influence' any 
pcittioh of them to that course. ' ' . ' •' . 

· ; · ~t: has been· suggested that, to prevent the defeat of the 
GOyernment,. someone on their side should move that both 
Bills be referred to a Select Committef), but then it is urged 
that, the theme is too vast for such a tribunal: then a Com
mittee of the whole House lias·oeen discussed, but it is thought 

·. that a very inefficient and · unsa.tisfactory measure must be 
·the.·result of such a process: finally, it has been suggested that 
. some person of commanding position (I·make no doubt that 
Lord John Russell is meant, and is probably the apthor of 
the suggestion) should move a series of resolutions as to the· 
opinion .of the House. of the principles on which ·a Bill for th¢ · 
government:of India should be framed.· This was done, they 
say, by Uord.Gre~ville. . . . . .. . , . . 
. It may be objected that, in the present instance, the Bills 
are. already introduced: but it is replied that in our case we ' 
have acted in deference to the wish of the House of Commons, 

:and therefOre'the House of Commons can, without any slight to 
us, counsel the Government in th.e co-qrse they should pursu,e; .. 

All this has reached me from the inost authentic quarter~ 
You may rely·· upon its accuracy, as if we Jiad been presel,lt, 
invisible, at the council. ~ · · • · 

. I thought no time should be,lost'i:i:t your deeply·meditating 
~over it. ·,There is.a sincere .and hearty desire, on the part of 

the Independent Liberals, to hinder the restoration of ~.; 
but he is very strong, and his opportunity, .it is vain to con-
ceal it from ,ourselves, is a good one. . . . .. 

i', 

To Mrs.· Bryd<j/;s Willyams. 

DowNING STREET, April 3, 1858.-These are Easter holi
days, but not to me, as the campaign is to be 1!-m;Y, brisk 
when the House of Commons reassembles on the 12th. I 
think, however, we shall ba:ffie the enemy. 

I ha'\l'e got to dine With the Lord Mayor on Easter M:onday
.11 great effort. Itfrightensme more than the Budget, which 
comes on the 16th, or the Indian Bill, which is fixed for 
executimi'"on the Monday following. 
. We:'have.got the two poor English engineers out of the 
jaws and"cellsof the King of Naples: but I fear that will not 

.satisfy John BulL He wants King Bomba to be bombarded. 
Ho~ .terri}.Jle to shellParthenope ! One might as well think · 
of'b()tpl:iarding Torquay I · ·1~· · •. ' · ' ;, · · ' 
... ~~:~1i~~~:.J 
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At the .Easter Mond~y banquet at the Mansion House 
Derby spoke in such a way as to facilitate any friendly 
action which Russell might be disposed to take. He· 
said that the Government courted the co-operation and. 
advice of Parliament and the country; the one thing 
they deprecated was that a question of such overwhelming 
importance for both Great Britain and India ' should be 
made _the sport of political parties or the battlefield of 
rival disputants.' With Disraeli's concurrence, but in· 
his absence owing to some temporary indisposition, the 
Cabinet determined· themselves to hang up the India 
Bill. and proceed by resolution, _on the ground that the 

·objections which had been made were so various and· 
conflicting that it was the better course to submit the 
principles separately and in detail to Parliament, rather 
than to take a vote on the whole. This decision was to 
be announced on the following Monday to the House 
at its reassembling; and Disraeli, who was convalescent, 
spent the. intervening week-end as Her Majesty's guest 
at Windsor. . 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 
WINDSOR CASTLE; April 11, 1858.-A pretty good night, 

and, generally speaking, rather better. 
I sat between Lady Hardwicke and Lady Elizabeth at 

. dinner, taking in Lady Hardwicke. The D' Au males also here, 
and Lord Sandwich; I think that is all staying .. The neigh· 
hours, however, dined, in the shape of the Duchess of Kent, 
the Van de Weyers, Sir W. Codrington. · 

The Queen very gracious, and seemed very much pleased 
that I had brought the Budget down for the Prince. II.R.H. 
himself talked to me a great deal, and said he was sorry to 
hear that I had been unwell, and had not been able to attend 
the Cabinet. Lady Churchill in waiting. The Due d'Aumale 
asked very much after you.1 

I am now going to Chapel. 

Disraeli described with great humour, in his report. 
to the Queen, the scene in the House on the following: 

1 Writing next day to Mrs. Willyams, Disraeli said: 'Perhaps better con: 
versation cannot be had than that afforded by the two Princes, the Prince 
Consort and the ])uc d'Aumale--:the two most ricbly cultivated minds 1 
ever niet, and men, ·too, of great a,llilities.' · ·. · \ · 

J~ ; 

~ i.:.~~ ~- ' ~ 
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day, when Russell'.s interventio~ enabled th~· Govern
ment to pose as following, in deference to the advice of 
so. respected a statesman and :to the general' opinion' of 
Parliament, a colirse which ~hey had already resolved to· · 
take:'on their own motion, fu avoid ·certain 'defeat .. 

To Queen Victoria. 

. HousE OF CoMMONS, Aprill2, 1858 (Monday night).-The 
·cha.ncellor of .the Exchequer with his .humble duty to yo11r 
Majesty. ·~ · . ' . . 
~ House reassembled-full. Chancellor of Exchequer much 

embarrassed with impending statement, on 'the part of your 
Majesty's servants; that. they intended to propose Resolu" 
tions on the Government of India, instead of at once pro- · 
ceeding with their Bill. 

Received, 'five minutes before he took his seat, confidential 
information'.that.Lord John Russell, wishl.ng to defeat the·· 
prospects of Lord Palmerston, and himself to occupy ·a great · 
mediatory position, intended himself to propose 'the mezzo- . 
termine of Resolutions ! . , , 

Chancellor of Exchequer felt it was impossible, aft'er having 
himself introduced a Bill, to interfere with the Resolutions of 
an independent member, and one so W!3ighty ·and. distin
guished: therefore confined his announcements to the Budget 
on Monday week, and consequent postponement· of India. 
Bill. . ~ . . . . . , . . 

·Soon after Lord John :rose and opened the case, in a spirit 
most calm and conciliatory to the House and to your Majesty's 
Government . 

. . . The Chancellor of Exchequer responded, but with delicacy,-. 
not wishing rudely to deprive Lord John of his position in the 
matter, deeming it arrogant; but the real. Opposition, ex
tremely annoyed at all that was occurring, wishing,· at the 
same time, to deprive Lord John of the media~ory position, 
and to .embarrass your Majesty's Govern~ent with the task 
and -responsibility of preparing and introducing the. x:esolu
tions, . insisted upon Government undertaking the task .. As 
the Chancellor of Exchequer had the sketch of the Resolutions 

'in his box, thiswas amusing; he undertook the responsibility, 
j;hus urged, and almost menaced; Lord John, though greatly . 

~ . mortified. at. not bringing in the Resolutions himself, for it if! 
,:since kntwn they were prepared, entirely and justly acquits 

· . Chancellor of Exchequer of any arrogance and intrusion, and 
· tlie affair. concludes in a manner dignified and more than 
promising: It is now generally supposed that, after the 

~-~~~~~~:: 
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various Resolutions have been discussed and passed, the Bln 
of your Majesty's servants, modified and reconstructed, will 
pass into a law. 

The Chancellor of Exchequer will have a copy of the Resolu
lutions, though at present in a crude form, made and for
warded to your Majesty, that they may be considered by 
your Majesty and His Royal Highness. Chancellor of Ex
chequer will mention this to Lord Derby, through whom they 
ought to reach your Majesty. 

After this unexpected and interesting scene, because it 
showed, in its progress, a marked discordance between Lord 
John and Lord Palmerston, not concealed by the latter chief, 
and strongly evinced by some of his principal followers-for 

·example, Sir C. Wood, Mr. Hall, Mr. Bouverie-the House went 
i:p.to Committee on the Navy Estimates, which Sir J. Paking
ton introduced in a speech, lucid, spirited, and comprehensive. 
The feeling of the House as to the maintenance of the navy 
was good.1 

If Disraeli was indebted to Russell for extricating him 
without serious damage from his troubles over Ellen
borough's Bill, he surmounted his financial difficulties 
by his native genius. He was faced, as the figures of his 
Budget, opened on April 19, showed, by a deficit of 
four millions, due partly to additional naval and military 
expenditure, and partly to the obligation to pay off 

-during the year three and a half millions of war debt. 
The deficit was calculated on the assumption that the 
rate of income tax was to fall, as arranged in 1853, to 5d. 
Disraeli. had adopted in the previous year, as the basis 
of his financial policy, the carrying into effect of 
Gladstone's original proposals, which involved the ex
tinction of the income tax in 1860. From that .stand
point he· had criticised, side by side with Gladstone, 
Cornewall. Lewis's Budget of 1857. That standpoint· 
he maintained now, and thereby secured Gla(Jstone's 
powerful support. He would not say that 'a solemn 
compact,' independent of all circumstances and events, 
was concluded with Parliam(')rit in 1853. But there 
were 'arrangements cordially entered· into,. ·and in 
the same spirit understood, and which the country 

1 Queen Victoria's Letters • . 
I. 49* 
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expected would be religiously fulfilled if the interposition 
of extraordinary circumstances did not render their 
fulfilment impossible.' The Crimean War had suspended~ 
the· arrangements, but they ought to .~e resumed now. • 
In Northcote's words, 'it was not 'merely a question 
whether a certain amount of t~xation'should be'levied, 
but whether a certain tax, which the p~blic.wished to put 
an end to, should be continued or not. It was the critical 
moment for deciding whether the scheme of 1853 should' 
or should not be carried into effect.'1 Disraeli maintained 
that the income tax should not form a permanent feature'1 

of our finance. - . :' 
"', •••• 1' " 

. ~ ' 1::' 

The feeling of the community generally of the inequality, 
of the injustice, and of the odious. nature of this tax, has 
unfortunately been sanctioned and concurred in by all those 
statesmen who have felt the .necessity of levying it; .and it 
has been possible to maintain it for any considerable time, 
or to adopt it as a permanent feature of our financial system, 
'without great acerbity of feeling and much violent co:p.troversy 
being excited as t9 its character and its incidence. 

But, if the arrangement providing for the eveKi'ual 
abolition of the income tax·was to be G~rried into effect, 
there was no way of meeting the defiCit sa:ve by post
poning the redemption of debt. 'The choice lay betwe~n~ 
the extinction of the debt,' as Northcot_e says, 'and the 
extinction of the income tax.' Disraeli iwcordingly, on 
the plea that ~he expensive warlike operations in: progress 

·in China· precluded the year from being treated as one 
_of peace, postponed the obligation to pay off £3,500,000 
of debt, and thus reduced his deficit to half ·a million. 
For this he provided by raising the duty on Irish spirits· 
to the English and Scottish level. He playfully depre-. 
cated trish opposition to this inc;rease of taxation. · 

At this moment, the only differential duty that remains 
between Ireland and Great Britain is the differential duty on 
spirits. I am sure that my Irish friend('!, who are always 
demanding justice for Ireland, arid who define that justice to 
consist -in an identity o~ institutions, of rights and of duties, 

. 1 Twenty Years of F·itfancial Policy, p. 339. 
~i'-
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cannot on reflection consider ~he position in which they are 
placed by this differential duty on spirits with any other but 

. feelings of indignant humiliation. I remember once, when I 
wa.s at Bristol, a ship came in from Ireland, and, to my great 

.. surprise, I saw it boarded instantly-by Custom-house officers, 
and the crew treated just the same as a parcel of foreigners. 
All this was to see if there were any Irish spirits in the hold, 
which, if they had come in undetected, would have paid a 
duty of 6s. 2d. instead of _8s. Was that a position for high
spirited Irishmen to be placed in 1 How much better will it 
be for the Irish to have the command of the English market, 
and not only of the English, but of the British market; how 
much better for them to enter into active competiHon with 
English and with Scotch spirits, and, instead of confining 
themselves to the supply of a mere provincial demand, to be 
entitled to pour in their admirable products, which I am told 
the French now prefer even to their own brandy; how much 
better for them to pour their spirits into this country, and 
through this country into the Continent, and thus give a 
great stimulus to trade ! , 

Finally, to obtain a small surplus, Disraeli imposed a 
,penny stamp on bankers~ cheques, and thereby secured 
forlthe public purse a steadily expanding revenue, which, 
however, for the coming year he only estimated at 
£300,000. 

' The Budget has had a complete success,' Disraeli 
wrote that evening to the Queen; ' indeed, he may say it 
has met with universal approbation.'' The verdict of the 
first night was confirmed on reflection; it was felt that. 
Ministers were keeping faith with the nation about the 
income tax; and Cornewall Lewis's criticisms in a subse
quent debarte were answered by Gladstone, who protested. 
strongly against the idea of treating the income tax as 
_part of the permanent revenue of the country. 'It did 
' more than any other tax to demoralise and oorn1pt the 
people,' andithindered' effective.andextensiveeconomy.' 
But though this Budget was successful, while the Decem
ber Budget of 1852 failed, Disraeli was better advised 
when accepting in 1852 the income tax as a necessary 
part of a Free Trade Budget and endeavouring to :rnitigate 
its anomalies and injustices;, than when vainly striving in 
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1858 to secure its ultimate extinction at a time of rising 
p~blic expenditure,1 and while the nations of Europe 
were steadily arming. Bright said truly in orie of the 
debates that, with Parliamentary Reform imminent, 
'your property tax~ which you are ,assisting the Chan
cellor' of the Exchequer to throw over, will come back· 
to you, and come back in-increased proportion.' Disraeli 
secured the support of Gladstone for the moment; but: 
Gladstone nevertheless joined the Liberal Government 
formed on Disraeli;s fall, and as Chancellor of the Ex~ 
chequer disregarded altogether in 1860 his own arrange.;" 
ment by which the income tax was to come that year 
to. an end, Disraeli had shrewdly prophesied in 185'3 
that the income tax would never be abolished ;2 all his 
strenuous efforts in 1857 and 1858 were of no avail to 
avert the fulfilment of his prophecy. The Budget of 
1858 was adroitly composed to pass a House of Commons 
resting on · the middle class,· and containing a large 
majority against Ministers, but it h'as. little claim' "to 
remembrance save for the admirably dev,ised plan of 
taxing cheques. The Budget of December, 1852, had the 
higher,rnerit of laying down.principles which subsequent 
Chancellors have been compelled to follow.3 

. . · 

. Disraeli was apparently contented. He w1;o~e· to Mrs~ .. 
Willyams .. on April 24: 'The:' Budget is.said to be the~ 
.most successful for a quarter of a century. There is to 
be some warm fighting .about India, but no one think~ 
now there is any chance of disturbing the Government. 

· I never went through two such months.' But neither 
his friends. nor his foes were content. The accommoda
tions inevitable for a Government in a minority -irritated 
both sides. Malmesbury noted in his diary on April28 :· 
'Our party, I am sorry to say, are, or pretend to be, 
offended with Disraeli. '!'hey, of course, ought to know' 
that we are in a minority, _and can neither help it nor 
disguise the fact.' Greville gives us the Opposition view. 

1 Over £10,000,000 more than in 1852. 
1 See p. 1323. 3 See III., Ch. 12. 
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On April 24 he wrote: ' There is no example of any 
Government consenting to hold office on terms so humilia
ting, and to such a powerless existence. They dare not 
originate anything, and they submit to everything that 
anybody proposes or suggests, having seemingly no 
object but that of currying favour and avoiding to give 
offence.' 

The Indian Resolutions drafted by the Government 
were general in terms, but so far agreed with the principles 
of Ellenborough's Bill that they provided that the Council 
should be partly nominated and partly elected; and 
Disraeli, in debate, dwelt on the importance, if this was 
to be a real Copncil with real power, of introducing the 
elective principle. On going into Committee an obstruc
tiv~ motion was made from the Liberal benches to post
pone legislation till the next year; but it was ill received, 
Palmerston hastened to disclaim it, and it was negatived' 
by an enormous majority. The principal speaker for the 
Government in the debate was Stanley, and his success 
was a source of special gratification to his political tutor. 

To Lord Derby. 

HousE OF CoMMONS, April 30, 1858.-It will make you 
happy to hear that Stanley has greatly distinguished himself: 

.indeed, I hardly know a Parliamentary effort that, both on 
the House and his own party, ever produced a·better effect. 
And quite.unstudied; it occurred.to me that it would be wise 
that he should rise after Palmn. instead of myself. I thought 
it was a great occasion, and that he might be equal to it. He 
WAS. 

I never was so nervous in my life, and I never was so 
pleased. Except yourself, I don't know anyone who is so 
content. 

It is difficult to convey to you the feeling of the par.ty; it is 
really enthusiastic. ·· 

From Lord Derby. · 
Secret. ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, Friday night [April 30].

You cannot doubt but that the report which you were kind 
enough to send me to-night of Stanley's success was in every 
sense, private and political, most gratifying to my feelings; 
and if the fact itself, which i~ announces, created such feelings, 
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they were not diminished by the very kind and sympathising 
· feeling with which you conveyed to ine your impression of the 

effect which he had produced. . · · 
But as it occurs everywhere, and has done in all times, that 

one agreeable intimation is generally balanced by some
1
thing 

quite the reverse-' medioque in fonte leporum Surgit amari 
aliquid '-I am compelled, at a moment when I should least 
wish to say anything unpleasant. to you; to can· your atten~' 
tion to a notice which I see to-day in the Votes of the House 

": of Commons. Lord Ellenborough, in the House of Lords, 
first pointed out to me, frrrm a newspape.r, a very material 
alteration, of which public notice had been given by yourself 
as Chancellor of the Excliequer, in the Resolutions intended 
to be proposed by the Government on the India qvestion. · 
I doubted at first the accuracy of Lord Ellenborough's in
formation·; and even when I returned ·home, and saw in the 
evening papers the proposed amendments, 'I concluded that, 
they proceeded from Ld. J. Russell or an opponent, or an 
independent member of the House. But, on looking to ·the 
Votes; I am compelled to come to the conclusion that the 
amendments are your own; and, being your own; are pre
sented to the House as the more mature .result of the refhlCc· 
tions of the Cabinet of which you are 'ajand in the' Hou'se of 
Commons the) leading member. In that~positiop. you have 
a great latitude allowed to you, in 'Yhich all your colleagues 
would acquiesce, and which no one would be more decided 
than ll,lyself in supporting. · · '· ·.· • . 

But'the Indian Resolutions, as you must be aware, are no 
ordinary question. Their. substance, and their very phrase
ology, WE:Jre carefully cons~dered, and decided on, by the 
Cabinet. This being the case, I cannot but think~ that not 
the slightest deviation fro111 those. Resolutions ought .. ~o have 
been .adopted, even verbally, w1thout the consent of. the 
Cabinet. That which I laboured to-day to impress upon the 
minds of the party, and that without which we can:iwt go on, 
is perseverance in our intentions once announced; and:though, 
on matters immediately in discussion, it may be justifiable in 
the Leader of the House of Commons to ·act upon his own 
discretion, and recede from a position intended to have been 
maintained, in face of a formidable opposition, these 'con
siderations do not ~pply to an alteration, made without any 
external pressure, of a measure which had previously .received 
the fullest consideration of the Cabinet. · · 

Such, I deeply regret to say, appears to me to have been 
the effect of the amendments placed by you on the papers of 
the House of Commons, on tl?.e Cabinet Resolutions previously 
announced. · The amendments are not verbal, nor technical. . . ' 
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They affect vitally the constitution of the Council, and the 
position of the Minister of the Crown---:so vitally that Lord 
Ellenborough declares, and in my opinion justly, that no man 
who had ever had experience of the working of the India 
Board woul"d consent to serve under such restrictions. The 
question whether the Minister should or should not be Secre
tary of State was discussed in Cabinet, submitted to, and 
approved by, the Queen. The Amendment, by being an 
amendment brought forward by .the Government, virtually , 
abandons this position; but it does more. Whereas our main 
principle was that the Secretary of State (whether so called 
or not) should exercise an absolute authority, his Council 
being only advisers, your amendment alters the whole form 
of the arrangement, and subjects him to the acquiescence, 
certified by signature, of three members of the Council. Lord 
Ellenborough plainly declares that, under such ·conditions, 
neither he, nor any inan who knows anything of the affairs 
of India, would hold office for a moment. I name this, to 
show the practical effect of such a notice of amendment as 
you have apparently given. That I should have to say only 
apparently is the strongest opinion I could pass upon it. We 
have a Cabinet at 2 to-morrow, at which this question must 
be raised. Will you call on me in Downing Street at 1.30 1 
This subject cannot ·be avoided; and I should be glad, by 
previous communication with you, to make as easy as pos
sible the explanations which must follow, and the determina
tion which must be taken as to ulterior proceedings in Parlia
ment. I own I do not see how your proposed amendments 
can be justified to Parliament, and still less how their announce
ment to Parliament can be justified to your colleagues. 

I need hardly say how sincerely I regret the first important 
difference b~tween us as to the conduct of public business; 
and more especially on an occasion 'when every feeling on my 
part would have led me to wish that nothing should interfere 
with ari entire and perfect sympathy between us, personally 
andpolitically, in reference to public affairs. 

;,' ' 

This letter illustrates the difficulties under which 
busin~ss is carried on in the House of Commons when its· 
leader. hf!>S not the authority of Prime Minister, and it 
says rimch for the good feeling of both Derby and Disraeli 
that this is the only serious remonstrance of the kind 
in their whole correspondence. No judgment can fairly 
be passed on the actual points in dispute without 
knowing Disraeli's expl~nation, which was no doubt 
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· given verbally; but it may be said that Derby perhaps 
hardly makes sufficient allowance for a leader of the 
House of Commons in a permanent minority, ''Yith a . 
constant necessity of humouring :the majority on. the 
details of legislation. · .,, ' 
· The Whigs by the end of April had become, as Greville 
has told us, very impatient o( the existence of a Tory 

·· . Governm.ent; and what they thought a favourable occa
sion for a combined onslaught was afforded by a glaring 
indiscretion committed by· Ellenborough. Early in M_ay 
.there was published in England a draft proclamation 
issued by Canning, the Governor-General, after. the fall . 
of Lucknow, to the chiefs and inhabitants of Oude. It 
stated that those of the inhabitants who remained sted
fast during the.Mutiny would be rewarded, and accord
ingly that six landowners of Oude, who were· harned, 
would be regarded henceforward as the sole hereditary 
proprietors of the lands which they held when the province 
became British; but that, with these exceptions, the 
proprietary right in the soil was confiscated to the British 
Government, which would dispose o£ 'that riglit as might 
seem fitting~ To those who immediately surrendered, 
their lives and houses. were guaranteed, provided their 

. hands were unstained by British· blood; but as to any 
further indulgence, they must throw themselves upon the. 
justice and mercy of the British Government. This read . 
lik~ a harsh policy of general confiscation, though Can
ning's intention, it afterwards appeared, was· to strike. 

· only at the chiefs and secure the farmers in the perma~ 
nent tenure of the land. Ellenborough and the Govern
ment, taking the words in their natural meaning, thought 
that c~nning had been won over to the vindictive ·-policy 
which was widely advocated both in India and in England, 
and which had been expressly disavowed and disapproved 
by Disraeli in the previous autumn. Ellenborough at 
once forwarded a despatch to the Governor-General, 
condemning in strong terms _the Oude proclamation. 
This was the most important passage. · · 

. . . 
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Other conquerors, when they have succeeded in overcoming 
resistance, have excepted a few persons as still deserving of 
punishment, but have, with a generous policy, extended their 
clemency to the great body of the people. You have acted 
upon a different principle: you have reserved a few as de
serving of special favour, and you have struck, with what 
they feel as the severest of punishments, the mass of the 
inhabitants of the country. We cannot but think that the 
precedents from which you have departed will appear to have 
been conceived in a spirit of wisdom superior to that which 
appears in the precedent you have made. We desire that 
you will mitigate, in practice, the stringent severity of the 
decree of confiscation you have issued against the landowners 
of Oude. We desire to see British authority in India rest 
upon the willing obedience of a contented people. There 
cannot be contentment where there is general confiscation. 

The despatch was never submitted for approval either 
to the Queen or to the Cabinet, though it was read and 
approved informally by leading Ministers-among them 
by Disraeli. 

Lord Ellenborough to Lord Derby. 
EATON SQUARE, May 13, 1858.-... I took to the Cabinet · 

on the 17th [April] the abstract of secret letters containing 
the proclamation and the letter which accompanied it. I 
showed the passage containing the confiscation to you, Dis
raeli, and others, by the fire. I wrote the letter early on the 
18th, and you saw it and approved of it, saying' it was very 
proper, and not .too strong for the occasion.' ·Either on that 
,evening or on the following morning Disraeli read it, Sir John 
Pakingt.on, and Lord John Manners-no others. 

I took it to the Cabinet on the 24th, but other business 
occupied all the time, and prevented my having the opinion 
of the Cabinet about it. . . . , · , 

The sentiments of Ellenborough's despatch were 
admirable, but the tone in which it· was written was 
hardly one ·in which it became the responsible Minister 
at home to address a great Imperial officer upholding the 
honour of his country in circumstances of the utmost 
difficulty and danger. So long, however, as the terms 
were not published, the rebuke would not be ·known, 
either in England or-what was of more importance-in 
India. But Ellenboroug~'s vanity would not be satisfied 
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·without publication;· he sent copies immediat~ly, on his 
own account, to Granville, 'the leader of the Opposition 
in the Lords~ and to Bright, the principal Radic~l 'critic 
of Indian ·Government. Publication was now inevitable, 
and, when the papers were presented, Disraeli,' acting 
with loyalty to a colleague and in harmony· with his 
autumn deprecations of vindictiveness, declared that the 
Gov:ernment cond~mned the Otide proclamation ' in 
every sense.' . . 

Ellenborough's inoonsiderate treatment of Canning 
was deeply resente<J by public opinion. Notices of 
censure were given in both Houses, and the fall of the 
Govern~ent appea~d to be imminent. Ellenborough, 
however, who was solely responsible for the publica- . 
tion, sacrificed himself,·· as Russell had in the summer 
of 1855,1 to save his colleagues. But the Liberal Oppo
sition in 1858 did not -imitate the prudenoe anq. mag~ 
nanirriity of the Conservative Opposition in 1855, and 
abandon their attack when the offending Minister had 

· resigned .. The opportunity appeared to be too good; 
Palmerston and Russell were temporarily agreed; ~arty, 
if not all, of Canning's, fellow-Peelites were, expected 
to vote for a resolution of censure to be proposed' by 
one of themselves, Cardwell. 'The line of at't~ck,'. 

wrote Lennox to Disraeli, 'is . · .. to give no opinion 
upon proclamation, but to assert that, be -that ever so 
bad, the despatch should not have been written.' On 

·this line Lord Shaftesbuiy moved a vote of censure 
in the Lords on May 14. The eminent philanthropist 
disclaimed party feeling, from· which indeed he ~was 
conspicuously free. But ·he was intimately associated 
with P&lmerston, who was· the moving spirit of this 
attack, a fact of which Derby reminded him. The 
Government were saved in the Lords by a majority of 
nine; but, of course, the critical d!3bate was that in the 
Commons, begun on the same night, and continued, with 
intervals, for a week.2 Cardwell, the mover, was answered 

1 See above, p. 1412. 2 May 14, 17, 20, and 2i. 
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by Cairns, the Solicitor-General, who laid that night the 
foundation of his great Parliamentary reputation. Rus
sell severely censured Ministers for having. written to 
Canning in a manner totally unbecoming the Government 
of a great Empire. But that, after all; was only one of 
the questions at issue, and was largely disposed of by 
Ellenborough's resignation .. The Opposition were natu
rally shy of identifying themselves with a policy of con
fiscation as opposed to clemency, and it became more 
and more evident, as the debate proceeded, that the 
real issue was whether the House of Commons was dis
posed to eject the Conservatives and restore Palmerston 
to office. 

The peril of the occasion stimulated all Disraeli;s re
markable powers of political and Parliamentary manage
ment. 

To Lord Derby. 

[May 14, 1858]. Cairns has made one of the greatest 
speeches since I have been in Parliament: perhaps, all things 
considered, the occasion, character of the man, etc., the 
greatest. He has completely destroyed the whole case. 
Cardwell a failure. 

No news as to numbers. 
GRoSVENOR GATE, May 16, 1858.-I have quite made up 

my mind to continue the debate till Friday, and have ample 
resources for that end. I do not see how the Opposition can 
press for the close of the debate, or shrink from maintaining 
the indictment which they have preferred against us. When 
the fate of a Government, or perhaps a Parliament, is in the 
balan,ce, a week's debate is not unreasonable-especially as 
we shall not be under the necessity of spinning out; having 
sufficient of first-rate men on the subject from the Govern-
ment, Gladstonians, and Gibsonites. . 

Hamilton has ascertained about the .financial portion of 
the dissolution question. One vote in supply is necessary. 
I regret this, but it could not be refused. On Friday next, I 
would at the commencement adjourn the House until Friday, 
the 28th, as a matter of course, 1 so that if we be in a .minority 
the necessary time for deliberation will have been already 
prepared. But I am assured that we ought not to lose, and 
tl;le only thing that makes the result doubtful is the general 

1 Sunday,_ May .23, was Whitsunday. 
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incredulity as to dissolution. Palinerston, I am informed, 
did all but pledge himself at hi> meeting that he knew frop1 
high authority that dissolution would not be permitted. 
This has worked greatly. · 

I hear the Peelites, with the exception of Gladstone, are all 
wrong. Sir J. Johnstone consulted Graham yesterday as _to 
his c·ourse, and G. said, for his part, he thought he should not 
vote; Sidney Herbert, it is now· credibly said, against us, after 
'much doubt. Robert Clinton, on whom we counted, to-day 
against us-and so on. Elcho·against, etc. 

Depend upon it, i£ you open the pourp'arlers with Aberdeen, 
as we arranged yesterday, all these materials now hesitating 
and hostile might be fused and appropriated. They want the 
word of command from their Director-General. Pray think 
of this: I even ,hope you have already done something in this 
respect. _ . 

Nothing must be spared. Active as are the exertions of 
the enemy, I hope our efforts are not less energetic. But !tis 
a great stake; for if they are beaten, it will really he the 
greatest Parliamentary discomfiture since the rout of Lord 
North and Fox, and perhaps in the present temper .of the 
country might lay the foundation of as permanent results. 

The prospect of dissolution was -likely to have a very 
potent effect on the division. Palmerston was well 
informed. On May 11 the Queen had refused to allow 
Derby to make use of any threat of that kind: But 
Her Majesty; in view of the certainty that Derby would 
broach the question again, took the opinion of an elder 
statesman, Aberdeen; who, while approving her refusal 
to allow dissolution to be threatened, at the saine time 
counselled her that it would be constitutional, if her 
Minister advised her to dissolve, to accept his advice. 
Accordingly, on Sunday, May 16, the day of Disraeli's 
letter quoted above, the Queen, in the Prince Consort's 
words, .' allowed him [Lord Derby J to know that a dis
solution would not be refused _to him, and trusted that 
her honour would be safe in his hands as to the use he 
made of that knowledge. '1 The use made of the know
ledge is showri in two notes which Disraeli sent in the 
next couple of days to Graham, who, influenced perhaps 

1 Queen Victoria'.a Lettera, under ~ates May 11, 15, and 16. · 
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by Aberdeen, had now definitely made up his mind to 
support Ministers, and a speech by whom in that sense 
would determine many votes. 

To Sir James. Graham. 
Confidential. May 17, 1858.-What might be said is that 

Lord Derby has not the slightest doubt of his power of dis
solving. 

May 18.-The division, I apprehend, will be close, and I 
am assured is still doubtful. The question of dissolution 
would decide the result. It is impossible for any of us to 
intimate it, but-if. indeed I might presume to make such a 
suggestion-were a personage of your great authority, in the 
course of the debate,· to announce that it would be scarcely 
possible, if the Government were defeated, not to appeal to 
the country, the,effect might be conclusive.1 

It was a memorable debate, and Sir Willian Fraser 
has given a spirited account of it, and of the passions 
generated both in society and in the House. 

Ross, who for fifty years was the sagacious and excellent 
head-reporter of The T~mes, told me that, from beginning to 
end, there was not, in his judgment, one bad speech delivered. 
I was astonished to find what brilliant powers of argument 
and of elocution the House then held. The brain of every 
man of capacity was, of course, stimulated to the highest 
degree: and the result was a' series of scenes that no one who 
took part in.them, or witnessed them, will ever forget .... 

Ihave never seen anything approaching the personal feel
ing and resentment which was shown during this debate, not 
only in the House, but in society. Wherever you went, 
nothing else was spoken of. Language almost transgressing 
the borders of decency was used, and it seemed at one time 
as if men would have come to blows. The Derby2 inter
vened: this breathing-space gave a little time to cool: but the 
fury was renewed afterwards: nothing like it has occurred 
since.3 • • • No one can form the least idea, from lo~king at 
Hansard, of what took place. The cheering, groaning, laugh
ing, were beyond belief. We considered ourselves justified in 

1 Parker's Graham, Vol. II., p. 343. 
2 Wednesday, May 19. Lord Derby's Toxophilite was first favourite, but 

was beaten by Beadsman. Derby therefore missed the good fortune, which 
attended Lord Rosebery in 1894 and 1895, of winning the great race when 
Prime Minister. 

s Published in 1891. 
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using inarticulate means of rendering the .eloquenc~ of the 
other side nugatory. . . . When I say that we absolutely 
·demolished a man of such consummate effrontery as 'Bethell, 
ex-Attorney-General, and later Lord Chancellor, any reader 
who remembers him will wonder at our prowess. 1 

· 

We can picture the sphinx-like figure of the le~der 
of the House, watching with impassive face the battle 
surging round him day by day, never missing any indica
tion ·of the movement of opinion and the dispqsition of 
parties, and waiting for . the exact moment to intervene 
with e:ftect in person. In the early part of the ·week; 
in ·spite of a speech by Roebuck in ~heir favour, the tide 
was still running strongly against Ministers; and Disraeli 
thought it wise to intimate his readiness to accep't an 

- amendment suggested by the Radical, Dillwyn, expressing 
approbation of Canning's conduct down to the prciclama-, 
tion, and declining to· express any opinion on the procla~ 
mation itself without further information. ' It seems to 
:r:ne,' wrote his colleague Pakington to the Prime Minister, 
' to be a descent, pe1· saltum; from the highest ground on 
which a 'Government could stand to the lowest that a 
Government could condescend to occupy.' OJ?. the 

. Thursday the tide began to turn in favour of Minister~. 
Paimerston was driven to read out in the House of 
Commons letters on Indian business sent' by Canning 
to Vernon Smith; Ellenborough's predecessor at theBoard 
of Control, and received after the change of Govern
ment; letters which, by all· the rules of courtesy and 
frankness governing the relation of outgoing and inc 
coming Ministers, should have been, but were not, 
passed on to Ellenborough, and which would have put a 
rather slifferent complexion on Canning's policy and 
would probably have prevented the Minister from .ex" 
pressing a hasty opinion. Then the news came by mail 
that Sir James Outram, the distinguished Commissioner 
of Oude, had protested against the draft proclamation 
as too severe, and had prevailed on Cainiing .to modify it. 

· 1 Sir W. Fra~er's ·nismeli and his Day, pp. 252'2_54 • . 
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It began, more.over, to be generally understood that, if 
Ministers were defeated, the Queen would allow Derby 
to dissolve-a prospect very displeasing, as Parliament 
had been elected only twelve months before. The effect 
of all these considerations was heightened by two speeches 
in that night's debate. Bright treated the motion as a 
desperate party effort, and said that, if the question was 
between hurting Canning's feelings and sanctioning this 
proclamation, he could not hesitate. Graham announced 
the refusal of Aberdeen, now that the honour of his friend 
Canning was vindicated by Ellenborough's withdrawal, 
to take part in a faction fight. Graham's own conclusion 
was that the proclamation was wrong, and Ellenborough's 
despatch substantially right; that the error of the pro
clamat.ion was in its essence, the error of the despatch 
in its form. A vehement party attack on Ministers by 
Bethell did not rehabilitate the case of the Opposition. 

Fraser gives us a pleasant anecdote about Disraeli after 
this night's debate. 

I was returning at a little past midnight from a party at 
the west end of Piccadilly. By the dead wall1 between the 
gates of Devonshire House I met Disraeli, arm-in-arm with 

. Sir William Jolliffe, then Secretary of the Treasury, and 
manager for the party. Disraeli said: 'Where have you 
been ~' I replied: ' To Baron Rothschild's.' The street was 
empty, and a bright moon was shining. Disraeli said: 
'What does the Baron say about it~ He knows most things!' 
I replied: 'There was a great crowd, and I did not see him. 
You need have no anxiety; the motion will not be put from 
the Chair.' I shall' never forget Disraeli's look of blank 
astonishment: his face was quite clear in the moonlight. He 
was silent; after half a minute had passed, he said: ' Good
night!' I answered: 'Good-night; dormez bien!' 

'I shall never forget that night,' said Disraeii many 
years afterwards to Fraser. 'I believed that we were. 
smashed. At the moment you met us I was arrangil1g 
with Jolliffe the details of our going ouj;. I had no more 
doubt that the Government would be defeated the next 

1 The. d~mo~itio;n of Devonshire House, with its high waU and foreconrt, 
and the subst1tut10n of shops and flats have entirely :1ltered this. p:1rt of 
Piccadilly. • ' 
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day than I had of my own existence.'1 Fraser's pre
diction was correct; but, in spite of. the~ circ:rini~tantial 
character of his story, it is difficult to believe that Pisr:aeli, 
after the cheering symptoms of Thursday's debate,. was 
so convinced of defeat as his reported att~tud~·: and 
words suggested. The collapse of the Oppostt~on ·was • 
admitted the next morning, when, accor:ding to Henry 
Lennox's . statement to Greville, Disraeli ,received a 
letter from Cardwell asking if he might be: allowed to 
withdraw his motion, and subsequently a similar request 
from Palmerston himself. Disraeli, Lennox said~ 'replied, 
in a very lofty tone, that he would hear of nothing whioh 
could possibly be construed into any admission, _on their 
part,_of their meriting any part of the censure-which the 
Opposition had been labouring to cast upcm_·them.' 

The scene which followed in the Hous(') of Commons, . 
so mortifying _for Palmerston and the Opposition, so 
signally triumphant for Disraeli and _the. Government, 
was described by Disraeli with great gusto, both in letters 
to the Queen and to Mrs. Willyams, and within a week 
in a public speech in his constituency. 

To Queen Victoria. 
HousE OF CoMMONS, May 21, 1858.-The Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, with his humble duty to your Majesty. 
The fullest House; it is said 620 members present; it was 

supposed we should have divided at three o'clock in the
morning; Mr. Gladstone 'was to have spoken for the Govern
ment at half-past ten-very great excitement-when there 
occurred a scene perhaps unprecedented in Parliament. 

One after another, perhaps twenty members, on the Oppo
sition benche13, rising and entreating Mr. Cardwell to with
draw his resolution. After some time, silence on the Govern
ment benches, Mr. Cardwell went to Lord John Russell, then 
to Lord·Palmerston, then to Lord John Russell again,. then 
returned to Lord Palmerston, and retired with him. 

What are called the interpellations continued, when sud
denly Lord Palmerston reappeared; embarrassed, with a faint. 
smile; addressed the House; and, after various preluding, 
announced the withdrawal of the motion of censure .. - · 

A vari?us debate followed; the Chancellor ·of the E~chequer 
1 Fraser, pp. 255' 256, 260. 
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endeavouring, as far as regards Lord Canning, to fulfil your 
Majesty's wishes. · It is impossible to estimate the importance 
of this unforeseen event to your Majesty's servants. It has 
strengthened them more than the most decided division in 
their favour, for it has revealed complete anarchy in the 
ranks of their opponents. With prudence and vigilance all 
must now go right. 

The speech of Sir James Graham last night produced a very 
great effect. No report gives a fair idea of it. The great · 
country gentleman, the broad views, the fine classical allusions, 
the happiest all omitted, the massy style, contrasted remark
ably with Sir Richard Bethell.1 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
DoWNING S'.i'REET, May 22, 1858.-... The great struggle, 

which has agitated the country the last fortnight, came to a 
sudden and untimely end last night; when it was thought that 
the very heat of the fight was to rage, the enemy suddenly 
fled in a manner the most ignominious ! Never was such a 
rout ! And never was a party in such a humiliating plight 
as was the great Whig Coalition that was to have devoured 
Her Majesty's Government, as an ogre does a child. I don't 
know I ever passed thro' a period of so much excitement, 
labor, and anxiety, encouraging the desponding and animating 
the timid. On the whole, however, our friends mustered gal
lantly, and the result of the attack has been greatly to 
strengthen our position. The country is with us, and had 
we dissolved Parliament, which we were prepared to do if the 
cabal had succeeded, I am convinced we should have crushed 
them .••. 

Montalembert, the ·eloquent Liberal Catholic, was 
present at this famous debate, and concludes his de~ 
scription thus: '·Ministers were victorious without one 
of them having· risen "to speak. Nothing remained ' 
for the Cabinet sav~ to register its victory and deter- · 
mine its moral effect. This was done' by Mr. Disraeli 
with infinite address and a triumphant modesty.' The 
motion, Disraeli said, was a vote of 'censure; but the 
Government had looked without apprehension to the 
result, and were ready to encounter the consequences of 
a division. Still, it was in the public interest that the 
debate should be' terminated by a withdrawal of· the 

1 Queen Victoria's Letter., . . 
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motion.· With 'the exception of Ellenborough~s desp~tch, 
intended only for Canning;s ·eye, the Government~•.had 
given and' would give the Governor-general their 'cordial 
support, and they hli.d telegraphed to him to that. ~ffe~t'. 

But permit me to say that· if the relations between Her 
Majesty's Government and the Governor-General of India 
should be cordial, they should 'also be sincere; and if it is 
supposed that I or those with whom I act are prepared in 
any way to retract the opinions which we have expressed 
with regard to the policy of confiscation which Lord Canning, 
under evil influence, unhappily adopted, but which I hope, 
and have some reason to believe, he has by this time relin
quished, the House will indeed have misinterpret13d what I 
have said, and the country will indeed be deceived as to the 
policy which we intend to pursue. · I trust that Lord Canning 
will be influenced by those seritiinents :and that' policy which 
distinguished his career at the commencement· of ·these sad 
disturbances and disasters. · · 

Di'sraeli's ga1lant fight.,and .surprisin'g victory brought· 
him one. of his first tastes of popular .applause. Mrs. 
Disraeli wrote to Mrs. Willyams 6f the 'glorious news.' 
· Di:z;zy was cheered again and again ~by the multitude to 
and from Down~ng Street to the House .of Commons.' 
The . Whitsuntide · recess. immediately followed, . and 
Disraeli went down into Bucks oh ·the next Wednesday, 
and obtain~d 'from his constituents the same :cordial 
greeting that the House of Commons and the people of 
London· had already given him. The occasion was 1;1 

public dinner at Slough to the members for the county .. 
Disraeli · claimed that Ministers had ·successfully" sur
mounted three great sets of difficulties in their three. 
months of office. In foreign affairs, where 'the question 
of peace or war when we acceded to office was not ,a 
questiol\ of.weeks or days, but of hours,' they·had pre
served peace; .vindicated the ·honour of England, and · 
freed their imprisoned countrymen ·at Naples. In 
finance they had met ail immense deficiency· and. reduced 
taxation.· At' the turning-point of our Indian·. Empire 
they had successfully laid down the principles;pn which · 
it should be reconstructed.·. · 
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Was it always to be massacre and confiscation ? Or was it, 
on the other hand, to be a discriminating amnesty ? Was it 
to be respect for private property, toleration for religious 
convictions, a due and decent regard for the manners and 
customs of the people? Were we, or were we not, to distin
guish the great body o£ the inhabitants of India, who, after 
all, are Her Majesty's subjects, from those military and 
treacherous rebels who have received, or will receive, their 
merited punishment? 

Though the House of CQmmons, as a body, had treated 
Ministers with a ' generous courtesy,' there existed a 
'cabal,' consisting of some scheming English politicians 
and some foreign intriguers, working in a most reckless 
and unprincipled but determined manner to upset the 
Government. The cabal had corrupted the Press. 
' Leading organs now are place"hunters of the cabal, 
and the once stern guardians of popular rights simper in 
the enervating atmosphere of gilded saloons '~a not very 
worthy sneer at Delane, who was a frequent guest' at 
Palmerston's house; and who, in spite of his initial 
friendliness to the new Government, had encouraged in 
The Times the recent attack upon.them.1 To that attack 
Disraeli now turned. The cabal thought the occasion 
was favourable. 'Among all the shortsighted hangers-on 
of politics, our doom was supposed as certain as that of a 
man convicted and sentenced, who awaits only the 
arrival of Mr. Calcraft.' The cabal were resolved to 
'loot' the Treasury, but they employed. 'solemn and. 
pious tools.' 

The motion w,as brought forward in the House of Common~ 
by a gentleman of unimpeachable reputation. The cabal, 
which has rather a tainted character, chose its instrument 
with pharisaical accuracy; and I assure you that, when Mr. 
Cardwell rose to impeach me, I was terrified at my own short~ 

1 The quarrel with Delane was made up in the autumn. Samuel Lucas, 
the first editor of the Press, wrote to Disraeli on Oct. ll: 'I have just 
established regular communication between Earle and Printing House 
Square. • . . I had a long chat with Dasent to-day, and he assures me 
that in his opinion Delane bears no malice, but., on the contmry, like him
self, he prefers you personally to most of the Whigs. As regards himself 
he says unquestionably, and· as regards Delane he believes, that the effect 
of the Slough speech has entirely.passed away.' 
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comings, as I listened to a nisi priusnatrative ending with a 
resolution which I think must have been drawn up by a con
veyancer. In the. other House of Parliament a still greater 
reputation condescended· to appear. upon the hum~n stage: 
Gamaliel himself [Shaftesbury], with the broad phylacteries of 
faction on his forehead, called God to witness that he was ' not 
like other men,' and was neverinfluenced by party motiv~s. 

But independent members of Parliament,,un~onnected 
with the Ministry, 'saw through the flimsy web, and 
despised the authors of the perfidious and pernicious 
manamvre:' The 'enlightened 'and indignant mind of 
England ' declared ·itself in an unmistakable manner. 
against the cabal, with the result. which Disraeli once 
~ore described in an inimitable passage:· · 

There is nothing like that last Friday evening in the history 
· of ~he House of Commons. We . came down expecting to _ 
divide at 4 o'clock in the morning, and I myself, with niy · 
arfi!.our buckled on, prepared to address them, perhaps, for 
two hours after midnight; and believe me, gentlemen, even 
with the consciousness of a good cause, that is no vain effort. 
We were all assembled. Our benches,.with their serried ranks, 
seemed to rival those of our proud opponents, when there 
arose a wail of distress, but not from us; .... What ensued;! can 
only liken to that mutiny of the Bengal army· with which· we 
are all so familiar. Regiment after regiment, corps after 
corps, general after_ general, all acknowledged that they could 
not 'march through Coventry' with Her Majesty's Opposi
tion. Gentl~men, it was, I may say, rather like a convulsi_on 
of nature than one of the ordinary transactions of human. life • 
.J can liken it only to one of those earthquakes in Calabria. or 

· Peru, of whic~ we sometimes read. There was a rumbling 
murmur, a groan, a shriek, distant thunder; and nobody knew. 
whether it came from the top or the bottom of the House. 
There was a ·rent,, a fissure ~n the ground. · Then a village 
disappeared. Then a tall. tower toppled down.. And then 
the whole of the Opposition benches . became one ·great dis-

. solving view' of anarchy ! '.'. ' 

Derby; who was present in the. House of Commons 
on that Friday, testified a few days later t~ the perfect 
truth of this ' humorous and graphic description/ ' There 
was no ex·agger.ation in the colouring, for :rio exaggeration 
could . be applied . to that extraordinary .scene.' The . . 
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country in general joined in the laugh at the discomfiture 
of the cabal; and the leaders of the Opposition were 
unwise enough to show their soreness, and to give Disraeli 
a further opportunity of rubbing his criticiSm in. Russell;l 
supported by Cornewall Lewis, rose to reply to the 
Slough speech directly the House reassembled on Friday, 
May 28; he was followed on the Monday by Palmerston, 
with Sir George Grey for his supporter; and on the 
Tuesday Clarendon, with Granville at his back, took up 
the tale in the Lords, and gave Derby an. opportunity 
to defend his lieutenant. But Disraeli ' required no 
champion but his own wit. No serious point was made 
against him, except that he had exaggerated the danger 
of war at . the time of the. change of Government. 
When, after Russell's repulse, Palmerston advanced to 
the attack, Disraeli said he was reminded of ' a very 
unfortunate circumstance ' of recent occurrence. 

A gentleman of letters, having done, or said, or Written 
something that offended a very powerful army, was called to 
account by a member of it. He met his opponent without 

· any hesitation, and· in the first instance conducted himself 
with fair repute and success. But no sooner was this first 
affair over than another gentleman was sent for, one whose 
fierce mien and formidable reputation were such that his 
friends thought he would put the matter right. He, too, 
.demands satisfaction, and he is accompanied by a consider
able body of other gentlemen who seem by tlieir appearance 
to signifythat, if the second assailant is not more successful 
than the first, then they will find others to succeed him. In 
short, having somehow or other got into a scrape, they mean 
to bully him by numbers. 

Disraeli reproached the Opposition leaders with wasting 
precious time, when public business was backward, by 
these unavailing expressions of discontent wtth the 
position they now occupied. As to the cabal, 

What I call a cabal is a body of men, whether it be in this 
House or in another house~either a private house or a house 

1 Russell told Motley at the time that Disraeli's Slough speech was 'one · 
of the cleverest, wittiest, most mendacious, audacious, and besotted speeches 
that were ever made' (Motley's Letters, Vol. I., p. 249} . . 
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. devoted to affairs of State-banded together, not·to carry out 
a. policy, not to· recommend by their. wisdom anp. their elo
quence great measures to the approving sympathy of the 
community, but uniting all their resources, their abilities, 
and their varied influence, for what ~-to upset the. Queen's 
Government, without even in so doing declaring any policy 
of their own, or,giving any further clue to their opinions than 
this-that the first article of their creed is place. 

Neither Liberals nor Conservatives, added Disraeli, 
·• whatever their differences, would any longer allow them
selves to·be made '~the tools or the'victimsof anobsolete 
oligarchy.'. The Whigs had indeed exposed themselves 
-to derision and contempt. Bright's organ, the Mo_rning 
Star,1 gave a description,.at once truthful and humorous; 
of the situation. It likened the consternation which the 
Slough speech had produced. in. the :ranks of Whiggery to 
the clamour. set.·up by the discharge of a Jowling-piece 
among a. flock of wild-geese. Their fury was ludicrous 
and micontrollable. ';['hey .could not conceal the intense 
bitterness of their chagrin,; their ~a!J.y and ~eekly orgaJ!S. 
harped upon it with 'damnable iteration'; their leaders 
in Parliament 'nightly to the moon co'mplained ' of 'their· 
wrongs. 

And the worst of it is that they come off second-best ~~~h 
time they'renew the· assault. Beyon,d all question, .their 
adversary, whatever may be-thought of·his prudence· as .a 
statesman, is perfect master of ·the sort of fence to which they 
are constantly challenging him. . He evidently, revels .. and 
luxuriates in the sport, and no impartial observer,;we believe, 
will deny that his opponents have been obliged to retire.from 
the lists worsted in the encounter. .~. 

';['he principles underlying Ellenborough's despatch had 
been vindicated; it remained to fill the place which his 
resignaj;ion had left vacant. Disrat:li~·no less than Der})y; 
was anxious to utilise the vacancy to promote an object 
which they had pursued at intervals for some years, and 
which they kept constantly before them throughout the· 
course pf the ~858-59 Ministry-namely, the· recapture. 
of Glads~one for h.is old party connection, with or without 

• 1 June 2. . ~.. "'" 
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the other disjecta membra of the Peelite party, Aberdeen, 
Graham, and Sidney Herbert. Aberdeen and Graham 
were now veterans, no longer desiring office-the one 
seventy-four, the other, though not more than sixty-six, 
yet in failing health; Sidney Herbert was attractive and 
accomplished 'rather than powerful. But Gladstone wa~;~ 
in his prime, still under fifty; ·and, thol'J.gh it was not yet. 
realised how volcanic was his pent-up energy, he was 
already a political force of the first magnitude, con
demned, however, to temporary ineffectivepess through 
isiolation. M:oreover, to a greater degree than his Peelite 
colleagues, he had been for three years steadily associated 
in political action, though not allied, with hil!l old party; 
and to the world in general, ~hough some, like Bright, 
saw more clearly the drift of his mind, he appeared to 
have taken -up ·a, definitely Conservative position. That 
was certainly the opinion of his ~wn Conservative Uni
versity, which at the General Elections· of 1.857 and 1859~ 
and at them alone of seven occasions on which he was a 
candidate-returned· him unopposed. Now there was to 
be a test whether the recent political coarse of this 'half
regained Eurydice,' as berby called him, had any serioas 
intention behind it. In 1855, according to• his own 
account, he was prepared to join Derby if Palmerston 
would join also, in spite of having just resigned as ·a 
member of that Coalition which bisraeli had done so 
much to destroy .1 Since ·then he had, like· Disraeli, 
supported a reasonable peace with Russia, and had, in 
common with him, advocated a policy of retrenchment 
and economy after the war, and vehemently opposed 
Palmerston's aggressive adventures. He shared with· the 
Conservatives the· responsibility for defeating Palmerston 
both over the China War and over the Conspiracy BilL 
He told both Derby and his Peelite· friends' that his 
prineipal object during this, period was to overthrow 
Palmerston's supremacy, in which he saw nothing ba't 
evil. If he· peFceived no fatal objection to a junction 

) .. 
1 ~ee· P• 1379,. 
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with Derby in_. 1855, sut~ly a fortiori he must gladly 
come in now; when he had proved the possibility of 

' common action, and when the consolidation in office 
>("·'*' ' .. • 

• -· of a strong Conservative Government was the only 
possible means of preventing Palmerston'"l return . to 
~~- . 

Derby, with Di!'Jraeli's comple~e approval;had appl~ed 
to Gladstone, without success, immediately he received 
the Queen's commission to. form a Government. Glad

. stone's reasons for refusal did not seem of. a final or con-
. clusi~e character;. and his relations to the Government . 

·. had. been drawn 'closer by a Budget. based on his. own 
proposals of '1853, and defended by him against Liberal 
criticism. · It was to. Gladstone, therefore, that the 
thoughts. of. the Government chiefs mainly .turned when 
Ellenboro ugh's resignation placed a ,high office at ·their 
disposal. Rose, ·as the 'party agent, pressed .on .Disraeli 
the necessity of not being content,w~th 'a mere patch-up j 

among the members of their OWJ?- party, •but of making_;~ 
every effort to strengthen the Cabinet from. outside; ' 
Earle reminded him that what the Cabinet wanted was · · 

' . . .. . ·. ~ .... ' . 

'strength in the!Iouse of Common~~· Accordingly, after. · 
some .pr.eliminary soundings-in . the- course of. whi~h . 
Disraeli :vafuly offered, in order to· facilitate Glads_tone's 
adhesion,' to ~resign. the lead to Graham-Walpole, on : 
May, 22·, the morrow of the' collapse of CardweJYs 
motion, formally on Derby) behalf asked for Gladstone's 
co-operation, placing either the Board of Col).trol or the 
Colonia!' Office at his disposal, and saying that the spirit 
in which the offer was. made"JVaS ' a desire that it should 
be taken to signify the wish , of the Government progres
sively. t!l extend its basis.' Gladstone still demurred, 
stating . his. objections in much the same terms as in the 
previous February, but consented to consult Grah~m and ' 
Abe:rdeen before finally refusing. Disraeli, however airily 
he might talk of Gladstone as a 'deserter ' whose sub
mission. must be unconditionaV was . determined to do 

1 Vitzthum, Vol, I., p. 269. 
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everything in his power to make the negotiation a 
success. Accordingly he seconded Derby's offer by a 
personal appeal, as magnanimous as it was impressive. ~ 

To William Ewart Gladstone .. 

Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, May 25, 1858,_:_1 think 
it of such paramount. importance to the public interests that 
you should assume at this time a commanding position in the 
administration of affairs that I feel it a solemn duty to lay 
before you some facts, that you may not decide·under a mis-
apprehension. . 

Our mutual relations· have formed the great difficulty in 
accomplishing a result which I have always anxiously desired. 

Listen, without prejudice, to this brief narrative. 
In 1850, when the balanced state of parties in the House 

of Co:inmolls indicated the future, I endeavored, through the 
medium of the late Lord Londonderry, and for some time not 
without hope, to induce Si~ James Graha?J- to accept the post 
of leader of the Conservative party, whwh I thought would 
remove all difficulties. · . 

When he finally declined this office, I endeavored to throw 
the game into your hands, and your conduct then, however 
unintentional, assisted me in my views. 

The precipitate Ministry of 1852 baffled all this. Could we' 
have postponed it another year, all might have been right. 

• Nevertheless, notwithstanding my having been forced 
publicly into the chief place iri the Commons, and all that 
occurred in consequence, I was still constant ·to my purpose, 
and in 1855 suggested that the leadership of the House should 
be offered to Lord Palmerston, entirely with the view of con
sulting your feelings and facilitating your position. 

Some short time back, when the power. of dissolution was 
certain, and the consequences of it such as, in my opinion, 
would be highly favorable to the Conservative party, I. again 
confidentially sought Sir James Graham, and implored him to 
avail himself of the favorable.:conjuncture, accept the post 
of leader in the H. of C., and allow both of us to serve under 
him. · ; 

He was more. than kind to me, and fully entered i~to the 
· state of affairs, but he told mo his course was run, and that 
he had not strength or spirit for such an enterprise. ~ 

Thus you see, for more than eight years, instead of thrtst
ing myself into the foremost place, I have been, at all timls, 
actively I?repared to make every ~acri~ce of .self for theip~plic 
good, whwh I have ever thought Identwal With your accepting 
office in a. Conservative Gov~trnment. · 

L 00 
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· Don't you think the time lias come when you might deign 
to. be magnanimous ~ · . ' . 

.. t Mr.· Canning was superior to Lord Castlereagh in eap;wity, 
in acquirements, in eloquence, but be joined Lord C. _.when 
Lord C. was Lord Liverpool's lieutenant, when the state of 
the Tory party rendered it necessary. That was an enduring 
and, on the whole, not an unsatisfactory connection, and it 
certainly terminated very gloriously fol' Mr. Canning. . 

I may be removed from the 'scene, or I may Wish to be 
removed from the scene. 

Every man performs his office, and there is a Power, greater 
than ourselves, that disposes of'all this. • 

The• conjuncture is very cl'itical, arid, if prudently yet boldly 
managed, may rally this country. To be inactive now is, oil 
your part, a great responsibility. If you join Lord Derby's 
(Jabinet, ·you will meet there some warm personal friends; all 
its members are your admirers. You may place nie in neither 
category, but in that, I assure you, you have ever been sadly 
mistaken. The vacant post is, at this season, the most com
manding in the Commonwealth; if it were not, whatever office 
you filled,. your shining qualities would always ren(}er y()u · 
supreme; and it party necessities retain me. formally in. the 
chief post, the sincere and delicate .. respect which I shdhld. 
always :·offer you, and the unbounded confidence which oh . 
my part, ifyou 'choose, you could com:IQand, would prevent 
your feeling my position as anything but a form.· 

Think of all this in a kindly spirit. These are hurried lines, 
but they are heartfelt. I was in the country yesterday, and 
must return there to-day for a county dinner. My direction. 
i~ .Langley Park, Slough.· But on WedneJ>day evell.ing !'shall 
be in toWn..-B, DISRAELI. 

It was a generous and manly letter,!. and deserved a 
worthier response than the. stiff and frigid reply in which 
even Gladstone's biographer seems to hear the 'accents 
of' guarded reprobation.'· 

From. William Ewart Gladstone . 

., . 11, CARLTON HousE TERRACE, May 25, 1858. 

·jY.[Y DEAR Sm,-The letter you 4ave been so kind a13 to 
· ag'riniss to me will enable me,· I trust, to. remove .from your· · .; 
. mind some impressions with which you will. not :be sorry to 
par~Ff . . · . . , b 

1 That Gladstone did not join, Disraeli told Bishop Wilberforce in 1862, .) 
'was not my fault ••• I almost went «tn my knees to him.' 
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You have given me a narrative of your !JOnduct since 1850 
with reference to your position as leader of your party. But 
I have never thought your retention of that office matter of 
reproach to you, and oil Saturday last I acknowledged to 
Mr. Walpole the handsomeness of your conduct in offering to 
resign it to Sir James Graham. 

You consider that the relations between yourself and me 
have proved the main difficulty in the way of certain political 
arrangements. Will you allow me to assure you that I have 
never in my life taken a decision which ·turned upon them 1 

You assure me that I have ever been mistaken in failing to 
place you among my ~riends or admirers. . Again I pray you 
to let me say that I have never known you penurious in 
admiration towards anyone who had the slightest claim to it, 
and that at no period of my life, not even during the limited 
one when we were in sharp political conflict, have I either 
felt a·ny enmity towards you, or believed that you felt any 
towards me. 

At the present moment I am awaiting counsel which at 
Lord Derby's wish 1 have sought. But the difficulties which 
he wishes me to find means of overcoming are broader than 
you may have supposed. Were I at this time to join any 
Government, I could not do it in virtue of party connection. 
I must consider, then, what are the conditions which make 
harmonious and effective co-operation in Cabinet possible; 
how largely old habits enter into them; what connections can 
be formed with public approval; and what change would be 
requisite in the constitution of the present Government in 
order to make any change worth a trial. 

I state these points fearlessly and without reserve, for you 
have yourself well reminded me that there is a Power beyond 
us that disposes of what we are and do; and I find the limits. 
of choice in public life to be very narrow.-I remain, my dear 
sir, very faithfully yours, W. E. GLADSTONE.1 · 

Aberdeen, on the whole, advised Gladstone to decline; 
Graham, on the whole, to accept. Graham no longer 
thought it would· be humiliation for Gladstone to sit on 
the Treasury· bench with Disraeli as his leade+r, .arid 
believed that, if he accepted, he would eventually super
sede him. The historian may well regret that so intensely 
int~resting . an experiment was never made. It would 

1 Both ~f these letters ~re printed (Gladstone's from a draft, .which ex:. 
plains some slight inaccuracies) in Lord Morley's Gladstone, Bk. IV., ch, g. 
but it seems material to the proper understanding of Disraeli's charaote; 
and conduct to reprint thom here. · . 
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have reproduced on the Conservative front bench the 
spectacle presented for some twenty years by . Russell 
and Palmerston on' the Liberal front bench. D1sraeli, 
with a fine con:fidence in himself and with· the spirit of 
adventure still strong within him, openly invited this 
friend~y rivalry, and was prepared to carry it on in a 
chivalrous I?anner. Not eyery student. of politics will 
agree with Graham that Gladstone }Vould have supe:r;
seded Disraeli, as Palmerston superseded Russell, as 
leader. It is at least possible that, subjected to the 
same intimate fnfiuence, Gladstone would eventually have 
yielded to the fascination which ill the long run brought 
people so diverse as Queen Victoria, Derby, Salisbury, ,, 
Metternich, Lyndhurst, Northcote, Gathorne Hardy, and· 
many more, to repose their confidence in one whom most 
of them were originally disposed to dislike and contemn; 

. Gladstone was not willing to make the trial. ' If he 
· suppm;ts him [Disraeli],'wrote,.with robust common-sense, 

Gladstone's friend the Duke of Argyll, ' I cannot see why .. 
he should not serve with him.'l The Duke forgot that 
to Gladstone a fine distinction of this kind woUld make 
a special appeal. Gladstone wrote next day to Derby 
that he must adhere to his reply to Walpole, as he did not 
see' a prospect of-public advantage or of material acces-; · 
-sion to your strength~ hom my entering your Govern-· 
ment sing1e"handed.' He added that to a scheme which 
would embrace the Peelite leaders as a body he should 
be individually favourable; but even of, such a scheme 
he should not be sanguine. ' Lord Aberdeen is the · 
person who. coUld best give a dispassionate and weighty 
opinion on. this subject.' The Conservative leaders 
differed. as to what this oracular letter meant. 

From Lord Derby. 

Private. ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, May 27, 1858.-I could not 
get away fr9m Osborne. . . . We have much and important 

1 Letter to Lord Aberdeen, May 25, 1858. See the Duke's Autobiography, 
Vol. il., p. 120. 

·, 
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matters to talk on, in reference to personal arrangements. 
Stanley seems to think, and he says that you agree with 
him, that Gladstone's letter, like that of the K. of Naples, 
is not a 'refus categorique,' but a 'reponse argUmentative.' 
I am rather of the Queen's opinion, who wished to know 
whom he expected to take the responsibility of his accepting 
office. . . . I really hardly see how we can approach Aber
deen (which is Stanley's notion, and he thinks is Gladstone's) 
with any proposition which should not be either an insult to 
him or a degradation to us; but I will talk this over with you 
to-morrow .• 

To Lord Stanley. 

~May 28, 1858] Friday, II o'clock.-Your father has just 
left me. He wishes that you should see Ld. ·A[berdeen] 
immediately, and sound him on the _situation. What we 
want is that G[ladstone] should take India under the shield 
and cover of Lord Ab. joining the Cabinet, like Lord Lans
downe, without office-in short, as we settled together 
yesterday. . . . Time is very precious, which I need not 
press upon you. I give you no precise instructions, for all 
must. depend upon the occasion, the humor of A b., and your 
own tact. · 

The mission to Aberdeen was unsuccessful, and Derby 
and Disraeli had once more to fall back on the resources 
of their-own party. Itwas decided to transfer Stanley, 
the man of the future in the Cabinet, to the India Board
an arrangement equally agreeable to his father and to 
his political mentor. For the Colonial Office Disraeli 
suggested· his friend Chandos, who ' is a little Lord 
Grenville ';·but eventually it was offered to, and accepted 
by, Bulwer Lytton, who had made difficulties in February, 
but was now ready to face his re-election. As Earle 
wrote, it was 'something to· have a name of European 
celebrity added to the Cabinet.' The new Minister 
assured Disraeli that 'on accepting office I h~~e no 
sensation so pleasurable as that of sharing in any diffi
culties that may beset you; and in the easier opportunities, 
so afforded, of removing any misconceptions which may 
yet leave a shadow on that affectionate friendship which 
I trust to carry with me to my grave.' 

Lytton's tenure of the.Colonial Office was shortly to 
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subserve Disraeli's determination, still persistent -in spite 
of repeated rebuffs, to secure, if possible, Gladstone's 
co-operation in Gover!,lment. The Ionian Islands, which · 
had been a British protectorate since 1815, had been for 
years in a disturbed state, with a strong. party agitating 
for union with Greece; Lytton considered it advisable 
to send ·a special mission, and fixed on Gladstone as an 
ideal High Commissioner. Gladstone's disposition was 

. supposed, in spite of his refusal to take office, to be still 
friendly to Ministers. Rose. wrote to Disraeli in August 
that a friend of his who had been visiting Gladstone 
reported: ~ G. expressed himself warmly in favour o£ the 
Government, and in very friendly terms towards you, 
describing your conduct of the business in Parliament iri 
most complimentary terms.' . · · '. 

~ . 

From Sir Edward Bulwer' Lytton. 

CoLONIAL OFFICE, Sept. 23, 1858.~ ... 1 have received 
some information privately which makes me believe that he 
[Gladstone] would listen more favourably to such a proposal 
than you might imagine at the first blush. The peculiar 
position ·of· the man at present, his scholarly tastes and asso
ciations, the prospective fame of saving the freedom and 
reforming the constitution of a Greek people, might be so 
placed before hitp as to influence his choice; and. at all events 
I think I could so put the proposal as to please and propitiate 
him. · · · 

As a party move for the Government, I think success here 
,would be a masterstroke in negotiation; and, besides, if he 
would consent to be less. crotchety, I believe he would suit 
the occasion better than any other man we could send. . . . 

Disraeli cordially approved the suggestion. 'I was 
privy to the plot,' he wrote to Stanley on October 24;. 
' but never supposed it would result in anything but 
endless correspondence.' The idea, however, fired Glad
stone's imagination, and on October 30 Lytton ·was able 
to tell Disraeli: ' AH is settled, and Gladstone is to 
have a war steamer to meet him at Trieste.' Gladstone, 
undeterred by several untoward incidents; went to work· 
with a·will, drew up a series of constitutional reforms, and 

. • <~. 

·~ 
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offered, on December 27, to remain for a time in the · 
islands himself, as Lord High Commissioner, to introduce 
them. Lytton advised acceptance of the offer. ' His 

· proposed constitution,' he wrote to~Disraeli, ' is in reality 
a responsible Government approaching to that of a 
colony; and though it may need alterations to, which 
he would agree, it is our safest choice to take it and leave 
it under his care.' Derby hesitated, foreseeing, it may be, 
the difficulty of maintaining the protectorate ~f~a free

1 
constitution were granted; but Disraeli took prompt' 
command of the situation. J 

To Lord. Derby. 

Confidential. DoWNING STREET, Jan: 6, 1859.-Lytton 
sent me last midnight the Ionian box from Knowsley. It is 
impossible to impugn the sound sense of your observations. 
Pardon me, therefore, if an overwhelming conviction~ of the 
inexpediency of exactly following the course which you 
recommend emboldens me to trouble you with one remark. 

I view the strange circumstances solely with reference to 
the assembly for the management of which I a.m: through 
your confidence, mainly responsible. 

If we decline Gladstone's proposal, it is clear to me that 
he will lose no time in bringing it forwa.rd in the House of 
Commons. There I am persuaded it will be carried, and 
Gladstone will be master of the situation. 

If we accept his present offer, and he fails, the failure will 
be his: if he succeed, the credit will redound to the Govern
ment which selected him. When once he has embarked in 
the undertaking he must see it to its end. Every thought 
and feeling that govern man will bring this about. 

I will not dwell on the question who, but he, in the present 
state of affairs, can beL. H. C. . . . Young 1 :Qiust be recalled 
instanter. 

I confine myself solely, in these rapid but deeply'considered 
lines, to the expression of one of the strongest and fllearest 
opinions that I ever entertained, that the general refusal of· 
Gladstone's proposal would be to extricate him from a most 
difficult position, and to place him in a commanding one. . .. . . . 

Disraeli prevailed, and Gladstone's offer was accepted. 
Unfortunately, the islanders could not be persuaded tq 

1 Sir J. Young, the }'ord High ColllJllissioner, 
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take constitutional reform as a substitute for union 
with Greece. They rejected Gladstone's proposals; and 
the union with Greece; of which.he wouid not hear at the 
time, was ultimately, in i863, acquiesced in by a Govern- · 
ment of which he was·a leading member. Disraeli does 
not appear, on the· present occasion, to have regarded 
the Ioniari question, which was outside his departmental 
purview, in any other aspect than as a mea:ris of either 
(atta,2~ng Gladstone more .closely to the Government, or, 
!fl. the.-f.lternative, discrediting him. The value of the 
islands-,f!-'om a naval a~d military point of view to a 
Mediterranean' :~;>ower is not discussed in his correspond-
ence of 185.8-59. · 

Gladstone returned to England in March, 1859. He 
refused t_o join in the Liberal attack on .the Government 
Refor~. Bill; and he supported Ministers ·on the vote of 
con£dence.1 But he declined renewed overtures from 
Derby in M~y, and ill: June unhesitatingly accepted an 
offer to be Chancellor of the ·Exchequer . in a Liberal 
Government, under a Prime Minister of whose policy, 
save in his support of Italian unity, he had totally dis
approved, and whom he distrusted, his friends thought, 
even inore';· than he distrusted Disraeli. He thereby 
secured f.or himself a fairly certain succession to the 
veterans Palmerston and Russell, in. preference to a 
dubious rivalry with Disraeli, who. was ~lmost his 
contemporary. 

The appointment ofStanley to the Board of Control 
took the burden of conducting through the House of 
Commons the· India Resolutions, and the subsequent 
India Bill, off Disraeli's shoulders; but his constant atten
tion to. the subject was insur(ld both by his deep interest 
in the country and by his solicitude for the success of his 
political 'pupil. The collapse of the Opposition over the 
Cardwell motion had left them with little heart fof;further 
fighting; and the ·Governmer1t repelled, by c~ri~~~r~ble 
majorities, amendments to the Resolutions ·cali:hilated to 

1 Se!l below, Ch~ 6 and 7. 
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substitute Palmerston's original provisions for their own. 
Such being the temper of the House, Ministers introduced · \ 
their Bill without taking the trouble to carry all their 
Resolutions, Stanley drily remarking, to the general 
amusement, that those already passed had apswered 
their purpose. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
DoWNING STREET, June 16, 1858.-It is a long time since 

I said to you, ' How d'ye do 1' 
My life has been passed in constant combat, but I am glad 

to add, with respect to all important matters, constant victory. 
The enemy, however, like the Sepoys, still keep the field, and, 
like Sir Colin, I really have to carry on the campaign under a 
scorching sky. Morning sittings and evening sittings, with 
the duties of my department, Cabinet Councils, and the 
general conduct of affairs, engross and absorb my life from 
the moment I wake until the hour of rest, which is generally 
three hours after midnight. 

But ~ never was better. I am sorry to say I cannot aver 
as much of my chief and colleague. Lord Derby has a raging 

·fit of the gout, which terribly disconcerts me. Fortunately,. 
we are now, generally speaking, on velvet; but, unhappily, 
all the measures which I have carried thro' the House of 
Commons will soon be going to the Upper House, and he will 
be·required to advocate and conduct them.. 

Our settlement of the Neapolitan difficulties has gained us 
great credit, and I hear from all parts of the country that the 
Government is not only popular, but daily increasing in 
public favor. Lord Stanley is of great use to me, and much 
distinguishes himself. . . . • · 

I have never been in· the country_ for five months, except 
a lit~le visit to Windsor. Even when I went to Slough-'-the 
famous Slough-it .was with a return ticket. But with 
success one can bear anything.. -

To Queen Victoria. . 
HousE OF CoMMONS, june 24, 1858.-The Chancelror of the 

Exchequer, with his humble duty to your Majesty. 
The India Bill was read a second time without a division. 

Lqrd Stanley made a clear and vigorous exposition of its 
spidt'8,nd provisions; Mr. Bright delivered a powerful oration 
on the condition of India-its past government and future 
prospects; the rest of the discussion weak and desultory. 

No serious opposition apprehended in Committee, which 
I, 
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the Chancellor of the ExcheqLJer has fixed for this day (Friday), 
and almost hopes that he may conclude the Commi~tee on 
Monday. He proposes to proceed with no other btisiness 

. until it is concluded. · . <, • . 

When the Bill has passed, the temper of the House, and its 
' sanitarz state, will assist him in passing the remaining esti

mates with rapidity; and he contemplates an early conclusion 
of the Session. . · . . 

It will be a great thing to have cartied the India Bill, which 
Mr. Thomas Baring to-night spoke of in terms of eulogy, and 
as a great improvement on the project of tJ?.e late Govern
ment. It is, the Chancellor of the Exchequer really thinks, 
a wise' and well-digested measure, ripe with th_e experience of 
.the last' five months of discussion; but it is only the ante
chamber of a.n iniperial palace, and your Majesty would .do 
well. to deign to consider the styps which are now necessary 
to influence the opinions and affect the imagination of the .. 

. Indian-populations. ·The name of your Majesty ought to be · 
ill).pressed upon their native life. Royal proclamations, Courts 
of Appeal, in their own land, and other institutions, forms, 
and ceremonies, will t(md to.this great result;1 

. / 

. The constitution provide<;! by this Bill is tpat under 
which, with slight modificatiqns, the Government of India 
has ever since been carried 

1 
on. The authority of the 

East India Company and of the Board of Control ·was 
transferred to the Secretary of State for India in Council. 
In regard to the Council, in deference . to the general' 
opinion of the House of Commons, the Government 
abandoned the elective principle, which had been a pet 
device of Ellenborough's and was favoured by Disraeli, 
bu~ which was abhorrent to-stanley's plain common-sense. 
The number of the Council was fixed at fifteen, seven to 
be chosen by the Directors of the Company, and eight to ' 
be nominated by the Secretary of State, the majority of 
the Cotmcillors to have the qualification of ten years' · 
residence in India. As the result of later legislation, 
the Council is now twelve instead of fifteen, and they are 
all nominated by the Secretary of State. They·-were to 
be paid, might not sit in Parliament, and had a t_enure 
of office as secure. as that 9f the Judges. The decision of 

t Qu~~n v iiltoria~ Letters. 
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the Secretary of State was to be final, save in financial 
questions, and he had authorit,y to decide, without con- · 
suiting the Council, all matter!!. which came within the 
purview of the old Secret Committee. Compa!ativ~ly 
slight changes were made in the Bill during it~ Parlia
mentary course, save that Gladstone procured by general 
consent the insertion of a clat1se which, as modified in 
the Lords, provided that, except fpr repelling actual 
invasion or under other sudden or urgent necessity, the 
Indian revenues should not be applied, without the~ 
consent of Parliament, to defray the expense .of, military . ) 
operations beyond the Indian frontiers. '+· .,·.p 

It is a constitution which has upon the whole'w9rkedr 
well; but it required for its cordial acceptance in India, 
as Disraeli wrote to the Queen, personal association with 
the Sovereign in such a way as' to influence the opinions 
and affect the imagination of the Inqian populations. 
The name of your Majesty ought to be impressed upon 
their native Jife.' In after-years Disraeli was· to effect 
this in several striking ways.1 For the moment he was 
anxious that the royal proclamation, announcing to 
the people of India _the assumption of direct authority 
by the Crown, should be a document. worthy of the 
Sovereign and of the occasion. Stanley, with great 
business roeri.ts, was lacking in imagination,2 and his 
draft satisfied neither the Queen nor Disraeli. He was 
l;:mdably anxious that the religious neutrality of the 
Indian Government should be emphasised, but did not 
seem to realise the importance, both in England and in 
In.dia, of emphasising also the religious character of the 
Sovereign; 

To Lord Stanley. • 

HuamiNDEN MANOR,· Aug. 13, 1858 . ......:..1 fear a storm is 
. brewing respecting the religious portion of the Ind. question. 

1 See above, p. 1493. 
2 In a note, dated l863, Disraeli writes that when he and Stanley 'were 

discussing any grave point, and Stanley saw nothing but difficulties, and I 
evinced my impatience, he us\ld to say," " I know what you are going to. 
say." He meant, that he h~ II~. i.maginatioQ.' 
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You appen.r at Lyrin, and also to the deputation the othe~ -
day, to have spoken of Christianity as' the religion of Europe! 
The dissatisfaction is not confined to the ultra-religious cii:cles 
merely. No Government can stand that is supposed to slight 
the religious feelings of the country. It is as important to 
touch th.e feelings and sympathy of the religious classes in 
England as to conciliate the natives of India;. and I think 
both objects may be accomplished if the neutrality, on which 
all agree, is laid down in the right way and on the right basis .... 

To Derby Disraeli had written to· the same effect, 
. .~;tdding: ' I shall write to [Stanley] by this post; he will 

( not like, it, but it must be done.' Stanley did not like 
1 •• ).t, _l).nd' forwarded the letter to his father with a 

·cau'~tic\comment. The Queen interposed, and asked 
the *'"pfifu.e Minister to draft the ·procl:amation him
self..' in his excellent language,' 'bearing in mind that 
it is a female Sovereign who.· speaks to more than 
100,000;000 of Eastern people on assuming the direct 
government of them after a bloody civil war, giving them 
pledges "\Vhich ·her future reign is to redeem, and ex
plaining the principles of her government.' Derby 
justified H'er Majesty's confidence. ' Firmly relying on 
the truth of Christianity,' ran the proclamation, 'and 
acknowledging with gratitude the solace of religion, we 
disclaim alike the right and the desire to impose our. 
convictions on any of our subjects. It is our royal will 
and pleasure that no one shall in any wise suffer fcir his 
opinions, or be disquieted by. reason of his religious 
faith or observance. We will show to all alike the equal 
and impartial protection of the law.' The policy of 
clem."ency which Di.sraeli had throughout advocated was · 
carried out in the proclamation by the promise of a general 
amnest;f to all not guilty of murder. 

11.'o Mrs. Brydges JVillyams. 
' ' 

DoWNING STREET, July 26, 1858.-It is a long time since 
I wrote to you, but the last month has been one of almost 
supernatural labor. It has, ·however,.been successful. ·Not
withstanding all the _disturbance .l\nd hostility of the early 
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part of the session, there has seldom been one in which a 
greater number of excellent measures have been passed than 
the present. 

The day before yesterday, altho' Saturday, the House sate 
in the morning and worked well; then at three o'clock we 
had ·a Cabinet, and at 6 o'clock we went to Greenwich for the 
Fish Dinner. We ate it with a good relish. It .is the carnival 
of politics, and a great deal of nonsense is talked, which is 
not difficult when you have won the day. Our chairman 
was the Attorney-General for Ireland, Whiteside, who is 
witty and eloquent and full of resource. 

Lord Derby gave his health with a sentiment: 'Whiteside 
and whitebait !' 

On Saturday we go to Osborne to hold a Council and settle 
the Queen's Speech. It will be a flourishing one, and on 
Monday we shall prorogue Parliament and give it a holiday
! hope of at least six months. 

We shall try to get to Hughenden immediately, that we 
may see our trees with something of the bowery refulgence 
of summer; and as ~he summer wanes, I shall not be surprised 
if we find ourselves for a da,y or two at Torquay. 

I don't count on much holiday for the rest of the year, as 
public affairs are very urgent, and my labors of p!eparation 
for the next campaign will not be light. I have declined to 
go to Ireland 1 and to Scotland, and shall content myself with 
the sylvan beauties of Bucks and the soft breezes of delicious 
Devon. I hope to see you quite flourishing. 

Disraeli was justified in his boast of the fruitfulness of 
the session. The passing of the India Act alone would 
have given it distinction; but several other· beneficial 
laws were enacted and thoniy questions settled. Local 
government. in towns was improved; Scottish Univer
sities were regulated; an Encumbered Estates Act was 
passed for Ireland. These were useful but not sho.wy 
measures. More interest attached to the passage, after 
a more than ten years' wrangle, o£ an Act a<j.mitting 
Jews to Parliament. This measure of liberality and 
justice, for which Disraeli had so long pleaded in vain. I! 
was at last granted under his official auspices, and a 

. 1 La.~y Londonderry had pressed the Disraelis to come and stay with her 
m the North of Ireland, and hadpromised him "n enthusiastic reception at 
Belfast. 

2 See III., ch. 3. 
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constant source of dissension between leader and party . 
done away with. Then Bulwer Lytton carried .. a Bill. 
establishing the colony of British Columbia; and, in the 
Queen's Speech, Her Majesty was happily advised to 
express a hope ' that this. new colony on the Pacific may 
be but one step in the career of steady progress by which 
Her Majesty's dominions in North America may ulti~ 
mately -be peopled, in an unbroken chain, from the 
·Atlantic to the Pacific, by a loyal and industrious popula
tion of subjects of the British Crown.' That hope has 
been abundantly fulfilled; but Disraeli, as the guardian 
of a not overfull Exchequer, did not feel justified, in, 
offering more than a sympathetic hearing to-a deputation 
which came in the autumn from the Governme~ts of 
Canada, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, with a scheme 

'under which that '~broken chain' might be promoted 
by means of an intercolonial railway. Finally, Disraeli 
himself introduced and carried into law. a Bill for the 
purification of the Thames by a great scheme of main · 

,drainage.· The health of the people was always_ o~e of ' 
the preoccupations of his statesmanship; some years later 
he promulgated, as a Conservative '-watchword, Sanit[is 
sanitatum, omnia sanitas. An unusually hot season had 
revealed the Thaines in London for what it then was, 
a common sewe~; and its offensiveness to members who 
met to _legislate on its bank disposed them to facilitate 
the rapid passing of the Government BilL The Metro
politan Board of Works was chosen as the authority, the 
expense was to be met by a sewage ra~e, and the Treasury 
started the scheme with a handsome guarantee. -The 
success of the measure showed that practical efficiency 
could he happily combined with a statesmanship of 
ideas. . . _ 

The India Act, both in its progress througl): Parliament 
and in its subsequent administration, r·aised a number 
of questions in which the prerogative was, or seemed to· 
be,. i'q.volved, and in. which the Court was particularly 
interested. Stanley, the last President of the Bo~r~ of 

• i ' 
'\, 

..,.J_.. 
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Control and first Secretary of State for India, was no 
courtier, and was somewhat impatient of the claims of 
prerogative; and not only Derby, but Disraeli, as 
Stanley's intimate friend and immediate leader, had to 
smooth away many difficulties. Stanley's prompt ac
ceptance of 91adstone's amendment making the use tlf 
the Indian Army outside India dependent upon the 
consent of Parliament; his insistence on unrestricted 
competition and a Parliamentat·y. title for Indian ap
pointments; his delay in assimilating, to meet the Qu~en's 
wishes, the practice of the new India Office, in regard to 
submissions to Her Majesty, to that of the Foreign Office; 
his reluctance to allow the Commander-in-Chief, the Duke 

· of Cambridge, to have any control over the Indian 
Army-'''ere all causes of offence. 

On the first two points Derby placated the Court by 
moving amendments in the Lords, which saved con
stitutional form without seriously modifying the meaning 
of the Act. In regard to the last two the Prince Consort 
sought Disraeli's aid; and an interesting letter to the 
Prince, dated November 18, printed in full in Queen 
Victoria's Letters, gives .Disraeli's account of the tactful 
ina~er in which he carried out, in conversation with 
Stanley, the delicate mission. Stanley 'without reserve 
and cordially ' accepted the position that he must act 
~lways as the Minister of the Queen, and not of the 
C01i'ncil of India; and he agreed· on all militat:y matters, 
~hile reserving the authority of the Secretary of State, to 
comnmnicate habitually with the Command~r-in-Chief and · 
take his advice. ' Throughout this interview,' Disraeli 
wrote, 'Lord Stacley's manner was candid, very con
ciliatory, and, for him, even soft. He· was plliased to 
say that it was a source of great satisfaction to him that 
your Royal Highness had deig11ed to confer _confidentially 
with me on. the subject, and make me, as .it were, a· 
" mediator " on matters which, he assured i:ne with great 
emphasis, bad occasioned him an am~unt of anxiety 
almost intolerable. He parted from me with an 
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earnest expression of his hope that the painful miscon- -
ceptions which had prevailed might at once, or at least 
in due course, entirely disappear.' The Prince expressed 
in reply his satisfaction and gratitude. 

As this correspondence shows, Disraeli's relations with· \"' . 
the Court were decidedly better and closer during this 
.Ministry than in 1852. Then he only received one 
invitation to Windsor in the whole ten months; in 1858-59 
he was. several times Her Majesty's guest. We may 
accept with confidence the first part of Mrs. Disraeli's 
statement to Mrs. Will yams after the fall of this Ministry: 
'The Queen is all kindness to Dis, and would give him 

anything '...,......that is; of course, in the way of honour or 
decoration. The Prince Consort was obviously beginning· 
to shake off the strong distrust which he had originally 
entertained of Disraeli, and had many friendly conversa
tions and. n;mch friendly correspondence with him . on 
publi6 affairs, recommending, for instance, 'to your 
paternal car~ the infant ·establishment at South Kenshlg-

.. ton.' Disr!teli gratified the Court by his refusal to. '!tct 
on a private member's motion, carried by ·a majori_tY,_~:o£ 

·two in a thin House, in favour of placing the Wa(:Qftt£~ 
and the Horse Guards under a single Minister, and~tllus 
ousting the then quasi-independent atithority~;.of!t·,th.~ 
Commander-in-Chief-a reform for which the tim&-;was . . ..;.·. . . :~ ' _,.. 

perhaps not ripe; He recommended to the Ho11~.e/, of · 
Commonsl_the Lords' amendment about open competitibn 
for Indian appointments, in language which sh<;rw.~4.t~ 
due regard both for the prerogative of the Crown ;na·for 
the priVilege of Parliament. He said that he was a firm, 
but not an extravagant. or headstrong, supporter of the 
competitive principle in public appointments. In this 
great work of a new Indian Government they had added 
much to ·Her Majesty's regality, invested Her Majesty 
with new prerogatives, new privileges, arid new powers. 
But in doing so they had felt it their duty to insert con
ditions and regulations which they would not have 

1 July 30 •• 
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thought of inserting had they been dealing with ancient 
prerogatives of a different character. India was gained 
by the energy of the middle classes, who had long pos
sessed all the patronage of that great empire. It had 
always been considered that the transfer froni the Com
pany to a more direct and satisfa~tory polity could not 
take place without great injury to the middle classes 
and a dangerous increase of the power of the Crown. 
-Disraeli claimed that the · Government measure had 
avoided both these dangers, and that by the Lords' 
amendment the constitutional form and spirit were more 
completely observed: 

During the whole of this Ministry the intimacy between 
Disraeli and Stanley was particularly close, and Disraeli 
watched over Stanley almost as a father over a son. The 
correspondence between 'Dear S.' and 'Dear D.' was 
constant, and Stanley repaired to Disraeli whenever he 
was in a difficulty. There ·was withal a frequent differ
ence •of opinion; Stanley by no means always accepted 
his mentor's view. 

~) ~-
To Lord Stanley. 

[July, '1858.]_:_Ross of The Times earnestly begged me to 
impress on you always to speak to the ·clock.1 I always do 
myself, and call it Mr. Speaker. . 

!f.you.address the gallery or the-Opposition front bench, 
people below your own gangway and behind you hear so 
imperfectly that they begin to talk among themselves; and 
it looks' as if you were losing the ear of the House, when, in 
fact, their inattention rises from their not hearing you. 

By addressing the clock, your face is half turned to your 
own side, instead of your back. 

HuGRENDEN MANoR, Aug. 9, 1858.-... Read .the en-~ 
closed, 2 and help me in due season, I· pray you ! For the 
Tyrwhitt Drakes to ask a service from me is the Hapsburgs 
soliciting something from a parvenu Napoleon.· After thirty 

1 Charles Ross, in his advice, seems to have ignored the interest of the 
Reporters' Gallery, of which he was the head. A speaker in the House of 
Commons who addre~ses the clock turns his back upon the reporters. 

2 Letter from Squrre Drake, of Shardeloes, near Auiersham, asking for 
a cadetship. Stanley gave the appointment . . 
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years of scorn and sulleimess they have melted before time , 
and events. Their formal adhesion to me would add im· 
mensely to my power in this part of ~he world. · 

Ailg. 10, 1858.-The more I think over your Indian Council, 
the more I feel convinced it .will mortify your party and the 
Ho,use of Commons. No Ministry ever slighted either with 
impunity.~- The House of Commons is not in the least con-
sidered in the matter .. ·; . . . · · .• 

When a great measure. like the India Bill is carri~d, and a 
body like the Indian Council established, Parliament is en
titled to some portion of the spoil. It is often the only means· 
by which the labors and services of individuals who have 
been a quarter of a century in. Parliament c~n be publicly 
recognised by a Minister. · 

If the first appointments in the Civil Service are to be 
regulated by statute, and the subsequent patronage is .t<? . 
be withheld from M.-P.'s, the House of Commons .will soon 
lose all authority,' and be looked upon by the country as 
a mere debating club. Patronage is the outward and visible 
sign of an inward and spiritual grace, and that is Power. 
The feeling of the House of Commons was that the lay 
appointments should be reserved for public men in 'our 
political life. You have c:rammed the Council with Indi~ns. 
Take a man·like> --; he has been four and twenty years 
in Parliament; able, cultured, a man of business, as all who 
have seen. him act as Chairman of -a Committee well know; 
he would make a verygood In~ian Councillor. . . . There 
are several men of this class, who have given their lives to 
public affairs and their party, and who would be made per
fectly happy in their lot by such .a post, for which they are 
p~;Jrfectly competent, bringing in the feelings of men of the 
world and Parliament, in a circle of somewhat resti·icted 
sentiments. . . . '·'!· 

I entreat you to thirik, well of this matter. An over
scrupulosity in public life often leads to arrangements which · 
are less justifiable than a course of conduct which, at the first 
blush, might seem more coarse and obviou,s . 

. From Lord Stanley. 

Confidential. INDJA BoARD, Aug. 12, 1858.-I am never 
insensible to arguments used by you, though in this case I· 
must fairly own that my opinion is adverse. , Remember that 

' the interests to be consulted are . various. . Ellenboro ugh is 
quite ripe for opposition already, and some of his men I must 
take, under penalty of offending him altogether: then each 
·Presidency must be represented, for they differ as widely as 

' .. 
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Spain from France: again, all the nominees of 1853 are ex
cluded by the Directors, and some have an absolute claim, 
by virtue of service and recognised talent: lastly, bear in 
mind that the H. of C., great as its power may be, is not 
what it was before the Press reached its present influence, 
and a suspicion of jobbery, from which we at this moment 
stand clear, and the Whigs as a body do not, would hurt us 
far more- than we should be helped by gratifying one or two 
individuals. I know you will weigh these reasons fairly, and 
that is all I ask you to do. . . . 

On this question of the appointments to the India 
Council, there is force in the arguments on both sides. 
Stanley at any rate maintained his position, and none of 
the members of Parliament whom Disraeli recommended · 
were appointed members of the first Council. 

Disraeli's letters to Mrs. Willyams this autumn con
tain several allusions to his intimacy with Stanley· and 
his high regard for him. · 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

HUGHENDEN, Aug. 28, 1858.-... Lord Stanley is coming 
down here to-day to stay with. us until Monday. He is a 
source of great strength and popularity to the Ministry, and 
is a man of first-rate abilities and acquirements-a vast satis
faction to me to have such a colleague, and one with whom 
I have for many years, and ever since, indeed; that he entered 
public life, been on ter:rns of intimacy and confidence .... 

HuGHENDEN MANoR, Sept. 19, 1858.-... I am more for
tunate than Lord Stanley, who never leaves. town, and is at 
the E. India House in Leadenhall Street every morning at 
10 o'clock. He is of inestimable service to me in all things, 
and I think the country greatly admires and respects him. 
It is ·fortunate for England that, at such a crisis, so powerful 
and devoted an intellect is working the question of Indian 
government. . . . 

• 
This ;utumn there was a by-election for Manchester, 

and the· suggestion was mooted that Stanley, strong ih 
· the influential Lancashire position of his family and in 
his own· progressive opinions, might be able, now that 
Protection had been abandoned, to obtam a seat for 
Conservatism in the home of the Free Trade movement . 

.. 
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The idea immensely attracted Dismeli; but Derby pro
tested, and-Stanley was too prudent to make the experi
ment. 

To Lord Stanley. 

HUGRENDEN lliNoR, Oct. 24, 1858.-What do you think of 
Sir Chas. Trevelyan for Madras .1 It strikes me that it 
would be an efficient and popular appointment. · . 

I hope you have deeply considered the Manchester proposi
,tion, and will· accept it. It will be the inauguration of our 
new, and still infant, school; a public and national announce
ment that the old Whig monopoly of liberalism is obsolete. 
No doubt what you have to ·say will requirl eqmiJ tact and 

. wisdom, if, indeed, there be any difference in those qualities. 
But our ·position is this: we represent progress, which is 
essentially practical, against mere Liberal opinions, which are 
fruitless. ·We are prepared to do all which, th~ requirements 
of the.State and the thought and feeling of the country will_ 

. sanction:. anything beyond that is mere doctrinaire gossip; 
which we should studiously avoid. 
Yo~ will find some of the grcatest·persons at Manchester, 

for example, and-:-as I believe-the preponderant opinion 
there at present against the Ballot. It will not, therefore, · 
be necessary to support, or, on the other hand, to repudiate 
it. And so on. · 

There is no doubt the country at this' moment is eminently 
Conservative, but in the healthy sense of the_ word; and to 
a certain and even considerable degree because they have 
faith in our effecting prudciJ.tly all changes which are neces
sary. · We_ should carry into effect our policy by elevating 
and enlightening Conservative sentiment, not outraging it, or 
mimicking mere Liberalism. 

I think you have hit this happy tone very successfully 
duJ."ing th~ last year, and that it is one of the causes of your 
success and position. 

There were times during the year when it ·was thought 
that n9t merely the Governorship of. Madras, but the 
Governor-Generalship of India, would be at the disposal 
of the Derby Government; that Canning, disgusted with 
his treatment by Ellenborough_ and Ellenborough's _ceil
leagues,_ would resign. Ru:r:qour in that case suggested 
that the first ruler of India who was also Viceroy and 
direct representative of the Queen would be::_bisraeli.' 

• 
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Delane, no gobemouche, mentioned the report in a letter 
in the autumn to W. H. ·Russell, the famous war corre
spondent, who was in India at the time. ' It would be a 
very bold step,' he wrote, ' but it is quite on the cards. 
He wants the money and the high station, and they want 
to get rid of him here. He has done so well during the 
last session as to have conciliated much opp~sition.' 1 

'fhe author of Tanr;red may perhaps have been attracted 
by the dazzling vision, and the discontented of the party , .. 
may have hoped for his banishment and for the sub
stitution of Gladstone as leader. But Canning very 
properly remained at his post; and Disraeli, instead of 

· gratifying his ta~tes for splendour and the East by 
holding court in Asia, bent all his energies to grapple 
at home with the intractable question of Parliamentary 
Reform. 

1 Atkina's Life of Sir W. H. Russell, Vol. I., p. 342. 
I 

• 

.. 
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CHAP'rER VI. 

A CONSERVATIVE REFORM BILL • 

1858-1859 . 

. The adoption of a policy of Parliamentary Reform by 
the Conservative· Government of '1858 was attacked at 
the time, but rather.by opponents than by friends, and 
has frequently been condemned since, by Conservatives 
hardly less than by Liberals, as a betrayal of Conservative 
principles. If the duty of Conservatives i~ merely, in 
Disraeli's words when satirising the party as reconstructed 

_ by Peel, ·' to keep things as they find them as long as 
they can,' ·the case must go by default. But if the 

.. ' preservation of the fundamental . iristitutions of the 
country be held to include their gradU:al modification to 
suit the needs of the time, there is a good defence. At 
any rate, so£ar as leaders can bind a.party, Derby and 
Disraeli, and particularly Dl.sraeli, had proclaimed ope~ly · 
that they did not consider Reform a Whig monopoly, 
but at 'the proper time and in the fitting way woUld be 
prepared to deal with it themselves. They had realised, 
and Disraeli had expo~nded in his 'writings, the mistake 
which the Duke of Wellington had made in committing 

· tlie party in 1830 to ~bsolute opposition to ·a policy 
advocated .by the younger Pitt, the. founder of modern 
Conservatism, and only postponed by him owing to the 
protracted war with France. Peel had done his best to 

. retrieve the mistake by a public acceptance in 1834 of 
the Reform settlement; and for some fifteen years after 
that date the maintenance inviolate of the Act of 1832 
was the policy. of both front benches, Wl:J.ig as well a~ 
Tory. No one was more identified fm: many year~:~ with 

. 1578. . .· ' . • . . . 
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this position than Russell, the· statesman who carried 
the great Reform Bill through the House of Commons; 
he earned, in consequence, the nickname of 'Finality 
Jack.' But a small but increasing band of Radicals 
and independent Whigs, led by Hume and Locke King, 
and eventually by Bright, kept up an agitation, which 
was more successful in the House of Commons than in 
the country, for a reopening of the question and an 
enlargement of the Parliamentary constituency. 

Disraeli was on:e of . the· first of the Parliamentary 
leaders of either Whigs or Tories to disclaim absolute 
finality, and. to express a readiness in due course ' to re
construct,' as he phrased it,' the estate of the Commons,' 
by providing, among other things, for a larger repre
sentation of the industrial class. This was on Hume's . 
motion for household suffrage in 1848.1 Though Disraeli 
was not .at that time the acknowledged leader of the 
party, yet, in consequence of Bentinck's withdrawal, he 
was leading it de facto from the front bench; and after his 
accession to the leadership, whether in or out of office, 
he on his· party's behalf maintained the same attitude.2 

The Press, too, advocated Reform in 1853 as part o£ the 
Conservative programme, and pointed to Derby, an old 
Reformer, as the natural leader to carry it ·into effect.3 

The increasing Parliamentary support obtained for Locke 
King's annual motion for assimilf.i.ting the county with 
the borough suffrage, culminating early in 1851 in the 
actual defeat of Russell's Government on this very 
question, drove Russell from his old position of finality. 
Henceforward the Whig leaders, however reluctantly,. 
accepted the principle of further Reform, and Russell 
assumed the conduct of the campaign, introducing a Bill 
on behalf of his own Government in 1852; and on behalf 
of Aberdeen's Government in 1854. The Bill of 1852 
was lost through the· fall of the Government; that of 
1854 was withdrawn owing to the Crimean War. Pal-

1 See pp. 915-919. 
3 See p. 1316. 

2 See pp. 1101, 1147, 1153, 1175, 1184, 1360 •. 
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merston's indifference had kept Reform out of the pro
gramme of his Government till after the General Election 
of 1857; and Disraeli, as :we have seen,l had then ex- .. 
pressed his readiness for Reform on the hustings, arid had 
only been prevented by Derby's reluctance from formu.
lating practical proposals on behalf of the party' in Par
liament. Owing. to the defeat of the Conspiracy -Bill, 
Palmerston's Reform proposals bad never seen the light; 
but that the questio~ which bad been talked about so 
long should be taken up in earnest: and pushed to a 
conclusion was the general view in political circles, and the 
Conservative Government saw no reason why they should 
disappoint expectation. · Disraeli and Stanley were no 
doubt the most decided Reformers among thein, but the 
whole Cabinet 'accepted Reform as an essential .element 

. of their policy. Disraeli told Mr. Kebbel at the time: 
that he and Derby thought it highly impolitic, if not.im
possible, for. the Conservative party to take up a non. 
possumus attitude on a great' popular question. .Had 
they done·so, he said, they must have dwindled away in· 
time ljke the Jacobites or the No~~jurors. Parliamentary 
:Reform being a constitutional question, the Conservatives 
bad as much right to deal with it as the Liberals.. 'I 
was determined,' he· added, ' to vindicate the right of 
the party to a free hand, and not to allow them. to be 
shut up in a cage formed by .the .Whigs and Radicals, · 
confined witl;lin a certain magic circle which they were 
not to step out of at the peril of their lives.'2 

The, Reform Act of 1832, by abolishing the majority 
of the pocket boroughs and. transferring the seats thus 

· gained to popUlous towns, and by establishing a £10 
·occupation franchise for boroughs, bad transferred power 
in the. main from the aristocracy to the middle classes; 
but the. territorial interest retained a strong hold both on 
the c.ounties, where the freeholders wen~ the main. voters 
a~d where the occupation franchise was fixed at ~5p, anq 

1 See above, Ch. 3.· 
~ Lord Beaconsfield dnd Other Tory Memories, pp. 16; 17. . . ' ' 
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on the remaining small boroughs, still considerable in 
number. Not only was the power of the aristocracy, but 
also that of the artisans, diminished by· the Act. The 
establishment of a property qualification, ~nd the extinc
tion of ancient electoral rights enjoyed by thepoor, re
sulted in the ~xclusion of t.he bulk of the working class; 
and it was recognised that to bring any considerable por
tion of them within the constituency the borough franchise 
must be lowered. A lowering of the county franchise, 
unless it was carried beneath the level of the existing 
borough franchise, would only increase the same kind of 
electors as then returned the borough members. Hume's 
proposal, which in:cluded the whole Radical programme 
.of household suffrage, equal electoral districts, and ballot, 
meant a transfer of the power of the State ·to the working · 
men. Locke King's Bill, which assimilated the county 
to the borough franchise, . would establish the middle 
classes still more firmly in their seat. Disraeli's general 
view was that all national interests of importance should 
find adequate representation in the House, and that no 
one class should be placed in a predominant position. 
Not·only, therefore, was he in favour of new franchises 
of a varied character, educational and other, but he had 
constantly shoWn. himself ready to redress the short
comings of the Act of· 1S32 by an extension of in
dustrial franchise. His latest proposals, at the time 
of the 1857 election, had dealt rather with re-dis
tribution than with franchise, and were calculated 
to give a larger proportion of members to the under~ 
represented counties, which were mainly Conservative,. 
and so diminish the political power of the Radical 
boroughs. He had shown throughout ~ strong .aversio~ 
to equal electoral districts, as being bound up with what 
he considered the mistaken theory that the franchise is 
a right, instead of a privilege .. But he was sensible of 
the scandal caused by the excesf?ive inequalities still 
retained, and was prepared to deal summarily with. all 
the more glaring instances. 
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No sooner was the distracting session_ of 1858 over than 
the minds of Ministers were turned tmvards the great 
task before them in the coming .year. It was desirable 
that as mature a consideration as possible should be 
given to a measure presenting difficulties to any Govern-· 
· ment,· but very special hazards for a Government calling 
it~elf Conservative. For, though the party reqognised 
that their leaders, in consequence both of' their professions 
and of the Parliamentary situation, were bound' to pro-

. duce a Reform . Bill, most viewed the necessity with 
regl'et, and. some with . suspicion. The Prime Minister 
himself took charge of the early stages, and in the. 
second week of . August had a long conversation on·:
the subject with Rose; the party agenp. Rose wrote to· · 
Disraeli on August 12: ' I had my first Reform interview 
with Lord Derpy yesterday. It lasted for nearly three 
hours, and I came away quite convinced that no one 
ought to ven,ture to talk to Lord Derby who does not 
thoroughly understand his subject.' 

The preliminary discussion of Reform between Derby 
and Disraeli was mixed up with a matter of patronage. 
A Commissionership of Excise was vacant. The position. 
was one that Disraeli thought would be competently 
filled by his brother James, who had been an efficient 
County Co'urt Treasurer since his appointment by Derby 
in 1852, and whose promotion would make it possible to 
recognise suitably Rose's great services to the Conserva- · 
tive party by giving him the vacat~d Treasurership. 
But Disraeli was ·laudably anxious not to put personal 
and family claims above the public service, and the 
·correspondence on the point. between Derby and himself 
is ci:edit~ible to both men. 

From Lord· Derby. · .. 

Confidential.· ST. JAMES's SQUARE, Aug. 12, · 1858.
... You are as much interested as I am in having a 
thoroughly competent man in a situation which, from the 
composition of the Board; must in all probability lead to the 
Chairmanship; and you are even more interested in' riot having 

. . ' 
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your name brought into question in connection with an unfit 
appointment. I therefore appeal to you confidently, but also 
most confidentially, for ·your candid opinion whether your 
brother is fully equal to the duties of such an office. ·· Should 
you answer in the affirmative, I will with pleasure submit his 
name to the Queen, and his appointment will make an opening. 
for Rose. -Should you not be able conscientiously to recom
mend him, I am sure you will not do so; and in that case I 
must look elsewhere. 

To Lord Derby. 

HtrGHENDEN MANoR, Aug. 13, 1858.-I have no doubt 
that the individual in question is thoroughly competent, and 
that his appointment would ultimately reflect credit on your 
·choice; but I nevertheless think at this moment the appoint
ment would be injudicious. 

We are now· endeavoring to reconstruct the party on a 
wider basis, and trying to lay the foundation of a permanent 
system. .In this transitionary state we depend entirely on· 
opinion, and any appointment which has the appearance even 
of preferring private interests and feelings.to the efficiency of 
the public service must be avoided. 

I am sorry for the individual immediately concerned, still 
· more for Rose; but if we succeed in our great enterprise you 

will, I doubt not, have opportunities of rewarding the services 
of the one, and perhaps of not altogether forgetting the sacri
fice of the other. ; . 

From Lord Derby. 
Private. ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, Aug. 15, 1858.-This. Com-

. missionership of Excise is really a considerable embarrass
ment. I enclose you the list· of candidates, among whom 
there is hardly a good name. . . . Would.Newdegate take 
it ? and, if so, could we keep his seat ~ . . . . You would, I 
suppose, prefer keeping Lord R. Cecil in the House;1 besides 
which I do.not think we should have a' Lord,' and it would 
hardly be fair to make another vacancy for Stamford. . . .. 
I shall be very glad if you can assist me in'this matter, for I 
-really know not where to turn. After your last note, I can
not think again of the arrangement I proposed to you. . . . 

1 This was not the -only suggestion made during this Ministry for pro• 
. viding Lord R. Cecil with a permanent post which would have taken him 

out of politics. His father, then Lord Presid~nt, contemplated at one time 
making him Clerk of the Council in succes.sion to Greville, who resigned 
while the Derby Government was in oflice; and he was one of the Members 
of.Parliament suggested by Disraeli to Stanley for·original membership o£ 
the new Indian Council. See aqpve, Ch. 5; · . 
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Derby's diffic.1,1lties in filling up the post ultimately 
brought him back to the arrangement which Disraeli 

, ~es,ired, but had refrained from pressing. 

Fror;n Lord · Derby·. 

Private. 10, DoWNING STREET, Aug. 25. 185S.-I have 
a letter from ~he Queen this morning, approving of your 

• brother's appointment as Commission~r of Excise, and of 
Rose to succeed him in his Treasurership .... 

I am to have another· conversation with the latter on Friday 
on the subject of the Reform Bill, at which I have been 
working, arid' of which I have ·good hopes. Let me know 
your opinion as to the lowering of the franchise in the boroughs. 
Rose is in favour of a £6 rating. I confess I am afraid of 
going lower than the present rate, or its equivalent, an £8 
rating. The houses between £6 and £10 will add 50 per cent. 
to the present ·constituencies. The keystone of the whole 
must be making freeholders in boroughs voters fo.r the boroughs, 
and not for the counties, as at present . .. "' . 

To Lord Derby. 

HuGiiENI:>EN, Aug~ 26,1858.::.:._ .. : The line we should take 
~bout the borough franchise, I think, must 9-epel).d upon the 
general character of our measure. ,Is it to be ·moderate, or 
is it to be large ~ . . 
· That again, I apprehend, depends upon the temper of the 

·country. It may change by next year, but at present its 
. inClinations in this infttter. appear temperate. · 

·· If you retain the £10 franchise in the boroughs, and extend 
ihe franchise in the counties,.you will have a strong case in 
favor of the arrangement you mention of co~ning borough 
freeholders to borough voting. Indeed, this is the only mode 
by which even a · colorable balance could be maintained 
between the county and borough constituencies . 

. I call a £6 rating a large measure, tho' it may b.e a safe one; 
but if you did not advance to that point, I think the wisest 
in every .way would be to retain the £10, because in that c.ase 
you would have the £10 interest on your side, .while an £8 
rating would not enlist many supporters, or any fervent sup-· 
port, while the 10 pounders would join the 5 and 6 pounders 
in opposition to your project. ». 

But I make these remarks with great deference. I would 
like' to have talked over the subject with you. It is hardly 
suffici{mtly cleare¢1. for correspondence. Indeed, if I had be~n 
aware you were so advanced in i~ consideration, and -medi-

•. 
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Laied going to Knowsley before the Council on the 2nd, I 
should have proposed paying you a morning visit at Osterley, 
or even presumed so far as to in.timate that it might be some 
distraction to you to discuss the matter in. the woods of 
Hughenden. . · • • 

I will apprise my brother of the great honor which you 
have conferred on him, and which I trust you may never 
regret. -It is very satisfactory that yo? have rewarded 
Rose. . . . · 

The policy advocated in Disraeli's letter-the retention 
of the £10 franchise in the boroughs, the extension of 
the franchise in the counties, an'd the confinement of the 
borough freeholders to borough voting-was in large 
measure the policy of the Bill eventually produced to 
the House of · Commons. But before that stage was 
reached Reform passed through many troubled moments 
in the Cabinet. In 4ugust and September, _Stanley, 
whq was detained in London or the immediate neighbour
hood by the labour involved in bringing the India Act 
into 'effect, was frequently a guest at Hughenden; and he 
and Disraeli, as the .representatives of. the progressive 
party in the Government, worked out their own plan, 
which embraced (1) identity of franchise for counties as 
well as boroughs at £10; · (2) new franchises, based on 
personal property, etc.; (3) optional ballot; and (4) dis
franchisement ranging from sixty to ·ninety seats-the. 
first and last points being those to which they attached 
mo~t impor~ance. They "'ere led, no doubt, to put 
identity of franchise in the forefront by the fact that 
Parliament had accepted the principle of Locke King's 
Bill in the past session, as on several previous. occasions, 
by a considerable majority, in spite of a deprecatory· 
speech from Disraeli, who had objected ·to dealin.g piece
meal with a great questio:g. which the Govern.ment had 
determined to take 'in hand. If there were any principle 
of further Reform to which Parliament might be ~on
sidered to be pledged, it was an· identic suffrage for 
boroughs and counties. At the same time, for Disraeli 
to. accept it; and make it, as he did, the outstanding 
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feature of the Government Bill, argues a great change 
.of attitude towards the middle class~s, whose power it 
was calculated. so largely to increase; and may perhaps be 
a~tributed: at l~ast in part, to Stanley's influence ov~r 
him .. ·For Stanley was pre-eminently a statesman who 
~rusted, and was tr-usted by, the ·middle classes. His. 
plain common-sense and·love of peace appealed to them 
ahnost as much as did Palm!:rsto~'s good-humour and 
bounce·, and on PaJmerston's death he largely ·succeeded 
to· his place in their favour. 
. For a time, though Derby and Rose were also plirsuing 

their labours, no further communications passed between 
Derby and Disraeli. 'I thought it better,.' Wrote Disraeli 
to Stanley on September 19, 'that an interval of silt:nce 
should take place .. He [Derby] must be sick of me afte~. 
six months-and. such .months-,-of constant deliber-. 
ation. Now he will be fresh again, and I shall be less 
stale.' Unfortunately, Derby was .not fresh again" at 
the end of September, but had a severe attack •of. the 
~gout. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Moriday, ·oct . . 11, 1858.-Lord Derby~s 
second attack of the gout, which came on the day after he 
left Balmoral, has deranged all my plans, and .occasioned me 
a great deal of troubl~ and anxiety. It has been very severe, 
but we kept it secret for a lol).g time, .so that when it got 
known, and we were found out, he had recovered, which, 
considering the severity of the attack, was as satisfactory as 
unexpected. ·Nothing dishearteiJ.s a party ,so much as art' 
invalid chief, and they are always afraid he is going to .die 
and break up the Ministry. . . . . 

One, however, may be compensated for a little extra toil 
. or care by the state of the country, which, I believe, is as ' 

generally prosperous as it ever was at any period of its his
tory. Everything succeeds, foreign and domestic, and the· 
Ex[ cheque ]r is overflowing. 

These gold discoveries must exercise•an immense influence 
on· mankind; nuggets and the comet open everybody:s 
mind... • ·· 
· We have bad a great many visitors. ·at Hughenden ~L 

late: . Lord Stail.ley, Sir ~dward Lytton, the Rothschilds,· • . ~ . 
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Sir W. Jolliffe, Mr. Baring; the greater part of them combined 
business with pleasure, for they settled State affairs as well 
as occasionally killing a bird for you. · 

We have been here these six days or so, incog. except to my 
private secretary, and hav:e: done a deal of work. ThO paint 
is not very bad, and we have preferred its inconvenience to 
Do\vning Street and the Thames, so we did not send for your 
great analyser, Sir Brodie!· 

I hope to be able to get back to Hughenden on Friday, and 
appear at Aylesbury at Q. 'Sessions on the following Mon-
day.· ... , -

HuGRENDEN MANoR, Oct. 20; 1858.-0ur visit to London 
incog. has come to an end, but to~morrow I must return, but 
not incog., to receive the Canadian Ministers, who have come 
over here, and who want, like all of us and all the world, .some 
money .... 
· The Queen arrives on Wednesday (this· very day), and .a 
great deal is going•on. Lord Derby's illness has very much 
put me out and deranged my plans. 

The great thing now will be the new French Ambassadress1 

-a Spanish lady of high degree, and very haughty,.they say, 
scornful, 'and all that. · We have had nothing in that style 
for a~ great many years, and .I think it will be amusing. The 
Emperor has given her a tiara of diamonds, and large pearls~ 
fit for the Empress: the Empress herself has given her a 
stomacher entirely of brilliants; the Queen of Spain a fan of 
diamonds and emeralds; the Duke of Malakhciff himself a 
corbeille, according to custom, full of all sorts of dainty 
devices-Cashmere shawls, brilliant trinkets, lace, pocket
handkerchiefs like the petticoats of: the Madonna of Loretto, 
and no end of fancy splendor. But what we ·await with the 
greatest inter«;Jst are-her favors. 

HuGRENDEN MANoR, Oct. 30, 1858.-We have been here 
neatly' a fortnight, enjoying the autumn, but business has 
been very active-couriers and despatch-boxes evet·y day, 
and all the symptoms that graver days are at hand. The 
world gets serious in November. 

To-day we go to Gunnersh'ury, Baron Rothschild's, to meet 
the French Ambassador and his bride, and stay i>here till 
Monday, on which morning I shall appear in Downing Street. 
All the Ministers will have arrived by that time-Lord Derby 
on Monday evening-:-and at 12 o'clock on Tuesday we two 
have our first confidential conference for three months. There 
will be no lack of matter to talk about. 
Th~ Cab~net will meet the next. day, Wednesday. Their 

meetmgs Will no doubt for some time be frequent. .. , • 
. j 

1 Madame Pelis~er, Duchl)ss ofMalakhoff. 
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One ofthe first acts bf the November Cabinets.was•to 
appoint ~·.Cabinet cOn;_ffi.ittee to consider the .details of 
the Reform' Bill. Disraeli'and Stanley, as the' advo9ates 
of a comprehensive measure, 'r.e'~U:m~ci ~their special con-

' • . - • ' :. ... • ;r :J . 
. sultations, and determined; as~ far. as ·po.ssible, to ;mo~ld 
iri concert the decisiori.S to b·e taken-:on'the· subject~ t. ·:·. 

!.- . .. . .. 

, To Lord· Stanley,' : . " 

·nuo:HENDEN; Nov. 5, 1858.-Y<lu or·l ougb.t'to O'e Chair
man of the Reform Committee, in order to direct the co·urse . 
in a salutary stream. · . _ ·., 
. I shall be at D. S .. to-morrow at 12 o'clock, ·and propose 
you: but if, on t~e ground of E[.ast] I(ndi~] ;H[c;mse]; you 
demur, you can perform the office..,.ror your!'! ever,.D. ,. ~· 

. ... ~ .,!' ' ' • 4 • • J 

The Committee reported on Novel!J.ber· 26,. explaining .. · 
_ that, though there had··· been ·individual 'differences_, of. 
opinion,· ev"ery proposi~io~: adopted ·had ~he.·. sanction of · 
a large_ majority. Their 'recommendations, with, regard ¥ 

. " to franchise; ·. were~ to retain •. t·he '£j 0 .franchise in ~'the ... 
· boroughs, to ·establish a. '£10 'rating 'fran~hise inJth~.: ' 

counties, and a .£20 lodger franchise for both town and 
coun~cy, while transferring the ·freehold ·franbhise, where~·· 

_ the property was situated within' borough liillits;'fr~~ the~ 
county to the borough. With regard to :redistiibutic::m7-

. ·while repudiating any attempt at absolute· _eq~ality, t.hey_ 
recommended mitigating , the' ~ore glaring ·. anomalie~:·· 
They. would disfranchise · totally boroughs · wi.th ja pop
ulation -under- 5,000, thus gaining sixt!'Jen seats; and: 

· ·G' paJ;tially disfranchise.· ~hose between 5,000 and 15,000, · . 
. gaining fifty-seven seats more. No new constituencies· 
were to be. created, except by the division of the .West · 
Riding-and of South Lancashir~;)but every, coun~y.c<?n-, 
stituency with a population above 100,000 ~as to havei· , ' 

t· three members, and where it exceeded 5o,qoo two,·thti~ ·~ 
giving fifty-two· additional .county,· seats. The_,, .. sa.itie· 
p~inciple applied to ._towns disposeq of eight~en ,,se11ts. 
The small margin left might per~aps 'be ;used '"f~rJ~h~. 
University of L9ndon· or the Iruis ·of, Court; _ It :w~ pl'i>~ 

. • ' #, ""~· • 

.. . --• .. 

.. 
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posed to disfranchise dockyard men, to allow polling 
papers, and to resist the ballot .. 

Tp !Jrs. Disraeli .. 

. WINDSOR CASTLE/ ]\Tov.i·:l5,. l858.-All well: very well. 
Coming up for a--Cabine~, and, just time to write this line. 
My visit has been an en'dles(conversation with the Prince. 

To Frances Anne Lady• Londonderry . . 

DoWNI~G S~R~ET; N~v: 27, .1858.::-"-We lia~e had as hard 
work this month a.~ I ·ever recollect in public'life, and 'a 
prospect of its continuance yet for s'ome .weeks. Cabinets, or 
Committees of Cabinets, every day-from 12 to 5 or 6 o'clock . 
-and plenty of work ~fterwards. We are really working 
night and day: . · 
· On the whole, affairs are v.ery satisfactory, and altho' I hear 

rumors of our career being ·cut short in February next, they 
don't give me sleepless.nights. . . . • . 

I sate next the Prince of Wales at dinner the other day, 
and was very much pleased With him-intelligent, informed, 
and with a singularly sweet rp.anne!. He was going off the 
next day to Berlin, on a- visit to his sister, and seemed full of 
delight at the prospect. . . . · 

The last days.of November and the early days of Decen:
ber were mainly occupied with .C~binet Councils 9n the 
details of the Reform Bill. The report of the Committee 
was by no means universally accepted. Malmesbury • 
wrote on December 3: ' I have littl~ expectation of the . 
Government producing a measure that will satisfy either 
themselves or the public '; a;_nd he tells us of an important 
division in which Derby was only supported by Malmes
ibury himself and'Manners. Disraeli, Stanley, Pakington, 
Salisbury, and Lytton, v,oted for a·more liberal proposal; 
Chelmsford, Walpole, Henley, Hardwioke, and Peel, for 
.a more conservative one_. 'So nothing ;was done.' This 
division shows general'y . the parties into . whiCh the 
Cabinet was divided. The att~tude of both Walpole and 
Henley was beginning to cause special uneasiness, when 
the leaders had an unexpected blow in letters from 
Lytton announcing his immediate resignation on grounds 

1 Disraeli wa.s staying a.t the Castle from Monday to Wednesday. 
I. ' 51 • 

:>, •• 
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of health. If the resignation took effect; Dis'raeli hopeQ. 
to utilise the vacancy in such a way as to reconCile or 
neutralise Henley and Walpole •• _ .. 

. 
To LOrd Derby• ,., 

· · Confidential. DowNING . STR:JllET,' ~Dec.' ·2o, l858.__:.Lytton 
sent me yesterday,' per box from Knebworth, copy of his 
letter to you, and also the letter pf his physician, evidently 
written to show: I am not clear that health is the cause of 
this unexpected movement, in which case w_e may have di~
culty in inducing·him to remain for the iion~e,if, on reflection, 
"it -prove desirable. _ , - , · 

Calculating from the dates that I ~ight hear·from you this 
morning, as turned out to be the case, I aV.:oided replying to 
~him, though I had fraine"d in my mind an ansyver couched in 
the. same spirit asyour own, though not as. good, as I think 
you touched every point, and wit? gre?'t f~lici-ty. _ · 

_I have, of course, kept the affa1r qmte close from.our col
leagues, but I thouglit it· nest· yesterday to send a. special 
messenger to Merstha.n:!:, and secure .Jolliffe with, me this 
·,morning. I have shown. him all the letters, and also ,told 
'him that I woUld apprise you thereof. • _ . 

I give you the result of a night's anxious meditation on this · 
subject. The scheme which I recommend' for .yolll" considera-
-tion is this: ""' -~ . _ - . · . 

~ ,. Were I yo.u, J would appoint Henley Secr~tary for .the 
_ Colonies; Sotheron. Estcourt, Board of Trade; ·Edward Eger~ . 
· ton, Poor Board. · . 

. ... 

I fancy, often, that want-of preferment is at the bottom of 
Henley's crotchety churlishness.1 Secretary of State, you 
would fip.d' no difficulty with him in the Cabinet, I suspect, 
at this_ juncture. Were another promoted, he might probably 
take the occasion to resign on some ' principle.' · -

Sotheron Estcourt in the· Cabinet would . greatly control 
Walpole. Estcourt has·a following in the House, and among 
those country· gentlemen who, in default of one 'of their own 
set in the Cabinet, are constrained to look ,to Walpole,\ who, 
after aU, with theni is only a lawy'er. t · . 

With Ed. Egerton joining, in additipn to_ these arrange
ments, I really think the Government would be strengthened . 
by the secession of Bulwer. Note this: the secession of 
Bulwe:r, if in any. way. connected with the Reform Question 
by the world, w~ll rather be an indication. that the pr~ject is 

1 Henley tendered his resignation no fewet than four times in t~elve 
months-April 7, July 25, and Dec. 24, 1858·; and finally .Jan. 28, 1859. . 

. . ;· 

.. 
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-not liberal enough. This will tend to keep our party together, 
otherwise pleased by seeing the administration much entrusted 
to men of their own class. 

I showed your letter to Jolliffe, who was much gratified by 
your notice of him with respect to the Cabinet, 1 but we can
not spare him now, and no one feels this more than himself. 
When the great experiment is over, and_ the Conservative 
party is fairly settled on its broad basis of popular respect, 

\ then all and everything _will be his due, and a pleasanter and 
more faithful colleague we shall never find. . • . 

Before Derby had sounded Henley, he received from 
' him what' he considered an ' ominous communication, 
indicating rather a dogged feeling as to the details of the 
Reform Bill.' 

" To Lord Derby. .... 
Confidential . . ToRQUAY, Dec. 27, 1858.T. -. Henley's 

mode of wishing you a merry Xma.s is very cha.racteristic. 
I see his grim smile. · ' · 

It is strange tha.t our people are so fidgety about a measure 
on which the fate of the Government does not, in fact, depend. 
If we carry a Reform Bill we shall become a powerful Ministry; 
if, on the other hand, we are unsuccessful,. we shall merely 
continue in the position we now fill: a Government without 
an absolute majority, but one which, on all questions, in
cluding even Parliamentary Reform, is the most practicable 
under existing cirqumstances. 

I enclose you a strange letter from Lytton in 'answer to my 
pathological remarks; It is a wonderful performance, and 
pray return it to me, for it is worth~keeping in the family 
records. His symptoms are regularly divided under the head 
of-(1) consumption, (2) dropsy, (3) pa.ralysis. I have had 
them all myself often, and .five-and-twenty years ago in over
whelming degree, yet here I am writing to you on matters 
which certainly in their handling reqhire tolerable nerves.· -A 
good rattling frost may, perhaps, set Bulwer right. _ ·.,. 

-But the practical pa.rt of his letter seems to me to be this : 
.that, if health be the teal cause of his projected seces~on, on 
which head I am sceptical, then he would remain if we re
quest~d him-of course, as regards attendance and all that; 
studying him as much as possible. But if, instead of health; 
his wife is behind the curtain, then he will go, and the sooner 
the better for all -concerned. . . . · 

1 Derby had written: '.Jolliffe is equal to any positi~n, but he is invaluable 
in his present position, and would qe thrown away at the Colonies.· 

' . 
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From Lord Derby. 

Confidential. KNOWSLEY:, Dec. 30, 1858.-I return, a.c" 
· cording to your desire, Lytton's curious pathological epistle. 
I am inclined to think, however, that he is seriously alarmed 
about the state of his health; that such is the real motive for 
his resignation; and that he will persist-in it. I have another 
letter from himin which he tells·me that he is going to Malvern 
to try hydropathy, from which he has before deriv~d benefit 
(he will probably kill himself), and th!tt 'he hopes there to 
receive the result of the arrangements which I am consider
ing.' He adds that every day convinces him more and more 
of the impossibility of his sust!l>ining the 'labours of Parlia
mentary attendance during ' any part ' of a session in winter, 
but that he shall remain in England to give a cordial support 
on any pressing occasions. I will not notice this till I hear 

· again from you; but I think he has made up his mind, and 
that you will not be able to keep him. . . . · · 

I had a most amiable note from ·Henley, sensible of the 
necessity of IiH;tking every effort to smooth down differences, 
etc. He has had, however, a 'Memorandum on .Reform as 
long as a Chancery-brief,' which he has returned with a letter 
which he desired to be sent on to me. He omits (evidently 
by mistake) to say from whom it is; but I fear it may be froni 
Walpole, and that we shall find him less easy ·to deal with 
than we have expected. If some of our collea;gues overrate, 
I confess .I thillk you somewhat underrate the effect which 

. would be produced by our failing to carry a Reform Bill, 
more especialJy as ours is not likely to be of a character to 
excite any popular enthusiasm in jts, ·or our, !avour. 'Tlie 
attempt, and not the deed, confounds us;' and though it. 
might not cause the resignation of the Government, it would 

' certainly weaken· our prestig~ in the country. · 

To Lord Derby . 

. CHANCELLOR OF THE ·ExcHEQUER's OFFICE, New Year'B 
Day, 1859.-I have had a long interview with Lytton: he 
remains. His secession at this moment would embolden the 
clique, which is drawing up ' memoranda as long as Chancery 
briefs,' and would be most mischievous.· He· expects to die 
before Easter, I?ut, if. so,~ I have promised him a public 
funeraL.. . . · . ·· 

We • ought to have a brilliant Budget; which is scarcely 
second in importance to the Reform Bill, and the prestige of 
which will assist us in passingthe latter. 

The game of the Whigs1 I :understand, is this: ,to· preach 
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very Conservative views in the Press, so that we may be 
deterred from bringing forward a bold measure, and they, 
,consequently, be enabled to resume their old position of the 
reforming party, which we have turned. On the other hand, 
if we pursue the bold course, which they suspect we are fol
lowing, then they count on defalcations from our own ranks, 
which will strengthen them in a Conservative opposition. 
However, I fear nothing but our colleagues .... 

The great Minister who, under my influence, this morning 
has sacrificed his life to his party has a much grander idea 
for the solution of Ionian grievances and the strengthening of · 
our ranks. I said I would not deprive him of the glory of 
communicating to you so vast an idea, but from the fear that 
he may have a fit before post~time I tell yon, in confidence, 
that he is going to propose to send out to them-:-the Duke of 
Wellington !1 I think this must frighten them, or they must 
have immensely altered since I raided ' the isles of Greece.' 

From Lord Derby. 
Confidential. KNowsLEY, Jan. 2, 1859.-... I have 

received the ' Chancery brief,' 87 folios! . . . AE far as I 
can see, the main objections are to the assimilation (in 
amount) of the county· and borough franchises, and to 
any total, or more than a very slight partial disfranchise
ment. · He does not object to the transfer of borough 
freehold votes to the boroughs in itself ; but. if necessarily 
attended with a £10 franchise, he objects to both. On 
~he other hand, Henley would consent, apparently, to a con
siderable amount of disfranchisement, but objects as strongly 
as Walpole (and Peel is said to do so still more) to assimila
tion and transfer, and especially the latter. In this view, as 
you know, .they will be joined by Pakington, perhaps by 
Salisbury, and I think by Stanley, if the county franchise 
does not come down to £10; ·and yet I am confident that this 
is the· most Conservative provision in the Bill, and Rose ·writes 
me word that the evidence in favour of it is overwhelming ! 
Walpole would close with a £20-I think with a £}()._:...rating,· 
a11-d Ihavesometimes thought that we should have to adopt this. 
If we did, we might take an £8 rating as an alternativel'but not 
as a substitute, for the £10 value, which we mightstill have. 

I a~ glad you have succeeded in staying Lytton's resigna
tion .... 2 

1 The 2nd Duke. 
· 2 Lytton tendered his resignation once more on similar grounds just 
before the dissolution ('Ecce itcrurn Crispinus I' wrote Derby); but was 
persuaded to hold .it over till after the General Election, when the Govern- · 
ment wa.s defeated and resigned. , · . 

•. 
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. Disraeli. returned from his annual visit to Torquay to 
meet these Cabinet difficulties, as well as to consult on 
the threatening situation in Europe. 'Whe11 we· arriv,ed 
at Grosvenor Gate,' he wrote on January 3· .to _Mr~.· 
Willyams, 'we found Lord Stanley at the door; inquiring 
for me; and I induced him to- stay and dine with· qs. 
We talked over everything.' Resourceful as ever, Disraeli 
sugge~ted to Stanley that, if Sir Charles Trevelyan re
fuseq th~ Governorship of Madras, it might be . offered 
to Walpole. Stanley was quite ready · to oblige. 
'Nothing,' he said, 'ought to be conceded of the proposed 
Refcirin Bill. Better break up. than pring }n a worthless 
m~asure.' Trevelyan, however, accepted; and Pisraeli, 
if he could not remove the difficulty of Walpole, was 
able at any rate to. complete an arrangement which he . 
·had much at heart~to give G. A. Hamilton, then the . 
Parliamentary Secretary, the permanent headship ··of 

·the Treasury . in suc_cession to Trevelyan, and bdng 
in Sir Stafford N orthcote as . Parliamentary Secretary. 
He had taken note of . Nor,thcote from. the begil:l
riing of his Parliamentary career .in the · spring of 
1855; had paid' special attention. to .his maiden speech; 
had marked his· adherence to the peace policy -.of 
the Press in the autumn of that year ; and . had maae 
use of him as a go-between for negotiations with the 
Peelites in the summer of 1856. The fact that Northcote · · 
had been Gladstone's private secretary :woU:ld.'be a special 

recommendation to Disraeli at a time when Gladstone 
was giving a general support to the Derby Government
support which Disraeli was constantly endeavouring to 
convert into alliance in office. . N orthcote had been one 
of Paimerston's victims at the General Election of 1857; 
Disraeli found for him in July, 1858, a seat for the pocket 
borough of Stamford; with a promise of office in the next few: 
months. At their meeting in June, 1858, 'Dizzy talked,' 
wrote Northcote, 'as i£ he had ;;tlways had my interests .in 
tJ;levery centre of his heart/. If there w:as at :6.rst so~e~p_ip.g 
of pose and affectation in this attitude, DisraelL ll.t least . 
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acted up to it afterwards, promoting Northcote on every 
opportuni~y, and finally leaving him leader of the House 
of Commons when he himself went to the Lords. It is 
creditable to Disraeli'f\ discernment that he should have 
picked his man so early and so surely. At once a country 
gentleman, a Churchman, and a scholar, Northcote had 
many of the qualities which were complementary to 
Disraeli' s; his training in administration under Gladstone 
was valuable in a party, few of whose members had had 
experience of the kind; his high character and unselfish 
aims would have made him an ornament of any party. 
The relations thus pleasantly begun developed into real 
friendship in the few short months of joint office in 1859. 
'I expect,' Northcote wrote, quite early, to his wife, 'that 
my relations with Disraeli will be very agreeable. He con
sults me upon a variety of matters connected with general 
politics, as well as upon strictly departmental business.'1 

Derby was disposed, in order to keep Walpole and 
Henley, to give up the principle. of identity of franchise, 
and only reduce the county franchise to £20 or perhaps 
£16. Here, however, he found resolute opposition from 
Stanley, who told his father, on January 13, that such a 
franchise had not a chance of passing in the House of 
Commons. 'It would end no quarrel, satisfy no party, 
m·eet no demand that the public has made. You cannot 
carry it through.' Moreover, ' Parliament would with 
difficulty believe that a scheme so certain of rejection 
was .put forth with any intention except that it should. 
be rejected.' Disraeli entirely agreed with Stanley's 
view, and he tried in vain to obtain Walpole's concur~ 
renee. Walpole, with considerable force, wrote, on 
January 25, that he. could not believe that the £10 jdentic 
franchise coUld be a final settlement. ' I am confident 
that no line which is purely arbitrary, which rests on no 
imaginable principle ... ever can constitute a safe, 
sound, and permanent resting-place.' Ministers would 
soon be driven from it. 

Lang's ~ rirthcote, P· 95. · 

.• 
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To Mrs. Brydges Willyama. 

WINDSOR CASTLE, Jan. 21, 1859.-... I am 'here on a . 
visit for two or three days, and am taking the opportunity'· 
of getting thro' some work in :the mornings, which requires 
solitude. In the evening all is brilliant and musical~a band 
at dinner, bagpipes after dinner, and a complete orchestra i'n 
the evening. · At the same time, a host and hostess who have 
the art of conversation, and who, as they know everything 
that is interesting, can. entertain without compromising their . · 
dignity. . 

Rumors of war. 

The Cabinet accepted the £10 franchise, in spite of 
Walpole's and Henley's objections, and of the intimation 
that they would resign: But no sooner was this matter 
disposed of than fresh difficulties aro~ on the question 
of redistribution of seats; and, in despair of. arriving at 
any agreed settlement, Derby propbs(ld to leave this· 
branch of the subject alone, and Disraeli; marking the 
public apathy, was disposed to consent.··. Stanley imme
diately protested once more to his father. ·There could .. 
l;>e no settlement of the question without disfranchise
ment, and to omit it would expose M!nisters to severe 
Parliamentary attack and mist. doubt on their "sincerity:· 
Though he had anticipated troubles of this kind when the 
Government was formed, the idea that no disfranchise~ 
ment whatever would be proposed was one that··:had. 
never entered his. mind. Disraeli, whose patience and 
adroitness in composing differences among his colleagues 
were at this time' conspicuously shown, immediately tried 
to arrange a compromise. '· 

To Lord Derby. 

HouSE oF Co:M:MoNs, Feb. 8, 1859.-I have had separate 
interviews with my colleagues, and have then held a· pro
longed .Cabinet. These are the results: Stanley; Pakington:; 
J. Manners, Henley (by proxy); are of opinion that gene:ral 

. expectation demands some measure of disfranchisement. ap.d 
. redistribution; that ther.e shal~ be two Bills, 'tho' one state

ment; that the Suffrage Billshall be passed bef6re.the second 
reading of the Disfranchisement Bill is moved; that its defeat 

. •. .· 
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will not prejudice the fate of tbe preceding Bill; that, if carried 
by a bare majority, it will be open to the Government no.t to 
proceed with it; that this course will secure a fair and unpre
judiced consideration of the Suffrage Bill, no one's fate being 
involved in the result; that, on the whole, it would seem to 
be expedient that there should be no total disfranchisement; 
that, under these circumstances, partial disfranchiscm~nt up 
to 10,000 population would afford 47 seats, as much as the 
House of Commons would care to digest; that the first four 
acts of distribution should be to· unrepresented places; then 
Yorkshire (W.R.), Lancashire (S.), and Middlesex divided, 
and the rest apportioned as we contemplated. It is thought 
that this scheme would get us out of our difficulties in an 
honorable and practical manner. All which is submitted for 
your consideration. 

I am rather nervous about Peel from what I have heard: 
Walpole and Henley hopeless. It is time to reconsider our 
personnel. 

I can say no more, but that God is great ! 
Approaching war is believed in Paris, and the Emperor's 

speech has relieved no one.· 

This proposal did not commend itself to ·Derby, and 
another much smaller measure of redistribution, affecting 
only fourteen or fifteen seats, was put forward. Stanley 
was very indignant. He thought it worse than post.
ponement, bad as that was. Mere delay, he wrote to 
Disraeli, would deprive no one of hope; this new pJan 
shut the door altogether, beyond the petty change sug
gested. He believed the existence of very small con
stituencies to be an abuse, and was satisfied the country 
thought so too. He could not assent; and he declared 
that his views were shared by Pakington, and to a certain 
extent by Manners and Malmesbury also. · 

We have hitherto, against many difficulties, maintained our 
position with the public, and administered affairs in ~ liberal 
spirit. We may do it still, with care and firmness. But 
what you now suggest (or rather assent to, for I do not 
believe the suggestion can be yours) will simply throw. us 
back into the ol<l track of obstruction and resistance, from 
which we have emerged with so much trouble. I, at least, 
have had enough of that work, and I do not· mean to have 
any more. 

I. 51* 
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To Lord Stanley; 
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. •· . 

DowNING STREET,. Feb. 10, 1859.-I send you this, 'not :t<? . 
. produce or prolong. controversy, but that you .may really 
.clearly comprehend the motives wb,ich influence .me in .the 
policy l have ventured to. recommel).d for the considtilration 
of the PreJ?lier, and which I :would wish you to adopt, not 
merely. from a sentiment of deyotion to ·him, but bec~use, 
after mature deliberation, you play be of opinion it is.the. .one 
b~st adapte~ to the emergency. . . . . · . 
·.By the proposal I have made I ne\;er· intended to com:tJ;J.it 
t.P,e Government pr myself to what is c~lled finality. I have 

. no abstract wish ,to save small boroughs, but I do not. want 
to take away their members un,til I know. what we are to do 
with them.' · · · · · . · .. . 
. Although the. standard ()Lpopulation may be the on.ly one 
which ~ll bea.r the tes~ of criticism,.remember that. it has· 
never been accepted by' any man who'·has dealt with the 
question under Ministerial responsibility.. . . •. •. ·. : 

.,In. 1852 Lord Jo:Q.n Russell's Government avoided dis-
franchisement by grouping. ··, ... · · .· · .·.· : :. . ... · 

In 1854 disfranchisement was proposed, but with the 
object .of .enfranchising.the · minoriti~. On .this ,point, the 

·.middle .. classe,s are ag~inst Brigb,tisin--:-witness their able 
?rgan, the. Ec~n()mist-=-~J.ld t~e educated clas~es, a:r~ against 
It, as proved by the articles m the Saturday Remew. That 
the opinion of the country' 'is the same ii:r sufficiently proved 
by the tone of The Times. · . · , .· 

· Bear .Ellice,. ]{orsman,. and Low~, and by implication 
Cornewall·'Lewis,· have all taken the Conservative view· of 
this question." · · · ·· . · · · · •. · · · · . . · · · 
. I do not wish you to pledge yourself to it, but I do not 
wish you to legislate upon ·a question wi~h respect to which 
public opinion is obviously immature.. . .. . . · 

I want th~.Bill, above all, to be a Bill. which we can carry. 
Observe the difficulties; which will render it almo.st impos·-

sible for us to carry an: extensive measure. . 
. l. The experience of the India Bill. proves how difficult it 
,is t() pass. a Bill_ w~ich injuriously affects inqivid~al interests, 
however ~nconsiderable they may be. . Iu attackmg the smaJl 
~oroughs,. you will .have .to face, an oppo~?iti(?n of at least 
_eigJ!ty intere~?ted m(:ln. · . · · . . . . . 

. . 2. It is always hazardous in this. country to attempt com
prehensive legislation .. Tile Bill of 1S32 could only )lav~ peen 
carried in'the midst of a revolution. ' . . ' 

3. You :rriust remember that,as regards the franchis~, the 
Bill is a large and important measure. It is, however, one 
of which it will be difficult to reconcile our friends .. John 
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Stuart Mill says that it will annihilate the ruml int_ercst. 
We must, therefore, expect from some of them disaffection, 
and even desertion. Palmerston, as you well know, des~res 
above all things to place him.Self at the head of the Conserva
tive party. He is uncommitted to the population standard: 
all the declarations, public and private. of his organs and 
adherents .lead to 'the· conclusion that he will stand by the 
small co~stituencies. In this he will be supported by- all 
their representatives, by the great houses of his party, and 

-by two-thirds of his following in the House of Commons. 
What is .to prevent him from placing himself at the head of 
our disaffected, and getting a majority against us ? .And, in 
such'a case, what course would be left to us~ 

A dissolution would be vain, even disastrous. We should be 
driven into hopeless opposition, without a policy or a following. 

At the worst they could only sneer at us for ·introducing 
the smaller measure, which, after all~ is magnificent compared 
to Lord J.'s Bills. Practical .men would see that we could not 

· carry a larger measure, and would gratefully accept the con
siderable concessions which we have already agreed to maJ_{e. 

Once more, I. do not. profess, I do,not b~lieve in, finality; 
but I am anxious that we should carry our-measure, and that 
we should not get the reputation of being theorists, pursuing 
an ideal perfection, and in that pursuit throwing away the 
opportunity of achieving a reasonable success.__:.Your faithful 
comrade, D. 

P.S.-I would thus describethepracticalposition. We must 
accommodate thesettlemen~ of 1832 to the :E;ngland of l859. 

Disraeli's counsels prevailed, and StanJey did not push 
his disagreement to the point -of resignation. Even 
Walpole and Henley, though their resignation had been 
inevitable since 'the decision of the Cabinet to keep the 
identic franchise, attended Cabinet Councils at Derby's 
request till late in February; and onJy made their Parlia
mentary explanations on March .1, after the Bill had been 
introduced. Their places were filled by Sotheron Est
court and Lord Donoughmore, politicians of· worth but 
hardly of distinction. Dis:i'aeli's friend Chliiidos preferred 
to retain his railway chairmanship rather than accept 
precarious office as a Cabinet Minister .. 

Disraeli introduced the Bill on the last. day of February. 
';J-'he interest of his speech was som~whaifdiscounted by a 
premature revelation, in The Times, of the details of the 
plan. 
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To Lord Derby. 
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HousE OF OoMMO:\s, Mnrch ], 1859. 

MY DEAREST LoRo,-Who could have told Y<?U that .I gave . 
the stuff to S. N<?rthcote, and how could you believe such 
nonsense 1 It destroyE)d me. When I read the paper this 
morning I was half inclined to resign, only I thought that 
still more absurd.1 I have sent and demanded how Delane 
got it. He told. me frankly. He dined with Bear Ellice last 
night, who had the Bill ! 

The provisions of the measure, as expounded by 
Disraeli, have been for the most part anticipated in the 
Cabinet correspondence already quoted. It was proposed 
to reduce the occupation franchise in the counties from 
£50 to £10, but to transfer the votes of urban freeholders 
f;rom the counties to tl1e boroughs.· The borough fran
chise ~as tq remain at £10, but the borough constituency 
was to be enlarged by the creation of new franchises 
based on personal property, public service, and educa
tional qualifications.. · These new . franchises were not 
recommended, save to 'a very ·limited ·extent, by, the 
Cabinet Committee, and; remembering Disraeli's · fre
quent declarations in favour of increasing and varying 
thet.elements of suffrage, we may safely attt:ibute their 
introduction mainly to his own initiative. Under this 
provision a vote was given to the pos.sessors of £10 a year 
from the Funds, of £60 in the Savings Bank, or of a 
Government ·pension of £20; to dwellers in part of a 
£20 house, in other words, lodgers ; to graduates at 
the Universities, ministers of religion, lawyers, doctors, 
and cartificated schoolmasters.. With regard to redis
tribution no absolute disfranchisement was proposed; 
but a single member was taken from fifteen boroughs 
with a.population under 6,000 then returning two mem
bers, and these were allotted partly ~o the poptilo-q.s 

1 Writing•to :Lennox the same day, Di~raeli said: 'The great trahison, 
in The Times, of the contents of the Bill completely upset me, and I could 
scarcely rally 'for the fight. I hardly caine to time.' Lennox, in the next 
day or·so, followed Walpole arid Henley in resigning, on what seemed to 
Disraeli capricious and inadequate grounds; and the close friendship 
between leader and disciple was interrupted, only to be resumed after 
many months, and never, perhaps, on quite the old familiar terms •. . 
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counties of Yorkshire (West Riding), Lancashire (South), 
and Middlesex, and partly to some half-dozen hitherto 
unrepresented towns. 

The keynote of Disraeli's speech was the idea suggested 
in the postscript of his letter of February 10 to Stanley. 
The object of the Government, he insisted more than once; 
was to adapt the settlement of 1832 to the England of 
1859. Though he admitted that population must always 
be one of the elements of our representative system, he 
argued strongly throughout against basing that system 
on the numerical principle. The House ought to represent 
every interest, and so representation should be scattered 
all over the country, because interests are necessarily 
local, and a mere population or property basis would not 
effect the desired object. London, for instance, in spite 
of its wealth and population,,ought not to have as many 
members as Scotland. If population were adopted-as it 
should not be-as the principle, then additional members 
should be given to counties rather than to boroughs. 

After all, suffrage and seats were only means to an end 
-the creation of a representative assembly: that is, 'a 
mirror of the mind as well as the material inte.rests of 
England.' 

You want in this House every element that obtains the 
respect and engages the interest of the country. You must 
have lineage and great territorial property; you must have 
manufacturing enterprise of the highest character; you must 
have commercial~weight; you must have professionaJ ability 
in all its forms ;~out you want something more-y()u want a 
body of men not too intimately connected either with· agri~ 
culture, or with lllanufactures, or with commerce; not too 
much wedded to professional thought and professional habits; 
you want a body of men representing the vast variety of the 
English character: men who would arbitrate betv.~een the 
claims of those great predominant interests, who would temper 
the acerbity of their controversies. You want a body of. men 
to represent that immense portion of the community who 
cannot be ranked und~r any of those striking and powerful 
classes to which I have referred, but who are in their aggre
gate equally important and valuable, and perhaps as numer
ou~. Hitherto you have been able to effect this object; you 
have effected it by the exii!ting borough system, which has 

,., 
Y· 
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given ybu a number of constituencies of varl.ous dim'ensions 
distributed over the country. . No one for a moment pretends 
that the borough system in England was origina,lly ~ramed F9 
represent all the classes and interests of the country; but-it 
has been kept and cherished: because· the people found' that, 
although not directly intended for such a purpose~· yet in
directly it has accomplished that object; and hence I lay it 
down as a''principle which ought to be adopted,_ that if you 
subvert t}lat system you ~re bound to substitute for it 
machinery equally. effective. . . ._,.. ' < 

. . . . 

.. If the population pr~nciple were adopted, it would be 
impossible ·to carry. on the executive in the House; 
because you would' not get the variety of character 
arid. acquirement· necessary for admmistration, The 
House· 'would lose its hold; and would be gov'erned, as 
before 1640, 'by a: Court' 'Minister,' perhaps a Court 
minioii.' · · · ·_ · · · · · · ·· 

Disraeli;defended his 'omission to lower the borough 
franchise on the ground 'that (say) 'a··. £5 qualification: 
would produce a monotonous constituency in which there 
wa~ ·one predominant class; 1t would, in fact, secure;the 
predominanc'e or" a househol~ democracy.· The SaVings 
Bang·. frinchise. would be an avenue to ·t~e mechanic;· 
' whose virtue,. prudence, intelligence, and . frugality; . 
entitle him ~o enter into the privileged pale of tlle constit
umit body of this country.·' The transference of the 
urban freeholders .from the coun~y .to the bbroug:P, i'f3gister . 
he justified by pointing to the artifici11ll ;manufacture _q£ 
such votes in: order .to overbear the resid(mtial opinion 
of the county. A nian should vote for the place where. 
he resides. or in which he: has an interest: ·Ali identity 
of/ occupation suffrage in counties and· boroughs would 
bring _about a· general content and sympathy between 
the·;diffenmt portions of the constituent body, whicp''. 
'should, be mmierous enough to be independent and 
select eno~gh to 'be . resp~nsi~le.' .. He ca.lculated that 
there would be an ,addition <>f. 200;000 to the county 
constituency. _: Disraeli disclaimed finality, but he recom
nien4ed th~ Bill as a Conservative measure,. ' using that 

' • ' I ' : • ·' ( .• j ~ ' • 
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epithet in no limited br partial sense, but in the highest 
·and holiest interpretation of which, it is capable.' 

Mrs. Disraeli to Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

GROSVENOR GATE, March 1, 1859.-l send you the Chra,nicle, 
and you shall have S()me more papers to-morrow, to give you 
some idea of Dizzy's great success last night. Congratula
tions all day long: Even the Daily News,our enemy's paper, 
in the leading article, you will see, acknowledge his .power. 
I am sure you will be happy to know. he is quite well. A 
large meeting at .Lord Derby's to-day-220. All right .... 

Though the . speech was admired, the reception of the 
Bill was cool. Palmerston reser'ved his opinion, and so did 
the Tory rank and file. But the Whig Reformers and the 
Radicals fastened at once upon the continued exclusion 
of the working classes from the constituent body; and 
Russell, Roebuck, and Bright (who ridiculed the new 
qualifications as 'fancy franchises'), threatened on that'• 
account determined opposition at every stage. Disraeli 
protested that the elite of the working classes would get 
the vot.e through the Savings Bank deposit and 40s. 
freehold clauses; but he must have bee:h conscious of the 
exiguity of the provision. The Queen's judgmen~,.,~as 
laconic. She wrote next day to King Leopold: ''Here 
o~r 'Reform Bill has been brought in yesterday. It is 
moderate, and ... [Lord John] has therefore allied himself 
with Mr. Bright and Mr. Roebuck against it! He has 
no other followers.'l 

The pr0spectii"of the Bill were,..not improved by Wal
pole's and Reilley's explanatory statements which im
mediately followed. They both based their resignation 
on the adoption by their colleagues of identity of suffrage. 
This was an unconstitutional principle, they held, and one 
which had always been resisted by. the party,· and in 
particular by D(:}rby in 1854. Henley· picturesquely 
said: 'I hold that, if you take a paint-brush to draw a 
line across the country,. and say that all the people upon 
~ne side are to have the suffrage, and all th.e people upon 

.1 Queen Victoria.' B Letters. 
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the other are not to have it, although you may have 
no trouble for a few years, yet as sure as the sun is in 
heaven you will have all the people upon the outside of 
the line, at some time or other, making a very ugly rush 
to break over it. . . . To draw a hard line and to leave 
the working people behind it is to lay the foundation of 

·.revolution!' He thought the borough franchise s4ould 
be reduced, ~nd Walpole also was prepared for such a 
reduction; but neither would consent to a reduction .of 
the county franchise to ail identity with the borough 
franchise. · 

In spite of this impeachment of the Conservative 
. character of the Bill, the party generally were prepared 
to 'follow their chiefs, and an attempt to organise Con
servative resistance had little . success. Though there 
was no enthusiasm, Fraser was not .justified in declaring 
.that the party.' loathed ' the measure. To .the few di~
sentients Derby took a high line. He wrote to Disraeli 
on March 16: ' There shall be no mistake. · We must 
command this Parliament, or throw the. die for the .next;· 

.and let our friends know that it is the last cask:·:~·The 
Oppp~itionwas at first in some doubt as t~ ho~~t!i,t.Bill 
should be treated. But Russell's obstinate determination 

·~·"',, '. 

to destroy it prevailed, and Palmerston agreed to f!Upport 
n wrecking resolution which his rivai was to draft; '~?Inter~ 
ference with the~reehold franchise in counties and failure · 
to reduce the borough franchise were the blots in the Bill 
singled out for condemnation. For a re~lution of this 
kind, both those who, like Palnierston, wished for either 
no ·Reform or as little as possible, and those who, like 
Bright, wanted much more Radical change, were prepared 
to vote.: Palmerston's opposition was a disappointment 
to the Government. Anxious as he was to keep Reform 

"· · within moderate limits, he might have been expected to 
welcome a . Bill which bade fair. to increase the power· of 
the middle classes upo:p. whom he rested, while hardly 
benefiting at all the Radicals, whom he wished t<(~eep~ 
down. But the temptation to join hands "'ith :Rtissell 
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to regain power was irresistible, and he trusted to the 
chapter of accidents to prevent Russell's more thorough
going policy from being carried into effect-at any 
rate during· his lifetime. In private, to a diplomat, 
he condemned the Bill as too liberal, and continued: 
' M. Disraeli, coute q~e coute, recherche la popularite 
"out of doors." C'est un democrate reconvert de la 
peau d'un conservateur.' 

The debate on the second reading was begun on Monday, 
March 21, and occupied nearly a couple of weeks. It was 
conducted under .curious conditions, for the interest it 
excited was due almost wholly to its effect on party 
fortunes, and extremely little to the question _nominally 
at issue. In truth, for the present, Reform was merely 
a Parliamentary, and not a popular, question. Public 
opinion, as Lytton pointed out in the House, was ex
tremely apathetic. 'Doubtless, nine out of ten said 
loudly, "We must have a Reform Bill"; but eight out 
of every nine whispered to each other, " Does anybody 
wan~ one~"' Bright had undertaken a campaign in 
the country during the autumn, but had succeeded rather 
in disgusting people by his extreme views than in evoking 
public support for reform. The situation was caustically 
describ.ed by the Prince Consort in a letter to Stockmar. 
'_A Radical Reform Bill of a Conservative Ministry is 

. denounced as not Radical enough by the Liberal party 
(who want. no Reform, and are especially afraid of a 
Radical one),~~eaded by Lord John, whom they will not 
have as leader.' Though the Opposition had numbers on 
their side, the better speeches were made, as the Whigs' 
friend Greville insists, by Ministers and their supporters. 
Conspicuous among these speeches was what Sidney 

. Herbert called 'a splendid declamation' by• BlJlwer 
Lytton. Following Stanley's line, he advocated the 
measure as one to confirm and extend the political power 
of the middle class, and to lift into the franchise of that 
class_the artisan who bad risen by the exercise of economy 
and ·forethought; Russell's amendment, Lytton main-
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tained in his peroration, , would commit the House to a 
pledge to the working class.,.--' a pledge which: you, can · 
never redeem to their satisfactum until you have placed 
capital and knowledge at the command of impatient 
poverty and'uninstructed numbers.' 

To Queen Victoria ... 
·HousE OF C~MMONS, March 22, 1859:-. · ... A night 9f 

immense power and excitement. Two of the greatest spee.ches 
ever delivered in Parliament--.:by Sir Edward Lytton and the· 
S0licitor-General. . . . Both spoke in a crowded Hou~e :· one 
before dinner, .the other concluding, just .down. Ne:ver was 
a greater contritst between two orators, resembling each other· 
in nothing but their excellence. .. · .. · 

Deaf, fantastic, modulating his voice with difficulty, some
times painful'-at first almost an object of ridicule·to the 
superficial-Lytton occasionally reached almost the sublime, 
and perfectly enchained his audience. His description of tl?.e 
Eriglish Constitution, his analys~s of democracy-:-as rich ·a#d., 
more powerful than Burke.: · _ · · · · . · < 

Sir Hugh Cairns devoted an hour to a reply to Lord John's 
resolution, :and. to. a vindication of the. Government Bill; 
which c_harni~d everyo:q.e l;>y its ~ucidi~y and controllede':'e9.'7 
one by 1ts logw. When he had m the most masterly manner, 
and with a; concinnity which none can equal, closed the business 
part of his address; he. directed himself to'the political portion· 
of. the~ theme, and, having literally demolished. the mover~of •. . 
the amendment, sat dpwn amid universal cheers.1 . -~- •J:L · 

. . ' • . • ' . - ' .. ; 1 

Russell's speech was very hostile in-tone. .Bright}~id 
this was not the sort of Bill which Disraeli though~·best 
for the 'country, but-was framed to meet the prejudices . 

. of the territorial interest. Palmerston,'•in Greville's 
judgment, was 'very jaunty, but 'yery i~sincei:e.' He 
was also ' infinitely audacious,' as- Disraeli told the Queen, 
even threatening a stoppage of supplies in the event of 
dissolution, Gladstone, however, though he disagreed 
with roa~y of the:provisions Of the Bill, opposed Russell's · 
resolution;. as -this was a golden opportunity for settling 
the' question, and should not be let slip. 
-.. Disraeli, though ·he had to endure the inconvenience . 

of . being a Minister in a minority, was n~vet, as he, .ie ~-
. • ', L·Martin's Prince· Gonsort,:Vol~'IV,; pp: 411; 412: · 
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peatedly insisted, prepared to be a Mjnister on sufferance: 
Accordingly, he and the. Government recognised in ad
vance that a defeat on· Russell's motion would entail 
either resignation or dissolution, though, as the Queen 
said in writing to Derby on March 21, ' a change of 

· Government or a dissolution would be both very injurious 
to the best interests of the country.' Dissolution was 
clearly the preferable alternative, and J?.israeli told 
Mts. Willyams confidentially, as early as March 5, that 
it would be adopted, 1 A Parliament elected on a personal 
issue, which signally defeated two Ministries in two years,~ 
was· a very unsatisfactory instrument of Government. 
In their present struggle Ministers received much more 
sympathetic treat~ent from t~e Court than in 1852. 

From Lord Derby 

Friday morning [March 25, 1859).-I have a long and very 
friendly letter from H.M. 'Anxious to give Lord D. every 
support he may require.' She sanctions the whole batch of 
peers and baronets. She wishes, before promising dissolu
tion, to have a clearer view of our prosp!3cts of gain, as she 
says truly that our ' retirement after a defeat in a General 
Election would place her in increased difficulties:' She sug
gests doubts as to . the prudence of our proposed course in 
making Johnny's the substantive motion, ,as in that case 
M.P.'s might vote for it who would oppose it as 'a factious 
move to. displace a Government.' I tope you will not close 
even the first debate to-night ... · . ' 

Wednesday [March 30, l859].~Rose is to be here at ll, 
and I am going through his list with him. ·I am to see the 
Queen at 3. I shall not commit myself on the subject of 
immediate dissolution, but I shall not conceal my opinion that 
an early dissolution of the present Parliament is indispensable, 
and would be so whoever might be the Ministers. What may I 
say as to the prospects of the division~ The Queen wi.ll be Vf)ry 
anxious to know. I shall tell H.M. that in the event of our-being 
beaten we shall immediately withdraw the BilL I think yo~ 
must, on the numbers being declared, if against us, move the 
adjournment of the House till Monday. We must have that 

· interval to consider our .course, and submit it to the Queen. 
1 In the same letter Disraeli wrote : 'Labor, anxiety and responsibility 

seem to act Oli" me as tonics.' 
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Disraeli was sanguine, though it is diffig_ult to see on 
what grounds, and reported to Derby: ' The division is 
necessarily dark, but I am indiined to believe we shall 
J. ' .. wm. 

Disraeli repli~d· to his critics at the close of the ·last 
night's debate. 1 He claimed that there were three piin
ciples in the measure: First, the addition to the con
stituent body of large numb,ers and~;'ii, great variety of 
persons-n;t less than the' 4oo,ooo added .by the Act 
of 1832; secondly, the ex,tension of representation to large 

l%;communities which had developed ~ince 1832; thirdly, the 
. maintenance of th~ existing borough system as the only 

means of obtaining adequate representation of the various 
interests of the country. All the rest was detail, open to 
revision in Committee: He. maintained once more that 
the working classes, who already constituted, as occupants 
of £10 houses an<l as freemen, about. a ninth of the con
stituency, woUld obtain a material augmentation by' the 
provisions of the Bill. · But he uttered a sole.mn warning 
against any large reduction of the borough franchise
a warning which his critics quoted against hi~in 18~7~ 

I have no apprehension myself that, if you had manhood 
suffrage to-morrow, the honest,· brave, and good-natured 
people of England would resort to pillage, incendiarism, ~Iid 
massacre. Who expects that 1 But though I would do''as 
much justice to the qualiries of our countrymen as any gentle· 
man in this House, though I may not indulge in high-flown 
and far-fetched expressions with respect to them like those we 
have listened to-for the people may have their parasites as 
well as monarchs and aristocracies-yet I have no doupt that; 
whatever. may be their. high qualities, our countrymen are 
subject to the same political laws that .affect the condition of 
all other communities and nations.. If. you establish a de
mocracy,oyoumust in due season reap the fruits of a democracy. 
You \viii in due season have great impatience of the public 
burdens combined in due season with great increase of the 
public expenditure. You will in due season reap the fruits of 
such united influence. You will in due season have wars 
entered into from passion, and not from reason; and you will 
in due season submit to peace ignomi~io"':lsly sought and 

I Mli.rch 3
0
1. 
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ignominiously obtained, which will diminish your authority 
and perhaps endanger your independence. You will, in due 
season, with a democracy find that your property is less 
valuable and that your freedom is'less complete: I doubt 
not, when there has been realised a sufficient quantity of dis
affection and dismay, the good sense of this country will ~ome 
to the rally, and that you will obtain some remedy for your 
grievances, arid some redress for your wrongs, by the process 
through which' alone it can be obtained~by that process 
which may render your property more secure, but which will 
not render your liberty more 'eminent. . . . That being my 
opinion, I cannot look upon what is called reduction of the 
franchise in boroughs but with alarm; and I have never yet 
met any argument which fairly encounters the objections that"\· 
are urged to it. You cannot encounter it by sentimental 
assertions of the good qualities of the working classes. The 
greater their good qualities, the greater the danger. If you 
lay down as a principle that they are to enter the constituent 
body, not as individuals, but as a multitude, they must be 
the predominant class from their number; and if yo\l dwell 
on their intelligence, you only increase the power they will 
exercise. 

Disraeli's retorts on the great twin brethren of the 
Whigs were very effective. Palmerston and the moderate 
Whigs, who objected to r~ducing the county franchise 
below £20, had regularly voted for Locke King's motion 
for identity of su:ffra.ge; and Palmerston and his Whig 
and Peelite ·colleagues had agreed to propose a £10 
county franchise in the Coalition Government's Bill of 
1854. Russe]l, who was so shocked at what he c~Iled 
the disfranchisement of freeholders,. had himself dis
franchised freemen wholesale in 1832. Russell's con
stant recurrence, when in opposition, to faction afforded 
legitimate ground for severe criticism, and Disraeli did 
not spare him. It was' a very effective philippic,' wrote 
Greville, ' and delivered with much dignity and. in very 
good taste.' • 

I am sure the noble lord will not feel offended with me if I 
tell him that I think there is one quality in his character 
which has rather marred· than made his fortunes. It is a 
restlessness which will not brook that delay and that patience 
needed in our constitutional government for the conduct of 
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public affairs. The moment that the noble lord is ilot in 
power he appears to me to li've in an atmosphere of coalitions, . 
combinati<:>ns; coups d'etat, and cunning resolutions. Au. 
Appropriation Clause 1 niay happen to every man oncein his 
life. But there is only one man living of whom it can be said 
that in 1835 he overthrew the Government of Sir Robert Peel 
upon an impracticable pretext; that in 1852 he overthrew the 
Government of .Lord Derby with an objectless coalition; that 
in 1855 he overthrew the Governinent of Lord Aberdeen by · 
a personal e:pup d'etat; and that in ~858 he .overthrew the 
Goveru.ment of the noble lord the member for Tiverton by a 
Parliamentary manreuvre. Now, sir, I beg the noble.lord at 

. this moment to throw the vision of his memory for ari instant 
•back to the year 1852; He sat before me then, the head of a 

mighty host. He drew the fatal arrow that was to destroy 
our Government. He succeeded. He destroyed in breath
less haste the Government of Lord Derby; but did he destroy 
nothing else ~ · Did he not destroy also the position of a great 
statesman~ Did he not .destroy almost the great .historic 
party of which he was once the proud and honoured chief ~ 
The Iioble·lord does not-sit opposite:me now; but had he not 
hurried the catastrophe of 1852, an,d had h,e bided his time, 
according to the periodic habit of our Constitv.tion, he would 
have returned to _these benches the head of that great party 
of which he was once the chief and greatest ornament. : 

... Disraeli a~' th.~_e!~se. of hi~· speech cl~ar~y ailticipa~~d. 
defeat, and m, d1gmfied language recalled what the De~by 
Government· had acco~plished , for . the defence· .of the', , . 
State and the welfare of the people; in spite of ' all the 
manreuvres 'of 'Parlia:r;nentary intrigue and .all the 
macninatiomi of party warfare:• The Governn1ent.·'re-. 
ceived in the lobby the unbroken support of their'pal'ty, 
including the Ministers who had seceded, and all the 
reactionaries, such as Beresford, Newdegate, an:d Spooner, 
who had threatened at one time to be recaicitrant. By -
the aid of several independent members, Stich as Giai:l
ston~; lforsman, Elcho, and 'some Roman Catholic Irish, 
they reached the respectable total. of 291, about thirty 
above the·strict party strength .. But the Liberal factions 

I • ' ' 

1. Peel was upset in 1835 on a ~oti~n by Russell insisting th~t the surplus . 
revenues_ of the Irish Church should be appropdated' to secular purposes; 
but three years afterwards in: office Russell abandoned'the principle; .and 
accepted'Peel's original arrangement. Se'e• P·. 304. · ' : · .. : •. ' '· · 
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had temporarily come together, and obtained a decisive 
majority of thirty-nine for the Resolution, more than 

. hal£ the whole House, "330 out of ?50 odd, voting 
for it. 

rr'he Whig leaders destroyed the Reform Bill of 1859, 
and thereby made themselves responsible for the loss of a 
real opportunity of passing into law amoderate measure 
which would have been generally acceptable to Whig 
opmwn. The· Bill itself has sometimes been :treated as 
if it were as purely a piece· of tactics as mi.doubtedly 
much of the opposition to it was; and · Disraeli, after 
his frequent fashion, at tilnes used language in conformity 
with this view. 'We pricked the imposture,' he once 
said to Mr. Kebbel, contrasting the assumed eagerness 
of the Whigs for Reform in opposition in 1858-59 with 
their readiness to let it slumber during the subsequent 
six years of Palmerston's Administration. But both his 
letters and his labours, while the Bill was under con
sideration, are incompatible with any theory of the kind. 
He seriously meant to pass a measure which should 
content public opinion for the time, and he spared 
no effort to that end. . The Bill contained one really 
bold feature-the sweeping reduction of the county· 
franchise. But, of course, it was not his ideal, and was 
opportunist in its details. He would have preferred ~ 

· ~ lll:rrgef .workin·g-clasS infUsion and a less .co~plet~ domin·
ailce of the middle class, and disfranchisement and redis
tribution on a bigger scale. But, after all, opportunism 
is hardly' a serious reproach in a matter so essentially 
one ' of nicely calculated less or more ' as Parliamentary, 
Reform. Disraeli had to carry with him his party, con
taining a strong reactionary contingent; and hill instinct 
for the movements of public opinion showed him 'that, 
)Vhile improvement of the representative system was 
desired, there was no demand for heroic or revolutionary 
remedies. It does not seem fanciful,. in view of Disraeli's 
capacity for Parliamentary management, to suppose that, 
if the Bill of 1859 had been allowed to go into Committee, . 
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it might have passed into law in a moderate and Con
servative shape. Palmerston explicitly promised support 
to the general !,llaintenance of ~he borough system, to. 
the fancy franchises, . and to the limited measure of · 
redistribution. With the help of Russell and of the 
general sense of the House, the Government would easily 
have prevailed over the doubts of Palmerston and the 
Peelites; and of Walpole and Henley and the stiffer Tories; 
to carry the reduction· of the co1mty franchise to £10. 
They woUld probably have been forced into a slight 
reduction of the borough franchise, for which Disraeli 
was quite prepared, and into a compromise over the 
question of the freeholders. An Act of this character 
might well have lasted sufficiently long to enable us to 
'educate our masters' before, instead of after, giving 
them the mastery. 

The decision of the Government to dissolve Parliament 
was al.\llounced in both Houses on . Monday,· April 4 .. 
Derby consulted Disraeli as· to the nature of the statement 
which he should make. 

To .Lord Derby. 
' ) 

DoWNING STREET, Su~y, Apr~l 3, 1859.-... It is an 
address not merely or principally for Parliament, but for. the 
country, to guide arid to animate them, and which should be. 

• read by every man. The .real issue, the broad great iss~e, is . 
whether Parliamentary goverri.ment is compatible with . our 
existing institutions. . ,.•, 

The House of Commons is broken into sections which, 
although they have no unity'of purpose or policy, can always 

. combine to overthrow the Queen's Government, however 
formed. Under present circumstances there is no reason why 
there should not be a dissolution, or a Ministerial crisis, every 
February. One is certain next February, if Lord Pab:iierston 
form. a G"overnment, such as he contemplates, and the Radicals 
are excluded. . · . · 

· This is the state of affairs which the country ovght to be 
called upon to comprehend, and to remedy. Nothing m:oie 
completely proves the total want of cohesion on the opposite 
benches than the fact that this flimsy resolution.was the only 
means oy which they could be 'brought together for the 
moment, and that, when carried~ pad we proceeded with the 
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Bill, the two leaders of the coalition were pledged to an exactly 
contrary policy: Lord John to defeat the Government meas~ue, 
Lord Palmerston to supportjtnd, with amendments, carry Lt. 

From Lord Derby . 
. Confidential. ST. JAMES's SQU.ARE, Sunday.-! quite con

cur in the spirit of your memorandum. Whether I shall be 
able to execute the task it indicates is another matter. I 
have this moment received a most cordial letter from the 
Queen, anxious to knowwhat are the feelings of our party, 
and 'what is going on in the enemy's camp.' Can you give 
me any information on the latter point for .H.M. 1 

Derby was noi well, and did not do himself justice in 
the House of Lords. 'I am better than I was yesterday,' 
he wrote next da.y, 'but not satisfied with my speech 
last night. I was not up to the mark, and .was too long. 
You seem to have done very well, and to have been well 
received.' Disraeli spoke in the general sense of his 
letter to Derby, but with due acknowledgment of the 
courtesy he had received throughout from the House . 
. On the same day he issued his address to his constituents. 
'A Parliamentary majority,' he wrote, 'composed of 
discordant sections, has availed itself of its numerical 
strength to embarrass Her Majesty's Government, and, 
by a disingenuous manceuvre, to intercept the discussion 
of their measures.' This blow had deprived Government 
of authority; but there was no unity of sentiment in, the 
<?ppp'sition. 
'(Itds'for the country to comprehend and to remedy these 

evils::c•The moment is critical. England has engaged to mediate 
between two great monarchs, and, if possible, preserve for 
Europe the blessings of peace. It is necessary that the Queen's 
Government should be supported by a patriotic Parliament .. 

Disraeli or his wife kept Mrs. Willyams consti\.ntl.,Y in
formed of all the phases of this critical time. . 

Mrs. Disraeli to Mrs. Brydges· Willyams. 
GROSVENOR GATE, April4, 1859.-You will see, my dearest 

Mrs. Willyams, by all the papers early to-morrow that Ministers 
do not resign. Dizzy is just gone .to the House, which we are 

0 
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told is crowded inside and out--all the streets, etc., etc.~to 
see and hear the Chancellor of the Exchequer's speech on the. 
intentions of Government. It is .a great co:!llfort to me to 
write to you and to say that dear llizzy is quite well, to every
one's great astonishment; for how much he has constantly on 
his mind, and not a moment to himself ! All the papers on 
every side mention his last speech as fine, wonderful, etc., etc. 

We are very popular .in the country, the first time for 16 
years .. :. · 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
· DoWNING. STREET, April 9, 1859.-... Here all is con

vulsion. What did you think of our coup ·d'etat? !hope arid 
believe the country will rally round us, as ivar seems at hand. 

DowNING STREET, April.l9, 1859.-I wound up the affairs 
to-day, and prorogued Parliament.. Tho' not of a very vin~ ·· 
dictive nature~ I must confess some satisfaction in payi'n.g off 
the. gentlemen· who thought · themselves so very ·clever in 
placing Her .Majesty's Government in· a minority. I should 
think at least two hundred .of them will never see the· inside 
of a senate again, where, ~hey might have remair;ed for thi:ee 
or four years had they been a little less factious. . . . 

We shall preserve peace. The news of this morning is very 
favorable. · · " · 

'War seems at· hand'; 'we shall· preserve peace.' 
War and. peitce were indeed trembling in the baHmce ili. 
Europe this. spring. In their factious eagerness for place 
the Opposition had disregarded the claims of patiiot!sin. 
What was the moment, Disraeli pointedly asked •4t_'h,is 
reply in the debate, which the Liberals had cho_s~n to 

. ·~J l ' } 

precipitate . this party attack 1 A moment. the/most 
critical in the affairs of England and of Europe foli~ma~y 
years past. Ministers were straining every nerve· tJ' keep . 
the peace between Fr?-nce and Austria, who were rapl.dly 
drifting into hostilities owing to the patriotic intrigues of 
the grea.t Italian statesman, Cavour. It was of vital im- · 

. port~tnce that the authority of the Government should not 
be interfered with oi- embarrassed ; and yet the Opposi
tion deliberately pa:raJysed it. The business comm-imit:y: 
required nothing but peace. ' But for this untoward, 
this unhappy ni.otior;,' said Disraeli, it might have been 
preserved., .. While England was distract.ed by a General 
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Election, which was the direct result of Palmerston's and 
Russell's action, the war she desired to prevent broke out. 

Perhaps no Ministry; hOwever patriotically supported: 
could have averted it. Moved partly by the fears en
gendered by Orsini's plot, and partly by a dreamy 
idealism, Napoleon III., at Plombieres in the previous 
summer, entered into engagements with Cavour which 
bound hiin to forward Italian unity in arms. The 
meeting was a secret one. It was foll0wed by two public 
visits of the British Court abroad, which the Queen and 
Ministers hoped would improve international relations. 
On August 4, 1858, the Queen and the Prince attended the 
opening, by the Emperor of the French, of new docks at 
Cherbourg. The result was, perhaps, rather to make 
the Court and the people realise the naval menace to 
England than to draw closer the Anglo-French Alliance. 
Disraeli, however, was optimistic. He told Mrs. Willyams 
on August 28: 'The visit to Cherbourg has dissipated 
the vain fears and idle panic which were afloat.' Later 
in the autumn the Queen and the Prince paid a successful 
visit to Germany. 

To Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. 

HuGHENDEN, Sept. 14, 1858.-... I went once to Osborne 
to attend a Council, and was unexpectedly commanded to an ' 
audience. I found them both much pleased, and more ex
cited~'\. with their German visit, which was ' not sufficiently 
understood or rightly appreciated in our papers.' 'It was a 
homage of the German people-a demoustra:tion that they 
were English, a.nti-Russian, a.nti-Absolutist.' They found out 
the Prince's birthday, ancl would celebrate it.· Altho' incog., 
at Dusseldorf, -yvhere there was not even a guard of honor, 
'and by our particular desire,' the people gave them a royal 
reception. . • 

Still great alarm about Cherbourg, etc. 'The E~eror 
means all right,' but, et(). . . . . 

A cordial understanding with France was Disraeli's 
root-idea of foreign policy. But he, like other well
wishers of the alliance, had increasing 'difficulties to 
contend with. Her nayal and military prepa1;ations, 
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following on .the recent threats of her Colonels, disquieted 
~oth Ministers and the public; ht;tt a more certain danger 
was the steadily increasing div~rgence between her policy 
and that of Austria. On friendly relations with Austria 
Disraeli, along with Conservatives· in general, placed a 
high .value; but, if he had to choose, all his regard for. 
Metternich· would not prevent him from sympathising 
with France. Metternich, surveying· politics from a· 
detache<i and philosophic standpoint, foresaw what was. 
coming, and endeavoured in vain to convince Disraeli · 
that England and Austria were bound to act together. 

From Prince M etternick; 

DRESDE, le 28 Octob~e, 1858.-. . . · Le grand Empire mini: 
time qui en Europe n'est pas contir1ental, et la puissance 
continentale qui n'est point maritime, finiront toujours parse 
rencontrer quand )l s'agira, ,soit de questions veritablement 
generale~;~, soit de questions pouvaht toucher a leur' interet 
direct~· Une grande confusion dans les situations et les rela
tions les plus diverses pese aujourd'hui sur le monde. Elle 
arrivei:a .a son terme; ne me demandez pas rna prevision sur 
le quand et le comment-je !'ignore autant que vous..,-,-mais ce 
en quoi j'ai plei0e confiance c'est dans l'helireuse influence 
que vous exercerez sur les denoiiments d'une mauvaise situa-
tion des choses.1 .·. . • .· · . . .:. · 

During his visit to Paris in the. winter of 1856-f>7 
· Disraeli had come to the conclusion that Cowley, the 

British Ambassador, was not always sufficiently in'tquch 
with the real views and sentiments. of the Emper9r~l}:As 
the year 1858 drew to a close, it appeared to him ofgr~at 
importance that the Derby 'Government should penetrate. 
more completely into Napoleon's counsels. Not only 
had Palmerston, the British Minister with whom the 
EmJJeror ha~ maintained the closest relations, . been, 
along with Clarendon, an Imperial guest. at Com~ 
piegne in the autumn; but also it was evident that 
France and . Sardinia had been <Jrawing together,· and 
it looked as ·if the Emperor might be . seriously. c'on- · 

I Metter~ich; .Memoires, Vol. III., p. 435. . ' 
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templating active interference in Italy. Cowley sent 
reassuring despatches, but Disraeli was not convinced. 
Moreover, public feeling in both countries was steadily 
getting more hostile. As Earle wrote to Disraeli on 
November 6: 'Ever since the Queen's visit in 1855 our 
sympathy with France has been diminishing. Our 
Court, Parliament, and people, look upon her with in
creasing distrust.' . . . The Emperor, irritated by our 
invectives and hampered by the restlessness of his own 
subjects, will be more than ever disposed, perhaps 
driven, to adopt an arrogant demeanour abroad.' Dis
raeli considered, as he bad shown in 1852, that nothing 
would do more to improve the relations between the two 
countries than a commercial treaty. 

With these ideas in his head, Disraeli in December 
sent Earle, who had previously been attached to the 
Paris Embassy, on a confideritiaJ mission to the 

, Emperor. Earle found that Louis Napoleon was in 
no humour for the discussion of commercial arrange
ments, as his whole mind was absorbed by Italy. He 
suggested that Disraeli should write him a letter of a 
reassuring character. 

To Ralph A. Earle. 

Confidential. DowNING STREET, Dec. 20, 1858.-I write 
to you passing through town from Knowsley, hurriedly, but 
what I really feel. · · . . 

'War with all the world, but peace with England,' was the 
dictum of the proud Spanish monarchy. I do not want His 
Majesty to adopt the letter of this principle, but its spirit is 
not beneath his notice. . . . 

I want to see His Majesty fairly reconciled With the people 
of this country. The great majority is not now even against 
him. The nation and the newspapers are differ~t. The 
Press is against the Emperor, because he is against their t•ade·; 
and the Orleanist party, taking advantage of this mistrust, 
are using the journals in order to poison the minds of the · 
English people. . . · · . 

What I want the Emperor to do is to take an early oppor
tunity of showing. to the people of England that for them 
'the Empire is peace/ The newspapers, under the influence 
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of the Orleanists, have persuaded them, or would persuade 
them, .that for them ' the Empire is invasion.' 

,I have no jealousy of the external movement of France. 
I look upon the old political ma!:ims about Spain and italy 
as rococo in an age which has witnessed the development of 
America and the discovery of Australia: I have said,this 
often to you: I have.even expressed it; and in detail, ·to. the 
Emperor himself. . . . 

I contemplat!') the possibility of the eventual increase of his 
dominions. He·is au Emperor, and he must have an empire; 
butall this should be attempted with the sanction, or at least 
with the. sufferance, of England, not in spite of her. 

Let the Emperor take an early opportunity of referring to 
the state of the French Navy; let him allude with just pride. 
to his efforts to restore the marine of France to its ancient 
and proper force; let him express his surprise that it should 

·~ be looked upon with jealousy by the Power which he ·trusts 
will always prove the ally of France; that France seeks no 
undue supremacy on the sea; that she wishes to enter into no 
rivalry with England; that the careers· of the two nations are 
different and distinct; that there would be no jealousy ip 
France if the English fleet were twice tbe strength of that of 
France; and that France would then as little fear or believe: 
in invasion from Engla,nd as .England does or ought .to do' 
£rom France. . · . · 

Let him say something like this, and no one ca~ say some
thing so well, and the effect would be so great that, if in the 
spring there was any movement towards Italy, the public 
opinion of England wou1d prevent interference in the quarrel, 
and no orie would be persuaded, which otherwise, as in old days, 
would be the case, that an Austrian war was a good distrac" 
ticirt from a French ·invasion from Cherbourg, and therefore 
.that Austria should be encouraged and supported by England. 

This is a ·policy which illustrates the Spanish' maxim of 
State which I quoted. 

From Ralph A. Earle. 

[PARIS] Dec. 24; 1858.-I have a satisfactory report to 
make. Our· efforts have proved successful. ~ 

The Emperor received nie, ·a second time, to-day. 
I ~egan by explaining that, when you sent me here,. you 

were under the impression that · H.M. had abandoned his 
Italian views, otherwise you would )lave given to your com-. 
municatioh. another form. I referred, of course, in detail to 
Ld. Cowley's letter and to Ld. Malinesbury's reply, 1 which 

1 See Malmesbury'sletter to the Queen, Dec. 10, 1858, in Queen Victoria' & 

Letter&. Malmesbury advised the Emperor to make an attempt, .in con. 
junction with Austria, to improve the Government of the Papal States. · 
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you were led to believe had convinced the Emperor to main
tain the existing system in Italy. 

The Emperor at once said, recapitulating what had occurred, 
that Ld. Malmesbury's let~er had not produced any effect 
upon his opinions, that he thought that its arguments were 
unsound and would never be accepted by the English, but 
that, as no event had occurred to render an immediate decision 
necessary, he had declined to continue a discussion which 
offered no prospect of leading to any conclusion which could 
prove satisfactory to both parties. 

I then said that I had reported faithfully to you all that 
had passed at the former audience, and that I had naturally · 
not omitted to notice H.M.'s observations with respect to 
Italy. I was now, I continued, in possession of your views 
upon this question, and altho' it was evident from the form 
in which they were stated that they w~re not intended for 
direct communication to H.M., yet, as it was desirable that 
he should be made thoroughly acquainted with them, I had 
no hesitation in placing your letter in H.M.'s hands. 

The Emperor read it with great attention. When he came 
to that part in which it is said that you desire H.M. to be 
reconciled with the public opinion of England, he stopped 
a:tid exclaimed. that that was the object he had most at heart. 
What new sacrifices could he make for it ~ He had done all 
in his power to strengthen the English alliance. 

When he came to tl;le end, he said that he had read .it with 
great pleasure, and he used various phrases to express the 
satisfaction which he had derived from the statement of your 
views. He contrasted your opinions with .the declarations 
of Ld. Malmesbury in a spirit decidedly unfriendly to his 
lordship. · . · . 

I then observed that, if a new proof were required to con
vince H.M. that it was for the. interest of his Government to 
follow your. advice, I would point to the efforts which were 
pertinaciously made by H.M.'s enemies to attribute to him 
the intentions which you asked him to repudiate. Only the 
other day M. de Montalembert had recourse to this artifice, 
and it was one which members of the exiled family had fre
quently employed to in.fluence the English Court. 

I continued fqr some time to urge all the argume:ats which 
I thought would be likely to have weight with the Em:L!'eror, 
who listened to me with kind attention. 

At last he said: 'Well, you may tell Mr. Disraeli that I will 
make the declaration for which he asks, in my speech at the 
opening of the Chambers.' · 

I thanked the Emperor for this assurance, which he subse
quently repeated. 

He then asked me to }@ave your letter with him, and, as 
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there can be no reason for .treating him with half-confidence, 
I complied with his request. ·. . 

You had better write him a letter of thanks ·for· the kind
ness with which he has received your emissa1.:y. Assure him 
of the pleasure with which you have seized the opportunity 
of proving to H.M; that the sentiments which you expressed 
in opposition are still yours. Express your satisfaction at 
hearing that he intends to.take a measure which youare.sure 
will be attended with the happiest results, and offer the s.ame 
confidential co-operation in future should H.M. desire or cir
cumstances appear to require it. 

To the Emperor of the French. 
ToBQUAY, Dec. 27, 1858. 

SIRE,-:-1 request your Majesty's permission to acknowledge 
1i the kind condescension with which your Majesty has received 

my first secretary, Mr. Earle. . . 
It has affo:fded ine satisfaction to prove to your Majesty 

that ·the views which I had the honor to express to';your 
Majesty when I was .the leader of Opposition are influencing 
my conduct as a Minister of the Queen. · · ' · · 
. The declaration whiCh your Majesty has. graciol1sly ·inti~ 
mated to Mr. Earle it is your Majesty's intention to make at 
the opening of the Chambers will haye, I doubt not, the 
happiest results; and will revive and strengthen that com; 
plete alliance between France· and England which; in spite of 

. a thousand superficial difficulties; is the keystone of the ·only 
policy which can secure the. greatness of both countries.• I 
have the honor· to remain, Sire, with profound respect,yciur 
Majesty's obliged servant, B. Dr_SRAELI. I)• ·· · ·., 

.· Earle came back to Disra~li~;ith his full report, and th~ 
Emperor intimated to the whole world what he had 
avowed to Earle, by saying in a marked manner, 11,t his 
Ne~ Year ~eception, to Baron Hubner, the Austrian 
Ambassador, that he regretted that the relations between 
the Governments of ;France and Austria were not more 
satis{acttlry. M~lmesbu'ry, however, wa'S still u:ricon- . 
vinced, and treated Disraeli's information as· of. small 
importance. He wrote to Derby on January 14:.: 'T do 
not believe the crisis so near. as most people; who: ate· 
frightened by foolish speeches of Napoleon's, whose. 
'hatred of Bu()I and his envoy Hiibner is unbounded.' .. 
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To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. DowNING $TREET, Jan. 4, 1859.-Affairs 
here are, as you no doubt well know, very critical, and I 
regret that we are again all scattered, as we were in the 
Portuguese affair/ when decision and energy are absolutely 
requisite. · 

I did not go to Aylesbury on Monday, because 1 received 
from Paris a letter by messenger on Sunday which rendered 
it absolutely necessary that I should see Malmesbury, whom 
I could only catch on his way to Heron Court, where he has· 
gone for a week. I have no hesitation in saying to you that 
he ought to be at the F.O., and nowhere else. Any appear
ances of negligence and any vagueness of language under these 
circumstances will have the very worst effect, whereas I have 
reason to believe that a calm and decisive carriage would 
oblige Austria to consent to the evacuation of the Roman 
States, and that would conclude the business. · 

It is not the army that is pressing the Emperor, but his 
own personal anxiety to do something for Italy, and a diplo
matic triumph would satisfy him. In the meantimeyou may 
rest assured that the great diplomats want to see the Prime 
Minister and the Foreign Secretary. Personal interview. is 
the main element of success in negotiation; writing does not 
do much good, and Cowley's letters are deceptive, even if 
they are unintentionally so. 

The Emperor is anxious to put himself. quite right with 
England again, but of this nettle danger we might extract a 
good result, menacing as it seems, if we are prompt and firm. 
But the Cabinet ought to be assembled. One false step at the 
commencement may ruin all. · 

Derby showed in his reply that he was disposed to agree. 
with Malmesbury·in thinking the danger not so imminent 

. as it appeared to Disraeli; but he expressed his readiness 
to hasten his return to town if Disraeli held his presence 
to be necessary. · 

To Lord Derby. • 
Confidential. DOWNING STREET, Jan. 7, 1859.-I c~uld 

not b~ar your coming up to town on Saturday, so I telegraphed 
that It was not necessary, and shall endeavour in this :inode, 
though .very_imperfectly, to convey to you some of my views 
of what is gomg on, that you may digest them on your journey, 

1 The ca.se of a FreJ?~h ship, the Charles et Georges, seize.d by the Portuguese 
as a slaver. The Bnt1sh Government arranged the dispute. 

L 9 
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and so, when we come to •confer, shall not have lost much 
time. 

I feel a difficulty in conversin~ with Malmesbury on these 
matters. I observe when I touch on them, which I do always· 
with reluctance, an incipient reserve and jealousy, as if I were 
trenching on his manor: unwise; I think, and unfortunate, 
but perhaps natural, and a feeling, if it exist, against which it 
is useless to contend . 
. Malmesbury did not reassure me, and it was impossible 

that he could, because I perceived that he was himself very· 
imperfectly acquainted with the state of affairs. Nor is this 
wonderful, since he relies solely upon Cowley, and Cowley/ 
who has not yet recovered his surprise at what has happened, 
explains everything by the ingenious assumption that a pe,r-' 
sonal feeling on the part of the Emperor against Hiibner is 
at the bottom of all .that has happened or may happen. 
Throughout all this Italian pother Cowley has been off the rails. 

Ever since we have been in office the Emperor has been 
estranged from us: tliis is the reason of the Lisbon business; . 
which might have been prevented, and which was persisted 
in to injure us.. The Emperor has got Malmesbury's letter to 
Co.wley upon Austrian affairs, and expresses himself as entirely 
dissatisfied with its reasoning and its illustrations. He says 
that he is surprised that an English Minister should adl]iit · 
that there is any analogy between the instance of Lombardy 
and those of Ireland and India. . _ 
· With regard to ~ord Cowley and his conv:ers~tion with}he 

Emperor on Austria, the Emperor found his VIews not only 
those of the time of the blocus continental, but Lord Cowley 
was· so unfortunate as to impress on His Majesty that if he 
·stirred in Italy he would probably revive the Northern Con
federacy against France~ . Not very pleasing under any cir~ 
cumstances, but, with the existing r:elations between France 
and Russia, absurd. From that time the Emperor has never 
recurred to the subject with Lord Cowley, not because he was 
convinced, as Lord Cowley supposes, but because H.M. felt 
agreement was hopeless. . . 

I will now attempt to convey to you some idea of the real 
state of affairs-i.e., the real state of the Emperor's mind- . 
for in trris business he is Alpha and Omega. . · 

ltver since the Orsini business he has been, mor_e or Jess, 
· fitful and moody, and brooding over Italy. · The letter of 

Orsini produced a great effect on him. He is alarmed forhis 
life. Having himself belonged to the Carbonaro Society, he 
knows that he is never safe while they. continue to look upon 
him as a renegade. He is resolved, therefore, 'to do some
thing for Italy.' It is purely a personal impulse in its'·origin, . ' 
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but, indulged in, it necessarily mingles with political ideas. 
Some reconstruction of Italy has been developed by personal 
apprehension. Cavour, too. is always ort the watch. But 
nothing is yet definite, though it may be resolved on in an 
instant. Sometimes he talks of placing himself at the head 
of. the army of invasion, as he once talked of going to the 
Crimea.· And he would do it, for in dealing with this per
sonage we must remember we are dealing with a mind as 
roma.ntic as it is subtle. 

But the French ,army is not in a condition to move with 
· effect. Its artillery is in a transition state. All its improve

ments have become obsolete-before they were completed
and they must work day and night in founding rifle cannon 
before they could venture on great campaigns. Next to, or 
perhaps equal with, his desire ' to do something for Italy , is 
the Emperor's wish-I might say passioiJ-to restore the good 
opinion of the English people in his favor. For this he is 
prepared to make great sacrifices, to force free trade in France, 
perhaps even to reduce his marine. 

At this moment he is meditating a great rhetorical coup. 
This is a profound secret. His Chambers, or whatever they 
are called, meet early in February. He will .seize that oppor
tunity, in a manner in which he excels, of taking a view of 
the state of public affairs, and he will make a great effort to 
put himself right with England. Mind, England, not the 

. English Ministry, though we shall be blunderers if we permit 
the present estrangement to continue. 

Now observe: there are two things at this conjuncture most· 
urgent. First, to impress upon Austria that, in the event of 
war between her and France, England will not interfere. 
Malmesbury has, I believe, urged this upon Apponyi, who is 
a. just .and sensible man, and who, I doubt not, conveys 
accurate impressions to his Court. But Austria is unwilling 
to believe this: the relations between the Prince Consort and 
Germany tend to 'convey a different impression. On this you 
may rely. Messages have been conveyed (I will not say from 
H.R.H.) which neutralise the declarations of our Ministry. 
But if Austria is convinced that we shall be neutral, then she 
will be conciliatory, and she would agree to a revival of the 
Conferences at Paris to consider the condition of Cer1'tral and 
Southern · Italy. This overture on her part would e~list · 
English opinion on her side, and on English. opinio11 at this 
moment everything depends. · 

The Emperor is watching it with intenseness, down to an 
article in the Daily News. He will never risk a war which 
England disapproves. If opinion here sanction the concilia
tory movement of Austria, he will agree to the revival of the . 
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Conference~, and content himself with a diplomatic triumph. 
All immediate danger of war will certainly then he averted~ 
and Malmesbury would meet ParJiament with a feather in his 
cap. . ' 

But, to bring all this about in less' than a month, every day, 
every hour, is precious, and a week is already lost--a week, 
too, of opportunities which may never occur again; for we 
should have had the advantage of counselling those who were 
in a panic. . 

You misunderstood my former letter on these matters; and 
I am not surprised. I was embarrassed, and I felt what I 
wrote was feeble and ambiguous. What I have said now I 
h,ope is clear, but I have been constantly interrupted, and 
have expressed only a tithe of what I wish to convey. · 

From Lord Derby. 

Confidential. ~OWSLEY, Jan. 8; 1859.-... I think you. 
are mistaken as to there being any _feeling of jealousy in 
Malmesbury's. mind as to your-discussing foreign affairs with 
him, ·as being within his exclusive province. I have never 
heard bini express any feeling of the kind, but I think, not 
knowing froni what sou'rces you deriveyo11r information, he 
is· incline(l, when accounts differ, to place greater reliance, 
which 'is not unnatural, on his r«;lcognised official channels ·of 
information than on private, and, 'so. far as he. is concerned, . 
anonymous intelligence which reaches you. I do not kn~)W · 
how far your obligations to yotrr correspondents would allow. 
of yoJ].r rep1oving this ground of partialmistrusQ . 

· I believe you correctly estimate what is passing in the mind 
of the Emperor. • . . . · . _ · . · .· . 

Malmesbury has, as you are aware, spoken very strongly to 
Apponyi of the hopelessness· of any assistance on the part of 
England to put down any insurrection., however fomented, in 
her I~alian provinces, and from wha.t he told me Apponyi 
seemed quite aware of the fact; I do not know that we can 
urge the conviction on him more strongly than we have done, 
but the ~one which France habitually takes is such that 
resentment blinds Buol to the consequences, and leads him 
rather to provoke than to deprecate them. I cannot think 
tha~ anyone in high places can have been so indiscreet as to 
hold out hopes to Austria in contradiction to the explicit 
declarations of. the Government. . . , -

· i In a letter dated Jan. 7, which Derby had probably received when he 
wrote, Malmesbury had complained: 'Disraeli never reads a .word of my 
papers which g·o round, and knows nothing but what the Jews at Paris and 
London tell him.' Malmesbury evidently thought that Disraeli's informa-
tion oa.me from the Rothschild a I ' 
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Malmesbury was soon driven from his optimism by · 
the march of events, and forced to realise that Disraeli's 
information was correct.. The entry in his diary on 
January 12 runs: 'The King of Sardinia has made a 
speech which can only mean war. Things look bad all 
over Europe'; and on January 16: 'I fear war cannot . 
be avoided. The Emperor of the French seems deter
min()d, though his country is strongly against it.' 

To Lord Derby. r'' 
DoWNING STREET, Jan. 14, 1859.-... The alarm iil the 

City is very great: 'the whole of the Mediterranean trade" is 
stopped.' · 

The-reduced value in securities is not less than 60 :r;nillions 
sterling, the greater part in France. Another such ·a week '· 
will break the Paris Bourse. 

'And all because one man chooses to disturb everything.' 
Only one feeling in the City-that the Government will have 
nothing to do with the affair. 'Though the thing were settled 
in a few days, months will pass before confidence is again 
restored, and we were on the eve ofimmense prosperity.' 

The panic on the Bourse and the reluctance of the 
French people restrained Napoleon for. the time from 
any forward movement. But it was generally felt that 
war was only postponed, not averted; and the desire of 
this country was so strong for peace if possible, and if not 
for neutrality, that, when Parliament opened on Feb
ruary 3; no attempt was made by Palmerston or .Russell 
to attack the Government on Foreign Affairs, and Derby's 
an:d · Disraeli's statements: as to their efforts for peace 
were well received. The Government, said Disraeli, had 
given to all the Powers concerned the same frank; friendly, 
and cordial counsel. 'In !?.articular they had :i:m,pressed 
upon France and Austr:ia ·,'the duty that devolves upon 
them of entering, not into hostile r~valry for the military 
command of Italy, but~i:~.to that more generous emula
tion ?~ se?king to .adva~p~Alj~~t!interests and impro~e i~s 
condttwn. He ~e~og~us~~¥~ the popular sympatJtyhm 
England for Sardm1a~ ~~.· t ";'f.· • 

·~ . . 
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The position of Sardinia is one which necessarily and 
naturally commands sympathy in a :free -Parliament; and 
there is no State in Italy which the English feelings have 
more clustered round than the kingdom of Sardinia, especially 
during the last fe,w years. We have all hoped that Sardinia 
may be the means by which the improvement, of Italy; 
morally and materially, in public liberty as well as in other 
respects, may be effected; and I do not relinquish-! will not 
readily relinquish-hopes which seemed so well founded, and 
:which were so enc-ouraging to every generous_ spirit. · - · 

',rhe high policy of an alliance with France' was once 
again, the theme of Disraeli's peroration. Napoleon had 
p:r:oved a faithful ally, and he relied on his sagacity not 
wantonly to disturb the peace of the world. _ These 
sentiments earned for Disraeli the condemnation of the 

l Liberal press for servility .and sycophancy, and at the 
same time obtained no return from the Emperor, who, in 
spite of Earle's mission and his own promise, made a 
very ambiguous speech at the opening of the Chambers, 
and, believing that his projects would be furthered by 
the return of the Italophil Palmerston to office, sent 
Persigny back to London as Ambassador to intrigue for-
that result. · · , 

Disraeli has left a short memorandum, written in the . 
sixties, about the origin ofthe .Italian War of 1859: 

The Emperor of the French ":as a very romantic man. 
The Queen of England had a_great personal influence over 
him. Unfortunately, the Prince Consort hated him. He 
said to me once: 'He is·always·a conspirator: it is-the key
note of everything.' When the .:rtalian War seemed to be 
inevitable, brought about by the intrigues of Cavour with the 
Emperor, and when there were secret understandings, it was . 
supposed,. between the parties, etc., as a last resource to main
tain the peace of Europe, the Queen was advised to avail 
herself ~f her presumed personaF-influence 'fith the Emperor, 
and•write to him a private letter.1 

· I did not see this letter; 
though I have no doubt it was well conceived and well ex
pressed, with the advantage of Lord Derby's advice and 
criticism; but I was permitt,Y.d;, t~ 'ilee the Emperor's reply,~ 
which was only shown to I;df.'? J;)erby, Lord Malmesbury, and 

~-·' If-~ . y-· ,,. 1 Dated Feb. 4. , ~ 2 Dated Feb. 14. , 
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myself. To me it was one of the most interesting and most 
satisfactory communications under the circumstances pos
sible. Full and frank, it told everything: how Cavour ,came, 
what he said, what was saia to him, what was contemplated. 
It assumed that all must agree, that the position of Italy was 
most unsatisfactory to all, and reminded the Queen that at 
the Conferences of Paris the Emperor had wished. to anticipate 
what seemed to him inevitable by joint action . .- But what
ever the state of Italy, whatever the necessity of acting on 
the 'part of France, whatever the conversations and contem
plated conduct with Sardinia, etc., etc., such was his value 
for the friendship and esteem of ma tres chere salur .that he 
pledged himself, and in the language the most solemn, affec
tionate, and precise, that, notwithstanding all that had 
passed, he would never attack Austria unless she previously 
attacked Piedmont. 

These letteis between the Queen' and the Emperor were 
printed in the fourth volume of Sir Theodore Martin's 
Life of the Prince Consort, published in 1879. The 
Emperor's reply was not quite so full and frank as 
Disraeli in retrospect thought it. Napoleon did not 
mention Cavour "Qy name, though he wrote about the 
confidential communications which he had received from 
Sardinia; nor did he refer to . the Conferences of Paris. 
But he stated his policy to be in general such as Disraeli 
has recorded. , He said he had told the Sardinian Govern
ment that his Government ' could not encourage an 
aggressive line of conduct on the part of Piedmont, nor 
support her in a struggle in which right would !J-Ot be upon 
her side, but that, on the other hand, she might rely upon 
being vigorously backed, either ·if attacked by Austria 
or if she became involved witli this Power in a just and 
lawful war_' He declared-it was an ahdacious declara
tion-that he was under no engagements to ·sardinia, 
and denied that. he was preparing for war. • 

• The memorandum proceeds: 

With this card in our hand, peace seemed secure, and with 
this Lord Cowley went to Vienna. Who could believe that 
after this Austria should have attacked Piedmont without 
any .intimation to England, and, having attacked her and 
released the Emperor of the French from his personal pledge, . 
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shmild_hav~·behaved with such military imb~cility that for a 
long time nobody actually kriew where the Austrian army 
were .. Tliey crossed and recrossed the frontier, ravaged.some 
of tlie, enemy's land and then t-etired,:and then wandered· 
about like idiots. Nothing could have justified their conduct 
but a direct march to Turin. . . . . · · 

The young Emperor of Austria 1 was very conceited.· He 
was literallysick of hearing the praises of_the Emperor of the 
French. He had a fine army, and longed to command it, for 
whic4 he had no quality. He said to Lord Cowley: 'I.liriow 
that the French artillery may be superior to niine, but in no 
other branch have they.any pre-eminence.' 

In one of the long, frequent; and troubled interviews which 
took place between the Emperor 2 and the English Ambas
sador before the war broke out, the Emperor suddenly turned 
round and said, ' Cannot France and England understand 
each other~· and hinted at partition. But Lord Cowley 
would not listen to it. : .. , . . 

_ My opinion is that, even if Lord Cowley ha.d been our · 
· Ambassador at Vienna, certainly if Lord Stratford. or Sir 
Henry· Bulwer had been there, there ·would have been no 
·war; There wanted the unceasing vigilance of a commandi.ng 
character to baffie the intrigues ·of a miserable camarilla. 
Olir Ambassador, Lord (sic) Loftus, was riot fit to be resident 
at a third-rate German .Court, and was quite despised and 
disregarded by that of Vienna. He was a, pompous nincom
poop, and of all Lord Malmesbuty's appointments .the worst; 
and that is saying a good deal. · · , . 

In defence of Malmesbury, it should be said Lord Stanhope 
had refused the- post, and Malmesbury always said he was 
driven in that and ()ther instances to the offl,ce list;•but the 
first quality of a Minister is.to select competent instruments. 

An interesting note fro~ Ma,lmesb:ury to Disraeli shows 
his policy ofneutrality-a right one in itself, but perhaps 
hardly maintained with sufficient adroitness and firmness. 

From Lord M almesbury. . . -

[Und4ted.] The policy of insisting ani! threatening is 
Pal~erstonian, and would commit us to one side or the other. 

· From the moment we show a bias to one side our influence is 
gope, because they are now bidding for our friendship. We 
never can, I hope, be induced to join a protectorate of Italy. 
We have enough of the I>rotectorate :of Belgium,· who will 

t The Emperor Francis Joseph. 2 ·of the French. 

. .0• 
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probably be invaded by one of its protectors, and now of the 
Principalities, whose protectors are all pulling different ways. 
England always acts de bonne foi in these cases, and therefore 
has the disadvantage of being like a respectable clergyman 
cotrustee with 5 horsedealers. 

That Malmesbury, with the most admirable intentions, 
was not strong enough for the post of Foreign Se~retary 
at a time of European unrest is the view that emerges 
very clearly from Disraeli's correspondence and mem
oranda relating to this crisis. Palmerston's opinion of 
Malmesbury }Vas the same. To a foreign diplomat he 
said: ' II ne manque pas d'un certain aplomb et d'uil 
certain don de parole, mais il est paresseux, insouciant, 
et ignorant au supreme d~gre dans tout ce qui regarde 
les affaires de son departement.' On another occasion 
he called him ' our Magdalen in politics,' adding : ' Dans 
tout ce ministere un seul hornme, M. Disraeli, entend 
quelque chose a la politique exterieure, et encore ne s'y 
entend-il gm3re.' Whethm·, however, Disraeli's amateur 
diplomacy and spasmodic interventions :were calculated 
to benefit our foreign policy during this period may 
perhaps be doubted. His insight, as in the case of 
Napoleon's character and intentions, was far quicker 
and more penetrating than Malmesbury's; and, had he 
been at the Foreign Office; his despatches would have 
carried the weight- of a statesman of the :first class. 
But, not being either Foreign Minister or Prime Minister, 
he could not exercise regular c~mtrol; and Malmesbury' s 
irritation at his interference was not unnatural. 

None of the various expedients which were tried, 
neither the appeals of England to France, Au~tria, and 
Sardinia, nor Cowley's mission to Vienna, nor Russia's 
proposal of a European Congress, succeeded in Ti.ve~ing 
the war. After the defeat on the Reform Bill, the British 

"~· . 

Government was fel~,~S~,~e in suspension till tJ?.e election 
was decided, and Malyp:esl:)hry's advice necessarily lost half 
its weight abroad. ~Bufit)was not the wavering Napoleon 
after all, but Austriaf'"w};?-o, losing patience, precipitated, 

I. V.,.-~ ~2* "' 
::iv· 
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hostilities by peremptorily demanding, on the very day1 
on · which the ·British Parliament was prorogued, th~ 
disarmament of . Sardin:ia. Di~raeli reinain~d hopefUl to 
the last, and said in debate on·the previous day that the 
elements of a settlement were in existence. But he did 
not disguise the 'seriousness of the prospect if peace were 
bro:k.en~ - · · · 

'A war in Itaiy. is not a war in a corner. An.It~lian 'w~r 
may be,. and probably will be, an European war. ';['he waters 
of the Adriatic cannot be disturbed without agitating the 
waters of the Rhine. The .port of Trieste is-not merely an 
It.alian port; it is a port which belongs to the Germimic COI;L7 
feqeration, and an attack on the port of. Trieste is not an,· 
attack on Austria merely, but on Germany. If, then, a war·. 

· spread beyond ·the' precincts of Italy, England is interested; 
not only from those enlightened principles of civilisation 
which make her look with an adverse eye on any attempt to 
distm:b the peace of the world, 'but England may be interested 
from- material conside!at~ons of the most urgent and momen-
tous charaCter. · · · · · 

Simultaneous(y Derby said in the Hous~ o{ Lords ; .. 
! ' ' • • • 'il . _jo • ~ 

If war break out, wh~tever may be the consequenpes, it is 
indispensable and necessary that, as long as· our neutrality 
shall last, it must be to a certain extent an' armed neutrality; 
enabling us in any case to take· our part, on which side soever 

·it may be, that honour and justice and· dignity require tis to 
take. , · 

These apparently harmle~s words of Derby's were per
v;erted by party spirit~ during the elections and afterwards, 
into a· hint that Governm~nt were contemplating a breach 
of neutrality on the unpopular Austrian side; a slander 
which was not even abandoned when Derby promptly 
denounced Austria's action in .launching her ultimatum 
as hasty: precipitate, and criminal. ~ 

~hil~ the immediate issue absorbed t~e attention of 
the ordinary man .and the ordinarY. politician, Disraeli, 

• as was his .wont, took a 'far· .• -~~r view, and in his 
. speech ' on the hustings 'at e~~~uy contrasted the 
imperial position -of England 1"the local strifes of 
Europe.; 

1 Apri!1&'' 
''"" ' 
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The day is coming, i£ it has not already come, when the 
question of the balance of power cannot be confined to Europe 
alone. . . . You have on. the other side of the Atlantic 
vigorous and powerful communities, who will no longer sub
mit to your circumscribed theory of authority .. The Aus
tralian colonies, though now in their youth, but in the youth 
of giants, have already, as it were, thrown their colossal 
shadow over Europe. And it is for old Europe I lament, that 
she ?s exhausting her energies and her resources in these wars. 
I could wish that she would rather prepare for that awful 
competition which in coming times she must encounter. I 
would rather see France and Germany and Russia develop 
their resources, improve their agriculture, increase their 
population, and cultivate the arts of life, social and scientific, 
instead of wasting their strength, risking their stability, and 
sinking, when the era to which I have referred arrives, by 
their own mismanagement and want of prescience, into an 
inferior .and exhausted position. Remember always that 
England, though she is bound to Europe by tradition, by 
affection, by great similarity of habits, and all those ties 
which time alone can create and consecrate, is .not a mere 
Power of the Old World. Her geographical position, her 
laws, her language and religion, coi:mect her as much with 
the New World as with the Old. And although she has 
occupied not only an eminent, but, I am bold to say, the most 
eminent, position among European nations for ages, still, if 

·ever Europe by her shortsightedness falls into an inferior a11d 
. exhausted state, for England there will remain an illustrious 
f~ture.. We are bound to the communities of the New World, 
and those great States which our own planting and colonising 
energies have created, by ties and interests which will sustain 
our power and enable us to play as great a part in the times 
yet to come as we do in these days, and as we have done in 
the past. And therefore, now that Europe is on the eve of 
war, I say it is for Europe, not for England; that my heart 
sinks. 

A noteworthy utterance indeed, whose full. meaning 
can be much better appreciated now than in the far-off 
heyday of laiss& faire in 1859; a year, it may,,b; adeled, 
in which there were rejoicings in England asr.w~ll as in 
Prussia over the birth of Queen Victoria's eldest/g~~I_ldson, 
afterwards William the Second, German Em[:)&<f~. and 
King of. Prussia. · · · · 

, '!(: 
... "' ~~ . 



CHAPTER VII. 

FROM GoVERNMENT To OPPosrTi:oN. 

1859. 

·In the General Election of 185!;), Di~raeli, as ·he always 
felt, had no ·luck. The conditions were favourable to 
Conservative success. The Indian Mutiny had ·been 
S'llcppressed; affa,irs in China were improved~ ' There were· 
no.· burning questions between p11rties, for the ·.country 
was compar~ttively·indifferent to. the· Reform .whic4 .had 
agitated its representatives. · Men's minds were .largely 
0!3cupied with the European situation; and the policy of 
neutrality pursue( by the Governmep.t was liniversally 
accepted, .. though ~eager friends of· Italy suspected ·them. 
of a partiality for. Austria; The daring, skill; and good:.. 
humour, With which Disraeli had conducted affaits··fcir · 
more than ~ year· in a House of w:hich three-fifths were· 
against him, had won him both sympathy an,d adn;dra-: 
tion; · · The Opposition ·were still divided, and neither 
Palmerston nor. Russell enjoyed his former measure of 
public esteem. 

That the Conservatives would increase their numbers 
was certain: .. Would they gain. only twenty or thirty seats, 
and so be liable to ejection on the Address; or as many . 
as fbrty;· ;qr fifty' and so be ' able . to' maintain .them- ' 
selves ih, power~ Either result seemed equally possible. · 

. Luck.b;"iohld ·decide'. · Disraeli was very hopeful, and 
mad£{ an> elaborate calculation, . in which the element. 
of luc.k received generous recognition. ·~He considered 
that thirty~five seats were certain to .be. gained, and 

1632 • 
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thirteen to be lost-net gain, twenty-two. In addition, 
twenty-three other Liberal seats would fall to the Con
servatives, if they had moderate luck; while, if they 
had great luck, they would win twenty-five more. By 
assuming the capture of two-thirds of those which 
moderate luck would give them, fifteen seats, and o!le
third of those which only great luck could secure, eight 
seats, and addmg these to the certain net gain of twenty
two, he obtained a final estimate of forty-five seats, not 
counting Ireland. He told the Queen on April14: 'The 
general accounts from the country respecting the impend
ing elections far exceed the most sanguine estimates ofthe 
Government.' His hopes were disappointed. The move
ment in favour of the· Conservatives was not sufficient; 
they only gained about thirty seats. The lu~k ran against 
them. There was less change in personnel than at any of 
the preceding elections in which Disraeli was concerned. 
Instead of 200 unreturning members, as he predicted, 
there were but little over 100. He took the result with 
his wonted fortitude and good-humour. 

To Mrs. Brydges Will yams. 

DOWNING STREET, April 29, 1859.-:-The great battle com~ 
mences to-day, and in eight-and-forty hours we shall know 
whether we are·mice or men. . . . It is nervous work .... 

DoWNING STiiEET, May 20, 1859.-The elections are over, 
and altho' of late, and especially in Ireland, they have been 
extremely favorable to the Government, I was much disap
pointed with the early returns from the English boro's. We 
had no luck, and ought to have gained ten more seats, which 
we lost by units !-in one case, my own county town, a tie ! · 
These additional ten would have given us an absolute majority 
of the House, and we should have been on a rock o{ adamant: 
as it is, our posi_tion is critical, and nothing can de.~cribe to 
you the constant anxiety, vigilance~ and labor, whieh it 
requires to manage this vast, however inadequate, host, and 
to cope with the perpetual menaces and stratagems of the 
enemy. . . . . . 

I have written to you very little, but no language can 
convey to you the absorbing character of my life. It is that 
of a general in the field; and the sense· of responsibility pre-
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vents one from doing anything but what is a fulfilment of 
pressing and immediate duty. I have .two 1 excellent private 
secretaries, both young men, and ·v,ery good-looking and' 
clever. "The first secretary, Mr.•Earle, has been returned to 
Parliament, tho' he is only 23, but a man in matured thought 
and power of observation., Without ~is assistance I could 
not. get thro' my work. I can .trust him with interviews. 
He· can se~ in en. and manage them. . 

. Earle's election for Berwick was a me~e flash in t.he pan; 
as, under an arrangement with his opponent, he resigned 
the seat in August, and did not. reappear in the House 
of Commons until he was returned in 1865.for Maldon. 
Disraeli's own return was unopposed, and he wa.s able to 
devote.the more attention to the general managewent of 
the . elections. There . are some ind.ica tions in . his corre~ 
spondence t'hat he instigated the Conservative Centra1 
Office to. support Radical candidatures against Whigs,in 
cases where no Conservative was .. standing-,-a defensible 
policy, as the Radicals had often been.willing to give the. 
Govemment · fair,-play, while the factious .oppos~t~on of 
the Whigs had been almost unremitting. Derby thought' 
this policy shortsighted. ' The Whigs,' he wrote, ' are 
disgusted with .Johnny, and are hanging back. We 
must avoid irritating ·them by ·supporting Radicals 
aga:inst them:......:at !east ill England.' . One el~ctoral m'ove 
which Disraeli earnestly pressed, for t:P,e . benefit botH 
of 'his · friend Stanley and . of. the party, was brought 
to naught by Staruey's obstin~cy. . 

To Lor.d Stanley • 

. · Apr.il 8, 1859 . .,-From some information which has reached 
me, I 'believe that ·you will be returned for London··at the 
head of the poll.~ It is the opinion of yout opponents. All I 
want no~ froni you is to ·hold your. tongue, ·Jtnd to throw no 
cold. water on the movement, which,' is hourly assuming 
gigantic· proportions. If you are returned, it would do us 
more good than· ten small borough seats, and give a tone to 
the whole election .. I have much to say to you on this head, 
., ' . ' . ' 

1 The other Secretary was c. L. Ryan, then a clerk in the Tre~su;y, 'Yho 
afterwards became Sir Charles B.y:an, .Comptroller and Audi,tor;GeJ!eraL · 
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but all I wish for now is reserve on your part-a grand t.alent 
for silence. 

Stanley had gained goWen opinions in the City by his 
management of the transfer of India from the Company 
to the Crown, and by the business-like qualities which his 
administration of the new India Office had displayed. 
But he declined to respond to the enthusiasm of the City 
Conservatives, hesitating now, as throughout his career, 
to take risks. 

While the election was still in progress, but when it 
·had become clear that Ministers, though their following 
would be considerably increased, would fail to command 
an independent majority in· the House of Commons, 
Disraeli made a final attempt to bring about that union 
in office of Palmerston and Derby which general simi
larity of political views and a certain correspondence in 
personal tastes and position rendered natural, and which 
would have been popular in the country. The elections 
showed that the conservative forces, in the non-party 
sense, were the strongest in the constituencies; a con
servative Administration, consisting of Torief! and 
Palmerstonian Whigs, would be the logical outcome. It 
was yet another favourable opportunity to form that 
' manly alliance which ' Manilius' had advocated in. the 
Press.1 

To Lord Palmerston. 

[~ May 3, 1859].-I address you in our ancient confidence. 
"" Consider well the views 1 am taking the liberty of placing 
before you. · . 

Lord Derby will count at the meeting of Parliament not 
less than 300 followers, probably a little in excess of that 
number. He has the offer of some irregUlar assistance which 
may be relied OJ1'at an emergency. • • 

If y~u we~e to unite wit~ him in forming a Gove;nmetit, 
and brmg With you a followmg of about 20 or 30 gentlemen, 
you would have more than an absolute majority of the House, 
which would constantly be increasing. 

Considering the state of affairs o'n the Continent, the 
l'See pp. 1311-1314. 
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extreme opinions professed on domestic politics .by leading 
members of the Opposition, and the ample means of official 
promotion which could ·be placed at your disposal; it may be 
not an unreasonable ·assumption that such a number at least 
would follow your advice .. 
. You would then be entire master of the situation. The 
foreign policy of every Government of which you are a 
member must be yours, even if you might not think it ex-
pedient to undertake the Foreign Office.. · . . 

As for domestic policy, when the occasion serves, you could 
bring in your own ·Reform Bill, which, with our increased 

: force, may .be as conservative as you please. You could 
dictate your terms. , . . , 

There is yet one point on which I speak with delicacy, but 
without reserve. I have worked with Lord Derby· for ten 
ye11,rs, and a shade of disagreement or estrangement has never 
risen bet~een us, and for the seven last years I ha:ve pos-

. sessed his unlimited confidence. A point of honor alone 
attaches him to the party post which he fills. He feels that 

· he can never desert the Conservative party while it is in.·a .. 
minority, arid while there is no,member of it to succeed':him/' 

I have not written this with his knowledge. When I called . 
on him this morning he was at Roehampton. I .have, hqw- . 
eyer, frequently and amply brought the general'views of this' 

· letter before him, and he has· received· them always with 
. approbation. Indeed, one of 9ur reasons for the dissolution 
~as that it. must ~o much increase our strength that it would 
facilitate the reconstruction desirable. . . 

I say nothing on this occasion about individu.al arrange
ments. When· I cheerfully set the example of personal sa,cri~ 
fice for a public purpose, L feel there is no one of my col~ 
leagues. who can demur at any change deemed necessary··for 
the public interest. · · · 

For myself, I can truly say that my principal object has, 
ever been the consolidation of the Conservative party, .arid. 
that what I am now proposhig is only an arrangement that 
I have long meditated, and more than once endeavoured to 
accomplis4. You would receive from me, not merely cordial 
co-operation, but a devoted fidelity. . , . . 

Let u~con.Sider for a nwment, if you do n~t embrace these 
vie~, what is probable to occur. · 

It iif·.possible that 'Lord J. Russell, by some resolution or 
ainendineni; on the subject of Parliamentary Reform, with no 
definite pledge, but with a radical bias, may place the. Govern"· 
lllent in a minority. Whatever may be the disposition oftbe 
Court,·· and whatever may be our desire. to support your 
nomination, I think it would be impossible for the Queen to 
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send for anyone but Lord J. Russell. It is possible that under 
those circumstances you might become a member of his 
Government, but you would sit with men who do not sympa
thise with you, and probably in the natural course of events 
would quit his Administration. But even if Her Majesty were 
to send for your lordship, what would be your position 1 The 
extreme party would watch their opportunity to destroy you, 
and no Government can permanently depend on the for
bearance of an Opposition. 

You must be aware that, if the union between Lord Derby 
and yourself were now to take place, it would be one grati
fying to an anxious Court and to the country. 

From Lord · Palmerston. 
. BROCKET, May 3, 1859. 

MY DEAR MR. DrsRAELI,-I am sorry I was out when your 
messenger arrived, and that I have thereby caused him to be 
detained here longer than he ought to have been. 
• I am much obliged to you for the kind and friendly terms 
of your letter, and if I say in answer that many reasons which 
it is unnecessary to go into would prevent me from entering 
into such an arrangement as that which you suggest might 
be possible, I trust it is needless for me to assure you that no 
want of personal good feeling towards Lord Derby or your
self, or towards any other members of your Government, 
could form part of those reasons.-My dear Mr. Disraeli, 
yours sincerely, P ALMERSTON. 

Palmerston, it may be assumed, was confident that 
the outcome of the elections would be a Pal.merston 
Administration. But to other competent observers that 
did not appear certaill. His position was not nearly .so 
strong as after the 1857 ·election, when a large majority 

'· .. was returned with rio other mandate. than . to support 
him. The prospective Liberal majority of 18{)9 would 
contain many who followed Cobden and. Bright, many 
who followed Russell, some who followed Gladstone, 
besides Irish members who looked to their owrr lel\ders. 
Without Conservative support.Palmerston's power.,would 
be very insecure. That support he no doubt hop"d to 
obtain; but he meant to do so, if possible, without· paying 
for it with office. · 

Disraeli already foresaw this; for himself, uninviting 

• 
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reconnoitring and consult over affairs. Time is so precious, 
and so much depends on the manner in which the next three 
weeks are employed, that I forward this to you at once. 

I estimate our pure gains~ for they must still be an estimate, 
at 26. There are six borough seats, in ·addition, which really 
have been won from the enemy. The 'independent' Irish 
party will, I hear, probably be incre~etsed to 15. This would 
make a force on which we could now depend,. on .a trial of 
strength, to the amount of 322, out of a House of 652, deduct
ing the Speaker and Aylesbury. 

Horsman has been confidentially sounded. He recognises 
the critical state of affairs, foreign and domestic, believes that 
the strongest man cannot change his political connection with
out sacrifices which pursue him through life, but would not 
hesitate to do his duty, though it might embitter his future 
exis:tence. Fortunately, however, he is spared .the cruel 
dilemma, as he feels he is not important enough for such an 
occasion, and that his adhesion would only destroy himself, 
without aiding us. · I expected this sort of response to the 
appeal; it will, however, prevent him from precipitating him
self into any combination against the Government. 

Mr. Lindsay/ who is supposed to be the type of some dozen 
men of doubtful Liberal allegiance, has also be.en sounded: 
replied very favorably, but expressed a wish for an interview 
with myself, which he will have. 

What effect the growing impression, that Palmerston is tv 
be the new Minister, will have on the Manchester party I have 
not yet ascertained, though I have made arrangement!3 which 
will probably obtain us that information ere long. 

P. will serve under no one, and considers himself already 
linstalled. J. R., it is said, is starved out, and would serve 
under P. if he could manage to get rid of his new allies with 
decency and the appearance of honor. · 

The .Whigs wish to precipitate the attack, that Liberal 
claims and Liberal dissensions should not have time to de
velop .. They·want a vague vote on which all would be obliged 
to unite, and then a Whig Administration under Palmer. 
ston. I suppose you observed the Marquis of. Stafford's 
speech. · . · . 

My own opini~n is that a per:n;tanent. working majtJrity may 
be obtained from the present House of Commons .on tw" con
ditions: 

1. That we gain time. · . . . . 
2. That the Cabinet should obtain some additional weight 

and character. 
I will reserve for conversation the tactics by whic~ I think 

1 M.P. (L.), Tynemo~th, 1854-1859; Sunderland, 1859-1865. 
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time may be obtained, and the scheme .for an immediate vote 
be baffled~ · · ' ' ·· · . · · · · · · · · 

I will consider now the second !!Oint, fo,r it· is urgent, · · 
There is no doubt a ·very general ·wish, not confined to the 

unattached Liberals, that the Cabinet should be strengthened. 
Any scheme by which nup1erical force could be secured thJ,'ough 
a process of reconstruction I think must be abandoned. . We·. 
must confine ouraelves to an addition which will increase its 

, intellectual authority. Tlie following .are the only peri:ioil.s 
by which, it appears to me, t4is result could be obtained·: 
Lord Elgin/ Mr. Gladstone, Stu:ut· Wortley,2 Frederick Peel.3 

The latter is not popular: Ithirik'highly of him. ' .. · · 
· If Lord Elgin in one· House, and Mr. Gladstone in the 

other;· joined the· Administration, I think .it would rise in 
public ·estimation, and would permanently be established. 
·When Gladstone was reco:r;moitred two months ago, it : m
sulted that no personal feeling· any longer existed ·which 
prevented him joimng the· Administrat.ion; that he could not 
join alone-; ··and, thirdly, that he wished all· invitations should 
be direct from yourself,·· . This latter point was also much 
insisted upon by Mr. Gladstone in private conversation with 
Sir Stafford Northcote. · · You would, of course, be. careful 
that this direct communication, ifyou decide upon it, should 
not! take place by letter; you would• serid for him; confer on 
the state of public ~ffairs, and askhimreallywhat·he wanted. 
The application, tci'Lqrd Elgin would probably greatly influ-
:mice hinf. : . ·· . · · · ·. · • 

W{th ·regard. tb '[,brd Elgin, who is at Paris, any mere offer 
forwarded to. him' would probably be.Jmitless. ·The' Court, 
our own Ambassador there, and The· Times newspaper, form 
Lqrd Elgin's opinion as. to the political position;- ·and, ·of . 
course,-he thinks we are-in an overwhelming minority, as the 
Emperor does himself, and Lord E. would decline. He must 
be informed, if you resolve on thestep1that you are about to 

-reconstruct the Government;, and that you wish, consequently, 
to confer with him in' London. Mr. Gladstone's kiwwledge. 
of the House of Commons would permit him to form a juster 
estimate' of our Parliamentary position than Lord Elgin, and 
you would have a natural and easy opportunity of enlighten-
ing him en the subject. . ' • '' 

: B~ what is Lord' Elgin to'be 1· ·He must have a pcist of 
high administration, and it is difficult to place any other than 
that of the Foreign Office in the House :of Lords. · Lord 

· t' The eighth Earl, who had just distinguished himself in China, .and was 
afterwards Viceroy of India, . . . , : 
. ; 2 Son of· first Lord Wharncliffe; Solicitor~General; 1856~57. · · · ' 

3 Sir. 'Robert Pee~'s second son; afterwards Chief. Railw.ay Commissioner. 
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Malmesbury once told me, but in absolute confidence, that, if 
we succeeded in obtaining a majority at the General Election, 
he intended to retire from.his post, and recommend you to 
take Lord Elgin in his stead. I cannot presume to give an 
opinion on such a subject. I think it would be a great mis
fortune to lose Malmesbury from the Cabinet, and that he 
should under any circumstances remain there, in as high a 
post as is practicable. 

1f Mr. Gladstone joins, I think that India should be his 
office. It is the only post which would absorb his superfluous 
energies. This arrangement would ·not be disagreeable to 
Stanley, who wishes to return to the Colonial Office . 

.Assuming that it may be desirable to provide for others, 
Stuart Wortley might be Chancellor ·of Lancaster, and 
Frederick Peel might be Secretary of the Admiralty, Henry 
Corry succeeding to the Chairmanship of the Inland Revenue. 
· My dear Lord, I have now placed before you my general 
views, whi<;Jh it would have been much more agreeable and 
more easy to have discussed in conversation, but I feel that 
no time can be lost in their consideration. There is a great 
deal at stake: I think, really, the welfar~ of the' country: 
certainly your honor in history. . For myself, I will merely 
observe that I am prepared to take any step and make any 
sacrifice, provided you remain at the head of the Administra
tion. If, therefore, any other arrangements more feasible 
than I have submitted for your consideration occur to you, 
you "can have no delicacy in intimating.your opinions to me; 
which I shall in that, as I hope I have done in every other 
instance, loyally endeavor to assist you • in carrying into 
operation. 

Derby deprecated any change at the' Foreign Office, 
where it was, he wrote, of great importance. to have .a 
man 'who has at his fingers' ends the whole thread of 
the complicated negotiations in which we have been 
engaged.' But he made overtures to Gladstone, which, 
however, in spite of Disraeli's hopes, met with a more 
unfavourable reception than in the previous yea~. ·'It is 
fair I should say,' Gladstone wrote, 'that I am n•t an 
approver of the dissolution, and that I am not able to 
flatter myself that in the present position of affairs I 
can make ~ny useful suggestion.' This was, as Gladstone 
himself· admitted, an 'uninviting preface,' and Derby 
went no farther. 
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Disraeli's attempts to procure support among the Irish 
brigade '_were the natural corollary of tl1e good political 
relations which he had by now•established with English 
Catholicism ;1 but, they brought him up against the Irish' 
Government. ' He wrote to Eglinton, Naas, and' White.: 
side, U:rgirig, in' accordance with his habitual policy of 
toler11tion, that. appointments must· cease to be purely 
Orange, and that places must be given to Roman Cath
olics, even though they were opponents. Allthree replied 
more orle.ss indignantly and convincingly. ' Naas, indeed,. 
turned the tables rather-neatly: · · 

From Lord N aas. 
Private,. ,DuBLIN CASTLE, May 17,, 1859 . .:..:.-.r. agree with 

you this is' a great emergency' and we ar~ bound to do all we 
can 'to get every 'vote~ We have made no Orange appoiiit
ilients. 'J;'_nat is only the hustings canto£ the Whigs, infuriated 
at our'success':· We all feel 'that it would be most advisable 
to make a few Catholie'appointments, but the difficillty is 
how to do, it .. · .. ; . ·our policy has':been to appoint com-' 
petent men to', every office. Ten yeats of Whig rule has 
crammed· every·:, departkent with Catholic incapables, , ap: 
pointed solely· on account of their religion. We caimot follow 
th~t example. It is both dishonest and impolitic. Our 
friendswould never support us ifthey_saw political;\}pponents 
of inferior merit put over their heads. · · ' · '; 

Whatever our policy has been, it has been successful; for 
we have 'w<;>n 8 seats in Ireland, and will bring 58 men of our 
own and 6 or 7 Independents into the field, making 64 on the . 
first division. . . . · , · · · 

There is one way in which you can promote Catholics with
out offence: give them a fair share of the ColonialandJindian 
legal appointments .. ·we have been very badly treated on . 
this head ... _We give you a larger support than any other · 
portion of•the United Kingdom, and you have not given' 
either to J;he Irish Bar or Church a single Indian or Colonial 
office. We. can give you competent men f~r both. Pray, 
therefore,)n,sist o~ this. . . . . 

• 1 .On June. 25'Disraeli asked a 'Roman Catholic M.P. to 'convey to·Ca~
dinal .Wiseman my sense of the generous and courageous manner in which· 
His Eminence accorded us his assistance. It was given ungrudgingly; 
without solicitation, and without condition, and with that true feeling. 
which can only be prompted by a sense of dut30' (Wilfrid Ward's Wiseman, 
Vol..Il., p. 449). · .. · • · ' · " 
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With Lindsay and the 'independent Liberals, who in~ 
eluded a person of the considerable Parliamentary im
portance of Roebuck, Dieraeli had more success. What 
they mainly wanted was a more comprehensive measure 
of Reform . .f Disraeli, as we know., was himself in favour 
of a more generous Bill than the timidity of some of his 
colleagues had allowed him to propose. He had, there
fore, no difficulty in giving a general assent to the pro
gramme outlined by Roebuck in a letter which he wrote 
to Lindsay. 

!. 

J. A. Roebuck to W. S. Lindsay. 

May 22, l859.~A Reform Bill which proposed a six pound 
value franchise for boroughs, a ten pound franchise for coun
ties, and also the disfranchisement of a large number of the 

· smaller boroughs, would, I think, command the confidence of 
the country. At this time, however, men's minds are very 
intently fixed upon foreign affairs; and what is required of 
our rulers by the people on this matter is that every means 
should be adopted to maintain an honest neutrality, and at 
the same time that every precaution should be taken to 
render England secure against foreign attack. I feel sure 
that if this course were pursued, respecting home and foreign 
politics, the country would support an Administration that 
thus showed itself truly patriotic. We are not at the present 
moment possessed of much confidence in the so-called leaders 
of the Liberal party, but the people have made up their. 
minds that there shall be no return to the old Tory practices 
or principles, but they are not determined to have their ends 
sought by particular inen only. They were content to see 
Catholic Emancipation and Free Trade carried by Sir R. Peel, 
and they would be quite ready now to receive Reform, and a 
wise foreign policy, from the present possessors of power ...• 

- . . . 

Lindsay explained that by 'large disfranchisement' 
Roebuck did not contemplate disfranchisemelli.t to any
thing like the extent proposed by Bright; and he woceeded 
to draw up a paper which he submitted to Disradi, on 
behalf of Roebuck and himself, embodying the views 
agreed upon. .Disraeli was asked, and consented, to rise 
at the beginning of the debate on the Addre"Ss arid make 
a statement on behalf of the Government in harmony 
with these views; and. Lindsay undertook, if . that, were 
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done,. that Roebuck and. his other frierids__,....in sufficient 
number, he believed, to. secure a clear majority-,-wciuld 
support the Government in ~.confidence division. In 
consequence of these · arrangements, • Disraeli ·contem,. 
plated the approach of :the session with serenity. 

· :To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. DoWNING STREET,' May 26, l859.__:Ev~ry~ 
thing looks well. Be careful to keep all your places .open . 
. Also a bold mien and confident tone. Any despondency 
under your roof is noticed. and repeated, and then people will 
not believe we are going to w~it. If Stanley is with you, just 
g~re him a· hint in thiE;~. dire~tion. I have. :tl!-Y .reasons for. all 
·this. . . .. . .. . 1 , .. , . . • , •. . · . · • . . , i . 

. ·'Up, to yesterday,· Palpl.~rston and J .. R. had agreed on all 
points , of. foreign, policy; 9n ,Refo~in.; ; ~nd on their. Ca~inet; . 
but. not as to mode of attack .. This you may rely on. J. R; 
:waf? strong for. an amendment on, .~eforni., but, it was urged 

··that we· shoul<l. be.gr(Jat fools, if .we .did not cut .the ·ground . 
frolll under them in that respect; and th~n also' lam a~s:ured, . 
the real Wh.igs don't w~ht ·to come in on Reform.. There is .a 
small section for .. censure ~.on dissolution, a,nd they. urge •. ~hat , 
Gladstone .h{ts. pro:mised,. to· vote. for .that, a.n:d alsq spe~jk 
But this proposition is not favorably received. Lord, Palmer
s.ton is for want of confidence;:but whether oil. Address or on 
a ~subsequent' and s.ubstan,tive motion hesitates; 'but the 
chances. are · i.t will be ori the Address,· the. precedent . of 1841, 
which is in the mouths of Charles Wood and Ben Stanley. 
These, I am assured,'are· themost violent: There iue several 
opponents, . however, to want of confidence ori. the · Aqdress. 
The bite~ is .that . ' :qtany Radical!> hold. aloof.~; . I believe 
Bright and .. Gibson are. secured_ by ,the Palmerston-Russell 
coalition. Along time. was wasted by a mutual desire of 
each of these chiefs that .. the other should go to the Upper . 

. House;· ultimately they both declined. T!ley . therefore 
·remain in iihe Lower House. The form of settlement is-the 
one sent for is to be acknowledged Premier, and the rest serv~ 
under hi:ftl; .but J. R. said he knew the Queep. would send for 
i."ord•Palmerston: .... · · 

· Sir John Ramsden is to tnove the amendment; . 
· Gladstone· will vote against want ·of confidence. , ;I wi.sh, 
now, .y.o~ had seen him, and then we. should have had all his 
reasons against dissolution, and been able to discount his 
objections before be spoke. . . • . 

. "My plan·of th'e ·battle woUld be·this: to. rise myselfimmedi-
• 
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ately after Ramsden~ and state our case, and divide the same 
night if possible. But my reasons for this unusual course I 
will reserve till we meet. Peel, however. if I remember right, 
did it OOC(;l. , • , • 

Disraeli's information that the Opposition were coming 
together was quite correct. They had fought in the 
elections a common enemy, and therefore were less dis
po&ed for the moment to fight one another. Moreover, 
the Whig leaders wanted office. All sections, represented 
by Palmerston and Russell, Sidney Herbert and Milner 
Gibson, joined in a requisition for a meeting at Willis's 
Rooms to settle the plan of attack. The_ meeting was 
held the day before the Queen's Speech, and was entirely 
successful. 'The two leaders,' says Greville, 'gave the 
required assurances that each would serve under the 
other in the event of either being sent· for. There was 
a general concurrence in the plan of attacking the Govern
ment at, once, in which even Bright and Ellice joined.' 
It was determined, in order to insure harmony, to avoid 
naming any special subject of censure, -and simply to 
move as an amendment to the' Address that the Govern
ment did not possess the confidence of the House. The 
motion was entrusted to a promising young member, the 
representative ofa great Whig house, who was eventually 
to become one of his country's most trusted and respected 
leaders-Lord Hartington. 

An accusation of bias in favour of the unpopular 
Austria seemed to be the most plausible form that the 
attack on the Government could take. · Accordingly; 
Disraeli had supported his chief very strongly, as against 
the Court, in insisting that the terms of the paragraph 
in the Queen's Speech indicating the intentron of the 
Government to. preserve neutrality should be of4;he most 
unmistakable character; and the Queen gave way l:refore 
their united representations. 

, To Lord Derby. 
GROSVENOR GATE, June 2, 1859.-I humbly think the 

'neutrality' paragraph, as amended, will en~anger the 
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Government, and retard and embarrass the very policy which 
Her Majesty would wish to favor. At this moment there is 
great jealousy and suspicion of France in this country, but 
its open expression is modified, aftd even prevented, 

1. By some genuinesympathy for Italian freedom. 
2; By a general impression, industriously circulated by the 

Opposition, that the Court and the Ministry ·are favoring 
:Austria . 
. It is of the utmost importance to discredit and discour.age 

this general impression. The notice of neutrality in the · 
Speech will be the test. 

All distrust in the public mind on this head averted, the 
more· unsuccessful Austria inay be, the more public feeling Will 
develop itself against France, and the interference of England 
will, at the ripe. moment, be milled for by the general voice. 

All this will be postponed, and with a change of Ministry 
p,ossibly ·definitively prevented, if there be a predominant 
feeling in the public mind that we have now an Aust'!'ian 
Government. . . ··. 

With prudence, we have a majority on any amendment; 
but if they can raise a colorable point. on Austrian bias, or 
imminence of war from our policy, the Opposition wo:uld at 
this monient succeed; though in a month hence it might be 
'differt:mt .... 1 - · · 

The Oppbsition amendment· was··· moved, and issue . 
joined, directly the Address had been moved and seconded. 
The debate, which lasted three nights-June 7, 9, and 10· 
-gained much in· interest owing to the uncertainty of 
the result. Though Palmerston and Russell, Sidney 
Herbert and Bright, had met together and kissed one 
another; there were known to be still Liberal, Irish, and . 
Peelite dissentients; and the Liberal majority was not 
sufficient to admit of much wastage. The Beacons~ 
field papers' contain a sample of the bets that ·were 
made: ' Lord Lyndhurst has paid Mr .. Charles Greville, 
20 sovereigns to receive one every week while the present 
Governn!ent continue in: Mr. G. stopping.at 100.' · . . ' . 

. To Queen. Victoria. 
HousE OF CoMMONS, Tuesday, quarter past eight _o'cloclc 

[June 7].---:-The Chancellor of the Exchequer, with his humble 
. 1 For the correspo~dence between, the Q_ueen and _Lord Derby; see 

Queen Victoria's Letters, under this date. 
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duty to your Majesty. Lord Hartington spoke like a gentle
man; was badly seconded. Chancellor of Exchequer rose 
immediately at six o'clock, and is just down. The House 
very full and very enthusidt1ic. The Chancellor of Exchequer 
presumes to say he thinks he satisfied his friends. 1 

. 

In rising at 'the beginning of tlte debate, Disraeli was 
. acting in accordance with his understanding with Roebuck 
anq Lindsay; and in the course of his speech he made, 
'in no ambiguous terms, that advance on the Bill of the 
previ01.1s session, in regard· to the borough franchise and 
redistribution, which, in accordance both with their 
wishes and with his own conviction, he had promised.· 
He ridiculed the claim of Russell to a monopoly of the 
question which he had been 'handling and fumbling' for so 
long. The Conservatives, forsooth, were not to be allowed 
to have an opinion on the subject, but Palmerston, who did 
not conceal his disinclination for any Reform, was yet the 
popular candidate for the command of 'the united sections 
of the. Liberal party,' with the consent of Bright, who 
had abdicated his ' portentous opinions ' in a 'lamb-like 
manner.' Disraeli himself maintained-surely with good 
sense-that no measure of Parliamentary Reform could 
be, .or ought to be, passed which was not a compromise 
between Conservative and Liberal opinions. 'The h3.!ppier 
the compromise, the more successful will be the measure.; 
and the great aim of whoever is to carry it must be to 
bring forward a large, enduring, and satisfactory measure, 
which, on the w4ole, the great parties in the State Will 
agree ought to pass.'. The Government had dealt boldly, 
he claimed, with· the county suffrage in their Bill, and 
they had been able to do so because that franchise had · 
been frequently and maturely discussed in the House. 
The borough franchise was not in that con~ition of 
maturity, and so there they proceeded cautiously. '!'heir 
plan of a variety of franchises had not found favour; but. 
the question must be dealt with, so as to promote the 
introduction of the working classes. That was the 
opinion of Parliament arid of the country. 

. . 
1 Queen Victoria' 8 Letter8. 
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We cannot be blind to that result. We do not wish to be 
blind to it. We hi:1Ve no prejudice against the proposition. 
All that we want is to assure ourselves that any measure that 
we bring forward is one which is r~quired by the public neces• 
sities, and will be sanctioned by public approbation and sup
port; and therefore we .are perfectly prepared to deal with 
that question of the borough franchise and the introduction 
.of the working classes by lowering the franchise in boroughs, 
and by acting in that direction with sincerity; because .... 
if you intend to admit the workip.g classes to .the franchise by· 
lowering the suffrage in boroughs, you must not keep. the 
promise to the ear and break it to the hope. The lowering of 
. the suffrage must be done in a manner. which satisfactorily 
.and completely effects your object, and is at the same time 
consistent with maintaining the institutions of the country .... 
It is, in our opinion, best for the country that a measure of . 
Parliamentary Reform·sliould be brought forward which is of. 
as· conclusive a character as human circumstances will admit 
of. To obtain that result, it must meet all those fair demands 
which are now recognised, and which the opinion expressed 
py the. General Election has stamped with public approba
tion. . . . I Claim for Her Majesty's Government the right 
to deal with the question of Parliamentary Reform~ not fettenid 
or hampered by the proposition which they made in the last 
session, any more than the noble lord has been by his own 
proposals, but at the same time I assert our intention to 
deal with it in a large, liberal,.and conclusive.manner. -

. The bulk of the Liberai Reformers scoffed at this pas
sage as an instance of rapid a:~id interested conversion 
in which no confidence could be placed, though for 
Disraeli, as a student· of his speeches on the suoject 
would recognise, it was no conversion at all; but an ex
-pression of views long held, but recently subordinated 
in order to obtain unity in the Cabinet. Bright, forgetful 
tbt he pad repented-_ his vote to overthrow Derby 
and Disraeli in 1852; prepared _ to . overthrow them 
once •. m~re, in the fond hope that Ruasell's presence 
in the new Government would insure an ampler Reform 
Bill. - - ' 

The passage in Disraeli's speech which,_attracted most 
attention was an attack on Graham, whose goodwill_ of 
the previous year had changed to liostilitiy, and who liad 
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condescended during the election to make use against 
the Government of reckless charges of bribery and cor
ruption. Graham was in11roducing to the electors, as his 
colleague, his nephew, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, afterwards well 
known as a wit and a temperance.reformer, and Disraeli 
affected to think that the 'impudent fabrication' must 
have been retailed by the nephew rather than bytbe uncle. 

When I saw in. the newspapers the name ' City of Carlisle,' 
I naturally looked at what was taking place in that quarter. 
But ;reading, I fear a little incorrectly, I confess I did mistake, 
at the time, the speech which appears to have been made by 
a distinguished member of this House for that of the young 
gentleman that he was ip.troducingto his constituents. When 
I read that charge upon the Ministry which we were told was 
to be the basis of a Parliamentary vote of want of confidence, 
when I read statements made without the slightest founda
tion and with a bitterness which seemed to me to be perfectly 
gratuitous, I could. not help saying: 'Young men will be 
young men.' Youth ~s, as we all know, somewhat reckless in 
assertion, and w:hen we are juvenile and curly one takes a' 
pride in sarcasm and invective. Nevertheless, one could not 
refrain from an interest in a young relative of a distinguished 
member of this House, and, although the statements were not 
very agreeable to Her Majesty's Ministers, one was glad -to 
recognise a chip of the old block. I felt-and I am sure my 
colleagues shared t)le sentiment-that when that young 
gentleman entered this House, he might, when gazing upon 
the venerable form, and listening to the accents of benignant 
wisdom that fall from the lips of .the right hon. gentleman 
the member for Carlisle-he might learn how reckless asser
tion in time may mature into accuracy of statement, and how 
bitterness and invective, however organic, cap. be controlled 
by the vicissitudes of a .wise experience. .. 

Lyndhurst wrote to Disraeli .next day: ' Is it true that 
Graham took prussic acid on his return from .the Com
mons last night 1' Graham, however, was qui~~·able to 
defend himself, -and retorted, later on in the de bat~, ~hat 

. . . ~ ,. 

Disraeli presented in his own person ' a contra~ction to 
the Horatian maxim, "Lenit albescens animos·~~illus," 
because by experience he knows that one may.iose one's 
curls and still retain one's taste for sarcasm ~'and invec
tive.' He adde-d that• he regarded Disraeli '~i{j:the Red 
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Indian of debate. By the use of the tomahawk he bas 
cut his way to power, and by a recurrence to the scalping 
process he hopes to prevent the'ioss.of it.' It was a retort 
quite in the Disraelian vein. . 

Graham was not th~ only Opposition leader to receive 
punishment. Disraeli was satirical over the Liberal 
meeting at Willis's Rooms, which were formerly Almack's. 

. . 
In the days of our youth Willis's Rooms were managed by 

patronesses. The distinguished assemblies that met within 
those walls were controlled by a due admixture of dowagers 
and youthful beauties, young reputations and worn celebri
ties, and it was.the object of.all social ambition to enter there. 
Now W~llis's Rooms are under the direction of patrons, 'imd 
there are two of those patrons below the gangway. They are. · 
the noble lord the member for the City of London [Russell], 
and the right bon. gentleman the member for North Wiltshire 
[Sidney Herbert], who have signed the vouchers for the recon
ciled sections. . . . Well, we have some experience of those 
great statesmen. We know how the noble l9rd conduct~ 
·negotiations. We know how the right hon. gentleman conducts . 
war.1 You say that we have failed in our negotiations, and 
t~at we cannot be trusted in the event of. a possible war.· 
Well, then, the noble lord and the3 right bon. gentleman won't 
help you mu?h. 

Disraeli replied in detail to the various charges brought 
against the Government, and claimed. to have shown 
that they were 'flimsy and feeble and illusive.' But he 
made no complaint about the vote of censure.· It was 
of paramount importance to .know at once whether 
Ministers had the confidence of the House. The decision · · 

·should not be delayed even four-and-twenty hours. 

. • To ;Mrs. Disraeli. . 
.J!£n.~t2, .. 1859 . .-.,.The grandest speech I ever made: all say 

so. Tij'~:,Speaker very much. I never hear~ such cheering. 
We ~~~e got a majority if they di~de to-day; but that 

they w.J.1.1''1try not to do, as they know 1t. Our fellows don't · 
mean t'IWspeak, but to rest on my speech. · 

I attribute it all to your getting up so.often; and especially 
· 1 Sidney.H~rbert replied that, if t.he Liberal party 'formed a. Government; 

they would,::'~e ' exposed to the opposition of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
and we all·filiow how he carries on war.' · . · 
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to the laudanum, for, though I did not sleep1 it soothed my 
head. 

There was a very large. mob, and I was enthusiastically 
cheered. 

Greville describes the night's depate thus: 

On the first night Disraeli made a capital speech, and no
body else on their side would ·speak at all. This was a sort 
of manmuvre and attempt to bring about a division that 
night, for they found out 'that seventeen of the Opposition 
had not taken their seats, which would have secured a majority 

·to the Government .. The Whigs therefor~ refused to ·divide, 
and put up one man after another .to keep the debate open, 
and · eventually obtained an adjournment;' Palmerston's 
speech was in accordance with his declaratioD.,at Willis's, and 
with his ancient practice; it 'was violently ·pro-French and 
anti-Austrian, and it was full of gross falsehoods and mis
representations, which. he • well knew to be such. In his 
seventy-fifth year, and playing the last act of his political • 
life, he is just what he always was. . · 

• ~f.. 

Disraeli probably had another reason for endeavouring' 
to. force the division on the first night. He wished the 
indepe~dent ·Liberals to vote under the immediate· 
impression of his offers . about Reform, before party ~ 
pressure had had time to work upon them. When the'divi- t 

sion was taken, on the third night of debate, it was found 
that very few of the men whose support had been prom
ised followed Lindsay and Roebuck into the Government 
lobby-not more than half a dozen in all. Others voting 
with the Governinent were a few Irish Roman Catholic 
Liberals; Lord Elcho, afterwards Lord Wemys!),jn whom.~ 
independence was almost a foible; and· Gladstone. The.~' 
vote of censure was carried by thirteen-323 to~\310; and 
the Government immediately resigned. ' • ,;, 

• 
. To Mrs .. Brydges Willyams.. ··~i. · 

DOWNING STREET, June 11, 1859.-The second cJifn:iJ'iign 
of the year 1859 ended last night, after an engagement of 
three days, in the defeat of our cause. The result was ey:ident 
since the close of the last General Election, and the general 
engagement could not M avoided, tho' it might perhaps hiwe· 

• .. 
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been postponed for a: few. weeks> I ·preferre~; however, 
quitting office with a numerous and well-organise~ army, . 
untarnished and undamaged by a. succession of struggles and 
defeats, and full of confidence in their numbers and· their 
future. . . . · 

. . . .. ... . 
-Malmesbury.insisted at the tirrie, and has maintairied 

in his Mer:nOirs, that the Government woUld ·not have 
, · b~eJ?- de~e,ate<f)iad ~he l3lue'!3ook'_cq~~a,ining his Italian 

despatches b,een laid before Parhament. He declared 
that 'a:t least·'t\velve or fourteen members of Parliament· 
'who voted .ag~:[nst us in.c the fatal division. came out of 
their way at differ.ent times .and places to ·assure me tl:fat, 
had they. read,..!'that correspondence before the :debate, 
they would never have :voted for [the] ameriq~ent ';-~~d'. 

'-~his .favourable opinion was s~are~ by Cobderi and· by 
;. Dela~e of The: Times. The papers. had been .prornised 
':.i~_th~~-- Queen's ·Speech, and Malmeshury .was' urg~~·t 
~ with 'Disraeli to, have the_m_ distributed early enough 'to 
. ':i.ffect the division; as the charges of Palmerston, RusF;~eli, 
'·aild their followers, against the Gove~ent largely;t:iirn~d 

. . . . . ~ . 
J on the . supposed mismanagement ·of foreign _.policy: 

,• · Disrae!i _refused, or.· at,. any rate neglected, 'to lay the 
papers ~in time, and. no satisfa~tory explanation was 
offered either then or since. Ma'lmesbury says that 
Disraeli never gave. him any reason, out th~,tt he himself 
was convinced that Disraeli had not read them,' and- ·so 
could not fight them in debate. That' does not sotind · 
likely whe~ we rememberDisraeli's unremitting mdustry, 

~-'and especially his omnivorous passion for BluerBooks. 
·,-.How coV,ld I produce them when they were not printed1' 
. was Dis:hi1eli's somewhat tart reply to. Mr .. Kebbel's 
request' 'for enlightenment. But this suggestion is quite 

' . - . - . 

inc!l!-~~~i(;ent with Malmesbury's state:tnen~ in his appeals 
to Uis'1~eli during_the debate and in his Memoirs. The 
Bea~dE:sP,eld Papers contain no direct explanation of this 
puzzl~t;"hut Disraeli's correspondence, as we have seen, 
sho'W:B' that~ while he and Malmesbury were agreed at 
this' criSif;l in the aims of their "foreign policy, he was 

' ' 
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.frequently dissatisfied· with Malmesbury's methods and 
with his management of the Foreign Office. · It may be 
assumed with some confitfence ~hat he doubted whether 
the papers would produce a favourable impression, 
and thought it safer to take a vote without them. His 
.judgment in this case was appa:~ntly in fau!t; and, that 
beip.g so, he characteristically took ~efuge in silence. 

Though the change of G:overnment did not take place 
till the second week of June, Dis~aeli neyer h:r;ought iii 
his Budget, but left the financial provision for the year 
to his successor. The defeat of Mini~ters on the Reform 
Bill and the consequent. dissolution had postponed the 
consideration of Ways and Means till the new Pa~lia
ment. The elaborate preparations which Disraeli made 
in the autumn and winter for his financial schemes were · 
therefore wasted. But he may have consoled himself 
by· the re:f:l.ection that the kind of Budget. which ··he 
originally ,contemplated, based on a reduction of ex
penditure, had, principally owing to the demands of the .. 
nary; been rendered quite impracticable by the' spring 

· of 1859. Few Chancellors of the Exchequer, hardly even 
Gladstone, have been more profoundly convinced than 
Disraeli of the necessity of public economy, or .more 
anxioue to secure it. He recognised fully, mo;eover, 

·.that economy depends upon policy .. We find the Secre
tary of the Treasury (G. A. Hamilton) writing to him in 
August, 1858: 'One of your terse axioms is that expen
diture hangs op policy '-an axiom which hardly origin~; 
ated with Disraeli, but on which he certainly acted. 

When the time came in the autumn of 1858 for the fra:m
ing of the estimates, he directed his private •secre~ary, 
_Earle, to draft .a memorandum, for circUlation among. his 
colleagues, on the financial condition of the countr~ • In 
this he pointed out that, as the income tax was generally 
condemned, and it was the settled policy of the Govern~ 
ment, that it.sh'ould be extinguished in 1860, there would 
be a large pro~pectiv~ deficit, in that year, which must 
be met either by the imposition of taxes or by the redue-

L • ~ 
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t~·<)Jl:Ol~som~ ntlaieme { .o£)jt%.lfJ:J.~ii:ilyA l:r(!sjn~§!l;,'3J1tJ:\d'; :Irl¢%; 1l!NYJ, 
maJttl ~; thopghts,1,j;.lsJ,. thee;r>tghljYr0\lns .... a t~sf:w torv;c~state,,of0 t hfl 
~f.1JeP,ar~~rtt; as:·re"g~rct~'' its'-finlt_nge.'".~': . ,ol:\ ,,.._ ,ve.fl'ort_t~ 
-nW1tWou'giPt5H6 ~fiM~'6ia:f£'ltfitg1fmentX8f 1tl\'e Wdr?ri~,i~~l\1:\:BrJr 
the audiPo"'f>sifr_w;;B'feml~yt:\)ris"otl'!l; .tlifiertlfiVT&hfdraldtet .from 
th-att'Jbtrfthe:~W.aB IDepai'rtment,oi\JhaW.-e&eas0wrtmil'1.elieJ'lellfthe 
P(i>~~Ci&>l9~f'l (.J!l,~~gflll:!PiQ.tb\~J@;9JjJ:Pl}~; ;w!J.Jtr.!'PiU:l}(Ji8fH ·!.-} ·grrl am ijOrrV to hea11 you talk of InCreased exnenditu.re. 'Jili:ere 
~\i"'g:W£ 'i-lft~ r~<ci'cl6W6'&',%f'cfit i§lf[JftWJ8th1f£tiBiitfHR rJcflf~fiil 
Eifficiell.cf: l1<£u't1 i~J<Mif'e}[!p!lfJib\v}::>9JitHffusa\Mnai:ff:iHfi:l£iebtq;o 
-e,bnt!fnd'2}V<ittrr. xSiliUrnav:gtioclJ{,fnan~gerli:~ritfmrithrei:dilJ.a;'licesdis 
.t_h~:;<i!LJ,l;yi t};!,jg.gtwb,!.<ilhclZ~a~Jyj.jwJ,lJ gg:!1 t!!_e,'Jc@p:!)M'Y. ,Y>I!.li.lk!~~bt!cllg 
·make us inrle:Rendent. of Court an.d Parliament . .,_, •• [j· t · · 
J.JJiJ~J'fl t.J"ltiT.I:J' (.UU(.JL J..n u0ni"'<UJgllhJXtl (:tU !JiiJOITt~(n.Jl thBX \,d'l8~Jl 

ii:Jr §11e 11}9~l\t~;rCJlH~.JY ljll!!r!Hin,'1~ lll'<i~!'i'aift.h!:l'.r:P,'.)r,iM ::,wyj~es 1}yW:.tf ''J~nM · 
Treasury sny-a.:Brom'leJ::-i'\ each departmcmt, to 1h~m its of' fraudulent 
lfeffii~rras f!l;iid. tbt1cli't~ck8th'eL"e'x:pli'ndi:fute~ofStheiv'i££l&u1:1gra&fJ,}re ~om: sd 

r.<:~ . ·• ·: .l 
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constituted the Militia; but the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, though he realised that increased estimates could 
not be avoided, was, as in offici~l duty bou:rid, rather the 

· critic than the inspirer of these valuable measures. More
over, he pressed economy·· on the new Gover:riment in · 
debate, and urged them to bring it about by a policy of 
gene~al reduction. of armaments. . . . 

As in 1852, so in 1858-59, Disraeli, as was inevitable 
from the awkward .situation~ the House of Commcins, 
wa~ th~ animatillg spirit of the Mini\>try, though there 
was a niuch cl9ser agreement this time between him and 
Derby on the !Jlain issues than there had. been over. the 
necessity. of abandoning Protection. His ascendancy 
both in the party and in the House of Commons had~ 
become more marked; but at the sallle time his steady 
pursuit of a ,progressive policy, dictate~ not m_erely ,by 
his convictions, but by his (leficiency in Parliamep.tiny 
numbers., had alarmed the higher Tories.. I The difficulties. 

·to be faced by a Minister in a minority are \yell illustrated. 
· by a letter whl.ch he wrote in the winter to Pakington-:
. a letter which throws, moreover; conside:r;able light on 

the· principles. on which Dis.raeli acted in regard to 
patro:nage. It is. characteristically free frorp. cant, ~nd 
outspoken on the claims of party; but. at the· same time it 
shows how party claims· can be duly reconciledwith the 
publi? interest.· · 

.. 
To Sir John Pakington. 

Conjiden.tial. TREASURY, Dec . . 19, 1858.-A complaining 
letter to a colleague is not a very pleasant Xmas offering, but 
I feel confident you will not misinterpret it. ·· · . . 

We suffered much last session from the numerical weakness 
of ow st•aff in the Rouse of Comri:ions. It•ought not to be 
less than 35. The ·importance of .this cannot be overrated~ 

1 Greville on Dec. 25, 1859, writes that Disl'aeli had 'raised· himself ini":; 
mensely . • : more .. perhaps with his opponents and the House of Commons 
generally than with his own party; but it is universally acknowledged that 
he led the House :with a tact, judgment, and ability, of which he was not 
-before thought.capable. · While he has thus •isen; no rival hassprung up .. 
to di~pute his pre.eminence.' . · · · . . . 
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Vivian's motion,1 which was a blow to the Government and 
the Court, and which may yet lead to serious consequences, 
was only carried by two "otes. 

Our staff last session only counted 30, tho' we gained one 
Cabinet Minister by an.accident. 2 It is now reduced to 29 by 
the retirement of the late Lord Ad11ocate. Its deficiency in 
numbers is occasioned by the absence of I Lord in Waiting, 
1 Groom in Waiting, 1 Irish Solicitor-General, 1 Lord Advo
cate, 2 Lords of the Admiralty. I have given unremitting 
attention during the recess to attempts to mitigate, at least, 
this eviL By providing for George Dundas in the Colonies, I 
hope to secure a seat for the nord Advocate. · . 

The generous offer of the Duke of Northumberland to place 
a seat at the disposal of the Government by the retirement, 
if necessary, of Josceline Percy, indicated a mode in which 
one Lord of the Admiralty might be provided for, and it was 
thought, through the same influence, by a peculiar combina
tion, the Parliamentary representation of. the Admiralty 
might have been otherwise strengthened. , 

·The recent passing over of --has entirely destroyed these 
contemplated arrangements, and I cannot refrain· from ex
pressing my surprise and great mortification at the course you 
have taken in this respect. 

High as the interests of party rank, I have no wish that 
they should be supreme. Efficient service is, without doubt, 
the superior consideration. But-- was a much. younger 
man than his favored rival, and was distinguished in his 
profession, which thepresentCommander-in-Chief at-- is not. 

If there be any individual -whom, both from interest and 
inclination, we ought to consider, it is certainly our former 
colleague, the Duke of Northumberland; 3 and if there be any. 
member of the present Cabinet who ought to be most careful 
in showing respect for him, permit me to say it is the present 
First Lord of the Admiralty. · ' • . 

I cannot but feel that there is a great error on the part of 
some of my colleagues on the subject of patron"age. They are 
too apt to deem the preferment at their disposal to be merely 
a personal privilege. In my opinion, i.t partakes o\a corporate 
character. No doubt the head of a department should exer
cise a chief and. general control over the distribution of its 
patronage; but there sh.ould be habitual communicat1on on 
this head with his colleagues, and especially with those who 

1 The motion to combine the War Office and the Horse Guards under one 
responsible Minister. See above, P· 1572. 

2 Lytton, a commoner, filled the seat in Cabinet vacant by Ellen-_ 
borough's resignation. 

3 First Lord of the Admiblty in the first Derby Ministry. 

' . .di 
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Glen~lg and others have taken. I mention this that you may 
not think I am recommending, in the common view of affairs. 
a too rash course. I have no arrie;e pensee. I think it wciuld 
be a· solution advantageous to the country and. agreeable to · 
our ownfeelings. I am sure it would succeed.-: Yours eve;r, D. 

Ap any rate, it is beiJ:.e:r than Mr. Addington, for Stanley 
is a clever fellow, .<nd his Pitt and Dundas would be his· father 
arid his friend. 

It was a gemir<;>lJ.s,' though most faittastic, conception, 
characteristic of one who retained to the end his romantic . 
belief in youth and its possibilities. But Stanley, who 
was only thirty-three, was, with all_ his capacity for public 
life, as unlike as possible to a Vivian Grey or even- a 
Coningsby,. and could never have b!OJcome a puppet· like 
Endymion.. He was much too cautious to take a. ris~ 
of the kind suggested; and, though no 'doubt he' was 
regarded with favour among moderate mim of all partij:ls; 
such a novice coUld hardly _have reconciled a statesman 
of Clarendon's standing to service under him. Imprac-. 
ticable: however, as the proposal was, there is no reason . 
to doubt that it was for the moment seriously ,meant. 
What Disraeli foresaw and dreaded was that the great 

·historic .. and national party whose- past he idealised,·. 
whose present. was largely his own work, and in. whose . 
future he. believed, should be condemned. for a.long 
period to ~upport the conservative Premier of a Liberal 
Government against his extreme. followers, when, by 
the general prevalence of Conservative opinion in the 
country, that party was itself entitled to 'guide the 
nation. This is the.· key to all his attempts at 
combination since th~ General Election, culminating in 
this letter.to Derby .• 

Nothin_g, of course, ·came of the suggestion, as, after a. 
failulifl first by Granville-to whom, on"Derby's resigna
tion, the _Queen had recourse in order to a void making 
an ip.vidious choice between Palmerston and Russell.:....:.. 

· and t:P,en by· Russell, Palmerston formed .a Government .. 
Russell· claimed · the Foreign Office, . where Palmerston 
would hayeyreferred ~o ha.ve Clar~ndon; "J:mt.t~ePrime · 
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·Minister no doubt consoled himself with the thought 
that the Foreign Secretary would have his hands' too· 
full to prosecute Reform•with success. Gladstone, who 
distrusted Palmerston on almost every subject except 
the liberation of Italy, then being.forwarded by French 
troops in Lombardy, surprised the wojl]_d by accepting 
the Exchequer after voting_ against a change of 
Government; and the Pee lite leaders. in general became 
absorbed in the Liberal party. ·· 

The Conservative Ministry retired from office in good 
order and in good heart. No definite fault had been 
,found with them, save the undeniable one of not having 
a majority in the House of Commons. But the party 
Nas not altogether happy; and there was considerable 
discontent with Disraeli on two grounds. Some thought 
th~_tt, in not producing the Italian papers, he had com
mitted a tactical blunder; others were suspicious of his 
further advances on the question of Reform. He was, 
however, well received at the party meeting, where 
Derby discouraged disaffection by the ·warmth of his 
acknowledgments to his' lieutenant. Mrs. Disraeli wrote 
to Mrs. Willyams on June 21: 'A great meeting of the 
Conservatives this morning at Lord Salispury's. Lord 
Derby expressed great gratitude to Dis., that he could not 
get on without him, etc., etc. Dis. much cheered by all.' 
Derby had already in the House of Lords promised that 
there should be no factious, opposition to the new 
Ministry; on the contrary, he earnestly hoped he might 
be able to give them an il}d~pendent support. Disraeli, -
in thanking one of his Whips for his services, showed his 
sense of the difficulty involved in this attitude. 'We 
shall. have,' he wrote, ' to keep together a gre~ t party, 
as Peel had in. •J 835, whose strength will really in~ease 
in proportion to their inaction.· But a party does no~ like 
to be mert; and .to combine repose with a high tone of 
feeling in the troops i~ difficult.' 

The war in Italy, which the Derby-Disraeli Ministry 
were condemned for fl.Ot preventing, was brought, after_ 
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the Treaty of Villafranca.! ·We had nothing to do with 
the war, he said, and nothing to,do with the peace. It 
would be the height of raslme~s and precipitation to 
involve ourselves in ·the responsibility of a settlement·· 
occasioned by the Wj.r. Let· France and Austria w.ork 
out their sketc( and give the world a firiished picture. 
Should we ultimately have to put our hand. to.it, we 
should interfere with immensely more effect if VV!3 'now. 
exhibited a proper and dignified reserve, · 

Disraeli had two opportunities this summer and 
autumn to hearten his followers and propound his view · 
of the duties and situation of the .Conservative party.· 
The first was at a dinner given to tlie late Ministry in 
Merchant Taylors' Hall on July 16;:. the second at -a 
banquet in October to Derby at Liverpool. At Merchant 

. Taylors' Hall he pointed to the increasing sympathy and 
~nfluence- which the party had gained in_ the country. · 

. It was a great confederation, prepared to assist progress . 
and to resist revolution, and it had arrived at a com~ 
m[mding position though it had had to aband~m power .. 

lean trcly say that, froni the earliest moment when I-gaye · 
my attentionto public affairs,.! have ever had it as one_of 
'my main objects so r~:~storethe power and repute of the great 
party to.which we are.proud to belong, and. which I believe 
to be intimately bound up with .the welfare and ~enown of 

·this country ... , In attempting; however ·humbly,. to 
regulate its fortunes, I have always striven to distinguish 
that which was eternal from that which ·was but accident~} 

. in its opinions. I have always striven to assist in building it 
. ' .upon a broad and national b~sis, because I believed it to be a 

party peculiarly and essentially national. · 

Disraeij paid for- his unceasing labours of the past year 
and a half by prolonged lassitude and weakness in ·the 
aut'Wllri~ He and his wife remained quietly at H].lghen
den, with .. orily an occasional visitor like Stanley, who 
came for ' Cabinets under the beeches,' until they went to 
stay at ~owsley for the L~verpool demonstration,·. . 

1 After•aome hesitation; the Government determined to send a repre
aent&tive; 'but the rapid march of events in tlta.ly in .1860 put·a. European 
Congress out of the question. · · · . . . -

' .. 
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To Lord Derby. 

CARLTON CLUB, Oct. 27, 1859.-Affairs have been so am
biguous since the prorogation, and so very critical and _per
plexing during the week I have been in town, that I ha-ve 
found myself q:uite UJ?-able to offer ~u ·a~ hint as to the 
course to be adopted'm your observatw.ps on Saturday; but 
this morning I received from the highest authority a com
munication which throws considerable, not to say complete, 
light ·on the generaJ state of affairs abroad-the only topic 
which in reality interests the country. It is impossible at 
this moment to enter into details, but I thought i_t best to 
write by this post, to express my strong opinion that, with 
regard to our external relations, you cannot take too high a 
tone as to the· condition, moral and niaterial-:-i.e., the high 
spirit and great resources of this country. . -

Although none know better than the French Government 
the power and resources of England, it is at this moment the 
fashion of the Court of France, and the example circulates in 
all "circles, to speak disparagil).gly of England; that by not 
taking. part in the Italian war we have sunk into a second
rate Power; that' we have no men,' 'our energy exhausted,' 
the country distracted with· factions, and all is a struggle for 
place. . 

1. It would. be well to dwell on the immense wealth of 
England (a subject of which they are well aware, and which 
makes them mad with envy). That wealth not only enormous, 
but unprecedented. , We can raise any s~m of money at 
3 per cent.; the highest credit of the Continent .only at 6 per 
cent. 

2. The extent and soundness of our commerce; never so 
vast and never so void of mere speculation. · 

3. The prosperity and content of the-working classes. 
4. The high spirit of the community, etc., etc. 
At. Paris they expect only a fiery criticism of your -oppo- • 

nents. Your words will be watched, but when they -find that; 
if England is called upon to put forth her strength, all parties 
will rally round the Throne, the effect will be considerable. 

It may help the present Government out of some difficulties, 
though I think ~hey will at all events extricate themseJves; 
but as a matter both of duty and policy I feel copfident it is 
. the line you should take. · · 

A most hurried letter. 

Derby acted on his lieutenant's advice, so far as- to 
avoid anything· like fl party attack; but it was left to 
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Disraeli himself to .de;v~.lo& in Ts rperoratioii 'the precise 
line of thought· he ha'ii

1 1~ug~~~te<f to Der'!;ly. . Supporter 
a&r 'h&!Wasel:'ff qg•p~ooi1ffi1'>-pol15y' hb~cdtil~d, W6t0 lieoaam>C}be 
lJll'Rl)tlf tlii~~ii:hlfref.' tli"e ·~WteU:oi:J-sg?10'R[ e.r:fj 'O?Hia euo,1 :gi.d . 

· BVJ.Ul1. ;J.r,nJ ,mro:r m Iwso ev~~'if I )t90W· e.dJ ·gnnrrb ~mxelq 
~rm~ ·c~helle dhe:~a~.nfor~g~o~vetmfJ.en~n.?~J.for.ei~n~·p.~,~ell;tat.e . 
W.ho ,; 1~>1he~!:ulppnsecl:cilis.tractlOns'Jal(!drtp0l'ltl£la~>J.dlSSenslOnS'J o£. 
opv)foFm•Jdf'IG@N..erninen·t~dbelievesotlaa'tdleshas. £otm<helemerttrs 
Qni~qich:he:_inay;::Cailecul~tkrfor.pursuing;W;ithts:ricMss anw.JscMenie: . 
efqagg:tession{or-6f;~..w!Sle~trafribiro~on~ntheh1'J'line:tn~assuie,.tli~t: . 
Gov.6rnmen,Jnal!l:d· dthat '(!illeFothatiilthey:Jmi~ta~ei.ther cbiaraC:te;v 
atndtttb.e • gen:'i:U§r.@~t.the- ~agl,is!lif;;{ie0pleJand1dthe dlln~li§hr&Jon:stif:t, 
tuti@n,_:rs&ndoii.£i~~heF,1rc!il:b:nk.OOmi:.eli!rl'xdisse1lSions'<i8J'mdt®n~~tht'l· 
ao~lerti&.airie8.eof.t.our,.q:i.iiblic: li£et:a,snth.e ine31Ji!Srfurtthe)succ.essr"J: 
fuJi ~r{;)sec.lltiliin--b~;th0s~i :Ue~igns:0.thej;qw.ill.oice.untl;ion.tthemJ~~; 
their conf'\lsion. . Tb.,e¥n:wd.dJ afiil'l;l]oi£,e(eN.:er;eth:e-ietim~n.sM:rild.3 
c0-me:,wJleMthedn:<ilepentlen.C.effj}~ithls<.co.Qntu§"\(j)rdA1e:i!jlmpifite\bf 
o:rit .Sor-.ereignLslll.olilldi iti.qeedllge:Ifue:ia~dr,rlthat .lthe S$i!IVel'!lignt 
0.£ ,tlreS:ew~eahil~rtrules~overa.a ;de~~te:d,'tcpeop1e) arH'! 1a Jw1ite.clt 
P.~li~Ihen,lM _;.bHsigrr::>:I lo. x;J~nigs·r.sqail,J·.){.B~q(.od' taei:nra· !I.n. 

-lNrlf&8d~n1f~Ii 6f~tlre 9ih~m~Kt~.aisfle"a:Ili~~o/K ffhtnl\sM~i~st \bev'h'lJSUX<'::·h'(;\\.1~!Rl ·n1ro ·f-~J.ffifli'U:. ~.a_ ~-~s!i fJ& JS{!-'Q,.;T(;V{_~~ve:r.n:r. nr0n . eGM:l· H,(L H.mm e.. w ... mentj m -<1 .14.-ta' i;Ln.1tJJ.t).'),rest1 .[!<), r-;ei(:!•VJc'-' 11:: w.-z,~ffJ><»,,c.uv":~v~·'··'~ qr .1.'. ":!-~~···-,.in '1.-vu~• v 'hJ, 

of h1s speech he clarmed;_ as. the. ·prmmpal resuJt:uo~· 
:!\'if! .dt~~wy§arrstrrJMit<;J'e'isli'ip ijp_rritJ¥it · Rlfus~~ · Q'ff.u<JlfmfuQfi~,. 
ftyLI\'[ yerr'p_u~1£lfd YS.'tl· ~w ··:.~~t 4ti8:fi'qP,t?~~s ~£UtfHeP~1~~WP~ 
;olJQJlJ,,"WllC <(.I.Jt_O JOHhJFJif!6'{7hJ,G.fU. h' (''{;Vf~:lJ;t;l •. ~{ lAln'I ill£- f.V,lu 8'!'2<,1341 _ 
J,£ a,,~flfjf{fY1oUYntl'6 l.pt,l,i;$ vc~sl t,.,~- Bq<~ 1~ I::;W;~l!lJR,o·:m~~ a.n.~tr 

· w..ereJ hel<~riu;p.tlllS~rindh'()iclitia.lsoim~ta.p~ blei~~ tUtiqua.!itiedir,Po: 
attempt any measures' which· might improve the institu~1 
tibns..,08r ; ~alli~£ra:tfbrl0 oferriJ:m,riOao:llli~~sJ:nplfi.rJ;r Hitd 
b h t... · .!.~LUWh•oeqa OTS{ff 'io bl[lY. Ocl'IBVElJI.l1JJ,,S·it8J!V 
roug.,te~H&~~~i~TO'~aJFl"YtosY~~.Yn8J. JB.?l1'PfJl.~"ql?!lff~1!11'i'f~ ... en 

. would now bfu;~Jlgg!'td, ,~~rrth@llk]!!OJU.ly'±@L~P!r(W~~i.m.~w§ur.!ls, 
• '-'llf~to bJ:o trarelit'i~ns\i:rwb:it~-h~ .ar~frgerl.~r:.~.J:ly '{fa1i3~j-nllbttlby 

.. YcfiMse~, Y:wh~crr.dlfreUt~ef<rO'ill S{ulfill~a~· aE13ift'Ht'Ji'6 ·rrifls.if. . 
~e_ r.J'JJJa ll.JJ .11J;tj·ll{)fnJa '!'Oil 11·lf&:rot Jrm o.:t rront'J b(1J.l£:> ar nrtsi;.t:.\!.~- 1r 
no~.~ supJlASe uatr p,any: · u no· 1mp.or, ancec.oecause uere 

.81U •• "~d.Jlibfl tl tlU -I!w· ,t.kl. l1.Ei.U~ ,_t>U.:'llll. ttll.J .lJJ.lJJ\.!'1 '(.lqH ll.l'U. 

~§fJl:L'I1QijgJ'@Jh~;i?P~bJj~> &lft.6.J'l.}1illJ,S,>~~OJr~~.!tJ~.o.d£1{.~~f{d~t!~§I<_>f 
yigi1!j~~n.re~l.d:a:n'tilr;ocriitircisl<m.'>vpe'rpetua!bl~ · v.e;xfiSt&cil'.dJ Hejgm.ai:!' 
ph~pMedF.QH&we:~e~ ,v_ ·t'Jo~fdl'low'?}tH:i~ 1<i\d\ti~ '1~h'i5h s F>~r\5:1 · 

· ' o::il.BJ bfuorls uorr wn· Ny· formulated at this banquet, not to tcomn·ass tne 'earl 
· .'lfi• Jt.l.t IJ01'I1lHfu<J,O.O'J; l.i · 

overthrow of Palmerston's Administration, many o! whose · . 
. m;e.ri!~:peJif?l aJtd ;§~jl:i>,]!i,Qft§'l]f!IJW~J'~;~i{)ji.oJQPgPJ.yb@PJ!~erg~,Prre. 

- 1)~IJQM1 ig.ll~is;t,tJP,~lot9h; ~f~:tm~Jl~ct~il~J?~C~tf!CJl·~;r~.<~.9~!3,§!3iM.J~f: 
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. Friday night, having stayed a day at Pynes with~1my ;1~.' 
colleagu.e, Sir Stafford Northcote.1 .• ·• · · . • · •1 1\:'' 

. We ~med ~t Rot~s?~ild's yestwday-a banquet~:1,nd m·'· 

. among other notab1hties, the French Ambassador ... and tl. · 
Austrian Miriister, Com.te Apponyi. · 'They were on very coA~ 
fidential terms. ·.Who 41ould have suppnsed: this six montbl 

' 1' ttl' . ' . t' ago. . ·. · . . . .. ·. . \~ 

The yea; ended ·sadly. for Dis~a~li, ill . the .deatq of • 
'hjs '<i;evoted sister:'i She· had b'een staying .at Hughen den ' 
in ·s~ptember, and Mrs. Disraeli .had written of hci-... to 

. -1\_frs: WHlyams :· '·She is very ·delicate. I am sure it is' • 
··from not following your system-no doctors, no medi- · 

cine.''. The\.delicacy· was m!lch nio~e serious than Mrs: 
D!sraeli stipposed. • ·; •· · ·· 

· •. : .:. To' Fra~e8 · An'l!,e '!,ad; LOndo1ulerr~. 
t5 . ~,..,,; ' . . ' 

.4;. ·. GRoSVENOR GATE, ·nee. 12, 1859 . ..;-,-.•.. We have returned 
to unspea,kable sorro:W__:_tQothe bedside of my ollly sister, our· 
nearest and dearest'~relative, and .who is. soon,· most unex- . 
pectedly and suddenly,, to bt:lost· to'us f She was a _persqn . 
. of great intelligence and charm -,':-One_ ~f th!)se ·perscms . who ' 
are.,the~.oul of a house arid the.angeli(J·spirit·of a family . 

. Sarah Disr~eli di~d·.on December 19; .To her brother, 
who,.had e~P.~rie.;,ced, to £lie full what he c~lle~;ii(on:e .. of 
his n,ovels ,·~ ~ister's J?1y8tical affection,' it was indeed, as 

. ··~he Wr.ote·•·to~his frien'ds Manners .and Lennox, a.~ great' 
. grief. ·You 'k;riow;• he ·added,., the bl~ssing of?k·:~ist4r.· · 
. Alas hnine wap an only ·one.:_myi firs~·:and. ev~,r'.faitMU!' 

• friend !' ~. l ' ' · ·· · ··~ -
~ ~"' • .. ·"\,.:::-.. ~.. 'J • ·~ • v.~-<·~ 

.r 1 Northcotc had b\'len one of the party at. Nnowsley, and had written 
from tliere·to:Lady.Northcote: 'Mrs. Disraeli is great•fun, and we made 
capital friendidn the train, though I could .not help occasionally pitying· 
hw husband for the startling effect her natural speeches must have upon 
the ears of hfs great friends. Still, there is something very warm and good . 
in her maqper which makes one forgive a few oddities. She info~med me 
she WfS born in Btampford Speke (see· page 434),~J,nd I told her they must 
come and seser birthplace some time when ~hey are in Devonshire. . What 
do you say.to the idea .of asking-them to Pynes? It.wouldeomplete the 
astonishment of .our. neighboirrs. Lang's Northcote, p. 98. 

, ~ ~ ' . ~ 




